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On or about February 1st proximo, we shall place upon the 
market our

0 Size Movements, Pendant Setting,

for Hunting, Open Pace or Skylight Cases, (the smallest 
watch movement ever produced in America), embrac-

ing five gTades, ranging in quality and price comparatively 
with our 6 sizes, No. 71 to No. 94.

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as t
ime-keepers, they cannot be excelled. We

ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of 
our general line, which are far superior in quality

and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less pric
es.

Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. Factories, Elgin., Ill. New York Office, 22 John St.
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.

will next consider, a lit-

tle more at length, the

element Phosphorus.

This substance does not

exist in nature in a pure state ; but we

find it combined in the older primitive

rocks in the form of .phosphoric acid;

also in modern volcanic lavas. This

element is one of the most subtle of

nature's agents, and like sulphur seems

to be born of fire ; and yet it enters in-

timately into organic structures; both

animal and vegetable. Phosphorus,

when pure, is of a yellowish waxy ap-

pearance and plastic at ordinary temper-

atures, melts at I Ii° F, boils at 536° F.

It takes fire in the open air very freely,

and should be handled with extreme

care, and kept under water. The liabil-

ity of phosphorus to inflame in the open

air is almost entirely removed by the

presence of the vapors of some of the

essential oils like turpentine. I spoke

of the combination of phosphorus with

hydrogen in a former article. Phos-

phorus combines with chlorine, but the

compounds are of small interest in the

workshop. Phosphorus readily com-

bines with oxygen, producing P2 03 and

P2 05. Thess compounds are of great

interest in organic chemistry, and of

some moment to the workshop, but not

of importance enough to deserve lengthy

notice. This element combines with

iron, and produces a brittle condition,

when hot, known as "hot short" iron,

in distinction to "cold short," which is

produced when sulphur enters into a

combination with iron. Both these

elements are detrimental to iron, as the

terms " hot short" and " cold short"

would indicate. These things, however,

are of more interest to foundry men,

than watchmakers and jewelers. The

principal use in the workshop of phos-

phorus is in the manufacture of friction

matches, and as these useful articles are

of great importance to the craft, I will

give the details of the manufacture,

thinking it can not fail to be of interest,

especially as our technical works give

only the older and more primitive

methods. I will first describe a peculiar

condition of phosphorus known as amor-

phous phosphorus. It is prepared by

heating common phosphorus up to be-

tween 464 and 482° F, surrounded by

some gas which will not act chemically

upon it. Phosphorus, thus treated, be-

comes a brown red substance, which has

lost most of the properties of common

phosphorus, and is insoluble sulphide

of carbon, and is no longer luminous in

the dark until heated to about 3900 F.
This amorphous phosphorus is used in

the manufacture of the so-called safety
matches. The manufacture of matches

has become a great industry, and the

secret of the machinery for the produc-

tion of the splints is as a rule jealously
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guarded by the several manufacturers.

We have four prominent kinds of

matches on the market : the sulphur

match, the parlor match, the safety

match, and the wax taper match. The

first three kinds use a splint of wood, as

the inflamable substance to which the

flame is conveyed. These splints in

this country are exclusively made of

white pine ; using the finest lumber

grown, as it is important the wood

should be straight grained and free of

knots. One of our large manufactories

use over one million feet a year for this

purpose. In the first matches, the

splints were split, then sawn, now they

are almost universally round, and are

produced by first sawing the planks in-

to blocks the length of two matches.

After this, the blocks are placed in a

sort of planing machine, which planes

in the direction of the grain a series of

beads or ridges. Following directly

after is a plane which has the effect of a

number of gouges acting side by side.

which cuts out the beads produced by

the first knives into a number of little

round splints. This mode will be

understood by inspecting Fig. 26,

where B represents the block, and a

wide plane bit A, with a series of con-

caves, which produce the beads shown

at a, a. The small dotted circles shows

the shape of the splints, and also the

form of the edge of the gouging knife

which follows and cuts out the splints.

A side view of the device seen in the

direction of the arrow b, is shown at

Fig. 27. Here the "bit," which rounds

the splints, is shown at A, and the goug-

ing knife at D. One of the splints is

seen at a resting in a groove in D. The
block is fed up by an automatic device.

It will be noticed that the bit or iron,

which cuts the beads, stands nearer per-

pendicular than the gouging knife,

which severs the splints from the block.

The wood is worked steamed and hot;

still it makes the splints brittle, as we

all know. In former methods, the

splints were placed in a frame by hand

so as to separate them for dipping both

in melted sulphur, wax or parafine, and

also into the phosphorus composition.

The frames were supposed to hold the

splints so wide apart that the sulphur

or phosphorus composition would not

join the heads. An improved method

has been introduced by which the

splints are cut directly from the round

log, and woven into an endless warp of

twine ; the splints forming the filling

or wool.. So perfect is this part of the

automatic m ch nery, that an i m perfect

-

splint is rejected, the loom motion

waiting until a perfect splint is sup-

plied, when it goes along receiving

splint after splint, carrying them

through the various dipping processes,

entirely automatically. After the sev-

eral operations are performed, even the

drying in a current of dry air as hot as

Is safe and not set them on fire, the web

is "unwove" and the matches cut in

two, and counted into piles of Too, 200

or 500 ready for the box—even placed

in boxes, if so desired. To resume

about cutting the splints from round

blocks sawn across the tree. We, of

course, can not give all the parts and

appliances by which the entire process

is effected, but will endeavor to explain

the principles involved. Pine logs,

from eighteen inches, to three feet in

diameter, are selected, cut into blocks

four to four and a half inches long

(counting length by the direction of the

fiber of the wood.) A hole, one inch

in diameter, is bored in centre of these

discs, and a steel arbor inserted with

cheeks which grasp the block and hold

it true in the flat. The block and its

arbor are now placed in a sort of lathe,

which removes most of the sap wood

and turns it—not round, but with an

offset equal to the diameter of a splint

as shown in Fig. 28. At this point,

the splint cutting device commences by

means of two tools, one concave and

the other a gauge precisely in principle

like the cutters shown in Figs. 26 and

27, except they cut but one splint at a

time ; and the convex tool F cuts in

one direction, while the gauge G cuts

out the splint when going in the

opposite direction. The two knives are

fast in a frame, moving with an alter-

nating motion, and, at the same time,

advancing toward the centre of the

block as it revolves. To cause the

block A' to revolve, and, at the same

time, turn just enongh to present no

more or less wood than is required for a

splint, a roller I, filled with keen sharp

points is firmly pressed against the

block E, causing it to move forward

just enough for a splint, no matter

whether the block is ten inches in

diameter or two feet. A smoothing plane

passes back and forth at H, which

removes all the rough edges left by the

cutters F, G. One such machine is

capable of producing about 50,0043

match splints a day of ten hours. The

warp of twine mentioned above receives

the splints direct from the knife G, and

carries them through the various pro-

cesses. The first of which is dipping

in melted sulphur or parafine. Form-

erly, yellow bees wax was used—and it

Is the best material but costs too much.

Parafine varies much. With some of it,

it is difficult to make the phosphorus

composition adhere firmly. Passing

the dipped ends of the splints over a

hot steam pipe to "soak" in the pars-

fine will remedy much of this trouble.

After the splints are tooled, they are

Number 1.

dipped in the phosphorus composition

forming the tips. The dipping is done

automatically, a boy in attendance

keeping the composition stirred up and

the proper quantity on the slab. The

formulas for mixing this composition

are tiade secrets, each mixer claiming

to have a better method than any of his

competitors. One of the important

requisites, however, is thorough grind-

ing and incorporation of the parts.

Next a compound which will dry firm

and not break into fragments, which

not only burns the fingers, but en-

dangers property by scattering frag-

ments of burning composition into any

combustable material which may be

about. Those matches, which are

dipped in sulphur, do not require so

large albulk of composition on the tips,

and it can be mixed to dry harder

than for parlor and safety matches.

The composition for the tips of

sulphur matches is composed as

follows:

Saltpetre 12 parts
Red Lead to "
Glue 7

Rock Candy 6 "
Phosphorus 8 "

The glue is soaked in cold water, and

when softened and swelled is melted by

heating in a bath of boiling water. The
phosphorus is now added and well

stirred. The amount of water added is
just enough to form a thin paste. The
thickness of the paste should be right

to form the little ball of composition on
the tip of the match. This condition
can be determined by adding hot water
to the paste until reduced to the proper

consistency. As we remarked above,
thorough incorporation is essential to

obtaining a solid head, and for this
reason the composition should be sub-
jected to a grinding process similar to
the one employed for preparing painter's

colors. The composition is applied by

dipping, which is usually done by
spreading the mixture on a marble slab,
heated from below with hot water or
steam. The composition for parlor
matches Is:

Potassium Chlorate] to parts
Antimony Trtsulphide
Phosphorus

AGlue
Rock Candy 3 '!
Ground Sand 4 "

If a red tip is desired, use red lead in-

stead of the antimony sulphide. The

cracking noise in these matches can be
'avoided by substituting saltpetre for the
potassium chlorate. One trouble follows
the use of saltpetre (pottasium nitrate)
which is a liability to attract moisture.
A mixture of the two substances are
used by some makers. Gum arabic,
dextrine, gum tragacanth, can be sub-
stituted for the glue and rock candy, or
glue alone used. The sugar of the rock
candy increased the heat of the com-
bustion, and consequently helps the
ignition. In safety matches, there
is no phosphorous in the composition on
the tips, but the phosphorous in the
form of amorphous phosphorus is ap

(Continued on page 11
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Their construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as time-keepers, they cannot be excelled. We

ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general line, which are far superior in
 quality

and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices.
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will next consider, a lit-
tle more at length, the
element Phosphorus.
This substance does not

exist in nature in a pure state ; but we

find it combined in the older primitive

rocks in the form of phosphoric acid ;

also in modern volcanic lavas. This

element is one of the most subtle of

nature's agents, and like sulphur seems

to be born of fire ; and yet it enters in-

timately into organic structures, both

animal and vegetable. Phosphorus,

when pure, is of a yellowish waxy ap-

pearance and plastic at ordinary temper-

atures, melts at 111° F, boils at 536° F.

It takes fire in the open air very freely,

and should be handled with extreme

care, and kept under water. The liabil-

ity of phosphorus to inflame in the open

air is almost entirely removed by the

presence of the vapors of some of the
essential oils like turpentine. I spoke

of the combination of phosphorus with

hydrogen in a former article. Phos-

phorus combines with chlorine, but the
compounds are of small interest in the
workshop. Phosphorus readily com-

bines with oxygen, producing P2 03 and

P, 05. Thess compounds are of great
interest in organic chemistry, and of

some moment to the workshop, but not
of importance enough to deserve lengthy

notice. This element combines with
iron, and produces a brittle condition,
when hot, known as "hot short" iron,

in distinction to "cold short," which is
produced when sulphur enters into a
combination with iron. Both these
elements are detrimental to iron, as the
terms " hot short" and " cold short"
would indicate. These things, however,
are of more interest to foundry men,
than watchmakers and jewelers. The
principal use in the workshop of phos-
phorus is in the manufacture of friction
matches, and as these useful articles are
of great importance to the craft, I will
give the details of the manufacture,
thinking it can not fail to be of interest,
especially as our technical works give
only the older and more primitive
methods. I will first describe a peculiar
condition of phosphorus known as amor-
phous phosphorus. It is prepared by
heating common phosphorus up to be-

tween 464 and 482° F, surrounded by
some gas which will not act chemically
upon it. Phosphorus, thus treated, be-
comes a brown red substance, which has
lost most of the properties of common
phosphorus, and is insoluble sulphide
of carbon, and is no longer luminous in
the dark until heated to about 39o° F.
This amorphous phosphorus is used in
the manufacture of the so-called safety
matches. The manufacture of matches
has become a great industry, and the
secret of the machinery for the produc-
tion of the splints is as a rule jealously
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guarded by the several manufacturers.

We have four prominent kinds of

matches on the market : the sulphur
match, the parlor match, the safety

match, and the wax taper match. The
first three kinds use a splint of wood, as

the inflamable substance to which the

flame is conveyed. These splints in

this country are exclusively made of

white pine ; using the finest lumber

grown, as it is important the wood

should be straight grained and free of

knots. One of our large manufactories

use over one million feet a year for this

purpose. In the first matches, the

splints were split, then sawn, now they

are almost universally round, and are

produced by first sawing the planks in-

to blocks the length of two matches.

After this, the blocks are placed in a

sort of planing machine, which planes

in the direction of the grain a series of

beads or ridges. Following directly

after is a plane which has the effect of a

number of gouges acting side by side.

which cuts out the beads produced by

the first knives into a number of little

round splints. This mode will be

understood by inspecting Fig. 26,

where B represents the block, and a
wide plane bit A, with a series of con-
caves, which produce the beads shown

at a, a. The small dotted circles shows

the shape of the splints, and also the
form of the edge of the gouging knife
which follows and cuts out the splints.
A side view of the device seen in the
direction of the arrow b, is shown at
Fig. 27. Here the "bit, " which rounds
the splints, is shown at A, and the goug-
ing knife at D. One of the splints is
seen at a resting in a groove in D. The
block is fed up by an automatic device.
It will be noticed that the bit or iron,
which cuts the beads, stands nearer per-
pendicular than the gouging knife,

which severs the splints from the block.
The wood is worked steamed and hot;
still it makes the splints brittle, as we

all know. In former methods, the
splints were placed in a frame by hand

so as to separate them for dipping both
in melted sulphur, wax or parafine, and

also into the phosphorus composition.

The frames were supposed to hold the
splints so wide apart that the sulphur
or phosphorus composition would not
join the heads. An improved method
has been introduced by which the
splints are cut directly from the round
log, and woven into an endless warp of
twine ; the splints forming the filling
or wool. So perfect is this part of the
automatic machinery, that an imperfect

Number 1.

splint is rejected, the loom motion

waiting until a perfect splint is sup-

plied, when it goes along receiving

splint after splint, carrying them

through the various dipping processes,

entirely automatically. After the sev-

eral operations are performed, even the

drying in a current of dry air as hot as

Is safe and not set them on fire, the web
Is "unzvove" and the matches cut in
two, and counted into piles of roo, zoo

or 500 ready for the box—even placed

in boxes, if so desired. To resume

about cutting the splints from round

blocks sawn across the tree. We, of

course, can not give all the parts and

appliances by which the entire process

is effected, but will endeavor to explain

the principles involved. Pine logs,

from eighteen inches, to three feet in

diameter, are selected, cut into blocks

four to four and a half inches long

(counting length by the direction of the

fiber of the wood.) A hole, one inch

in diameter, is bored in centre of these

discs, and a steel arbor inserted with

cheeks which grasp the block and hold

it true in the flat. The block and its

arbor are now placed in a sort of lathe,

which removes most of the sap wood

and turns it—not round, but with an

offset equal to the diameter of a splint

as shown in Fig. 28. At this point,

the splint cutting device commences by

means of two tools, one concave and

the other a gauge precisely in principle

like the cutters shown in Figs. 26 and
27, except they cut but one splint at a

time ; and the convex tool F cuts in

one direction, while the gauge G cuts

out the splint when going in the

opposite direction. The two knives are

fast in a frame, moving with an alter-

nating motion, and, at the same time,

advancing toward the centre of the

block as it revolves. To cause the

block E to revolve, and, at the same

time, turn just enongh to present no

more or less wood than is required fora

splint, a roller I, filled with keen sharp

points is firmly pressed against the

block E, causing it to move forward

just enough for a splint, no matter

whether the block is ten inches in

diameter or two feet. A smoothing plane

passes back and forth at H, which

removes all the rough edges left by the

cutters F, G. One such machine is

capable of producing about so,000

match splints a day of ten hours. The

warp of twine mentioned above receives

the splints direct from the knife G, and

carries them through the various pro-

cesses. The first of which is dipping

in melted sulphur or parafine. Form-

erly, yellow bees wax was used—and it

Is the best material but costs too much.

Parafine varies much. With some of it,

it is difficult to make the phosphorus

composition adhere firmly. Passing

the dipped ends of the splints over a

hot steam pipe to "soak" in the pare-

fine will remedy much of this trouble.

After the splints are smiled, they are

dipped in the phosphorus composition
forming the tips. The dipping is done
automatically, a boy ill attendance

keeping the composition stirred up and

the proper quantity on the slab. The

formulas for mixing this composition

are tiade secrets, each mixer claiming

to have a better method than any of his

competitors. One of the important
requisites, however, is thorough grind-
ing and incorporation of the parts.
Next a compound which will dry firm
and not break into fragments, which
not only burns the fingers, but en-
dangers property by scattering frag-
ments of burning composition into any
combustable material which may be
about. Those matches, which are
dipped in sulphur, do not require so
large aibulk of composition on the tips,
and it can be mixed to dry harder
than for parlor and safety matches.
The composition for the tips of
sulphur matches is composed as
follows:

Saltpetre 12 parts
Red Lead to "
Glue 7 "
Rock Candy 6 "
Phosphorus 8 "

The glue is soaked in cold water, and
when softened and swelled is melted by
heating in a bath of boiling water. The
phosphorus is now added and well
stirred. The amount of water added is
just enough to form a thin paste. The
thick.ness of the paste should be right
to form the little ball of composition on
the tip of the match. This condition
can be determined by adding hot water
to the paste until reduced to the proper
consistency. As we remarked above,
thorough incorporation is essential to
obtaining a solid head, and for this
reason the composition should be sub-
jected to a grinding process similar to
the one employed for preparing painter's
colors. The composition is applied by
dipping, which is usually done by
spreading the mixture on a marble slab,
heated from below with hot water or
steam. The composition for parlor
matches is:

Potassium Chlorate] to parts
Antimony Trisulphide 7 "
Phosphorus 7 „

Glue 8 "
Rock Candy 3 '!
Ground Sand 4 "

If a red tip is desired, use red lead in-
stead of the antimony sulphide. The
cracking noise in these matches can be
avoided by substituting saltpetre for the
potassium chlorate. One trouble follows
the use of saltpetre (pottasium nitrate)
which is a liability to attract moisture.
A mixture of the two substances are
used by some makers. Gum arabic,
dextrine, gum tragacanth, can be sub-
stituted for the glue and rock candy, or
glue alone used. The sugar of the rock
candy increased the heat of the com-
bustion, and consequently helps the
ignition. In safety matches, there
is no phosphorous in the composition on
the tips, but the phosphorous in the
form of amorphous phosphorus is ap,

[Continued ors page el
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GOLD WORKING.

Extracts From the Work of George E.

Gee, on Gold Working, with Notes

by the Editor of this Journal.

TO RECOVER GOLD FROM THE WASTE

WATERS OF THE JEWELER.

HERE are various methods in

operation among jewelers for

the recovery of the gold from

their waste waters, etc., a

few of which we think it necessary to

describe.
The old plan of dealing with these

waste waters was very unsatisfactory

in a pecuniary sense. It consisted

merely of a moderately-sized tub for the

collection of liquid substances of every

kind employed in the manufactory;

this tub was fitted with a wooden tap

about one-third from the bottom ; pre-

cisely under this was placed a circular

frame-work of wood, of sieve-like form,

with a rather closely fabricated piece

of felt or flannel attached loosely to the

rim, so constructed as to form a cavity

in the centre for the collection of the

liquid, as it issued slowly from the tap

immediately above it. This, after filter-

ing through the above apparatus, was

allowed to run away, no more notice

whatever being taken of it.

Now this liquid carried along with it

a considerable portion of gold, as we

shall show presently. But before doing

so, we desire first to allude to improve-

ments subsequently effected, or rather,

presumed improvements, of which the

following is one of several which found

much favor some years ago, when jew-

elers began to pay special attention to

the economy of their establishments,

with the view of reducting the working

loss to the lowest extent possible, com-

patible with safe working. This loss

was considered excessive, in proportion

to the quantity of manufactured articles

produced out of a given quantity of

material ; and a comparison of weights

showed such to have been actually the

case. To economise, therefore, the fol-

lowing method of treatment was

strongly recommended at the time, and

was supposed to deal effectually with

the liquid substances used in the differ-

ent stages of manufacture, both chem-

ical and mechanical.

Several large tubs were to be pro-

vided differing in sizes, and placed in a

row, each succeeding one to be smaller

than the preceding. In each of these

tubs taps were to be fitted, which could

be turned at any time. First of all, the

water would have to be conveyed by

lead piping, from the several workshops
connected with the manufactory, into

the largest tub ; when this had become

full, the tap could be turned on and all

the surplus water carried over into the

next, and so on, until the last in the

row was reached ; and in this, a piping

in place of the tap must be firmly

secured, to convey the whole of the

liquid, after its passage through the

row of tubs, into a large tank of deal

sawdust as a final protection to the

whole process. The latter part could

be conveniently performed by placing

the sawdust in the yard or some out-

building belonging to the premises,

where the surplus water might drain

away. It was supposed that by this

means the whole of the gold would be

recovered, on the ground that the pas-

sage of the water through the tubs

would be so checked, and so slow, that

the small particles of gold would all

sink to the bottom, and thus be

eventually saved.
Unfortunately, such could not be the

case. In the jewelers' pickles and other

waste liquids, there are minute pieces

of gold, which no amount of filtering,

or passing through a series of tubs of

stagnant water can possibly recover,

unless some chemical ingredient be

added thereto, which has the power of

reducing the gold to its metallic state.

For it should be understood that the

dissolved gold (and there is a consider-

able quantity in the waste waters of
jewelers) passes through the filter as

freely as the liquid itself. Therefore,

unless this is acted upon chemically,

no hope can possibly be entertained of

its ultimate recovery by the jeweler.

But the best method of all for collect-
ing the gold from these waters, is to

provide three large tubs of different

sizes, placing them in a row ; into the

largest or first tub is put the exhausted

pickling solutions, the water in which

the work-people have washed their
hands, that in which the work has been

washed out, the exhausted coloring

salts and rinsings, and the swilling

waters of every description. Into this

tub is fitted a tap level with the top of

the second, and one in the second level

with the top of the third, to allow the

liquid to run from one to the other in
rotation. A quantity of proto-sulphate
of iron (green copperas) is dissolved in
boiling water and added occasionally to

each of the three tubs, more especially

the largest, which is the final receptacle
for all the used-up liquids. The proto-
sulphate of iron precipitates the dis-
solved gold held in solution to a metal-
lic state, and so purifies and clears it,

that by the time it leaves the last tub
every particle of gold will have become
precipitated, and the water appear per-
fectly clear ; so clear in fact that it can-

not be distinguished from clean spring
water.
The sediment at the bottom of the

tubs, after the clear water has been
withdrawn from them (which is best
done with a syphon), may be well mixed
with deal sawdust in order to dry up
the remaining liquid, and afterwards
well burnt and sifted as fine as possible.
Instead of taps (which are liable to be-
come corroded or destroyed) being
employed for the conveyance of the
water into the various tubs, stout glass
syphons may be successfully used, and
are more economical, the different
chemical agents in the liquid having
no action on them, while they have
upon the others. It is a very good
plan when these syphons are used to
allow the water to run, as it leaves the
last tub, upon a filter placed on a cane-
bottomed sieve ; the very clearest water
then only can run away. By such a
method the sediment in the tubs is in
no danger of being disturbed. It may,
instead of being mixed with the saw-
dust, be placed on several of these filters,
and the moisture being gradually with-
drawn, the substance remains well
dried, and can afterwards be reduced to
powder.
If the proto-sulphate of iron be added

judiciously and at the proper times,
such precautions as subsequent filter-
ing, etc., will not be necessary ; for
every particle of gold will be precipi-
tated in a manner so truly effective,
that no further attention will be requir-
ed. We have had several trials made
by refiners and assayers, of the waste

waters, after the above chemical has

been added, and their investigations

have always resulted in not a particle

of gold visible to the naked eye being

found in the samples.

The gold may be collected into a but-

ton by the means which have been

already described, using sandiver as

one of the principal refining agents ; it

does not, however, pay, and it would

be far better to abandon any attempt

at it. It may be put into the ordinary

floor-sweep if preferred, or kept sepa-

rate and a trial made by the refiners;

the latter plan is much the better one,

where a large manufacturing trade is

being done.
Oxalic acid will also precipitate gold

from its solution, but it is considerably

dearer than the salt of iron we have

recommended ; but if it be desired to

precipitate it without the addition of

another metal, then this acid may be

used with advantage.

JEWELERS' SWEEP.

Jewelers' sweep constitutes the whole

of the sweepings from the floors of the

workshops in the manufactory, which

should, in a well-regulated place, be

swept twice a day, and the refuse pre-

served and carefully sorted every morn-

ing with the view of gathering up the

small particles of gold visible to the

naked eye, which have been dropped

during the work of the day. After this
has been done, and the gold removed,
the sweepings must be well burnt, and
as much of the organic matter destroyed

as rossible. They must then be well

pounded in a large cast-iron mortar,

and preserved for the refiner. This lat-
ter plan may be dispensed with, if

found inconvenient in the working

department of the establishment ; the

whole refuse should then be sent
periodically to a grinding-mill where

steam power is employed, where a large
quantity of sweep can be reduced to
powder in a very short time. It should
of course be previously well burnt,
to facilitate the action of the rollers
upon the material. The old melting-

pots of every description, and the burnt
cinders and ashes from the furnace and
muffles, should also be collected with

the sweep ; in fact, everything at all
worth preserving should be taken care
of and sold to the refiner ; for it is the
attention given these matters in the

course of production that constitutes
the greatest amount of success in the

manufacture of goldsmith's work. In
concluding our subject, we shall give
some valuable tables of alloys and

solders, prepared and used by ourselves,
together with other information which
will be equally useful to the trade.

A QUEEN'S HOUSEHOLD.

Queen Victoria's household has
nearly a thousand officers, subordinates
and attendants. The Lord Steward is
at the head of all with a salary of
$10,000 a year. All officers and servants,
except those connected with the queen's
chamber, staple and chapel, are subject
to his orders. The active duties of this
officer are performed by the Master of
the Household, who gets $5,790 a year.
The Lord Treasurer ranks next to the
Lord Steward and acts for him in case
he is absent, while to assist him he has
the Comptroller of the Household, who
likewise does nothing. The Board of
Green Cloth, composed of the four
above named officials, adjudicates on
offences committed in certain parts of

the palace, and has clerks and secretaries.
The clerk of the kitchen and his clerks
keep accounts, check goods, and give
orders to tradespeople.
There is a chef and many cooks, a

head of the confectionery department,
of the "ower" or linen department, a
chief butler, table deckers, men in
charge of the plate, pantry and of the
coal, and lamp lighters and dispensers
of alms. The Lord Steward is judge of
the Court of Marshalsea, with power to
dispense justice among the queen's

domestic servants, and the court has a

Knight Marshal. The Lord Chamber-

lain gets $1 o,000 a year and, with the
Vice Chamberlain, superintends all the

officers and servants of the queen's

chambers, except the bed chambers,
these being under the Groom of the

State, as well as the officers of the ward-

robe. The Keeper of Her Majesty's

Privy Purse is her financial secretary

at a salary of $10,000. There are the

Mistress of the Robes, the Groom of the

Robes, Ladies of the Bed Chamber,
Maids of Honor, bed chamber women,

Lords in Waiting, Grooms in Waiting;

Gentlemen Ushers of the Privy Chamber,
Daily Waiters, Quarterly Waiters,
Grooms of the Privy Chambers, Grooms
of the Great Chamber and Gentlemen
of the Privy Chamber. The Marshal
of Ceremonies must have an absolute
knowledge of Court etiquette. Many
of the official places call for no perform-

ance of duty, because with the change
of customs, the duties have become

obsolete. The Master of the Tennis

Court does nothing. There are a Master
of the House, Burgomaster, Keeper of

of the Swans, and hundreds of assistants
to the officers mentioned. All this looks
like keeping house under difficulties,

and Queen Victoria ought to be well
paid for it.—Good Housekeeping.

ONE DIES EVERY SECOND.

Here are some interesting facts
about the people who compose the
population of the world:
There are 3,064 languages in the

world, and its inhabitants profess more
than 1,000 religions.

The number of men is about equal to
the number of women. The average ot
life is about 33 years. One-quarter die
previous to the age of 17. To every
1,000 persons only one reaches too
years of life, says the Golden Argosy.
To every too only six reach the age of
63, and not more than one in 500 lives
to So years of age.

There are on the earth 1,000,000,000
inhabitants. Of these, 33,033,033 die
every year; 91,824 every day.; 3,730
every hour, and 6o every minute, or
every second.
The married are longer-lived than the

single, and, above all, those who observe
a sober and industrious conduct. Tall
men live longer than short ones.
Women have more chances of life in
their favor previous to fifty years of age
than men have, but fewer afterward.
The number of marriages is in the

proportion of seventy-five to every
thousand individuals. Marriages are
more frequent after equinoxes—that is,

during the months of June and Dec-

ember.
Those born in spring are generally of

a more robust constitution than others.
Births are more frequent by night than
by day, also deaths.
The number of men capable of bear-

ing arms is calculated at one-fourth of
the population.—Mail and Express.

ENAMELING.

A series of articles on this art by Cellini, Jr.

FOR filling the enamel into the
recesses cut for its reception,
we must make use of a variety
of implements, some times

using flat steel spatulas of different

widths ; then a pointed one, even a steel

pen or quill tooth pick. In the finest

specimens of enamel work, the surface

is subsequently ground and polished,

consequently the filling must be in

excess or fill the recess more than full.

To produce this condition successfully,

it is generally necessary to fill the

second and even the third time, each

filling of course haying to be fused.

For first experiments, some of the bet-

ter flowing enamels should be used, and

repeated trials made until the pupil

gets confidence. Black or red enamels

usually do best for beginners. Com-

mence by cutting some recesses as

directed when speaking of cutting for

enamel. Plain square sinks, shown in

Fig. I, are best for the novice. An

ordinary visiting card plate, costing 15

cents, cut into quarters make excel-

lent sized pieces to practice with,

both for cutting and firing. For filling

in the ground enamel in a recess like

the one shown at A, Fig. 1, a flat

spatula with the end shaped as shown

at B, Fig. 2, is used. A few practical

Fz:9. 2
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attempts will teach the learner more

than pages of written instructions.

When experimenting, we must keep

certain facts in mind and then work for

results. We must endeavor to fill the

recesses as full as we can at the first

firing. We must not let work cool off

after we start to heat it, and, if by

accident, this should occur, it must

be heated very gradually again. Pin

holes in fused enamel generally indicate

that we have ground our enamel too

fine, but this matter can only be deter-

mined by trial, as enamels vary in this

respect very much. It is well to have

several jobs cut before any attempt to

fire them is made. Small tiles on which

to lay the work are convenient. These

are made of fire clay and can be bought

of the parties who furnish the muffles.

One error experimenters always make

in firing, is they loose patience and

desire to hurry too much. Suppose, in

the first effort, we engrave four samples

which should be all ready to fill before

the furnace is heated. As soon as the

muffle is up to a white red heat, it is

ready for receiving the jobs. These

should be filled and heated as directed

at the mouth of the muffle. When

ready for fusing, the job with its tile is

pushed further into the muffle, and

finally given the proper heat to fuse

the enamel, watching between the two

pieces of charcoal used to partially

close the mouth of the muffle. At first,

only seek to get your enamel to fuse

perfectly, and leave no pin holes. Then

experiment to obtain practice in per-

fectly filling the recess, so that when

the enamel is ground off, we will not

have to continue the grinding too deep

to get a perfect flat surface. For the

first experiments, do not attempt to

grind the surface on a wheel, but grind

•
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with a stone held and worked by the

hand. Pieces of such emery wheels as

dentists use and are waterproof, are the

best. You can tell them by heating,

as they are made from shellac and

emery and when heated will bend. In

grinding enamel, the entire surface

should come flat as soon as the surface

of the metal is reached, because, if we

continue the grinding much below this,

it will bring out bad edges and develop

bright spots of metal which appear bad.

In filling, always work on the plan that

the fused enamel will, when ground,

present a perfect surface at the time

the surrounding metal is reached. Do

not attempt any polishing until you get

so that you can fill all engraving and

stone it off to conform completely and

perfectly with the instructions just

given. Use rather coarse sharp cutting

stones for first experiments, as it is in

this, like all other mechanical matter,

expedition is of great importance. You

must look particularly to the manage-

ment of the heat. This can be con-

trolled by opening and closing the

draught holes shown at in, m, Fig. 4,

(December KEYSTONE.) With these

and the coverf, the heat can be per-

fectly controlled. Learn this to perfec-

tion, because when you get to enamel-

ing on low carat gold, you will need all

your experience. I know of no way a

fire can be so perfectly controlled as in

this furnace. You can let the draught

in at either side of the fire, just to your

mind, and by partially covering the top

with f, you can change the force of the

furnace just as you want it.

ONE PUZZLE SOLVED.

A reader who was an observing man

recently sent a letter to this office ask-

ing why it was that so many clock and

watchmakers who slung an imitation

clock or watch outside their shops as a

sign had the hands painted on the face

at exactly eighteen minutes after eight

o'clock. This was a poser to every

clock seller a reporter asked. The signs

came to them that way, they said. The

majority of them had never noticed the

curious coincidence. If asked where

they got their signs painted the reply

was that they left the order with their

wholesale dealer and the sign came

along. That was all they knew about it.

Inquiries among the wholesalers in

Murray street and Maiden Lane devel-

oped the curious fact that there is no

competition in the trade of painting

clock signs. A man named Grout has

a practical monoply of the Chicago

market and the territory for hundred of

miles around. In this city as for many

miles around as New York commands

the clock trade, W. L. Washburn enjoys

a laborious but enviable monoply.

This state of affairs is brought about

by the wholesale clock and watch dealers

themselves, who got used to patronizing

these two dealers many years ago, and

never got enough out of the habit of it

to give any other painter the ghost of a

show to succeed with an opposition

shop.
" But Father Washburn," said one

wholesale dealer, " is father of them

all, and of emblematic signs as well.

He was the first painter to make a sign

emblematic Of any business, and he

started in way back at '53. Why, the

big concerns that make metal signs

don't bother him at all. He gave his

ideas to the whole world to copy, and

the world got rich, The friends he

made back in the '505 have stuck to him

ever since. and one branch of the busi-

ness has stuck so close that no com-

petitor in other branch of sign work

ever thinks of getting a clock or watch

sign to make, and if by chance he did,

he'd probably be so scared he'd send the

customer to Father Washburn."

Mr. Washburn was painting a clock

on a big star when the reporter called.

He was an old man with a happy face

and a white beard. There were clock

signs mapped out, half done and fin-

ished, hanging all around, and every

blessed one of them had the hands
pointed at eighteen minutes after eight
o'clock.
" The reason all the dummy clock

hands point to that hour," said Mr.

Washburn, " is because I paint them

all, and I always paint that hour. When

I painted the first emblematic sign ever

painted as a matter of business, back in

'53, it was a clock. I don't know how

I put the hands. All I remember about

it is that it was for P. T. Barnums's old

concern on Cortlandt street, the Jerome

Clock Company, since gone up the

spout. I painted the hands anyway I

chose, up, down, crosswise, or together,

as my mood dictated, from that time up

to April 14, 1865. That night the news

was flashed into the city that Lincoln

had been shot in Ford's theatre. I was

working on a sign for Jeweler Adams,

who used to keep on Broadway, opposite

Stewart's at the time. I was making a
great clock to hang outside. Adams

came running in while I was at work.

He was a. strong Lincoln man. He

said:
" ' Point those hands at the hour Lin-

coln was shot, that the deed may never

be forgotten.'
" I painted the hands, therefore, at

eighteen minutes after eight. The idea

struck me forcibly, and when I came to

look at the effect I found it was the

most convenient arrangement, since it

displayed both the hands well, and left

the top half of the clock free to paint in

the name of the clock seller if desired.

So I threw all my stencils away and

made new ones for that hour. I have

never varied from the system since, and

that's the reason all the clock signs

point as they do. The Chicago and

Cincinnati people, I find, are doing the

same thing. They don't know the

story, but they probably were won to

my plan by the capability of that par-

ticular arrrangement for artistic display

in painting."—New York Sun.

THE METALS IN SOLOMON'S

TEMPLE.

The London Ironmonger says : That

there was more metal in the Temple of

Solomon than was ever collected in any

other building, we take to be an his-

torical postulate. But it still remains

to be asked : How was so much metal

cast ? With what molds did the Hebrews

manage to do it ? Where did they per-

form their operations ? As to molds,

it seems evident from the Scripture

accounts that clay mixed with sand

was the molding material. In our own

time this is esteemed the safest mold.

But what a vast series of furnaces must

have been required for such operations,

and how harmonious must have been

the action, the outpouring from the

molds, to produce the giant unity of

design ! Was there a national foundry

on the plains of Jordan, before the Jews

were carried captive to 13abylon, and

did Jeremiah allude to it as having been

"repaired" at the time of the restoration
of the temple ? Possibly this may have
been so. But we must remember that
the Phcenicians were the main founders
and workers for the mighty King
Solomon, who remunerated them ; that
as the tabernacle owned much to the
Egyptian arts, so the temple owed much
to Phcenician merchandise. It may be

doubted whether the bronze wonders

of the temple were not a good deal
more foreign than home made. Jerusa-

lem became the focus of the world's in-

dustries, because its king was the

master of the world's intellect. "But

Solomon built him an house" is only a

graphic way of saying that he used his
intellect and his influence for the com-
bining in .one store-house all the
glories of his profoundly artistic age.
Ad majorem del gloriani was the motive
of the assemblage, but art and commerce
brought the "sinews, " if not the hom-
age.

ANIMALS WITH RECKONING

QUALITIES.

For myself, I cannot see why the con-

clusion is denied that animals, as they
come to apprehend the advent of Sun-
day, have some way of keeping count
of the seven days of the week. The
following fact bears directly upon that
point : Something like half a century
ago the writer bad the care and milking
of five cows during one summer. They
grazed in a pasture lot many rods from
the dwelling. It was the custom to
give the animals salt every Sunday
morning. They enjoyed the treat, and

it was evident that they began to expect
it. After a length of time—I cannot

say how long—a curious behavior of

the cattle became conspicuous, for every

Sunday morning they were found stand-
ing at the bars, the point nearest the

house,- with every appearance of mute

expectation. At every other morning,

as well as at evening, they had to be

sought and brought to the bars for

milking. Sometimes I would forget to

take the salt with me at the stated time,

when, instead of moving off to feed

after my task was done, as they usually

did, they remained about the spot an

hour or so, as if waiting for their

weekly rations of salt.

Here, then, is the problem : Every

Sunday morning these cows came of

their own option to the place of milk-

ing, and where on that day they gen-

erally got salt, and not on other morn-

ings. How could they do that, except

through some faculty of estimating the

seven days of the week.

A VALUABLE WEDDING GIFT.

The "nest egg" presented as a wed-

ding gift by the late A. S. Barnes, the

well-known publisher of New York, to

his granddaughter a few days before his

death, was such as most persons would

gladly possess. Inclosed in a white

velvet box was an exquisite pendant

representing a bird's nest, made of

finest gold wire closely interlaced,

through which small diamonds were

irregularly scattered. On the edge of

the nest was a bird with wings out-

stretched as if to .fly, composed of dia-

monds. On lifting the nest there were

disclosed seven piles of gold coins, five

in each pile, each coin a $20 gold pice,
malting $700.—Chicahro Heratd,
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f Contrnmed from page /I
plied to the box. The composition fin
safety matches is:

Potassium Chlorate t,
Red Lead s "
Antimony Trisulphide 6 "
Potassium Chromate
Dextrine

The composition painted on the box
is composed as follows:

Amorphous Phosphorus 9 parts
Iron Pyratis (ground fine) 7 "
Fine (sifted) Glass
Glue or Gum Arabic

The substances are thoroughly mixed
with hot water enough to flow freely
from the brush, which is used to paint
the composition on the box. The so-
called wax tapers are made by passing
a few loosely twisted cotton threads
through a melted mixture of parafine
and stearine reeling the saturated fibers
on a drum, after passing a comb which
removes an excess of stearine and para-
fine. The coated threads are passed
through a round hole to the smooth body
of the taper, and then cut in proper
lengths, when they are treated precisely
as splints were formerly, i e., put in a
frame and dipped into the composition
for parlor matches. We might add a
brief consideration of a variety of
matches called smokers matches, which
will burn in the wind. These are formed
of paper with a mixture of sugar and
saltpetre, placed between two shreds of
the material named (paper), and one end
dipped in the same composition as is
used for parlor matches.

C. M. Hunter, Clijord, Pa., sends
Two Dollars for the gE YS TONE,
"which_ amount," he says,"accurs to me
a path), sum Jor such valuable instruc-
tion as it contains." He heartily favors
our plan for a convention of jewelers in
this in June.

•

A WATCH STORY.

It is stated that the New Haven Clock
Company has spent $6,000 or more in
the attempt to place a new watch on
the market that would completely sur-
pass all cheap watches ever offered for
sale, but by a sad accident all their
efforts have been in vain. The tale is a
strange one. Inventor Le Houte, a
Frenchman, who had for many years
been employed by the concern, was told
to invent a new watch about two years
ago. The inventor was given all the
time he wanted, and had nothing else to
do. Meanwhile his salary was paid
regularly. He occasionally reported
progress, and after a few months
announced positively that he could
make a time-piece that would revolu-
tionize the cheap watch trade. He was
told to go ahead, and the company made
preparations to go into the watch busi-
ness on a large scale. The watch was
to be a perfect timepiece, and to be sold
at from $15 to $25. Le Houte had all
his drawings and plans completed, and
in a few days was to send the model to
Washington for a patent. In the mean-
time he carried the papers and model in
his inside pocket. One night recently,
when he went to the union depot to
meet his daughter, he was run over by
the train and instantly killed. The
wheels crushed his chest and broke the
model into pieces. The papers were
also destroyed, and the invention was
forever lost. Even the inventor's son,
who had assisted his father to a great
degree, was not able to put the model
together again, and after trying in vain
he gave it up.

The Origin ob de Boss Case, an' its Influ-
ence on de World an' Mankind

in General.

BY J. 14. s.

011 ! t lou muse dal hab inspired de poets front all
time,

Assist me in dis my poor attempt to ryhme;
I ax you not fo' dat sacred fire
Wid which thou didst de immortal Shakespeare

inspire.
But dat thou will to me such assistance lend,
Dat I may some reason wid my nonsense blend.
Po' my mind am big wid thoughts dat am new to

hid,,
An' which await de movement oh my obedient

pen
To array demselves in symmetrical lines,
An' if thon be propitious to blend in sweet rhymes.

-

All de great speakers allus begins
der speeches wid poetry, an ' I 'se gwinter
do de same. We great people do dis
fo' seberal reasons. De first am dat it
makes yo' look smart, an' de ignorant
all wishes dey was as smart as yo' is.
In de next place it am de soul ob speech.
Speech wid many am nothin' but a rude
noise, de raw material, while poetry am
de finished article, it 'peals to de finer
feelins', an' dat am what I wishes ter
do.

a He got it and is happy I"

Dat last lectuah ob mine on my
trabels in Europe hab done made a great
furore truought de whole won' and de
State ob New Jersey. Letters an'
telegrams hab jess poured in on de
s'ciety, axin' dat it be delibered in all
de various cities ob de country. Barnum,
de showman, done offer a salary ob
$4.50 a week an' watermelons on Sun-
day, if I would trabel wid him. De
Board of Directors done pass a resolu-
tion, axin' me to deliber a lot ob
lectuahs on de origin ob de Boss case,
an' its influence on de world an' de
great part it hab taken in de great
events ob history.
As it am de duty ob all good people

fer ter do all dey can in dis great work,
I has consented.
"Three cheers fo' Professor Snow-

ball !" cried Coffer-dam Orcutt.
"Tanks, gemmen, tanks." So I has

concluded to pos'pone my lectuahs on
my trabels in Europe, an' will percede
ter show yo' all dat dis world had been
a howlin' wilderness widout watermel-
ons or possums, ef it had not been fo'
dis great case. Now, gemmen and
ladies, I 'poses to start from de
foundation, an' build up sich a heap ob
facts dat no one will eber agin doubt de
facts ob de Boss being de oldest an'
best case in all dis world. Ter do this,
I is gwinter to toat yo' all back, in
your minds, to a time long befo' dis
world was made. I knowed dat remark

would make all your eyes bulge out,
but it am a fact. Now, fer ter convince
yo'. In de first place, what am a Boss
watch case fo' ? 'Am it not fer ter carrY
de time ? Ob course it am. When I
axes yo' all when was time made, is
der any niggah heah dat happens fer
ter 'member when ole "Fadder Time"
started out on his welkin' match,
dressed up in a Boss case an' a scythe?
I guess not. Why, eben ole Deacon
Hencoop, who says he were a serbant
ob Geo. Washington, can't 'member it,
an' he is 'bout de oldest man an' de
oldest nuisance in de world. Now,
time was in existence long befo' de
world was made, in fact, time anus
was Right heah, I wants ter admit
my ignorance. I can't altogeder make
out how dis am so, but it am. De
chaplin ob de s'ciety an' I hab had
seberal fights ober dis question, an' hab
neber come to a settlement on it. Dat
de fool says dat time commenced jess
a few years befo' de wah. When we
settles it, I'll gib notice ob de fact.
Now, to come back to de first. As time
allus was, an' de world was not, I'm
not such a fool as to say dat de Boss
case was made befo' de worl'. I jess
wants ter show yo' all dat as der was
allus time, der allus was need ob a Boss
case. De very first ting dat man done
was fer ter make de Boss case, an' dis
is what I'se gwinter show yo' all in
dis course ob lectuahs.
Natuah, my belubed, was de first

maker ob a time piece, in fact, she am
de great time-inaker, an' hab made a
time fo' ebery ting an' ebery body.
Der am nothin' dat am not controlled
by time, eben de tongue ob Mrs. Snow-
ball runs down some time. Der has
been a time when I looked on de ole
women's tongue as a proof ob perpetual
motion. But 'bout dis great time-piece
ob Natuahs, it neber runs down, neber
gets out ob order. It marks de time
fo' de smallest insect to dat ob de move-
ments ob de stars. It goes wintah or
summah, rain or shine, an' neber has
made a mistake.
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nights was made fo' sleep, an' de days
fo' rest. But jess as soon as de world
got a lot ob people on it, der can be
no doubt dat de Boss case was made an'
sold. I don't see how dey all could hal)
got erlong widout it. Dey jess had ter
hab it, an' wheneber de people hab to
hab anythin', dey jess gets it. Ebery-
one knows dis. No one. will say dat
dese folks befo' de flood did not eat an'
drink, will dey ? De mugwumps, do
not eben deny dis. Dey had der break-
fus', dinnah an' suppah, an' how do
you 'spose dey would hab known de
time to hab der meals, if dey had no
watches in Boss cases ? If dey had had
watches in odder cases, dey would not
hab been any good, kase dey would not
hab kept de propah time. How do yo'
'spose dey would hab got to de circus
an' de theatre on time, if dey hab had
no watches ? How could de railroads
get up der time tables, an' de walkin'
match fellows made der records ? Now,
I wants yer all to keep still fo' de space
ob ten minutes, so quiet dat you could
heah a pin drop or Towser waggin ' hi

goes flappinroun ' so mighty pert li
bis time piece counts de century as a
second, an' a million years fo' a minute.
De mighty thunder dat you heabs
rollin' roun' am de tickin' ob dis gran'
movement, an' it am cased up in de
neber endin' space. In dis respect, it
am like de great Jas. Boss case. Still,
my heahers, dis gran' movement all
only a berry small watch, when yoti
compares it wid some ob de odder gran'
time-pieces dat am markin' out de great
time ob eternity, an' mankin', wid all
his blowin' an' braggin', am nuffin' but
de dust dat gedders on dis movement,
an' which de great watchmaker blows
away wid de mighty cyclones an'
hurricanes.
Dis am de first great period oh my

lectuah, which I proposes to devide in
tree gran' divisions. De first one dat
yo' hab jess heard am de one in which
I proves de fact dat der allus was time,
an' consequently a need ob de Boss. De
second division am from de creation to
de flood. De proofs in dis section, like
dat ob de first, inns' rest largely on
your faith, an' if yo' hab no faith, yo'
is no good, an' had better go jump oil
yo'self. If yo' hab no faith in me,
why I'll do de jumpin' on yo'in gran'
style. Der am, as yo' all know, a Boss
case in de museum ob dis s'ciety dat
was dug up by Leber Set Patterson,
when he laid de foundation ob dat hen
house ob his, dat hab de lettahs E to A
on de cap. Per hab been a great discus-
sion 'bout dis. I done took de sten ' dat
dat ment Eve to Adam, an' no one hab
yet been able to prove dat dis am not
so. So long as dis statement am not
disproved, it must be true. I has chal-
lenged de entire worl' to prove dat dis
am not so. Now, while I is not ready
fer ter take my affidavit dat Adam car-
ried a Boss case in de pocket ob his fig
leaf suit, yet der am no doubt dat he
often laid awake ob nights wishin' he
had one. I once heard a profane
lectuaher say dat he was suah dat de
forbidden fruit was not an apple, but a
Boss case dat hung on dat tree. His
proof was dat der was no proof dat
Adam liked apples, but dat ebery man
liked a Boss case. Der am somethin'
in dis argument, but I leaves dat to de
clergymen fer ter decide. De only ting
'gainst it am de fact dat Adam did not
hab any work fer ter do, an' de idle
folks neber hab much need ob a watch.
It am dis class ob people dat tinks de

It regulates ebery movement ob de
smallest an' de largest ob libing tings,
in fact, der am not a ting in all dis
world dat am not run 'cordin' to de
time-table ob dis time piece. Dis great
time piece, my deah heahers, am de
universe, an' de glorious sun am de
mainspring ob dis movement. De stars
am de jewels; de great planet Neptune,
dat am thirty-five tousan' miles in cir-
cumference, an' am two billion eight
hundred an' fifty million miles away,
am de minute hand ; an' de great
Jupiter, wid its four moons, am de
jewel set hour hand. It am ninety-two
thousand miles roun', an ' four hundred
an' ninety-five million miles away.
Dis little world of ours, dat am only

ninety-five million miles away from de.I
great sun, am de little second hand dat I

•

tail, while yer all tinks how much use
der am fo' de Boss case in dis world.
Den imagine how dese people could hab

got erlong widout it. If der am a nig-

gah in de house dat tinks dey could not

hab had dis great case, why all I has

ter say 'bout him, am dat he am an ass.

Dis winds up de second division, an',

as I tole you, de facts must be taken on

faith, but I tinks dat in de first gran'

division I proved de need ob de Boss ;

an' in de second division de existence

ob de Boss befo' de flood. De third,

which will be a long one, will run

all wintah, kase when I comes to dis

part ob de lectuah, I is ter home. I
know what I is talkin"bout an' will

sling out such big chunks ob informa-

tion an' truth to yo', dat yo' will be

glad you libed in dis century an' is a

inembah ob dis gran' s'ciety.
Now, in de third division ob dis

lectuah, I intends fer ter divide it into

centuries, an' tell de history ob de

whole world an' de Boss in sections oh
one hundred yeahs. I promises you all

some gran' particulars dat yo' hab

nebber heard ob befo', an', at de same
time, I 'poses to settle a great many
historical facts dat ignorant historians

hab all got wrong. It am a big job,

but your professor ain't skeered at it,

an' is suah dat de world will tank him
fo' it.

Well, in de first hundred years after

de flood, der was not much done. 1)er

was not many people left, an' dey all

hab such bad colds from de great damp-

ness dat was eberywhere, dat der chief

business was fer ter get up patent cough
medicines an' rubber ober shoes. Pro-

fane history starts out wid de statement

dat der was 'bout four nations dat

started out in dere gran' race ob life.

Pirst, der was de Phcenicians, de Chal-

deans, de Greeks and de Egyptians.
De first king or ruler ober de Greeks

was a chap by de name ob Javan, or

John in English. Der am not much

known 'bout him, an' fo' de next four

hundred yeahs, history doan hab much

ter say 'bout dese reek chaps an' says

de country was in possession ob a lot ob
wild tribes. I tinks dese were de mug-

wumps or de snide case makers, who

had de rulin' ob dat land. IPo' de first

two hundred yeahs der am not much
news 'bout de Phcenicians, except dat

dey founded de city of Sidon an' dat it

was noted fo' its fine textile fabrics. Dis

am one ob de greatest proofs ob de

ignorance ob dese people, or dey would

hab known 'bout de Boss, an' I doubts
berry much if de textile fabrics were

any good.
De most smartest people ob dis time

were de Chaldeans, an' de first ruler

went 'roun' wid de jaw splittin' name

ob Izdhubar, alias Nimrod. fie am de

chap dat built de city ob Babylon, which

in after years was one ob de seben won-

dash ob de world, an' which I'll tell yo'

'bout in de proper time an' place. Yo'

all wants ter mind dat de time I am

speakin"bout am 2348 B.C., an', by de

way, you all knows what dat B.C.

means. It does not mean Boss case.

'Bout dis time de Tower ob Babel was

built. It was 650 feet high, an' der hab
been historians who said it was built
fo' de makin' ob Boss cases, but der
am no proof ob dis. It was destroyed
by Xerxes in 478 B.C., an' it am re-
ported dat he done so kase der was an
advertisement on it ob a snide case.
De next king was a chap by de name

ob Lig Bagas. He was a great builder,
so dey say. Next was a hummer by
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de name ob Dungi, an' now we begins

ter get down to de facts. Dey hab his

seal in de British Museum, an' when I

was at London, dey showed it to me

an' said no person had eber been able

fer ter read it. Jess as soon as I seen it

I read it dar as clear as day, " Buy de

Boss." I receibed a vote ob tanks from

de parliament fo' dis, an' dey fix de let-

tahs "S. of V. Q." to my name, which

means "Settler ob Vexed Questions."

Now, we takes up de Egyptians.

Dese are de great people ob dese times.

Po' de first hundred yeahs, der am not

much in de history ob dese people,
kase Dr. Birch, a great writer, says dey
had a bad way ob inixin' up dates an'
did not keep much in de way ob records

ob any kind. I le also says dat history

•
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knows no time dat de I, gyptians were

not highly developed, both physically

an' intellectually. Der am no doubt

ob dis. It am certain dey knowed all

'bout de Boss, but if der am doubt ob

dis, yo' will see dat dey knowed all

'bout dem. De first ruler dat we knows

ob is Antef I., an' he am de proof

positive dat de ancients knew 'bout de

Boss, kase dey foun' his mummy near

Thebes in 1827, wid a Boss case in his

pocket wid his monogram on it. De

movement had stopped, an' de fact dat

I states dis am proof dat it is so, kase

if he had had a snide case in his

pocket, de makers ob dat stuff would
hab taken der affidavits dat de move-

ment was still runnin'. I is berry care-

ful 'bout tellin' de truf, I is. Now, ter
show you how mean some people is, der

was a family by de name ob Dungi in

Jersey City dat laid claim to dis watch,
sayin' as how dey all were de descend-

ents ob dis king. De next ruler was a

chap by de name ob Menterhotep I., an'

it am supposed dat he kept a jewelry

store from de figures dat we sees on de

rocks an' ruins, which yo: now sees in

de pictuah dat de artist throws on de

,1

facts will pile up berry fast. Soon der

will be no mo' doubts 'bout de Boss

bein' de oldest an ' best case in de world.

Wishbone Parker an' Silver-Joint

Jackson will now pass 'roun' de hat fo'

de nickels, as we needs money fer ter

buy mo' oil fo' de lamps, an' also to

pay fo' workin' de growler when dat lot

ob English lords paid us de last visit.

To bean-eatin' branch at Boston hab

expelled Franklin Pancake Wilson,

kase he would not use de name dat de

s'ciety selected fo' his twins, but he

went to work an ' named dem Persimmon

an' Possum. Hardy, de dude, am fined

fo' wearin' an obercoat wid a cape on it,

au' Fatty Bennett am also fined fo'

blowin' his nose wid de sugar tongs at

a banquet. All de trablin' men ob

Floyd, l'ratt & Rounds, hab applied

fo' membership, but der am some

doubts 'bout der loyalty to de country.

Soon as dis am settled, dey may get in.

LUL 111
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/NI Conger, .S'ewanee, Tenn., says.

"I don't mind telling you that I regard

the KEYSTONE as the best journal

fin- a practical workman that I have ever

seen."

canvass by de stereoptican. An' by de
way, dis will add quite largely in dese
pictuahs ter show yo' all many ob de
strange sights ob dat Ian'.

Dis, ladies an' gemmen, closes de
first two hundred yeahs ob history after
de flood, or 'bout seventeen hundred
yeahs after de creation an' bout 2300
B.C. Course yo' all knows dat der
am a good deal oh guess work 'bout
dese times, but from dis time out yo'
will find dem more interestin', an' de

THE use (if the electric light goes
back to 1844, and perhaps a few years
earlier. The early modes of generating

it were either too expensive or too
imperfect to make feasible. It has been

slowly perfected by many inventors, no

one of whom can claim all the credit.

EXPERIMENTS IN OPTICS.

not as grateful to the eye as the same

figure on a slate, and a bronze bust

against a white wall is less pleasant

than a marble bust against a black

shield.
A Russian physician named Malaney-

sky after many experiments proposed a

black ground and white letters. Prof.
Bowditch of Harvard experimented with

several classes, however, and found that

a majority of only a small per cent. in

each class preferred the black ground

and white ink ,to a white ground and

black ink. The Harvard experiments

prove that Malaneysky's scheme is not

of a general value. In Paris it has been

decided that street names in white let-

ters on a blue ground are more easily

read than the black or white lettering.

The most noted experiments in colors

has been that of a firm of Dutch pub-

lishers, which has printed a number of

books on light green paper in sky-blue

ink. These are claimed to be nature's

favorite colors, and their pleasing effect
in vegetation and sky is sought to be

reproduced by the printed page. The

experiment is said to be successful,

though the combination of color is not

likely to ravish artistic souls. Still

other plans for relieving the eye have

been suggested.
A London firm of printers asks if we

do not read backward, and suggests a

heavy-faced italic type. It is claimed

that a perpendicular letter is not best

adapted to the sight, and that the vision

would pass more readily and with

greater ease over a line slanted toward

the right as if the letters were flowing

in the direction taken by the eyes in

reading.
Other persons have suggested that

matter be printed in columns, a word to

the line, like an old-fashioned spelling

book, or a Chinese newspaper, and that

the column be read from the top down-

ward. The column would be an odd

looking affair where a short word and a

five-syllabled one came together and the

waste of space incurred makes such a

suggestion impracticable. Another
suggestion is that the lines be printed

to read right and left alternately. For

instance, you begin at the first line and

read to the right hand side of the col-

umn, then drop you eye to the next line

and read back to the starting side an so

on. The loss of time in carrying the

eye to the right from the left hand side

of a column at the conclusion of each

line would be saved, as well as the strain

on the eye in catching the next line.

But no language will lead both ways,

and the proposition is not worth con-

sidering. Mr. Tuer, of the London firm,

suggests a new type with a broad face,

and that capitals be made of a size uni-

form with the lower case or small letters.

He would reduce the " tall " letters—
those that project above or below the
line—such as 1, h, y and p, to the same

height as those without tails. But his
suggestion has rather the object of
economy in space than a relief to the

eye, though both are considered.
About the best suggestion offered for

newspaper printing is that of two prac-

tical printers of Chicago—Mr. A. C.
Cameron and Mark L. Crawford. They

want less printed in the newspapers and

the size of the type increased. They

want the news in brief and to the point.

The people do not want a dictionary for

a cent, they say, and complain that the

papers print so much matter that it

takes too much time in the reading.
—Chicago News.

Oculists say that reading people are

wearing out their eyes. They trace
near-sightedness and many other defects

of vision to much reading. It is a

matter of common observation that

persons who read most have the sense

of sight most impaired. Scientists have
feared that the prevalent defects of the

eye might become hereditary, and that

years of evolution might produce a

sightless race—or, at least, one partly

blind—and many experiments have been
made and suggestions offered to lessen

this danger.
A number of experiments have been

made with reference to the color of the
paper and the printer's ink. The gloss

of highly finished or calendered paper

has been condemned. A natural tone

and a dull surface is preferred. The

contrast between white paper-and black
ink is believed to be too great and a

diversity of colors has been suggested

for both paper and ink. A very light

buff tint in the paper has been found to

be grateful to the eye, and a manilla
paper has been used with good results.
An eastern experimenter has satisfied
himself that the ground should always
be darker than the print—the paper of

a deeper color than the letters. He
suggests black paper and gray ink, or

a blue page printed in orange. Signs
are printed on this principle oftener

than on any other.
This suggestion is based on the theory

of scientists that objects are seen because
they are lighted up—that is to say, the
rays of light reflected from an object
forms its outlines on the retina of the
eye. In the white page and black letter
it is claimed that this process is reversed
and that every part of the page except

the letter is seen. The letters are
observed because in certain lines the

white page makes no impression on the
retina. A silhouette, it is claimed is
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CLOCKS.
-----

I
N the KEYSTONE for July 1888, we
gave the principles involved in
the pendulum as adopted to
govern and control clocks of pre-

cession. We followed with a descrip-
tion of the best methods of suspension
for pendulums. As next in order, we
have been considering the most approved
means for the correction of temperature
errors. In the selections made from
high authorities on this subject, we gave
exact measurement of the parts. In the
zinc compensating of my own make, I
also gave precise measurements, as the
compensation was adjustable. I would
beg to add that for making such parts
it is very difficult to give precise
measurements, as the several parts will
necessarily be varied in construction.
What we desire is to have the reader
thoroughly master the principles in-
volved, and go about the construction
of a clock if he sees fit to build one, a
good deal after methods of his own;
basing his efforts on sound premises,
which can only be done by thoroughly
comprehending the subject. The three
principle methods of compensation for
temperature errors have now been dis-
cussed, namely, mercurial ball, gridiron
rod, and zinc tube. Full details of con-
struction for either of these plans have
now been given. We take this course
in order to have these articles thoroughly
practical, and shall add such sugges-
tions as we think will enable our
readers to obtain the best results. To
those who propose to construct a pre-
cession clock, we would advise a care-
ful perusal of all the articles back to
July 1888, as, in addition to the selec-
tions made, we have sought to make
the chain of instruction complete, so
that any skillful workman could go on
and make a clock which will give fine
results, and all done at very moderate
cost.

Clock-making is a science, and re-
quires a wide range of acquirements.
But a great deal of research can be
avoided by accepting the methods
adopted by .our best makers. The
choice of compensating corrections lies
between the mercurial ball and the zinc
tube, the preference being in favor of
the mercurial ball. A ball of this kind
constructed with two glass jars of
mercury, five and a half inches high,
and a glass tube for a pendulum rod,
seems to combine more advantages than
any arrangement yet applied. The
principles involved in the pendulum
require a rigid rod, and at the same
time a light one to keep the centre of
oscillation as near the regulating nut as
possible. Glass is comparatively light,
very rigid, and affected by temperature
less than any material we can use
except wood, which has many practical
draw backs, and should never be
thought of for pendulums of precession.
The writer would like to give some
diagrams of the principles involved in
pendulums, but anything like a com-
plete analysis would occupy the entire
pages of the KEYSTONE for this issue.
For this and other reasons, I would beg
the average reader to accept the plans
laid down for constructing a pendulum
for a fine clock, and if he desires to
vary the construction, let it be in the
escapement and train. In our next
issue we will give the entire details for
constructing a pendulum rod of glass

tube, and follow with a consideration of
various escapements—their advantages

and disadvantages. Then we shall give
entire details for constructing a clock
equal to the pendulum we will describe
in our next issue. We will then close
our essays on clocks of precession, by
giving methods for astronomical correc-
tion by the transit. After we have, in
the order named, got through with the
consideration of clocks of precession,
we will take up curious and mysterious
clocks.

A LESSON TO CLERKS.

The disposition of yonng men en-
gaged in mercantile pursuits in the
country to seek more lucrative positions
in the city is quite general. The im-
pression prevails that opportunities for
advancement are greater in large cities
than elsewhere. Recently a young man
who had been employed in a store in the
interior of the state, visited the city,
and called at this office for advice as to
the proper course to pursue to secure a
clerical position suited to his ambition
and experience. The lesson from him
is this : He had been engaged in a
country store a little more than two
years, but during that period had saved
from his earnings $1,000. Naturally
he was ambitious to make larger earn-
ings and more rapid accumulations, and
this he sought in San Francisco.
Doubtless the industry and economy,
of which this young man gave evidence
would lead to success in almost any
town or city, but it would not be easy
to make an equally satisfactory showing
from two years' labor from any average
clerical position here. The fact seems
to be, if the case of this young man is
a fair sample, that the opportunities for
making gradual accumulation is better
in small towns than in large cities.
There are exceptions, of course, but
experience teaches that the majority of
those occupying clerical positions in
large cities rarely save money. The
cost of living and the temptation to
spend money are both greater in the
city than in the country towns. Young
men who are just starting in mercantile
life will consult their own interest, if
they stick closely to their places in
interior towns. At the rate of five
hundred dollars a year, it takes but a
few years to save sufficient to establish
a fairly good business. Any clerk who
can save this sum the first two years
should certainly be able to increase it
gradually from year to year until his
capital should make him a desirable
partner in the business of his employer,
or put him in position to start for him-
self. We venture to say the clerks in
cities who do as well as the young man
mentioned, are very rare —San Fran-
cisco Grocer.

WORTHLESS PATENTS.

Only a small percentage of all the
patents issued from the United States
patent office have any value, while
many of them are so palpably worthless
that it seems a wonder that they should
ever have been thought to have had
any value. One, and probably the
principal reason, for the appearance of
so many ridiculously worthless patents
is that so many alleged inventions are
made by those having little or no
knowledge of that to which their in-
ventions relate. A man who knows
literally nothing about operating a
locomotive engine is much more likely
to set out in an attempt to improve it
than the man who is familiar with all

the requirements ; or with no practical
knowledge of mechanics, he will devise
something purely mechanical in its
nature. To him the matter looks plain
enough, but a mechanic would not think
twice before condemning it. In due
time he secures a patent for what every
one, who knows anything about the mat-
ter, knows to be worthless. He helps
swell the list that adorn the pages of the
Official Gazette of the patent office, and
that is all that comes of it, except that
it may help furnish a text from which
some would-be reformer will rail at all
patents and at the operations of all
patent law.

It might be supposed that a man
working in a direction new to him
would be kept from glaring error by
the advice of those familiar with the
subject. But curiously enough, this is
seldom the case. Mechanics learn from
experience to refrain from offering
adverse advice in such matters, for the
reason that it is almost certain to offend.
Inventors, like other human beings, ask
advice to have their schemes approved.
There is probably no way of abridg-

ing the number of useless patents
issued, except by increasing the diffi-
culty of obtaining a patent. This plan
has been urged, but the remedy is
worse than the disease. In fact, the
idea that serious harm comes from the
multitude of patents issued rests on a
poor foundation. The patent office pays
its own way, and if people want to con-
tribute for the privilege of having their
names recorded there in connection
with some worthless device, who should
object ?—American Machinist.

A SAN FRANCISCO lady bought a
chicken from a peddler. When she
cleaned it for dinner she found in its
crop particles of gold whose value
amounted to Sm. It was impossible to
find what part of the country the
chicken came from. The lady is very
willing to make a similar investment.

ONE WAY TO USE OLD CORKS.

An old bottle-cork may seem to most
people to be an utterly useless article.
But there are few things which the
ingenuity of man cannot .turn to some
good use. Seaweed for many ages has
been believed by all mankind to be quite
worthless, as we may judge by the name
itself; but modern chemistry has dis-
covered that it is very valuable. While
as to corks, it is true that negro-min-
strels, and I might add, many small
boys use them for blackening their
faces, and to make imitation mustaches.
But there are many other ways of turn-
ing these articles to account, at slight
expense. A cork, if cut into a cube or
small brick, bears a close resemblance
in miniature to many kinds of stone
When a number of these are combined
they look like old speckled and indented
masonary. They abound in brown, or
brownish-gray spots and little cavities.
Therefore, if you take a number of such
cork bricks and construct .from them a
model of a small house with care, it will
present a very pretty appearance. They
are easily fastened together by passing
wire or small rods through them or by
gluing them together. It often will be
desirable to give the cork some other
shape or to round the corners. This
can generally be effected with a sharp
penknife and sandpaper ; but artists
who make elaborate imitations of build-
ings in cork, use a new, keen file.—St.
Nicholas.

THE WEIGHT OF A BARRELFUL
OF GOLD.

A short time ago, three gentlemen of
undoubted African descent, were en-
gaged in an animated discussion on the
sidewalk in front of the Register office.
Suddenly, one was seen to leave the
group and enter the jewelry store kept
by Billy Masson almost directly under
our office, where the following conver-
sation ensued:
African—Say, sah, which am de heb-

iest, gold or silber ?"
Billy—Well, sir, gold has the greatest

specific gravity.
African—Say, Boss, I don't keer

nuffin "bout de gravity, I jess wants ter
know which am de hebiest ob de two.
Billy—Well, then, gold is the heav-

iest.
African—I jest done told dem niggers

so. Well now sah, will you please tell
me how much a barrelfull ob solid gold
would weigh?
Billy—See here, what do you take

me for, an encyclopedia?
African—'Deed I don't sah, I takes

you for a gem'men sah.
Billy—Well, now, that is all right.

I don't know just how mnch a barrelfull
of solid gold would weigh to-day, but
I'll weigh the first barrelfull that comes
in and send you word.—Danbury Reg-
ister.

Jeweler—Yes, sir ; I will engrave any
thing you wish on this ring without
extra charge.
Young Man—Well, inscribe it "From

Georgie to Alice."
Jeweler—Hem ! The lady is your

sister, may be?
Young Man—The fact is, this is an

engagement ring.
Jeweler—Ah I My young friend, I

have had considerable experience in
engagement rings, and I would suggest
that the inscription be simply " Fiom
George." Then it will do for anybody.

DIDN'T KEEP IT IN STOCK.

Scene in a gun and jewelry store
whose proprietor, after trying for years
to make the public believe that he has
been fighting combines for the sole
purpose of giving them goods at cost,
suddenly turns around, and not only
joins with the wicked men he has been
denouncing, but actually insists upon
them making a larger profit on the
goods controlled by the combine than
they had hitherto done. Enter an hon-
est granger from Wayback, who asks
the proprietor:
" How do you sell consistency?''
" Sell what?"
" Consistency, I said."
" Why, I never heard of selling con-

sistency."
" That's funny. Ain't this a jewelry

store?''
"Yes.''
" Well, everybody knows that con-

sistency is a jewel, and as you adver-
tise yourself to be the leading jeweler
and manufacturer in Canada, I supposed
you would have a lot made up and kept
in stock. However, I see you have
joined the Combiners. I don't suppose
you know what the article is, so I will
try and get it where I will in future
buy my watches and jewelry, at the
jewelry store in our village. Mr.
Timepiece, the jeweler out there, al-
though he is kind of slow-going and
don't blow so much as some people, is
consistent, and I think honest. Good
day."— Toronto Trader.
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THE SUICIDE OF THE CAT.

BY J. L. S.

Illustrations from " Stuff and Nonsense" Published by

Chas. Scribner's Sons, New York.

•

A tale of a watch, a cat and a boy,
The KEYSTONE readers will enjoy.
One pleasant day in grandma's room,
When the eat had ran from Bridget's.broom,
To sleep in peace before the fire
And dream of his favorite friend "Maria;"
While grandma sits and knits away,
Contrasting the past with the present day.
Her favorite boy on mischief bent,

iSees the old cat n sleep content.

j(:. 
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With a terrible snort, he ran into the hall,
Meeting the old butler, grave and tall,
Who, with fright, turned deadly pale,
As he saw the snide on the old cat's tail.

Then to the cellar, the mad eat ran,
Overtaking the servant man,
Who rushed down stairs in a single stride,
Where, with excitement, he suddenly died.

A smile ofjoy flits o'er his face,
As he thinks of, the cat and his old snide case,
And soon that case, we know as a snide,
To the tail of that old cat was tied.

I-.

Crazed with fear, t rushed on
Into the room of John,
Who, with rheumatics, was lying abed,
In terror fled from it—dressed in the spread.

Up through the vault, he came with a bound
That startled the people standing around,
And a fierce looking dog, that its owner held near,
Ran howling away in trembling fear.

The cat awoke with a sudden start,
As though a pain had pierced his heart.
And if ever there was a cat turned pale
This old cat did when he saw his tail.
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With a startling scream, he sprang in air,
And frightened grandma fell from her chair.
And for many years afterwards she would tell
How she was frightened by that cat's yell.

Then old Uncle Bill came hobbling out
With the aid of his crutches, for he had the gout.
On meeting the cat, he slid down the stairs,
Dropped his crutches and shrieked his rayers.

1, ;

With another yell, he rushed through the door,
Where grandpa sat reading his KEYSTONE o'er;
And as the cat ran by in its wild alarm,
He called for the police to save him from harm.

Into the kitchen in its wild career,
Where Bridget, the servant, trembling with fear,
Called for St. Patrick, her patron saint,
And fell to the floor in a frightful faint.

Away through the street, with a fiendish yell,
The cat and the people ran pell mel;
While everything living cleared out of the way,
And let this old cat have full sway.

,......_.....-... _ -1:—....;:-.=-
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Straight to the river the poor cat ran,
Greatly alarming the lone fisherman,
Where he madly plunged beneath the tide,
And the fish made way for the suicide.
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JACK KNIVES.
 ----

I
N this description I am about to
give for making an outside
clock, I would desire to say
that it will be my study to arrange

the parts in such a manner as to pro-
1 :ice them with as little expense as
possible, and yet thoroughly efficient.
As the driving train will not be seen
(except by especial favor), we will make
it sound, but not showy ; and what we
can economize on the parts out of sight,
we will expend in making our clock
attractive in those parts which are
exposed to public gaze. We will now
go at it, and make our train and put it
into plates similar to any big clock.
Many of our large wholesale hardware

houses, like Tallman & McFadden, 1021
Market Street, Philadelphia, keep on
hand wheels both with cut and cast
gear. For our purpose, cast gear will
answer very well after a little touching
up with a file. We need for this train
three wheels and three pinions, and
will, in the present instance, select
those with a gear known as twelve pitch
i, c., for each inch of pitch diameter
there are 1 2 teeth in the circumference
of the wheel. Our first, or great wheel
A, will be twelve inches in diameter,
and have 144 teeth. This wheel is
mounted on the winding arbor G, which
will be subsequently considered. The
wheels in this train will be of cast iron
and one-half an inch thick. The wheel
A engages a pinion (L) of twelve teeth

'..7'1:91.1 .1'4, 2

mounted on the arbor J. This arbor
will revolve once an hour, and is con-
nected by suitable shafting to the minute
hand of our large dial. On the arbor./
is also mounted a wheel B, ten inches
in diameter containing 120 teeth. The
positions of the several wheels described
are shown in Figs. i and 2. The wheel
B engages the pinion M with twelve
teeth mounted on the arbor K, which
also carries the wheel C, of seventy-two
teeth and six inches in diameter. The
wheel C is the last in the train and
gears into the pinion D, which is
mounted on the arbor S. The pivots
to this arbor (S) are made long, and on
one of them is mounted (after it passes
through the plate) the finger F of
peculiar construction, which holds the
train and allows it to move forward only
at the end of each consecutive minute.
At Fig. i is shown a side view of the
clock, and the three wheels are shown
in place at A, B, C; also pinion D and
arbor S carrying the holding finger F.
Now, by counting the teeth in the

wheels and pinions, we see that if B
revolves once every hour A will revolve
once for every twelve revolutions of ll,
and C ten times for each revolution of
B, and the pinion D, six times for once
of C; or, in other words, the pinion D
makes an entire revolution on its axis
sixty times for each revolution of the
wheel B. If we make an arrangement,
so that the finger F is alternately re-
leased and held every minute, the arbor
of the wheel B will correctly carry the
minute hand of a clock. A little device,
which is goverened by another clock,
effects the holding and release exactly
at the end of each minute. The con-
trolling clock can be almost any kind of
a sure running clock on which there is
a second hand. A cheap Seth Thomas
regulator males a good one. A person,
at first thought, might imagine the
finger F would afford so much friction
as to stop a common clock, but the let
off or release is so contrived as to relieve
the governing clock of any appreciable
friction from this source. In fact, the
time-keeping qualities of our clock is
less interfered with than the ordinary
tower or outside clock from winds and
ice storms. We will leave the details
of the let off device, however, until the
train is more definitely described. The
main wheel A is mounted on an arbor
thirteen inches long, and should be
turned from a three-quarter inch round
bar of steel of this length. Wheels,
such as I suggest for this train, have
one-half inch holes bored in them when
bought, but, in this instance, the hole
in the great wheel A should be reamed
out to one and-one-eighth inches, and
the wheel mounted on a hub two inches
long, and shaped in a vertical plane to
the centre of the axis as shown in Fig.
4. The cuts at Figs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 are
one-eight, the actual size. At Fig. 3 is
shown the spool on which the wire cord
winds which runs the clock. The spool
/ is four inches long, exclusive of the
lips t, which keeps the cord on the spool.
The lip t is one-fourth of an inch deep
and one-fourth thick. The rachet is
cast fast to the spool, and is four inches
in diameter and three•eighths of an inch
thick with an (offset to correspond to
the lip I to guide the cord) one-eighth
of an inch thick, making the entire
length of spool and rachet five inches.
This spool and rachet are best made of
cast iron which can be cast fast on the
arbor. Any machinist can get up such
a spool. The teeth in the rachet should
be about thirty-six in number and one-
eighth of an inch deep. They can be
filed in very readily with a large, three
square file, quite accurate enough for
our purpose. The main arbor G is five-
eighths of an inch in diameter where
the hub H which holds the great wheel
goes, and is drilled at u for a pin to
hold a washer which keeps the hub H
pressed against the spool I. The flat
face of the hub H, which goes against
the spool /, is five inches in diameter,
leaving space for the click and spring
as shown in Fig. 5, which is an end
view of the main arbor G seen in
Fig. 3. The bearings (b, d) at each
end of the arbor G are one-half an
inch in diameter, and the end at d is
squared outside of the dotted line c to
wind up the spool. The weight used is
ioo pounds, but by the arrangement of
the pulleys only half acts on the spool.
The power applied to the pinion L on
the centre arbor is twelve and one-half
pounds on the pitch line, and as this
force is applied directly to propelling

the minute hand on our dial the reader
will understand it will require some-
thing of a storm to affect it much. The
arbor for the centre wheel B should be
made of five-eighths steel turned to half
inch where the wheel I? and pinion L
goes. The pinion L is best secured to
the arbor J by a steel pin about one-
tenth of an inch in diameter, passing
through the pinion and arbor ; drilling
from the space between two teeth to an
opposite space of the same kind. The
wheel is secured to a hub./ driven on
J., and the wheel attached to it by two
screws as shown in Fig. 6. The long
bearing shown at f is three-eighths of
an inch in diameter. The plates which
hold the movement are made of cast
iron and T shaped, and are kept eight
inches apart by three pillars placed as

'indicated by the three screws h It' h,"
Fig. These pillars are cast iron with
the ends turned to fit holes in the plates
P, the small part which goes through
the plates, being a little shorter than
the thickness of the plates, which are
one inch thich, with the holes for the
bearings counter-sunk half an inch.
The perpendicular bar of the reversed T
is twenty-four inches high from outside
to outside. The horizontal bar P of
the T is twelve inches long. The pivot
or bearing of the arbor S, to which the
finger F is attached, is three-eighths of
an inch in diameter, and squared to
receive the socket of the finger. The
opposite pivot at 1 carries a fan wheel
(not shown) to prevent too rapid motion
of the finger F. The arm le extending
to the left is only attached to one-half
the frame, and is to sustain the locking
and disengaging device worked by the
small clock. Figs. and 2 are 1-16 size.

J. L. Hutchinson, of Hutchinson 's
Watchmakers School, La Porte, Ind.,
writes " The December KEYSTONE
wasjust as fine as could be desired."

THE INVENTION OF THE LATHE.

–  
Theridies, an ancient workman, was

noted for his skill and manipulation of
this crude machine, and it was a com-
mon expression in those days that any-
thing which was done accurately must
have been done on the lathe. In the
direct line of advancement was the
application of rotary foot power, which
greatly facilitated work as well as mak-
ing it more easy and agreeable. The
screw cutting attachment, which was
one of the earlier developments, is
described by Jacques Besson, who was
the inventor, about 1578, in a work pub-
lished at Lyons, France.
Then the application of the screw to

the slide lathe came along, and much
time, ingenuity and money was ex-
pended in perfecting it, but it was finally
accomplished, After this came, the
surfacing motion. The first account of
a successful metal working lathe ap-
pears in the year 1694. This was event-
ually improved until the time of Gen.
Sir Samuel Bantham, who seems to
have been quite an inventive or develop-
ing genius. He introduced the slide
rest, and from this got the idea of the
planer, which machine seems to have
been the outgrowth of the lathe and
owing its first invention to him, being
brought out in 1791.
This, as near as we have been able to

follow, is the history of the lathe from
its first conception down to the present
century, although there were many
features connected with it not mention-

ed, which are, however interesting as
applications of the mechanical art, and
which prove that many of the later
patents and features of the present
machine are not the wonderful new
developments we are wont to believe
them. During the present century the
rapid growth of the mechanical arts has
affected the lathe as well as all other
classes of machinery, and its develop-
ment hPs been very rapidly increased,
until to-day it has reached a degree of
perfection which makes it one of the
most valuable and indispensible tools
in use.

Still there are improvements being
made, and the tools of the several ma-
kers are distinguished by some special
feature for which superiority is claimed.
There is probably no other tool which
has received more attention or upon
which more study and ingenuity has
been expended to perfect, and we are
to-day enjoying the benefits of the ex-
periences and developments of many
hundred years of this patient and per-
sistent study of one of the most valua-
ble tools known to the art.—London
Invention.

THE paper on which bank notes are
printed is called "distinctive paper,"
being used exclusively by the govern-
ment for the printing of bonds and
current notes. The mills where it is
manufactured are at Glen Falls, Chester
county, Pa. An agent of the treas'ury
department receives the paper direct
from the hands of the manufacturer,
and every precaution is observed to
prevent any loss. Short scraps of red
silk are mixed with the liquid pulp in
an engine. The finished material is
conducted to a wire cloth without pass-
ing through any screens, which might
retain the silken threads. An arrange-
ment above the wire cloth scatters a
shower of fine scraps of blue silk thread,
which falls upon the paper while it is
being formed. The side on which the
blue silk is deposited is used for the
back of notes, and the threads are so
deeply imbedded as to remain perman-
ently fixed. Each sheet is registered
as soon as it is made.—St. Paul Pioneer
Press.

THE yearly income of the great Kim-
berly Diamond Mines in South Africa
is $20,000,000, and besides this it is
estimated that fully Sio,000,000 worth
of diamonds are stolen every year by
the natives who work in the mines.

ONE of the biggest land deals on
record has been consummated with the
Brazilian Government by New York,
Pittsburg and Washington capitalists.
The principal object of the promoters
of the scheme is to open up valuable
diamond and gold fields in Western
Brazil and in order to prosecute investi-
gation and carry on the work. A com-
pany, with a capital of $2,000,000, is in
process of formation. The grant is for
between 50,000 and 6o,000 square miles
of land bordering the Amazon in the
region of the Andes. The terms upon
which the grant was made are not made
public in detail, but the plans are com-
pleted. The idea is to first send an
exploring party to the company's grant.
This party will include expert miners,
sappers and scientists. They will
remain a year and make exhaustive
surveys and researches. There is no
doubt about there being precious min-
erals in the earth at this point.
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FOR SALE.

A WHITE engraving machine, in good order ; also200 or 300 type, scroll work, figures, etc. It
does as good work as ally machine. I have no use
for it, as I do my engraving by hand Will sell it
for $25, cost $75. T. B. Stephenson, Canandaigua,
New York.

WILL buy a good watchmaker's shop ; no$250 rent to pay. Gas only so cents a month.
No fuel to pay ; building and fixtures. Reason, ill
health. Ad., '' Watch," 423 Main St , Findlay, Ohio.

E WELRY business. Only one in a manufacturing

ii town of 4,000 population. Stock and fixtures
inventory $1,000, can reduce stock to $300 to suit
purchaser. Address, " Connecticut," this office.

EWELRY store. Clean stock in central Ohio.
1.) Can reduce stock from $1,000 to $800. Old
established trade. Can double investment each
year. Only reason for selling cannot be there to
attend to store. Address, J. T. Hamilton, 6 West
Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

TWO first-class jewelry stores for sale in two good
I towns in New York, 20 miles apart, 5 minutes
walk from R. R. stations. Population of each
town about 3,000. Stock and fixtures about $4,500
and $3,000, 40 minutes ride from one store to the
other. No oppositIon to speak of. Reasons for
selling, I wish i to retire from business. Address,
" Opportunity," care this office.

A FINE jewelry business, established io years in

• 

coal regions of Penn. Town, 14,000 population.
Stock and fixtures invoice $6,000, can reduce $2,000
or $3,020 till I st of April. A bargain. Other busi-
ness, reason for selling. Address, " Machine,"
care this office.

nR trade in part, or all with or without property.
U Jewelry etc., $3,020 ; storefixings, $400 ; store
and house $1,500, for St. Louis property, or good
farm land in Missouri. "L." care of this office.

A JEWELRY store in Brooklyn, N. Y. No debts
ki nor claims, nice small stock and fixtures ; plate
glass front ; low rent ; on a good business street.
Very favorable lease for a term of years. Light and
convenient factory room if wanted. The owner
being ill his 6oth year, desires to retire. Price,
1,200. Ad.„ "Jeweler," 271 Court St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

JEWELRY store, central, good cash trade estab-
lished. Bench work for the last year, $150 per

mouth. Will reduce stock and fixtures to $600.
Fixtures invoice $350. I must sell at once. This is
a snap. Address, " Jeweler," care "Democrat and
Chronicle," Rochester, N. Y.

A GOOD jewelry business in an Indiana town of
M 2,000 inhabitants. Good line of bench work.
No opposition. A splendid opening for watchmaker
Address, Mrs. R. C. Williams, Edinburg, Ind.

0"5o inch Standard, 52 and 54 inch expert
Columbia, one 46 inch semi-roadster bicycles.

A. C. Vorhees, New Brunswick, N. J.

A GREAT bargain. A good jewelry store in a live
H town of about 10,000 inhabitants. Stock will
invoice about $4,000. H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, 938
Market Street, Phila., Pa.

QELLING off to quit business. My entire stock of
O watches, clocks, jewelry, etc., together with the
fixtures, including two (2) elegant safes, inside
measurements 42 x 52 inches each, and each con-
taining 84 drawers ; and one safe 21% x 3r, inside
measurement, containing 30 drawers ; 4 show cases
3 feet high, 2 feet wide, 6 feet long. Prices low.
Eor particulars inquire of Charles Zugstnith, Jr.
wholesale jeweler, Wood street and sixth Aye,
Pittsburg, Pa.

QMALL dynamo-machine for electro-plating. J.
O W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

(k1200 will buy stock and fixtures of old estsblished jewelry store in Philadelphia.
Doing a good business. Good location. Plenty of
bench work. Good reason for selling. Low rent
Apply, B. J. Cooke's Sons, 137 N. 3rd St., Phila.

n OOD paying jewelry business in the best town in
U the state of New York; is rapidly growing and
very healthy. Will invoice $3,000. Only those
meaning business need apply. Can reduce stock if
desired. Address, " John," care this office.

DUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.—Wish to retire from
D active business. I offer for sale on very low
terms my entire plant of machinery for the manu-
facturing of gold and silver spectacles and thimbles;
together with the good will of well established
trade. Por further information. Address, or call
upon W. W. Coomes, Longmeadow, Mass.

Tfl INE inch index plate fitted to Whitcomb lathe, in
IN perfect order. F. S. Bartholomew, 25o Main
Street, worcester, Mass.

ERANCIS engraving machine in perfect order;

I all attachments, 3 sets of type Only $55. L.
H. Robie, 256 Main St., Rochester, N. Y.

T" leading to years standing jewelers establish-ment, located in the best business centre in one
of the liveliest milling towns in central Illinois.
Population 30000. Clean, well selected stock, with
safe and fixtures invoicing about $6,00o. Would
reduce to suit purchaser. Address, "Ch.," care
of this office.

A CHANCE OP A LIFETIME.—One of the best
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paying jewelry stores in the state of North
Carolina. Those interested, write for particulars.
Satisfactory reasons for selling. Those not mean-
ing business, will please not reply. Address,
" Rare Chance," care this office.

4

FOR SALE.

A CHANCE of a lifetime. Watch clock and jew-
i-k dry business established nearly a quarter of a
century. (Where a man has made money enough
to retire and spend the rest of his days in comfort).
Stock can be reduced to $800 or less, if necessary.
No bonus. Address, S. Richards, South Paris, Me.

A GENUINE Julius Jorgenson watch, 20 line, only
I year in use, cost $450. Will sell for $2oo. I° E.

14th Street, Room 6, New York.

A NICE, clean jewelry business established 18
I-1 years. Town, 2,000 inhabitants. Good fixtures,
finest room in town. Can reduce stock to suit
purchaser. A rare bargain. Address, P. 0. Box
155, Liberty, Union Co., Ind.

$15000 WILL buy the furniture and fixtures
of one of the best paying jewelry

stores in Nebraska, in a city of 15,000. The leading
store in the city. Competition light ; good run of
work ; have had $15,500 in sales, $1,3oo in watch
work, $302 in jewelry work, in the last 12 months.
Good profits on sales. Rent with dwelling back of
store $70 per month. Brick store, plate glass front;
will send photograph of inside of store. Fixtures
new and of latest style. Parties buying need not
buy any goods. Possession given May I, 1889. The
best chance ever offered for someone who wants to
go into a good and well-established business and
bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a re-
duced price. Men with means and meaning busi-
ness (P. S.—Reason for selling and full particulars
given by mail) will address, " Good Chance," care
of G. W. Marquardt & Son, Des Moines, Iowa.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures. Good location and
j fine run of work. Invoice $2,000. Stock is new
and in good order. Bad health reason for selling.
Address, is N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.

A BOUT $4,000 will buy a nice jewelery business
H paying $10 a day net profit in a nice town.
Good reasons for selling. Address, "S. W. J.,"
care this office.

U OUSE and store together ; good little business.
T Chance for young man ; fixtures $75. F. B.
Cather, Winsted, Conn.

I EWELRY store in one of the richest and health-
iest towns of the Miama valley, Population

2.000. With $300 cash, can make easy terms of
purchase. Write if you have $300 and mean busi-
ness. Address, Box 33, Germantown, Ohio.

CIRST-CLASS jewelry store to be sold for cash, in
r lively Penn. town, of over 3,500 inhabitants.
Stock and fixtures about $1,800. Can reduce to suit
purchaser. Those meaning business, address, E.
W. Davies, Athens, Pa.

WANTED.

9

SITUATIONS WANTED.

QCREW press about goo pounds. J. W. Spence,
O Racine, Wis.

A CHRONOMETER in first-class condition. State
record and price wanted. " 0," care this office.

A GOOD regulator. Must be a first-class time-
bi keeper. State price. " W," care this office.

WATCHMAKER who thoroughly understands his
VI business. To such, a good place is open.
State age, experience and refs. ; also. if can en-
grave. State salary expected. Ryan & Barrows,
Middletown, Conn.

QECOND-HAND drop press. Must be in good
O condition. Gus Hahn, Austin, Texas.

A SECOND-HAND jeweler's safe, in good condition.
PI About 2% by 4 feet, inside measurements, and
SI inches deep. " R," care this office.

I HAVE a nice young man from New England
I that will be ready to take a first-class .position
as head watchmaker for some nice store in about
6o days. East or South preferred. Good references.
Address, W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minh.

A YOUNG man with I or 2 years experience, who
fi desires to finish trade with a first-class work-
man, can learn of an opportunity by addressing,
" 2 J," care D. C. Percival & Co., 392 Washington
St., Boston, Mass.

PLD gold and silver, full 
value paid. Packages

received by mail or express remitted for same
ay. H. T. Roberts, Refiner, 918 Filbert Street,

Phila, Pa.

nOOD watch and clock repairer. Must be able to
U do all kinds of work and do it well ; married
man preferred ; refs. required. Salary to commence
$12. A steady place for the right man. Address,
E. T. Vincent, 191 South Sixth St., Newark, N. J.

VOUNG man, 17 or 18 years old, able to clean a
T plain watch and clock and hard solder: One
who wants to complete.trade. Steady job and good
prospects. Reference. Care this office.

A SECOND-HAND slide rest ; also; a second-hand
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swing jeweling rest, with calliper and lateral
screw for a pupil ; also, chucks etc., and a 3 spindle
wheel cutter. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker, who understands
the repairing of jewelry and engraving, will

receive a good salary to go West. Must have a
complete set of tools. A fair salesman and polite
in manner. Steady habits and good refs. No
other need apply. Ad., " D. P.," care this office,

Our Subscription Price is only

Fifty Cents a year

Now is the time to subscribe

CHEAP, on account of death. An old established
business at Naperville, Ill. Address, George

Reuss, Naperville, Ill.

OR will trade for a set of trial lenses. One set of
four inch plain hand rolls complete with gears.

Address, " A. P. T.," Xenia, Ohio.

OFFICIAD press ; prints 4 x 6. Price, $12. Type,cases, etc. all new. Send for sample of work.
M. A. Morehouse, Wevertown, N. Y.

I HAVE 256 acres of good timbered land in Cass
I county, Ill., for sale or trade for good stock of
jewelry. For further information write to B. It
Humphrey, Milton, Iowa.

I EWELRY business $600 to $800. Lots of work;
j good trade ; special inducements ; write at
once. Address, " M.," care this office.

PR 
TRADE.—A complete outfit for manufacturing
rubber stamps, seals, checks and badges and a

ne lot of stock and material. Will sell cheap or
trade for jeweler's tools and material, real estate or
good watches. Ad., A. T. Roberts, Cedarvale, Kan.

QMALL Stark lathe, with 6 chucks in good order,
0 Viz. J. T. Smith, Harrodsburg, Ind.

TO watchmakers. A well established repairing
I business for sale. 662 Madison St., Chicago, Ilr.

ON easy terms, a good, well-fitted photographgallery, a small stock of jewelry and a good run
of trade. For further particulars address, R. T.
Ghent, Columbia, Ala,

A GREAT chance or bargain. For sale in the best
TA mfg. town in the United States, in a city of
8,000. Best store in the town. Will sell fixtures
and good-will and keep stock or sell stock, as we
are going in the jobbing business. Not much cash
required to step into an elegant business that clears
$2,00o a year. Must sell at once. Address, " Enter-
prise," care this office.

I EWELRY store with tools and a good repair
j business, in a live Kansas town. For sale Jan.
ist. Address, " K. N. 0. P.," care this office.

DIG BARGAIN. One of the best located jewelry
U stores in the city of Indianapolis, Ind., at too
cents on the dollar. Stock and fixtures all fresh
and new. Can reduce stock to fifty-five hundred
($5,5oo), if desired. Doing good business, but
health demands out-door and change of climate.
Will answer only those who enclose stamp and
mean business. Address, "I. I," care this office.

A N old established jewelry business in a city of
4,500 inhabitants. County seat loo miles west of

Chicago. Stock invoices $4,cioo ; will sell for $3,500
cash. Splendid trade and cheap rent. A bonanza
to a practical man with a few thousand dollars.
Reasons for selling, a paralytic stroke of the eyes
and limbs. Address, F. J. Leibiger, Princeton,
Bureau Co., Ill,

•
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MACE to finish trade. Work for board and
I- washing, F. B. Cathie, Winsted, Conn.

nOOD American lathe, with chucks. Must be in
U good order and cheap for cash. J. W. Forney,
Steubenville, Ohio.

I MMEDIATELY.—A first-class watchmaker and
I engraver. Good wages and steady position to
the right man. None but first-class workmen with
best of refs. need apply. Address, R. H. Trask,
Ottowa, Ill.

OECOND-HAND Whitcomb or Mosely lathe. Give
full particulars, size and number chucks, price.

Address, " Clock," box 283, Seattle, Wash. Ter.

A THOROUGH, first-class watchmaker, 22 years at
the bench and perfectly familiar with fine and

complicated watches. An elegant set of tools, in-
cluding a Whitcomb lathe complete. A sober,
reliable business man, at home in any branch in a
first-class jewelry store ; seeks either a good, paying
position, or to buy a whole or part interest in a
good, paying business some place in the south.
Address, with full particulars " Southerner," care
this office.

A WILCOX engraving block, without ring or coin
holder. Ad., William Curtis, Larimore, D. T.

A SPENCER'S opthalmoscopic test. Must be
cheap for cash. Ad., Lock Box 75, Morris, Minn.

THE address of manufacturers of Needles for
Stylographic Pens. T. H. Drake, dealer in

Fountain Pens, etc., 7 S. loth Street, Phila.

I MMEDIATELY a competent watchmaker and
I engraver. A good position open. E. Keller,
Allentown, Pa,

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker. No other need
H apply. Address, Job. R. Stadlinger, 302 Main
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

SECOND-HANDED chronometer. Address, J.
IA B. Temple, Marshallton, Pa.

[IRE and burglar proof safe for jewelers use ; state
I size and maker. Address, G. Schleuder, Austin,
Minnesota.

TRAVELING SALESMEN. Two men wanted for
I certain territory. Reply in strict confidence
with full business record, accustomed route, age,
expectations, etc. Only experienced men need
apply. S. F. Myers & Co., 48 and 50 Maiden Lane,
New York.

A GOOD watchmaker and jeweler. One who can
M do common engraving. German, Dane or
Swede preferred. Address, " 0," care this office.

TO buy jewelers stock $500 to $t000 on time. By a
I young man, good workman. No bad habits;
good refs. Also $1,000 real estate security. Village
property. Box 57, West Branch, Mich.

DOSITION wanted by competent watchmaker and
I engraver. Address, " K. E. Stone," care this
office.

A s repairer. Own tools. Bradford Pa., preferred.
fi Age 27. 4 years exp. References. Address,
"F," care this office

BY young man, 15 years experience on watches.Have fine American lathe. Wages moderate.
Good refs. Can come immediately. Address, " L.
G. W. care Gottlib Krebs, jeweler, Canal Dover, 0.*

BY a young man, 3 years experience at the bench.Refs. furnished ; Kansas preferred. Address4',M," care this office.
VOUNG man, 21 years old, desires to finish trade.

Has 2years exp. Best of ref. Salary no object.
Ad., Edwin Church, care of." Rath, Jackson, Mich.*

BY young man of good habits with 2% years exp.at watch, clock work and jobbing. Address,
'' J. K.," care this office.

ON or before Feb. situation as watchmaker
Can give best of ref. ; 8 years exp. Wages not

less than $15 per week. Furnish my own tools.
Address, C. B. Willis, Urbana, Ill.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker wants position. Refs.
r Good salesman. Address, E. H. Lewis, care
Thompson & Son, 33 S. Eighth St., Phila., Pa. *

D Y a young man, zo years of age. Have had 8
D months exp. at watch, clock and jewelry re-
pairing. Refs. furnished. Address, J. D. M., box
40, Milton, Iowa.

WANTED as watchmaker and engraver by Feb. 1.
iv Good refs. Address, 'Claud," care W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

A S jeweler and engraver. First-class workman and
salesman. Refer to H. L. Chapin, as to char-

acter and ability. C. J. Howard, care of H. L.
Chapin, Denver, Colorado,

DY first-class, practical man, examiner, manager
U of branch or good jobbers berth, in or near New
York. Over 30 years experience. Smart and good
address. Married and family ; good refs. ; at liberty
any month ; further particulars " W. P. C. T.," care
this office.

DOSITION as traveling salesman with good house

• 

after Jan. ist. Address, " K," care this office. *

A s watchmaker, by a young man of ro years exp.
j-k Can do all kinds of repairing. A good, steady
position and not wages the object. Can furnish
good refs. Address, "P. E. T.," 20 Tompkins St.,
Olean, N. Y.

D Y first-class watchmaker, jobber, salesman and
D plain engraver. Good reference. " G. W. C.,"
Mexia, Texas.

A S watchmaker and engraver, by young man, 12
ji years experience. Served an apprenticeship;
city refs. Ad., " Whitcomb," box 127, Hamilton,
Canada.

A POSITION as traveling salesman with exper-
ience. Best ref. Address, " Traveler," care

this office.

DY Feb. is, 0889, by a good watchmaker, jewelry
D jobber and engraver. Can give good reference.
Ad., "T. W.," 042 Oakwood Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

BY a 
young man with four years exp. to finish the

trade thoroughly. Address, Carl Peter, Hen-
derson, Ky.

QINGL,E man, zo years experience at watch re-
O pairing. Good refs. ; splendid set tools, lathe,
nice portable bench, wants situation. Address, H.
A. Anstead, watchmaker, Potsdam, N. Y.

VOUNG man, 20, wants to finish trade. Does
1 ordinary clock and watchwork. Good refs.
H. K. Stoner, Texas Valley, N. Y.

WILL be at liberty f an i, 0889. A man of 20 years
exp,. as general workman, thoroughly under-

stands every branch of the jewelry and watch-
making business. Repairing of the most compli-
cated watches and clocks. Can manufacture
every kind of solid gold and silver jewelry. Also,
diamond settings and prize medals. Monogram
work and engraving of all kinds. Have an entire
set of tools suitable for all of the above work. Ain
capable of taking charge of a general repair de-
partment. Will go either East, West, North or
South. But permanent position required. Open
for engagement Feb. i, 1889. For particulars ad.,
" General Workman," care this office.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

IMPROVED farm of I6o acres in Sherman county,
I Kan., to exchange for a store of jewelry. Land
4 miles from Goodland, the county seat, Address,
Moore & Geib, Freeport, Ill.

WILL treat you well, and give you the very best
of practical instruction. Advance you rapidly

and thoroughly. Come. W. F. A. Woodcock,
Winona, Minn.

OEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 3i and 33
O South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this paper.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

L0 trade two 
fine Kansas farms, 16o acres in Cow-

ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-
uce .profterty in Winfield ; a stock ranch of 1040

acres in Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-
class jewelry store. For particulars ad., " Jeweler,"
5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

DLEASE conic and see me before you attend any
r other school, I will do you good. I am to busy
to say much now. W. F. A. Woodcock. Winona,
Minn.

CHAS. REISS, 3/ and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.V., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

Continued on page 20.



10 THE KEYSTONE,

nth ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE
CHICAGO. JEWELERS ASSO-

CIATION.

"Care to our coffin adds a nail no doubt,
And every grin so merry draws one out."

This was the first sentiment on the

menu card presented to each guest at

the annual banquet given by the Chicago

Jeweler's Association at Kinsley's, Tues-

day, Jan. 8th, and which was the finest

and most magnificent ever given by this

Association. If the sentiment be true,

there can be no question that many a

nail was drawn from the coffins of the

members of the jeweler's guild, and

from the coffins of those who sat around

their hospitable board. After President

II. S. Peck had delivered his welcoming

address, he cracked a good joke at the

expense of the waiters, and from that

moment until midnight, with merely

occasional intermissions, the nail-draw-

ing process was carried on vigorously.

After rapping lightly on the wooden

block as a reminder that material feasting

was at an end and intellectual feasting

about to begin, shortly before Jo o'clock

President Peck arose from the throne-

like chair at the centre of the front

table, and, responding to the sentiment,

" Breaking through the chills of cere-

mony and selfishness, and thawing

every heart in a glow, " said

I trust that no formal words of wel-
come are necessary or expected to assure
you each and all of our gratification at
your presence here to-night ; if so, I do
not feel qualified to express them in
such a manner as would convey their
full meaning.
Our annual banquet, coming as it

does at the close of the season of great
activity, so peculiar to people engaged
in our special lines of trade, and also
coincident with the holidays, when all
hearts are supposed to be susceptible to
feeling of gladness and good cheer,
seems to be an appropriate time for us
to invite our friends to meet and rejoice
with us. I only wish our banquet hall
was as large as our fraternal feeling, so
that we might include all who are en-
gaged in the jewelry trade.
As an association, the past has been

one of great significance and encourage-
ment. The marked increase in our
membership, as well as the unusual
activity and increased business of each
department connected with it, has in-
fused new life into the association and
its members. It has opened new chan-
nels of usefulness, which were not con-
templated by its founders, and even now
the limit to which it can render valuable
assistance in extending the interest of
members and incidentally add to the
importance of Chicago as a business
centre seems far in the distance. I be-
lieve the time is approaching when the
value of these independant trade asso-
ciations will become more thoroughly
understood and appreciated, and event-
ually each distinct branch of commerce
will obtain, in a great measure, the in-
formation so necessary in making credits
through channels of its own.

Within the past year our sister asso-
ciation of New York, the "Jeweler's
Board of Trade," decided by the action
of its directors to co-operate with us to
some extent, and thus add to the use-
fulness of both. The beneficial effects
of this combination has already been
demonstrated and recognized as impor-
tant factor, and to our friends in the
East we extend all the congratulations
of this happy season.
I do not suppose we could be con-

sidered as a genuine Chicago institution,
if, as an association we did not claim
our full share of the honor in helping to
place it in its present position of high
renown, and demand recognition as an
important business factor, in increasing
its commerce, thereby adding to its
reputation as one of the leading and
distributing cities of the country.
While our modesty may prevent our

making these claims in an ostentatious
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manner, we still insist upon them, and
know that the records of the association
itself, as well as that of its individual
members warrant us in doing so, and
we feel that they are acknowledged by
leading institutions in other lines that
are brought into business connections
with us.

It is a matter of congratulation that
notwithstanding the demoralization that
has existed in one very important part
of the jewelry business, the reports from
dealers point to a year of success and
steady business improvement. It seems
to be an accepted fact by manufacturers,
as well as jobbers and retailers, that
permanent, business prosperity can only
be obtained by judicious catering to the
public demands, and not expecting any
remarkable increase of business beyond
that warranted by the uniform prosperity
and growth of the nation at large.
The jewelry business like other

branches of trade, and more than some,
is affected by any disturbance in the
financial world, and we have every rea-
son to hope the present healthy condi-
tion of values may continue.
I now suggest that we cast the dull

care and anxieties of the past behind us
and for this evening all enter the full
enjoyment of the present and the bright
anticipations of the future ; at this table
there is no room for trouble, except for
the waiters.

Judge Gary was the next speaker.
He was booked to respond to the toast,
" America, The Home of the Homeless
All over the Earth." " It is very grati-
fying, " said the worthy jurist, " to
meet so many handsome gentlemen,
especially when they are the heirs of
the art of all the ages. Art in jewelry
is art in the highest sense. The jew-
eler's business is invoked by all man-
kind in their homage to womankind.
It secures their favor and pleases their
fancy ; and who can judge better in art
than the fair sex ? But to return to the
topic you have given me," continued
the judge, " It is a topic opening a field
so general and prolix that, compared
with it as a bore, the ancient oracles
would degenerate into gimlets. I will
be generous ; I may say I will be mag-
nanimous, for in my position as a
guest you could hardly stop me from
speaking."
So he descended from the grandiose

sentiment on the menu, and told a very
amusing anecdote about a Dutchman,
an Irishman and a dog that snapped at
the former's limb.
Mayor Roche followed Judge Gary,

speaking to the sentiment, " Improve-
ments, ever moving forward, often startle
our senses by the magnitude of their
strides.''
His Honer expressed himself as rather

disturbed by the magnitude of the
sentiment. But of one improvement
inagurated by his administration he
could really feel proud. He had brought
the dog-catchers from St. Louis, so that
in future Judge Gary's Dutchman need
have no fear of the canine race.
Bishop Cheney, the next speaker,

confessed that he was unable to respond
to " Thought is the Lightning of the
Soul," as the lightning had not struck
him. He would have to be discursive,
he said, as some lawyers, judges and
even members of his own cloth often
were. The Bishop referred to the hon-
orable ancestry of the jeweler's trade,
saying that the goldsmiths of Old Eng-
land, in the reign of King Charles, had
turned the tide of battle in favor of true
freedom by their gold and had by their
efforts, caused the replanting of the
tree of liberty on American shores.
Thomas W. Handford was called to

respond to the sentiment : " Lords of
the Quill, whose critical assaults o'er-

throw whole quartos with their quires
of faults." There was a great deal of

interdependence, he said, between the

press and the jeweler. Literature was

dependent upon the jeweler's art for

many pretty ideas and happy fancies,

and the jewelers were dependent on
literature in the shape of the newspaper
for its advertising. Without the press
how could the jewelers inform the public
of their magnanimity in making twenty
per cent. reductions in jewelry in
November that they had raised thirty
per cent. in October ? In concluding
Mr. Handford said he hoped some day
in the near future to see a great building
in Chicago, filled with paintings, statues
and works of the jeweler's art, that the
public might use for their education in
art.

Professor Griffith was called upon to
respond to the toast : " Gems Above the
Earth are Set ; Mortals Only on Earth
are Met." " Bankers, I am told," said
he, " become tired of counting money,
tired of seeing, feeling or smelling
money, and tired of not seeing again
the money they loan. So I suppose
jewelers become tired of handling prec-
ious gems in their own trade and turn
to making gems in literature. This is
the only way of accounting for the beau-
tiful little gems they have given me to
speak about, and concerning the origin
of which I have been very much puz-
zled. The burden has been relieved,
however; I am told it originated with
the members of the committe, and I
congratulate them upon it. " Presu-
ming that the gems he was to speak
about were the gems which dot the sky,
Professor Griffith told a very amusing
story in rhyme of an Irishman, who
studied astronomy with the aid of a
demijohn. He followed it with a Ger-
man story. Both of the sketches were
done in a manner which might have
put many a character comedian to
shame.
The Rev. Dr. Hirsch made a brilliant

speech on the sentiment:
"Together let us beat this ample field,
Try what the open, what the covert yield.

" Man," he said, " is placed on a lit-
tle island. On either side are curtains
of mist. He hears mysterious sounds;
he listens to the beating of the ocean on
its shores, and yearns to travel beyond
the dividing line. Our age insists upon
the right to penetrate the hidden work-

shops of nature, and owing to this long-
ing the ocean has been forced to give
up its treasures and the earth its won-
ders. But the mere doubt and dissatis-
faction of philosophers with the open
by itself, only makes life a desert. The
truths we find in the hidden, should
only teach us to progress from the
gaudy to the gold, from the flashy to the
real flame of beauty. General I. N.
Stiles, the last regular speaker had to
respond to the sentiment, " Expect No
Credit for Too Wondrous Tales. Since
Jonah 's Only Spring Alive from Wales."

General Stiles said that from the sen-
timent it would appear the committee
doubted the veracity of some of his
previous stories. He said he would
confound them with proofs if necessary.
It is hardly necessary to say that the
doughty General told a number of
amusing stories that made the room
ring with laughter.
One extra speaker was added to the

list in the person of Mr. J. M. Flower.
The banquet hall at Kinsley's was

very prettily decorated for the occasion,
and a mandolin orchestra in the cur-

tained gallery discoursed sweet music
between the courses and the speeches.
The following is a list of the members

of the guild present and of their friends:

GUESTS.
Mayor John A. Roche,
Prof. A. A. Griffith,
Bishop C. E. Cheney,
Thomas H. Handford,
Rev. L. S. Osborne,
Sheriff C. R. Matson,
0. W. Barrett,
J. R. D. Graham,
John R. Walsh,
Erskine M. Phelps,
T. K. Benton,
Edward Holbrok,
D. J. Ayers,
W. H. Cloudman,
A. Miller,
S. H. Hale,
George E. Marshall,
L. H. Pierce,
John A. Farwell,
Anthony Serewicz,
E. B. Butler,
G. B. Titus,
T. C. Harris,
A. R. Varian,
N. G. Levinson,
F. G. Thearle, Jr.
C. W. Hillard,
A .J. Perry,
Max Young,
T. W. Duncant
George H. Anderson,
W. S. Harvey,
J. H. McCormick,
J. H. Purdy,
J. Ti. Hyde,
C. A. Oakes,
H. A. Spaulding,
R. A. Scovel,
W. W. Wilcox,
C, S. Jones,
'. B. Henderson,

Judge J. E. Gary,
Gen. I. N. Stiles,
Rev. Dr. E. G. Hirsch,
Col. H. A. Wheeler,
Judge L. B. Otis,
James M. Flower,
James H. Fairchild,
Lyman J. Gage,
D. B. Dewey,
J. J. P. Odell,
D. Untermeyer,
Sutnuel Blackintou
George Hunter,
C. H. Smith,
W. A. Walton,

Manheimer,
Louis Danziger,
Joseph Kasper,
Lewis Bliss,
A. T. Evans,
Kenneth Barnhart,
Noah Clark,
A. M. Weinberg,
E. C. Thomas,
Charles Seaman,
Charles Hutchinson,
T. B. Marsh,
E. V. Rocklin,
M. C. Eppeustei,i,
S. C. F,ppenstein,
S. L. Joseph,
C. P. Happel,
R. W. Parr,
E. Williams,
George IL Ilasletl,
Abner Hurd,
E. Foreman,
J. M. Horton,
George 'P. Boggs,
G. C. Kinsman,

MEMBERS.

A E Bentley,
Sigmund Stein,
Abram Hart
F M Sproehnle,
Otto Oppenheimer,
William F. Jurgens,
J A Todd
W M Alister,
0 W Wallis,
C K Giles,
J. F. Talbot,
George Weidig,
J W Meacham,
John F Morse,
G W Church,
William George Prall,
C H Knights,
Peter Lapp
Grove Sackett
M A Mead,
Julius Schnering,

George G Gubbins,
Max F,Ibogen,
H F Hahn,
A W Sproehnle,
Thomas Evans,
William C Andersen,
H S Peck,
W N Burchard,
Benjamin Allen,
J V Ridgway,
J L Luke,
A I, Sercoud,
Francis E Morse,
W F Tompkins,
John M Cutter,
H M Carle,
W H Geason,
1. W Flershem,
T II Purple,
Otto Young,

•
W. P. Dickie, Bunker Hill, Ills.,

writes : "I consider /he KEYSTONE
better than some of the trade journals
that cost three limes as much."

THE COMMERCIAL VALUE OF
OLD BOOTS AND SHOES.

The Journal of the Constantinople
Chamber of Commerce describes the
industrial uses of old boots and shoes
which are thrown out into the streets
or into ash pits. After being collected,
they are ripped open and the leather is
subjected to a treatment which renders
it a pliable mass, from which a kind of
artistic leather is derived. This, in
appearance, resembles the finest Cordova
leather. In the United States patterns
are stamped on this, while in France it
is used to cover trunks and boxes. The
old boots and shoes are also treated in
another way, by which they are are con-
verted into new ones. The prisoners in
Central France are employed in this
way, the old shoes coming chiefly from
Spain.
They are taken to pieces as before,

the nails being all removed, and the
leather is soaked in water to soften it.
The uppers for children 's shoes are then
cut from it. The soles are also used,
for from the smaller pieces of the leather
of the old soles the so-called Louis XV
heels for ladies' shoes are made, while
the soles of children's shoes are made
from the larger and thinner pieces.
The old nails are also put to use, for by
means of magnets, the iron nails, tacks
and brads are separated and sold. The
contractors of the military prison at
Montpellier say that these nails alone,
pay for the old shoes. Nothing now
remains but the scraps, and these also
have their value, for they are much
sought after by certain specialists for
agricultural purposes.

■
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

IMPORTANT.

I believe I have good reason to say

that I have the best and most perfect

system of any man living for the teach-

ing of practical watchwork. I have a

course, more or less different and varied,

for every man according to his need. I

first go through a man's head, and then

through his fingers, and find out what

he knows and can do. Then I go to

work to supply his deficiencies.

"Well, sir ; now, how did you arrive

at this state of perfection in the knowl-

edge of practical watchwork."

Since a small boy, and in contact

with the best heads and hands in the

world, I have studied and practiced the

American, English, French and Swiss

systems of watchwork. I have had in

my employ the very best men I could

get from thcse countries, and I can say,

with a feeling of satisfaction and truth,

that I have never seen the watchmaker

yet, be he ever so accomplished, but

what I have been able to benefit and

make him a better, more complete and

perfect workman, than when he came

to me.
I have worked in the largest cities in

the United States, and am perfectly

conversant with all kinds of watchwork.

I have the ability to do the work, and

the happy faculty of being able to

impart that knowledge to others. I

will tell you right here, that the man

or youth I cannot make a watchmaker

out of, will be a dull fellow, and I pity

him. I study the wants very carefully,

and supply the needs of every pupil, I

separately and distinctly. In fact, I

make every pupil a study. I want you

to come and see me before you go any

where to learn this business. I will

show and satisfy you that I am the

very man that you have been looking

for, and that I can teach you to be a

good all-round practical watchmaker in

a reasonably short space of time, and

I really and truly believe in less time

and in better shape than anywhere else

in the world to-day and for less money.

Now, I want you to come and try me

and prove what I say to you, and you

will find every word of it true, and you

will say when you go away that " the

half has never been told." Come, I

want to raise the standard of watch-

makers in America, and I want you for

a pupil to assist me in that good work.

I will promise to use my very best

efforts in every respect to make you a

first-class watchmaker in every regard.

Come, now, arouse yourself to the

needs of the situation. Do not be con-

tent to be a tinker and a botch when

the way is open and clear to you, and at

a small expense to become a fine No.

watchmaker. If I live, I expect to turn

out more really good and genuine first-

class watchmakers than any other man

that has ever lived before me. Come, I

want you to be in that number. Hoping

to see you soon,

I am yours truly and sincerely,

W. F. A. WOODCOCK,

77ie Practical and First-Class Model

School for Watchmakers,

Winona, Minn.
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CHICAGO LETTER.

CHICAGO, JAN. 8, 1889.

Mr. Hugo Low, western traveller

for Keller & Untermeyer, New York,

was united in marriage to Miss Sophia

Wenlberg of this city, Wednesday

afternoon, January znd.

Mr. M. Morris, of St. Louis, Mo.,

paid Chicago a flying visit Friday.

Mr. Sam. Eisenstadt, the "G. C. C."

of the "K. 0. G." of St. Louis, spent

Saturday in this city, while on his way

to New York, where he goes to purchase

his spring stock of novelties in jewelry.

Mr. D. J. Ayers, of Keokuk, Iowa, is

spending a week at the Palmer House,

buying latest designs in jewelry from

those irresistible jewelry travellers

representing eastern manufacturers.

The • usual after holiday quiet of

Chicago was considerably disturbed

last week by a number of large and

small failures of retail jewelers, west

and southwest. A few of our large job-

bers feel sad over large losses.

A circular issued January 3rd, by

Stein & Ellbogen, announces the wind-

ing up of the business of this popular

house, which is deeply regretted by

jobbers and resident manufacturers of

this city. Messrs. Stein & Ellbogen

njoy an enviable position in the whole-

sale jewelry trade, which is the result

of honorable and fair dealing with

manufacturers and retail jewelers. Their

prosperous business was started in 1876,

and continued without interruption to

the present day.

Quite a number of our leading job-

bers will leave for New York on the

loth and nth, to attend the annual

meeting of the Jobbing Association to

be held in January isth, on that city.
' MARTIN."' 

•

R. M. York, Gourveneur, N. Y,

says : "The KEYSTONE is as indis-

tensible as my eye-glass to my business."

AT a recent auction sale in London

the great Hindoo Lingam god was

knocked down to a jeweler for $13,000.

This curious relic stood 2 g inches in
height. It was preserved for more than

a thousand years in an ancient temple

at Delhi. The base is of solid gold, and
around it are set nine gems or charms,

a diamond, ruby, sapphire, chrysoberyl
cat's-eye, coral, pearl, hyacinthine,
garnet, yellow sapphire and emerald.

Round the apex of this gold pyramid

is a plinth set with diamonds. On the

apex is a topaz x to-16 inches in length
and 9-16 of an inch in depth, shaped

like a horse-shoe ; in the centre of the

horse-shoe the great chrysoberyl cat's-

eye stands upright. When Bad Shah

Bahador Shah, the last king of Delhi,

was captured and exiled to the Anda-

man Isles, his queen secreted this gem,

and it was never seen again until,

being distressed during the mutiny,

she sold it to the present owner.
--••••• • AIM

WHAT the Shah of Persia terms his

museum is a curious place. It contains
a profusion of costly articles and objects
of art such as exist nowhere else at the
present day, it being the opinion of
well informed Europeans, who have
viewed these treasures, that their money
value is perhaps twenty-fold that of the
contents of the so-called Grune Gewolbe
(green vaults) of Dresden. It is impos-

sible to give exact figures for they

could only be obtained after a long and

minnte inspection and valuation by

experts ; but roughly estimated, it is

probable that there is more than $100,-

000,000 worth of jewelry, precious

stones, coined and uncoined gold, costly

objets de vertu, fine porcelain, and glass-

ware, old weapons and armor, table

wear and ornaments of exquisite Persian

and Hindoo workmanship, etc. The

so-called peacock throne (a part of the

plunder Nadia Shah carried off from

Delhi one hundred and fifty years ago),

is alone valued at many millions, even

after a number of the large, rough and

uncut jewels have been broken, cut and

stolen.

STEAM MADE IN A SECOND.

"A boiler for the instantaneous gen-

eration of steam is the very newest

thing in our line," said a leading manu-

facturer the other day. "The apparatus

consists of a thick wrought iron tube

of any convenient diameter, which is

flattened at a temperature below the

welding point, till its internal walls

are almost in contact, a section of the

tube showing only a straight line the

thickness of a hair. The tube is then

coiled into any convenient shape and is

exposed to the direct heat of the furnace.

Cold water being forced in at the one

end by a pump issues out from the

other as steam, the pressure and dry-

ness of which depend on the tempera-

ture of the tube." It is claimed that

no furring or scaling up of the tube

takes place, as the high velocity with

which the steam passes through breaks

up and carries along with it any deposit

at the very instant of its formation.

The largest boiler yet constructed on

this plan has been a ten-horse-power

one, and has proved so satisfactory that

the system is about to be extended. The

Government has experts at work exam-

ining the system, expecting to adopt

it for use in the construction of torpedo

boats.—N. Y. Mail and Express.

OF a novel character as a pin cushion

is a figure of a Flemish fisherwoman in

oxidized silver. From the waist hangs

a padded blue skirt, edged with a broad

silver band.

STEADY ADVERTISING PAYS.

Business men are now in the midst of

the dullness of the "between seasons."

But books are being balanced, accounts

settled and stock inventories taken in

order that the New Year may be begun

with a proper understanding of the

trade bearings. The merchant who has

properly advertised his wares finds his

balance on the right side of the account,

while the dealer who has done business

after the manner of his ancestors is

lucky to make both ends meet. Some

take advantage of their opportunities;

others seem satisfied to merely exist.

Who cannot pick out the men of each

class in his own neighborhood?

The lesson of the hour is never to be

learned by some men. They live, and

pass away, and do not make a ripple in

the stream of life ; but others who

observe the ebbing and flowing of the

tide of fortune bring their barks safely

to port, laden with the rewards of tact

and skill.
The merchants and tradesmen who

advertise all the year round are the men

who find work to do all the year round.
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SPECIAL NOTICE.

AN OPEN LETTER TO JEWELERS.

Having received letters and inquiries
from different parts of the country with
reference to giving special instructions
in fitting eyes, and appreciating the
fact that the jewelers who are practic-

ally the opticians have a desire to be-

come qualified so as to be better able to
prescribe the proper glasses for the cor-
rection of the different defects of vision,

we have arranged the following plan .
For the benefit of our trade, and to

meet this want, we propose at intervals
during the year to give lectures on the
eye. The course will occupy one week,
during which time instructions will be
given in the best methods of detecting
and correcting the different errors of
accommodation and refraction, namely:
Presbypia, Hypernzetropia, Myopia and
Astigmatism. The focusing, coneing
and manufacture of lenses will be fully
discussed.
These lectures or talks will be fully

illustrated by the use of charts and
models, to make them plain and prac-
tical so as to be readily understood. On
the afternoon of each day, the class
will have an opportunity to do p ractical
work in fitting eyes. Every evening
there will be a quiz, which will consist
of a review of the work of the day.
We do not pretend to give an oculists

course to confer degrees or make doctors;
but from an experience of twenty-five
years in the theory and practice of fit-
ting eyes, we will give an optician's
course in the general work of refraction
with special instructions in the use ot
Text Lenses and prescription work.

It will be a practical course such as
any jeweler requires who expects to
make his optical department a success.
All diseases of the eye should be referred
to oculists ; the province of the optician
being to confine himself strictly to the
fitting of glasses.
We desire to call special attention to

the Elite set of Test Lenses that we are
now manufacturing as the most com-
plete and perfect in the country. Our
object is to elevate the standard of the
optical business, and take it out of the
hands of irresponsible traveling frauds.
We are pleased to announce that we

have secured the services of men to
represent us to the trade for the coming
year who are not only familiar with the
quality of goods ; but understand the
science of fitting. For information,
address, Cleveland, Ohio, where the
lectures are given.

JULITJS KING OPTICAL Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

4 Maiden Lane, N. Y.
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PHILADELPHIA, JANUARY, 1889.

WE would call special attention to
our premium list for new subscribers
for 1889, on page 17, comprising the
most generous and magnificent set of
inducements ever offered by a trade
journal to subscribers.

ART is the most exacting of all pro-
fessions. Indolence and apathy are its
mortal enemies. To succeed in it
requires not only talent but indomitable
pluck and industry.

WITH this number, we commence our
tenth volume. A retrospective glance
over the KEYSTONE for the past twelve
months is very satisfactory, and the
many congratulatory letters we are
constantly receiving sustain us in this
conviction. Although in a sense satis-
fied with the past, we do not intend to
rest on our laurels, but will strive to in-
crease the attractiveness of the KEY-
STONE in every possible way. One
feature we lay special claim to, and
that is the original technical articles we
have been giving to the younger mem-
bers of the trade. Our articles on
" Clocks" and " Enameling," now run-
ning, are each worth many times the
subscription price in the course of the
year. On the expiration of the articles
mentioned, others of quite equal merit
will follow. The KEYsToNE manage-
ment will permit no flagging in worth
or interest in its columns.

THERE is no good reason why we
should not have graduates in horology,
as well as in medicine or law. Our
horological schools and institutes are
moving in the right direction. But we
would beg these institutions in no
instance to neglect thoroughness in try-
ing to manufacture graduates too fast
and cheaply. It is much easier to give
a pupil an idea he is competent to fill
any situation, than it is to thoroughly
fit him for it.

WE are much grieved to notice the
death of Seth W. Hale, President of the
Jewelers' Circular Publishing Conipany.
This is the second time within a few
years we have had to announce the
demise of the head of the management
of the Jewelers' Circular. Mr. Hale
was possessed of many attributes as a
citizen and friend, which endeared him
to those who knew him. His manage-
ment of the Jewelers' Circular has been
marked by sound policy and discrim-
inating judgment.

ANY person who has learned to write
can learn to engrave by reading Cel-
lini 's book on Engraving, given to
KEYSTONE subscribers, and devoting a
portion of his time to practice.

II: there is anything a man can take
with him beyond the present existence
it is knowledge ; and yet there are com-
paratively few who strive to store up a
large supply of such immortal riches.

RUNNING a trade journal is something
like keeping a hotel ; one must not
only have a good house and accomoda-
tions, but is also required to know how
to cater to his patrons. What the jew-
elry trade demands is a live journal,
the management of which is in
sympathy with them, knows their tastes
and wants, lends an encouraging word
and helping hand, and furnishes them
with new and advanced ideas. There is
no trade or employment in existence in
which a man is learning something
new every day, as much as in the watch
and jewelry business. The jewelry
trade journal, which furnishes the great-
est supply of this sort of intelligence,
the one to receive the countenance and
support of the fraternity.

THE old year is rung out and the new
one rung in, and we have another twelve
months before us for carrying out our
good resolutions. Most of us take stock
on the first of January, to ascertain how
much profit or loss has fallen to our
share in the battle for the almighty
dollar. Where profits have accrued,
we should study how they could by
extra endeavors have been increased, and
where losses have occurred, how. they
can be avoided in the future. There is
one item in our financial matters too
many of us overlook, and that is
"stopping leaks," or, in plainer phrase,
cutting off useless and unnecessary
expenses. Few of us but could have
economized many dollars during the
past year by a timely thought in this
direction. There is a vast difference
between true economy or " leak stop-
ping," and niggardly penuriousness.
The first is commendable, the latter
contemptible.

" ONWARD, EVER ONWARD,' ' should
be the motto of all business men, no
matter whether their pursuits are com-
mercial or mechanical. A pause can
only come with perfection, and perfec-
tion only precedes decay. Perfection
can not exist in business matters or
mechanics. No matter how great the
improvements, there is always room for
advance. If you miss a sale, do not
attribute it to the obstinancy or indeed
any fault of your customer. Lay it
rather to your own lack of tack and
management. It may all be very true,
perhaps, the failure was in no appreci-
able way owing to any mistake or error
of yours ; but it is much better to take
the failure to yourself, and strive on the
next occasion to effect your purpose.
This view is equally applicable to
mechanical matters. Never allow your-
self to feel that you have perfectly
accomplished your aim and object ; for

of all pursuits, the results are the least
satisfying to the true mechanic. Strive
to make your work so that others will
call it perfect, although you know it is
far from what you yet hope to accom-
plish.

WE doubt very much the justice of
the crusade against pawnbroker's as
receivers of stolen goods. That places
where people, suffering under pecuniary
embarrassment, can pledge articles of
value and effect a loan is no doubt very
proper and just ; and the community
should be prepared and willing to sub-
mit to a few evils for the sake of the
greater good. That thieves will steal,
and that large profits will tempt un-
scrupulous people to act as "fences," is
a condition which will exist as long as
humanity own property. Does not a
large amount of the blame belong to
those who inefficiently watch and pro-
tect their property ? A dealer who will
trust a scamp with a lot of goods on
memorandum, is stepping out of sales
by legitimate methods, and should
accept the risk, and not hold others
accountable for his own folly. Again,
a dealer who displays unset diamonds
and other precious stones to nimble-
fingered thieves, should quietly pocket
the loss and charge it up to " school-
ing." Cheap and unreliable employees
are another source of loss. Asking for
laws to protect in such cases, seems
somewhat like a drunkard desiring laws
to protect him against his own depraved
appetite.

IF idleness was paid for by the hour,
a certain class of people would have a
large income.

WE wish we had the power to instruct
the public in regard to watchmakers.
With them any man is a watchmaker
who assumes he is, and will work cheap.
As long as unscrupulous fellows are
permitted to dupe a community, that
community will be duped. Let us have
a law compelling every man who prac-
tices this art or profession, to pass a
board of examiners for skill.

"TABLE TALK" is the title of a nicely
gotten up magazine of about 8o pages,
published by the Table Talk Publish-
ing Co., 402 and 404 Race Street,
Philadelphia, Pa. It has a desirable
amount of original literary matter with
appropriate illustrations. But the most
attractive feature of this journal is the
large space it devotes to economies of
the household. This journal is edited
by Mrs. S. T. Rorer, (principal of
Philadelphia Cooking School,) Tillie
May Forney, and Joseph Whitton. A
careful perusal of its columns will sev-
eral times pay in the course of a year
the subscription price ($r.00) to all
young housekeepers.

THE recent meeting of the Jobbers'
Association did not evince any spirit of
weakening. On the contrary, a feeling
of confidence and triumph was the pre-
vailing sentiment. This ensures to
retail dealers a stability of prices which
did so much toward making the busi-
ness of 1888 such a crowning success.
A report of the meeting will be found
on another page.

SOME of the late watches placed in
the Kew (Eng.) observatory for rating,
have shown remarkable records. One
watch in particular receiving 89 marks
out of a possible roo ; and 27 others out
of an exhibit of over 600 ranged from 8i
marks to the watch just noticed. Placing
a watch in the hands of disinterested
parties to rate is the true method.

WE give below the letter of response
from Mrs. Cleveland in regard to the
watch presented to her by the female
operatives of the Keystone Watch Case
Factory. The letter needs no encomiums
of ours in its praise—it tells the whole
story, and is simply the dignified ex-
pressions of a noble hearted woman,
who has made an effort in the right
direction and been appreciated.

EXECUTIVE MANSION,
WASHINGTON, Nov. 22, 1888.

Ma. C. N. THORPE,
Pres. Keystone Watch Case CO.

DEAR SIlt.—I have lately received from the
women employed in your establishment, a
handsome gold watch, the case of which was
made entirely by them.
May I ask that you will express to them

my most sincere thanks and the assurance of
my appreciation of this evidence of their
good will, and my extreme gratification that
they have shown themselves adepts in an art
so recently opened to woman's work.
I think I may say with perfect sincerity,

that I have never received a present which I
have valued more highly than this beautiful
specimen of woman's skill and woman's
kindly thoughts towards myself.
This is another proof of what they can do

in the way of supporting themselves, if they
are but permitted to try; and while I thank
the donors for their gift to me, I want also to
thank you for your interest in their efforts
and confidence in their capabilities, which
has made the gift possible.

Very truly yours,
FRANCES F. CLEVELAND.

WE were recently shown a beautiful
and compact set of diamond scales which
would readily show the one-eighth part
of a sixty-fourth of a karat.

BEING able to wisely discriminate is
the most desirable attribute a man can
possess, and is always a sure precursor
to success. This faculty applies to all
walks of life, from a general on a battle
field, to an artisan in the workshop—
this rare endowment masters the situa-
tion. A man who is possessed of this
power has few mistakes to regret, and
if an error does occur, he profits by it
to ensure his next step. In our daily
walks in life, we find so many who are
totally deficient in this respect, that
instances of great discriminating power
do not strike us with the force they
should. Discrimination can be described
as the exercise of good judgment, which
only means the exercise of a fac-
ulty which is to a great extent innate.
Acquirements aid it and enlarge it, but
the power must be originally possessed
to be built upon. The mass of mankind
are born to be led, and discriminating
men are the leaders. Mediocrity always
want things made to their hand—ready
made beliefs—and opinions are as
marketable with them as ready-made
clothing. It is a faculty to be cultivated
as much as industry and frugality;
none are born with full discriminating
power. Most people can discriminate
between white and black, but it is the
ability to discriminate between the
finer grades of distinction that makes
this power valuable. There is no ex-
ample we can use to illustrate this bet-
ter than in the diamond expert. Your
novice can easily see a difference be-
tween a perfect and a very imperfect
stones but to discriminate between
stone worth thirty-two and thirty-four
dollars a carat ; or better still, between
stones absolutely white, milky white,
or just a little yellow:sh, is the point.
In every day, life we a;.e called upon to
discriminate on similar small differences;
and the ability to judge and decide—dis-
criminate—settles the matter whether
we lead or follow.
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TRADE TOPICS.

THE KEYSTONE representative re-
cently visited the enterprising establish-
ment of Lapp & Flershem, occupying
the Stewart Building, which extends
from 92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, Ill.
This firm is one of the most wide-awake
and pushing houses in the West, and
in addition to their own mammoth
concern, have gathered about them in
their building artisans in almost every
branch of the jewelry trade, such as
lapidists, engravers, gold and silver
platers, gold pen makers, etc., etc. A
large and commodious elevator makes
the several floors as convenient as
walking in out of the street.

WE wish any of our friends who have
any spare November, 1888, copies of
the KEYSTONE, would kindly mail
them to us.

THE American Watch Tool Co.,
Waltham, Mass., say that the demand
for the Whitcomb Lathe is greater than
ever, and add : "We are preparing
new ads. for new goods, and when the
electros, etc. are ready, we shall cer-
tainly use the KEYSTONE." Merit will
always bring its just reward.

THERE are few firms which march
nearer the front in the van of progress
than the one of Bowman & Musser.
Ever on the alert for advance ideas,
they lead many of the houses which
might naturally be supposed to be more
favorably situated. Such goods for the
trade as this house cannot supply must
be something of the fossil order. They
have lately added a full line of the goods
produced by the T. A. Willson Optical
Co. The spectacles and eye-glasses
produced by this Company are in high
public favor, selling largely even in
Europe in competition with the hand-
made goods of England and the Con-
tinent.

THE Keystone Watch Case Co. gave
their usual annual festival on December
26, 1888, at their restaurant, in the
rear of the main buildings of the factory.
On these occasions, the executive
officers of the firm meet the heads of
the various departments, and in addi-
tion to discussing the substantials and
dainties of the table, a brief review of
the business of the year was gone over,
speeches made, and a general feeling of
sociability established. If the practice
of socially bringing employers and
employees together was more in vogue,
many unpleasant feelings and influences
could be avoided.

E. C. Stalin, Chester, S. C., frankly
says: " I do not want to be without the
KEYSTONE, as the wants of the
majority of jewelers are better understood
by your journal than any oft/ie others."

W. F. A. WOODCOCK, Winona, Minn.,
in another column announces his ability
to thoroughly instruct pupils in watch-
making. 

Mr. Woodcock is a man of
undoubted skill, and amply competent
to instruct in the art of watchmaking.

WE are in receipt of a very useful
article called the " Handy Folding Hat
Rack, " from the manufacturers, Tolman
& Roberts, Shawano, Wisconsin. It is
a most unique and serviceable article for
a jeweler's shop. Notice description in
"ad" on page zo.

IN a recent trip to Chicago, we had
occasion to visit the Chicago Horo-
logical School, lately organized at that
place. We found the rooms occupied
for this purpose well located, command-
ing all the attributes for an institution
of the kind, such as space, good light,
and convenience of access. The manage-
ment have provided all the appliances
of tools and conveniences which such a
school could require, and have been at
unlimited expense and pains to make
the project a brilliant success. The
feature of doing actual repair shop
work is one which cannot command
too much attention of the trade, as it
furnishes the pupils the actual practice
needed, and also affords the trade at
large with a place where good and
reliable work can be done at minimum
prices. Arrangements have been made
whereby pupils attending this school
can obtain board and living accomoda-
lions at very moderate prices.

TWENTY years ago, a jeweler thought
all he had to do to sell his goods was
to place .them in his show case or win-
dow. Progress and cultivated taste
have changed this state of affairs, and
the jeweler who does not patronize such
concerns as the Detroit Plush Tray and
Box Co. gets sadly and badly left. This
firm did a rushing holiday business,
which served them just right.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO., 125 and 127
State St., Chicago, Ill., gave their em-
ployees a grand social • banquet on
December 27, 1888. The crowning
attraction of the occasion was the pres-
ence of ladies, as the majority of the
gentlemen present were accompanied by
their wives. The menu was inviting;
the music delightful ; the sentiments
social and pleasant ; and the whole
affair one to be agreeably remembered.

JEWELERS who wish to post them-
selves on diamonds and other precious
stones should write to the Diamond
Publishing Co., P. 0. box 147, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

MESSRS. H. B. SOMAIER & CO., 628
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa., felt the
general boom of a big holiday trade,
and consequently have been unusually
busy. The tasteful trays and boxes
manufactured by this firm, add im-
mensely to the attractions of a jeweler's
stock.

THE Chicago Opthalmic College offers
superior advantages to pupils in acquir-
ing a knowledge of optics, and applying
that knowledge practically—a course
which cannot be too highly commended.
All persons who sell spectacles should
correspond with this Institute, and find
out how much they are really interested
in such studies.

"THE KEYSTONE:"

We want to express our extreme satisfaction with the
results of our advertisement in your Journal. We had 171 responses
to one advertisement ; 131 of which were orders, and of these, 89 were
entirely new names on our books. Of these 89 new customers, a
large proportion have given us their regular business. That partic-
ular advertisement was probably the most profitable single invest-
ment we have ever made in our business. 'Our apprecia=717
value of advertising in your journal, is shown in the fact that we
rarely miss our "say " in its advertising columns, as we feel that,
" although it comes high, we must have it."

Yours truly,

BOWMAN & MUSSER.

Lancaster, Pa., January ii, 1889.

1O1■■• 

WE recently had the honor of a visit I
from Messrs. E. M. Bracher, D. H.
Lowman, and Millard Veit. These
genial gentlemen are representatives of
the well-known house of Lissauer &
Sondheim, New York, and are com-
mercial stars of the first magnitude.

THE west have in the house of C. H.
Knights & Co., Chicago, first-class
opportunities for obtaining tools and
material of the best quality. Their
work benches are something every work-
man who likes to have things nice and
handy should look to.

WE beg to return thanks to The
Trader for commendatory notice of THE
KEYSTONE. We think more of it than
we should, if we did not place a high
value on the Trader's opinions.

ALL reports sustain the belief that
the Parson's School for Watchmakers is
satisfactorily progressing and largely
attended. This is the pioneer institu-
tion of the kind on the continent.

THE Hollinshed Bros., 806 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia Pa., are among the
houses who can be truly classed as
strictly wholesale. Faithfully adhering
to this policy has borne fruits, and the
heavy trade they have had for the holi-
days tells how this course has been
appreciated by the retail trade. They
have published a beautiful calendar.

OUR energetic contemporary, The
American Jeweler, issued a very beau-
tiful holiday number. The management
of this paper has a just appreciation of
the mission of a trade journal.

MESSRS. S. F. MYERS & Co., 48 and
50 Maiden Lane, New York, say they
have passed through the heaviest Dec-
ember trade in the history of the house;
and that their entire force of seventy-six
people were taxed to their uttermost
efforts, working nights to fill their
orders.

AMONG the pushing houses of our
city, particular mention should be made
of that of Chas. Y. A Thompson,at 1004
Chestnut Street. In addition to a full
line of gold jewelry, Mr. Thompson
will hereafter make a specialty of the
Krementz one-piece collar button.

THE American Watch Tool Co., of
Waltham, Mass., are increasing their
facilities, and preparing for a liberal
trade the coming year. These anticipa-
tions are well founded from the past
history of the concern. They have
already made and sold over 5000 lathes.
The products of this firm stand second
to none.

MR. J. L. CLARK, 823 Filbert Street,
Phila., Pa., stands high in favor with
KEYSTONE readers as an honest and
efficient assayer and sweep smelter.

A CORRESPONDENT asks US where he
can buy "millenium" hairsprings. If
he means "palladium, " we do not know,
as we have been bothered in this mat-
ter ourselves.

THE well-known and reliable gold
and silver refiner, H. T. Roberts, has
removed from 1132 Arch Street, to 918
Filbert St., Phila., Pa.

WE advise all jewelers to look over
the " ad " of A. Paul & Co., of 375
Washington St., Boston, Mass., on
page 15. They are prepared to furnish
the trade with a " muchly " needed tool.

R. E. Stephens, Newport, Ind., says.
"The KEYSTONE improves every

; month. It is a valuable addition to the
jeweler's literature. Nay it live long and
grozo fat."

CHARLES REiss, located at 31 and 33
South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y., is well-
known, but should be better known to
the trade. He keeps a large stock of
tools and material, and does a great
deal of work for the trade. In ordering
material, such a man knows what you
want.

WATCHES and movements turned
out by the New York Standard Watch
Co., are giving good satisfaction as
time-keepers—so with many retail
watch dealers. The best machinery
money can buy is the only article in
that line that is good enough for this
Company; no company has better.
More machinery has been contracted
for, also some to be built in the machine
shop of this Company to further in-
crease the product.

HIGH art in metal engraving is beau-
tifully illustrated in the portfolio of
Monograms given to all subscribers for
$1.00, including KEYSTONE for a year.

MESSRS.. KREMENTZ & CO., 184 and
186 Broadway, New York, manufacture
a fine line of goods, but they struck
their " big thing " when they introduced
their " One Piece Collar Button."
When we say this button is popular,
we do not convey the size of the favor
this necessary article is received with—
it is a universal pet.

" STRAWS tell which way the cur-
rent runs." The reader is requested to
cast his wary weather eye on pages 9
and 16, and see our display of small
" ads." This tells where advertisers go
when they want to talk to the trade.

HUNT & FULLER, 73 Nassau Street,
New York, make a specialty of Mystic
Shrine jewels and badges. They also
keep a full line of jobbing stones, and
do jewelry repairing for the trade.

MR. JACQUE FARJEON, of the well-
known house of Farjeon & Co., 25 John
Street, New York, has just returned
from a pleasure trip, which he spent in
Washington, D. C.

WE are in receipt of a book written
by Henry G. Abbott, and published by
George K. Hazlitt & Co., Chicago, Ill.,
entitled "Watch Factories of America."
Now it strikes us this publication is
one all our watchmakers will want, as
they are certainly interested in the
growth and history of the manufacture
of watches in America. The book is
ably written, nicely illustrated, and
gives a full and concise account of all
the early as well as the later and more
successful efforts made in this direction.
•
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WORKSHOP NOTES.

ONE of our subscribers 'desires the

address of the manufacturer of Zylonite.

"SUBSCRIBER" asks "how to remove

tarnish from gold after hard soldering?"

First, protect your gold by painting it

over with yellow ochre, ground up with

water and a very little borax. After

soldering, throw into pickle composed

of water 6 parts, Sulphuric Acid I part.

A copper boiling-out dish can be used

for this pickle. If the article on coming

out of this pickle is whitish looking

and shows too much of the silver alloy,

dip for a moment in a hot mixture of

sulphuric acid and saltpetre (no water.)

Wash and polish with rotton stone

and oil—then wash again and polish

with rouge.

"CONSTANT READER" asks "how to

polish gold and brass, also steel ?" To

polish gold or brass, commence by

making the article perfectly smooth,

about in this order : First, file ; second,

fine file ; third, stone with Scotch stone

and water ; fourth, rotton stone and oil,

with buff or bristle brush in lathe; wash

well with soap and water ; fifth, polish

with cotton buff and rouge. To polish

steel, file—fine file—emery--finer emery

or oil stone dust and oil—soft bread

crumbs made into a ball like putty.

Go all over the surface with this, and

put on the final polish with diamontine

and alcohol on tin or box wood lap.

WE have numerous inquiries about

batteries and electro-plating. During

the last two years, we have given

repeated instructions for portions of

this kind of work. To recent inquiries
under this head, we would say Cellini,

Jr., has in hand a series of articles on

electro-plating which will be given soon,

first in the columns of the KEYSTONE,

and then in book form like his (Cellini 's)
book on Engraving.

"LEARN" asks "for a receipt for a
soldering fluid free from acid—some-

thing which will not rust steel? " We are

in all instances ready to give all the in-

struction in our power, but can 't see

why we should need a better article

than the common soldering fluid made

by dissolving zinc in muriatic acid.

Wash the article with lime water or

boil it in chalk and alcohol if of steel,

and it will not rust. If of gold or brass,

soap and water with a little ammonia
added, and every trace of the soldering

fluid is destroyed. There has been
bushels of rubbish said about soldering
fluids which will not rust, and even

some of our best receipt books give

receipts for non-rusting soldering fluid,
which is simply the common soldering

fluid with a little salammoniac added.

This last substance is muriatic acid and

ammonia, and one of the most abomi-

nable rust producers on iron steel about

the workshop. Use common soldering

fluid, and if you are not too lazy to

wash it off, you will have no reason for
complaint.

"SUNK DIAL" asks "for the best
material for mending a broken dial ?"

Plaster paris mixed with a medium

strong solution of gum arabic in water

and applied instantly after mixing,

makes a fine white filling, and dries

quite hard after an hour or two. Shave

off with a sharp knife, and polish with

Caution.

This Company manufactures

Cases only, and has no connection

whatever with any other concern

of similar name.

To be sure you get Our Case,

see that it contains this

Trade \ 7 Mark,

which is stamped in every case

made by us.

In addition the following Trade Marks are stamped in

each case of their respective kind:

Keystone Solid Gold 4=6;11:470

James Boss Filled

Keystone Pilled 60k14%,

Silveroid

Star Filled

Keystone Solid Silver

Leader Silver

OiLvEpolo>

coke

,;(510

-WEED

Look for these Trade Marks,

and accept no other.

Keystone
Watch Case Company,

Philadelphia.
New York. Chicago.

a piece of white flannel. Shellac dis-

solved in strong spirits of ammonia,

makes a good cement for fastening on

chips of a dial which has been broken

off.

"EcHo" asks " what the so-called

gold paint used to conceal soft solder is

made from ?" Bleached shellac, dis-

solved in alcohol (any shellac will

answer), mixed with best gold (brass)

bronze powder, like a paint with a

small pencil brush.

"DESIROUS TO LEARN" asks "how to

hard solder rings containing sets, espec-

ially pearls, without removing the sets

Rings and other articles which contain

stones or settings which will stand the

action of the acid pickle, can be hard

soldered without removal, but pearls

should in all instances be removed.

Some workmen put wet tissue paper

about the ring to protect it ; some use

plaster and ground alum, (not burnt)

equal parts. The ordinary potato used

raw and scraped fine makes an excellent

protection. Do the soldering as quickly

as possible.

"A wrisAN" asks "what will polish

sea shells ? " Those persons who pre-

pare them for sale around our seaports,

usually eat off the outer and rougher

portions with some of the stronger

acids, like sulphuric or muriatic;

protecting the inner surfaced with tallow

or wax. Rough grind stones, followed

by finer ones smooth the surface, and

finally ground pumice stone and water

with a wood wheel to remove scratches.

This course makes the harder sea shells

smooth, and a coat of their spirit varnish

(bleached shellac dissolved in methylic

alcohol) gives the look of polish. A

real polish requires a good deal of labor

and is obtained by using tripoli and

water, or putty powder (oxide of tin)

and water, and such buffs as the form

or parts of a shell demand. •

"BERYL" asks "where toy balloons

can be obtained ?" From Anton Wint-

ers, 522 Arch Street, or H. Homer &

Son, 47 South 2nd St., Philadelphia,

Pa. Large balloons (8 inches in dia-

meter,) cost 33 3. cents per dozen;

small ones, 3 inch diameter, go cents a

gross. After they are inflated, (as has

been already described in " Workshop

Chemistry, ") they should be coated

with a thin coat of gelatin, dissolved in

water to aid in retaining the gas.

" READER" asks " for information
in regard to W. D. Smith and an alarm

clock he patented Dec. Igth ? " We

know of no alarm patented by W. D.

Smith, but 4. D. Smith patented an
eight day alarm to go into the bottom

of a clock case. None has been placed

on the market. The address of A. D.

Smith is 184 Main Street, Cincinnati,

Ohio.

"A WATCHMAKER " asks US Six

questions. ist. " How to test gold and

silver." 2nd. "How to remove electro-

plating." 3rd. • 'How to solder enamel

jewelry." 4th. "How to remove old watch
jewels when set in the plate." 5th. "How
to fasten a ribbon into gold mountings.
6th. " The kind of acid used.to restore the
color after hard soldering ?" The

method used to test gold is by nitric
acid. For gold, a test stone is used,

which is a slip of black flint of con-

venient size. A series of test needles
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are also esential. These are small bits

of gold attached to short bars of brass,

turning on a joint like the splints to a

fan ; these bits of gold are in a grad-

uated series, from four karat up to

twenty-two karat—a needle for every

even number. The gold to be tested is

rubbed on the test stone until a bright

gold line is made. Our judgment after

a little experience will tell us very near

the quality of the gold we are testing.

Suppose, to illustrate, we have a ring to

test, which we imagine is twelve karat

gold. We rub it on our test stone as

directed above, and on each side of the

mark made by the ring, we rub a twelve

karat test needle until we have a line of

the same brightness as from the ring,

then apply nitric acid by rubbing the

glass stopper of the acid bottle over

both lines, and notice which of the

bright lines give away or disappear

first. If the ring shows the least power

to resist the acid, try it with a ten karat

test needle in the same way. A little

practice will soon learn one to judge.

Some assayers add a little common salt

to their nitric acid. Experimenting is

the only way you will learn. Filled

gold goods must be cut through with a

file or graver, so the acid will get at

the base metal. Nitric acid will test

silver. If the silver is fine, the acid

will only blacken the surface ; if much

alloyed, it will boil up green. German

silver also shows green.

2nd. Gold or silver can best be re-

moved by reversing the order of plating,

1. e., putting the gilded or silvered

article into a solution of cyanide of pot-

tasium and connecting the copper side

of a battery with the article to be

stripped, instead of connecting it to the

zinc side, as when we were gilding it,

we connect it to the copper or carbon

pole. Silver can be removed from plated

articles by the same method.

3rd. To solder enamel jewelry. If

the enamel is good, hard enamel, heat-

ing to melt the hard solder will not affect

it much. The trouble usually is that

the article is thrown when nearly red

hot into the pickle. Enameled articles

Should be allowed to cool and then

boiled in a copper dish with sulphuric

acid, r part ; water, five parts.

4th. Jewels can be removed from full

plates by putting the plate into a glass

tumbler and pouring on nitric acid.

The jewels will become loose and drop

out after a little time. Wash the jewels

well with a little soda or ammonia.

5th. Ribbons are fastened into metal

tips with shellac. Heat the shellac and

work it into a stick. Then heat the

stick and smear some on the ends of the

ribbon. The tips should also be heated

when the end of the ribbon covered with

shellac is pushed in. 6th is answered

In the reply to question of "Subscriber. "

" INITIAL J " asks " if there is any

chemical agent which will dissolve a

broken screw out of a watch plate and

not discolor or stain the movement? " It

is very doubtful if any such solution

can be made. Most of our large material

houses have on hand a special tool for

removing broken screws. Broken

screws can generally be removed by

working at them with a graver ; catch-

ing the point of the graver on the outer

edge of the screw, and pushing to un-

screw it.

" LIKE TO KNOW '' asks ist. " What

giant flux is made of. " 2nd. "About hard
soldering pickle. " 3rd. "HoW can I paint

The Iocheleau jeWelos'

For enlarging rings and other purposes. This new and .

useful tool gives perfect satisfaction and works like a charm.

No manufacturing or retail jeweler can afford to he with-

out it.
Price only $1o.

A. Paul 81, Co.,
Manufacturers and Sole Agents.

375 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Fountain Pens.
$2.50 for 1.50.

We have the best fountain pen that has ever been introduced.

It is an overfeed and we use a No. 2 14 K. gold pen.

With each pen we give a quart of our Imperial Ink.

Retail Price, $1.50.

Wholesale Price, $13.00 doz.

We want agents in every city and town.

Writing Papers
By the Pound.

You get nearly double the quantity than by the quire.

grades and sizes, from 15 cents lb. up.

Send stamps for Catalogues.

All

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
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on a blue, after soldering steel specs."
4th. "What is meant by mean, local and

standard time ?" Answers. 1st. The

composition is a proprietary secret, but

no better than simple borax. 2nd.

This question is answered to another

querist. 3rd. If you only use the

proper amount of hard (gold) solder it

will not show. To finish, dip in a

cyanide solution ; wash and rub off with

emery buff and blue over the lamp. A

blue can be painted on with analine

blue, dissolved in a weak solution of

shellac in alcohol. 4th. Mean time is

true clock time, used as a distinction to

solar time, as indicated by the sun.

Local is mean time taken from the meri-

dian of the place. Standard time is the

time adapted by the several sytsems of

railroads and counted from meridians,

fifteen degrees apart and equal to one

hour.

" MISLAID " asks " how to fit a verge

to a clock when old one is lost?" There

is no rule for picking out a verge, ex-

cept to " match " it. It is not necessary

to put the verge into the clock to test it

—try whether it matches inside and out-

side, that is, if the teeth have the same

drop on each pallet.

"RED TINGE " asks " how to give

electro-gilding a red tinge ?" Add to

your gold solution a few grains of cy-

anide of copper, and work the solution

pretty hot.

"ENQUIRER" asks " why a rigid rod

is desirable in a pendulum in preference

to a flexible one, that is if the flexible

one is not elastic?" We are not sorry

to get an opportunity to dwell a little

more on pendulum principles, bceause

in the article on Clocks now running, if

all the problems properly connected with

the subject were discussed, it would be

almost impossible to ever give the

necessary practical instruction for pro-

ducing the several parts. The explana-

tion why a rigid pendulum rod is pre-

ferable is simple enough, if we analyze

the subject. It is a law that no ponder-

able body moves without being impelled

by force of some kind. In the pendu-

lum, the force is gravitation acting on

the mass of the pendulum ball, but the

force of gravitation is modified by

attending influences, some of which we

will proceed to consider. A pendulum

ball may be considered as a mass of

matter which revolves about a fixed

centre. This condition is equally true,

although the arcs of vibration are short.

To illustrate, suppose a wheel supported

on pivots mounted in an arm, and the

arm revolving about a centre as shown

in Fig. I, where A represents the wheel;

B the arm, and D the circle in which

the axis of the wheel A revolves about

the centre C. Now, if the arm B is

taken by the handle b and moved in the

direction of the arrow d through a por-

tion of the circle D (suppose through a

guadrant the wheel A will have

revolved only relative to the bar B. Or

to make the illustration more distinct,

suppose the point a to be pointing dir-

ectly north when the lever is situated

as shown. Move the lever rapidly on

fourth of the circle to Al, and the index

point a still points to the north, and so

all around the circle as shown at the

circles Al A" A!" The same law

holds good in a pendulum ball, as illus-

trated in Fig 2, when the ball D is sup-

posed to be suspended b y a flexible

(but not elastic) cord'. In this illus-
■
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tration, the cord f is supposed to be
attached to the upper edge of the ball
E, and the conditions of suspension in-
volve the following conditions : the
point of suspension C; the point of
attach h, and the centre of the ball i are
in a direct line. If now the ball E is
set to vibrating so it will be alternately
at the outlines El and E," at the
end of each excursion the points C, It,
and i will not be in line, but have a
tendency to assume the position indi-
cated at the dotted linesf' f." As the
axial line g would have a tendency to
keep its direction as shown in Fig. r,
consequently, the natural direction of
the axial line would be as shown at
g." In actual practice, if such a

suspension was made, there would be a
compromise, and a " libration" of the

ball E around its own centre of gravity
until all the forces involved had ex-
pressed themselves. It is very easy to
express in a mathematical formula the
position and relation of all the
posts after assuming definite factors in
the problem. But to the average reader,
it would be totally incomprehensible,
while the above discription and illustra-
tions will give a clear idea of the prin-
ciples to any intelligent mechanic. The
best practical results in a pendulum are
obtained by making the suspension
(like f, Fig. 2) as rigid as possible,
except at C where it should be as flexible
as consistent with the necessary
strength. At Fig. 3 is shown a double
suspension. Here are required four
flexible suspensions, viz., at C C,' and
It h.' We give this illustration as a
help and study for the horological
student.

CAUTION TO JEWELERS.

Below we give a letter from a jeweler
in regard to a dishonest "jour" watch-
maker. We wish our readers to look
out for this man, and assist in bringing
him to justice. We will always make
all the exertion in our power to assist
deserving workingmen to places, but
such rogues as the one referred to, we
take special pleasure in making their
career as brief as possible:

Beware of a traveling man who pro-
fesses to be a watchmaker. He will
furnish reference on a Mr. Hill in Mur-
freesboro, Tenn , and was known by the
name of Wm. Brosius. He is about
5 feet ro inches in height, medium
build, gray hair and black moustache.
Was employed by the undersigned, and
suddenly disappeared, carrying with
him two gold watches, a lot of valuable
tools, and a box of old gold. Watch-
makers will please keep a lookout for
the watches, whose numbers are as fol-
lows : Movements, 16562, made by Jos.
Johnson, Liverpool, England, and
21716, made by John Houghton, Liver-
pool, England.

Very respectfully,
JOHN A. Tscr-rAwraH,

Cambridge, Md.
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" We lead the van"

" The Keystone"
for 1889

Will be larger, better and more interesting and
instructive than ever

The only live paper
published in the interest of the jewelry trade

Our technical articles are the expose of the
progress of the age

The best paper published
for the benefit of the younger members of the craft

Acknowledged to be the
best advertising medium to reach the entire trade

Our arrangements are complete for several series
of valuable technical articles

Every number fully worth the price of a year's subscription

Pulcifer & Co.,

Jewelers' Auctioneers.
Sales taken at small commission and sold by thoroughly practical men

who can explain the merits and value of each article, thus preventing
the awful slaughter of inexperienced auctioneers. Cash advanced on jewelers'
stock in trade. Apply

209 North Eighth Street, Philadelphia.
The olny licensed Jewelry Auctioneers in Philadelphia.

The Chicago Hovological Institute
(Incorporated),

Office: 175 Dearborn Street, Chicago.
U. W. PRINK, President. 0. C. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

Take your instruction in Watchmaking and engraving at the most scien-
tific and practical school of its kind in the country.

Prof. R. E. FENNER, Instructor.

Chicago Horological Institute,
175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Illinois.

THIS CERTIFIES that we are acquainted with the gentlemen who have mganized the above
Institution, and that we fully indorse the CHICAGO HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, and recommend the
same to the favorable consideration of the trade.

ELGTN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
E. HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO., /

H. E Howard, Agent.
SWARTCHILD & CO.
ROBBINS St APPLETON.
W. W. Witcox,
Editorieweler'sJournall

H. P. HAHN & CO.

AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH CO.
KEYSTONE WATCH CASE Co.,}

H. M. Carle, Agent.
M. A. MEAD & CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS & CO
COGSWELL & WALLIS.
TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO.

JOBBER'S ASSOCIATION.

THE fourth annual meeting of the
• National Association of Jobbers in
American Watches was held in New
York, January 15. The meeting was
held in the spacious and elegant Direc-
tors room of the Mutual Life Insurance
Company, and was called to order at
10.30 A. M., by President H. F. Hahn,
of Chicago. On calling the roll, it was
found that ninety-two members were
present in person, and that twenty-five
were represented by proxies.

After a short address by the President.
reviewing the course of events during
the past year, and offering some prac-
tical suggestions for the future, which
were received with applause, the meet-
ing was declared open for business, and
the regular order was taken up. The
minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved, and the report of the
Secretary and Treasurer, showing the
present membership to be 206, and the
balance in the treasury $3251.63, was
then read and declared approved. The
resolutions, which had been adopted by
an informal conference of Jobbers held
on the preceding day, were then read,
and being afterwards taken up by sec-
tions were adopted with some modifica-
tions, and the following conference
committee was appointed to wait upon
the cooperating manufacturers and pre-
sent them : C. Hellebush, of Cincin-
nati, Chairman ; Messrs. S. Oppen-
heimer, E. S. Smith and S. Lissauer,
of New York ; Messrs. Otto Young and
L. W. Flershem, of Chicago ; D. C. Per-
cival, of Boston ; G. Goddard, of Pitts-
burgh, and A. Kurtzeborn, of St. Louis.
During their absence a recess was taken.
The meeting was again called to order

at 5 P. M., when the conference com-
mittee reported that the Manufacturers
accepted most of the suggestions made
to them, but referred a few back for
further consideration. Debate upon
these was begun, but, owing to the late-
ness of the hour the meeting was ad-
journed until the following day,
The following morning the debate

was continued, and after a thorough
discussion of the questions, the same
committee was instructed to again con-
fer with the Manufacturers, and a recess
was taken until 2 P. M.
At the afternoon session the confer-

ence committee reported the result ot
their meeting with the Manufacturers,
which was adopted with great applause,
being entirely satisfactory.
The election of officers was then taken

up, and the following officers were
chosen for the ensuing rear : President,
H. F. Hahn, af Chicago ; Vice-Presi-
dent, Ira Goddard, of New York city;
Secretary and Treasurer, J. H. Noyes,
of New York city ; Members of the
Sub-Committee : E. S. Smith and D.
Keller, of New York, and L. W. Fier-
shem, of Chicago ; Alternates, Henry
Ginnel and Leopold Stern, of New York,
and Otto Young, of Chicago.

After passing a vote of thanks to the
officers for their services, and to the In-
surance Company for their courtesy and
liberality in allowing us the use of their
beautiful room, the meeting adjourned.
As will be seen by the list of mem-

bers present, all parts of the country
were well represented, and the senti-
ment in favor of contiruing the Asso-
ciation was practicaliy unanimous.
The spirit of harmony which prevailed
augurs well for the prosperity for the
coming year for all parties interested.
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Our Premium List for 1889.
111■1111111111111111•1

We are desirous of swelling our already large subscription list, and to stimulate
our friends to extra exertion, we offer the following extraordinary list of prizes:

For 150 subscribers, Jas. Boss
Htg. Case with B. W. Raymond or
Appleton, Tracy & Co.:movement,
at option.

For 200 subscribers, we will send a Whitcomb i3 Lathe
with 7 Wire, 5 Step, i Taper;and 5 Cement Chucks;

17

For ma subscribers, Rounding Up Tool
or Star Filled Case with an. eleven jewel
American movement.

24 25

75 subscribers, one of Bowman & Musser's celebrated
Lancaster Engraving Blocks.

50 subscribers, Hall Staking Tool.
25 subscribers, Crosby Jeweling Tool, Fig. 20.
20 subscribers, Set of Gold Test Needles.
15 subscribers, Depthing Tool.
10 subscribers, either of the Tools shown at Figs. 21,

2 2 or 23.

6 21 28 2.3
For ioo subscribers, Star Filled

Case with an II jewel movement,
or Rounding Up Tool, as shown
at Fig. 17.

5 subscribers, either of the Tools shown at Figs. 14,
24 Or 29.

3 subscribers, Hair Spring Collet Remover, Fig. 26.

2 subscribers, either patent Oiler, Fig. 25, Anti-Mag-
netic Tweezers, Fig. 27, or Fine Screw-Driver,
Fig. 28.

I subscriber, Cellini's Book on Metal Engraving.
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LIST OF PATENTS.
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The following is a list of Patents of

interest to the trade, issued during

November and December, 1888. To

obtain a complete copy of specifications

and drawings for any patent here no-

ticed, enclose twenty-five cents to the

Commissioner of Patents, stating the

number and date of issue:

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6th.

No. 392,357. Finger Ring. John 13. Newman, Mil-

ford, Pa.
No. 392,363. Eye-Glass Holder. Miles Riggs, New

York, N. Y.
No. 392,367. Holder for Eye-Glasses. Samuel W.

Saxton, New York, N. Y.

No. 392,375. Lace Fastening. Henry B. Ten E
yck,

Johnstown, N. Y.
No. 392,378. Vise. George Thorp, Portsmouth,

Michigan.
No. 392,401. Cuff-Holder. Joseph T. Bender, New-

ark, N. J.
No. 392,43g. 1 Combined Electric Meter and Electric

No. 392,439. J Clock System. Philip Lange, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
No. 392,542. Eye-Glasses. Frank Muller, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
No. 392,536. Pencil-Holder. Otto Bussle, Nurem-

berg, Bavaria, Germany.

DKiiGNS.

No. 18,722. 1 Watch Bridge. C. W. Ward, Yonkers,

No. 18,723. J New York.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 13111.

No. 392,589. Screw-holder for Watch Repairers.

William E. Counter and Lee O. Miller, Three

Rivers, Mich.
No. 392,729. Stop Watch. Auguste Ilenchoz, Loele,

Switzerland.
DESIGNS.

No. 18,733. Watch Case. L. A. Parsons, Brooklyn,

New York.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 20th.

NO. 393,000. Timepiece Dial. Martin V. B. Eth-

ridge, Boston, Mass.

No. 393,17o. Apparatus for Electro-plating. Louis
McMurray, Baltimore, Md.

No. 393,232. Diamond Setting. Gottfried Hepp-

ding, New York, N. Y.
No. 393,239. Combined Bracelet and Button Hook.

Alice Johnstone, Avondale, N. J.

No. 393,246. Watch or Other Case. Charles K P.

Lewis, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DESIGNS.

No. 18,739. Bracelet. S. Cottle, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 27th.

No. 393,361. Method of making Pliers. Moses G.
Crane, Newton, Mass.

No. 393,402. Device for exhibiting Magnetic and
Non-Magnetic Watch Movements. Alfred C.
Smith, New York, N. Y.

No. 393,416. Shirt Stud or Button. George A.
Bowman, St. Louis, Mo.

393,637. Electric Striking Attachment for
Clocks. James H. Gerry, Brooklyn N. Y.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 4th.

No. 393,812 Lead or Crayon Holder. C. W. Bow-
man, New York, N. Y.

No. 393,965 Pencil Case. Thomas B. DeForest,
Birmingham, Conn.

No. 393,986 Eye-Glasses. Henry E. Kerstein, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

No. 393,987 Eye-Glasses. Henry E. Kerstein, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

No. 393,993 Fastening for Jewelry. John Long,
Bad ninch, England.

No. 394,016 Automatic Holder for Pencil Leads.
Gustaf R. Sandell, New York, N. Y.

No. 394,049 Workmens Electric Time Recorder.
William K. 13assforti and Edwin B. Maynard,
New York, N. Y.

No. 394,053 Lead or Crayon Holder. C. W. Bow-
man, New York, N. Y.

No. 394,054 Lead or Crayon Holder. C. W. Bow-
man, New York, N. Y.

No. 394,146 Lead or Crayon Holder. Edward
Tyrrell, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER Ilth.

No. 394,169 Drill. Thorwald Goserned, Shergeon
Bay, Wis.

No. 394,171 Fountain Pen. Oscar F. Grant, Alle-
gheny, Pa.

No. 394,183 Reservoir Pen. Adolp Hommel, Zu-
rich, Switzerland.

No. 394,401 Automatic Holder for Lead Crayons.
Gustav Sandell, New York, N. Y.

No. 394.507 Mainspring Winder. Albert F. Rob-
bins, Orange, Mass.

No. 394,523 Jewelry. Benjamin D. Traitel and
Jacob Rawiszer, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 18th.

No. 394,603 Plated wire stock for jewelry. John
S. Palmer, Providence, R. I.

No. 394,816 Clock. Charles Bickford, Boston, Mass.
No. 394,845 Timepiece Dial. Martin V. B. Eth-

ridge. Boston, Mass.
No. 394,919 Watch Regulator. Eugene F. L.

Grandjean, Bienne, Switzerland.
No. 394,928 Finger Ring. David Kutner, Brooklyn,

New York.
No. 394,933 Stop watch. Ami L. Piquet, Brassus,

Switzerland.

DESIGNS.

No. 18,821 1 Watch Bridge. C. W. Ward, Yonkers,
No. 18,822J New York.
No. 18,817 Watch Case. F. & L. Parker, Jersey

City, N. J.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 25th.
No. 395,110 Clock Striking Mechanism. Chaim

Aronson, Brooklyn, N. Y.
No. 395,148 Bracelet. Alice Johnson, Avondale,

New Jersey.
No. 395,151 Apparatus for exhibiting or demon-

strating Non-Magnetic Watch Movements.
Alvin Lawrence, Lowell, Mass.

No. 395,166. Watch Winding Mechanism. Charles
Morelet, New York, N. Y.

No. 393,182 Compensating Watch Regulator. Wil-
liam II. Shear, Albany, N. Y.

No. 395,209 Watch Case Pendant.

Torrun with three gold balls of vary-
ing sizes is a gold hairpin, the centre
one of which holds a diamond, while
the other two are adorned with:a ruby

and an emerald.

ALL RAILROAD MEN
Carry Fine Watches

and use

RAMSAY'S' LEATHER MED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

We will send samples of

not less than one-half dozen

to any regular Jewelers, and

if you do not agree with us

that they stand head and

shoulders above any other

swivel on earth, you can re-

turn them. They cost no

more than any good swivel.

Manufactured only by

Burt Ramsay & Co.

185 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

The Best Watch Oil Ever Produced.
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Rvety watchmaker in the world is acquainted
with the fact that the Oil that will stand the low-
est temperature is invariably the one that gives
the best results.

Working upon this fact, we have found that
our Watch and Clock Oils, when passed through
the process of refinement at temperatures lower
than zo° below zero, are freed from all impurities
that Corrode and Blacken the Pivots of a Watch,
at the same time they are rendered Perfectly Un-
affected by Heat or Cold.

We have spent much time and money in de-
termining this method of refinement, and the
exquisite quality of the goods that were produced
by our experiments caused us to immediately es-
tablish a refinery at a high Canadian latitude,
where the work could be carried on uninterrup-
tedly in severe cold.

Watchmakers have always found trouble,
even with the best known Watch and Clock Oils,
and have strongly desired an article that could
be invariably relied upon. We are the first to
respond to the demand for an improvement in
these Oils, and we invite the severest tests that
can be applied to them.
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In use upon all Watches sent out from the Waltham Factory.

In use upon the Strasburg Cathedral Clock.

MR. Wm. P. NYE, New Bedford, Mass., U. S. A. Strasburg, April 14, 1887.

DEAR SIR : In answer to your question, we do not hesitate to certif
y that the Clock Oil, of

which you sent us a supply, fulfills every condition that we could demand. 
That is to say, it is very

liquid, leaves no gummy deposit, does not corrode the metal, and remains greasy afte
r several months

of use. It acts equally well at a high or low temperature. The results of the
 different experiments

to which we have submitted the Oil, have proved in every case very satisfactor
y.

UNGERRR BROS.,
Keepers and Repairers of the Strasburg Cathedral Clock.

To the Watch and Clock Trade.

Realizing that we were In possession of the finest stock of raw material fo
r such goods, the

" Jaw " and " Melon " Oil, and knowing from years of experience the great difficul
ty of producing a

uniform quality of this Oil in a climate so variable as in the vicinity of 
our factory at New Bedford,

we attempted the scheme of refining it in a higher latitude, and accordingly 
a stock was sent to the

borders of Canada—St. Albans, Vt.—and after a thorough chilling at a temp
erature 35. below zero,

the process of refining was completed at an average temperature of zo° below
 zero. The experiment

was a great success, and we can now assure the trade that we have produc
ed the finest quality of

watch and clock oils ever shown to the world. Watchmakers have only to ask their dealers to send

them a bottle of Nye's Watch or Clock Oil to prove the correctness of our statement
.

WILLIAM F. NYE,
New Bedford, Masa., U. S. A.

NOVELTIES IN JEWELRY.

, Small kettle-drums are a recent addi-

tion to baby rattles.

A tendency is again being shown to-

ward the gold ball earring.

Miniature crutch sticks of gold, with

frosted handles are a late fad in shawl-

pins.

An original conception in brooches is

a fac-simile in gold of a tumble down

fence.

A stockinged limb hollowed out, and

of oxidized silver is a new whim in

match safes.

One of the latest fads with the ladies

is to suspend from the ear a skeleton

gold initial.

Two horizontal bands set with rubies

and diamonds are a neat setting for a

lady's ring.

The twisted bark of a tree, duplica-

ted in oxidized silver, is quite a con-

spicuous matchbox.

A bronze pugilistic figure, illustrating

the noble art of self-defence, is a for-

midable looking paper weight.

Links of rich, filmy gold woven into

delicate threads are what they are

making up now as Misses' necklaces.

Smokers are adopting cigarette hold-

ers with a long narrow stem and bowl

of oxidized silver and amber mouth-

piece.

Decidedly odd is a bronze key that

holds a thermometer in its handle and

is mounted on a blue plush-colored

shi

emely unique are cuff buttons in
shield.tr.

the form of Japanese dolls in miniature

rimmed with a border of small bril-

liants.

Gold chssed thimbles are in the mar-

ket, around whose rims are depicted

pretty enameled daisies of infinitesimal

proportions.

A paper cutter that is being kindly

taken to is an Indian dagger of polished

silver, encased in a sheath of the same

metal.

Just turned out of the factory is a

lacepin of oxidized silver made to rep-

resent a crabbing net, and holding in

its meshes a tiny crab.

A lacepin that is much admired, is a

buttefly formed of a delicate network of

silver wire, with a ruby in the centre

of each wing.

Hairpins are out in the form of huge

Roman gold ball with alligator-skin

surface and mounted upon a single

tortoise-shell stem.

A favorite design in paper clips is an

eagle's head in bronze, the beak of

which is so arranged as to hold the

papers in a vise-like grip.

Lying on the lid of a solid silver

workbox are a spool of cotton, a pair

of scissors and a thimble, all admirably

reproduced in silver.

A much admired scarfpin and one

that is within the reach of all, is one

mounted with a pea-size pearl, sur-

rounded by a circle of tiny corals.

The head of a new gold hairpin is

formed of a row of pear-shaped opals,

mounted in gold settings, diamonds

occupuying the intervening spaces.

Baby heads of moonstone, and made

up as brooches are covered with dia-

mond-studded, hood-shaped bonnets,

through which run alternate strips Of

rubies.
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Announcement.
We take pleasure in informing the trade that we have signalized the

advent of the New Year by adding to our former lines that of

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses,
comprising the entire line produced by the

T. A. Willson Optical Co.
(often known as the "Reading" Spectacle.)

These goods stand easily at the head of the Spectacle line, possessing a

number of special features not found in any other make, notably the patent

Compensating Joint and Temple. It is smooth-working and will not wear

loose. The temple is banked where it stops against the end-piece, thus re-

lieving the Joint of all strain. The lenses and all the parts interchange in

all the styles. The Riding-Bow Temple interchanges with the Straight

Temple, a feature possessed by no other make. No fitting or filling required

whatever. Every detail in the manufacture of these goods is very carefully

watched, and grade for grade the line is unequalled.

We wish to call special attention to the fact that that we carry a com-

plete line of "Reading" Temples, in all grades and styles, and are prepared

to fill large or small orders with promptness and accuracy.

We have a full line of the well-known Arundel Tinted Spectacles made

by this Company.
We solicit the favor of a trial order, and hope you will send for sam-

ples in case you have never seen the line.

Send for samples of our two " leaders."

111111M111■11■1

Bowman St Musser,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains, Tools and Materials,
Lancaster, Pa.

0
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Continued from page 9.

SPECIAL NOTICES. .

SPECIAL NOTICES.

TO be a successful watchmaker you should learn
I adjusting in all its branches by taking a course
at the Chicago Horological Institute.

--
M P. A. WOODCOCK'S pupils are all made all

, round watchmakers,practical in every branch
and first-class in every regard. No hobbies are
ridden in my school. Employers want men that
can sit down to a bench and take any kind of an
American watch, new or old model, full or :;,./$ plate,
slow or quick train, no matter by what company
made and put it in good order, so that it will be as
gJod as new, with nice, clean work and the watch
keeps good time and gives perfect satisfaction, the
same with all kinds of F,nglish and Swiss watches;
also, French, English and American clocks. My
pupils all have fine American-made lathes and fix-
tures and a good set of tools in every particular,
and they are taught how to properly use them all
and how to do all kinds of watchwork in a perfectly
satisfactory manner. Every pupil can get perfect
satisfaction in my school. Come and see me, and
I will do you good. New room and benches finished.

W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This
is a fact.

nESIGNED expressly for jeweler's shop. Folding
U " Handy Wash-stand." Is strong, compact,
neat. Single stand express paid, $2. Send stamps
for cut and particulars to Handy Wash-Stand,
Shawano, Wis.

nHICAGO Horological Institute will do your trade
U work better and quicker than anyone else.

()END 5o cents and get in return, receipt for
O making the best anti-oxidizer in the word. A.
L. Blaukenmeister, Cowley Co., Kansas.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
I io K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 918 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

TO trade a fine 160 acre farm in Cowley Co. Kan.,
I value $4,500, for a complete stock of jewelry.
For full particulars address, A. L. Blankenmeister,
Winfield, Cowley Co., Kansas.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born St., Chicago.

QOMETHING NEW .—A patent watch chain lock,
0 takes the place of a hook or bar. Has variety
of attractive ornaments on front. Lock on edge of
vest instead of button-hole ; good rolled plate.
Retails readily at $1 each. To the trade $6 per
dozen. Samples sent by mail, postpaid for 50 cents.
Address, G. W. Lomat], General Agent, Lock Box
22, Chase, Rice Co., Kansas.

ONCH used, you will use no other. "The Work-bench and Show Case Cleaning Fluid Receipt,"
the best metal cleaner in the market for watch and
clock plates, jewelry, plated ware, etc. The re-
ceipt with full instructions for so cents. After a
thorough test of 8 years on my repair bench, I have
become convinced that it has no equal in bringing
back the luster to all tarnished metals as good as
new, with the least trouble and expense. J. W.
Payne, Alexandria Bay, N. Y.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a shoit course at the
Vy Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

,IdHO wants to exchange screw-cutting foot power
VV lathe for 56 inch bicycle in first-class condition.
Lathe must be same. State swing and make.
Frank Carey, Penn Van, N. Y.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakerm, and watch-t.) makers wanting positions would do well tocorrespond with me. I keep a record book of allsuch wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have beenthe benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesalejeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
A M enlarging my place, putting in more benches,

• 

more windows, more tools, more pupils, etc.
Do not forget our mammouth safe to keep pupils
fine tools in, etc. Can accommodate a few more
pupils with board and room, etc. in my own house.
I want still more watchmakers, journeymen and
apprentices, who wish first-class instruction. Will
work hard to turn you out a first-class watchmaker
and in every respect to give you perfect satisfaction.
W F. A. Woodcock, 74 E. Third St., Winona, Minn.

I EWELERS ! If you have 5 hats, 8 coats and 2 or 3
tj canes and umbrellas, the " Handy Folding Hat
Rack " will hold them all, and you can remove any
one of them without disturbing the others. It is
made of metal, weighs 21,4 pounds and will hold a
weight of 300. When hanging on the wall is 18
inches wide, 16 inches in depth, 33 inches in height;
folded, ts 18 x 16 x 3 inches. Sent express paid
anywhere in United States for $t.5o. Send stamps
for circulars to Handy Wash Stand, Shawano, Wis.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a course of instruction
yy in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this toyour knowledgeof repairing in the increased work you cancommand.

VOUNG MAN.—A fine chance for you in the jew-
dry business in central Ohio. Only a few

hundred dollars necessary. For particulars ad.,
" R, F. G.," care this office.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
YV students in the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

T" best place to send your work is to Burns &Ryder, 14 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass. We
make a specialty of difficult work for watchmakers;
demagnetising, readjusting, escapements, wheel
cutting. Special attention to customers at a dis-
tance. Price list on application.

CHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art—adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

500 to 
 Ocsall:cleastlhaegelr 

Detective nig bsotuogclfi

in August, 1888, at 35 cents. The last quotations
were $1 per share, with no company stock on the
market. Will trade for a chronograph or any goods
useful to a new beginner in the jewelry business.Will give name and address of secretary of mine toanyone wishing same. Ad., " J," care this office.
OSELY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the

lvi ,,Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures andattachments. Designed especially for watch-makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-ability, convenience and style. Honest tools atfair prices. Send for new price list. Agencieswith most of the jobbers.

I MPROVED farm of z6o acres, 6 miles S. F. Atkin-
! son, Holt co., Neb., to trade for a stock of jew-
elry. Address, Moore & Geib, Freeport, III.

THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weightStriking Clocks. etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets. Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

QEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horn-
I.) logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

ATCHMAKERS and jewelers keep
posted about diamonds and prec-

ious ston es, inferior stones, etc. Tables
for calculating values of diamonds,
and for estimating gold, values of
coins, and other valuable information. ti
To the trade, so cents. Sent postpaid
upon receipt of price. Diamond Pub-
lithing Co., P. 0. Box 147, Phila., Pa.

'ori?
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Jewelers Lapidary.
For flitting up Skeleton Eye-Glasses and Specs.

Two Laps, Grits, Drills and Chargers. For drilling
lens and polishing edges this Lapidary set has no
superior. As fine work can be done as at any
factory. Polishes Edges and Pebbles as well as
Crystal.

W. F. Hammond,
Greenport City, New York.

Watch Case Repairer
H. M. DAVIS,

73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture Small Metalic Wares of every de-
scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks,
Metal Buttons, Buckles, Eyelets, and all kinds ot
Round, square and pressed Tin, Brass, etc. Esti-
mates furnished for Special Articles in Metal,
Gold, Silver, Copper Plating and Japaning. Dies
and Punches made to order.

528 N. Tenth St., Phila., Pa.

BUY THE BEST.
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, the Best andCheapest Nickel Time and Alarm Clocks made.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,

918 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,
Manufacturing Jewelers

15 John Street, New York.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

Send to Headquarters for Goods.

H. H. Kayton,
82 Nassau Street, New York.

Importer and Jobber
In Watch Materials, Tools, Jewelers' Findings,Spectacles, and other Optical Goods. Best goodsat lowest prices. Work for the trade promptlyattended to. Orders filled by any catalogue.

To The Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade withstones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of

Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand. llkind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price L

Wm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 43 Nassau Street, New York,

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed.

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly
glass grinding. For sale at your mat-
erial house, or by mail, $1.00.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

To the Trade.
Do you wishyour repairing done well at reason-

able prices? If so, send to
Edward W. Fox

all your broken jewelry, silverware, watch cases,
movements, clocks, spectacles, eye-glasses, pipes,
fancy goods, also engraving and plating. Save ex-
press by sending everything in one package to
7 Province Ct., Room 3, Boston, Mass.

J. J. DONNELLY,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der and Colorer.

All kinds ot work neatly and promptly executed.Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at-
tention.

- ------------
Above cut represents "Air Heater," patented

by Frank Heller, of Oakland City, Indiana, for
melting shellac, etc., in setting rollerjewels, pallet
stones, etc., without removing roller and without
damage to hairsprings and pivots. Will sell patent
or would be pleased to correspond with parties
manufacturing jewelers tools. Address as above.

Save Time and Trouble.
also the appearance of goods while hard soldering,
by using a good anti-oxide. Polished steel may be
softened or hardened without destroying the polish.
Send for sample. 19 E. Payette St., Syracuse, N Y.

F. C. BRODIE Agt.,
Material and Tools.

Established 1869.

Chas. Reiss,
31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Watchmakers'

Tools and Materials

Watchmaker to the Trade.
Watchwork received from all over the

United States and Canada.
Ser'Send for Price List.

JEWELER$

LAPIDARY
Complete set with grits, polish

ing material, chargers and full
directions. In case, by mail, $1.50.
With this set any jeweler can

replace a broken skeleton eye-glass
lens, drill holes, equally as well as
by sending to factory, and produce
rapidly as fine polish on edges ot
any lens, or crystal. For sale by
all material houses.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Creenport, Suff. Co., N. V.

Every Watchmaker and Jeweler purchasing
material should patronize that popular Jewelers
Depot

FARJEON & CO.
25 John Street, New York.

The following signs are now ready:
" Watches Carefully Repaired," " Christmas and
New Year Gifts ; " "Clocks Wound and kept in
Repair ;" " Variety in Clocks and Bronzes ;" " Jew-
elry Neatly Repaired ;" Choice Birthday Presents
" Correct Time ;" " Watches, Keys and Glasses
Fitted " Birthday and Wedding Presents ;" Re-
pairs of all Kinds ; Spectacles and Eye-Glasses
Fine Holiday Presents ; " Wedding and Birthday

Presents ;" " Best Quality Electroplate ;" "Old Gold
and Silver bought ;" " Watches and Jewelry Re-
pairing."

We sell our celebrated Jorgenson Mainspringsat $12 per gross ; also for American Watches, lever
style and size at $12 per gross; our well-known
American Silk Vest Chains, assorted in dozens at
$1 75 ,per Doz. ; our well-known American Silk
Guard, assorted in dozens at $2 per Doz ; our ele-
gant Window Signs printed in gold on leatherette
at $2.40 per dozen, or 25 cents each. Sent free by
mail on receipt of price.

These Signs add greatly to window dressing,
especially for the jewelry trade.

To Manufacturing Jewelers and Others.
We sell a single pound of Tripoli for fifteen

cents, or in twenty-five pound lots at ten cents per
pound.

FARJEON & CO.,
25 John Street, New York.

We are the owners of a patent, No. 370,786, for
a ladies cuff holder, whicn we call "The Queen."
Said patent covers especially two points : A loop,
proferably a spring, which clasps the edges of the
cuff and sleeve to which is attached a head or body
of any desired form, plain or ornamental. This is
supplied with a pin hook for attachment to the
sleeve ; the combination serving to hold the cull
firmly in position. Every cuff holder made by us
is stamped, " Pa I Nov.— 4, 18S7." This is our
property honestly acquired in accordance with law,
and we shall protect it from sneak thieves as we
would our chicken coop from similiar depredators.
Certain persons have undertaken to steal this
property, but it will cost them much more than
they will get away with. We advise dealers to buy
no goods embracing the principles covered by our
patent, unless stamped as shown, as the sale of
such goods will render you liable for damages
equally with the maker ; and we propose, before
we are through with this business, to bring to ac-
count every aider and abettor of this fraud, either
as maker or seller. It is also for your interest to
protect this thing. At present, you can make a
fair profit on the goods, but once let competition
have full sway, and good-bye to profits for any or
us In a latter issue, we will give the names of
some of the persons engaged in this attempted
steal, for instance an Attleboro manufacturer in
collusion with a certain jobber.

J. W. Henry & Co.,
Providence, R. I.

Patented Jan. 17, r888.
C. G. HARSTROM'S

For sale by all leading material houses ; or send
for samples, 15 cents each. Peekskill, N. Y.

OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and I analbetured by N. A. 085000,

haute Creek, Mich.

BEST,
SAFEST
and Lightest.

Impossible to tip over by Rocking.
Blake,' up four di fleren t weights, the same
FIR four boats combined In one. Oars and
paddle are, olited, and pack in boat with. a
oia extra charge. This co t shows the
twelve-foot bent and packing chest.
Send for 1 linetrated Catalogue.

When inter-

ested, write

your jobber

for Price List,

or to the man-

ufacturers.

MOSELEY &
COMPANY,+4) ti`..

Elgin,
srt-

Illinois.

HOUGHTON
& CO'1

Manchester, N. it.

Manufacturers of
face plates and
slide rests. Prices
reasonable, and
quality guaran-
teed. Ask your
jobber for one on
approval.

Barnes' Patent
Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

Tms Polishing
Machine has
advantages

that were never
before gained by
any application of
foot power for this
purpose. All the
appliances com-
mon to the polish-
ing departments
of jewelry manu-
facturing estab-
lishments can be
tried on this ma-
chine, and equal
results attained.
It is inexpensive,
and dealers cannot
afford to be with-
out an outfit.

'The conse
quence and con-
vincing powers of
a salesman are
poor inducements
to the purchaser
as compared with

a well kept stock of goods, no t have their orig-
inal charms of polish, luster and freshness.

Our Lithological or Lapidary Lathe has the
same application of foot-power, and it is giving
results never before reached by any other applica
tion of foot-power for this purpose. These
machines are of great value to jew.ilers, and their
correspondence is solicited. Illustration Catalogue
FREE.

Address, 660 Ruby Street,

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.
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PARSON'S

porological
LA PORTE, IND.

Established for the purpose of giving a
Practical and Technical Educa-

tion in Watchmaking.

The following is a specimen of the letters
received commendatory of our school:

Chicago, Ill., Oct. 8, 1888.
MR. J. R. PARSONS, LAPoRTE, IND.
DEAR SIR : I take this opportunity to express to

you my appreciation of the benefits to be derived
from a course at your Horological School, and
will say for myself that, though having had a
long and successful practical experience in watch
repairing, previously, yet my stay at your school
the past summer has been one of great pleasure
and profit, and I candidly believe that time and
money cannot be better spent by young watch-
makers, or prospective watchmakers, than by
taking a course of instruction in this, the original,
and I believe, the best, " School for Watchmakers "
in America, where may be learned in months what
ordinarily requires years in a repair shop.

Very Truly Yours,
JOHN ING RAM.

This Puzzle Ring
continues sensation.

Henry C. Haskell,

Maker of

Novelties for theHolidays.

Rings of every description.

Silver Bangles, Braclets, etc.
Book Marks, Glove Buttons.

18 John Street, - New York.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys.

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)
Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.

Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

Macnair St Burlingame,
Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

226 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Sell direct to the

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

Border Chased.

Successors to

McCarty & Hurlburt,

131 N. Second St.

Chased.

H. 0. Hurlburt St Sons,
Wholesale Agents for AMERICAN WATCHES.

Manufacturers of

Gold and Silver Thimbles, Gold Spectacles, and Silverware.

938 Market Street, Phila., Pa.

m .5.
..
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Our Illustrated Catalogue—Largest and most complete published. Sent to the trade FREE. Sole

Agents for Imnroved Terry Clocks.
48 and 5o Maiden Lane, 33 and 35 Liberty St., New York.

Importers, Exporters, Jobbers or Controlling Agents in all lines of goods that

appertain to the Legitimate Jewelry Trade.

21 Different Departments. 21
Requiring and Occupying Larger Salesrooms than any other Wholesale Jewelry

House in the World.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALNIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A. thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of' refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three years old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superica
qualification in the art of science. For further particulars, address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers.
La Porte, Indiana.

Insures the speediest, least expensive and most thorough course of instruction to young men thatdesire to become expert watchmakers of ally institution of the kind in the United States. Both sexesadmitted. Students may begin at anythne. Partial, as well as full courses given. Send for SPECIALNOTICE of Lecture courses, commencing January 3d. circulars, study courses, etc. on application.
J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias goods a specialty. Would kindlysolicit a trial front jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Hunt St. Fuller,
73 Nassau St., New York.

Makers of the

Mystic Shrine Jewels

Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet, Topaz, etc. set with
Diamonds, Emeralds, Rubies.

Knight Templars'
and Mystic Shrine Buttons.

Jobbing stones and Repairing Jewelry for ihe trade.
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Benj. Allen & Co.,

Wholesale Jewelers and Importers,
141 and 143 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

4E- - 

Headquarters for

Keystone Watch Cases

The largest stock of

Solid Gold, Gold Filled,

Silver and Metal Cases

to be found in the United States.

ame$ Bo $$ Filled
After Holiday depletion in stock, the sagacious

dealer always fills up his show cases with desirable
goods, such as make a rich showing : making his
selections out of those articles which are at all times
salable, and not likely to fluctuate and decrease in
value. Nothing effects this end so perfectly as
Boss Cases. They give a rich substantial look to
a stock for a moderate amount of money, and are
rapid sellers at all times.

New York
Chicago

kegstone Watch Cag Co.
Philadelphia

fRADEAARR

Also the largest stock of

Elgin, Waltham, Springfield, Ill.,
Columbus and Howard

Movements.

Careful attention given to filling orders.

We furnish, upon application, to those entitled to it, our 700 page catalogue;
the most complete Jewelry Catalogue extant.

Benj. Allen & Co.,
141 and 143 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.



Illustration of Jewel in setting
three times natural size

Illustration of Jewel in setting, sec-
tional view three times as large

Style A

Lapp & Flershem's Patent Jewels in Taper Settings.

Our new method consists in setting jewels in 'Taper Settings" as shown here, which admits of being
driven into the tapered hole broached in bridge or plate to receive it. Then fasten it in place by laying
a slight burr on under side after dressing off the protecting part. Old bridges which cannot be jeweled
in any other way, can be saved and jeweled by this process.

Fig. 2 shows the "Taper Jewel Setting," style A, driven carefully into place so as to secure the pro-
per END SHAKE.

Fig. 3 shows the best method of fastening the Setting in place, by using the wheel burnisher, which
goes with every wheel countersink. The job is now complete, as the top surface is finely finished, and
requires no more attention.

Pig 2 Enlarged sectional view

One of the few houses in the trade who protect the dealers' interest by selling no goods at retail.
Fig I Illustr.tion of Jewel

in setting Size 7

These Jewels can be properly set in a few minutes, the taper allowing the
setting to be put tn any distance, so as to allow the proper end shake.

We make these in 12 sizes ; 5 larger than Fig. t, and 6 smaller to fit all
sizes of watches and jewel holes.

Size 12 for English Wheel.
Price $1.00 per dozen. State in ordering whether style A or B, also what size is

STYLE B has the jewel set with flat part above so the settings can he
set from below.

Sizes r to 8 are adapted for Swiss balance and wheel ; sizes 7 and 8 for
American Escape and Pallet Arbor ; sizes 9, ro, and i r for American Third
and Fourth Wheel.

wanted. Countersinks, sets of 6, per set $1.35. Sets of 3, per set 70 cents.

MAINSBRINGS—Fleur de Lis Brand for all sizes of American Watches. A good article, per doz. $1.00, extra finish, $1.25.

Send orders for Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, Watch Tools and Materials.

Largest Store, Largest Stock, Lowest Prices.

92, 94, 95 and 98 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Jewelers' Supplies and Findings, Paper and Plush Cases, Cards, Tags,
Tissue Paper, Twines, Cottons. Sealing Wax, Brushes, Rougeing Sticks
and Sizes, Wrapping Paper, Jobbing Envelopes, Rubber bands, black or red,
Chamois Skins, Watch Bags in Flannel, Chamois or Kid Skin, etc., etc.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees of the dust proof Watch and Ring
Trays, Watch Boxes, etc. Made in first quality plush and fine beveled
plate glass.

......................
Pat. Oct. 15, 1886.

Our Patent Plate Glass
Top Watch Boxes, $15.00
per dozen.

Patent Plate Glass Watch Tray. ti )ix 8. Price $4.50. Plate Glass Ring Tray. 8% x 7. Price $3.50.

Sole importers of Schenck's Putz Pulver, the finest powder for cleaning sil-
ver, gold and glass in the world. Price $6.00 per gross. 6o cents per doz. Send
for sample box. Importers of German Putz Pomade, all sizes. Manufacturers
of beveled plate glass mirrors for window display:

Size 12x12, $1.50 each. Size 15x.18, $2.50 each.
" 12x15, $2.00 " Round, 15 in. Diam., $2.50.

We make a cheap line

of Plush Cases for Jewelry.

Send for prices.

Imported Kid Watch Bags, assorted colors
with drawing strings. Send for sample.

Ladies size, 4 and 6, $2.50 per gross.
II It 8, 2.75 I I

Gents size, 16 and 18, $3.00 per gross.

Manufacturers of beveled signs for jewelers,
per doz. The following mottoes in stock:

No. i. Watches and Jewelry repaired.
No. 2. Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.
No. 3. Fine Holiday Presents.
No. 4. Birthday and Wedding Presents.
No. 5. Old Gold and Silver Bought.
No. 6. Engraving Free of Charge.
No. 7. Clocks and Bronzes.
No. 8. Diamonds and Precious Stones.
No. 9. Rolled Plate Chains.
No. to. Emblems and Society Badges.
No. ii. 18 K. Wedding Rings.
No. 12. Silver and Plated Ware.

Patentees of

Initial Ring Trays,

Album Shape Cases and

Klotz' Ring Trays.

as most of our t....ue:are
aware we inaugurated a mes-
senger system for the con-
venience of our customers
during the Holidays, but we
received so many letters
thanking us for the assistance
we were thus able to render
them, that we have decided
to make it a permanent fea-
ture of our business, and
from now on, we will increase
and improve it, as the wants
of our trade may seem to
require. For those in the
trade who may not under-
stand what this messenger
system is for, we will make
the following explanation:

We consider ourselves a
Watch and Optical Goods
House, carrying absolutely
everything needed in those
lines. We often have a num-
ber of calls for other goods,
and in order not to disappoint
our customers, we inaugura-
ted our messenger system,
under the management of a
competent head, for the sole
purpose • of buying and at-
tending to whatever our cus-
tomers might call for, no
matter .what it was, whether
in the jewelry line or not,
from a watch box or plated
pin to an eight day clock or
a brown stone front. Our
idea is to make our house of
as much assistance to the
legitimate Jewelry and Opti-
cal Trade as is possible,
knowing that if we help
them, they will in turn help
us. So, no matter what you
want attended to, write to us,
and we will look carefully
after it, whether it is a ten-
cent jewelry repair, or an
order amounting to thousands
of dollars.

Will you patronize the Jobbers or Manufacturers who sell your cus
towers, or encourage the dealer who protects your interests ?

Our references are the legitimate Jewelry and Optical trade of
Philadelphia, and who should know better whether we are speaking the
truth, when we say:

" We sell no goods at retail, and never have."

Some time ago, we gave
a description of how the
CAST SEAMLESS plain
gold rings were made, and
how we manufactured "plain
gold rings seamless," and,
while we knew the trade in
general were practical enough
to appreciate the fact that a
cast ring was not as good as
a rolled one, yet we never
expected to receive such an
overwhelming response in
the shape of orders for rings
of our manufacture, as we
did for the month of Decem-
ber. Although we have trip-
led our production, and our
orders are steadily increasing
we have not had one ring
raurned us, and have receiv-
ed many letters compliment-
ing us on our workmanship
and general finish. We
regret to say, however. that
we have been requested sev-
eral times to make up a line
of 14 K. rings and stamp
same 18 K., and for to K. to
be stamped 14 K. Right
here, we wish to say, " That
we will do this for no one,"
no matter how large or how
small a dealer he or t hey may
be. Our rings are positively
the karat they are stamped,
and this we guarantee.

Several dealers wrote us
in response to our letter de-
clining their order, that they
did not expect us to stamp
their 14 K. rings with our
regular 18 K. stamp, but they
would furnish their own
stamp, and they were also
kind enough to inform us
that we were no better than
such and such a house, who
had made their rings and
stamped them just as they
desired, and that we would
have to do the same.

We didn't stamp them,
so we lost the order, and we
will continue to lose orders
sooner than do this.

We consider that there
is hardly a town or city in
the United States that we
haven't a customer in, and it
would be acting in fine faith,
would it not, for us to sell
one dealer 18 K. rings and
his neighbor or competitor
t4 K. and stamp them 18 K?
Well, we draw the line at
that kind of business, and
think there is more good
trade in the United States
and Canada who will appre-
ciate the step we have taken
to protect them to pay us for
the kind of trade we will
lose by not stamping goods
better than they are.



Manufacturers of the

Manufacturers ot

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow. Mass. "

New Illuustrated Price List

Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case
Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,

etc., etc.

Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-
man Watches,

No. 14 John Street, New York.
Chronometers sold on installments on terms to suit the purchaser.

Chronometers to Rent. $6 per month.

This cut Is a Maxine chronometer with lielnrIch's adjustable balance. Certificate

from U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing

my chronometers, I will rent them out at the rate of $5 per month, payable In ad-

vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-

ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are in the very best condition, readjusted, and

look like new. Springing and Adjusting with C. A. Paillard's Palladi-
um Balance Springs a Specialty.

Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers

C.,11 Rnit.vr U FiLl lot B &ASSAYER

J. L. Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

Manufacturers of

The Most Useful and Important Invention
for Watchmakers.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Watch Protectors. Best in the Market.

$2.50 per Dozen. 50 cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following

bargains:
moo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains ® 75 cents per dozen.

No

Electric

Light Wire

Required.

Greaves' Demagnetizer (Patented).

Watches Demagnetized without Taking Apart.
The Best and Quickest Demagnetizer Ever Made. Takes up less Room on a

Bench than a Lathe.

The simplest and ntost effective machine ever produced for that purpose. Anybody can demagnetize

a watch in from one to three minutes' time, without taking the movement apart, by followi
ng The in-

structions which accompany each machine. The price being only $35 permits the most modest shop

in the country to possess one. Address all correspondence and orders to

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,
No. 815 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

C. A. W. CaossY,
Trea-urer.

at the Mechanics' Fair,

Boston, Mass., 1887.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

\I■ 1;‘\/)%.,\/ •vt it\f/ .\„ji, \Ai .;;,; ...\\i, . Ivi • \ v .. N\,... Ng Ali .- ii. P. ..: 0- ,: ).;. ;kti, 1,4J,, f14.

AILLARD NON-MAGNETIC:--.. .:.........:--. CH
Are now used on nearly all the leading Railroads in the country, and

have proven themselves

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a

practical jeweler, with an experience of 26 years as a special salesman. Can refer to

over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United

States. Address,
Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Xo Dealers Stock complete
without them.

=

P.a. Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.

Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

Made in .16 size Elgin Open Face and Hunting Stem Wind. A large and varied
line of Ladies' small size; Gentlemen's Fine and Complicated Watches.

Send for catalogue of the best I,athe in the market. Made by

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
OFFICE: FACTORY:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. 
Faneuil Station, Boston, Mass.

Carry in stock complete lines of everything sold and used in a

jewelry store. Our Snaps are all the rage. Send business

card for our new lists.
Mention this paper.
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People always have a standard to go by. In

financial matters, they have the gold standard. In

watch cases, Keystone Soiid Gold can be. accepted as

a standard of all that can be desired in a Solid Gold

case—undeviating in quality, perfect in color, and

faultless in form and workmanship. Dealers through-

out the country cannot do better than keep a line

of these peerless cases, as they always command

good prices.'

KEY$COriE WATU okSE qo.,
PRIlifIDELPHITI

New York Chicago

•

Our own manufacture.

Superior  to any  other on the market.

The Best is the Cheapest.
This Bench is made under our personal supervision,

and is greatly superior to benches of similar pattern now
on the market. We invite inspection and comparison,

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.,
Chicago, Illinois,



WATCHES

DIAMONDS JEWELRY

The slight dents in the above cut, at A and B, shows all the damage

sustained by a BOSS CASE in a railroad accident. The owner was liter-

ally torn into fragments. are the most elegant and serviceable

Perfect in Action.

Price within the reach of Everybody.

Philadelphia.

P11 1711111[1111 l'11111\"'"%t

Newark Watch Case Material Co., Alex. Milne, President.
Manufacturers of PENDANTS, BOWS, CROWNS, SPRINGS, etc.

Factory : No. 19 Ward St., Newark, N. J.
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Many retail watch dealers who are handling the " Stand-
'ard" write us that it is an easy seller and gives Entire
Satisfaction.

Send for Price List enclosing business card.

= 

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open

curb trace and cable links. What use

has any one for a solid gold chain that

will soon have to be sold for old gol I

at a GREAT SACRIFICE, when for

one-fourth of the money they can pro-

cure an article equally satisfactory?

Escapement Enlarged

Movement with top Plate oft

FACTORY : FRANK G. MILLER,
Jersey City, New Jersey. General Selling Agent.

Ask your Jobbers for

Eddy's Patent Repair Clamp
For Holding Broken Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Prames while being soldered.

184 and 186 Broadway, Cor. John Street,
New York.

Jobbers in all kinds of
Importers of SWISS WATCHES, including a

full line of Chatelaine Watches in Gold, Silver and Nickel.

This Tool will hold any break that may occur on any.

Spectacle and Eye-Glass Frame firm, while being soldered.

Without the use of Charcoal pins or wire, it makes the repair-

ing of light Gold Spectacles a clean and easy job. I will send

one postpaid to any address on receipt of 75 cents. Liberal

discount to Jobbers. Write for prices.

Comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-Drops, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Collar-Buttons,

F. Tissot & Son's Fine Movements, fitting the 6 and 16 Size Elgin Cases ; Also for Nickel
Triumph-Roskopf Watches.

Ask your Jobber for them or address
Would call special attention to our full and complete line of Chronograph Watches.

Portland, mich.
Remit by Post Office Note or Express Order,

Our Jobbing Department is under our Personal Supervision.

VerThe Julius King Optical Co., have their New York Office in our Store.
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ard" write us that it is an easy seller and gives Entire
Satisfaction.

Send for Price Eist enclosing business card.
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New York Standard Watch Co.,
83 Nassau St., New York.

PACTORV : FRANK G. MILLER,
Jersey City, New Jersey. General Selling Agent.

Ask your Jobbers for

Eddy's Patent Repair Clamp
For Holding Broken Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Frames while being. soldered.

14 1-4 (old ctiairi of

F. 8. 9 O.'8 pla ?

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open

curb trace and cable links. What use

has any one for a solid gold chain that

will soon have to be sold for old gol I

at a GREAT SACRIFICE, when for

one-fourth of the money they can pro-

cure an article equally satisfactory?

j1111111111111114411,

Importers of SWISS WATCHES, including a
full line of Chatelaine Watches in Gold, Silver and Nickel.

This Tool will hold any break that may occur on any.
Spectacle and Eye-Glass Frame firm, while being soldered.

Without the use of Charcoal pins or wire, it makes the repair-

ing of light Gold Spectacles a clean and easy job. I will send

one postpaid to any address on receipt of 75 cents. Liberal

discount to jobbers. Write for prices.

Comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-Drops, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Collar-Buttons,

for Chas. F. Tissot & Son's Fine Movements, fitting the 6 and 16 Size Elgin Cases ; Also for Nickel
Triumph-Roskopf Watches.

Ask your Jobber for them or address

Portland, Mich.
Remit by Post Office Note or Ixpress Order,

Krementz SI Co

Would call special attention to our full and complete line of Chronograph Watches.

Our Jobbing Department is under our Personal Supervision.

gErThe Julius King Optical Co., have their New York Office in our Store.
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We have placed upon the market our

0 Size Movements, Pendant Setting,
for Hunting, Open Pace or Skylight Cases, (the smallest watch movement ever produced in America), embrac-
ing five grades, ranging in quality and price comparatively with our 6 sizes, No. 71 to No. 94.

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as time-keepers, they cannot be excelled. We
ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general line, which are far superior in quality
and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices.

Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. Factories, Elgin, Ill. New York Office, 22 John St.

WATCH COMPANY

THE KEYSTO
Volume 10.

WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.

Philadelphia, February, 1889. Number 2.

THE non-metallic element,
Boron, will next be consid-
ered. This element does not
exist isolated in nature, but

is quite common in the form of Boric
acid B (OH) 3. This is one of the
weakest acids known, hardly redening
litmus paper. Boron, separated from
other substances, is a dark brown
powder destitute of smell or taste. This
element is peculiar from all the non-
metallic elements in not uniting with
hydrogen. Boron unites with oxygen
in but one combination—Boron Tri-
oxide B203, which combined with water
forms boric or boracic acid.
Boron unites with chlorine, but the

combinations are of small interest for
our purposes. Boracic acid, combined
with soda, forms common borax, a sub-
stance of great practical value to the
artisan. In the latest chemical phrase
it is known as Sodium Pyroborate. I
would beg to say here to my readers,
that this substance is by far the most
practical protection known to prevent
metals from oxidizing during the pro-
cess of brazing and hard soldering, and
is the only preparation in any instance
used by our large watch case and jew-
elry manufacturers to protect their
work. It also forms the principal in-
gredient for lowering the fusing point
of enamels. Care must be used in em-
ploying it in this instance, as a too free
use not only makes the enamel soft
but fits it to be attacked by the acids
used in the pickling process. The dia-
montine used in polishing is said to be
a fused combination of boracic acid and
alumina. The mode of preparation,
however, is a trade secret, at present.
Boron also unites with Bromine
Flourine and Sulphur, but the combina-
tions are of no interest for our purposes.
The element Silicon or Silicium, in

combination with other substances, is
among the most abundant in nature,
forming as it does with oxygen. Silicon
dioxide, or silica, S202, the base of all
silicious rocks and silicious sands
(disintegrated rocks.) Among the most
beautiful forms of this combination is
rock crystal or crystalized quartz. The
stone usually called amethyst is only a
pale purple quartz; the true amethyst is
of the ruby and sapphire family. Silicon
exists in three isomeric conditions like
carbon, but none of especial interest.
The usual form of isolated silicon, is a
lusterless brown powder burning in the
open air, forming silica. This substance
is also the base of chalcedony, opal and
agate. Silica is a true acid forming
salts in combination with basic metallic
oxides. The greatest interest silica
possesses in the workshop is in the
formation of glass, which can be con-
sidered as a mixture of insoluble sili-
cates with an excess of silica, united by

fusion with metallic oxides. The
alkaline silicates in a state of fusion,
readily dissolve a great quantity of
silica. Glass indicates ordinarily no
crystaline structure, but by making the
combination in equivalent proportions,
a crystalization very often occurs. The
so-called toughened glass, is made by
heating the glass articles (like lamp
chimnies,) up to a plastic state, and
then plunging them into melted pars-
fine or wax and allow them to cool
slowly. Such glass betrays a crystaline
structure ; but is very tough, standing
heating and plunging into wafer, or
heating while wet without breaking.
When such toughened objects do break
they separate into innumerable little
fragments. Such toughened glass
objects have been known to explode
with dangerous violence. The composi-
tions of two of the most importan tkinds
of glass are as follows:

PLATE GLASS.
Silica, /20 partsPotash, 50
Lime, 25 "

ENGLISH FLINT GLASS.
Silica, 51.93Potassium oxide, 13.77Lead oxide, 33.2s

The principles attending the com-
bination will be further considered when
we arrive at the metallic oxides. Silicon
unites with chlorine and sulphur, but
forms no compound to elicit our atten-
tion. Sulphur is the next element we
will consider. This element exists free
in nature in large quantities, but the
greatest diffusion is among the metallic
elements, like iron and other metallic
pyrites. The largest deposits of native
sulphur are usually in the vicinity of
volcanos. Sulphur enters largely into
the necessities of the workshop, and its
appearance is too familiar to all my
readers to need description. This
element unites with almost all the
other elements. Some of these com-
binations have been already discussed.
One of the combinations of sulphur and
oxygen (sulphur dioxide,) was described
in August KEvs'roNE. Sulphuric acid
H2SO4, is one of the most important
auxiliaries in the workshop. The pre-
paration of sulphuric acid on a large
scale is, to briefly describe the process,
conducted as follows : A long chamber
is made of wood and lined with very
thick sheet lead. A furnace is provided
at one end, having a large leaden pipe
entering the chamber. In this furnace
sulphur is kept burning, which heats a
crucible filled with oil of vetriol and
nitre. Water to a shallow depth is kept
in the bottom of the leaden chamber. A
jet of steam is also thrown into the
room, which effects a certain portion of
the reactions. The chemical changes
taking place during the process are
very complex, and it is very doubtful if
the true equation has ever been given.
The process is very perfectly described
in Ure's dictionary. Sulphuric acid
should have a'density of 1.84, and con-

tains 40 parts of sulphuric oxide and 9
parts of water. It is also known in the
arts by the name of oil of Vitrol. Sul-
phuric oxide is also known as anhy-
drous Sulphuric acid, i. e., sulphuric
acid free of water. It is a labratory
curiosity, and comes in hermetically
sealed glass bulbs. The uses of sul-
phuric acid in the workshop will be
further considered when treating on the
several metals. One use of sulphuric
acid is in the preparation of gun cotton,
a substance used in making collodion,
a preparation now much used for pro-
tecting silverware from tarnishing by
the action of the air. The use of col-
lodion • for this purpose is something
which must grow, and consequently a
knowledge of how to prepare it cheaply
will be a benefit. When I say cheaply,
I speak comparatively. Collodion,
when bought by the ounce, usually
costs about fifteen to twenty cents, but
when prepared as directed, the cost is
not one-third of this sum. To prepare
gun cotton, it is important to procure
the strongest acids. For the cotton,
use the whitest and cleanest cotton
batting. Make a mixture of

Sulphuric acid S.G., (1.84) 9i4 oz.Nitric acid SG., (1.42) 4Y‘ oz.

The temperature will rise to about
175° F. The mixture is well stirred
with a slip of glass, and allowed to cool
down to 140° F, when 262 grains of
cotton should be added, taking about
one-fourth of the bulk at a time and
pressing it well under the acids, to
free any particles of air held among the
fibre. The vessel (which should be of
glass,) is now covered for ten minutes,
after which time the cotton is removed
and thoroughly washed in pure water.
Gun cotton for explosive purposes is
exposed longer to the acid, and even
the immersion is repeated in fresh
acids, but the process given above
furnish a cotton less soluble but far
more tenacious in the film. I would
beg the reader to bear in mind that so-
called gun cotton is no substance to
load a gun with ; as its action as an ex-
plosive is very uncertain, sometimes
developing a force sufficient to shatter
the strongest barrels. After thorough
washing the gun cotton is dried, when
it is dissolved in a mixture of two parts
of sulphuric ether and one of alcohol.
The solution should stand for twenty-
four hours, and then be poured off into
another bottle for use, being careful not
to disturb the dregs. The collodion
solution is reduced with alcohol when
applied to the polished silver. The
coating is done with a soft camel's hair
brush, known as a lackering brush. If
the coating is dexterously applied it is
absolutely invisible, and will protect
silver from oxidization for an indefinite
time. The so named parchment paper
is prepared by dipping unsized paper in
a mixture (by measure) of two parts of
strong sulphuric acid with one part of
water. After immersion for a few

seconds, the paper is withdrawn and
carefully washed with a dilute solution
of ammonia in water. Sulphur has a
number of modifications, some of which
are extremely perplexing. As, for
instance, we have sulphur which will
dissolve in carbon bisulphide, and we
have sulphur which will not dissolve
In this solvent. The first cited variety
is called electro negative sulphur, and
the latter, electro positive sulphur, and
is so named from its appearing at the
negative pole during the decomposition
of sulphurous acid. The action of
sulphur in many organic compounds is
obscure, and at the same time very
important. Its relations in such com-
binations will be further considered
when treating of organic compounds
used in the arts.
Selenium is an element closely re-

sembling sulphur, and exists in two
allotropic states, one soluble in carbon
sulphide, and one not. The soluble
form is a powder of a brick color.
Insoluble selenium is the metallic form,
and is easily convertible into the soluble
variety. Metallic selenium has a
peculiar property in connection with
electrical phenomena. Its conductive
power being almost doubled by exposure
to the action of light ; while on the con-
trary, heat diminishes its conductive
power. Selenium combines with hydro-
gen, *producing Hydrogen Selenide
H2 Se. It is very similar to hydrogen
sulphide. It has a powerful and offen-
sive odor, and paralyzes the sense of
smell for a time. This element unites
with clorine, forming selenium chlorides;
also with Bromine, Iodine and Fluorine.
None of the compounds interest us of
the workshop to any extent. Selenium
unites with oxygen, forming powerful
acids allied to those produced by
sulphur and oxygen. The selenites
are much alike the sulphites. A third
element in many respects resembling
sulphur and selenium exists, and is
known as Tellurium. It is a very rare
substance in nature, and seems to re-
place sulphur in combination with some
metals. It is found in connection with
gold, silver, lead and bismuth, and is
principally obtained from its combina-
tion with the latter metal. This element
has the look of silver, and a density of
6.26 ; it melts at about goo F. It unites
with hydrogen, producing a gas much
like sulphuretted hydrogen. This
element combines with Chlorine, Bro-
mine and Iodine, and the combinations
are very similar to the combinations of
these elements with selenium. It com-
bines with oxygen and sulphur, but the
combinations are of no particular in-
terest. We have now gone through the
list of the so-called non-metallic
elements: but it is extremely doubtful if
distinctions are correctly made. It is
not the mission of the writer, however,
to pursue chemical abstractions, but to
furnish the readers of the Ksvs•roNn
with such chemical facts and manipula-
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We have placed upon the market

0 Size Movements

for Hunting, Open Face or Skylight Cases, (the smallest watch movement

ing five grades, ranging in quality and price comparatively with our 6 sizes,

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as time-keepers,

ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general line,

and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices.

Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. Factories, Elgin, Ill.

WATCH CO

ever produced in America), embrac-

No. 71 to No. 94.

they cannot be excelled. We

which are far superior in quality

New York Office, 22 John St.
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.T H. E non-metallic element,
Boron, will next be consid-
ered. This element does not
exist isolated in nature, but

is quite common in the form of Boric
acid B (OH) 3. This is one of the
weakest acids known, hardly redening
litmus paper. Boron, separated from
other substances, is a dark brown
powder destitute of smell or taste. This
element is peculiar from all the non-
metallic elements in not uniting with
hydrogen. Boron unites with oxygen
in but one combination—Boron Tri-
oxide B203, which combined with water
forms boric or boracic acid.
Boron unites with chlorine, but the

combinations are of small interest for
our purposes. Boracic acid, combined
with soda, form s common borax, a sub-
stance of great practical value to the
artisan. In the latest chemical phrase
it is known as Sodium Pyroborate. I
would beg to say here to my readers,
that this substance is by far the most
practical protection known to prevent
metals from oxidizing during the pro-
cess of brazing and hard soldering, and
is the only preparation in any instance
used by our large watch case and jew-
elry manufacturers to protect their
work. It also forms the principal in-
gredient for lowering the fusing point
of enamels. Care must be used in em-
ploying it in this instance, as a too free
use not only makes the enamel soft
but fits it to be attacked by the acids
used in the pickling process. The dia-
montine used in polishing is said to be
a fused combination of boracic acid and
alumina. The mode of preparation,
however, is a trade secret, at present.
Boron also unites with Bromine
Flourine and Sulphur, but the combina-
tions are of no interest for our purposes.
The element Silicon or Silicium, in

combination with other substances, is
among the most abundant in nature,
forming as it does with oxygen. Silicon
dioxide, or silica, 5202, the base of all
silicious rocks and silicious sands
(disintegrated rocks.) Among the most
beautiful forms of this combination is
rock crystal or crystalized quartz. The
stone usually called amethyst is only a
pale purple quartz; the true amethyst is
of the ruby and sapphire family. Silicon
exists in three isomeric conditions like
carbon, but none of especial interest.
The usual form of isolated silicon, is a
lusterless brown powder burning in the
open air, forming silica. This substance
is also the base of chalcedony, opal and
agate. Silica is a true acid forming
salts in combination with basic metallic
oxides. The greatest interest silica
possesses in the workshop is in the
formation of glass, which can be con-
sidered as a mixture of insoluble sili-
cates with an excess of silica, united by

fusion with metallic oxides. The
alkaline silicates in a state of fusion,
readily dissolve a great quantity of
silica. Glass indicates ordinarily no
crystaline structure, but by making the
combination in equivalent proportions,
a crystalization very often occurs. The
so-called toughened glass, is made by
heating the glass articles (like lamp
chimnies,) up to a plastic state, and
then plunging them into melted pars-
fine or wax and allow them to cool
slowly. Such glass betrays a crystaline
structure ; but is very tough, standing
heating and plunging into wafer, or
heating while wet without breaking.
When such toughened objects do break
they separate into innumerable little
fragments. Such toughened glass
objects have been known to explode
with dangerous violence. The composi-
tions of two of the most importan tkinds
of glass are as follows:

PLATE GLASS.
Silica, 120 parts
Potash, 50 "
Lime, 25 "

ENGLISH FLINT GLASS.
Silica, 51.93
Potassium oxide, 13.77
Lead oxide, 33.28

The principles attending the com-
bination will be further considered when
we arrive at the metallic oxides. Silicon
unites with chlorine and sulphur, but
forms no compound to elicit our atten-
tion. Sulphur is the next element we
will consider. This element exists free
in nature in large quantities, but the
greatest diffusion is among the metallic
elements, like iron and other metallic
pyrites. The largest deposits of native
sulphur are usually in the vicinity of
volcanos. Sulphur enters largely into
the necessities of the workshop, and its
appearance is too familiar to all my
readers to need description. This
element unites with almost all the
other elements. Some of these com-
binations have been already discussed.
One of the combinations of sulphur and
oxygen (sulphur dioxide,) was described
in August KEYsToNs. Sulphuric acid
H2SO4, is one of the most important
auxiliaries in the workshop. The pre-
paration of sulphuric acid on a large
scale is, to briefly describe the process,
conducted as follows : A long chamber
is made of wood and lined with very
thick sheet lead. A furnace is provided
at one end, having a large leaden pipe
entering the chamber. In this furnace
sulphur is kept burning, which heats a
crucible filled with oil of vetriol and
nitre. Water to a shallow depth is kept
in the bottom of the leaden chamber. A
jet of steam is also thrown into the
room, which effects a certain portion of
the reactions. The chemical changes
taking place during the process are
very complex, and it is very doubtful if
the true equation has ever been given.
The process is very perfectly described
in Ure's dictionary. Sulphuric acid
should have tedensity of 1.84, and con-

tains 40 parts of sulphuric oxide and 9
parts of water. It is also known in the
arts by the name of oil of Vitrol. Sul-
phuric oxide is also known as anhy-
drous Sulphuric acid, i. e., sulphuric
acid free of water. It is a labratory
curiosity, and comes in hermetically
sealed glass bulbs. The uses of sul-
phuric acid in the workshop will be
further considered when treating on the
several metals. One use of sulphuric
acid is in the preparation of gun cotton,
a substance used in making collodion,
a preparation now much used for pro-
tecting silverware from tarnishing by
the action of the air. The use of col-
lodion for this purpose is something
which must grow, and consequently a
knowledge of how to prepare it cheaply
will be a benefit. When I say cheaply,
I speak comparatively. Collodion,
when bought by the ounce, usually
costs about fifteen to twenty cents, but
when prepared as directed, the cost is
not one-third of this sum. To prepare
gun cotton, it is important to procure
the strongest acids. For the cotton,
use the whitest and cleanest cotton
batting. Make a mixture of

Sulphuric acid S.G., (1.84) 01 oz.
Nitric acid S.G., (1.42) 4Yt oz,

The temperature will rise to about
175° F. The mixture is well stirred
with a slip of glass, and allowed to cool
down to 1400 F, when 262 grains of
cotton should be added, taking about
one-fourth of the bulk at a time and
pressing it well under the acids, to
free any particles of air held among the
fibre. The vessel (which should be of
glass,) is now covered for ten minutes,
after which time the cotton is removed
and thoroughly washed in pure water.
Gun cotton for explosive purposes is
exposed longer to the acid, and even
the immersion is repeated in fresh
acids, but the process given above
furnish a cotton less soluble but far
more tenacious in the film. I would
beg the reader to bear in mind that so-
called gun cotton is no substance to
load a gun with ; as its action as an ex-
plosive is very uncertain, sometimes
developing a force sufficient to shatter
the strongest barrels. After thorough
washing the gun cotton is dried, when
it is dissolved in a mixture of two parts
of sulphuric ether and one of alcohol.
The solution should stand for twenty-
four hours, and then be poured off into
another bottle for use, being careful not
to disturb the dregs. The collodion
solution is reduced with alcohol when
applied to the polished silver. The
coating is done with a soft camel's hair
brush, known as a lackering brush. If
the coating is dexterously applied it is
absolutely invisible, and will protect
silver from oxidization for an indefinite
time. The so named parchment paper
is prepared by dipping unsized paper in
a mixture (by measure) of two parts of
strong sulphuric acid with one part of
water. After immersion for a few

seconds, the paper is withdrawn and
carefully washed with a dilute solution
of ammonia in water. Sulphur has a
number of modifications, some of which
are extremely perplexing. As, for
instance, we have sulphur which will
dissolve in carbon bisulphide, and we
have sulphur which will not dissolve
in this solvent. The first cited variety
is called electro negative sulphur, and
the latter, electro positive sulphur, and
is so named from its appearing at the
negative pole during the decomposition
of sulphurous acid. The action of
sulphur in many organic compounds is
obscure, and at the same time very
important. Its relations in such com-
binations will be further considered
when treating of organic compounds
used in the arts.
Selenium is an element closely re-

sembling sulphur, and exists in two
allotropic states, one soluble in carbon
sulphide, and one not. The soluble
form is a powder of a brick color.
Insoluble selenium is the metallic form,
and is easily convertible into the soluble
variety. Metallic selenium has a
peculiar property in connection with
electrical phenomena. Its conductive
power being almost doubled by exposure
to the action of light ; while on the con-
trary, heat diminishes its conductive
power. Selenium combines with hydro-
gen, 'producing Hydrogen Selenide
H2 Se. It is very similar to hydrogen
sulphide. It has a powerful and offen-
sive odor, and paralyzes the sense of
smell for a time. This element unites
with clorine, forming selenium chlorides;
also with Bromine, Iodine and Fluorine.
None of the compounds interest us of
the workshop to any extent. Selenium
unites with oxygen, forming powerful
acids allied to those produced by
sulphur and oxygen. The selenites
are much alike the sulphites. A third
element in many respects resembling
sulphur and selenium exists, and is
known as Tellurium. It is a very rare
substance in nature, and seems to re-
place sulphur in combination with some
metals. It is found in connection with
gold, silver, lead and bismuth, and is
principally obtained from its combina-
tion with the latter metal. This element
has the look of silver, and a density of
6.26 ; it melts at about 900 F. It unites
with hydrogen, producing a gas much
like sulphuretted hydrogen. This
element combines with Chlorine, Bro-
mine and Iodine, and the combinations
are very similar to the combinations of
these elements with selenium. It com-
bines with oxygen and sulphur, but the
combinations are of no particular in-
terest. We have now gone through the
list of the so-called non-metallic
elements: but it is extremely doubtful if
distinctions are correctly made. It is
not the mission of the writer, however,
to pursue chemical abstractions, but to
furnish the readers of the KEYSTONE
with such chemical facts and manipuls-
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nem as will assist in their daily avoca-
tions. The next subjects in the series
to be considered are the phenomena
known as the energies which aid and in
a great measure control chemical action.
The first of these to enlist our attention
will be Heat and its effects on chemical
action, to be followed by a like consid-
eration of Light, Electricity and Mag-
netism.

INGENUITY has devised a small
locket-like receptacle for holding "car
fare," which can be hooked on to either
a queen or gent's chain, and save the
wearer the trouble of going to the
pocket this cold weather. They are
made in various metals and designs.

GEMS.

The diamond became generally em-
ployed as a finished gem in France
during the fifteenth century. The art
of cutting it has gradually improved
and developed, until now, two million
five hundred thousand carats of dia-
monds are annually cut in Amsterdam.
The principal source of supply has

shifted from India to Brazil, and now
to South Africa, whose Cape diamonds
at present furnish ninety-five per cent.
of these diamonds, according to Mr.
Alfred Phillips, has been purposely
underestimated by interested parties.
It is true that colorless diamonds have
been found in the smallest proportions
in South Africa, but it is equally beyond
dispute that large numbers of the
whitest and most faultless diamonds are
exported from the Cape, while the mass
of the material is conspicuous, whether
white or colored, for its brilliancy. The
ruby is next highest in value, and after
it comes the sapphire, which is only
another colored ruby. Although the
cheapest of the minor gems, its loss
according to Mr. Phillips, would be, on
account of its intrinsic value and un-
rivaled blue color, a greater misfortune
to the art goldsmith than that of either
the ruby or the emerald. The emerald
is one of the most beautiful, although
the softest of the precious gems, and is
easily fasible with borax into a colorless
glass. The true emerald occurs in
crystals seldom over one inch in length.
The so-called Oriental emerald of India
is not an emerald, but a green ruby or
sapphire. The exquisite tones peculiar
to the minor gems, or those of lesser
value, establish them as a separate cat-
egory when compared with the magni-
ficent or acknowledged gems. Among
them the amethyst was worn in the
middle ages as an amulet and preserva-
tive in battle, and was distinguished as
a pious or episcopal gem, figuring
wherever it was desirable to impart
serious beauty or dignity to the property
of the church. Then, we have the
chrysolites, the topazes of various hues,
and the garnets, Oriental varieties of
which ranked with gems of a higher
order rather more than a century ago.
The opal was held in the highest repute
in ancient times, first for its beauty, and
then because its own mythology con-
stituted it a harbinger of love and good-
will. It has lost in value in modern
times, through the influence of a silly
superstition. The selenite, or moon-
stone, is a gem of great beauty, and
admits of a great variety of applications,
on account of the softness of its tint,
which enables colored gems, diamonds,
and enamels to be associated with it. —
Popular Science Monthly.

(JLO C_KS.

CCORDING to promise, we
will now describe how to
make a very perfect pendu-
lum with a glass tube for a

rod. In getting up a clock of precis-
sion, all the parts, which are directly
connected with the pendulum, must be
as near perfect as human hands can
produce them. We will describe in this
article a spring suspension, for the
reason, a knife edge suspension of the
best form was given in August, 1888,
KEysToNE. We do not propose to dis-
cuss the comparative merits of suspen-
sions, being satisfied that either kind
(knife edge or spring,) if carefully con-
structed, will give satisfactory results.
A spring suspension, made as I shall
describe it, in conjunction with a prop-
erly made gravity escapement, will
leave little to desire for accuracy in
time keeping, even for astronomical
purposes. The suspension springs can
be made from a mainspring, choosing
one measuring about fifteen degrees wide
and eight degrees thick, by Denison
gauge. Two such pieces, each one and
a half inches long, are shown at A B,
Fig. i. In each end are punched two
holes, as shown at a and b. A main-
spring punch can be used for the holes,
and it is better not to draw the temper.
Use care that the holes are accurately
placed, to get the best results from the
rivets which ultimately go through
these holes. Next, provide four pieces
of thin soft steel for cheek pieces. The
steel pieces should be about one thirty-
second of an inch thick and three-
eighths of an inch square. At Figs. 2
and 3 are shown the springs and cheek
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pieces complete. Fig. 3 being an edge
view of Fig. 2, seen in the direction of
the arrow f. In putting the parts to-
gether, care should be taken to ensure
each rivet which unites the springs and
cheek pieces, doing its proper share of
the work in supporting the weight of
the pendulum ball. Although we do
not intend to use as heavy a ball as is
usual in clocks of this kind, still it is
important to have the parts perfectly
(in a cotuperative sense) rigid. After
the cheek pieces are riveted on, the
springs A B are to be reduced about one-
half in thickness by grinding. As it is
an unusual job to do such grinding, I
will give details for the work. Procure
a piece of thick plate glass about 8 by io
inches. Next make a cement of one-
fourth of a pound of black pitch and
one-half an ounce of yellow or rerl ochre,
adding a teaspoonful of lintseed oil if
the black pitch is very brittle. Stir the
ingredients well together to incorporate
them, and then form into sticks This
makes a good engraver's cement, and
also will attach cane heads and umbrella
handles. Have a small cast iron block
(F) made one-half an inch thick, three-
fourths wide, and two inches long.
Next, a T shaped piece of cast iron one-
half an inch thick, the long bar h six
inches long, and the short bar g four
inches, as shown in Fig. 5. The piece
of plate glass mentioned above is shown

at E, Fig. 4. Near one end we cement
the small cast iron block F, by heating
the glass plate on a stove until the
cement we made will melt, and then
smearing a puddle of cement on the
glass, and pressing the small cast iron
block (also heated;) into the cement. I
should have said this cast iron block
was filed and ground dead flat on one
of its widest surfaces, (three fourths by
two inches) ; this surface is left upward.
On each side of this cast iron block (F,)
are also cemented at the same time two
small wooden blocks three-eighths of
an inch square and two inches long;
these blocks are shown at J J' , Fig. 4.
These wood blocks hold the suspension
springs when being ground. At k is
shown another block of wood four
inches long by three-eighths square.
The four parts F, J, J' and k, are each
cemented to the glass plate with the
pitch cement. The tail h, of the T
shaped piece, has a slight addition in
thickness, as shown at 1, Fig. 6, which
is a side view of Fig. 5, seen in the dir-
ection of the arrow i. This projection
1 needs be only slight, say about one-
sixteenth of an inch. The lower surface
of I is filed and ground dead flat. At
n, n, Fig. 5, are two screws for adjust-
ing the T shaped piece to correspond to
the upper surface of F. To describe
the method of using, it will be seen that
in the end or cheek pieces D D' of
suspension, are two holes e e'. These
are pin holes for attaching the suspen-
sion to the supporting stud and pendu-
lum rod. If we place two pins in the
wood pieces II' which will go through
the holes e el in our suspension springs,
they will lie across F as shown at F,
Fig. 4. If now we place the bar h, of
the T shaped piece, on the suspension
springs and manipulate the screws n n,
we can bring the under surface l of the
bar Ii to be exactly parallel to the upper
surface of F, and consequently grind
our springs evenly. A gauge for deter-
mining the exact thickness is essential.
The kind described and illustrated in
August, 1888, KEYsToNE, in the article
on Mainsprings, will answer perfectly.
For grinding the surface of I dead flat,
you can roughen one side of the plate
glass slab E, by rubbing it with a block
of wood, using No. i emery and water,
until completely depolished. The screws
ii 71, are ordinary machine screws of
about one-fourth of an inch in dia-
meter, and one and one-fourth long, and
tapped into the T shaped piece. A
loose nut should go on each screw to
hold it steady and prevent its turning
when in use for grinding. Suppose we
wish to grind off the surface of 1; we
turn the screws n back until they pro-
ject below g, Fig. 6, as much as the
thickness of I. The loose nut m is now
placed on top of the bar g, as shown at
m, and turned down firm on g so as to
hold the screw n rigid, and we (after
filing as flat as possible,) commence to
grind the surface of I fiat with emery
and oil, by moving the T shaped piece
around on the ground glass slab F.
By turning the screws n, we can bring
the filed surface to correspond to the
glass. After I is ground, we run in the
screws n n, until we compensate for the
thickness of the block F. We now
place the loose nuts vi below the bar g,
and commence to grind the suspension
springs by putting oil and fine emery
on the surface of I, turning the screws
n n until the grinding is conducted
true and fiat. The reader may imagine
we are taking a great deal of trouble

for suspension springs, but let me
assure him, none too much. These
springs should be ground until reduced
to about two and one-half thousandths
of an inch in thickness.

KEYSTONE CASES
Guaranteed for

20 YEARS

RUBY MINES, BURMA.

One of the finest sanitariums in India
is that of Bernard-Myo, on the broad
rolling plains of Enjouk, on the north-
ern slopes of the hills bounding the
ruby mining district of Mogok, Burma.
Bernard-Myo is over 6,000 feet above
sea level. The ruby mining district
may have a population of over 6,000
people belonging to many different
tribes. The mines are of three kinds:
the working of fissure veins, washing
in a somewhat similar manner to the
hydraulic mining in California, and
what may be called placer diggings.
The third class of mines is at present
the most important. At depths vary-
ing from ten to thirty feet, in the flatter
lands of the valleys, there occurs a
layer of corundum from a few inches
to a few feet in thickness, When this
corundum is brought to the surface
myriads of small rubies glitter in the
sun. Almost all the stones are water-
worn or of irregular shapes, and it is
rarely that a flawless ruby is found.
So rare is a ruby of the finest water,
that one of three carats is worth ten
times the value of a diamond the same
size. The district of Mogok is situated
between Mandalay and Bhamo, and is
nearer to the former place.

STONES FOR EACH MONTH.

If you were ushered into this world
at the beginning of the year, in January,
then you should wear a garnet, because
that will make your husband true to
you and will make you a good mother.
If you selected February to make

your bow, then you must have an ame-
thyst, for that makes you truthful; it
will protect you from slander, and will
make you reverent and God-serving.
If the winds of March wafted you

thither, take a sapphire ; then you will
be preserved from quarrels and will be
faithful.
For April, changing every hour, put

on your finger a diamond and you will
be kept free from evil and pure your
life long.
In May you take an emerald for good

health and long life.
An agate for June will protect from

spooks and keep your husband faithful.
July, warm and sunshiny, causes a

ruby to glow for you, and fills the heart
of the man you love with passion and
adoration.
For August choose the sardonyx and

you will be a happy mother, but you
will have to look out for your husband.
September endows you with a moon-

stone—you will be lucky in games of
chance and have many loves.

Octoter makes a good housewife, for
the carbuncle promotes love of home.
November gives a turquoise and many

friends ; their faithfulness is shown by
the stone retaining its color.
In December to you and to all the

world of big and little people I wish the
turquoise, because in that month there
came to us a friend, a little child.
" For unto us this day is born a king."
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JACK-KNIVES.

/
HAVE spoken before of it being
very difficult to give details which

  will be adapted to all locations
and requirements, and this con-

dition is realized particularly in the
present instance. We have our large
train put together, but do not know
exactly where it is to go. Some of my
readers may wish to place such a clock
in a room overhead, and some again
may have a dry cellar where they could
place it. Probably the majority of per-
sons who would build such a clock
would select a basement or cellar. It
is important, however, that it should
be a tolerably dry place, to prevent
the clock from rusting. A convenient
way of setting up such a clock is shown
in Fig. I, and the plan will apply
equally as well to a cellar as an upper
room. It consists of a substantial bench
made of a two inch plank with four
legs. The height above the floor should
be about two and one-half feet. The
plank top is about four feet long and
fifteen inches wide, and if we have a
floor, the best way is, after the bench B
Is in place, to secure the legs b b to the
floor. If the bench is in a basement or
cellar with no floor, a shelf D can be
added, and loaded with stone or old
iron to keep the bench in place. The
T shaped iron plates, which hold the
train, can be held down firm to the
bench by putting wire staples with nuts
(under the bench B,) over the pillars
shown at T, in January KEYSTONE. A
staple of this kind is shown in Fig. 3.
A small recess will have to be made in
B to let the great wheel run in. The
case holding the small controlling
clock is shown at C, Fig. i. This case

is also securely fastened to the bench
B, and it is quite as well to take what-
ever movement is used out of any fancy
or valuable case, and get up a simple
oblong box as shown, closing in the
box with a solid wooden door As
stated in January KEYSTONE, we must
have a clock carrying a second hand.
On the extending pivot, on which the
second hand should go, we place a disc
E, of an inch in diameter. This disc
can as well be of thick brass, but it is
important that it should be securely
fastened to the second hand pivot. A
front and edge view of such a disc is
shown in Fig. 4. At %. of an inch from
the centre d, we drill and tap a hole e.
Into this hole goes a screw which serves
as a crank pin, to move the connecting
rod f, Figs. I and 2, back and forth.
Fig. 2 is a magnified view of the parts
f,h, F. The finger F, in the present
cut, corresponds to the same part in
the January number. The finger F
should be made of steel and spring
tempered, and as light as consistent
with strength. The general shape and
action ia shown in Fig. 2. As previously
stated, this finger F is attached to its
arbor by a square socket, to prevent
any slipping. The end k of the
finger F acts against a set of pallets
n, n' It will be seen on inspection

I that the disc E, in moving the con-
necting rod f back and forth, works the
lever Ii, and produces a rocking motion
to the pallets n, n'. Now, if the finger
F revolves on its arbor a, in the direc-
tion of the arrow l,* it will rest alter-
nately on the pallets n, n'. To illus-
trate, suppose the finger F rests on the
pallet n, as shown ; suppose again, the
connecting rod f moves in the direction
of the arrow m, the point k of the finger
F will fall from the pallet n and strike
on the inner surface of the pallet n'. It
follows as a sequence, that as the disc
E revolves its action will cause h to
move in the opposite direction, releas-
ing le from the pallet ii'. The finger
F will then make a full revolution from
the position shown, and rest again on
the pallet n. A fly is placed on the
arbor 1, January KEYSTONE, to make
the movement smooth and regular.
The finger F should be about eight
inches long. The pallets n, n' work on
a centre at i. As the arm R is only six
inches long, we will have to screw an
extension to it for supporting the pal-
lets n, n'. The friction of the finger F,
on the pallets n,n' , is very light. The
weight TV is attached to a wire cord r,
which passes over a pulley ft attached
to the ceiling. One end of the wire cord
r, driving the clock, is attached to the
ceiling at s. The ulleys o, ft, should
be not less than three inches in dia-
meter. When placing a fly on the
arbor 1, (see January KgysToNg,) it
will be necessary to make it loose like
the fly on a striking clock, depending
on a friction spring for its action. The
bar or lever k should be about four
inches long, and the pallets n, n', half
an inch from the centre i. The weight
Wean be a box of stone or old iron of
the proper weight. I suppose it is hardly
necessary to say the pallets n n' should
be of steel and hardened. We now have
our clock complete, and all that re-
mains to be done is to convey the
motion to the outside clock. This is
done by tin tube for shafting, so as
to have all the parts as light as pos-
sible. The connection which carries
the hands is so arranged that we can
set the outside hands from where the
driving clock A is located ; and another
important feature is when the connec-
tion is restored, the hands must go
right or the clock stop. The outside
clock can be made to have one, two or
four dials.

A SERVANT girl whose family was out
of town, went around to spend the night
with a domestic chum. As she desired
to attend early mass the next morning
she took her alarm clock along with
her, in order that she might not over-
sleep herself. The clock was set to
give the alarm at an early hour, but
about daybreak the visiting servant
girl awoke suddenly. She supposed
that the alarm clock had aroused her.
She called the other girl and both pro-
ceeded to dress hurriedly. They started
for St. Malachy's church, and as the
visiting girl wished to go directly home
from the service she put her alarm clock
in her pocket. The girls reached the
church on time, and when both were
kneeling at the beginning of the service
the alarm clock reached its hour and
went off with a terrible din, much to
the mortification of its owner and her
friend.—Chicago Herald.

*The arrow referred to was accidentally erased
from the cut. It was below the finger F, and pointed
downward.

ENAMELING.

A series of articles on this art by Cellini, Jr.

I
N September KEYSTONE, I gave
several receipts for compounding
frits and enamels selected from
Gee's book on gold working.

These receipts are all good and practical
as far as they go ; but in such an art as
enameling, it is impossible to give in-
structions which are perfect in every
detail. For this reason, the writer
adopted the plan in these papers of
accepting Gee's work as the best expose
or treatise extant on enameling, and
first gave the pith of his work, and will
now add such notes and instructions by
the writer, as seem important to aid
the learner in acquiring a practical
knowledge of the art. I would warn
the pupil not to be discouraged by
failure in one or two instances, but go
patiently on, and success will follow.
Bad material is a great source of trouble;
but after a failure, get other material
from other sources and try again.
Two points are of particular import-

ance to learners : the first is in being
able to fill and fire in such a way that
the enamel will be perfect when ground
and polished. The second is in the
perfection and intensity of color. I have
already described the details necessary
to avoid and correct pin holes ; in addi-
tion to these cracks are not uncom-
mon in which the enamel draws apart.
These are best treated by running a
graver through the crack, so as to
slightly incise the metal below, and also
to break the gloss and surface of the
enamel. The crack should be filled (to
excess) with granulated enamel and
fired again, letting the filling fuse and
unite with the enamel on each side of
the crack. In the matter of intensity
and purity of color, we have a lament-
able deficiency among the majority of
our enamelers. They seldom get a fine
carmine red,but are satisfied with a sort
of brick dust color. Yellows of fine
color are also difficult. The finest reds
are those prepared from the red oxide
of copper, (cuprous oxide,) Ce, 0 ; it can
be bought of any wholesale druggist,
chemically pure, for twenty-five cents an
ounce. It can be made by boiling
equal parts of grape sugar and acetate
of copper together, for two or three
hours, when the solution is allowed to
cool and the oxide washed and dried.
This oxide of copper produces the most
exquisite red imaginable. By adding a
portion of peroxyde of iron, any shade
can be realized toward the orange. The
difficulty attending the use of the red
oxide of copper, is the tendency to
change when heated, and the exact
moment must be seized to remove it
from the furnace. When an additional
amount of oxygen has been accidentally
absorbed, the color can be corrected by
throwing a little charcoal or wax on the
job to burn off, and in this way, absorb
the oxygen and restore the color. Reds
produced from purple of Cassius are
much paler in color, but stand heating
a great deal better than the one from
red copper oxide, but are inferior to
copper red. An enameler should ex-
periment with copper red enamel until
he has perfect control of it. Frequently,
the only way to procure a fine red of
this kind is to apply this color after the
rest of the colors are all in place.
Green enamel is produced also from

another oxide of copper. The oxide used
in this case is the black, or as it is

termed, Cupric Oxide, Cu 0. It is the
same as the ordinary scale formed when
copper is heated in the open air. This
produces a dark pure green, but it re-
quires care in firing. Another useful
green is prepared from the green oxide
of chromium. This substance can be
bought ready for use or made as follows:

PERFECTLY DRY.
C }trout ate of potash, 240 parts
Hal ammoniac, 35 "Cu,, powder, 45 "

All the ingredients are to be reduced
to a fine powder and intimately mixed,
then passed through a fine seive to per-
fectly incorporate the parts. The pow-
der is now pressed into a conical mold
to form a cone ; set this on an earthen
plate and apply fire to the apex of the
cone, as boys do with an imitation
volcano. This cone burns much in the
same manner ; on washing the residum,
a proportionate quantity of green oxide
of chromium will be found. United to
a proper flux, this produced a green
enamel which will stand more heat than
any green enamel known. It is not a
pleasant or brilliant green, however,
but can be modified by adding cobalt
blue. Yellow enamel is also a difficult
one to manage, and is seldom obtained
in a pure even tint. The formula given
for yellow enamel in September KEY-
STONE, is a good average composition,
but by no means as brilliant as a yellow
produced by the Sulphate of Silver.
The flux used with silver should be free
of nitre. The yellow enamels require
but a small amount of fluxes at any
rate. A white enamel can be changed
to yellow, by painting it over with
oxide of silver and exposing it to a
moderate amount of heat to reduce the
silver to the metallic state. On remov-
ing the thin film of silver, a surface of
yellow is presented. The color only
goes into the surface a slight distance,
consequently, any such treatment must
be done after the enamel is ground down
ready for polishing. A little red oxide
of iron added to the formula given in
September KEYSTONE for yellow enamel,
deepens the color.

Robt. Albert, Oneida, N. Y, writes.
"I received the KEYSTONE and am
very much pleased with the gel-up of the
paper, and the great amount of interest-
ing news one can find in it. I think
/hal the journal has improved zoo per
cent., which shoze/ that the Editorial stall
are 'hustlers.'"

BOSS CASES
Guaranteed for

25 YEARS.

THE American is constantly accused
by Europeans of worshipping the " al-
mighty dollar," and great was my
curiosity to judge for myself of the
justice of this charge. After calm ob-
servation of the ways of men in America,
I came to the conclusion that the dollar
was certainly not only the unit of the
monetary system, but that it was also
the unit of the metrical system. How-
ever, I soon saw that, if the dollar was
coveted and held in great respect, it was
not so much for itself as for the luxury
it was the key to ; in other words, that
avarice was a vice almost unknown in
the land. There is a lavishness in the
American's way of expending his
money that redeems his trick of taking
off his hat to it whenever he sees it.—
Max O'Reil.

v
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The Origin ob de Boss Case, an' its Influ-

ence on de World an' Mankind

in General.

BY J. L. S.

De melancholy days hal) kum,
De saddest oh de year,

An' de man dat wears a snide filled case
Kin get no trust fo'.beer.

Dese lines ob poetry was found by me

while I was doin' up Egypt some yeahs

ago ; dey wuz painted on de box ob a

mummy in red an' yaller lettahs. I wuz

de only one in de gang dat could read

it, an' I has no doubt but dis fellow

wuz a bum, an' killed himself kase none

oh de saloons would trust him fo' his

beer. Der was also a pictuah ob a fel-

low workin' de growler on de lid ob de

box,
Now, I is gwinter take up de worls'

headin' ob de Boss case, an' I wants yer

'tenshun, an' no monkey bizness in de

gallery.
We commences dis ebenin' wid de

reighn ob Amenemhat de ist, in de

yeah ob 2100 B.C., who ruled ober dat

mysterious an' won'erful people, de

Egyptians. I says mysterious, kase dey

am mysterious ; dey knowed eberyting

an' kept it to demselbes. You can't

find out much 'bout dem ; we can only

judge dem by der works dey hab left,

or de ruins ob de works. Dis ruler

began de erection ob de won'erful

temple 013 Karnak, which I'll speak

'bout later on. 'Bout dis time we 'gins

to heah 'bout de won'erful city ob

Thebes, an' yo' all 'members dat Homer

de great poet done wrote a lot ob poetry

'bout its hundred gates, an' de won'er-

ful beauty ob dem. How dey was
ornamented wid designs copied from

Boss cases, etc.
'Bout dis time de ancient historian

tells us 'bout dat won'erful statue ob
Memnon, an' says dat when de first rays
ob de morning sun shone on it it spake,
but dey was silent as to what it said,

till your professah got on to it, an'
showed de whole worl' an' Camden,

N. J., dat de words de statue said were,

"Buy the Boss Case." De artist dat runs
de stereopticon, will trow de pictuah on

de canvas.

De flex' ruler dat we notice is Amen-
emhat de III, who began de construe-

tion ob de great Lake Mceris, which
was finished by his son. Dis lake was
five hundred an' forty miles in circum-
ference, an' three hundred and fifty feet
deep. Der was two pyramids built in
dis lake dat stood three hundred feet
out ob de wattah, which made dem six
hundred feet high. Der was two
immense statues on de top ob dese
pyramids dat held up in der hans' a
large Boss case dat could be seen fo'
hundreds ob miles 'roan' de country.

It hab been discussed a long time as
to what dis lake was fo', but der am no
doubt dat it was fo' de purpose ob
irrigation, as yo' all knows dat it neber
rains in dat section, dat de riber Nile
floods de lan', an' as it does not allus
come jess as dey wanted it, dese kings
den built dis great lake an' stored de
wattah in der, an' when der was too
much wattah, dey jess katch it, an'
den let it out in de dry season. Such
works as dis, kinder makes a fellow
tink dat der was no flies ob any con-
sequence on dese Egyptians. After
dis der am a lapse in de history ob dem
people, an' I has concluded dat de cause
ob it was from de fac' dat de snide case
makers hab got de best ob dese people,
an' dey kept silence kase dey was
'shamed ob demselves.

Now, if de artist will show de pictuah
ob de sphinx on de canvass, I'll gib yo'
all a few points. You' mus' know dat
it am said dat de sphinx when alive
was a woman, one ob de Egyptian
goddess' or oracles, an' like dat sex was
allus talkin' until a chap tole her to
shut up, an ' she said if he would answer
a riddle she would turn to stone an'
neber speak any mo'.
" Fo' de Lawd, " yelled Pendant-bow

Jackson, "gib us dat riddle an' I'll hab
my ole mudder-in-law turned into stone
at once, an' stan' her out in de back
yard fer ter scare away tramps."
"Will de bouncer ob de S'ciety please

raise de window an' drop Mr. Jackson
on de side walk," said de Professor.

Well, de man dat tole de sphinx fer
ter shut up, ax him to tell de riddle, an'
dis was de riddle : " What is it dat
walks on four feet in de mawnin', two
feet at noon, an' three feet at night, an'
wears a Boss case ?" Now, de man

was a cute chap, an' he said right off,

it am a man, fo' in de mawnin' ob life

he crawls on his hans' an' knees, in de

noon ob life he walks wid a cane, an' if

he has good sense he carries a Boss
case. "Right you is, " cried de sphinx,

an' den turned to stone. I has some
doubts 'bout dis sphinx eber being

alive, kase its head am 28 feet in dia-
meter, an' 56 feet from de top ob de

head to de breast, so yo' sees dat would
hab made a pretty good sized gal.

In de yeah 1800 B.C., de Hyksos or

Shepherd kings took possession ob de

lan' ob Egypt an' ruled it fo' some time,
an' I'll now take a kind ob a squint at
some ob de laws an' customs ob dese
people. But befo' I does dis, I'll ax de
artist to throw de pictuah ob de Rossetta
stone on de canvass, an' Ill explain

dat dis stone was discovered some yeahs

ago an' taken to London, England,

whar de wise men indulged in consid-

erable hair pullen as to de meenin' ob

it. It was as you know de key to many

Egyptian hieroglyphics, an' none ob

dem was suah until I got der an' read

it off jess as easy as de janitor ob dis

S 'ciety can snatch a chicken ob de roost.

Egypt hab allus been known fo' its
politics, an' it am said dey was de first
to put de chaps as sells der votes in
blocks ob five, an' dey was also noted
fo' der poetry. It am said dat Homer,
Pythagoras, Plato, Lycurgus an' Solon,
all went down der to learn 'bout politics
an' poetry, an' I often tinks some ob de
Snowball's must have been dere, kase
I is allus wanten ter write poetry. Berry
few people eber tinks ob de magnitude
oh dis country. Der was at dis early
time 20,000 cities in dis Ian', an' de peo-
ple was libin' in palaces, wid paved
streets, an' carryin' Boss cases in der
pockets, while some ob de ancestry ob
our boasted nobility was libin' in huts
or holes in de ground, or flingin' coco-
nuts out ob trees at each odder while dey
hung on by der tails, an' if dey had a
watch it was in a snide case. Der was
great respect fo' old age in dis country.
It was de custom allus to gib your
seats in de street cars to ole people.
Ober de doors ob all de libraries der
was a sign which said, " Remedy fo'
de Disease ob de Soul, " an' I wants fer
ter tell yo', dat yo' would hunt a long
time befo' yo' would fin' a better sign
den dis. But like all de rest ob man-
kind dey had der silly spot, an ' wid dem
it was der religion ; dey used to worship
most anyting. Dey worshipped onions,
but dis was mostly done by people dat
carried snide cases. Der chief idol was
de cat, an' dey worshipped dis animal
fo' many yeahs, an' when de cats
serenaded each odder on de roofs, dey
called it de music ob de gods. Dere was
no flingin' boot jacks, lumps ob coal,
hot wattah an' sich like; an' you can
jess bet de cats had a lubly time. It
was sitah death to harm dein. Dey also
worshipped cows an' bulls, hence de
expression ob "bully boy." One ob
der best laws was 'bout doctahs. Der
was certain laws laid down fo' dem an'
dey had to stick to certain branches ob
der business, if dey went practicin' on
cases dey knowed nofin"bout an' de
man died, dey jess killed Mr. Doctah,
an ' serbs him right, says I.
De artist will throw de pictuah ob de

obelisk on de canvass.

Dis, my deah heahers, am one ob de
won 'erful works ob dese people. Yo'
all sees dose heiroglyphics an' birds,
etc. Ob course yo' all can't read dem,
but den your belubed Professah can do
it, an' if yo' all will keep still, I'll jess
read what am on de side you am lookin'
at. It am dis. "It am a condition dat
confronts us an' not a theory ; to save
ourselves we mus' all buy an' weah de
Boss." Now yo' all sees how easy it
is, an' what a hummah your Professah
am. Yo' all had bettah gib him tree
cheers—tanks.
In dis two hundred yeahs, der am not

much known 'bout de Chaldeans, 'cept
dat Ismi-Dagan started out wid a colony
which was de beginnin' ob de Assyrian
nation, whose history am very inter-
estin' as yo' vances on. Yo' will see
dat as soon as dey got posted dey all
carried de Boss.
Der am not much dat we knows 'bout

de Chinese at dis time, 'cept dat one ob
der Emperors, Shin-Mong, claims dat in
1900 B.C., he first learned de people
how to make bread out ob flour, but I
can't imagine what de debbil dey was
tuakin' it out ob befo' dis fellow come
'roun'. 'Bout dis time Whang-ti, an
odder laundryman, said he discovered
de use ob de magnet. De claims ob
dese Chinamen mus' be taken wid salt,
fo' der am not a ting invented dat jess
as soon as dis almond-eyed chap sees
it, dat he does not claim dat it was
made in China thousands ob yeahs ago.
Why, when I was in China an' showed
de Emperor my Boss case, he grinned
an' said, "Me habby one too, habby
belly longee timee, longee befo' whitee
man or blackee man on earthy." I
done tole him he was a liar, an' dat his
mudder wuz a washee-woman. He had
me locked up fo' tree days an' tried to
feed me on rats. But when he found
out who I wuz, he let me out an'
'poligized, an' said he was berry sorry.
But I mus' admit dat he had a Boss
case, an' soon as I gets time I is gwinter
look into de claims ob de Chinese. Dis,
my belubed, concludes de lectuah dis
ebenin' on de history ob de worl' an'
de Boss, an' we will take it up at dis
place at our nex' meetin'.
Dar am a few tings 'bout de S'ciety

dat I mus' look into. De Quaker branch
at Philadelphia am habin' some trouble
'bout a banquet dat dey am gwinter hab
on my next birthday. De Secretary,
Pepper-pot Johnson, writes fo' some in-
formation on etiquette, an' wants ter
know if it am propan to serve up soap
wid finger bowls at ,linnah. It might
not be bad mannahs in Philadelphia,
but if dey was to act in dat way in New
York dey would be sent to de Island
fo' six months.
De Chicago branch am also in trouble

'bout etiquette, an' dey hab had a
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debate in public on de question, " Am
it impropah to scratch your head wid
your fork while at dinnah." I is very

sorry to say dat der was some ob de
membahs ignoiant nuff to say it was de
propah capah. Some oh dem Chicago
fellows wants to get de bounce, an' I is
goin' out dar fo' dat purposh jess as
soon as I can get a pass on de railroad.
De Secretary ob de St. Louis branch

reports dat de President ob de branch

in dat city hab run away wid de wife
ob de janitor, an' took de ole Boss case
dat was in de museum ; also took de

Secretary's dawg. Dar am a reward ob

$2.37 offered fo' his arrest. He am

described as a small black man, wid one

eye, an' a slouch hat. De membahs am

axed fer ter look out fo' him. De St.

Louis folks say all dey want is de dawg

an' de Boss case, an' de janitor says he
has no mo' use fo' de ole woman, kase

she nearly broke him up by spendin'

all his money fo' chewin' gum an' pep-

perment drops ; dat she snores in her
sleep, an' wears No. 17 shoes. Dar am
some odder mattahs dat need 'tendin'

to, but I sees dat some ob de married

men am gettin' oneasy, an' to save dar
hair, de meetin' am adjourned.

NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

Silver loses one-fifth of its weight for
every year it lies submerged under
salt water.

All the scientists still assert that it
would take a cannon ball only eight
days to reach the moon.

A geologist has come across evidences
in Scotland to prove that the earth lay
in a liquid state for 150,000 years.

Spaniards, in the sixteenth century,
believed that spiders indicated gold
when they were found in abundance.

The salary of the English Attorney
General is ,‘7,000, with £5,000 per-
quisities. The Solicitor General's
stipend is ,4.6,000 and Z3,000 persiqui-
sites.

The salaries of colonial governors are
very high. New Zealand pays £7,500
a year ; Bermuda, ,63,000 ;. Jamaica,
£6,000 ; Feejee, ,4.5,000, and British
Guiana, £5,000. The entire Feejee
revenue is only £75,000. There is only
a handful of whites there.

The most monotonous city in its
buildings is Paris, the houses there
being almost all alike. An attempt is
now being made to vary this by build-
ing houses of the style of the Renais-
sance and Louis XI, and hope is ex-
pressed that the example will be fol-
lowed generally.

• -••••-

Tim Chef D 'ceuvre of the art treasures
owned by Queen Victoria is her Sevres
dessert set, which is kept at Windsor
Castle. It is valued at $250,000. This
service was made for King Louis XVI.
of France, and was purchased by King
George IV. when Prince Regent. The
ground is of gross blue, with a won-
derful gilding by the renowned Leguay,
and exquisite medallion subjects
painted by Dodin. It will scarcely be
credited that this almost priceless ser-
vice was for many years in daily use at
Carlton House and at the Cottage in
Windsor Park for the private table of
George IV., and during that period
twelve pieces disappeared, being re-
ported as broken,

AN OLD WATCH. A ROMANCE OF TWO RINGS.

The following cut shows the dial and

front view of a very old silver watch,
belonging to Mr. J. II. Mose, of Boston,

Mass. The dial is silver, and the hours
are indicated by Roman numerals, sunk
in raised panels. It has a day of the
month dial, which shows in a recess
underneath the hour and minute hands.
We hope some of our readers will be
able to give us some information as to

the date of manufacture. The maker's

Many a romatic tale of love and hate
has sprung from the annals of the rebel-
lion. Sweethearts, after years of separ-

ation, have returned to their old loves
to find them faithful, though tried by
intervening passions. Enoch Ardens
have sprung into print time after time.
The story of a ring given to his sweet-
heart by Detective John T. Norris of
Springfield, Ohio, who was suddenly
called away, never to see her again, and

the identification of the same ring
over twenty years later, after the
fickleness of fortune had led Norris
along a path widely separated from
the one he had pictured fondly to
himself, and had made the lady
disconsolate, as she had mourned
the death of her lover until she
herself finally died, is a story of a
caprice of fate which is worthy of
record.

At the outbreak of the war John
T. Norris was an expert telegraph
operator, having been discharged
from one of the telegraph lines for
receiving a message by sound. He

could telegraph by batting his eyes,
by the motion of his chin, or by
placing a coin between his teeth
and manipulating it with his

tongue. He was also something of a
detective. He was sent South as a
Government spy to steal telegrams off
of wires which would let Union soldiers
through the Confederate lines. While
the army was lying in front of Peters-
burg, Norris was stationed there, and
one day obtained from a Confederate
soldier a puzzle ring, made of eight
small rings, so woven that when the
puzzle was set up it made a handsome,
heavy piece of jewelry, but when
knocked down made a confused mass
of eight small gold rings. He learned
the secret of putting the rings together.
Just on the edge of Petersburg there

was living in a commodious, old-fash-
ioned Virginian mansion, a wealthy
family named De Hart. One of the
daughters, Miss Ella De Hart, a win-
some young Virginia beauty, so exer-
cised her charms upon the susceptible
mind of young Norris that, although
he had a financc north of Mason and
Dixon's line, he became quite attentive
to her. One evening, while calling
upon Miss De Hart, he showed her the
puzzle ring he had just procured, and
so bantered her upon her inability to
set up the puzzle that she gave him an
old seal ring which had been an heir-
loom for over a century, and said when
he brought it back she would have the
puzzle solved.

The next day Norris was arrested as
a spy, sent to Richmond, tried and
sentenced to death. He was in prison
there when Richmond fell and was lib-
erated. Coming North he took up his
old pursuits, was won back by his old
love, finally married, and for many
years has conducted his very success-
ful detective agency at Springfield.

Mrs. Norris heard the story of the
ring, and took possession of the seal
ring her husband had received in ex-
change.

About two years ago Norris was em-
ployed by the Champion Machine
Works to capture a defaulter by the
name of Jones. Jones was followed to
Richmond, and the business took Nor-
ris back to Petersburg, after an absence
of nearly a quarter of a century. While

name as can be seen in the cuts, appeals
both on the movement and on the dial.
"Cruze, Amsterdam, 7097." The style

of the watch is about like the English

at the middle and close of the 1700

dates. The number on the movement,

ranging as high as it does, seven thous-
and and ninety-seven, would indicate a
later date than the form and mode of

construction. The balance bridge has

an opening, after the manner of a pen-

dulum ; but it is not to be understood

that there is no balance. It has a
balance and hairspring, with a verge
escapement ; and runs and keeps time
within a minute or two a day. The
case is not only deep but large, and
seems a sort of compromise between
the older real "bull's eye" and a watch
of larger diameter but no thicker, which
dates to about the first of the present
century. If any person can give any
idea about the date we would be pleased
to hear from him.

ATTRIBUTES OF THE EMERALD.

The Greeks dedicated the emerald to
Mercury. The Turks believe it will
make a coward brave and will avert
plague. It has been held to denote
success in life, and the Hindoos believe
that it gives the wearer power to avert
plague and invests him with courage.
The following stanza has been urged as
a sentimental definition of the emerald:

Who first beholds the light of day
In spring's sweet flowery montle,of May
And wears an emerald all her life
Shall he a loved and happy wife.
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walking around with the Chief of Police
in Petersburg, he related the story of
the rings, and inquired after the De
Harts. One of the De Hart boys, now
grown to manhood, chanced to be pass-
ing, and an introduction to Norris
ensued. The story was related to De
Hart, who, with his brothers and
father, had been in the Confederate
Army, and he laughingly exclaimed :
"So you are the man with the ring, are
you ? I want you to conic and see my
old mother. She has saved that ring
for you for twenty-five years."
Mr. De Hart said that his sister had

died several years before, and they had
often taxed their imagination as to
what had become of the young secret
agent who had betrothed himself to Ella
only to be ruthlessly torn away.

Norris went out to the old homestead,
where he spent many happy days under
the summer sun of over two decades
ago, and met the old lady, upon whom
the twenty-five years had left the
enfeebling marks of the last third of a
long life. She remembered him per-
fectly, and brought out an old spool-
box, from which she took the puzzle
ring. It was still undone, and Norris
taking it, put the rings together per-
fectly within fifteen minutes after hif.
arrival. The old lady asked about the
seal ring her daughter had jestingly
placed on Norris' finger, and Norris
telegraphed to Ohio for his wife to for-
ward the ring. A few days later the
heirloom was restored to the De Hart
lineage, and the puzzle ring, around
whose tender coils is woven this
romantic story, now adorns the hand of
the detective, who never loses an oppor-
tunity to tell, with eyes sparkling, this
ntost remarkable story, which makes
the ring of inestimable value to him.—
Cincinnati Enquirer.

N. Best, Union City, Ind., writes.. "I
Mink the KEYSTONE is one of the
finest journals in the.interest of the trade,
and contains more information for Me
money than any other journal published.

GOLD UNDER PHILADELPHIA.

The ground on which Philadelphia is
built is one of the richest gold fields in
the world, says The Times of this city.
This is a fact. The only difficulty is
that the field cannot be worked. Nearly
the whole city is underlaid with clay to
the depth of about ten feet—an area
say ten miles square. A cubic foot of
clay, weighing 120 pounds, taken fx,om
a depth of fourteen feet when the cellar
of the Twelfth street market house was
excavated, was practically demonstrated
to contain seven-tenths of a grain of
gold, or one pound in 1,224,000. The
experiment was repeated with about
the same results with clay taken from
a brickyard in the suburbs. Supposing
the whole mass of clay to be 4,180,000,-
000 pounds (and it is really much
greater) the amount of gold would reach
in value the enormous sum of $126,-
000,000. The gravel is much richer in
gold than the clay, but there is not so
much of it. Undoubtedly $200,000,000
worth of gold lies within fifteen feet of
the surface and still it cannot be used.

OVERLAPPING a diamond star on a
knife-edge breastpin, is a crescent set
with sapphires, while at each end of the
pin is a smaller crescent, one set with
rubies and the other with emeralds,
both pointing outward.
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The Association has met and adjourn-

ed, and has pleased its friends and

advocates.
I met a great many of the jobbers

here, and all reported a good trade and

an increase over the sales of the past

year, with a good prospect for the com-

ing year ; also a strong faith in the

Association, and their determination to

carry out its laws.

There is one thing about this meet-

ing of the Association that can not be

said of many similar organizations, and

that is it represents a greater amount of

capital and talent than is to be found

in any assemblage in the country. Its

capital is great, and its oratorical talent

is greater. One would scarcely expect

to find such a knowledge of parliment-

ary law among gentlemen whose whole

time is taken up with business, and it

is one of the strong proofs of the stabil-

ity of the American character. Mr.

David Keller, of Pforzheitner, Keller &

Co., is a most finished talker, and always

commands close attention. Mr. Alfred

Frank, of L. Herzog & Co., is one of

those fortunate gentlemen who possess

the happy faculty of "thinking on their

feet, " and says what he has to say in a

most convincing manner ; and also in

an elegant manner. Had Mr. Frank

taken to the law or politics, he would

undoubtedly have made his mark.

Mr. Lissauer, of Lissauer & Sond-

heim, is one of the most practical

speakers in the body. He always speaks

right to the point in a most convincing

way, and it is said that in one of the

most prominent clubs in the city, of

which he is a member, that during hig

absence the club passed, by a unanimous

vote, a resolution. At the next meet-

ing, Mr. Lissauer induced one of the

members to move for a reconsideration,

and after the remarks of Mr. Lissauer,

the original resolution was repealed

with but one dissenting vote, and the

dissenting member said while he argreed

with Mr. Lissauer, he would vote

against reconsidering from principle

alone, as he did not care to see one

man have so much power over the mem-

bers. I can also say that in every

question that Mr. Lissauer interested

himself in passed as he wished. To use

a common expression, "there are no flies

to be observed on Mr. Lissauer."

Mr. Otto Young, of Chicago, is a

most forcible speaker, and is at his best

when he meets with considerable op-

position—to anything in which he is

interested.

Mr. H. F. Hahn is one of the best

presiding officers that it has ever been

my good fortune to know. He is prompt

and always just ; is a good speaker in

avery sense of the word. He never

makes a mistake in his rulings, and is

at home on every question that comes

before him, and withal is as clever, social

gentleman, as it has ever been my

pleasure to meet.

Mr. A. Lesser, of Syracuse, is also a

good talker, and I imagine would be

able to hold his own with the best of

debaters.

I met Mr. C. H. Knights, of Chicago,

here attending the Association. He

was looking and feeling well, and this

will, I am sure, be good news to his

friends, and that means everybody who

ever had the pleasure of meeting him. I

The Boston Jobbers were here in a

body, and it was remarked of them that

they were the finest looking ad of gen-

tlemen attending the meeting, and this

is quite a compliment to them, I am

sure. There is one thing about them

that all will admit, and that is that

there was no shrewder set of gentlemen

in attendance than these gentlemen

from Boston.

As usual at this time of the year, a

great many faces are seen on the Lane

that are only seen twice a year, and

when you see the bright, pushing,

well dressed fellows, you know at once

the travelers are in ; and, as a mail

carrier puts it, "he is sorry for the girls

out of town, as his mail delivery is

always very large when the boys are in

town, and he does not think it can be

business letters. If they are such, all

the jewelers must be females, or have

female clerks." He judges by the hand

writing.

D. W. Cook, with that pushing,

rushing, rip-tearing and go-ahead house

of J. T. Scott & Co., whose picture,

when published in the KEYSTONE,

created such a sensation among the fair.

sex, that it was reported that in order

to escape from them he was compelled

to travel at night, was in town, and

says the above report was a lie, got up

by a jealous competitor. Some of the

boys say that Cook wore a false face

for over a month after his picture was

out. Mr. Cook travels through the

north-west and the northern part of

Ohio.

My old friend, Tom Lane, of Port-
land, Me., is now on the road for the

Scott boys. Tom is a pusher, and with
the backing of such a house, Tom will
no doubt be able to retire in a few years
with a fortune—somewhat less than that
of Jay Gould. Tom will represent

Messrs. Scott through the East with a
line of goods that will astonish the jew-
elers of that section.

There has been a few changes among
the traveling men of this house. Mr.
Fred. S. Eason will travel through New
York and Pennsylvania. Mr. W. D.
Robbins through the West and south-
west. Mr. Thomas Anderson in the
West, and Mr. A. F. Gaw will circulate
around in this neighborhood, while Mr.
F. Messmer will attend to the city
trade, and if these gentlemen do not
sell goods it will be because the jew-
elers have no money to buy with. Mr.
Samuel S. Hayden, of the same house,
is going to Colorado in search of health.

Mr. Frank Townley, the clever man-
ager of the house, reports a great, a
very great, increase in the trade of this
house over that of the past year. A
visit to this store at any time of the
day will convince any one of this fact.
It is very rarely that you can see more
than the top of Jimmie Scott's head,
over the mass of correspondence that he
is always engaged in answering, and
the click of his type-writer ià heard
from morning until night, as she clicks
down the answers to the many custom-
ers of the house. The phenomenal in-
crease in the trade of this house shows
what a good name and good manage-
ment will do. The Scott boys have
kept untarnished the good name of their
father that was established by years of
labor and honesty, and to it have added
a vim and a push that has put them in
the front rank, and their goods in the
show cases of nearly all the jewelers in

the country. Long life to Jim and Clem,

say I, and in this will join both friends

and competitors.

Among the jobbers of the United

States, there are none that stand any

etter with the trade than that of

N. H. White., 12 Maiden Lane. This

position is entirely due to good manage-

ment and good sense, for this house

deals in only such goods as are handled

by their competitors, and their success

is a strong illustration of that well-

worn maxim, "there is room on top."

A few years ago, Mr. White was doing

a retail business in Newark, N. J., and

to-day he is doing a jobbing business

in American watches that is second to

none. The success of Mr. White is due

to his own judgment and selection of

assistants. Mr. A. V. Huyler, who

manages the buying and selling, is a

young man whose ability would force

success in anything he might under-

take. A more careful, painstaking young

man, it has never been my pleasure to

meet, and his buying abilities has been

the chief corner-stone of the success of

this house. Mr. Mason, who looks after

the finance, is a gentleman who under-

stands everything, (but politics.) In

other respects, he is a gentleman that

it pays big to have around. Mr. Geo.

L. Dillingham, and Geo. B. Evans, are

a couple of representatives that do credit

to the house, and the thremometer has

never been known to get low enough to

leave them.

The name of the Freund boys has

almost become a household word

among the jewelers. This is one of the

few houses that travel the country from

ocean to ocean. The house of Max

Freund & Co., is synonomous with

upright and square dealing.

I met Mr. Henry, August, Adolph

and Louis, while they were in the city,
and after you have met them, you

know what it is and why it is that this

house is so successful. Good sales-

men always bring prosperity to a house,

and that is the kind of salesmen the

Freund boys are, and their success

shows it. Mr. J. W. Weiss, is also one

of the salesmen of this house, and there

is not a better one, or a more clever
gentlemen, goes out of the city with a
grip, than this same Mr. Weiss.

The celebrated brigade of Lissauer &

Sondheim, 12 Maiden Lane, N. Y., has
been in town with the exception of

Emile Bracker, whom I am sorry to

hear has been sick, but by the time this

reaches your readers, he will be on the

turf with one of the stocks that L. & S.

give to their men, and which all know

is the best in the country. Mr. A. Green

spent some time in the city, and availed

himself of the opportunity to wear some

of those three hundred pairs of pants

he bought in Europe. Mr. Green is one

of the best salesmen on the Lane, and

is known all over his route for his

genial qualities and selling abilities,

all of which has made for him a circle

of friends that few possess.

Mr. Alex. Krailsheimer, with the

same house, spent a few weeks in the

city, getting a well-earned rest. Mr.

Krailsheimer will be remembered as the

best looking gentleman among the

many good-looking pictures published

last year in your paper of the represen-

tative traveling men. His coining is

looked forward to with pleasure by all

his customers.

Mr. D. H. Lowman, or 'Wave" as he

is called by his thousands of friends,

spends his vacation mostly in Balti-

more, and he insists that city has the

most beautiful ladies. We can't agree

with "Dave" on this, but we are ready

to agree with any one that Dave is one

of the best fellows going, and is a first-

class representative of a first-class house,

and as a friend remarked, " There are

no room for any flies on David."

I also met Mr. Millard Veit and his

brother, S. H. Veit, with Lissauer &

Sondheim, and they constitute a team

that any house might be proud of.

They are clever salesmen and clever

gentlemen, and as popular on the road

as they are at home, which is saying a

good deal, as those will understand who

know them.

I met Mr. Will J. Eroe, with Geo.

W. Pratt & Co., a short time ago. Ile

reports a good trade for the past year,

and says he attributes it largely to his

picture being in the KEvsnesTE, and

says he thinks it a good "ad." Eroe

is a gentleman that it is pleasant to

know, and is as much of a salesman as

he is a gentleman, and I can say noth-

ing higher in his praise.

Mr. C. W. Russell, buyer for the same

house, is very sorry that he did not

have his picture in the KEYSTONE.

Russell is a live, wide-awake gentle-

man. He thinks the "Boss" the best

case in the world, and that he is the

father of the finest children, to all of

which I subscribe and am ready to

swear to.

Fifty years ! What a long time that
is. How many people are born, achieve

honor and wealth, and die respected
and honored in this length of time?

The country has been through a great

war costing the lives of thousands, and
millions upon millions of dollars. Fifty
years seems a long time to look forward
to. Yet to those who have lived it, the
past seems a little time indeed. Among
the gentlemen of New York and Maiden
Lane in particular who can look back
upon a length of time much greater
than this is Mr. Henry Ginnel, who
on February r, 1839, started in business
on Maiden Lane just fifty years ago—
twenty years or more before many of
his competitors were born. It almost
bewilders one to think of it, and to
think of the changes that have taken
place on the Lane in all these years ; of
the firms that he has seen come and go,
of the bright prospects of many of them,
and the subsequent failures; yet through
it all passed our sturdy, old friend,
honest, upright and capable, under-
standing his customers and their wants,
making them his friends, until now in
his latter years, he enjoys a competency

well and truly earned His name is
known to every jeweler throughout the
land ; in fact, it is to many inseparable
from the jewelry trade. Many know
him as the jobber whom their father
traded with, yet have never seen him,
and I am sure that were they to meet
him on the Lane they would not recog-
nize in the well kept, hardy, clear-eyed
appearing man of less than fifty years
of age, the gentleman who had sold
goods to their fathers, or the man whose

name is inseparably connected with

Maiden Lane, and must be as long as

the people of the Lane admire pluck,

energy and integrity.

Mr. Ginnel never misses a day at
his office, and attends to business de-

tails with as much interest as would
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any young man on the Lane, and indeed

it is difficult to think of Mr. Ginnel as

an old man, as he neither looks it or acts

it. His son Wm. Ginnel, and his son-in-

law, Mr. Frank Simmons, are now asso-

ciated with him, and lend most valuable

assistance in conducting one of the

largest business in watches in America.

Both are well-known to the trade as

young men of ability and enterprise,

and number among their friends every-

one that has ever known them.

STAR CASES
(tiqranteed for

15 YEARS

A MONO the latest oddities in bracelets

is one composed of a diminutive

elephant's head, tusks and trunk, of

oxidized silver. The latter is made to

coil gracefully around the wrist, until

it meets the head on top, and forms a

clasp.

John F. Kohler, Richmond, 17a., sam

"The KEYSTONE gives so much in-

formation relating to our business, that

every jeweler in The United States should

subscribe for

IMPORTANT LEGISLATION.

The following bill, entitled "An Act

to Regulate Sales by Hawkers and

Peddlers," will be introduced at the

present session of the New York Legis-

lature, and is of very great interest to

the jewelers of that State :

The People of the State of New York,
represented in Senate and Assent-

My, do enact as follows

SEerrox I.—It shall not be lawful
for any person to travel from place to
place within this State, for the purpose

of carrying to sell or exposing to sale

• any goods, wares or merchandise,
unless he shall obtain a license as
hawker or peddler, as h-r&nafter dir-
ected.

SEC. 2.—Every person desirous to
obtain a license as a hawker or peddler,
shall apply to the Secretary of this
State, and shall deliver to him a note
in writing signed by such applicant,
and stating in what manner the appli-
cant intends to travel and trade.

Sac. 3.—Every applicant for a license
as a hawker or peddler, before he shall
be entitled to such a license, shall pay
to said Secretary of State the sum of
two hundred dollars for a year's license.

Sac. 4.—It shall be the duty of the
Secretary of State, upon payment of his
fees and the sum directed to be paid by
this act, to grant to every such applicant
a license, under his seal of office, signed
by himself or his deputy, authorizing
such applicant to travel and trade with-
in this State as a hawker or peddler,
for the term of one year from the date
of such license.

SEc. 5.—Every person who shall be
found traveling and trading within this
State, contrary to the provisions of this
act, shall be guilty of a dismeanor, and
subject to a fine and penalty of not less
than one hundred dollars, or imprison-
ment in the county jail for not less than
three months.

Sac. 6.—It shall be the duty of every
person traveling in this State as a
hawker or peddler to produce and ex-
hibit such license to any person demand-
ing to see the same, and any person
violating the provisions of this section
shall be guilty of a dismeanor and be
punished by a fine of not more than fifty
dollars or thirty days imprisonment in
the county jail.

Sac. 7.—This act shall not apply to
commercial agents who travel as agents
for wholesale dealers or manufacturers,

Caution.

This Company manufactures

Cases only, and has no connection

whatever with any other concern

of similar name.

To be sure you get Our Case,

see that it contains this

Trade t Mark,

which is stamped in every case

made by us.

In addition the following Trade Marks are stamped in

each case of their respective kind:

Keystone Solid Gold

James Boss Filled
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Silveroid
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Look for these Trade Marks,

and accept no other.

Keystone

Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia.

New York, Chicago.

and sell only to other merchants or
dealers.
SEC. 8.—This act shall take effect

immediately.

WATKINS, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1889.

EDITOR KEvsToNE.—The above law
I have had drawn with the intention
of having it presented to the Legislature
of this State at as early a date as pos-
sible, so it may pass this session. I

know of no way to bring it so effectually

before the jewelers of this State as by

having it printed in your journal. For

without concert of action the whole

matter must fall through, as two or

three cannot bear the burden necessary

for a successful result. It will take

money and wcrk, and those that are

willing to contribute either one or both,

must be informed before they can do so.

Already considerable expense has

been incurred, in drafting bill, printing,

etc., but this is only a small beginning

towards a successful ending.

I have already conferred with the

member from this county, and have his

assurance that he will do all in his

power to push the measure through,

and considering the position he occu-

pies, I am certain we could not select

any better or more worthy champion.

The necessity of such a law as this is

becoming more imperative every day.

Already at least one-half of the watch

and jewelry trade is controlled by a set

of montebanks, who do not scruple

to rob the people of their hard earned

cash, but who also are taking from

the legitimate dealer the trade he is

entitled to, and that has cost him years

of perplexing toil to establish.

These fellows pay no taxes, either

State, county or municipal, and why

should they not be made to pay a license

for the privilege of doing business,

when the rest of us are compelled to

pay liberally, in rents, taxes, etc., for

the same privilege. This is common

justice, and as this is daily on the in-

crease, it is high time the business men

struck for just protection.

My object is to put a petition of from

three to five hundred names into the

hands of every member of Assembly in

this State, which will show that we

mean business, and be a great incentive

for him to work. This must be done

by some one or more persons in each

district, and I know of no way to reach

those who are willing to co-operate in

this matter, only through the columns

of the KEYsToNE. In conclusion, let me

say to my fellow-workers of the craft,

this bill is not deemed absolutely per-

fect, nor above criticism, but it is bet-

ter than no law, and if we can get this

through this session, it will be a great

move in the right direction, and we can

amend its imperfections hereafter.

Therefore, if those who are able will

send in even a small amount, it will be

used to push this matter just as fast as

possible. But those that cannot con-

tribute towards the expense, can cer-

tainly send me their name, and address,

together with sufficient to pay postage,

and I will mail them a copy of the law,

together with form of petition and letter

of instruction, so that all may proceed

with the work in precisely the same

manner.
Shall we co-operate in this matter

and make it successful, or shall one or

two make an abortive effort and fail?

It rests with the jewelers of the State

of New York to say.

Yours for the good of the craft,

A. A-. coWINci,
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IS MARRIAGE A FAILURE?

By J. L. S.

Is marriage a failure?

Is the talk of the hour,

But to answer correctly

Is beyond human power.

For mankind is so strange,

And nature works so,

As if some were for heaven

And others below.

And when their two natures

In union combine,

Its difficult to make

A marriage diviue.

Now here is a couple

Just starting in life,

And the woman makes promise

To be an obedient wife,

And the husband declares
He'll be tender and true,

While neither one thinks

The step they will rue.

But life is a strange thing,

As everyone knows,

And a prosperous marriage

Oft ends in blows.

But that marriage is a failure

Is not always true,

As widows and widowers
The tie oft renew.

Well, here is a man,

Who has been out all night;

And to his wife must present

A most loveable sight.

He is met at his home

With a dark, scowlingface,

And no doubt he deserves it,

As be wears a snide case.

And a wife who is wed

To a man like this,

Knows little of happines,

And naught of bliss.

And with such a man

Its a failure that's sure,

And a miserable life
Lhey must live and endure.

A Lsol
C A5E AND
BE HA PPY 
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CANT BE
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Here is a scene

That, I am sorry to say,

Takes place in some families

Most every day.

But the man is a scoundrel,

And should be in jail,

For beating the women

So weak and frail.

As she thinks of the day

When she was a bride,

Before she knew that her husband

And his ease were snide.

She sadly says,

As she thinks of her fate,

Marriage is a failure,

But I have learned it too late.

AI 11111 I

-

Here is the wife

Who flirts on the street

With any strange man

She chances to meet.

In flirting, she says,
There can be no great crime,

And thinks for the moment

It will be pleasant pastime.

But like all others,

Who flirt for fun,

She learns to late

The evil to shun.

For the man wears a snide,

Her honor is lost,

And marriage is a failure

She learns to her cost.

Here is a woman

No doubt yon oft see,

And wonder what kind

Of a wife she can be.

You see her at parties,

At hop and ball,

But the name of her husband

You cannot recall,

For she has no care

For home or its charms,

As s e dances away
In other men's arms.

Tothis failure of marriage

There is but one plea—

If the man wears a snide case,

She ought to be free.

Here is a picture

At which you will smile,

And though its quite different

From the usual style,

Yet there are families

In which it takes place,

But its mostly a man

That wears a snide case.

For no man with a soul,

And a patent Jas. BOBS,
Would live with a woman

So cruel and cross.

And I have no doubt

You will readily agree,

That a failure with him

His marriage must be.

Here in this picture

You see the great cause,

Why so many young men

Now wonder and pause,

Whether or not

To marry a wife,

And give up the pleasures

Of a single life.

Who will spend his whole salary

For something to wear,

While he goes ragged

And tattered and bare.

For to do it he knows

A snide case he must wear;

And his marriage would fail,

He is ready to swear.

Now here is a man

Who leads a sad life.

He has wedded a terror,

Has a shrew for a wife.

For of all the sad lots,

Of young or of old,

There is none so evil

As to have wedded a scold,

Whose tongue never ceases,

But wags night and day,

And nothing that is pleasant

Has ever to say;

Until the man grows desperate,

And rushes to drink.

His marriage is a failure,

I am sure you will think.

Here is a scene

You have oft seen before,

And its sad consequence

A great many deplore;

Yet flirting no longer

Is now thought rare,

And married men flirting

You can see everywhere.

But sooner or later
There comes a sad end,

When the man is called on

His good name to defend.

Now had he carried a Boss

And let flirting alone,

The failure of marriage

He'd.not bemoan.

In this plain picture

The tables are turned,

And the man spends the money

His labors have earned.

While the wife clad in clothes

Scarce fit to be seen,

Still clings to the man

So contemptuously mean,

Though he wears a snide case

And boasts of it, too.

To the vows she has made

She remains ever true,

But as she sees him go by

In his elegant carriage,

She sadly thinks

Of the failure of marriage.

That there is two sides to a story,

This picture will show,

A ve7 old maxim

lhat many well know :
For he is a husband

Both selfish and mean,
Who, in his wife's company

Is not often seen.
But the places he goes

And the faces he sees,
The wife of his bosom

I don't think would please.
But he may buy a Boss Case,

And his wicked ways mend,
Then his failure of marriage

Will be at an end.

---- --

Here is a home
Where happiness reigns,

For it is ruled with wisdom,

Love and brains.
To the vows they have made

They have both been true,
And happiness falls

As their alloted due.
A parodox here

I'll venture to make—
Though both have a I3oss

They will never forsake,
Yet a BOSS in this family
• Has never been known,
And no failure of marriage

They ever bemoan.

But before the problem
You endeavor to solve,

It were better for you
To highly resolve,

That the vows you take
For better or worse,

Are not for passion
Or a well-filled purse.

For passions will ccol,
And fortunes are lost,

As you soon will discover
To your sorrow and cost.

Then before taking the step
Think it well o'er,

And the failure of marriage
You will never deplores
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FOR SALE.

A JEWELRY store in a rapidly growing city in
Washington Ter. Stock will invoice about

$2,000. Good opportunity. Address " J H," care

this office.

ON easy terms, a good, well-
fitted photograph

gallery, a small stock of jewelry and a good run

of trade. For further particulars address, R. T.

Ghent, Columbia, Ala.

A FRANCIS engraving machine with type ; as
M good as new. Will sell for $5o. Address, J. S.

Pfieffer, Parsons, Kansas.

THE leading myears standing jewelers establish-

1 'tient, located in the best business centre in one
of the liveliest mining towns in central Illinois.
Population 3.000. Clean, well selected stock, with
safe and fixtures invoicing about $6,000. Would

reduce to suit purchaser. Address, "Ch.," care
of this office.

noon jewelry business in the rapidly growing
U town of Spokane Falls, Washington Ter. 15,000
inhabitants. Will invoice $5,000. Fine chance.
Ad., M. H. Whitehouse, Spokane Falls, Wash. Ter.

rlOOD paying jewelry business in the best town in

U the state of New York; is rapidly growing and
very healthy. Will invoice $3,000. Only those
meaning business need apply. Can reduce stock if

desired. Address, " John," care this office.

A Rare Opportunity.
An excellent jewelry business in the city of

Fresno, Cal., for sale at a bargain. Late owner
very successful until totally disabled by sickness.
Fresno is one of the most thriving towns in Cali-

fornia, situated in the midst of the fertile San

Joaquin vaney,and is the centre of alargepopulation

engaged in fruit and raisin culture, grain growing

and wine making. Climate very salubrious. Ap-

ply at once to W. W. Phillips, Farmer's Bank,

Fresno, Cal.

TWO first-class jewelry stores for sale in two good

I towns in New York, zo miles apart, 5 minutes

walk from R. R. stations. Population of each

town about 3,000. Stock and fixtures about $4,500

and $3,000, 40 minutes ride from one store to the

other. No opposition to speak of. Reasons for

selling, I wish to retire from business. Address,

" Opportunity," care this office.

OOD jewelry business in rich Pennsylvania town,

U population 2,200. No opposition. Will invoice

$1,200, can be reduced. Will sell at once. Address,

"Snap," care this office.

,sC.oio'scpraatwenert$46 e
g loathe 
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oak watch glass case, 32)4 gross W. B. & Co's.

Geneva glasses, 4Y4 gross Mi 1. 1. glasses, 1 glass

guage ; value of the whole, poo. Will sell parts of

these goods in proportion if deaired. Address, C. L.

Reefer, Kearney, Neb.

ONE of the best pay
ing jewelry stores in a mining

town of 3,500 people in Kansas. No competi-
tion. Stock and fixtures worth 81,200. Can re-

duce stock if necessary. Rent low ; good location.

" Kansas," care this office.

A GOOD paying jewelry business in a live town in

ki Connecticut. Population about 8,000. Stock

will invoice about $1,500. A fine run of bench work.
I have other business and cannot attend to both.

Address N. E. Pierpont4laugatuck, Conn.

$5000 toli$2a° willjewelry   b u y 
stores
Dn one o 

along 
ltohnegoNee eutaobi

river. Can reduce stock if desired. Terms easy.

Address, " Fair & Square," care this offiice.

I EWELER'S fire and burglar proof safe, Hall's

L) make. used about 6 months. Address, J.

Wetherell & Son, Parkersburg, W. Va.

$1200 will purchase good will of an established
jewelry busines in a city of so,000 inhab-

itants in Massachusetts. Centrally located. A

chance for a live man. Good reasons for selling.

A great many factory people and good paying cus-

tomers. Or will sell the stock and fixtures. Those

meaning business ad., " Business," care this office.

1EWELRY stock and fixtures. Terms reasonable.

LI If you mean business address at once, Mrs. A.

K. Brodersen, Russellville, Ky.

A N elegant jewelry store For the beat bargain of

M your life address, " J." Box 155, Liberty, Ind.

TWO modern wall cases for silverware. Good

1 order ; cheap for cash. Possession April 1, 1889.

Used a short time. For particulars address, S. T.

Little & Son, Cumberland, Md.

(100D jewelry and stationery store, invoice $L5oo.

U Will reduce to suit buyer. Town 5,500 in wes-

tern Pennsylvania, address, " H," care this office.

AN old established jewelry business in a city of
H 4,500 inhabitants. county seat too miles west of

Chicago. Stock invoices $4,000 ; will sell for $3,5oo

cash. Splendid trade and cheap rent. A bonanza

to a practical man with a few thousand dollars.

Reasons for selling, a paralytic stroke of the eyes

and limbs. Address, F. J. Leibiger, Princeton,

Bureau Co., 111.

1 EwErity store in Norristown, Pa. The oldest
LI and best stand. Stock and fixtures will invoice

at ever $2,000. Must be sold by March 15th to close

an estate. If you mean business call or address,

F. D. Server.

1EWELRY business $600to $800. Lots of work ;

%) good trade; special Inducements; write at
mice, 4ddrcss, " care this office,

FOR SALE.

$150n WILL buy the furniture and fixtures
U of one of the best paying jewelry

stores in Nebraska, in a city of 15,000. The leading

store in the city. Competition light ; good run of

work ; have had $15,5oo in sales, $1,300 in watch-

work, $3oo in jewelry work, in the last 12 months.

Good profits on sales. Rent with dwelling back of

store $70 per month. Brick store, plate glass front;

will send photograph of inside of store. Fixtures

new and of latest style. Parties buying need not

buy any goods. Possession given May 1. 1889. The

best chance ever offered for someone who wants to

go into a good and well-established business and

bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a re-

duced price. Men with means and meaning busi-

ness will address, " Good Chance," care of G. W.

Marquardt & Son, Des Moines, Iowa.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures in the coming town

LI of eastern Kentucky—Mt. Sterling. Invoice

$2,000 ; will sell for $1,800 ; stock is new. Ill health,

reason for selling. Address, P. 0. Box 239, Mt.

Sterling, Ky.

A BARGAIN.—First-class jewelry stock of about
$2,500 ; good location, splendid run of work;

profits have run from $2,500 per year to over $4,000.

County seat in lively city of over 4,000 inhabitants
in central Michigan. Business established over to

years. Can reduce stock to suit purchaser. The

best of reasons for selling. Address, Burt & Hurl-
burt Co., Detroit, Mich.

A long 
established watch and jewelry business.

The establishment is very widely known. Best
location in the county. Town of about 3,000

inhabitants on Knox & Lincoln R. R. A large
centre of trade. The largest jewelry store in the

county. Rare opportunity for a jeweler wanting a

good location. For information address, W. N.

Child, Damariscotta, Maine. Box 314,

ONE burglar and fire proof safe, 
Diebold make,

height 60 inches, 44% wide and 30 inches deep,

which is the outside measurement. The inside

safe has one large outside door. Address, Miller &

Leavitt, 13 g. State Street, Trenton, N. J.

THE only jewelry store in a manufacturing village

1 of 3000 inhabitants ; central New York. Stock
and fixtures invoice about Woo. A rare chance

for some one. None need answer this unless they

mean business. Address, " Cash," care this office.

BEST paying jewelry business
 in central Ohio for

sale. Store room, with three rooms back of

store. Good rooms for family to live in. Stock

$2.000 will reduce to$300 if desired. r,800 inhabitants.

No competition. Do not write unless. you mean

business. E. Burt, Cardington, Ohio.

A COMPLETE stock of jewelry, etc., to invoice

M about $4,000, with which will be given long

lease of beautiful store and fixtures. Business pays

clear probt of $to a day above all expensess. Good

reasons for selling. "II C Y," care this office.

gADING jewelry and music store in the best
L town (of its size) in Iowa. Failing heath only

inducement to sell. Address, " Iowa," care this

office.

A GOOD watch and jewelry, business situated in

Fi northern New York. Established to years.

Stock and fixtures about $6,000. Will reduce to

$3,000. A good run bench work. Town 4000 popu-

lation. Good reasons for selling. Address, C. E.

Haywood, Potsdam, N. Y.

t 0 0 w,ieilwb:i yr; stock naensds tetetrnetsr oafi aolioioodtpo7ni paying

1,200 population. Clean stock of goods ; a large

run of bench work. Established io years. Ad.,

A. L. Hastings, Mt. Sterling, Ohio.

OE trade. set plain rolls, rounding up tool,

fine cornet, 1 trombone, 1 new violincello, i fine

Parker Bros., gun. Will trade for fine staking tool

or engraving machine, or anything we can 
use.

Please write Mrs. L, E. Saxton, Milford, Otsego Co.
,

New York.

ASH will buy a good paying jewelry business in

live county seat town. Good academy, large

owerittg mill, 2 railroads. Business established

12 years Reason for selling, poor health. Address,

Box 42, Garner, Iowa.

DIG bargain in clean jewelry stock and fixtures
,

• 

$2,800. A splendid location in northern Illinois.

No other practical jeweler in the town. Good stor
e

room ; rent low. Will sell for part cash. Can use

some western live stock. " M S P," care this office.

ON account of 
poor health and failing eye-sight I

want to close out my business, including tools

and material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches
,

jewelry, etc. Address, " R," care this office.

(-1NE Evans large screw press, 2 drop presses, 1

U draw bench and tongs, 1 pair large shears,

anvils, hammers, vices, ingots, 8 rillets, tongs, draw

plates, mandrills, dies, etc. The screw press is in

excellent order. All of which will be sold cheap.

Inquire at Richard M. Cooper, ir8 S. 7th St., Phila.

COCKER spanie
l puppies. From registered and

pedigreed stock. Sire and dam both, prize win

ners. The best strains In America. Prices low. Mt
.

Oread Cocker Kennels, Lawrence, Kansas.

DAYING jewelry business in small town 125 mile
s

• 

from New York city. Repairing, $15 per week.

No competition. Rare opportunity for young man
with small capital. Address, C. E. Bingham, Liv-
ingston Manor, N. Y.

ENGRAVING machine, pocket chronometer. Ed.

L L. White, Nashville, Tenn.

EWELRY store, only one in town of 1200 popula-

(J tion. Stock and fixtures inventory about $2,5oo.

Can reduce to suit purchaser. Address, A. I. Til-

man, Roann, Ind.

ONLY jewelry store in good, central New York

town. Kstablished II years. Large run of

bench work ; fixtures and stock can be reduced t
o

$900, possibly $700. New store and houses 
com-

bined. Will i ent or sell. Best of reasons for 
selling.

Address, W. H. Wright, Otego, Otsego Co., N. Y.

A GOOD paying, well established jewelry 
business

A in eastern Kansas. for particulars address "E 11

G," care C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, Ill.

A FINE, large Regulator, equal to new. 
Apply

1-■ Cook's Sons, 137 N. Third St., Phila.

$15 0 0 wCliltybg 
leC:lalr2..rvestoirorii,nviireewrs'toaril.c_

I s ed 4 years. Fine stock, fixtures and safe.

Bench work, $150 to $3oo per month. Will sell

fixtures and part of stock to suit buyer. Fine stor
e

and 6 rooms, $4,5 per month. Address, R. L. Fried
-

lander, 67 Nassau St., New York city.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
1 American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago

Horological Institute.

LND all your work to Charles Reiss, 31 and 33
South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pili.
, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding

wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.

Correspondence solicited. Mention this patter.

I0 trade 
two fine Kansas farms, 16o acres in Cow-

ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-
nce property in Winfield ; a stock ranch of IMO

iacres n Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-

class jewelry store. For particulars ad., " Jeweler,"

5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

()HAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.

U Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the V. S.

Packages with broken watch work coming from all

over and promptly attended to by experts under his

personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers

at a distance.

OSELY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
1V1 " Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and

attachments. Designed especially for watch-

makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-

ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at

fair prices. Send for new price list. Agencies

with most of the jobbers.

CHICAGO Horological Instit
ute will do your trade

work better and quicker than anyone else.

1 EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This

is a fact.

AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.

1 ro K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;

18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or

express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,

Refiner, 918 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

QUICK work, fin
e work and lowest prices on watch-

work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-

born St., Chicago. 111.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a short course at the

%IV Chicago Horological Institute, and see how

much it will improve your work.

1EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-

%) makers wanting positions would do well to

correspond with me. I keep a record book of all

such wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been

the benefactor on botb sides. C. Reiss wholesale

jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31

and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

IMATCHMAKERS.—Take a course of instruction

VI in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-

tute. It will pay you to add this to your knowledge

of repairing in the increased work you can

command.

VrIANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,

In students in the arts who aim to be fine work

men.

CHICAGO Horological
 Institute teaches the highest

branches of the art—adjusting, springing, es-

capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

TO be a successful watchmaker you should learn

1 adjusting in all its branches by taking a course

at the Chicago Horological Institute.

A STIGMATISM trial set of 24 pairs, price $18. Will

• 

trade for spectacles or eye-glasses. Address,

Box 465, Wellsburg, W. Va.

()END your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-

O lqgical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

n 00D AS THE BEST, Genuine American mater-
U ial at rdduced pikes. American balance staffs,

$2.50 cents per dozen ; sample 25 cents. American

balance hole jewels, $2 per doze ; sample 20 cents
.

Economy Material Co., 713 Sansom St., Room 8,
Philadelphia, Pa.

OUR work and 
our prices will suit you. Try us

and see if it is not so. Chicago Horological

Institute.

QTOLEN a Ladies 6 size Waltham "A" movement,

L) stem wind and No. 3068110. In half box Eagle

Hunting gold case, engraved case, No. 16598. Re
ward, $15 for recovery of watch. Address, C. R.

Martin, Hartford, Ky.

TO exchange city business property in a
n Iowa

1 city 01 30,000. Will exchange for stock of jewelry

or part jewelry and real estate or land. 
Property

rents the year round. Address, " L R F," care

this office.

OEND.for samples of our new dial washers, made

O in three sizes. Racine jewelry Manufac
turing

Co., Racine, Wis.

[OR 50 centsiwin send one of my im
proved roller

r jewel setters, guaranteed the latest and 
best

setter made, and printed receipt for cleaning clock
s

without taking apart. G. Blood, Baldwin, 
Mich.

TO exchange cigars for good regulator. J. 
Grinnet,

1 Kasson, Minn.

EW pupils are continually arriving at W P A
Woodcock's, Winona, Minn. A parent of one

foi the pupils came from Colorado la
tely to see his

son, and was very highly pleased with the 
progress

he had made. After he saw what the 
other pupils

had done, and what his own son 
had done, he

ordered me to buy for his son the best lat
he and

fixtures and tools in the world, and said " I 
see and

know and understand now for myself that 
you fully

understand your business." Another graduate

goes back to his old employer in Conn
ecticut. He

came last August. He gives him an 
advance of

$17.50 per week more than when he was wi
th him

before. Is not that paying a fine interes
t on a

man's money to make him worth $17.5o 
per week

more to his same old employer in six 
months?

The proprietor of a fine jewelry store, 
several hun-

dred miles from here, wanted him at a 
fine salary,

and to pay his fare out. Will fiurnish him 
another,

Another graduate this week goes home fo
r a few

days and then will take his choice out of
 a great

tnany stores who want good men. Both o
f these

graduates have finished up with pbcket chro-

nometer work and chronograph work.

P. S.—I got a letter last week from a 
graduate

who wrote Inc to say that he had put in 
good order

that week 19 watches, 3 clocks and done a lot of
jewelry jobbing besides, and he said that

 was an

average weeks work with him., and he turn
s out as

good work as any man that lives. He 
has a fine

lathe—a Mosely, with a magnificent set 
of attach-

ments and accessories and a great many
 special

tools that I taught him to make and 
he is ready

and prepared as my graduates are for 
any job in

fine watch work that comes along
. W. F. A.

woodcock whams, mum

WANTED.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
L Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correspondence solicited.

PaLD gold 
and silver, full value paid. Packages

received by mail or express remitted for samey. H. T. Roberts, Refiner, 918 Filbert Street,
Phila, Pa.

A YOUNG, unmarried man March ist, of steady
M habits and good address, as watchmaker and
engraver ; permanent position to right man. Write
with sample of engraving, stating reference, ex-
perience and wages expected. " Permanent," care
this office.

l'HE good will and fixtures of an old established
1 jewelry business in a live town. Address, Wm.
J. McCure, Clinton, Ky.

SMALL dynamo-machine for electro-plating. J.
W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

MATCHMAKER for a fine watch repairing trade.
Anri Must be a first-class, A i workman, quick and
correct every time, having a full set of tools and
able to give undoubted reference as to character
and ability. Want a fine workinan—none other
will suit; for watchwork alone. Permanent position
if fully satisfactory. Address, P. 0. Box 893, Los
Angeles, Cal.

VOUNG man of about 3 years experience on clock
1 and job work, and plain watch work, good
salesman. Best of references required. State
wages wanted. Enclose photograph. 215 E. State
St., Jacksonville, Ili.

EVERY watchmaker wanting Tools, Material,
L Technical Books or anything connected with
the Trade to send for same to Sterling Watch Ca,
18 S. Broad St., Phila. Very Lowest Prices.

TO exchange cash and city property for stock of
1 jewelry. 1343 N. 18th St., Omaha, Neb.

TO buy jewelry stock complete. Will pay part
1 cash, balance, good land in N. W. Kansas.
Chance for man in hard circumstances if anxious
for trade. Write " Douglas," P. 0. box 424, Norton,
Kansas.

A FIRST-CLASS watch repairer and engraver.
fi Must be able to do all kinds of repairing that
usually comes in a country store. Must be sober
and industrious ; also a good salesman. Will pay
such a man good wages and permanent place.
Address, Win. H. H. Horine, Curlinvlile, Macoupin
county, Ill.

A PARTNER or buyer for an interest in a good
M jewelty business, to take entire charge of the
jewelry department. Small capital required. Ap-
ply to " J 13," Marion, Kansas.

ENGRAVER.—Steady employment to young, sin-

• 

gle man with 3 to 5 years experience. Refs.
Charles E. Beecher, 352 W. Jefferson Street, Louis-
ville, Kentucky.

VOUNG man to repair watches, clocks and jewelry.
I Must be well recommended and furnish his
tools. State what wages wanted. This is a perma-
nent situation to the right inan. Address, P. 0. Box
744, Orange, N. J.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

BY April 1st, by young man of 20, to learn tra
de.

Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas or Missouri preferred.
Reference given. Will work for board and clothes
the first year. Address, 5. W. Campbell, Jr. Hum-
boldt, Neb. 5

Dv a watchmaker. Good reference in workman
D ship and morality; have good set of tools. "K,'
care this office.

DY clock and jewelry repairer, also good salesman.
D Speaks Norwegian and English ; to years exp.
Address, George Gurgens, Stevens Point, Wis. *

DOSITION wanted by first-class engraver. Good
r reference. Ad., P. 0. Box 257, Pottsville, Pa. *

DY a young man, 17 years old, to finish trade, can
D do all clock work and plain watch repairing.
Best references. Ad., J. B. Jarck, Pittston, Pa. •

BY young man of 4 years experien
ce at the bench

on watches, clocks and jewelry. Wages not as
much an object as sood situation. Address, L.
Schaefer, Mecosta, Mich.

BY a young man, 21 years old, wil
l furnish Whit

bomb lathe, tools and bench. Can repair
watches, clocks and jewelry. Good references.
James Denniston, Pulteney, Steuben Co., N. Y. *

DY young man, single, good clock and jewelry
repairer. can do plain watch work, am a good

salesman. Speaks German and English ; 2 years
experience. 218 K. State Street, Jacksonville Ill.

BY young man in Philadelp
hia, has had 5 years

expenence. " 5," care this office.

A 5 engraver, assistant watchmaker and general

M salesman. Can furnish good refs. as to char-

acter and ability. Ad., Lock Box 2, Holland, Mich.*

A s salesman and engraver. Extensive experience

A in both branches, also well up in designing.

All kinds of fine crest and monogram work a

specialty. Also good counter abilities. Address,

'Coat-of-Arms," care this office. *

CAN do common repairing ;
 wish to finish trade.

4 years experience. References. F. W. Loo
mis

Box 0, Liberty Hill, Conn.

A WATCHMAKER of zo years
 experience desires a

good situation. Western states preferred. Can

do all kinds of work, and furnish the best of refs.

Have all my own tools. Address, " Watchmaker,"

care this office.

AS watchmaker and engraver, by young man with
12 years exp. in city establishments, has A 1

references and first-class tools. Address, " E B,"

care this office.

OY a watc
hmaker of to years experience. Single,

age 27. Good workman, good references. Ad.,
Situation," box 85, East Las Vegas, N. M. •

A 5 watch, clock and jewelry repairer. By married
man, 8 years experience as satesman, s years at

the bench. Will be ready for work about March

25th, or before if necessary. Minnesota preferred.

Address P. G. Hall, Box 9o, Ileuvelton, N. Y.

BY a watchmaker who can 
give first-class refer-

ences. A good salesman , accustomed to waiting

on all classes of trade. Aeldreaa, J. L. Curtis, o
4th:tuts, ga,
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WORKSHOP NOTES.

" INITIALS " asks 1st. "How to hold
a joint on a silver or gold watch case
when soldering." 2nd. "And why the
solder has a tendency to creep up into
a ball and not flow." 3rd. " How are
the distances for depth measured with
a depthing tool." Joints are held in
place by binding wire. The wire for
this purpose should not be too fine. The
correct size is about twelve or thirteen
one-thousandths of an inch in diameter,
or the size of the pivot of the fourth
wheel to an 18 size American watch..
The binding wire does not go all the
way around the back, but goes around
the outside of the back, and the ends
are bent inward in such a manner as to
hold the joint in place. The method
of bending the wire is shown in the cut
where A shows a case back. Fig. 2 is
a vertical section on the line d, Fig. 1,
and shows how the wires are bent. The

wires (two should be used as shown at
a, a, Fig. 1,) can be wrapped entirely
around the case, and cut at lines h
Fig. 1, and the ends pressed under the
angle of the case as shown at the point
b, g-. The blade of a screw driver is
about as good a tool as one needs to
press the ends down with. The fore-
finger and thumb should be placed to
hold the wire when the ends are cut and
bent. The cause of the solder not flow-
ing and getting into a ball is that the
case is not heated enough, or you have
not borax enough on the work. A large
flame is necessary for soldering joints
on cases. If an alcohol lamp is used,
the wick should be of an inch in
diameter, and well pulled up to produce
a good volume of flame ; and the blow
pipe emit a liberal jet of air. Filing
for the joint properly is an important
matter ; the piece of joint wire c should,
when it lies in place, touch the groove
fitted for it the entire length. One of
the most important points in all hard
solder jobs is to have the parts exactly
fit—there is not the least danger of
making a joint so close the solder will
not flow into it. We shall have to defer
our answer to " depthing" to our next
issue.

OBSERVER " asks "how to paint
clock dials ?" Mix best ground white
lead with one-fifth of its volume of
while copal varnish—be sure the varnish
you use is copal, as demar or any allied
varnish will never dry hard enough.
Ordinary dark copal will answer the
purpose, only it will give the dials a
yellowish cast, like old ivory. In
order to prepare dials, we should have
a japaner's oven, a receptacle for freshly
painted articles, heated up to 1600 F.
If artificial heat is used, care should be
taken not to blister the paint. The
zinc for dials should be thoroughly rub-
bed with sand paper, or the paint will
not adhere well. After the first coat is
perfectly dry, go over it with very fine
sand paper and then give another coat
of paint ; repeat this process for three
times. The fourth coat is composed of
ground white lead, mixed with one-half
its bulk of varnish. This coat should be
perfectly dried, and then rubbed smooth
with ground pumice stone and water,

using a piece of cotton flannel folded
flat. The rubbing is continued until
the surface of the paint has no gloss
and is flat and smooth. The factories
have several expeditious methods for
the rapid production of dials, none of
which will answer our purpose. The
novice can letter a dial with Roman
numerals very rapidly. Ordinary India
ink will flow readily on the surface of
our dial since it has been "rubbed down"
with pumice stone and water. Perhaps
it is well to say that, in mixing the
ground white lead with varnish, the
ground lead as it settles in the bottom
of the can should be used without allow-
ing too much of the oil in the can to
mingle with it. To letter the dial, pro-
vide a board about eighteen inches
square and one inch thick, on one side
of this paste paper. In the centre of
the board D, set a strong steel pin J;
from this pin as a centre sweep the
circle k k, which should be divided in-
to sixty equal spaces to represent
minutes. We place our dial to be div-
ided and lettered so the pin J is in the
centre hole, and secure the dial to the
board D by three or four tacks.
draughtman's ruling pen for the hand,
and one in dividers, and some India
ink ground in a small saucer, are all
we need. The centre pin J extends up
only about y, of an inch, and in the
centre of the top of this pin we make a
secure center mark with a prick punch.
We next take our ruling pen which is
attached to the dividers, and filling it
with ink, sweep two circles to show the
minute spaces. The India ink, if the
dial is properly prepared by the fine
pumice stone and water, works and
flows freely. The letters are all formed
by straight lines, and consequently can
be ruled with the hand ruling pen and
India ink, using a ruler, resting on one
end against the centre pin J. Only one
care is particularly to be observed, and
this is in the direction of the lines ruled
to outline the letters. At Fig. 5 is

Arg .

1
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shown an enlarged III; the dotted line
m representing the radius of the circle.
It will be seen that only the centre bar
is exactly radial ; the two outer bars
shown at n n1, being formed parallel to
the centre one. A ruler to rest against
the centre pin J with steps at one end
as shown,at F, Fig. 4, will rule any line
we need. The top and bottom lines
1 l', are made with the ruling pen in the
dividers. At Fig. 6 are shown the prin-
ciples involved in making V's and X's.
After the defining outlines are formed,
the blank space inside, as shown at the
diagonal lines Fig. 5, can be filled in
with a pen or brush. As soon as the
India ink is dry, the whole dial is
varnished with transparent varnish,
and as soon as dry, can then be washed
with water without disturbing the let-
ters.

"DIAMONDS" asks "if it will injure a
diamond to heat it red hot ?" If it is a
perfect stone, probably not ; but stones
which are flawy will sometimes split
and fly. The only safe way is to remove
a diamond from the setting ; they are
too valuable to trifle with,

" REGULATOR" asks "is American
lathe wax and cement the same?" Yes,
it is Bottum 's Cement.

"MAGNETISM" says "I have a watch
and the hands are so badly magnetized
they will sustain their own weight. Is
this not an evidence that the watch is
magnetized ?" Yes. " Will a watch
run at all when magnetized?" Yes,
but is unreliable. Test the balance,
lever, and hairspring for magnetism,
and if found to be magnetic, send to
some party who makes a business of
demagnetizing.

D. L. Fite, Atoka, Tenn., writes
Please except my many thanks for the
KEYSTONE, as it is the best paper of
the kind I know. Jean not be without it."

"PENDULUM" asks "how to ascertain
the proper length of a pendulum when
rod and ball are both lost ?" Count
your train and see how many beats to a
second it requires.

If for seconds
" half seconds
" third seconds
" quarter seconds

39.00 inches long.
9.75 " "
4.34
2.44

These lengths vary a little according
to latitude.

" ENQUIRER " asks "how am I to
ascertain true local time, and what is
meant by standard time ?" For local
time use a transit instrument ; one made
by Bliss is not to be excelled. Standard
time is time adopted from meridians 15
degrees apart, commencing at the 6oth
meridian. Standard railway time is
counted as follows:
Intercolonial Time, based on the 6oth meridian.eastern 75th ."
Central .1 If 

9oth "
Mountain II 

105th "

Pacific II II moth "

"ANXIOUS TO KNOW" asks " how to
protect silverware from turning black,
and how to restore the polish when
already blackened ?" We give in our
article on "Workshop Chemistry, " in
this issue, the process for making and
applying colodion. For removing
the stains on silver use a solution
of cyanide of potassium, one ounce
to the gallon. Dip in this, and rinse
in plenty of water. The deep, dark
polish, like new ware, can be obtained
by the use of the following composi-
tion : Fine precipitated chalk, carbonate
of magnesia, and oxide of iron (rouge.)
Apply as a paste, and rub on the goods
with soft leather. If the goods are
chased, use a stiff brush. Deep scratches
can not easily be removed from plated
ware. Finish with the mixture, and
dry on a perfectly clean chamois skin.
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BOSS CASES
Guaranteed for

25 YEARS

A TON of coal yields about 8,000 cubic
feet of gas and 1,500 pounds of coke.
The purification of gas furnishes forty-
five gallons of ammonia water, from
which is obtained sulphate of ammonia
for agricultural purposes, and about 130
pounds of tar. It is here that the opera-
tion becomes especially interesting, for
from this last named product are
obtained 7o pounds of pitch, 18 pounds
of creosote, 9 of naphtha, 13 of heavy
oils, 6 of naphthaline, 4 of naphthol, 2
of Ellizarine, and about i each of phenol,
aurine and aniline (the substance to
which we are indebted for such wonder-
ful colors), io ounces of toluidine, 6 of
anthracine and 12 of toluene.

NEWS FROM CANADA.

EDITOR KEYSTONE :—The second an-
nual meeting of the Canadian Jobbers'
Association took place on January 29th
at Montreal. The American manufac-
turers were represented by Mr. C. E.
Fitch, President of the American
Waltham Watch Co., Mr. E. J. Scofield,
of the Elgin National Watch Co., Mr.
J. Bunn, Jr., of the Illinois Watch Co.,
and the Keystone Watch Case Co., by
John L. Shepherd.
The meeting was well attended by

jobbers from the different cities of the
Dominion, and all expressed themselves
as well satisfied with the trade of the
past year and the prospects of the one
we have just entered upon. A number
of important changes were made in the
rules governing the Association, all
tending to improve the condition of
trade.
Mr. John Segsworth, of Toronto, or

"Uncle John," as he is familiarly called,
was elected President for the ensuing
year, succeeding Mr. John H. Jones of
Montreal. Mr. Alfred Eaves, of the
same city, was elected as Vice-President.
The Secretary, Mr. Willis, being absent,
Mr. M. C. Ellis, of P. W. Ellis & Co.,
Toronto, acted in that capacity, and dis-
played his well known ability to act in
any position that he may be called upon
to fill.

Before the meeting adjourned, Mr.
Jones asked that all meet him at the
Windsor Hotel at half past seven. By
this time, the Yankee contingent began
to smell a mouse, and when they met the
Canadian gentlemen at the hotel, who
were all attired in full dress, it began
to dawn upon the American gentlemen,
that for once, the Canadians were ahead
of them. They were at once, with the
visiting jobbers from Toronto, Hamil-
ton and other cities, and the invited
guests, led into one of the banquet-
ing rooms of that famous hotel, where
a sight met their eyes that was beau-
tiful to behold. A long table trimmed
with smilax, fairy lamps and other
articles of table furniture, made indeed
a most beautiful sight. But the repast
that followed proved conclusively that
the Canadians understand as fully how
to please the taste as the eye.
Among those at the table were Messrs.

John H. Jones, John Segsworth, M. C.
Ellis, Geo. Chillas, M. Schwab, A. C.
Anderson, Wm. Eaves, Mr. Boyd, of
Levy Bros., and Mr. Chandler, of Liffiton
& Chandler, and a number of other
most agreeable and pleasant gentlemen,
whose names your correspondent has
forgotten, although he remembers most
distinctly that he joined in singing a
song at numerous intervals in which it
was insisted upon that they were "jolly
good fellows," and the same nobody
could deny. After a repast that included
all that a itio,000 "chef" could think
of, washed down with such wines and
champagnes that inspire the after
dinner speeches that we hear from such
men as Robert Ingersoll, Chauncey
Depew and agents of watch companies,
the following toasts were responded to
in a manner worthy of the occasion:
"The Queen," "His Excellency, the
Governor General," "The Montreal and
Sister Boards of Trade, " "Our Guests,"
"Our Manufacturing Industries," "The
Retail Trade," "The Jobbers ' Associa-
tion," "The Press," The Ladies."
"Our Guests" was responded to by the
American contingent in a most excel-
lent manner, Messrs. Fitch, Scofield
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and Bunn, being most happy and
felicitous in their remarks, while your
correspondent's well known modesty for-
bids him to say anything compliment-
ary of himself, but as he was allowed to
proceed in safety and no one left the
room, he is satisfied.
The President, Mr. Jones, said that

there had been three most embarrassing
situations in his life, namely : when he
asked the worthy lady, who is now
Mrs. Jones, to be his wife ; when he was
made a Mason, and when he was first
called upon to make a speech. He also
added that he had overcome his first
embarrassment by singing a well-known
song, and that the young lady had
surrendered after the first verse. He had
also found it very convenient to use it
on such occasions as this, as his audi-
ence were generally satisfied with a few
verses. He was immediately called on
and sang that beautiful and well known
song, "Do they miss me at Home" to
the great delight of the assembled
guests.
Mr. Scofield, replied by saying that

the only real embarrassment he had ex-
perienced was, when he had asked the
mother of the young lady he had been
waiting upon to become his mother-in-
law, and this is no doubt true of very
many brave gentlemen.
Mr. Ellis responded to "Our Manu-

facturing Industries" in a most happy
manner, and was followed by a gentle-
man whose name was lost to me in the
applause that greeted him, as he arose
to respond to "The Retail Trade." Mr.
Schwab responded to " The Jobbers'
Association" in a manner that did
great credit to himself and the Associa-
tion. There were responses to "The
Press" by Messrs Shepherd, Ellis and
Schwab, and I assure you "The Press"
was neither hurt nor scandalizad by the
remarks of these gentlemen.

Messrs. Anderson, Chandler and
Boyd, responded to " The Ladies."
Messrs. Anderson and Chandler being
married men, knew what they were talk-
ing about, while my young friend Boyd,
is in a blissful state of ignorance of the
joys to come, of buying bustles and bon-
bons for the fair sex, but I am sure, that
had his best girl been there, she would
have concluded that he was a "jolly
good fellow." I will add for the benefit
of the lady readers, that Mr. Boyd is a
handsome chap, and no doubt will make
a good husband, and I also think he is
in the market.
I almost forgot to say that Mr. J. A.

St. Jean, representing Mr. Alfred Eaves,
made a most beautiful speech in French.
I am sure it was beautiful, as all those
who understood it seemed very much
pleased, and I heard him say " Joli
Boss, " meaning "pretty Boss, " which
remark called forth numerous "hears,
hears, " and a great jingling of cham-
pagne glasses.
At a late hour, all adjourned to meet

the next day. A further display of
Montreal hospitality was indulged in,
and we were all taken in sleighs and
shown the Ice Palace, then in course of
construction, the sight of which in-
spired some one to remark, "What a fine
factory that would make for a Watch
Case Co., that was now in the position
of knowing what a cold day is." We
were driven around the city and shown
the principal buildings, including the
jail. Then we were taken to a toboggan
slide, the pleasures of which can best
be understood by getting upon on a
five story house and falling off. The
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Chinaman, who described it by saying
"wist ! walkee milee," had evidently
been there. We found it impossible to
induce Mr. Scofield to try it. He de-
clared he had an interesting family at
home, and desired to see them again in
this world. Mr. Bunn and myself,
under the guidance of Mr. A. C. Ander-
son, went down several times, Mr.
Anderson proving himself quite an
adept in stearing. From there, we went
to the rink, where Mr. Bunn and Mr.
Scofield gave an exhibition in high art
skating, that made them the admira-
tion of the ladies and the envy of all the
gentlemen. From thence, we went to
the hotel, where we were filled up with
Canadian water and placed on the train,
carrying away with us the most pleas-
ant memories of a most pleasant time.
I wish to add a note of warning to my

Canadian friends. By such hospitality
as this, they are in great danger of
loosing their country, for no sooner has
a Yankee experienced such treatment
as this, than he begins to think what a
devlish nice set of people those Canad-
ians are, and is at once filled with a
desire to appropriate both them and
their country, and take them in as it
were out of the cold, for he is not able
to understand how such warm hearts
exist in such a cold country. There-
fore, if they do not care to be forcibly
annexed , they must make their treatment
of the Yankees correspond with that of
their climate, which turns at this time
of year, a cold shoulder to all corners
and goers.
In conclusion, I am sure all who

were present as guests will join me in
wishing them the happiness and pros-
perity they deserve.

Yours, etc.
JOHN L. SHEPHERD.
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STAR CASES
- Guaranteed for

'5 YEARS

TIRED EYES.

People speak about their eyes being
fatigued, meaning that the retina, or
nerve portion of the brain that does the
seeing, is fatigued, but such is not the
case, as the retina rarely tires. The
fatigue is in the inner and outer muscles
attached to the eyeball, and the muscle
of accommodation which surrounds the
lens of the eye. When a near object is
to be looked at this muscle relaxes and
allows the lens to thicken, increasing
its refractive power. The inner and
outer muscles are used in covering the
eye on the object to be looked at, the
inner one being especially used when a
near object is to be looked at. It is in
these three muscles mentioned that the
fatigue is felt, and relief is secured
temporarily by closing the eyes or gaz-
ing at far distant objects. The usual
indication of strain is a redness of the
rim of the eyelid, betokening a con-
gested state of the inner surface, which
may be accompanied with some pain.
When the eye tires easily, rest is not
the proper remedy, but the use of
glasses of sufficient power to aid in
accommodating the eye to vision.—
Good Housekeeping.

C. Loudon, Gorham, N. Y., says : "I

would not know how to get along without

the KEYSTONE. It is worth four

limes 7ohat you ask for it. Emu jeweler
can gginql to take it. II will pay you."
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IN the March number of this journal,

we intend to commence a series of arti-

cles on " Methods of Obtaining Siderial

Time." These articles are intended as

companions to those now running on

Clocks." This month and next are

particularly favorable for commencing

to learn the name and position of such

fixed stars as are used in obtaining

correct siderial time.

THE watchmaker of the future must

be, in a certain sense, a new man and

adopt new methods. The great reduc-

tion in price of watches and clocks pre-

cludes the idea of the slow, plodding

way of the past. The winning man of

to-day is the " rustler," and this spirit

is as active In the watch trade, as any

known industry. The tools and facil-

ities for repairing must keep pace with

the necessities of the occasion. We

have made great progress in tools in

the last few years, especially in lathes.

But even these advanced tools are

capable of greater perfection, and

makers should still improve them.

IN the year 186o, if any man had

asserted that inside of thirty years there

would be manufactured and sold in the

United States more than seven millions

of watches, he would have been univer-

sally pronounced insane or a fool.

Nevertheless, the figures are below

the facts.

WE are receiving letters daily from

jewelers from all parts of the State in

regard to the Jeweler 's State Convention.

There is no reason why an association

of retail jewelers should not be a power

in the land. Push to the front, gentle-

man, a better opportunity will never

occur.

THERE is a strong feeling, especially

among the younger members of the

trade, to close all places of business at

an earlier hour in the evening than has

formerly been the custom. There are

many pros and cons to be offered on

both sides of this question. That all

necessary business could be transacted

in shorter hours is undeniable. The

controlling influence, in this instance,

should be exerted, as in all municipal

matters, on the basis of the greatest

good to the greatest number. Let the

question be discussed and the results

and effects duly considered, so as to be

able to act in concert. We are convinced

that the great majority are in favor of

the early closing movement, but

a few who cling to old customs, hold

out. An energetic movement to this

effect is on foot in Philadelphia, and is

likely to receive an early consummation.

There is no class of men in business

so universally intruded upon as the

retail jeweler. The hardware man, the

grocery man, the dry goods man, and

the pill and plaster man seem to think

themselves entitled to sell jewelry and

watches. There is a radical cure for

this state of affairs by the trade forming

an alliance, or Retail Jeweler's Asso-

ciation. Then see who make laws and

dictate terms. A drop of water is of

small importance, but enough of them

form a torrent and become irresistible.

OUR unusually mild winter is rapidly

passing away ; spring is at our doors,

and the onerous cares of another

business campaign are already making

themselves felt. The prospects for the

coming year are encouraging to say

the least. True, we are afflicted with a

set of chronic growlers, who are ever

ready to predict misfortune, and can for-

see storm and destruction amid the

mildest summer day. Such people

exist, and will as long as the human

family are bilious and splenetic. The

true business man, however, pays no

attention to the croaking of such birds

of ill omen, but goes quietly on, like the

industrious and thrifty husbandman

sows his seed, and in the end gathers

his harvest. Our avenues of informa-

tion extend across the continent, from

ocean to ocean, and the average expres-

sion of our correspondence, in a busi-

ness sense, is one of satisfaction. There-

fore, we have no hesitation to repeat to

our readers the assurance that the

business outlook for the ensuing season

is all a reasonable man could expect.

THE question of how large manufac-

turing concerns affect the business rela-

tions of the day, is one of national

interest and importance. No instance

can be selected more thoroughly illus-

trative than that of the watch and

allied industries. Extensive manufac-

turers of goods in these lines are dated

within a period of forty years, an epoch

within the memory of many of our read-

ers. These extensive manufacturing

plants not only give employment to

many thousand operatives, but increase

at least five-fold the sale of watches in

the United States. The extended sales

naturally beget a proportionate increase

In repairs, hence we can readily see the

benefits which have accrued to the trade

from home manufacturing sources.

WE would call special attention to our

articles on " Clocks." Any ingenious

workman, after reading these articles,

can cheaply fit himself up a regulator

of superior time-keeping qualities.

THERE have been an increased num-

ber of business failures to chronicle

during the past few months. This

result, strange as it may seem, almost

invariably follows a successful business

season, and is easily explained on the

basis of the old adage, " Few people can

endure prosperity." Men in trade,

who, at best, were in a "shaky " con-

dition, were lured by their own hopes

and an improved business condition to

make ill-advised additions to their

stocks, when they should have "hedged"

and made every effort to meet their

already heavy obligations. There are

two representative parties who are to

blame for this condition : first, the

hopeful and ambitious retailer, who,

like a gambler, risks another cast of the

dice to retrieve his fortunes and loses;

second, the jobber who lets his desire

to "do business" overcome his prudence,

and supplies the injudicious retailer

with the means to ruin himself. Both

of the parties named should excercise

more prudence and caution. We cannot

too earnestly recommend any of our

readers, who are experiencing business

embarrassments, to commence the cor-

rection as soon as they feel the stress,

and not risk any further entanglement,

until they entirely and completely free

themselves from all former obligations.

There are few wholesale houses but

will assist a retailer who makes a stren-

uous effort in this direction.

IT is well to know that it takes fully

one horse power to sustain eight incan-

descent electric lights of sixteen candle

power, but one-eighth of a horse power

will not sustain one sixteen candle

power light.

MR. A. A. COWING, of Watkins, N.

Y., is taking the proper course to rid

the jewelry trade of the peddler nuisance.

We cordially endorse the movement,

and recommend brother jewelers in his

State to rally to his support. Other

States should immediately take the

same course. On page 7, we give the

act in full, and Mr. Cowing's letter to

the KEYSTONE.

AN Ohio correspondent writes us that

a biped, calling himself the veritable

"Tramp Clockmaker of the KEYSTONE"

is perambulating around in his neigh-

borhood, filled with nitro-benzine or

some equally potent fluid, offering to

confer degrees in horological art, etc.

We would beg to say our " Tramp

Clockmaker " is very respectable, poor

but honest, and in no way addicted

to the flowing bowl. Any of our readers,

wearing a small fourteen boot, have our

permission to chastise such imposters.

All who receive " Cellini's Book on

Engraving " pronounce it the best

practical work on the subject extant.

Every new subscriber of the KEYSTONE

Is entitled to a copy.

THE " decimal craze " has got among

the diamond dealers, and certain refor-

mers are intent on revolutionizing—not

the trade, but the methods of weighing

these gems. It has always been a puz-

zle to us to understand the peculiar

advantages of decimal notation under

any circumstances. It seems as though

our happening to have ten fingers, and

primitive man starting to count by

them, got us into about the most awkward

system of notation conceivable. Why

not change from decimal to a system of

notation based on eight or sixteen, and

when we reform, reform right?

THE leisure hours of the young watch-

maker should be applied to advancing

his knowledge of the business. Take

as example, two young men of equal

capacity. Let one only learn as in-

structed during his regular hours of

work. When this is over, let him go

home, eat his meals and, in the evening,

go out aud enjoy himself ; giving no

thought and care to acquire any know-
ledge appertaining to his trade, except

such as comes in regular routine. As a

contrasting example, concieve of a

young man who, although not making

a recluse of himself, devotes many of

his leisure hours to such practice and

study as has a tendency to make him

more proficient and useful in his busi-

ness. At the end of their term of

apprenticeship, which would stand the

best chance for employment and be able

to command the best salary?

WE would offer every encouragement

to all the younger members of the

watchmaking fraternity,who are trying

to improve themselves by practice.

But we do not wish this leniency to be

construed into countenancing all sorts

of resorts and subterfuges for lack of

skill and lack of tools. If you cannot

do the work well, let it alone, until you

have been instructed in the proper

methods.

No man, whose recollection, in a busi-

ness way, runs back for thirty years, can

think of the monetary condition of the

country at that time, and not wonder

how business transactions were con-

ducted as successfully as they were.

The jewelry trade in particular. The

bulk of goods in this line, then as now,

were manufactured in northern towns,

and a. commercial traveler who started

from New York, either South or West,

soon passed into a region with an un-

certain currency. If he sold a bill of

goods or made collections to-day, there

was no surety that the bank notes he

had secured would not be worthless

to-morrow. For that matter, all the

bank notes in circulation, except a few

banks In and around New York, were

quoted at discounts, varying from one-

half per cent. to as high as fifteen or

twenty. Yet these notes, in the im-

mediate neighborhood of the banks

which issued them, were received at

face value in all business transactions.

Each State had its own banking laws

for securing the circulation, but none

were on what could be termed a safe

basis. Perhaps the system adopted by

Ohio was the most secure. Then came

New York State, with a system of Safety

Fund, followed by a bank circulation

secured by State stocks and real estate

mortgages, which were capable of being

turned to the advantage of cunning and

unscrupulous manipulators. But it

was in the South and extreme West

where the "wild cat " and "red dog"

currency flourished. These were the

popular names applied to the uncertain

circulating medium of these regions.

This continued until the breaking out

of the war, when a staple currency was

demanded, which was not subject to

the fluctuations and manipulations of

shrewd and unscrupulous managers.

The greenback and national currency

system, which has done more for the

commercial prosperity of the country

than any factor to be named, was not

the output of congressional or senatorial

wisdom, but eminated with an able, but

somewhat obscure financier, named

Edward P. Kellogg, who published a

book entitled " A New Monetary Sys-

tem." Of the book, probably not a

hundred copies were sold until the

exigencies of the wa: demanded a stable

currency. Kellogg's book came to the

notice of Secretary Chase, and he

adopted it as the basis of the greenback
system,
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TRADE TOPICS.

No topic can possibly interest the

trade more than the announcement

made by the Keystone Watch Case Co.,

of the increase in the term of guarantee

of their filled cases. The "Boss" are

now guaranteed for twenty-five years,

"Keystone" for twenty, and "Star" for

fifteen.

Kocx & DREYFus, New Orleans, La.,

are positively selling out their entire

stock at greatly reduced prices, pre-

paratory to removing to New York.

Dealers needing goods in their line

can strike bargains by ordering from

them at once.

SEND your difficult jobs of case repair-

ing to N. J. Felix, 71 Nassau St., New

York. He also manufactures a very

desirable adjustable case spring. See

adv. on page 22.

No working jeweler should be with-

out one of Eddy's repair clamps for

holding spec and eye-glass frames when

soldering. Address, N. J. Eddy, Port-

land, Mich.

DON'T forget to send for a price list

of the Barker Manufacturing Co. They

manufacture a long list of fine rolled

plate goods, such as you need.

THE live house of Bowman & Musser,

Lancaster, Pa., still continue to keep

pace with the times, and are head-

quarters for everything needed by jew-

elers. If you never placed an order

with them, try it once—you never will

regret it.

J. W. HENRY & Co., Providence, R.

I., manufacture a very desirable cuff

holder, which is being pirated by un-

principled parties. Be sure you get the

genuine, as they sell well.

MR. W. F. A. WOODCOCK is receiving

a great number of gratifying testimo-

nials. There is no question about his

ability to give instruction in the art of

watchmaking.

IN this republican country, about the

only specimen of royalty tolerated is

the "ROYAL" Ring. It is a beauty.

Jewelers would do well to post them-

selves in regard to it.

HENRY ABBOTT is deservedly reaping

a fortune out of his stem-wind business.

THE enterprising firm of Lapp &

Flershem, Chicago, have placed in the

balcony of their building a large Howard

movement tower clock having three

five foot dials.

JEWELERS who wish to be near the

band wagon, and display their goods

in such a manner as to knock out com-

petition at the first round, buy their

silk plush display boxes of Albert

Zugsmith, 907 Arch St., Phila., Pa.

THE Chicago Horological Institute is

prospering, and meeting with the suc-

cess it so richly deserves, and is rapidly

increasing the number of its pupils.

THERE is no use of denying the fact

that magnetism is the most dangerous

enemy of the ordinary pocket watch.

The watch of the future is a non-mag-

netic. The Paillard Non-Magnetic

Watch is no more effected by magnetism

than it is by sunshine.

E IT KNOWN TO ALL

JEWELERS, That

with out exaggeration,

the "ROYAL" Initial

Rings are the Best in

the market, having the finest initials, the largest dia-

monds, the most artistic engraving, are guaranteed as to

quality and workmanship, and are fully as cheap as Rings

of similar designs and inferior quality. In purchasing

make sure that the word ROYAL Ring is stamped on

the inside of the shank, as above shown. Buy the

ROYAL Ring and you will have an article which you

can conscientiously recommend to your customers as being

first class in every particular. Should you be unable to

obtain these Rings from your regular dealer, write to

the Publishers of THE KEYSTONE, and you will be fur-

nished with the name of a jobber in your vicinity who can

supply them:

Announcement.
We take pleasure in informing the trade that we have

 signalized the

advent of the New Year by adding to our former lines that 
of

Spectacles and Eye-Glasses,
comprising the entire line produced by the

T. A. Willson Optical Co.
loften known as the "Reading" Spectacle.)

These goods stand easily at the head of the Spectacle line, possessing a

number of special features not found in any other make, notabl
y the patent

Compensating Joint and Temple. It is smooth-working and will not wear

loose. The temple is banked where it stops against the end-pie
ce, thus re-

lieving the Joint of all the strain. The lenses and all the parts interch
ange in

all the styles. The Riding-Bow Temple interchanges with
 the Straight Temple,

a feature possessed by no other make. No fitting or fill
ing required whatever.

Every detail in the manufacture of these goods is very c
arefully watched, and

grade for grade the line is unequalled. We wish to call spe
cial attention to

the fact that we carry a complete line of "Reading" T
emples, in all grades

and styles, and are prepared to fill large or small orders with
 promptness and

accuracy. We have a full line of the well-known Arundel Tinte
d Spectacles

made by this Company. We solicit the favor of a trial order, an
d hope you

will send for samples in case you have never seen the line. 
Send for samples

of our two "leaders."

Bowman & Musser,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains, Tools and Materials,
Lancaster, Pa.

THE Seth Thomas Clock Company

are very much rushed with tower clock

work at present. They have, within

the last few weeks, made contracts for

tower clocks in the courthouse at

Bonham, Texas ; schoolhouse at New

Brighton, Staten Island ; court house in

Pikeville, Ky., and one in Mayfield,

Ky., U. S. Post Offices in Lexington,

Ky., and Erie, Pa. ; and this week have

contracted for a large chiming clock for

the new Court House at St. Paul, Minn.

They have just completed putting up a

tower clock in the Lutheran Church at

Osnaburgh, Ohio, a gift of Mr. A.

Kountze, of Kountze Bros., of New York.

WHEN making out a list of houses

to buy from, don't forget the one of J.

Rosenweig, 20 John Street. He does

repair work in his own factory, and

makes a specialty of the " Success"

American Mainspring.

THE judges on horology at the

Australian Centennial Exhibition have

awarded the highest prize to the Amer-

ican Elgin National Watch Co. for

watches, and to the Seth Thomas Clock

Co. for clocks, both companies having

secured the highest number of points

for time-keeping and general excellence.

in manufacture.

PARSON'S School for Watchmakers is

rejoicing in its success, and is pre-

pared to do work of superior quality

at low prices for the trade.

MESSRS. SIMONS BRO. & Co., 618

Chestnut St., Phila , Pa., have a world-

wide reputation in canes and thimbles.

Goods bearing their trade mark are

accepted as standard by the trade every-

where.

BOSS CASES
Guaranteed for

25 YEARS

ALL practical jewelers appreciate easy
flowing gold solder of a good color.

The gold solder furnished by Roberts

& Pettengill, Boulder, Col., have these

attributes in perfection. They also

supply a wire of remarkable elasticity

for pivots.

To do business, you must let people

know you are in business. Hanging

out one of C. H. Knights & Co's. big gilt

watch signs will do this.

WOLLSTEIN & SULZBERGER, pro-

prietors of the United States Smelting

and Refining Works, 17 John St., New

York, make a specialty of sweep smelt-

ing and assay, and are sole manufac-

turers of Phcenix Flux and Eureka

Alloy.

Buy one of Barnes Foot Power Polish-

ing Machines and you will be sorry you

did not get it before.

THE Hammond Lapidary outfit has

become a workshop necessity for eye-

glass and spectacle work. Address, W.

F. Hammond, Greenport, N. Y.

Surr has been brought in the Circuit

Court of Chicago by the Elgin National

Watch Co., against George S. Simons

and Peter B. Simons, jewelers, of San

Francisco, for $50,000 damages. This

action was brought against the Messrs.

Simons, as stated by the Elgin Co ,

for fraudently registering the trade

mark of the Elgin National Watch Co

in Australia in their own name.
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SOME QUEER TIMEPIECES.

King George the III of England had

a watch not larger than a five cent piece,

which had 120 parts, the whole not
weighing quite so much as a ten cent

piece.

In the great museum at London is a
small watch, a hundred years old or
more, in the shape of an apple. The
golden outside is adorned with grains

of pearl.

In a Swiss museum is a watch only

three-sixteenths of an inch in diameter,
inserted in the top of a pencil case. Its
tiny dial not only indicates hours,
minutes and seconds, but also the day
of the month.

The rarest collection of old watches

in the United States, if not in the world,
is owned by Giovanni P. Morosini, at
Irvington, on the Hudson. He has
from 500 to 1,00o, worth about $3o,000.

About one hundred years ago a man
named Droz made a very curious clock.
Upon the top sat a negro, a shepherd
and a dog. When the clock struck the
negro played six tunes upon a flute,
and the dog moved towards him as
though glad to see him.

The Swiss watchmakers have in-
vented a watch for the blind. A small
peg is set in the middle of each figure.
When the hour hand is moving towards
a given hour the peg for that hour
drops. The person finds the peg is
down, and then counts back to twelve.

Catherine I of Russia had a musical
watch. In the interior was the Holy
Sepulchre and the Roman guard. By
touching a spring the stones moved
away from the door of the sepulchre,
the guard kneeled down, angels ap-
peared, and the holy woman stepped
into the tomb and sang the Easter song
of the Russian churches.

KEYSTONE CASES
Guaranteed for

25 YEARS

A SWEDISH scientist claims to have
discovered the secret of petrifying wood
by artificial processes. He thinks it
will be possible ere long to construct
edifices of wood and convert them into
stone. As it takes three months and
costs about ,‘5oo to petrify a block of
wood of the dimensions of one cubic
inch, it will probably be some time be-
fore his process will be generally
adopted.

A HANDSOME card tray lately intro-
duced is a delicately painted China
plate having for its 'support three
bronze armored knights with uplifted
spears, the tops forming a railing around
the entire circumference of the plate.

C. S. Hauser, 4322 Butler Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa., writes " The KEY-
STONE is the 7110Si valuable trade
journal io watchmakers and jewelers in
existence."

AT Central City, Colorado, J. V.
Kimber, of Black Hawk, recently pre-
sented to the cashier of the First
National Bank for safe keeping a retort
of gold that had been mined during the
day. Its value is over $4o,000, the
retort weighing over 160 pounds. This
is the largest amount produced by a
single mine in a single day since the
metal was discovered in Colorado.

•

•

Large Reductions

i n

Tools, Materials, Clocks,

Optical Goods, Canes,

Silver Plated Flat Ware, etc.

On account of the removal to New York
•

of our entire business, we are now

offering our stock of above mentioned

goods at lower prices than ever before

offered in the United States.

11111111M■111

Koch Sz Dreyfus,
New Orleans, La.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

ALL filled cases contain cir-
cular pieces of paper, which are
called by various names : "Guar-
antees," " Warrants," " Special
Certificates," etc., etc.
These pieces of paper purport

to set forth the wearing qualities
of the cases.

According to them, some filled
cases which contain the least
possible amount of gold, and of
which the outside plate of gold
is so thin that it is all cut through
to the composition metal, and
has to be gilded to cover up
the cuts so they won't turn black,
will wear anywhere from fifteen
to twenty-five years. What
ridiculous nonsense!
One of the most prominent

men connected with the trade,
recently to. ld a manufacturer of
filled cases that he might as well
put a hundred years on his
pieces of paper—it would mean
just as much as what he did
have on them. This man knew
from assays and a large exper-
ience what he was talking about.
Now, isn't this a serious mat-

ter? We think so. Inferior
goods always react on the
maker. One jobbing house had
twenty-seven filled cases of a
certain make returned in one
month, all discolored, Can any
reputable jeweler afford to have
such goods in the pockets of
his friends and patrons?
A circular piece of paper

signed by the Keystone Watch
Case Company, C. N. Thorpe,
President, is just the same as a
contract signed, sealed and de-
livered. Such a paper is the
only one now being put in filled
cases, which is based upon an
actual knowledge of the require-
ments which are necessary to
fulfill the contract. It is good,
because we have been making
filled cases long enough to
know what is necessary to make
it good.
The many Boss Cases which

have been in constant use over
twenty-five years, and are still
intact, some of which are
known to almost every jeweler,
talk louder than words.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
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BOSS CASES GUARANTEED FOR 25 years.

KEYSTONE CASES GllARANTEED FOR 20 years.
STAR CASES GUARANTEED FOR 15 years.

Special Notice.
We have been adding improvements to our various lines of filled cases during the

past year with a view of extending the time for which they are guaranteed.

Hereafter, BOSS Cases will be guaranteed for 25 years ; KEYSTONE Cases for

20 years and STAR Cases for 15 years.

A fac-simile of the Guarantee accompanying each kind of case is here shown.

3

bmtj
%16
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THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ACCOMPANYING CAS
N9 WAS MANUFACTUREO UNDER
JAMES Boss PATENT OF TWO PLATES OF SOLID
GOLO OVERLATINCA PLATE OFCIIMPOSITION METAL

ISWARRANIEOITOWEAR FOR 25 MEARS

EUS LS TO CERTIFY'

THAT TREAGGOMPANYING GAS

No. 

STAMPED

IS M4DE 0 
--- :

7177E5 OF .50LID
GOLD OVE f r ,V.I.N.,00; PLATE Or i
GOMPOSITM MBTiSAND IS GUAR- 1,1
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-

YSTOMMTCHCASEGO
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PRE57:
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i7/7/.."---T1-115 IS TO CERTIFY

THATTHEACCOMPANYI NG CASE

No 
SIAM PED vIADE

15 MADE OF PLATES OF SOLI D GO LD

10 K.FINE OVERIAYING A PLATE OF

COMPOSITION -METAL AND IS GUAR-

ANTEED TO ■ftEAR_F=OR 15 YEARS

YSTOREVAICII CASE CO

PREST.

That course which we have always pursued, and which has made our Filled Cases

the Standard, viz., To issue no guarantee which the goods will not fulfill, will always

be adhered to. A record of over 25 years proves our Guarantee as gcod as Gold.

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia.

New York.

•

Chicago.
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LIST OF PATENTS.

The following is a list of Patents of

interest to the trade, issued during

January, 1889. To obtain a complete

copy of specifications and drawings for

any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-

five cents to the Commissioner of Pat-

ents, stating the number and date of

issue:
TUESDAY, JANUARY I, 1889.

No. 395,351 Watch Regulator. Rome B. Richmond,
Decatur, Ill.

No. 395,357 Controlling Device for the Regulating
Members of Clocks. W. S. Scales, Somerville,
Mass.

No. 395,383 Calender. W. J. E
lsotri, Cortland, N. Y.

No. 395,453 Blow Pipe. Edward B. Powers, Taun-
ton, Mass.

No. 395,563 Raised Stone Incrusted Letter. Charles
Gosling, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 8, 1889.

No. 395,695 Eountain Pen. John II. Crowell,
Vineyard Haven, Mass.

No. 395,696 Time-Piece Dial. Martin V. Etheridge,
Boston, Mass.

No. 395,720 Polishing Wheel. Ferdinand W. Starr,
Springfield, Ohio.

No. 395,833 Drilling and Centreing Tool. John J.
Ketchem, Morrillton, Ark.

No. 395,973 Button or Stud. Heinrich F. Ham-
bruch, Hamburg, Germany.

DESIGNS.
No. 18,841 Clock Case. Walter Camp. New

Haven, Conn.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 15, 1889.

No. 396,061 Gem Setting. David Kutner, Brook-
lyn, New York.

No. 396,095 Compensation Pendulum, Alvin Law-
rence, Lowell, Mass.

No. 396,144 Eye-Glass Holder, Henry J. Dale,
Chicago, Ill.

No. 396,264 Eye-Glasses. H. Borsch, Chicago, Ill.
No. 396,267 Dust Band for Watches. Duane 11.

Church, Newton, Mass.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 22, 1889.

No. 396,547 Eountain Pen. Samuel A He Norman-
Kensington, Eng.

No. 396,598 Cluck Striking Mechanism. William
H. Poole, Oxford, Iowa.

No. 396,600 Glass Cutter. Alexander M. Rowland,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 396,632 Time Switch. Moses E. Hatch, New
Bedford, Mass.

No. 396,645 Electric Time Meter. George F. Card,
Covington, Ky.

No. 396,655 Clock. Herman Herwig, Media, Pa.
No. 396,657 Opera Glass. Gustave Halle, Phila-

delphia, Pa.
No. 396,661 Stud or other Jewelry. Adolph Luthy,

New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1889.

No. 396,777 Stem Wind and Setting Watch, Oscar
F. Stedman, Ravenna, Ohio.

No. 396,788 Ear Jewel. George W. Washburn,
West New Brighton, N. Y.

No. 396,914 Stop Watch. Fritz Bovet and Albin E.
Bessire, Menne, Switzerland.

No. 397,030 Button. Louis Sievert, St. Louis, Mo.
No. 397,053 Fountain Pen. Robert C. Frampton,

London, England.
No. 397,083 Tin Brilliant Ornament. Gustave A.

Mayer, Stapleton, N. Y.

DESIGNS.

No. 18,886 Cane Handle. F. R. Kaldenberg, New
York, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

1, A I' attention being called to several testimonial
M and editorial articles recommending the
Watchmakers School of W. F. A. Woodcock, Win-
ona, Minn., I heartily endorse it as perfectly reliable.
It is also with the utmost gratitude that I state that
I have received much valuable information and
instructions from Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, during
the time of May 15, 1882 to August 15, 1883, and
thankfully acknowledge that the success of my
business is due to those instructions. Any one
desiring a thorough education in the art of watch-
making, should not fail to attend a course at the
school of W. F. A. Woodcock.

C. H. SAAKE, Crookston, Minn.

We are the owners of a patent, No. 370,786, for

a ladies cuff holder, whicn we call " The Queen."

Said patent covers especially two points : A loop,

preferably a spring, which clasps the edges of the

cuff and sleeve to which is attached a head or body

of any desired form, plain or ornamental. This is

supplied with a pin hook for attachment to the

sleeve ; the combination serving to hold the cuft

firmly in position. Every cuff holder made by us

is stamped, " Patd. Nov. 4, 1887." This is our

property honestly acquired in accordance with law,

and we shall protect it from sneak thieves as we

would our chicken coop from similiar depredators.

Certain persons have undertaken to steal this

property, but it will cost them much more than

they will get away with. We advise dealers to buy

no goods embracing the principles covered by our

patent, unless stamped as shown, as the sale of

such goods will render you liable for damages

equally with the maker ; and we propose, before

we are through with this business, to bring to ac-

count every aider and abettor of this frond, either

as maker or seller. It is also for your interest to

protect this thing. At present, you can make a

fair profit on the goods, but once let competition

have full sway, and good-bye to profits for any ot

us. In a latter issue, we will give the names of

sonic of the persons engaged in this attempted

steal, for instance an Attleboro manufacturer in

collusion with a certain jobber.

J. W. Henry & Co.,
Providence, R. I.

THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight
Striking Clocks, etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets, Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

ATCHMAKERS and jewelers keep
posted about diamonds and prec-

ions stones, inferior stones, etc. Tables
for calculating values of diamonds,
and for estimating gold, values of

71 coins, and other valuable information.

,1 To the trade, 50 cents. Sent postpaidot upon receipt of price. Diamond Pub-

c.
lishing Co., P. 0. Box 147, Phila., Pa.

BUY THE BEST.
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, the Best and

Cheapest Nickel Time and Alarm Clocks made.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,

918 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,

Manufacturing Jewelers
15 John Street, New York.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

To The Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of
Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-
tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand. VII
kind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price L

Wm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 43 Nassau Street, New York,

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed.

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly

glass grinding. For sale at your mat-

erial house, or by mail, $1.00.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

For Sale.

Swiss Lathe,
Nearly new and in good condition.

Address,

‘• W E C, " Box 5259, Boston, Mass.

Watch Case Repairer

H. M. DAVIS,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

ALUMINUM,
The New Metal.

Only manufactured pure in large
quantities by the NEWPORT ALUMI-
NUM AND STEEL CO., of Newport,
Ky. This metal is cheaper and super-
ior to silver, and equal to gold in
BRILLIANCY, DURABILITY and
LUSTER. Now being introduced and
adapted for all kinds of Jewelry, Orna-
ments and Household Utensils. WHY
NOT INVESTIGATE? Licenses
granted for the cheaper production of
composition aluminum alloys in Gold,
Silver, Copper, etc. A grand success.
We are now prepared to supply the
trade with pure aluminum at $7.00 per
lb. High Grade Aluminum Bronze
Jewelry No. B. at $2.50 per lb. Silver
Jewelry No. C. at $1.25 per lb. Sample
for stamp. Mention THE KEYSTONE.

Carpenter'b Oxydizing Fluid.
Best in the Ww,r1d. Blackest color. Warran-

ted to be permanent. Acts on Solid Silver or Silver
Plate, and can be applied with a Camel's Hair
Brush to any clear surface. i oz bottle sent to any
address, by mail, on receipt of $1.25. Sold by

JOHN FRICK, Medal Jewelry Maker,
6 and 8 Liberty Place, New York City, N. Y.

Opp. Ex Maiden Lane.

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture Small Metalic Wares of every de-
scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks,
Metal Buttons, Buckles, Eyelets, and all kinds of
Round, ignore and pressed Tin, Brass, etc. Esti-
mates furnished for Special Articles in Metal,
Gold, Silver, Copper Plating and Japaning. Dies
and Punches made to order.

528 N. Tenth St., Phila , Pa.

To the Trade.
Do you wish your repairing done well at reason.

able prices? If so, send to

Edward W. Fox
all your broken jewelry, silverware, watch cases,
movements, clocks, spectacles, eye-glasses, pipes,
fancy goods, also engraving and plating. Save ex-
press by sending everything in one package to

7 Province Ct., Room 3, Boston, Mass.

J. J. DONNELLY,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at-

tention

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repaillIng for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having
all the best facilities for doing work I sin enabled
to do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on
short notice. Send for our new price list.

George J. Richards„
149 and 151 State St., Room io, Chicago, Ill.

Established 1£369.

Chas. Reiss,
31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Watchmakers'

Tools and Materials

Watchmaker to the Trade.

Watchwork received from all over the
United States and Canada.

SEirSend for Price List.

JEWELER'$

LAPIDARY
Complete set with grits, polish

ing material, chargers and i full

directions, in case, by mail, $1.50.

Wi'-h this set any jeweler can

replace a broken skeleton eye-glass

lens, drill holes, equally as well as

by sending to factory, and produce

rapidly as fine polish on edges ot

any lens, or crystal. For sale by

all material houses.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. V.

Patented Jan. 17, 1888.
C. G. HARSTROM'S

For sale by all leading material houses ; or send
for samples, is cents each. Peekskill, N. Y.

CHARLES KOHLBUSCH,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attended to.

OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and Manufactured by N. A. OSGOOD,

Soule Creek, Mich.

BEST)
SAF EST
and Lightest.

ImpoLeible to tip t over by Rocking.
Baked up four different weightd, the same
as four boats omebined in one. Dare and
paddle arej oi tied, and pack in boat with.
out extra Charge. This mu L elbows the
twelve-foot boat and packing abed.
Send for Illustrated Cataloaua

When inter-
ested, write
your jobber
for Price List,
or to the man-
ufacturers.

MOSELEY &

COMPANY,

Elgin, Illinois.

HOUGHTON
& CO„

Maelebehirr, 1. 11.

Manufact urer,
face plates and
slide rests Prices
reasonable, and
quality guaran-
teed Ask your
jobber fot one on
approval

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for actual Workshop Business.
Lathes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Etc.

Polishing Machines. Lathes for the
heavier work of Jewelers.

n UR Patent Veloci-
pede Foot-Power is

without question the
best yet applied to
Lathes. Read a few
expressions from those
using them : " I do not
see how your lathes
can be produced at such
a low cost." " The Vel-
ocipede Foot-Power is
simply elegant." "Can
turn a whole day, and
feel as little tired as

though only walking around." " In regard to the

Velocipede Foot-Power,I consider the lathe without
an equal." " Using the Velocipede Foot-Power, the
operator can hold a steady hand for doing the
work." " For doing actual business, the lightest or
the heaviest, give Inc the Velocipede Foot-Power."
The 4% Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." "What astonishes me is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a sum of
money." " The No. Lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." " I can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I Can on ally
other style of foot-power lathe." " There is no tax
on strength, the body is at rest, steady, the hands
and attention free for the job." " The Velocipede--
is the best foot-power of any for lathes." Sold
ON TRIAL. Price List Free.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Illinois.

We have added to our other Departments that
of WOOD ENGRAVING, and are prepared to do
the finest work at the very lowest prices.

Portraits same RS above cut, Stores, Animals,
Flowers etc., a specialty.

Send photograph of what you want, and we
will gladly send estimate. Give us a trial. Cor-
respondence solicited.

Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia.
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ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-
making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias goods a specialty. Would kindly
solicit a trial from jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a
practical jeweler, with an experience of 26 years as a special salesman. Can refer to
over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United
States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Chicago Hoological Ingitute
(Incorporated 1888.)

U. W. FRINK, President. 0. C. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

Prof. R. E. FENNER, Instructor.

175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Offers facilities and advantages for practical and Technical
Instruction in Watchmaking and Engraving

That no Other School Attempts.

Send for Circular giving terms and full information. Read our endorse-

ment below:

THIS CERTIFIES that we are acquainted with the gentlemen who have oiganized the 
above

Institution, and that we fully indorse the CHICAGO HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, and 
recommend the

same to the favorable consideration of the trade.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
E. HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO., /

Ii. E. Howard, Agent.
SWARTCHILD & CO.
ROBBINS & APPLETON.
W. W. WILCOX,
Editor Jeweler' s Journal.}

H. P. HAFIN & CO.

AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCII CO.
KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO., /

H. M. Carle, Agent.
M. A. MEAD & CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
COGSWELL & WALLIS.
TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO.

UNITED STATES

SMELTING AND REFINING WORKS,
17 JOHN STREET, NEW YORK,

Wollstein & Sulzberger,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.

Sole manufacturers of

Phoenix Flux and Eureka Alloy.

Importers of

Crucibles, Chemically Pure Copper, etc.

Dealers in

Fine Gold and Silver in Bars,

Rolled or Granulated.

Old Gold and Silver Bought.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys.

_

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

7tri

17

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.

Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers,

La Porte, Indiana.
Insures the speediest, least expensive and most thorough course of instruction to young men that

desire to become expert watchmakers of any institution of the kind in the United States. Both sexes
admitted. Students may begin at anytime. l'artial, as well as full courses given. Send for SPECIAL
NOTICE, of Lecture courses, commencing January 3.1. Circulars, study courses, etc. on application.
Trade work at prices below any other house. Send for Price List.

J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

John P. Stadlinger,
Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials.
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, - Buffalo, N. Y.

Orders promptly filled. Send for Price List of Repairing.

Graduating Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.

Takes at one dip oil for le side train. Gives minimum or maximum oil
for finest or largest pivot. l'laces oil where old style will not. Point is gold.
Does not corrode or scratch, simple to use, and well made for 25 cents. At
your Material House or by mail.

W. P. HAmmoND, Greenport, Suffolk Co. N. Y.

Macnair & Burlingame,
Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

226 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Sell direct to the

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

Border Chased.

Successors to

McCarty & Hurlburt,

131 N. Second St.

Chased.

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
Wholesale Agents for AMERICAN WATCHES.

Manufacturers ot

Gold and Silver Thimbles, Gold Spectacles, and Silverware.

938 Market Street, Phila., Pa.

Hunt 81 Fuller,
73 Nassau St., New York.

Makers of the

Mystic Shrine Jewels
Moonstone, .lasper, Garnet, Topaz, etc. set with

Diamonds, Emeralds, Rubies.

Knight Templars'
and Mystic Shrine Buttons.

Jobbing Stones and Repairing Jewelry for ihe trade.
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The F(ocheleau jeWelerro' Koll$
For enlarging rings and other purposes. This new and

useful tool gives perfect satisfaction and works like a charm.
No manufacturing or retail jeweler can afford to be with-

out it.

Price only Sm.

A. Paul & Co.,
Manufacturers and Sole Agents.

375 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

ALL RAILROAD ID
Carry Fine Watches

and use
RAMSA1S' LEATHER, MED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

We will send samples of
not less than one-half dozen
to any regular Jewelers, and
if you do not agree with us
that they stand head and
shoulders above any other
swivel on earth, you can re-
turn them. They cost no
more than any good swivel.

Manufactured only by

Rurt Ramsay & Co.
185 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

J. Rosenzweig,
20 John Street, - - New York.

Diamonds,

Watches,

Clocks,

Jewelry,

Optical Goods

Materials,
Tools,

Thimbles,
Rings,
Jewelry Boxes
Trays,

Pens,
Pencils, etc.

Manufacturer of

GOLD, $€AL MW RAMY RIMS
of every description.

Jobber in

Amerrican and Imported Watche$,

J. Rosenzweig,
20 John Street, . New York.

Goods sent on approval.

The Best Watch Oil Ever Produced.
1111
11111111111111111111111111
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1,.CLOCK OIL.;
NewBedfordiNoNESENDIN

rfa,s5:. , eattliflomaei,
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nvery watchmaker in the world is acquainted
with the fact that the Oil that will stand the low-
est temperature is invariably the one that gives
the best results.

Working upon this fact, we have found that
our Watch and Clock Oils, when passed through
the process of refinement at temperatures lower
than zo° below zero, are freed from all impurities
that Corrode and Blacken the Pivots of a Watch,
at the same time they are rendered Perfectly Un-
affected by Heat or Cold.

We have spent much time and money in de-
termining this method of refinement, and the r....--

immediately 

exquisite quality of the goods that were produced
by our experiments caused us to i es-
tablish a refinery at a high Canadian latitude, J Auperfine— y
where the work could be carried on uninterrup- li WATCH OIL.tedly in severe cold.

Watchmakers have always found trouble, NewIledfor NoNEGEN1301 ,even with the best known Watch and Clock Oils, . Afass. eliftgligunEand have strongly desired an article that could USA. '1 SI be invariably relied upon. We are the first to Nr:—.frms 
e—A

respond to the demand for an improvement in — 
these Oils, and we invite the severest tests that MIEDZIZZLOIcan be applied to them.

1'11
'111

1, k 1111111111111111 11 NIS

In use upon all Watches sent out from the Waltham Factory.

In use upon the Strasburg Cathedral Clock.
MR. Wm. F. NYE, New Redford, Mass., U. S. A. Strasburg, April 14, 1887.DEAR SIR : In answer to your question, we do not hesitate to certify that the Clock Oil, ofwhich you sent us a supply, fulfills every condition that we could demand. That is to say, it is veryliquid, leaves tio gummy deposit, does not corrode the metal, and remains greasy after several monthsof use. It acts equally well at a high or low temperature. The results of the different experimentsto which we have submitted the Oil, have proved 111 every case very satisfactory.

UNG13RFR 13FOS.,
Keepers and Repairers of the Serasburg Cathedral Clock

To the Watch and Clock Trade.

Realizing that we were in possession of the finest stock of raw material for sttch goods, the" Jaw " and " Melon " Oil, and knowing from years of experience the great difficulty of producing auniform quality of this Oil in a climate so variable as in the vicinity of our factory at New Bedford,we attempted the scheme of refining it in a higher latitude, and accordingly a stock was sent to theborders of Canada—St. Albans, Vt.—and after a thorough chilling at a temperature 350 below zero,the process of refitting was completed at an average temperature of zo° below zero. The experimentwas a great success, and we can now assure the trade that we have produced the finest quality ofwatch and clock oils ever shown to the world. Watchmakers have only to ask their dealers to sendthem a bottle of Nye's Watch or Clock Oil to prove the correctness of our statement.

WILLIAM F. NYE,
New Bedford, Mass., U. S. A.
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PHYSICIANS REQUIRE WATCHES OF PRECISION.

Key wind will ches of precis:on should be fi" el with

ABBOTT'S PATENT STEM-WIND ATTACHMENT.

I3y its use the following watches may be altered to stem-
wind, viz.: all the grades of

Size WALTHAM, full plate.
ELGIN, .

HAMPDEN,
ILLINOIS,
ROCKFORD,
CORNE LL,
U. S. or MARION,
TREMONT, .

1 NEWARK, 1 t

16 and zo Size, WALTHAM, . .
16 and IS Size, • NEW YORK WATCH CO. Y,
16 and 18 Size, • HOWARD [New Model].

All New Model Howard's are numbered above 30,000.
'rhe above are designed for Cases ; if used iti Open Face Casesthe figure 111 or the dial will come at the pendant ittsteait:of the figure XII.

18

-1f11[141.1-V,117C,',07,-,1911V.S=11

IIensy Abbott,
No. 4 Maiden Lane, New York.

Factory, John Street.

Importers of

DIAMONDS.

ESTABLISHED, 1864.

irt 6jp'• ,c‘.....s,
Tulpstraat,

45\111sterdanl,

Jobbers of

American Watches.

..K1140411114vielmoni 1111111■.11.711.

YtImullteturers of the

"Eclipse" Gold Cases. I

Tt1 .1\14

1=MMEMIIM=1

r5Pkaidepl•ape,

Manufacturers of

FINE JEWELRY.
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"JEWELERS'.
MEW VORIS

OFF/CF. MAIDEN LANE.

SOLE N.Y. AGENTS TERRY CLOCKS. NEWYORK,

TRAUB

GLOBE ato CASES.awls
MARK

Our Illustrated

JEWELRY OR

JRITERVIL

CWILOGUE$

should be in the hands of every
Dealer.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
PUBLISHED, SENT TO THE

TRADE FREE.

WE CARRY COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS IN OUR

WHOLESALE J EWELERS

HILfl

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

23 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 23
PARSON'S

porological Ocliool,
LA PORTE, IND.

Established for the purpose of giving a
Practical and Technical Educa-

tion in Watchmaking.

The following is a specimen of the letters
received commendatory of our school:

Chicago, Ill., Oct. 8, 1888.
MR. J. R. PARSONS, LAPORTE, IND.
DEAR SIR : I take this opportunity to express to

you my appreciation of the benefits to be derived
from a course at your Horological School, and
will say for myself that, though having had a
long and successful practical experience in watch
repairing, previously, yet my stay at your school
the past summer has been one of great pleasure
and profit, and I candidly believe that time and
money cannot be better spent by young watch-
makers, or prospective watchmakers, than by
taking a course of instruction in this, the original,
and I believe, the best, " School for Watchmakers "
in America, where may be learned in months what
ordinarily requires years in a repair shop.

Very Truly Yours,
JOHN INGRAM. Repair Work for the Trade a Specialty.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALMIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three years old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superioi
qualification in the art of science. For further particulars, address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

Pine Rolled Plate, White Stone, in Diamond Mountings.

Best Ladies' and Gents' Collar Buttons.

Very best combined BACK SCARF HOLDER and COLLAR BUTTON made.

Seamless Ball Ear-Drops, Shawls and Ribbon Pins,
All warranted Heavy 12 K.

Also only genuine patent Filled GOLD and mum THIMBLES.

Barker Mfg. Co.,
38 Friendship Street, Providence, Rhode Island.

Send for Price List.

Send to

A. N. Clark,
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illaustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

A. N. Clark, Manufacturer, Plainville, Conn.

Ask your Jobbers for

Eddy's Patent Repair Clamp
For Holding Broken Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Frames while being Soldered.

This Tool will hold any break that may occur on any Spectacle and Eye-
Glass Frame, while being soldered. Without the use of Charcoal pins or wile,
It makes the repairing of light Gold Spectacles a clean and easy job. I will
send one postpaid to any address on receipt of 75 cents. Liberal discount to
Jobbers. Write for prices.

N. J. Eddy, Patentee, Portland, Mich.
Remit by Post Office Note or Express Order
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Successors to
JACOB COLTON & CO.,

W. W. Coomes & Co•I
Manufacturers or

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow. Mass.

I-1_
Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-

man Watches,

No. 14 John Street, New York.
Chronometers sold on Installments on terms to sult the purchaser.

Chronometers to Rent. $5 per month.

This cut is a Marine chronometer with Helmich's adjustable balance. Certificate
from U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing
my chronometers

' 
I will rent them out at the rate of $s per month, payable in ad-

vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-
ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are in the very best condition, readjusted, and
look like new. Springing and &busting with C. A. Paillard's Palladi-
um Balance Springs a Specialty.

1,1RA

Or • .1L. . IL. it rt.
-

'COLD &SILVER REFINER A AS5AYEll

■•
1 

—
.1

Established 1870.

J. L. Clark
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
No. 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

R. & L. Friedlander.

Watch Protectors.
$2.5o per Dozen. 50 cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Best in the Market.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the followin
g

bargains:
moo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains @ 75 cents per dozen.

65 and 67 Nassau Street, N. Y.
Sleir'Send for Price List.

THE RIVETT LATHE.

C. A. W. CROSBY,
Treasurer.

E. Ray ETT,

Highest Award

at the Mechanics' Fair,

Boston, Mass., 1887.

P.It. Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.

Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

Send tor catalogue of the best Lathe in the market. Made by

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
OFFICE :

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass,

FACTORY:

ranenil Station, Boston, Mass.

This Puzzle Ring

continues sensation.

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Novelties for theHolidays.
Rings of every description.

Silver Bangles, Braclets, etc.
Book Marks, Glove Buttons.

18 John Street, - New York.

51011111;1 "

T. F. & M. J. Bogle,
White River Junction, Vermont.

The Vermont Wholesale jewelers always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Elgin, W
al-

tham, Columbus, Springfield, Ill., Seth Thomas and Chesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold
and Gold Filled cases', rich jewelry of all kinds ; Rogers & Bro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated
Flat Ware, Clocks, Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers Tools and Materials. fiverthing guaran-
teed to be sold at lowest manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to.
Try us.

T. F. & M. J. Bogle,
White River Junction, - Vermont.

L. Lelong St Brother,

Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers

AND

Sweep Smelters,
S. W. Corner Halsey and Marshall Sts.,

NEWARK, N. J.

The Most Useful and Important Invention
for Watchmakers.

No

Electric

Light Wire

Required.

Cost ot
Maintenance

less than

pc. a Year.

Greaves' Demagnetizer (Patented).

Watches Demagnetized without Taking Apart.
The Best and Quickest Demagnetizer Ever Made. Takes up less Room on a

Bench than a Lathe.
The simplest and most effective machine ever produced for that purpose. Anybody can demagnetize

a watch in from one to three minutes' time, without taking the movement apart, by/pi/owing the in-
structions which accompany each machine. The price being only $35 permits the most modest shop
in the country to possess one. Address all correspondence and orders to

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,
No. 815 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

We are Still Moving Ahead.

KING & EISELE,
Manufacturing Jewelers,

Buffalo, New York.

Carry in stock complete lines of everything sold and used in a

jewelry store. Our Snaps are all the rage. Send business

card for our new lists.
Mention this paper,
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Before—Front View.

Patented 1887.

Established 1805.

N. J. FELIX,
Manufacturer of

old and Oliver Watch Cases
(Rooms 6, 7 and 8.)

No. 71 Nassau St., New York.

The front of this spring is made of spring steel, the
back of brass, thus enabling to fit and drill hole for screw.
Price, Jo cents each, or $1.00 per dozen. Adjusting, 25
cents.

My Repairing Department has superior facilities.
With an experience of twenty years in this branch, I can
guarantee to repair a case almost equal to new.

11111■111•11■111.■

Key-Wind Cases altered to Stem-Winding ; also to
Imitation Stem-Winding with key attachment to crown.
Bezels altered to take fiat glasses.

Send for Price List.
After.

Before—Back View.

Patented 1883.

JOB SPRINGS FOR AMERICAN CASES.

In fitting, file the supports A A so that they will
rest firmly on the bottom of the centre, then push in the
spring so it will meet the screw hole in the case. Then
slide a screw or a pin in the slot. This spring is made of
spring steel. Price, fo cents each, or $1.00 per dozen.
Adjusting, 25 cents.

Orders or jobs sent me by mail or expresg always
receive careful and prompt attention.

DISCOUNTS TO
JOBBERS. Out of the Rut. WRITE FOR ESTIMATES

ON TRAYS.

In Beautiful and Novel Designs, We Lead Them All.
The attention of the Jewelry Trade is called to the original designs in Watch Boxes, illustrated below. They are considered thehandsomest cases ever placed on the market ; are made of the best quality silk plush and velvet, and manufactured only by us.

Bellows Watch Box.

$13.50 per dozen.

Our Amber and Imitation Ivory Cases.

Round Ring, -
Round Thimble, -
Hinged Ring, - -
Round Jewel, 234 in. Dian.
Round Jewel, 3 in. Dim.
Shell Ear Ring, -
Oval Lace Pin, -

$6 50 per dozen.
650 " "

4'9 oo "
'4to oo "
it12 00 "
1413 50 "
1113 50 "

All lined with the finest silk velvet and come
in White and Antique Ivory and Amber.

Acorn Watch Box.

$13.50 per dozen.

Swing Watch Box.

$13.50 per dozen.

We manufacture the best Silk Plush Watch Cases in the market for $6.00 per
dozen. Also a complete line of Velvet and Plush Jewelry and Silverware Cases,
Paper Boxes, Tags, Cards, Tissue Paper, Cotton, Sealing Wax, Chamois Skin,
Watch Bags, etc., etc.

Albert Zugstnith,
No. 907 Arch Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa.
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BENJ. ALLEN & CO.,
Wholesale Jewelers and Importers,

141 AND 143 STATE ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

Headquarters for

Keystone Watch Cases.

The largest stock of •

Solid Gold, Gold Filled,

Silver and Metal Cases

to be found in the United States.

Also the largest stock of

Elgin, Waltham, Springfield, Ill.,
Columbus and Howard

Movements.

Careful attention given to filling orders.

We furnish, upon application, to those entitled to it, our 700 page catalogue.
the most complete Jewelry Catalogue extant.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO
141 and 143 STATE ST.,

'3

CHICAGO, ILL.
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Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches.

New York, February 15, 1889.

AN article of merit always commends itself, and a living proof of this
fact is found in the steady increase in the demand for  Paillard
Non-Magnetic Watches. Recognizing the requirements for

a larger watch, and in order to better enable dealers to supply the demands
of their trade, we have placed upon the market three grades of

18 SIZE, FULL PLATE, S. W. MOVEMENTS, IN HTG, AND O. F.
No. 43, Nickel.

15 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Setting;
Adjusted ; Patent Regulator;
Double Sunk Dial; Breguet

IIair Spring.

No. 45, Nickel.

9

,2Lnw „,40

15 Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted;
Patent Regulator ; Double
Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

No. 47, Gilt.

Is Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted
Patent Regulator ; Double
Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

These movements are of American Manufacture, and contain
Paillard's Patent Non-Magnetic Compensation-Balance and Hair-Spring,
and full Non-Magnetic Escapements, and will be followed by other grades
as soon as practicable. We invite the careful attention of the trade to
these goods, as well as to our complete line of 16 size movements, de-
scribed in our Circular of recent issue, which can be had from any of our
Special Wholesale Agents.

A. C. SMITH, General Selling Agent,
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

Very respectfully,

on-Magnetic Watch Co.
of America.

•
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PROTECT the dealer by not selling his customers,
and he will protect you by favoring you with

his trade. Take care of his little orders, and he will
send you larger ones. Answer all his inquiries care-
fully and to the best of your ability, and he will most
certainly appreciate it. Treat him fairly, and hewill
do the same by you.

OUR shop facilities are surpassed by none ; equaled
by few. Try to call to mind one house that has
the facilities we have for accommodating the

trade : Watch Case shop for new cases ; Jewelry Repair
shop for manufacturing Plain and Band Gold Rings;
shop for the manufacture of gold, silver and steel spec-
tacle and eye-glass lenses, etc.; shop for repairing all
manner of optical goods. A full stock of everything in
Optical Goods and Watches. Give us a sample order,
and see if you are not pleased with our way of filling same

Boss Filled,
Keystone Filled,
Star Filled,

Keystone Silver,
Leader Silver,
Silveroid.

18, 16 and 6 Sizes.

The Philadelphia Optical ad Watch Co. Limited
We will allow you for

old gold and silver just
what it is worth.

916 CHESTNUT STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Wheat 14k., Granger 14k. and Eagle
Cases. 14k., 18k. and 10k. watch cases
in all the latest patterns.

Is, 16 and 6 Sizes.

URO  success in the manufacture of Plain Gold Rings
has been unprecedented. Why ? Because we

do fine work ; because we employ only skilled labor;
because our rings are ROLLED, NOT CAST, and for
that reason will stretch without breaking ; because they
are known to be just what they are stamped ; and,
finally, because as we make so many, we can make
them cheaper than our competitors.

We make a specialty of
casing Swiss, English and
odd American movements
in gold and silver.

WE have the largest and most complete watch
case and jewelry repair shop in the country,

and, doing so very much of it enables us to turn out
work very quickly, very low in price, and, at the
same time, guarantee perfect satisfaction. Send
us in a sample lot of repair work, and judge for
yourself. We know we can please you. Give us a
trial.
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C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.

•■■•••"740..S

Importers and Jobbers

TOOLS and MATERIAL

_

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

14
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KEYSTONE FILLED CASES
Guaranteed far 20 years

KEYSTONE TILLED CASES contain more gold than any other
filled cases in the market except the JAS. BOSS, and recent

improvements justify us in guaranteeing them for 20 YEARS.
1111■11■, 

A fac-simile of the Guarantee, which will accompany

each case hereafter, is here shown:

Das ro CERTIFY
THAT TfIEALCOMPANYIEGGAS

NO.
STAMPED (14%1 \

OF SOLID
PLATE OF

IND IS GUAR-

20 MARS.

IS MADE 0

GOLD OV

GOMPOSITI
ANTEED TO

TO 
.„-- ffOSEG

—6../1(7CE,9

The fact that the intrinsic value of the Keystone Case is greater
than that of any other case, except the Jas Boss, makes it the

cheapest case in the market.

Keystone Watch Case Company,

New York.

Philadelphia,
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LAST YEAR'S RECORD BEATEN.
A Busy Record

Of a Busy Month's Business

By the Busiest House in America.
Below is a carefully compiled, true and accurate record of shipments made by us on orders during the month of December 1888, and does not include goods

sold in the city, or to customers who made their purchases in our store and took their packages with them.

1888
American

Express
United States

Express
Adams

Ex;-res
Wells, Fargo & Co.

Express Mail Frgt.
TOTAL

Total

Date Pkg. Boxes Pkg. Boxes Pkg. 1 Boxes Pkg. Boxes Pkg. Boxes

December 3

4

5
6
7
8

20

11

12
13
14
15

17

x8
19
20

21

22

24
26

27

2829
31

32
32

16

31
37
42
56

30
42
36
53
46
63

105

69
74

1101

133
113
26

25

3440
44

1 Bt1.
4

1 /361.
9
II

5
3
6

4
6
2

9
9
7

4

10
9
/2

1

?

1i
x

19'3
31

17
18
27
26

17
33
24
45
24
31

66

6o
38
6o
68
71
80
11

II

18
23
29

2
2

2 Bbl.
8
5
x
1
2

4
7
3
3
5
7

2

7
5
1

4

2
2

2

16
11

19

69
17
18
18

14
21

19
37
9 .
33

40

38
31
45
45
44
52
6

7
14
II

23

1

2

1
1

1 1311.

2

3
6
5

x Cask
4

1 Bbl.
4
3

4
6

1 Crate
I

1

4
4

7

7
7
4
20

6
12

9
11

7
8

22

17
4
8
10
19
9
3

2

5
3
5

1

2

5

2

1

I

2

3

37
32

44

37
31
45
42

37
46

57
55
46
61

101

78

6o
III
119
132
55
32

40
42
44
76

10
2 Casks

9
14

23
16
16

2 Cask
11

5
34
17
24
3
3

x

I

2

6

1 Crate
2

3
2

3

126

110

153
143
133
161

188

120

183
170
245
156

219

347
283

224

342
361

418
311

8863
x18
125

182

4987!! 1392 131 I! 86o 1
I 74 617 56 203 , 27 1 1458 179 4987

LAPP St FL  I ,RSHEM,
Wholesale Depot for everything needed by Jewelers. 77, 79 and 81 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Something New and Low Priced

INSULATED WATCH PROTECTORS.

Will Protect all Watches against Magnetism.
Convenient in Use. Made in various Sizes.

Perfect in Action.

Price within the reach of Everybody.

For Sale by all Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers.

Pat. Applied For. Pat. Applied For.

Manufactured only by the

Pal. Applied For.

Newark Watch Case Material Co., Alex. Milne, President.
Manufacturers of PENDANTS, BOWS, CROWNS, SPRINGS, etc.

New York Office ; No. 41 Maiden Lane. Aleutian this Paper,

•

Factory : No. 19 Ward St., Newark, N. J.
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The Philadelphia Optical and '*'it© Co.Limited
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Grand Clearance Sale of Spectacles and Eye-Glasses
• AT ONE-HALF COST PRICE.

Grand Clearance Sale.

Spectacles

No.
Lot.

5.

and Eye-Glasses
Half Cost Price.

at One-

Selling
Price.

50 $2 oo

of List
Price.

5 dozen coquille steel
Eye-Glasses, - $3

23 doz. Dble. cx. steel
Eye-Glasses; - 3 50 2 oo

6. ioo doz. Steel Spectacles
Dble. cx. - - 2 50 2 00

8. 50 doz. Steel Spectacles,
Nickel pl., Dble. cx. 2 75 2 oo

9. 35 doz. steel E. G., half
eye, Pcx. - - 7 oo 3 oo

Jo. 25 doz. fine steel Specs.,
Pcx. - - - 370 175

12. 32 doz. corn. steel Specs.
smoke plain, 50 -1 00

13. 15 doz. fine steel Specs.
fiat temple solid nickel
eyes, - - - 500 300

17 doz. fine steel Specs.
round with solid nickel
eyes, - - - 6 oo 300

15. 8 doz. fine steel nickel
plated frames, Pcx- 4

17. 12 doz. fine pat. guards

Eye-Glasses, Pcx. 5 oo 3 oo

18. 18 doz. fine steel Eye-
Glasses, Pcx., - 3 oo 2 50

22. 6 doz. steel Spectacles,
coquille lenses, - 4 oo 2 00

24. 17 doz. fine steel E. G.,

silver nosepiece, Pcx. 6 oo 3 oo

27. 17 doz. fine steel Specs.
Pcx. - - - 450 300

29. 6 doz. steel Specs. assor-
ted, Pcx. and bi-focal. 3 oo 2 00

30. 12 doz. steel Specs, as-
sorted, Pcx. - 3 oo 2 00

00 2 75

We found on taking stock that we had accu-
mulated over three thousand dozen Spectacles and Eye-
Glasses, which were not on our regular list, and we
had gotten them together in this way. When a dealer
orders a certain quantity of any grade frames not on
the general list, we often have a few left over (more or
less), and, as we have made a rule, which is strictly
carried out, of sending no one more than they order,
we, in the majority of cases, have these few odds and
ends on our hands. This year, we propose getting rid
of all that have accumulated, and to do so with a rush,
we hive put the price way below actual cost.

We give a schedule of all we have on hand, having
divided the same off in lots. With some goods, we will
not break the lot. You must either take the entire lot
or none. Other lots you can take as few or many as
you wish. If you see a lot which you think will please
you and pay you to buy, send to us for a sample of same,
add let us know how many you desire of such a lot, but
send soon for whatever you wish, for we won't have them
very long. The price is too low, they will soon be sold.
That is our object in making such a price. We want
them to move quickly, and there is no doubt but that
they will. We have also on hand a big lot of fine steel
spectacles, which were made up for a large jobber, who
has since gone out of the optical business. To make
matters interesting, we have thrown these in at the cut
rates, the only difference being that you can purchase
these in whatever quantity you desire. Over i000 dozen
set with 1st quality Periscopic lenses ; former price $6.50
per dozen ; price now, $3.50. Send for a sample, but
don't delay, for we won't be able to offer them long.
Wise buyers will snap them up and get a good thing,
too. We put the price at $3.5o in order to get rid of
them at once. Such an offer does not come often ; take
advantage of it.

33. 12 dozen assoited steel

Spectacles, Bi-focal, 4 oo 2 50
36. 5 dozen assorted steel

Spectacles, Pcx. 3 50 2 00

39. 8 doz. odd style Eye-
Glasses, Pcx. - 4 so 2 25

41. 6 doz. French steel E. G
Pm. and Pcx. - io oo 5 oo

42. 8 doz. steel Specs, plain
blue and smoke, - r 50 i oo

43. 8 doz. fine steel Specta-

44.

47.

48.

49. 12 dozen frameless Pcx.
Eye-Glasses, 5 00 2 50

50. 25 doz. assorted R.B. and
S. T. Spectacles, t Pcx.

$4 OC. 7 50

51. 25 doz. assorted R. B.
and S. T. Specs, Pcx.00  to

$3 7
52. 50 doz. small assorted lots

R. B. and S. T. Specs.
and Eye-Glasses, Pcx.

cles, Pcx. - 4 00 2 50

5 doz. steel Specs, smoke
and blue, plain, - x 50 I oo

20 doz. steel Eye-Glasses
Pcx. - 500 250

12 doz. steel Eye-Glasses
Pcx. - 500 250

50

3 50

3 50

$3 oo to 7 5o
54. 25 doz. Bi-Metallic E. G.

300

Pcx. - 6 oo 300
58. 50 doz. small assorted lots

of fine Spectacles and
Eye-Glasses, 4 oo 2 50

6o. moo doz. fine steel Spec-
tacles, set with I Pcx.
lenses, 6 so 350

You will notice we have skipped
many numbers. This is because, since
arrangeing the lot at the reduced prices,
we have sold more than One Thous-
and (i000) dozens.

We have secured a line of fine axis cut, extra large pebbles, and can furnish them either uncut or ground to any size
eye at exceptionally low prices. We have also made arrangements with the manufacturer of A. B. lenses, and carry the
largest stock of any house in the trade. We can furnish them uncut or ground to any size eye at very low rates.

REMEMBER-We have the largest prescription lens grinding department in America, and also remember that we do not
sell your customers. We have never sold an article at retail since commencing business.
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STAR FILLED CASES
Guaranteed for FIFTEEN years

STAR FILLED CASES are made with 10 K.
gold. They CONTAIN MORE GOLD than any other 10 k. 

filled case made.

We have greatly improved them, and extend the time for

which they are guaranteed to 15 YEARS.

A Guarantee like the following will be placed in each case hereafter:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY
THATTHEACCOMPANYI NG CASE

STAMPED loor

15 MADE 0E2TWESO LI 0 GOLD
10 K.FINE OVE.R1O0141 PLATE OF
CO MPOSITRWrir IS GUAR-
ANTEED TO NiY7X41% 15 YEARS

41571Mi1 CASE CO.
.a,1:791°

PREST.

11111111111111MIENIMIMIli 

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia.

New York. Chicago.
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NOW READY.

Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New 18 size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face.

Straight Line Lever.

Seven Jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.)

Second Hand.

Enamel Dial.

Quick Train.

Price of Movement, $4.00, with cash discount.
All movements guaranteed in every respect.

Fits all Lever and Pendant set cases of American manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low price seven jewel
movement. Unequalled in point of TIME—MOTION—ELEGANCE—DUR-
ABILITY and PRICE.

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.

New Yortk Otalidarid Watch Cos,
83 Nassau St., New York.

FACTORY:
Jersey City, New Jersey.

FRANK G. MILLER,
General Selling Agent.
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Fountain Pens.
$2.50 for $1.50.

We have the best fountain pen that has ever been introduced.
It is an overfeed and we use a No. 2 14 K. gold pen.

With each pen we give a quart of our Imperial Ink.

Retail Price, $1.50.
Wholesale Price, $13.00 doz.

We want agents in every city and town.

Writing Papers
By the Pound.

You get nearly double the quantity than by the quire. All
grades and sizes, from 15 cents lb. up.

Send stamps for Catalogues.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET. PHILADELPHIA.

Krementz & Co.,
184 and 186 Broadway, Cor. John Street,

New York.

0

Manufacturers or

Fine Gold Jewelry,
and the Well-Known

" ONE-PIECE"

BUTTON in ten sizes.
Ask your Jobber for them or address

Krementz & Co

0

182 and 184 Broadway, New York.

1
S. C. scam. Established 1847.

a. T. SCOTT & CO
4 Maiden Lane,

Jobbers in all kinds of

American Watches.

U,

New York.

J. T. SCOTT.

Importers of SWISS WATCHES, including a
full line of Chatelaine Watches in Gold, Silver and Nickel.

30 21 27

Complete Ring.

23 10 30

Ask our Travelers for them and send for samples.

23

Ring without Initial.

Also a full line of

Diamond Goods,

Part of Prong Exposed.

Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.) Prong.

Comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-Drops, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Collar-Buttons, Fancy and Soltaire Rings.

Sole Agents for Chas. F. Tissot & Son's Fine Movements, fitting the 6 and 16 Size Elgin Cases ; Also for Nickel Open-case Roskopf
Triumph-Roskopf Watches.

The Latest:

 "THE LEADER,"

Also our

"SUCCESS"
Initial Ring

The Cheapest Oren Face

SPLIT SECOND ECK
in the Market.

Largest and most complete Stock ever offered.

Would call special attention to our full and complete line of Chronograph Watches.

Our Jobbing Department is under our Personal Supervision.

Bali-The Julius King Optical Co., have their New York Office in our Store.
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NOW READY.

Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New iS size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face.

Straight Line Lever.

Second Hand.

Enamel Dial.

Seven Jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.) Quick Train.

Price of Movement, $1.00, with cash discount.
All movements guaranteed in every respect.

Pits all Lever and Pendant set cases of American manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low price seven jewel
movement. Unequalled in point of TIME—MOTION—ELEGANCE—DUR-
ABILITY and PRICE.

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.

New Yortk Otalidavd Watch no.,
83 Nassau St., New York.

FACTORY: FRANK G. MILLER,
Jersey City, New Jersey. General Selling Agent.

Fountain Pens.
$2.50 for $1.50.

We have the best fountain pen that has ever been introduced.

It is an overfeed and we use a No. 2 14 K. gold pen.

With each pen we give a quart of our Imperial Ink.

Retail Price, $1.50.
Wholesale Price, $13.00 doz.

We want agents in every city and town.

Writing Papers
By the Pound.

You get nearly double the quantity than by the quire. All
grades and sizes, from 15 cents lb. up.

Send stamps for Catalogues.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
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Krementz & Co.,
184 and 186 Broadway, Cor. John Street,

New York.

Manufacturers or

Fine Gold Jewelry,
and the Well-Known

" ONE-PIECE"

BUTTON in ten sizes.

Ask your Jobber for them or address

0

Krementz & Co,
182 and 184 Broadway, New York.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

S. C. Scum Established 1847.

a. T. SCOTT & CO
4 Maiden, Lane,

Jobbers in all kinds of

American Watches.

• 3

New York.

J. T. Seorr.

Importers of SWISS WATCHES, including a
full line of Chatelaine Watches in Gold, Silver and Nickel.

30 21 27

23 10 30

Ask our Travelers for them and send for samples.

23

Complete Ring.

Ring without initial.

Also a full line of

Diamond Goods,

IPArNOV.18'861

Initials (Front View.)

Part or Prong Exposed.

Initials (Back View.) P ong.

Comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-Drops, Lace-Pins, Scarf-Pins, Collar-Buttons, Fancy and Soltaire Rings.

Sole Agents for Chas. F. Tissot & Son's Fine Movements, fitting the 6 and 16 Size Elgin Cases ; Also for Nickel Open-case Roskopf
Triumph-Roskopf Watches.

The Latest:

"THE LEADER,"

Also our

"SUCCESS"
Initial Ring

The Cheapest Open Face

SPLIT SECOND INTO
ill the Market.

Largest and most complete Stock ever offered.

Would call special attention to our full and complete line of Chronograph Watches.

Our Jobbing Department is under our Personal Supervision.

VarThe Julius King Optical Co., have their New York Office in our Store.
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papers ; but we can assuredly accept
them as approximately correct. Heat
increases the activity of these move-
ments. Any person who wishes to in-
vestigate this matter further, is referred

to Appleton 's Cyclopedia, article "Mole-
cules." I selected hydrogen gas as an
example of the extended investigations
which science have made. The state-
ments and figures given • above, are
from a lecture of Mr. Clark Maxwell's,
before the British Association, and pub-
lished in Nature, Sept. 25, 1873. It
seems almost impossible to conceive of,

to say naught about measuring such
infinitesimal bodies or their movements;

still we must accept them as deductions,
as certain as those of mathematics. To

za, auu Luc. Juuci icll.0 UI 11.1 18 mane
accurately flat. The multiplying hand
C, has a V shaped point which rests
against the upper end of A, as shown.
The ends of the bar A are filed away
until the hand c stands at zero, with
the thermometer at 600 F. There is no
definite length of bar A required ; it
may be one foot or five, so the hand c
rests at zero when the bar is at normal
temperature. The normal temperature
in the table below is placed at 32° F,
instead of 600 as just instanced.
The bar A is next placed in a water

bath and boiled, consequently, the
temperature raised to 212° F. The bar
A is now quickly placed on B in the
proper position, and the hand c (which
is jointed at b,) will be pushed forward

composite bar Li i, suppose we unite
by silver (hard) solder two strips of
metal, 4 inch wide, 12 inches long and
1-16 thick. The strips of metal are one
of steel, the others of brass. These
combined strips of metal are hardened
by hammering, and so manipulated
that at 600 F are perfectly straight. We
will now speak of the combined strips
as a composite bar. One end of our
bar is supposed to be rigidly fixed in a
stud as shown at G, Fig. 31. If the,
upper half (D) of the bar is of brass and
the lower half E of steel, any tempera-
ture in excess or above 60° F will curve
the bar downward in the direction of
the line f ; on the other hand, any
diminution or falling of temperature
will cause a deflection in the contrary

Number 3.

ana consequently, accelerating the

vibrations in proportion to the increased
I-!ngth and softening of the hairspring.
If the compensation is found to be too
much, a pair of the movable screws
r s are changed from nears the cut end
back from r s to r' .
The manufacture of glass thermom-

eter tubes is a very pretty illustration
of the expansion of fluid substances by
heat. The process is very simple, and
the entire details will be described in
our next. It is well to mention one
precaution in the selection of glass tube
for thermometers. Tubes can be obtained
enameled white on one side to render
the column of mercury more distinct.
The tube is also usually flattened in the
bore, which also serves to make the
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papers ; but we can assuredly accept

them as approximately correct. Heat
increases the activity of these move-
ments. Any person who wishes to in-
vestigate this matter further, is referred

to Appleton 's Cyclopedia, article "Mole-
cules." I selected hydrogen gas as an
example of the extended investigations
which science have made. The state-
ments and figures given • above, are
from a lecture of Mr. Clark Maxwell's,
before the British Association, and pub-
lished in Nature, Sept. 25, 1873. It
seems almost impossible to conceive of,

to say naught about measuring such
infinitesimal bodies or their movements;
still we must accept them as deductions,

as certain as those of mathematics. To
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accurately flat. The multiplying hand
C, has a V shaped point which rests
against the upper end of A, as shown.
The ends of the bar A are filed away
until the hand c stands at zero, with
the thermometer at 600 F. There is no
definite length of bar A required ; it
may be one foot or five, so the hand c
rests at zero when the bar is at normal
temperature. The normal temperature
in the table below is placed at 32° F,
instead of 600 as just instanced.
The bar A is next placed in a water

bath and boiled, consequently, the
temperature raised to 212° F. The bar
A is now quickly placed on B in the
proper position, and the hand c (which
is jointed at b,) will be pushed forward

composite oar B suppose we unite
by silver (hard) solder two strips of
metal, inch wide, 12 inches long and
r-i6 thick. The strips of metal are one
of steel, the others of brass. These
combined strips of metal are hardened
by hammering, and so manipulated
that at 600 F are perfectly straight. We
will now speak of the combined strips
as a composite bar. One end of our
bar is supposed to be rigidly fixed in a
stud as shown at G, Fig. 31. If the.
upper half (D) of the bar is of brass an
the lower half E of steel, any tempera-
ture in excess or above 600 F will curve
the bar downward in the direction of
the line f on the other hand, any
diminution or falling of temperature
will cause a deflection in the contrary

and consequently, accelerating the
vibrations in proportion to the increased
length and softening of the hairspring.
If the compensation is found to be too
much, a pair of the movable screws
r s are changed from neai. the cut end
back from r s to r' sl.
The manufacture of glass thermom-

eter tubes is a very pretty4illustration
of the expansion of fluid substances by
heat. The process is very simple, and
the entire details will be described in
our next. It is well to mention one
precaution in the selection of glass tube
for thermometers. Tubes can be obtained
enameled white on one side to render
the column of mercury more distinct.
The tube is also usually flattened in the
bore, which also serves to make the
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.

/
T was formerly held by chemists
that heat or " calorie " was an

  eminently subtle material body,
capable of uniting with all sub-

stances, and increasing their bulk, but
not in the least adding to their
weight ; in fact, eluded all the senses
except feeling. It is curious to inves-
tigate such matters, and take note of
how easily even powerful minds are led
astray. We see such men as New-
ton advocating the physical existence
of light, and similarly strong minds
placing heat in the same category. But
no matter how interesting it might be
to investigate these points, it is
not the province of these articles to
persue abstractions, but rather to pre-
sent actual facts in as brief and concise
a manner as is compatible with having
what is written properly understood.
It remains to add that all theories of
heat are abandoned at the present time
by scientists, except the dynamic. Any
reader, who desires to post himself
thoroughly on the details of the ques-
tion, is referred to Watt's Dictionary of
Chemistry, article on "Heat." Also a
work entitled "Some Recent Advances
in Physical Science, " by P. G. Tait,
M.A. The dynamic theory of heat holds
that all matter is composed of molecules
made up of atoms in constant motion;
no matter whether the body be gaseous,
fluid or solid. We all know gaseous
bodies are the most elastic, consequ-
ently the behavior of the molecules
composing them can better be compre-
hended. I will take hydrogen for an
example, and give Prof. Clark Max-
well's statements and figures for the
size and movement of the molecules of
this element as follows:

The conditions are, Thermometer 32 F.
Mean barometer, Sea Level.
Diameter of molecules, 438.000 side by side, measure

one-hundredth uf an inch.
Mass, I4x1.000.000, x 1.000.000, x L000.000, weigh one

thousandth of a grain.
Volume, 311x1.000.000, x L000moo, x 1.000.000, fill one

cubic inch.
Mean velocity, 6.099 feet per econd.
Mean path, 31 ten millionths of an inch.
Collisions, 17.750 millions each second.

How these values are obtained is too
abstract for us to consider in these
papers ; but we can assuredly accept
them as approximately correct. Heat
increases the activity of these move-
ments. Any person who wishes to in-
vestigate this matter further, is referred
to Appleton 's Cyclopedia, article "Mole-
cules." I selected hydrogen gas as an
example of the extended investigations
which science have made. The state-
ments and figures given • above, are
from a lecture of Mr. Clark Maxwell's,
before the British Association, and pub-
lished in Nature, Sept. 25, 1873. It
seems almost impossible to conceive of,
to say naught about measuring such
infinitesimal bodies or their movements;
still we must accept them as deductions,
as certain as those of mathematics. To
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comprehend molecular movements in
liquids and solid bodies, requires more
mental exercise than in gaseous sub-
stances, as even in fluid bodies our ex-
periences tell us these are inelastic and
incompressible. A very simple experi-
ment will convince any one that two
fluids can occupy less space united
than separate. Mix two equal volumes
of alcohol and water, and the volume of
the combination will be less than the sum
of the two separate. Sulphuric acid and
water mingle with still more marked
diminution of volume. It seems as if
the molecules combined in the two
fluids could be compared to filling a
tumbler with coarse shot, after which
it will still hold a quantity of fine sand,
which runs in and fills the interstices.
The fact that rolling and hammering
compress and render metals denser, is
well-known to all familiar with work-
shop results. If we once accept the
fact that the molecules which compose a
fluid or solid are not perfectly joined,
we are then ready to conceive of their
revolving about the centre of gravity
of atoms forming the molecule, or
vibrating back and forth in certain
paths. I shall have occasion to speak
further of molecular arrangement when
discussing magnetic influences. We
will now close for the present all con.
Sideration of molecular conditions, and
turn our attention to investigations of
such phenomena of heat as interest us
of the workshop. Accepting heat as a
force, we will proceed to investigate
its effects in expansion first. Solid
objects, like pieces of metal, are usually
looked upon as the bodies best able to
resist force of any nature. To prove
that heat expands metals of all kinds,
we can have recourse to a pyrometer;
a sample form of which is shown in
Fig. 30. It consists of a bed of cast iron
.B, shaped as shown, on which the bars
of metal to be tested are placed. The
bed B is carefully made so one end of
the bar A to be tested, rests securely
against it, and the edged supports
g g g are in line on their upper face, so
the bar A has several supports. Four
pins, two of which are shown at i
prevent any latteral motion of the bar
A, and the inner face of B is made
accurately flat. The multiplying hand
c, has a V shaped point which rests
against the upper end of A, as shown.
The ends of the bar A are filed away
until the hand c stands at zero, with
the thermometer at 600 F. There is no
definite length of bar A required ; it
may be one foot or five, so the hand c
rests at zero when the bar is at normal
temperature. The normal temperature
in the table below is placed at 32° F,
instead of 600 as just instanced.
The bar A is next placed in a water

bath and boiled, consequently, the
temperature raised to 212° F. The bar
A is now quickly placed on B in the
proper position, and the hand c (which
is jointed at b,) will be pushed forward

to the dotted line e, indicating the ex-
pansion of the bar A. As the tempera-
ture falls to the normal state (6o° PO
the hand c will recede to zero. The
apparatus shown is only to explain,
and is comparatively crude. The in-
struments of precision, used for such
measurements, at the present time are
marvels of ingenuity and accuracy. The
instrument at Fig. 30 is placed at 45
degrees to facilitate putting in the piece
A, and also to allow the hand c to be
actuated by the force of gravity. An-
other beautiful illustration of the
measurement of the expansion of bodies
by heat is in mechanical thermometers,
and the expansion, or compensation
balances for chronometers and fine
watches.

The principle involved is illustrated
in Fig. 31, where two strips of metal of
unequal expansion are securely united,
as, for instance, brass and steel as
shown at D E in Fig. 31. It is well to
give the ratio of expansion of several
bodies, before we consider the action of
the compound bar D E, as affected by
heat. The following table gives the
expansion of twenty-two familiar sub-
stances, when heated from 32° F to
212° F

Fir-wood 1-2451
English flint glass 1-1248
Platinum 1-1167
Common white glass 1-1 a5o
Common white glass 1-114.7
Glass without lead - 1-1142
Another specimen 1-1o90
Steel untempered - 1-927
Tempered steel - 1-8o7
Soft iron - - 1-819
Gold 1-682
Copper 1-584
Brass 1-535Silver 1-524
Lead 1-351
Zinc 1-333

The volume at 32°
Air - 1.376
Alcohol
gther _ 107
Oil 1.08
Mercury 1.02
Water 1.04

To resume the consideration of our
composite bar D E, suppose we unite
by silver (hard) solder two strips of
metal, 34 inch wide, 1 2 inches long and
i-i6 thick. The strips of metal are one
of steel, the others of brass. These
combined strips of metal are hardened
by hammering, and so manipulated
that at 600 F are perfectly straight. We
will now speak of the combined strips
as a composite bar. One end of our
bar is supposed to be rigidly fixed in a
stud as shown at G, Fig. 31. If the
upper half (D) of the bar is of brass anci
the lower half E of steel, any tempera-
ture in excess or above 600 F will curve
the bar downward in the direction of
the line f; on the other hand, any
diminution or falling of temperature
will cause a deflection in the contrary

Number 3.

direction, or toward the line k. These
changes in the composite bar (D E,)
are explained by reference to the table,
where it will be seen that brass expands
for the same temperature more than
one-third more than steel, and of course
contracts in the same proportion. Place
the device horizontally as shown, and,
have the stud G attached to a vertical
support in such a manner that a light
weight can be attached to a bit of thread
and suspended from the end of the bar
as shown at 1 in. If the thread is passed
around a small pulley as shown at n,
the motion by the hand /becomes mag-
nified. A segment of a circle can be
attached to the bar, and a small pinion
substituted for the pulley n, when the
magnified deflection of the bar D E will
be recorded. The principle of the com-
pensation balance is shown at Fig. 32.
In this instance, the composite bar is
represented by two curved segments
H I, connected to the central bar k,
precisely in principle as the bar D E
was to G. Heat expands the brass
forming the outer portion of the seg-
ments, and curves the segments inward
in the direction of the arrows o p. Most
people, even workmen at the watch-
maker's business, imagine that it is
only the increase in length of the hair-
spring, which has to be compensated
for. This is only in part true, as there
is another factor in the problem, and
that is the softening of the metal in the
hairspring. Steel melts at about 3,000°
F, and every degree a hairspring is
heated, is just such a proportion toward
melting it ; consequently, the rigidity
of the spring relaxes. The compensa-
tion is effected by the segments curving
inward toward the centre, thus carrying
a certain portion of the weight of the
balance.
It is a well known fact, that

a balance, three-fourths of an inch in
diameter, weighing twelve grains, will
vibrate slower with a given hairspring
than a balance weighing twelve grains
and only five-eighths of an inch in
diameter. It is readily comprehended
that the curving inward of the segments
H I, has the effect practically of di-
minishing the diameter of the balance,
and consequently, accelerating the
vibrations in proportion to the increased
length and softening of the hairspring.
If the compensation is found to be too
much, a pair of the movable screws
r s are changed from neai. the cut end
back from r s to r' s'.
The manufacture of glass thermom-

eter tubes is a very pretty illustration
of the expansion of fluid substances by
heat. The process is very simple, and
the entire details will be described in
our next. It is well to mention one
precaution in the selection of glass tube
for thermometers. Tubes can be obtained
enameled white on one side to render
the column of mercury more distinct.
The tube is also usually flattened in the
bore, which also serves to make the
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reading easier. Inequality in the size
of the bore of the glass tube, is a mat-

ter of importance and can be tested as

follows : take the tube while open at

both ends, and place one end in solu-

tion of red analine in alcohol, and by

sucking with the mouth, draw in

enough to fill the tube for about an

inch. Measure the length carefully,

blow the short column to different

positions, and you will readily deter-

mine any unequality in the bore by the

varying length.

H E. Burl, Elmira, N. Y, irTiteS:

"The KEYSTONE is the best joutnal I

have ever read, and I would not be with-

out it for frit limes the cost. It is always

interesting and instructive."
_ _ • -4,

The London Economist says that

5,107,000 tons of sugar were consumed

by the inhabitants of this planet last
year. Of this amount 2,407,000 tons

was beet sugar and 2,500,000 tons cane
sugar. The other 200,000 tons were
drawn from the stocks carried over from

the previous year. The current year's

consumption is estimated at 5,200,000.

The beet crop estimate for the year is

2,850,o0o tons, and if the crop of cane

sugar is the same as last year-2,5oo,-

000 tons—there will be a surplus of 150, -

000 tons to stop the gap made last year
by drawing on the stock in reserve.

HOW TO SAVE THE EYESIGHT.

Next to sunlight, the incandescent
light gives the best illumination for
reading, and all notions of the injurious
effect on the eyes of the electric light
are erroneous.

The vast majority of people who wear
glasses can see well without them.
They use them to avoid a constant
strain on the eyes. The act of focaliza-
tion is a muscular one and uses up
nervous energy.

The oversighted eye, in which the
focus comes behind the retina, has to
perform this muscular act continually.

The results are headaches, irritability
and nausea. The only remedy in such
cases is to wear glasses.

The nearsighted child should wear
spectacles, because they are the best
preventive against increase of near-

sightedness, and also because he loses

a great part of his education in not

being able to see more than a few feet
away.

For the eyes in a healthy state there

is but one safe wash—pure cold water.
When the eyelids are inflamed the best
lotion is a weak solution of salt and
water. Never apply poultices to the
eyes or use "eye waters" without the

advice of a physician.

At the first symptoms of nearsighted-

ness spectacles should be worn. There
is a great deal of popular prejudice
against spectacles, but there are two
good reasons why they should be worn,
and only two. One is that we see bet-
ter, and the other that the strain on the
eyes may be relieved.

In reading, the book or paper should
be held at a distance of from ten to
fifteen inches from the eyes. The
reader's position should be such that
the light may fall on the book and not
on the eyes. The light itself should
he sufficient. Nothing is so injurious
to the eyes as poor light in reading.

GOLD WORKING.

Extracts From the Work of George E.

Gee, on Gold Working, with Notes

by the Editor of this Journal.

LAPPING.

This is a distinct process of finishing

jewelry work. It is not much resorted

to in colored work, and when it is em-

ployed, it is somtimes performed before

the articles are colored, and sometimes

after, according to choice.

It is distinguished from scratching by

the evenness of surface, and the lustre

it leaves upon the parts to which it has•
been applied ; this can be ascer-
tained by an examination of the work
after this operation. It is principally
confined to bright gold chains and ear-
rings, a class of jewelry to which its
adaptation is most suitable, as it
enhances the beauty of their appearance
very much. The lapper produces the
plain and diamond-shaped surfaces by
the rotary action of the lapidary 's wheel,
which consists of a specially prepared
composition disc, secured in a lathe
vertically upon a horizontal spindle.
This has a shoulder in the middle,
against which the disc of metal is firmly
held by a nut and screw from the other
side. This lap or disc weighs about
five pounds, and is made of a mixture
of two parts pure grain tin to one part
of pure lead ; to which, for edge laps,
may be judiciously added one penny-
weight of fine copper to every pound of
the mixture. To effect a complete
amalgamation of the component parts,
the lead being the least fusible metal,
should be first melted and the tin after-
wards added, first well heating it to
prevent too sudden a chill of the lead.
If necessary to add the copper, it should

be melted separately, and added to the
other ingredients when in the liquid
state, and be well stirred. Care should
be exercised in the casting in order to
prevent waste.
The lap having been properly ad-

justed by skimming, it is then " headed
in, " a process performed by the appli-
cation of flour emery by means of a
brush, to the right hand side of the lap
and pressed in with a hard flint stone.
In heading in a lap, the emery is used
in the wet state. This done, the gold
cutter as he is familiarly called, takes
his work and submits it to the revolving
lap or disc ; but before doing so, he
submits it to a preparation he has by
the side of him, which is used for pro-
tecting the gilding or surfaces not sub-
jected to his particular work. He dips
the articles into a liquid mixture of gum
arabic, two parts ; and gamboge, one
part ; they are then well dried, but
must not be overheated ; this has a
tendency to protect the gilding whilst
under the manipulative skill of the
gold cutter. This gum or cement is
soluble in hot water ; consequently, in
washing out, it parts from the gold and
leaves a color upon the work. The lap-
ping process is a curious one, and it is
truly marvellous to see the skillful and
practiced workman turning the links of
gold chains between his thumb and fin-
,ger with great dexterity and accuracy;
ilnd while to all appearance it seems as
if they are being presented in a hap-
hazard fashion to the lap, the most per-
fect shaped diamonds are being pro-
duced. This is called faceting.
Square lapping is now extensively

practiced ; it adds a sharpness and lustre

to the work not equalled by any other
means. The gold taken from articles

during the process of lapping remains

—the greater portion of it at least—

upon the tap. The emery cuts and

retains the gold upon it ; this however,

is prevented from interfering with the

process, by wiping the side of the lap

with a tow of cotton waste, damped with

oil. This cotton waste must be strictly

preserved, and subjected to a special

mode of treatment for the recovery of

the metal.

[The greatest improvement which has

been added to Gold Working since the
date of Mr. Gee's book, (i887,) is the in-
troduction of gas and petroleum melt-

ing furnaces. In melting furnaces,

where coke was used as a fuel, the

occasional breaking of a crucible was
something which lead to no end of

trouble, as the small particles of gold
would incorporate themselves into the
interstices of the coke and occasion
serious loss and inconvenience. Before

taking up the subject of improved
melting furnaces, we would beg to say

a few words about the recovery of gold

from cinders and pieces of coke or char-
coal when a crucible breaks in a furnace.
When an accident of this kind occurs,
the draft should be instantly closed and

the fire allowed to die out as quickly as
possible. There are certain pieces of
coke which are so placed in the fire that
they can not contain any of the gold.
These pieces should be carefully lifted
out, as there is no occasion for having

to grind any more material than abso-
lutely necessary. After the fire is out,
carefully remove the grate which should

be so it can be readily lifted out, and
the ashes and remaining pieces of
coke swept out. A large size of iron

mortar and pestler, such as druggists
use, is taken, and the ashes ground
with only water enough to make a
paste. After grinding a few minutes
more, water is added and the whole
briskly stirred ; after a few seconds the
water and lighter particles are poured
off. This process is repeated with all

the pieces of coke, grinding them fine
and washing the particles and letting

the gold settle to the botton. The idea
is that by grinding in the mortar, the
little particles of gold are broken loose
from any light particles of coke, slag or
cinder which would serve to buoy them

up in the water. The fine particles of
gold will now instantly settle, and can
in this way be separated from the ashes
and coke. After all the gold which
can be removed in this way is obtained,
the ground particles of ashes and coke
can be left to settle, when the water can
be poured off and the settlings dried
and thrown into the sweeps. All old
crucibles should be pulverized and
washed in the same way. Any crucible
which has been used several times con-
tains more gold than one would
imagine. Jeweler's sweeps are valuable,
but it requires some judgment in sav-
ing them. There is no use in saving
the entire sweeping of the store; all that
needs be saved is such as are in the
immediate neighborhood of the benches
where the work is done. The sweeps
from these places should be carefully
collected and placed in an iron dish; an
old kitchen spider answers admirably.
Once in one or two weeks the sweep
(dust) should be burned as Gee directs,
to reduce the bulk. By adopting this
process, the mass of sweep can be

reduced fifty fold; and sweep which
would naturally fill a cask can be con-

centrated so as to go into a small sized
paper sack. Jewelers who have never
had any experience in burning sweep,
generally succeed, but indifferently. By
placing the sweep which consists of all
kinds of dust and dirt in an old spider

as above directed, and placing the
spider on a stove so as to heat it and

the dirt up to about 900° F, (pale red)
it will commence to burn of its own
accord, and the whole of the mass which
is combustible will be speedily con-
sumed. The trouble is in workshops
connected with stores, that such a pro-

cess will produce an abominable smell

and the ladies would be disgusted. All
jewelers places should have a back shop

for melting and such operations. We

propose in our next issue to give the
plan for an improved melting furnace
for burning petroleum, and have the

top so arranged that it can be used to
heat a dish and convey the vapor up
the chimney; a great convenience for
the present purpose, and for acid vapors
when refining.-J—ED.

N. F. Stevens, Merrinac, Mass., sends
his subscription for 1889 and '90, and
adds .: " I would not be without the
KEYSTONE for four times its price..
The last one always seems the best."

HUMANITY'S AVERAGES.

The average weight of male adults is
130 pounds; of women about iio

pounds. The average height of Amer-
ican recruits is about 5 feet 9 inches.
The average height of well-built men is
5 feet 9 inches ; of women 5 feet 4
inches. One inch of height should add
two pounds to weight. The specific
gravity of the body ranges from .95o to
.030. The heart weighs 260 grammes
in women and 330 grammes (my,
ounces) in men, the average weight is
292 grammes. The period of its max-
imum weight is between 50 and So.
The amount of blood in the body is

one-thirteenth the weight of the body
or 5 or 6 quarts or ii or 12 pounds. A
man dies when he has lost a fifth of his
blood. The heart with each contraction
ejects six ounces of blood from each
ventricle, at a pressure in the left ven-
tricle of one-fourth of an atmosphere.
The heart sends all the blood around
the body twice every minute or in about
thirty-five contractions. A deadly
poison injected into a vein kills in
fifteen seconds on the average ; injected
under the skin in four minutes. A
cubic millimeter of blood contains
5,000,000 blood cells in men, 4,500,000
in women. There are 300 red cells to
every one white blood cell. The red
cells have an average diameter of 1-3200
inch, the white cells, 1-25000 inch.
The specific gravity of the blood is
1.055. The frequency of the pulse in
the new-born is 150 ; in infants of
year, ito ; at 2 years, 95 ; at 7 to 14
years, 85; in the adult man, 72 ; woman,
80. The respirations are one-fourth as
rapid as the pulse.—Medical Record.

•
In Asia the population is 795,59i, 000,

there being 44.0 to the square mile ; in
America it is 100,416,400, being 6.5 to
the square mile ; in Africa it is 205,.-
823,200, being 17.0 0 the square mile;
in Europe it is 327,743,400, being 84.0
to the square mile ; in Australasia it is
4,232,000, being Li to the square mile;
in the polar regions it is 82,500.
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JACK KNIVES.

T
N the following description, I shall

suppose the large dial clock to be

placed on a column at the outer

edge of the sidewalk, as shown

in the accompanying cut at Fig. 1,

where E shows the sidewalk, C A the

outside clock and column, and I) the

front wall of the building. The time-

keeping part described in former

KEYSTONE, is supposed to be located at

I, and the motion from the spindle or

arbor] (see also Jan. KEYSTONE, ) con-

veyed by the tin tube a a to the mitre

wheels at b, which transmits the motion

up the column A to the hands. The

arbor which goes up through the column

A is also a tin tube. The mitre wheels

at b can best be made of brass ; and two

inches in diameter is large enough.

Such gear can be obtained of George B.

Grant, 66 Beverly St., Boston, Mass.

The kind he calls unfinished gear and

described on page seven of his catalogue,

is quite good enough. A pair of such

wheels cost Si.00. For the entire

transmission, it will require two pair

and an extra one, that is, it will need

five mitre gear wheels to transmit the

motion from j to the hands of the two

dials. About the best method of setting

the mitre gear wheels at b, is to make a

piece of cast iron shaped as shown at

F, Fig. 2, in vertical section. The

diagonal lines showing the form of the

cast iron piece. The short arbors I]',
are of seven-eighths steel and turned as

shown (enlarged) in Fig. 3. The part

ati is fitted to the sleeve or long bear-

ings of the piece F, and the mitre wheel

e attached with a set screw s in the hub,
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of the wheel e. The tin tube a is

attached to the short steel arbor j by a

pin g. The perpendicular arbor or tube

/7, which goes up the column A, needs

no especial description, as the connec-

tions are the same as shown in Fig. 3.

The cast iron piece F is attached to a

firm block of wood by screws at d

Inside the box or case (C) with the

large dials, the arrangements for carry-

ing the hands are comparatively simple.

I will first speak in general terms of

the gear and motion work, and then

describe the fitting up of the clock. A

strong piece of plank is placed inside

the clock to support the gear. How

this is arranged will of course be modi-

fied by the arrangement to be adopted

for illuminating the dials. If the dials

are to be lighted from the inside, they

must of course be of ground glass and

semi-transparent, and the parts inside

so disposed as to cast no shadows on

the glass dials, and the lights must also

be so arranged as to give an equal

illumination over the whole extent of

the dial. The writers advice would be

to parties building such a clock, to

be satisfied with having a dial of sheet

•

metal painted white, or a black dial

with gilt letters and hands, and let all

attempts at night illumination go,

except to arrange two strong lights

with good reflectors to throw a concen-

trated light across the walk to the dial.

Such a light and reflector is shown at

H, Fig. Of course, as there are two

dials, that is a dial on both sides, there

will have to be two lights. If the

reader desires to illuminate his dials

from the inside, the best plan is to

adopt a bracket clock, supported from

the front of the building and extending

over the walk. A plan for such a clock

will be given as soon as we get through

with the details of the clock shown at

Fig. i. A dial three feet in diameter,

and a column A about ten feet high,

are good proportions. The frame around

the dial should be about five inches

wide, making the entire width forty-six

inches. The cylindrical body of the

clock can be gotten up of staves of one

and a half inch pine plank, attached to

a circular frame work. The column A

is best made of cast iron, and in this

day a, little looking about among the

larger foundry men for some orna-

mental column for a gas lamp post or

something of the kind, will afford a

column which will answer admirably.

If a cast iron column can not handily be

obtained, a wooden one will answer.

There are places scattered over the

country where wood columns for

porches are turned on large lathes,

one of these bored out to let the tin

tube j' through, will make a very nice

clock of this kind. The distance the

dials are apart should be about twelve

inches. At Fig. 4 is shown some of

the interior mechanism of such a clock.

A good solid piece of two-inch plank,

seven inches wide, runs horizontally

through the clock, as shown at K K.

This is securely fastened to the frame

work and serves to support the dial

wheels and also the three mitre wheels

which are connected to the perpendicular

arbor /7, Fig. 2. This arbor (made of

tin tube) extends up and is connected

with the spindle j", Figs. 4 and 5. The

support for the mitre wheels is made of

cast iron, and consists of a bed plate 1

of cast iron with two lugs r r, extend-

ing upward, through which the arbors

i i pass to the two mitre wheels which

carry the minute hands. This bed plate

and lugs of cast iron are designated in

Figs. 4 and 5 by diagonal lines. On

each side of the plank K is a plate of

heavy sheet metal shown at m

These plates serve to support the arbors
i , and also carry the dial wheel.

These plates should be about eight

inches square. Most of the dial wheels

can be bought of Mr. Grant, whose

address has already been given. There

is no cannon pinion needed, all that

is required is a pinion of twenty-four

teeth placed on each of the 'arbors i i.

This pinion, shown at 71, Figs. 5 and 6, is

one inch in diameter and engage minute

wheels o, three inches in diameter and

seventy-two teeth. On this wheel is a

pinion of twenty teeth working into an

hour wheel of eighty teeth. The pitch

diameters of these wheels are eight-

tenths of an inch for the. smaller ones,

and three and two-tenths for the larger.

These two last mentioned wheels can

not be bought ready made, but can be
procured by sending a special order to
Mr. Grant or to any large hardware

house. About the best way is to get

four wheels of the proper size and have

them cut. If brass is used, the metal

should be one-eighth of an inch thick.

The blanks for the wheels before they

are cut should be : for the small ones,
eighty-six (86) one-hundredths of an

inch in diameter, and the larger ones

three and twenty-six one-hundredths

(3.26) in diameter. The socket of the

hour wheel can be made of heavy brass

tubing. The best material for the

arbors i i is a iod of hard rolled phos-

phor bronze, which should be about

five-eighths of an inch in diameter, and

each about six and a half inches long.

I. H. Hales, Charlotte, N. C., writes.:

"Enclose d find my check for $3.5o. Send

me the KEYSTONE to my address in

this city, also your book of Monograms.

The KEYSTONE itself is sufficient for

the subscription price, however, and an r-

one interested in the jewelry business

should appreciate it sufficiently to pay
double the subscription were it asked."

DIAMOND THIEVES.

Diamonds, as most people are aware

are sorted out of diamondiferous

stuff by native "hands." Some of

these hands are probably in the pay of
the fraternity. A fine stone is turned
up by one of them when nobody is
looking. He seizes it, hides it in his
hair, in his mouth, or in some other

portion of his person. Or, if a goat

lie handy, he twists it in his wool, and

tends the animal affectionately till an
opportunity occurs of redeeming the

stone. Or, perchance, he conceals it
behing a rock, or forces it down the
throat of a dog, or, Homeric device, he

swallows it himself. The gem being
restored to the light of day from its
hiding place, whatever it might have
been—and many a diamond now spark-

ling on a lady's neck has made ac-
quaintance with the stomach of a Kaffir

—the dusky thief in due course, puts
himself in communication with another

native of a superior class.
This man is a tout in the pay of a

low white man—a " mean white, " as
he is called in the colonies. The tout

buys the stone for, let us say the hun-

dredth part of its value, and the thief

spends the money in the vile drink

which it is the peculiar pride of civiliza-

tion to supply to the unsophisticated

savage, and, so far as he is concerned,

there is an end of the transaction.

Then the tout carries the stone to the

" mean white " and receives from him a

sum of money perhaps double what he

has given to the actual thief. The

" mean white," in his turn, takes it to

the licensed buyer of diamonds, who is

possibly a person of glaring and even

aggressive respectability—a church-

warden, or member of the municipality,

or at the least a merchant of good ante-

cedents—and from him receives, per-

haps, a tenth part of the worth of the

gem. So far, so good ; but still there

are slips between the cup and lip, and

it is sometimes found difficult to convey

the stuff out of the country to the final

receiver in London.

To this end many artifices are resorted

to. Innocent-looking fowling-pieces on

examination, have been found to be

loaded with diamonds to within an inch

of the muzzle ; while such repositories

as novels with holes cut in the leaves,

the quills of ostrich feathers, and boots

with hollow heels are not uncommon.

Often the fair sex are found to be useful

auxiliaries in these adventures, for

there is a peculiar sacredness about a

lady's underclothing that appeals to the
mind of the customs officer. The man
would be bold who merely ventured on
her back hair. However this may be,
by far the greater number of stones so
procured arrive safely in Europe. Most
people will naturally think that the
native rascal who takes the stone is
responsible for this state of things, but
It is not the case. The native never
dreamed of stealing diamonds until he
was taught to thieve by the white re-
ceiver of stolen goods.
Dr. Matthews tells some interesting

tales of the I. D. B. fraternity. In the
dead of a certain night in the year 1872,

he was aroused from sleep and confronted
by a trembling and middle aged citizen
of the fields, who informed him that he
had swallowed a thirty carat diamond
and two soverigns—just to show his
friends how the scoundrels did it,
and was now anxious to be rid of
these foreign substances, which had
presumably began to disagree. Ulti-
mately, they were recovered, and the
happy citizen departed with the dia-
mond, leaving the gold in payment.
Of course this man had disposed of the
diamond under imminent fear of detec-
tion ; but why he took the two severigns
it is difficult to say, unless it was to
get his hand in. Some people by the
way, appear to be able to swallow very
large stones, for so lately as last year, a
native dying under suspicious circum-
stances, his body was opened and a sixty
carat stone found in his stomach.
Here is another tale : A white gen-

tleman lived with a pretty Fin go woman,
who also acted as his agent in the
" trade." He fell ill of fever and for
weeks lay in a state of delirium between
life and death. She nursed him tenderly
through it all, and what is more kept
up his connection with the " boys," so
that when he came to himself she was
enabled to present him with hundreds
of carats of fine stones. And now mark
the sequel. No sooner was he strong
enough, than he departed for Europe,
taking every gem and farthing she had
collected with him, and leaving the
unfortunate girl to starve on the street.
On a certain occasion, Dr. Matthews

was called in to attend a dying digger,
who had once worked a claim for him.
These were the words that greeted him:
" Doctor, I cannot die without telling

you how, when I worked you claim in
No. 6, I robbed you of nearly all your
diamonds."
In the face of stories such as these,

and a mass of other evidence, it is some-
times difficult not to believe that civili-
zation is a failure, and that the educated
Christian man, except under very
exceptional circumstances and when
restrained by the strictest pressure of
law, is a lower animal at heart than the
savage he despises and destroys with
drink and rifle bullets.—Argonaut.

•

QUITE the most appropriate, in fact
the only way, in which a man may
wear diamonds on the hand is in the
new serpent rings. The body of the
serpent is of gold, delicately chased
and wound several times about the
finger. In the broad head, lying upper-
most, is sunk a diamond of varying
dimensions. The heavy elegance of
the ring itself softens the effect of the
jewel.

WHAT need has a man for a solid
gold watch, when a Boss case is guar-
anteed for 25 years.
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The Origin ob de Boss Case, an' its Influ-

ence on de World an' Mankind

in General.

BY J. L. S.

De silent Sphinx an pyramids, an obelisks so
grand,

Were raised by de mighty Pharoahs all over
Egypt's land,

Dat new an' cooling nations would de Jas. Boss
case demand,

As dey came march in' long.

Cooaus.

Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah ! fo' de mighty Boss,
Hurrah ! hurrah ! hurrah ! fo' de vitent Boss
So we sings dis chorus as we wears dis patent case.
Be pride fm' de joy of de Egyptian race.

Menes our first ruler all' Ramesus de Great
Bof said it was a duty dat Egyptians owed de Sate,
To altos buy dt Jas. Boss case, an' its wirtues to

relate,
As dey goes marchin"long.—Coo.

Those wondrous hieroglyphics dat on mummies
tombs we see,

Am a history ob de Jas. Boss, all' de owners pedi-
gree.

Axin' all ter buy de Boss, if happy dey would be,
As dey goes marchin"long—Cno.

Be glorious Cleopatra in dat great trip down de
Nile,

Dat Shakespeare tell us all 'bout in his immortal
style,

Wore a patent Jas. Boss case, an' wid joy dey all
did smile,

As dey went rowin"long—CHo.

Dis song, dat I jess sang to yo', an'

dat Terror Hardy spiled wid dat voice

ob his, dat jumps from a high C to a

deep base, widout gibin' any notice,

was foun' in one ob de pyramids, an'

fo' many yeahs de won' was in ignor-

ance ob what de manuscript ment ; but
when I wuz dar dey showed it to me,

an' I read it right off to de great delight

ob de scientific won'. It was fo' dis

dat dey gib me dis heah aligators toof

dat I has in my solid gold chain.

Dis ebenin' we takes up de worl 's his-

tory again, but befo' connuencin', I

wishes fer ter state dat I hab receibed

seberal lettahs from de wives ob seberal

ob de most pious membahs ob dis
s'ciety axin' what time dese meetin's

lets out, an' if dar am free beer at ebery

meetin', sayin' dat der husbands comes

home 'bout five o'clock in de mawnin'

blin' drunk, an' said dat dey had jess
come from dese lectuahs, whar dey had

free beer, an' de called deruselves
Egyptians an' der wives old mummies.

De names ob dese gemmen will be gib

out at de nex' meetin' if dey tells any

mo' such lies as dis. Dat is de kind

ob a howlin' Egyptian I is.

I done left de Egyptians under de

rule ob de Hyksos or Shepherd Kings;

but befo' I proceeds on de subject ob

rulers, I wants ter call you' tenshun

to de subject ob de pyramids. One ob

de greatest ob dese was near de city ob

Gizen, de date ob de buildin' ob which

am berry uncertain. It was 461 feet

high, 746 square, an' cubbered 13 acres

ob lan'. Dar was one berry large one

near Memphis.
"Rats !" yelled Wishbone Parker, "I

used fer ter lib in Memphis, Tenn., an'

I neber seen any 'pyramids' dar."

"Will de janitor please jess murder

dat ignorant niggah," said de Pro-

fessor.
Dis pyramid was built on a rock,

habin' a square base, an' put up jess
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like a pair ob stairs, gettin' smallah an'
smallah as it gets up to de top. It was
built wid berry large stones, de small-
est oh which was thirty feet, cubbered
all ober wid de mos' beautiful designs
taken from de Boss cases ob dat day.
When you stood at de bottom an' looked
up, de top looked 'bout as large as a
poker table ; but when yo' got up dar
yo' foun' it 'bout ioo feet square. Too,-
000 men worked at de buildin' ob dis
pyraLuid, an' a new gang came on ebery
tree months. Yo' can imagine how
much dis pyramid cost, when I tells
yer dat ebery workman receibed a Boss
case as a present when it was done, an'

. de pleasuah ob &di day am still remem-
bered in Egypt. Its from dis we gets
de words dat yo' knows "a boss time."
It took dem ten yeahs to get out de
stone an' twenty yeahs fer ter build it.
One ob de great questions ob de day
am how de debbil did dey get dese big
stones up in dar places. I hab an idea
dat dey raised dem up wid der Boss
cases, but de scientific won' disputes
dis.

I'se goin' roun' de connah fo' my
beer, an' while I is gone, de artist dat
runs de stereopticon will throw a view
ob a toboggan slide on de canvas, Dis
pictuah was taken on de spot by you'

JOBBERS!
„

'
artist. Yo' will notice you' professah
in de front, Mr. Jacob Bunn, Jr., ob de
Springfield Watch Co., nex', am Mr. A.
C. Anderson, ob Toronto, on de reah,
whar he am stearin' de sled. De job-
hers ob Montreal an' Toronto am
expressin ' dar joy ober dis "Boss slide."
I foun' de beer in dat Prohibition

saloon pow'ful stale an' full ob flies.
Now, 'bout dese pyramids, der am
anoder question, an' dat am, what de
debbil did dey build dem fo'. Some
says fo' tombs, odders say fo' de pur-
pose ob studyin"stronomy, kase der
sides were turned to de four quarters ob
de earth an' am showed de true meridan
at dat place. But yo' professah soon
settled de question to de satisfaction ob
all. Dey was built as vaults fo' de peo-
ple to store 'way der Boss cases fo' safe
keepin'. Yo' sees how easy it am to
understan' when yo' knows it.
In de i7th century, B.C., a chap by

de name ob Aahmes, expelled de Hyksos,
or Shepherd Kings, an' restored de
t emples an' Boss case factories, an' once
mo' der was happiness in Egypt. Den
comes Amenhotep, who was de first
person to wear two Boss cases at de
same time, an' we sees de first horses
an' wheel carts on de monuments.
Atter him, comes Thothtues II, an' his
sister Hasheps, who wore men 's clothes,
an' carried an 18 size Boss case in her
vest pocket. Dis was befo' Anthony
Comstock was 'roun'. After dem, comes
Thothmes III., called de great. He
was one ob Egypt's greatest conquerors.
He cubbered de Ian' wid temples an'
Boss case factories, an' he was de chap

dat raised de obelisk dat now stands in
Central Park, N. Y. Jess tink oh dat
de next time you is in de park, lookin'
at de monks an' eatin' peanuts. ,
Dis am up to de beginnin' ob de 15th

century B.C., an' we now lets de
Egyptians rest, until we goes back an'
yanks 'long de odder nations. It am a
good time to work de growler, an' look
at de pictuah ob de dinnah giben by de
Canadian jobbers to de Boss case people.

"JoLl
"\._ Boss
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It am taken at de time oh de French
speech, dat yo' hab heard 'bout befo'.
De Chaldeans am de ones we am now

after, an' a writer by de name of Geo.
Smith.,, pts my

cousin !" yelled Fusee
Smith.
"Will de janitor please set de s'ciety

dawg on Fusee, wid instructions to
deliber de seat ob his pants to de Sec-
retary." said de Professah.

Well, dis heah Smith done says dat
writing wid cuneiform characters was
well-known an' practiced in de time
ob Unkh, an' dis was 2,000 yeahs befo'
de Christian era, au' dat dey carried
cylindrical stone seals at dat time, an'
dat some ob dem am still in existence.
If dat am so, we mus' hab one, an' I
pints M. A. Green, Millard Veit, an'
Dave Lowman, to get one at once or be
bounced from de s'ciety. Fo' many
yeahs after dis, de Chaldeans did not
do nuffin but fight wid de Assyrians.
Dere wahs was all caused by de snide
case makers, who wanted to force de
goods on de people, kase de manufac-
tures oh de snides had promised dein
an extra 5 per cent. to sell dem. So,
we'll jess let dein fight it out an' take
up de Greeks, who now begin to show
demselbes in history, an' dey are a
dandy lot, I tells yo'. Dey was born
fighters an' artists, an', under dem, de
Boss case reached de highest pint ob
perfection, until it got into de hands ob
de Keystone Watch Case Co., who hab
pushed it to de top notch. In all odder
.works ob art, we is only pooh followers.
Dis am cause dey was perfect, an' dat
makes it hard on us, kase we mus' be
ilio' den perfect. We can't do dis, kase
de perfectness ob de perfect knocks
us out. Do de learned gemmen an'
ladies ob de s'ciety kotch on to dis ? I
knows it am Dutch to de peanut eaters
an' snide case makers in de gallery.
In 1556 B.C., Cecrops came from

Egypt an' built de city ob Athens, which
become de great seat oh learnin' ob de
worl', an' de ancients done called it
"one ob de eyes ob Greece." In 1546
B.C., Scamander de first, great king of
Troy, was born. After him comes
Erichthonnis, who teaches dem de act
ob husbandry, invents cars, chariots,
harness, an' makes great improvements
in de Boss case. Den comes Troas,
who forms de city of Troy.
"Dat man am my uncle, an' I knows

it, kase my inudder runs de Troy
Laundry, an' am de best wash woman

in America," yelled Snidecase Pat-
terson.
" Will de janitor please stan' Mr.

Patterson on his head in de cornah, as
an awful warnin' to de rest ob de fools
in dis hall," said de Professah.
In 1485 B.C., Danus comes among

de Spartans an' bounces king Gelanor,
kase he wore a snide case. Gelanor
navigates de first ship. He was also
de fadder ob forty-nine daughters, (tink
ob dat an' weep.) Dey was all married
on one night, an' he got de girls to all
poison der husbands dat ebenin', kase
de discovered dey all had snide cases.
One ob de girls, named Hypernmstra,
described dat her husband had a Boss
case, so she did not poison him. He
was afterwards de king, an' was de
first to put solid gold bows on de Boss
case. In 1493 B.C., Cadmus forms de
Grecian city of Thebes, an' dis was de
chap dat brought de fifteen Phcenician
lettahs into Greece. Dey gradually
changed form till dey become de grown'
work ob de Roman lettahs, now in use
in Europe, America an' West Philadel-
phia. De ole poets said,
'Cadmus did first de wondrous art devise,
Of painting thought an' speakiu' to de eyes."

In 1383 B.C., Ceres comes into Greece,
an' teaches de art ob bakin' bread. I
tinks its 'bout time dat anudder Ceres
was comin"roun', kase der am many
widows in dis Ian' to-day, jess cause
dey thought dey could make bread. De
pooh husbands eat it, an' am now
shinin' angels; an' de wimmen, desigin'
widows. Look out fo' dem, I tells yo'
all.
In 1345, Janus, de two-faced, appears

as de ruler ob Italy, or Latinum. He
was a great manufacturer ob snide
cases, an' was de first to put de long
winded guarantees in cheap cases. He
could do dis as he had two faces, he
blushed wid one, an' looked bold wid
de odder.
In 1460, Gordius invents de Gordion

knot, sayin' dat whoeber cut it in two
should hab a Boss case, an' be de ruler
ob de worl'. No one could do it until
Alexander de Great came 'long an'
undid de knot in a mannah dat I'll tell
yo' all 'bout after awhile.

After dis chap comes Midas ist, who
was de richest man in de worl', 'cept
Jay Gould. Dis heah Midas, he done
own three hundred Boss cases.
Yo' all 'membahs dat de Greeks, up

to dis time, were a lot ob wild people
wearin' snide cases ; dey eat wid der
knives, an' wore yeller pants, same
as "Hardy, de Terror, ob Boston."
Rollin, de historian, says ob dem,
"Who would imagine dat de world am
indebted fo' all der knowledge in liter-
ature an' de sciences to savages, an'
snide case makers, who knew no law
but force ; were ignorant ob agricultuah,
an ' fed on herbs an' roots like de beasts?"
Yet, it am a fact. Dis was de state ob
affairs at de i3th century, B.C. We
stops until de nex' meetin'.

I'll close up dis meetin' by tellin' yo'
all a little joke 'bout Wishbone Parker.
Wishbone, as yo' know, am from Phila-
delphia, an' tinks dat is de boss place
ob de worl'. He done kum ober ter
New York, an' got ter blowin"roun',
when one ob his friends tole him dat if
he did not look out some oh de New
York sharpers wou:d knock de hayseed
out ob his hair. He said he'd jess like
fer ter see dem try it, an' talked so loud
an' walked so slow dat eberybody
knowed jess whar he was from. Finally,
dey got into a saloon on John Street,

•

•

an' soon as dey got in, Wishbone jess
drop his gripsack an' rushed fo' de
lunch countah, an' wanted ter know
why de debbil dey did not hab any
pepper-pot or scrappel, an' dat New
York was no good anyhow. While he
was blowin' an' eatin', one ob de boys
hid his grip behind de bar. After Wish-
bone had eaten up 75 cents worth ob

grub, wiped his jaws, an' pulled his

moustach 'bout forty times, he begin

fer ter look fo' dat grip. Golly ! you

jess ought to hab heard him swear.

Said dat grip was a present from three

hundred girls. lie offered to clean out

de place, also de city, an' when one

ob de New York boys said some one

took it, kase dey knowed he was from

Philadelphia, he jess fell into a fit, an'

it took three hours ter bring him to.

When he kum 'roun', he found de grip

at his side, an' den he swore dat he

knowed all de time, dat he was from de

city ob Philadelphia, an' Wishbone

Parker was his name. When he got in

de street, he kept sayin' all de time dat

de man in de moon had changed into a

woman, an' ax ebery person dat he met

if dis was not so. Ile said de man in

de moon could only be seen in Phila-

delphia. De last dat was seen ob him

was when he was swearin' at de con-

ductors on de elevated train, who sung

out "Heah, you hayseed from Phila-

delphia, steps lively."

Dey will be reports from be branches

at de next meetin'.

•

A. R. Moon, St. John, Kan., writes "I

too, am like the many commenting on the

merits of the KEYSTONE. think the

Workshop Notes' alone is worth the

money it costs."

A FORTY-INCH LENS.

Alvan Clark of Cambridge, the cele-

brated maker of telescope lenses, is just

now overwhelmed with propositions,

each one of which is of greater magni-

tude than any ever before dreamed of.

Since the mammoth Lick lens was set

up the people of San Diego, Cal., have

been anxious to outdo it. Wealthy

citizens there have offered President

Beauvard of the University of Southern

California the funds necessary to pur-

chase a 4o-inch glass.

Of the San Diego instrument, Mr.

Clark said that he expected the most

wonderful results to follow the mount-

ing of this glass. "I don't know why

it is," he said, "but the atmospheric

conditions on the Pacific slope are much

more perfect than any of which we

know. Why, when I was on Mount

Hamilton in the dead of winter I was

able to get clearer views of difficult

objects than I ever got here. In south-

ern California, of all places in the world,

the biggest glass ever made can be used

with the utmost efficiency. Southern

California has two important advan-

tages over Mount Hamilton. In the

first place they have a mountain 1,500

feet higher, and then the climate is not

so rigorous and observers need not

freeze while at their work. I am

delighted to get this contract, not for

the pecuniary interest involved, but for

the sake of science."

"Can you make a glass larger in dia-

meeer than the 36-inch one at the Lick

observatory ?"

"I've been making telescopes a great

many years now, " said Mr. Clark, "and

I venture to assert that if I can get a
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glass of the proper size there will be no
difficulty in making a five-foot lens—if
my life were spared long enough to
grind it."
Speaking about the glass he said:

"there are but four places in the world
where telescope glass is made. One is
at Birmingham, England, two are near
Paris, and there is one in Germany. I
always buy mine of the French manu-
facturers. It is necessary, in the first
place, to get a block of glass absolutely
perfect in every way. The slightest
flaw or variation in density would spoil
it for a big lens. Then it must be
ground and polished by hand—literally
by hand in the final stages. When the
glass is cast they break away the plot
and examine the mass to see if it is
suitable to split up into lenses. It must
be just right or it must be melted over.
The least indication of sediment will
show that it is useless for large lenses.

If none is visible then they test it with
the polariscope to see if it is of even
density throughout. If all the condi-

tions are perfect then they split up the
block and get out a large lens in the
rough. If they succeed in doing this
there is still greater danger that it will
be broken in the first handling to get it
down to the proper size for grinding
and polishing. After that the worst
danger of breakage is past.
"In order to secure the best results

the 40-inch lens should not be much
thicker than the Lick lens. It depends
upon the length of the focus, so I gen-
erally make my lenses thin and my
tubes long."
Mr. Clark says that, contrary to the

predictions of astronomers, the refrac-
tion of the light does not interfere with
observations at the Lick observatory.
Not only have the observations been
good, but they have exceeded anything
ever dreamed of.
"If there are intelligent beings in

the moon," said Mr. Clark, "we should

be able to see their buildings, bridges,
and canals. It is suggested by scien-

tific men nowadays that there may be
air and water and inhabitants on the

side of the moon which we never see.
Perhaps these people may explore the
desert which is continually turned
toward us. If they do, and if they
build there or make big excavations,
we should be able to see their works
with this forty-inch glass.—Slerling
(Kan.) Bulldin.

• 

GEMS OF IMPUREST RAY SERENE.

Some of the most singular processes
appear to be in vogue at Oberstein,
Germany, where the industry of manu-
facturing jewels is so largaly carried

on. Chalcedony is the usual base of
false onyxes and agates, which are
most frequently imitated, the stones in

this case being boiled in the coloring
matter and then subjected to intense
heat, the color permeating the whole
stone. One establishment possesses
the secret of converting crocidolite into
"cat's-eyes," Gypsum and hornblende
are also made into the same gems.
Ticons, which are cheap stones of
silicon and zirconia, have the color
washed out, and are apparently dia-

monds until tested ; a thin slice of dia-
momd is laid over a topaz, so that the
whole appears to be one gem : emeralds
ate easily imitated ; many stones sold

as rubies are only red spine, and much
of what is termed lapis lazuli is only

dyed chalcedony.—Bos/on Cultivator.

ENAMELING.

A series of articles on this art by Cellini, Jr.

S
MOOTHING enamel by grinding

preparatory to polishing, can

be done with rotary btones of

many kinds, or copper and lead
laps, using emery or pumice stone dust;

but all processes require practice to do

good work. The great danger a novice

runs in using rotary laps is in produc-
ing uneven surfaces, and thus cutting
away the enamel too much in spots. In
this work, as in all other, time and

practice will tell. In enameling goods
made of low carat gold, an addition
borax or boracic acid must be made,
but as has already been stated, any
considerable amount of borax will make
the enamel soft and liable to be attached
by the pickle.
Very little can be said in addition to

the instructions already given. What
is required after a careful perusal of
these articles is practice. I do not mean,
by the above remark, that I have said

all that could be said about this beau-
tiful art, but I doubt if much more
could be said without making the in-
structions too volumnious, and loading
the pupil with more or less rubbish. I
would beg to add that a knowledge of
chemistry is an indispensable auxiliary
to its successful practice. We have
many comparatively new metals, the
action of whose oxides are unknown in
enameling, and the possibilities of the
art of enameling in this direction are
like voyages in strange seas. The art,
if much improved by experiments, will
probably have to depend more on
amateurs than professionals. A few
brief suggestions occur to me in addi-

tion to what has already been said, and
these are chiefly in connection with
obtaining fine green and red colors.
Green enamel from copper does not flow
as freely as it might, and cutting deeper
to allow a greater body of color to be
put in the recess, will sometimes assist.
Clouet, one of our best authorities on
enamel says of of cupric oxide, " This
oxyde requires at most one or two pro-
portions of flux, either saline or metal-
lic, to enter into complete fusion, but a
smaller dose is commonly taken, and a
little oxyde of iron is introduced. To
four pounds of frit for instance, two
ounces of oxyde of copper, and forty-
eight grains of red oxyde of iron are
used, and the ordinary measures are
persued for making homogeneous
enamel." Let the pupil practice on
red, green and yellow enamels, using
copper as the metal on which he experi-
ments, until he is sure of the colors
being bright every time, and he has
accomplished the most difficult features
of the art. Using different metals to
cut upon for enameling, often leads the
pupil astray, until he is sure of results
on one metal. Red enamels from
cuprous oxide, can sometimes be heated
successfully by scattering a little fine
charcoal at the mouth of the muffle, to
burn out some of the oxygen in the
muffle.
Enamel painting is something which

can successfully be done in such a
furnace muffle, as has been described
for enameling. This art can be much
more successfully practiced since the
general introduction of carefully pre-
pared colors, ground ready for the use
of the artist. These colors must not be
confounded with enamels, such as we
have been describing. The enamels,

5

such as we have been discussing, should
not be ground to a fine powder, but left
in grains of different degrees of fine-
ness, according to the nature of the
enamel. On the contrary, colors for
enamel painting are ground to an
impalpable powder. In "ye olden time"
the grinding of an enamel color for
painting, required the services of a
laborer for a whole day to prepare two
drachms of color fine enough for use.
Now such colors are prepared by
improved machinery, and are compara-
tively cheap. The methods of doing
enamel painting do not come within
the province of true enameling, but
still is of great interest to the jeweler,
and may in the near future be taken
up and considered.

G. N. Luckty, Baldwinsville, N. Y.,
says " I have seen copies of nearly, ij
not quite, all the trade journals apper-
taining to the craft, and I find the
KEYSTONE to be the only practical
paper in the list. It is good for the work-
shop as well as the sales counter, and the
trade in general takes a decided interest
in the practical part of

A GERMAN farmer not two hundred
miles west of Chicago, called on the
local watchmaker with a " bull's eye "
watch to repair. As he stated " it
wanted a new spindle" (verge). The
watchmaker squinted at the relic, giv-
ing the usual advice, that it was not
worth fixing, and would cost $3.00.
"But it came all der vay from der old
country, and is a—vat you call it ?"
"An heirloom," chimed in the jeweler.
"Yah, dat ish it. I vants it fixed,"
says the German. "Vill you takes it
in vood ?" A bargain was made, the
watch left and one load of wood was
delivered, worth $1.5o. A few days later
the customer entered and asked if the
watch was done. He was told it was.
" 011.! I was so sorry, because mine
brother has come to America and
brought me another watch. I don't
vant two. I think I sell you this one."
The silver was weighed and valued at
seventy-five cents. "Veil," said the
German, "I don't vant it, you may have
it. Now how that makes us stand ?"
The figures were presented. "$3.00 for
repairs, $1.50 *for wood, 75 cents for
silver, which leaves 75 cents my due."
" Dot ish all right," exclaimed our
friend, "here ish your money." He
went out into the cold world to reflect,
and when the zephyrs had fauned his
brow, the situation became more clear.
He returned, exclaiming, " how vos
dot about 75 cents und my vatch und
my vood ? " The figures were laid before
him again. Repairs, $3.00 ; wood,
$1.50 ; silver, 75 cents ; cash, 75 cents ;
$3.00. " Yah, yah, dot ish right, said
the farmer, "but I bees glad I don't got
no more vatches to fix."

THE Singer Manufacturing Company
claims that the enormous clock which
tops the stately tower which keeps
watch and ward over their works at
Kilbowie, near Glasgow, Scotland, is
the largest in the United Kingdom.
The weight of the dials is 22 tons, the
weight of the pendulum 672 lbs., and
the diameter of each dial 25 feet and 8
Inches. Of course the largest clock is
an elastic term. Though the dials of
Messrs. Singer's clock are larger than
those of Westminister, the latter has
four of them, while the Kilbowie time-
keeper has but two.
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CORRECT TIME.

C
LOCKS of precision are usually

regulated to show mean solar

time. Apparent solar time

fluctuates back and forth

about sixteen minutes. This appar-

ent variation is due to the eliptical

form of the earth 's orbit, and not to

any irregularity in the rotation of the

earth on its axis. The period of the

earth's revolution on its axis, as rela-

tive to the fixed stars, is about three

minutes and fifty-six seconds shorter

than the mean solar day. The science

of astronomy is down to that degree of

accuracy, that if the earth varied only

one-tenth of a second in a year it could

be detected. The exact period the earth

requires to make a revolution on its

axis relative to a fixed star is twenty-

three hours and fifty-six minutes, and

4.09 seconds of solar time. The varia-

tion of sun time from sidereal or star

time, will be understood by the inspec-

tion of the cut at Fig. 1. To the man

at A, the sun (S) is exactly on the

meridian, or it is twelve o'clock noon.

The earth passes on in its orbit around

the sun from B to D, and at the same

time revolves on her axis. When she

reaches the position shown at D, she

has made a full revolution on her axis

Fig. 1.

WAR A., BitNalr41.71..

. .............................. .•••••
BUN ON THr MERIDIAN

as compared with any fixed point in the

heaven's, like the star G, but to have

the sun appear on the meridian, she

will have to revolve a trifle more than

a complete revolution, as shown at the

line marked solar day, to bring the sun

or meridian to the man at A. Astron-

omers have, for convenient reckoning,

conceived the heavens to be an immense

hollow sphere, and on this immense

concave have established meridian lines.

Inside of this conceived hollow sphere

revolves the earth on its axis, and

swings around in its orbit of four hun-

dred and eighty-six million of miles

without changing the location of these

imaginary lines as related to, and located

by the fixed stars to any appreciable

extent. Such a sphere is shown at
Fig. 2

Fig. 2. Inside of.this is the earth's

orbit, which is an.ellipse with the earth

moving through this ellipse at different

velocities, consequently, will pass these

meridians at unequal periods of time.

We do not propose to write up a cheap

edition of astronomy to give the reader

an exalted idea of our erudition. Our

plan is to give a brief explanation of

the phenomena of solar time, and then

carefully describe the mechanical ap-

pliances for obtaining correct local time

at a moderate expense of time and cash.

The moving principle of the KEYSTONE

is "practical ideas for practical men."

We give below an extract from a

popular astronomy explanatory of the

phenomena of "fast" and "slow" clock

by solar time. The zodiac signs in the

cut are rather faint, and we would beg

to add the sign at the left of the cut, at

the equatorial line, is Aries, at the right,

Libra. At the top of the ellipse Cancer,

bottom (of the ellipse) Capricorn.

The difference between mean and

apparent time, or, in other words,

between Equinoctial and Ecliptic time,

may be further shown by this figure,
which represents the circles of the
sphere. Let it be first premised, that
equinoctial time is clock time ; and that

ecliptic time is solar or apparent time.

It appears that from Aries to Cancer,

the Sun in the ecliptic comes to the
meridian before the equinoctial Sun;
from Cancer to Libra, after it ; from

Libra to Capricorn before it ; and from
Capricorn to Aries, after it. If we
notice what months the Sun is in these
several quarters, we shall find that from
the 25th of December to the i6th of
April, and from the i6th of June to the
ist of September, the clock is faster
than the sun-dial ; and that, from the
i6th of April to the 16th of June, and
from the 1st of September to the 25th
of December, the sun-dial is faster than
the clock.
In our next issue, we will commence

to give a map of the heavens, embrac-
ing only such stars as can be conveni-
ently used for obtaining correct local
time.

Otto R. Jost, Lawrence, Mass., sends
us three new subscribers, and adds : " I
think the KEYSTONE is the best and
most instructive paper for the price I can
find."

HE THOUGHT IT WAS BRASS.

Early last summer, Mrs. L. C.
Abraham, wife of a wealthy manufac-
turer, who lives at the Hollenden Hotel,
Cleveland, Ohio, lost one of a pair of
diamond earrings, the pair being valued

at $1,000. The lost jewel was of
peculiar construction, the stone being
inclosed in a golden ball composed of
two halves that screwed together, and
which could be removed to display the
diamond. Mrs. Abraham advertised in
all the papers, offering a large reward
for the restoration of the jewel.
About the time of Mrs. Abraham's

loss, John Scott, a plumber's assistant,
was at work in a new building in course
of erection on Euclid avenue, near the
square. While standing on the side-
walk, waiting for a car, one evening,

he saw in the gutter what appeared to
be a little brass ball. He picked it up,
put it in his pocket, and, on reaching
home, gave it to one of his children.

When the children wearied of it it was
placed in a button-box. There it re-
mained for months, and until one day
lately, when a visitor chanced to pick
it up. She noticed a crease in the ball,
and carelessly rolling it between her
fingers managed, almost unconsciously,
to unscrew its parts, when out dropped

a b mutiful diamond.
Scott is an honest man, and, now

realizing the value of what he thought
was a mere bauble, sent notice to the
jewelers of his discovery. One of them
knew of Mrs. Abraham 's loss and
notified her of the circumstance. The
jewel was easily recognized and
identified by the production of its mate.
Scott turned it over without a question,
and is the richer by a present of fifty
dollars from the owner.

JEWELED CARRIAGES.

The traveler who visits St. Petersburg
in the summer time, while the Emperor

and his court are absent at Peterot, is
shown, among other curiosities, the

wonderful collection of state carriages

which is used at the coronation of each

one of Russia's rulers. Most of them

are relics of the magnificence of Em-
press Catherine II, but every succeeding
reign has added to the barbaric splendor

of the jeweled coaches. The first object

that strikes the eye is a plain but ele-

gant carriage of modern construction

and style, painted dark blue, the whole

of the woodwork on the back shivered
and hanging loose, like the wooden

slats of a blind, while the interior is a

mass of torn cushions. This is the

vehicle in which the late Czar was
driving, when the first shell destined for

his destruction burst, leaving him un-

injured, but shattering his equippage.

It was not until he started out into the

street to ascertain the cause of the dis-

turbance that a:second bomb annihilated

the autocrat of all Russia, and his
assassin at the same moment. A chapel

is now in course of erection by his son,

the present Czar, to mark the spot
where the dread catastrophe occurred.
The mangled remains of the imperial
martyr were placed with his ancestors

in the Church of SS. Peter and Paul,

and to this day, his tomb is always
covered with fresh flowers—generally

violets, their perfumed breath mingling

with the burning of incense, and the

smoke of the waxen tapers which sur-

round the marble sarcophagus.
The next object of interest is a

primitive sledge, fashioned by the
prentice hand of Peter the great, the
worshipped hero of Russia. It is wood,

roughly constructed, painted dark gray,

with coarse woolen cushions, and poorly

lighted by small panes of glass. Along

side of this much prized relic is the

sumptuous sleigh, drawn by mimic

swans of white and gold, in which once

reposed the voluptuous figure of Cath-

erine the Great. The sedan chair of the

late Empress, who was for many years

an invalid, is another curiosity, with

its gilded doors adorned by the jeweled
monogram of its royal owner, and its
cushions of rose colored silk. In the

inner apartments the display of coaches

is superb. About a dozen of these are
gorgeously painted in red, and glitter

with varnish and rich gilding from the

pole to the old fashioned rocking springs

in the rear. The tops of some of them

are surrounded by ornamental borders
studded with jewels and surmounted by

a crown set with precious stones. Dia-

monds, rubies, sapphires and emeralds

outline the imperial monograms on the

doors, and even the hubs of the wheels

and the curving supports of the broad

doorsteps are set with the same brilliant

gems. It seems almost incredible, says

a writer in the Horological Review,

that this vast quantity of jewels should

be genuine, but the uniformed cicerone

gravely assures his visitors that they

are all real stones of great value. The

doors of one coach were painted by

Watteau and another by Boucher, prec-

ious pictures, even more costly than

old mine stones. Indeed, the guide

affirmed, the British Government has

offered $75,000 for one small panel by

Watteau, which it wished to place in

the National gallery. This offer, how-

ever, has been refused, and the beauty

of the coach thus splendidly adorned is
still intact. For each coronation a new
carriage is made, and all, including
many in Moscow, are brought out for
the great pageant.
The present Czarina selected for her

use at the late coronation a coach pre-
sented by Frederick the Great, of Prus-
sia, to the Empress Catherine II. It is
beautifully painted, richly jeweled and
cushioned in embroidered satin, with
magnificent hammer-cloth and harness
inlaid with gold.

WHAT WEAKENS THE EYES.

There is a popular error that the man
who reads a great deal is first to require
the services of a specialist in treatment
of the eye. Such is not the case. I
have found that the greatest sufferers
with eye troubles are those who are
compelled to use that valuable member
in an unnatural position. For example,
take the dentist. In examining a
patient's teeth he cannot look straight
ahead, but does the most of his work
under a great strain, with the head in
an unnatural position and the eyes
twisted so greatly that there is a con-
stant strain upon them. In reading we
are taught that when the eye aches it is
time to stop. That the dentist cannot
do. Some of them are very delicate on
this point, but it is a fact that during
my practice I have treated more dentists
than members of any other single pro-
fession.—St. Louis Globe Democrat.

TI-XE Swiss watchmakers have in-.
vented a watch for the blind. A small
peg is set in the middle of each figure.
When the hour hand is moving toward
a given hour, the peg for that hour
drops. The person finds the peg is
down and then counts back to twelve.

GREAT VICTORY FOR THE B. W.
RAYMOND.

The following extract is taken from
the report of R. L. J. Ellery, F. R. S.
F. R. A. S. Astronomer Royal, and
Chairman of the jury on "Watches" at
the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition,
1888 : "The Elgin National Watch Co.,
of Chicago, U. S. A., and Messrs. Roth-
erham & Sons, entered into a time test
competition with a number of their
exhibited watches. The time test was
made at the Observatory, where the
watches were under trial for sixteen
days in the several positions. The
Elgin Watch Co's. B. W. Raymond
movement came out the best, and
obtained 27 5 marks against 21 7 of the
best Rotherham & Sons. It is recom-
mended that the exhibitors both get a
first award, and the Elgin Company
get an extra award for having obtained
the victory in the time test. The jury
carefully examined the movements of
the Elgin Company as exhibited, and
the agent of the company in Australia,
Mr. Donald Manson, had upwards of
forty grades of the Company's move-
ments dissected so that the jury could
examine minutely the workmanship
and finish of these watches. After the
examination of this exhibit, the jury
made the following marks for general
excellence of manufacture:

Elgin Watch Co.. 366 points out of a
possible 400.
Rotherham & Sons, 343 out of a pos-

sible 400.
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LIST OF PATENTS.

The following is a list of Patents of
interest to the trade, issued during
February, 1889. To obtain a complete
copy of specifications and drawings for
any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-
five cents to the Commissioner of Pat-
ents, stating the number and date of
issue:

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1889.

No. 397,123 Fountain Pen. Oscar P. Grant, Pitts-
burg, Pa.

No. 397'45 Advertising Clock. Andrew V. Strait,
Sidney, N. Y.

No. 397,164 Hair Pin. William E. Banta, Spring-
field, Ohio.

• No. 397,191 Watchmakers Tool. Prederick Leach,
New York, N. Y.

No. 397,3t3 Stem-Winding and Setting. Watch.
Hippolyte Schutz, Redonvillier, Switz.

No. 397,413 Fountain Pen. Theodore F. Bourne,
Clifton, N. Y.

No. 397,423 Method for Demagnetizing Watches,
etc. John Greaves, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 397,433 Ear-Ring. Louis Krug, Brooklyn,
New York.

No. 397,434 Setting for Jewelry. Louis Krug,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 397,442 Micrometer Gauge. Charles H. Rus-
som, Springfield, Ill.

DESIGNS.
No. 18,902 Medal or Badge. W. Friederich, Wash-

ington, D. C.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1889.

No. 397,566 Temporary Case for Mainsprings.
Jacob W. Renglander, New York, N. Y.

No. 397,744 Opticians Measuring Instruments,
Emil R. Meyrowitz and Charles E. Dressler,
New York, N. Y.

No, 397,774 Locket. George D. Briggs, Providence,
R. I.

No. 397,790 Electro Magnetic Attachment for Eye-
Glasses. Frederick Fear, New York, N• V.

No. 397,850 Alarm Clock. Robert P. Gaylord, New
York, N. Y.

No. 397,853 Watch Movement Box. Charles T.
Graham, Philadelphia, Pa.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1889.

No. 397,955 Scarf Holder. George B. Adams,
Irvington, N. J.

No. 398,053 Securing Diamonds in Cutting Tools.
Hugo Keller, New York, N. Y.

No. 398,096 Cuff or Collar Button. George S. Tif-
fany, Tecumseh, Mich.

No. 398,126 Ear Ring. Luther F. Brooks, Boston,
Mass.

No. 398,140 Safety Pin. George P. Farmer, Mont-
clair, N. J.

No. 398,141 Safety Pin. George P. Partner, Mont-
clair, N. J.

No. 398,241 Musical Box. Friedrich E. P. Ehrlich,
Gohlis near Leipsic Saxony, and Gustave A.
F. Muller, Berlin, Germany.

No. 378,251 Watch Case Shaping Machine. Henri
L. Haldy, Waltham, Mass.

DESIGNS.

No. 18,929 Brooche. M. Baffin, Chicago, Ill.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY, 26, 1889.

No. 398,627 Stop Device for Adding and Registering
Wheels. William Koch, New York, N Y.

No. 398,657 Jewelry. Emil Schill and Andreas
Becker, Newark, N. J.

No. 398.665 Device for Feeding and Cutting Solder.
Charles W. Sleeper, Island Pond, Vt.

No. 398,787 Ear Ring or other Jewelry. Adolph
Lathy, New York, N. Y.

GEO. E. CRANDALL & SON, the well-
known jewelers of Springville, N. Y.,

write as follows : " Enclosed please
find $2.00, for which please send the
KEYSTONE for this year, 1889, and also
the Keystone portfolio of monograms.
We have never been a subscriber to the
KEYSTONE, but have had it before us
and perused its contents with great
interest. We consider it the very best
publication of its kind to be had.

Therefore, we send the above amount
willingly."

ON the night of Tuesday, January i5,

1889, the safe of Otto Berner, Le Mars,
Iowa, was blown open, and the following
articles were stolen therefrom:

185size, Keystone gold case No. 510694, with
Taylor movement No. 270'352 ; I 6 size, gold filled
Keystone, No. 341925 ; I 6 size Hunting, to K., No.
39545 ; I 6 size Hunting, to K. No. 76596 ; Swiss
watch, Anker, 19 lig, 14 K., No. 88877 ; 14 gold and
gold filled watches ; 4 silver watches, Swiss, 18 lig.
S. W., Ncs. 14243, 14246, 14248, 14247 ; 3 silver watches,
Swiss, 13 lig. S. W. 3025, 3032, 3036 ; I silver watch,
Hunting, Swiss, No 258048 ; x 4 OZ. silver watch,
with Columbus movement ; 3 4 oz. silver watches,
with Waltham movement i silveroid case, K. W.,
with nickle Waltham movement ; I 4 oz. Hunting
silver case, with Illinois movement ; 2 Manhattan
watches ; 2 Manhattan watches with the second
hand in the centre ; 2 S. W., Swiss watches ; 25
plain rings, 18 K. ; 27 band rings, gold, 14 K. ; xi
neck chains, plated to ladies' watch chains, long
size, plated ; 3 ladies' watch chains, short size,
platen ; also, watches to be repahed as follows:

7 ,46x 1;4 
K.
'

,3. 254,686; 7219 20o 6:249868
Hunting,

3s,6w39ifis I,t5
Ladies'

8,034; 
watch,

Swiss watch, gold, open face gold dial ; 277, En-
glish watch ; 24 398, silver English watch ; 28
American and Swiss watches.

A liberal reward will be given for the
return of any or all of the above de-

scribed property, or for the arrest and
detention of the thief or thieves by
addressing W. M. Boyle, Sheriff of

Plymouth County, Le Mars, Iowa.

On account of

Removal to New York.

■=1EN

Ansonia Clocks,
Less 50 and 20 per cent., when taken in original case lots,

otherwise 50 and 15 per cent.

Seth Thomas Clocks,
Less 33 and 15 per cent.

Tools and Materials,
Less 25 per cent., when taken in quantities of $25.00 or more.

Silver Plate Flat Ware, 1847 Rogers,
Less 50, ro and 10 per cent.

Canes and Umbrellas,
Less 20 and io per cent.

Dennison's Boxes and Findings,
Less 20 per cent.

Optical Goods,
Less zo per cent.

Discounts for Clocks are on List Prices of the respective

companies. Discounts for Tools, Materials, etc., are on

prices quoted in any Jobbers' Catalogues in the United States.

Above discounts are for cash and only on goods in stock.

Catalogues sent on application. All Goods guaranteed.

1==■I=1

Koch St Dreyfus,
New Orleans, La.

NOVELTIES IN JEWELRY.

The hoop ear-ring is coming again.

A small diamond studded tortoise
forms a tasty lace-pin.

Individual peppers now take the form
of the stump of a tree in bright silver.

Louis XVI ornaments are being exten-
sively utilized in silver toilet articles.

Round heads of gold wire, tipped
with diamonds, adorn tortoise shell
hair-pins.

Miniature Indian clubs of dull gold
are a new caprice in gent's link cuff
buttons.

A moonstone head in a diamond
shaped setting, forms a brooch of the
recherche order.

A silver match box has been intro-
duced that opens like a book, instead
of in the usual fashion.

As a hair-pin head, a small sun-
flower formed of diamonds and rubies is
not to be despised.

Some handsome miniature brooches
are encircled with diamonds and tur-
quoises alternating.

Small toboggans, accurately repro-
duced in oxidized silver, are a new
departure in breastpins.

Silver shaving mugs are lined with
silver gilt, and are heavily embossed
with Bacchanalian scenes.

A burnished silver pen engraved with
the word " souvenir " is an original
conception in brooches.

The head of a bull dog in oxidized
silver, set in a collar of garnets is a late
wrinkle in match boxes.

An original pattern in watch charms
is an inverted gold triangle, with a
diamond crescent in the centre.

Among lace pin novelties is one hav-
ing four oblong opals set in a square,
whose ends are met by a beautiful ruby.

Modest in appearance is a pale, blue
enamel queen chain pendant wity tiny
squares of gold wire on its surface.

A knife-edged spur set with diamonds
and a row of three rubies in the centre
is what they are wearing as scarf-pins.

Novel indeed, as a brooch, is a Roman
gold crab, perfect in every detail, with
two of its claws held together by a
pearl.

Queen chain pendants are out in the
form of green gold balls, ornamented
with gold wire stars and turquoise
centres.

A very popular bracelet consists of
square blocks of nugget-finished gold,
set with diamonds, and divided into
fours by oval links.

Admired for its beauty, is a large
lace-pin, composed of an owl in gold,
with emerald eyes, enclosed in a horse-
shoe set with diamonds.

One of the most recently designed
ladies' rings is formed of a chain of dull
gold, an opal set in a circle of sapphire.
forming forming the centre.

A fleur-de-lys in gold frosting, with
an average sized diamond in in its heart,
is numbered among the late comers in
breast-pins.

In a batch of paper-weight novelties,
recently noted, was one in the form of
a crying baby resting its head on a pil -
low, all of oxidized silver.

Bracelets, which have been devise 1
to go with ball costumes, have a cun-
ning little clip suspended by a slender
chain, for the purpose of holding the
dance programme.
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CLOCKS.

A
GLASS tube for a pendulum

rod should be about five-six-
teenths or three-eighths of
an inch in diameter and forty

inches long to commence with. A piece

of thick tube is better than a solid rod

of glass. The greatest difficulty to

overcome in making a glass pendulum

rod is to securely attach the ends to

the metallic tips, to which are fastened

the suspension springs and the pendu-

lum ball. Cements of all kinds are

unsafe, and may at any untoward

moment yield, and the labor and

adjustments of weeks be dashed to

destruction. A loop of platinum wire

fused into each end of the tube renders

the rod safe. To do this, procure at

any of the dental depots two pieces of

platinum wire about one inch long and

one thirty-seconds in diameter ; these

are bent into staples as shown at A,

Fig. I. The expansion of glass and

platinum are so near alike, that there is

no danger of the glass cracking loose

on cooling. With an ordinary blow

pipe and alcohol lamp or gas jet, the

job can be effected. We use a large

flame and full jet of air. The top of a

glass tube with a platinum loop melted

in is shown at Fig. 2. The glass tube

B will be reduced a little in size where

the loop is inserted, if the glass is not

pressed back a little to upset it. After

-Pas,/ ; . 
:a

I

-DC):4104

0 '

or/

the platinum loop is in place, a sleeve

of this bra' s is fitted to the end of the

glass tube, as indicated at the dotted

lines a, a, in Fig. 2. This tip or

sleeve should be made of brass or Ger-

man silver, about one-thirty-second of

an inch thick, and is securely attached

to the rod by a steel pin b passing

through the sleeve and also through

the platinum loop A. The upper end

of the sleeve a is split to receive the

bottom of the suspension spring which

is secured in the split by a pin d, Fig.

3. The sleeve a is also secured to the

glass tube B by cementing with shellac

dissolved in alcohol, until as thick as

honey. This last course is to make

sure the sleeve has no motion on the

glass rod. The fitting of the sleeve a

to the tip of the suspension spring is

carefully done so there is no uncertain

motions. The lower end of the glass

rod B is left just as it comes, until the

ball is fitted and an approximate rate

obtained. To make the ball, procure

two pieces of sheet brass three and one-

fourth inches long, one and one-fourth

wide and one-eighth thick.

Next procure half a dozen glass

test tubes one inch in diameter and

seven inches long. These test tubes

can be bought for fifty cents per dozen;

and out of this number we can select

two which will serve for our mercury

j ars after cutting off the upper end.

These test tubes are shaped as shown

in Fig. 5, and by cutting off at the

dotted line e, we have a cylindrical

tube well adapted for our purpose at a

very small expense. Some people

might suggest they were too thin and

brittle ; so is our glass pendulum rod

brittle, but both will last for an indefi-

nite time if carefully used. To give a
good support to the tubes and conceal
the rounded bottom of the test tube, we
make a ring g of brass, which will
receive the bottom of each of the two
test tubes up to the dotted line f.  We
recess each of the thick brass plates E,
to receive the rings just described.
These recesses are shown at D D,
Fig. 4.
There has been an endless amount of

rubbish written about mercurial com-
pensations by theoretical men, who
could not go into the workshop and
make the simplest part of a fine clock,

yet they insist on having their opinions
heard, because they imagine they know
more about the subject than other peo-
ple. Some writer, I read recently, was
grieving about the inaccuracy of the
bore of the glass mercury jars when in
actual practice, the errors from this
source would be infinitesimal in com-
parison to those we know where to
locate, but feel ill prepared to remedy.
In fitting up the pieces E, we draw
lines on the brass as shown at the
dotted lines, and when they cross in the
middle, we make a mark with a prick
punch to drill for the pendulum rod 'to
pass through. We next lay out the
line h, and on it establish the position
of the sinks D , whose centres are
located one and three-sixteenths inches
from the centre i. The rings g are
joined by the hard solder and neatly
filed up, and then soft soldered in the
sinks. The test tubes are cut off to
the length of six and one-eighth inches,
by starting a crack with a file and
carrying the fracture arouni with a
red hot iron. Four holes are drilled at
each corner of the plate E, to receive
four rods which form the frame or
"stirrup" for holding the jars. How
to put the frame together, and add
some neat ornamentation, will engage
our attention in next essay.

STRAY STATISTICS.

The secret orders throughout the
United States are said to number 200.

For every i,000 inhabitants the

United States runs trains 9,700 miles
annually.

A century ago the population of

Europe was about 150,000,00o ; now it
is over 350,000,000.

For the fiscal year ending June 30,
1888, Massachusetts alone consumed
$959,942.53 worth of beer, or consider-
ably over i,000,000 barrels.

' In Denmark there are 280 suicides per
I,000,000 inhabitants, the highest
number in the world ; Switzerland, 202;

France, 156 ; Germany, 143 ; United

States, 142 ; Australia, 104 ; Austria,
96 ; Sweden and Norway, 81 ; Belgium,
71 ; United Kingdom, 56 ; Italy 37 ;
Russia, 25, and Spain, 14.

The United States geological survey
gives some mining statistics that show
something of the wonderful wealth of
this country, judged by the immense
mineral output for the past year. The
total value of all minerals mined in 1887
was $538,000,000. This is $70,000,000

more than the output for 1886, and over

$100,000,000 greater than that of 1885.

The year's yield is not only the great-
est ever produced in this country, but
is at least $roo,000,000 greater than the

output of any other country, and, leav-

ing out England, is greater than that of
all Europe.

ANOTHER VIEW OF

TION.

THE QUES-

ELMIRA, N. Y., March r, 1889.

EDITOR KEYSTONE reply to
Mr. Cowing's communication to you,
which appeared in your KEYSTONE of
last month, it is to be regretted that a
"set of montebanks, " as Mr. Cowing
is inclined to call theiii, should have
aroused his ire against them to such an

extent, as to impel him to urge the
Legislature of this State to enact a law
prohibiting all peddlers from carrying
their goods for sale without first paying
a license fee of two hundred dollars per
year. Therefore, it is evidently Mr.
Cowing's intention to make a clean

sweep of all peddlers in this State by
making the sum so large that it will be
almost impossible for any one to pay
it, so that Mr. Cowing could have the
patronage of the whole State without
competition from less fortunate dealers,
and could thus monopolize the jewelry
business to his heart's content. Mr.
Cowing, I am sure, would think differ-
ently if he were compelled, like them,
to carry his goods on his back from
house to house and from hamlet to
hamlet, through the winters cold, the
summers heat, and the storms of every
season, in his efforts to make an honest
living, instead of keeping them in his
show case at home year after year, with
scarcely any change, and then finding
fault with the public for not ignoring
the poor peddlers and buying of wealthy
and less energetic dealers. The ped-
dlers are, as a whole, an energetic class
of people filled with ambition to boom
up the trade judiciously and to the
injury of none. They are mindful of
the wants of the people and they do not
"rob them of their hard earned cash"
as Mr. Cowing alleges. It is too broad
an assertion for any sensible man to
make, and it is over-stepping the
bounds of moral decency. It will not
do for an individual to set himself up
as the paragon of truth and justice and
denounce a whole class as montebanks
and robbers.
Of course, these peddlers would all

like to change their position with the
more fortunate ones ; but as they can
not do that, they live contented in their
occupation, and are taking care of their
good name by treating their customers
fairly and honorably. If Mr. Cowing
is jealous of their success, he is at
liberty to follow their example, and in
so doing, he will have no cause for com-
plaint. Watkins is but a short distance
from Elmira, and I regret that I never
had the pleasure of forming the gentle-
man's acquaintance ; but, from the
nature of his efforts in this matter, I
should say that he belongs to that class
of men who believe in doing the great-
est good to the smallest number, where
he is one of the number.

It is to be hoped that Mr. Cowing
will not receive a ready response from
those to whom he so plaintively appeals
for assistance ; and that the legislature
will not be inclined to listen to the
complaints of a comparatively few
individuals, against the wishes of the
majority of the people of this State,
and that they will pass no laws to
oppress the many at the demand of the
few. Equal right and equal privileges
to all men is the Constitutional legacy
of the American people. Upon this
corner stone the grand structure of
American government was built, and

it will bid defiance forever to the spirit
of persecution and oppression in what-
ever form it may appear.
Laws in restraint of trade are oppres-

sive, and the people will denounce them
as encroachments upon their liberties,
and consign their authors to political
sepulchers. Yours truly,

J. ABRAMSON.

Irvin H. Ecker, Whitehall, Wis.,
writes. "The want That the KEY-
STONE so thoroughly supplies has be-
come chronic with me, and you may con-
sider me one of its victims till the last."

A CURIOUS OLD CLOCK.

The astronomical clock at Hampton
Court Palace is the most curious time-
piece in England. An old inscription
proves it to have been made for Henry
VIII, in the year 1540. The designer
is not known, but is supposed to be
the famous German astronomer, Nic-
holas Gratzer. The clock was found
only about three years ago in a shed,
where it had been for half a century,
and was restored by the Secretary of
the Board of Works. One of the stories
about it is that if a resident dies it
stops. The dial consists of three copper
disks of different sizes, with a common
center, but turning at varying rates.
The center disk, the smallest, is 3 feet
3 34 inches in diameter. In its center is
a projecting globe, painted to represent
the earth. The larger part of this disc
is divided into four parts, and its outer
edge is divided into twenty-four spaces.
These represent respectively the quart-
ers of the moon and the hours that it
crosses the meridian, and they are indi-
cated by a small red arrow, painted on
the second disk, which always points
to the quarter in which the moon may
happen to be.
The second disk is 4 feet i inches

In diameter, but only the outer rim is
seen, and that is divided into twenty-
nine spaces, numbered from right to
left, which represent the moon's age in
days. From between the numbers one
and twenty-nine is a pointer which
marks on the outer disk the time of the
day and the night as it passes the
twenty-four Roman numerals, two sets
of twelve, painted on the stonework,
within which it revolves.
The third disk, or outer disk, which

Is 7 feet io inches in diameter, has
painted on it several sets of concentric
circular spaces, first the names of the
months, then the days of the month
(only twenty-eight for February), next
the signs of the zodiac, each zodiacal
space being divided into 30 degrees, and
on the outside of this disk a circle div-
ided into the 365 days of the year.
The weights that are used to run the

clock have a drop of sixty feet, and it
takes half an hour once a week to wind
it. The clock is set in a stone frame
about fifteen feet square, with the
badges of Henry VIII above the port-
cullis and jleur de Us and the rose and
his initials.—N. Y. World.

A PEARL necklace owned by a New
York lady is valued at $100,000, and
yet the pleasure she derives from wear-
ing it is as skim milk beside golden
cream when compared with the pleasure
the Dakota girl experiences while
wearing a necklace composed of a strong,
honest arm. This is semi-official, but
it can be relied on as being correct.
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and Dominion of Canada.

To secure a place in the columns of the KEYSTONE, advertis.
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the EIGHTH of each month.
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ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

toT;..1y..Ildlrert..F:letonti!ettteuv.itriTa...:,. received 265 answers

FOR SALE.

600 Will buy a jewelry store in city. Fixtures,good will, fine stock clocks and eye-
glasses, safe and other stock on hand if required.
Established over 4 years. Good location. Owner
going out West. Apply at once Oyster House, 1278
Third Ave., New York city.

I EWELRY variety store and pawnbroking. Only

Ii pawnbroker in the city. Population over 12,000.
Established io years. First-class trade. Size of
store 24 X 70. 12 feet high, plate glass front, best
location, newly fitted throughout with dust-proof
upward sliding door, wall cases and new counter
show cases, large fire and burglar-proof safe.
Good run of bench work. Reasons for selling and
full particulars given by mail. D. F. Rosenberg,
Bradford, Pa.

lk B0NANZA.—$5,000 cash will buy the leading

I. jewelry and optical business in one of the best
towns in Ohio. Big repair trade ; competition light;
rent low, tools and material for sale. Have other
business. Can reduce stock if desired. Address
at once " Bonanza," care this office.

THE bargain of a lifetime. The only jewelry
I store amounting to anything in a town of 4,000
with fine country trade. Stock and fixtures for
$2,000 to $3500. Rent of house and store can be
made nearly clear. Good run of work. Stock
finely selected ; cause, ill health. Address, Box
328, Keyport, N. J.

A FINE Francis engraving machine in first-class

• 

order with all fixtures and 13 sets of alphabets,
6 sets of numbers assorted in box, cash, $35. Must
be sold by March ist. H. A. Bromberg, this office.

I EWELRY store in eastern Washington Ter. Only
j 2 stores in county. Stock and fixtures cost
$3,000. Can reduce to $2,000. Can double invest-
ment every year. Owner wants to go to Europe.
Opposition very light. Address, Louis Kloclt,
Pomeroy, Wash. Ter.

A WELL established jewelry store in an interior

• 

town in California of 7,000 inhabitants. A large
amount of bench work can always be depended
upon, and business steadily increasing. Stock and
fixtures about $3,000. Will reduce if desired. A
splendid opportunity. Address, " A B," this office.

A WATCH and jewelry business in one of the best

• 

towns of 3,5oo population in northern New
York. Established 13 years. Stock and fixtures
about $3,000. Good reasons for selling. Address,

W. E. Smith, Gouverneur, N. Y.

$500 Will buy a good stock watches, clocks and
jewelry in a growing town in northern

New York. No opposition. A splendid chance

for a young man. Write for particulars. Geo. T.
McNeil, Hammond, N. Y.

A VERY fine jewelry business, with the best run
of watch work and engraving in the city of

Meriden, Conn. Population 25,000 to 28,000, and a
lively growing city. My store is the best and in the
best location in the city. My health is the only
reason for selling. Address, for particulars, J. G.
Griswold, 6 Colony Street.

A GOOD, 8 room cottage, well furnished, on easy

• 

terms. Will sell furnished or without. For
further particulars apply to R. T. Ghent, Columbia,
Alabama.

A WELL established jewelry business in a city of
7,000 inhabitants. A good German trade. Stock

and fixtures invoice $6,000. Rent reasonable.
Stock can be reduced to suit purchaser. Reasons
for selling, sickness. Address, " W K," Letter Box
500, Galena, Ill.

nREAT BARGAIN.—($2,500) Twenty-five hundred
U dollars will buy the fixtures, good will and
lease of one of the best located jewelry stores in
Indianapolis, Ind. The fixtures are all modern
and are cheap at $2,000, the $500 is bonus for room
and business, the rent per mouth is $135 and cheap ,
Reason for selling, must change climate. Only
cash will buy. Address, " B H," care this office.

D 

EST paying jewelry business in central Ohio for
U sale. Store room, with three rooms back of
store. Good rooms for family to live in. Stock
$2,000 will reduce to $3oo if desired. I,800 inhabitants.
No competition. Do not write unless you mean
business. E. Burt, Cardington, Ohio.

OOD paying jewelry store (plate glass front) in
U central Ohio, Manufacturing town ,of i,35o
population. No opposition. Can reduce stock to
$400 including fixtures. Address, " C C C," P. 0.
Box 3, Zanesville, Ohio.

ON account of poor health and failin
g eye-sight I

want to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

THE leading jewelry store in good Illinois town of
1 8,000 inhabitants. Best schools in the State.
Will invoice about $5,000. Has been established n5
years. Sales and work amount to about $to,000 a
year. Don't write unless you mean business. Ad.,
" Good Profits," care this office.

)
EWELRY stock and fixtures in the coming town
of eastern Kentucky—Mt. Sterling. Invoice

$2,000 ; will sell for $i,800 ; stock is new. Ill health,
reason for selling. Address, P. O. Box 239, Mt.
Sterling, Ky.

A N old established jewelry store in a good, lively
M town in Minnesota of 1,200 inhabitants. No
opposition with,n 20 miles. Is a railroad junction
and plenty of work for 2. Good trade in connection.
$1,200 takes stock, fixtures and tools. This is a
snap. Address, L. 0. Hulbery, Farmington, Minn.

FOR SALE.

RETAIL jewelry business in Chicago. New
stock and fixtures, worth $6,000. Good opening

for right man. Ad., " Z," care this office.

EWELRY stock and fixtures. Terms reasonable.

• 

If you mean business address at once, Mrs. A.
K. Brodersen, Russellville, Ky.

AN old established jewelry business in a city of
H 4,500 inhabitants. County seat ioo miles west of
Chicago. Stock invoices $4,000 ; will sell for $3,500
cash. Splendid trade and cheap rent. A bonanza
to a practical man with a few thousand dollars.
Reasons for selling, a paralytic stroke of the eyes
and limbs. Address, F. J. Leibiger, Princeton,
Bureau Co., Di.

A RARE OPPORTUNITY.—$1,5oo will buy a fine
1-1 jewelry store in New York city. Established 4
years, owner established 24 years. In a good loca-
tion on an avenue. Fine run of bench work, from
$15o to $250 per month. Fine store and fine rooms,
$45 per month. Poor health and wish to travel.
Can reduce stock, etc., to suit buyer. Apply at
once to "Gus," Spencer Optical Co., No. is Maiden
Lane, New York city.

A BARGAIN.—Three beagle hounds, thoroughly
M trained. My own hunting dogs. Any first-class
hunter write me and I will give full particulars.
They are beauties, and as good as ever shot over.
Will exchange for good watch. Address at once, S.
H. Truby, Brush Valley, Pa.

/100D paying jewelry business for sale. Will in-
U voice $1,200. Can reduce to $400. No old stock.
Good reasons for selling. Opposition light. Must
be sold by April 3rd. Wm. Butterwick, Manheim,
Pa.

EWELRY stock and fixtures, invoices $600 ; 2

U railroads, academy, etc. Address, Lock Box 19,
Coldwater, Ohio.

OR exchange, 2 story brick store building andranch, 4 miles from town for a good established
jewelry busines. A. Miller, Julesburg, Colorado.

TWO first-class jewelry stores for sale in two good
I towns in New York, 20 miles apart, 5 minutes
walk from R. R. stations. Population of each
town about 3,000. Stock and fixtures about $4,500
and $3,000, 40 minutes ride from one store to the
other. No opposition to speak of. Reasons for
selling, I wish to retire from business. Address,
" Opportunity," care this office.

QTOCK of watches, diamonds jewelry and silver-
o ware. Best location in dry. Good run of work.
Finest climate in the world. City growing fast.
For particulars address, Box 636, San Diego, Cal.

JEWELRY store in a rapidly growing city in
Washington Ter. Stock will invoice about

$2,000. Good opportunity. Address " J II," care
this office.

N"E' clean stock of jewelry. Will invoice about
$8,000, consisting of diamonds, watches, clocks

and silverware. Good location. Booming county
seat in the natural gas belt. Population 10,000.
Reason for selling, want to engage in mfg. Ad.,
E. M. Tansey, Marion, Grant Co., Ind.

ON easy terms, a good, well-fitted pho
tograph

gallery, a small stock ofjewelry and a good run
of trade. For further particulars address, R. T.
Ghent, Columbia, Ala.

$1500 Willburoneoftlebes best paying
stor

esnoneofarge
st Zivact i 

towns ; 6,000 inhabitants, Box 272, Claremont, N. H.

T"ment, located. in the best business centre in one
leading Io years standing jewelers establish-

of the liveliest mining towns in central Illinois.
Population 3.000. Clean, well selected stock, with
safe and fixtures invoicing about $6,000. Would
reduce to suit purchaser. Address, " Ch.," care
of this office. 

OR TRADE.-8o acres of good land in Wi
nnebago

County, Iowa ; $124 an acre. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, Ill.

I EWELRY business $600 to $800. Lots of work;
kJ good trade ; special inducements ; write at
once. In central New York. Address, " M.," care
this office.

A N old established jewelry business in the northern
I. part of New York state. Stock and fixtures
will invoice about $6,000. Amount of business in
in 1888 $10,000. Best of reasons for selling. No
bonus for good will. Cash buyers only need
answer. Address, " Bona Fide," care this office.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

SEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 3
1 and 33

South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New stafis, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this paper.

Ince0 
trade two fine Kansas farms, I6o acres in Cow-

property in Winfield ; a stock ranch of io4o
ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-

acres in Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-
class jewelry store. For particulars ad., "Jeweler,"
5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

hA OSELY & CO., Elgin, Ill, manufacturers of the
Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and

attachments. Designed especially for watch-
makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-
ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at
fair prices. Send for new price list. Agencies
with most of the jobbers.

CHAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Alb
any, N.

Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the V. S.
Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

I‘i,ARCH 6, 1889. Another new pupil to day. A

who bids fair to make a fine watchmaker.
fine, young man, the son of a prominent phy-

sician
The first-class watchmakers school, W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

CHIC AGO Horological Institute will do yo
ur trade

work better and quicker than anyone else.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
I 10 K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. II. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 918 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest pri
ces on watch-

work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born St., Chicago. Ill.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
kJ makers wanting positions would do well to
correspond with me. I keep a record book of all
such wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been
the benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale
jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31
and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

A JEWELER came a long distance to day, to se-
/-1 cure a first-class watchmaker—one of my pupils.
Your best plan to be sure of a good watchmaker is
to select a bright youth or young man that you
know and send him to W. F. A. Woodcock and he
will train him just as you want him and then you
will be suited. I have more applicants for fine
watchmakers than I can fill at present. W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

IMATCHMAKERS.—Take a course of instruction
vi in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this toyour knowledge
of repairing in the increased work you can
command.

[OR rent, my jewelry house occupied for the past
/ 25 years as a jewelry store ; fitted with elegant
black walnut and plate glass upright cases on both
sides. Eight German silver and plate glass counter
cases, 2 fine, large German silver and plate glass
cases for show windows, French plate glass in front
and rear, and other fixtures suited to the jewelry
trade. Furnace, electric and gas light, etc. Build-
ing located in the centie of trade, in the wealthiest
city of its size in Indiana, and in the finest agri-
cultural region of the United States. Population
20,000. Natural gas mains will be laid this season.
Full particulars to those who desire to make a
change or open a new business soon. The best
jewelry town in the West as evidenced by the stand-
ing and success of its jewelers. Address, G. H. Hull,
La Fayette, Indiana.

EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This
is a fact.

I AST week I had a new pupil from the jar West,
L a nice young man, who has been well reared
and had a college education. He is a young man
of wealth and position. His brother is now making
a tour of the whole world, and he had a chance to
do the same, but he thought first that he would
become a pupil of W. F. A. Woodcock, and learn to
be a first-class watchmaker, and then he could take
a tour of the world. And if he found a more de-
sirable spot on the earth than his own home, he
could settle there and open a jewelry palace, and
at the same time be able to do and properly direct
the fine watch work of his establishment. Another
arrival this week of a model young man from New
England, of a splendid family and his father the
proprietor of an elegant jewelry store, dealer in
fine watches, diamonds and rich jewelry, etc., and
a very popular gentleman in his city, and well and
very favorably known in his State. Ile employs a
watchmaker and assistants, but he desired his son
to be under the instruction of W. P. A. Woodcock,
and with him lie will make one of the best watch-
makers in America, and if you want to be a first-
class watchmaker go to W. F. A. Woodcock, Win-
ona, Minn., and he will do all in his power to make
you first-class in every respect. One of my newly
arrived pupils is a flue engraver, jeweler, and dia-
mond setter.
I have turned out pupils of my watchmakers

school that to take them right straight through, I
do not believe their equal has ever been turned out
of anyschool in the United States of America, they
are living monuments of what W. E. A. Woodcock,
teaches. They can be seen East and West.

imATCHMARERs.—Take a short course at the
vy Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

IA V attention being called to several testimonial
M and editorial articles recommending the
Watchmakers School of W. F. A. Woodcock, Win-
ona, Minn., I heartily endorse it as perfectly r6liable.
It is also with the utmost gratitude that I state that
I have received much valuable information and
instructions from Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, during
the time of May 15, 1882 to August 15, 1883, and
thankfully acknowledge that the success of my
business is due to those instructions. Any one
desiring a thorough education in the art of watch-
making, should not fail to attend a course at the
school of W. P. A. Woodcock.

C. H. SAAKE, Crookston, Minn.

OEND to A. F. Freeland, 23 Water St., Boston,
0 watch, clock and chronometer jewel maker,
who keeps a constant supply of watch jewels, dia-
mond powder, cutters, etc. always on hand ; also,
sapphire calipers, jewels in brass settings ready for
soldering on to callipers at $1 per pair. Jobbing a
specialty.

imANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
VV students in the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

U OW does W. P. A. W000dcock, Winona, Minn.,
H get so many watches to repair? That question
is asked a great many times. For many years lie
has been well and favorably known as an expert
watchmaker to many thousand of people in the
United States and through them he is always kept
busy. Watchmakers send him work by the box
from Maine to the far West.

QEND stamp for catalogue and prices of high class
0 poultry and eggs for hatching. Seven varieties.
B. T. Pace, importer and breeder, Salem, Indiana.

(1 HICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highest
U branches of the art—adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and
also beautifully and artistically designed. They
are made of zinc, painted with white lead and
gilded with the best xx gold leaf and warranted in
every particular. These signs can be placed on a
post to revolve or swing on a rod from a building.

The best advertisement for your store is one of these
elegant signs. They attract much attention and
always prove to be a paying investment. I make
different sizes. Send for price list. Address, Lon
Barnhart. Springfield, Ohio.

TO be a successful watchmaker you should learn
I adjusting in all its branches by taking a course

at the Chicago Horological Institute.

I CAN accommodate a few more pupils with board

I and room in my house. W. P. A. Woodcock,
Winona, Minn.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Q END all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., 18 South Broad St. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

WATCHMAKERS, Journeymen and Apprentices,
VV come now and spend the pleasant Spring and
summer up in this grand and glorious north-western
climate, and go back home a fine, first-class, fin-
ished and accomplished and skillful and expert
watchmaker. Come, and I will do you good. W.
F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

I HAVE $1,000 and 16o acres of good land worth
I $3,000. Who has a $4,000 stock of jewelry to
trade for it? S. W. Gould, Ashland, Kansas.

OEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
0 logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

U IGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, and
H packages promptly remitted for. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 South Broad St., Phila., Pa.

_

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

mg make a specialty of Demagnetizing watches
VV for the trade. Send us all your watches, and
we will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling
Watch Co., di S. Broad St., Phila.. Pa.

WANTED.

[VERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
H Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correspondence solicited.

A TTACHMENTS for Mosely lathe. J. B. Temple,

• 

Marshalltown, Pa.

fV
ERY jeweler to use and sell our rubber stamps.
Pen and pencil, 25 cents. Send 2 cent stamp

or catalogue. Deals & Co., Rockaway, N. J., Box 17,

A PARTNER in the best city of 20,000 in Ohio. Ob-

• 

ject to increase jewelry stock. A big thing for
the right parties ; a watchmaker preferred ; fine
location ; well established. " G W," box 674, Find-
lay, Ohio.

TO trade, 956 acres of fine timbered land in Cass
Co., Illinois, for a good stock of jewelry and

watches, or will sell the same cheap for cash. This
is a rare bargain. Address, " Bargain," this office.

[VERY watchmaker wanting Tools, Material,

• 

Technical Books or anything connected with
the Trade to send for same to Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad St., Phila. Very Lowest Prices.

VOUNG man as watchmaker and jobber, either
a "jour " or under instructions. Must be well

recommended. State wages wanted. J. II. Heim,
Sunbury, Pa.

A WATCHMAKER'S bench. A. Spayd, Wester-
H ville, Ohio.

A GOOD watchmaker, one who can do all kinds of

• 

repsir work, engraving and general jobbing.
Must have full set of tools. Will give office room
for same, and also pay piece work with the priv-
ilege of carrying on his own business. In Praia-
adelphia. Address, " II 5," care this office.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

B'young man, 6 years experience. Have new
American lathe with good set of tools. Good

refs. Can come immediately. Address, C. S. Put-
nam, Manchester, N. II.

DERMANENT position by good watchmaker and
[ engraver. Can wait on customers when neces-
sary. Best relerences furnished. Address, "E I.
P," care this office.

B first-class watchmaker, 20 years experience.
Splendid set of tools. Will be at liberty May

1st. Am able to take charge of branch store.
Western states preferred. Address, " Nebraska,"
care this office.

DIOS ITION by young watchmaker of 6 years exp.
[ to advance himself. Salary no consideration.
Best of references. Address, Box 192, Elmore, 0. *

[3
' 

young man of 2 years experience. Can do
ordinary watch, clock, and jewelry repairing.

Age 21. Satisfactory references. Address, " M S,"
care this office.

on YEARS at watch repairing. Fine references.
U Single, splendid tools. " Watchmaker," Box

633, Potsdam, N. Y.

BY young man, 20 years old ; about 2 years exp.Can du all kinds of clock and jewelry repairing
and plain watch work. Wants a position to im-
prove trade. Can furnish plenty of good references.
Address, 0. F. Burgess, Reading, Mich.

VOUNG man, 27. Single ; experience since child-
/ hood, watches, clocks, jeweler and salesman.
Speaks French and English ; am ready now for
the right man. City or country ; good refs. John
Didot, Versailles, Ohio.

DosTrioN in a jewelry store as salesman and part
F time at the bench. Can do ordinary work of
any kind. Have set of tools. Have been in busi-
ness 7 years. Will make myself useful at anything.
Age 22 years. Can give best of refs. For further
apply "J M K," P. 0, Box 74, Rock Hill, S. C. *

B months experience at watch, clock and jewelrya
young man, 19 years of age, best of habits, mo

repairing. Would prefer a reliable situation under
a good workman. City preferred ; best of refs. fur-
nished. Address, C. W. Scott, Frankfort, Ohio. *

- --
AS watchmaker and engraver, by young man with
1-1 12 years exp. in city establishments, has A
references and first-class tools. Address, " E B,"
care this office.

VOUNG man wishes situation as watchmaker.
I Can hard solder. Ad., 1707 Judson 5t., Phila., *

— —
A S watchmaker and jewelry repairer. 15 years

• 

exp. Speaks German and English. Good work-
man with tools. References. Address, " N E A,"
care this office.

WATCHMAKER or clerk. A competent young
VV German man, 22, with set of tools, Whitcomb
lathe wants a position as watchmaker or as clerk
in a jewelry jobbing house New York or Brooklyn.
Have been employed by one before. lamm give the
best of references. Wages not as important as
steady position . esq.," W C W," 596 Leonard
St., Greenpoint. L. I.
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WORKSHOP NOTES.

A "SuBSCRIBER” (asks " how to test

silver?" -Nitric acid applied to fine

silver only blackens it. If silver is

much alloyed with copper it boils up
green ; so does brass and German silver.

Put one-fourth of an ounce of Nitric

acid into an ounce bottle, and add scraps

of pure silver until the acid will not
dissolve any more. This acid, is of
course, inert when applied to silver,

but attacks all baser metals like Ger-

man silver or Brittania.

"IsocHRoNAL" asks "where can I

obtain platinum wire fcr making balance

screws ? " At dental supply houses.

"HELPER" asks "what will remove

ink stains from white marble? " Chloride
of lime applied as a paste.

"LEARNER" asks "if there is a com-

position called 'cold soft solder? ' "

There is a compound of copper and
mercury used for uniting glass and
metal articles, which has been sold
under this name. Dissolve sulphate of
copper in hot water, and place in the
solution some clippings of zinc. The
solution should be placed in a bottle

and the zinc clippings put in. Grain
tin will answer in place of the zinc. The
copper falls to the bottom of the bottle
in a fine brown powder. Some of this
fine copper dust is mixed in a porcelain
mortar, with enough strong sulphuric

to make it into a paste, when about
twice the weight of quick silver is
added. The amalgan is thoroughly
ground and washed with water to remove
any excess of acid, when by a moderate
heat it becomes plastic, and can be used

to join many substances.

KEYSTONE FILLED CASES
guaranteed for twenty years.

ANXIOUS ENQUIRER '' desires to
know "the best method of oxidizing
silver?" A paste of common gun
powder applied to silver and allowed to
remain on for several hours, will give a

blue gray oxide coat. If the silver
article is brushed over with a solution

of nitrate of mercury, and then im-
mersed or brushed with a solution of
sulphide of potassium, the color will be
darker than if the liver of sulphur alone
is used. A solution of chloride of lime,
after which exposure to the light, and
a dip in a solution of corrosive sub-
limate (bichloride of mercury) and
washed with ammonia and water.

"A BEGINNER" asks "what kind of

type is used on coffin plates, and the
arrangement of name, date, etc. ?"
These are matters in which engravers
differ. We think that old English text
is generally considered the correct
thing for the name, and script for the
age and date.

"AN APPRENTicE" wants to know
"how to make a clock strike slower
after putting in a new strike main-

spring ?" If it struck right before the
new spring was put in, the spring is too
strong. Consequently, putting in a
weaker one will remedy the difficulty.

'' A QUESTIONER' ' asks ' how to
restore the color of gold after hard
soldering ?" Paint the article over
with bmic or boracic acid dissolved in

hot water before you commence to
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solder, or use yellow ochre and a little
borax dissolved in water to paint over
the job. After the job is done, throw
into a pickle of one part of sulphuric
acid and eight of water in a thick copper
pickle dish, and heat up to boil. If
the article looks a sort of sickly green,
dip it into a hot mixture of undiluted
sulphuric acid and saltpetre. Wash
well and scratch brush.

"SUBSCRIBER" desires to know "how
to make a gilding solution for working
with a galvanic battery." The best
method is to make a solution from a
sheet of pure gold suspended in a
cyanide solution. A quart of solution
requires an ounce of cyanide of potas-
sium, and from two to four pennyweights
of gold.
Take a glass vessel .-1, which will

hold a little over a quart, and put in it
a quart of distilled water. Dissolve
one ounce of cyanide of potassium in
the water. Take a common tobacco
pipe and break off the stem as shown
at a. Broach the hole in the short stem
until you can close it perfectly with.
small bits of cork cut small and forced.
into the hole. The pipe must be of the
porous kind, and not hard and glazed.
This can be told by touching with the
tongue. If the pipe is of the right kind

T._ ri.9.1

it will adhere to the wet tongue. Some
supports of wire should be made so as
to keep the pipe bowl in the position
shown. The pipe bowl is filled with
the solution of cyanide in the jar until
the level of the fluids are alike in the
jar and pipe bowl. The jar A is now
placed in a vessel of hot water until
the solution in A is up to I30 or 1500 F.
Next attach a plate of pure gold b by a
wire to the copper side of your galvanic
battery, and suspend it as shown. In-
side of the tobacco pipe is placed a cop-
per disc, about the size of a five cent
piece, and connected by a copper wire
to the zinc side of your battery. The
philosophy of the arrangement is, the
electric current dissolves the gold from
the plate b but will not deposit it on the
disc inside the pipe bowl, as no gold
will pass through the pores. The gold
plate b should be weighed before it is
placed in the solution, and then weighed
after it has been in for half an hour,
and the loss in weight indicates the
amount of gold held in suspension by
the solution. The heat causes the solu-
tion to rapidly evaporate. Fill up after
using to full quart with distilled water.
After adding water, the solution should
stand for twenty-four hours before using
again.

STAR CASES guaranteed for fifteen
years.

" HoRoLoGicAL " asks "what is
meant by adjusted to three positions ?"
The usual meaning of the expression is
adjusted with dial up, dial down and
stem up. That is the three most
natural positions.

"ENQUIRER" asks "for the best pro-
cess of putting in a hairspring ? " We
published in the KultsroxF, (commenc-
ing in October '86, and ending in March

•87,) six articles on "Hairsprings and
Springing," which contain the best
instructions for this art ever given to
the trade. If you can get hold of these'
old numbers, you will find what you
want. We can not give you instructions
in two columns which would be of much
use.

"A WEAK NOSE" asks "where to
get benzine that 'does not 'stink' ? "
Any large drug house has it, but it is
worth about 15 cents a pint.

"SPENcERIAN" writes : "I am prac-
ticing engraving on my own hook ; can

you tell me how to polish a graver so it
will cut bright and smooth, and also
what books I can get to post me up ? "
You can polish your graver on the sole
of an old shoe, using diamontine and
alcohol. A graver should be carefully
sharpened on an Arkansas stone to a
perfect point, then a mere touch of three
or four rubs on the leather. Draw the
graver toward you when you polish so
as to not scratch the leather. Read
Cellini's practical instructions given

to every KEYSToNE subscriber.

" COUNTRY WATCHMAKER " asks
"what kind of pith is it that is used to
clean pinion leaves ?" Sunflower,
usually. The common elder is best. Do
not punch it out of the elder ; split the
wood away, leaving the pith.

"READY TO PROFIT" writes : ̀ I com-
menced to read Workshop Notes to laugh
at what silly questions some people
would ask, but I have learned a great
many useful points out of it. Success
to the Workshop column. I begin to
appreciate it."

''REGULATOR'' writes:
"I have an old time Swiss regulator,

pin escapement ; beats 8o to the minute.
It does not keep time so well as I could
wish. The pendulum rod is about 30
inches long, gridiron ; the ball about
six inches in diameter, and isnot solid.
If I should fill it with lead, would that
tend to regulate the clock ? How much
shorter would such change require the
pendulum ? Would the same weight
carry it ? The pendulum ball would
weigh, filled with lead, about 13 lbs.
Now weighs, perhaps IX lbs. The
driving weight weighs about ro lbs."

Increasing the weight of the ball
would tend greatly toward improving
the time-keeping qualities. The length
of rod would remain about the same
after adding the weight to the ball. It
is doubtful if the clock would run (hav-
ing a pin escapement) and carry the
additional weight of ball with any driv-
ing weight. A pin escapement requires
all the parts adapted for each other. It
would be a matter of experiment.

"RusTicus" asks "how much would
jewels for the jaws to a poising tool
cost, and what kind of stone is best to
use ?" A pair of chalcedony (these are
the best,) will cost about $1.50.

"A. B. C." asks "how to true a com-
pensation balance?" In addition to
the ordinary truing callipers, get a pair
of hawks bill pliers shaped as shown in
Fig. 2; drill a hole through the flat jaw
opposite the arrow f large enough to
receive the largest part of an American
staff. Next take a piece of steel wire,
one-tenth of an inch in diameter and
three-sixteenths of an inch long, and
drill a hole through the wire in the dir-
ection of its axis, so as to fit on the end

of the round jaw h, and leave room
below for the top pivot of a balance
staff. The idea of the device will be
understood by inspecting Fig. 3, which
is an enlarged view of the acting parts.
In this view we have a vertical section
of jaws h j, and short piece of steel
wire g. It will be noticed that the upper
jaw h is held by the short steel tube g,
(the piece of drilled wire) and leaves a
space for the top pivot i of a balance.
The piece g grasps the bar of the balance
and holds it firm, while we bend

the rim to suit. This tool is principally
useful in truing a balance in the flat.
For truing in the round, if a balance is
much out, the screws should be removed
and placed in such a position as to be
replaced in the order in which they

Ti",1412

,

were in the rim originally, or the heat
and cold adjustments would be
destroyed. A good plan is to take a
paper box cover as shown at G, Fig. 6;
then take a 6 size movement box and
mark around it with a pencil and pro-
duce the circle s s; draw two straight
pencil lines t t, to represent the balance
arm ; count the number of screw holes
in the balance rim, and make the same
number of holes in the circles s s, count-
ing from the arms each way. Place the
screws taken from the balance in the
order they belong. In bending the rim
for truing in the round, it has an in-
veterate tendency to bend at the screw
holes. To bend a balance rim between
the holes, take a small pair of round
nosed pliers, and on one jaw fit a piece
of hollow wire like g, only we file a
concave groove in one side parallel to
the axis of the hole. ' A side view of
such a pair of pliers is shown at Fig 4
with the steel tube at fi. An end view
of the pliers and ring seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow 21, is shown at Fig. 5,
with a balance rim at r. There should
be three or four rings like, with grooves
v, Fig. 5, of different concavities to
match balances of larger or smaller sizes.

KEYSTONE FILLED CASES
guaranteed jor twenty years come next to
the BOSS—the best filled case made.

Circles of twisted gold links, set with
pearls, make admirable brooches.

A PRouric cause of mainsprings
breaking is the barrel arbor being too
small, causing too close a strain on the
small coils of the spring. The trouble
of putting in a larger arbor is some-
times avoided by putting in a higher
hook, which increases the effective dia-
meter of the arbor, but a better plan of
taking off the destructive pressure on
the centre of the mainspring is the in-
sertion of a loose coil of spring between
the arbor and mainspring. In a pro-
perly proportioned barrel and spring,
one-third of the space in the barrel is
occupied by the arbor, and another
third by the mainspring, leaving one-
third for its development.
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BOSS CASES Guaranteed for 25 YEARS
A new Line Bascine Filled Cases.

We show here a few designs of our new Bascine Boss cases. They approach nearer to a Bascine

case than any other filled case ever made. There is no bead on the back. The edges of the back

are sharp, and fit very closely to the centres, giving the case the appearance of a Bascine. The centres

are ornamented in Vermicelli style. The backs are also ornamented with Vermicelli border to corres-

pond with the centre, and finished with very elegant patterns within the border.

The style of the engraving of the entire case is almost identical to style used on Solid Gold

Bascine cases, and the line of engravings, both in regard to designs and execution, is. without any

exception the finest ever put on any filled case. Boss Cases are the only  filled cases that will admit

of this style of work. These cases are now in the hands of the Jobbers.

Bear in mind, all Boss Cases are now guaranteed for 25 years.

Keystone Watch Case Company,

New York.

Philadelphia.
Chicago.
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The Keystone
A Monthly Journal

devoted to the interests of the Jewelry Trade.

Subscription price only

FIFTY CENTS PER YEAR.

Correspondence and other copy for publication
should reach the KEYSTONE before the first of each
month. Communications upon all subjects of value
and interest to the general trade are solicited.

Advertisements will be received at the lowest
rate conipatible with the excellence of the KEY-
STONE as an advertising medium, and will be fur-
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THERE is no use to which a young
jeweler can put a dollar which will pay

him as well as to subscribe for one year
to the KEYSTONE, and receive as prem-
iums Cellini's Book on Engraving and

the KEYSTONE Portfolio of Monograms.

PR oTEcTioN to jeweler's safes after
night is best effected by the presence of
a night watchman. An old man whose

services can be obtained at minimum
cost, is the hest person for the trust,
requiring less sleep than in youth;

they are ever vigilant.

CLOSING jewelry stores early does not

mean more time for idleness and dis-

sipation. It means to the head of the

firm more time for maturing plans and

laying the foundation to extended busi-
ness, and to the workman and appren-

tice more time for study and improve-

ment.

A FAIR knowledge of optics is of
great importance to those who deal in

spectacles and eye-glasses.

WE understand extensive enlarge-

ments and improvemements are to be

made to several of our Horological

Schools the coming year. The sum of
what we would say to those engaged in
this laudable enterprise is, we are in no

fears of your making too many work-

men, but would beg to caution you not
to make them too fast—all art is slow,
if well mastered.

THE yield of gold from the various
sources, in excess of what is used for
mechanical purposes, does not keep pace
in ratio with the increase of the world's
wealth. Consequently, property must
diminish in value as based on a gold
standard.

THE general use of pocket watches
with the masses, great as it seems, has
only commenced. The promptness with
which business matters of all kinds are
conducted at the present day demands
every man to be provided with a reliable
pocket timepiece. And while cheap
and inferior grades will supply the
wants of the masses, the demand for
those of higher grade and more accurate
performance will proportionately in-
crease. There seems to be a feeling
among persons, even in the trade, that
watches of inferior grade may occasion-

ally show records of performance as
timekeepers superior to more carefully
executed and adjusted movements.
While such phenomenal records may,
in rare instances, be met with, still we
all know that the only place to look for
and expect such results is among those
movements which have all the advan-
tages human skill and experience can
bestow. To produce timepieces of this
kind will ever be expensive—never
cheapening, but getting costlier and
costlier as the exceptional excellence
increases.

THERE is no doubt but as civilization
pushes its front into the unexplored
regions of the earth new diamond fields
will be developed. Borneo, yet com-
paratively a terra incognita, has already
produeed several hundred carats of high
class gems of this order. Most of the
diamonds of a distinct green tint are
from this island. We are apt to over-
look the real extent of the Pacific islands
from the small space they occupy on
our maps of the hemispheres. Borneo,
for instance, contains territory enough
to form half a dozen States the size of
Ohio ; affording plenty of space for
several Kimberly's, surely.

MEN of ordinary ability succeed
oftener in business than those of pro-
nounced talent. The reason is evident
enough ; they are satisfied with a
humbler commencement, and while
genius is looking about for a site for
his castle, plodding mediocrity builds a
house. And so on, when night or death
comes, one has realized a competence,
while the other has accomplished noth-
ing.

THERE is no better practice for
apprentices and pupils in horological
schools than the manufacture of new
special tools. This course confers a
double benefit : it first learns the pupil
a skillful use and command of tools,
and at the same time provides him with
superior facilities for doing his work.
A skillful workman is ever devising
some new tool by which he is to accom-
plish some portion of his work in a
more Efficient or speedy manner.

THERE has no one branch of metal
industry been so much improved as the
manufacture of sheet metal goods
Now, almost any hollow article formed
of metal, is first struck out of the proper
sheet metal, when by repeated pro-
cesses of die manipulations, the article
leaves the press almost perfect in form.
In the manufacture of silveroid watch
cases, as conducted by improved pro-
cesses, the centre, back and bezels are
all struck from sheet metal, and then
by passing through the proper dies with
but little hand labor, are ready for joint-
ing. The dies are so perfect and smooth
that very little time is required in pro-
ducing a high polish.

IN the sale of spectacles and eye-
glasses the dealer cannot be too dis-

criminating. He must first of all be an

excellent judge of human nature, be-

cause spectacles are only a remedy for

failing eye-sight, and like all remedies,

depend more or less on the faith of the

patient. There is one point on which

many experienced dealers in spectacles

fail, and this is to impress on the mind

of the customer that spectacles or eye-

glasses are only helpers—not new eyes.
Take, to illustrate, a fine mechanic,
who bas had for many years a strong,
true eye, and he finds, as age creeps
on, a failing of his sight. He can, as
Oliver Wendall Holmes puts it, by the
exercise of his will and nerve power
"bully his eyes" into performing their
former functions for some time after a
positive decline in the power of sight
has established itself. Fitting such per-
sons is a difficult task. They expect

too much. They might go to the best
oculist in the world and still be dissatis-
fied, except they had the situation ex-
plained to them. Prescription lenses,

for the correction of visual defects, had
in most cases better be left to a profes-
sional oculist. Dealers are very pro-

perly devoting more attention to the
study of the subject, and we cannot too
heartily endorse the idea of a course of
instruction on a matter of so much im-

portance as the sale, and use of spec-

tacles and eye-glasses.

THE metal aluminium is fast becom-
ing a necessity in the arts. Some of

the bronzes formed by mixture with
copper have the true gold color and are
remarkably free from tarnishing. The
native ore of this metal is common

clay, which is as every one knows,
abundant enough. It is only recently,
however, science has been able to pro-

duce the metal at a cost sufficiently low
to warrant its extensive use. Mixed in
a small percentage with cast iron, and
the iron flows into intricate molds
with astonishing facility.

THERE has been no greater factor to
the sum of our national success than the
fostering eflect of our cheap and wise
patent laws. We are apt to attribute to
ourselves as a nation, superior inventive
genius ; and while this may be true to
a certain extent, still we should not for-
get that the facilities for protecting in-
ventions were peculiarly favorable to

such efforts, and the consequent rewards
were ever stimulating the minds of our
people to achievements in this way. It
stands us in hand to guard with un-
faltering vigilance this great element of
success, and as soon as demagogues
attempt to enact laws crippling the
scope and efficiency of our patent laws,
to properly notify them that such serv-
ing the interests of the few at the expense
of the many, will not be countenanced.

Lnr our horological schools raise the
standard of skill in repair workmen,
and then have a law enacted requiring
each man who practices the art of watch
repairing to be either a graduate of one
of the reputable schools, or licensed
under a board of inspectors, and the
trade will be freed from a great many
nuisances now only too common.

Pr is amusing to hear the same man
tell two stories about his watch. With
his friends and cronies his watch is al-
ways right—the most perfect time-
keeper in existence. Two hours after-
ward he comes into the store of his
jeweler and finds his watch ten seconds
slow, when he immediately proceeds to
"jack up " the workman, and informs
him his watch never has kept time
since he cleaned it a month ago. The
jeweler's record says it was almost two
years, and then there was only a main-
spring put in.

THE perfect or ideal watch case must
possess four attributes : ist, Elegance,
looks, appearance. 2nd, Protection.
3rd, Service. 4th, Economy. The first
named of these attributes, appearance,
is of prime importance, as it sells the
case both to retailer and customer, and
embraces all the attractions which
appeal to sight. The second count
"Protection, " means the ability to pro-
tect the movement from dirt and vio-
lence. The third count "Service," has
mostly to do with preserving in the
best and most lasting manner the first
two attributes. The fourth requisite
" Economy," demands the greatest
aggregate of the first three perfections
for the least money. To construct such
an ideal case we must select a material
presenting the greatest number of claims
under the first three requisites, viz. :
appearance, protection and service.
No person of experience will question
the claim of 14 K. gold to the choice—
in fact is all we can desire, except it
disagrees with the last count "Econ-
omy." If by any means, the attribute
"economy " could be secured to it, the
ideal watch case would be realized ; but
as it depends to a great extent on the
absolute cost of material, and 14 K. gold
is a costly one, it would seem as if the
ideal case could not yet be attained.
Paradoxical as it may seem, the pro-
blem has been solved by the introduc-
tion of a cheaper material, in such posi-
tions as to in no way interfere with the
first three requisites. This realization
of the typical or ideal watch case
is effected in the filled gold cases
manufactured under the James Boss
patents.

WE are gratified to know there is so
much unanimity of feeling among the
traee of our city in regard to closing
jewelry stores at 6 o'clock P. M. on
Thursday evenings. There is no just
cause why jewelers should be compelled
by custom to remain at their places of
business in the evenings more than
among other tradesmen. The fact is the
jewelry trade have every reason to
avoid keeping their places of business
open after night. The great value of
their goods in proportion to their bulk
make them the great attraction of
thieves ; and window breaking and
counter snatching, with the hope and
probability of escape under the cover of
darkness, is of too common occurrence
to need comment. Our feelings are
toward closing jewelers' stores at six
P. M. during the entire year, except at
the holidays. A jeweler's place pro-
perly conducted, can do all its busi-
ness between the hours of 8 A. M. and
6 P. M.
The trade of to-day is not what it

was thirty years ago, when a large por-
tion of a jeweler's profits were due to
his repair trade. At that time repair
work was principally done by men who
ran their own places, and many men
who were employed waiting on custom-
ers during most of the hours of the day,
were compelled to stay in their place
and catch up with their work. Now
seven eighths of the repair work is
done by employees, and employers have
only their business routine to attend to;
but the old custom of keeping jewelry
stores open until late :n the evening is
still in vogue. It is an obsolete prac-
tice, and the quicker the trade gets to
seeing it in this light, the better it will
be for both employer and employee.

fi
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TRADE TOPICS.

MESSRS. F. A. HARDY & Co., 46 and

48 Madison St., Chicago, offer some

very desirable lines of spectacles at

captivating prices.

THE bargains offered by Koch &

Dreyfus, New Orleans, are closing out

rapidly. It will pay the southern trade

to look to them.

ALEX. WEIHEEHoLD, the Repairing

Jeweler, has changed his place of busi-

ness from 43 to 66 Nassau St., New York.

MESSRS. LAPP & FLERSHEM of Chic-

ago, evidently understand the wants of

the trade when they issued their elegant

corrected pocket price list. Their

"Repair and Sale Record Book" is a

dandy.

PARTIES anticipating change of loca-

tion or desiring to engage in the jewelry

business, should read the adv. of G. H. 1,

Hull on page 9.

W. F. A. WOODCOCK'S School for

Watchmakers is rapidly increasing in

popularity.

THE puzzle rings of Henry C. Haskell,

18 John Street, New York, are up in

high G as a sensation.

WE are in receipt, through the cour-

tesy of Mr. R. M. York, of Gouverneur,

N. Y., of a beautiful specimen of talc.

We believe the mine of this mineral at

the above named place is the only one

in the United States which yields this

substance free of grit an important

consideration, when much of it is used

in complexion powders. It is also an

essential ingredient in fine porcelain.

ANOTHER salesman has been added

to S. F. Myers & Co's. traveling force

in the person of H. C. Bucklin, who for

the past seven years has been on the

road in the interest of J. T. Scott & Co.

Charley is one of the most urbane and

popular salesman of the day, and Messrs.

Myers & Co. are to be congratulated in

the acquisition. He will make his

initial trip this month with a bran

new line of " everything that apper-

tains to the trade."

BOSS CASES are superior to any

filled case on the market, and are guaran-

teed for twentyfive years.

THE Non-Magnetic Watch Co. had a

novel and extensive exhibit of their

Paillard non-magnetic watches at the

convention of the National Electric

Light Association, recently held at

Chicago, in which considerable interest

was taken by electricians present, and

with whom, from indications, these

watches are decidedly popular.

A SMALL sample of Aluminum foil

sent us by the Hartsfield Furnace and

Refining Co , of Newport, Ky., affords

every ocular evidence of exceptional

purity. The importance aluminium is

assuming in the mechanical arts is be-

coming every day more and more

apparent, and a plant for producing this
metal is eminently worthy of encourage-

ment. The above named firm control

the patents of a new Fero-Aluminium

process, which produces ductile iron

castings without annealing.
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Tried and Never Found Wanting.

The Gravier Spring.

arid Mit' 41

it) °Mutt--

Fac-simile of Gravier Mainspring Wrapper.

Attention is called to the above illustration, which is a

fac-simile of the wrapper, in which the Genuine Gravier

Mainsprings have been wrapped for the last forty years.

This style of wrapper has never been changed. Also the

name " GRAVIER" has always been, and is to-day, scratched

on the side of each spring.

For Sale by

Leading Jobbing Houses.

13

SICKLES & SON, material dealers, have
enlarged their place of business at 618
Chestnut St., l'hiladelphia.

WE see Geo. Scherr of theold reliable
firm of 1,. A. Scherr & Co., has returned
from a trip South.

THE cheap movements of the Stand-
ard Watch Co. are fast becoming favor-
ites with the trade.

MR. J. I,. CLARK, gold refiner and
Sweep smelter, at 823 Filbert! Street,
Philadelphia, is a prompt and reliable
man to deal with.

ALL workmen know the Gravier
mainsprings are the best. The place
to get them is from L. Hammel & Co.,
35 Maiden Lane, New York.

We callyour attention to KEYSTONE
CASES, guaranteed for twenty years.

WE can recommend the gold solder
of Roberts & Pettengill, Boulder, Colo-
rado. We have tried it.

THE Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad
Street, Phila., Pa., make a specialty of
doing all kinds of repair work.

MESSRS. STERN & STERN, Of 13
Maiden Lane, New York, are at the
bow of the ship of progress, and don't
get left a-stern in selling watches.

You can make your plain rings always
fit by using one of A. Paul & Co's. Jew-
elers Rolls. Their address is 375 Wash-
ington St., Boston, Mass.

MESSRS. How BROS. have bought
out the interest of Mr. Parsons in the
jewelry firm of Parsons, How & Co., at
La Porte, Ind. Mr. Parsons will in the
future devote his entire attention to his
Horological School.

-THE firm of Benj. Allen & Co. of
Chicago, are leaders in the watch and
jewelry trade. No matter where you go,
east, west or south, all speak highly of
the firm.

EvERyiioDy who has key-winding

watches should use Birch keys. They
are so much more convenient, and don't

wear a winding post like an imperfect
fitting key.

THE course of instruction pursued at

the Chicago Opthalmic College is
thorough and complete. Pupils are

taught the theory of imperfect vision,
and given practical opportunity to apply

their knowledge to real cases under

the supervision of thorough professors

in the eye hospital and dispensatory

attached to the college.

MESSRS. T. F. & M. J. Boot.%
White River Junction, Vt., wholesale

jewelers, are prepared to furnish the

trade in their region, (and elsewhere if

desired,) with a full line of jewelry,

tools and material, etc. , at lowest prices.

FDPInt DOLLARS will pay for a course
of instruction at Chicago School of

Optics. No dealer can know too much

on this subject.

JEwELEEs living in the vicinity of

Buffalo, N. Y., can get fine tools and

material of John R. Stadlinger, 302

Main Street. He also does work

promptly for the trade.
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Paillard !
We have been appointed Special Agents for the sale of

Paillard's (Geneva) Non-Magnetic Watches, comprising a full
line of popular priced and high grade Open Face and Hunt-
ing movements, fitting 16 and 18 size American cases, and
Complete Watches. The 18 size movments, just introduced,
are made in America, and are furnished with Paillard's cele-
brated Non-Magnetic Balance and Hair Spring.

The line further comprises a very beautiful assortment of
Gentlemen's extra thin Watches, of original designs, and very
accurately adjusted ; also complicated split second, astronomi-
cal and repeating watches, in Ladies' and Gentlemen's sizes.

Among other unique and elegant specimens is an Iron-
Cased Watch, decorated with gold and silver in Arabesque
and Moorish designs by Spanish artists, producing an effect
extremely beautiful, and satisfying the highest artistic sense:

We have a full stock of the new 0 size Elgin and i size
Waltham Watches, and cheerfully send selection packages to
responsible legitimate jewelers.

Bowman & Musser,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains, Tools and Materials,
Lancaster, Pa.

ALL RAILROAD MEN
Carry Fine Watches

and use

RAW:LEATHER LINED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

We will send samples of
not less than one-half dozen
to any regular Jewelers, and
if you do not agree with us
that they stand head and
shoulders above any other
swivel on earth, you can re-
turn them. They cost no
more than any good swivel.

Manufactured only by

Rurt Ramsay & Co.
185 SuDerior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

The kocheleau Jewelers' ko11$ 
•

For enlarging rings and other purposes. This new and
useful tool gives perfect satisfaction and works like a charm.

No manufacturing or retail jeweler can afford to be with-
out it.

Price only Sm.

A. Paul St CO.,
Manufacturers and Sole Agents.

375 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

United States

Smelting and Refining Works,
17 John Street, New York.

Wollstein & Sultzberger,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.

Sole manufacturers or PHCENIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.
Importers of CHEMICALLY PURE COPPER, etc.

Dealers in FINE GOLD and SILVER IN BARS, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Gold and Silver Bought.

Border Chased.

Successors to

McCarty & Hurlburt,
131N. Second St.

Chased.

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
Wholesale Agents for AMERICAN WATCHES.

Manufacturers of

Gold and Silver Thimbles, Gold Spectacles, and Silverware.

938 Market Street, Phila., Pa.

DISCOUNTS TO
JOBBERS.
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It Pays to Investigate. SEND FOR
CATALOGUES.
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The wide awake Jeweler, who is on the alert for anything conductive to his own interest, will find our prices interesting readi
ng. Our goods are finished in

the best manner ; our factory is equipped with the most modern machinery, and our prices, considering the quality of goods, are the most 
moderate known.

Watch Boxes.
per doz.

No. r. Fine Leather Watch Box, hinged and 
with spring, lined with best quality
satin, round corners, . . . $ 6 oo

No. 4. Same as No. r, with square corners, 5 oo

No. 7. Fine Silk Plush Watch Box, (our
leader) Ladies' size, lined with fine satin,
hinged and with spring, . . 6 oo

No. 6. Gents' size, same as No. 7., . 7 oo

No. 12. Finest quality Silk Plush, lined with
Plush, (one of the finest boxes in the
market), Ladies' size, . . . 8 so

No. 16. Same as No. 12, Gents' size, to oo

Oval Watch Box, in shape of perfect oval.
Fine quality Silk Plush, lined with Plush, 8 50

Savoy Plush Watch Box. (no catch or spring)
hinged. A good box. Ladies' or Gents', 5 00

Imitation Ivory Cases.
Round Ring,
Hinged Ring,

Ear Ring,

Lace Pin, .

Large Jewel,
Small Jewel,

Ring Boxes.
No. 74. Finest quality Plush, with spring

and catch, •
No. 76. Finest quality Plush Round Ring

Box, cover to lift, .

No. 78. Fine Silk Plush, cover to lift,

Savoy Plush (hinged) Ring, a good box,

Our Novelties.
Acorn Watch Box. Swing Watch Box.

$13.50 per dozen. $13.50 per dozen.

per doz•

$ 6 50
9 00

'3 50
13 50
12 00

[ 0 00

per doz.

$(.) 00

4 50
3 50
3 00

Silverware Cases.
These are made of a very fine Silk

Plush, lined with Satin, with French edge
and spring.

per doz.

For y, dozen Tea Spoons, . $to 50

For t dozen Tea Spoons, • • . 15 oo

For single Butterknife, . . 8 50
For Single Sugar Spoon, 8 so

For y, dozen Table Spoons, 1 5 00

For 1 dozen Table Spoons, 2 C 00

We make a complete line of silver.
ware cases, lined with surah silk, and
also with embossed Plush. Description
in Catalogue.

Also a full line of Paper Boxes, nest Thimble, etc.

We make no charge for printing our Paper

Boxes.

Albert Zugsmith,
Manufacturer of Jewelers' Findings, Plush, Morocco and

Velvet Jewelry and Silverware Cases, Tags, Paper Boxes,

Tissue Paper, etc., etc.

907 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1865.
Price List of Gold and Silver Watch Cases and refinishing.

N. I. FELIX, 71 Nassau St., Now York. Rooms 6, 7 and O.
A full assortment of Pendants, Solid Bows, Filled Bows, Crowns, Push Tops, Push Pieces, etc., always kept in stock.

 IMPROVED FLUID—For preserving

the color and polish of gold and silver while in the process of hard soldering. It is also a substitute for borax in making the solder flow. Directions for we :

Heat the article to be soldered and apply with a camel's hair brush ; to clean, boil in pickel. Price, One bottle, To cents ; Three bottles, 25 cents ; One pint, so

cents ; One quart, $1, and One gallon, $4. My repairing Department has superior facilities. With an experience of 24 years in this branch, I can guarant, e to

repair a case almost equal to new. Orders or jobs sent me by mail or express, always receive prompt and careful attention.

GOLD WORK.

New Cases. English or Swiss, making, $8 00, gold extra.
Engraving Top and Bottom, . . $1 50 to $8 00
Full Engraving, . . . , . 3 00 to 8 00
Changing English or Swiss to Am. S. W. 5 00 to 10 00

hunting to Open Face. . . 1 50 to 3 00
" key wind to stem wind Am. case. i 1 60 to 4 00
" lever to pendant set, . . 1 00 to 1 60
" old style key cases to imitation stem
winding, with key attachment to crown 3 00

Changing old style open face case to new style,
flat glass, 50 to 3 00

Re engine turning Htg case with polishing, 1 00
Re-engine turning open face with polishing, 75
Re-engraving top and bottom, • • 75 to 2 00, 

shield, . . 35
SILVER WORK.

New Cases. English or Swiss, making, $6 00, silver extra.
Re engine turning Htg. case with polishing, $ 75

" open face " 0 50
Re engraving shield 25 et. top and bottom, 76
Changing hunting to open face, 75 to 1 60

key wind to stem wind, 75 to 2 00
" lever to pendant set, 60

Composition bezels gilt, 75
caps " . . . . 1 75
GOLD CASE REPAIRING.

CENTRE. Making new centre,
Straightening centre,

Putting snap on centre, •
BACK. Making one new back,

Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in, •
Repairing catch piece,
One new thumb piece,
Back torn off joint, .

CAP. Making new cap, .
Soldering key holes each,
Raising Cap, . . •

BEZEL. Open Face bezels,
Hunting bezel,
Raising bezel for flat glass,
Soldering up hand.setting,

$3 00 gold extra.
. $ 25 to $1 00

26 to 100

▪ 

$2.50, gold extra.

• 

450, it

1 60,
$ 50

75
75

$2 00, gold extra.
. $ 60

25
$1 60, gold extra.
100,
1 00,

. $ 50

COLD CASE REPAIRING. (Continued.)

PENDANT. Making new pendant, $1 00, gold:extra.
Soldering pendant, . $ 75
Ears to pendant, . 75
Bushing pendant, . . 60
Filling screw hole in pendoit, 35

JOINTS. One set of joints, . 1 00
Two joints, . . 75
One joint, . • . . 50

PUSH PIECES. Split push piece, plain, 75
Split push piece, nurled, . 1 00 to 2 00
Nurled push piece, . 75
Plain push piece, . . . 25

CROWNS. New crown and arbor for Am. cases, 1 00 to 1 50
SPRINGS. Lock spring for stem wind, . 75

Lock spying for key wind, . 50
Lift spring ex. fin. and warranted 1 year, 50

BOWS. Solid bow, making, . $ 50, gold extra.
Filled bow, warranted 15 years, . $ 75
Plated bow, . . 50
Chain guards on bow, . 75

POLISHING. Polishing case, '25
Outside only, . . 15
Polishing and taking out dents, 35

SILVER CASE REPAIRING.

CENTRE. Making new centre,
Straightening centre, .
Putting Snap on, .

BACK. Making one new back,
Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in, .
Catch piece,
Back torn off joint,
Thumb piece,

CAP. New silver cap,
New albata cap,
Raising cap, .
Soldering key holes in cap each,

BEZEL. Open face bezel,
Hunting bezel, .
Raising bezel for flat ems,
Soldering up hand setting„

$2 22555° tt 75oo 
75

1 50 to 2 60
3 00 to 4 60
1 030 to 1 505 

50
36

1 5001 0
20
26

1 25
65
75
35

SILVER CASE REPAIRING. (Continued)

PENDANT. Making new pendant,
Soldering pendant,
Ears to pendant,
Bushing pendant. . .

JOINTS. One set of joints,
Joint on centre . .
Joint on back, cap or bezel. .

PUSH PIECES. Split push piece,
Nurled push piece, .
Plain push piece, . . .

CROWNS. Crown and arbor Am. eases,
SPRINGS. Lock spring key or stem, .

Lift Spring, . .
Lift Spring (common)

BOWS. Silver bows, .
Chain guards on bow,
Bow screw, . • •

POLISHING. Polishing and dents, .
Polishing only, . •
Polishing outside, .

GOLD PLATING.

Watch Cases, .
Chains, . . .
Movements Refinished, . .
Watch Dials Colored and Painted,,
Lockets,
Rings, .
Caps, .

COLORING,

Coloring Watch Case, .
Coloring Caps, •
Coloring Jewelry, •
Satin Finishing Watch Case,

SILVER PLATING.

Watch Cases,
Chains,
Caps,

Watch Cases,
Caps, .

NICKLE PLATING.

76
60
50
40
75
60
35
50
35
25
50
50
40
25
25 to 50
25
10
30

10

• si oo to oo
1 00 to 3 00
1 00 to 2 50
1 00
50 to 1 50
25 to 75
25

50
25
25 to 75
76

75 to 1 50
50 to I 00
20

50
15
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A GERMAN paper says that no such
demands as those expected of a watch
are made of any other piece of mach-
inery, and in this regard it stands un-

rivaled. The balance of the modern

watch makes 5 vibrations per second,

which is equal to the enormous sum of

157,680,000 vibrations per year. The

diameter of a balance of a gentleman's

watch averages 18 millimeters, its cir-

cumference 56.52 mm. Taking for every

vibration one revolution of the balance,

then, it accomplishes a distance of 56.52

mm. during one vibration. By suppos-

ing this distance to be a straight line in

place of a vibratory, he balance would

in one second accomplish a distance of

282.6 ram., in one minute 16,956 meters

[55,770 feet,] in one hour r kilometers,

17.36 meters [I kilometer:=1,093,633

yards,] in one day 24 kilometers,

416.64 meters, and in one year 8,912

kilometers, 73.60 meters. As is well

known good watches make i vibra-

tions, so that the distance accomplished

would amount to one-half more than

the sum stated. Considering that the

pivots are only 0.1 millimeter thick,

and that the watch goes uninterrupted

for years with almost absolute exact-

ness, an idea can be formed of the

demands made of this minute piece of

machinery.

Thos. Allan & Co., Montreal, Can-

ada, writes as follows .. " We enclose

$1.00 for two sets of your Monograms.

They are the finest we have ever seen."

THE patent law of Switzerland, which

entered into force October last, says

that all patents of every State belong-

ing to the International Patent Union

shall be respected as such, even if they

were known and used in Switzerland

six or seven months prior to October r.

This excludes German inventors, as

Germany does not belong to the union;

it has at present about 2,000 valuable

inventions, which thus remain unpro-

tected and at the mercy of the pirates.

A DEAD pale color can be given to

plain work when the alloy is right, by

carrying out the following instructions:
The work requires to be well polished,

in order to present a nice surface, after

which process it is washed in hot soda

water and dried ; it is then annealed by

placing over a clear fire upon a copper

pan. The annealing oxidizes the sur-

face of the work and thereby renders it

more attackable by the acid employed

in the subsequent process. When the

work has cooled from the annealing, it

is suspended upon a wire, and then
dipped into boiling dilute nitric acid,

free from muriatic acid, when the
articles will present a fine rich lemon
color.

THE employment of a diamond as a

cap jewel to the upper balance pivot is

a very good practice, because the watch,

in its horizontal position, performs

with almost all the friction on the pivot

end, and the extreme hardness and fine
polish of the diamond face will reduce

the wear and tear of friction to their
smallest amount. It only requires

some care to select the diamond, because
among those which can be bought at

the material dealer's there are some-

times pieces defective in point of polish,

and in this case, in place of preserv-

ing the pivot, they might prove the
means of its destruction.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Boss Cases have taught you
and your customer to expect
great things of filled cases. They
must not discolor or turn black.
They must not weak through the
outside plate of gold. The out-
side plate of gold must not be
cut through in engraving. In
addition to the above, they must
be the handsomest case made,
with the single exception of the
expensive solid gold case. In a
word, they must fulfil the guar-
antee which is placed in them.
Have you ever stopped to

consider what this means or,
that no filled case manufacturers
except ourselves, can know
when they put a guarantee in a
case, whether that case is going
to meet the requirements of the
guarantee ? When you are
offered some other make of case
" as good as the Boss," remem-
ber it is untried. You must
say to youself, " the makers of
this case are responsible, and I
can fall back on their guarantee."
Stop a moment. It is not safe
to do this. Many of you tell us
that some of these filled case
makers demur at making their
guarantee good, and try to
crawl out by claiming that the
case has been abused, etc., etc.
An instance of this kind came

to our notice when a case guar-
anteed for twenty years, wore
through in three months, and
upon being returned to the
manufacturer was sent back
gilded over in one place and
not touched in the other—to the
utter disgust of the dealer and
his customer. If these manu-
facturers demur now while their
cases are young and new, what
will they do when their cases
begins to get old ? Not only
does it not pay you to run the
chance of having a manufacturer
go back on his guarantee, but
you cannot afford to handle
poor goods. They always react
on the seller as well as .the
maker.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers.
La Porte, Indiana.

Insures the speediest, least expensive and most ,thorough course of instruction to young men that
desire to become expert watchmakers of any institution of the kind in the United States. Both sexes
admitted. Students may begin at anytime. Partial, as well as full courses given. Send for SPECIAL
NOTICE of Lecture courses, commencing January 3d. Circulars, study courses, etc. on application.
Trade work at prices below any other house. Send. for Price List.

J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-
making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias goods a specialty. Would kindly
solicit a trial from jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a
practical jeweler, with an experience of 26 years as a special salesman. Can refer to
over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United
States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

I. Bedichimer,
No. 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturer of

Masonic Marks,
Society Emblems, Pins and Jewels.

Largest and Finest Assortments of Mystic Shrine
Badges in the United States.

nicago HoPological Institute
U. W. PRINK, President.

(Incorporated 1888.)

0. C. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

Prof. R. E. FENNER, Instructor.

175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Offers facilities and advantages for practical and Technical
Instruction in Watchmaking and Engraving

That no Other School Attempts.
Send for Circular giving terms and full information. Read our endorse-

ment below:

THIS CERTIFIES that we are acquainted with the gentlemen who have oiganized the above

Institution, and that we fully indorse the CHICAGO HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE, and recommend the

same to the favorable consideration of the trade.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
K.HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO.,

H. E. Howard, Agent.
SWARTCHILD & CO.
ROBBINS & APPLETON.
W, W. WILCOX,
Editor jeweke sJournal.}

H. F. HAHN & CO.

AMERICAN WALTHAM WATCH CO.
KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,

H. M. Carle, Agent.
M. A. MEAD & CO.
C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
COGSWELL 8t WALLIS.
TOWLE MANUFACTURING CO.

Macnair St Burlingame,
Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

2 26 Eddy St., Providence, R I.

Sell direct to thee

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
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THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight
Striking Clocks. etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets, Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, eta.

Carpenter's Oxydizing Fluid.
Best in the W.rld. Blackest color. Warran-

ted to be permanent. Acts on Solid Silver or Silver
Plate, and can be applied with a Camel's Hair
Brush to any clear surface. i oz bottle sent to ally
address, by mail, on receipt of $1.25. Sold by

JOHN FRICK, Medal Jewelry Maker,
6 and 8 Liberty Place, New York City, N. Y.

Opp. 21 Maiden Lane.

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture Small Metalic Wares of every de-
scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks,
Metal Buttons, Buckles, Eyelets, and all kinds of
Round, Square and pressed Tin, Brass, etc. Esti-
mates furnished for Special Articles in metal,
Gold, Silver, Copper Plating and japaning. Dies
and Punches made to order.

528 N. Tenth St., Phila., Pa.

To the Trade.
Do you wishyour repairing done well at reason-

able prices? If so, send to

Edward W. Fox
all your broken jewelry, silverware, watch cases,
movements, clocks, spectacles, eye-glasses, pipes
fancy goods, also engraving and plating. Save ex-
press by sending everything in one package to
7 Province Ct., Room 3, Boston, Mass.

J. J. DONNELLY,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at.

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having
all the best facilities for doing work. I am enabled
to do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on
short notice. send for our new price list.

George J. Richards„
149 and 151 State St., Room ro, Chicago, Ill.

Look Here!
The place to get your Spectacle and Eye-Glass

repairing done at extremely low prices is at

Eccleston & Sibley's,
Southbridge, Mass.

All work guaranteed first-class. Send for price list.

Popular Eight Day, all Walnut Clocics. St. Mar-
tin, St. John, St. Paul, St. Peter, St. Lawrence, St.
James ; having bolted movements and polished
springs. Prices the lowest. Write to

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Jewelers Depot.

Emil Schwieg,
Manufacturers of Brushes, Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, Silver-
smiths Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes,

15 to 19 Green St., Newark, N. J.

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed.

W. A. Schroeter,
No. 198 Grand St., New York City.

Four expert watch repoirers employed specially
for Trade Work. Guaranteed finely finished at
low prices. Also a good chance for a young man
from 14 to 17 to study watchmaking.

Graduating Silver Tipped Watch Oiler
Takes at one dip oil for one side train. Will oil

the largogt or smallest pivots. Places oil where
otherf will not. Point is silver, does not scratch.
Easy to use and well made for 25 cents by mail.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

BUY THE BEST.
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, the Best and

Cheapest Nickel Time and Alarm Clocks made.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Nee- Nip' 'vie, -.le.' 7‘." -.V' 'NI

Get and Keep Posted.
IIIATCHMAKERS and jewelers get
VI posted about diamonds and pi ec-
i oils stones, inferior stones, etc. Tables
f.Jr calculating values of diamonds,
and for estimating gold, values of
coins, and other valuable information.
To the trade, so cents. Sent postpaid
upon receipt of price. Diamond Pub-
hing Co., 5 S. Fifth Street, P. 0. Box

147, Phila., Pa.

libt-e■■■•■•■■■■■■• 4■■-•■■■■
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Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,
918 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,

Manufacturing Jewelers
Is John Street, New York.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

To The Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of
Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-
tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand. 'ill
kind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price I.

Wm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly

glass grinding. For sale at your mat-

erial house, or by mail, $1.00.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

Watch Case Repairer
H. M. DAVIS,

73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

ALUMINUM,
The New Metal.

Only manufactured pure in large
quantities by the NEWPORT ALUMI-
NUM AND STEEL CO., of Newport,
Ky. This metal is cheaper and super-
ior to silver, and equal to gold in
BRILLIANCY, DURABILITY and
LUSTER. Now being introduced and
adapted for all kinds of Jewelry, Orna-
ments and Household Utensils. WHY
NOT INVESTIGATE? Licenses
granted for the cheaper production of
composition aluminum alloys in Gold,
Silver, Copper, etc. A grand success.
We are now prepared to supply the
trade tvith pure aluminum at $7.00 per
lb. High Grade Aluminum Bronze
Jewelry No. B. at $2.50 per lb. Silver
Jewelry No. C. at $1.25 per lb. Sample
for stamp. Mention THE KEYSTONE.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S, to send me

their overwork or difficult repairs.

17

CHARLES KOHLBUSCH,
Manufacturer ot

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.
Repairs promptly attended to.

OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and Ilentesetured by N. A. OSGOOD,

Natio Creek, Riot.

We have added to our other Departments that
of WOOD ENGRAVING, and are prepared to do
the finest work at the very lowest prices.

Portraits same as above cut, Stores, Animals,
Flowers etc., a specialty.

Send photograph of what you want, and we
will gladly send estimate. Give us a trial. Cor-
respondence solicited.

Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia.

John R. Stadlinger,
Dealer in

FINE TOOLS MATERIALS
Watch Repairing for the trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

Orders promptly filled.
Send for Price List of Repairing.

We are the owners of a patent, No. 370,786, for
a ladies cuff holder, whicn we call "The Queen."
Said patent covers especially two points : A loop,
preferably a spring, which clasps the edges of the
cuff and sleeve to which is attached a head or body
of any desired form, plain or ornamental. This is
supplied with a pin hook for attachment to the
sleeve ; the combination serving to hold the cuff
firmly in position. Every cuff holder made by us
is stamped, " Patd. Nov. 4, 1887." This is our
property honestly acquired in accordance with law,
and we shall protect it from sneak thieves as we
would our chicken coop from similiar depredators
Certain persons have undertaken to steal this
property, but it will cost them much more than
they will get away with. We advise dealers to buy
no goods embracing the principles covered by our
patent, unless stamped as shown, as the sale of
such goods will render you liable for damages
equally with the maker ; and we propose, before
we are through with this business, to bring to ac-
count every aider and abettor of this fraud, either
as maker or seller. It is also for your interest to
protect this thing. At present, you can make a
fair profit on the goods, but once let competition
have full sway, and good-bye to profits for any ot
us. In a latter issue, we will give the names of
some of the persons engaged in this attempted
steal, for instance an Attleboro manufacturer in
collusion with a certain jobber.

J. W. Henry & Co.,
Providence, R. I.

SEND TO

Farjeon & Co,
No. 25 John St., New York City.

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods

Jewelers'Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens $1.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

JERGENSON MAINSPRING
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

FARJEON & CO.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

BEST,
SANEST
and Lightest.

Impossible to tip :t over by Rocking.
Makes up four diliCrent weights, the same
as four boats coniblued to one. Oars and
paddle arej and pack In boat with. r.
Oh t extra charge. This co t allows the
twelve•foot bout and packing chest.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue..

When inter-
ested, write
your jobber
for Price List,
or to the man-
ufacturers.

MOSELEY &

0 COMPANY,

NIO
Elgin, Illinois.

MUYELER'$

LAPIDARY
Complete set with grits, polish-

ing material, chargers andr full
directions. In case, by mail, $1.50.
With this set any jeweler can

replace a broken skeleton eye-glass
lens, drill holes, equally as well as
by sending to factory, and produce
rapidly as fine polish on edges ot
any lens, or crystal. For sale by
all material houses.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

Barnes' Patent
Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

THIS Polishing
Machine has
adv a n tages

that were never
before gained by
any application of
foot power for this
purpose. All the
appliances com-
mon to the polish-
ing departments
of jewelry manu-
facturing estab-
lishments can be
tried on this ma-
chine, and equal
results attained.
It is inexpensive,
and dealers cannot
afford to be with-
out an outfit.

The conse
quence and con-
vincing powers of
a salesman are
poor inducements

rott”g'' to the purchaser
as compared with

a well kept stock of goods, that have their orig-
inal charms of polish, luster and freshness.

Our Lithological or Lapidary Lathe has the
same application of foot-power, and it is giving
results never before reached by any other applica
tion of foot-power for this purpose. These
machines are of great value to Jewelers, and their
correspondence is solicited. Illustration Catalogue
FREE.

Chas. Reiss,
31 and 33 So Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
Well-known to the trade since the last m years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price List.

Winchester, N. IL

Ma nufacturers
of Pace Plates
with hardened
Chuck. Every
one warrranted
Ask your Job-
ber for one on
approval. Price
$11.50.

Address, 66o Ruby Street,

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.
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Keystone Solid Gold Cases.

These Cases are the delight of the connoisseur. The time occupied in
comparison of them with other makes will be short indeed—no doubt as how
it will be decided. New and beautiful designs are being constantly added
to the already elegant assortment in the hands of the Jobbers.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia.

New York. Chicago.

THE KEYSTONE, MARCH, 1889.

SAVE MONEY F. A. HARDY & CO.

Buy your Spectacles, Eye-Glasses,
etc. from

1_9

Wholesale Opticians. Manufacturers and Direct Importers.

Here are two of our Specialties in which we beat the Market, and which it will pay you to examine:

Our 50 Cent Spectacle.
Trade 1/2 $ /2 Mark.

Our $1.00 Spectacle.
Trade 1 
$
1 Mark.

With finely finished frames and ist quality pure white periscopic
convex lenses.

Ordinarily wholesaled at $3.00 per dozen, but which we sell at

$3.60 in steel, and $3.90 in nickeled.
Every pair warranted perfect, and stamped with above trade mark.

Samples sent on receipt of 30 cents in stamps, or postal note.

With full tempered frame, 2 screws and good quality periscopic

convex lenses.

This spectacle, we offer to the trade at the extraordinary prices of

$2.30 in steel, and $2.60 in nickeled.
Samples sent on receipt of 20 cents, or postal note.

Above Prices are NET CASH.
For orders of not less than Three Dozen of a kind, we will send the above goods to any part of the United States by Mail at our expense. Send for Samples to

46 and 48 Madison Street. Chicago, Illinois.

A Yearly Income
of hundreds of dollars can be added to the resources of any Watchmaker or Jeweler at a cost of only

$503.00 and one month's time
by attending the

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
To be opened May 1, 1889.

INIMMI■MIMMIMII■111MMIIM

People value their sight more highly than any other want which it is within the province of a Jeweler to supply. They buy a very
large proportion of their spectacles from "travelling opticians,' because they have a fairly well founded opinion that their jeweler does not
know how to fit them, and they hope the stranger may know. They also buy a cheaper grade of glasses from the jeweler, because, as a rule,
they are allowed to pick out any glass that they can see through regardless of whether they fit or not.

If the jewelers will take pains to learn how to fit eyes properly, their neighbors and customers will cease to patronize strangers and
will buy from them, and buy better classes of goods.

Every person in your community over 45 years of age uses spectacles, and a large percentage of the younger people. These people
prefer to buy of some one who understands how to fit them. Consequently, there is a steady income to be derived from them which cannot
be taken away from you by general stores and clothing dealers, provided you will honestly equip yourself with the necessary knowledge.

There is more money to be made in fitting eyes and supplying spectacles at $2.00 per pair, than in sitting at the bench repairing
watches. People value their eyes more than their watches, and will pay more for correcting them. Hence it will pay you to attend the
above school. It is fully equipped with the necessary apparatus, and has an able corps of instructors. Por particulars, address,

Reference : "THE KEYSTONE."
F. A. HARDY, 48 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
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LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
PUBLISHED, SENT TO THE

TRADE FREE.

WE CARRY COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS IN OUR
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REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE

STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

23 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 23
All Steel, Nickel Plated.

No. i for 18 Size Cases, and No. 2 for 16 Size Cases

Cut is   

i
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size of  

No. 2.

For sale by Jobbers or sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.25 each.

Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.
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Hunt 8z, Fuller,
73 Nassau St., New York.

Makers of the

Mystic Shrine Jewels
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet, Topaz, etc. set with

Diamonds, Emeralds, Rubies.

Knight Templars'

and Mystic Shrine Buttons.

Jobbing Stones and Repairing Jewelry for the trade.

Send to

A. N. Clark,
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illuustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

A. N. Clark, Manufacturer, Plainville, Conn.

Ask your Jobbers for

Eddy's Patent Repair Clamp
For Holding Broken Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Frames while being Soldered.

This 'fool will hold any break that may occur on any Spectacle and Eye-
Glass Frame, while being soldered. Without the use of Charcoal pins or wirer
it makes the repairing of light Gold Spectacles a clean and easy job. I will
send one postpaid to any address on receipt of 75 cents. Liberal discount to
Jobbers. Write for prices.

N. J. Eddy, Patentee, Portland, Mich.
Remit by Post Office Note or Express Order

Graduating Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.
Takes at one dip oil for one side train. Gives minimum or maximum oil

for finest or largest pivot. Places oil where old style will not. Point is gold.
Does not corrode or scratch, simple to use, and well made for 25 cents. At
your Material House or by mail.

W. F. HAMMOND, Greenport, Suffolk Co. N. Y.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys.

Ili =I Mt 3113

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.

Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

The Harstrom Adjusted Spring.

Patented pin. 17, /888.

In sizes I, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 18. Made of fine steel, highly finished and not
tempered ; is easily fitted. Many testimonials as to its being "just the thing"
for jobbing. Sold at all leading Material Houses. Price $1 per doz. or send
10 cents for sample to

The N. Y. Watch Case Spring Mfg. Co.,

41 and 43 Maiden Lane, New York.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALIRIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three years old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superioi
qualification in the art of science. For further particulars, address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

(Rh

VW;

o

Fine Rolled Plate, White Stone, in Diamond Mountings.

Best Ladies' and Gents' Collar Buttons.

Very best combined BACK SCARF HOLDER and COLLAR BUTTON made.

Seamless Ball Ear-Drops, Shawls and Ribbon Pins,
All warranted Heavy 12 K.

Also only genuine patent Filled GOLD and SILVER THIMBLES.
\\

li/H1111111H

Barker Mfg. Co.,
38 Friendship Street, Providence, Rhode Island.

Send for Price List.
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'Beill• Allen .11 co.
141 & 143 State Street, Chicago, III.

ELGIN MOVEMENTS. ALL GRADES.
18 SIZE, 16 SIZE, 6 SIZE, AND 0 SIZE.
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G. M. Wheeler Gilded.
Open Face and HuntMg.
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G. M. Wheeler Nickel.
Open Face and Hunting.
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B. W. Raymond Gilded.
Open Face and Hunting.
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B. W. Raymond Nickel.
Hunting.

HUNTING MOVEMENTS, LEVER SET.
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No. 104. 16 Size.
Open Face.
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No. 106. 16 Size.
Open Face.
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No. 114. 16 Size.
Hunting.

. No. 92. 16 Size.
Hunting.

No. 2. 16 Size.
Hunting.

No. 3. 16 Size.
Hunting.

ALL ORDERS FILLED FROM STOCK SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
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No. 94. 6 Size.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND IMPORTERS.

CATALOGUE, TO THE TRADE ONLY, UPON APPLICATION; 141-143 STATE ST., CHICAGO.
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Successors to
JACOB COLTON & CO.,

W. W. Coomes & Co.,
Manufacturers ot

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow, Mass.

11_ II 1-1MIINTRIO1-1,
Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-

man Watches,

No. 14 John Street, New York.
Chronometers sold on Installments on terms to suit the purchaser.

Chronometers to Rent. 15 per month.
This cut is a Marine chronometer with Heinrich's adjustable balance. Certificate

horn U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing
my chronometers, I will rent them out at the rate of $5 per month, payable in ad-
vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-
ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are in the very best condition, readjusted, and
look like new. Springing and Adjusting with C. A. Paillard's Palladi-
um Balance Springs a Specialty.

. I.. . 41: .1[4.
LCOLO &SILVER REFNER &ASSAYER

'1 4141
• r, 

Established 1870.

J. L. Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
No. 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

R. & L. Friedlander.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Watch Protectors. Best in the Market.

$2.50 per Dozen. 50 cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following
bargains:

moo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains @ 75 cents per dozen.

65 and 67 Nassau Street, N. Y.
_*'Send for Price List.

THE RIVETT LATHE.

C. A. W. CROSBY,
Trea- urer.

E. RIVETT,

Highest Award

at the Mechanics' Fair,
Boston, Mass., 1887.

P.xt. Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.
Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

Send tor catalogue, of the best Lathe in the market. Made by

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
OFFICE: FACTORY:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. Faneuil Station, Boston, Mass.

The Best Taking

Novelty

offered this season.

`2

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Rings of every Description.
Silver Bangles,

Book Marks, Glove Buttons etc.

18 John Street, - New York.
Send for Cards of New Designs in Class Pins, etc.

T. F. & M. J. Bogle,
White River Junction, Vermont.

The Vermont Wholesale Jewelers always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Hight, Wal-
tham, Columbus, Springfield, Seth Thomas and Chesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold
and Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds ; Rogers & Bro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated
Flat Ware, Clocks, Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers Tools and Materials. liverthing guaran-
teed to be sold at lowest manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to.
Try us.

T. F. & M. J. Bogle,.
White River Junction, - Vermont.

L. Lelong & Brother,

Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers
AND

Sweep Smelters,
S. W. Corner Halsey and Marshall Sts.,

NEWARK, N. J.

The Most Useful and Important Invention
for Watchmakers.

No
Electric

L,ight Wire

Required.

Cost or
Maintenance

less than

pc. a Year.

Greaves' Demagnetizer (Patented).

Watches Demagnetized without Taking Apart.
The Best and Quickest Demagnetizer Ever Made. Takes up less Room on a

Bench than a Lathe.
The simplest and most effective machine ever produced for that purpose. Anybody can demagnetizea watch in from one to three minutes' time, without taking the movement apart, by following Me in-structions which accompany each machine. The price being only $35 permits the most modest shopin the country to possess one. Address all correspondence and orders to

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,
No. 815 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

We are Still Moving Ahead.

KING & EISELE,
Manufacturing Jewelers,

Buffalo, New York.
Carry in stock complete lines of everything sold and used in a
jewelry store. Our Snaps are all the rage. Send business
card for our new lists.

Mention this paper.
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STAR FILLED CASES GUARANTEED FOR 1 US.
Star cases are made of io K. gold through-

out. They contain more gold than any other

ro K. filled case made, and, in fact more than

some of the so-called 14 K. 20 year filled cases.

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia

New York. Chicago.

4

TITE EIIRIYSTONE, M A UGH, 1889.

LAPP de FLERSIIEM'S WATCH REPAIR AND 'WATCH SALE RECORD.
A GREAT SUCCESS!

EVERY ONE OF THE THOUSAND PURCHASERS WELL PLEASED. AN ARTICLE NEEDED BY EVERY azvrELnit.
Contains 1,200 spaces for records, numbered consecutively from 1 to 1,200, so if the same watch is received for repairs more than once, Ili! elcil kit(

reference can be had to previous record. Can also be used to keep a register of watch sales. We herewith show form, the words in 11, lot t is

being printed, those in liaties showing the manner of filling in the blanks. No. 500 shows form for a repair, and No. 501 for a sale. We Nis(
have the record numbered from 1,201 to 2,400 for those wishing a second volume Also, 2,401 to 3,600 third volume, and 3,601 to 4,800 fourth viiliiiiie,

and 4801 to 6000 fifth volume.
WATCH REPAIR RECORD (COPYRIGHTED 1884.)

NUMBER. DATE
RECEIVED.

CASE. MOVEMENT. OWNER'S NAME. ITEMS OF
REPAIRS. _

$ 2.50

.25
500 June 1. Silver

Hunting.
Fahys'.

Elgin No. 10.
Sten?. Wind. 

•

JOHN SMITH.

_......

Cleaned.

Bridge Screw,
CHECK - REPAIRED Engraved. OWNER'S RECEIPT.
NUMBER June 6. JOHN SMITH. One Hand. .25

47
PREVIOUS DELIVERED NUMBER NUMBER • REMARKS. Geneva Glass. .25
NUMBER

169
ehtly 8. 5843. 102,683. Center Staff intdly cut,

needs new one. Total 3.25

501 Silver
Hunting.

Elgin No. 10.
Stern Wind.

JAMES BROWN.
Movement. $10.00

Keystone.
CHECK REPAIRED Engraved. OWNER'S RECEIPT.
NUMBER 3 oz. JAMES BROWN. Case. 7.50

Sale.

PREVIOUS REMARKS.
NUMBER DELIVERED

July 8, 1886.
NUMBER
6973.

NUMBER
110,694.

.Bot. of Lapp & Flers hem,
June, 1886. Total $17.50

Finely Bound in Cloth, with Morocco Back and Corners. Fine Quality of Cap Paper. Lines Ruled in Red ..nd Blue.
Six Spaces on each Page. Indexed for Names. Size of Book, 9 x 113; Inches.

Name and Address of Watchmaker Stamped on Outside in Letters of Gold.

PRICE, $2.00 each. Sent by Mail, Postpaid, on receipt of $2.15.

Published by LAPP & FLERSHENI,
Jewelers' Wholesale Supply Depot,

CHICAGO.

Order everything Needed by Jewelers.

Largest Store, Largest Stock, Largest Business-

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silverware, Clocks, Watchmaker's
Tools and Materials.

P. S. We have just issued a complete and correct Pocket List of Watch Movements, Cases and Watches complete, which we will send to Retail Jewelers on application

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
92, 94, 96, and 98 State Street, - Chicago, Illinois.

Discounts

to

Jobbers.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

H. B. SOMMER & CO.,
Estimates

for Tray Work
furnished.

628 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Supplies and Findings, Paper and Plush Cases, Cards, Tags,
Tissue Paper, Twines, Cottons. Sealing Wax, Brushes, Rougeing Sticks
and Sizes, Wrapping Paper, Jobbing Envelopes, Rubber bands, black or red,
Chamois Skins, Watch Bags in Flannel, Chamois or Kid Skin, etc., etc.

071,..0

v

1P1111,

Patent Plate Glass watch Tray. try..TS. Price $4.50.

Sole Manufacturers and Patentees of the gust proof Watch and Ring
Trays, Watch Boxes, etc. Made in first quality plush and fine beveled
plate glass.

Plate Glass Ring Tray. 8% a7. Price $3.5o.

Sole importers of Schenck's Putz Pulver, the finest powder for cleaning sil-
ver, gold and glass in the world. Price $6.00 per gross. 6o cents per doz. Send
for sample box. Importers of German Putz Pomade, all sizes. Manufacturers
of beveled plate glass mirrors for window display:

Size 12%12, $1.50 each. Size 13x18, $2.50 each.
" 12x15, $2.00 " Round, 15 in. Diam., $2.50.

We make a cheap line

of Plush Cases for Jewelry.

Send for prices.

Imported Kid Watch Bags, assorted colors
with drawing strings. Send for sample.

Ladies size, 4 and 6, $2.50 per gross.
" 8, 2.75

Gents size, 16 and 18, $3.00 per gross.

V=.:% . .
Pat. Oct. 15,1886.

Our Patent Plate Glass
Top Watch Boxes, $15.00
per dozen.

10111"C: <rr47-4;.
4.

.......
Plate Glass Bea for Doz. Tea Spuuns pi I

Manufacturers of beveled signs for jewelers, stamped in leaf gold.
per doz. The following mottoes in stock:

No. Watches and Jewelry repaired.
No. 2. Spectacles and Eye-Glasses.
No. 3. Fine Holiday Presents.
No. 4. Birthday and Wedding Presents.
No. 5. Old Gold and Silver Bought.
No. 6. Engraving Free of Charge.
No. 7. Clocks and Bronzes.
No. 8. Diamonds and Precious Stones.
No. 9. Rolled Plate Chains.
No. io. Emblems and Society Badges.
No. ii. 18 K. Wedding Rings.
No. 12. Silver and Plated Ware.

Send for Catalogue.

Patentees of

Initial Ring Trays,

Album Shape Cases aud

Klotz' Ring Trays.
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Seth Thomas Watches

No. 33. 0. F Gilded.
7 Jewels.

No. 55. 0. F. Gilded.
II Jewels. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 70. 0. F. Gilded.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. Jo'. 0. F. Gilded.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

No. 170. 0. F. Nickel.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 201. O. F. Nickel.
Full jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

Run Well, Wear Well and
Keep Good Time.

Sold only by Jobbers who are members of the National Association.

Wherever they are being sold or carried by practical
men, they are receiving the highest praise.

They are better finished and will keep better time than
other makes of watches of corresponding grades.

This is no idle talk, but founded on careful inspection,
piece by piece, and repeated tests.

All of the movements here shown are in stock, excepting
thei7I's and 202's, which we expect to begin to deliver in April.

We have also a moderate stock of Key-Wind, 7 Jeweled,
Gilded Movements, (No. I.)

Other movements are in the works, and the trade will be
advised as they are ready.

Seth Thomas Watch Movements
Fit all styles Standard Cases.

Movements.
Quick Train, IS Size, yi Plate, Safety Pinion, Expansion Balance, Stem Wind.

ing and Setting, Sunk (cut) Seconds Dial.

18 Size Open Face, Gilded.
No. Ioi . Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, Adjusted, • $SG OH
No. 70. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, ST HH
No. 55. II Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, P RO
No. 33. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator, . R OH

18 Size Open Face, Nickel.
No. 201. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, Adjusted, SA HH
No. 170. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, SE OH

18 Size Hunting, Gilded.
No. 102. Full jcweled, Micrometer Regulator, Adjusted, SG OH
No. 71. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, ST HH
No. 56. II Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, . P HO
No. 34. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator, R OH

18 Size Hunting, Nickel.
No. 202. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, Adjusted, SA HH
No. 171. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator, SE OH

18 Size Key Wind, Gilded.
No. I I. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator, 0 TO

For Key to this Cipher Price List, please send business card.

Seth Thomas Clock Co.,
Thomaston, Conn.

New York, zo Murray St. San Francisco 126 Sutter St.
Chicago, 154 State St. St. Louis, 1003 Olive St.

London, 7 Cripplegate Buildings, Wood St.

No. 34. Hunting, Gilded.
7 Jewels.

No. 56. limiting,
II Jewels. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 71. Hunting, Gilded.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 102. Hunting, Gilded.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

•

No. 171. Hunting, Nickel.
Full Jeweled. Mircrometer Regulator.

No. 202. Hunting, Nickel.
Full jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

gt•
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Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches.

New York, February 15, 1889.

AN article of merit always commends itself, and a living proof of this
fact is found in the steady increase in the demand for  Paillard
Non-Magnetic Watches. Recognizing the requirements for

a larger watch, and in order to better enable dealers to supply the demands
of their trade, we have placed upon the market three grades of

18 SIZE, FULL PLATE, S. W. MOVEMENTS, IN HIT, AND O. F,
No. 43, Nickel.

,svs lt

_
°P. qmE c •

• I,

15 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Setting;
Adjusted ; Patent Regulator;
Double Sunk Dial; Breguet

Hair Spring.

No. 45, Nickel.

15 Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted;
Patent Regulator ; Double
Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

No. 47, Gilt.

15 Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted
Patent Regulator ; Double
Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

These movements are of American Manufacture, and contain
Paillard's Patent Non-Magnetic Compensation-Balance and Hair-Spring,
and full Non-Magnetic Escapements, and will be followed by other grades
as soon as practicable. We invite the careful attention of the trade to
these goods, as well as to our complete line of 16 size movements, de-
scribed in our Circular of recent issue, which can be had from any of our
Special Wholesale Agents.

A. C. SMITH, General Selling Agent,
177-179 Broadway, N. Y.

Very respectfully,

Non-Magnetic Watch Co.
of America.
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Importers ol

DIAMONDS.

ESTABLISHED, 1864.vsi-,

Manufacturers of the

" Eclipse " Gold Cases. I

Jobbers of

American Watches.

Manufacturers of

FINE JEWELRY.

Something New and Low Priced

INSULATED WATCH PROTECTORS.

Will Protect all Watches against Magnetism.
Convenient in Use. Made in various Sizes.

Perfect in Action.

Price within the reach of Everybody.

For Sale by all Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers.

HI[111111111\90 

-"'SO4

Pat. Applied Por. Pat. Applied For.

Manufactured only by the

Pat. Applied Por.

Newark Watch Case Material Co., Alex. Milne, President.
Manufacturers of PENDANTS, BOWS, CROWNS, SPRINGS, etc.

New York Office : No. 41 Maiden Lane. Mention this Paper. Factory : No. 19 Ward St., Newark, N. J.
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Boss Filled, Keystone Silver,

Keystone Filled, Leader Silver,

Star Filled, Silveroid.
18, 16 and 6 Sizes.

USE have the largest and most complete watch
case and jewelry repair shop in the country,

and, doing so very much of it enables us to turn out

work very quickly, very low in price, and, at the

same time, guarantee perfect satisfaction. Send

us in a sample lot of repair work, and judge for

yourself. We know we can please you. Give us a

trial.

We will allow you for
old gold and silver just
what it is worth.

We make a specialty of

casing Swiss, English and

odd American movements

in gold and silver. OUR shop facilities are surpassed by none ; equaled

by few. Try to call to mind one house that has

the facilities we have for accommodating the

trade : Watch Case shop for new cases ; shop for

repairing all kinds of jewelry and Watch Cases;

shop for manufacturing Plain and Band Gold Rings;

shop for the manufacture of gold, silver and steel spec-

tacle and eye-glass lenses, etc.; shop for repairing all

manner of optical goods. A full stock of ever) thing in

Optical Goods and Watches. Give us a sample order,

and see if you are not pleased with our way of filling same

Wheat 14k., Granger 14k. and Eagle

Cases. 14k., 18k. and 10k. watch cases

in all the latest patterns.
'8,16 and 6 Sizes.
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Last month, you will remember, we offered you over Three Thousand dozen Steel Spectacles and Eye-Glasses at one-half cost price. As we then predicted,

you took prompt advantage of our offer, and the three thousand dozen have melted down to a bare Five Hundred dozen, which we have gone carefully over, and

divided into the following four lots, which we offer at a very low figure in order to wipe out the entire lot ; so low indeed, that it will not pay you to refuse them.

As the assortment of focus numbers were all broken up, we have filled in from Regular Stock all the absent numbers, and will positively give you whatever

focus numbers you require.

Lot No. I. 50 dozen Fine Steel Eye-Glasses set with Periscopic Lens
average $4.50 ; reduced to $3.00.

Lot No. 2. ioo dozen Steel Eye-Glasses set with Double Convex Lens
average $3.50 ; reduced to $2.00.

Lot No. 3. 150 dozen Fine Steel Spectacles set with Periscopic Convex
price average $6.00 ; reduced to $3.00.

Lot No. 4. ioo dozen Steel Spectacles set with Double Convex Lense
average $3.00 ; reduced to $2.00.

es.

es.

Lenses.

S.

Former price

Former price

Former

Former price

In order to make our RARE BARGAINS for March still more interesting, we have made up in addition to the above, the following "cheaper'n cheap"

bargains, and expect a very heavy mail in response to our offer. The orders first received will be first filled, and as the quantity is not so large that it will stand

many drains on it, we advise you to get your orders in early. The price will move it. Sharp buyers will take advantage of the exceptional rare chance. Words,

however, won't express it, and "talk is cheap." "The proof of the pudding is in the eating." Send for samples and judge for yourself. WE SAY OUR OFFER

IS UNPRECEDENTED, and if you see samples, you will say the same.

Lot No. 5. 50 dozen Solid Gold Riding Bows, set with Periscopic Convex Fist Quality
Lenses. Former price $1.75 per pair ; reduced to $1.35.

Lot No. 6. 50 dozen Solid Gold Straight Temple Spectacles, set with First Quality Peri-
scopic Convex Lenses. Former price $2.25; reduced to $1.8o per pair.

Lot No. 7. 50 dozen Solid Gold Regular Cork Guard Eye-Glasses, set with First Quality
Periscopic Convex Lenses. Former Price $2.00; reduced to $1.5o per pair.

Lot No. 8. 5o dozen Solid Gold Bousch Patent Cork Guard Eye-Glasses, set with First
Quality Periscopic Lenses. Former price $2.25; reduced to $1.8o per pair.

We will be pleased to send you a sample of any of the above lots, and if not perfectly satisfactory, return the same at our

expense. Our advice is, " has been," and " always will be " to our customers, the trade:

" Return anything you may buy of us, which does not fully satisfy you in every way. Our desire is to please our cus-

tomers in every respect, and when we make a customer, keep him."

We are one of the few houses that carry a full line of Periscopic Convex and Periscopic Concave, absolutely first quality

Sphericals and first quality Convex and Concave cylinder, ground and marked on the dioptric system. Send foe Prices.

The largest Prescription lens grinding department in the country. All our lenses are examined before being sent out

and we guarantee them absolutely perfect. We sell no goods at retail and never have.

for
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C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
LARGEST TOOL AND MATERIAL STOCK

IN THE UST

New Style, Nickel Plated Watch Rack. Very attractive. Send for Sizes and Prices.
For 75 and ioo Watches only.

NEW TOOLS, ETC.

The Cheapest Countershaft with Speed Wheel in the
Market. Send for Price List.

414'

-ate,

40')

P4EP
0 0

FOP

CO

/Mt

//47-

4

Our New Style Adjustable Countershaft
with Speed Wheel.
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.
By the Professor.

FTER testing a tube as directed

in March KmrsToNE, one end

is heated in the lamp until

fused, and by blowing into

the open end forcibly with the mouth, a

bulb is distended by the pressure of the

;air. Some practice is required to form

:a nice bulb at the end of a tube, and

:again, judgment is necessary to discrim-

inate in regard to the proper size in

Ipeoportion to the bore of the tube and

'length of scale to be used. To illus-

trate, suppose we have a given tube and

desire to make two thermometers, one

having a scale six inches long and the

other twelve. The capacity of the bulb

is what determines the matter, and one

bulb contains,twice as much mercury as

the other. After a proper bulb is formed

and while still hot, the open end of the

tube is plunged into a vessel of mercury,

and as the air cools end contracts, some

of the mercury will be drawn up into

the bulb ; when it is again heated until

the mercrary boils (650 °F) in the bulb,
after 'which on cooling the mercury',

Vapor condenses and the bulb is drawn

completely full of mercury. Reat is
again applied to expand the mercury

until a sufficient quantity is expelled,

so that at ordinary temperatures the

column will stand at a desirable height.

The upper end of the tube is marked to

the length to which it is to be cut ; and

heated up to the temperature when

glass becomes plastic, when it is slight-

ly drawn out. The process will perhaps

be better understood by reference to the

cat at Pig. 13, where A represents the

tube, LB the bulb, and C the height of

ithe mercury column at ordinary (say
;70*; temperature.

The lamp D is applied at d, and when

the glass is soft, the tube is drawn out

a little as shown. As soon as the atten-

uated part cools, it is marked with a

file and broken on the line c. The mer-

cury in the bulb is again heated until it

is just ready to flow from the broken

end at c, when the open end of the tube

is strongly heated to completely fuse it

and close the end of the tube hermet-

ically. The closed end is now bent

backward as shown at d', Fig. 34 ; the

bent end going through the scale plate

of the thermometer. Two fixed points

are now to be established in the height

of the mercury column, viz., the freezing

point and boiling point of water. A

mixture of fine ice and water establishes

the first, and water boiled in an open
vessel with the barometer at thirty

establishes the latter. At Fig. 35 is

shown the tube A mounted on a scale

plate E and held in place by the usual

metal straps/ f. The two points men-

tioned above are marked at a b, and it

remains for a very ingenious but] cument

to properly divide and mark the degrees

between a and b, because out or a hun-
dred scales no two would be t!Nacitly the

Number 4.

same extent. We will first speak of the

several scales in use, and then speak
further of the method of accurately

spacing. The thermometer scales in

general use are the Fahrenheit and Cen-

trigrade. The first of these scales com-

mence the graduations at a point thirty-

two degress below the freezing point,
and mark the temperature of boiling

water 212 °, The Centrigrade scale

commences at freezing and makes too

divisions to boiling point. There is a

scale in use in a portioe of Ciermaity

and Russia known as the Reaumur, in

which the graduations commence at

freezing and make the boiling point of
water at eighty degrees. The instru-

ment mentioned above is arranged

something on the principle of propor-

tional dividers. and when set to the two

lines a b will divide the distance (if for

the Fahrenheit scale) into 18o perfectly

equal spaces or degrees, and continue

the graduations above or below these
points in precisely the same proportions.

Mercury makes about the most reliable
thermometer, as its expansion is more

regular than most fluids, but this sub-

stance is tot perfect in this respect, as it

increases its ratio above 212 °F. The
ability of bodies to conduct heat is a

marked characteristic, and admits of

ready illustration in the workshop. An

iron wire one-eighth of an inch in di-

ameter and six inches 1oig can readily

C •
f

be heated red hot at one end and the

other held in the hand, while with a

silver wire of the same size and length

it would be impossible. Glass gives a

still better exatnple. A glass rod of

the same size can be held when red hot

within an inch of the fingers. The con-

ducting power of several of the more

common metals are as follows : count-

ing silver as the most perfect conductor

and rating it as r,000
Silver

Gold
Brass
Tin
Iron
Steel
Lead
Platinum
German Silver
Bismuth

,000,
736
532
236
145
119
116
85
84
6g1

Metals, as a rule, are the best conduc-

tors of heat. Stones and earth are the

next best. Woods of all kinds are very

inferior conductors ; the lighter and

more porous the wood, the poorer its

conductive power. Fluids are poor

conductors, as evidenced by attempting

to heat water from the top. The expla-

nation of heating a fluid like water

from the bottom is, that as the atoms

which form this substance are heated

I they rise rapidly, giving place to other

atoms to absorb the heat as supplied

from below, atid 81:1 the process is re-

peated until the whole mass is hot.

There are some facts which seem almost

inconsistent with our experiences con-

nected with the conductive power of

water. We all know how rapidly steam

condenses under favorable circum-

stances, but to illustrate the low con-

ductive power of water : suppose two

steam boilers PI 6, Pig. 36, are con-
nected by the pipe H. If boiler F is

heated until steatn is produced and even

a high pressure obtained and the cock g
opened so as to admit steam to the cold

water surface in the boiler G, very little

steam will be condensed, nor will the

temperature of the water be raised much

even when the upper part of G is filled

with hot steam for hours. A hot film

is created on the surface, which being a

poor conductor protects the remaining

fluid from being affected. The gases

are almost perfect non-conductors of

heat, but the same laws hold good as

with fluids ; consequently by giving

motion to the atoms, gases can be

heated. All anbtitances which are com-

posed of a great number of air cells are
conspicuously bad conductors of heat.

Different substances of the same

weight 'require more or less heat to

raise them to a given temperature.

.As for instance, one pound of water

heated to 212° F. mingled with a

pound of water at 1o4° F., produces

a temperature of-212° plus 1o4° div-

ided by 2=158° F. But if we

shake together one pound of water at

212° F., with one pound of mercury at

104° F., the resulting temperature will

be 208.4° F. Thus showing that dif-

ferent bodies have different capacities

for heat, and the measure of this power

is called its specific heat. The quanti-

ties of heat expressed relatively to the

quantity of heat required to raise the

temperature of an equal weight of water

from o° to 1° Centrigrade are called the

specific heats of various substances.

The specific heat of substances in the

fluid state is greater than when in the

solid. The specific heat of water classi-

fied as one, when changed to ice is

reduced one-half. A further consider-

ation of this feature of chemical scie
nce

is not in accordance with the objects 
of

these articles. Any person wishing to

investigate this branch of chemistry is

referred to Watts' Dictionary of 
Chem-

istry. The effect of heat on many sub-

stances particularly the metals is 
first

to expand them, then liquify
 and finally

to gasify or dissipate in vapor. 
These

phenomena are explained under the

molecular theory, as the movements of

the atoms are stimulated by 
heat to

greater activity. Usually a softening

takes place shortly, previous to 
a state

of positive fusion, which e
nables the

process of welding to be effected. 
This

characteristic is remarkably illustrated

in iron. Lead and zinc on the other

. hand seem to fuse without 
the plastic

condition displaying itself. There are

many interesting and instructive exper-

iments which could be introduced to

illustrate chemical phenomena in rela-

tion to the fusing of metals, but our

space will not permit. We will give a

few brief notices of the melting point ox

alloys. Two or more metals fused to-

gether frequently melt at a much lower

temperature than either of the metals

separate. To illustrate, the melting

point is of
Lead
Tin
Bistuuth
Cadmium

6000 P.
45005180
5000

An alloy (soft solder) of two parts tin
and one part of lead melts at 350 .° F.
And an alloy of

Bismuth 15

Lead 8
Tin 4
Cadmium 3

melts at so ° V. Many alloys are of a

greater specific gravity than would be

indicated by the sum of the specific

gravity of the two metals. A peculiar

property of heat exists called latent

heat, or heat which has no perceptible

effect on the thermometer. At the

fusion of bodies a quantity of heat is

absorbed to be given out again at the

time of solidification. When speaking

of specific heat, I noticed that the spec-

ific heat of water when fluid, was double

of what it was when solidified or in the

state of ice ; consequently, when water

freezes, it parts with a portion of its

specific heat. It seems rather para-

doxial that a fluid should „give out a
portion of its heat under certain new

conditions, yet such is the case. The

true solution to the problem seems to

be, that to sustain the molecules of a

body in the relation to each other of

fluidity, requires a certain amount of dy-

namic force in the form of heat, which

when the solid state is restored is

freed again in the form of sensible heat.

That such sensible heat is actually freed

at the time of the solidification of water

in freezing is easily demonstrated. Take

a tall, slim vessel of water carefully

covered, and expose it to the effect of

cold gradually, and the temperature of

the fluid can be reduced to twenty-three

degrees F., or nine degrees below the

freezing point, and no formation of ice

present itself. But if the vessel is sub-

jected to a jar or shock, or even a grain

of sand thrown in, ice instantly com-

mences to form, and the temperature of

the water rises to thirty-two degrees F.

Frigorific mixtures mostly depend on

the absorption of sensible heat in the

passage of some solid body to the liquid

state, as evidenced in a mixture of com-

mon salt and snow, or Glauber 's salts

and muriatic acid. At the titne of the

change from fluid to gaseous condition,

another absorption of heat takes place,

which becomes latent until condensation

takes place. This fact further supports

the theory that a certain deffinite

amount of heat is converted into dy-

namic force to maintain the molecules

of the substance in the relation to each

other of a fluid or gaseous condition.
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By the Professor.

FTF,R testing a tube as directed

in March KEvsTorm, one end
is heated in the lamp until

fused, and by blowing into

the open end forcibly with the mouth, a

bulb is distended by the pressure of the

4air. Some practice is required to form

.a nice bulb at the end of a tube, and

•again, judgment is necessary to discrim-

iinatre in regard to the proper size in

iptoportion to the bore of the tube and

'length of scale to be used. To illus-

trate, suppose we have a given tube and

desire to make two thermometers, one

having a scale six inches long and the

other twelve. The capacity of the bulb

is what determines the matter, and one

bulb contains,twice as much mercury as

the other. After a proper bulb is formed

and while still hot, the open end ois the

tube is plunged into a vessel of mercury,

and as the air cools and contracts, some

of the mercury will be drawn up into

the bulb ; when it is again heated until

the merevary boils (650 °F) in the bulb,

after which on cooling the mercury,

va.por condenses and the bulb is drawn

completely full of mercury. Reat is

again applied to expand the mercury

until a sufficient quantity is expelled,

so that at ordinary temperatures the

'column will stand at a desirable height.

The upper end of the tube is marked to

the length to which it is to be cut ; and

heated up to the temperature when

glass becomes plastic, when it is slight-

ly drawn out, The process will perhaps

he better understood by reference to the

cut at Fig. 3, where A represents the

tube, B the bulb, and C the height of

the intreury column at ordinary (say

713 ̀'‘:, temperature.

The lamp D is applied at d, and when

the glass is soft, the tube is drawn out

a little as shown. As soon as the atten-

uated part cools, it is marked with a

file and broken on the line c. The mer-

cury in the bulb is again heated until it

is just ready to flow from the broken

end at c, when the open end of the tube

is strongly heated to completely fuse it

and close the end of the tube hermet-

ically. The closed end is now bent

backward as shown at d', Fig. 34 ; the

bent end going through the scale plate

of the thermometer. Two fixed points

are now to be established in the height

of the mercury column, viz., the freezing

point and boiling point of water. A

mixture of fine ice and water establishes

the first, and water boiled in an open

vessel with the barometer at thirty

establishes the latter. At Fig. 35 is

shown the tube A mounted on a scale

plate E and held in place by the usual

metal straps f/. The two points men-

tioned above are marked at a b, and it

remains for a very ingenious inti rument

to properly divide and mark the degrees

between a and b, because out of a hun-

dred scales no two would be exacatly the

same extent.

Philadelphia, April, 1889. Number 4.

We will first speak of the

several scales in use, and then speak

further of the method of accurately

spacing. The thermometer scales in
general use are the Fahrenheit and Cen-

trigrade. The first of these scales com-

mence the graduations at a point thirty-

two degress below the freezing point,

and mark the temperature of boiling

water at 2i2 °. The Centrigrade scale

commences at freezing and makes too

divisions to boiling point. There is a

scale in use in a portion of Germany

and Russia knOwn as the Reaumur, in

whith the graduations commence at

freezing and make the boiling point of
water at 'eighty degrees. The instru-

ment mentioned above is arranged

something on the principle of propor-

tional dividers, and wten set to the two

lines a h will divide the distance (if for

the Fahrenheit scale) into 18o perfectly

equal spaces or degrees, and continue

the graduations above or below these

points in precisely the same proportions.
Mercury makes about the most reliable

thermometer) as its expansion is more

regular than most fluids, but this sub-
stance isnot perret in this respect, as it
increases its ratio above 212 °F. The

ability of bodies to conduct heat is a

marked characteristic, and admits of

ready illustration in the workshop. An

iron wire one-eighth of an inch in di-

ameter and six inches long can readily

be heated red hot at one end and the

other held in the hand, while with a

silver wire of the same size and length

it would be impossible. Glass gives a

still better example. A glass rod of

the same size can be held when red hot

within an inch of the fingers. The con-

ducting power of several of the more

common metals are as follows : count-

ing silver as the most perfect conductor

and rating it as 1,000
Silver
Copper
Gold
Brass
Tin
Iron
Steel
Lead
Platinum
German Silver 63
Bismuth

1,000,
736
532
236
145
119
ri6
85
84

IS

Metals, as a rule, are the best conduc-

tors of heat. Stones and earth are the

next best. Woods of all kinds are very

inferior conductors ; the lighter and

more porous the wood, the poorer its

conductive power. Fluids are poor

conductors, as evidenced by attempting

to heat water from the top. The expla-

nation of heating a fluid like water

from the bottom is, that as the atoms

which form this substance are heated

they rise rapidly, giviu place th other

atoms to absorb the heat as supplied

from below, and SO the process is re-

peated until the whole mass is hot.

There are some facts which seem almost

inconsistent with our experiences con-

nected with the conductive power of

water. We all know how rapidly steam

condenses under favorable circum-

stances, but to illustrate the low con-

ductive power of water : suppose two

steam boilers .1%, 6, Fig. 36, are con-

nected by the pipe H. If boiler F is

heated until steain th produced and even

a high pressure obtained and the cock g

opened so as to admit steam to the cold

water surface in the boiler G, very little

steam will be condensed, nor will the

temperature of the water be raised much

even when the upper part of C is filled
with hot steam for hours. A hot film

is created on the surface, which being a

poor conductor protects the remaining

fluid from being affected. The gases

are almost perfect non-conductors of

heat, but the same laws hold good as

with fluids ; consequently by giving

motion to the atoms, gases can be

heated. All Stibbtaiices which are com-

posed of a great number of air cells are

conspicuously bad conductors of heat.

Different substances of the same

weight 'require more or less heat to

raise them to a given temperature.

As for instance, one pound of water

heated to 212° F. mingled with a

pound of water at 504° F., produces

a temperature of-212° plus 104° div-

ided by 2=158° F. But if we

shake together one pound of water at

212° F., with one pound of mercury at

104° F., the resulting temperature will

be 208.40F. Thus showing that dif-

ferent bodies have different capacities

for heat, and the measure of this power

is called its specific heat. The quanti-

ties of heat expressed relatively to the

quantity of heat required to raise the

temperature of an equal weight of water

from o° to 1° Centrigrade are called the

specific heats of various substances.

The specific heat of substances in the

fluid state is greater than when in the

solid. The specific heat of water classi-

fied as one, when changed to ice is

reduced one-half. A further consider-

ation of this feature of chemical s
cience

is not in accordance with the obje
cts of

these articles. Any person wishing to

investigate this branch of chemistry is

referred to Watts' Dictionary of 
Chem-

istry. The effect of heat on many sub-

stances particularly the metals is 
first

to expand them, then liquify 
and finally

to gasify or dissipate in v
apor. These

phenomena are explained under the

molecular theory, as the movements 
of

the atoms are stimulated b
y heat to

greater activity. Usually a softening

takes place shortly, previous to 
a state

of positive fusion, which 
enables the

process of welding to be effected. 
This

characteristic is remarkably illustrated

in iron. Lead and zinc on the other

hand seem to fuse without the 
plastic

condition displaying itself. There are

many interesting and instructive exper-

iments which could be introduced to

illustrate chemical phenomena in rela-

tion to the fusing of metals, but our

space will not permit. We will give a

few brief notices of the melting point of

alloys. Two or more metals fused to-

gether frequently melt at a much lower

temperature than either of the metals

separate. To illustrate, the melting

point is of
Lead 6000 F
Tin 4500
Bismuth 5'6°
Cadmium 5000

An alloy (soft solder) of two parts tin
and one part of lead melts at 350 ° F.
And an alloy of

siqumul is
Lead 8

Tin 4
Cadmium 3

melts at iso ° P. Many alloys are of a

greater specific gravity than would be

indicated by the sum of the specific

gravity of the two metals. A peculiar

property of heat exists called latent

heat, or heat which has no perceptible

effect on the thermometer. At the

fusion of bodies a quantity of heat is

absorbed to be given out again at the

time of solidification. When speaking

of specific heat, I noticed that the spec-

ific heat of water when fluid, was double

of what it was when solidified or in the

state of ice ; consequently, when water

freezes, it parts with a portion of its

specific heat. It seems rather para-

doxial that a fluid should , give out a

portion of its heat under certain new

conditions, yet such is the case. The

true solution to the problem seems to

be, that to sustain the molecules of a

body in the relation to each other of

fluidity, requires a certain amount of dy-

namic force in the form of heat, which

when the solid state is restored is

freed again in the form of sensible heat.

That such sensible heat is actually freed

at the time of the solidification of water

in freezing is easily demonstrated. Take

a tall, slim vessel of water carefully

covered, and expose it to the effect of

cold gradually, and the temperature of

the fluid can be reduced to twenty-three

degrees F., or nine degrees below the

freezing point, and no formation of ice

present itself. I3ut if the vessel is sub-

jected to a jar or shock, or even a grain

of sand thrown in, ice instantly com-

mences to form, and the temperature of

the water rises to thirty-two degrees F.

Frigorific mixtures mostly depend on

the absorption of sensible heat in the

passage of some solid body to the liquid

state, as evidenced in a mixture of com-

mon salt and snow, or Glauber's salts

and muriatic acid. At the time of the

change from fluid to gaseous condition,

another absorption of heat takes place,

which becomes latent until condensation

takes place. This fact further supports

the theory that a certain deffinite

amount of heat is converted into dy-

namic force to maintain the molecules

of the substance in the relation to each

other of a fluid or gaseous condition.
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GOLD WORKING.

NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

"-0 improvements have been
added within the past ten
years to jeweler's workshops
of more decided advantages

than the introduction of gas and petro-
leum furnaces. They are not only
much more cleanly, but do their work
in one-fourth the time. We have several
patent furnaces which use both the
fuels named, and do their work very
satisfactorily. Still, none of the patents
cover the exclusive use of these fuels;
consequently, any party so disposed
has an undoubted right to use gas or
petroleum, provided he does not adopt
the peculiar methods of the patentee.
We will first speak of the use of gas as
a fuel, and then consider petroleum.
To use gas successfully in a melting

furnace, two requisites are essential,
first, a liberal supply of gas ; second,
air enough to produce a perfect and
complete combustion of the gas em-
ployed. To insure these conditions,
the connection to the gas main should
afford a supply of gas sufficient for at
least ten five feet burners. A furnace
built of brick should be about eight
inches square and twelve inches deep
inside measurement. An important
feature of such a furnace is uniformity
of heating power, so that a crucible
exposed in one, heats equally from
bottom to top. A crucible heated under
these conditions is much less liable to
crack or break. Common brick are
quite good enough for this purpose.
Where most people fail when getting up
gas furnaces is, they are stingy of their
gas and use too limited an air supply.
There is also danger of explosions from
a mixture of gas and air ; to avoid this,
a section of tube filled with small wire
can be introduced in the gas supply
pipe near the furnace. To explain,
suppose we take a short piece of one-
half inch gas pipe, say six inches long,
and crowd into it as many pieces of No.
30 wire five inches long as can be got
in ; of course chere will be interstices
between the wire which would permit a
sufficient flow of gas. A mixture of
gas and air could flow through such a
pipe and be ignited at the open end and
the flame not pass through the small
openings between the wires. It is a law
of combustion that flame will not pass
an aperture less than one-sixtieth of
an inch in diameter. The gas should
be admitted to the furnace at four or
five small openings, and the air intro-
duced in an equal number of jets. A
pair of double acting bellows are the
best source of air. The next best is a
rotary blower, but with this it is diffi-
cult to get force enough of air, espec-
ially for a petroleum furnace. A pair
of large hand bellows, such as iron
molders use, will answer if connected
with an air bag to ensure a comtant
pressure. The air should enter the
furnace in such a manner as to carry
the flame around the fire box. Another
cheap and effectual form of blowing
machine is made up of three pairs of
ten inch hand bellows, arranged to
work from three cranks on the same
arbor, acting at an angle to each other
of 120 degrees. A blast of a strong
force is needed for a petroleum furnace;
and all things considered, these are the
most economical and efficient. There
ere several forms of petroleum furnace

which are on the market, but the kind
by which the petroleum is introduced
into the furnace by the force of a cur-
rent of air acting as in an attomizer is
about the best. This principle will be
furtner described and illustrated in our
next, and also the details of a brick
furnace.

F. G. Hall, Heuvelton, N. Y., writes
as follows : " I have learned more about
watch work since I have taken the KEY-
STONE, than I ever did with my first
employer. It is a better teacher than
three-fourths of the watchmakers."

TIME SERVERS.

How many men there are, holding
good, paying positions as journeymen,
who are really of no value unless kept
constantly under the eye of the fore-
man or their employer! They are
simply time servers, who take no inter-
est in the business they represent be-
yond the actual time necessary to count
them a day's work. They work when
closely watched because they are
obliged to, not from any motive of
honor or interest in the business.
What can be expected of such work-

men but that they will shirk their work
and idle their time at every opportunity?
If you cannot give your employer

your full time for which he pays, and
take some interest in his business; you
had better leave him at once. To this
he is entitled, and has a right to expect
it of you.

If your mind is not upon your work,
you cannot expect to accomplish it
with any degree of satisfaction to your
employer or credit to yourself.
In going about from one shop to

another it is a very easy matter to pick
out the time servers. Upon the slight-
est pretext they drop their work to talk
or look about, and are always ready to
get out the door the moment the clock
strikes six, and their example is very
rapidly followed by the apprentice or
younger workmen. They have to be
constantly watched, and this fact, being
known to the firm, is not long having
its results.
Employers are more generally know-

ing to the habits and qualities of the
men they employ than the men often
realize, and they invariably know who
are the time servers among them, so
that when there comes a convenient op-
portunity or a lull in business, these
are the first to be discharged.
It pays to be faithful and to do your

best at all times and more especially
when your employer is not watching.
If you must idle away time, do it when
he is about, but don't dishonor your-
self or betray his confidence by taking
advantage of his absence.
This is one of the worst features of

our American system. It is an exam-
ple which is set by the older men, and
which is readily adopted by apprentices,
and it is the exception rather than rule
that we find a young man who is suf-
ficiently interested in his own welfare
and his employer's as well to give his
full time and attention to his work.
Those who do this are sure of success,
and it is from among such that have
risen those men whose names are writ-
ten upon the pages of history as hav-
ing made their mark in the world, and
left behind not only pleasant reccollec-
tions, but a shining example that is
worthy of a careful imitation.—The
Practical Mechanic.

JACK KNIVES. -

HERE will be no occasion to
trouble the mechanism inside
the case of the outside clock
after it is set up, except to

oil it about twice a year. This can be
effected by having one of the dials made
so it can be readily removed after taking
off the hands ; or a small door can be
cut in the drum on the side next the
street, so as not to show conspicuously.
In a former article I briefly mentioned
about the hand set being effected from
the inside of the building. This is easily
done by a proper connection being
made to the arbor.? shown in January
KEYSTONE. It will be noticed in the
text of this issue, the arbor (P) is de-
scribed as three-eighths of an inch in
diameter ; this is now turned to five-
sixteenth and a wheel of sixty teeth
placed upon it. Such a wheel can be
obtained one-fourth of an inch thick
and two and one-half inches in diameter
for forty-five cents. This wheel is
shown at A, Fig. i, mounted on the
arbor]; and connects to the tin tube
already described for transmitting the
motion to the hands. In the end of
the tin tube B is fitted and secured an
iron plug C. At the end of this plug is
drilled a hole a to receive the end of the
arbor J, as shown at a, Fig. r. On the
plug C is fitted a collar D. This collar
is shaped as shown, and has an arm F,
which carries a latch E, which shuts
into one of the teeth in the wheel A.
An end view of this collar seen in the
direction of the arrow b is shown in

Fig. 2. The latch E turns on the pin
d and when raised into the position
shown at the dotted lines E', the tin
arbor B can be turned so as to set the
hands back or forward. When the latch
E is inserted in a tooth it insures the
hands on the dials standing on pracise
even minutes. The pin f goes through
both the arm F and the latch E and
keeps the parts in place. In making a
bracket clock which projects out over
the walk from the front of the building,
it is better to place the driving mech.
anism described in January KEYSTONE
in an upper room contiguous to the out-
side clock. There are no especial points
about a bracket clock different from the
large clock already described to be
placed on a column. Iron brackets of
elegant patterns for supporting a shelf ;
on which the clock rests are easily ob-
tained of almost any large foundry. I
spoke in former article of inside illum-
ination for bracket clocks, I will now
speak further of this matter and also
give a few other suggestions.
In a clock of this kind, it is best to

separate the dials a little farther apart
than the space given for the clock on
the column ; at least eighteen inches
should be allowed, and it is not policy
to make the dials over thirty-six inches
in diameter, as it is very costly to get
glass plates over this size. In drilling
the hole for the hands, use a drill
shaped as shown in Fig. 3, where G
shows a side view and Han edge view.
Such drills are worked by hand and
kept wet with spirits of turpentine;
working from both sides of the plate

letting the hole meet in the centre of
the plate. Enlarge the hole with a rat
tail file wet with turpentine. Glass
dials are frosted by grinding with sand
or emery and water, using the end of a
block of wood. Gas is the proper light
for illuminating dials. The hands are
best made of hard spring brass, and can
be either gilded or painted black,
according as a back or white dial is
used. There need be no counterpoise
for the hands on such clocks, as their
is ample power to keep them moving.
A gilded eagle supplied by C. H.
Knights & Co., Chicago, placed on top,
makes a nice finish for such a clock,
when mounted either on a column or
bracket. We think about all the details
essential for such an outside clock has
now been given, and will next give the
details of construction for a large dial
to be suspended in the window.

MoDERATE-sizEo anchors, of plain
burnished gold, as queen chain pen-
dants, are late favorites of fickle fashion.

SOME GOLDEN RULES.

The following, from an unknown
source, contains advice which exper-
ienced business men indorse and young
men will do well to follow:
Have but one business, know it

thoroughly, and attend personally to
its minutest details. Be self-reliant,
concentrate your energies in a determi-
nation and supreme effort to conquer
success. Keep your own counsel, at-
tend strictly to business and never dab-
ble in anything foreign to it, curtail
your expenses, never sacrifice safety to
prospective large returns, cut short
your losses, and let your profits
ru.i on, and make your prime movers
industry, economy, and fair dealing. It
is the merest rant and bosh to rely on
Luck. He is always indolent and whin-
ing, folding his arms, drinking and
smoking, waiting for big prizes in lot-
teries, or lying abed expecting a letter
with news of a legacy. On the contrary,
Labor and Pluck are the invincible he-
roes who conquer success; they strike
out in new paths, create, contrive,
think, plan, originate, take all legiti-
mate risks, toil to surmount obstacles,
push forward, win renown by success.

; The glorious galaxy of successful busi-
ness men and illustrious authors have
all been hard workers. Shun bad com-
pany and the prevalent vices of the day,
never loan a borrpwing friend more
than you are able to lose if he cannot
pay, and never take a loan on impor-
tunity. Never borrow money to specu-
late with. Acquire knowledge. It is
only enlightened men who successfully
hold their own with the surging masses
who throng the road to riches. Avoid
law and legal squabbles of every kind.
In discussing business disagreements,
keep cool. Make all the money you
can and do all the good you can with it,
remembering that he who lives for him-
self alone, lives for.the meanest man in
creation. If engaged in public business,
advertise it ; be punctual in meeting
promised payments ; keep short ac-
counts ; settle often ; be clear and ex-
plicit in making bargains. Be civil
and obliging as well as decisive and
prompt with customers, and do not
over-trade your capital. Finally, in
the maturity of life, don't rust out by
retiring from business ; keep bright by
useful effort, remembering that indus-
try and happiness are inseparable.

•

•
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CORRECT TIME.

HERE is no practical method
for obtaining correct time
equal to taking transit
observations of the fixed

stars as they pass the meridian. The
great trouble has always been that it

required too much bother, and the pro-
cess was wrapped in a great mystery.

What we propose in this series of

articles is to enable the reader to learn

the name and location of a series of

stars which will extend through the

entire year and enable him on any clear

night to take a star transit at any con-
venient hour of the evening ; as, for
instance, at 8 o'clock io minutes and

43 seconds, a certain star will pass the
meridian, but if some untoward event
prevented him from noting the transit,
another convenient star will pass at

9h. 27m. rIs. which he would probably
get, but if not, another will soon follow
and give him the means of correcting
his clock ; and so on every night, and

hour of the night for the whole year.

In the accompanying map of a portion

Aldebaran, and the V shaped figure it
forms in connection with other stars in
its vicinity is called the Hyades. Fol-
low the puncturing plan with all the
stars shown on the map marked r,
using the No. 4 needle. Use the No. 6
needle for those marked 2 ; the No.
9 needle for those marked 3, and the
No. 12 needle for all the other stars as
located on the map. After this, procure
a ten cent glass slate, and remove the
glass from the frame and place the dark
paper on the ground glass and hold it
up to a lamp or gas flame, and you will
see the stars laid down on the map in
their proper order, and near the rela-
tive magnitude. The idea is of the dark
paper with the holes of different sizes
punctured through, to convey to the
reader a similar appearance to the
heavens at night. The reader must not
imagine any semblance exists in the
grouping of the stars to the forms of
men and animals shown ; this part is
entirely imaginary, and are only re-
tained as a loose guide to the location
of objects seen in the heavens. The
stars in various constellations are, many
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of the heavens, are shown the relative
positions of stars now visible in the
south and south-west early in the even-
ing. The best method of locating the
several stars shown, so as to be able to
find them in the heavens, is to lay a
sheet of dark paper under the map and
place both map and paper on a soft
pine board ; and then with four sizes
of needles set in wooden handles, prick
through the centres of the stars as
marked on the map. The sizes of needles
to use are Nos 4, 6, 9 and 12. Com-
mence by pushing the largest (No. 4)
needle through the centre of the star
marked i in the nose of Canis Major,
until a puncture is made of the full size
of the needles. This star is called
Sirius ; it is a brilliant white star, and
the brightest of all the fixed stars in
the heavens. Go on with your No. 4
needle and prick through the star
marked x in Canis Minor; this star is
called Procyon. The star marked r in
the left foot of Orion, is called Rigel ;
give it a puncture. The red star in the
head of Taurus, marked i, is called

of them, designated by names, and also
by the letters of the Greek alphabet,
thus the bright star, Sirius in Canis
Major, is also mentioned as Alpha Canis
Majoris. Again to illustrate, the star
marked r on the map in the right
shoulder of Orion is Betelguese or
Alpha Otinis, and the star marked r in
the left foot is Rigel or Beta Orinis.
The constellation of Orion lays low
down, at this time of the year, in the
south-west just after sunset, but is
readily recognized by the three stars in
the belt which point toward Sirius. The
bright star in the left shoulder is called
Bellatrix, or Gamma Orionis. The
names of the two bright stars in the
heads of the Gemine or the twins are
Castor and Pollux, the upper one being
Castor, or Alpha Gemznorum; the lower
Pollux, or Beta Geminorum. It is
important to learn to designate and
locate the stars named, and also to know
the first few letters of the Greek alpha-
bet. This information will be given in
our next article, and the Greek letters
would have been placed on the map, if

it had not.been considered more im-
portant to have given the figures to
regulate the puncturing. The writer
has always found the greatest trouble
pupils encountered in learning to locate
the stars in the actual heavens to be
that they tried to see some form like ,
the animals depicted on the map, and
not the stars in their relation of size and
position. The plan which we intend
to pursue is to learn the reader to pick
out the stars which are most conveni-
ent for time observations, and know
them when he sees them, so he has no
hesitation. After this is done, the time
actually employed in taking a transit
observation will not exceed five min-
utes. The central line in the map
represents the equator, mid is supposed
to be a continuation of the plane of the
earth's equator into the heavens. The
positions of the stars north or south of
this line are described as having North-
ern or Southern Declination; abbreviated
to Dec., as, for instance, Bete/guese
would be described as located in the
heavens, Dec. N. 7 degrees 22 minutes
and 3 seconds ; Rigel, which is south of
the equator, Dec. S., 8 degrees 23 min-
utes and 5 seconds. The position of a
star, as relates to the meridian, is given
in hours and minutes, and spoken of as
Right Assention. All these matters
will be further considered as these
articles progress. What is desired of
the reader at present is to be able to
pick out and locate certain stars. To
enable him to do this each month, the
KEYSTONE will, for the next six months,
contain a map of the heavens embrac-
ing such stars as will be on the meridian
about 9 o'clock in the evening for every
month of the year. Learn to locate
these principal stars, and then procure
a nautical almanac, costing 50 cents,
and make yourself an instrument which
will not cost more than two dollars,
and you can obtain the correct time
within five seconds on any clear even-
ing; and with a transit instrument cost-
ing from $40 to poo, you can get the
time to the fraction of a second.

G. H. Terpany, New Carlisle, Ind.,
says : "Though always good, every num-
ber of the KEYSTONE seems better
Than the last. You can count me as one
of the permanent members of your family
of subscribers."

WHAT is known as the " Hope " dia-
mond was, it is said, one of the gifts
which the Duke of Newcastle made to
his bride. It is among the most famous
of precious stones in existence, being
one of the twenty-four that are classed
as the monarchs among gems, and has.
been in the Newcestle family for a num-
ber of years. It weighs 45 carats, and
is the largest and the most perfect of
the blue diamonds. When held in the
light it is white, and it emits the most
superb dazzling blue rays. There are
numerous wild traditions of the East
that surround it. It has been stained
with blood, lost and recovered ; bought
and sold, stolen and used as a ransom.
It has gleamed in the gem crested tur-
bans of great Maharajahs, " held on the
breasts of Odalisques, " and is said to
have once formed the single eye of a
great Indian idol. The Duchess of
Newcastle, mother of the present Duke
secured it for the sum of £30,000, and
on one occasion created a great sensa-
tion when she wore it at one of the
Queen's drawing-rooms.

HIGH ART POTTERY.

Washington has grown dainty in the
matter of dining ; but the time has not
yet come when even a millionaire is
ashamed to serve his guests twice on
the same china. Minton is perhaps the
costliest ware in which whole dinner
sets are made. If you could induce the
Sevres potters to turn you out a full
dinner set in thetr highest style of
decoration it would cost a neat little
fortune, but they cannot be persuaded
to do it.
The government is interested in the

works, and private customers cannot
always have their way. But if you can-
not have the luxury of a dinner set in
costliest Sevres, you may pay $1,000 a
dozen for dessert plates. Some go
higher, and $200, $300, $400 and $500 a
dozen are every day prices.
A dealer in china at Chicago not long

ago sold ever so many dozens of plates,
no single one of which cost less than
$ moo. They were sold singly, and one
went to Deadwood. Less than ten years
ago $roo would have bought all the
china the town contained. But the
West is growing luxurious, and a dozen
cities that were villages ten years ago
have a few residents to whom dessert
plates at $500 a dozen are only one
costly feature of a luxurious home.
But there is no more extravagant

taste than that for after dinner "coffees."
For $25 you may buy a set that no one
need be ashamed of. A thousand peo-
ple who live well are content with
something less costly, but $25 is not,
as things go, a high price for a single
cup and saucer.

People with a passion for this sort of
thing patiently watch and wait until
they have completed a set to their
liking. Minton, Crown Derby, Royal
Vienna, Sevres, Dresden and Royal
Worcester may all be represented as
such in a set. Sometimes the whole
dozen costs as high as $1,500, and the
work of collection may have taken
months or years.

PRICELESS ANTIQUES.

If any one had the audacity to use
real antiques at a modern dinner table,
an after dinner coffee set might repre-
sent s'a fortune, for antiques are well
nigh priceless. I saw an example
recently that goes to prove this. It
was a lovely blue vase with a picture of
the Teniers style, a copy of the famous
Sevres "ship vase." But three of the
origin'als are known to be in existence
and it is not many years since one of
them with two smaller vases, companion
pieces, sold at auction for £10,000.
English ware is now the favorite.

Once it was French, and perhaps the
Paris exposition of this year may bring
the latter again into vogue. The rich-
est and costliest things in pottery, of
course, are not attempted in this country,
though in some wares American manu-
facturers excel.

Irish Belleck, a beautiful ware with
the lustre of pearl, and to all appear-
ance the fragility of egg shells, is suc-
cessfully made in this country. One
Washington lady has a bust of Cleo-
patra. It was made within fifty miles
of New York and could not be surpassed
in any European country.
Most of the artist workmen in Amer-

ican potteries are of foreign training,
but native Americans are being edu-
cated to the business. Patience and
capital are gradually developing the
art in America.
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CLOCKS.

T
N getting up a fine pendulum, it

is a great mistake to make it
finified. Plain, neat workman-
ship, and no pains spared as far

as accuracy goes, is the true course.
After the plates for the top and bottom
of the stirrup are gotten up, (I mean
such as shown in Fig. 4, March KEY-
STONE, and again at Fig. 1 of the pre-
sent issue,) we make four rods as shown
at a a , Fig. 2, for holding the plates RE.
These are six inches long from shoulder
to shoulder, as shown in Fig. 3, where
C c represent the shoulders. These rods
go through the plate E, and are held
in place by the nuts in the form of
acorns as shown at b, Figs. 2 and 4.
These rods should be about three-six-
teenths of an inch in diameter, and the
screws at the upper end about y8 of
an inch long. The acorns should , be
turned out of about three-eighths brass
rod. A nice finish for the plates E El
is to smooth carefully with a fine file,
following with fine emery paper, or bet-
ter, stone with a Scotch stone and water,
giving a final half polish with rotton
stone and oil on a bit of cotton flannel
folded flat. A beautiful frosted appear-
ance with a coarse even grain can be
given by etching in the following man-
ner : Gum mastic crushed fine is placed
in a small sieve, made by taking a
shallow box (without a bottom) about
five inches square, and gluing on a
bottom of fine Swiss muslin, so the
muslin is tight like a drum head. The
brass plates E are placed (after finish-
ing as above directed) side by side on a
sheet of paper, and holding the sieve
with the fine mastic in it about an inch
above, the plates, strike it lightly, pro-
ducing a little snow storm of fine
mastic dust over the plates. The plates
are now carefully placed on another
plate of metal, and the whole heated up
so they will hiss when touched with
the finger wetted with saliva. After
cooling, the parts of the plates not cov-
ered (the bottom and sides) are painted
over with shellac dissolved in alcohol,
and when this coat is dry, the two
plates are dipped for a few seconds in
common nitric acid (aqua fortis diluted
one-half with water). The mastic is
next washed off with turpentine and the
etching examined. It will be quite
uneven and unsatifactory, but repeat
the dusting with mastic and the etching
process just described for three or four
times, and a frosting will be obtained
as beautiful as could be desired. The
shellac coat need not be renewed, as
the turpentine which dissolves the
mastic will not touch it. It may need a
little patching up, but will generally
last for the entire operation. Repeat
the process for the opposite sides, pre-
serving the edges and already frosted
surfaces with the shellac varnish as
before. The edges are best finished
bright by lapping on a tin lap with
diamontine mixed into a paste with
some watch oil. The process of lapping
for bright metal work is a little difficult,
but very beautiful, as it produces a sur-
face as bright and flat as a mirror.
Another nice finish for the edges is to
join the two plates by putting a short
carriage bolt through the two holes at c,
Fig. i (where the pendulum rod goes),
placing a block of woad one inch square
and three inches long between them,
as shown at 1%, Fig. 5. After the plates
are bolted together, the edges are filed

true and flat, and then rubbed on a
piece of fine emery paper laid on a flat
bard, rubbing in the direction of their
length. A slight bevel is then made
on the edges all around, and this bevel
edge given a high polish by burnishing.
The frosted surface made by the acid
should be well scratch brushed to pre-
pare it for gilding. This process gives
a beautiful finish. The edges of the
plates with the fine lines left from the
emery, divided from the dead matted
look of the upper surface by the bright
fine band on the bevel edge, gives a
fine effect to metal work. The orna-
ment at the top shown at G, Fig. 2, and
the winged ball shown at H are sawn
out of No. 16 hard brass and frosted by
acid as directed for the plates. Before
attempting to frost the plates E and the
pieces G and H, it is well to make a
few experiments and practice a little in
frosting or some scraps of brass of the
same composition as the jobs to be
done. The hole a in the plate E, Fig.
is just large enough to allow the glass
rod of the pendulum to pass through
freely. The steel rods a a need not be
hardened, but they should be polished
nicely by first using fine emery and
finishing with Vienna lime and alcohol
on a cotton flannel cloth. The glass
tube for our pendulum rod, it will be
remembered, was to be left long until
the proper length was determined by
actual experiment. This extra length
of rod is shown at the dotted lines g,
Fig. 2. To hold the ball in place while
determining the proper length of rod, a
olip or clamp is made from a strip of

heavy brass (No. 14), one-fourth of an
inch wide and shaped as shown at Fig.
6, and is clamped to the rod by the
screw ii. This arrangement permits
moving the ball up and down, until a
close aproximation of the correct length
is obtained, and the clock to which the
pendulum is attached is running within
a few seconds a day. A person would
naturally think such a clamp as shown
in Fig. 6, properly modified, would be
ample to hold either end of the glass
rod without the platinum wire loop
described in March KEvs•roNE ; but in
practice, such a clip is apt to start a
crack in the glass by the unequal ex-
pansion of the metal from glass. For
this reason, as soon as the correct
length is determined as described, the
position on the rod where the top plate
E comes is carefully marked, and the
glass rod cut off even with the bottom of
the clip L, and a platinum loop fused
in the same as was done with the top
and described in March KEYSTONE.
The ornamental pieces G Hare attached
to E E' by some L shaped pieces as
shown at Fig. 7, placed at the back
and out of sight from the front. An

error occurs in March KEYSTONE in
regard to the location of the sinks D,
for the mercury jars. The text reads
" one " and " three sixteenths inches;"
it should read " fifteen sixteenths. The
platinum loop at the lower end of the
rod will come (if the above instructions
are attended to) about three-eighths of
an inch below the lower face of the
plate E'. The platinum loop can be
fastened to a bar shaped as shown at N,
Fig. S. This bar is made of No. ro
hard brass, with a slot to receive the
platinum loop at 1, through which goes
a round steel pin. The end d lies fiat
on E, and is held in place by a lose
steady pin. The short screw k will
bring the clock to time. The bar N is
concealed behind the winged ball, but
the location of the parts I k are indicated
by the dotted lines 1 k, Fig. 2. A deli-
cate arrangement is added below H for
obtaining a close rate to be described
in our next. Fig. 2 is one-fourth the
correct size. If the beveled edge finish
is used, the plates E E' should be one-
fourth of an inch thick.

John P. Clark, Sierra City, California,
says.. "Please send me your journal for
one year. I have seen a few copies of
Me publication, and Mink it is of un-
questionable interest to watchmakers and
jewelers. I shall never be without it."

MORE PRECIOUS THAN GOLD.

Fully ninety-nine persons in every
hundred, if asked to name the most
precious metals, would mention gold as
first, platinum as second, and silver as
third. If asked to name others, a few
might add nickel, and a very few alum-
inum to the list. Let us see how near
to the truth they would be. Gold is
worth about $240 per pound, troy;
platinum $130, and silver about $12.
Nickel would be quoted at about 6o
cents, and pure aluminum $8 or $9 to
the troy pound.
We will now compare these prices

with those of the rarer and less well-
known of the metals. To take them in
alphabetical order, barium sells for
$975 a pound, when it is sold at all,
and calcium is worth $1,800 a pound.
Cerium is a shade higher—its cost is
$16o an ounce, or $1,920 a pound.
These begin to look like fabulous

prices, but they do not reach the high-
est point ; chromium brings $200, cobalt
falls to about half the price of silver,
while didymium is the same price as
cerium, and erbium $ro cheaper on the
ounce than calcium, or just $r,68o per
pound.
If the wealth of the Vanderbilt's be

not overstated it amounts to nearly
$200,000,000. With this sum they
could purchase 312 tons of gold and
have something left over, but they
couldn't buy two gallons of gallium,
that rare metal being worth $3,250 an
ounce. With this metal the highest
price is reached, and it may well be
called the rarest and most precious of
metals.
Glucinium is worth $250 per ounce;

indium, $158 ; iridium, $658 a pound;
lanthanium, $r75, and lithium $16o per
ounce. Niobium costs $128 oo per
ounce ; asmium, palladium, platinum,
potassium and rhodium bring respect-
ively $640, $400, $130, $32 and $512
per pound. Strontium costs $128 an
ounce ; tantaum, $r44 ; telurium, $9 ;

thorium, $272 ; vanadium, $320;

yttrium, $144, and zirconium $293, aix
ounce.
Thus we see that the commonly re--

ceived opinion as to what are the most:
pxecious metals is quite erroneous:.
Barium is more than four times as valu-
able as gold, and gallium more than
162 times as costly, while many of the
metals are twice and thrice as valuable.
Aluminum, which now costs $8 or $9 a
pound, will eventually be produced; as
cheaply as steel.
When this can be done it will pushl

the latter metal out of a great many of
its present uses, as it possesses great
strength, toughness and elasticity, with
extreme lightness of weight. Its sources
of supply are inexhaustible, and its
present high cost arises from the
difficulty of its extraction in a metallic
form. Indium seems to be chiefly used
for pointing gold pens, and many of the
metals mentioned have but a limited
sphere of usefulness.—Ex.

A CURIOUS memorial has been sub-
scribed for by the clergy of the diocese
of Kharkoff to celebrate the escape of
the Czar and imperial family during the
recent railway accident in South Russia..
It consists of a massive silver clock,
placed in position in Kharkoff with its
dial facing towards the spot where the
accident took place. This clock strikes
only once in twenty-four hours. Every
day at the exact hour that the accident
occurred its silver bell strikes for five
minutes.

THE following methods for taking
slight scratches from watch glasses has
been used with success ; Dilute the or-
dinary hydrofluoric acid, sold in gutta-
percha bottles with four or five parts of
water ; with this, wet a cotton rubber
and apply the rubber to the glass pretty
thoroughly ; afterwards wash the glass
till all traces of the acid are removed.

MRS. HARRISON'S WONDERFUL
BROOM.

Mrs. Benjamin Harrison is soon to
become the recipient of a present at
once beautiful and unique—a broom
gotten up in the most beautiful style
possible. The broom is of regulation
size, the brush is made of the finest
straw which Kansas can produce, and
the handle is made of the best of wood,
highly polished. Commencing at the
shoulder of the broom, at intervals to
the top of the handle, straw and silver
wire are interwoven so as to represent
the following different designs : (i)
Raised maple leaves ; (2) raised crown;
(3) raised diamonds and maple leaves;
(4) matted diamond and raised leaves;
(5) matted spears, both ways ; (6) raised
double matted crown ; (7) hand plate of
solid silver, upon which, surrounded by
beautiful scrollwork, is the name of
Mrs. Benjamin Harrison ; (8) pyramid
and half maple leaves and matted dia-
monds ; (9) matted crosses ; (ro) matted
diamonds and maple leaves ; 1) four
flags, beautifully painted in oil, colors,
red, white, and blue ; between the flags
are matted diamonds ; (12) raised
pyramids ; (13) silk fringe ; (4) solid
silver cap on the end of handle, with
engravings and scrollwork. At inter-
vals for the entire length of the handle
are narrow strips of red, white and blue
silk velvet. The broom w'.11 be sent to
Washington in a case made expressly
for it, having a glass front.

;
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A VERY NERVOUS PASSENGER.

.Away back from the lines of the
Southern railroads, up in the moun-
tains and in the sombre pine woods,
dwell many people who have never seen
a locomotive, a steamboat, a telephone
or a Sunday newspaper. Those who
live within a few miles of the tracks
ride down on muleback to witness the
passage of the one daily train with un-
diminished wonder and satisfaction. I
have frequently seen forty or fifty sad-
dled mules tied to the fences around
some obscure little station and their
owners gawkily standing open-mouthed,
gazing at the train and its occupants.
But if you ride back into the country

you will find many who have intended
all their lives to go down and see the
sight, but have been too busy loafing
around to get time to accomplish the
journey. Crops need watching in this
section and the men, with great endur-
ance, will sit all. day observing with

He stopped the train.

eagle eye the growth of forty-five feet of

popcorn and a few stalks of tobacco for

home consumption—home consumption

being a very prevalent disease there.

They have few worldly goods, and

they are light and portable. One of the

residents of a little cluster of log cabins

said to me : "We tins don't hey no

trouble 'bout movin' yereabouts ; we

jist pour some water in the fire and

whistle to the dog, and we're a'

moved."
Now and then one of these people is

compelled, once in a lifetime perhaps,

to make a journey by rail. It is like
pulling a tooth to get him started, and

the whole community assists in the

operation. Every able-bodied inhabi-

tant is at hand to witness his departure,

and few " allow " that he will ever

return. When he does so he is regarded

as a "globe trotter" forever by his stay-

at-home neighbors. I had a curious

exhibition of the verdancy as well as

the neighborly feeling of these shy and

retiring people on a journey through

Georgia. Our train stopped at a little,

almost nameless station on signal, and

a tall, slim boy, attired in butternut

homespun, stepped upon the platform

and knocked vigorously upon the door.

Some wag shouted "Come in," and he

opened the door, hesitated a moment

and then walked in. Making solemnly

for the first seat, he shook hands

warmly with its occupant saying:
"Howdy stranger ; how's yer folks?''

He went through the car, shook

hands with every one, with the same

kindly inquiry, and sat down. I, later,

took occasion to talk to him, and dis-
covered that it was his first experience

in railroad travel, and the formal man-

ner of his entrance I afterwards ascer-

tained to be the regular "cracker" man-

ner of greeting an assembled company.

He was extremely alarmed at the terrific

speed of the train, which rattled and

bumped along one of the rudest of
tracks at the rate of seventeen miles an
hour, and he said it took his breath
away.
But the queerest and funniest incident

of this Southern trip had almost a tragic
termination. The train was just start-
ing, without ringing a bell or blowing
a whistle, as is the unique Southern
custom, when a cloud of dust was
observed traveling down the road to the
station and from the midst of which
proceeded prolonged yells. The train
was promptly stopped and an ancient
and rickety chaise drove up and there
climbed down from it an old man in a
long yellow coat and a William Goat
beard. He wore beside these a pair of
abbreviated green trousers which
seemed to desire to shun his boots and
rise to a higher plane, and a beaver hat
of the vintage of 1812. He took from
out the chaise a :bandbox tied with a
string, a large carpet bag, a paper bag
containing an assorted lunch, two live
chickens tied together by the legs and
a crock of butter, over the top of which
a piece of muslin was tightly fastened.
With these and an ancient umbrella he
boarded the train with some difficulty
and sat down in a seat a few feet from
the door. The train rolled away leav-
ing his companion in the chaise sitting,
opened mouth, paralized with wonder.
The ancient one, with the wind-tossed

beard, gripped the arm of his seat as
soon as he felt the train's motion and
let out a startled yell that caused the
passengers to turn pale with a fear that
we had a madman on board, and when
the conductor ran to him he shouted:
"The hull darn thing is sinking !"
The amiable conductor assured him

that he was perfectly free and going in-
to his pocket pulled out his punch. The
old man held up his hand in an instant,
and cried : "Don't shoot, Mister, don't
shoot; I give in."
"I ain't goin' to shoot ; I only want

your ticket."
"What ticket?"
"Your railroad ticket."
"Ain't got none."
"Where are you going?"
"I'm gwine to Staunton to my grand-

son's, Pete Rawlins. Know him ?"
" Know any of his folks down in

Staunton ?" Just then the whistle
blew and the old man jumped up and
tried to get past the conductor, who
held him down by main strength. The
white hair of the old "cracker' ' fairly
stood on end, and it was several minutes
before he calmed down enough to count
his change.
At station, where the train
ca 
the

 ngnee.

stopped, he gathered up his belongings
and made for the door, but was stopped
before he could get off. This attempt
he made at every station, and finally
the conductor went to him, saying:
"Look here, old man, you jist sit still
and don't move till you hear the break-
man holler Staunton, then you get off!
S ee

sat there awhile quietly,, and then
g

to question the rest of the pas-

b
He 
e

began
sengers as to their acquaintance with
Staunton and its people.
Thinking I could derive some enter-

tainment from him, I changed my seat
to the one in front of his, and, turning
Around, addresed some words to him
with an amiable and seductive smile.
He looked at me a moment, and

solemnly took his musty leather wallet
from his side pocket and thrust it deep
down into his boot, saying:

" Now, then, young man, what do
want to know, eh ? "
The action set the entire car full of

people roaring with laughter and almost
brought a blush upon my cheek, which
sensation had scarcely gone when the
brakeman opened the door and yelled
" Staunton !"
We were at the moment crossing a

trestle about fifty feet in height, upon
the slanting, heavily wooded side of a
mountain. We could look down the
hillside over the tree tops and see a sil-
very stream threading its winding way
through a black and dark swamp. The
old settler rose quickly at the sound of
the brakeman's voice, packed up his
belongings and, going to the platform,
stepped right off.

Ile didn't mean to be carried by.

As we passed we got one glimpse of
him sailing down. Somebody pulled
the bell rope, stopping the train at once,
and a relief party was organized, which
went down the mountain side until we
came to the spot where he struck first, a
tall hemlock. It looked like a gigantic
Christmas tree.
Pendant from its branches was socks,

collars, handkerchiefs, chewing tobacco,
chickens, rolls of butter, fancy goods,
ham sandwiches, boots and shoes, no-
tions, suspenders, shoelaces, bandboxes,
samples of cloth, hardware and gents'
furnishing goods. Further down the
hillside we found some patent medicine
bottles, the old umbrella, the butter
crock and the plug hat. Then we
reached the old man, who was up to his
waist in black mud, busily engaged in
washing the same mud from a whiskey
flask which he had somehow managed
to retain in his pocket through all his
exciting flight.
He was as cool as a cucumber, and

when we yanked him out of the mud
remarked, " This yere railroad traveling
do beat hell, dont it?"
We climbed up the hill, gathering

his belongings as we preceeded, and
when we arrived at the train the con-
ductor angrily inquired, " What in
thunder did you mean by jumping off
like that ? "
" Why, my friend," blandly answered

he of the goat-like beard and shattered
garments, " you told me yerself to get
off when I heard the brakeman holler
Staunton, ' and I got off.—St. Louis
Globe Democrat.

FASHION has its caprices in jewelry,
and just know the popular wear is the
ruby. The diamond is, of course a
permanent adornment, a kind of back-
ing, so to speak, but it requires setting
off, at least that is the artistic idea, and
the ruby does it. Pearls too, come in
for a share of admiration. A pearl
necklace with diamond clasp and ear-
rings en suite have just been sold for
$100,000. The necklace contained
thirty-nine splendid pearls, which the
seller had been two years collecting.

CHANGE IN WATCH CRYSTALS.

There have been some curious changes
of late years in the fashions for staple
commodities, and especially is this true
in the matter of watches. The watch
is either looked upon as a trinket or as
an article of serious use. In the first
instance it is set in a round ball, in-
crusted with small diamonds, some-
times intermixed with rubies or with
sapphires, or it forms the top of a
smelling bottle, or is set in a bracelet
or the handle of a parasol. But the
serious watch of every day wear has
become a very practical article indeed.
"In old days," said to me a famous
Swiss jeweler of the Rue de la Paix the
other day, "the business of replacing
watch crystals was an important item,
amounting, on an average, to $y) per
week. Now, instead of the delicate,
soap bubble glass formerly used, the
watch crystal is made thick and strong,
so as to stand any atuount of rough
usage short of an actual blow. The in-
troduction of these massive crystals
has brought about a change in the make
of watches. Not half so many hunting
cased watches are sold as formerly, as
they are so much less convenient than
the open faced ones, and the thick
crystal does away with the only real
objection to the latter.—Paris Cor.
Philadelphia Telegraph.

W. A. Halliburlon, Warsaw, Mo.,
writes as follows : "The KE YSTONE
is the newsiest ti nd best paper published
in the interest of the trade that I have
seen yet."

THE timing of timepieces by count-
ing vibrations is much more easy than
that of a watch. Before removing the
pendulum count the number of its
oscillations during two or three minutes.
This time will be sufficient to afford a
guide in regulating the clock after it
has been repaired. If the suspension
has been damaged, estimate the length
of the pendulum and thence its number
of vibrations ; but this will only afford
an approximation. In most modern
timepieces the escape wheel makes 120
revolutions in an hour, or two in a
minute. There is also another way.
Multiply together the number of teeth
of the wheels, starting with the one
that carries the minute-hand (which
therefore makes one revolution in an
hour), but exclude the scape wheel.
Then multiply together the number of
leaves of the pinions, commencing with
the one that engages with the centre
wheel. If the first product be divided
by the second the number obtained
gives the number of revolutions of the
scape wheel in one hour. Multiply this
figure by twice the number of teeth of
the scape wheel, and the product is the
number of single vibrations performed
by the balance or pendulum in one hour.
The other way is : Having made a

light mark on the circumference of this,
wheel opposite to a fixed point, observe
if the coincidence is maintained after
intervals of two or three minutes.

Multiply the number of the escape
wheel teeth by two and the product by
one hundred and twenty. This gives
the number of oscillations which the
pendulum should make in an hour.
Then, deduce the number it should make
in two minutes ; or the number • per
minute can be obtained by multiplying
the first product by two, and it only
remains to count the number actually
performed in any definite interval.
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WORKSHOP NOMS.

" SUBSCRIBER " asks "for some con-
venient method of temporarily placing
the KEYSTONE into a book form pre-
paratory to binding ; also how to pre-
pare a silver solution for plating with a
battery ?" Get two pieces of heavy
book binder's linen board, i i y, by i5)4
inches, lay them on a board or table as
shown at A B, Fig. i , with their edges
three-fourths of an inch apart ; then
cut a strip of soft linen canvass three
inches wide and eighteen inches long.
Prepare some good glue as thick as
honey, and apply a coat to each of the
boards as far as the dotted lines ; spread
the canvass on to the glued surface and
smooth it down. Let it dry when the
ends a b are turned in and glued to the
boards on the inner sides. There can
be a piece of thinner cloth glued on to
the inside. Glue the two pieces of cloth
to the boards, but not together. After
the glue is dry, the two pieces of cloth
are stitched together as near each board
as possible. The cloth back is now as
soft and flexible as can be desired. The
best way to place the KEYsToNE in
these covers is to stitch it in with three
or four long stitches ; commencing with
the first number as near one of the
cover boards as possible. The boards
A B can be lined with white paper and
marbled paper or book cloth. To make
silver solution for battery plating, pro-
ceed as directed for gold solution on
page io, March KEvsToNa.
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" MARINE CHRONOMETER " writes
" I have a marine chronometer to do
up ' the lacquer is off the case, the
material that the black figures on the
dial is pretty much gone. What is the
material that the figures are filled with?
how. renewed? What degree of heat
should the case be when shellac lacquer
is apllied ? And can I apply any kind
of lacquer to the brass on the wooden
case, as I cannot apply heat to them.
Is there anything to treat the balance
or hair spring to prevent rust ? And
how to remove or take the mainspring
out of the barrel of a chronometer to
clean it ? " We will answer your ques-
tions in the order of their occurrence.
The wood of the case is probably coated
with copal varnish, rubbed down and
polished with rotton stone and olive
oil ; finishing with rye flour and a dry
linen cloth : equal parts of thick shel-
lac varnish (shellac dissolved in alcohol)
and boiled lintseed oil rubbed on the
wood with a woolen rag will restore the
polish. The brass mountings can be
brought up by carefully rubbing off the
old lacquer with fine emery paper and
finishing with rotton stone and rouge.
In lacquering, the surface of the lacquer
depends to a great extent on the bril-
liance of the polish on the metal sur-
face. After polishing the brass as
directed, proceed to polish the wood,
rubbing over the brass as well, but
about all the effect will be to dim the
brass a little. After the polish is re-
stored on the wood, clean up the brass
with a rag wet with alcohol and give
the brass a coat of cold lacquer, that is,
the lacquer is applied with a soft cam-

el's hair pencil ; spreading the lacquer
rapidly and evenly. Apply about three
coats at intervals of one hour. Place the
entire box of the chronometer in a stove
oven heated up to about 300 or 35o°F
(not hotter) for ten minutes. This
course will in no way injure any of the
work. The metal box, including the
gimbals are to be polished as directed
and treated in the same way. Cold
lacquering is more readily done by the
inexperienced than the hot method,
which the object heated up to 450°F.
Strong is simply brushing on the lacquer
with ammonia and alcohol, or caustic pot-
ash and water will aid in removing the
old lacquer. All the brass parts are to be
restored to a mirror polish before lac-
quering. Remove the hairspring from
the balance and dip the balance in a
solution cyanide of potassium one-half
ounce to the quart of water ; rinse in
pure water and dry in hot boxwood saw
dust and polish with a balance buff
made by cutting a strip of chamois
leather, one-fourth of an inch wide and
long enough to go on to a whale bone
bow, such as is used with the smaller
collets in a bow lathe. Such a bow
and the chamois buff are shown at Fig.
2 and the strip separate at Fig. 3. The
strip d is split from end to end, the
hook jg catching the slit at each end as
shown. A large size of mainspring
winder should be used to remove and
replace the mainspring. A workman
not having such a tool had better let
the mainspring remain in the barrel,
trusting to careful washing and sluicing
with benzine to remove the old oil;
when the spring can be re-oiled. The
hairsprings of marine chronometers are
occasionally coated with a thin coat of
collodion, but as slight as the coating
must necessarily be, it interferes with
the rate and adjustments.

"GOOD NEWS" asks "how to oxidize
silver, and how to make electro deposit
of copper on wax ?" How to oxidize
silver is described to "Anxious En-
quirer" on page io, March KEYSTONE.
To get a copper deposit on wax, coat
the wax with black lead ; brush the wax
over with alcohol and follow with black
lead plunzbago, rubbing with a soft
brush. The deposit is made from a
saturated solution of sulphate of copper
(blue vitriol) in water ; the solution
should stand for twenty-four hours and
be stirred occasionally before using. A
copper wire is melted into the wax and
the black lead well worked with the
brush over it, so as to make an electric
connection. between the wire and the
wax. The copper plate placed in the
solution from which the copper is dis-
solved to keep up the strength of the
solution, is attached to the carbon or
copper pole of the battery, and the wax
to the zinc pole.

"ENQUIRER" asks "how to stuff and
mount birds and small animals ?" This
hardly comes in with jeweler's work,
but we like to oblige. This art is one
which requires skill, acquired only by
practice. The principal care being in
carefully removing the skin from all
parts of the animal or bird, except the
bones of the skull and toes and wings,
and treating the skin to a process of
alum tanning as follows : While the
skin is moist, it is rubbed with a mix-
ture of pulverized alum four parts, pep-
per and saltpetre one part. Professional
texidermists sometimes use a potash

soap mixed with white arsenic (Arsen-
ous oxide.) • This process is no doubt
much the best, as it preserves the
specimen from the attacks of moths and
other insects. The only objection to
the last process being the poisonous
nature of the arsenic. After the skin
is made soft and flexible, either by the
alum or soap process, a frame work of
wire is provided which distends the
skin in about the proper form and pos-
ition when the skin is stuffed with cot-
ton or saw-dust, strongly impregnated
with pepper or arsenic. There was a
very good and cheap work published on
Taxidermy some years since, but the
publishers names have escaped us.
' Spon '5 Workshop Receipts ' gives a
lengthly and good expose of the art.
Price of the work, $1.50. Address, E.
& F. N. Spon, 35 Murray street, N. Y.

SUBSCRIBER ' ' asks '' if there is
such a thing as a 'Jewelers Record'
book, designed especially for recording
watch and clock work ? " Yes, several.
A good one is furnished by Lapp &
Flershem, Chicago. See " ad " on
page 25, March KEYSTONE.

"JEWELER " says " he hard soldered
a ring and threw it into a pickle of
nitric and muriatic acid and it turned
green, and would like to know the
cause and a remedy?" The cause is too
much silver in the alloy ; the cure is
dip in a hot mixture of strong sulphuric
acid and saltpetre.

" WoRicsnop ENQUIRER ' says ' he
added a solution of sulphate of iron and
borax to a solution of gold in nitro-
muriatic acid to precipitate the gold,
and the experiment yielded a brown
precipitate, he desires to know if the
powder is all gold or does it contain
some iron ?" It contains no iron, the
color is owing to the fineness of the
particles. The addition of borax is of
no use.

"ENouinEs," asks "what is the dif-
ferent between epicyclodial and invo-
lute gear wheels ?" To properly ans-
wer this question would cover two
pages of the KEYSTONE. You can ob-
tain a very complete work on the meth-
ods of constructing gear wheels of Geo.
B. Grant, 66 Beverly St, Boston, Mass.,
price $1.00. Watch wheels are usually
epicyclodial, as such teeth work better
for pinions of less than 12 teeth than
involute.

" READER " asks " how can I get a
job with a watch, clock or optical com-
pany ? What is the best method of
using rouge and tripoli on a polishing
lathe ? and how are the iridium points
attached to gold pens ? " Write to the
several companies stating your desire
and objects. Rotton stone or tripoli
is used mixed with oil on buffs made of
either felt or cotton flannel, also on
brushes of various styles for different
purposes. Rouge is also mixed with
oil and used on similar buffs and brushes.
Great care must be taken to perfectly
wash all articles with soap and water
after the rotton stone process before
using the rouge to remove all the grit
of the rotton stone. Rouge cake, a tab-
let composedlof rouge and wax, is also
used with buffs and brushes. Iridium
points are attached with common gold
solder, the only care being to not touch
the pieces of iridium with the fingers.

" CARBON " asks " how to make
Prepared Charcoal, ' such as is used to
hard solder upon. Its preparation is a
trade secret, but is supposed to be com-
posed of fine charcoal moistened with
silicate of soda and pressed into blocks.
It is not used much recently, a pad or
block of asbestos felt is better adapted
for this purpose.

" INQUIRER " says " I have got a P.
S. Bartlett movement, full jeweled, in a
five ounce silver Hunting case, it is just
cleaned and a new mainspring put in
it. It keeps good time when a man has
got it in his pocket, but at night when
you go to bed and it gets cold, the
watch stops till it gets warm and it
runs right along without any trouble."
One of the balance screws strikes the
bridge probably when deflected out-
ward with the cold.

"Pivots, " asks "for the best method
of making drills for pivoting ? " See
page 81 of our work on pivots and
pivoting, given to every KEYSTONE
subscriber.

"INQUIRER" asks "if any successful
machine has yet been invented to do all
kinds of engraving now done by hand;
particularly monograms and landscape
work—something on the pantegraph
order ? " There are a dozen or more
engraving machines all working on the
pantegraph principle modified in dif-
ferent ways ; but nothing has been pro-
duced or patented which can be called
satisfactory for this kind of work. If
the inquiry is made with a view of in-
troducing a machine of this kind we
would say the chances are much against
a patent, as the ground is pretty closely
covered by claims under the several
patents already issued. We had oc-
casion to investigate this matter very
recently,

"JEWELER," asks "if there is any
danger of breaking a diamond in set-
ting it ? " Yes, diamonds are intense-
ly hard but not very tough ; they split
readily on their line of cleavage. In-
stances are known of diamonds split-
ting from merely falling on the floor.

IT would appear from an interesting
communication recently published,
that the author of the article describing
a number of experiments made on car-
bon at high temperatures and under
great pressures, had produced diamond-
dust artificially. The objects of the ex-
periments had not this end in view,
however, but were to obtain a dense
form of carbon for use in arc and incan-
descent lamps ; for if the "life, " or dur-
ation, of the carbont of either variety of
lomp could be prolonged, it would con-
siderably economize electric lightning.
Without entering into the details of
the experiments, which are not entirely
successful, although a very dense form
of carbon was obtained, it is interest-
ing to note that under the conditions
mentioned above; and by contact with
other substances, th2re was obtained on
the surface of the carbon rod, a gay
powder, harder than emery, and capa-
ble of scratching the diamond. The
inference is that this powder is the dia-
mond itself. If electricity can be made
to give us these crystals of light, as
well as its more transcient brilliancy,
there will be no need for those unable
to purchase the genuine stones to wear
imitations.—Demorest's Magazine.

— — - - - -

LIST OF PATENTS.

The following is a list of Patents of
interest to the trade, issued during
March, 1889. To obtain a complete
copy of specifications and drawings for
any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-
five cents to the Commissioner of Pat-
ents, stating the number and date of
issue:

TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1889.
No. 398,835 Key Ring. Robert H. Ingersoll, New

York, N. Y.
No. 398,896 Electric Alarm Clock. Samuel Kahn

and Albert W. Craven, Melbourn, Victoria.
No. 398,957 Watch Case Pendant, Frank G. Faxon,

Mount Morris, N. Y.
No. 398,987 Watch Regulator. Charles G. Teske,

Hartford, Conn.
No. 399,014 Vise. Perry Brown, Louisville, Ky.
No. 399,043 Pen Holder. Louis Holzworth, New

York, N. Y.
No, 399,097 Clock Case. Alfred D. Tyrrill, New

Haven, Conn.
No. 399,128 Self-Winding Electric Clock. Frank

W. Brainerd, Chicago, Ill.
TUESDAY, MARCII 12, 1889.

No. 399,306 Fountain Pen. Paul E. Wirt, Blooms-
burg, Pa.

No. 399,542 Opera or Marine Glass. William
Mack, Terra Haute, Ind.

No. 399,543 Opera Glass Holder. William Mack,
Terre Haute

' 
Ind,

No. 399,606 Watell Case. Charles K. Giles,
Chicago, Ill.

No. 399,641 Tool Handle. John H. Wundes, Lan-
caster, Pa.

TUESDAY, MARCH 19, /889.

No. 399,647 Repeating Clock. Archibald Banna-
tyne, Waterbury, Conn.

No. 399,655 Watchmakers and Jewelers Pliers.
Joseph Daniels, Cleveland, Ohio.

No. 399,667 Safety Pill. William Hyatt, Brooklyn,
New York.

No. 399,669 Burnishing Machine. George B. Kel-
ley, Rockford, Ill.

No. 399,725 Alarm Clock. Archibald Bannatyne,
Waterbury, Conn.

No. 399,524 Card for Buttons or Studs. Charles G.
Bloomer, Pawtuxet, R. I.

No. 399,840 Watch Case Bow. Johnathan H.
Cooper, Marshall, Texas.

No. 399,861 Fastening for Watch Bows. Prank G.
Faxon, Mount Morris, N. Y.

TUESDAY, MARCII 26, 1889.

No. 400,055 Mechanical Toy. William D. Chase,
Hackensack, N. J.

No. 400,057 Hack Saw. George N. Clemson, Mid-
dletown, N. Y.

No. 400,202 Stem-Winding and Setting Mechan-
ism. August Fischer, Winchester, Ill.

No. 400,240 Blow Pipe Bed. George W. Melotte,
Ithica, N. Y.

No. 400 251 Fountain Pen. Bernice Rosenthal,
Williamsport, Pa.

No. 400,368 Pen Holder. Tom. R. Stuart, Wash-
ington, D. C.

-•••■ •

AMERICAN JEWELRY THE BEST.

" There is a great deal of imported
jewelry in the market, " said a leading
dealer yesterday, " that is imported

only in the sense of having been
brought into the city. That is one of

the ways in which credulous purchasers
are duped into paying fancy prices.
That which is foreign seems to have a
charm for the average lady. I have
even known pieces of jewelry that were

out of style to have ready sale when

the alluring bait that they were im-
ported novelties ' was held out. Of
course this trick would not work with

society ladies, who, as -a rule, keep

track of innovations as carefully as
their husbands do of stocks and bonds,

but the number of those who are willing

to be gulled in this way is legion. Still,

little fault can be found with this weak-

ness on the part of ladies, since gentle-

men stickle for their imported cigars.

" As a matter of fact, except in certain

types of work, we make better jewelry

than our foreign teachers. People are

misled into believing imported goods to

be of superior make by the fact that we
commonly see more cheap stuff of
American make than good articles,

while of foreign jewelry we see only the

best. It would pay to import no other

quality, since we can make third and

fourth rate jewelry and put it on the

market at lower prices than though we

availed ourselves of cheap foreign labor

and imported the articles. There are

some kind of work which, as yet we

are away behind in. We have few good

lapidaries for instance. Our precious

stones are almost invariably cut beyond

the sea and shipped here to be set by

American workmen. That accounts for

much of the so-called foreign jewelry.

A few choice pieces are bought abroad
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On account of

Removal to New York.

Ansonia Clocks,
Less 50 and 20 per cent. when taken in original

case lots, otherwise 50 and 15 per cent.

Seth Thomas Clocks,
Less 331-3.and 15 per cent.

Tools and Materials,
Less 25 per cent., when taken in quantities of

$25.00 or more.

Silver Plate Flat Ware, 1847 Rogers,
Less 50,10 and 10 per cent.

Canes and Umbrellas,
Less 20 and 10 per cent.

Dennison's Boxes and Findings,
Less 20 per cent.

Optical Goods,
Less 20 per cent.

Discounts for Clocks are on List Prices of the respective

companies. Discounts for Tools, Materials, etc., are on

prices quoted in any Jobbers' Catalogues in the United States.

Above discounts are for cash and only on goods in stock.

Catalogues sent on application. All Goods guaranteed.

Safe and Fixtures for Sale.

Koch & Dreyfus,
New Orleans, La.
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for the sake of securing the styles, and
the imported stones are then set in
home-made frames designed after the
foreign patterns.
" One of the most popular of the

foreign novelties—and it is one in which
the old world artists have no equal—is
the painted ivory artistically set in a
gold frame. The delicate finish and
artistic beauty of the ideal painted
faces give this class of jewelry a lien on
public favor which it well merits. The
frames are often thickly studded with
gems and are of exquisite workmanship.
With these miniatures the same prac-
tice is followed as with diamonds—the
paintings are imported and the frames
are made here. Most of these pieces
are made so as to be worn either as a
pendant or as a pin. These ivories are
essentially articles of virtu, and as such
are probably the nearest approach to the
antique we now have in the line of jew-
elry. I think that they afford a wider
field for pure art in personal adornment
than any other type of articles worn.
" Upon the whole, our business is one

of the most aggravating now pursued.
You would be surprised at the amount
of annoyance we experience from peo-
ple's indecision. When ladies come in
they, as a rule, have little idea of what
they want. They are captivated by the
style or finish of a particular piece, but
the price is beyond what they feel war-
ranted in paying. They know they
can't buy the article, but they revert
to it time and again, wish they could
afford it, wonder if the price can't be
cut a little, put it on and want to know
how it looks, and ask a thousand and
one questions about what they don't
mean to buy. There is an almost con-
stant conflict between longing and
finances. There is frequently an uncer-
tainty as to what is best to do and the
jeweler is asked his opinion, which he
gives, only to find it isn't wanted. We
are also largely subjected to that nui-
sance of having people come in to han-
dle, price and admire goods without the
slightest intention of buying. It is
somewhat risky to be short or show
that you have divined the intruder's
purpose, for it is often difficult to gauge
a person's intentions and means, and a
customer lost in this way means more
than the loss of so much profit. So,
practically all we can do is to grin and
bear our annoyances.—Chicago News.

BE PROMPT IN APPOINTMENTS.

The Manufacturer's Gazette thinks
there is nothing more damaging to a
business than than to be found wanting
in tlie matter of promptness in filling
orders. A great many firma will prom-
ise to have an order at a certain time,
when they are confident in their own
minds that it will be almost an utter
impossibility to do so. This is done to
secure the orders, but cannot fail of a
damaging effect in the future. It is
just as important that an order be filled
at the time agreed as that any other en-
gagement or appointment be kept.
The man who arranges for a meeting
with another at a certain time is ex-
pected to be on time. In these days of
great enterprise and push, every busi-
ness man has his time fully taken, and
promptness in keeping an appointment
is an important matter to him. Just so
it is in filling orders. Promptness is
as much to the credit of a concern as is
the quality of the work or the material
used.
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A CONTEST BETWEEN FILLED

CASES.

The watch club companies and the
local jewelers of Wheeling, W. Va., have
had an interesting encounter, the details
of which may interest the trade:
About August, 1888, the Keystone

Watch Club Company, having head-
quarters in Philadelphia and numerous
branches scattered over western Penn-
sylvania, eastern Ohio and West Vir-
ginia, sent an agent to this city in the
person of J. P. Rush. Mr. Rush opened
an office at No. 1313 Market Street, and
soon had a watch club on foot in com-
petition with clubs managed by the
local jewelers.
Mr. Rush offered his watch at $38.50.

It was an eleven jeweled movement in
a filled case. A number of members of
his club were secured in the suburban
town of Benwood, and some of those
obtaining watches from him became
dissatisfied. Several weeks ago Mr.
Carobe, of Benwood, determined to put
the matter to a test, and accompanied
by several friends, including Mr. Rush,
visited the retail establishment of I. G.
Dillon & Co., No. 1223 Market Street,
and asked Mr. Dillon for his opinion of
the watch. Mr. D. informed him it
was "a fair, ordinary watch in a filled
case, which the trade could furnish for
about $25 to $30." Mr. Rush challenged
Mr. Dillon's estimate of the watch,
whereupon Mr. Dillon stated that he
could furnish the watch for $22.
Mr. Rush, it was alleged, had told

his customers that his watches were full
jeweled and adjusted and Mr. Dillon's
denial of this aroused in them a fear
that there was something wrong. Mr.
Rush withdrew and informed his prin-
cipals that there was little use in work-
ing the Wheeling territory further.
This brought to Wheeling Mr. Justice,
the general manager of the territory
named, who called upon Mr. Dillon and
resented his statements. Mr. Dillon
repeated his former declarations, and
after a spirited conversation, Mr. Jus-
tice proposed to wager Mr. Dillon $25
that the case on his club watch had
more gold in it than was contained in
any filled case Mr. Dillon had in the
house. Mr. Dillon promptly covered
the money, so that the cash and terms
of the wager, with a "Crescent" case
and one of Mr. Justice's club cases were
piaced in the hands of S. B. Harrison,
clerk of the McClure house, with in-
structions to forward the cases to the
Mint at Philadelphia. In a few days
Mr. Acker, superintendent of the assay
department of the Mint, wrote to Mr.
Harrison, informing him that it would
be impossible to get at the resulewith-
out melting up both cases. Mr. Har-
rison told him to melt them and the
cases were assayed accordingly. The
official report has been received, setting
forth that the "Crescent" case con-
tained 138 6-io grains of pure gold and
the club case Ho 5-10 grains of pure
gold. The Keystone Watch Club agent
has left the city.

LATnu.—The Keystone Watch Club
Company has re-established its office in
this city under a new management, and
with additional assurances of fair deal-
ing and permanency. It will probably
make a strong bid for a liberal share
of the trade.

(Since the publication of the above
communication, the company has had
further trouble with its agents. Messrs.
Justice and Fitts have been arrested,

Circulation
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" The Keystone"
over

22,000 COPIES
each month.

That the above is the actual circula-
tion of "The Keystone" is attested by the
following affidavits:

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
SSCOUNTY AND CITY OF PHILA., 
}

S. H. Steele, being now the Publisher of the
KEYSTONE, (published in the interest of the jewelrytrade,) deposes and says that the circulation of the
KEYSTONE is not less than twenty-two thousand copieseach month.

S. H. STEELE.Affirmed and subscribed to before me this
Twelfth day of February, A.D. 5889.

[SEAL] JOS. B. WILLITS, Notau Public.

•
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

SSCOUNTY AND CITY OF PHILA.,

Charles R. Hoskins, Manager of the Printing Depart-ment of Wm. H. Hoskins Co., deposes and says that theyprint and deliver ready for mailing to the Phila. PostOffice each month not less than Twenty-two thousandcopies of the KEYSTONE.
CHARLES R. HOSKINS.Sworn and subscribed to be/ore me this

Twelfth day of February, A.D. 184.

[Sm] JOS. B. WILLITS, Notary Public.

charged with embezzlement, on com-
plaint of representatives of the company,
and Mr. De Witt, who was placed in
charge of the Wheeling office when it
was i eopened, is alleged to have left
for parts unknown with about $soo of
the company's assets. The company is
evidently endeavoring to set matters
right, having sent letters to citizens
asking for a list of subscribers to the
clubs.)—Jewelers' Weekly.

ABOUT DIAMONDS.

A diamond, besides being the queen
of gems, is positively the most beauti-
ful thing that nature has ever conceived.
When art reveals its hidden perfections
it is the only "thing of beauty" that
"is a joy forever, " as it is practically
indestructible. Time will dim the
luster and wear away the fiber of gold,
but the diamond will go on sparkling
for all time. For aught we know the
diamond that sparkles on the white
fingers of the belle to-day may have
scintillated as the eye of some Hindoo
god thousands of years ago. Most peo-
ple imagine that diamonds have a
classification like other commodities,
worth so much per carat, according to
perfection, brilliancy and purity, run-
ning through say a dozen grades, but
there is no greater mistake. Strange
as it may seem to the uninitiated, no
two diamonds are exactly alike, but
each has a virtue and a value peculiarly
its own. It is just as rare to see two
individuals exactly alike in face, form
and feature as it is to see two diamonds.
The idea, also, that a dealer in dia-
monds can tell, by looking at a gem,
its exact value is all nonsense. A dia-
mond has to be studied. While the aid
of a glass will help to discover the
slightest flaw or imperfection, it does
not bring out its true value by a long
way. Men who handle money con-
stantly, can detect a light coin by
simply handling and examining casu-
ally, but a fine diamond has got to be
studied from all points before a safe
estimate can be put upon its value.
Shape, size, perfection of cutting and
such matters cut an important figure
in a diamond's value.—.51. Louis Globe
Democrat.

ELEVATORS FOR HOME USE.

The ingenious plan proposed by a
Berlin inventor, of a simple and inex-
pensive elevator for private dwellings
in Iplace of the ordinary staircase has
attracted some attention as a long felt
desideratum. It is on the principle of
the incline railway, and the motive
power is furnished by the city water,
which is applied in the cellar ; each
flight has its separate chair,. so that for
example, one person can ascend from
the first to the second story while
another is on his way from the second
to the third, or still another is descend-
ing from the fifth to the fourth. The
chair being of the width of the human
body, requires but little space, and still
leaves a free passage for any who wish
to walk up or down instead of riding.
It is set in motion by a simple pressure
upon one of its arms, while after it has
been used it slides back to the bottom
step, its descent being regulated in such
a manner that the carrying of a passen-
ger is a matter of entire safety.—New.
York Telegram.

MORE FACTS

This cut shows the outside
plate of gold of the back of another
new filled case which has been
subjected to acid. The gold was
so thin and badly cut through,
that it fell to pieces. The white
spaces show the portions where
the gold crumbled up so much
that it could not be reproduced in
the photograph.

This cut shows the balance
of the gold which was contained
in the outside plate shown in the
other cut. It was in such small
particles, that it could not be
shown in the photograph, and is
here shown just as it lay in the
porcelain cup, after being washed
from the acid.

This case was guaranteed to wear for 20 years by one of the concerns who have
recently begun making filled cases. These are actual tests, and prove

conclusively that the case could not fulfill the guarantee.

The above cuts were made from photographs, and are
absolutely correct.

If you want watch cases made on best principles and in the best manner, use those made
under the Jas. Boss Patent Process, namely ; Jas. Boss, Keystone and Star. 

Made by

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY,
Philadelphia.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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CASES.

The watch club companies and the
local jewelers of Wheeling, W. Va., have
had an interesting encounter, the details
of which may interest the trade:
About August, 1888, the Keystone

Watch Club Company, having head-
quarters in Philadelphia and numerous
branches scattered over western Penn-
sylvania, eastern Ohio and West Vir-
ginia, sent an agent to this city in the
person of J. P. Rush. Mr. Rush opened
an office at No. 1313 Market Street, and
soon had a watch club on foot in com-
petition with clubs managed by the
local jewelers.
Mr. Rush offered his watch at $38.50.

It was an eleven jeweled movement in
a filled case. A number of members of
his club were secured in the suburban
town of Benwood, and some of those
obtaining watches from him became
dissatisfied. Several weeks ago Mr.
Carobe, of Benwood, determined to put
the matter to a test, and accompanied
by several friends, including Mr. Rush,
visited the retail establishment of I. G.
Dillon & Co., No. 1223 Market Street,
and asked Mr. Dillon for his opinion of
the watch. Mr. I), informed him it
was "a fair, ordinary watch in a filled
case, which the trade could furnish for
about $25 to $3o." Mr. Rush challenged
Mr. Dillon's estimate of the watch,
whereupon Mr. Dillon stated that he
could furnish the watch for $22.
Mr. Rush, it was alleged, had told

his customers that his watches were full
jeweled and adjusted and Mr. Dillon's
denial of this aroused in them a fear
that there was something wrong. Mr.
Rush withdrew and informed his prin-
cipals that there was little use in work-
ing the Wheeling territory further.
This brought to Wheeling Mr. Justice,
the general manager of the territory
named, who called upon Mr. Dillon and
resented his statements. Mr. Dillon
repeated his former declarations, and
after a spirited conversation, Mr. Jus-
tice proposed to wager Mr. Dillon $25
that the case on his club watch had
more gold in it than was contained in
any filled case Mr. Dillon had in the
house. Mr. Dillon promptly covered
the money, so that the cash and terms
of the wager, with a "Crescent" case
and one of Mr. Justice's club cases were
piaced in the hands of S. B. Harrison,
clerk of the McClure house, with in-
structions to forward the cases to the
Mint at Philadelphia. In a few days
Mr. Acker, superintendent of the assay
department of the Mint, wrote to Mr.
Harrison, informing him that it would
be impossible to get at the result with-
out melting up both cases. Mr. Har-
rison told him to melt them and the
cases were assayed accordingly. The
official report has been received, setting
forth that the "Crescent" case con-
tained 138 6-io grains of pure gold and
the club case j fo 5-JO grains of pure
gold. The Keystone Watch Club agent
has left the city.

LATER.—The Keystone Watch Club
Company has re-established its office in
this city under a new management, and
with additional assurances of fair deal-
ing and permanency. It will probably
make a strosig bid for a liberal share
of the trade.

(Since the publication of the above
communication, the company has had
further trouble with its agents. Messrs.
Justice and Fitts have been arrested,
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That the above is the actual circula-
tion of "The Keystone" is attested by the
following affidavits:

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,
tssCOUNTY AND CITY OF PHILA.,

S. H. Steele, being now the Publisher of the
KEYSTONE, (published in the interest of the jewelry
trade,) deposes and says that the circulation of the
KEYSTONE is not less than twenty-two thousand copies
each month.

S. H. STEELE,.Affirmed and subscribed to before me this
Twelfth day of February, A.D. 1889.

[SEAL] JOS. .61. WILLITS, Notary Public.

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA, I, SSCOUNTY AND CITY OF PHILA., )

Charles R. Hoskins, Manager of the Printing Depart-
ment of Wm. H. Hoskins Co., deposes and says that they
print and deliver ready for mailing to the Phila. Post
Office each month not less than Twenty-two thousand
copies of the KEYSTONE.

CHARLES R. HOSKINS.
Sworn and subscribed to before me this

Twelfth day of February, A.D. 1889.

[SELL] JOS. B. WILLITS, Notary Public.

charged with embezzlement, on com-
plaint of representatives of the company,
and Mr. De Witt, who was placed in
charge of the Wheeling office when it
was ieopened, is alleged to have left
for parts unknown with about $5oo of
the company's assets. The company is
evidently endeavoring to set matters
right, having sent letters to citizens
asking for a list of subscribers to the
clubs.)--jeweler,s' Weekly.

ABOUT DIAMONDS.

A diamond, besides being the queen
of gems, is positively the most beauti-
ful thing that nature has ever conceived.
When art reveals its hidden perfections
it is the only "thing of beauty" that
"is a joy forever," as it is practically
indestructible. Time will dim the
luster and wear away the fiber of gold,
but the diamond will go on sparkling
for all time. For aught we know the
diamond that sparkles on the white
fingers of the belle to-day may have
scintillated as the eye of some Hindoo
god thousands of years ago. Most peo-
ple imagine that diamonds have a
classification like other commodities,
worth so much per carat, according to
perfection, brilliancy and purity, run-
ning through say a dozen grades, but
there is no greater mistake. Strange
as it may seem to the uninitiated, no
two diamonds are exactly alike, but
each has a virtue and a value peculiarly
its own. It is just as rare to see two
individuals exactly alike in face, form
and feature as it is to see two diamonds.
The idea, also, that a dealer in dia-
tuonds can tell, by looking at a gem,
its exact value is all nonsense. A dia-
mond has to be studied. While the aid
of a glass will help to discover the
slightest flaw or imperfection, it does
not bring out its true value by a long
way. Men who handle money con-
stantly, can detect a light coin by
simply handling and examining casu-
ally, but a fine diamond has got to be
studied from all points before a safe
estimate can be put upon its value.
Shape, size, perfection of cutting and
such matters cut an important figure
in a diamond's value.—S1. Louis Globe
Democrat.
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ELEVATORS FOR HOME USE.

The ingenious plan proposed by a
Berlin inventor, of a simple and inex-
pensive elevator for private dwellings
in i place of the ordinary staircase has
attracted some attention as a long felt
desideratum. It is on the principle of
the incline railway, and the motive
power is furnished by the city water,
which is applied in the cellar ; each
flight has its separate chair, so that for
example, one person can ascend from
the first to the second story while
another is on his way from the second
to the third, or still another is descend-
ing from the fifth to the fourth. The
chair being of the width of the human
body, requires but little space, and still
leaves a free passage for any who wish
to walk up or down instead of riding.
It is set in motion by a simple pressure
upon one of its arms, while after it has
been used it slides back to the bottom
step, its descent being regulated in such
a manner that the carrying of a passen-
ger is a matter of entire safety.—New
York Telegram.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

MORE FACTS
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This cut shows the outside
plate of gold of the back of another
new filled case which has been
subjected to acid. The gold was
so thin and badly cut through,
that it fell to pieces. The white
spaces show the portions where
the gold crumbled up so much
that it could not be reproduced in
the photograph.

\N--., ,.
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This cut shows the balance
of the gold which was contained
in the outside plate shown in the
other cut. It was in such small
particles, that it could not be
shown in the photograph, and is
here shown just as it lay in the
porcelain cup, after being washed
from the acid.

This case was guaranteed to wear for 20 years by one of the concerns who have
recently begun making filled cases. These are actual tests, and prove

conclusively that the case could not fulfill the guarantee.
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The above cuts were made from photographs, and are

absolutely correct.

If you want watch cases made on best principles and in the best manner, use those made
under the Jas. Boss Patent Process, namely ; Jas. Boss, Keystone and Star. 

Made by

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY,
Philadelphia.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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The New

li@astope NE Filled
Guaranteed for

Tawta Years
with Vermicelli Engraved Centres, is the best value for the money ever
offered.

They contain more gold than any other filled case except the Jas. Boss,
and are sold as low as any 14 K. filled case made.

A Most Beautiful Line of Engravings just out.

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia.

New York. Chicago
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The Keystone.
Cirenialion Universal, and QUANTITY and qUALITY eonsid..

ered, TI1E auto OF ANY JOURNAL of its class in America.
The KEYSTONE reaches overt Jeweler in the United Slates

and Dominion of Canada.

To secure a place In the column% of the KEYSTONE, advertis-
er% should forward eopy no that It may reach an not later than
tile Elli IITII of earl; month.

Classified advertisement% under the headings, IJiltElt CENTS

I, er word, one insertion ; 10 per rent. oil for three insertions ; 15
per rent. off sir for insertions, and 25 per rent. off for twelve
insert ill.. Name and address Included.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

T. J. HOW* Valt011, Kentucky, euye reeelved sowersto 
my advertisement In the KEYSTONE."

FOR SALE.

I EWELRY store in eastern Washington Ter. Only

• 

2 stores in county. Stock and fixtures cost
$3,000. Can reduce to $2,000. Can double invest-
ment every year. Owner wants to go to Europe.
Opposition very light. Address, Louis Klodt,
Pomeroy, Wash. Ter.

A WATCH and jewelry business in one of the best
H towns of 3,5oo population in northern New
York. Established 13 years. Stock and fixtures
about $3,000. Good reasons for selling. Address,
W. E. Smith, Gouverneur, N. Y. •

ON account of poor health and failing eye-sight Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures in the coming town
ti of eastern Kentucky-Mt. Sterling. Invoice
$2,000 ; will sell for $x,800 ; stock is new. Ill health,
reason for selling. Address, P. 0. Box 239, Mt.
Sterling, Ky.

A N old established jewelry store in a good, lively
14 town in Minnesota of 1,200 inhabitants. No
opposition within 20 miles. Is a railroad junction
and plenty of work for 2. Good trade in connection.
$1,200 takes stock, fixtures and tools. This is a
snap. Address, L. 0. Hulbery, Farmington, Minn.

EWELRY stock and fixtures. Terms reasonable.

• 

If you mean business address at once, Mrs, A.
K. Brodersen, Russellville, Ky.

T" leading ro years standing jewelers establish-ment, located in the best business centre in one
or the liveliest milling towns in central Illinois.
Population 3.000. Clean, well selected stock, with
safe and fixtures invoicing about $6,000. Would
reduce to suit purchaser. Address, "Ch.," care
of this office.

OR TRADE.-8o acres of good land in WinnebagoCounty, Iowa ; $121% an acre. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, Ill.

OARTNER retiring from business will sell half or

• 

whole interest in one of the best paying retail
stores, finest location in Chicago. Established it
years. If sold at all will be sold before May 1st.
$6,000 cash required. Those meaning business can
investigate to their satisfaction. Address, "Dia-
mond Palace," 119 E. Madison at., Chicago, Ill.

OKLAHOMA.-Some jeweler who wants to startin Oklahoma can buy a full set of store fix-
tures at half price by addressing G. W. Hardway,
Arkansas City, Kans.

A BARGAIN.-For $25 cash (C. 0. D.) a new
Greaves'Detnagnetizermever having been used,

on account of going out of business. Cost $35.
Address at once, "C. 13." this office.

,MHITCOMB Lathe, $49 outfit, Halls staking toot,
1/1/ and improved countershaft. All in perfect
condition, used five months, cost $68. Will sell for
$48. Address, Louie Block, 14 Targee street, St.
Louis, Mo.

I rent tree rhs neeo s itl8g5o0o0d$55 00 woi rIld ebr t engraving
wih 

3ss  o

Addre'ss John C. Voss, El Paso, Tex.

ik RETAIL jewelry store in Chicago, will reduce
Fl stock to suit buyer. Bench work amounts to
between $3o.00 and $4o.00 per week, will sell at a
very low price as I am leaving the city. 493 Lin-
coln Ave,

1 ENGRAVING machine, and one No. x American
Lathe. Addres, T. B. Miller, Berlin, Pa.

n 00D paying jewelry business, established eight
U years, in a beautiful manufacturing town of
4000 inhabitants. Stock and fixtures $2.2oo. Ten-
ament over store. Five railroads, good country
trade, one other store. A poo.000 Academy just
given the town with $200.000 to run it. H. E Wash-
burn, Winchendon, Mass.

EWELRY business in one of the best towns in
ii Texas, growing population 30.000, it railroads,
business last year, sales over $13.000,steadily grow-
ing. Stock about $ro.000, can reduce if necessary.
Fine location. Only those meaning business need
apply, prospects this year very flattering for a
large increase in business. Address F. A. B., care
KEYSTONE.

I 

EWELRY stock and fixtures. Invoice $t000, can
tj reduce. No opposition, have other business.
Address "Jeweler," Tripoli, Iowa.

Pl 
WELL established jobbing case factory, excel-
lent repair trade, also good special case trade.

The only case factory west of Chicago. Kansas
City Watch Case Co., 1213 Walnut St., K. C., Mo.

ONE Columbia Tandem Tricycle, good as new,can be used either single or double. Address,
It. L. James, care of T. A. Wilson & Co., Reading,
Pa.

Citt4AT bargain in a live town. No opposition
Invoice $2.000. .jewelry,book and notion store.

Will. Beatty, West Lebanon, Did.

$1 20 0 cbe.,,,,troar
New 
 

York  
jileiwaeqowstio, reost.

I 000 inhabitants,no oppositiom also
,
an outside busi-

ness paying $3oo per year. Address, "Kuv,"
this office.

$110.000 
woilf12b5 iy a goopo flaegoen1

in Colifornia, 
 ccil

mate is perfect, and the surrounding country of
the best, and very productive, wealthy population,
and finest schools in the State. For information ad- •
dress, Roberts, care of Chas. Benoit, San Jose, Cal,

9

FOR SALE.

IERY cheap or trade.-Swiss jeweling,Jacot, bow,
V pivoting lathes,staking tool. "jeweler," Will-
iamsport, Md.

n HANCE of a lifetime for sale, for cash at Phil-
Li Centre Co., Pa., one of the best busi-
ness towns in America. A jewelry store, all fresh
goods of about $5000. Best location corner in town.
Plate glass window, steam heat, electric light, wa-
ter--good run of work, good sales and profits.
Population of over 2o.000, within lo miles, mostly
miners-good reasons for selling-will sell tools
and material with stock or not, as 'purchaser would
wish As to amount of goods sold any house that
travels this route can tell as Dilsheimer Bros., H.
C. Haskell &c. R. B. Freeman.

$1200 will buy well established, paying jewelry
business in Buffalo. Repair trade, $800

a year. Attractive store, good location. Address,
"Good Chance," this office.

TWO airs plain rolls-double crank, nongeared,
I at 15.00 per set, 2 and 2% incheswide, 2% diam-
eter, also draw, bench, &c. For more information
send to C. 0. Gerrish, Saco, Maine.

T"" best store in the town, in the best town inthe county, the town is the county seat, in one
of the best counties in Ohio. Good run of bench
work. Stock will invoice about $2.5oo. Will sell
for A cash, the balance on easy payments. Don't
write unless you mean business. Address," K,'
E. & J,Schweikert, 19 West 4th, St., Cincinnati, 0.

OR TRADE.-A fine improved farm of 24o acres,for stock of watches, clocks, jewelry fixtures,
town property, &c. Address, Fred Pell, Mount
Vernon, Dakato,

OOME Auburndale Timers. For particulars ad-
0 dress, IL B. Fowle, Waltham, Mass.

It GREAT bargain for cash. Fixtures or stock and
Fl fixtures of a well established jewelry business
in the best manufacturing town in the U. S. Must
sell by May 1st, as we are going in jobbing busi-
ness. Send at once if you wish a bargain. Ad-
dress, "KuvsoNE," this office.

A SUCCESSFUL jewelry business of over thirty
1-k years, located in one of our rapidly growing
Eastern Cities for sale. Stock, location and repu-
tation strictly first-class. 'rhe stock will invoice
about $rs.000. Principals only. Address G. C.
care of The Courvoisier Wilcox, Mfg., Co., 43 Maid-
en Lane, N. Y. City,

ON EASY TERMS.-An old established,first-classjewelry and optical store, in rich and lively
town, 4000 inhabitants, in western New York,
County Scat, three railroads, best location in town,
store has first-class reputation, no old stock, very
little opposition; sales last year over $8000. Work
averages $125 per month. A rare chance for a
live man. For further information address, "A.
B. C." Jeweler, care Stern & Stern, 13 Maiden
Lane, New York, N.Y.

FIXTURES, location and good will in a growing
r town of five thousand. The business will jus-
tify a stock of $8000. J. A. Worrell, Washington,
C. H., 0.

A GOOD, 8 room cottage, well furnished, on easy
ry terms. Will sell furnished or without. For
further particulars apply to R. T. Ghent, Columbia,
Alabama,

A BARGAIN-$2.000 ill jewelry fixtures &c., if
14 taken before June 1st. Address, "Louis," this
office.

ti on will buy new slide rest, pivot polislier,cali-
per rest, idler pulleys, and stand, fiur

laps No. x % Whitcomb. Charles Schelberg,
Sweet Springs, Mo.

OroCK and Fixtures of jewelry store, in one of
0 the largest manufacturing towns of Eastern
Massachusetts. Ten thousand inhabitants. Good
run of watch, clock and jewelry work. Stock and
fixtures will invoice two thousand dollars, but can
be reduced to any amount above seven hundred.
First class chalice for a young mail to start in busi-
ness. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Address,
F. W. W. Beverly, Mass.

OLD established jewelry store, stock, mid fixtures
$3.000, Wish to retire, have been in business

38 years. Fine store, good business. Population
4500, only•one other small jewelry store in town.
Fine opening for right party. Address, W. H.
Fletcher, Cambridge, Md.

REGULATOR.-Swiss, 7 ft., walnut case 12 inchdial, in fine order, for sale at half price. Ad-
dress, "B," 22 Summit St., Newark, N. J.

IN one of the best towns in Michigan, the stock,
I tools, fixtures and good will of the biggest jewelry
store hi a town of ro,o0o inhabitants. Owner wishes
to retire from business, for full particulars, address
E. Deimel, 157 Jef. Ave., Detroit, Mich. Repairs
average $15oo per year, good prices, low rent, elec-
tric light, steam heat and all modern improvements

SPECIAL NOTICES.

CHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art-adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

QEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., 18 South Broad St. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

f, A OSELY & CO., Elgin, Ill, manufacturers of the
lvi ',Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watch-
makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-
ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at
fair prices. Send for new price list, Agencies
with most of the lobberif.

(IEND 15c. for a box of our dial washing.
0 Racine Jewelry Mfg., Co., Racine, Wis.

I WILL exchange a 54 inch full nickel Bicycle for
I good regulator, chronometor or fixtures. D. J
Kramer, Fairmont, Neb.

THIRTY dollars will be paid for information which
I will recover Howard Watch No. 61911. Seventy
dwts case, box J, plain sides, fourteen K, No.
53023. W. E. Lamoreaux, Oil City, Penn.

THE Philadelphia School of Horology offets tin-
surpassed facilities for learning watchmaking

in all its branches, combining theory and practice.
Send for terms and particulars before you go
elsewhere.

WE make a specialty of Demagnetizing watches
vy for the trade. Send its all your watches, and
we will de»itignetize them at small cost. Sterling
Watch Co., x8 S. Broad St., Phila., Pa.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

I HAVE put 8 nice new benches in the salesroom,
I each of them have a fine light, and good ventil-
ation. Now cam set 25 pupils, and shall make
preparation for more in an elegant, well lighted
and well ventilated room. Those who wish to
use my lathes can do so, or they can buy and use
their own, which is far better. Will soon have 3
good watchmakers who will want good places.
Jewelers take notice. Address me, W. F. A. Wood-
cock, Winona, Minn.

IMATCHMAKERS.-Take a course of instruction
VII in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this toyour knowledge
of repairing in the increased work you can
command.

QEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 5i and 33
11 South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New stalls, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stein-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this paper.

j0 trade two fine Kansas farms, 160 acres in Cow-ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-
ence property in Winfield ; a stock ranch of 1040

acres in Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-
class jewelry store. For particulars ad., "Jeweler,"
5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

A M working almost day and night with pupils.
H Received a letter from a large manufacturer
that had been written him by a traveler and he
says : "I wish it were in our power to send about
half the watchmakers to W. P. A. Woodcock, it
would be a good thing for them and for the count-
try." A jeweler in the south says, "I think you are
filling a long felt want." A western jeweler in a
large city writes me and says, "I think your school
is a God send to this country." lie says he has
been struggling to be a watchmaker for 19 years.
He says lie unfortunately began to learn with a
man who knew practically nothing, yet he passed
as a lair watchmaker in die community. He says
he left him feeling that histime was being wasted,
and went with two others 110 better. Fie says he
has never met the man competent to instruct him. :
He was always ambitious to be the best, and the
humiliation of his not being a fine watchmaker
has kept him from accepting positions that lie
might have taken if he had not felt concious of his
incompetency, and yet lie was as competent as
many others who held $100 per mouth positions.
It has been the cause of his life being a failure,
while he is regarded as an average watchmaker
by the people, he is not satisfied, never will be un-
til he knows the business thoroughly. He says he
is in financial straights on account of his incom-
petency. He has just turned his stock over to his
creditors, and if I had been a good workman my
work would have paid me handsomely, alone.
If I were a good allround watchmaker I could make
a fortune ill a few years in doing work in this city.
I feel I must know more or give up, and, to give tip
means a great loss to me of 19 years of my life. I am
now 40. Attend W. F. A. Woodcock's school and
avoid a repetition of this man's terrible experience.

T" changing to steinwinds of fine Swiss andAmerican keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

VOU NEED IT,-For one dollar I will send a for-
I mula to make a solution to retain gold its color
while hard soldering, and make the solder flow.
Address B, E. M., Bluffton, Indiana. Box 305.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This
is a fact.

• 

attention being called to several testimonial
lvi and editorial articles recommending the
Watchmakers School of W, F. A. Woodcock, Win-
ona, Minn. I heartily endorse it as perfectly reliable.
It is also with the utmost gratitude that I state that
I have received much valuable information and
instructions from Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, durin
the time of May 15, 1882 to August i, 1883,- an
thankfully acknowledge that the success of my
business is due to those instructions. Any one
desiring a thorough education in the art of watch-
making, should not fail to attend a course at the
school of W. F. A. Woodcock.

C. H. SAAKE, Crookston, Minn,

r1HAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.
U Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

Horological Institute will do your trade
(,J work better and quicker than anyone else.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
ij makers wanting positions would do well to
correspond with me. I keep a record book of all
such wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been
the benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss., wholesale
jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31
and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

IT has been suggested to me that my course of el
I einentary mineralogy would be useful to many
jewelers. Book, collection, correspondence, list
grade) $1.25, including postage. G. Guttenbug,
teacher of natural science, Erie, Penn.

OEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horn-
t) logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

[OR exchange, Crandall type-writer, in good con-
dition, for Tandem Trycicle, must be in good

order and not very much used. Sample of writin
sent on application, J. C. Lee, Gouverneur, N. V.

PuIGNS.-You can letter your own 
windows,boards

&c., in first class style at small expense. For
ll particulars, send your address on a postal card

to M. A. Toinpkins, Windsor, N. Y.

LI 'CHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, and
VI packages promptly remitted for. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 South Broad St., Phila., Pa.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

Signs. Signs. Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and
also beautifully: and artistically designed. They
are made of zinc, painted with white lead and
gilded with the best xx gold leaf and warranted in

a ticul r These signs can be laced on aevery p r a . P
post to revolve or swing on a rod from a building.
The best advertisement for your store is one of these WATCHMAKER. Competent to manage business.
elegant signs. They attract much attention and VV Steady position, and best chance in a life time.
always prove to be a paying investment. I make Address, Hadley, The Jeweler, Nicholasville, Ky.
different sizes. Send for price list. Address, Lon
Barnhart, Springfield, Ohio.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

2 ,4 Lots. 414 miles from Denver P. 0., $2.800. Will
exchange all or part for jewelry. C. W. Lit-

tle, Denver, Colo. Population, 120,000.

AM working hard to make every pupil a first-
I class watchmaker, and my graduates all are.
I am glad and proud and happy to say so. If I
live I expect to have the largest as well as the
best school in the world. Notice of a new pupil
from Canada coming. Attend W. P. A. Wood-
cock's Watchmakers School, the best on earth,
not in name only,but in fact. Go and see and you
will be satisfied. All my pupils are doing wonder-
(ully well.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
I io IC., 40 cents per dwt, ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt. ;
18 K., 72 cents per diet. Send packages, by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 925 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born St., Chicago. Ill.

WATCHMAKF,RS.-Take a short course at the
Ify Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

QEND ten two cent stamps for set of Snellen's
k) Test Tyyes, for correctly fitting eyes with spec-
tacles. Every jeweler and optician needs them, to
Appleton, 1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED.

TO exchange first-class claironet in case,cost $33.
I Nearly new, for At banjo. "Currie," Man-
istique, Mich.

A THOROUGH whatchinaker, jobber, and en-
Fi graver, married, age 30 to 35 years. Good sales-
man. Good town on Bellingham Bay, hest climate
in the world. Address W. C. Stull,Whatcom,W. T.

foVr,RY jeweler to use and sell our rubber stamps.Pen and pencil, 25 cents. Send 2 cent stamp
r catalogue. Heats & Co., Rockaway, N. J., Box /7.

LD gold and silver, full value paid. Packages
samereceived by mail or express remitted for sae

Pay. H. T Roberts, Refiner, 925 Filbert Street,
Phila., Pa.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
yy students ill the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

[VERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
L Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correspondence solicited.

A PARTNER in a jewelry store in the best town in

• 

Kansas, population ro.000. Established 5 years,
good city and country,trade also large trade from In-
dian Territory and Oklahoma:Watch inspector,A,T.
& S. F. R. R. Will sell half interest to the right
person. A young man prefered, watchmaker or
willing to learn trade, with $3,000 or $4,000 capital.
Reasons for selling-city and territory growing and
need more capital for the growing trade. Past
business $12,000 per year. Ad. Crescent Jewelry
Store, Arkansas City, Kansas.

EVERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all

• 

its branches, or those desiring to perfect them-
selves in the art, to take a course at the Philadel-
phia School of Horology.

TO trade 160 acres of good farming land improved.
For a stock of jewelry. $i000 to too° balance

cash. Also a Francis Engraving Machine to ex-
change for 1,14 Whitcom Lathe. W. F. Howard,
Kingsley, Iowa.

a pIowa.N lE artner in a business established
1 v, seven years in's city of 20,000 people,two other
stores in city. This a splendid opportunity for a
practical watchmaker with $3000, which is less
than half the stock and fixtures. Full particulars
can be had by addressing, " X. Y. Z.," this office.

OMIT CHUCKS for American Lathes, No, r,
O and 2. State size, make, kind and cash price.
Messerer, 215 Market street, Newark, N. J,

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver with
1-{ tools. Only such need apply, state price. Ad-
dress, Watson & Son, Perry, N. Y.

A YOUNG man with some knowledge of watch
M repairing, or one who would like to learn the
trade. Address, H. F. Mott, 41 Maiden Lane, New
York.

A LOT of second hand diamonds and American
M watches. Address, with particulars. A. II,
Peacock. No, 6o7 Elm St., Dallas, Tex.

TRAVELING salesman for optical goods, one who
I has an established trade prefered. Answer,
state salary expected, references &c. H. H. Kay-
ton, 82 Nassau street, New York,

A T once, a good jeweler and engraver. Address
Fl G. N. & E. R Moses, Great Bend, Kans.

A PARTNER in the best thriving town in Mary-

• 

land. Object to increase jewelry stock. 4 R.
R. Twelve thousand inhabitants. Single man pre-
fered. Address, "Mainspring," care this office.

ft MERICAN Lathe, Second-hand,in good true con-
dition, cheap for cash. State attachments,

when purchased, and of whom. Address "Watch-
maker," care of E. Brainerd, Windham, N. Y.

VOUNG man as watchmaker, must be quick and
1 first-class workman. Address with references,
J. Kendall Smith, Newark, N. J.

DOLLING Mill, about 2% x 2 inch, flat rolls. Ad-
11 dress, E. A. Miller, care or Whiting Mfg., Co.,
ith. St., and Lafayette Place, New Very City.

WATCHMAKER, none but a first-class workman,
vi  with complete set of tools; steady position $25.00
to $30.00 per week. Address, box 2674, Deliver,
Colo.

A GOOD watchmaker, one who can do all kinds of
M watch repairing, engraving, general jobbing
and understands musical boxes thoroughly, must
have full set or tools. We do not want to pay a
salary, as we haven't enough work to keep a man
busy, but will give office room free and pay hint
piece work for work done for us, with privelege of
carrying on his own business. "A. L. IL" this
office.

Continued on page 17.



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

BEST FOR ME MONEY

The New

lieastope K. Fined
Guaranteed for

TweRtu Years
with Vermicelli Engraved Centres, is the best value for the money ever
offered.

They contain. more gold than any other filled case except the Jas. Boss,
and are sold as low as any 14 K. filled case made.

111

A Most Beautiful Line of Engravings just out.

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia.

New York.
Chicago

The Keystone.
Circulation Universal, and QUANTITY end QUALITY consid-

ercd, TICK HEST OF ANY JOURNAL of Re class In America.
The KEYSTONE reaches every Jeweler In the United States

and Dominion of Canada.

To secure a place in the columns of the KEYSTONE, advertis•
ers Ithould forward copy MO that It May reach us not later than
the EIGHT!' of each month.

Clansilied advertisements under these headings, THREE CENTS
per word, one Insertion; 10 per cent, off for three insertions ; 15
per cent. off nix for Insertions, and '25 per rent. off for twelve
innertions. Name and address Included.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPAN Y ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTfSEMENTS.

T. J. 1101VE, Falton Kentucky, nays t I reeelved 268 answer.
to my adverthement In the KEYSTONE."

FOR SALE.

I EWELRY store in eastern Washington Ter. Only
ti 2 stores in county. Stock and fixtures cost
$3,000. Can reduce to $2,000. Can double invest-
ment every year. Owner wants to go to Europe.
Opposition very light. Address, Louis Klodt,
Pomeroy, Wash. Per.

A WATCH and jewelry business in one of the best
1-1 towns of $,500 population in northern New
York. Established 13 years. Stock and fixtures
about $3,000. Good reasons for selling. Address,
W. E. Smith, Gouverneur, N. Y.

ON account of poor health and failing eye-sight Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " I. H R," care this office.

I HWHI,RY stock and fixtures in the coming town
ij of eastern Kentucky-Mt. Sterling. Invoice
$2,000 ; will sell for $z,80o ; stock is new. Ill health,
reason for selling. Address, P. 0. Box 239, Mt.
Sterling, Ky.

A N old established jewelry store in a good, lively
1-1 town in Minnesota of 1,200 inhabitants. No
opposition within zo miles. Is a railroad junction
and plenty of work for 2. Good trade in connection.
$1,200 takes stock, fixtures and tools. This is a
snap. Address, I,, 0. Hulbery, Farmington, Minn.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures. Terms reasonable.
Li If you mean business address at once, Mrs. A.
K. Brodersen, Russellville, Ky.

THE leading royears standing jewelers establish-
' ment, located in the best business centre in one
of the liveliest milling towns in central Illinois.
Population 3.000. Clean, well selected stock, with
safe and fixtures invoicing about $6,000. Would
reduce to suit purchaser. Address, " Ch.," care
of this office.

OR TRADE.-8o acres of good land in WinnebagoCounty, Iowa ; pa% an acre. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, Ill.

ARTNER retiring from business will sell half or
✓ whole interest in one ofthe best paying retail
stores, finest location in Chicago. Established xi
years. If sold at all will be sold before May xst.
$6,000 cash required. Those meaning business can
investigate to their satisfaction. Address, "Dia-
mond Palace," 119 E. Madison st., Chicago, Ill.

OKLAHOMA.-Some jeweler who wants to startin Oklahoma can lolly a full set of store fix-
tures at half price by addressing G. W. Hardway,
Arkansas City, Kans.

A BA.RGAIN.-Eor $V cash (C. 0. D.) a new
M Greaves'Demagnetizer,never having been used,
on account of going out of business. Cost $35.
Address at once, "C. B." this office.

,AIHITCOMB Lathe, $49 outfit, Halls staking toot,
1,111 and improved countershaft. All in perfect
condition, used five months, cost $68. Will sell for
$48. Address, Louie Block, x4 Targee street, St.
Louis, Mo.

$55,00 wIll bi:i ngra;n Xchi
machine

ordervitf3Set o ers cosI$80. 
AddressJohn C. Voss, El Paso, Tex.

A RETAIL jewelry store in Chicago, will reduce
1-1 stock to suit buyer. Bench work amounts to
between $30.00 and $40.0o per week, will sell at a
very low price as I am leaving the city. 493 Lin-
coln Ave,

1 ENGRAVING machine, and one No. x American
I Lathe. Addres, T. B. Miller, Berlin, Pa.

nOOD paying jewelry business, established eight
U years, in a beautiful manufacturing town of
4000 inhabitants. Stock and fixtures $2.2oo. Ten-
ament over store. Five railroads, good country
trade, one other store. A $too.000 Academy just
given the town with Poo.000 to run it, H. E Wash-
burn, Winchendon, Mass.

EWELRY business in one of the best towns in
tJ Texas, growing population 30.000, n railroads,
business last year, sales over $13.000,steadily grow-
ing. Stock about $ro.000, can reduce if necessary.
Fine location. Only those meaning business need
apply, prospects this year very flattering for a
large increase in business, Address F. A. B., care
KEYSTONE.

EWELRY stock and fixtures. Invoice Poo°, can
U reduce. No opposition, have other business.
Address "Jeweler," Tripoli, Iowa.

A WELL established jobbing case factory, excel-lent repair trade, also good special case trade.
The only case factory west of Chicago. Kansas
City Watch Case Co., 1213 Walnut St., K. C., Mo.

0"Columbia Tandem Tricycle, good as new,
can be used either single or double. Address,

R. I,. James, care °CT. A. Wilson & Co., Reading,
Pa.

()REAP bargain in a live town. No opposition
U Invoice .$2.000. Jewelry,book and notion store.
Wm. Beatty, West Lebanon, Ind.

$1 0 will 
buy one of the finest jewelry stores

in central New York, in ft town of
1000 inhabitauts,noopposition, also an outside busi-
ness paying $3oo per year. Address, "KEy,"
this office.

$10.000 
woilfl2b5uoyooR goopcaulijamellitTnb osiinfeosrsniiini eel?,

mate is perfect, and the surrounding country of
the best, and very productive, wealthy population,
nod finest schools in the State. For information ad- •
dress, Roberts, care of Chas. Benoit, San Jose, Cal.
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FOR SALE.

1IERY cheap or trade.-Swiss jewelingjacot, bow,
V pivoting lathes,staking tool. "Jeweler," Will-
iamsport, Md.

r1HANCE of a lifetime for sale, for cash at Phil-
lipsburg, Centre Co., Pa., one of the best busi-

ness towns in America. A jewelry store, all fresh
goods of about $5o0o. Best location corner in town.
Plate glass window, steam heat, electric light, wa-
ter-good run of work, good sales and profits.
Population of over mow, within io miles, mostly
miners-good reasons for selling-will sell tools
and material with stock or not, as purchaser would
wish As to amount of goods sold any house that
travels this route can tell as Dilsheinter Bros., H.
C. Haskell &c. R. B. Freeman.

$1200 will buy well established, paying jewelry
business in Buffalo. Repair trade, $800

a year. Attractive store, good location. Address,
"Good Chance," this office.

Two pairs plain rolls-double crank, nongeared,
I at $15.00 per set, 2 and 24 incheswide, 2% diam-
eter, also draw, bench, &c. For more information
send to C. 0. Gerrish, Saco, Maine.

T" best store in the town, in the best town inthe county, the town is the county seat, in one
of the best counties in Ohio. Good run of bench
work. Stock will invoice about $2.500. Will sell
for 5 cash, the balance on easy payments. Don't
write unless you mean business. Address,"K,"care
E. & J. Schweikert, x9 West 4th, St., Cincinnati, 0.

OR.TRADE.-A fine improved farm of 240 acres,for stock of watches, clocks, jewelry fixtures,
town property, &c. Address, Fred Pell, Mount
Vernon, Dakato.

SOME Auburndale Timers. For particulars ad-dress, H. B. Fowle, Waltham, Mass.

A GREAT bargain for cash. Fixtures or stock and
fixtures of a well established jewelry business

in the best manufacturing town in the U. S. Must
sell by May tat, as we are going in jobbing busi-
ness. Send at once if you wish a bargain. Ad-
dress, "KEYSONE," this office.

A SUCCESSFUL jewelry business of over thirtyyears, located in one of our rapidly growing
Eastern Cities for sale. Stock, location and repu-
tation strictly first-class. The stock will invoice
about $15.000. Principals only. Address G. C.
care of The Courvoisier Wilcox, Mfg., Co., 43 Maid-
en Lane, N. Y. City.

ON EASY TERMS.-An old established,first-classjewelry and optical store, in rich and lively
town, 4000 inhabitants, in western New York.
County Seat, three railroads, best location in town,
store has first-class reputation, no old stock, very
little opposition; sales last year over $8000. Work
averages P25 per month. A rare chalice for a
live man. For further information address, "A.
B. C." Jeweler, care Stern & Stern, 13 Maiden
7..ane, New York, N.Y.

rIXTURES, location and good will in a growingr town of five thousand. The business will jus-
tify a stock of $80oo. J. A. Worrell, Washington,
C. It, 0.

It GOOD, 8 room cottage, well furnished, on easy
1-1 terms. Will sell furnished or without. For
further particulars apply to R. T. Ghent, Columbia,
Alabama.
A BARGAIN-$2.00o in jewelry fixtures &c., if
A taken before June 1st. Address, "Louis," this
office.

$100 will buy new slide rest, pivot polisher,cali-
per rest, idler pulleys, and stand, four

laps No. x% Whitcomb. Charles Schelberg,
Sweet Springs, Mo.

(ITOCK and Fixtures of jewelry store, in one of
0 the largest manufacturing towns of Eastern
Massachusetts. Ten thousand inhabitants. Good
run of watch, clock and jewelry work. Stock and
fixtures will invoice two thousand dollars, but can
be reduced to any amount above seven hundred.
First class chance for a young man to start in busi-
ness. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Address,
F. W. W. Beverly, Mass.

OLD established jewelry store, stock, and fixtures$3.00o. Wish to retire, have been in business
38 years. Fine store, good business. Population
4500, onlyone other small jewelry store in town.
Fine opening for right party. Address, W. H.
Fletcher, Cambridge, Md.

REGULATOR.-Swiss, 7 ft., walnut case, 12 inchdial, in fine order, for sale at half pnce. Ad-
dress, "B," 22 Summit St., Newark, N. J.

IN one of the best towns in Michigan, the stock,
I tools, fixtures and good will of the biggest jewelry
store in a town of i0,000 inhabitants. Owner wishes
to retire from business, for full particulars, address
E. Deimel, 157 jef. Ave., Detroit, Mich. Repairs
average $15oo per year, good prices, low rent, elec-
tric light, steam heat and all modern improvements

SPECIAL NOTICES.

CHICAGO Horologkal Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art-adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

()END all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
Co., 18 South Broad St. Prompt attention given

to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

OSBLY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
lvi " Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watch-
makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-
ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at
fair prices. Send for new price list. Agencies
with most of theJobberet.

OEND 15c. for a box °four dial washing.
0 Racine Jewelry Mfg., Co., Racine, Wis.

WILL exchange a 54 inch full nickel Bicycle for
good regulator, chronometor or fixtures. D. J

Kramer, Fairmont, Neb.

THIRTY dollars will be paid for information whichwill recover Howard Watch No. 61911. Seventy
wts case, box J, plain sidea, fourteen K, No.

53023. W. E. Lamoreaux, Oil City, Penn.

T" Philadelphia School of Horology offers un-surpassed facilities for learning watchmaking
in all its branches, combining theory and practice.
Send for terms and particulars before you go
elsewhere.

IAIE make a specialty of Demagnetizing watches
VII for the trade. Send us all your watches, and
we will demagnetize them at sinall cost, Sterling
Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila., Pa,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

I HAVE put 8 nice new benches in the salesroom,
I each of them have a fine light, and good ventil-
ation. Now can; set 25 pupils, and shall make
preparation for more in an elegant, well lighted
and well ventilated room. Those who wish to
use my lathes can do so, or they can buy and use
their own, which is far better. Will soon have 3
good watchmakers who will want good places.
Jewelers take notice. Address me, W. F. A. Wood-
cock, Winona, Minn.

WATCHMAKERS.-Take a course of instruction
VII in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this to your knowledge
of repairing in the increased work you can
command.

QEND all your work to Charles Reiss, ix and 33
0 South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New stafts, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this paper.

j0 trade two fine Kansas farms, 160 acres in Cow-ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-
ence property in Winfield ; a stock ranch of zo4o

acres in Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-
class jewelry store. For particulars ad., " Jeweler,"
5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

AM working almost day and night with pupils.
I, Received a letter from a large manufacturer
that had been written him by a traveler and he
says : "I wish it were in our power to send about
half the watchmakers to W. F. A. Woodcock, it
would be a good thing for them and for the count-
try." A jeweler in the south says, "I think you are
filling a long felt want." A western jeweler in a
large city writes Inc and says, "I think your school
is a God send to this country." He says he has
been struggling to be a watchmaker for 19 years.
He says he unfortunately began to learn with a
man who knew piactically nothing, yet he passed
as a lair watchmaker in the community. He says
he left him feeling that histime was being wasted,
and went with two others no better. He says he
has never met the man competent to instruct him.
He was always ambitious to be the best, and the
humiliation of his not being a fine watchmaker
has kept him from accepting positions that he
might have taken if he had not felt concious of his
incompetency, and yet he was as competent as
many others who held pot) per month positions.
It has been the cause of his life being a failure,
while he is regarded as an average watchmaker
by the people, he is not satisfied, never will be un-
til he knows the business thoroughly. He says he
is in financial straights on account of his incom-
petency. He has just turned his stock over to his
creditors, and if I had been a good workman my
work would have paid me handsomely, alone.
If I were a good allround watchmaker I could make
a fortune in a few years in doing work in this city.
I feel I must know more or give up, and, to give up
means a great loss to me of x9 years of my life. I am
now 40. Attend W. F. A. Woodcock's school and
avoid a repetition of this man's terrible experience.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywiuders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

VOU NEED IT.-For one dollar I will send a for-
t mula to make a solution to retain gold its color
while hard soldering, and make the solder flow
Address B. E. M., Bluffton, Indiana. Box 305.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
Incstitute means time and money saved. This

is 
a fa

I7 attention being called to several testimonial
lvi and editorial articles recommending the
Watchmakers School of W. F. A. Woodcock, Win-
ona, Minn., I heartily endorse it as perfectly reliable.
It is also with the utmost gratitude that I state that
/ have received much valuable information and
instructions from Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, during
the time of May 15, 1882 to August 15, 1883, and
thankfully acknowledge that the success of my
business is due to those instructions. Any one
desiring a thorough education in the art of watch-
making, should not fail to attend a course at the
school of W. F. A. Woodcock.

C. H. SAAKE, Crookston, Minn.

rHAS. REISS, 3/ and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.
Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the V. S.

Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do your tradework better and quicker than anyone else.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
LI makers wanting positions would do well to
correspond with me. I keep a record book of all
such wants, Enclose postage stamps. Have been
the benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale
jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31
and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

I T has been suggested to me that my course of el-
ementary mineralogy would be useful to many

jewelers. Book, collection, correspondence, (xst
grade) $1.25, including postage. G. Guttenbug,
teacher of natural science, Erie, Penn.

QEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
i) logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

[OR exchange, Crandall type-writer, in good con-
dition, for Tandem Trycicle, must be in good

order and not very much used. Sample of writing
sent on application, J. C. Lee, Gouverneur, N. Y.

PuIGNS.-You can letter your own windows,boards&c., in first class style at small expense. For
ll particulars, send your address on a postal card

to M. A. Tompkins, Windsor, N. Y.

HIGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, andpackages promptly remitted for. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 South Broad St., Phila., Pa.

OPR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

Signs. Signs. Signs.

I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch
signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and
also beautifully, and artistically designed. They
are made of zinc, painted with white lead and
gilded with the best xx gold leaf and warranted in
every particular. These signs can be placed on a
post to revolve or swing on a rod from a building.
The best advertisement for your store is one of these
elegant signs. They attract much attention ancl
always prove to be a paying investment. I make
different sizes. Send for price list. Address, Lon
Barnhart, Springfield, Ohio.
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

)1 Lots, 4% miles from Denver P. 0., $L800. Will
Cl exchange all or part for jewelry. C. W. Lit-
t e, Denver, Colo. Population, Imam.

I AM working hard to make every pupil a first-
class watchmaker, and my graduates all are.

I ant glad and proud and happy to say so. If I
live I expect to have the largest as well as the
best school in the world. Notice of a new pupil
from Canada coming. Attend W. P. A. Wood-
cock's Watchmakers School, the best on earth,
not in name only,but in fact. Go and see and you
will be satisfied. All my pupils are doing wonder-
fully well.

AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
to K., 4o cents per dwt. ; 14 K.,56 cents per dwt. ;

18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages, by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. la. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 925 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born St., Chicago. Ill.

WATCHMAKERS.-Take a short course at the
vi Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

QEND ten two cent stamps for set of Snellen's
0 Test Tyyes, for correctly fitting eyes with spec-
tacles. Every jeweler and optician needs them, to
Appleton, 1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED.

TO exchange first-class claironet in case,cost $33.
I Nearly new, for Al banjo. "Currie," Man-
istique, Mich.

A THOROUGH whatchmaker, jobber, and en-
graver, married, age 3o to 35 years. Good sales-

man. Good town on Bellingham Bay, best climate
in the world. Address W. C. Stull,Whatcom,W. T.

foVERY jeweler to use and sell our rubber stamps.Pen and pencil, 25 cents. Send 2 cent stamp
r catalogue. Deats & Co., Rockaway, N.J., Box 17.

gaLU  gold and silver, fu/1 value paid. Packages
received by mail or express remitted for same

y. H. T Roberts, Refiner, 925 Filbert Street,
Phila., Pa.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
V V students in the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
L Sterling Watch Co., a S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correapondence solicited.

A PARTNER in a jewelry store in the best town in
H Kansas, population to.000. Established 5 years,
good city and country,trade also large trade from In-
dian Territory and Oklahoma:Watch inspector,A.T.
& S. F. R. R. Will sell half interest to the right
person. A young man prefered, watchmaker or
willing to learn trade, with $3,cmo or $4,000 capital.
Reasons for selling-city and territory growing and
need more capital for the growing trade. Past
business $12,000 per year. Ad. Crescent Jewelry
Store, Arkansas City, Kansas.

EVERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in allits branches, or those desiring to perfect them-
selves in the art, to take a course at the Philadel-
phia School of Horology.

TO trade n5o acres of good farming land improved.
For a stock of jewelry. $40co to$5000 balance

cash. Also a Francis Engraving Machine to ex-
change for x.% Whitcom Lathe. W. F. Howard,
Kingsley, Iowa.

IMANiED a partner in a business established
V seven years in,a city of 20,000 people,two other

stores in city. This a splendid opportunity for a
practical watchmaker with $3o0o, which is less
than half the stock and fixtures. Full particulars
can be had by addressing, " X. Y. Z.," this office.

OMIT CHUCKS for American Lathes, No, r, 1%
0 and 2. State size, make, kind and cash price.
Messerer, 215 Market street, Newark, N. J.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver with
M tools. Only such need apply, state price. Ad-
dress, Watson & Son, Perry, N. Y.

A YOUNG man with sonic knowledge of watch

• 

repairing, or one who would like to learn the
trade. Address, H. F. Mott, 41 Maiden Lane, New
York.

A LOT of second hand diamonds and American

• 

watches. Address, with particulars. A. H.
Peacock. No. 607 Elm St., Dallas, Tex.

TRAVELING salesman for optical goods, one who
I has an established trade prefered. Answer,
state salary expected, references &c. H. H. Kay.
ton, 82 Nassau street, New York,

AT once, a good jeweler and engraver. Address
M G. N. & E. R Moses, Great Bend, Kans.

It PARTNER in the best thriving town in Mary-
m land. Object to increase jewelry stock. 4 R.
R. Twelve thousand inhabitants. Single man pre-
fered. Address, "Mainspring," care this office.

A MERICAN Lathe, Second-hand,in good true con-

• 

dition, cheap for cash. State attachments,
when purchased, and of whom. Address "Watch-
maker," care of E. Brainerd, Windham, N. Y.

VOUNG man as watchmaker, must be quick and
I first-class workman. Address with references,
J. Kendall Smith, Newark, N. J.

Dor,i,rNG Mill, about 2% x 2 inch, fiat rolls. Ad-
Ii dress, E. A. Miller, care of Whiting Mfg., Co.,
4th. St., and Lafayette Place, New Yery City.

WATCHMAKER, none but a first-class workman,
If V with complete set of tools; steady position $25.00
to $30.00 per week. Address, box 2674, Deliver,
Colo.

A GOOD watchmaker, one who can do all kinds of
M watch repairing, engraving, general jobbing
and understands musical boxes thoroughly, must
have full set of tools. We do not want to pay a
salary, as we haven't enough work to keep a man
busy, but will give office room free and pay him
piece work for work done for us, with privelege of
carrying on his own business. "A. L. li." this
office.

t hi ATCHMAKER. Competent to manage business.
YV Steady position, and best chance in a life time.
Address, Hadley, The Jeweler, Nicholasville, Ky.

Continued on page 17.
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ORIGIN OF THE DOLLAR.

The word dollar was in our language
at least 300 years ago. It was used by

Shakespeare several times. This was

• in the latter part of the sixteenth cen-

tury. It is supposed that the word was

at that time in familiar use in London,

having been brought in by the North

• German merchants, who managed the

trade on the Baltic and in Russia.

Dollar' appears first in an English

dictionary in 1745. It is a borrowed

word, being the German " thaler." It

is derived from "thal, " our word dale,

or valley ; and it means a daler, or one

coming from a valley. The coins issued

by the mint in Joachimsthal were called

"Joachimsthalers." When other mints

were established the "Joachims" was

dropped and the coins were called

simply "thalers."

The dollar was adopted by Congress

as the unit of our currency, August 5,

1785. It was to contain 375.64 grains

of pure silver ; but when the mint was

established in 1792, the requirement

was reduced to 371.25 grains of pure

silver. The coinage of dollars began in

1794•
Our dollar was an adaptation of the

Spanish milled dollar, which had been

in circulation here from before the revo-

lution. It will be understood that the

dollar was described as a milled one

from the circumstance of its having the

rim notched just as our present coins

are notched. The practice of notching

the rim was adopted to prevent the

clippers of coin reducing its size by

taking off a shaving all around, as they

used to do with English coins. All

American gold and silver coins are

milled.
In the case of nickel and copper coins

the metal is not valuable enough to

prove a temptation to the clippers, so

the edges of these coins are not milled.

—Youth' s Companion.

A GERMAN paper says that a Jewish

watchmaker, Herr Hyman Goldfaden,

brother of the editor of an illustrated

German paper in New York, residing at

Kiow, Russia, has finished, after Inces-

sant labor for.five years, two curious

clocks, which excite great interest and

admiration to Russian art circles. One

of the clocks represent s arailway depot

and strikes hours and half-hours. Im-

mediately after finishing the announc-

ing of time on the bell, the entrance

gate of the depot opens, and figures

representing all the railway officials,

from the chief-superintendent down to

the Russian government detective,

march out in order of rank, stationing

themselves in rows at each side of the

gate ; an inner door opens to admit a

crowd of first, second and third-class

passengers scrutinized by the officials

and passing on to the platform, where a

side door opens, out of which emerge

the porters, who take charge of the lug-

gage which they store into the vans.

The passengers run confusedly to and

fro with more noise than necessary

until the first bell rings, when the lo-

comotive takes in water. A second

and third bell ringing in quick succes-

sion ensues to announce to the passen-

gers to be seated, when they rush hel-

ter and skelter into their respective

compartments ; the locomotive gives a

loud whistle and glides steaming out of

the depot, with all the cars in train.

The figures are beautifully made, elas-

.tic in their movements sand afford a
really interesting sight. The second
clock represents a most useful alarm
clock, combining timepiece, alarm, and
waiter serving a cup of hot coffee. The
moment the alarm begins to sound, an
additional mechanism lights a spirit
lamp in connection with the clock.
Over the spirit lamp, the sleeper who
intends to be aroused, places, before
going tc• bed, a small tin saucepan with
water and and coffee essence, consist-
ing of a preparation of coffee,condensed
milk and sugar, which gets boiling by
the time the person is washed and
dressed to partake of an automatically
prepared breakfast.

Geo. H. Shumaker, jeweler, Water-

ville, Iowa, writes "As a paper for a

new beginner, I don't Mink the KEY-

STONE can be beat. I would rather

pay a dollar for it than to pay a $1.5o

and $2.00 for any other paper published

for the trade."

THE condition of trade for the first
month of the current year shows the
following figures : Imports of rough'
and glazier's diamonds, $4,825 as com-
pared with $13,601 last year; imports
of platinum, $53,689 as against $44-
204 in 1888. In watches and clocks lit-
tle change is noted $99,636 worth of

watches and materials have been im-

involving many details, and as the
rate of payment is fixed for four years
at a time, the proper expenditure of
over $20,000,000 of the public money
depends on the accuracy with which
the system is carried out. All the mail
matter carried over the various railroads
for thirty or sixty days is actually
weighed once in four years, and pay-
ments are made to the railroad compan-
ies on the theory that the average
amount of mail matter on all the days
of the four years' will be the same as
the daily average for the one month or
two months when the amount is accur-
ately ascertained.

SAYS one of our exchanges : " It
frequently happens that the cylinder
edges are worn off, and it does not pay
to put in a new cylinder ; the watch
may, nevertheless, be put into keeping
a good rate by altering the escapement.

Look at the cylinder and see if there is
room either above or below the old
wears to shift the action of the wheel.
If the wheel holes are of brass, make
one a little deeper, and put a shallower
one on the other side ; this may, per-
haps, be sufficient. This must be done
according as you want your wheel up
or down. If the holes are stones, shift
your wheel on the pinion by a new
collet, or turning away more of the old
one, as the case may require. If you

Our Subscription Price is only

Fifty Cents a year

Leading Journal of the Trade

ported this January and $roo,607 worth

last, and $14,794 worth of clocks com-

pared with $12,590 in January, 1888.

Of jewelry,$106,655 worth was imported

this year and $87,500 last, while thein-

crease in importations of precious

stones is phenomenal — $893,464 as
against $565,900, or an increase of
nearly 58 per cent. The export side of
the statement is somewhat less favora-

ble. Exports of clocks fell off about 25
per cent. ($116,344 to $93,287); exports
of watches about 75 per cent, ($30,161
to $7,661)—an exceptionally low figure
and not to be considered a criterion of
our foreign trade in watches. The jew-
elry exports were $14,075 less than lur-
ing January, 1888, and increase of $ 1 i , -
310 in the value of plated ware shipped
to foreign countries is slightly encour-
aging if it be not merely a temporary
spurt. The legitimate inference from
this and the preceding schedules that
have appeared from time to time, is that
our export trade is not developing space
with our manufacturers and our popu-
lation.

THE largest single item in the postal
expense account of the national gov-
ernment is that for the transportation
of the mails on the various railways
throughout the country. Over $5,000,-
000 is annually appropriated for this
purpose. The system under which the
compensation of the various railways
for carrying the mails is fixed is one

raise your wheel see that it works free
of the plate and top of the cylinder, and
that the web of the wheel clears the top
of passage. This last fault may be
remedied by polishing the passage a
little wider, if the rub is light. If
shifted downward, see to the freedom
of the bottom of cylinder, etc."

THROUGHOUT the ages there has been
a marked tendency toward artistic
forms, wrought often in costly materials,
in designing and manufacturing recep-
tacles from which to display artificial
light. Candlesticks of gold, marble and
bronze are frequently spoken of in
history.
Among the priceless treasures brought

to Rome by Titus at the close of the
Jewish war, in the first century, was
the famous seven-branched candlestick,
which was among the spoils taken from
the Temple at Jerusalem. It was nearly
the height of a man, and was made of
massive gold. Josephus' account of it,
and the representation of it on one of
the piers of the Arch of Titus, so nearly
agree as to give us an accurate idea of
its size and beauty. On the pier it is
represented as being borne on the
shoulders of four men. •
The candlestick itself was kept in

Rome until the fight of Maxentimus,
in the fourth century. When defeated
by (the afterward Emperor) Constantine,
Maxentimus fled, but not until he had

ordered his followers to take with them
the priceless treasure which for near
three hundred years had graced the
capital. While the men who had charge
of its removal were crossing the Milvian
bridge, the candlestick by accident fell
into the Tiber, and it has never been
recovered. The higher grade of lamps
found at Pompeii were mostly of bronze.
In the temples of the Emperors the
candleabra were of marble and of great
size and magnificence.
In our own day we frequently find

fixtures for gas and electric light of
great beauty, and still there is much
more to be desired if we are to rival the
ancients in this branch of art.

ONE of the largest advertisers in the
country, says : "The liberal use of
printers' ink is always profitable, but
the advertiser who inserts an advertise-
ment to-day and then to-morrow waits
at the front door to see customers rush
in will very likely be disappointed.
Continuous publicity of any article of
merit will achieve the desired result."

-0-

IT is reported from Chili that jewelry
was formerly entirely supplied by
France and Bohemia, but latterly there
Is an increasing demand for Berlin pro-
ductions. From Tunis, it is also re-
ported that only cheap and heavy kinds
can be sold in this market. German
manufacturers only cultivate this trade
by sending travellers. Again, from
Greece it is said that Germany is gain-
ing a front position, especially in silver-
ware and gold leaf, real and imitation.
As regards gold thread, the common
sorts come from France, and the better
kinds from Germany. A foreign resi-
dent in Pernambuco says that the cheap
jewelry sold in Brazil comes from Ger-
many, while the finer kinds are ob-
tained principally from France. Switz-
erland supplies most of the watches.
The Brazilian customer shows great
anxiety regarding the quality of the
gold—nothing under 18 carat can be
Placed before him. Taste follows that
of Europe, and is also changing, espec-
ially in very cheap work. There is
some demand for silver jewelery, espec-
ially in brooches and bracelets.

The new Boss Bascine Cases are a
great success.

G. F. KuNz says that about 1,200,000
watches with jeweled works are an-
nually manufactured in the United
States, requiring about i 2, 000, 000 jew-
els, seven to twenty-one for each watch;
of these 5,000,000 are ruby and sapphire,
and 7,000,000 are garnet jewels, valued
at about $300,000. Most of them are
imported, but the Waltham Company
does its own cutting, employing in this
department about 200 hands under the
superintendence of Mr. W. R. Wills.
About 15,00o carats of bort in powdered
form, are used annually in slitting and
drilling these jewels.

Our, finely compares a broken fort-
une to a falling column ; the lower it
sinks,the greater weight it is obliged to
sustain, Thus when a man's circum-
stances are such that he has no occas-
ion to borrow, he finds numbers that
are willing to lend him ; but should his
want be such that he sues for a triflle,
it is two to one whether he may be
trusted with the smallest sum.
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LATEST NOVELTIES.

A superb scarf-pin setting is a green

gold four-leaved clover.

Late comers are glove buttoners in

the form of large gold initials.

Small doves in gold and variegated

enamel are being worn as ear-rings.

Imitation antique silverware is the

latest fad for theibreakfast table.

Now glove buttoners have attached

to them cute little blue enamel handled

knives.

The newest shoe horns are of silver,

with round hollow handles exquisitely

chased.

A silver pencil case of unique design

is a correct counterfeit of an ordinary

sulphur match.

Quite new is a queen chain made up

of small chased gold balls held together

by tiny links.

A hat-pin of unpretentious character

is topped with a gold claw grasping a

laceted gold ball.

A scarf-pin oddity is a small candle-

stick containing an enamel candle, a

diamond supplying the flame.

Handsome cuff-buttons now being

sported are of platina and gold bars

twisted in knotty shapes.

A favorite style at present in gents'

sleeve buttons is hammered gold set

with a diamond in the centre.

A bright silver belt buckle now in

the market.is in imitation wicker work,

inlaid at intervals with pearl shells.

Two miniature billiard cues crossed,

with a pearl ball top and bottom is

among the latest novelties in scarf-

pins.

A fashion affected by some of the fair

sex lately is to wear a sapphire in one

ear and a ruby in the other, en solitaire.

Among the quaint fancies that decor-

ate scarf-pins is a coiled silver serpent,

a fiery ruby reposing on the centre of

the coil.

For second mourning, a band bracelet

enameled in black and gold, set all

around with tiny pearl stars, is quite in

keeping.

A pretty barrel neck-lace recently

noted held suspended a row of enamel

daisies, alternately set with diamonds

and sapphires.

Colored diamonds combined with

perfect white ones is a fancy excessively

indulged in once more by high-priced

purchases.

Hair decorations of pleasing character

are filigree gold roses with a diamond

in the heart, and a twisted stem of gold

to pierce the hair.

Recently introduced silver liquor

flasks are dented at intervals to give

them an antique appearance. A net-

work of wire acts as a covering.

Now the silversmiths are utilizing

the horseshoe and clover leaf pattern as

a garter clasp, engraved with the in-

scription Honi soil qui null y pense.

Among necklace pendant novelties is

one in the shape of a diamond fleur-de-
lys, with a pale pink pearl on the upper

part and a smoky gray pearl on either

side.

Extremely tasty and unique is a lace-

pin composed of a hazel branch, the

nuts being represented by bright yellow

diamonds, and the leaves and stems in

tiny rubies.

Caution.

This Company manufactures

Cases only, and has no connection

whatever with any other concern

of similar name.

To be sure you get Our Case,

see that it contains this

Trade t Mark,

which is stamped in every case

made by us.

In addition the following Trade Marks are stamped in

each case of their respective kind:

Keystone Solid Gold

James Boss Pilled

Keystone Pilled

01%

At.
II It

Onkt

Star Filled

Keystone Solid Silver

Leader Silver

Silveroid 4=w

,sMatkil

43:12:12D

Look for these Trade Marks,

and accept no other. ,

Keystone
Watch Case Company,

Philadelphia.
New York. Chicago.

HUMOROUS.

"I DON'T see why you can't get rich.
You sell a mainspring for $r.5o that
only costs you ro cents." "That may
be true, sir, but we have to keep three
clerks to wait on the lady shoppers,
and we must get our money back some
way,"

Tau latest need in the automatic
self winding clock lines is a self wind-
ing, self regulating, self setting alarm
clock that will have the servant out of
bed, hustle her down stairs and light
the kitchen fire an hour and a half be-
fore breakfast titue.

"I WONDER what old Moneybags wears
such a common silver watch for. I re-
member when he wore a handsome gold
repeater."
"Since he made his recent strike in

stocks I suppose he thinks he can af-
ford to wear anything he wants to."

"YEs, my dear children," said the
visitor at Sunday-school, lowering his
voice to hushed and solemn tones, "this
brave missionary, this saintly man of
God I have been telling you about was
captured by the cannibals and killed.
And now, little ones, can any of you
tell me where he was after that?"
Chorus: "Yes, ma'am." "Well, this
dear little boy may tell me." Dear lit-
tle boy : "In the soup."

'Have you any of the new Boss Bascine
in stock? if not, loose no time in supply-

ing the deficiency.  They are daises, we
assure you.

"SAv, Cholley, " asked one newsboy
to another, "what's a payin' teller?"
"He's de man what pays out de

money."
"An' what's a receivin' teller?"
"He's de man what takes in de

money."
"An' what's de cashier?"
"He's de feller who gets away wid

de money? "—Harper's Bazar.

Pr WON 'T do to put too implicit trust
in human nature. For instance, there

manwho peddles "solid gold re-
peating watches for $3.50."

Gus—Do you carry two watches,
Jack, or is that double chain a bluff?
Jack—No bluff, Gus, I carry a Water-

bury in one pocket and a Jurgensen in
the other.
Gus—What's that for?
Jack—When a man to whom I owe

money asks me the time I consult my
Waterbury, but when a stranger or a
lady wants the same information it's

the Jurgensen that gives it, and don't

you forget it.—The Efioch.

THE human mind is a gem, but it is
sometimes very much impaired by a

bad setting.

THE intelligent editor of a Western

paper entitled an account of the death

of an aged watchmaker, "An Old

Tinier Gone."

MANUVACTURRR : How is it you sold

twenty-six gross interchangeable ini-

tials in Chicago and but one gross of

rings? "
Drummer: "Oh it's all on account

of the lax divorce laws. Ladies each

buy one ring and a whole alphabet."
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EVERY practical idea acquired is just
so much added to our mental capital.

THERE iS no place on earth where
watch movements of equal quality can
be produced as cheap as in the United
States.

SomE idea of the labor of rolling and
addressing the copies for the mailing
list of the KEYsToNE can be formed from
the fact that if each copy, after being
wrapped, were laid end to end, they
would reach five and one-half miles.

WATCHMAKERS and jewelers are too
apt to neglect proper physical exercise.
It is not violent and protracted exercise
they need as much as some exertion
which will bring into play the muscles,
which are allowed to become flaccid
from want of use. A pair of light In-
dian clubs, in connection with move-
ments of the arms extended at full
length and behind the body, is what is
needed. This course, with an hour's
moderately rapid walking, will keep the
body up to good standard.

WE would beg to urge on the man-
agers of our horological schools the
importance of not holding out or sup-
porting the idea of giving a full course
of instruction in the art of watch-
making and kindred horological studies
in a few months. It is as impossible to
give a young man a thorough know-
ledge of watchmaking and repairing in
a few months as to learn him medicine
or surgery in the same time. We had
schools in medicine some years since,
which foisted on the community a set
of quacks with M. D. attached to their
names which went out to cure or kill as
fortune favored them, until a proper
legislation made this sort of thing a
penal offense. That we need horo-
logical schools there is no doubt, but
let the course of instruction be of the
highest order, as it should be to keep
pace with the requirements of the
science. This course, once instituted
and fairly gotten under way, your
quack watchmaker, like the quack doe-
tor, will have to take his proper position.

WE would solicit the attention of the
readers of the KEYSTONE to our new
series of articles now running on " Cor-
rect Time." These articles are care-
fully prepared by a practical man, who
is eminently competent for the task,

,

and is duly impressed with the necessity
of divesting familiar subjects of this
kind from the cloud of mystery with
which many attempt to surround them.
We can safely promise any reader who
will give a careful reading of the text,
and a half hour comparison of the maps
with the stars as he sees them in the
heavens, that, at the end of six months,
he will be able to locate all the stars
necessary for obtaining correct time.

WE notice some of our contemporary
journals are denouncing the greeenback
as a source of contagion and means of
propagating disease. While it is possible
for germs of contagious and infectuous
diseases to be conveyed in this way,
still, it strikes us as highly improbable
that these dainty people would reject a
ten dollar note until it had been prop-
erly fumigated and disinfected. A
common custom with many people,
especially of the lower walks of life, to
put coins in the mouth is quite as
worthy of criticism and deprecation.
And more particularly exception being
taken by the people of the goodly city
of Philadelphia, whose best drinking
water is drawn from a smallish river,
which receives the sewerage of 200,000
people between its source and the point
from which their supply is drawn.

THE KEYSTONE has a bona-fide cir-
culation of 22,500 copies each month,
reaching every watchmaker and jeweler
in the United States and Dominion of
Canada. These facts are attested by
some affidavits to be seen on page 8.
Advertisers should note the advantages
to be derived from this immense and
perfect circulation with the trade, to
place their advertisements in a journal
which reaches all who are interested in
the trade. All may not read your adv.
on the first insertion, but it is in their
hands, and your turn must invetiably
come.

IT is of common occurrence to find
some fact that has been known to the
more advanced of the trade for years,
announced as a new and probably a
foreign invention. This is instanced
in speaking of the use of fused cyanide
of potassium as a bath for heating
small steel articles to be hardened. We
see its use attributed to P. Gabriel by
the Review Chronometrigue, and spoken
of as a recent invention. The facts of
the case are that this substance has
been in use in the United States for this
purpose for fifteen (or more) years, and
spoken of in one of our articles(" Hair-
springs and Springing," October No.,
1886.) The probable introduction of
this material, or a kindred one, rock
salt, for such purposes, may be
credited to James M. Bottum, of New
York, and dates back full twenty years.

ONE of the best workman of long
experience we have had the pleasure of
meeting, thus speaks of the American
lathe and its relation to the trade—the
young members especially :
" The watchmakers do not begin to

realize the value of the American lathe,
as now made by the best manufacturers.
If I could not get another, I would not
think for a moment of taking a thou-
sand dollars for mine, without the extra
attachments. If I had none, I would,
if necessary, go on one meal a day
until I got one, and I really think every
watchmaker who loves his trade would

do the same if he knew the usefulness
of the little gem, and then there would
not be so many thousand botched
watches in the country. One good
tool begets others, and the result would
be great satisfaction to the workman in
knowing that he had done a good job,
and much greater satisfaction to the
owner in quality of time-keeping, thus
increasing the watchmakers' usefulness,
income and respect of his patrons,
enabling him to hold up his head among
his friends, and not be ashamed to meet
his customers with the fear that the
watch he botched yesterday bad stopped
to-day."

A TRADE journal is read as much for
the advertisements as for any purpose.
People in trade are anxious to know
*here articles in their line are to be
had, and who have them to sell. Live
business men advertise their business
in the liveliest trade journal extant
—THE KEYSTONE—and reap golden
harvests from the live readers who
watch for each month's issue.

• THE interests of employer and
employee are ever identical. A young
man doing work or business for a firm
can never advance his own interest as
rapidly as when he is pushing the suc-
cesses of the man or men he is engaged
with. There may be exceptional cases
of employers who are never satisfied,
but the rule is they are willing—yes,
more are anxious to pay proportionate
to the advantage to be derived from a
man's services.

- --

IN this rustling, rushing, scrambling
world, the great end and aim of all is
business ; and if you wish to know how
to gain a business ; how to sustain a
business : how to advertise a business ;
where to advertise a business ; when to
advertise a business, subscribe for and
read the KEYSTONE.

ADVERTISING has become a science,
and has been cultivated and studied by
the best talent of the country. To a
casual observer it would seem as if the
entire changes had been rung not only
once, but over and over again. While
this is true in a sense in regard to
" catchy" advertising, still none of us
are prepared to admit, or even tolerate,
the thought that advertising as a means
to extend and sustain a business is
" played out," as the phrase goes. Far
from it. Advertising is as essential as
ever, but it has changed its methods,
and instead of circulars and calendars,
the business of healthy and stable
houses is put before the public in a
brief, business-like way, through the
medium of journals devoted to the inter-
ests of special lines of trade. Such
advertisements may not all be read by
every person taking in hand the journal,
but are not thrown into the waste basket
unread, as is the fate of ninety-nine
one-hundredths of the circulars diffused
through the mails.

WHEN will business people get to un-
derstand the benefits all around which
will attend the general adoption of
cash payments ? The sound, solid busi-
ness man can pay cash for all his pur-
chases, and it stands him in hand to
take all the advantages to be derived
from this course. The trouble is, even
he as a rule,does not thoroughly under-

stand the advantages which he could
and should derive from this source. The
benefits of the policy are not from cash
discounts, and the ability to catch up
snap bargains ; the effect of cash pay-
ments on trade are much deeper than
appear at first glance. The facts of the
case are those who do pay have to make
good the losses for those who do not
pay. This statement may seem incon-
sistent to those who only give the sub-
ject surface thought and investigation,
but the facts all go to sustain the as-
sertion. To illustrate, we will consider
the watch trade, from production to
sale—by sale we mean placed in the
hands of the man who buys for his
own immediate use. The manufactur-
ers pay cash for material, cash to their
workmen ; all transactions are cash.
If any indebtedness exists, it is in the
form of loans. It is only after the
watches get in the hands of the much
abused jobber that the pernicious credit
business commences. He pays cash to
the manufacturer, and trusts to his per-
centages to pull him through his deal- •
ings with the retailer. Now,to give the
illustration personification; Push, Cash
& Co., jobbers, are a live firm, know
their business and make as few mis-
takes as any concern in existence, yet
the credit system gives them a few bad
debts, and the losses are carried over to
the expense column to be paid by the
solvent business men doing business
with Push, Cash & Co. The remedy
for this sort of thing does not lie in
stringent bankrupt laws, it lies in do-
ing away with the pernicious credit sys-
tem. Sound business firms do not need
it, and shaky weak-kneed concerns
would be better off without the indul-
gence, especially as the solid men in
business have to pay for it. Notice
all the successful men who started
with nothing but their skill and busi-
ness ability ; invariably they com-
menced by buying no more than they
could pay cash for.

YOUR dull man is always despondent.
Not so the man of push and enterprise;
he is too busy to get blue ; hope ever
hangs a rain-bow over the path he is
pursuing. He never has the spare time
to get melancholy; he laughs and re-
rejoices over his triumphs, and his few
failures are soon forgotten. Such men
are the ones that succeed in business;
they convey to all with whom they are
thrown in contact, a bouyancy and con-
fidence which goes a long way toward
tiding us over the shoals and sand bars
of life. To go back and pick up and
consider the dull man we started with;
he is not only dull and despondent, but
is ever beset with "ifs," and "bad
luck; " sees naught in future but clouds
and discomfiture. Such people convey
to us inevitably some of their senti-
ments, and leave us like those exposed
to malaria—subject to all sorts of
splenetic attacks. This busy world has
no time for such people. Either let
them cure themselves, or retire into
some sort of a mental or moral lazaretto,
where their morbid humors can not
effect others. We are all much what
we make ourselves, hi temperament
and fortune ; and if any little untoward
event is sufficient to check our ardor,
failure and misfortune ar..e sure to await
us. Let us all therefore be cheerful and
hopeful, and while not over-confident,
be self-reliant ; in fact know exactly
our own strength and trust to it.
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TRADE TOPICS.

THE patent clamps for holding spec-
tacles and eye-glasses while soldering,
are making to themselves friends every
day. Ad. N. J. Eddy, Portland, Mich.

THE Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches
grow in popularity daily.

W. F. A. Woopcoex is still pushing
his Watchmaker's School at Winona.
His pupils are enthusiastic in his
praise. Notice his advs. on page 9.

THE course of instruction pursued at
the Chicago Opthalmic College is
thorough and complete. Pupils are
taught the theory of imperfect vision,
and given practical opportunity to apply
their knowledge to real cases under
the supervision of thorough professors
in the eye hospital and dispensatory
attached to the college. Fees are only
$50.00. See adv. on page 12.

THE watch movements produced by
the Seth Thomas Co., are rapidly
acquiring a high reputation.

PARSON'S School for Watchmakers
at LaPorte, Ind., is rapidly filling up
with new pupils.

THERE are still a few rare bargains
to be had out of the remaining stock

of Koch & Dreyfus, New Orleans, La.

Iv your stock of spectacles' and eye-

glasses are a little short, look to the
goods and prices offered by F. A. Hardy,
46 and 48 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

N. J. FEux, 71 Nassau St., New York,

is producing a very complete and suc-
cessful protection for watches against
magnetism and electricity. Price, 75 etS.

THE Chicago Horological Institute is
booming, and will be compelled to move
in larger and more commodious quarters
about May 1st. They show a cut and

give a description of their new quart-
ers on page 16.

FOR jewelers desiring a cut of them-

selves or their store to print on their
letter heads, cards or advertisements,

we can recommend the Sterling Watch

Co., 18 S. Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

as a reliable firm from which to obtain

them reasonab'y. See adv. on page 17.

WE were shown some very creditable

tools made by the pupils of Hutchin-

son 's Watchmakers School , LaPorte, Ind.

W. W. OLIVER, 430 Niagara Street,
Buffalo, N. Y., carries a fine line of
watchmakers and jewelers tools. His
leather-faced hammers are new and
desirable tools.

JUDGING from the flood of orders
arriving at the Trenton Watch Co's.
new New York office, 177 Broadway,
their new and improved watch has met
with general favor among the trade.

PARTIES having old gold or silver to
dispose of, will receive honorable deal-
ing by sending to H. T. Roberts, 825
Filbert St., Phila., Pa.

THE products of the Aurora Watch
Company are constantly gaining favor
with the trade. Their higher grade
movements, especially, are worthy of
perfect confidence.

SEND your business card to Bowman
& Musser for their new price list and
circular.

RUD. C. HAHN,
194 Broadway, New York.

Headquarters

NATE,

AMETHYST,

CAT'S EYE!

JEWELRY,

for

TIGER EYE,

TOPAZ,

MOONSTONE
and

FANCY GOODS.
Sample Packages sent to Responsible Parties.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-
making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias goods a specialty. Would kindly
solicit a trial from jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a
practical jeweler, with an experience of 25 years as a special salesman. Can refer to
over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United
States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Chicago Hoological Inotitute
(Incorporated 1888.)

U. W. PRINK, President. 0. C. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Practical and Technical
Instruction in Watchmaking and Repairing

Taught by

Prof. R. E. FENNER, and MR. K. EINSF,IDEL
From Grossman's Horological School, Gla-shute, Switz.

No extra charge for Engraving Instruction.

This Department is in charge of

Mr. J. B. Wiggins,
One of the best and most widely known engravers in the West.

Send for Circular.
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THE Trenton Watch Company are
booming things. They are positively
giving away nickel cases until after
May ist. See adv. on page 20.

Tim " Success " Initial Ring of J. 1'.
Scott & Co., 4 Maiden Lane, N. Y., is
rightly named.

DAVID F. CONOVER & CO., Phila.
delphia, are making temping offers to
the trade. See adv. on page 20.

WE committed an error in March
KEYSTONE by saying Mr. C. S. Hunger-
ford was traveling for C. H. Knights &
Co We should have said with Henry
Oppenheimer's Sons. With the correc-
tion, the case stands. He is a good man
with a good firm.

THE firm of T. F. & M. J. Bogle,
White River Junction, Vt., has merged
into the firm title of Bogle Bros., same
place.

THE Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad
Street, Phila., Pa., make a specialty of
doing all kinds of repair work.

THE well-known jewelers, Mr. Jonas
Schwab and Mr. F. Schawb, have
formed a copartnership at Birmingham,
Ala., where they will carry a fine line
of watches, diamonds and general
jewelry.

H. H. FIEINRICH, chronometer maker,
12, 14 and 16 John St., New York, is to
exhibit several of his high grade chro-
nometers at the Paris World's Fair.

THE New York Standard Watch Co.
are proud (and justly so,) of their new
IS size, seven jeweled movement. This
new movement, with machinery for
same, was the work of about two
months. This Company is now turn-
ing out not far from zoo per day. The
opinion of dealers who have seen this
new movement is, that the market for
such a movement at the price it is
offered is unlimited. The large and
numerous orders already booked speak
well.

THE bother and loss from small ac-
counts can be much abated by using
one of W. B. Pershing & Co.'s, Petit
Ledgers. See ad. on page 21.

A WATCHMAKER can clean a watch
ever so perfectly, but if he puts bad
oil on it his work is worse than lost.
Use Nye's oil, and you will invariably
have satisfactory results.

THE Retail Jewelers' Association, of
I'hiladelphia, held a meeting on April
4th, at 1207 Chestnut St., at 2.3o P. M.
The full objects of the meeting were
not stated in the circular, but are
understood to be such as will benefit the
entire retail • trade. Prominent among
these are a uniform scale of prices for
repairs.

THE Howe Bros., jewelers, late of
Hutchinson, Kan., have opened a full
line of watches and jewelry at Tiffin, 0.

THE friends and patrons of Edgar J.
Koernlein, engraver, will find him at
171 Vine St., Cincinnati, 0.

JOHN CLARK, with half a dozen
assumed names, but generally working
his swindling dodges as a Catholic
priest, has at last got his desserts at
Toronto, Canada, where he received
sentence for five years penal servitude
at Kingston penitentiary.



Pr is astonishing how many little
bits of practical scientific knowledge a
youngster picks up when he is learning
a trade, " said a workman in ri general
repair shop to a newspaper man. "For
instance, " he continued, "most people
think the only way to make a hole in
glass is to break it or cut it with a dia-
mond, but it isn't. There are two or
three ways of doing it. The neatest,
to my mind, is to warm the glass and
spread it over with wax. Cut the wax
down to the place where you want the
hole, and drop a little fluoric acid on
the glass with a piece of wire. The
acid will eat through the glass, and
you can shape the hole afterward with
a copper wire and some rotten stone oil.
The handy man in a shop will make
many of his own tools. A whalebone
bow is often necessary in using a fine
saw, but many people don't know how
to handle whalebone. If it is too stiff,
or unequally stiff, it can be scraped
down easily with a bit of broken glass.
These bows usually have brass hooks
at the end, but you can make a hook
out of the whalebone itself by holding
the end in boiling oil a short time, and
bending it around and holding it until
it is cool. "Sometimes I have had to
make holes in steel that was too hard
to cut or file easily. Then I make a
mixture to cut the hole. I mix one
ounce of sulphate of copper, quarter of
an ounce of alum, half a teaspoonful of
powdered salt, a gill of vinegar and
twenty drops of nitric acid. This will
make the hole, or if is washed off
quickly it will give a beautiful frosted
appearance to the metal,"

been burglarized have you?" "Well,
I've been just the next thing to it," he
replied, as he shut the showcase with a
bang. "I'd just about as soon be burg-
larized as drive a bargain with some
people I know. Did you notice that
man leaving just now as you came in?
He's worth a hundred thousand dollars,
and I've just sold him a watch and
chain for his daughter. After haggling
an unconscionable time, and driving me
to the wall on the price, he agreed to
take the watch at those figures if I would
take his note for six months without
interest. There was no money in it for
me, but, more to get rid of the old miser
than anything else, I accepted his terms.
I drew up the note and signed it and
banded it back. I turned to put it in
the safe when he says, 'Hold on! what
discount will you give me for cash?' At
the same time taking a roll of bills out
his pocket. I took out the current rate
of discount and took what little cash
there was left, and I wish now I hadn't.
I feel as mean as if I had been kicked
around a ten-acre field."— Chicago
Evening Journal.

The crown prince of favorites is the
Boss Bascine Case.

THE WATCHMAKER WHO WOULD NOT USE ABBOTT'S STEM WINDING ATTACHMENTS.

mean ability to convince the

man who has carried a watch

for ten or fifteen years, which

has never failed to keep perfect

time, that he should discard that

watch and buy a more modern

one. It is to the troubled

soul of such a man that Abbott's

Stem Winding Attachment

comes with healing , in its stem.
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This " Watch Artist " was a

sceptic. He did not believe in

Abbott's Stem Winding Attach-

ment, and refused to furnish it

to his customers when appealed

to. He has steadily lost busi-

ness as a result of his " old fogy-

ism " in this respect. Now,

when well on his way to " Davy

Jones' Locker," he finds it too

late to reform.

The Boss Bascine Case is the case of the
present.

"THE great changes that have
occurred in the prices of jewelry since a
dozen or more years ago, " said a manu-
facturer the other day, "are well illus-
trated by the one article universally
used, the collar button. Not many
years ago, the rolled plate button was
sold for $12 a gross ; I stopped making
them when the price was $13.50. A
few years later I took it up once more
and made them profitably at $6, made
possible by the improved machinery,
and valuable and cheap alloys intro-
duced. To-day the collar button, the
genuine rolled plate article, is sold for
$1.25 per gross. The other day a man
came into my office, and asked if we
sold collar-buttons at the factory. I told
him we could accomodate him.
"How do you sell them ?" he ques-

tioned.
"By the ton," I answered. "This

answer brought forth a smile of course,
but it is the actual truth. Jewelers are
hustlers all ; they are ever on the watch
for any improvements which will give
them an advantage over their com-
petitors, and thus improvements and
cheapening processes are encouraged.
In the United States there are probably
twenty millions of button wearers, and
at the price we furnish them today,
we still make as much profit as we did
when they sold at $13.50 a gross."

" I would not trade my old Boss case
that I have carried for twenty years for all
the watch cases in the world. It has been
in many a tight place, and has always come
out safe and sound, insuring perfect protec-
tion to the works—which are the best—a
necessary luxury with us knights of the
throttle. If you want a watch, take the
advice of an old engineer and get a Boss."

These cases are guaranteed to last twenty-five years.
Many that have been in use for thirty years are still in tact.
They are made of two plates of solid gold, fvu karats fine,
overlaying a plate of composition metal, in such a way as to
leave no exposed surfaces. They are stronger, stiffer, and
afford better protection to the movements than solid gold cases.

Every genuine James Boss Case contains this trade

MARK mark stamped in the back. Refuse all others.

STARTING from the idea that the hand
varies in size with the amount of blood
present in it at any moment, Professor
Mosso, the Italian physiologist, has
made some most interesting investiga-
tions. In his first experiments the hand
was placed in a closed vessel of water,
when the change in the circulation pro-
duced by the slightest action of the
body or brain, the smallest thought or
movement, was shown by the rise or
fall in the liquid in the narrow neck of
the vessel. With a large balance, on
which the horizontal human body may
be poised, he has found that one's
thoughts may be literally weighed,
and that even a dream, or the effect of
a slight sound during slumber, turn
the blood to the brain sufficiently to
sink the balance of the head. The
changing pulse even told him when a
professional friend was reading Italian
and when Greek; the greater effort for
the latter duly affecting the blood flow.

WORK on the Grand Trunk's great
tunnel at Sarnia, which is to connect
Canada with the United States, is being
pushed with vigor from both sides.
The entire length will be 8,500 feet, of
which 2,200 feet will be under the
river.

M. GRANDELMONT, Of Lyons, is of
the opinion that many troubles of the
eye are of dyspeptic origin, and not due
to anomalies of refraction. The visual
defects observed from faulty assimila-
tion of food consist in a diffused pain of
the globe,radiating toward the temples,
the forehead and even the scalp. Other
patients complain of darkness, half
sight, double objects and moving ob-
jects. All these ocular disturbances
may be cured or greatly ameliorated by
careful attention to diet and hygiene,
and by the persistent use of moderate
doses of saline laxatives and alkalies.

These Stem Winding Attachments have been applied to about Thirty-Five Thousand American
Watches, and are giving entire satisfaction. They are no longer " an experiment." They are for sale
by all reputable Jobbers and by the manufacturer. Watches may also be sent for alteration direct to

You aro offered the following Advantages
in Dealing with us.

FIRsTLY.–We print all our Paper Boxes, such as Nest, Ring, Thimble and Silverware free of charge.
SECONDLY.—OUr prices for that line of goods are among the lowest in the market.
THIRDLY–Our facilities for manufacturing Plush, Velvet and Morocco Jewelry and Silverware

Cases are so complete that we are enabled to offer them at the most moderate prices known
to-day for first-class goods.

It will pay you to deal with us. Our new catalogue is just issued. We carry everything needed
in Jewelers' Findings, Tags, Cotton, Tissue Paper, Chamois Skin, Sealing Wax, Twine,
Rouge, Jewelers Cards, etc.

Silverware Cases Watch Boxes.
come in Fine Quality Silk Plush, lined with Satin,
with French Edge, also lined with Surah Silk.

per doz.
For Butterknife, • $ 8 so
For Sugar Spoon, . 8 50
For X dozen Tea Spoons, TO 50
For 1 dozen Tea Spoons, 15 oo
For X dozen Table Spoons, 15 oo
For 1 dozen Table Spoons, 2I 00
For X dozen Forks, 15 oo
For 1 dozen Forks, 2 1 00
For X dozen Knives, I ,5 oo
For 1 dozen Knives, 21 oo

"WHAT'S the matter?" I asked a
friend, a jeweler, as I went into the
store and found him slapping the trays

*around quite regardless of the delicacy
of some of the wares, while a frown
drew his forehead into as many wrin-
ides as a strip of corduroy. "Haven't

THE plain gold ring now, as for many
years past, remains the correct style
in wedding rings. The engagement
ring permits of the gratification of indi-
vidual taste, and is usually set with
the gem most admired by the fairfiancee. Upon receipt of $1.25, a sample

will be sent by mail.

In Embossed Savoy Plush
lined with Fine Quality Satin.

For Butterknife,
For Sugar Spoon,
For X dozen Tea Spoons,
For i dozen Tea Spoons,
For X dozen Table Spoons,
For i dozen Table Spoons,
For X dozen Forks,
For i dozen Forks,
For X dozen Knives,
For I dozen Knives,

per doz.

$ 7 50
7 50
8 50

12 00
12 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
12 00
15 00

come in the finest quality Silk Plush, and are
lined with Fine Satin.

per doz.
No. 4. Leather. Ladies' or Gent's, . • $ 5 00
No. 6. Plush, with spring and catch, square corners

Ladies' or Gents' . . . . 7 00
No. 7. Same as No. 6. Ladies' size, . .
No. 12. Fine Silk Plush, lined with Plush, spring

and catch, Ladies', . . . 8 5o
No. 16 Gents' size, same as No. 12., . . 10 50
No. i. Imitation Alligator, lined with fine satin,

with catch and spring, . . .
Oval Watch Box for Ladies, finest quality, plush

lined with Plush, perfect oval in shape, with
catch and spring, . . . 8 50

Savoy Plush Watch Box without catch and spring,
Ladies' or Gents' size, . . . 5 00

Savoy Plush Watch Box for Ladies, lined with Savoy
Plush, with catch and spring, . .

Albert Zugsmith,
907 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.



The Best, Most Reliable and Cheapest

. The New Owings Building.
S. W. Cot. Dearborn and Adams Streets, Chicago.

Our New Quarters after May tat.

To THE READERS OF THE KEYSTONE:
This month we are able to show a cut

of the new and commodious quarters to
be occupied by the Chicago Horological
Institute, May Ist. It is the new
Owings Building, on the S. E. corner
of Dearborn and Adams Streets, one
block from their present location, and
directly opposite the Post-office. It is
one of the finest buildings in the city,
and is provided with every convenience
that ingenuity can suggest.

It is seldom an institution meets with
the success this has. From the start, it
has received the utmost approval of the
trade, and has been heartily endorsed
both by them and all the trade journals,
and its projectors have fulfilled their
promises, and more to, for they have
founded the model institution of its
kind, and have equipped with lavish
hand this school of watchmaking, not
only for the improving of those who
think they are and have been watch-
makers for years, but it is equally valu-
able to the student who wishes to learn
the trade in a thorough manner. They
have provided competent instructors in
every branch, and spared no expense to
establish a school that the trade can have
confidence in, and feel that they get the
best when coming to this institution for
a course of study. On employing one
of its graduates, the latter will, when
he graduates, always carry away with
him a diploma showing his capabilities
and standing in their new rooms. Each
department will be separated, and a per-
fect system of instruction adopted that
will be more advantageous for the
student than any that has been used.
The securing of new rooms was made

necessary by the present size of the
school and the large number of appli-
cants. So it seems that there is a desire
on the part of many in the trade to im-
prove their work. This is commend-
able, and should be encouraged to the
utmost. For here is established a school
of the highest character attainable, and
in their new and permanent home may
they succeed in elevating the present
and the coming workman, giving to the
trade finished watchmakers of which
there are so few. Go ahead with the
good work, gentlemen, and carry to a
successful issue what you have so ably
and auspiciously commenced.

Fitting any regular 18 size American
Case.

Trenton Movements in Keystone Silveroid Cases make
most desirable low-priced watch.

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO CASH DISCOUNT.

Send for new Price List, and ask your Jobber for the New
Trenton Watches as above. If you cannot get them
from him, send direct to

TIMING HORSES BY CLOCKWORK Continued from page 9. Gold and Silver Refiner. Great Reduction.
The chronograph clock, tried at the

Coney Island meeting, should be adopt-
ed by all racing associations. The dial
of the clock, which shows the minutes
and the one-fifth seconds, has a diameter
of thirty inches, thereby allowing div-
isions of time to be seen at a great dis-
tance. The chronograph gearing is
made on the bevel wheel principle,
similar to the one used in the Waltham
watch chronograph, thereby making a
perfect instrument. The minute hand
and the one-fifth second hand are started,
stopped and returned to 12 through an
electrical appliance, either from the
judges' stand or from any part of the
track. Should the horses start from a
point distant from the judges' stand the
hands are started by an electric button
near the starter and stopped by another
button behind the wire on the judges'
stand.
As many buttons as necessary can

be placed on the track, and any one or
all of the three operations can be made
from any of the buttons. The starting
and stopping of the hands is instan-
taneous, being obtained by a slight
touch of the button. 'Both hands are
returned to the starting point (r 2) by
means of any of the electric buttons.
The motive power is obtained by a
weight of ninety pounds attached to the
great wheel, which has a maintaining
power, to allow the running of the clock
to remain undisturbed while winding
it. When the hands are at rest the
clock keeps on running, thereby allow-
ing the clock to be perfectly regulated.
The clock will run one day or more if
necessary, and the hands may be oper-
ated an unlimited number of times.—
Detroit Free Press.

ELEGANCE and endurance are corn-
bined in the Boss Bascine Cases.

PAPER pasted, gummed or glued on
to metal, especially if it has a bright
surface, says The Scientific American,
usually comes off on the slightest pro-
vocation, leaving the adhesive material
on the back of the paper, with a surface
bright and slippery as ice. The cheaper
description of clock dials are printed on
paper and then stuck on zinc, but for
years the difficulty was to get the paper
and metal to adhere. It is, however,
said to be now overcome by dipping the
metal into a strong and hot solution of
washing soda, afterward scrubbing per-
fectly dry with a clean rag. Onion juice
is then applied to the surface of the
metal, and the label pasted and fixed in
the ordinary way. It is said to be
almost impossible to separate paper
and metal thus joined. Probably metal
show tablets might be successfully
treated in the same manner.

0. A . Prialson, Watseka, Ills., writes..
" The KEYSTONE is the best journal
I have ever read. It is worth many

20 years atsiteticildidrm-isrin icnhem a 'Watchmaker,' 
references.

ox
633, PotstiaM, N. Y.

BY a 
young man who can do all ordinary watch

work, and all kinds of clock and jewelry re-
paring. Address, box 685, West Bay City, Mich.

BY a young man 22 years old; nearly 4 years ex-
perience at ordinary watch clock and jewelry

repairing; also part of time as salesman. Will
make myself useful at anything. Satisfactory
references. Address, "A. W. S." P. 0. box 12,
Barnesville, 0.

BY young man 4 years experience at watch, clocksand jewelry. West preferred. Can give good
reference. Address, "R. A. L." 394 Main St. Wor-
cester, Mass.

BY a 
young married man as watchmaker and en-

.graver, first-class workman, with 20 years ex-
perience. Can furnish good references. Western
city preferred. Address, "Wright," 344 5th Ave.,
West, Cedar Rapids, Ia

wANTgoPOSITION:—Have had six years exper-
ieuce in jewelry business, can do watch, clock

and jewelry work. But would prefer traveling po-
sition. Give the best of recommendations. Can re-
spond immediately. Address, John Lakin, Rush-
ville, Ind.

BY young man with strictly temporate habits.HasWhitcomb Lathe, and set of tools, with 2 years
experience. Can do all.kinds of clock and jewelry
repairing, and light watch work. Wants to imp-
rove trade. Can furnish good reference. Address,
"Willing Hand," 229 Summit St., Toledo, 0.

BY a young man 20 years of age, to finish tradeunder a good workman. Have had 14 months
experience at bench, and can furnish A a refer-
ences as to natural ability. Have fine set a tools,
including No. itrz Moody Lathe •'11rd," and nice
portable bench. Not particular about wages,
except expenses. Address, "Biz," P. 0. box 17,
Wyaconda, Mo.

008ITION wanted by first class watchmaker and
V engraver. Wags not less titan $20 per week.
Address, "Ceb.," care this office

DYfirst-class watchmaker,goodsalesman,situation
D must be in California. Ready after,May tat.
C. H. Freeman, care The weeber Co., 78 and 82
State St., Chicago, Ill.

A WATCHMAKER with 17 years experience at the
ti bench. Wishes a situation as traveling sales-
man for any wholesale jewelry house. Has to stop
work at the bench on account of weak eyes. Can
furnish best of reference as to honesty, moral hab-
its, &c. Address, C. Watchmaker, Hartwell, Hart
County, Ga.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker and jeweler, 15 years

• 

experience. Can take charge of store,and bench
work, do engraving. C. Kohler, Oman House,
Larkin st., Findlay, 0.

°INGLE, 12 years experience at the bench, am a
graduate optician. Satisfactory reference.

Box 141, Andower, N. Y.

OY first-class watchmaker, to years experience.

• 

Best of reference. My own tools. A good sit-
uation desired, more than wages. Address,
"Watchmaker," care of this office.

DY an American, 27 years old, single, 13 years at
D the bench. Competent for all work usually
done in first-class store, including watches, clocks,
jobbing and engraving. Best ot Reference fur-
nished, and required. Address, "Xen," care this
office.

Y young man, single, from Europe, twelve
D years experience, a first-class workman on
watches, clocks. Speak German, French, but only
a little English. Best of reference given. Arnold
Baettig, Upper Alton, Ills.

Y a young man, can do all kinds of watch, clock
D aud jewelry repairiug,also engraving. Speaks
English and German. Address, "Reknetk," care of
the KEYSTONE

DY a watchmaker. Good reference in workman-D ship and morality; have good set of tools. • K,"
care this office.

TO work in a jeweli y store. Young man 5 years
I experience. Fair workman, good salesman,
First class ref. Address, A. V. Allen, care of F. R.
Harvey, Windsor, Conn.

825 Filbert Street Phila. Pa1 •
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

Dealer in

FINE TOOLS I MATERIALS
Watch Repairing for the trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

Orders promptly filled.
Send for Price List of Repairing.

• To The Trade. .I make a specialty of supplying the trade with
stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of
Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-
tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand.
kind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price L

Wm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly
glass grinding. For sale at your mat-
erial house, or by mail, $1.00.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Creenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

CHARLES KOHLBUSCH,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.
Repairs promptly attended to.

OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and 

14'"faetnredLtYtF 

BEST,
&OUST
and Lighted.

impossible to tip t over by Reeking.
Makes up four different weights, th a same
as four boats emalabonl 1n one. las and
paddle are) Dined, and puck In boat with.
out extra charge. Thin eat ShOWS the IR
twelve-toot boat and gliding died.
Send for Illustrated Catzlogo.

All kinds of Engraving at low prices.

Every Jeweler should have his picture or place of
business printed on his letter heads, cards, and
advertisements. Send photogragh of what you
want, and we will gladly send estimate. Give us
a trial. Correspondence solicited.

When inter-
ested, write
your jobber
for Price List,
or to the man-
ufacturers.

II. N. DAVIS,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.
- ---
Popular Eight Day, all Walnut Clocks. St. Mar-

tin, St. John, St. Paul, St. Peter, St. Lawrence, St.
James ; having bolted movements and polished
springs. Prices the lowest. Write to

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Jewelers Deplbt.

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.
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HOUTON
&C0o)

Manchester, N. 111.

Mit itufacturers
of Face Plates
with hardened
Chuck. Every
one warrranted
Ask your Job-
ber for one oil
approval. Price
$11.50.

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,
Manufacturing Jewelers

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed.

The place to get your Spectacle and Bye-Glass
repairing done at extremely low prices is at

Eccleston & Sibley's,

Southbridge, Mass.
All work guaranteed first-class. Send for price list.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

SEND TO

Farjeon & Co,
No. 25 John St., New York City.

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods

Jewelers'Finclings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens $1,75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

JERGENSON MAINSPRING
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

Complete set with grits, polish-

ing material, chargers and full

directions. In case, by mail, $1.50.

With this set any jeweler can

replabe a broken skeleton eye-glass

lens, drill holes, equally as well as

by sending to factory, and produce

rapidly as fine polish on edges or

any lens, or crystal. For sale by

all material houses.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

Manufacturers of Brushes, Jewelers, Watch Case
Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes,

Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, the Best and
Cheapest Nickel Time and Alarm Clocks made.

A PROCESS of engraving on glass and
crystal by electricity has been com-
municated to the French Academy of
Sciences by M. Plante. The plate to
be engraved is covered with a con-
centrated solution of nitrate of potash,
and put in connection with one of the
poles in the battery, and the design is
traced out with a fine platinum point
connected to the other pole. The results
are said to be of marvelous delicacy.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

E. H. Allen,
Manufacturing Jeweler,

575 E. 14th Street, - - New York.
Jobbing and matching of all kinds. Plain, hard

soldering, to cts. Rings pieced front 20 cts. up.
Mail orders promptly attended to. Allen's Easy
Flowing Silver Solder, $1.25 per oz.

Job Springs for American Cases.

This Spring can be made to fit any American
case. The back is brass. This spring is made of
spring steel, and easily to fit. Price, to cents each,
or $t.00 per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der and Colorer. •

All kinds or work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at-

tention.

To the Trade.
We make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having
all the best facilities for doing work. We are enabled
to do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on
short notice. Send for our new price list.

Richards & Rutishauser.
49 and ii State St., Room to, Chicago, Ill.

THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight
Striking Clocks, etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets, Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture Small Metalic Wares of every de-
scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks,
Metal Buttons, Buckles, Eyelets, and all kinds ot
Round, Square and pressed Tin, Brass, etc. Esti-
mates furnished for Special Articles in Metal,
Gold, Silver, Copper Plating and Japaning. Dies
and Punches made to order.

528 N. Tenth St., Phila., Pa.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S, to send me

their overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas. Reiss,
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
Well-known to the trade since the last 20 years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price List.

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for actual Workshop Business.
Lathes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Etc.

Polishing Machines. Lathes for the
heavier work of „jewelers.

OUR Patent Veloci-

without  Pede qFtio st 
Foot-

oonw etrl es
best yet applied to
Lathes. Read a few

1 Au expressions from those
using them "I do not
see how your lathes
can be produced at such
a low cost." " The Vel-
oeipede Foot-Power is
simply elegant." "Can
turn a whole day, and
feel as little tired as

though only walking around." " In regard to the
Velocipede Voot-Power,I consider the lathe without
an equal." " Using the Velocipede Foot-Power, the
operator can hold a steady hand for doing the
work." " For doing actual business, the lightest or
the heaviest, give me the Velocipede Foot-Power."
'The s'A Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." " What astonishes inc is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a sum of
money." " The No. Lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." " I can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I can on any
other style of foot-power lathe." " There is no tax
on strength, the body is at rest, steady, the hands
and attention free for the job." " The Velocipede—
is the best foot-power of any for lathes." Sold
ON TRIAL. Price List Free.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Illinois.
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Spectacles.
We have succeeded in bringing our New Line—that of

Spectacles, Eye-Glasses, and Materials for the same—to the

same stage of completeness as our Watch and Chain line,

and our customers know that this means the very highest

achievement possible in that direction. We spare no pains to

devolop our system with absolute faithfulness to details, and

thereby have won the flattering opinion of a large and loyal

trade. Our line comprises the entire range, produced by

T. A. Willson & Co., Reading, Pa.
which, in every essential feature, is unrivalled, and in its

special features is unequalled. These special features are the

Compensating Joint (which will not wear loose ;) the Inter-

changeability of all parts (even including the Riding, Bow with

the Straight) and the Stop piece at the Temple Joint to prevent

strain. We have the respective styles in regular, large and

extra large eye, regular and Long Temple, with all variations:

We respectfully solicit your orders.

Bowman & Musser,
Jobbers in

Watches, Chains,
Spectacles, Tools and Materials.

Lancaster, Pa.

ESTABLISHED 1864.

STERN & STERN,
Importers and Manufacturers

Diamonds,

Watches,
and

Jewelry

No. 13 Maiden Lane,

New York.
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Something fieW and Useful.

The Improved

HIDE-FACED HAMMER.
Pat. Feb. 28, 1888.

Weight, 10 Ounces.

A most excellent tool for the watch-
maker, Jeweler, and Metal Worker, as
a hard elastic blow can be given, without
injury to the work. Made of finely fin-
ished maleable iron, with movable rings
that hold the raw hide pieces in place.
These faces, when worn are quickly
replaced.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Extra Faces, per Pair, 5 Cents.

We will send one by mail upon
receipt of 6o cents.

Manufactured only by

W. W. OLIVER
430 Niagara St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Our New 1889 Catalogue free to any address.
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CABLE

JEWELERS
NEW Sops

SOLE

alrfekciluriAl
dgYing

erfONaidrilalicand JJ c35 SOerty
OFEICE,S0 MA/DEN LANE.

N.Y.AGENTS TERRY CLOCKS. NEWYORK,

TRADE

GLOBE go CASES,
MARK

Our Illustrated

JEWELRY OR
jal7IHRIAL

WIWILOGrIE$
should be in the hands of every

Dealer.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
PUBLISHED, SENT TO THE

TRADE FREE.

WE CARRY COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS IN OUR

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE

STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

23 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 23

I. Bedichimer,
No. 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturer of

Masonic Marks,
Society Emblems, Pins and Jewels.

Largest and Finest Assortments of Mystic Shrine
Badges in the United States.

Hunt St. Fuller
73 Nassau St., New York.

Makers of the

Mystic Shrine Jewels
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet, Topaz, etc. set with

Diamonds, gmeralds, Rubies.

Knight Templars'
and Mystic Shrine Buttons.

Jobbing Stones and Repairing Jewelry for ihe trade.

Send to

A. N. Clark,
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illaustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

A. N. Clark, Manufacturer, Plainville, Conn.

Ask your Jobbers for

Eddy's Patent Repair Clamp
For Holding Broken Spectacle and Eye-Glass

Frames while being Soldered.

1111111111111111141)',.—.._if

Graduating Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.
Takes at one dip oil for one side train. Gives minimum or maximum oil

for finest or largest pivot. Places oil where old style will not. Point is gold.
Does not corrode or scratch, simple to use, and well made for 25 cents. At
your Material House or by mail.

W. E. HAMMOND, Greenport, Suffolk Co. N. Y.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys.
No. 41 Bench Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.
Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

The Harstrom Adjusted Spring.

Patented Jan. 17, 1888.

In sizes I, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 18. Made of fine steel, highly finished and not
tempered ; is easily fitted. Many testimonials as to its being "just the thing"
for jobbing. Sold at all leading Material Houses. Price $1 per doz. or send
fo cents for sample to

The N. Y. Watch Case Spring Mfg. Co.,
41 and 43 Maiden Lane, New York.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALMIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A. thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Lye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three rears old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superioi
qualification in Optical science. Fees $60. For further particulars, address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

This Tool will hold any break that may occur on any Spectacle and Eye-

Glass Frame, while being soldered. Without the use of Charcoal pins or wire,

it makes the repairing of light Gold Spectacles a clean and easy job. I will

send one postpaid to any address on receipt of 75 cents. Liberal discount to
Jobbers. Write for prices.

N. J. Eddy, Patentee, Portland, Mich.
Remit by Post Office Note or Express Order

Pine Rolled Plate, White Stone, in Diamond Mountings.

Best Ladies' and Gents' Collar Buttons.

Very best combined BACK SCARF HOLDER and COLLAR BUTTON made.

• Seamless Ball Ear-Drops, Shawls and Ribbon Pins,
All warranted Heavy 12 K.

Also only genuine patent Filled GOLD and SILVER THIMBLES.

"

Barker Mfg. Co.,
38 Friendship Street, Providence, Rhode Island.

Send for Price List.

S.
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A ITENTION!!!
Nickel Silver Cases Given Away

In order to bring our improved watches more prominently before the trade, and as an Extra In-

ducement to Dealers to purchase the Best Low Priced Watch in the market, we will

GIVE AWAY ONE DOZEN NICKEL SILVER S. W. CASES
with every purchase of one dozen "Trenton" American Movements, and Fit the Movements in the

Cases. No orders taken for less than one dozen.

but send along your orders at once and not lose this

This special offer will close May 1st. Don't ponder,

GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY.
IMEM■111•111111

Trenton Watch Company,
177 Broadway, New York.

75 Cents Each
FOR NICKEL CASES.

$4.00
For the New Stem Winding Cheshire Movement, Open

Face and Hunting.

These prices are spot cash. 6 off when cash accompanies the order.

David F. Conover & Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

THE KEYSTONE, APRIL, 1889.

If you wish to find the best place in this country to learn
the watchmaking trade in all its branches, go to

PARSONS'
SCHOOL for WATCHMAKERS

La Porte, Indiana.

The first and best school in this country. Send for
Circulars and Testimonials.

A BOON IN ANY BUSINESS.
EVERY JEWELER SHOULD HAVE IT.

Pershing's Petit Ledger.

300 SMALL ACCOUNTS KEPT
WITHOUT TROUBLE.

Every account in alphabetical order.
No more loose "tickets," or "slips." A
practical and perfect system. Safe, sim-
ple, sure. Always ready with record for
seller and receipt for buyer. Over 100,-
000 in use. We also manufacture a great
variety of ADVERTISING SPEC-
IALTIES, Cards, Foot Rules, Yard
Sticks, Memorandum Books, Blotters,
School Bags, etc. and the finest line of
ADVERTISING FANS to be found
anywhere.

SEND FOR CIRCULARS AND SAMPLES.

F. B. Pershing & Co• 9 9 South Bend Ind.
The Editors of the KEYSTONE reccommend this device to all Merchants.

United States

Smelting and Refining Works,
17 John Street, - New York.

Wollstein & Sulzberger,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.

Sole manufacturers of PHCRNIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.

Importers of CHEMICALLY PURE COPPER, etc.

Dealers in FINE GOLD and SILVER IN BARS, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Gold and Silver Bought.

Border Chased.

Successors to

McCarty & Hurlburt,
131 N. Second St.

Chased.

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons,
Wholesale Agents for AMERICAN WATCHES.

Manufacturers of

Gold and Silver Thimbles, Gold Spectacles, and Silverware.

938 Market Street, Phila., Pa.

Hutchinson's
Practical School for Watchmakers,

La Porte, Indiana.

21

Insures the speediest, least expensive and most thorough course of instruction to young

men that desire to become expert watchmakers of any institution of the kind in the U.S.

Both sexes admitted. Students may begin at any time. Partial, as well as full courses,

given. Spend your summer vacation by taking a course in this school. Circulars, study

courses and references on application. Trade work at prices below any other house.

Send for Price List.

Extract from letter from John Bliss & Co., to J. L. Hutchinson:

New York City, April 2, ISS9.

The staff sent for our inspection has been examined with much interest, and it shows creditable
workmanship in all its details. If your school succeeds in starting beginners rightly, teaching them
to fill, turn, polish and adjust without injury to the various parts of a watch, a great benefit Nvill be
conferred on the trade and public generally.

J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

The Most Useful and Important Invention
for Watchmakers.

- 

It is the simplest and most effective machine
ever produced for that purpose. Being now ill
use over one year by the best Jewelers from New
York to California, all over the country, it has
proved to be all what it claims to do. Its price be-
ing only $35.00, which is much less than such a
machine ought to sell at. Its perfect working
being well established by experience. It will not
be sent on trial any more, but only furnished on
the receipt of $35.00, less 6 per cent.

Greaves Demagnetizer (Patented).
" We have tested your Demagnetizer and find that it works admirably and accomplishes all that

you claim for it." Aurora Watch Co.

"Please send a Greave Demagnetizer to manufacturer   and if it is as satisfactory as
ours it will be all right." C. Prettsser Jewelry Co.

" The Demagnetizer was received yesterday. I demagnetized two watches already. It works
splendidly." 

0 Ether,' etc.

Address all correspondence and orders to

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,
No. 815 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

If your Watch or Clock
does not run, take

them to

QUICK & CO.,
Hustletown, U. S. A.

These cuts are a tak-
ing novelty for bill heads
cards and advertise—
ments. Sent to any ad-
dress on receipt of $2.

(COPYRIGHTED.) (COPYRIGHTED.)

W. C. SPRAGUE, Chicago Lawn, Cook Co., Ill.

LONDON, ONT., March 25th, 1889.
This is to certify that we have examined and thoroughly tested Geo. W. Pitt's l'atent

Combination Hand Holder, and regard it a complete tool, and the best and most com-
plete for the purpose yet invented. Like Hall's Staking Tool, no one will be without it
after once using it.

C. R. SUMMERS, THOS. GILLIAN,
JOHN BROADIE, A. S. MURRAY & Co.,
GEO. PE1TON 7 T. A. MCCONICY,

0. A. DOCEBAM•

The above are all practical watchmakers in London*, Out.

Macnair & Burlingame,
Manufacturers of'

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

226 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Sell direct to the

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
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Kegstone Filled Case,
If you want the best filled case made (except the James

Boss), buy the KEYSTONE.

For the money, you can't beat it.

We;show here a few of our many new designs.

Icegg0118 Watch Ca$8 COMpagg,

New York.
Philadelphia.

Chicago.

K EV5TO N E

FILLED
'

•
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Seth Thomas Watches.
We have the following from the Supt. of the Naval Observatory:

Seth Thomas Clock Company,
20 Murray St., New York.

DEAR SIRS :—The subjoined table shows the effects of changes of temperature upon

the watches submitted by your Company for the Observatory trial in the temperature room.

WASHINGTON, D. C., April 2nd, 1889.

table,

Open Face.
Trade No. lot

Movt. No. 25494.
Daily rates.

Hunting.
Trade No. 102.

Movt. No. 28007

Daily rates.

Hunting.
'rrade No.102.

Most. No:34952.
Daily rates.

Temperature. -i-gaining
—losing

Change
of rate.

+gaining
—losing

Change
of rate.

gaining
—losing

Change
of rate.

450 --13.427 —4 070 +12.252

550 --11.154 +2.273 +0.703 +4.773 +9.668 —2.584

7o° --10.947 +0. 207 —0.768 --1.471 +3.982 i --5.686

85° --10.465 +0.482 —4.393 —3 625 --3.250 --7.232

900 --12.041 I —1.576 --5.899 --I 5o6 —6.470 —3.220

The temperature of the room. was constant for two weeks at each degree given in the

except at 900, which was for one week. Yours-truly,
, 

(Signed) R. L. PHYTHIAN, Captain U. S. N., Supt. Naval Observatory.

Sold only by Jobbers who are members of the National Association.
For descriptive Price List, see March number of the KEYSTONE.

Seth Thomas Tower Clocks.
No. 14, 8 Day, Quarter Chime.

Width, 36 inches ; Depth, 28 inches ; Heighth, 54 inches.

Main Wheel, 7 inches ; Strike Wheel, 9 inches.

Pendulum, 4 feet ; Pendulum Ball, 22 lbs.

For one Dial 5 feet or less in diameter, or two Dials 3 feet in diameter.

Plays Westminister chime on four accurately attuned gongs at each quarter,
and strikes hours on a larger gong.

Weighs, boxed, about 800 lbs.

Suitable for large hall or room; also for stables,
porter's lodges, etc.

Seth E. Thomas, Treas.
New York. St. Louis, April 2, 1889.

DEAR SIR : We recently received a letter from J. A. Martin & Co., Paris, Texas,
in which they write regarding the No. 14. Quarter Strike we sold them in February 1888. "It is
the best investment we made in fitting up our new store. Goes just on the tick, and is the greatest
ad. that you can buy with that much money." Yours truly,

J. P. HOLLAND, Manager.

Seth Thomas Clock Company,
Thomaston, Conn

New York, 20 Murray Street. San Francisco, 126 Sutter Street. Chicago, 154 State Street.
London, 7 Cripplegate Buildings, Wood Street.

St. Louis, 1003 Olive Street.



W. W. Coomes & Co•)
Manufacturers ot

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow, Mass.

Silver Bangles,
ovelty Book Marks, Glove Buttons etc.
d this season. 18 John Street, - New York.
Send for Cards of New Designs in Class Pins, etc.

II_ IT_ 1--IMINRICI-1,
Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-

man Watches,
No. 14 John Street, New York.

Chronometers sold on Installments on terms to sult the purchaser.
Chronometers to Rent. $5 per mcnth.

This cut Is a Marine chronometer with Heinrich's adjustable balance. Certificate
from U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing
my chronometers

' 
I will rent them out at the rate of $5 per month, payable in ad-

vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-
ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are In the very best condition, readjusted, and
look like new. Springing and Adjusting with C. A. Paillard's Palladi-
um Balance Springs a Specialty.

J. L. Clark
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver

That the competition in filled cases during the past year

and the great reduction in prices has been the cause of some

manufacturers resorting to methods that are anything but an

advantage to the retailer. The caps, centres and bezels of some

filled cases advertised and sold as 14 K. Filled, are made with

To K. gold.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

The Philadelphia

Adjustable Ca,sesprings.
Watch Protectors. Best in the Market.

$2.50 per Dozen. 50 cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following
ains

woo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains @ 75 cents per dozen.

Instruction in Watchmaking of all the finer branches, combining Theory
and Practice. The advantages I have are unsurpassed, as large models of all
escapements and many other parts of movements are used in explaining.
Why waste years in learning what can be learned in a few months ? The
cost is but small in consideration of time saved, and your increased ability
will make your time worth double. For particulars, address the instructor.

C. A. W. CROSBY,
Treasurer.

at the Mechanics' Fair,

Boston, Mass., 1887.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Successors to T. F. & M. J. B()(;LI_I'„

The Vermont Wholesale Jewelers,

we would suggest, that from time to time, you use your test

stone on the various filled cases you may be buying. Do not

be content to sell Filled Cases solely on the streng* of the

manufacturers guarantee, for while a manufacturer may make

a defective case good to your customer, your reputation-suffers

the most in any transaction where goods are not exactly as

represented.

The gold used in every part of our i4 K. Filled Cases,

namely: Back, Centre, Cap, Bezel, Pendant, etc., is

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Elgin, Waltham, Columbus, Springfield, Ill.,
Seth Thomas and Cliesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold and Gold Filled cases, rich jew-
elry of all kinds ; Rogers & Bro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Slat Ware, Clocks, Gold Pens,
Optical Goods, Watchmaker's Tools and Materials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to. Try its.

BOGLE BROS , White River Junction, Vermont.

Special Reductions in prices, and bargains offered to the
trade Send for Snap Lists to

P.a. Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.

Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

Send for catalogue of the best Lathe in the market. Made by

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
OFFICE : FACTORY:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. Faneuil Station, Bosto

Philadelphia.

Manufacture and carry in stock everything sold and used in
jewelry store.



Manufacturers ot

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow, Mass.

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Rings of every Description.
Silver Bangles,

ovelty Book Marks, Glove Buttons etc.
d this season. 18 John Street, - New York.
Send for Cards of New Designs in Class Pins, etc.

Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-
man Watches,

No. 14 John Street, New York.
Chronometers sold on Installments on terms to suit the purchaser.

Chronometers to Rent. $6 per month.
This cot Is a Marine chronometer with Heinrich's adjustable balance. Certificate

from U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing
my chronometers, I will rent them out at the rate of $5 per month, payable In ad-
vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-
ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are in the very best condition, readjusted, and
look like new. Springing and Adjusting with C. A. Paillard'e Palladi-
um Balance Wprings a Specialty. Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers

J. L. Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

. (C• Ali. K.
AOLO &SILVER REFINER &ASSAYER

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

That the competition in filled cases during the past year

and the great reduction in prices has been the cause of some

manufacturers resorting to methods that are anything but an

advantage to the retailer. The caps, centres and bezels of some

filled cases advertised and sold as 14 K. Filled, are made with

JO K. gold.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Watch Protectors. Best in the Market.

$2.50 per Doyen. 50 cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following
bargains :

moo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains @ 75 cents per dozen.

Instruction in Watchmaking of all the finer branches, combining Theory
and Practice. The advantages I have are unsurpassed, as large models of all
escapements and many other parts of movements are used in explaining.
Why waste years in learning what can be learned in a few months ? The
cost is but small in consideration of time saved, and your increased ability
will make your time worth double. For particulars, address the instructor.

114 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOGLE BROS.,
Successors to 1'. F. & M. J. BOGLE,

we would suggest, that from time to time, you use your test

stone on the various filled cases you may be buying. Do not

be content to sell Filled Cases solely on the strength of the

manufacturers guarantee, for while a manufacturer may make

a defective case good to your customer, your reputation-suffers

the most in any transaction where goods are not exactly as

represented.

The gold used in every part of our 14 K. Filled

Back, Centre, Cap, Bezel, Pendant, etc., is

C. A. NV. CeesaY,
Trea-qirer.

E. PorETT,
Manager.

at the Mechanics' Fair,

Boston, Mass., 1887.

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Min, Waltham, Columbus, Springfield, III.,
Seth Thomas and Chesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold and Gold Filled cases, rich jew-
elry of all kinds ; Rogers & Bro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks, Gold Pens,
Optical Goods, Watchmaker's Tools and Materials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to. Try us.

BOGLE BROS White River Junction, Vermont.

Special Reductions in prices, and bargains offered to the
trade Send for Snap Lists to

P kt. Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.

Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

Send for catalogue of the best Lathe in the market. Made h:

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
OFFICE : FACTORY:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Manufacture and carry in stock everything sold and used in
jewelry store.



C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS.

Whitcomb Lathe.
This popular Lathe always in stock. With or without Attachments

as desired.

The Rocheleau

RING ROLLS
For Stretching Rings.

2 flat rolls, 2 half-round

and oval, i eccentric.

This is a new and popu-

lar Tool.

New Louis XIV. Iron Watch Sign.
See New

English Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

Carved in the

most Beautiful

manner.

ALL GENL INE
have our name
ON DIALS LIKE

TIIIS.

Handsome
Swell Metal

Dials.

Excelsior Lathe.
With Tail Stock—Hard Bearings to Wire Chucks—r Pat.

Chuck—Centering 'fool and Drill Stock.

Watchmakers' Tools.
LATHES, BENCHES,WATCH SIGNS

A SPECIALTY.

Carved Iron Watch Sign with New Oval Eye.
SPEC ATTACHED.

SWMLL

See New
EngliSh Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

ALL GENUINE
have our name
ON DIALS LIKE

THIS.

Cast

RAISED LETTERS

on Rum

00000)L0
P.A:3

SIZES AND PRICES.
 $18 00

21 00
  24 00

. 26 00
 32 50

12 inch   $ 6 so 24 inch
14 ,, 750 26
16 "   950 28 "
18   11 00 30 " .
22 '.   m600 36

46 inch  

...

, $42 50

CHICAGO,

-.:.
SIZES AND PRICES.

12 inch  $ 6 oo 24 inch  $16 00
14 II

g
" 

:   IS OO
  22C0

  io oo 30 "   2400
22 "  15 00 56 "  30 00

Carved Iron Watch Sign for 1889.
With Swell Metal Dials

See New
English Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

GENUINE
have our name
ON DIALS LIKE

THIS.

With RAISED

Cast Metal

letters on Rims

Mt MI 

MI ILLINOIS.
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44#Price List sent on application to Retail

Illustrated Catalogue and Net Pocket

Jewelers only.

Something New and Low Priced

List.
Watches,
Diamonds,
Jewelry,
Silverware,
Clocks,
Canes,
Pens, Pencils, etc.
Watchmakers',
Jewelers' and
Engravers'
Tools, Materials

and

Findings.

INSULATED WATCH PROTECTORS.
Will Protect all Watches against Magnetism.

Convenient in Use. Made in various Sizes.
Perfect in Action.

Price within the reach of Everybody.

For Sale by all Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers.

\

Nat. Applied Not,
Pat. Applied For.

Manufactured only by the

Pat. Applied 1-,■.t.

Newark Watch Case Material Co., Alex. Milne, President.
Manufacturers of PENDANTS, BOWS, CROWNS, SPRINGS, etc.

New York Office: No. 41 Maiden Lane. Mention this Paper. Factory : No. 19 Ward St., Newark, N. J.



C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS. •
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Whitcomb Lathe.
This popular Lathe always in stock. With or without Attachments

as desired.

The Rocheleau

RING ROLLS
For Stretching Rings.

2 flat rolls, 2 half-round
and oval, 1 eccentric.

This is a new and popu-
lar Tool.

Excelsior Lathe.
With Tail Stock—Hard Bearings—ro Wire Chucks—t Pat.

Chuck—Centering Tool and Drill Stock.

Watchmakers' Tools.
LATHES, BENCHES,WATCH SIGNS

A SPECIALTY.

New Louis XIV. Iron Watch Sign. Carved Iron Watch Sign with New Oval Eye.

See New
English Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

itka=.
ALL GENUINE

have our name
ON DIALS LIKE

TIIIS.

Carved in the

most Beautiful

manner.

Handsome
Swell Metal

Dials.

SPEC ATTACHED.

S-N,A7=1.A

See New
Englihh Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

ALL GENUINE
have our name
ON DIAI.S LIKE

THIS.

Cast

RAISED LETTERS

on Ruts.

SIZES AND PRICES.
12 illl'il   $ 6 50 24 inch  $18 oo
14 -   750 26 "   21 00
"  28 "   

:I:°16
18 •'
22 "

46 inc  

950
11 00
16 00

30
36
"
"  

.

$42 80

o
32 50

CHICAGO,

Carved Iron Watch Sign for 1889.
With Swell Metal Dials

See New
English Pendant
and Crown with
Twisted Bow.

ALL GENUINE
have our name
ON DIALS I.1KE

THIS.

With RAISED

Cast Metal

letters on Rims

SIZES AND PRICES.
12 inch  $ 6 oo 24 inch  $16 oo

1.2 
  700 26 18 

::.8 "  
800 

"  
28 "   22C0

00

1000 30 "   24 00
22 "  36 0  •

15 00 30 00

MI ILLINOIS.
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•#Illustrated Catalogue and Net Pocket
Price List sent on application to Retail
Jewelers only. 

Something New and Low Priced

25

List.
Watches,
Diamonds,
Jewelry,
Silverware,
Clocrs,
Canes,
Pens, Pencils, etc.
Watchmakers',
Jewelers' and
Engravers'
Tools, Materials

and

Findings.

INSULATED WATCH PROTECTORS.

Will Protect all Watches against Magnetism.

1 I 11111111111r,1911■''"00

Convenient in Use. Made in various Sizes.

Perfect in Action.

Price within the reach of Everybody.

For Sale by all Jobbers and Wholesale Dealers.

Pat. Applied For, Pat. Applied For.

Manufactured only by the

Pat. Applied For.

Newark Watch Case Material Co., Alex. Milne, President.
Manufacturers of PENDANTS, BOWS, CROWNS, SPRINGS, etc.

New York Office : No. 41 Maiden Lane. Mention this Paper. Factory : No. 19 Ward St., Newark, N. J.
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Lted
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

One of the few houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods at retail.

Special Bargains for April.
Lot No. I.

Steel Eye-Glasses. Former price, $4 50 per doz.

Reduced to $3 oo.

Lot No. 2. '

Steel Eye-Glasses. Former price, $3 50 per doz.

Reduced to $2 oo.

Lot No. 3.

Steel Spectacles. Former price, $6 oo per dozen.

Reduced to $3 oo.

Lot No. 4.

Steel Spectacles. Former price, $3 oo per dozen.

Reduced to $2 oo.

We sold more than Two Thous-

and dozen of the above goods during

March, and have not had Fifty dozen
returned to us, which, to say the least,

is very gratifying to us.

Lot No. 5.

Solid Gold Riding Bows. Former price, $r 75.

Reduced to $r 35 per pair.

Lot No. 6.

Solid Gold Straight Temple Spectacles. Former

price, $2 25. Reduced to $r 8o per pair.

Lot No. 7.

Solid Gold Eye-Glasses, regular guard. Former

price $2 oo. Reduced to $r so per pair.

Who is entitled to your con-
fidence and patronage ? The
Jobber and Manufacturer who
retails, or the Manufacturer
and Jobber who does not sell
anyone, under any circumstan-
ces, at retail. We beg leave to
call the attention of the trade
to their oft repeated assertion,
that they wished they could
find a Jobber who did not sell
at retail; a Jobber into whose
galesroom they could go and
not be under the annoying ne-
cessity of meeting their cus-
tomers, or those who would be
their customers, if they did not
imagine they were getting
lower prices of the Jobbers.
Again, we ask, does it not pay
you better to patronize the
Manufacturer and Jobber who
protects your interests, than it
&Ifs to buy of the one who is
not satisfied with selling you,
but endeavors to sell your cus-
tomers also, and as you know,
succeeds very often, too often,
in doing so.

Lot No. 8.

Solid Gold Eye-Glasses, Bausch patent. Former
price, $2 25. Reduced to $1 So per pair.

We sold more than One Hundred
and Twenty-Five dozen of the above
gold goods, and not one pair has been
returned to us. Further comment is
unnecessary.

Lot. No. 9.

This is a particularly fine Spectacle
set with First Periscopic Lenses.

Former price, $6 50 per dozen.
Reduced to $3 00,

Send to us for a sample dozen steel
and a sample pair of gold, and if you
are not pleased with the goods, return
the samples. If you think the offer a
good one, order just what you need, and
we will be glad to fill your orders, giv-
ing you Any focus whatever, between
Five inches and One Hundred and
Fourty-Four inches.

Remember we have the largest
Prescription lens grinding department
in the world.

We examine all our lenses before
sending same out, and guarantee them
absolutely perfect.

Lot No. 10.

Fine Iron Spectacles. Former price, 85 cents.
Reduced to 6o cents per doz.

Remember we carry the largest
stock of A. B. lenses and A. B. cylin-
ders, ground on the dioptric system, in
the country, and can fill your orders
from stock either ground to any size
eye or uncut. If you need any, let us
quote you prices.

•
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F. A. HARDY & CO.,
Headquarters for Spectacles.

Sell the

. BEST GOODS AT LO WEST PRICES

We offer for this month only

Best Brazilian Pebble Spectacles at

$8.00 per doz., net cash.

Send 70 cents and get a sample.

Dealers in Spectacles, who wish to deal with a House making

that line a Specialty, and possessing facilities for filling orders accu-

rately, promptly and cheaply, should buy of us.

Send for Catalogue to

46 AND 48 MADISON ST., CHICAGO, ILL.

A YEARLY INCOME
Of hundreds of Dollars can be added to the resourses of any Watchmaker or

Jeweler at a cost of only

$50.00 and one month's time
by attending the •

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF OPTICS,
To be opened May1,1889.

People value their sight more highly than any other want which it is
within the province of a Jeweler to supply. They buy a very large proportion
of their spectacles from "traveling opticans," because they have a fairly well
founded opinion that their jeweler does not know how to fit them, and hope
the stranger may know. They also buy a cheaper grade of glasses from the
jeweler, because, as a rule they are allowed to pick out any glass that they can
see through regardless of whether they fit or not. If the jewelers will take
pains to learn how to fit the eyes properly, their neighbors and customers will
cease to patronize strangers and will buy from them, and buy better classes of
goods. Every person in your community over 45 years of age uses spectacles,
and a large percentage of the younger people. These people prefer to buy
of some one who understands how to fit them. Consequently, there is a
steady income to be derived from them which cannot be taken away from
you by general stores and clothing dealers, provided you will honestly
equip yourself with the necessary knowledge.

There is more money to be made in fitting eyes and supplying spectacles
at $2.00 per pair, than in sitting at the bench repairing watches. People val-
ue their eyes more than their watches, and will pay more to correct them.
Hence it will pay you to attend the above school. It is fully equipped with
the necessary apparatus, and has an able corps of instructors. For particulars,
address,

F. A. HARDY,
48 Madison Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Reference : "THE KEYSTONE."

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

•11•■111■MINNII

Special Wholesale Agents

PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES.
111••■=1" 

-
American Manufacture.

 1111111=

16 Size, from $7.50 upward,

18 Size, from $15.00 upward,

Hunting and
Open Face.

NEMIN•111•111111111111111111111M11

A complete line of all other makes of CASES and MOVEMENTS, particularly the

NEW 0• SIZE ELGIN AND I SIZE WHAM GOLD WATCHES.
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Aurora Watch Company,
Manufacturers of

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS
of Superior Finish and Time-Keeping Qualities of Highest Character
Eleven Grades of Open Face Pendant Setting

Movements.

Eleven Grades of Open Face Lever Setting
Movements.

Eleven Grades of Htg. Stem-Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key-Wind Movements.

Four Grades of 6 size Stem-Wind Movements.

Special mention is made of the higher

grades of ADJUSTED Movements, SPECIALLY

ADAPTED TO RAILWAY SERVICE. They are

more thoroughly adjusted and keep closer time

than any other watch in the market.

Manufacturers also of the GUILD Watch,
- Made under special contract with the U. S. Jewelers' Guild, bearing the "Guild" registered trade inarA, and sold to none but members of the Guild..

No Connection with Trusts or Combinations.

Write to the Company for Information. General Office at the Pactory.

Aurora, Illinois.
Canadian Office : 81 King Street East, Toronto.

Established 1865.

Price List of Gold and Silver Watch Cases and refinishing.

N. J. FELIX, 71 Nassau St., Now York. Rooms 6, 7 and 8.
A full assortment of Pendants, Solid Bows, Filled Bows, Crowns, Push Tops, Push Pieces, etc., always kept in stock. IMPROVED FLUID—For preservingthe color and polish of gold and silver while in the process of hard soldering. It is also a substitute for borax in making the solder flow. Directions for use :Heat the article to be soldered and apply with a camel's hair brush ; to clean, boil in pickel. Price, One bottle, ro cents ; Three bottles, 25 cents ; One pint, 50cents ; One quart, $1, and One gallon, $4. My repairing Department has superior facilities. With an experience of 24 years in this branch, I can guarantee torepair a case almost equal to new. Orders or jobs sent me by mail or express, always receive prompt and careful attention.

GOLD WORK.
New Cases. English or Swiss, making, $8 00, gold extra.
Engraving Top and Bottom, . . $1 50 to $3 00
Full Engraving, . . . , . 3 00 to 8 00
Changing English or Swiss to Am. S. W. 5 00 to 10 00
" hunting to Open Face, . . 1 50 to 3 00
" key wind to stem wind Am. cases 1 50 to 4 00
" lever to pendant set, . . 1 00 to 1 50
" old style key cases to imitation stem
winding, with key attachment to crown 3 00

Changing old style open face case to new style,
flat glass, . . . . . 1 50 to 3 00

Re engine turning Htg. case with polishing, 1 00
Re-engine turning open face with polishing, '75
he•engraving top and bottom, 75 to 2 00

( shield, . 35
SILVER WORK.

New Cases. English or Swiss, making, $6 00, silver extra.
Re engine turning Htg. case with polishing, $ 76

" open face " 50
Re engraving shield 25 Ct. top and bottom, 75

75 to 1 50
75 to 2 00

Changing hunting to open face, .
key wind to stem wind, .

" lever to pendant set,
Composition bezels gilt,

caps . • •
GOLD CASE REPAIRING,

CENTRE. Making nPw centre,
Straightening centre,

Putting snap on centre,
BACK. Making one new back,

Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in, •
Repairing catch piece,
One new thumb piece,
Back torn off joint, • .

CAP. Making new cap, .
Soldering key holes each,
Raising Cap, . . .

BEZEL. Open Face bezels,
Hunting bezel,
Raising bezel for flat glass,
Soldenng up hand-setting,

50
76

1 76

$3 00 gold extra.
$ 25 to $1 00

25 to 100

▪ 

$2.50, gold extra.

▪ 

450, " "

• 

1 60, " "

• 

$ 50
76
75

. $2 00, gold extra.
$ 50

26
. $1 50, gold extra.

1 00, " "
. 1 00, " "

$ 60

GOLD CASE REPAIRING. (Continued.)

PENDANT. Making new pendant, $1 00, gold extra.
Soldering pendant, $ 75
Ears to pendant, 76
Bushing pendant, . 60
Filling screw hole in pend int, 35

JOINTS. One set of joints, . 1 00
Two joints, . . 75
One joint, . . . . 60

PUSH PIECES. Split push piece, plain, 76
Split push piece, nurled, . 1 00 to 2 00
Nurled push piece, . 75
Plain push piece, . . . 25

CROWNS. New crown and arbor for Arn. cases, 1 00 to 1 60
SPRINGS. Lock spring for stein wind, . 76

Lock spring for key wind, . 50
Lift spring ex. fin. and warranted 1 year, 60

BOWS. Solid bow, making, . $ 50, gold extra.
Filled bow, warranted 16 years, . $ 75
Plated bow, . . 60
Chain guards on bow, • 75

POLISHING. Polishing case, 26
Outside only, . . 15
Polishing and taking out dents, 35

SILVER CASE REPAIRING.

CENTRE. Making new centre,
Straightening centre, .
Putting Snap on, .

BACK. Making one new back,
Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in, .
Catch piece,
Back torn off joint,
Thumb piece,

CAP. New silver cap,
New albata cap, .
Raising cap, . • .
Soldering key holes in cap each,

BEZEL. Open face bezel,
Hunting bezel, .
Raising bezel for flat glass,
Soldering up band setting„

$2 50
26 to 76
26 to 75

1 50 to 2 60
3 00 to 4 60
1 00 to 1 50
35
50
35

1 60
1 00
20
25

1 25
65
75
35

Watch Protectors against electricity, price, 75 cents each.

SILVER CASE REPAIRING. (Continued)
PENDANT. Making new pendant,

Soldering pendant,
Ears to pendant,
Bushing pendant. .

JOINTS. One set of joints,
Joint on centre . .
Joint on back, cap or bezel, .

PUSH PIECES. Split push piece,
Nurled push piece, .
Plain push piece, .

CROWNS. Crown and arbor Am. cases, .
SPRINGS. Lock spring key or stem, .

Lift Spring, .
Lift Spring (common)

BOWS. Silver bows,
Chain guards on bow,
Bow screw, .

POLISHING. Polishing and dents, .
Polishing only, .
Polishing outside, .

GOLD PLATING.
Watch Cases,.
Chains, . . .
Movements Refinished, . .
Watch Dials Colored and Painted,
Lockets,
Rings, .
Caps, .

COLORING,
Coloring Watch Case, .
Coloring Caps,
Coloring Jewelry,
Satin Finishing Watch Case,

SILVER PLATING.
Watch Cases,
Chains, •
Caps, .

Watch Cases,
Caps, .

NICKLE PLATING.

76
60
60
40
76
60
35

35.
25.
50)

401
25.
25 to 60
25
10
30
20
10

. $1 00 to 5 00
1 00 to 3 00
1 00 to 2 50
1 00
60 to 1 60
25 to 76
26

60
25
26 to 76
76

76 to 1 50
60 to 1 00-
20

60
. 16
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Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches.
IMMI■11111•11111101■18

New York, February 15, 1889.

AN article of merit always commends itself, and a living proof of this
fact is found in the steady increase in the demand for  Paillard
Non-Magnetic Watches.. Recognizing the requirements for

a larger watch, and in order to better enable dealers to supply the demands
of their trade, we have placed upon the market three grades of

18 SIZE, FULL PLATE, S. W. MOVEMENTS, IN HTG. AND O. F.
No. 43, Nickel.

r5 Ruby Jewels, in Gold Setting ;
Adjusted ; Patent Regulator;
Double Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

No. 45, Nickel.

15 Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted;
Patent Regulator ; Double

Sunk Dial ; Breguet
Hair Spring.

No. 47, Gilt.

15 Jewels, in Settings ; Adjusted
Patent Regulator ; Double
Sunk Dial ; Breguet

Hair Spring.

These movements are of American Manufacture, and contain
Paillard's Patent Non-Magnetic Compensation-Balance and Hair-Spring,
and full Non-Magnetic Escapements, and will be followed by other grades
as soon as practicable. We invite the careful attention of the trade to
these goods, as well as to our complete line of 16 size movements, de-
scribed in our Circular of recent issue, which can be had from any of our
Special Wholesale Agents.

A. C. SMITH, General Selling Agent,
177-179 33roftclway, N. Y.

Very respectfully,

Non-Magnetic Watch Co.
of America.
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Beni. Allen & Co.
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The Philadelphia Optical an Watch Co. Limited
91

141 & 143 State Street, Chicago, III. 
6 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ELGIN MOVEMENTS. ALL GRADES.
18 SIZE, 16 SIZE, 6 SIZE, AND 0 SIZE.
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No. 105. 16 Size.
Open Face.
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No. 107. 16 Size.
Open Face.

OPEN FACE MOVEMENTS, PENDANT SET.
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ALL ORDERS FILLED FROM STOCK SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.
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0. F. Nickel.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.,
WHOLESALE JEWELERS AND IMPORTERS.

CATALOGUE, TO THE TRADE ONLY, UPON APPLICATION: 141-143 STATE ST., CHICAGO.

Vull assortment of

14 and tok, z8, 16, 6 and 4 size

Cases, latest styles.

 ....1•1032:11.111.

IS, 16, 6 and 4 sizes

, Eagle Gold, Wheat and

r Granger Cases, new designs.

A Rare Offer!

Take Advantage of It.
37111111111111111MOBINIMI

SILVEROID CASES
for

American Movements
Less than Cos+.

Nickel Open Face Key-Wind, 18 s., at 75 cents.

Stem " 18 s., at 75 cents.
11 Snap, 16 s., at 50 cents,

We can send any Waltham or Elgin movements you
may desire for the above cases, but would particularly reccom-

mend the No. 104 Elgin for the 16 size open face snap Silveroid,

and the 18 size new open face S. W. Cheshire $4.00 movement

for the 18 size S. W. open face Silveroid.

IIIMMIMIIMIXE.,11.14.11110M2114=19110.

A complete

18 s. 0.F. Stem-Wind Silveroid Watch
at $4.75.

All dealers know that they occasionally have trouble in

fitting the movements in cases, and to obviate this and make

this bargain still more rare, we propose putting the movements

in the cases for you, where it may be desired. These prices

are less 6 per cent. where cash accompanies order, and are net

thirty days.

Get in your Orders Early. We do not think the above
Prices will last long..

THE PHILADELPHIA OPTICAL AND WATCH CO,,
(Limited.)

916 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

All orders for watches filled

same day as received. Pack-

ages in express office one I

hour from receipt of order.

Casing odd Movements

and the manufacture of plain

and band rings a specialty.
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NOW READY.

Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New 18 size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face. Second Hand.

Straight Line Lever. -Enamel Dial.
Seven Jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.) Quick Train.

Price of Movement, $4.00, with cash discount.

All movements guaranteed in every res

Fits all Lever and Pendant set cases of
American Manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low
price seven jewel movement. Unequalb•cl in point of
TIME — MO LION — ELEGANCE -DURABILITY and
PRICE.

-

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.

New York taldarici Watch no.,
83 Nassau St., New York.

FACTORY : FRANK G. MILLER,
Jersey City, New Jersey. General Selling Agent.

Fountain Pens.
$2.50 for $1.50.

We have the best fountain pen that has ever been introduced.
It is an overfeed and we use a No. 2 14 K. gold pen.

With each pen we give a quart of our Imperial Ink.

Retail Price, $1.50.
Wholesale Price, $13.50 doz.

We want agents in every city and town.

Writing Papers
By the Pound.

You get nearly double the quantity than by the quire. All
grades and sizes, from 15 cents lb. up.

Send stamps for Catalogues.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET. PHILADELPHIA.
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Pendant Setting,
for Hunting, Open Face or Skylight Cases,
ing five grades, ranging in quality and price

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance,
ask a careful examination of these movements,
and finish to those claimed for other makes, at

Great Victory for the
. The Best Watch in

The following extract is taken from the report of R. L. J.
the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition, 1888 : "The Elgin National
competition with a number of their exhibited watches. The time
days in the several positions. The Elgin Watch Co's. B. W. Raymond
erham & Sons (costing $625). It is recommended that the exhibitors
tained the victory in the time test. The jury carefully examined
Australia, Mr. Donald Manson, had upwards of forty grades of the
manship and finish of these watches. After the examination of

Elgin Watch Co., 366 points out of a possible

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago.

WATCH

(the smallest watch movement ever produced in America), embrac-
comparatively with our 6 sizes, No. 71 to No. 94.

elegant ; and as time-keepers, they cannot be excelled. We
as well as of our general line, which are far superior in quality
much less prices. Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

B. W. Raymond Movement.
the World for Railroad Purposes.

Ellery, F. R. S. F. R. A. S. Astronomer Royal, and Chairman of the jury on "Watches" at
Watch Co., of Chicago, U. S. A., and Messrs. Rotherham &Sons, entered into a time test
test was made at the Observatory, where the watches were under trial for sixteen

movement came out the best, and obtained 27 5 marks against 21 7 of the best Roth-
both get a first award, and the Elgin Company get an extra award for having ob-

the movements of the Elgin Company as exhibited, and the agent of the company in
Company's movements dissected so that the jury could examine minutely the work-

this exhibit, the jury made the following marks for general excellence of manufacture :

400. Rotherham & Sons, 343 out of a possible 400.

Factories, Elgin, Ill. New York Office, 22 John St.
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Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New 18 size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face.

Straight Line Lever.

Second Hand.

Enamel Dial.
Seven Jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.) Quick Train.

Price of Movement, $4.00, with cash discount.

All movements guaranteed in every res

Fits all Lever and Pendant set cases of
American Manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low
price seven jewel movement. Unequalled in point of
fIM 1— MOcioN —ELEGANCE —DURABILITY and
PR ICE.

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.

New York iStaldavd Watch Co.,
83 Nassau St., New York.

F'AcToav :
Jersey City, New Jersey.

FRANK G. MILLER,
General Selling Agent.

Fountain Pens.
$2.50 for $1.50.

We have the best fountain pen that has ever been introduced.
It is an overfeed and we use a No. 2 14 K. gold pen.

With each pen we give a quart of our Imperial Ink.

Retail Price, $1.50.
Wholesale Price, $13.50 doz.

We want agents in every city and town.

Writing Papers
By the Pound.

You get nearly double the quantity than by the quire.
grades and sizes, from 15 cents lb. up.

Send stamps for Catalogues.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET.
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for Hunting, Open Face or Skylight Cases, (the smallest watch movement ever produced in America), embrac-
ing five grades, ranging in quality and price comparatively with our 6 sizes, No. 71 to No. 94.

Their 'construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as time-keepers, they cannot be excelled. We
ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general line, which are far superior in quality
and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices. Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

Groat Victory for the B. W. Raymond Movement.
The Best Watch in the World for Railroad Purposes.

The following extract is taken from the report of R. L. J. Ellery, P. R. S. F. R. A. S. Astronomer Royal, and Chairman of the jury on "Watches" at
the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition, 1888 : "The Elgin National Watch Co., of Chicago, U. S. A., and Messrs. Rotherham &Sons, entered into a time test
competition with a number of their exhibited watches. The time test was made at the Observatory, where the watches were under trial for sixteen
days in the several positions. The Elgin Watch Co's. B. W. Raymond movement came out the best, and obtained 27 5 marks against 21 7 of the best Roth-
erham & Sons (costing $625). It is recommended that the exhibitors both get a first award, and the Elgin Company get an extra award for having ob-
tained the victory in the time test. The jury carefully examined the movements of the Elgin Company as exhibited, and the agent of the company in
Australia, Mr. Donald Manson, had upwards of forty grades of the Company's movements dissected so that the jury could examine minutely the work-
manship and finish of these watches. After the examination of this exhibit, the jury made the following marks for general excellence of manufacture:

Elgin Watch Co., 366 points out of a possible 400. Rotherham & Sons, 343 out of a possible 400.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. Factories, Elgin, Ill. New York Office, 22 John St.

WATCH COMPANY
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"I would advise you to be careful about using some makes
of filled cases. I have learned from experience that most
manufacturers, new in the filled case business, do not under-
stand how to make them so they will not soon wear through
or discolor. I sell only filled cases made by the Keystone
Watch Case Company. Their long experience as makers of
the Boss Cases, gives them. the knowledge necessary to produce
the lower priced cases greatly superior to any other maker.
James Boss Cases have been tested by many years' wear,
and found to be just what the makers claim the best cases
made. You can not afford to recommend poorly made cases."
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for Hunting, Open Face or Skylight Cases, (the smallest watch movement 
ever produced in America), embrac-

ing five grades, ranging in quality and price comparatively with our 6 sizes, No. 71 
to No. 94.

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance,. elegant ; and as time-keepers, they 
cannot be excelled. We

ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general 
line, which are far superior in quality

and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices. 
Electrotypes furnished free upon application.

Great Victory for the B. W. Raymond 'Movement.
The Best Watch in the World for Railroad Purposes.

The following extract is taken from the report of R. L. J. Ellery, F. R. S. F. R. 
A. S. Astronomer Royal, and Chairman of the jury on "Watches" at

the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition, 1888 : "The Elgin National Watch 
Co., of Chicago, U. S. A., and Messrs. Rotherham &Sons, entered into a time test

competition with a number of their exhibited watches. The time test was made at the Observatory, where the watches were 
under trial for sixteen

days in the several positions. The Elgin Watch Co 's. B. W. Raymond movement 
came out the best, and obtained 27 5 marks against 2 I 7 of the best Roth-

erham & Sons (costing $625). It is recommended that the exhibitors both get a first award, and the 
Elgin Company get an extra award for having ob-

tained the victory in the time test. The jury carefully examined the movements of the Elgin Company as 
exhibited, and the agent of the company in

Australia, Mr. Donald Manson, had upwards of forty grades of the Company's movements 
dissected so that the jury could examine minutely the work-

manship and finish of these watches. After the examination of this exhibit, the jury made the following marks 
for general excellence of manufacture:

Elgin Watch Co., 366 points out of a possible 400. Rotherham & Sons, 343 out of a possible 400.

General Offices, 76 Monroe St., Chicago. Factories, Elgin, Ill. New York Office, 11 John St.

WATCH COMPANY
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.

I MNEVER it seems prac-
ticable, we shall make use
of such experiments and
illustrations as will serve

a double purpose ; that is, convey a
correct idea of chemical principles, and
at the same time, give details of pro-
cesses useful in the workshop. As for
instance, to further explain and illus-
trate some of the phenomena attend-
ants on the action of heat, we shall
select to explain the phenomena of
evaporation and condensation, the pro-

cess of distillation. It might seem, at
first thought, jewelers had small use for
distillation ; this is true in a sense, but
one substance produced by this process
is of great importance in the workshop.
This is distilled water, which is
used for making solutions for gilding
with a galvanic battery, and as the solu-
tions are used hot, they evaporate
rapidly.
Again, in mercury gilding, it is

essential to distill the mercury to be

sure of desirable results. There is no
substance we could select, which will
serve better to illustrate the phenomena

of evaporation and condensation than

this familiar one. We will add a few
words on the general application of the
process of distillation to the labratory
and workshop, and then describe a cheap
and efficient apparatus for distilling
water. The process of-distillation is
practically applied to separating fluid

from solid substances, and also to
separating fluids whose boiling points
are different. The process in which
heat is used to vaporize solid substances,
which on cooling again, revert to a
solid but refined condition, is called
sublimation ,and is used extensively
in the purification and preparation of
various substances like sulphur, salam-
moniac, gum camphor, etc. The pro-
cess of distillation can briefly be defined

as first vaporizing a fluid by heat, and
then condensing the vapor by robbing

it of the heat which served to place it
in that condition. Distillation is usually
conducted by subjecting the fluid to
be distilled to sufficient heat to throw
it in a state of ebulition, so that vapor
is rapidly produced, and then allowing

the escaping vapor to pass through a
long tube subjected to some cooling
application, like a stream of cold water

to facilitate the condensation. The
boiling point of water, under average
barometric pressure, is 212° F, but any
diminution of this atmospheric pres-
sure lowers the temperature at which
ebulition commences. .If boiling water

is placed under the receiver of an air
pump, and the pressure of the air
gradually removed, it will then resume
ebulition according as the pressure is
reduced, until in an exhausted receiver,

it will, in the presence of strong sul-
phuric acid to absorb the vapor, actually
boil at the freezing point. Such experi-
ments are more matters •of curiosity
than ones of practical value. A simple
apparatus for producing distilled water
can be readily gotten up with a Flor-
ence flask, a small coal oil or gas stove,
and a few feet of small glass tube. The
coal oil or gas stove is a necessary
fixture in a jewelers' shop at any rate
for heating gold solution when plating,
consequently, in getting up such an
apparatus, all we can count as an extra
expense is the Florence flask and glass
tube. An efficient gilding outfit is now
one of the essentials in all jewelers'
workshops, which if conducted properly,
uses a considerable quantity of distilled
water in the course of a year ; the
expense of which could be saved by
using the simple apparatus shown in
Fig. 36. In this cut A represents the
coal oil stove ; D a sheet iron dish con-
taining sand, in which the Florence
flask is placed ; B the Florence flask;
b the supply tube for filling the flask B
with (hot) water. By making the iron
dish D quite deep, the flask B will need
no other support after the sand is
packed about it. The tubes b ad c are
of glass and bent as shown. The method
of doing this has already been explain-
ed. The size of tube to use for b is
about one-eighth of an inch inside

.A;y. .9

_de

diameter. It may not be amiss to say
that all glass tube is measured by inside
diameter. The neck of Florence flasks
are usually about three-fourths of an
inch in diameter ; and if the tubes b c
seem large for the cork, they can be
heated and drawn out as shown in Fig.
33. The holes in the cork a to receive
the tubes are made with a tapering iron
heated red hot. All jewelers' workshops
should have a sink with plenty of water
for washing jewelry in ; and such a sink
is the place for a distilling apparatus.
The condensing tube can be of one-
fourth inch glass tube and coiled as
shown in Fig. 37. The coiling is very
easily effected ; heating the glass tube
in a large alcohol or Bunsen gas flame,
and bending it gradually into a spiral
as shown. A Bunsen or heating flame
is easily made by placing an open tube
over a common gas jet as shown at Fig.
38, where/ represents a brass tube six
or seven inches long and just large
enough to go over an ordinary gas jet

Number .5.

(g) after the lava tip is removed. A
notch is cut at u to admit air, and by
placing a sliding tube i outside off,
the amount of air admitted can be regu-
lated to suit ; this slide (i) and the gas
supply cock j will perfectly control such
a burner. The coils of the condenser
E should be about three inches across
and one inch apart in the coil. Five
or six coils will be enough. It is the
best plan to place such a coil in a bath
of cold water ; but if the outside is sub-
ject to a stream of cold water it will
answer nicely. By inserting the lower
end of the coil E in a wooden bench
about ten inches square, a very con-
venient arrangement is made, as it
brings the mouth of the tube II, Fig. 37,
about to the same heighth as the tube
C, Fig. 36. For connecting the tubes

//, an ordinary bottle cork with a hole
in each end to fit the tubes c Ii easily,
answers well. Such a spiral as shown
at E, although of glass, will when of
the length stated, be found very springy
and elastic, and there will be little
difficulty in connecting the two tubes
in this way if the fitting is only nicely
done. A common way of connecting
such tubes is to wrap them with a thin
strip of pure rubber in such a way as to
connect both when the rubber is tied in
place. A very efficient condensing
apparatus (Mohr's) containing a spiral
and outside tube three inches in dia-
meter and eighteen inches long, all of
glass, can be had for $2.25. The
apparatus shown in Fig. 37 need not
cost more than fifty cents, except the
labor. A large cork should be placed
at k, both to keep the cooling water
applied to E from running into the ves-
sel H, and also to give a soft and elastic
support to the tube. The tube E is to
be wrapped with old linen cloth torn
into strips, and a small stream of cold
water allowed to flow over it ; and as
the process is conducted in a sink, the
waste water is no inconvenience. By
regulating the inflow of water through
the tube b, the process can be kept up
for several hours, or until a considerable
quantity of distilled water is produced.
By arranging one's work in such a way
that most of the time is applied to some
other operation, the cost of obtaining a
liberal supply of distilled water can be
reduced to a trifle. The explanation of
the process of distillation is the applica-
tion of heat which energy rapidly vapor-
izes the water, and the steam or vapor
in passing through the tube is again
quickly deprived of the latent heat
which we have already shown to be
necessary to maintain the vaporous
condition. There is a great difference
between boiling and evaporation ; the
first is water passed into vapor from
the surface while in the act of ebulition
or boiling; the vapor is formed below
the surface. Evaporation of water takes
place at ahuost any temperature even
below the freezing point, but to change
water in vapor beneath the surface,

each molicule of water must receive
five and four-tenths times as much heat
as is required to heat it up to the
temperature at which ebulition com-
mences. This is readily proven. If
we mix two equal volumes of water,
one volume of which is 32° F and the
other 212° F, the result is 122° F. But
if we arrange to let steam communicate
its heat to water, we find that, say one
cubic inch of water converted into steam
will heat 5.4 cubic inches of water from
32° F to 212° F. This latent heat has
to be taken from the vapor of water by
the condenser E in order to restore it to
a fluid again. The power or ability of
fluids to absorb heat in the process of
vaporizing, or the latent heat of the
vapor, varies enormously, from the fact
that while the latent heat of steam is
tabulated at 535.9, the vapor of Oil of
Turpentine stands 74.03 ; Ether 90.45;
Bisulphide of Carbon, 86.67. The pro-
cess of evaporation robs the fluid from
which it takes place, of a portion of its
sensible heat to supply the quantity of
heat necessary for the substance to
take on the gaseous form. The Egyp-
tian water coolers are an illustration;
here porous vessels .are exposed to a
draught of air, when the rapid formation
of vapor from the outside sinks the tem-
perature of the water contained in ves-
sel. Another illustration is in the pre-
servation of ice by wrapping it in a
woolen blanket ; here the blanket is
first a poor conductor of heat, and in ad-
dition the evaporation serves to reduce
the temperature. The conversion of
heat into mechanical force, and the re-
verse of converting mechanical force into
heat are now matters well understood.
A steam or coloric engine is an illus-
tration of our ability to convert
chemical affinity into heat, and
heat into mechanical energy. We will
speak of distillation of mercury, and
then resume a further consideration of
some of the phenomena of heat. To
distill mercury, or quicksilver as it is
generally termed, we need an iron retort.
These can be bought for $1.25 of Bul-
lock & Crenshaw, 528 Arch St., Phila-
delphia, or can be made by any intelli-
gent blacksmith out of a piece of an
iron tube an inch or inch and a quarter
in diameter. In one end a plug of iron
is welded, the opposite end is closed
clown to about of an inch and a screw
cut intd it, and a piece of small iron
gas pipe inserted. Such a home-made
retort is shown in Fig 39, where Al rep-
resents the large iron tube ; L the plug
welded in 1, the neck closed in, and m,
the gas pipe ; this last mentioned
pipe need not be more than four feet
long. The only care to be used is in
guarding against the escape of mercury
vapor, which will be thoroughly dis-
cussed in our next issue. Gilding by
mercury is much more beautiful and
durable than battery gilding, and if
proper precautions are taken, seed not
be deleterious to the health.
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for Hunting, Open Pace or Skylight Cases, (the smallest watch movement 
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71 to No. 94.

Their construction is perfect ; in appearance, elegant ; and as time-keepers, 
they cannot be excelled. We

ask a careful examination of these movements, as well as of our general 
line, which are far superior in quality

and finish to those claimed for other makes, at much less prices. 
Electrotypes furnished free upon application.
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The Best Watch in the World for Railroad Purposes.

The following extract is taken from the report of R. L. J. Ellery, F. R. S. F. 
R. A. S. Astronomer Royal, and Chairman of the jury on "Watches" at

the Melbourne Centennial Exhibition, 1888 : "The Elgin National Watch Co., of 
Chicago, U. S. A., and Messrs. Rotherham &Sons, entered into a time test

competition with a number of their exhibited watches. The time test was made at the Observatory, where the watches were 
under trial for sixteen

days in the several positions. The Elgin Watch Co's. B. W. Raymond movement came out the best, and 
obtained 27 5 marks against 21 7 of the best Roth-

erham & Sons (costing $625). It is recommended that the exhibitors both get a first award, and the Elgin 
Company get an extra award for having ob-

tained the victory in the time test. The jury carefully examined the movements of the Elgin Company as 
exhibited, and the agent of the company in

Australia, Mr. Donald Manson, had upwards of forty grades of the Company's 
movements dissected so that the jury could examine minutely the work-

manship and finish of these watches. After the examination of this exhibit, the jury made the following marks 
for general excellence of manufacture:

Elgin Watch Co., 366 points out of a possible 400. Rotherham & Sons, 343 out of a possible 400.
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ticable, we shall make use
of such experiments and
illustrations as will serve

a double purpose ; that is, convey a

correct idea of chemical principles, and

at the same time, give details of pro-

cesses useful in the workshop. As for

instance, to further explain and illus-

trate some of the phenomena attend-

ants on the action of heat, we shall

select to explain the phenomena of

evaporation and condensation, the pro-

cess of distillation. It might seem, at

first thought, jewelers had small use for

distillation ; this is true in a sense, but

one substance produced by this process

is of great importance in the workshop.

This is distilled water, which is

used for making solutions for gilding

with a galvanic battery, and as the solu-

tions are used hot, they evaporate
rapidly.

Again, in mercury gilding, it is
essential to distill the mercury to be

sure of desirable results. There is no

substance we could select, which will

serve better to illustrate the phenomena

of evaporation and condensation than

this familiar one. We will add a few

words on the general application of the

process of distillation to the labratory

and workshop, and then describe a cheap

and efficient apparatus for distilling

water. The process of-distillation is
practically applied to separating fluid

from solid substances, and also to
separating fluids whose boiling points

are different. The process in which

heat is used to vaporize solid substances,
which on cooling again, revert to a

solid but refined condition, is called
sublimation , and is used extensively

in the purification and preparation of

various substances like sulphur, salam-

moniac, gum camphor, etc. The pro-

cess of distillation can briefly be defined

as first vaporizing a fluid by heat, and

then condensing the vapor by robbing

it of the heat which served to place it

in that condition. Distillation is usually
conducted by subjecting the fluid to

be distilled to sufficient heat to throw

it in a state of ebulition, so that vapor

is rapidly produced, and then allowing

the escaping vapor to pass through a

long tube subjected to some cooling
application, like a stream of cold water

to facilitate the condensation. The
boiling point of water, under average

barometric pressure, is 212' F, but any
diminution of this atmospheric pres-

sure lowers the temperature at which

ebulition commences. .If boiling water

is placed under the receiver of an air

pump, and the pressure of the air
gradually removed, it will then resume

Philadelphia, May, 1889.

it will, in the presence of strong sul-
phuric acid to absorb the vapor, actually
boil at the freezing point. Such experi-
ments are more matters .of curiosity
than ones of practical value. A simple
apparatus for producing distilled water
can be readily gotten up with a Flor-
ence flask, a small coal oil or gas stove,
and a few feet of small glass tube. The
coal oil or gas stove is a necessary
fixture in a jewelers' shop at any rate
for heating gold solution when plating,
consequently, in getting up such an
apparatus, all we can count as an extra
expense is the Florence flask and glass
tube. An efficient gilding outfit is now
one of the essentials in all jewelers'
workshops, which if conducted properly,
uses a considerable quantity of distilled
water in the course of a year ; the
expense of which could be saved by
using the simple apparatus shown in
Fig. 36. In this cut A represents the
coal oil stove ; D a sheet iron dish con-
taining sand, in which the Florence
flask is placed ; B the Florence flask ;
b the supply tube for filling the flask B
with (hot) water. By making the iron
dish D quite deep, the flask B will need
no other support after the sand is
packed about it. The tubes b and c are
of glass and bent as shown. The method
of doing this has already been explain-
ed. The size of tube to use for b is
about one-eighth of an inch inside
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diameter. It may not be amiss to say
that all glass tube is measured by inside
diameter. The neck of Florence flasks
are usually about three-fourths of an
inch in diameter ; and if the tubes b
seem large for the cork, they can be
heated and drawn out as shown in Fig.
33, The holes in the cork a to receive
the tubes are made with a tapering iron
heated red hot. All jewelers' workshops
should have a sink with plenty of water
for washing jewelry in ; and such a sink
is the place for a distilling apparatus.
The condensing tube can be of one-
fourth inch glass tube and coiled as
shown in Fig. 37. The coiling is very
easily effected ; heating the glass tube
in a large alcohol or Bunsen gas flame,
and bending it gradually into a spiral
as shown. A Bunsen or heating flame
is easily made by placing an open tube
over a common gas jet as shown at Fig.
38, where/ represents a brass tube six

ebulition according as the pressure is or seven inches long and just large
reduced, until in an exhausted receiver, enough to go over an ordinary gas jet

(g) after the lava tip is removed. A
notch is cut at i, to admit air, and by
placing a sliding tube i outside of/
the amount of air admitted can be regu-
lated to suit ; this slide (i) and the gas
supply cock / will perfectly control such
a burner. The coils of the condenser
E should be about three inches across
and one inch apart in the coil. Five
or six coils will be enough. It is the
best plan to place such a coil in a bath
of cold water ; but if the outside is sub-
ject to a stream of cold water it will
answer nicely. By inserting the lower
end of the coil 1: in a wooden bench
about ten inches square, a very con-
venient . arrangement is made, as it
brings the mouth of the tube 7/, Fig. 37,
about to the same heighth as the tube
C, Fig. 36. For connecting the tubes
C /1, an ordinary bottle cork with a hole
in each end to fit the tubes c II easily,
answers well. Such a spiral as shown
at E, although of glass, will when of
the length stated, be found very springy
and elastic, and there will be little
difficulty in connecting the two tubes
in this way if the fitting is only nicely
done. A common way of connecting
such tubes is to wrap them with a thin
strip of pure rubber in such a way as to
connect both when the rubber is tied in
place. A very efficient condensing
apparatus (Mohr's) containing a spiral
and outside tube three inches in dia-
meter and eighteen inches long, all of
glass, can be had for $2.25. The
apparatus shown in Fig. 37 need not
cost more than fifty cents, except the
labor. A large cork should be placed
at k, both to keep the cooling water
applied to E from running into the ves-
sel H, and also to give a soft and elastic
support to the tube. The tube E is to
be wrapped with old linen cloth torn
into strips, and a small stream of cold
water allowed to flow over it ; and as
the process is conducted in a sink, the
waste water is no inconvenience. By
regulating the inflow of water through
the tube 6, the process can be kept up
for several hours, or until a considerable
quantity of distilled water is produced.
By arranging one's work in such a way
that most of the time is applied to some
other operation, the cost of obtaining a
liberal supply of distilled water can be
reduced to a trifle. The explanation of

the process of distillation is the applica-
tion of heat which energy rapidly vapor-
izes the water, and the steam or vapor
in passing through the tube is again
quickly deprived of the latent heat
which we have already shown to be
necessary to maintain the vaporous
condition. There is a great difference
between boiling and evaporation ; the
first is water passed into vapor from
the surface while in the act of ebulition
or boiling; the vapor is formed below
the surface. Evaporation of water takes
place at almost any temperature even
below the freezing point, but to change
water in vapor beneath the surface,

Number. .5.

each molicule of water must receive
five and four-tenths times as much heat
as is required to heat it up to the
temperature at which ebulition com-
inecces. This is readily proven. If
we mix two equal volumes of water,
one volume of which is 32° F and the
other 212° F, the result is 122° F. But
if we arrange to let steam communicate
its heat to water, we find that, say one
cubic inch of water converted into steam
will heat 5.4 cubic inches of water from
32° F to 212° F. This latent heat has
to be taken from the vapor of water by
the condenser E in order to restore it to
a fluid again. The power or ability of
fluids to absorb heat in the process of
vaporizing, or the latent heat of the
vapor, varies enormously, from the fact
that while the latent heat of steam is
tabulated at 535.9, the vapor of Oil of
Turpentine stands 74.03 ; Ether 90.45;
Bisulphide of Carbon, 86.67. The pro-
cess of evaporation robs the fluid from
which it takes place, of a portion of its
sensible heat to supply the quantity of
heat necessary for the substance to
take on the gaseous form. The Egyp-
tian water coolers are an illustration;
here porous vessels are exposed to a
draught of air, when the rapid formation
of vapor from the outside sinks the tem-
perature of the water contained in ves-
sel. Another illustration is in the pre-
servation of ice by wrapping it in a
woolen blanket ; here the blanket is
first a poor conductor of heat, and in ad-
dition the evaporation serves to reduce
the temperature. The conversion of
heat into mechanical force, and the re-
verse of converting mechanical force into
heat are now matters well understood.
A steam or coloric engine is an illus-
tration of our ability to convert
chemical affinity into heat, and
heat into mechanical energy. We will
speak of distillation of mercury, and
then resume a further consideration of
some of the phenomena of heat. To
distill mercury, or quicksilver as it is
generally termed, we need an iron retort.
These can be bought for $1.25 of Bul-
lock & Crenshaw, 528 Arch St., Phila-
delphia, or can be made by any intelli-
gent blacksmith out of a piece of an
iron tube an inch or inch and a quarter
in diameter. In one end a plug of iron
is welded, the opposite end is closed
down to about of an inch and a screw
cut intd it, and a piece of small iron
gas pipe inserted. Such a home-made
retort is shown in Fig 39, where AI-rep-
resents the large iron tube ; L the plug
welded in 1, the neck closed in, and ne,
the gas pipe ; this last mentioned
pipe need not be more than four feet
long. The only care to be used is in
guarding against the escape of mercury
vapor, which will be thoroughly dis-
cussed in our next issue. Gilding by
mercury is much more beautiful and
durable than battery gilding, and if
proper precautions are taken, seed not
be deleterious to the health.
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GOLD WORKING.

NOTES BY THE EDITOR.

I
N writing up the subject of gas and

petroleum furnaces, two classes

of interested readers must be

catered to. The first chiss are

those who are interested in all improve-

ments, and buy them as they are placed

on the market. With these, the in-

formation desired, is to get posted as to

which are the best kind and where to

obtain them. The second class of

readers are those who also like to be

read up on all advance ideas, and then

build such things for themselves. This

kind of people are very common among

jewelers, as they have strong mechanical

impulses which they like to gratify and

also economize a little. For the benefit

of those who desire to buy out and out,

we would recommend a furnace shown

on pagesninety-five of a catalogue issued

by Bullock & Crenshaw, 528 Arch St.,

Philadelphia, Pa. This furnace, to-

gether with the blower (No. 2) illus-

trated on the next page, forms a com-

plete melting outfit. Send five cents to

the above named firm for a catalogue

of chemical apparatus, as it contains

cuts and descriptions of all the new

heating and melting furnaces on the

market. The furnace and blower just

mentioned will cost $5.00 each. This

furnace burns either petroleum or gas.

For those who wish to make a furnace

for themselves, more definite descrip-

tions must be given. But to commence

properly, we must understand perfectly

what we desire to do, and then go about

the job so as to get the best results.

• One objection to the use of all portable

melting furnaces is, there is no arrange-

ment for carrying off the fumes which

necessarily arise from the process of

melting and refining gold and silver;

and, as in most jewelers places of busi-

ness, the workshop is closely connected

with the store or salesroom, unpleasant

smells are to be avoided. To remedy

this, we must arrange to carry off

noxeous fumes, not only for the reason

they are unpleasant to others, but what

is of quite as much importance, they

are deleterious and unhealthy to our-

selves. Where upper rooms are con-

venient, these are usually the most

desirable for workshop purposes, and if

there is a chimney which can be utilized,

that is the avenue through which fumes

and vapors are to be carried off and got

rid of. In case there should be no

chimney, any place where a stove-pipe

can be got out through the roof will

answer. To take up points which are

to be considered in the arrangement,

we must remember that, while there

will be no danger from fire catching

from a stove-pipe put up for this pur-

pose, still there must be as good a

draught secured as if we desired our

stove to draw well and not smoke, be-

cause, if the fumes are not perfectly car-

ried away, our object is not accomplish-

ed. Even if a portable furnace is used,

it should be placed so as to have the

vapors carried off by such an arrange-

ment. In building a furnace for one's

own use, we are compelled to use to a

great extent, such material as is at

hand, which is as a rule ordinary brick.

These answer very well, and are equal

in many respects to fire brick, except

in such furnaces as are in constant use.

In building the fire box for a gas or

petroleum furnace, there is no use to

make it as large as if solid fuel was to

be used ; that is, it need be neither as

deep or as wide. If the fire box is built

seven and a half or eight inches square,

and ten or twelve inches deep, it will

be found ample for ordinary use. It is

desirable to have several gas jets enter,

but to do this we must arrange to carry

the air pipe around the fire box so as

to admit it at three or four points at

once. This is not very difficult to do

when gas is used, but with petroleum

the problem is more difficult ; and in

this article we will only consider

petroleum as the fuel, and one jet as the

plan adopted.

Perhaps all of our readers do not

understand the principle on which an

attonizer works. One of the usual forms

for producing spray is shown at Fig. r,

and consists of two tubes A B, sliding

in two sleeves ff , which are attached

to the brace a', which also serves to keep

the tubes in position. The upper end

Fig.]

a

of the tube B is drawn down to a small

orifice (about one-fortieth of an inch in

diameter), and the end placed so that a

stream of air blown through A in the

direction of the arrows b b' causes any

fluid in which B is emersed to rise and

be dissipated in vapor. In an attonizer

for a furnace, the coal oil is placed in a

fiat, shallow air tight vessel, which has

a pipe leading to the tube which sup-

plies the air, and placed in such a way

that the wind from the bellows cause

the petroleum to rise in the tube and be

dissipated as shown in Fig. r. Certain

precautions are to be used to guard

against explosions, which will be ex-

plained in our next issue. The vessel

containing the petroleum was spoken

of above as air tight. This is true,

except in the brass cap closing the

orifice at which the petroleum is intro-

duced, in this two or three small holes

(less than the one sixty-fourth of an

inch in diameter) are drilled to admit

air, as the petroleum is drawn from the

resorvoir off by the attonizer.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY.

The trouble with most men who have

ideas, is that they do not know anybody

upon whom to unload themselves.

This is why most mechanics with

improvements upon machinery, farm

laborers with new thoughts about crops,

stock, and cultivation, clerks who have

thought out ways in which their

employer's line of business might be

increased, never make anything out of

their new ideas.
When the writer of this series of arti-

cles ceased to be a boy, and started in

life for himself, a shrewd old man said

to him "Always be a little ahead of

your business, and you'll be sure to get

along. " The writer followed this advice,

and the consequence is that he has

nothing to grumble about.

" My boy," said the old gentleman,

"I've tanght you half a dozen different

trades" (as he had), "but if you don't

get acquainted with anybody but the

good fellows who work along side of

you, you never will get ahead. Look

at people in our own town, and you'll

see what I mean. The preachers who

don't get acquainted with anybody but

other preachers and their own congre-

gations, never know when to start a

revival of religion so it will do the most

nod ; the farmers who talk only to,

farmers go on in the same old wag, and

never can sell their farms for what they

cost, and the mechanics who know

nobody but mechanics, never get beyond

working for day's wages."

He was right. The more I looked

around, in compliance with his advice,

the more I saw that he knew what he

was talking about.

I used to set type. Lots of type-set-

ters, smarter men than I, are still set-

ting type for their living, and wonder-

ing how they will live when their eye-

sight breaks down.

I used to do house painting. Several

house-painters, men of better brains

than mine, have succumbed to "paint-

ers' colic," and don't know what else

to fall back upon for a living.

I used to plant corn at twenty-five

cents a day beside a big-brained fellow

who hated to see human hands do

slowly what might quickly be done by

machinery, so he devised a corn-planter.

He was not on familiar terms with any

one outside of his own set, which was

that of common farm laborers. He

talked his idea to them, they talked it

to others, and finally it was talked

about in the presence of a quick-witted

fellow, who quickly patented it in his

own name. The real inventor swore

and talked a great deal when he heard

of this ; and one day a square, wide-

awake man who had some money asked

the poor fellow why he hadn't come to

him.
" Because I didn't know you well

enough," said the unhappy inventor.

"It's nobody's fault but your own,"

said the wide-awake man. " Men of

brains can easily get acquainted with

one another if they will."

Then the wide-awake man went about

his business, while the inventor lost a

day in mortgaging his little home to

get money to pay an enormous doctor's

bill.
All this doesn 't mean that you should

be " to big for your breeches," as the

old saying goes ; but it certainly does

show that if a man wants to rise in the

world, he ought to get acquainted with

the people less with whom he wants to

associate or do business.

It does not mean that you should

force yourself upon some man of affairs,

and demand that he interest himself in

your ideas, but that you should never

lose a chance of becoming acquainted

with such men about you as seem more

successful than you. It is necessary

that. people should believe that you

yourself, aside from any business plans

you may have, are a man of good stuff,

If you want them to be in condition to

listen to you when you want to get

financial support for any business pro-

ject.
In the small towns and in the rural

districts, this advice is easy enough to

follow ; true, everybody knows every-

body, and a man, no matter how poor,

who doesn't know everybody worth

knowing, from the village postmaster

to the member of Congress from that

district, has only himself to blame, In

cities and large towns, it is not so easy

to form acquaintances, but the fault is

not with the people, but with the cus-

tom of humanity to unconsciously form

"sets," pach of which herds by itself,

without bearing any ill will to any of
the Others.

Nevertheless, I want to say to you

that I personally know hundreds of big

business concerns, in New York alone,

of which the men now at the head were

poor employees a generation ago, and

among the reasons for the rise of these

men to high business and social stand-

ing were these : they made themselves

acquainted with men above them, and

they were worth being known.

How is a man to follow their example?

Well, that is a question which you

ought to ask your own brains. In a

general way, however, I can tell you

that the man who keeps his eyes open

upon all that is going on in his vicin-

ity, and talks of what he has thought

about, instead of merely voicing other

men's opinions, is always found to be

pleasant company by all men but snobs

and dudes.

Once it was my duty to go weekl) to

a large manufacturing town in the

State of New York. The operatives

got about the same pay, but while some

lived like cattle, spent their time in sa-

loons, wore dirty clothes, and scowled

whenever they passed their employers,

there was one man who spent his even-

ings at home, always went to work in a

clean shirt, kept a neat garden in front

of his little bit of a cottage, and talked

sensibly on all news of the day. A few

years later I was entertained in that

same town by that very man, who had

become one of the most prominent and

wealthy citizens. I congratulated him

on his luck and asked him how it came

about, but he said he didn't know.

Then I asked some of his fellow-work-

men and they said they didn't know

either ; they didn't envy him his luck,

for he was always a good fellow, and

had never forgotten how to feel broth-

erly to a workingman. Then I asked

the leading capitalist of the town, who

said: •
"Why, he not only has brains—as

lots of our men have—but he's man

enough to use them. God bless him!

I wish there were a dozen more just

like him. Instead of being content to

stay down at the bottom of the ladder

and grumble, he tried to climb, and all

of us were glad to give him a hand."

It is only fair to say, however, that

he did not reach the top in a single

jump. Life is a journey, not a lottery

where your prize comes to you all in a

lump. But if you want to make a

journey comfortably and successfully,

try to get into the company of those

who made an earlier start. Get ac-

quainted.—N. Y. Weekly.

"You have often heard of the case, I

suppose, " said a railroad man, "where

a magnate wrote to a farmer to move

his barn off railroad land, and the writ-

ing was so poor that no one could read

it, and the farmer used the order for a

pass, the signature being recognized by
conductors. I do not know how true

the story is, but I will tell you a simi-

lar instance, the truth of which I swear

to. When Judge Grinnell was receiver

of the Iowa Central road, a man wrote

to him for a pass, stating no reasons

why he should 'neve one. The judge

became indignant and personally wrote

to the applicant giving him a mild

roasting. No one could make out what

the letter meant, but with the judge's
signature attached, it was considered an
annual pass, and was used as such for

nearly nine months. I have seen the

letter myself."
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JACK-KNIVES.

ANICE, large dial with broad
heavy-looking hands makes
an attractive appearance in a
show window, and if they

indicate the time correctly, people learn

to look for the time at your place of

business, and if they see their watch is

out they come in to set it, or if it is a

lady, have you set it for them ; and we
all know that any device which will

aid in getting people to come into your

place will assist in making customers

and sales. Such large dials are usually

actuated by electrical connection to the

standard regulator inside. The plan

we give has many novel features about

it, and the advantage also of having
been tried and found to give entire

satisfaction for several months. The

best dial for this purpose is one made

of glass, and from twenty-four to thirty

inches in diameter. It is not necessary

the glass should be heavy plate ; double

or triple thick window glass will answer

every purpose. All things considered,

a round disc is the best. It will need

no frame or support except the two

cords by which it is suspended. We

have seen several dials of this kind

made of wood and painted black pre-

cisely as carriages are painted, and the

letters in gold. Such dials are very

pretty, but are not as attractive for

evening as those which can be illum-

inated from the inside. If a glass dial

is used, it should be ground to frost it,

as directed for the bracket clock in

April KEYSTONE. All the mechanism

for moving the hands, including magnet

and armature, can be placed in a box

at the back, only five inches in dia-

meter, which will not particularly

detract from the looks of the clock when

the light is placed behind it. The
essential point to look to in such a
clock, is to have the hands change to

exactly even minutes, and not stand
half way between, or a little forward or

back of the minute points. This is

easily done, if our work is true and cor

rect. A ratchet wheel, one and one-
fourth inches in diameter, with sixty
correctly cut teeth, will cause the
minute hand to point properly, if the

proper precautions are used to make
the centre of the dial and the centre of
the wheel exactly coincide. The mech-

anism for carrying the hands is put up
between two brass plates, and one of the
plates attached to the glass dial. These

plates are best 'got out of No. 12 hard

sheet brass, and should be four and one-

half inches in diameter ; leaving them
simply round discs of brass until all the
parts are in place, when such portions
of the plates are cut away as will enable

us to see and get at the working parts.
In making, we had better get the dial

cut out first and drill the holes as shown
in Fig. r, where A represents the glass
dial ; a a the holes for suspending it.
The four holes shown at bc are—the one
in the centre c for the hand arbor, and
the three surrounding ones b, for attach-
ing the plate A to the movement.

The centre of the hand arbor should come
right every time the dial and motion
works are taken apart. To insure this,
drill the holes at b c through the glass
dial, and then lay one of the brass
plates B, Fig. 2, so the centre hole c in
the plate corresponds to the centre hole
cmn the dial; then mark where the holes
b come, and drill the brass plate B to

correspond. Next, get out three pillars
of three-eighths brass rod, half an inch

long between the shoulders as shown at
D in Fig. 3. The scheme is, the end of

the pillar D is turned to one-fourth of
an inch in diameter, which exactly fits

the hole in the glass dial. These holes

can be enlarged with a rat-tail file, so

the part) fits nicely in the dial, only

it lacks a trifle of reaching entirely

through the hole ; outside of this is

placed a brass washer a' and screw e.

This arrangement will insure the firm

holding of the pillars D, and no danger

of cracking the glass dial. Where the

opposite end of the three pillars D go

through the plate B, the fitting can be

made a little loose, so the screws e' can

draw the plate firm in the proper posi-

tions. The idea of the plan suggested,

is that we desire the pillars D at f to

perfectly fit the holes in the dial, and

to readily do this, we allow a little play

in B until the exact positions of the

three pillars D, as regards the dial, is

secured ; then wo can tighten up the

e
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screws e' for holding the plate B. After
these parts are fitted and in place, we
had better fasten the pillars D in the
plate B by a little soft solder. The two
plates B B' are now to be placed two
and one-half inches apart, and held in
that position by four pillars g, each two

and one-half inches long between the
shoulders. Tlat positions of these pillars
are shown at g in Fig. 2. The entire
length of the centre arbor E, Fig. 4, is

four and one-fourth inches. The hour
and minute wheels go between the dial
and the plate B; those from any ordin-
ary old clock can be used, as the posi-

tion of the minute hand is controlled
by the ratchet toothed wheel inside.

The centre arbor should be carefully

turned from a piece of Stub's steel, a
trifle over one-fourth of an inch in dia-
meter, so that it can be turned to
exactly one-fourth of an inch to fit the
ratchet wheel. The circle on which
the minute dots are placed should be
swept from the centre arbor, and the

dots denoting the minutes can be

established by the minute hand after it
is attached to the centre arbor, and held
by the ratchet wheel. The magnet F
is made of two round bars of soft iron,
half an inch in diameter, wound with
No. 18 insulated copper wire until the
outer diameter of -the coils is one inch.

These magnets are shown at F, Fig. 2,

as seen when looking toward the dial
from the back ; they are also shown as
if seen in the direction of the arrow It
at Fig. 5. The two half inch iron

cores are shown at the dotted outline
i 1 One end of these round iron cores
is joined by a fixed bar H, which is
held by two screws (I), tapped into the
ends of the round magnet cores i i. The
magnet is held in position by the L
shaped piece G, which is screwed to the
plate B. We will, for the want of space,
have to defer further description until
our next issue.

THE NATIONAL FINANCES.

According to the monthly statement

issued by the Treasury Department, on

April ist, the gold and silver accounts

show interesting changes since the be-

ginning of the fiscal year. In the total

amount of gold held, the-re has been an

increase of nearly $13 000 000, the

aggregate on April 1st being $326,700,-

939, and the net amount, after deduct-

ing outstanding certificates, being $197,-

i8nh
874,422, an

months. The gold 22n
an increase of over $4,000,000

certifi-

cates outstanding have reached $128,-

826,517, an increase of nearly $9,000,-

000 over July 1st.
The aggregate of standard silver dol-

lars held is $272,004,307, an increase of

$56,537,865. Of this amount the Gov-

ernment owns only $20,740,628, the

remainder being covered by outstanding

certificates. At the beginning of the

fiscal year, the free silver was $47,634,-

842, which shows that, in addition to
the entire amount of silver dollars
coined the past nine months, the
Treasury absorbed nearly 27,000.000 of

these coins. The outstanding certificates
now foot up $251,263,679, an increase
of nearly $51,000,000 during the nine
months. The aggregate of gold and

silver certificates now outstanding
exceeds the authorized volume of

United States or legal tender notes by
$33 000,000.
Running over the scales of the gold

and silver now held by the Ti easury,

it will be found that the weight of the

gold is 6or tons of 2000 pounds, and

the silver 8009 tons. Packing it along

the highway as cord-vtood is packed
the gold would make a barricade foul

feet high and four feet thick for a dis-

tance of 335 feet, and the silver, il

similarly packed, would extend 4248

feet, or five-sixths of a mile. If packed
in carts, one ton to each cart, the pro.

cession would be nearly 33 miles long,

of which distance the gold-bearing

carts would cover 23_. les and the

silver a fraction over 3o,,4

THE CROWN PLATE OF ENGLAND.

Victoria's celebrated St vres dessert

service is kept in the green drawing

room at Windsor Castle. Mr. Goode,

of South Audley street, who is a most

eminent expert in such matters, informs

me, says The Lmtion Truth, that no

fewer than twenty-eight pieces of the

service were lost (or stolen) during the

reign of George IV, when it was in

daily use at Carlton House for his

Majesty's private table. Mr. Goode,

during the last fifteen years, has man-

aged to buy back nineteen of these

pieces, which are identical in every re-

spect with those in the cabinets in the

green drawing room. Mr. Goode values

the service (vk hich belongs to the crown

e., it is not the private property of

the queen) at fully Zroo,000, and one

piece alone (the famous punch bowl)

was valued a few years ago by a well-

known auctioneer at ,4•1 0,000 ; while

Mr. Goode himself vainly offered ,4•500

to the present owner of one of the

missing plates.
The late Lord Dudley's superb vase,

which was bought by Mr. Goode at the

sale of his china, originally belonged

to this service, and had probably been

removed from Windsor castle at the

time of the confusion which prevailed

there during the last months of the life

of George IV, when, as one of the pages

told Mr. Chas. Greville, "loaded wagons

were sent away nearly every night."
I understand that Mr. Goode oflei ed the
pieces which he had recovered to the
queen, in order that the Windsor ser-
vice might be completed, but presuma-
bly her majesty did not care to expend
Lio 000 in making a present of china
to the crown.

•
JUDGE BirEGv, of Philadelphia, re-

cently gave public notice to the police
as to what they should do with pawn-
brokers who receive stolen goods. Ile
said: "I will say to the police force
that where property is stolen and in
the possession of a pawnbroker, he
should be subpoenaed to bring the stolen
goods with him. A pawnbroker who
receives stolen goods has no title to
them at all, and they belong to the
owner the same as if they never were
stolen." Subsequently the Judge at
side bar said : "If a man whose over-
coat, for instance, is stolen, sees an-
other walking along the street with it
upon his back the owner has a right to
take it off of him, no matter how inno-
cently the wearer came into pose,sion
of it. Yet the pawnbrokers who have
loaned money upon goods that have
been stolen insist upon their advances
oeing paid before giving up the prop-
erty. They have no right to make any
such demand."

TIIF, strain put upon a cable in oper-
iting a cable road is very heavy, while
he power required to move one is
enormous. On most lines, a cable one
and one-fourth inches in thickness is
used, which consists of a hemp or jute
heart wrapped with six strands com-
posed of nineteen wires of crucible
-,teel. The weight of the cable is three
and one-half pounds to the foot, so that

a mile of cable figures up a dead weight
TI ten tons. The force necessary to
haw this weight exte nded over the
,ntire line is very much greater than
vourd be required to move 111- same
weight in a compact body. The break-
ng strain guaranteed by cable manu-
lacturers is forty-five tons, but the
uaximurn strain we use is only ten
tons. An average of 75 per cent. of
power is spent in pulling the empty

and the balance is all that is used
or profit. A cable can be used only
&bout seven months, when it becomes
so worn as to be of no further use.

 •  
GONE.

Another man gone under ! His story,
a short one, is told every day. He had
r good position, a large salary, a home,
a wife and a family. He evidently
lived beyond his means, acquired ex-
pensive habits and became rapid. He
got hold of somebody's check, had it
cashed and then skipped. His career
comes to an end, but the misery of his
household has just begun.

Our grandfathers did one thing bet-
ter than we do—they knew how to live
Ill two rooms and save money, while we
live in ten, get into debt, keep our
noses to the grindstone, and at last
burst all to pieces like an over inflated
soap bubble.

It takes more courage for an ambitious
young man to live on a thousand dol-
lars a year, and keep clear of embarrass-
ments and temptations, than to hunt
lions in Africa or tigers in India. The
stiff backbone which enables a fellow

to endure ridicule because he is poor,

and do it cheerfully, is the choicest

donation which Providence ever made
to any man.
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The Origin ob de Boss Case, an' its Influ-

ence on de World an' Mankind

in General.

BY J. I...S.

Belubed membahs ob dis s'ciety, I'se

pow'ful glad fer ter see yo' all once mo',

as yo' all knows der was no meetin'

las' month. De reason wuz dat we had

truble wid de landlord. He wanted his

rent, an' we did not hab de money, kase

de Secretary he done fell in wid de

Thompson Street Poker Club, an' lost de

rent money dat he had in his pocket.

He am now in jail widout bail, an' all

de membahs ob dis s'ciety am requested

to sharpen up der razors, an' yo' all

hab permission ter carve him jess as
soon as yo' sees him. Dis s'ciety is

not gwinter be pestered any nio' wid

such doins as dis.
De lectuah on Egypt am posponed

dis ebenin', as we hab de Rev. W. B.
Ridgeway, from Mt. Carmel, Ills., wid

us. He perposes ter show yer all de

origin ob de Boss case from de clergy-

man's standpoint. Yo' all reckomember

dat I tole yo' I did not take up de sub-
ject from dis stanpoint—dat I left it to
de clergymen demselbs ter settle de
mattah. Mr. Ridgeway am de President

ob de Mt. Cannel Branch ob de En-
lightness, and I wants ter say right
heah dat we all is pow'ful glad dat he
hab kum heah, an' dat at any time we
is glad ter heah fro' any ob de jewelers.
So, if any ob yo' hab anyting on your
minds dat am pesterin' yo', yo' is 'vited
to kum right heah an' speak out, an' I
hopes fer ter heah from yo' all.
De San Francisco branch am habin'

sum truble 'bout de Chinese, an' Gold-
mine Babcock says he is gwinter mur-
dah all de Chinese on de coast, an' den
go ober to China and kill de rest. I

had telegraphed fer dem to bounce
Goldmine. As dis s 'ciety am no respecter
ob persons or nations, ebery man dat
can weah a Boss case am welcome.
De Rev. Mr. Ridgeway has de plat-

form.

My Belubed Bruddern and Members
of dis Disgust Assembly :—I rise up
afore yo' at dis meeting to show my
anytipithe to the speech of de culled
gemmen dat made dat great oration at
our February meetin 1. You see, my
belubed bruddern, dat he sed he would

gib us de origination ob de Boss case.
And den he tells us how he trabbled,
and found de 'Boss case one place and
todder place, and den he went into de
mummy holes of Egypt, and 'mong
dem mummies he finds de Boss case.
But he nebber tells whar dey got 'em.
Dey war in Egypt, I know, for de good
Book tells me dat. But dat culled
gemmen nebber reads dat far. Den he
tell um he bin wid all de big folks ober
de world, and he war de biggest giasti-
cutest of dem all. Now I tell you, my
intelligent bruddern, sich speech as dat
we have no necessary for. He no tell
any origination of de Boss case, and he
only tells who have him. Now, open
your ears and mouf, an' I will originate
de Boss case. It was fust made in
Hebben. And dat was why de tudder
niggar done tell us, he nebber trabbel
dat road. Well, you see de debbil he
done went in dar an' got up a snide
case. Den Massa Boss comes wid his
Boss case and dribe all de snides out ob
Hebbm, and dey fall, and dey fall till
dey nebber hit nuffin. Den dey went
to de garden whar Adam and Eve
libed, and dar climed up a tree and
hanged it full of snide cases. Den dey
gits Eve and say, look at dat ; ain't
dat purty ? Eve says, Yes. Den dey
sells her one. She put it on an' goes
to Adam, and he says to Eve, whar you
git dat ? Eve says from dis snake (dat
means snide). Den Adam gits one and
hangs it on afore him. Den dey look at
it, and dey know de Boss come soon,
and dey war shamed. So dey made a
snide case of fig leaves. But Massa Boss
he come and ax Adam how dey got dat
snide. Adam say Eve she got it for
me. Den he ax Eve whar she got it.
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She says of dat snake, de debbil. Den
Massa Boss takes his Boss case and
dribes Adam and Eve and de debbil all
out of de garden, and made de debbil
crawl on de ground and eat dirt all his
life for making the snide case. Den
Massa Boss he take de Boss case an'
put a watch in it (dis am de fust watch)
an' set it on de gatepost, so none ob
dem dat had de snide could nebber
come back agin. So you see, bruddern,
dat de debbil made de snide case all de
time, and de Boss dribe him away whar
no place is, and dat is whar he ort to
be wid his snide case. Now my be-
lubed heerers, it is time I quit, fo' I
can't tell you all 'bout how dem mum-
meries got dem dis time. But I knows
Joseph and Moses had dem. Den
Aaron made a snide, an' it was a calf,
just like de rest ob de snides. So now,
brudders, I take my seat and finds a
place fo' it to set down at dis meetin'.

The professor then said : " Befo'
de meetin' adjourns, I wants ter
invite yo' all to a banquet dat am to be
giben on de first ob de month by de
membahs ob dis s 'ciety in honah ob de
new guarantees in de Boss, Keystone
and Star 'Cases. Dat great Boss case
am now guaranteed fo' 25 yeahs ; de
Keystone fo' 20, an' de Star fo' 15. Dis
am great an ' glorious news. De great-
est since de end ob de wah. An' I
wants ter say right heah dat Mr. Thorpe,
de President ob dis great Company,
did not increase dis guarantee wid his
eyes shut,. same as some ob de snide
case makers hab done. He jess knowed
what he was doin ', an' not 'fraid dat in
a few yeahs he will hab ter go out ob de
business or change de name ob de
Company in ordah ter keep fro' meckin '

his guarantees good. He am not built
dat way. An' I tells yo' all ter jess
hole your breaf, an' in a short time yo'
will see one ob de greatest circuses dat
yo' eber seed, an' de snide case men
will be jess runnin"round axin' de
hills an' mountains fer ter fall on dem,
but I'll jess bet a wattah-mellon dat de
mountains will jess tell dem ter go to
de debbil, kase der am no mountain or
hill dat hab dirt an' rocks 'nough fer
ter cuber up de cheek ob de snide case
makers. Dey may be cubbered up wid
der snide cases dat de people will trow
at dem. It am now time ter go home,
so jess scoot."

E. A. Williams, Lynchburg, Va.,
writes : "I have been a constant reader
of the KEYSTONE for the past Iwo
years, and think it superior to some of
the journals four times its price."

A. FEW UNFAMILIAR GEMS.

Who outside of the technical few
knows what a tourmaline is or could.
describe a j acinth—could say whether
the first is a sort of windstorm or the
second of a musical instrument? They
are both gems, and the fact that their
very names sound so unfamiliar, so un-
known, indeed, shows that there is a
fashion in gems, and that there are un-
used precious stones just as there are
unused precious metals.
The list of precious stones with which
we are familiar is after all a very small
one says a writer in San Francisco
Chronicle, embracing simply the dia-
mond; emerald, sapphire, ruby, opal, to-
paz, carbuncle, amethyst, and pearl.
This, however, is a very small part of
the actual list. Readers of the Bible
will, of course, remember that two lists
of precious stones are given in that
book. The first is given in the descrip-
tion of the Jewish high priest's breast-
plate, and is as follows :
"And thou shall set it (the breast-

plate) in setting of stones, four rows of
stones ; a row, of sardius, topaz, and car-
buncle shall be the first row ; and the
second row an emerald, a sapphire, and
a diamond ; and the third row a jacinth,
an agate, and an amethyst ; and the
fourth row a beryl and an onyx and a
jasper."
The second list is given in the de-

description of the New Jerusalem:
"The foundation of the walls of the

city were adorned with all manner of
precious stones. The first foundation
was jasper, the second sapphire,the third
chalcedony, the fourth emerald, the
fifth sardonyx, the sixth sardius, the
seventh chrysolite, the eighth beryl,
the ninth topaz, the tenth chrysoprase,
the eleventh jacinth, the twelfth ame-
thyst, and the twelve gates were twelve
pearls."
In these two lists there are six stones,

the sardius, chalcedony, chrysolite,
beryl, chrysoprase, and jacinth, that
may be called unknown ; and two, the
jasper and sardonyx, which are not ac-
customed to put in lists of gems.

Before going any further it will be
interesting to find out something about
the unused half-dozen, and this, it will
be found, can be comparatively done by
first considering the chalcedony, which
is the mother stone of a large family.
Chalcedony is a semi-trasparent kind of
quartz, apparently produced by the in-
filtration of water holding silicious mat-
ters in solution. The name is after
that of the locality, Chalcedon, in Asia

Minor, where it is said to have been
originally found. Chalcedony, in some
of its many varieties, is found in Tus-
cany, Iceland, the Fareo island,Sacony,
Hungary, India, Arabia, Surinam, Si-
beria, Cornwall, Scotland, the Giant's
Causeway, and in California, near
Vallejo. Beautiful chalcedonic pebbles
may be picked up on some of the south-
ern English beaches, at Pescadero, in
California, and at Lake Tahoe. Chal-
cedony is usually milk white, but it as-
sumes a number of colors and markings.
When it is of a light red or yellow color
it is called carnelian because of its flesh-
color. Carnelian was formerly much
used for beads and sealstones, but now it
is seldom seen as an ornament, except
in shape of cheap rings sold at coun-
try fairs. When it is of a deep brown
red it is called sardius or sard ; when it
shows alternating parallel bands of dif-
ferent colors without any pronounced
contrast it is called onyx ; and when
these layers are of very dark sard and
nearly opaque white chalcedony it is
called sardonyx, a stone that was and is
still held in great esteem for engraving
into cameos.
When chalcedony takes the form of

nodules which, on being cut, display an
eccentric arrangements of the various
siliceous minerals which enter into its
composition, it is called agate, Scotch
pebble, or mocha stone. These agates
often display beautiful and peculiar
markings, and according to these mark-
ings are called fortification agate, rib-
bon agate, moss agate, and so on.
When chalcedony assumes an apple-
green or leek-green color, caused by the
presence of onyx of nickel, it is called
chrysoprase. Chrysoprase is found in
Silesia and on the St. Lawrence, and is
still much esteemed, on the continent
especially, as an article of jewelry.

Lastly, flint, hornstone, and plasma
are all baser forms of this same chal-
cedony.
Though so closely alike in name the

beryl and chrysoberyl have little else
In common. The beryl is a variety of
the emerald, and is found in six-sided
prisms of very variable dimensions. Its
colors are generally blue or yellow, but
some are colorless. When of cldar tints
of sea-green or sky-blue they are called
by the jewelers aqua-marines. Beryl
crystals are found in New Hampshire
and Massachusetts, China, Brazil, Si-
beria, Cornwall, Ireland, and Scotland,
the Irish specimens being of a fine blue
color and sometimes qiiite transparent.
The chrysoberyl is found in small

rounded masses about the size of a pea,
which on being cut show various tints
of greenish yellow, with clear, translu-
cent, and very hard body. Sometimes
they show a bluish opalescence inter-
nally. The finer chrysoberyls are equal
in appearance to the yellow diamond.
They are found in Ireland, Brazil, and
Cleyton.
The chrysolite, like the chalcedony,

is a silicate. It is rarely found in crys-
tals, but generally in angular pieces of
greenish or golden-yellow color, embed-
ded in basalt or lava. The principal
localities are Vesuvius and the Isle of
Bourbon, in lava; Real del Monte in
Mexico, Upper Egypt, Constantinople,
and in pale green transparent crystals
among the sand of a stream in Auvergne.
Inferior varieties of the chrysolite are
called olivines, and are found in the ba-
salt of the Giant's Causeway, the lavas
of Unkel, on the Rhine, and those of
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Sandwich islands. It is sometimes
found, too, in meteoric stones.
Jacinth is only another name for hy-

acinth, and the hyacinth is a variety of
another silicate called zircon, found in
Ceyton, Norway, some of the islands of
Scotland, and certain Irish streams.
Zircon occurs in crystals, generally
square, four-sided prisms terminated by
four-sided pyramids ; and also in grains,
sometimes white, but more frequently
red, brown, yellow, green, or gray.
The colorless or slightly smoky kinds
are called jargoon ; the bright red hy-
acinth, and the grayish or brownish
zirconite.

Another precious silicate is the more
perfect form of schorl called tourmaline
or rebellite, which is brought from Bra-
zil, Ceylon, Avar, and Siberia, possesses
considerable beauty. The transparent
colored varieties are sometimes still cut
into ring stones, etc. and when reduced
to thin slices are much valued for mak-
ing experiments in the polarization of
light.
The list of precious silicates is not

yet exhausted. There is, for instance,
that known as jasper. It is found in
various colors—spotted, banded, or va-
riegated. It takes a fine polish, and
the variety and richness of its color ren-
der it still useful in the ornamental arts.
Allied to this in the bloodstone, a jas-
pery variety of quartz, of a dark-green
color, variegated with red spots, and
was once quite a fashionable material
for seals and ring stones. When the
spots are yellow, instead of red, this
stone is called the heliotrope. Still an-
other silicate that takes rank among
the precious stones is the lapis lazuli or
lazulite. It is of a beautiful blue color,
often speckled with yellow grains, and
is still made use of in mosiac and inlaid
work, as well as for making vasses and
other costly ornaments.

Quartz, except where it contains rich
gold deposits, is not generally consid-
ered a precious stone, but there is a va-
riety called the rose quartz, which cer-
tainly comes under the head. It is of
a beautiful rose red or pink color, and
nearly transparent. It is found in Cey-
lon and Bavaria, and is often sold for
much more precious stones. Adularia,
or felspar, likewise is not of much val-
ue, but that resplendent variety found
in Siberia and Norway of a pale yollow-
ish color and called the sunstone is cer-
tainly a jewel among stones. The play
of color on a good sunstone is simply
beautiful. The sister of the magnifi-
cent spar is the moonstone, which by
reflected light presents a pearly or sil-
very play of color. It is held in con-
siderable estimation as an ornamental
stone on the continent, especially for
brooches and rings. The finest speci-
mens are brought from India, as the
readers of Wilkie Collin 's novel entitled,
"The Moonstone" will well remember.

There are scores of other precious
stones that are not found in the every-
day list,but this article must be brought
to a close with the statement that the
red garnets so commonly seen are but
one of very many varieties, which in-
clude the cinnamon stone of an orange-
yellow, the water garnet, which is col-
orless ; the grossula, which is olive, and
the black.—Chicago News.

MEN who can act in the capacity of
both watchmaker and engraver, and do
their work satisfactory, are becoming
commoner every day.

CLOCKS.

F the course described in last
article for cutting the glass
suspension rod and adding the
platinum loop is properly attend-

ed to, the length will be found nearly
correct ; but we will suppose the parts
to come a little out, and, to illustrate,
conceive the piece N is flat down on E' ,
so the screw k will not act any further
as shown in Fig. r, (April KEYSTONE,)
and the clock still gaining. We bend
the bar N at i a little upward, which
will have the effect of lowering the ball
a trifle; we should make Nbend enough

to require the screw k to be given
a turn or two upward to bring the clock
near correct time. For regulating
the clock while running, we place
a bridge below the ball, which stands
astride the bar N as shown at A, Figs.
I and 2 in the present cuts ; but the
parts are the same as shown at Fig. 8,
April KEysToNE, except the bridge ,A
is added. Fig. 2 is a vertical section
of Fig. I on the line i. The bridge A
extends crosswise to the plate E and
allows the regulating bar N to work
freely beneath it. Screwed into the
lower side of A is a screw h; this screw
is about three-sixteenths of an inch in
diameter and one and three-fourths
inches long, and the lower end turned to
a long, slim conical indicator point, as
shown at a. Working freely on this
screw is a heavy nut s of brass, one inch
in diameter and abotit half an inch thick.
Extending outward from this nut are
eight round star shaped points as shown
at b, Fig. 3. When the clock is being
regulated, the nut s is left as near the
centre,pf the screw h as practicable, and
the clock brought to correct time by
the screw k. After the clock is sup-
persed to be regulated perfectly, and we
find by repeated observations that our
clock is slowly gaining, we catch one of
the star points on the nut s, as the ball
Swings to the right, and turn it an
eighth of a turn,which lowers the heavy
nut a trifle ; and watch the effect by
repeated star observations to ascertain
if the rate is corrected. This system
of regulation does not require the clock
to be stopped either to retard or acceler-
ate its rate ; but the nut s should only
be used after the clock is brought to a
very perfect performance. When first
filled, the column of mercury in the
test tubes should be five and three-fourths
inches high, which will probably pro-
duce a slight over compensation, as it
is practically better to remove some of
the mercury than to add to it. The
correction of compensation should not
be attempted until the clock is
thoroughly seasoned and its rate well
determined. To facilitate the removal
of the mercury from the jars (shown at
D D, April KEYSTONE), we make in the
top plate E, two holes one-fourth of an
inch in diameter, directly over each jar,
and close them with two pieces of brass
shaped as shown at L, Fig. 4. The
only object of these brass plugs is to
close the hole again* dirt ; and it is
better to let them rest in the holes than
to have them screw in. We will make

no further mention at present of chang-
ing the adjustment, letting this rest
until the subject of escapement is set-
tled. While it is ultimately the situa-
tion of the writer to describe and recom-
mend an isodynamic escapement, he
will, before proceeding to do so, con-
sider other fine escapements used in
clocks of precission. There is no doubt
but the first escapement used was a

Fig. O.

modification or form of the escapement
to the old verge watch. This form of
escaperusnt will be considered when we
take up "Curious Clocks." For many
years after, clock-making was attracting
the attention of men of great ability,
there was about an equal division on
the merits of dead and recoiling beat
escapements as shown in Figs. 6, 7 and
8. Each of the three forms have in-
herent defects peculiar to themselves.
As for instance, in the recoiling beat
shown in Fig. 8, any increase of driv-
ing power accelerated the rate, while in

Fig . 8.

the dead beat escapement shown in Fig.
6, the oontrary effect is produced, the
clock loosing by increase of motive
power from two reasons : first, from
increased friction on the dead planes of

7,

a

the locking faces ; second, from the
increased arc of vibration. The third
radical form of escapement, and in some
respects an improvement on the one

shown in Fig. 6, often called the pin
escapement, is shown in Fig. 7. One
of the objections urged to the pin
escapement is a tendency to run dry,
the oil being carried up the pin to the
angle formed by the junction of the pin
to the scape wheel. This can, in a great
measure, be obviated by making the
pins of hard gold wire and the pallets
of some hard stone, like chalcedony or
topaz in which case this escapement
performs well dry. The first invention
of the recoiling escapement shown in
Fig. 8, is claimed by both Hooke and
Clements. The dead beat escapement
Fig. 6, is undoubtedly to be credited to
Graham, with a date of about 1700.
The pin escapement shown in Fig. 7,
was invented by a Frenchman named
Leparete, about 1753.

IV. D. Tustein, llfanrac, La., says:
"I am very much pleased to see the pro-
gress the KEYSTONE has made in the
las/ two or three years. I consider it
equal, if not supelior, to any journal of
the kind publishedin /he United Sloe/s."

THERE is an increasing "fad" in the
direction of men—and men of acknowl-
edged tastes—wearing jewelry. Not
alone do they break. the immaculate
witness of their shirt bosoms with
stones of marvelous brilliancy and col-
oring, set as studs ; but they choose
scarf pins of quaint designs, watch
chains in massive link patterns, strik-
ing devices in cuff buttons ; to say
nothing of the innumeroble finger rings,
encrusted silver cigarette-case, chased
gold match box and enameled pencil-
case. Jewelers go further, and assert
that there is steady demand from the
masculine patrons for long, slender
gold chains, which are worn, concealed
around the neck, and on which are
hung sentimental souvenirs, in the way
of tiny lockets, containing cherished
portraits or lock of shining hair. 4 Nor,
so they assert, is the bangle quite dis-
carded from off the masculine arm ; but
it is carefully guarded, and is no lon-
ger permitted to slip into view, below
the cuff.— Table Talk.

THE following clipping is certified to
by W. H, Reisner, the well-known
jeweler of Salisbury, N. C. as being an
actual fact : " Mr. S. S. Hopkins, one
of the employes in Reisner's jewelry
store, while cleaning an old brass
watch the other day, found in it among
other things a live spider. How long
the insect has been in the watch, or
how it got there are not known."

THE important suit of Lapp & Fler-
shem against the Dueber Watch Case
Manufacturing Company on a claim for
rebate on gold cases purchased, was
tried lately before Judge Clifford, of
Chicago, and a jury, and resulted in a
verdict in favor of Lapp & Flershem. The
facts are generally known co the trade.
Lapp & Flershem had purchased a
large number of cases from the Dueber
Watch Case Manufacturing Company,
and when the company made a reduc-
tion in prices they demanded the rebate.
Lapp & Flershatu appear to have been
the only firm that took action in the
matter.
LATER —B. F. Norris, Mister & Co.

have issued a suit against the Dueber
Watch Case Company for $5,000, for
rebate, on grounds similar to those
upon which Lapp & Flershem secured
their judgment.
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WORK SII0 P NOTES.

"ANTI MAGNETIC.' asks "what is to
be done with tools which have become
magnetized?" Punches in staking
tools will always 'become more or less
magnetic by use ; the important point
seeming to be whether they are mag-
netized enough to be dettimental or not
The punches of a staking tool can be
derusgnetized with a watch demagnet-
iz‘t, or can be corrected by a strong
steel magnet. The vi ay to go about it
is to first determine the polarity of the
tool to be de magnetized. No matter
what the piece is, or what its shape, it
mut possess double polarity, that is a
north and south pole. To prove this,
take a piece of hardened steel, like a
portion of an old small, square or round
file, and rub one end with the north
pole of a common steel magnet. Now
the end rubbed will possess a south
polarity, but the opposite end will ex-
hibit north polarity. You now find
either end of your old file will pick up
small pieces of iron or steel. We can
neutralize the magnetism in our
old file, either by rubbing the same end
of it as before with the (pposite pole of
our magnet, or by rubbing the opposite
end of the piece of old file with the same
pole as was used in the first instance
We have now a piece of magnetized
steel, which will represent a punch or
any other steel object which has be-
come accidentally (or maliciously) mag-
netiz,A. To treat it properly as we
said above. must first determine the
polarity of the p (cc to be demagnetized,
and as we have our illustration piece
made from the old file we will use it.
We procure a small, lively pocket com-
pass, la) ing it down flat on a table, as
it is not good to trifle with any mag-
netized bodies when tools are laying
about. We soon find one end of our
old file will attract the north pole of the
needles and one repel. It is true we
knew the polarity of our piece before,
but we are using it as if we did ne t
We now lub the end of our old file with
the pule of the steel magnet of the same
name, that is if the selected end of our
old fie exhibits north polority, rub it
with the north pole of the steel magnet.
The rubbing mu-t be done cautiousl)
and slowly, testing the old file with
small bits of soft iron wire laying on
the table. We will see the magnetism
in the piece gladually weakening. until
it refuses to attract the small bits of
wire. The bit of old file has now be
come neutral, and if we carried the rub-
bing any farther, we should establish
south polarity where north polarity
existed. Theie is a good deal of prac
tic,. and judgmt nt necessary in testing
f r magnetism with a compass. The
subj.ct of Magnetism will ye's, shortly
be taken up in our series of articles
now iunning on "Woikshop Chem-
istry," and tieated in a very complete
and exhaustive manner.

"ENQuiRER" says "he has an old
watch made by Gaudron, Paris, which
never had but one hand (the hour.) It
winds in the centre of the dial." Can
any of our readers assist in giving
something near the date of its con-
struction?

"PLYERs" asks "if there is any book
published on 'American Watchwork, '
particularly Staffing, Springing and
Escapements ?" No such work has
been published. Turning and fitting

-taffs is thoroughly described in our
little book on " Pivots and Pivoting"
given to all KEYSTONE subscribers.
-Springing" was written up in the lat-
ter part of 1886 in the KEYSTONE.

"CURIOSITY" asks "how the hole is
made in a surgeon 's hypodermic syringe
needle ? " The wire is fi,st grooved
like a sewing machine needle, and then
drawn through a wire plate to close
the outer edges down.

" READER " asks "what the screw
driver shaped tool which comes with a
staking tool is used for ?" znd. "How
to blue clock hands evenly ?" 3rd.
-Give the address of several reliable
numismatists ?" The tool you refer to
is generally used to stretch the fork to
Swiss levers ; putting in one of the
small faced stumps to place the fork on.
Clock hands, and all long and uneven
pieces of steel, are usually blued in a
sand bath, heated over a gas jet or
furnace. The sand needs be rather
coarse and clean. We can recommend
no numismatist from personal Enowl-
edge.

"SILVER PLATER" asks "for a for-
mula for making carbon plates for gal-
vanic batteries ?" All the processes
known to us are patented, and of course
not open to the public.

"READER OF THE KEYSTONE" asks
"for the best method for selecting a
new cylinder for chatelaine watch, of
the correct size, where the old one has
been lost ?" The usual rule is to select
one as large as will safely pass between
the scape wheel teeth. In some cases
the teeth have been stoned and short-
ened, which rule would give too large
a cylinder, and would increase the fric-
tion without obtaining any better
results. The sides or wall of a cylinder
should be as thtn as possible, consistent
with strength.

"SIGNER" asks "how to remove'
stubs broken off in a screw plate?"
Drill from the countersunk side of your
screw plate with a drill twice or three
times the size of the hole in the plate.
l'he drill should be double pointed,
such as were ti-ed with the drill bow.
Of course the drill will not cut the hard
crew plate, but the point will correctly
centle the broken piece in the plate.
Then with a dr 11 which will easily go
through the next smaller hole in the
plate, drill through the plug. Then
select a broach which will go through
the hole just drilled near up to its
shank ; put this through the hole (just
dulled) and strike it lightly with a
small hammer to embed the angles of
the broach in the plug. Fasten a pin
vice or slide on to the broach shank,
and gently try it back and forth (to turn
it), and in almost every instance the
plug will easily turn out.

"CABINETS" asks "for the name of a
firm who make only clock cases for the
trade. Small cases, either in enameled
iron or wood ?" We pass the question
along ; can any of our readers help us
out?

"OUT OF BEAT" asks "how to select
a new hair-spring for a watch ? " If
the old one remains, gauge it for
strength, even if it is badly bent and
twisted out of shape, and take the guage
measure as a test for strength for the

new one. Select a new one which
guages the same and is of the proper
diameter across the coils, and pin it in
the collet ; true in the round and flat,
and then pin it in the stud so the
regulator pins come (when the balance
is at rest) exactly opposite to where the
inner end is pinned into the collet. The
regulation is now effected by means of
the screws in the rim. If the watch is
only a little out, say five or ten seconds
an hour slow, change a pair of screws
for lighter ones. If the watch is out
thirty or forty seconds an hour, put in
or take out a pair of screws ; because
whether a balance has seven, eight or
nine pairs of screws in the rim, has but
little to do with its performance, except
to bring it to time. The old method
of vibrating, and letting out or taking
up a hair-spring to bring to time, is no
longer in use except for plain balances.
Of course after a new hair-spring is put
in, if a watch is a fine one, it has to be
readjusted for temperature.

"CYLINDER" says "I have a cylinder
watch which runs too fast when laying
down on either side ; and too slow when
hung up." Probably the balance is out
of poise, or not of the proper relatise
weight for the rest of the train.

"INQUISITIVE" asks "how do engrav-
ers transfer names written in India ink
to a copper-plate or box-wood when
they wish to cut a fac simile ; and how
are transfers made from prints in type
ink made to box-wood ?" We know of
no method of transferring India ink to
either copper or box wood. Indellible
ink, such as is used for marking linen,
can be used to transfer any characters
written with it to copper, and looks,
when written with on paper, very much
like India ink. All that is necessary
to do is to breathe on the surface of
copper to moisten the sui face, and lay
the writing face d wn and pass it
through the copper plate press, when
the lines will be found perfectly distinct
on the surface of the copper. AnS,thing
printed with printers ink can be trans-
ferred to a box-wood block, by soaking
the print in a solution of caustic potash
in alcohol from two to five minutes,
when the excess of fluid is taken up
with blotting paper, when the print is
lain face down on the block and forcibly
piessed. On careful removal of the
paper, a perfect transfer will be found.
Signatures in copying ink transfers to
a box-wood block immediately after
"whilening;" that is rubbed with a rag
saturated with flake white and weak
glue water.

"DUPLEX" inquires about the date
of an old English cylinder watch en-
graved on the cap, "Examined by
Banister, 75 Fleet Street, London." Can
any of our readers help him out?

" A JEWELER " says "please tell me
how to give gold the Roman color ; and
where can I get a jeweler's receipt book
containing recipes of similar nature ?"
We gave recently Gee's processes for
wet and dry coloring of Roman gold;
but solid gold goods are seldom heavy
enough to stand recoloring by any of
those processes. Gilding with a battery
is generally resorted to for restoring
the color of Roman gold goods which
have become dull and dingy by wear,
or have been heated to hard solder.
For preparing a gilding solution, see
March KEYSTONE, page ro. The

Sterling Watch Co , 18 S. Broad Street,
Philadelphia, Pa„ keep a full line of
technical books for the trade.

"SILVER PLATER" asks "what is the
fluid they use to dip their burnishes in
when polishing silver plated goods ?"
Yellow rosin soap and water.

"THANKFur," asks "what is the fluid
used to protect silver-plated ware from
tarnishing ?" Collodion. Read our
article on " Workshop Chemistry " in
February KEYSTONE. In that you will
find how to make and apply the sub-
stance.

"CUT BALANCE" says "sometimes I
find a balance a mere trifle too light,
and I do not like to let out the hair-
spring. What am I to do, put short
pins in the holes of the balance rim?
I would change the screws, but am
likely to overdo the matter." Small
washers cut out of silver or platinum
foil of the size of the screw head, hav-
ing a hole in them for the screw, accom-
plish the end you desire admirably. To
cut out such discs, turn a steel punch
of the size of a balance screw head,
leaving a pin of the size of the screw
which goes into the balance. This pin
should be square on the end so as to
make a sharp clean cut, and the end of
the shoulder should be slightly under
cut. This punch is hardened and used
with a hard wood block on the end of
the grain. Roll out some sheet silver,
or an alloy of silver and copper to
about three one-thousandths of an inch
thick ; lay this on the block of wood
mentioned above, and with a light
hammer, drive first the centre pin
through the silver, then driven so the
outer edge of steel cuts out a disc of
thin metal ; this disc will stay on the
punch. A knife will readily remove it,
working carefully. A pair of these
placed under opposite screw heads, will
reduce the rate of a watch a couple of
minutes a day. Tinsel foil, such as is
used for washers under dials, can be
used to cut the discs out of; and two
or three can be placed under one screw
head, but don't place all under the head
of one screw ; put a like number
opposite, so as to keep the balance in
poise.

"CORNELIAN" says " I have some
nice specimens of agate I would like to
polish, and a grind stone does not cut
fast enough ?" Hand polishing of hard
stones is slow business at best. A piece
of sheet lead, laid flat on a glass slab
with emery and water, will cut tolerably
for a make shift. The glass slab is
laid on a table or bench, and the sheet
lead laid fiat on it, and the emery and
water on top of the lead. All the glass
slab does in this instance is to hold
the sheet lead flat ; and the sheet lead
being soft, holds the particles of emery
from rolling and slipping. The glass
slab should be roughened on one side
to use with tripoli and water for polish-
ing the stone after the flat surface is
made with the emery. A disc of soft
steel, using diamond dust with lard oil
and turpentine, is the tool to cut off
slices of hard stones. Such cuts leave
nearly a flat surface, which can readily
be ground and polished. A steel disc
seven inches in diameter, charged with
diamond powder, will split an agate
two inches across in two or three
minutes.
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LIST OF PATENTS.

The following is a list of Patents of
interest to the trade, issued during April,
1889. To obtain a complete copy of
specifications and drawings for any pat-
ent here noticed, enclose twenty-five
cents to the Commissioner of Patents,
stating the number and date of issue:

TUESDAY, APRIL 2, 1889.
No. 400,341 Method of Forming Rings. Joseph B.

Bowden, Brooklyn, N. Y.
No. 400,378 Bracelet. Adolph Luthy, New York,

N. Y.
No. 400,734 Time Piece Dial. Charles Bickford,

Boston, Mass.
No, 400.753 Clock. Walter D. Davies, Brooklyn,

N. Y.
No. 400,783 Spectacle-Lens. August Morck, Jr.,

Warren, Pa.
No. 400,869 Combined Solder and Flux. Edwin

Norton and John G. Hodgson, Chicago,
TUESDAY, APRIL 9, 1889.

No. 401,006 Electric Self-Winding Clock Manuel.
Carranza Guatemala and Jose M. Tinoco, San
Francisco, Cal.

No. 401,047 Spring Motor. Adam Meahl, Cairo,
Kentucky.

No. 401,052 Spring Motor. Charles Nicholson,
Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 401,053 Lace-Pin Fastening. Milton E. Open-
heimer, New York, N. Y.

No. 401,065 Electric Winding for Torsion Pendulum
Clocks. Heinrich Rabe, Hanan, Germany.

No. 401,974 Stem-Winding and Setting Watch.
Edward Seitz, Peoria, Ill.

No. 401,084 Button. George H. Thomas, Chicopee
Falls, Mass.

No. 401,094 Campaign Button. Leon Winterdorf
and August Reymoud, New York, N. Y.

No. 401,187 Automatic Musical Instrument. Thos.
A. Macaulay, New York, N. Y.

No. 401,188 Automatic Musical Instrument. Thos.
A. Macaulay, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, APRIL 16, 1889.

No. 401.435 Pen Holder. Louis M. Hopkins, Chi-
cago, Ill,

No. 401,476 Picking Thimble for Musical Instru-
ments. Norman E. Barnes, Bay Shore, N. Y.

No. 401,499 Clock. Arthus Junghans Schramberg,
Wurtemberg, Germany.

No. 401,697 Time Piece Dial. Martin V. 13. Ethe-
ridge, Boston, Mass.

TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 1889.

No. 401,746 Combined Button Hook and Bracelet.
Alice Johnstone, Avondale, N. J.

No. 401,759 Watch Makers Staking Tool. Jolla C.
Rocheleau, Worcester, Mass.

No. 401,814 Arm Rest for Musical Instruments.
Joseph Bohmann, Chicago,

No. 401,815 Stem-Winding and Setting Watch.
Casper Bohnenstiel, Newport, Ky.

No. 401,908 Separable Button. Gustavus A. Schlec-
ter, Reading, Pa.

No. 401,986 Fountain Pen. William Van Demark,
Phelps, N. Y.

No. 402,005 Tellurian. Louis Deichinann, Cassel,
(3ermany.

No. 402,011 Finger Ring. Moses Freed, New York,
N. Y.

No. 402,032 Compensation Watch Balance. Augus-
tus F. Pickert, Atlanta, Ga.

• No. 402,071 Lobe Ear Ring. James F. Doran and
Horace A. Hall, Pawtucket, R. I.

TUESDAY, APRIL 30, 1899.

No. 402,136 Engraving and Chasing Machine.
William W. Bradley, Newport, Ky.

No. 402,171 Cutting off Machine for Jewelers Stock.
Frank L. Lewis, Providence, R. I.

No. 402,176 Cuff Holder. Charles 0. McCausland,
Denver, Colo.

No. 402.185 Finger Shield and Fountain Attach-
ment. James Patinor, Pittsburg, Kan,

No. 402,187 Mould for Casting Hollow Ingots. Ira
F. Peck, Providence, R. I.

No. 402,314 Art of Engraving. William S. Eaton,
Sag Harbor, N. Y.

No. 402,316 Engraving Machine. Charles H. Field,
Providence, R. I.

No. 402,343 Repeating Watch. Charles Monet,
Hoboken, N. J.

No. 402,359 Watchman s Time Register. Henry W.
Smith, St. Louis, Mo.

No. 402,380 Machine for Engraving Watch or other
Cases. And Zttahlen, Philturelphia, Pa.

No. 402,417 Fountain Pen. Simon D. Dias, New
York, N. Y.

No. 402,473 Water Pendant. Paul Perret, Chaux
de Fonds, Switzerland.

No. 402,326 Gold Beaters Hammer. Henry B.
Hughes, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 19,061 Watch Case Designs. T. K. Benton,
Summit, N. J.

s_

A CURIOUS CALCULATION.

•
Open a book at random and select a

word within the first ten lines, and
within the tenth word from the end of

the line. Mark the word ; now double
the number of the page and multiply

the remainder by 5.
Then add 20.
Then add the number of the lines.
Then add 5.
Multiply the sum by ro.

Add the number of the word in the
line. From this sum subtract 250, and

the remainder will indicate in the unit
column the number of the word. In

the io column the number of the line,

and the remaining figures the number
of page.

THE "Union knot" is a popular pat-
tern in both gold and silver jewelry.

The bangle or ring in which it appears
is apparently held together by a loose

knot.
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HERE YOU ARE!
The Bet, Most Reliable and Cheapest

Watch in the market.

THE TRENTON AMERICAN MITCH. 

No. 60.

Trenton Movement in

Our New Bassine

No. 55.

Trenton Movement in

NICKEL SILVER CASE
0. F. S. W.

NICKEL SILVER CASE
O. F. S. W.

$4.25.

Double Jointed.

fr $3.75.

Ac7•JY-,
Trenton

WATCH MOVEMENT.
18 Size.

Stem Winding and Setting

Open Face.
Fitting any regular 18 size American

Case.

$3.50.

Trenton Movements in Keystone Silveroid Cases make a

most desirable low-priced watch.

ABOVE PRICES SUBJECT TO CASH DISCOUNT.

Send for new Price List, and ask your Jobber for the New
Trenton Watches as above. If you cannot get them

from him, send direct to

TRENTON WATCH CO.,
177 Broadway, New York.

NOVELTIES IN JEWELRY.

The shot queen chain is a fad among
the ladies.

A decidedly novel paper-weight takes
the form of a bronze shoe.

Large gold poppies with diamond
stems are much affected as lace-pins.

The newest ring setting is a tiny bust
of a jockey with a diamond sash.

A triangular opal, surrounded by
diamonds, is a scarf-pin of an attractive
nature.

Sterling silver photo frames, decor-
ated in renaissance style, elicit much
admiration.

Unique silver bon-bon boxes are those
modeled as owls' heads with sliding

covers.

In umbrella handles, one of the dear-

est and nicest is the head of a crow in

richly chased gold.

Royal Worcester vases, with orna-

ments modeled in gold, are among the

choicest porcelains.

Exquisite effect is produced by a

polished gold star with a solitaire dia-

mond centre as a scarf-pin.

Neatly designed scarf-pins are fash-

ioned as lances, from the points of which
glitter diamond stars.

A burning candle in gold, the flame

being represented in oxidized silver, is

an odd conceit in scarf-pins.

A cherub with diamond wings, pearls

issuing from its mouth, makes quite a
pretty brooch ornamentation.

Another scarf-pin novelty that attracts
attention is a cigarette in dead silver,

with its end incrusted with garnets.

Very attractive as a lace-pin is a
small moonstone face half framed in a
crescent of alternate sapphires and dia-

monds.

Bracelets of diamond-shaped blocks,
each ornamented with a row of pearls,

are receiving a fair share of recognition.

Noticeable for their unpretentious
character are rings with turquoise centres
set around with double circles of pearls.

Some of the later bar link buttons are
ornamented with a web of tiny rubies,
their beauty being greatly enhanced

thereby.

The more conventional style of buckles

for garter clasps is rapidly being re-

placed by odd designs that answer the

same purpose.

A dull gold disk, rimmed with dia-

monds, and a perpendicular line of

rubies running down the centre, is a

pintop well adapted to puft-scarfs.

An innovation in queen chair pen-

dants is a small woven gold purse at-,

tached to the chain by two slender wires

and intended to hold bon-bons.

Bracelets have been devised that con-

tain three rows of small diamonds, look-

ing like points of light, from which

hang a round perfect pearl as a pendant.

A new contrivance for holding matches

is a silver frog with head erect, and

whose mouth is so constructed as to

open and close by sharply pressing the
sides.

Four gold loops, each set with a prec-
ious stone, and surmounted by a dia-
mond-shaped frame of pearls, make a
much-admired double-pronged hair-pin
head.
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THE SONG OF THE ADVERTISER.

1 am an advertiser great
In letters bold, and big and round,
The praises of my wares I sound ;

Prosperity is lily estate. •

The people come,
The people go

111 one continuous,
Surging flow—

They buy my goods and come again,
And I'm the happiest of men ;
And this the reason I relate :
I am an advertiser great !

There is a shop across the way
Where ne'er is heard a human tread,
Where trade is paralized and dead,

Where ne'er a customer a day,

The people come,
The people go—

But never there ;
They do not know

There's such a shop beneath the skies,
Because he does not advertise ;
While I with pleasure contemplate
That I'in an advertiser great.

The secret of my fortune lies
In one small fact, which I may state,
Too many tradesmen learn too late :

If I have goods to advertise I

Then people come,
And people go,

In constant streams—
For people know •

That he who has good wares to Fell
Will surely advertise them well ;
And proudly I reiterate,
1 rim au advertiser great I

—Denver Tribune.

TINY diamond sparks are being used
effectively by way of simple ornamenta-
tion. They are set in silver, and a
single row worn about the throat looks
like a continuous line of light. A sea-
son's debutante wore at a late dinner-
dance a costume of tulle, from its pe-
culiar lustrous, silvery quality called
"moon tulle." A fine strand of dia-
mond sparks encircled her slender white
throat; three or four of the same be-
jeweled silver-threads were twisted
about her arms; the several small
wrought-silver combs that caught her
dark coils of hair were likewise bedia-
monded, and wee gems sent their iri-
descent gleams from the tips of her
dainty satin shoes. Debutantes are not
supposed to borrow their brilliancy from
gems ; but so delicately were these
sparkles added that they seemed quite
in keeping with the wearer's youth and
freshness.— Table Talk.

EXHIBIT OF AMERICAN JEWEL
MINERALS.

Tiffany & Co., of New York, have
prepared an exhibit of minerals to ac-
company their collection of jewel and
art work to the Paris Exposition. It is
designed to cover the field of American
jewel minerals only, and the endeavor
has been to keep it as compact as pos-
sible by only including remarkable and
unique specimens. Among the speci-
mens of native gold is some of John
Marshall's "find" of 1849 at Souter's
Mill, the first gold found in California.
Native silver is shown in some very
beautiful specimens, in one associated
with native copper. The last is of
special interest, it having been pro-
nounced fraudulent by some English
authorities, altough really authentic.
The first sapphire found in the United
States, from Jenks mine, Franklin, Ma-
con Co., N. C., and the first sapphire
ever found in its matrix are included.

Beryls, blue, green, and colorless, are
shown, including a cut specimen (aqua-
marine) of 133 karats, from Stoneham,
Maine, and emerald crystals from r to
to SY, oz. weight. The latter are of
greater value as crystals than could be
anticipated from them if they were cut.
Garnets are present in perfection. Ruby
garnets from Fort Definance, Arizona,
and Navaho Reservation, New Mexico;
the first samples of cut spessarite gar-
net, and the great 14 lb crystal with all
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ESTABLISHED 1864.

STERN & STERN,
Importers and Manufacturers

Diamonds,

Watches,
and

Jewelry •

No. 13 Maiden Lane,
New York.

faces perfect—a slightly distorted or
elongated dodecahedron—and a two
inch garnet cup are typical of the char-
acter of this mineral as shown. Red,
green, and colorless tourmalines from
Maine localities are extremely beauti-
ful, and are both cut and in natural
crystals.
A number of very beautiful associated

malachite and azurite specimens are
shown, embodying Ruskin's idea of the
green of the earth and the blue of the
heavens. It would be hard to find in
all mineralogy a more exquisite combi-
nation of colors.
Among the quartz minerals are a

quantity of crystals, curious on account
of their minute size and perfection,
there being 7,500 to the ounce.

Crystals of amethysts, smoky and
rose quartz and rock crystal,and quartz,
jasper, and other arrowheads, some un-
ique, are included. Some of the rose
quartz is cut into cups, spheres, and
other shapes, and a mass of rock crys-
tal is considered one of the finest shown.
An interesting exhibit is olivene from
meteorites, two being cut into jewels
(chrysolite,) forming gems of true cel-
estial origin. An Oregon opal is the
first found in the United States. A
superb block of amber is shown which
is dichroitic or fluorescent, and a mas-
sive piece of jet is near it, both illus-
trating organic jewel material. Pearls
from different sources are included;
some from Indian mounds, others from
the clam, common oyster, and other
mollusks. Mottled and black obsidian
and the first samples of pectolite and
wallastonite ever cut are of interest.
The exhibit, which is in part a loan col-
lection, is in charge of Mr. G. F. Kunz,
who is to accompany it to Paris.

A TRAVELING MAN HONORED.

Brenham, Texas, is second to none in
honoring those to whom honor is due,
and which was demonstrated in ban-
queting that highly interesting and
jovial gentleman, Mr. Asher Green, Of
Knvs'roNE fame, who represents Messrs.
Lissauer & Sondheim, of New York.
Mr. Green during his several trips to
Brenham has gained quite a number of
friends, and the "Boys" hearing he
was due in our city on the 6th, inst.,
determined to give him a royal recep-
tion. So accordingly, at 9 p. m., a del-
egation of eighteen handsome and well
behaved young gentlemen of the Batche-
lors Club called on Mr. Green at his
hotel and escorted him to to the house
of feast. It is useless to state that Mr.
Green's appetite is only exceeded by
his popularity on the road. After gorg-
ing himself to his heart's content, he
was finally persuaded to give a toast.
The subject chosen was an old chestnut
to all present—"Our Traveling Sales-
men," which was responded to by Mr.
H. Cohen in a very able manner. The
next toast proposed was by Mr. Henry
Harrison on "American and European
Travel"; not forgetting Mr Green and
his 300 pairs of pants. Harrison was
interrupted by Green, who had the au-
dacity to state that he "pants" for more
such trips. After the banquet, a vote
was taken and Keystone Cases were
voted the best. Watches were next
shown, and out of eighteen watches,
fifteen were of Keystone make. The
following day (Sunday) brother Green
was escorted to the depot by our dele-
gation, who wished him a bon voyage
and a speedy return.

'MAINSPRING.
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FOR SALE.

,MELI, paying jewelry business. Good town in N.
V1I Y. Small, clean stock ; good repair trade.
Address, "Frank," care John R. Stadlinger, Buffalo,
New York.

1WELRY business.—Best chance in New York
ej State for a young man to run business. Only
small capital required: Address, " Cash," care this
office.

gwELRy stock and fixtures of old established
LI house. Will sell cheap. W. J. Peter, Hender-
son, Ky.

TOOLS, almost new, 30 per cent. list prices.
1 Cunninghatn, Sutton, Quebec, Canada.

A N engraving machine in good working order.
H Can be bought cheap now of Wm. Polke, Belle
Plaine, Iowa.

DLISS transit best and perfect. Very cheap for
U cash. Have telegraph and no use for it. G. N.
Luckey, Baldwinsville, N. Y.

EIXTURES, with good run of bench work. Town
r 6 000, one opposition ; invoice about $350. Box
644, New Brighton, Pa.

A BROKER and jewelry business Address, 245
Hanover St., Boston, Mass.

I EWELRY store in central New York. Stock
ij about $1,200. Can be reduced. Very little
opposition. Cleared over $1,000 last year. Address,
"Diamond," care this office.

IEWELRY store in good country town doing
rj profitable business. Good reason for selling.
938 Market $t, Phila., Pa.

OR trade, 160 acres of land in Hughes county,Dakota. Address, Lock Box 134, Beloit, Wis.

OR trade, 8o acre farm, Winnebago, Iowa ; houseand lot in Richford, Wis., all clear for jewelry.
Address, Lock Box 67, DeKalb, Ill.

Q HIP chronorneter in good order. Apply to H. 0.

• 

Hurlburt & Son, 938 Market Street, Phila. Pa.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures invoice $6,000. Es-
t.) tablished 13 years. Good trade, plenty of work.
Death cause of selling. Address, Mrs. E. R. Wil-
liams, 3915 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ON account of death. Jewelry store, establishedzo years, $1,200 cost. 3007 State St., Chicago, Ill.

T" stock, fixtures and tools of the finest jewelrystore in western North Carolina. Steam heat,
gas and electric light, plate glass front. Will
invoice about $o2,000. Address at once, " Bargain,"
care of this office.

$3000 crinmweillbusytotch: leading jewelry
the

liveliest town between Peoria and Chicago. "B,"
care this office.

A WATCH and jewelry business in one of the best
towns of A,5oo population in northern New

York. Established 13 years. Stock and fixtures
about $3,000. Good reasons for selling. Address,
W. E. Smith, Gouverneur, N. Y.

A NEW Swiss Universal lathe, nickle-plated, with
IA slide and T rest, $20 ; cost $35. Optometer for
fitting sight accurately, $ro. V. Carleton, Oldtown,
Maine.

DN account of poor health and failing eye-sight Iwant to close out my business, including tools
aud material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

THE stock and fixtures of a well paying jewelry
I store in the liveliest town in Los Angeles county
on the Pacific Ocean. Population 1,500. No oppos-
siton. Splendid run of work. Will sell for invoice
price and throw in good will, lease, etc., $1,200.
This is a bargain, and must be cash, as I am going
into outdoor business on account of health. 0. G.
Tullis, Santa Monica, Cal.

OR TRADE.-16o acres improved farm in ShermanCounty, Kansas. Price, $20 an acre. G. W.
annum, Lanark, 111.

IIEWELRY business in one of the best towns in
J Texas, growing population 30.000, 11 railroads,
business last year, sales over $13.000,steadily grow-
ing. Stock about $10.000, can reduce if necessary.
Niue location. Only those meaning business need
apply, prospects this year very flattering for a
large increase in business. Address F. A. B., care
KEYSTONE.

[UM, set of Strong's engraving tools with copper
F type, instructions and Monogram books, cost,
$35 ; will sell for $15. Also Whitcomb lathe, No.
114, wheel cutters with large index plate and
pointer, cost, $6o ; will sell for $25. Address, " Jew-
eler," Lock Box 1103, San Bernardino, Cal.

A w"' established jewelry business, fixtures,clocks, etc., in one of the finest cities in Ala-
bama. Price, $r,000. Work •amounts to about $1,-
500 per year. A fine opportunity for a good
watchmaker. Address, " M," care this office.

QOM E Auburndale Timers. For particulars ad-
ti H. B. Rowle, Waltham, Mass.

ONE 54 inch, standard finish, light Championbicycle, been used about 4 months, in fine con-
dition. Lamp, bell, whistle, leggins, bundle car-
rier, lock, etc. complete, cost $130 new ; will sell
cheap for cash, or exchange for salable watches.
J. L. Ackerman, Lowell, Ind,.
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FOR SALE.

n REAT bargain in a live town. No opposition.
U Invoice $2.000. Jewelry,book and notion store.
Wm. Beatty, West Lebanon, Ind.

I N one of the best towns in Michigan, the stock,
I tools, fixtures and good will of the biggest jewelry
store in a town of ro,000 inhabitants. Owner wishes
to retire from business, for full particulars, address
E. Deiniel, 157 Jef. Ave., Detroit, Mich. Repairs
average $1500 per year, good prices, low rent, elec-
tric light, steam heat and all modern improvements.

I N the best town in Dakota, jewelry store estab-
lished ji years. Best store and best location in

the city. Population 4,000. Watchwork will
average $roo per month. Stock and fixtures in-
voice $4,000. Will reduce stock to suit. Address,
" Facts," care this office.

IEWELRY stock and fixtures in the best location
j in St. Paul. Will invoice about $3,000. A good
chalice for a man with a little capital. Address,
" C D B," 109 E. Seventh St., St. Paul, Minn.

A GOOD business in the best town in south-eas-
IA tern Kansas. Location healthy ; population
47,000 ; live, energetic and growing. Stock and
fixtures abont $4,500. Can be reduced. Good rea-
sons for selling. Address, J. M. Goodsell, Fort
Scott, Kansas.

A GOOD jewelry store and fixtures in upper part
H South Carolina. Stock will invoice about $1,00o.
A good trade all the year round. Repair work will
average about twelve hundred a year. It is one of
the most enterprising towns in the South. Stock
all neat and new ; no dead stock. Population be-
tween 3,000 and 4,000 and a good healthy place.
6 factories of different kinds. Reasons for wanting
to sell, want to retire. Can take charge at once.
No opposition. Terms cash. For further particulars
apply to "Rare Bargain," care this office.

QWISS lathe. Nearly new, in good condition.
O Address, " W E C," 'box 5259, Boston, Mass.

nR trade, store building in Kansas county seat
U town. Address, John Goeller, Minneapolis,
Colorado.

1100D paying jewelry business established 4 years,
U and has doubled each year. Rent low. Bench
work $roo per month. Invoice $5,00o. Can reduce
to suit purchaser. Big snap for live man. Best of
ref. and good reasons for selling given. For par-
ticulars address, " Northern Ohio," care this office.

I EWELRY store ; central Ohio mfg. town over
J 1,30o inhabitants. No opposition within ten
miles ; good paying trade. Can reduce stock to
$400 including fixtures. Box 274, Zanesville, 0.

1100D paying jewelry- business in beautiful mfg.
U town of 4,000. 5 railroads, first-class schools
and fine academy. Stock and fixtures $2,200.
May be reduced. H. E. Washburn, Winchendon,
Mass.

cJ
6'9

Will buy a first-class jewelry store in
central Missouri. Stock and tools all
new. Pine trade and plenty of repairing.
Rich farm county ; no opposition ; new
railroad building into place. Settlement,
German. Reason for selling, loss of eye-
sight, am compelled to quit. Don't write
unless you mean business. 'M," care
E. Massa, 311 N. Broadway, St. Louis, Mo.

nON'T answer unless you want a good business.
V Below find a few facts you can prove by inves-
tigation. Good sales, good run of work. Stock and
fixtures inventory about $io,000, can be reduced if
desired. Stock in first-class condition, nearly all
new. Fixtures all new within two years. Practical
watchmaker can positively make from $2,50o to
$3,000 each year. One of the best towns in central
New York state for its size. $3,000 or $4,00o required
down ; the balance can run any time to suit if
properly secured. Good reasons for wishing to
sell. Address, " N S," care this office.

ESTABLISHED business. Principally diamonds
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and watches with fixtures will invoice $20,000
with 2 year lease. Best location in city. Must sell
at once or will exchange for eastern real estate or
invoice to suit. A good chance for a hard worker.
517 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ONE pair rolls cost $115 and i Francis engravingmachine cost $85, will exchange same for
watches and jewelry. Address, F. A. Boerner, Fort
Worth, Texas.

QEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
O Co., 13 South Broad St. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

liti P. A. Woodcock has given his graduates cer-vv tificafes to be replaced in a few days by elegant
and artistic diplomas. Also situations secured for
all graduates. One graduate recently finished by
W, F. A. Woodcock, wrote him last week that the
days work just finished footed up for his employer
$9.25, and that was an average day with him.

CHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art—adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

FOR $1 will send 6 receipts of great value to thetrade. Satisfaction or money refunded. Ad.,
D R S," 326 S. Clinton St., Trenton N. J.

osgr,v & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
1V1 " Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watch-
makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-
ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at
fair prices. Send for new price list. Agencies
with most of the iobbers.

QEND 35 cents for package of Tidd's anti-oxidizer
0 and flux. No experiment. Used by leading
manufacturers. Guaranteed if directions are fol-
lowed. S. W. Tidd, Columbiana, Ohio.

IHIRTY dollars will be paid for information whichwill recover Howard Watch No. 61911. Seventy
wts. case, box joint, plain sides, 14 K, No.

53023. W. E. Lamoreaux, Oil City, Penn.

EVERY department in my watchmakers school is
L open to every pupil. The apprentice can see
the work done and hear the instruction to the
most advanced. This is certainly an advantage.
Theory and practice go hand in hand. Attend W.
P. A. Woodcock's School, Winona, Minn.
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IMATCHMAKERS.—Taktx a course of instruction
1111 in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this toyour knowledge
of repairing in the increased work you can
CoMmand,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

DICYCLE to exchange for $45 worth American
1.) watches or safe. F. B. Catlin, Winsted, Conn.

QEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 31 and 33
O South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this miner.

O exchange 4 X 5 photographic outfit for safety
bicycle in good condition. The outfit is strictly

first-class. Morrison lens, Prosch instantaneous
shutter, etc. ; very complete. M. A. Morehouse,
Wevertown, N. Y.

j0 trade two fine Kansas farms, 16o acres in Cow-ley county, 8o acres in Clark county ; fine resi-
ence property in Winfield ; a stock ranch of 1040

acres in Chautauqua county, to trade for a first-
class jewelry store. For particulars ad., " Jeweler,"
5 Hackney Block, Winfield, Kansas.

WILL trade valuable, almost new phaeton, value
VV $300, for $225 in gold or silver watches, gold
chains or jewelry. A bargain. Address, Reynolds
Bros., 1604 Federal St., Phila., Pa.

WE make a Specialty of Demagnetizing watches
VV for the trade. Send us all your watches, and
we will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila., Pa.

QTOLEN.—A Hunting gold case, No. 64942, S. W.,
0 stamped inside front case " United States assay
14 K." Engraved shield (square on front). glgui
movement. Send any information to Hadley, the
Jeweler, Nicholasville, Ky.

T" Philadelphia School of Horology offers un-surpassed facilities for learning watchmaking
in all its branches, combining theory and practice
Send for terms and particulars before you go
elsewhere.

HU ARDENED steel filing blocks, 8 sizes of gauge,the most perfect tool of the kind made. Price,
75 cents. Eureka gold salts. Pure gold salts for
gilding ; needs only dissolving in pure water, form-
ing the most perfect solution ever introduced.
Cheaper and better than you can prepare yourself.
Enough gold salts to make a pint of strong solution
$r,Sentby mail. Union Watch Tool and Supply
Co., Room 8, 713 Sansom St., Phila., Pa.

1 EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This
is a fact.

CHAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do your tradework better and quicker than anyone else.

A$"'°" property to exchange for stock ofjewelryAddress, " 0 W," care this office.

1 EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
J makers wanting positions would do well to
correspond with Inc. I keep a record book of all
such wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been
the benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale
jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31
and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

QEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
0 logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

U IGHF,ST prices paid for old gold and silver, and
[I packages promptly remitted for. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 South Broad St., Phila., Pa.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute. 

Signs. Signs. Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfectwatch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and
also beautifully and artistically designed. They
are made of zinc, painted with white lead and
gilded with the best xx gold leaf and warranted in
every particular. These signs can be placed on a
post to revolve or swing on a rod from a building.
The best advertisement for your store is one of these
elegant signs. They attract much attention and
always prove to be a paying investment. I make
different sizes. Send for price list. Address, Lon
Barnhart, Springfield, Ohio.

(11 UICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born St., Chicago. Ill.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
to K. 40 cents per dwt. ; r4 R., 56 cents per dwt. ;

18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same clay. H. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 825 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a short course at the
VII Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

()END ten two cent stamps for set of Test
O Types, for correctly fitting eyes with spec-
tacles. Every jeweler and optician needs them, to
Appleton, 4367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

WANTED.

Et,ritY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
L Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correspondence solicited.

PLD gold and silver, full value paid. Packagesreceived by mail or express remitted for same
ay. T Roberts, Refiner, 825 Filbert Street,

Phila., Pa.

[VERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all
E. its branches, or those desiring to perfect them-
selves in the art, to take a course at the Philadel-
phia School of Horology.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
vv students in the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

P n one 
first-class watchmaker, engraver and jobber,
situation for not less than oe year. Good ref.

from all past employers. Do not answer unless
you can pay good wages for a good man. C. E.
Willis, Lake Linden, Mich.

9

WANTED.

BY July 151 First-class watchmaker, one com-
petent to engrave monograms, etc. Good

wages. Rare chance for reliable young man want-
ing pleasant and permanent position. Address, J.
C. Saunders & Co., Bonham, Texas.

TO correspond with jewelers wishing to learn the
I science of fitting spectacles. Not everyone is
adapted for the business, but those having intelli-
gence can be instructed in a few days to fit compli-
cated cases—such as you now have to turn down.
These instructions will be practical and given at
your own store where cases will come to be fitted
for your instruction and observation. Address
enclosing stamp. " Expert Scientific Optican,"
care this office.

WATCHMAKER, none but a first-class workman,
V V with complete set of tools; steady position $25.O0
to $30.00 per week. Address, box 2694, Denver,
Colo.

1EWELERS to send io cents for a sample bottle of
tJ Schofields cleanser for cleaning silver-plated
ware, watch cases, jewelry, etc. Schofield Mfg. Co.,
236 N. Poppleton St., Baltimore, Md.

A FRANCIS improved or Engle engraving machine
14 Must be in good order. W. H. Hill, Sunbury,
Penn.

ATcHmAKEE.—Only first-class workman need
IY apply. $16 to begin with. Permanent position
or right man. P. 0. Box 112, Buffalo. N. Y.

DOSITION to travel for optical company, silver-
1- ware house or watch factory by retail jeweler
and practical. watchmaker, June Nit, 1889. Ad.,
" Yankee," care this office.

A GOOD engraver and jewelry jobber. Apply to
M R. S. Patterson, Port Huron, Mich.

A GOOD watch repairer. Want a man only for
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Bench work. Wm. C. Lutz, 71 E. Seneca St.,
Buffalo. N. Y.

A WATCHMAKER wanted. Steady man, one that
can do good work on Swiss, English and Amer-

ican watches and willing to covenant to work with
me for a long period. Will work with him on the
following terms : I will furnish all material, pay
his board or if married furnish him a house and
give him half he makes at the bench. State age
and experience. Best of ref. required as to honesty.
J. H. Mason, Darlington, S. C.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

BY man of 12 years exp. in fine watch and clockwork with full set ot tools including American
lathe. Address, "B E," care this office.

BY young man, 25 years old. Married, 5 years
exp. at watch repairing, engraving, etc. ; also

part of time as salesman ; have full set of tools,
best of New York and Indiana refs. given. Will be
ready July 1st, at which time I complete my studies
at Parsons & Co's. Horological Institute. Address,
Hall, box 214, Laporte, Ind.

DY a lad of sixteen, position with a first-class
D watchmaker to finish trade. Thoroughly
understands all kinds of clock and jewelry repair-
ing. Wages no consideration ; but want a thorough
knowledge of watch repairing. Address, "I R,"
care this office.

DY a young man, 3 years experience at the bench.
D Refs. furnished ; Kansas preferred. Address,
C," care this office.

ATCHMAKER and engraver, 15 years exp. Will
VV be open for an engagement June i, 1889. Ad.,
" American," care this office.

BY practical watchmaker, jobber, salesman, and
plain engraver. Best of refs. Good set of

tools. Address, " C," Otis, Colorado.

1 HAVE 2 graduates, good watchmakers, who
1 want situations, ages 22 and 28, both good,
steady, reliable men. I can highly recommend.
them both. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn. *

A ARRIED, 29 years of age, able to do any kind of
WI bench work ; own tools, speaks German and
English ; first-class salesman. Neat workmanship
and A i refs. Address, 0. A. Dohin, ro Clinton St.
Hoboken, N. J.

20 YEARS at watchwork. Fine references.
Splendid tools, single. " Watchmaker," box

633, Potsdam, N. Y.

BY a first-class watchmaker from England. Havehad long experience and possess fine set of
tools. Best of refs. furnished. Address, "W
care this office.

BY young watchmaker in eastern city. Can doanything in watchwork. Change key to stem-
winders, etc. Send for samples of work. Furnish
own tools. Married, temperate. Refs., wages
moderate. "Inertio," care this office.

DY a watchmaker. Good ref. in morality and
D workmanship. Have good set of tools. " I,"
care of this office.

AS watchmaker and engraver. Young man, 13
1-‘ years exp, first-class refs. Good tools, served
apprenticeship. Address, R. A. care this office. *

Emil Schwieg,
Manufacturers of Brushes, Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes,

15 to 19 Green St., Newark, N. J.

Watch Case Repairer
H. X. DAVIS,

73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

Look Here!
The place to get your Spectacle and Eye-Glass

repairing done at extremely low prices is at

Eccleston & Sibley's,
Southbridge, Mass.

All work guaranteed first-class. Send for price list.
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CORRECT TIME.

THE whole method of .calculat-
ing mean solar time from
star or siderial time, can be
aptly illustrated by com-

parison to a clock with two hands, one
of which makes a revolution in 24 hours
and the other in exactly 23 hours 56
minutes and 4.09 seconds. Now the
24 hour hand does not, in fact, perform
its revolutions day after day in a per-
fectly regular manner, but is sometimes
a few minutes ahead of the true interval,
and sometimes a few minutes behind it.
Not so the hand which performs its
revolutions in 23 hours 56 minutes and
4 09 seconds; this hand is ever correct
and on time to the tenth of a second.
lf we should arrange a third hand con-
nected 'to the 24 hour hand, which
would advance or fall back to represent
the variation back and forth i of the 24
hour hand, w e would have a hand which
w mild :t present the apparent sun time,
and exactly correspond to transit
obscrvations of the sun. c.r the time the
sun is on the /won maik, to use a more

stars to locate, and can be easily dis-
pensed with for the present. The
omitted portion will be given subse-
quently, however, so as to make the
maps of the stars near the equator com-
plete for the year. For practically
locating degree distances in the heavens,
a common twelve-inch pocket rule is
very convenient ; this, in addition to a
piece of string eighteen or twenty
inches long, is all that is needed. One
end of the string is knotted into a
loop (tuft a slip but fixed loop), into
which the pocket rule is placed. Six-
teen inches from where the rule is
placed in the loop, is tied another knot.
The idea is to use the pocket rule to
measure degree distances in the heavens.
We will commence by using it to

1 measure the degrees on the horizon.
1 We place the pocket rule in the loop
say at three inches from one end. We

, next hold the rule horizontally in our
right hand with the end of the thumb
at six inches from the end. We now,
with the left hand, place the knot we
tied at sixteen inches from the loop
under the right eye, holding it there

but will aid the student greatly. Lay
the present map* over dark paper and
puncture as before, because there is no
course known which will aid so much in
locating stars. Regulus, the bright star
in the handle of the sickle, is on the
meridian about 8 o'clock in the evening
at this time of the year, and the paler
stars forming the blade of the sickle are
easily recognized. They extend to the
north of Regulus about 15 degrees, and,
if measured by the pocket rule as dir-
ected, will measure about three and
three-fourth inches. About fifteen
degrees west of Regulus is a bright yel-
low star marked on the map Sat. This
star is the planet Saturn and is gradu-
ally moving eastward. Still west of
that about twenty degrees, is the bright
star Procyon. Conspicuous in the north-
east, is the bright yellow star Arcturus,
shown on the map in the left knee of
Bootes. Southeast of Arcturus about
thirty degrees, is a pale white star,
Spica ViKginis, classed of the first
magnitude and shown on the map in the
handful of grain held by the Virgin.
.The stars essential to locate are desig-
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common, but less correct method of
determing sun or solar time. Now in a
clock such as we have been considering,
the two hands would be together once
in a year, and if this conjunction was
made to correspond to the vernal
equinox, or the time the sun crossed
the equator in March, we could by not
a very difficult mathematical calcula-
tion find the relation in which the
hands would stand to each other if the
number of revolutions and parts of a
revolution were given of the 24 hour
hand. But by means of a nautical
almanac, which has tables giving the
relative location of mean sun and many
fixed stars at Greenwich and mean noon
for every day of the year ; the process
of obtaining correct time from Star
observation is reduced to two additions
and two subtractions. In the accom-
panying cut, a portion of the heavens
amounting to fifteen degrees or one
hour of time is omitted. The reasons
for doing this is to enable us to use a
cut occupying three columns of our
journal. The space or portion of the
heavens omitted has no prominent

with the end of the fore-finger of the
left hand. Hold the rule horizontally
in front of us and at right angles to the
string. If we were looking over a
plain, and saw two objects which ap-
peared by the pocket rule to be two
inches apart, they would be separated
eight degrees ; and in the scheme for
determining distances in the heavens,
we apply the same method. Suppose,
after we had located the bright star
Regulus in Leo, shown on the map in
the handle of the sickle, we wished to
locate Denebola in the brush of the
Lion's tail. We see, by the degrees on
the equator, that Denebola is about
twenty-six degrees east of Regulus.
Now, we know that one-fourth of an
inch on our pocket rule represents
(when held by the string) very near one
degree, consequently, if we hold the
pocket rule so that six and one-half
inches protrudes from the thumb, and
hold the pocket rule between us and the
heavens, then, if Regulus is seen over
the end of the thumb, the end of the
rule will be nearly opposite Denebola.
This is only an approximate measure,

OW.

nated on the map by Greek characters.
It is important to learn these letters, as

A- a itiph. IT 1/
:849 'eta Xi

r y acem,mer, 0 o ehnieven
di _Oat a 11 IT _rz

_E C p ha

z oem £ f eft:9,ina

T Tow

0 8 Theta- T ii 17;6•Von

I t iota

„Kt/gape- X Chi

A 2 _Leo:Nada 1' V _Pd'i

14 difu 42 0 Omega

the nautical almanac in giving the
Right Ascension always uses the Greek
letter, except in case of some of the
more prominent stars, where it gives
both the character and name.

•
THE new Bascine Boss cases guar-

anteed for 25 years are almost Iden-
tical to solid gold cases, both in eleg-
ance of appearance and beauty of
design. The edges of the backs are
sharp and fit very closely to the
centres, giving the case the appear-
ance of a bascine—hence the name.

" OUR SPECIAL."

Keystone Solid Gold Cases.

In these days when so many so-
called 14 K. solid gold cases are
made with 12 K. centres and caps,
you cannot be too careful in buy-
ing. Each and every part of Key-
stone Cases are warranted to be
14 K. plump. We are enabled to
warrant them to be such, because
we have each piece of gold assayed
and tested before it goes into the
case. We have an assayer regularly
employed in our works for this pur-
pose. No other concern goes to so
much trouble to know whether their
goods are right.

•
Boss Cases.

You have probably noticed that
Boss Cases look more like gold
cases than any other filled case
made. Did it ever occur to you to
inquire, why ? It is because the
greater quantity of gold in them
will admit of them being made like
gold cases. In fitct they are gold
cases to all intent and purposes. So
much cannot be said of any other
filled cases.

The Greatest Hit

Ever made in filled cases is the
new Keystone 14 K. (guaranteed 20
years) with Vermicelli engraved
centres. This case contains as much
gold as any filled case, except the
Boss. and is sold as low as any
14 K. filled case made. Orders for
them are rapidly accumulating.

, Don't buy any more filled cases
without seeing them.

An Extra Good

Case for the money. The Star
case guaranteed for 16 years. The
statement that this case contains

• more gold than any other 10 K.
filled case made, is not idle talk.
Actual assays not only prove the
truth of this, but show that it con-
tains more than some of the so-
called 14 K. cases as well. It is a
far better case than any case which
is sold at anywhere near the same
price, and, in fact, better than some
for which a dollar or two more is
asked.

ur Silver Cases

Were the first to be constructed
on proper principles. They main-
tain the position to which they
jumped at the head of the heap.
The Keystone case is made with
silver cap, and the Leader with
albata cap. We are just bringing
out some new and unique styles of
engraving which are really beautiful.

The " Silveroid "

Is still the finest white metal case
made. It has. the best finish and
color.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

New York. Chicago.
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THE PEARL AND THE HEART.

Perhaps the roughest. ill formed shell may hide
The purest, whitest pearl of all.

Fate can alone the treasure's worth decide;
In countless numbers deep sea gems have died
The mortal eye has never seen at all.

With man the roughest form a heart may hold
As priceless as the pearl and white.

Sonic fortune may its wonderous worth unfod,
Or it may perish all unknr,wii, untold,
Just as the Pearl forever hid front sight

Judge, therefore, not by look at the shell
The value of thepearl or heart;

Beneath the surface both those jewels dwell,
Retrained like captives in a dreary cell,
Waiting for fate to rend their chains apart.

—London jeweler.

PHILADELPHIA
RETAIL JEWELERS ASSOCIATION.

The Retail Jewelers Association of
Philadelphia is rapidly crystalizing into
form, and likely to assume substance
and proportions which will have a
strong influence on the jewelry trade of
the city. Although the organization
has existed but a few months, it already
embraces eighty-five members, with
pledged recruits which will swell its
numbers to considerably over roo. The
original object of the organization was
to effect an earlier closing of jewelry
stores on Thursday evenings. The
idea originated with Jno. R. Haines,
E. S. Radley, S. L. Schumo, and Jno.
Perrin, and was pushed so energetically
that the sanction and co-operation of a
large portion of the dealers in the
northern part of the city was secured.
At a meeting of the friends and pro-
moters of the scheme on February i3th,
organization was effected, and a name
given to the new alliance, it being
agreed they should act under the title
of the Retail Dealers Association of
Philadelphia. A President, Vice-Pres-
ident and board of officers were elected
as follows:
John R. Haines, president ; William

H. Long, vice-president ; E. S. Radley,
secretary ; William Haines, treasurer,
and Joseph W. Forsyth, Jr., corres-
ponding secretary. Fifteen directors
were also chosen. They are : William
H. Long, chairman ; John Lhulier,
Thomas Leslie, Charles Leggins, I. H.
Gereke, Charles Loeffler, S. L. Schumo,
Simon C. Levy, John Perrin, F. C.
Lengg, George Hoffman, Charles E.
Lewis, George S. Katz, J. B. Jansen,
Richard Penkstone and Arthur G.
Goodman.
Monthly meetings to take place on

the second Wednesday of each month
were agreed on. The board of directors
will meet on Wednesday afternoons of
each week. Two meetings were subse-
quently held at 1207 Chestnut St., with
great unanimity of feeling, when a con-
stitution and by-laws were adopted and
many topics of interest discussed. The
prospect now is, that the organization
will bring about many desirable results,
among which are uniformity of prioes
for the repair of watches and clocks,
and also promote a more harmonious
feeling among the trade, and allow
them to discuss various grievances, nec-
essary reforms, and matters of common
interest. The organization propose
giving a benefit at the Walnut street
theatre on the 3oth of May. The pro-
moters of the organization are zealous
and pushing men, and with such com-
mendable objects in view as prompts
them in this instance,I cannot fail of
achieving a success which should be
emulated by every city of the Union.

M. Foote, North Adams, Mich., says:
"I think the KEYSTONE is one of the
best journals I have eve, seen."

COAL AS A FACTOR IN CIVILIZA-
TION.

Professor J. S. Newberry, of Columbia
College, New York, in a recent lecture
on "Coal, the Dominant Factor in
Modern History," said : "Few persons
have realized the magnitude and dignity
of the work coal is doing in the world,
and fewer still have thought that it is
really the sunshine of by gone ages,
and that it has once composed the
tissues of various strange plants, some
of which are among the most graceful
and beautiful of vegetable forms. Buried
in the earth or covered with water,
vegetable fiber decays or oxidizes
slowly, forming, in successive stages
of decomposition, peat, lignite, coal,
anthracite, graphite, the hydro-carbon
gases and petroleum. By regulating
and controlling the further oxidation of
these we are able to utilize the resulting
force as light or heat or motive power.
" To help you to realize the potency

of this wonderful substance, coal, let
me recall to your memories the measure-
ments of the power evolved in its com-
bustion. It is estimated that with the
average engines now in use, about
1,500,000 foot pounds are practically
evolved from the combustion of a pound
of coal, and are available in the per-
formance of any work done. Now, this
is about the power exerted in a day's
labor of an average man. Hence a ton
of coal is capable of yielding an amount
of force equivalent to that of six and
two-thirds men, or of six men and a
well-grown boy, throughout the year.
Or, the annual production of coal in
this country and Great Britain is equi-
valent to a thousand million men work-
ing for a year."

•

THE Bascine Boss cases recently
brought out by the Keystone Watch
Case Company are a decided ei7=-
r77-rn filled case making. The Boss
Case Is said to be the only filled case
that contains enough gold to admit
of being made in this style.

SIMPLE SCIENCE.

Into an ordinary claret glass or egg
cup put an egg, large end down, and
you will find that by blowing into the
glass sharply the egg can be made to
jump otit. Place another glass a short
distance away from the first one, and a
little practice will enable you to blow
the egg from one glass into the other.
As several failures will precede your

success in this , experiment, you had
better try it with hard boiled eggs.
Here is another neat and pretty thing

to try:
Take a saturated solution of nitrate

of potash (saltpeter), and with a quill
pen or fine brush draw any picture,
design or words upon a piece of white,
absorbent paper. The lines should be
kept away from each other and the
entire subject coarsely drawn in out-
line. When dry, the lines will be
nearly invisible ; but if one of them be
touched with the glowing end of an
extinguished match a spark of fire will
run through the paper, following the
lines already traced, and cutting out the
design as if with an invisible knife.

IN an address delivered before an
assemblage of editors some time since
at Fort Wayne, Indiana, Col. Pierce,
of the Chicago News, presented some
thoughts with reference to advertising.
In the course of his remarks he said:

"A man never realizes the full bene-
fits of advertising till he has placed the
matter before the same people fifty or
one hundred times. The first ' ad ' is
good, but the one hundreth is worth
more than five hundred times as much
as the first. Some one has said that
the first time a man sees an advertise-
ment he does not see it. The second
time he does not notice it. The third
time he is dimly conscious of it. The
fourth time he dimly remembers some-
thing of the kind before. The fifth
time he half reads it. The sixth time
he turns up his nose at it. The seventh
time he throws the paper down im-
patiently. The eighth time he ejacu-
lates, " There's the confounded thing
again !" The ninth time he wonders if
there's anything in it. The tenth time
he thinks it might possibly suit some-
body else's case. The eleventh time he
thinks he will ask his neighbor if he
tried it or knows anything about it.
The twelfth time he wonders if the ad-
vertiser can make it pay. The thir-
teenth time he rather thinks it must be
a good thing. The fourteenth time he
happens to think it is just what he
wanted. The fifteenth time he for a
long time resolves to try it as soon as
he can afford it. The sixteenth time
he examines the address carefully and
makes a memorandum of it. The seven-
teenth time he is tantalized to think he
is hardly able to pay for it. The eigh-
teenth time he sees painfully how much
he is in need of that particular article.
The nineteenth time he counts his money
to see how much he would have left if
he bought it. The twentieth time he
rushes frantically forth and buys it."

A MOTHER'S TOUCH.

In one of the fierce engagements near
Mechanicsville, a young lieutenant of a
Rhode Island battery had his right foot
so shattered by a fragment of a shell,
that, on reaching Washington after one
of those horrible ambulance rides and a
journey of a week's duration, he was
obliged to undergo amputation of the
leg. He telegraphed home, hundreds
of miles away, that all was going well,
and with a soldier's fortitude composed
himself to bear his sufferings alone.
Unknown to him, however, his mother,
who had read the report of his wound,
was hastening to see him. She reached
Washington at midnight, and the nurses
would have kept her from seeing her
son until morning. One sat by his
side fanning him as he slept, her hand
on his feeble, fluctuating pulse. But
what woman's heart could resist the
pleading of a mother then ? In the
darkness she was finally allowed to
glide in and take place at his side. She
touched his pulse as the nurse had
done. Not a word had been spoken,
but the sleeping boy opened his eyes
and said.
" That feels like my mother's hand!
Who is this beside me ? It is my mo-
ther ! Turn up the gas and let me see
my mother."
The two dear laces met in one long,

joyful, sobbing embrace. The gallant,
fellow, just twenty-one, had his leg am-
putated on the last day of his three
years' service, underwent operation after
operation, and at last, when death drew
nigh, resigned himself in peace, saying,
"I have faced death too often to fear
it now."
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THE June KEYSTONE will commence
a. new series of technical articles on
" Small Bench Tools, and How to Use
Them," by one of the best writers on

the Continent. We take especial pride

in this series, and can promise the

trade something in advance of any-

thing ever published. Send in your
subscriptions, commencing with June,

and keep the entire set of contributions,

which will run for twelve or fifteen

months. The essay will be copyrighted.

As we are going to press, we notice

the daily journals are chronicling the

sixtieth birthday of George W. Childs,
Esq., of the Philadelphia Ledger, and
we can not refrain from adding our

tribute of congratulation to one of our

representative men—a class of men to

whom title can add no dignity. It is
characteristic of the American people

that while they bestow no hereditary

titles to descend from generation to
generation through a race "ennobled but

by name," no nation is more ardent in

its admiration and resp e for its
chosen leaders and men who " set the
pace" to the march of progress. Mr.
Childs has led an active life, and has
ever been identified with those who had

the nation's honor and prosperity at
heart. Yet hale and vigorous, it can be
expected, as well as hoped, that he will

be spared for many years to increase

the nation's obligations to a man who
always made self a secondary consid-
eration when public welfare was at
stake.

THERE is no attribute of character a
watchmaker can cultivate so much to

his advantage as punctuality. Never

promise a . job at a given time unless

you are positive of its being ready for
delivery a little before the date named.
Watchmakers have obtained a reputa-

tion for procrastination ; and we are

sorry to say the accusation is only too
well merited. A young workman be-

ginning for himself can in no way

build his business up Iaster, or on a

more substantial footing, than by

adopting the rule of having a

job done promptly at the time prom-

ised. Young man, let the word

" punctuality" be a red line memor-

andum in your rules of conduct.

- --

THE opinion of so-called experts is

frequently entirely astray. Such men

are usually "one idea men," who have

acquired a certain routine, and any

thing

ences
great

not coinciding to their experi-
is condemned at sight. Most
inventions mainly consist of

jumping from the rut of conventional-
ism and striking out a new plan entirely
at antagonism to former notions. Such
inventions are almost universally con-
demned by men styling themselves
"experts." When Ericsson proposed
his monitor plan, it was terribly "pooh !
pooh' d !" by the naval experts at Wash-
ington. Many inventions are ingenious
absurdities, but we should never con-
demn a new idea because it may not
agree with our prejudices.

MANY jewelers seem to have an im-
pression that certain other concerns
which are trading under the name
"Keystone," are selling the cases made
by the Keystone Watch Case Company.
Such is not the case. The goods made
by the Watch Case Company are not
sold or handled by any other concern
using the name " Keystone," nor has
the Watch Case Company any connec-
tion whatever with any other concern.

WE would beg to call the notice of
inventors to the fact that the KEYSTONE
is willing and anxious to aid inventors
in every reasonable way. Parties hav-
ing inventions of interest to the trade
would do well to send us copies of
specifications and drawings, as we are
not only willing to give favorable
notices of worthy inventions, but can
perhaps aid in placing them on the
market.

THERE is a furore breaking out for
old watches, not only in this country

but in Europe ; and old movements in
and out of cases are greedily picked up,
and the editors of Horological journals
pestered about the probable date of
"when John Smith, London, was in
business," etc. In England, the trade
fraternities were regularly enrolled, and
the names kept in the Guild record. In
this country, it is entirely different. We
have no records, and can only approxi-
mate to the age of a watch by the style
of movement. We are at all times will-
ing and painstaking to oblige our
friends, but we would assure our read-
ers we are entirely unable to give even
an approximate date for old watches.

No sane person of intelligence can
deny the fact that a powerful magnet
will influence and injure the time-keep-
ing qualities of any ordinary pocket
watch. The only open question on the
subject is how near such watches can
come to magnetic influences and not be
deteriorated ? Now, as soon as we com-
mence to argue the question and set
limits, we are treading on dangerous
grounds and tampering with an evil,
which, like other evils, are best guarded
against by shunning. Any man carry-
ing a watch of ordinary construction,
can not be too careful to keep away from
all dynamos and kindred magnetic
engines. No doubt but anti-magnetic
shields and pocket watch protectors
have nicire or less efficiency in protect-
ing watches, but with all or any pro-
tection, the trade should advise their
customers to keep away from dynamos
and all strong magnetic engines. As
we have said on former occasions, the
watch of the future is one on which
magnetism has no influence, because
the use of magnetic engines of various
forms are multiplying about us at an

astonishing rate. Whether the proper
material has been secured and applied
for accomplishing the purpose or not,'
we do not attempt to say. We have
seen and handled anti-magnetic move-
ments which showed fine rates, but how
they are going to stand "endurance''
or the time test, is in a great measure
a question of the future. We have no
doubt but the demand for such watches
will bring about their production with
as perfect results as we have been
accustomed to from the material in pre-

sent popular use.

WE would earnestly solicit the atten-
tion of the members of the watchmak-
ing fraternity to a more careful investi-
gation and study of the finer details in
watchmaking and kindred horological
matters. As an illustration, the large
majority of watchmakers believe that
if a pivot is turned in a lathe it muNt
from necessity be perfectly round ; and
if it is polished in addition, all that
human ingenuity could do for it has
been done. Now, there never was a
greater fallicy popular since humanity
believed the world was flat, and held
up by a great giant who stood on a
turtle, which stood on—well, nothing.
A lathe which will turn perftctly round
has never been made, and never will,
but we can perfect this tool more and
more until an approximation to perfec-
tion is realized which will leave little

more to desire. We may take a hun-
dred balances from fine watches, and
place them one at a time on a jeweled-
edged poising tool, and few of them

but what will at some point indicate
a pivot a little out of round ; and yet a
poising tool is but a clumsy instrument
to detect inaccuracies in pivots. What
the trade needs is an instrument accur-

ate to the one fifty thousandths of an
inch to detect errors in the round. Such
close measurements are only to a mod-
erate degree proportionate to the size of
the work. A machinist who did not
produce work which was less out of
rould than one-hundredth of the dia-

meter would be called a " botch," and
this is a much higher ratio than the
accuracy suggested for a pivot. In a
pocket-watch, the adjustments to posi-
tion demands accuracy of both pivots
and hole jewels. The correct form for
the teeth of wheels is another problem

of great interest. In this respect the
American watch factories have made a
great advance ; principally by the aid of
the epicycloidal engine. Pinions are
more or less thrown out of this perfect

form in the process of grinding and

polishing. The retail trade is after all
the people who have the control of the
watch out-put, and it should be their

duty to suggest and see carried into
effect improvements tending to advance

the art.

WE would solicit the attention of the
reader to our articles now running on

"Correct Time." A very few minutes

devoted to studying the heavens after
reading the text will enable one to

locate the more important stars, and

when only one star is located the

foundation is laid, and the others will

follow. Almost everybody knows the

"Big Dipper" and can trace it. This

is known in astronomy as the constella-

tion of Ursa Major, or the Great Bear.

The two outer stars in the haridle of the
dipper or tail of the bear point almost

directly to the bright star Arcturus.

The author of " Correct Time" tells so

good a story illustrating the mystery
with which the methods of obtaining
star time has been surrounded, that we
cannot refrain from repeating it. A
young man of clever abilities, who, in
conjunction with his brother, was run-
ning a watch business on the meridian
of Chicago, bought a transit instru-
ment, and was making a good deal of
ostentatious display about their ability
to dispense standard time to the wear-
ers of fine watches. Our author had
occasion to visit the place, and the
younger brother commenced on the
time topic, and said the weather .had
been so cloudy for several days past that
until last evening they had been unable
to obtain transit observations, and they
had been afraid their clock was "a little
out ; " but, on getting a star observa-
tion, they found that the clock was
only in error one-sixteenth of a second.
He went on to say that when he was a
boy he had an idea he was pretty smart
at figures, but to calculate correct mean
time from transit observation, was
something which required an advance
on all he had learned, hinting the
advance was a big one—something
ordinary heads could not stand.
Now the entire process is to look in

the nautical almanac at a certain date
for the tabulated figures ; as an instance
to illustrate, say on the 9th of April,
we wished to know at what hour,
minute and second Bela Corvi (see map)
passed the meridian at Greenwich,
Eng. We look on page 57 of the Amer-
ican Nautical Almanac for 1889, and
see the sun's Right Ascension on that
day was hour ii minutes 40.85
seconds. We look on page 249 and see
that the Right Ascension of Bela Corvi
is 12 hours 28 minutes 33 41 seconds.
We place these statements thus. The

stars R A above and the suns R A
below,

12 h. 28 M. 33 41 S.
h. II m. 40 85 s.

h. 16 m 52 56 s.

and by subtraction ascertain the differ-
ence. From this we again subtract for
the portion of a day which elapses from
12 m. to the hour the star passes the
meridian at Greenwich. At the end of
the American Nautical Almanac are
some tables (Table II) which give these
allowances. We run along the top of

the page for ri hrs. and down the side
for 16 m., and find i m. 50.7 S. and
subtract this from the result as obtained
above. The abstruse mathematical pro-

blem now stands

12 h. 28 m.
I h. in in.

33.41 8.
40.85 s.

II h. 16 m. 52.568.
m. 507 S.

II h. 15m. ol.86 s.

These figures show the hour at which

the star will cross the meridian at
Greenwich, Eng. The difference in
time between Greenwich and Chicago
is 5h. 50m. 31s., which should have
been added to the ith. 16m. 52.568.

seen before we looked in the table at
the end of the almanac. We can not
for our lives imagine how any young
man, " smart in figures," could have
been seriously harrassed by such com-
putations. The story is good and the
lesson it imparts is better yet. If the
young jeweler had been aware he was
talking to a man who knew much more

about the subject than himself, he
would probably have avoided making
himself ridiculous.

TRADE TOPICS.

OUR readers will notice that in Lapp
& Flershem's adv. on page 27, the
prices of No. 6o to No. 04 are for each,
and of No. 437 to No. 1199 are per
doz. Nos. 433, 434 and 435 should be
66 cts.

J. T. SCOTT & Co. call attention on
the cover page to their new cuff buttons,
called the "Anti-Swear," of which they
are the sole manufacturers. The action
of this button, which is automatic, is
entirely new and different from any
other in the market. Messrs. J. T.
Scott & Co. have now a large and com-
plete line of these buttons in Rolled
Plate and Gold Front, and soon expect
to have ready a good assortment in
gold. They propose to sell them ex-
clusively to the retail jewelry trade,
and thereby prevent ruinous competi-
tion from dry goods, millinery and
other outside trade. This plan will no
doubt find favor with the trade, as it is
the only line of cuff buttons sold in
this way.

THE Trenton Watch Co. are meeting
with deserved success in the introduc-
tion of their watches, and are casing
them in Nickel Silver Cases at such a
remarkably low price that dealers find
it advantageous to carry a stock of well
made American Watches that can be
depended upon for time, which find a
large sale among artisans and others
requiring a good timepiece for little
money. The Trenton Watch should not
be confounded with the cheap Swiss
and other cheap watchts with which
the country is flooded, but should be
classed with goods of dinquestioned
merit.

JEWELERS would do well to send for
one of Benj. Allen & Co.'s catalogues,
if they wish to keep posted on what is
new and novel in the trade.

THE new concern doing business
under the firm title of Sterling Watch
Co., located at 18 S. Broad St., Phila-
delphia, Pa., are rapidly establishing
themselves among the leading houses
of the city. Fine watches of every:
description, musical boxes and society
badges are among their leading spec-
ialties. They have issued a neat and
artistic catalogue, giving a complete
description of the various lines of goods
they carry. For honest goods and
square dealing, we can thoroughly
recommend this house.

THE facilities of the Seth Thomas
Clock Co. for the manufacture of tower
clocks are unequaled in the world, and

in fine watch movements they are com-
ing rapidly to the front.

MR. W. F. A. WOODCoCK, of Winona,
Minn., is looking to the future of his
Watchmaker's School, and has made
arrangements to provide good board at
reasonable prices. His school is in a
prosperous condition.

THE Chicago School of Optics has
published a pamphlet setting forth
their methods and facilities for instruc-
tion in optics. Send for one.

HENRY C. HASKII,L, of 18 John St.,
New York, has made a big hit in his
puzzle and serpent rings. They are
among the leading novelties of the
trade.
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INCREASED sales of the Non -Magnetic
Watch Co's. watches show how the
current of popn,lar favor sets.

IT will be gratifying to the many
friends and customers of the firm of
Stein & Ellbogen, Chicago, to learn
that they have decided to continue in
business.

H. T. ROBERTS, gold and silver
refiner, has removed to more com-
modious quarters at 825 Filbert Street,
Phila., Pa. Parties shipping consign-
ments of old gold, silver or sweeps,
can depend on square dealing.

PARTIES having watch case repairing
to do, should read the price list of N. J,
Felix, 71 Nassau St., New York.

A CONVERSION, or changing an 8 size
Swiss movement from a lever into a
detent chronometer, was effected by one
of the pupils of Hutchinson 's School
in a highly creditable manner. Mr.
Hutchinson's School for Watchmakers
is located at La Porte, Ind.

A. G. ScHwAn & BRO., Cincinnati,
Ohio, are special wholesale agents in
the southwest for Paillard Non-Mag-
netic Watches. They also handle every
other desirable grade and make of
movements and cases.

R. & L. FRIEDLANDER, 65 and 67
Nassau Street, are making a point on a
very superior adjustable case spring.

" THE KEYSTONE:"

Tun Chicago Horological Institute
are building up their concern on the
proper basis, and laying the foundation
for a class of workmen unequalled in
the trade.

SO UA RE dealing and prompt methods
of doing business are telling in the case
of J. L. Clark, gold refiner and smelter,
823 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MR. G. A. SCHLECHTER, of Reading,
Pa., is making a specialty of Masonic
marks and society emblems. It will
pay you to write for prices. •

Tun new 0 size Elgin National
Watch Co's. movement has become
decidedly popular with the trade.

IN noticing W. W. Oliver's jewelers
hammer in April KEYSTONE, we said
leather-faced. , We apologize for the
mistake. They are hide-faced, but
insist on the tenth of the accompanying
statement, viz : that they were a new
and useful tool. Mr. Oliver is located
at 430 Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR watchmaker 's benches, signs and
tools of all kinds, go to C. H. Knights
& Co., Chicago, Ill.

THROUGH Llle courtesy of Mr. F. A.
Boerner, of Fort Won Texas, we have
received an invitation to the 1(arporaina
of Texas, an industrial palace 1.:rtilt
entirely of Texas products. It will open
May 29th and close June 20th.

Providence, R. I., May 13, 1889.

" Our advertising in the KEYSTONE was very sat-

isfactory to us ; and we will say that we have obtained better

results from this advertisement than from any in other publications

that we have tried. Whenever we advertise again, we shall

give you the preference."

ams■alm■meam...• 

Yours truly,

BARKER M'F'G CO.

THE course of instruction pursued at
the Chicago Opthalinic College is '
thorough and complete. Pupils are
taught the theory of imperfect vision,
and given practical opportunity to apply
their knowledge to real cases under
the supervision of thorough professors
in the eye hospital and dispensatory
attached to the college. Fees are only
$50.00. See adv. on page 22.

MR. E. ConEN, for a number of
years traveler in Illinois and Michigan
for Lapp & Flershem, died May f oth of
typhoid-pneumonia, after an illness of
several weeks._

EVERY man who deals in spectacles
and eye glasses should take a course of
instructions at the Chicago School of
Optics, so as to thoroughly understand
the correct method of fitting glasses.

J. RoSENzWEIG is getting out the
best patent spectacle, eye glass and
jewelry holder for soldering. It will
pay to wait and see this before buying n
any other.

INCREASE of trade compelled Jacot &
Son to remove their place of business
to 298 Broadway. They are carrying a
larger and finer stock of Music Boxes
and musical novelties than ever.

MR. H. H. HEINRIcx's chronome-
ters are exceptionally fine, and will be
heard from at the Paris exhibition.

THE Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad
Street, Phila., Pa., make a specialty of
doing all kinds of repair work.

You will never find any dust and cob-
webs on the corner of this earth occu-
pied by Bowman & Musser, Lancaster,
Pa.

DON'T fail to order a few Boss Bascine
cases if you have none in stock. They
sell on sight.

THE La Porte. Did., Daily Herald of
May rith, contained a very flattering
statement in regani to Parsons' Horolo-
gical School.

THE New York Standard Watch Co.
are in their new quarters, 13 John St.,
(store, ground floor, Corbin building,
Broadway and John Street), and doing
a good business, notwithstanding the
unfinished condition of the store. This
Company has been accepted as a co-
operating manufacturer, and it is their
intention to market their entire pro-
duct through the regular Jobbers (mem-
bers of the National Association of Job-
ber's in American Watches ) Dealers
can now order of their Jobber and have
movements come along with other pur-
chases. As an evidence of the quality
of the new 7 Jewel Movement, the testi-
monials received show. That the retail
jeweler may know something of this
movement, they should send for sample,
or pamphlet of testimonials.

1 :);

011) YOri
111,VER STOP '1'0 THINK

OF WHAT WE ARE DOING FOR YOU
AND WHY YOU SHOULD OlVE

US YOUR SUPPORT?

E are giving you filled

cases in all lines which

YOU can rely upon implic-

itly. The Boss Case you

know all about. The

Keystone and Star you

can depend upon just as

well. We have made

them so, even though we

had to put more gold in

them than is contained in

some other makes which

are sold at the same

price. In Stars espec-

ially, we have over a dol-

lar more than is in some

other people's Jo K.

cases ; but no matter, we

had to do it to carry out

our policy of positively

issuing no guarantee

which the case will not

fulfil.

LST THIA.OF II!
SOME filled case makers

who never had much

gold in their cases, any-

way, are trying to put in

less yet, and have re-

sorted to making the

Caps, Centres and Bezels

of their so-called 14 K.

filled cases of fo K.

Should you sell such

a case and your customer

learn how it was made

from some other jeweler,

it would interfere with

your future success..

From time to time in

buying filled cases use

your test stone, and try

all parts.

KEISTO1E AICII CASE CO,
NEW YORK.

1

PHILADELPHIA.
CHICAGO.
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MANY
So-called 14 K. Cases are made of different qualities of gold.

The backs being made of one quality, the centres, caps, etc. of

another: Many others are made out of proportion in order to

get in as much base metal as possible.

Keystone Gold Cases are properly constructed, symmetri-

cal, and a guarantee accompanies each case to the effect that

each piece or part of the case is made of 14 K. gold.

This is of great importance, as many jewelers have learned

to their cost.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York

't
. .13 dit4

111%

t-I"

• Yr.+

Chicago

xe-v-s-rc•N E.
sitiArTIM

HOWARD
ATP1,7111T
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'1'0 SAT
That it's a BOSS means everything in speaking

of a Filled Case. Although perfectly satisfactory for

so many years, they are to-day better than ever, and

Now Guaranteed for 25 Years.

Here we show a few samples of the newest thing

in Filled Cases :

New York

Chicago

Bascine.

kegotone Watch Case Col
Philadelphia.
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A GREAT HIT
Kegstone
14 K. Filled
KEYSTONE
fF1.1".7.7LLI.E.D
\IFTW

GUARANTEED 20 YEARS.

Best Value for the Money Ever Offered.

With Vermicelli Engraved Centres.

Just look at these Designs I If you havn't

seen them, and don't know h.ow low Keystone

Cases are sold, send for samples.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

New York.

Philadelphia.
Chicago.

4,.-1-"•?Srciji-e<„,

■`soiy,'
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MORE 
GOLD 

In the STAR than any other 10 K.
filled case made. In fact, more than

in some of the ,so-called 14 K. filled

cases, for which a much higher price

is asked.

Guaranteed 15 Years.

Keystone

Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia.

New York. Chicago
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Boss + Keystone + Star
■■IIMMI■ ■1111111

We can send you at once almost any pattern

of the beautiful illustrations of the above lines
recently mailed to you by the Keystone Watch

Case Company. No stock anywhere is more

complete than ours in these goods.

We stand ready to fill any order of any
size by return express.

We have largely added to our stock of

Howard Watches, and now have every grade of

these superb Movements, cased in medium and

extra heavy 14 and 18 K. cases, with inside glass

caps, etc., in all the desirable patterns.

Bowman 81, Musser,
Jobbers,

Lancaster, Pa.

Something lleW and Useful.

The Improvtd

HIDE-FACED HAMMER.
Pat. Feb. 28, 1888.

Weight, 10 Ounces.

A most excellent tool for the watch-
maker, Jeweler, and Metal Worker, as
a hard elastic blow can be given, without
injury to the work. Made of finely fin-
ished maleable iron, with movable rings
that hold the raw hide pieces in place.
These faces, when worn are quickly
replaced.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Extra Faces, per Pair, 5 Cents.

We will send one by mail upon
receipt of Go cents.

Manufactured only by

W. W. OLIVER,
430 NiacPara St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Our New 1889 Catalogue free to any address.

GOOD GOODS AT FAIR PRICES.

Our Specialties.

Jewelers' Paper Boxes.
Cards, Cotten Tags, Twine.
Sealing Wax, Tissue Paper.
Chamois Skins, Rubber Bands.
Watch Bags—Kid, ChaMOiS, or Flannel.
Plush, Velvet, Morocco and Celluloid

Cases for Jewelry. '
Plush, Morocc9 and Savoy Plush Cases

for Silverware, Trays, etc.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

Discount to Jobbers. Send for Catalogue.

H. B. SOMMER & CO.,
628 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Our Motto.
If anything we make for you is not right, we will make

it right, and do it willingly.

THE LEADING HOUSE.
Colored Nest Boxes Printed,

Ring Boxes (Ladies) printed,
med. size
seal "
large "

Send for samples and compare quality.

ti

$1.75 per gross.
3.75 "
4.50
5.00
6.00 4'

Patentees of Plate Glass Top Watch Boxes and Trays.
Initial Ring Trays.
Album Shape Jewelry Cases.
Klotz Ring and Thimble Trays.

It

tt

tt

Manufacturers of

Celluloid Jewelry Cases, Ivory, Antique, and Amber.
Send for prices.

Note the Prices of Watch Boxes.
Watch Boxes, Leatherette Hinged, Satin Lined.

All Morocco, sq. cor., Ladies or Gents, $
Plush, Satin Lined, square corners,
Plush, Plush round

tt 
large,

it

It

Per Duz

3.50

5.00

7.50

10.50

H. B. SOMMER & CO.,
628 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Tissue Paper—We have the cheapest tissue paper at 75 cents a ream, and the finest diamond tissue in the market at $4.00a ream. Send for sample sheet.

Stone Quivers for Displaying Diamonds and Precious Stones $3.00 a doz.

THE KEYSTONE, MAY, 1889.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
Headquarters for Horse Timers and Chronographs

141 & 143 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLS.

No. 745. Nickel Horse Timer. No. 746. Silver Swiss Chronograph. No. 749. Silver Swiss Chronograph, Split Seconds.

FOR PRICES OF SWISS HORSE TIMER AND CHRONOGRAPHS, SEE PAGE 24, OUR NET POCKET LIST.

AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY'S CHRONOGRAPHS.
Fine 16-size Stem Wind and Stern Set, 3-4 Plate, Waltham Movement, Sweep Second, Beats 1-5 Seconds, Start, Ftop and Ply Back. A Perfect Watch. A Perfect Timer.

Showing Gilded Movement. Showing Chronograph Dial. Showing Chronograph Dial. Minute Register Showing Gilded Movement. Minute Register.

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING. GOLD. GOLD FILLED AND SILVER CASES.

Showing Best Quality Nickel Movement.
Spilt Seconds.

Showing Chronograph Dial. Split Seconds,
Minute Register.

Showing Best Quality Nickel Movement.
Split Seconds. Minute Register.

Showing Nickel Movement.

FOR PRICES OF' AMERICAN WALTHAM CHRONOGRAPHS SEE PAGE 8, OUR NET POCKET LIST.

131aNTOT. XA 3IBNT istr,
Wholesale Jewelers and Importers. Catalogue, to the Trade only, upon application. 4 1-1 4.8 11311r.4 -TICI Err., CIMEIC1.4k.ciirCS.
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Job Springs for American Cases.
This Spring can be made to fit any American

case. The back is brass. This spring is made of
spring steel, tool easily to fit. Price, to cents each,
or $1 oo per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis, •
Greenwood. Nebraska.

Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

JoIhn R.Stadlinger,D

FINE TOOLS e .E'MATERIALS
Watch Repairing for the trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

Orders promptly filled.
Send for Price List of Repairing.

J. J. DONNELLY,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York
Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-

der and Colorer.
All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at

tention.

To the Trade.
We make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having
all the best facilities for doing work. We are enabled
to do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on
short notice. Send for our new price list.

Richards & Rutishauser.
149 and 151 State St., Room to, Chicago, 111.

To The Trade.
make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of
Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-
tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand. A.11
kind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price L

Wm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight
Striking Clocks, etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets, Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

SEND TO

Farjeon St Co,
No. 25 John St., NeNv York City.

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods

Jewelers'Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens $1.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

JERGENSON MAINSPRING
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

FARJEON & CO.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

JEWELER$

LAPIDARY
Complete set with grits, polish-

ing material, chargers and full
directions. in case, by mail, $1.5o.
With this set any jeweler can

replace a broken skeleton eye-glass
lens, drill holes, equally as well as
by sending to factory, and produce
rapidly as fine polish on edges ot
any lens, or crystal. For sale by
all material houses.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Creenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

...■11.11.04.1".
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J. Rosenzweig
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Don't fail to send for sample dozen of our famous " SUCCESS " American
and "Jewel " Geneva mainsprings, the best in the market at $1 per dozen.

Repairing done at my own factory. Goods sent on selection.

20 John Street,
Near Broadway.

New York.

Improved

JEWELERS' DRILLING 11ACIIII
This Machine, be ng fastened to the table,

allows those using it to guide their work with
accuracy. It is continuous in motion, far more
effective than any other, entirely superseding
the pump drill for all purposes. For Amatuers
it is the best drilling machine made. The
star chuck can be used with it.

PRICE, WITH STAR CHUCK, $2.75.

Send your orders to

WALTER S. BROWER5
12 PLAIN STREET, - ALBANY; NEW YORK.

G. A. Schlechter,
600 and 602 Penn St. Reading, Pa.

Masonic Marks,
Badges, Jewels, Buttons, Medals, etc.

Headquarters for all kinds of

Society Emblems.
Fine Diamond Work a Specialty.

Corresponcl,ncc Solicited.

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,
Manufacturing Jewelers

15 John Street, New York.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

CHARLES KOHLBUSCH,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.

Bend for Catalogue.
Repairs promptly attended to.

OSCOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and Manufactured by N. A. OSt10011,

%We Creek, Lich.

BEST,
SA VEST
and Lightest.

Impossible to tip it over by noektag.
Makes up hate d I ih.ren t weights, the .am0
,Is four boats combined In one. Oars end
puddle are, ol tied, and puck in boat with.
nut O( L(0 °burge. Tide e.t shows the
lusive•foot boat and packing chmt.
Send for Illustrated Catalogus.

BUY THE BEST.
Tweedle Dee and Tweedle Dum, the Best and

Cheapest Nickel Time and Alarm Clocks made.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers, Cincinnati, Ohio.

lr

I r
till

HOUGHTON
& COI

Maachmter, N. II.

Ma nufacturers
of Face Plates
with hardened
Chuck. Every
one warrranted
Ask your Job-
ber for one on
approval. Price
$1 1.50.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. 5, to send me

their overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas. Reiss,
3' and 33 So Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
Well-known to the trade since the last 20 years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Rend for Price List.

Great Reduction.
Portraits like this, $3, made

from a Photograph.

All kinds of Engraving at low prices.

Every jeweler should have his picture r place of
business printed on I104 letter heads, cards, and
advertisements. Send photogragli of what you
want. and we will gladly send estimate. Give us
a trial. Correspondence solicited.

Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad Street. Philadelphia.

Popular Eight Day, all Walnut Clocks. St. Mar-
tin, St. John, St. Paul, St. Peter, St. Lawrence, St.
James ; having bolted movements and polished
springs. Prices the lowest. Write to

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

The Jewelers Depot.

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed.

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly
glass grinding. For sale at your mat-
erial house, or by mail, $1.00.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Greenport. Suff. Co.. N. Y.

When inter-
ested, write
your jobber
for Price List,
or to the man-
ufacturers.

MOSELEY &
e COMPANY,

„Nt•
Elgin, Illinois.

Barnes' Patent
Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

THIS Polishing
Machine has
advan tages

that were never
before gained by
any application of
foot power for this
purpose. All the
appliances com-
mon to the polish-
ing departments
of jewelry manu-
facturing estab-
lishments can be
tried on this ma-
chine, and equal
results attained.
It is inexpensive,
and dealers cannot
afford to be with-

- out an outfit.
The con se

quence and con-
vincing powers of
a salesnian are
poor inducements

„a.„,' to the purchaser
as compared with

a well kept stock of goodi.., that have their orig
inal charms of polish, luster and freshness.

Our Lithological or Lapidary Lathe has the
same application of foot-power, and it is giving
results never before reached by any other applica
tion of foot-power for this purpose. These
machines are of great value to Jewelers, and their

icorrespondence s solicited. IF ustratiou Catalogue

Address, 66o Ruby Street,

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.
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CROSS & BEGUELIN,
21 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. P. 0. BOX 531.

WATCHES'SWISS AND AMERICAN,
Plated Ware.

jEwELRy  GOLD AND ROLLED PLATE, 

Tools and Materials. DIAMONDS  SET AND UHT 
Also, NICKEL STEM-WINDING HORSE TIMERS.

rakers of the

Centennial Watch and Centennial Chronograph.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST Agents for the "LA SALLE " NICKEL ALARM CLOCKS.

If you wish to find the best place in this country to learn
the watchmaking trade in all its branches, go to

PARSONS'
. SCHOOL for WATCHMAKERS

La Porte, Indiana.

The first and best school in this country. Send for
Circulars and Testimonials.

PIVICTICTIL $ej-1001.1 1to1 WATIVTIFITIKE
Is acknowledged by all to be very far in advance of the other

Horological Schools in this country.

Students are leaving other schools
to enter our school

Because we teach the most perfect methods of finishing all steel and
Jewel work, escapements, springing balance staff work and adjusting. Every
detail of watch repairing and making accurately and systematically taught.

Trade Work better and cheaper than any other IIouse. Prices, circu-
lars, study courses and references on application.

J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

All Steel, Nickel Plated.
No. i for 18 Size Cases, and No. 2 for 16 Size Cases.

Cut is

actual

size of

No. 2.

For sale by Jobbers or sent postpaid on receipt of price, $1.25 each.

Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

(COPYRIGHTED.)

If your Watch or Clock
does not run. take

them to

QUICK & CO.,
Hustletown, U.S.A.

These cuts are 0 tak-
ing novelty for Jewelers
use, Can be used in
newspapers, cards, bill
and letter heads etc.,
etc. This pair of elec-
trotypes sent to any ad-
dress on receipt. of $2. (COPYRIGHTED.)

W. C. SPRAGUE, Chicago Lawn, Cook Co., Ill.

The Most Useful and Important Invention
for Watchmakers.

Greaves' Demagnetizer (Patented).

" We have tested your Demagnetizer and find that it works admirably and accomplishes all that
yott claim for it." Aurora Watch Co.

" Please settd a Greave Demagnetizer to manufacturer  , and if it is as satisfactory as
ours it will be all right." C. Preusser Jewelry Co.

" The Demagnetizer Wits received yesterday. I demagnetized two watches already. It works
splendidly." " Riber," etc.

Address all correspondence and orders to

The Jaccard Watch and Jewelry Co.,
No. 815 Main Street, Kansas City, Mo.

It is the simplest and most effective machine
ever produced for that purpose. Being now in
use over one year by thf.‘ best Jewelers from New
'York to California, all over the country, it has
proved to be all what it claims to do. Its price be-
ing only $35.00, w hie It is much less than such n
machine ought •to sell at. Its pei feet working
being well established by experience. It will not
be sent on trial any mot e, but only furnished on
the receipt of $35.00, less 6 per cent.
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JEWELRY OR
IVITERVIL

CAVILOGIIE$
should be in the hands of every

Dealer.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
PUBLISHED, SENT TO THE

TRADE FREE.

_

NEwYRt
REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

- 04

Go oo.
WE CARRY COMPLETE ASSORTMENTS IN OUR

23 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS 23
I. Bechchimer,

No. 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Society Emblems, Pins and Jewels.
Largest and Finest Assortments of Mystic Shrine

Badges in the United States.

Graduating Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.
Takes at one dip oil for one side train. Gives minimum or maximum oil

for finest or largest pivot. Places oil where old style will not. Point is gold.
Does not corrode or scratch, simple to use, and well made for 25 cents. At
your Material House or by mail.

W. F. HAMMOND, Greenport, Suffolk Co. N. Y.

1111111111111111111111'11111... 1111111111111N!

No. L. Open Top Watch Bench. Walnut or Cherry Finish.

Dimensions-40 in. long, 20 in. wide, 38 in. high. Crated and
delivered at depot in Chicago. Price, $13.50.

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.
Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

Mystic Shrine Jewels
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet, Topaz, etc. set with

Diamonds, Rineralds, Rubies.

Knight Templars'
and Mystic Shrine Buttons.

Jobbing Stones and Repairing Jewelry for ihe trade.

New Illuustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

Patented Jan. 17, ISM

In sizes i, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 18. Made of fine steel, highly finished.and not
tempered ; is easily fitted. Many testimonials as to its being "just the thing"
for jobbing. Sold at all leading Material Houses. Price $1 per doz. or send
10 cents for sample to

The N. Y. Watch Case Spring Mfg. Co.,
71 Nassau Street, New York.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALNIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three years old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superioi
qualification in Optical science. Fees $50. For further particulars, address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

.11.111!!!1.1111).[Ii

Our New Curtain Top Bench.

quality in Cherry, Oak and Walnut. Thoroughly
made—finely finished. Containing all modern

improvements. Price, including boxing,
$30.00.

2nd quality similar in design. Not as nicely finished.
In Walnut only. Price, including boxing, $23.00.

Sole manufacturers of PHCENIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.

Importers of CHEMICALLY PURE COPPER, etc.

Dealers in FINE GOLD and SILVER IN BARS, Rolled or Granulated.

The most convenient device for
holding watchmakers' and Engrav-
ers' Eye-glasses. The mouth-piece
and wire to spring joint are coin
silver, consequently not injurious
to the health of the workman. I
will send one postpaid to any ad-
dress upon receipt of 50 cents.
Liberal discounts to jobbers. Ad.,

--,'.4,4140.4101 •

Arr.—

Opera Glasses
11111114,11'

comprises all the Standard Makes:

11111111111111i,v

n Silver, Aluminium, Pearl and
Leather.



hundreds of Dollars can be added to the resourses
Jeweler at a cost of only

One of the few houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods 
at retail.

We offer for this month only

Best Brazilian Pebble Spectacles at

$8.00 per doz., net cash.

Dealers in Spectacles, who wish to deal with a Hits making

that line a Specialty, and possessing facilities for filling orders accu-

rately, promptly and cheaply, should buy of us.

People value their sight more highly than any other want which it is
within the province of a Jeweler to supply. They buy a very large proportion
of their spectacles from "traveling opticans," because they have a fairly well
founded opinion that their jeweler does not know how to fit them, and hope
the stranger may know. They also buy a cheaper grade of glasses from the
jeweler, because, as a rule they are allowed to pick out any glass that they can
see through regardless of whether they fit or not. If the jewelers will take
pains to learn how to fit the eyes properly, their neighbors and customers will
cease to patronize strangers and will buy from them, and buy better classes of
goods. El/cry person in your community over 45 years of age uses spectacles,
and a large percentage of the younger people. These people prefer to buy
of some one who understands how to fit them. Consequently, there is a
steady income to be derived from them which cannot be taken away from
you by general stores and clothing dealers, provided you will honestly
equip yourself with the necessary knowledge.

There is more money to be made in fitting eyes and supplying spectacles
at $2.00 per pair, than in sitting at the bench repairing watches. People val-
ue their eyes more than their watches, and will pay more to correct them.
Hence it will pay you to attend the above school. It is fully equipped with
the necessary apparatus, and has an able corps of instructors. For particulars,
address,

Reference : "THE KEvsToNE. "

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-
making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias goods a specialty. Would kindly
solicit a trial from jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Co!. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a
practical jeweler, with an experience of 26 years as a special salesman. Can refer to
over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United
States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

We are the sole

agents for this famous

makers goods in the

U. S., awl claim for

them that they will

equal ill style, finish

and quality of lenses,

the best goods made,

being perfectly ap a-

m a t i c achromatic,

while the price is much

lower. Send for price

list. It is now time to

place your import

orders for fall and have

your Opera Glasses

come in with your

name on. Let us send

you a sample line of

our more saleable styles

that you can examine

style, finish, and focus

at your leisure, and no

matter how few you

may want we will have

them mlde for you

with your name on and

shipped you any month

-
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you may desire, pro-

vided it is not earlier

than September. "This

is the proper way to

order Opera Glasses; no

matter how few you

may want we will im-

port them for you at a

small commission over

manufacturers' prices,

and put your natne on

free of charge. By or-

dering 110 \V you will

save about 20 per cent.

Don't you think it will

pay you to take advant-

age of it We know it

will. Let us send you
a sample line, that you

may be. ter be able to

order. We are willing

and anxious for you to

examine our line, be-

cause we know it will

stand the test, and be-

cause we know you will

be pleased with quality,

finish and price.

(Incorporated 1888.)

0. c. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

Instruction in Watchmaking and Repairing
Taught by

Prof. R. E. FENNER, and MR. K. EINSF,IDEL
From Grossman's Horological School, Glasshute, Switz.

No extra charge for Engraving Instruction.

This Department is in charge of

Ground to any size eye. Send for sample dozen. Heretofore the Brazilian Axis Cut Pebble Spectacles and Eye Glasses have

been so high in price that none but the wealthy could enjoy the great benefits derived from their use. By the new process of

slitting them into Slabs with Diamond Saws, instead of using the copper wire and emery, as others do, we are enabled to produce

a superior article and reduce the price so that they are within the reach of all. They are a natural stone, almost as hard as a

diamond ; take a high polish, will not scratch, nor will moisture collect on them in warm weather.

Why it will pay you to handle them?
Because they confer a brilliancy and a distinctness of vision with an

amount of ease and comfort not hitherto enjoyed by spectacle wearers.

Because they neutralize and prevent the irritating rays of light from

entering the eye.

Because they improve, strengthen and preserve the sight, thereby resting

the optic nerves and in very many cases preventing headache.

Because, on account of the purity of the material of which they are made,

they cause no dizziness or wavering of sight.

Because we can furnish them to you lower than you ever bought them at

before.
Because, at the price we are selling them, you can sell a very fine specta-

cle or eye-glass at our exceptionally low price. And we know it will pay you

to buy a stock at once.

Because the price is liable to go up, and because we assure you it cannot be

reduced.
Because the following are very race bargains, and we think you know it :

One of the best and most widely known engravers in the West.

Sample Package i sent to Responsible Parties.

quality periscopic convex Pebbles, in no 1
dozen of each focus,

quality periscopic convex Pebbles, ground
size eye, _ _ _

quality periscopic convex Pebbles, set in I
spectacle frame, -

First quality periscopic convex Pebble, set
riding bow,

First quality periscopic convex Pebbles, set
temple io K. gold spectacle

First quality periscopic convex Pebble, set in i
Pat. cork guard 14;ye Glass,

First quality periscopic convex Pebble, set in

. mo K. liye 
Glasses, -

We guarantee the Pebbles in above goods to be Simon pure Brazilian first quality axis

cut Pebbles, and we guarantee the gold to be plump 10 K.
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Successors to

JACOB COLTON & CO.,

W. W. Coomes & Co.1
Manufacturers of

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow, Mass.

I-1_ 1-1EIN1=2,I01-1,
Chronometer Manufacturer, and Agent for K. Zimmer-

man Watches,

No. 14 John Street, New York.
Chronometers sold on Installments on terms to stilt the purchaser.

Chronometers to Rent. $5 per month.
This cut is a Marine chronometer with Heinrich's adjustable balance. Certificate

from U. S. observatory. In order to give an opportunity of examining and testing
my chronometers, I will rent them out at the rate of $5 per month, payable In ad-
vance. To those desiring to purchase chronometers, after examining them, an allow-
ance of the first month's rent will be made from purchasing price.
A large stock of new and second-hand marine chronometers on hand for the trade.

All my second-hand chronometers are in the very best condition, readjusted, and
look like new. • Springing and Adjusting with C. A. Paillard's Palladi-
um Belem(' Springs a Specialty.

Established 1870.

J. L. Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
No. 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

R. St L. Friedlander.

Watch Protectors.
$2.50 per Dozen. so cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Best in the market.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following

bargains:
moo dozen Bamboo Vest Chains 75 cents per dozen.

65 and 67 Nassau Street, N. Y.
VarSend for Price List.

THE RIVETT LATHE.

C. A. W. CROSBY,
Treasurer.

E. RIVETT,

Highest Award

at the Mechanics' Fair,

Boston, Mass., 1887.

Send for catalogue of the best Lathe

Faneuil Watch
OFFICE:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

PAL Slide Rest with cut-
ting wheel attached.

Pat. Rounding up tool.

Pat. Universal Head.

Pat. Counter Shaft.

in the market. Made by

Tool Co.
FACTORY:

Faneuil Station, Boston, Masa.

The Best Taking

Novelty
offered this season.

Send for Cards

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Rings of every Description.
Silver Bangles,

Book Marks, Glove Buttons etc.

18 John Street, - New York.

of New Designs in Class Pins, etc.
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L. Lelong & Brother,

Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers

AND

Sweep Smelters,
S. W. Corner Halsey and Marshall Sts.,

NEWARK, N. J.

The Philadelphia

School of Horology.
Instruction in Watchmaking of all the finer branches, combining Theory

and Practice. The advantages I have are unsurpassed, as large models of all

escapements and many other parts of movements are used in explaining.

Why waste years in learning what can be learned in a few months ? The

cost is but small in consideration of time saved, and your increased ability

will make your time worth double. For particulars, address the instructor.

M. E. Harmstead,
114 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

BOGLE BROS.,
Successors to T. F. & M. J. BOGLE,

The Vermont Wholesale Jewelers,
Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Elgin, Waltham, Columbus, Springfield, Ill.,

Seth Thomas and Chesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold and Gold Filled cases, rich jew-

elry of all kinds ; Rogers & Tiro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat ware, clocks, Gold Pens,
Optical Goods, Watchmaker's Tools and Materials. F,verything guaranteed to be sold at lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to. Try us.

BOGLE BROS. I White River Junction) Vermont.

Macnair & Burlingame,
Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

226 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

, Sell direct to the

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
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PIGS IN CLOVER.
r

No. 6o. Victoria Chain. Pigs in Clover Charm.

No. 6o. Rolled Plate, Rope Pattern Victoria Vest with charm,
No. of. " Bead t 6 1 t 11 t t 4 t

No. 02. tt " Balloon " 1, It

No. 03. 14 
" Plain Link l t 4 i

No. 61. Sterling Silver Victoria Vest with charm, . -

No. fo6. Rolled Plate Queen Chain " 1 1

No. 04. " Glove Buttoners " I 1

All above with Pigs in Clover Charms.

2 25

2 25

2 25

2 25

2 00

75

f

No. 436.
No. 437.
No. I.

No.
No. 433.
No. 434.
No. 435.
No. 230.
No. 1199.

No. 436. No. 230. No. 1199.

Pigs in Clover Charm, Rolled Plate, Glass Sides, $ 5
41 14 

" " Plain Back, 3
Real Stone Backs, 9
Chased Backs, 7
as on No. 6o chain, 16

" " Roman Color "
" " " Sterling Silver Chain, - 16

White Celluloid Base Ball, Rolled Plate Bail, - 12

Polished Rolled Plate Bull, Real Stone Base, - 21

it

t

It

ii

11

4

ti

11

'I

14

1

50

00

00

00

00

50

00

00

00

Send Orders for above, also for Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc. Above Prices, less 50 per cent.

lVfain-Springs ! The very best imported ma
insprings for all sizes

• --

Gasoline Soldering Lamp.
THE INVENTION OF A PRACTICAL JEWELER.

Our Watchmakers have thoroughly tested it and
highly recommend it as the best lamp for soldering
ever made.

Height 8 in. Cut r-.4 size. Nickel Plated, $6.00.

Send Orders to

American Watches, per doz. $1.00.

WATCH TOOLS AND MATERIALS OF ALL KINDS

American Watch Material.
We fill all orders for American Material with the genuine goods of each company's

manufacture, and the exact grade ordered. We deem this notice necessary, as some
houses send inferior grades and imitation material, and give the jewelers an idea
that every Jobber does it.

ALL ABOVE LESS 6 PER CENT FOR CASH.

LAPP & FLERSHEM
Wholesale Dealers in

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Clocks, Tools, Materials, etc. of all kinds for Jewelers.

92 to 98 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Established 1865.
Price List of Gold and Silver Watch Cases and refinishing.

N. J. FELIX, 71 Nassau St., Now York. Rooms 6, 7 and 8.
A full assortment of Pendants, Solid Bows, Filled Bows, Crowns, Push Tops, Push Pieces, etc., always kept in stock. IMPROVED FLUID—For preserving

the color and polish of gold and silver while in the process of hard soldering. It is also a substitute for borax in making the solder flow. Directions for use :

Heat the article to be soldered and apply with a camel's hair brush ; to clean, boil in pickel. Price, One bottle, fo cents ; Three bottles, 25 cents ; One pint, 50

cents ; One quart, $1, and One gallon, $4. My repairing Department has superior facilities. With an experience of 24 years in this branch, I can guarantee to

repair a case almost equal to new. Orders or jobs sent me by mail or express, always receive prompt and careful attention.

GOLD WORK.

New Cases. *English or Swiss, making, $8 00, gold extra.
Engraving Top and Bottom, . . $1 60 to $3 00
Full Engraving, . . 3 00 to 8 00
Changing English or Swiss to Am. S. W. 5 00 to 10 00
' hunting to Open Face, . . 1 50 to 3 00
" key wind to stem wind Am. cases 1 50 to 4 00
" lever to pendant set, . . 1 00 to 1 50
" old style key cases to imitation stem
winding, with key attachment to crown 3 00

Changing old style open face case to new style,
flat glass, I 50 to 3 00

Re engine turning Htg. case with polishing, 1 00
Re-engine turning open face with polishing, 75
he-engraving top and bottom, . . 75 to 2 00

shield, . 35
SILVER WORK.

New Cases. English or Swiss, making, $6 00, silver extra.
75
60
75
75 to 1 50
75 to 2 00
60

Re-engine turning Htg. case with polishing, $
I' " open face " i 4

Re engraving shield 26 ct. top and bottom,
Changing hunting to open face, . .

er key wind to stem wind, . .
" lever to pendant set, .

Composition bezels gilt, 75
caps " . . . 1 76
GOLD CASE REPAIRING.

CENTRE. Making new centre,
Straightening centre,

Putting snap on centre,
BACK. Making one new back,

Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in,
Repairing catch piece,

, One new thumb piece,
Back torn off joint, .

CAP. Making new cap, .
Soldering key holes each,
Raising Cap, . . .

BEZEL. Open Face bezels,
Hunting bezel,
Raising bezel for flat glass,
Soldering up hand-setting,

. $8 00 gold extra.
. $ 26 to $1 00

25 to 100
$2.50, gold extra.
450,
1 60,

$ 60
'75
76

$2 00, gold extra.
. $ 60

25

$▪ 

1 60, gold extra.
1 00,
1 00,

• 

. $ 60

•

•

•

GOLD CASE REPAIRING. (Continued.)

PENDANT. Making new pendant, $1 00, gold extra.
Soldering pendant, . $ 75
Ears to pendant, . 75
Bushing pendant, . . 60
Filling screw hole in pendant, 36

JOINTS. One set of joints, . 1 00
Two joints, . . 75
One joint, . • . . . 60

PUSH PIECES.. Split push piece, plain, 76
Split push piece, nurled, . 1 00 to 2 00
Nurled push piece, . . 76
Plain push piece, . . . 25

CROWNS. New crown and arbor for Am. cases, 1 00 to 1 50
SPRINGS. Lock spring for stem wind, . 76

Lock spring for key wind, 60
Lift spring ex. fin. and warranted 1 year, 60

BOWS. Solid bow, making, . $ 50, gold extra.
Filled bow, warranted 15 years, $ 75
Plated bow, . . . 60
Chain guards on bow, . 75

POLISHING. Polishing case, . 26
Outside only, . . 15
Polishing and taking out dents, 36

SILVER CASE REPAIRING.

CENTRE. Making new centre,
Straightening centre, .
Putting Snap on, .

BACK. Making one new back,
Making two new backs, .
New back snapped in, .
Catch piece,
Back torn off joint,
Thumb piece,

CAP. New silver cap,
New albata cap, .
Raising cap, .
Soldering key holes in cap each,

BEZEL. Open face bezel,
Hunting bezel, . .
Raising bezel for flat glass, .
Soldering up hand-setting, ,

2 50
25 to 76
26 to 75

1 50 to 2 50
8 00 to 4 GO
1 00 to 1 60
35

• 

60
36

. 150
1 00
20
25

• 125
65
75
85

Watch Protectors against electricity, price, 75 cents each.

SILVER CASE REPAIRING. (Continued)

PENDANT. Making new pendant,
Soldering pendant,
Ears to pendant,
Bushing pendant. .

JOINTS. One set of joints,
Joint on centre .
Joint, on back, cap or bezel, .

PUSH PIECES. Split push piece,
Nurled push piece, . •
Plain push piece, .

.CROWNS. Crown and arbor Am. cases, .
SPRINGS. Lock spring key or stem, .

Lift Spring, .
•Lift Spring (common)

BOWS. Silver bows,
Chain guards on bow,
Bow screw, .

POLISHING. Polishing and dents, .
Polishing only, .
Polishing outside, .

GOLD PLATINO.

Watch Cases, .
Chains, . . .
Movements Refinished, . .
Watch Dials Colored and Painted,
Lockets, .
Rings, .
Caps, .

COLORING,
Coloring Watch Case, .
Coloring Caps,
Coloring Jewelry,
Satin Finishing Watch Case,

SILVER PLATING.

Watch Cases,
Chains,
Caps, .

Watch Cases,
Caps, .

NICKLE PLATING.

• •

75
60
50
40
75
60
35
60
35
25
60
50
40
25
25 to 60
25
10
30
20
10

. $1 00 to 6 00
1 00 to 3 00

• 1 00 to 2 50
1 00

• 

60 to 1 60
25 to 76
25

60
26
26 to 76
75

75 to 1 60
60 to 1 00
20

60
16
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Aurora Watch Company,
Manufacturers of

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS
of Superior Finish and Time-Keeping Qualities of Highest Character

Eleven Grades of Open Face Pendant Setting
Movements.

Eleven Grades of Open Face Lever Setting
Movements.

Eleven Grades of Htg. Stem-Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key-Wind Movements.

Four Grades of 6 size Stem-Wind Movements.

Special mention is made of the higher

grades of ADJUSTED Movements, SPECIALLY

ADAPTED TO RAILWAY SERVICE. They are

more thoroughly adjusted and keep closer time

than any other watch in the market.

Manufacturers also of the GUILD Watch,
Made under special contract with the U. S. Jewelers' Guild, bearing the "Guild" registered trade mark, and sold tonoue but members of tbeGuild.

No Connection with Trusts or Combinations.

Write to the Company for Information.

Canadian Office : 81 King Street East, Toronto.

Aurora, Illinois.
General Office at the Factory.

A. G. SCHWAB & BRO.,
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Special Wholesale Agents

PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES.

American Manufacture.

IMIN•1■1111111101■•1111Mili

16 Size, from $7.50 upward,

18 Size, from $15.00 upward,

Hunting and

Open Face.
pvp

A complete line of all other makes of CASES and MOVEMENTS, particularly the

NEW 0 SIZE ELGIN AND I SIZE INIILTHAM GOLD WATCHES,

•
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The Phildelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Full assortment of

14 and zok, 18, 16, 6 and 4 size

Cases, latest styles.

18, 16, 6 and s:ze

Eagle Gold, Wheat and

Granger Cases, new designs.

Send for selection package

of " the very latest" Boss

Bascine Cases.

DON'T FORGET
Tbat we are one of the few Jobbers and Manufacturers who do not sell goods at retail.

That we have the largest and best equipped shops for Watch Case and Jewelry repair-

ing.in the country.
That we are leepiiig up our reputation for making perfect Plain and Band Gold Rings.

That we do not cast our plain gold rings, but roll them.

That, Cast Rings being brittle, will not stretch without breaking, while rolled rings

will stretch and are stretched every day without either cracking or'breaking•

That, as we make so very many.rings, we can make them cheaper and better than the

majority of houses and fill our orders much quicker.
That we employ only skilled workmen in our shops, and turn out only good work.

That we guarantee all our work to be as represented, and that our gold will assay

exactly what it is stamped.
That we make a specialty of altering Key-wind Cases into Stem-wind and casing old

movementwin either Gold or Silver Cases.

That, for reference, we give you what 'very few houses can: the solid endorsement of

the ligitimate trade of our own city.

A Rare Offer!

Take Advantage of It!

SILVEROIL CASES
for

American Movements
Less than Cost.

Nickel Open Face Key-Wind,

" " Stem "

" " Snap,

18 size at 75 cents.

18 size at 75 cents.

16 size at 50 cents.

We can send any Waltham or Elgin movements you may desire

for the above cases, but would particularly recommend the NO. 104

Elgin for the 16 sizeopen face snap Silveroid, and the 18 size new

open face S. W. Cheshire $4.00 movement for the 18 size S. W.

open face Silveroid. A complete

18s. 0. F. Setm-wind Silveroid Watch
at $4.75.

All dealers know that they occasionally have trouble in fitting

the movements in cases, and to obviate this and make this bargain

still more rare, we propose putting the movements in the cases for

you, where it may be desired. These prices are less 6 per cent.

where cash accompanies order, and are net thirty days.

Oct in your Orders Early. We do not think the above Prices will last long.

•

All orders for watches filled

same day as received. Pack-

ages in express office one

hour from receipt of order.

ICasing od d Movements

and the manufacture of plain 1

and band rings a specialty.

When your Jobber tells
you he is just out of Silveroid
cases, send your order to us.

We have plenty of 'ern.

•
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Seth Thomas
PRECISION CLOCKS

for 

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES.
Ne4,46,3.431mebenit

Send for Descriptive Pamphlet.

t#,
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We have now put out eight of these clocks :

One is in Lancaster, Pa. Two are in Grinnell, Iowa,
One is in Lewisburg, Pa. One is Melbourne, Australia,

Three are in Chili.

The 6rst one is in the Daniel Scholl Observatory. • The second in the
Observator v.of Bucknell University. Two are in the Observatory of Iowa Col-
lege. The three for Chili are in connection with the Government Time Service
for the Amei ican (Gardner) system. The one in Melbourne is in the Royal
Astronomical Observatory. We have another of these which has been used by
the Governmelit in connection with the exhibition of their Time Service at
Cincinnati, and which is now in Paris to be placed in the Exposition there for
the same purpose. This has Graham escapement. Have also sent one with
Gravity escapement for exhibition and testing. The records made by these
clocks will be published as fast as received. We have the following reports
concerning the two first put out:

Daniel Scholl Observatory, March 20, 1880.
The following is a correct statement of the performance of the Seth Thomas

Precision Clock No. 3 as determined by means of a three inch transit by Ertel
& Son. juvrmusoN E. KERSHNER.

P. S.-Column Average Temperature is the average of one daily reading of
a thermometer in the clock closet at 12 o'clock noon of that date. The Barom-
eter was read three times a day at 7, 2 and 9 o'clock. This column is the aver-
age of the averages of the days included between the dates. * At this point,
5 grammes weight was put on top of pendulum. J. E. KEusHNER.

Date of
Observation
1888 d
Nov 6.31
" 11.26
" 20.31
" 22.36
Dec 2 27
" 6.34
0 12.30
" 19.32

1889
Jan 241
" 8.22
" 11.37
" 17.48
" 22.32

" 25.35
" 28.34
Pet) 7.31
" 10.26
" 14.34
" 15.32*
0 19.31

22.34
Mar 641
" 8.36
" 0.32

Clock
Correction

+20.68
+19.50

19.94
20.50
24.05
25.11
27.64
31.00

43.56
46 58
47 75
5 I .54
53.95
56.19
57.75
8.08

14 39
22.15
23.07
25.54
27.34
37.80
38.43
40.16

Average Average Barometer re-
Daily Rate Temperature duce(' to sea level.

S 0
-0.24 63.88
4-0.05 56.17
0.27 52.85
0.36 46.03
0.26 47.37
0.42 47.48
0.48 43.99
0.86

0.52

0.37
0.62
0 50
0.74

1.04

2.14
I.8o
0.94
0.62
o 59
0.87
0.32

+0.58

45.18
46.03
44.98
44 96
41 67
44.33
40.71
35.87
36.90
35.90
39.18
40.13
40.29
44 65
42.83

in.
30.00
30.30
30.50
30.01

29.94
30 oo
29.95
30.07

29.96
29.80
30.22
30.31

30.35
29.66
29.93

, 30.13
29.92

30 34
29 94
30.46

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO., Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa., Mar. 9, 1889.
Gentlemen : Precision Clock No. 4 in Bucknell Observtory is keeping good time. I enclose its record for

the winter months, as made when the time observations were most carefully reduced:
Nov. 5, 1888, Clock 5 S. Slow. Nov. 22, 1888, Clock 3.25 S. Slow. Dec. 12, 1888, Clock 5.8 S. Slow.

Feb. 15, 1889. Clock 19 s. Slow. Mar. 7, 1889, Clock 23.1 S. Slow.

The rate determined from these observations is as nearly constant as one could hope to obtain in a clock, I think.

Respectfully, (Signed) W. C. Bartol.

Seth Thomas Clock Company,
Thomaston, Conn

New York, 20 Murray Street. San Francisco, 126 Sutter Street. Chicago, 154 State Street. St. Louis, 1003 Olive Street.
London, 7 Cripplegate Buildings, Wood Street.
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PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES.

No. 45 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted

No. 47 15 ,Jewel Gilt Adjusted

18 SIZE, FULL PLATE.
American Manufacture.

No. 43 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted
No. 45 15 " " it

No. 47 15 " Gilt 41

No. 71 20 Jewel Nickel Adjusted

No. 74 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted.

Are made in the following grades:

16 SIZE 3-4 PLATE.

No. 71
No. 72
No. 73
No. 74

31

No. 81 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted

No. 84 7 Jewel Gilt

20 Jewels Nickel Adjusted
18 1 4 t 1 16

16 
41 44

15 g t t4
16

11

No. SI 1.5 Jewels Nickel
No. 82 " Gilt
No. 83 11 " "
No. 84 7 " "

Adjusted

g

We invite special attention to the above grades, which can be found with our Special Wholesale Agents. Very respectfully

Non-Magnetic Watch Co. of America,
177 Broadway, New York.

Kirzg gie1c
A FEW BARGAINS, Buffalo, New York. OUR !OWN MANUFACTURE,

14K., 6 size

Engraved Cases, $14.00.

8 K.

Engraved Cases, $10.00.

A few more

13 Jewel Nickel or Gilt
18 size Hunting

Columbus Move., $6.00.

Manufacture and Handle

EVERYTHING SOLO AND USED
in a Jewelry Store.

LARGE CUSHION
TIGER CAMEO RINGS,

$3.38

INITIAL RINGS
at Special Prices.

New Bargain List every Month Engraved Rings.

Now Ready. Send for them.

A NEW LOT
at Reduced Prices.
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NOW READY.

Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New 18 size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face.

Straight Line Lever.

Second 'Hand.

Enamel Dial.

Seven jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.) Quick Train.

Price of Movement, $4.00, with cash discount.

All movements guaranteed in every res

Fits all Lever and Pendant set cases of
American Manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low
pike seven ,jewel movement. Unequalled in point of
rimv„—morhiN —ELEGANCE —DURABILITY and
PRICE.

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.

New Yorik Otaldavd Watch no.,
83 Nassau St., New York.

FAcToRv :
Jersey City, New Jersey.

FRANK G. MILLER,
General Selling Agent.

Fountain Pens.

Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be superior
to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower price
thars you have ever had first-class goods in this line offered
at before.

The Pen is 14K. gold, warranted, with iridium point,
and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The Barrel is
made of best vulcanized rubber, and every genuine pen is
stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of In Plain Ti, Chased

Gold Pen. Holders, as cut. Ilolder.

2 $10.50 $12.60

3 12-60 14.80
4 14.8o 16.20
5 16.20 18.00

In Fancy Gold
Mounted Holder.

$14.80

16 20

18 00

21.60

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs, at $1.00
per dozen extra.

TERMS : Prompt Cash, less per cent.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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HEY are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open

curb trace and cable links. What use

has any one for a solid gold chain that

will soon have to be sold for old gold

at a GREAT SACRIFICE, when for

one-fourth of the monez they can pro-

cure an article equally satisfactory?

' =IPS' —V; . ; .. . . ; ... Virirri* •

' 

RAIROAD
Carry Fine Watches

and. use

RAVSAYS' HABER LINED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

It is also

A Non-Conductor of

Electricity.

eC,

c,52'r

Manufactured only by

Burt Ramsay & Co.

204 SuDerior Street,

Cleveland. 0.

ontirislo

OPEN.

The

ANTI'S WEAR
CUFF BUTTON.

INsis

CLOSED.

AUTOMATIC.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is 
entirely new and different from any

other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows :

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted 
in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.

FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and th
ereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry-

lioods, Millinery or other outside trade.

FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as 
the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

We also call attention to or

" LEADER "
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs

In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufacturers of the

"SUCCESS

30 21

INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS,
Of*

27 23

,10111111,11

I

Complete Ring.

10 23 30 30

Part of Prong Exposed.

••••■

••••

Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.) Prong.

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill 
orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-drops,

Lace-pins, Scarf-pins, Collar-buttons, Fancy and Solitaire Rings. 
Also Importers and Job-

bers in all kinds of American and Swiss Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc. We are the Sole Importers

of the well-known Nickel Triumph Roskopf Watches, and the same movements fitting IS size 
American

cases. Also of the Chas. F. Tissot & Son's fine movements, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

J. T. SCOTT & CO
NO. 4 MAIDEN LANE, - NEW YORK.
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Do not give out your Spring orders until you have examined the New 13 size,
New York Standard Movement.

Open Face. Second Hand.

Straight Line Lever. Enamel Dial.

Seven Jewels, (Jeweled Pallets.) Quick Train.

All movements guaranteed in every Fes

Fits all Lever and Pendant set cases of
American Manufacture.

We invite a critical examination of the pioneer low
price seven ,jewel movement. Unequalled in point of
Tmli—morioN—M,EcANCii —DURABILITY and
PRICE.

ktb4Z","tirete

Sample movement will be sent on memoran-
dum to any Retail Watch Dealer. Enclose business card when ordering.
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FACTORY:
Jersey City, New Jersey.

HEY are warranted to weal TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open

curb trace and cable links. What use

has any one for a solid gold chain that

will soon have to be sold for old gold

at a GREAT SACRIFICE, when for

one-fourth of the monez they can pro-

cure an article equally satisfactory?

311110.

AUTOMATIC.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and 
different from any

other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows : •

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in 
the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.

FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and 
thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry-

tioods, Millinery or other outside trade.

FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the sa
me cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

Split Second Open Face
in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be superior
to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower price
them you have ever had first-class goods in this line offered
at before.

The Pen is 14K. gold, warranted, with iridium point,
and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The Barrel is
made of best vulcanized rubber, and every genuine pen is
stamped as shown on the side.

All RAILROAD YE\
Carry Fine Watches

and use

1IAYSA1S' HAMER LINED

NIELS

In Plain In Chased
Holders, as cut. !Wider.

$10.50 $12.60

12-60 14.80

14.80 16.20

16.20 18.00

In Nancy Gold
Mounted holder.

$14.80

16 20

18 00

21.60

A Non-Conductor of
Electricity.

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs, at $1.00
per dozen extra.

TERMS : Prompt Cash, less per cent,

Ring without initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at 
short notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising Loose Stones and Mounted in Ear-drops,

Lace-pins, Scarf-pins, Collar-buttons, Fancy and Solitaire Rings. Also Importers and Job-

bers in all kinds of American and Swiss Watches, Jewelry, Chains, etc. We are the Sole Importers

of the well-known Nickel Triumph Roskopf Watches, and the same movements fitting 18 size America
n

cases. Also of the Chas. F. Tissot & Son's fine movements, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

J. T. SCOTT & CO
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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THE foundation of the business of the Keystone Watch Case Company was
laid in a room containing less than 1000 square feet at 618 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, in 1875, With a force of 13 hands. Only Boss Cases were

made, and the product was about 25 cases per week.

111113Milnilliii=1111111111•111111

NOW, the Company occupies ALL of the immense factories shown above,

which have over 60,000 square feet of floor space. It keeps nearly 1100 people

constantly employed; makes everything needed by a jeweler in the way of

a watch case, from the cheapest nickel to the finest solid gold, and its product is

nearly 10,000 cases per week.

It, at the present time, occupies larger buildings, has a greater number of

employees, and a larger production than any other concern in the world engaged

exclusively in watch case making.

Truly a Marvelous Growth.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO:
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO

JILS126 1889



ARIO ANTIS WEAR
OPEN.

AUTOMATIC.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and different from any
other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.
SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.
THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.
FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry-

(foods, Millinery or other outside trade.
FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

We also call attention to our

"LEADER "
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

...........

We are also manufaJu-ers of the

"SUCCESS"
Minute Register.

NOV 18'86

Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)
We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

Prong.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE S TONES and MOUNTED in EAR DROPS, LACE PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR BUT-
TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS. Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,
etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitting 18 size American cases.
Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.
46r. We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our
supervision. We solicit jobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

J. T. SCOTT & CO

II

THE KI YSTONE.
Volume 10. Philadelphia, June, 1889.

'OST people are anxious
to make money;
not usually for
the "love of pelf
for itself," but
for "the glorious
privilege of being
independent, " as
Robert Burns,
the poet, puts it.
The great ques-

tion, however, which bothers the average

human brain is how to go abont the task;

and by what means he is to accomplish

this desired result ? We have a great
number of persons who are ever ready

to offer suggestions and point out the
road by which wealth is to be attained.

Usually, :5 uch men are no more suc-
cessful in the battle for the " almighty

dollar" than the person they propose to
instruct. This class of people are of

the crafty kind, and seek to take advan-
tage of the universal desire for riches

to increase their own private gain. The

avenues to wealth or competence are

not secret ones, but open to all ; and

successful journeying in them depends

almost entirely on our own efforts.

There seems to be a prevailing belief

among most young men, which,
although natural, is nevertheless an

error and should be corrected ; this is,

that success depends on following the

methods of some successful man. This
conviction is no more true than the old
adage, that " history repeats itself."
History records similar events, but they
invariably occur on a plane above or
below the status of the first chronicled
event ; either an aulvance or retrograde.
So in business pursuits, we should never
adopt another man's methods, unless
we can deffinitely see some way to
amend or improve them.
The base and bed rock foundation to

success in any business lies first in
thoroughly knowing it ; not in an im-
perfect and superficial manner, but in
being master of it in all its ramifications
and bearings. To this knowledge, add
push and unabated attention to busi-
ness, and success will follow as inevi-
tably as old age follows youth.
Another fault common to youth which

should be discountenanced, is a
desire for enormous wealth. Such a
result is not to be expected ; but if it
does occur, it is much more probable to
be the fortune of some one who started
with the view of making a competence.
The only sane and safe thought for a
young man is to start with the deter-
mination of acquiring for himself a com-
petence at the age of forty-five. The
grounds for belief in the success of such
an effort are sustained by all of our ex-
periences, and can be counted on with
more certainty than the probability of
life in a healthy man from the age of

twenty-five to forty-five. It remains to
add that out of the avenues open to
young men, there are none offering
better prospects than the watch and
jewelry trade. But it would be well to
bear in mind that the successful ones
must be, as noticed above, masters of
their business, and actuated by deter-
mination to push it for all there is in it,
because, without this necessary com-
bination, one must be prepared to take
the position of a subordinate, and might
as well fall into line one time as an-
other.

SYSTL■M and order should be
supreme laws in a watchmaker's
place, System in methods of

work, and order in the disposal and
arrangement of tools and material, are
what should be studied. Our old style
watchmaker spends half his time in con-
triving how he is going to do a job,
and one-fourth more in looking for his
tools. A workman at the present time
should have tools to accomplish any
watch job speedily and well, and not
only have the tools, but a place to keep
them in, where they are arranged in
order. Very few tools should be per-
mitted to lie on one's bench, all others
should be placed in their proper recep-
tacles as soon as one is through using.
The same order should be exercised
with material. Jewels sized off and put
into homeopathic bottles, and so
arranged that one knows where to find
exactly what is needed. There is noth-
ing a watchmaker can treasure up
which is more useful than old material,
that is, parts of old watches. These
should not be thrown whole into an old
scrap box, but carefully taken apart;
barrels put in the proper box, centre
wheels in another, and so on down to
clicks and screws. Where one starts to
Systematize, the mode and order come
natural and suggest themselves.

NDUSTRIAL art and indus-
trial art schools
are topics of
interest, not
only to metal
workers, but
almost every
branch of manu-
facture. Pottery,
wall paper, and

particularly textile fabrics, each have
schools of design. Art metal workers also
have their industrial schools; but up to
the present time not with the satisfactory
results which might have been hoped
or even expected. This is not hard to
account for when one takes the obstacles
to be overcome into consideration. High
art work in the precious metals is every
day advancing in the hands of such
firms as Tiffany & Co. But the class

of persons who will pay four or five
times the value of the gold in an article
of jewelry for the sake of the beauty of
design and exceptional skill of the
workmanship, are rare. Even the great
mass of solid gold goods manufactured
are gotten up under the restraint of
economy of construction, and the orna-
mentation is in the hands of a class of
artisans, who, if they are working piece
work, are anxious to turn out the great-
est number of pieces they can which
will pass the scrutiny of the foreman or
inspector. The problem of the day in
bright metal goods, especially watch
cases, is to produce work of standard
merit at as low cost as possible without
deteriorating from the quality and ap-
pearance of the product. That work pro-
duced by mechanical means, will, in
every sense, equal hand efforts, is not to
be thought of. All that can ever be
hoped for is a creditable approximation,
bearing the same relations that a
chromo does to original oil paintings.
The great use of industrial art schools is
in starting a pupil right and giving him
correct ideas of form and method. The
"technic" is only to be acquired by
actual practice on the articles to be
dealt with, and can well and forcibly be
illustrated by the adage, " that sewing
carpet rags will never learn a man to
be a tailor." This remark is not made
to disparage industrial schools for train-
ing pupils ; the object is to somewhat
define the course to be pursued, and
should bear a similar relation to indus-
trial art training that the medical
schools do to the clinic and hospital.

HE application of photography
to the mechanic and kindred
arts is every day extending.

The latest efforts in this direction are in
using photographic agencies to record
sound. The instrument is in fact a
photographic phonograph. We are all
aware of the sensibility of flame to sound
vibrations. This phenomena was fami-
liar to all investigators of modern
philosophy ; but it remained for a Phila-
delphian to utilize the fact and make it
serviceable to every-day humanity.
One of the greatest obstacles which ex-
perimenters with the phonograph
encountered was to obtain a substance,
or material plastic enough to properly
record sound vibrations. With light as
the medium, sound vibrations can be
recorded to which the human ear fs
absolutely insensible. After a con-
tinuous negative is secured, one of the
photo-engraving processes is brought
into use to produce a metal ribbon
which, on passing through the "Repro-
ducer," gives to the astonished listener
not only pure musical tones, but the
exact timbre of the instrument which
produced the sound.

Number (>.

WATCHMAKERS"FOOLS.

How to Use Them.

GREAT advance has been
Made within the last ten

years in watchmak-
er ' tools and
methods, but before
we commence to talk
about the kind of

tools to use and the mode of using
them, we will consider the place where
we are to use them, or in. other words,
the workshop.

It is of vital importance that a work-
shop, no matter what its scale or pro-
portions, should be fitted up and
arranged to conform to three require-
ments, viz : Comfort, Convenience and
Light. The first of these requisites,
comfort, embraces sanitary precautions,
which can be sub-divided into warmth
and ventilation. Heating a workshop
for watchmakers, with steam pipes"
under the benches, is objectionable, as
it produces a flow of hot air into the
face of the workmen from underneath
the bench, which is not only disagree-
able, but has a tendency to restrict the
breathing from species of restraint the
workman unconsciously imposes on
himself, because the heated air is not
exactly agreeable to his lungs. In cold
weather, watchmakers, as a rule, suffer
more inconvenience from cola feet than
any other cause. This is not only a
source of discomfort, but leads in a var-
iety of ways to ill health. Where floors
can be arranged to permit warming
them immediately beneath the feet of
the workmen, it is undoubtedly the
best method.
We all know the tendency of hot air

is to rise, and while a thermometer may
indicate a temperature at five feet from
the floor of 75° F, one placed on the
floor at the position occupied by the
workman's feet, would not show more
than so or 55° F.

Usually, too, the floor is badly fitted,
and a draught of air flows in between it
and the base board. This comes from
imperfect carpentry, and should be cor-
rected. Such crevices not only discom-
fort the workman, but are sources o
annoyance and loss of time by small
parts of watches falling on the floor and
rolling into them. A workshop floor
should be made of narrow well seasoned
boards, each board not more than two
and a half inches wide and free from
loose knots, and provision made for
furnishing warmth to this floor of about
7o0 F. If the workshop is located on
an upper story, usuallys making an
opening through the ceiling of the room
below, so the warm air from it can
reach the floor, will be found sufficient.
It is difficult to give specific directions
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ANTI-SWEAR •
CUFF BUTTON. CLOSED.

AUTOMATIC.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and different from any
other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition Bprings to get out of order.
FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry-

Uoods, Millinery or other outside trade.
FIFTH.—We warrantevery pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

Split Second.

We also call attention to our

"LEADER "
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND -WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufatu-ers of the
Minute Register.

6 6 SUCCESS
,'

INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.

30 21 27

Complete Ring.

10 23 30 30

Part 0 Prong Exposed

Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)

We show above a few samples ot Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

Prong.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE S TONES and MOUNTED in EAR DROPS, LACE PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR BUT-
TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS. Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,
etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitting 18 size American cases.
Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

sir We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our
supervision. We solicit jobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

J. T. SCOTT & CO
NO. 4 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE
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tItylk OST people are anxious

'fi to make money ;
not usually for
the "love of pelf
for itself," but
for the glorious
privilege of bein g
independent, " as
Robert Burns,
the poet, puts it.
The great ques-

tion, however, which bothers the average
human brain is how to go about the task;
and by what means he is to accomplish
this desired result ? We have a great
number of persons who are ever ready
to offer suggestions and point out the
road by which wealth is to be attained.
Usually, 6uch ruen are no more suc-
cessful in the battle for the " almighty
dollar" than the person they propose to
instruct. This class of people are of

the crafty kind, and seek to take advan-
tage of the universal desire for riches
to increase their own private gain. The
avenues to wealth or competence ate
not secret ones, but open to all ; and
successful journeying in them depends
almost entirely on our own effurts.
There seeing to be a prevailing belief
among most young men, which,
although natural, is nevertheless an
error and should be corrected ; this is,
that success depends on following the
methods of some successful man. This
conviction is no more true than the old
adage, that " history repeats itself."
History records similar events, but they
invariably occur on a plane above or
below the status of the first chronicled
event ; either an aavance or retrograde.
So in business pursuits, we should never
adopt another man's methods, unless
we can deffinitely see some way to
amend or improve them.
The base and bed rock foundation to

success in any business lies first in
thoroughly knowing it ; not in an im-
perfect and superficial manner, but in
being master of it in all its ramifications
and bearings. To this knowledge, add
push and unabated attention to busi-
ness, and success will follow as inevi-
tably as old age follows youth.

Another fault common to youth which
should be discountenanced, is a
desire for enormous wealth. Such a
result is not to be expected ; but if it
does occur, it is much more probable to
be the fortune of some one who started
with the view of making a competence.
The only sane and safe thought for a
young man is to start with the deter-
mination of acquiring for himself a com-
petence at the age of forty-five. The
grounds for belief in the success of such
an effort are sustained by all of our ex-
periences, and can be counted on with
more certainty than the probability of
life in a healthy man from the age of

twenty-five to forty-five. It remains to
add that out of the avenues open to
young men, there are none offering
better prospects than the watch and
jewelry trade. But it would be well to
bear in mind that the successful ones
must be, as noticed above, masters of
their business, and actuated by deter-
mination to push it for all there is in it,
because, without this necessary com-
bination, one must be prepared to take
the position of a subordinate, and might
as well fall into line one time as an-
other.  

SYSTEM and order should be
supreme laws in a watchmaker's
place. System in methods of

work, and order in the disposal and
arrangement of tools and material, are
what should be studied. Our old style
watchmaker spends half his time in con-
triving how he is going to do a job,
and one-fourth more in looking for his
tools. A workman at the present time
should have tools to accomplish any
watch job speedily and well, and not
only have the tools, but a place to keep
them in, where they are arranged in
order. Very few tools should be per-
mitted to lie on one's bench, all others
should be placed in their proper recep-
tacles as soon as one is through using.
The same order should be exercised
with material. Jewels sized off and put
into homeopathic bottles, and so
arranged that one knows where to find
exactly what is needed. There is noth-
ing a watchmaker can treasure up
which is more useful than old material,
that is, parts of old watches. These
should not be thrown whole into an old
scrap box, but carefully taken apart;
barrels put in the proper box, centre
wheels in another, and so on down to
clicks and screws. Where one starts to
systematize, the mode and order come
natural and suggest themselves.

•
NDUSTRIAL art and indus-

trial art schools
are topics of
interest, not
only to metal
workers, but
almost every
branch of manu-
facture. Pottery,
wall paper, and

particularly textile fabrics, each have
schools of design. Art metal workers also
have their industrial schools; but up to
the present time not with the satisfactory
results which might have been hoped
or even expected. This is not hard to
account for when one takes the obstacles
to be overcome into consideration. High
art work in the precious metals is every
day advancing in the hands of such
firms as Tiffany & Co. But the class

of persons who will pay four or five
times the value of the gold in an article
of jewelry for the sake of the beauty of
design and exceptional skill of the
workmanship, are rare. Even the great
mass of solid gold goods manufactured
are gotten up under the restraint of
economy of construction, and the orna-
mentation is in the hands of a class of
artisans, who, if they are working piece
work, are anxious to turn out the great-
est number of pieces they can which
will pass the scrutiny of the foreman or
inspector. The problem of the day in
bright metal goods, especially watch
cases, is to produce work of standard
merit at as low cost as possible without
deteriorating from the quality and ap-
pearance of the product. That work pro-
duced by mechanical means, will, in
every sense, equal hand efforts, is not to
be thought of. All that can ever be
hoped for is a creditable approximation,
bearing the same relations that a
chromo does to original oil paintings.
The great use of industrial art schools is
in starting a pupil right and giving him
correct ideas of form and method. The
"technic" is only to be acquired by
actual practice on the articles to be
dealt with, and can well and forcibly be
illustrated by the adage, " that sewing
carpet rags will never learn a man to
be a tailor." This remark is not made
to disparage industrial schools for train-
ing pupils ; the object is to somewhat
define the course to be pursued, and
should bear a similar relation to indus-
trial art training that the medical
schools do to the clinic and hospital.

HE application of photography
to the mechanic and kindred
arts is every day extending.

The latest efforts in this direction are in
using photographic agencies to record
sound. The instrument is in fact a
photographic phonograph. We are all
aware of the sensibility of flarae to sound
vibrations. This phenomena was fami-
liar to all investigators of modern
philosophy ; but it remained for a Phila-
delphian to utilize the fact and make it
serviceable to every-day humanity.
One of the greatest obstacles which ex-
perimenters with the phonograph
encountered was to obtain a substance,
or material plastic enough to properly
record sound vibrations. With light as
the medium, sound vibrations can be
recorded to which the human ear Is
absolutely insensible. After a con-
tinuous negative is secured, one of the
photo-engraving processes is brought
into use to produce a metal ribbon
which, on passing through the "Repro-
ducer," gives to the astonished listener
not only pure musical tones, but the
exact timbre of the instrument which
produced the sound.

Number

WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS.

How to Use Them.

GREAT advance has been
rade within the last ten

years in watchmak-
er s ' tools and
methods, but before
we commence to talk
about the kind of

tools to use and the mode of using
them, we will consider the place where
we are to use them, or in. other words,
the workshop.

It is of vital importance that a work-
shop, no matter what its scale or pro-
portions, should be fitted up and
arranged to conform to three require-
ments, viz : Comfort, Convenience and
Light. The first of these requisites,
com fort, embraces sanitary precautions,
which can be sub-divided into warmth
and ventilation. Heating a workshop
for watchmakers, with steam pipes/
under the benches, is objectionable, as
it produces a flow of hot air into the
face of the workmen from underneath
the bench, which is. not only disagree-
able, but has a tendency to restrict the
breathing from species of restraint the
workman unconsciously imposes on
himself, because the heated air is not
exactly agreeable to his lungs. In cold
weather, watchmakers, as a rule, suffer
more inconvenience from cola feet than
any other cause. This is not only a
source of discomfort, but leads in a var-
iety of ways to ill health. Where floors
can be arranged to permit warming
them immediately beneath the feet of
the workmen, it is undoubtedly the
best method.
We all know the tendency of hot air

is to rise, and while a thermometer may
indicate a temperature at five feet from
the floor of 75° F, one placed on the
floor at the position occupied by the
workman's feet, would not show more
than 5o or 55° F.

Usually, too, the floor is badly fitted,
and a draught of air flows in between it
and the base board. This comes from
imperfect carpentry, and should be cor-
rected. Such crevices not only discom-
fort the workman, but are sources o
annoyance and loss of time by small
parts of watches falling on the floor and
rolling into them. A workshop floor
should be made of narrow well seasoned
boards, each board not more than two
and a half inches wide and free from
loose knots, and provision made for
furnishing warmth to this floor of about
70° F. If the workshop is located on
an upper story, usually( making an
opening through the ceiling of the room
below, so the warm air from it can
reach the floor, will be found sufficient.
It is difficult to give specific directions
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how to arrange a workshop in this
respect so as to be adapted to all situa-
tions.
The best course to pursue in fitting

up a workshop, no matter whether a
man is to occupy it himself, or it is to
be occupied by men in his employ, is to
arrange it so the floor, when artificial
heat has to be used, will be about 75° F.
Such things are easily arranged if one
sets his mind to do it. A man who is
to work in such a place himself, should
certainly never neglect anything which
tends toward preserving his health,
and if fitting the room for others, his
interest should prompt him to render
the place as comfortable and agreeable
as possible, as workmen always do
enough more to pay largely for such
care and precaution. . A workshop
should never be heated above 70° F,
and if such foot warmth is provided, no
workman will desire it. A temporary
floor laid above the one already in a
room, leaving an air space of five or
six inches through which a steam pipe
is passed, would accomplish the desired
result. After a floor of narrow boards
has been laid, it should be painted with
paint composed of best white lead
ground in oil, two parts ; best yellow
ochre ground in oil, one part, and for
every quart of mixture, add half a pint
of best English rubbing varnish and
three table-spoonfuls of Japan drying
size. After the first coat of paint is dry,
every crack and nail hole should be
filled with putty composed of common
glaziers putty, mixed with one-fourth
its weight of red lead and enough boiled
lintseed oil to render it plastic. After
the putty has set, which will take place
in from twelve to twenty-four hours,
the floor is to be given another coat of
the same paint. When this is dry, give
it the third coat. This method of paint-
ing and puttying a floor will pay for
itself in a short time ; and for a jeweler
will save the expense many times over
in the way of economy in sweeps. A
slight inclination of the floor toward
the benches is desirable, as it has a
tendency to cause watch wheels or other
round pieces accidentally dropped, to
roll under the bench where they will
not be stepped upon. The light color
of the paint recommended also favors
quickly finding any piece accidentally
dropped.

We could continue the requirements
of a workshop under the count of
comfort for an indeffinite time. Indeed
for that matter a workshop to be com-
fortable should also be convenient and
well lighted. A workshop should be
arranged to be comfortable in hot
weather ; this is mainly effected by
ventilation. How this is to be accom-
plished depends a great deal on the
local surrounding. Sometimes when a
low building is used, with the roof
immediately overhead and exposed to
the sun, a cheap awning over the roof
will abate the intolerable heat.
Conveniences embrace all and every-

thing which will facilitate work. The
first thing we will talk about under this
head will be a work bench. A bench
of this kind should be of some hard
wood at least two inches thick, about
two feet wide and thirty-seven inches
high. The fitting up, which embraces
immediate bench conveniences, depends
a great deal on whether it is to be used

by the owner of the place or by hired
journeymen. If the owner intends to
use it, he can have the drawers arranged
to suit his convenience ; but if for
employees, two shallow drawers immedi-
ately in front of the workman leaving
a space to the right for a vise and the
workman's tool box, is about the best
arrangement. Such a tool box will be
subsequently described.
The next point to be considered is

light. The best light one can obtain
for watchmaking purposes is a north
one. But whatever light is used,
endeavor to get a liberal quantity, and
provide certain fixtures so the immedi-
ate glare of sunshine on polished metals
spread on the bench can be avoided.
The writer does not imagine he has
said all that can or should be said on
the subjects considered, but he feels as
though he had been occupying a good
deal of space in trying to convince the
trade of what should be evident to
everybody, that a workshop is a place
where one can work and still be com-
fortable. He (the writer) might fancy
his essay on the comforts of such places
was quite unnecessary if business had
not called him to visit so many.

BUSINESS CHANGE.

Among the business changes of the
past month we notice that of the Phila-
delphia Optical and Watch Company.
Mr. D. V. Brown having been elected
President, to fill the vacancy caused by
the retirement of Mr. Christopher Huber.
Mr. D V. Brown is too well known to
expert opticians all over the country to
need any special introduction from us.
His connection with Queen & Co. for
nearly ten years, and his previous con-
nection with the well known American
Optical Company, having brought him
into prominence as an expert in all
matters pertaining to opthalnology.
While we know the trade will regret to
miss the familiar face of Mr. C. Huber,
we feel that Mr. Brown will infuse new
life and energy into this well-known,
though young house, and that their
already fine factory-plant will be great-
ly improved. Their prescription lens
grinding shop has been steadily increas-
ing, owing no doubt to their perfect
system of examining every lens before
it is allowed to leave their hands. Every-
one acquainted with this branch of the
business will readily understand the
great importance of this thorough sys-
tem. We read with considerable interest
the newsy and bright little " pointers "
printed by this enterprising house, and
commend it to all our readers as a paper
containing much practical informatiom
devoted entirely to the interest of the
trade. Send them your name, and you
will be forwarded this little journal free
of charge once every month. We un-
derstand that with the advent of Mr.
Brown there will be a number of new
features added, and we think it will be
well to watch it carefully for the next
few months. You will no doubt find
much in it to interest you. We certain-
ly predict a bright future for this Com-
pany of hard working,practical business
men, and certainly commend them to
the hands of the retail jewelers of the
United States and Canada, whom they
have tried so hard and successfully to
serve.

LETTER FROM PROVIDENCE AND
ATTLEBORO.

There is so little activity among the
manufacturing jewelers at present, that
it is difficult to pick up anything new
and entertaining. During the present
month, all the time has been devoted to
the making of new " samples " for the
fall trade. So far this year the jewelry
industry has been very unsatisfactory,
and what promised at the outset to be a
fairly good season has proven an ex-
ceedingly dull one. We are glad to
find, however, that the opinion prevails
among most of the manufacturers that
the fall trade will be brisk and that good
business may be expected. Which, if
realized, will help in a great measure
to make up the deficiencies of the past
season. Much care and attention has
been devoted to the new goods, and the
result will be seen in many original and
tasteful designs.
While some of the firms already have

their representatives " hustling " for
business, the grand stampede will not
take place before June loth, when it is
not expected that a single jobber, fetail-
er, or in fact anybody who handles
jewelry, will escape. That each and
every one of the " boys " will sell the
largest bill is the sincere hope of your
representative
Mason, Draper & Co., manufacturing

jewelers at Attleboro Falls, ni de an
assignment on May 20th. This firm,
which* had been engaged in business
for nearly twenty years, had for some
time past been in a critical condition
and had struggled along as best it could
under a heavy load. Dull business and
the lack of capital was the immediate
cause. While the assignee, as yet, has
made no statement, we are unable to
learn that the liabilities outside of bor-
rowed money will be large. The assets
consist of book accounts of no great
amount and the plant. The reports that
have been circulated that they owed
considerable money borrowed from At-
tleboro friends are, we are told, erron-
eous. The firm will not attempt to
resume business, we understand.
The residence of Mr. Albert Bushee,

of A. Bushee & Co., manufacturing
jewelers, Attleboro, was entered early
Saturday morning, May 25th, and sil-
verware and a diamond stud were taken.
A case containing Mrs. Bushee's jewel-
ry and diamonds was fortunately over-
looked. Mr. Bushee estimates his loss
at about $r000
The dissolution of the firm of Chas.

Streeter & Co., manufacturing jewelers,
Attleboro, is announced. Mr. Streeter
will continue the business alone.
The power in the Whiting Building,

North Attleboro, will be stopped in a
few days to enable the overhauling of
the steam plant, and the opportunity of
about a fortnight vacation will be given
the occupants.
In the death of Charles Downs, the

jewelry fraternity loses one of its most
popular and enterprising members. He
had been engaged in business in Provi-
dence many years and had been very
successful. He was a most generous
and kind hearted man and had hosts of
friends everywhere. The business will
be continued under the management of
his son.
'Michael and David L. Hagan have

formed a co-partnership under the style

of Hagan Bros., and have commenced
the manufacture of chains at 363 Eddy
street, Providence.
Atwood & Co. have sold out their

business and plant to a well known
Providence firm, who will continue the
business at the same location.
George Bishton is now located on the

first floor of building 35 Point street,
and will soon be on the road with his
new goods.

Bailey, Stearns & Co., 24 Calender
stueet, manufacturers of Hour Jewelry
and Novelties, have dissolved and have
been succeeded by A L. Stearns 8z Co.,
who will continue the same business
under the style of Providence Stock Co.
A. B. Day & Co. have leased the shop

formerly occupied by Frank Comey, at
121 Broad street, and will commence the
manufacture of emblems, charms, &c.
Both Mr. Day and his partner Mr. Peck
had been in the employ of Chas. Irons.
E. S. Dodge has moved his factory to

the new Charrip.in building, corner of
Chestnut and Clifford streets.
John Devlin is now located at 50

Exchange Place where he has a larger
and better arranged store.

Charles N. Merrigold for a long time
in the employ of H. S. Tanner and
Herman Ockle, as watchmaker, has
commenced business on his own account
at 64 Westminster street.
Louis Cohn has opened a retail jewel-

ry store at 246 N. Main street. He was
formerly in the employ of Jas. A. Foster
& Co.
James McGill, the watchmaker is now

located at 95 S. Main street.
F V. Kennon & Co. have removed to

the Remington Building, 33 Page street.
The manufacturers have just received

the notice of assignment of Harris & Co.
of Louisville, Ky. This house has not
been considered w ry responsible for
some time and has not, we are told,
been given a very general credit.
The Pornham Club, a popular organ-

ization which is composed of many of
the Providence manufacturers gave its
first dinner of the season on Tuesday,
May 28th.

D. M.
Providence, May 281h, 1889.

EVERY man has two parents, four
grandparents, eight great-grand • par-
ents, sixteen great-great-grand parents,
thirty-two great great-great, grand par-
ents, etc. Now, if we reckon twenty-
five years to a generation, and carry on
the above calculation to the time of
William the Conqueror of England, it
will be found that each living person
must have had at that time even the
enormous number of 35,000,000 ances-
tors. Now, supposing we make the
usual allowance for the crossing or in-
ter-marrying of families in a genealogi-
cal line, and for the same persons being
in many of the intersections of the
family tree, still there will remain a
number at that period even to cover the
whole Norman and Anglo-Saxon races.
What, therefore, might have been
pious, princely, kingly or aristocratic
stands side by side in line with the
most ignoble, plebeian or democratic.,
Each man for the present day may be
certain of having had not only barons
and squires, but even crowned heads,
dukes, princes or bishops, or renowned
generals, barristers or physicians,
among his ancestors.
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CORRECT TIME.

TO persons who never gave the
subject more thought than is
necessary to acquire a know-
ledge of geography, the idea

of a meridian is a line drawn on the
surface of the earth. We had occa-
sion once before to speak briefly of such
lines and the equator as extending into
the heavens. At the present writing,
we will try and define the conditions
involved more fully, because if one does
not understand the " whys and where-
fores, " there is always more or less

* blundering. A meridian, in an astrono-
mical sense, is a plane extended from
the earth's axis into infinite space. Of
course such a plane would cut the earth's
surface, and at such intersection would
represent a geographic meridian, and
extended into space represent a celestial
meridian. To illustrate, let us refer to
the cut shown at Fig. 1 : here we have

ef,./ .Pr:9,.3

a vertical section of the earth, dividing
it in half, with the north pole at a and
the south pole at k. We use this illus-
tration to exiAain what we mean when
we say "a meridian is a plane extended
into space." Such meridian planes can
be supposed to extend indefinitely from
the earth's axis in the direction of the
dotted line B. Our own meridian, no
matter where we may be located, runs
north and south, and through a point
directly over our head. If a man was
located south of us at the equator, or
north of us, even at the extreme north
or south poles, the meridian would be
on a plane from the earth's axis through
his feet to the zenith. The best instru-
ment for establishing a meridian line is
called a transit instrument, and consists
of a tube provided with a telescope
mounted on an axis revolving at right
angles to the plane of the meridian, and
the line of vision of the telescope, at
right angles to the axis on which such
telescope is mounted, and consequently
in the plane of the meridian. If we had
such a telescope, mounted at g (the
centre of the earth), and should direct
it towards the heavens, all the stars
would pass in succession before it, ex-
cept such as by their position lay in the
direction of a k (the earth's axis) ; such
stars would seem to be stationery, like
Polaris (the north star). Of course we
cannot locate a transit instrument at
the earth's centre, but we can place one
on a meridian so that the telescope
turns in the plane of the meridian, and
so realize the same effect. The practi-
cal transit instrument admits of many

• slightly modified forms, but the general
plan of all of them is about the same.
We presume the most of our readers

have seen these instruments, and know
how to use them; to these, this descrip-
tion is unnecessary,, but we beg pardon

of those who know, while we instruct
those who do not. In this description
we shall describe the simplest form of
transit instrument. A telescope of very
moderate power is sufficient for ordinal y
time purposes. The lenses are arranged
in a tube E, Fig. 2. and consist of a
microscope and object glass ; at the
focus of the eye piece or microscope are
placed three vertical fibres of spider's
web, and horizontally across these runs
a single line of the same web through
the centre of the telescope. On looking
through the instrument, we see the
three vertical lines j and the horizontal
one 1 as shown at Fig. 3. At right
angles to the tube of the telescope E is
the axis F on which it turns. At the
ends of the axis F are two pivot bear-
ings turned of equal size. These pivots
rest in two V shaped supports shown at
GG', Fig. 4. Fig. 4 is a view seen in
the direction of the arrow e, Fig 2.
Fig. 5 is a side view seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow r. Mounted on the
axis F is a level or bubble tube, and the
first adjustment to be made is to level
the bed-plate L so that the pivots m nil
can te reversed in the V shaped bear-
ings, and the bubble in the level remain
the same. The next adjustment is to
set the axis of the tube E of the tele-
scope exactly at right angles to the axis
of the bearings vi m. This is done by
selecting some distant object on the
earth that has a clear marked spot or
line to which we can set the instrument,
so that the centre of the vertical lines j
correspond with it as shown at the
dotted .line n and the object o. When
we can reverse the bearings as before
(when bringing the bearings level), and
have the central vertical line cut the
object in the same place, our transit
instrument is in adjustment. Now
comes the most difficult part. It is to
set the instrument so the telescope re-
volves in the exact plane of the meridian
on which it is placed. An approximate
placing can be obtained by setting the
central vertical line on Polaris when it
is on meridian. After a transit instru-
ment is once in place, it is an easy
matter to bring it to correspond to the
plane of the true meridian. Attached
to the axis F of the telescope, is a circle
N, Fig. 5, which is graduated into de-
grees, which enables us to set the tele-
scope to the correct angle above the
horizon for any star. But if one learns
to know and locate a star, he will very
quickly set the telescope, and all he has
to do is to note the exact second the
star passes the central vertical spider
line as they are turned. The American
continent is very large, and in giving
instructions for using a transit we must
arrange for all of our KEYSTONE readers.
With a good transit instrument, after

being able to locate the stars and know
them, we can not only get at the time
correctly, but establish our meridian,
and know how many degrees and min-
utes we are west of Washington or
Greenwich.

A CONTRAST.

The closing paragraph of Chauncy
M. Depew's address at the Centennial
Celebration in NevF York, is worthy a
permanent place in our literature. We
give it below:
"The flower of the youth of the

nations of continental Europe are con-

scripted from productive industries and
drilled in camps. Vast armies stand
in battle array along the frontiers and
a kaiser's whim or a minister's mistake
may precipitate the most destructive
war of modern times. Both monarch-
ical and republican government, are
seeking safety in the repression and
suppression of opposition and criticism.
The volcanic forces of democratic
aspiration and socialistic revolt are
rapidly increasing, and threaten peace
and security. We turn from these
gathering storms to the British Isles
and find their people in the throes of a
political crisis involving the form and
substance of their government, and
their statesmen are far from confident
that the enfranchised and unprepared
masses will wisely use their power.
"But for us no army exhausts our re-

sources nor consumes our youth. Our
navy must needs increase in order that
the prctecting flag may follow the ex-
panding commerce, which is to success-
fully compete in all the markets of the
world. The sun of our destiny is still
rising, and its rays illumine vast ter-
ritories as yet unoccupied and unde-
veloped, and which are to be the happy
homes of millions of people. The
questions which affect the powers of
government and the expansion or
limitation of the authority of the federal
constitution are so completely settled
and so unanimously approved that our
political divisions produce only the
healthy antagonism of parties which is
necessary for the preservation of liberty.
Our institutions furnish the full equip-
ment of shield and spear for the battles
of freedom, and absolute protection
against every danger which threatens
the welfare of the people, will always
be found in the intelligence which ap-
preciates their value, and the courage
and morality with which their powers
be exercised. The spirit of Washing-
ton fills the executive office. Presidents
may not rise to the full measure of his
greatness, but they must not fall below
his standard of public duty and obliga-
tion. His life and character, conscien-
tuously studied and thoroughly under-
stood by coming generations, will be
for them a liberal education for private
life and public station, for citizenship
and patriotism, for love and devotion
to union and liberty. With their in-
spiring past and splendid present the
people of these United States, heirs of a
hundred years marvelously rich in all
which adds to the glory and greatness
of a nation, with an abiding trust in the
stability and elasticity of their consti-
tution and an abounding faith in them-
selves, hail the coming century with
hope and joy."

G. H. Werntz, New Holland, Pa.,
says "Since opening in business here,
I find the KE YSTONE invaluable and
a great help."

TgIRE is no such thing as utter fail-
ure to one who has done his best. Were
this truth more often emphasized, there
would be more courage and energy in-
fused into sad and desponding hearts.
The compensation may seem shadowy
and afar off, but it is not so. It attends
everyone who is conscientious, pains-
taking and resolute, and will not desert
him, whatever may be the fate of his
exertions in other respects.

"OUR SPECIAL."

eystone Solid Gold Cases.

You know- that what we tell you
about some so caled 14 K. solid
cases being made with 12 K centres,
is so. You can rest assured that
Keystone cases are 14 K. through-
out. It costs us hundreds of dollars
annually to be able to guarantee
this to you. But we consider the
money well spent ; and if you don't
agree with us now, you will later
on, unless the people who make the
12 K. centres mend their ways.

Did You Ever

Stop to think that the reason Bo's
Cases cost more than any other
filled cases was, because they had
more gold in them Gold dollars
can't be had for 90 cents, and a
filled case to give you nil th t you
get in Boss Cases. can't be made
with so litt'e gold as some filled case
makers use. With soine people, the
prime object seems to be to make a
case with the least possible amount
of gold. If it keeps its color long
enough for thorn to get rid of it. all
is well. Wiih us. the prime object
is to give you ciore that will flit fill 
iheir guarantees.

The new Bascine is a wonderful
seller.

In. Making

Our Keystone Filled (14 K. guar-
anteed 20 years) with Ver nitcelli
centres, we builded better than we
knew. No other filled case ever
had such a run, and the demand
for them is steadily increasing. The
engravings are simply elegant, and
the prices—well, you cant appre-
ciate how low they really are, until
you see the cases. They are as low
as those of any 14 K. filled case
made. To reiterate our advice of
last month: "Don't buy any more
filled cases without si eing them."

'Vlore Gold

In the Star than any other 10 K.
Filled Case made. We have used
this sentence many times, and
wonder whether it has impressed
you as strongly as we desire. To add
force to our assertion (and make a
lasting impression upon your mind),
we add that we have actual assays
to prove it and will back it with
money if necessary. The proofs will
be sent you if you desire to see
them. We have been in business
many years, expect to be in many
more, and cannot afford to make
any assertions which we cannot
sub tantiate.

hen
-----
We came out with Silvir cases

some years ago made in a new way,
the old ease makers laughed, but
that 'old t.'"=,tge=e who laughs
last laughs best," soon came true.
The old ease makers dropped old
methods and came into line. It was
well (tor them) they did, else they
would have been left. Notwith-
standing, they followed us closely
our Keystone and Leader cases took
the commanding position, and they
still occupy it.

A  Good
-- -
White metal case is a necessity in

these days. The Silveroid fills the
bill.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

New York. Chicago.
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

By the Professor.

S
MALL quantities of mercury. for
experimental purposes are best
distilled in the open air, so that
if by any accident a little mer-

cury vapor escapes, it will be carried
away. For distilling large quantities
of this substance, two clean iron vessels
are connected by an iron tube, one ves-
sel acting as a retort, the other sur-
rounded with cold water serving as a
condenser ; the connecting tube being
supplied with a pressure guage, so that
when the pressure of mercury vapor ex-
ceeds two or three atmospheres, the
heat is reduced or temporarily removed
from the retort. For experimental pur-
poses, a piece of three-eighth iron pipe
four feet long can be bent as shown at
hi, Fig. 40. The portion of the tube m
shown at N is wrapped with clothes
kept wet with cold water. The retort
ill can be heated with a charcoal furnace.
The process of mercurial gilding will
be fully described when we come to con-
sider gold.
Numerous experiments and investi-

gations have fully established the fact
that heat is a peculiar form of force
acting on matter and controlling its
conditions. These investigations have
been conducted with the greatest pos-
sible care, and have enabled chemists
to arrive at the mechanical equivalent
of heat. The dynamic force necessary
to raise the temperature of one pound
of water in vacno one degree F (the
temperature of the water being from
so° to 600) equals the force of 772 pounds
falling through one foot of space.

It is quite unnecessary in these arti-
cles to follow all the details of the
expaiments by which such deductions
were arrived at, and the best course for
us to pursue under the circumstances
is to accept the fact that heat is a form
of force governed by certain laws with
which we should familiarize ourselves,
leaving the more abstruse investigations
to those persons who can devote them-
selves entirely to them.
We can console ourselves for the

deprivation, however, with the thought
that although so restricted, those who
have time and oppoi (unity for unlimited
investigation are faring but little better
in the end, because as science yields the
key to one mystery, she invariably
tantalizes us with a glimpse of a new
labyrinth to explore.
A few words in addition to the digres-

sion already made, and we will resume
our consideration of the phenomena of
heat.
Our greatest source of heat is the sun.

The coal fields and forests are the sun's
heat and light gifts stowed up in and
on the earth.
Few of us take thought of the incon-

ceivable amount of heat given or radi-
ated into space by the sun. If we should
see tabulated the millions of foot pounds
of heat force expended on the State of
Penns> lvania in one year, the sum
would be enormous ; and yet Pennsyl-
vania is only a small portion of the
earth. After computing and getting to
comprehend the vast amount of heat
force bestowed on our globe, if we could
be transported to the sun and look back
on the orb which had received such an

inconceivable amount of solar energy,
we would see but a speck occupying
not one-tenth of the space of our field
of vision which is subtended to the eye
by the period which marks the termina-
tion of this sentence.
We can , in no way conceive of heat

except by the manner it acts on and
effects material substances ; neither
have we any conception of matter which
is not more or less influenced by this
energy, consequently, in writing about
heat, we can only consider it in connec-
tion with some substance which it
affects. We find, however, that it in-
fluences many substances in a similar
manner, producing similar results;
from such coincidences, we deduce cer-
tain laws, which aid us when we come
to apply our knowledge in the work-
shop.
We have shown that heat expands

solid and fluid bodies in nearly a regular
ratio, until fluidity or vaporous condition
ensues. In some substances, the solid,
fluid and gaseous conditions are every
day presented to our notice, as instanced
in water. Here we have a substance
which demonstrates the t ffect of heat in
a manner easy to understand. We have
already selected it to illustrate several
chemical facts, and will now use it
again to explain the relation heat as a
force bears to molt cules of matter.

If we lived, in a region, the tempera-
ture of which was always below 32° F,
we should only in primitive experience
know of water as a solid substance,
which heat first melted, then vaporized.
As our investigations of this substance
(water) extended, we would gradually
discover the phenomena of latent heat
absorbed at the time of liquifaction,
and again on its conversion into steam.
Still closer investigation would reveal
to us the repellent action heat had im-
parted to molecules of water in this
gaseous form (steam), which compelled
them to beat against the piston of a
steam engine in exact ratio to the
dynamic force imparted by the heat
produced by the combustion of the fuel
in the furnace.
In water, we have one of natures

simplest and yet most stable compounds.
Plants decompose it, inorganic matter
decompose it ; but in the end it again
combines into precisely the same sub-
stance, H20. It covers three-fourths of
our globe, and all its attributes contribute
to and support animal and vegetable
life. Its relations to the possibilities
of the existence of animal life does not
end with its combination with the tis-
sues, blood and oseous structure; it also
furnishes environment, and aids and
abets in supplying climatic sustenance.
If it was not for the vapor of water in
the air, the sun's rays would parch and
destroy all life Again, the part it plays
in acting as a store house of heat,
absorbing immense quantities of this
energy, and holding it latent until at the
time of freezing, it is given out again to
modify the rigor of the climate. Not
even here does its influence end; when
excessive heat would parch the earth,
another and greater absorbtion of heat
takes place, as water passes into vapor
to be given out again on condensation.
Hence we say on a cool evening,
"there will be no frost to-night ; the dew
is falling." Condensation of the vapor
In the air giving out the latent heat

stored in the water vapor. While in-
vestigating the part water plays in the
economy of the universe, one can not
avoid being profoundly impressed with
the favoring countenance and support
inorganic matter, especially water,
affords to "the survival of the fittest."

All the so-called permanent gases
have within a few years been reduced
to the liquid state. This has been
effected by great pressure, accompanied
with extreme cold ; or, in other words,
depriving the molecules composing the
gas of as much of the excitation of heat
force as possible. Water boils or vapor-
izes at 212° F under the pressure of the
atmosphere ; but if we take a strong
glass tube, capable of holding say two
ounces of water, and place in it one
ounce of this fluid, filling the vacant
space with hydrogen gas under a pres-
sure of 200 pounds to the square inch,
we could heat the tube up to 387° F,
without producing ebulition. The same
result would be obtained if we did not
fill the vacant space with hydrogen.
Enough of the water would be vaporized
to fill the excess of tube with steam
molecules under sufficient tension to
prevent ebulition, or more atoms
assuming the gaseous form. It is as-
serted and admitted, that water can be
heated red hot, and still remain liquid,
if a vessel of sufficient strength could
be procured.
We have great resources now at our

command for producing intense cold,
and such extreme cold in connection
with intense pressure have reduced all
the known gases to the fluid state
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Artificial cold, or cold produced by
mechanical means, is in constant and
daily use in many of our industrial
processes, especially in the manufacture
of beer ; brewers finding it more econo-
mical to cool their product in this way,
than to use ice procured from natural
sources.
The manufacture of ice for domestic

purposes has not been so far a financial
success, as in actual consumption it is
found to melt more rapidly than the ice
procured during the winter. There are
several mechanical appliances for the
artificial production of cold, all depend-
ing on the rapid evaporation of some
volatile liquid. To illustrate the prin-
ciples involved in the mechanical ice
producing machines, take a thin tube
of glass and fill it with water, and wrap
a rag about it, keeping the rag wet with
ether ; the rapid.evaporation of which
will soon freeze the water in the tube.
The substance mostly in use in this

country in ice producing machines is
ammonia vapor. In Europe methyl
chloride is extensively employed. This
substance is manufactured very cheaply
from beet root molasses. We have
shown that water, under the receiver of
an air pump, can be frozen in the pres-
ence of strong sulphuric acid by its own
evaporation.
The action of ammonia gas in cold

producing machines, can readily be
explained on the principle of the absorp-
tion of sensible he at which is converted
into latent heat in the process of vapor-
izing.
Ammonia gas liquifies with a pres-

sure of six and a half atmospheres at
600 F, and can be used in this form as
a medium for reducing salt water below
the freezing point. This salt water is
made to surround or circulate through
the substance to be cooled. If it is
water we wish to freeze into blocks of
ice, we construct a tank (filled with the
salt water) which has recesses sunk into
it of the shape of the blocks of ice,
which are filled with the water to be
frozen. Various forms and arrange-
ments have been devised to for accom-
plishing the object, many of which are
patented. The principles involved are
about the same in all machines.

If we should take a strong iron
vessel A, Fig. 41, and fill it with
liquid ammonia gas, produced by com-
pressing the gas as described above,
and open the stop cock c in the
tube d, the freed gas would rapidly
escape and the temperature of the fluid
portion in A rapidly fall ; and if we had
a recess in A shaped as shown at the
dotted lines B filled with water, it would
quickly be frozen. Water will absorb
about 700 times its bulk of ammonia
gas, and can be used for the same pur-
pose. In practical cooling machines,
the ammonia gas is not allowed to
escape, but is pumped away from the
aqueous solution, as described when
speaking of removing the atmospheric
pressure from water, to lower its boil-
ing point ; the pump at the same time
compressing the gas into the liquid
state again. This will be understood
by inspecting Fig. 42, where two strong
iron vessels E F are connected by the
pipes f g. We will, to illustrate, sup-
pose the vessel E to be filled with liquid
ammonia gas, or gas and water com-
bined under pressure. We commence
to operate the pump G, the ammonia
gas is rapidly drawn off, and the tem-
perature of E falls quickly. The gas is
compressed again ' into 1%, which is
cooled to 600 F by ordinary spring
water. If a spiral coil of pipe is passed
through E, salt water or any fluid in it
is rapidly cooled. In this illustration,
the mechanical force expended on the
piston of the pump at G could be
accounted for in the degrees of tempera-
ture taken from the fluid in E.

Pr is a great mistake to set up our
own standard of right and wrong, and
and judge people accordingly. It
is a great mistake to measure the
enjoyment of others by our own ; to ex-
pect uniformity of opinion in this
world ; to look for judgment and exper-
ience in youth ; to endeavor to mold all
dispositions alike ; not to yield to im-
material trifles ; to look for perfection
in our own actions ; to worry ourselves
and others with what cannot be rem-
died ; not to alleviate all that needs
alleviation, as far as lies in our power;
not to make allowances for the infirmi-
ties of others ; to consider everything
impossible which we cannot perform;
to believe only what our &tate minds
can grasp ; to expect to be able to under-
stand everything. But the greatest of
all mistakes is to live only for time.

CLOCKS.

HERE are two essential points
in getting up clocks of pre-
cission which are apt to be
overlooked. The first of these

is perfect rigidity of the stud which
sustains the pendulum. The second is
in allowing the driving weight in its
descent to pass too close to the pendu-
lum ball. We will first consider the
pendulum support. Clocks are usually
made in a portable form so as to be con-
veniently transported from place to
place, and then set up and regulated to
correspond to the position they occupy.
Consequently, makers of clocks arrange
the stud for suspending the pendulum
so it is attached either to the case or
movement. In each of these instances
the rigidity of the stud depends entirely
on the case in which the clock is placed.
Now we all know that wood (the
material of which most clock cases are
made) is a material subject to many
influences ; conspicuous among these is
hygrometric, or the effect of moisture in
the air. The way in which this influ-
ence acts on a pendulum is in rendering
the support tnoi.e or less rigid. It may
seem as if taking into account such
slight matters was drawing the matter
pretty fine, but we must consider that
our pendulum swings back and forth
86.400 times each day, and consequ-
ently a very slight influence on each
vibration would aggregate to sonar thing
noticeable in the twenty-four hours.
We all know that if we should suspend
a pendulum weighing only six pounds
from the end of a steel stud two inches
in diameter and only five inches long,
the weight of the ball would bend the
stud to some extent ; and that each
vibration of the pendulum as it swung
back and forth would deflect the stud
also to the right or left. The considera-
tion of all the factors involved in such
a suspension would be interminable, as
each instance would present different
features ; consequently, in dealing with
such matters, it is best to start out with
the idea we can not make our stud from
which we suspend our pendulum too
rigid. With people who build a clock
of precission for themselves, they should
make the mode of construction less
with the idea of having their clock con-
venient for transportation, than to
obtain close results in time-keeping.
To such persons, I would say, let your
pendulum support be rigidly attached
to a brick or stone wall ; as the mode of
connecting the driving mechanism can
easily be arranged to conform to the
pendulum support. These precautions
are no idle visionary schemes of theor-
ists, but downright existing physical
difficulties to be overcome—not even
entirely overcome, but palliated and
brought down to small errors by the
exercise of every precaution at our dis-
posal. As mentioned in former article,
the tremors of the street in large towns
are the source of the greatest errors in
well constructed clocks which are sub-.
ject to their influence. Men of great
ability have been interested and strug-
gling with the perfect pendulum pro-
blem, but unsuccessfully so far, and
probably never will attain perfection;
but we can obtain some very gratifying
results by close attention to details.
In order to make our pendulum support
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as lig- d as possible undk r oldi.lary

circumstances, we select a brick or
stone wall and attach our pendulum
support directly to it. With this pre-
caution, a light well compensated
pendulum ball and an isodynamic
escapement, and we have done about
all we can to ensure accurate perform-
ance of a precission clock at the present
state of the science or art of clock-mak-
ing. The performance of an ordinary
regulator will be greatly improved by
attending to the rigidity of the pendu-
lum support. We will now consider
briefly the importance of the second
precaution cited at the commencement
of this article, in regard to letting the
driving weight descend near the pendu-
lum ball. There are two causes for the
weight purturbing the ball, one is the
action of the air, and the other the
attraction of the ball for the weight and
the weight for the ball. The best
method to guard against this disturb-
ance is to place the weight above or
below the pendulum. This subject
will be further discussed subsequently.
To attach a stud for a pendulum suspen-
sion to a brick wall, remove all the sur-
face plaster for a space of seven or eight
inches square. Prepare a plate of cast
iron six inches square and half an inch
thick, with two projecting studs b b' as
shown at Figs. I and 2. In these cuts
Fig. x is a front view, and Fig. 2 a side
view seen in the direction of the arrow
C, Fig. 1. After the bricks are laid

iy

bare, holes are drilled into the bricks
two inches deep to admit wooden pins
about five-eighths of an inch in dia-
meter. These holes in the bricks are
drilled to correspond to the holes (a a)
in the casts iron plate A. It might in
practice be best to drill the holes in the
brick first and then drill the cast iron
plate to match. The holes in the brick
are filled with wooden pins, and in the
centre of each pin or plug a hole is
bored with a five-sixteenth bit. To
secure the plate A firmly to the wall,
four three-eighths lag screws are put
through the plate and screwed into the
holes bored into the pins. Lag screws
are large wood screws with square heads.
It is well to drill and tap two one-fourth
inch holes about at the positions shown
at s s, for subsequently holding the
clock movement. The studs b b' are
half an inch thick, one and one-half
wide, and extend out from the plate A
two inches. In making a pattern for
having such a plate cast, a half inch
piece board can be used and the studs
b b' attached ; making them a little
taper so as to draw from the molding
sand, letting the outer ends be one-half
an inch however.

Chas Deming, Poynette, Wis., says.
"Enclosed find subscription for KEY-
STONE. This is the first I have seen
of it. It is the cheapest and best jewelers
trade journal Ican find."
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BRACELETS of diamond-shaped blocks,
each ornamented with a row of pearl, are
receiving a fair share of recognation.

THE PROPER NAMES OF THE
COMPLETE WA1CH.

MR. Eurroa.—If you will kindly
allow me a small space in your valuable
journal, I would like to call the atten-
tion of the trade to the many odd and
improper names used by a very large
portion of the watchmakers and even
the jobbers and manufacturers, not only
in general conversation, but in many of
those beautiful and expensive catalogues
and price lists. I shall first mention
what I consider the improper names of
the several parts in " quotation, " and
then the names I have been taught to
call them in italics, commencing with
the case springs. 1st. "Fly-up-spring,"
"jump spring, " "case spring,' ' "open-
ing spring," etc ; proper name, lifting
string. Then the " catch spring,"
"hold-fast-spring,'' "push spring ; "
locking spring. Then the " neck," the
"head,'' the "knob," the " handle; "
pendant. Then the " ring," the
"hanger; " pendant bow Then the
" push," " winder," " thumb piece,"
crown ; the " steel piece " attached to
crown, winding arbor or crown arbor,
" hinges, ". joints, works, movement,
plates, top, bottom, the latter often called
pillar plate ; the piece over great wheel
or barrel, , barrel slide ,. " mainspring
box, " " mainspring drum, " barrel,
"main wheel," "going wheel," great
wheel ; "cogs, " teeth, centre wheel, third
wheel, second wheel, scope or escapement
wheel, anchor or pallet, lever ; the fork,
which is the notch only in end of lever;
" ruby pin,'' " roller pin," roller
jewel, or perhaps more correct, impulse
jewel or impulse pin ; " fly-wheel,"
balance wheel, jahle roller or roller,
" balance post fly-wheel," " spindle
fly-wheel post," balance slag; balance
pivot, lop balance pivot, lower balance
pivot ; " hairspring," " fly-wheel
spring," balance spring, balance spring
collet, balance spring stud,- "regulator
pins," curb pins; "cork," bridge; "cock
hole," "cock jewel, " upper balance hole,.
"cock cap jewel," "cap stone, " "cover
jewel," 'Send jewel," upper cap jewel or
the bridge cap jewel; "cock screw,"
bridge screw, pa/once or lower balance
jewel hole, patance or lower cap jewel;
" lower fly-wheel bridge," patance,
scope _wheel pinion. Upper and lower
scope wheel pivots—pivots of other
wheels are upper and lower, and the
parts between pinion leaves and pivots
are called arbors, not "spindle," etc.
Minute wheel or cannon pinion; hour
wheel, all jewels over the ends of pivots
are called cap/cods, and described by
the name of the wheel pivot of which
they are on.

It will be noticed by the observing
reader, that I have omitted one wheel
of the movement for the simple reason
I have never to my mind heard a proper
name, and shall be glad to have some
one give it a proper christening I
have always called it the "dial wheel,"
but that does not seem quite right, as
the hour wheel is a dial wheel
also. It is commonly known as the
"minute wheel," which is entirely
wrong, as it has nothing whatever to do
with the minutes, as they would be
counted just the same if this nameless
wheel was not near the watch. The
commonly named cannon pinion is
actually the minute pinion or wheel.
Now we come to the often-called little
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although I have heard him spoken or
by the watchmakers and laity as the
dog as long as I can remember. I mean
the click, dog screw, click screw; the "dog
wheel, " " saw wheel," " winding
wheel," ratchet; " face, " dial,- "dial
posts, " dial feet; " pointers fingers,"
hands ; " centre post," " set post," set
square; "winding post," "key post,"
winding arbor or square, barrel arbor,
barrel arbor hook, barrel hook, main-
spring hook. In most American watches
the great wheel is attached to and is a
part of the barrel. In some foreign
watches, the barrel is a separate part on
which is placed the fusee chain which
leads to the fusee which is attached to
the great wheel ; fusee chain, fusee hook,
barrel hook of the fusee chain, movement
screw holds movement in case.

I have not touched on names for the
stem-winding parts, preferring,to leave
them for a future article, and I may
have omitted some of the parts and
names of the movement of which I shall
be pleased to hear from any of the trade
who may feel interested in the educa-
tion of the general watchmaker in the
way of correct and proper names of the
several parts of the complete watch.

It grates on the ear and rather humil-
iates the trade to hear a watchmaker,
"watch repairer" (discard this last
name as insulting to the most elevated
mechanical calling, one I think worthy
of the name, artist), squeak out the post
of your watch is worn round, or, the
centre post is broken off, or, the fly-
wheel wabbles, and the dog of your
watch is broken, and many other absurd
and stupid names. Don't it make you
feel ashamed that you have been guilty
of those horrible sins ? Better take
Mark Twain's advice and hang the
monkey wrench on the (your tongue)
safety valve. A. I, S.

AN OPAL STORY.

Good fortune goes with the opal. Last
Christmas the wife of a well-known
coffee broker made him a present of a
scarf pin set with an opal. At the time
he had a mortgage on his house, his
business was in a desperate condition,
he 'was threatened with paresis. Pretty
soon coflee began to rise. It kept going
up. He cleared a handsome sum, paid
off the mortgage and had a substantial
lialance left. Some one slipped the pin
out of his scarf one day in a crowd.
The very next day he fell down stairs
and broke two ribs, his wife upset a
bottle of purple ink all over his new
summer suit, his little boy played
truant from school and got arrested for
tying a package of fire crackers to a
dog's tail, the parlor maid smashed the
new chandelier, one of the horses
developed glanders, the hired man upset
a ladle of molten lead down his boot
leg, the gas meter man brought in a
bill of 767,000 feet for the month, the
cook set the house on fire with a pan
of melted grease and moths got in the
new parlor carpet. The owner was dis-
tracted and rent for two detectives. The
opal was found the next day in a pawn-
shop. He recovered it just in time to
get out of the coffee market before the
panic. Talk about 'horse shoes and
four-leaved clovers, they count for
nothing in comparison to the luck in
an opal.—San Francisco Chronicle.



JACK KNIVES.

T, HERE seems to be no neces-
sity for giving measurements
for all the smaller parts of
our window clock. We gave

the length of the centre arbor, and also
the size where the sixty tooth ratchet
wheel was placed, because the hole
usually found in such ratchet wheels is
one-fourth of an inch in diameter. The
portion of the centre arbor which ex-
tends through the dial can be turned to
match the socket of the hour wheel.
The minute hand should be poised per-
fectly, so there is no load to carry,

I except the slight friction used to bring
the hand into perfect position. To
accomplish this, (bring the minute
hand into exact position) we place on
the centre arbor E, a friction wheel
working as light as possible, and be
sure of the movement of the ratchet
wheel. At Fig. I, is shown a minute
hand A, and a counterpoise ball b.
Such hands are best made of some light
material, wood for instance, and can
be painted or gilded. At Fig. 3, ' are
shown the centre arbor E ; the sixty
touthed ratchet wheel .8, and friction
wheel D. The rachet wheel B is shown
in side view (as if seen in the direction
of the arrow c, Fig. 3), at Fig. 5. This
Fig. is shown as if seen from the back,
and of course, the action is reversed.
To understand the construction, we will
suppose a battery current is passed
through the magnet .F, Fig. 5, and the
armature d is drawn forward moving
the pawl I in the direction of the arrow
e; this causes the ratchet wheel 13 to
revolve in the direction of the arrow e'.
The friction wheel D turns loose on the
collar h, Fig. 3, while the friction
piece j is attached to the arbor E. At-
tached to the friction wheel D, is a
spiral spring f, Figs. 4 and 5, extend-
ing to a stud g. It will be seen that in
proportion as the friction piece./ exerts
a force on D, the spring f will be ex-
tended ; but as soon as the force of the
spring! exceeds the amount of friction
exerted by! on D, there will occur a
slip. As the pawl I pushes the wheel
B forward, the gathering click II will
hold B. The object of the two pawls I
and 11 is to cause them to act alternately.
We set the vibrating action of G so that
I will carry B a very little too far, but
as the lever G goes back to place, the
pawl H holds the arbor E so the hand
A which points out the minutes is
exactly on the dot. The arrangement
of the hour and minute wheels are so
similar to any clock that they need no
description. The best kind of battery
to use for such a clock is the Disque
Leclanche battery, or the sulphate of
copper crows foot. These batteries are
very constant and deteriorate but little
except when in close circuit. For
painting the dial, gilt figures can be
used ; they look nicely in day, and
when the dial comes to be illuminated
in the evening, they show nearly black
as do the gilded hands. The letters on
the dial can be painted by following
the directions given in February KEY-
STONE in "Workshop Notes."
For the benefit of those who would

make an effort to paint a dial for them-
selves, we would say if black is used,
the directions referred to above will
furnish all the inArhetluns ; (Mt It the
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letters are gilded, the best method is to
lay them out as directed, and then go
over the letters with a small pencil
brush and gold size, made up of equal
parts of raw lintseed oil, best English
coach body varnish, thinned with tur-
pentine and a little Japan dryer. There
should be a little yellow color (prefer-
ably orange chrome) mixed with the oil
and varnish which the letters are put
on with. The letters should get nearly
dry before the gold leaf is laid. There
is no particular skill required to lay
gold leaf if one knows how to handle it.
Procure a book of dark leaf-there is
dark leaf and light leaf, the terms hav-
ing reference to the color-it should
cost about forty-five cents a book ; take
the job into a room where there is no
air stirring. Cut several pieces of
heavy tissue paper into leaves a trifle
larger than the leaves of your gold leaf
book. Rub your hand through your
hair until a little greasy, then rub with
same hand on one of the tissue paper
leaves. Next, open carefully your book
of gold at the first leaf, being careful
not to breathe on it, as the force of the
breathe would blow it away. Lay the
side of the tissue leaf you rubbed down
on the gold, close the book and gently
rub it with the ends of the fingers to
press the slightly greased tissue paper
on to the gold. On opening the book,
the gold leaf will be found adhering to
the tissue leaf. A little practice is

A /
-

necessary to judge when the tissue leaf
adheres enough to the gold to be safe,
and yet not stick too much. Judgement
with practice will soon set one right.
The gold as it adheres to the tissue leaf,
can be cut into strips with scissors and
laid on the nearly dry letters with but
very little waste. The test for the
proper state of the letters to " take the
gold" as the painters term it, is to
touch them with the tip of the finger,
and if the color adheres a little to the
finger or is "tacky," it is all right.
The tissue paper with the gold on it is
pressed down on the adhesive surface
of the letters and rubbed lightly -but
enough to cause the gold to adhere;
when the paper is removed by pulling
up one corner with the nail, or better,
a pair of tweezers. The gold should be
gone over with a lock of cotton wool,
pressing it down securely on to the
painted surface. Any little vacant.
places in the gilding should be patched
up with the scraps which are cut off.
The hands can be gilded in the same
way. Good, firm mahogany vaneer
makes nice hands, but they need a
metal plate as shown at a, Fig. i, to
properly attach them to the centre post
and socket of the hour wheel.

THE Goal in all mechanical pursuits
should be Perfection.

LAPP & FLERSHEM'S " Great Dane"
dog has just been made the recipient of
an elegant collar inscribed as follows:
" Duke to the rescue, Feb. rgth, 1889.
Lapp & Flershem, 92-98 State Street,
Chicago. Compliments of Granger
Smith, Miller & Co." It came about
in this way. On the evening of the date
inserted on the collar, "Duke," whose
post of duty is at the entrance of their
store, went to a remote part of the store
where their night watchman was en-
gaged in sweeping and rubbed against
the watchman and tried to attract his
attention to another part of the store.
The watchman, although this was an
unusual act upon Duke's part, sent him
back to his post of duty. Duke came
again and went through the same act
and was again sent back to the door. A
third time he went to the watchman
and this time refused to obey ; on the
contrary he raised upon his hind legs,
put a front paw on each of the watch-
man's shoulders, whined and went to
the other side of the store barking. The
watchman, then thinking, an investiga-
tion in order followed him and found
fire propping through the coaling from
a smouldering fire which had been burn-
ing for some time through the floor
above. Charlie, (the watchman,) then
telephoned for the fire insurance patrol,
and they extinguished what might
otherwise have grown into a serious
fire. For this act of brute intelligence,
the collar was presented to Duke, and
he struts around with it as proud as a
king with a crown of diamonds.

Husband-I must raise $1,300 to-
morrow or my vote will go to protest,
and if my creditors once get started
after me I am a ruined mail.
Wife-Don't fret, dear. You can

surely raise that much on my diamonds.
You know you said they were worth
$3,000 at the lowest valuation.
And as the memory of the awful lie

he had told the day he gave her that
$27 set of gems rose up before his guilty
conscience, the miserable man betook
himself into the outer darkness with an
exceedingly bitter cry.-Ex.

ORDERS for Tower Clocks with the
Seth Thomas Clock Co. are still coming
in. They have recently made contracts
to furnish striking clocks for the Le
Moyne Normal Institute, Memphis,
Tenn. ; the City Hall at Meridian,
Miss. ; and the City Hall at Crestline,
Ohio. Reuben Tower of Waterville,
N. Y., who recently ordered a small
Quarter Striking Clock from the Seth
Thomas Clock Co. has changed his
order to a large Quarter Strike, and has
also purchased a chime of nine bells
from the C. H. Meneely Bell Co. The
clock will strike the Westminister
chime on a selection of four of these
bells. The Western Union Company
continue to increase their orders for
Synchronized Clocks with the Self-
Winding Clock Company, and the Seth
Thomas Clock Company, who are under
contract to furnish these Self-Winders,
are very busy in getting them out. The
Seth Thomas Clock Co. will have their
fine Nickle Watch ready for market by
July 1st. It has Brequet hairspring,
and seventeen high colored ruby jewels
in gold settings. This watch is to be
named the "Henry Molideux."

IN recent issues of the KEY-
STONE, we have illustrated
some photographs show-
ing how badly the engrav-
ing on some filled cases
is cut through to the com-
position. These illustra-
tions are made from
photographs and are
absolutely correct.

DO you appreciate what
they demonstrate ? viz :
That the outside plate
of gold on the backs
had been so broken by
engraving that it would
not hold together. "That
the composition at the
bottom of the cuts (which
had gone through) had
been covered over by
gilding so it would retain
its color long enough to
enable the maker to get
rid of the ease.

(0)

Is it any wonder that you
have trouble with such
cases, and that one job-
ing house had 27 re-
turned in one moriTFT-

VERY filled case made by
Vi us is thoroughly tested

with acid as soon as en-
graved, and none that
are cut through in the
least are allowed to go
out.

ILL you ever appreciate
what we are doing for
you?

KUM WATCH CASE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.
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We Want
Every jeweler to get

the idea firmly fixed
in his mind, that
while a Keystone like
this V is stamped in
the cap of every case
made by us, and the
word " Keystone" is
stamped in the backs
of some grades we
make, at the same
time, we have no con-
nection with any other
concern using the
name " Keystone,"
nor does any other
concern using the
name " Keystone"
handle or sell our
goods.

kemembef
We not only make

the Boss Case, but
other brands of Filled
Cases, and Solid Gold,
Silver and Nickel
Cases as well.

Our Solid Gold Cases are named eacki
"Keystone" and stamped 0

Boss Cases are stamped thus

Keystone Filled Cases, which are
made of 14 K. gold, and are
the next best case to the Boss,
and sold as low as any other
14 K. case made, are stamped

Star Cases are 10 K. Filled and
stamped

Our Keystone Silver Cases are
made with silver caps and gold
joints, and stamped

Our Leader Silver Cases are made
with albata caps, stamped

Our Silveroid the finest white
metal cases ever made, ars
stamped

1'1

tignaz

•C

Our Goods are marketed through the
Legitimale Trade solely.

KUSH\E WATCH CASE CO,
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. CHICAGO.

Chicago Hoological Institute
(Incorporated 1888.)

U. W. PRINK, President. O. C. JAQUITH, Secretary and Treasurer.

175 Dearborn Street, Chicago, Ill.

Practical and Technical
Instruction in Watchmaking and Repairing

Taught by

Prof. R. E. PENNER, and MR. K. EINSEIDEL
From Grossman's Horological School, Glasshute, Switz.

No extra charge for Engraving Instruction.

This Department is in charge of

Mr. J. B. Wiggins,
One of the best and most widely known engravers in the West.

Send for Circular.

ANNOUNCEMENT.

We are prepared to do all kind of jewelry, manufacturing, enameling, engraving and watch-
making for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythuts goods a specialty. Would kindly
solicit a trial from jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer,
Specialty made of Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a
practical jeweler, with an experience of 26 years as a special salesman. Can refer to
over 100 jewelers, for whom I have made successful sales in all parts of the United
States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

Genuine American Lathes
at Less than Half Price.

We have recently purchased the entire stock of "Standard" Lathes, manu-
factured by the Mansfield, Mass., Tool Company, on hand at the factory, as
the Company has gone out of the Lathe manufacturing business. We bought
them at a bargain and propose to sell them at the lowest price ever offered on
American Lathes.

"Standard" Lathe as shown in cut (with tail stock), with the addition of
Screw Chuck, Four Steel-wire Chucks, (Nos. 35, 55, 65, 70), Ten Peet Twisted
Leather Belting, Ten Brass Tapers for Taper Chuck, Five 31-inch Cement
Chucks for Screw Chuck. Regular price for all the above (see Manufacturers'
List or any Catalogue) is $48.00, less 6 per cent for Cash.

Our Price, $22 Net Cash,
for Lathe and all Attachments as described above. Every Lathe Guaranteed Perfect.

There were only 38 of these Lathes in the lot, and they have been selling
at sight. You must order soon if you want one. We are sorry we have so few.

In addition to this Lathe, we carry a very complete line of American and
Imported Lathes of all kinds. Send for our Price List of the new Webster
Whitcomb Lathes and reduced price on Whitcomb Lathes, just issued.

Bowman & Musser,
Jobbers in

Watches and Chains, Tools and Materials.
Lancaster, Pa.

LIST OF PATENTS.

The following is a list of Patents of
interest to the trade, issued during May,
1889. To obtain a complete copy of
specifications and drawings for any pat-
ent here noticed, enclose twenty-five
cents to the Commissioner of Patents,
stating the number and date of issue:

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1889.

No. 402,634 Soldering Tool. Charles L. Wagandt
Baltimore, Md.

No. 402,672 Brooch Pin. Mendel Howard, New
York, N. Y.

No. 402,685 Ladies' Cuff Fastener. Charles L.Moore, Worcester, Mass.
No. 402,701 Brooch Pin. Bruno Von Bultzing-

slowen and Mendel Howard, New York, N.Y.
No. 402,716 6poon Holder. Daniel A. A. Buck,

Cheshire, Conn.
No. 402,796 Pen Guide or Rest. Ignaz Bergmann,

Fort Madison, Iowa.
No. 402,823 Electric Clock. Emil G. Hammer,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
No. 402,864 Fountain Pen. Laforest A. Shattuck,

Bloomsburg, Pa.
No. 402.916 Combined Paper Weight, Calendar and

Musical Watch. Ella N. Gaillard, New York,
New York.

No. 402,917 Clock Striking mechanism. Daniel J.
Gale, Forestville, Conn.

No. 402,972 Timepiece. Hugues Rime, Paris,
France.

No. 403,021 Pen. Jasper L. Ackerman, Lowell,
Indiana.

DESIGNS.
No. 19 o8o Watch chain Bar. D. Whitf...rd, Provi-

dence, R. I.
TUESDAY, MAY 14, /889.

No. 403,100 Electric Alarm Clock, Thomas H.
Grady, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 403,190 Pen Holder. Algernon S. Hubbell,
Norwich, Conn.

No. a03.211 Magnetic Shield for Watches. Harry
P. Pratt, Chicago,

No. 403,225 Fountain Pen. Laforest A. Shattuck,
Bloomsburg, Pa.

No. 403,274 Setting Mechanism for Alarm Clocks.
Almeron M. Lane, Meriden, Conn.

No. 403,276 Clock Striking Mechanism. AlineronM. Lane, Meriden, Conn.
No 403,280 Cuff Retainer. Jacob M. March, Phoe-

nixville, Pa.
No. 403,286 Call Bell. Eugene H. Peck, Meriden,

Conn.
No. 403,336 Necktie Fastener, James C. Dulen,

Jr., Washington, D. C.
No. 403,477 Button. Russell H. Lewis, Providence,Rhode Island.
No. 43,263 Belt Buckle. August Goertz, Newark,

New Jersey.
DESIGNS.

No. 19,102 Watch Charm or Pendant. Theodore
B. Staynor, Providence, R. I.

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1889.
No. 403,511 Watch Case Pendant. William H.

Bradley, Newport, Ky.
No. 403.525 Timepiece Dial. Martin V. Etheridge,

Boston, Mass.
No' 403.779 Watch Case Pendant. Edmond C.

Rohrer and Isidora Joseph, Waco, Texas.
No. 403,7.37 Stein Wind and Setting Watch. Oscar

F. Stedman, Ravenna, Ohio.
No 403,812 Clock Frame. David A. Wiant, New

Bethlehem, Pa.
No 403 820 Stem wind and Setting Watch. Abraham M. Yeakel, Sellersville, Pa.
No. 403,849 Watchmakers Staking Tool. Gaspard

Martel, Boston, Mass.

TUESDAY, MAY 28, 1889.
No* 403,943 Safety Attachment for Watches. Chas.

G. Krebaum, Havana, Ill.
No. 403,999 Gravity Clock Escapement. Ferdinand

Gutindorph, Portland, Oregon.
No. 404,027 Pen Holder. George W. Baldwin,

Schaghticoke, N. Y.
No 404,092 Ornamental Ring for jewelry. Geo.
No. 404.093 H. Knight, Providence, R. I.
No. 404,094
No. 404,099 Watchmakers Lathe. Stephan Mes-

serer, Newark, N. J.
No. 404,249 Writing Pen. Henry Heichling, Wil-

keson, Wash. Ter.

DESIGNS,
No. 19,121 Thimble. John F. Simons, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
••• • OW

THE finest lot of gems possessed by a
Boston lady are the property of Mrs.
Gordon Mackay, the wife of the inven-
tor of a sewing machine Should she
desire to appear with her dress adorned
with all the contents of her jewel case,
she would probably stand up with not
less than $300,000 worth of precious
stones radiating the light in every di-
rection from her. Next to Mrs.Mackay 's
collection comes a very beautiful one
that has been selected with great care,
owned by Mrs. John L. Shepard. Its
value is certainly not less than $foo,-
°co. A pair of handsome diamond
necklaces that are owned by Miss
Shepard, being a gift from her parents,
are worth $1o,000. Mrs. John L.
Gardner has $75,000 worth of diamonds,
rubies and other precious stones. These
are mainly set up in very fanciful and
unique ways, and their fair wearer's
taste in the selection of her articles of
jewelry is often commended.



HOW TO MAKE MONEY.

There is an old saying which reads
thus : "Lay even a snake's head away
seven years, and you'll find a good use
for it if you turn it over once a week in
the meantime."
I don't advise you to act accordingly,

as far as snakes' heads are concerned,
but there is a wealth of good sense in the
feeling that prompted this odd saying.

It means that you will find use for
anything, no matter how insignificant
and valueless it seems, if you think of
it--turn it over" frequently enough.
I am reminded of this ridiculous old

saying about once a week on an average,
as I go through this world and notice
how people remain poor because ' they
don't improve the advantages within
their reach.
Having an advantage is no good un-

less you find some way of using it.
General Fremont, the famous "Path-

finder," used to tell a pathetic story of
a miner who starved to death on the
richest vein of gold-bearing rock that
ever had been discovered in the mineral
belt of the far West. There was plenty
of gold in the rock—it made twenty for-
tunes afterward ; but the discoverer
didn't know how to get it out, and he
was not the kind of man who realized
that his brains were given to him to be
used, so he actually laid himself down
and died of starvation on the very vein
of quartz from which many millions of
dollars were afterward coined.
His find was worth a mountain of

snakes' heads, but he didn't "turn it
over, "—that is, he did not set himself
to thinking how, when, and through
whom he could work it to the best ad-
vantage.
Most other people are a good deal

like him. If they have anything prom-
ising they never tire of talking about
it, but when the time for thinking
comes they are not there. It really
seems that some people would rather die
than think.
When you find the exceptions to this

rule, you are likely to be surprised, for
they never are the brilliant, dashing
looking people. The man who thinks

selth m looks brilliant. If you were to

go into Mr. Edison's laboratory, in
search of the inventor, you would never
recognize him by his looks. You would

find the most striking-looking man to
be the fellow who does the commonest
work which requires the least thinking.

So I beg you to be what is called
"contriving, " which means that you
should think frequently and long, all
over and all around, whatever idea or
property you have that may be turned
to good account. Don't be despondent
because some one you know has more
property or quicker wits.
Right here let me wedge in a verse of

Scripture, which is worth rolling over
in your mind a great many times:

"The race is not to the swift, nor the
battle to the strong, neither yet bread
to the wise, nor yet riches to men of
understanding, nor yet favor to men of
.”kill ; but time and chance happeneth
to them all."
Your time and chance will come;

keep your brains ready to make the best
your opportunity. It may be within

your reach now, but if you expect it to
crush into you and make itself known
wane your head is full of something
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PRESERVE YOUR SILVERWARE. ••■■•■•

We have discovered a preparation that will preserve Sil-
verware from tarnishing for almost any length of time. We
have thoroughly tested it in every possible manner, and can
recommend it as a boon to every Jeweler. We have often
been asked, "How in the world do you keep your Silverware so
bright and clean?

The Secret lies in the Recipe.

WHY YOU SHOULD BUY IT,

Benuse
You would not have to clean your silverware.
No more scratches would be seen as the result of cleaning.
It will preserve it as bright as new.
By having it bright, you will sell it more readily.
It will save you a large amount of labor.
You will be ahead of your competitors.
We charge only One Dollar for the recipe.

Send $1.00 in registered letter. Sold only to the Trade.

Address

DAVIDSON BROS,
JEWELERS

CALGARY, CANADA.

Somethins FleW and Useful.

The Improved

HIDE-FACED HAMMER.
Pat. Feb. 28, 1888,

Weight, 10 Ounces.

A most excellent tool for the watch-
maker, Jeweler, and Metal Worker, as
a hard elastic blow can be given, without
injury to the work. Made of finely fin-
ished maleable iron, with movable rings
that hold the raw hide pieces in place.
These faces, when worn are quickly
replaced.

PRICE 50 CENTS.
Extra Faces, per Pair, 5 Cents.

We will send one by mail upon
receipt of Go cents.

Manufactured only by

W. W. OLIVER,
430 Niagara St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Our New 1889 Catalogue free to any address.

else, you may make up your mind that
you are going to get left.
Old Commodore Vanderbilt used to

tell a good story that bears on this point •
"When I was a youngster," said he,

"a lot of us farmers' boys on Staten
Island had sailboats, and once in a
while one of us would make a shilling
or two by carrying a passenger to New
York. It wasn't much money, but
money was so scarce in those days that
all of us hung around waiting for a job.
I hadn't the best boat of the lot ; I
wasn 't the best sailor either ; but one
day I made up my mind that the boat
and my sailing skill were all the capital
I had, and I must get my living out of
them in some way. It took months of
thinking and contriving, but one day I
went along the shore and told every
family that thereafter my boat would
start for New York at certain hours
every day, whether there were any pas-
sengers or not. I made a good many
trips alone, but in the course of time
my boat became the recognized ferry.
It was the starter of my line of ocean
steamers and all the money I made
afterward. I've helped to bury some
of the other fellows—owners of better
boats—real bright fellows, too ; they
didn 't leave enough to pay their funeral
expenses."
The word "contriving has an ugly

sound ; it often is used to describe peo-
ple who are underhand and tricky, but
it doesn't necessarily mean anything of
the sort. The inventor is contriving
when trying to find a method of making
easier some kind of work ; so is a priest
or preacher, rabbi or teacher, when he
tries to win some bad man from his evil
ways. General Sheridan, for whom the
whole nation is still mourning, was
essentially a contriving man ; he used
to say that he wasn't half as smart as
some of his classmates—he knew he
wasn't ; but some other people knew
that during the war, while some of these
smart fellows were sleeping or joking,
Sheridan was thinking hard—contriv-
ing, or trying to contrive some new way
to make the best possible results with
the force he had.
Grant was another contriving man.

Some of his earlier corps commanders
called him stupid, but his adjutant-gen-
eral once told me that when everything
was red hot at the front, Grant would
sit on his horse in the rear, or perhaps
lie on the ground, listen to all reports
that came in, think a little while, and
then issue an order that would speedily
improve the aspect of things. General
Lee was a great deal the same sort of a
man ; so were Sherman and Joe John-
ston ; if they hadn 't been, the war would
still be going on.
Don't fear that to be contriving is to

be mean. Any quality of mind may be
wrongly used ; but this is not necessary.
Because you are contriving it does not
follow that you are trying to get some
other man's money away from him;
you can do better by confining your-
self to trying to get full value out of
whatever is your own. Take no stock
in the yarn that all business is gamb-
ling or theft ; there's a chance for you
to make a competence without injuring
any other man.
Turn your business over in your mind

frequently ; there is no other way to get
light on all sides of it.—N. Y. Witness,
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The Keystone.
Circulation Unliersal, and QUANTITY and QUALITY consid-

ered, THE BEST Or ANY JOURNAL elks clam In America.

KEYSTONE reaches every Jeweler In the United States
and Dominion of Conada

To secure It place In the columns of the KEYSTONE, advertis-

ers should forward ropy so that It may reach us not later than
the MOUTH 114 .01 month.

Classified ad vertiremrnts under these headings, TIMER CENTS
per word, one Insertion; 10 per rent. off For three Insertions; 15
per Noll.. oft .1.. for Insertions, and 25 per cent. off for twelve
Insertions. Nome and address lorluded.

'FO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

AD VERTISEMENTS.

to 
T.
In jy. E."! re"I"d SOS '"*"".

FOR SALE.

IEWELRY store. Clean new stock, fixtures and
material ; large, 2 double door Halls jewelry

safe. Low estimate $x,800, 15 per cent. At Water Val-
ley, Miss., I. C. R. R. division point. Machine and car
shops, factories and healty location. Much good
watchwork required and good trade. In connection
or separate, a thriving school supply and notion
store. Invoice as much more as above. Cause,
death of the junior partner. E. E. Frederick of the
firm of Frederick & Son.

OR exchange. For an engraving machine, anArnold & Dent chronometer in good order. G.
E. Fulton, Johnstown N. Y.

QTOCK of jewelry in western Iowa town of 2,500.
0 One other store. Stock and fixtures will invoice
about $2,500. For particulars address, " A," care
this pffice.

ESTABLISHED business. Principally diamonds
L. and watches with fixtures will invoice $2o,000
with 2 year lease. Best location in city. Must sell
at once or will exchange for eastern real estate or
invoice to suit. A good chance for a hard worker.
517 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.

OTOCK invoice $1,000. Splendid opening ; best
O jewelry town in state of Iowa. Rare chance ,•
easy terms. Will sell separate, fine regulator and
Mosely lathe at bargain, both nearly new. Ad.,
"Iowa," care this office."

T"located in the best business centre and one of
leading, 14 years standing jewelry business,

the liveliest towns in Kansas. Population 4,000.
Fixtures and stock will invoice (:4) $7,000 ; can be
reduced to 15000. Address, "A 33 C," care this
office.

UON'T answer unless you want a good business,Below find a few facts you can prove by hives-
tigation. Good sales, good run of work. Stock and
fixtures inventory about Sio,000, can be reduced if
desired. Stock in first-class condition, nearly all
new. Fixtures all new within two years. Practical
watchmaker can positively make from $2,500 to
$3,000 each year. One of the best towns in central
New York state fonts size. $3,0oo or $4,000 required
down ; the balance can run any time to suit if
properly secured. Good reasons for wishing to
sell. Address, " 5," care this office.

THE stock, fixtures, tools and lease of an old es-
tablished jewelry store on one of the best streets

in Washington, D. C. Income front $3,000 to $4,000
per year. Sell for $2,500. Good reason for selling.
Only those Meaning business need apply. Address,
" Washington," care this office.

T"Ithaca, N. Y., has brought into market his
sudden death of Joseph C. Burritt, late of

large and well selected stock of jewelry, with or
without a lease of the store and the good will of the
business at the oldest established jewelry house in
this section. The administrators desire to dispose
of the stock in bulk within 30 days. Inventory
now being taken. Call on or address, Julia A.
Burritt, Jared 1'. Newman, administrators.

A GOOD business in the best town in south-eas-
fi tern Kansas. Location healthy ; population
17,000 ; live, energetic and growing. Stock and
fixtures abont $4,500. Can be reduced. Good rea-
Solls for selling. Address, J. M. Goodsell, Fort
Scott, Kansas.

ON account of death. Jewelry store, established20 years, $1,200 cost. 3007 State St., Chicago, Ill.

I N the best town in Dakota. Jewelry store estab-
lished I/ years. Best store and best location in

the city. Population 4,000. Watchwork will
average $100 per month. Stock and fixtures in-
voice $4,000. Will reduce stock to suit. Address,
" Facts," care this office.

illnbugea onpet,hrayt iensgt$5000 tre 18,..ory
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manufacturing towns in Ohio. Population over
20,000 and growing rapidly. One of the best natural
gas towns 01 the world. Lots of factories. Elegant
store furniture, choice location, long lease and low
rent. Only party with cash and quick buyer de-
sired. Reasons for selling made known to pur-
chaser. Address, Henry Welf, 252 Superior street,
Cleveland, Ohio.

ON account of poor health and failing eye-sight Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L U R," care this office.

0"pivot polisher, caliper rest, 4 laps, idler pul-
leys and stand $5o, all new. Chas. Schetuberg,

Sweet Springs, Mo.

A JEWELRY stock and fixtures in liveliest city in
H Connecticut. Established 25 years. Bench
work zoo month. Stock and fixtures $3,000. 10,000
inhabitants. Great chance for live man. Address,
" W," box 447, Rockville, Conn.

OOME Auburndale Timers. For particulars ad-
0 dress, H. B. Fowle, Waltham, Mass.

PR TRADE.
-16o acres improved farm in Sherman

County, Kansas. Price, pa an acre. G. W.
allman, Lanark, Ill.

ro a booming town of Indiana. A well established
jewelry business ; stock and fixtures $3,000.
od trade ; splendid location. Good reasons for

selling. Address, " 0 A 5," care this office.

FOR SALE.

OR trade, a general stock of watches, clocks, jew-elry, optical goods, store fixtures, show cases,
regulator and tools for good, paying real estate
clear of incutuberance. Also, real estate for to trade
for jewelry stocks. Unclose postage stamp for par-
ticulars to " Jeweler," 5 Hackney Block, Winfield,
Kansas,

$3500 Will buy one of the best paying jewelry
business in northern California. Es-

tablished 5 years. Competition very light. Good
sales ; work $125 to $150 per month at good prices.
County seat beside a beautiful lake. Healthy,
thriving town with bright future. Fine, new fix-
tures, including Halls burglar-proof safe. Clean,
fresh stock will invoice all asked. Reason for sel-
ling, poor health. A big thing to right man. For
full particulars address, "California," care this
office.

A STORE and dwelling combined (with buildings
attached to rent) in a small, growing town just

incorporated. The whole will rent for 18 per cent,
on the investment. A bargain at $i ,°o. All the
room you need for nothing, and a good income from
the rest. W. R. Hamilton, Melvin, Ford Co., Ill.

Press, " Indiana," care this office.
R trade, for good farm, stock of jewelry and fix-
tures. Best location in town of 13,000. Ad.,

UNIVERSAL head for No, Moseley lathe, perfectorder, $25, J. W. Spence, Racine, Wis.

OR exchange, one 54 inch, full nickle bicycle infirst-class order ; cost, $85 last year. Will ex-
change for 54 inch Champion bicycle. 0. M. Camp-
bell, jeweler, Denison, Iowa.

A MERMAN lathe. Mansfield, nine split besides
M cement chucks ; used three years. Price, $25.
Fred, B. Rowe, 37 W. Newton street, Boston, Mass.

AT invoice for cash. One of the best paying watch
I••{ and jewelry stores in New England, in the
liveliest manufacturing town in Mass. Population
15,000. Store has steam heat, gas, plate-glass front
and best location in town on Main St. Work will
average from $1,800 to $2,000 per year. Low rent,
no old goods ; established 7 years. Stock, tools,
materials, fixtures, etc., invoice about $4,000. Fail-
ing health and desire to change my occupation for
out-door work the reason for selling. Address for
facts, A. W. Harwood„ North Adams, Mass.

OR 
TRADE.-240 acres of land in Rock county
Neb, Address, L. J. C. Reichard, Stuart, Nth.

,

riNE chance for man with from $1,500 to $2,500 to
I buy half interest in good, paying jewelry busi-
ness in Nebraska. "Mainspring," care this office.

I EWELRY store in good town $1,600. End of 3 R.
Li R. divisions. No opposition. Good run of
repairs and sales. Excellent opportunity. Address,
" Jeweler," Calmer, Iowa.

OR exchange, for jeweler's stock or city propert?Handsomest and best 72 acre fruit farm in state
of Delaware. Price, $10,500. Terms liberal. "A-A
A," care this office.

$5,000 stock general merchandise ; will take half
cash and half in good Iowa land clear of incum-

berance. This is a bargain, if taken at once. Ad-
dress, " M & D," Sheridan, Ill.

A N excellent business opportunity is offered in the
H long established business of the late E. R. Wil-
liams, at 3915 Cottage Grove ave., Chicago. For
full particulars address, Mrs. E. R. Williams, 3915
Cottage Grove ave., Chicago, Ill.

iEwELRY store in a large manufacturing city
tj An old established business ; a good chance for
watchmaker or jeweler. Large repair trade with
fixtures, if desired, can be bought separate from
stock for $500. Must sell at once. Address, Edward
I. Saltnson, 460 Pulton St., Troy, N. Y.

WELL established jewelry store in one of the
most beautiful and thriving villages in western

Massachusetts. Good run of work. Rent of store
low. Address, " Mellville," care this office.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

IT will pay you to attend W. F. A. Woodcock's
I Watchmakers School, his pupils go out practical
all-round good watchmakers. A gentleman is
here that is learning very rapidly day and night,
that left a situation that was paying him $125 per
month, and he knows just where he can step in
and make the investment pay him handsomely.
Another model young man is here from a first-class
wholesale house, and lie and his house now see
that the investment will be a paying one, and hun-
dreds of others might follow their example with
both pleasure and profit. His school, school room
and facilities, board etc. are unsurpassed by none
on earth. The climate is delightful. Then by all
means attend W. F. A. Woodcock's School.

0" pair rolls cost $115 and i Francis engravingmachine cost $85, will exchange same for
watches and jewelry. Address, F. A. Boerner, Fort
Worth, Texas.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago HorologicalL Institute means time and money saved. This
is a fact.

QEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
Co., 18 South Broad St. Prompt attention given

to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

CHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art—adjusting, springing, es-
capements, draughting, jeweling, etc.

I, A OSRLY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
lvi " Mosely Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watch-
makers and repairers. Combining accuracy, dur-
ability, convenience and style. Honest tools at
fair prices. Send for new price list. Agencies
,with most of the jobbers.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do your tradework better and quicker than anyone else.

OEND ten two cent stamps for set of Test
0 Types for fitting spectacles to the eyes correctly
Appleton, 1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

THIRTY dollars will be paid for information which
will recover Howard Watch No. 61911. Seventy

wts. case, box joint, plain sides, 14 K, No.
53023. W. E. Lamoreaux, Oil City, Penn,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ONANZIE 1—Don't fail to secure it. One of mo,-
1) 000. A retail jewelry business in one of the
loveliest towns in New York state. Established 16
years. $j,000 for $700 Nothing like it fore young,
married man with small capital. For full particu-
lars and reasons address, R. E. Walker, lock box
544, Union Springs, N. Y.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
J makers wanting positions would do well to
correspond with me. I keep a record book of all
such wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been
the benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale
jeweler, dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 3i
and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

(END your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
0 logical Institute, 175 Dearborn St.

SEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 31 and 33South Pearl St., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pin-
ions, cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding
wheels cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers em-
ployed specially for trade work. Send for catalogue.
Correspondence solicited. Mention this paper.

HIGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, andpackages promptly remitted for. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 South Broad St., Phila., Pa.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

ON June /at., W. F. A. Woodcock will remove his
Watchmakers School from its present building

Into a fine brick building, No. x79 East 4th street,
Winona, Minn., where he will be able to seat a
large number of pupils, there being 14 large win
dows on 3 sides ot the building enables him to give
them splendid light. The room will be conven-
iently fitted up, allowing each pupil a nice large
space at the bench. The building is situated in
one of the finest locations in the city. Now is the
time for any person desiring to become an expert
watchmaker to attend hiszchool.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a course of instruction
fly in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Insti-
tute. It will pay you to add this toyour knowledge
of repairing in the increased work you can
command.

OEND your watchwork to E. J. Faust, Allentown,
0 Pa. You will get it quicker and for less money
than elsewhere. Give us a trial.

To exchange 2 lots on East 7th street, in St. Paul,
I Minn., for a stock of jewelry. Value $z,7oo. L.
0. Hulbery, 1831 Superior St., Duluth, Minn.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver.
I xo K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,
Refiner, 825 Filbert Street, Phila, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS.—Take a short course at the
VII Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

DY some special tools and lathe attachments, (of
U our own) we are enabled to do your watchwork
quick, cheap and accurate. Send us a trial order.
E. J. Faust, Allentown, Pa.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. in Dear-
born St., Chicago. Ill.

TO retail jewelers.—Send lousiness card for our
I price list of repair work and engraving. It will
pay you. Thurber & Burns, 174 Westminster St.,
Providence, R. I.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

cl Air music box to exchange for optometer. D. J.
U Kramer, Fairmont, Neb.

1ME make a specialty of Dentagnetizing watches
VII for the trade. Send us all your watches, and
we will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling
Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St,, Phila., Pa.

MOW is your time to attend W. F. A. Woodcock's
III model Watchmakers School, he will remove
June ist into the elegant and commodious building
corner 4th and Market streets, Winona, Minn. Ile
has pupils from Connecticut to Montana, Canada,
etc., etc., go to his school. It is the school to attend;
he will do you good. A handsome and elegant
diploma for graduates ; also situations secured for
graduates ; he works to the interest of every one
of his pupils.

()HAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl St., Albany, N.
U Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watch work coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

QEND 15c. for a box of our dial washers.
0 Racine Jewelry Mfg., Co., Racine, Wis.

THE Philadelphia School of Horology offers un-surpassed facilities for learning watchmaking
in all its branches, combining theory and practice.
Send for terms and particulars before you go
elsewhere.

$14'c"elry. Address, " 0 W," care this office.
property to exchange for stock and jew-

WANTED.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker wanted. One with
I long experience. Brunner Bros., Cleveland,
Ohio.

TWO deep counter cases, 8 or lo feet. Must be
cheap. Write box 262, Hartford, Wis.

[VERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
L Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad St., Phila. Best
work at Lowest Prices. Correspondence solicited.

TO exchange 16o acres land in north-eastern Col-
1 orado, 16o acres south-western Nebraska, all
good, smooth land for stock of jewelry, or stock of
merchandise. Address, Box 1092, Aurora, Ill.

A GOOD, second-hand fire and burglar-proof jew-
H elers safe. Answer state size, condition and
Weight. W. W. Berry, Pittston, Pa.

WANTED.

AT ONCE. First-class watchmaker. No letter
will be answered unless accompanied with sat-

isfactory reference and price per week wanted.
Address, J. M. Day, Pensacola, Fla.

Pa LD y. H. 1' Roberts, Refiner, 825 Filbert Street,
gold and silver, full value paid. Packages

received by mail or express remitted for same

Phila., Pa.

TO exchange good western property ($2,300) for
I stock of goods. Will pay cash difference. Box
" 0," Salem, Indiana.

DOSITION to travel for optical company, silver-
ware or jewelry house, by retail jeweler, 7 years

in business. Acquainted S. C., N. C., Ga., Ma.
Can furnish best refs. Address, "R. H. Worker,"
care this office.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
VI students in the arts who aim to be fine work-
men.

WALL case, counter cases, and tables, standing
1/1/ regulator, Comfort glass case, Halls staking
tools, new or second-hand. Must be cheap. Box
" 0," Salem, Indiana,

A SECOND-HAND Mosely lathe, No. i or 1x2;
H must be in good condition. Cheap for cash.
Mention attachments and price. Address, N. C.
Patterson, Junction City, Texas.

[VERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all
its branches, or those desiring to perfect them-

selves in the art, to take a course at the Philadel-
phia School of Horology.

A N engraver. One who is an experienced sales-
Fk man or watchmaker. If salesman, a man of
good address. Address, A. L. Delkin & Co., whole-
sale jewelers, 93 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

A WATCHMAKER and engraver. Single, furnish
H American lathe, etc. Healthy climate. Can
earn from $roo to $15o per month. Address with
letters and full particulars to Humphrey Bros.,
Monterey, Mexico.

A GOOD and reliable watchmaker. One that has
1-1 his own tools and can do all kinds jewelry
repairing. Will furnish window free and will give
a good salesman one-third interest in profits from
sale ofjewelry. James Fulton, Kahoka, Mo.

C00D, reliable watchmaker and salesman to workfor himself at bench. Will assist tight man.
Business established 15 years. Good town and
store. Population 1,2oo. Would sell halt interest.
Address, giving full particulars. J. H. Mosher,
Proplietstown, Ill.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

DY a first-class watchmaker. Single, German,
only for fine watch or clock work with full set

of tools including American lathe. Address, '' M P,"
care this office.

BY a good watchmaker with good set of tools.Address, " F W," P. 0. Box 393, West Troy,
New York.

I N the city of Indianapolis. A good, practical
watchmaker ; one who can take charge of busi-

ness and can give good recommendation. Age 35.
" T,"care this office.

12 YEARS exp. at watch, clock and jewelry rep.Refs. furnished. Wages not less than $13 per
week. Address, Joseph Denz, East Tawas, Mich.*

A POSITION by a young man. Good clock and

• 

jewelry repairer; also plain watchwork. Speaks
German and English and can furnish good letter
of recommendation, and am a good salesman. "Y,"
care this office.

EIRST-CLASS situation by practical watchmaker.
I Single, to years exp. ; sober and energetic.
Large city preferred, English and German. H.
Nise, Elyria, Ohio.

B a young man, 3 years exp. at the bench. Am
able to do all kinds of repairing ; own tools;

age 21. Best of refs. H. B. Koch, Alburtis, Pa. *

20 YEARS experience at watch repairing. Best
display of tools and bench in the country.

Fine references. Single, moderate wages. "Watch-
maker," box 611, Potsdam, N. Y.

BY young man of 19. Sixteen months experience
at hard soldering, repairing and clock work.

Have lathe and tools. Could come at one. Best of
refs. furnished, Address, " Tailor," 503 North Side
Square, Springfield Ill.

A THOROUGH, practical jeweler and a good sales-
man, desires situation as salesman, and to take

charge of order and repair department. Ready by
October ist. Address, " Practical," care this office.

A PRACTICAL watchmaker, one who can engrave.
IA Young man preferred. Permanent position to
the right mall. E. Schertzinger, Mahanoy City, Pa.

BY a 
young man, 3 years experience at the bench.

Refs. furnished ; Kansas preferred. Address,
,, C," care this office.

Wanted immediately, Traveler
To represent our Optical Line ONLY. An exper-
ience in handling Spectacles on the road desired.

Bowman & Musser, Jobbers,
Lancaster, Pa.

Any watchmaker who will

t--4 send us a dozen watches to
repair, within the next thirty

amid throw
days, we will repair ten at our

regular trade prices, a 
the other two in free of charge, as

an inducement to make ourselves
known. We make trade work a spec-

00.,,41qt•/' ialty, and can guarantee you first-class

- 

workmanship and cheaper prices than

• 

any other house in the country. Watches,
Iewelry, Case Work, Engraving, and any-

thing pertaining to the jewelry business. Work
received from all over the country and Canada.

Give us a trial. Send for price list.

STERLING WATCH COMPANY,
18 S. Broad St., Phila., Pa.,



" C. S. W." asks " what is the best
stool for a watchmaker to use ? " Some
workman say a wood bottom, slightly
concave, others a cane-seat ; none of
experience recommends a cushion. The
author of " Watchmakers ' Tools and
How to Use Them, "says "a leather seat
made of the kind known as a cowhide'
is the best." To make one, he says
"get a piece of yellow poplar plank,
one and one-half inches thick, and wide
enough to have a disc twelve inches
across turned out of it. A plan of such

The American girl like a godess of old,
Is sought by all nations for her beauty and gold.
The first in this race foe American wives
Is the titled nobility, with their disreputable lives,
Who think that their titles will win a rich bride
Who will fill up their coffers and adorn their fireside,
But she seeks for a husband in her own native land,
One whose nobility of nature her lova can command.

"Oh, why did I ever marry this lazy rascal ? Who would
have ever thought that I, the belle of Saratoga, Long Branch
and Newport, should have come to this, following around all
day to the tune of "Sweet Violets," dressed in rags, and not
a thing left of all my wealth, even my Boss Case taken away?
Oh, that all American girls might take warning by my fate,
and scald every loafer that comes to ask them to. marry.
Little did I ever think the C.ountess DeBanana would ever
come to be such as this, and follow a man and a monkey."

"If you will make yourself my frau und go by dat Ger-
many mit me, you be so happy like never vas. You will
have dat limburger cheese, dat saerkraut, und all dose beau-
tiful German dishes. You will year dat Boss Case mid stand in
my jewelry store und sell dose cases to dose peobles. Von't
you make me like dose fellows in de song, dat sing dey vas
so tam jolly like nefer vas ? Vait one minute undil I kick
de stuffin' by dat tam dog out, vat vas eating my lunch."

"By Jove, old chappie, don't yer see that stunnin' lookin'
American girl. Don'tcherknow I am positively dead gone
on these American girls, I am, by Jove! They are so doocid
clevah, you know. All our set have a fawncy for them,
don'tcherknow. I heah that Lawd Glencarty paid them a
gweat cawmpliment lawst night at the club ; said he would
like to maliwy two of them. Very elevah fellah that. The
deah beings say I look vewy much like him. We cawy the
same sized canes, don'tcherknow, and he weabs the same
style of Boss Case that I do, and we both love the chawming
American girls."

"I soy, Sandy, does yez mind the foine lookin' Yankee
girl that does be goin' beyand the pile of rocks? Sure and
its meself that is going to marry one of the same. Have
yez, ever seen the cunnin' little Boss Cases they carry
around wid them? Its glad I am that I ever come to this
blissed land, where beauty is to be had for the e.xin'."

"Wee], mon, they are a bran set o' lassies, but I dinna
think they can compare with the bonnie sweet lassies o'
Scotland. I wadna' hae nothin' but the lassie Ira acid
Scotland, they be sae sweet."

"Go long wid yez, ye auld porridge eatin' divil, sure and
yez don't know beauty when yez see it."

"Me mally Olish.'Merican girlee, alle samee white man.
No flies on Chinaman. Olish girlee °lee man talkee muchy.
Say Chinaman no goode, no gettee Olish girl, Me kickee olee
(man in coatee tail, alle samee, walkee offee heap damee
faste with Olish girlee. She wearee Bossee Casee. Me gettee
one too. We have a little Olish China baby, takee out in
buggy, he wearee damee cutee little pig tail, him namee Jamee
Bossee, lookee like me, velly pretty all samee, Hoop la,
Hoop la l"

?4:

"Most beautiful lady, I wanta tella you 'bout ze sunny
Italy, and ze beautiful zings zat you will see zere, if you
makea me promise to be my wifea. Alla ze ladies ze wear
zat beautiful Boss Case, and you shalla havea ze two of zeta.
You no worka, but listen alla ze day to ze moosic of ze
grand organ, and see ze cunnin' little monk as he play in ze
street in his little red coat wiz his leetle taila standin out in
.ze beautiful sunlight of ze sunny land of Italy."

"By gar, Senor Revello, do you see zat charming Ameri-
can girl wiz zat fine Boss Case in ze pocket. Zey say ze
American girl makes one of ze finest wives in ze world. I
want to take me one of zeta to Paris, where she make crazy
ze whole city wiz her wit and beauty."

"Yes; me know all dat, I weel marry wid one to-morrow
because di women which), carry a Boss Case make berry
good wife. I shall take one to Madrid, where she can see
di grand grand bull fight, and make all de Spanish dead
with what you call di disease of di heart."

"Yo' kin all jess talk 'bout yo' Merican gals, but I wants
fer ter say right heah, dat de dark beauties am de ones, none
ob yo' pail lookin' gals fo' me. Yer jess wants ter see my
Lucinda in de cake walk. When she gets on her red, white
and blue dress, an' her big bustle, an' her lap dog Towser
arter her, an  her Boss Case on, she jebs makes dem all
wish demselves dead ; she jess takes de cake, she do, an de
Irish, Dutch, French, Spanish an' odder gals hub no show
wid her,"

a disc, as if seen from above, is shown at
Fig. and at Fig. 2, is shown a ver-
tical section on the dotted line. It will be
seen the disc is turned out concave, so
the edges at c, Fig. 2, are only about
one-half an inch thick. The opening at
C is about three inches across. The
leather disc should be of the best cow-
hide, and fourteen inches across. Get
some shoemaker to wet the leather and
tack it on the disc of wood at a a. The
smooth, red side of the leather should
be placed uppermost. A ring of black
walnut, as shown at B, can be turned
out and placed around the edge to make
a nice looking job. Such a seat can be
placed on top of a common stool. A
leather seat of this kind, is good for
twenty-five years service ; is smooth,
and does not wear the pants; is elastic
and soft. Taken all together it is by far
the most desirable seat a watchmaker
can use.

" DOUBLE Focus " asks " what is the
meaning of the expression ' the axis of
a lens, ' and what is the best grindstone
for grinding the edges of lenses to fit
frames ?" The axis of a lens is the line
which joins the centres of the eurvitures
with which it was ground, as for
instance in Fig. 4, the double convex
lenses G has the line i, h, joining the
centres by which it was ground. Con-
sequently, the line i h is its axial line.
In the plain convex lens H, the axial
line is It 0; h being the centre of its
curviture. To establish the axial point
of a lens, hold the lens so you can see
a window bar or a straight line of any
kind across it, as shown in Fig. 5,
where K represents the lens and / the
bar. If we hold the lens so the bar 1
seems straight across the lens, then
the lines at r denotes the axial cen-
tre of the lens. If the lens is moved to
the right or left, the bar will seem to
move to the right or left, as shown at
m, n. By turning the lens one-fourth
the way around, we can establish a line
crossing at r. Where these lines cross
is the axis of the lens, and in mounting

specs lenses should come exactly oppo-
site the pupil of the eye. The axial
adjustment or fitting lenses in this
respect should receive more attention
by those who fit spec lenses. Opticians
look particularly to this matter.

" Rusirua " asks "what is the best
tool for letting down a Yankee clock ?"
Take about three sizes of clock keys
and fit them to large handles, such as
machinists use for files. At Fig. 3, is
shown such a handle at E, and the
clock key at F and the dotted line at c,
where it is securely driven into the han-
dle. Paint a ring around each handle
of a different color, say largest red,
next size yellow, smallest, blue. Put
the click spring off of the click by rais-
ing it out of the groove and letting it
fall back to one side. Now put on your
key (E, F) and start to wind, and as
soon as the click is out of the ratchet let
the handle slip gently down ; receiving
the spring into an old wire band such
as comes around a new clock spring.
Don't throw these tools down on the
bench, have a rack to keep them in,
and the colored ring will tell you the
size you want at a glance.

" BEGINNER " asks " what is asbestos
and how is it made into soldering
blocks ?" Asbestos is 13. native mineral
of fibrous texture. There are a variety
of ways of preparing it. About the
best form for jewelers use is to procure
a piece of asbestos felt. This is asbestos
prepared in sheets from one-eighth to
one-half an inch thick. Such sheets
permits work to be pinned fast to it in
almost any shape, and is indestructible
by heat.

" SILVERWARE " asks how to make
and apply collodion to silverware ? "
See February, 1889, KEYSTONE, article
on " Workshop Chemistry." "

" ANXIOUS " asks " how are the red
hands for watches colored ?" The kind
of hands to use are the so-called plated
hands. They are first whitened by rub-
bing with a mixture of chloride of
silver, cream of tartar and whiting, or
nitrate of silver, common salt and
whiting ; then washed with water and
dried. The color is best applied with
carmine and lintseed oil, but it requires
a good deal of practice to make nice
work. White or bleached shellac dis-
solved alcohol and colored with analine
(Bocene).red, makes a very nice color,
and is easily applied. Steel clock
hands can be colored red by this process.
The hands are first brightened and then
dipped into melted tin. The brilliance
of the tin should be carefully preserved,
as it shines through the red coating,
and makes a great difference with the
beauty of the job.

" ENQUIRER " asks " why eight day
clocks gain immediately after wind-
ing and lose when nearly run down?"
All recoiling beat clocks are inclined to
gain by increase of motive power (see
May Kuvs'roilE, article Clocks.') The
remedy is a sort of compromise escape-
ment, between a recoiling and a dead
beat, with the teeth of the scape wheel
shaped somewhat like the club tooth
Rape wheel used in Swiss and American
watches.

ACTION TAKEN BY THE OHIO RE-
TAIL JEWELERS ASSOCIATION.

Mr. S. C. Scott, of the well-known
firm of J T. Scott & Co., New York, was
present at the recent convention of the
Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association in
Cleveland, Ohio, and was invited to
niake an address, from which. we select
the following extracts:

I understand that the Jewelers' ( uild
of Ohio is an association of Retail Jew-
elers associated together for the purpose
of mutual benefit and improvement to
their business. Such an association, if
properly upheld, cannot help but be of
advantage to the members of your guild
as well as the whole trade.
You have been kind enough to allow

me to appear before you, and I will
state in as few words as I can my
object.
I am here to call your attention to a

line of cuff buttons, called the "Anti-
Swear," which we have lately placed
on the market, and of which our firm
are the sole manufacturers.
I will read to you from a printed cir-

cular, which some of you have no doubt
seen, some of the advantages which we
claim for these buttons.
In the first place, the action of this

button is entirely new and different
from any other in the market.

It is the only button having a regular
shoe which closes itself automatically
when inserted in the cuff and opens it-
self when taken out.

It has short posts, so that it will not
rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it
firmly.
There are no steel or composition

sptings to get out of order.
We warrant every pair, and can also

put these actions on any buttons at
about the same cost as the regular
lever backs.
We propose to sell them only to the

retail jewelry trade, and thereby prevent
ruinous competition from dry goods,
millinery or other outside trade.
The last cause I think, is the one

which more particularly interests your
Association. As I stated before, our
firm are the sole manufacturers of these
buttons. We own the patents and mean
to control the sale of these goods. No
other jobber or manufacturer in the
country will have any of these buttons
for sale, and by this means we expect
to prevent these goods from getting into
the hands of dry goods, millinery and
other outside trades, who have done so
much lately to cut the profit and injure
the business in most all lines of jewelry
which jewelers handle. As you all
know, it is the general complaint among
jewelers that some of these outside
trades are handling jewelry largely,
very much to the detriment and profit
of the regular jewelry trade.
We are now manufacturing a large

line of these buttons in rolled plate
and gold, and it is the only line of
sleeve buttons which is offered for sale
exclusively to the retail jewelry trade.
It is this point that I wish to call par-
ticularly to your attention, and my
object in coming before you to-day is
to try to have your Asoociation take
some action, if you will, in their favor.
We ofier you a line of cuff buttons the
action of which is entirely new, and

which we claim is superior to any in the
market, and the patterns are equal to
any in style, quality and price, and will
endeavor to do all in our power to keep
the exclusive sale of them in our hands,
and only ask in return that you encour-
age us in well doing. I should be very
glad if your Association could see their
way to indorse our method of selling
these goods, which might induce other
manufacturers to follow in the same
manner, and by this means you would
have certain lines not handled by the
dry goods and other trades.
I will read you a few letters, which

we have received from some jewelers
lately, to show you what they think of
this line of goods, if you will allow me
to take up a little more of you time:

MCCONNELSVILLE, OHIO, March 21, x889.

Messrs. J. 'I'. SCOTT & CO.:

Dear Sirs:—We have been selling your Anti-
Swear Button ever since it came out, and we con-
sider it the best and most substantial button in the
market. There is no mistake about it, you have
the best thing out in the way of a patent back. It
is sosimple in construction, and fot. ease and quick-
ness in insertion nothing ever made will compare
with it.

NI13.V YORK, April 4, 1889.
Messrs. J. T. SCOTT & CO.:

Dear Sirs:—I take pleasure in recommending
the Anti-Swear Buttons. Since I have kept them
in stock I have scarcely been able to sell any other
sleeve buttons. They give good satisfaction. I shall
have to get you to alter my old stock by putting on
Anti-Swear backs in order to make them salable.

Yours very Wily,

ALBERT JANICKE.

We have received from other custom-
ers, who have used these buttons, quite
a number of letters, equally as strong,
indorsing these goods, but will not read
more, as I do not wish to take up too
much of your time.
In order that you may act more intel-

ligently in this matter, ,I should be very
glad to show any of you our assortment
of these goods, of which I have a line
of samples with me. You can then see
how the styles and prices compare with
other lines in the market. I wish to
add that I am not here for the purpose
of soliciting orders from you, but only
to bring this matter to your attention.
I do not want either your members or
your Association to bind yourselves in
any way to take any quantity of these
goods, but thought, under the circum-
stances, that our plan was deserving of
your consideration, and that you would
be willing to give it your indorsement
and recommendation, which is all we
ask.
The convention passed the following

endorsement:

Messrs. J. T. SCOTT & Co., New York:

Dear Sirs:—The Convention endorsed the busi-
ness method of your firm in selling your patent
Anti-Swear Cuff Buttons only to the Retail Jewelry

Trade, and recommend the button to the members

of this Association.
ED. G. LOHMEYER,

Secretary,
Ohio Watchmakers and Jewelers Association,

THREE fashionable women met in a
horse car in New York the other day,
and took seats beside one another. One
had a watch in the handle of her
umbrella, one had a watch in the catch
or clasp of her pocket-book, and the.
third carried a tiny watch in a bracelet
on her left arm. The last example of
the craze, that of the bracelet, is a
Viennese idea just imported,
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THAT the phenomenal success of the
KEYsToNE for the past four years has
in no way abated, is proven by our
present edition, which goes to press
with an edition of 24,750 copies ; an in-
crease of over two thousand copies on
former issues. We feel (and we think
justly) proud of our advance, achieved
as it has been, in competition with con-
temporary journals in the same inter-
ests. Success, under the conditions
imposed, is much more difficult, but at
the same time more flattering, and con-

vinces us that our efforts to furnish the
trade with an organ adapted to their
taste and wants have been triumphant.
America publishes more periodicals in

the interest of the watch and jewelry
trade than all Europe, and these same
American journals are not puny issues
of indifferent merit, but all that money
and talent can supply are lavished upon
them. Superb typographical work and
elegant illustrations are to be found in
all of them, each trying to excel. The
KEYSTONE while it claims to be inferior
in no respect to any of its contempo-
raries, claims superiority in its sympa-
thy with the mass of the trade, and in
its earnest endeavors to advocate its
interests ; its management being of the
trade, is consequently with the trade.

No man was ever successful who did
not believe in his business. Faith in
one's commercial career is as import-
ant as it is in religious life. Let a man
have faith in his own ability to accom-
plish a given purpose, and it is half
achieved. The doubter is ever lost.
Belief in one's own ability, and confi-
dence in one's own power, is vastly
different from what deserves the name
of self-conceit. The first is born of
conscious power, begot of successful
efforts. Self-conceit is fitful and effer-
vescent, ready to threaten the initiative,
but never to assume it. Your real cow-
ard is ever a bully ; for why ? He
really has no faith in himself, no confi-
dence in his own efforts. We have as
many bullies in business as there used
to be of those who strutted about the
Streets with a long sword at their heels.
The old time bully had no confidence
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in his swordmanship, or faith in the
temper of his blade. The modern busi-
ness bully has no confidence in his
ability, or faith in his tenacity of pur-
pose. In both instances, these people
swagger about for a season, and then
fall in line, and there serve others until
they die. There are more openings and
favorable opportunities for a young man
to-day than ever before in the world's
history. All they have to do is to
thoroughly fit themselves for the strug-
gle, believe in their own ability and
determination, and difficulties which
seem almost insurmountable, will, like
the giants in the fairy tale, yield with
hardly a struggle.

Iv our horological institutes are or-
ganized and conducted as they should
be, it will only need a few years to
place the United States in the lead of
the world in applied horological matters.
A glance at the situation will sho'w
how vast the unexplored field before 'us
is in practical achievements; and yet go
no farther than non-magnetic watches,
leaving other questions open. To shut
our eyes to the fact that a watch, to meet
present requirements, must be one not
influenced by magnetism, would be
shutting them to electric lights. Some
parties whose interests render them
obtuse, may contend that non-magnetic
watches are a failure, and that the old
style of watch (especially such as they
make) are the only reliable sort. We
can forgive such people on the ground
of interest, but men who are not con-
vinced pecuniarily to advocate such
convictions are on the order of those
who hold faith in muzzle loading shot
guns and smooth bore rifles. The great
point now to be solved relates to a bal-
ance spring. Balances which are as
perfectly compensating as those of steel
and brass are at hand ; the knotty point
is the balance spring. Now, if we had
a horological institute, with the proper
mechanical appliances, in connection
with a chemical labratory where alloys
could be mechanically tested as well as
compounded, the matter would soon be
practically tested in every way but the
time test. Our horological institutes
are too young yet to make such exact-
ing demands of them, but both the
perfected non-magnetic watch and hor-
ological college are materializing.

THE Keystone Watch Case Company
have instructed us to continue the back
page of cover for another month, be-
cause they " want the story told, ' to
become firmly impressed upon the mind
of every jeweler." The story is truly a
marvellous one. In the short space of
fourteen years, a growth from r,000
square feet of floor space, a force of
thirteen hands and a product of about
twenty-five cases per week, to 6o,000
square feet of. floor space, nearly r, roo
hands and a product of nearly ro,000
cases per week. It must occur to every
thinking mind that no such growth
would have been possible without good
goods and fair dealing. While " adver-
tising " has been a prominent feature of
this growth, no claims or assertions
have ever been made by this company
which their goods would not fulfil, or
which could not be substantiated. The
pride which seeks to have " the story,"
known is pardonable.

THERE is a good deal of discussion
among the trade in regard to marking
the price on goods displayed in show
windows. Now, in our opinion, it
"depends" a great deal on whether a
man is making his prices an attraction.
It is difficult to lay down sales for other
people to do business by If a man
adopts a business course by which he
makes money, it will be a hopeless task
to make him desist, no matter how
obnoxious it may be to ourselves, unless
he violates the laws in some manner.
If, on the other hand, he pursues a
course by which he is losing money,
the consequence is, he will soon be out
of our way, in the natural course of
events. But, if he adopts a system of
selling goods, by which he disposes of
more goods than we do, would it not be
well to study the situation, and see if
his was not the true course and ours the
mistaken one? . We think the matter
rests in a great degree on the kind of
customers we have to cater to. For
instance, if the people who deal with us
are entirely among the wealthier class,
and have made up their minds to pur-
chase a given article, they will not be
attracted by seeing the article they wish
to purchase displayed in a window for
a dollar or two less than they have set
down as the one to pay. Such people
go to a dealer they are acquainted with,
look at an article, and if it pleases them,
they buy it, and there ends the transac-
tion. People of more moderate means
are frequently attracted as much by the
price, as by the article itself. We fancy
that dealers who do, or fancy they do,
more business by placing the price on
the article displayed, will adhere to
their method, regardless of the efforts
of those who attempt to instruct
them.

OUR European neighbors, both in
EnglanO. and on the Continent, are
rapidly awakening to the fact that
Americans are becoming leaders in hor-
ological matters. In England there
have been recently introduced two mod-
ified types of the American lathe. The
London (Eng.) Horologi cal Journal gave,
a short time since, descriptions and
illustrations of lathe improvements iden-
tical in principal with devices described
in the KEYSTONE two years previous.
Another significant fact is the Horolog-
ical School of London has put up a
transit instrument and instituted a class
for instruction in transit observations,
since the KEYSTONE commenced its
series of articles on " Correct Time,"
and announced the purpose of the
articles.

Iv the saying is true that " imitation
is the sincerest flattery, " it is likely the
inventor of " pigs in clover " will meet
with adulation to his heart's content.
As an instance, we have about the office
of the KEYSTONE a "pusson ob de colu'd
persuasion," or a "smoked citizen," as
our " devil " denominates him, who is
busy on an "venshun, " as he terms it,
which will "tee-totally 'clips " the
" pigs in clover " device. He calls it
"de hogs in de orchid." When we sug-
gested that the name was very similar
to that of the present popular puzzle,
"Uncle Nem " replied : " not a bit like
it, tee-totally different. In dat feller's

scheme, you hab de trubble to git de
pigs in ; in mine de conundrum is to
git de hogs out—see ? Exactly how
" Uncle Nem " has succeeded in imitat-
ing, and yet evading, the claims of the
patentee of " pigs in clover " we are
unable to say, as he is very cautious
about showing his " venshun." In one
peculiarity, however, he seems to re-
semble other inventors, which is, in
being thoroughly satisfied with it, and
when questioned about it, gives a "half
a mile, or whole length of his mouth
smile, " as the above mentioned "devil"
expresses it.

WE think it was Huxley who made
the remark in connection with educa-
tional matters, that "great minds which
stood in need of education in a particular
direction, generally managed in some
way to get it. " Now, it seems to us
that we can apply a similar mode of
reasoning to the question of " window
dressing." We fancy the majority of
our readers will agree with us in saying
that it is much more difficult to obtain
the goods and pay for them, than it is
in devising tasteful modes and ways of
displaying them. A man to be successful
in the jewelry trade must have an inborn
sense of the beautiful, and without this
attribute, he has no more adaptation for
the jewelry business, than a blind man
for astronomy. A facetious correspon-
dent, writing us about dressing a show-
window says: "arrange your watch cases
as a centre; then throw out a line of dia-
mond skirmishers, with your sapphires
and rubies held in reserve ; and you
have disposed of your forces in a way
that will cause a customer to surrender
at sight." That hints and suggestions
can be thrown out which will aid one
in arranging a tasteful display, there is
no doubt ; but that any set rules or in-
structions can be given Is nonsense.
Rare plants, like ferns and orchids,
bid fair to have a place in jewelry
displays.

WE have among us in this goodly
city of Philadelphia, several earnest
workers laboring to bring about a better
state of feeling among the members of
the retail jewelry trade, and while they
do not in all instances meet with success
the importance of the movement would
lead one to expect, still they have much
to encourage them. All reforms are
necessarily slow. To the active work-
ers, we would say : keep on, gentlemen,
in your laudable work, don't be discour-
aged, and success will reward your
efforts. To the more passive members
of the Retail Jewelers Association of
Philadelphia, we say : cease to be pas.-
sive, become active, overlook some
shortcoming of a competitor in business.
He may fancy he has something of the
same kind to indulge you in. When
there is a general meeting of the Asso-
ciation go, and when you are on the
way to the place of meeting, think of
something pleasant to say, and if you
have a private axe to grind, do not seek
to monopolize the grind-stone, and give
others a chance ; your turn will come
presently, and then bear on for all you
are worth. There is room enough
for all of us in this world, and time
enough, too, for everything—but a.
fight.
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TRADE TOPICS.

ANY of our friends who can spare
April, 1889, KEYSTONE'S, will confer a
favor by sending them to this office.

J. T. SCOTT & Co. have made a big
hit with their " Anti-Swear" button.

THE Trenton Watch Co. are com-
mencing the erection of a new wing to
their factory. This is found necessary
by the increasing demand for their
watches.

THE Chicago Horological Institute
affords pupils every advantage in prac-
tical instruction in fine watchwork.
They also give instruction in engraving
without extra charge.

MESSRS. KREMENTZ & CO., New
York, manufacturers of the well-known
one piece collar button, are furnishing
the trade with a very fine quality of
blotters, with the retailer's name printed
on them. They will gladly send some
of these blotters to any retailer who will
send his business card to them.

No retail dealer can be so far from
Chicago that it will not be for his inter-
est to deal with Benj. Allen & Co. They
always have on hand a full line of
everything needed by a jeweler.

WE call the attention of the trade to
the adv. of the Sterling Watch Co
This young but well-known firm has
done in a very short time what others
have been years in accomplishing, and
have now as large a repair trade as any
house in the country. Careful and
prompt attention to the wants of the
trade in general have brought about
this result.

WE are in receipt of several letters
from the pupils of Parson's IIorological
School, speaking in the highest terms
of the instruction they have received,
which have been crowded out of this
issue for lack of space. The prospects
are that this school will have an increas-
ed attendance at the next term.

MESSRS. BOWMAN & MussER have
had the good fortune to get hold of a
small stock of genuine American lathes
at a bargain. They are fine lathes, and
temptingly cheap.

WOODCOCK, of Winona, Minn., has
been compelled to move his watchmak-
ers' school to larger and better quarters.
He is deservedly popular as an instruc-
tor in horological matters.

THE Rogers and Hamilton Co., of
Waterbury, Conn., have commenced
suit against W. H. Watrous, President
of the Wm. Rogers Co. of Hartford,
Conn. for libel, claiming that Mr.
Watrous has written numerous letters
libelling their Cimeter Rogers brand of
goods.

THE Ott & Brewer Co., the well-
known potters, of Trenton, N. J., have
opened a handsome art and show room
at 177 Broadway, New York, where will
be found samples of their Celebrated
" Belleek " egg shell china, now so
extensively sold by the fine jewelry
trade. Jewelers visiting New York
should not fail to avail themselves of
the opportunity of examining this ware.

THE 110GERS & MILTON CO.,
WATERITItY,

,.1■1•■•11■

Positively guarantee their Silver

Plated Ware to be superior to any

Roger's Brand in market.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR THEM.

The Busiest and Best Equipped

Trade Repair House
in tho

United States. 

Send us your repair work and thus make sure of its
character, We make Trade Work a Specialty, and can
guarantee you first-class workmanship in Watches, Jew-
elry, Case Work, Engraving, and anything pertaining to
the Jewelry Business.

Work received by Mail or Express from
all over the United States and

Canada.

Orders promptly attended to and corres-
pondence solicited.

Fine Watches
Adjusted and Demagnetized

Steding Watch Compang,
18 South Broad Street, Philadelphia, Pa,

Pronounced by Leading Jewelers in the United States as the

BEST AND CHEAPEST HOUSE.

See our Special Offer on page 9. Send for Price List

STUDENTS from Hutchinson 'a Practi-
cal School for Watchmakers speak high-
ly of his methods of instruction.

THE prospect at Parsons' School for
Watchmakers, at La Porte, Ind., is that
he will have an increased attendance at
the next term.

WE are pleased to note from time to
time, changes or growth among our
jobbers, and in this connection we have
in mind the tool and material business
of C. H. Knights & Co., of Chicago.
A little over a year ago, this house took
up the material business and went at it
in " dead earnest," with the push and
enterprise which has always character-
ized them. They have done in a very
short time what others have been years
in accomplishing, and that is establish-
ing as large a trade in this line of goods,
as is enjoyed by any house in the coun-
try. Promptness in bringing out all
the new goods in the market, despatch
in filling small orders, and a careful
study of the wants of the trade have
brought about to a great extent, this
rapid growth in their business. Their
specialties in watchmakers benches,
watch signs, etc., etc., have attracted
attention throughout the country, and
their orders on these goods come from
the New England states as well as all
the Western and Middle States.

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO., of Boston,
carry an immense stock of watches,
diamonds and jewelry. No better house
on the continent.

THE representative of the KEYSTONE
had the pleasure recently of visiting
the factory of the Waterbury Watch Co.,
at Waterbury, Conn., and found much
that was interesting, and worthy of the
most favorable comment. Owing to
the kind attentions shown, we were
indebted for the ease with which the
entire building, in all its departments,
was surveyed, and the interesting man-
ner in which the various machines and
their uses was explained. This factory
is a model one in every sense of the word,
and will compare favorably with any
that we have ever visited.

Tug old saying " that the loss of one
is the gain of another " is well illus-
trated in the removal of Messrs. Koch
& Dreyfus from New Orleans to New
York city. New Orleans has lost a
wide-a-wake, pushing house, a business
house that reflects credit on any city
in which they may locate. Our ac-
quaintance with this house is a personal
one, and that it is a pleasant one goes
without saying, and a fact that every
person knows who has ever came in
contact with them. They have located
at 22 John street, in the old office of
the Elgin Watch Co. Having renovated
the office and fitted it up in elegant
style,they are at present laying in a stock
of goods that will find few equals in the
country. They have engaged a large
force of traveling men who will soon be
among the trade soliciting orders.
Those of their old customers will, of
course be glad to see them, and we can
assure the new ones that in dealing with
Messrs. Koch & Dreyfus, they will
come in contact wish a most obliging
and clever set of gentlemen. Long life
and prosperity to this houae is the wish
of the KuvsroNs.



sells," but the new Boss Bascine Cases are

Advertising has, we believe, aided in our success, but

we have always been careful to say nothing we could not

fulfil or substantiate.

We would not say that Boss Cases are better to-day

than ever, if we hadn't been adding improvements.

New York. 
PHILADELPHIA.

Chicago.

Philadelphia
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A Greater Hit

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

OUR Keystone Filled (14 K. guaranteed 20 years) with Vermi-
celli Engraved Centres are a greater hit than we had looked
for. If you are not one of the many Jewelers who are
evidently buying them on sight, you can't appreciate how
low the prices are without seeing the Cases.

Don't forget that they contain as much gold as any
filled case made except the James Boss.

K EVS TON E

FILLED'

5+0

Keystone Watch Case Company,
PHILADELPHIA.
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case

HERE is more gold in a Star than any other

10 K. filled case made. This may be a

"chestnut," but it's true, too true, as some

people who have lately taken up filled

making will find out. We are sorry for them,

but more so for the retailers, who will have to stand

the brunt when the goods come back on them.

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
Philadelphia.

New York. Chicago.

KEY STO N E
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Send to

A. N. Clark,
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illuustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

A. N. Clark, Manufacturer, Plainville, Conn.
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Established 1870.

J. L. Clark
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
No. 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

R. St. L. Friedlander.

Adjustable Casesprings.
Watch Protectors. Best in the Market.

$2.50 per Dozen. so cents per Doz.

Watches, Jewelry, Optical Goods and Jewelers' Supplies.

We have on hand a large stock of Bamboo goods and offer the following
bargains :

t000 dozen Bamboo Vest Chains ® 75 cents per dozen.

65 and 67 Nassau Street, N. Y.
girSend for Price List.

HUNT & FULLER,

Manufacturing Jewelers,
73 Nassau street, New York.

We make a Specialty of Repairing for the Trade. Here are a few odd
jobs which were sent us:

Silver Tops to Class Cologne Bottles. New Silver Side to Fan.
Shell Combs to have New Teeth. Matching Cold Rings.
Monkey Wrench Charm to Order. Mystic Schrine Jewel.
Largest Claws in the United States. Rings to Size.
Rings for Cameos, etc. Rings for Schools.

Rings for Diamonds, and all kinds of Mountings to Order.

Send for Catalogue of New Designs for School Medals.—Just out.

Macnair & Burlingame,
Manufacturers of

Jewelers' Findings & Repairing Material,

226 Eddy St., Providence, R. I.

Sell direct to the

RETAIL JEWELERS
at Manufacturers Prices.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

The Best Taking

Novelty
offered this season.

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Rings of every Description.
Silver Bangles,

Book Marks, Glove Buttons etc.

'8 John Street, - New York.
Send for Cards of New Designs in Class Pins, etc.

01111510

•,.4rer*

I. Bedichimer,
No. 618 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturer of

Masonic Marks,
Society Emblems, Pins and Jewels.

Largest and Finest Assortments of Mystic Shrine
Badges in the United States.

Graduating Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.
Takes at one dip oil for one side train. Gives minimum or maximum oil

for finest or largest pivot. Places oil where old style will not. Point is gold.
Does not corrode or scratch, simple to use, and well made for 25 cents. At
your Material House or by mail.

W. V. HAMMOND, Greenport, Suffolk Co. N. Y.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys.

. 1117-ttfl

No. 41 Seuch Key (Nickel Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.
Sold by the trade. Circulars on application.

John S. Birch & Co., 182 and 184 Lewis St., N. Y.

The Harstrom Adjustable Spring.

Patented Jan. 17, ISM.

In sizes t, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, IS. Made of fine steel, highly finished and not
tempered ; is easily fitted. Many testimonials as to its being "just the thing"
for jobbing. Sold at all leading Material Houses. Price $1 per doz. or send
to cents for sample to

The N. Y. Watch Case Spring Mfg. Co.,
71 Nassau Street, New York.

G. A. Schlechter,
600 and 602 Penn St. Reading, Pa.

Masonic Marks,
Badges, Jewels, Buttons, Medals, etc.

Headquarters for all kinds ot

Society Emblems.
Fine Diamond Work a Specialty.

Correspondence Solicited.

Improved

JEWEIIRS) DR11111% YAC111:1
This Machine be ng fastened to ti e table,

allows those using it to guide their work with
accuracy. It is continuous in motion, far more
effective than any other, entirely superseding
the pump drill for ail purposes. For Amatuers
it is the best drilling machine made. The
star chuck can be used with it.

PRICE, WITH STAR CHUCK, $2.75.

Send your orders to

WALTER S. BROWER5
12 PLAIN STREET, - ALBANY, NEW YORK.
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SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
Thomaston, Connecticut.

CLOCKS a
Makers

WATCHES.°
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20 Murray Street, 154 State Street,
New York. Chicago.

7 Cripplegate Buildings, Wood Street, London.

126 Sutter Street, San Francisco.

NONE BETTER IN THE WORLD.

Seth Thomas Watch Movements
quick Train, 18 Size, 3-4 Plate, Safety Pillion, Expansion Balance,

Stem-Winding and Setting, Slink (nit) Seconds Dial.

No. 171

18 SIZE OPEN FACE.

No. 201. Nickel, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator, Adjusted.

No. 170. Nickel, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator.

No. tot. Gilt, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator, Adjusted.

No. 70. Gdt, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator.

No. 55. Gilt, it Jeweled, Micrometer Reg.
ulator.

No. 33. Gilt, 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator.

18 SIZE HUNTING.

No. 202. Nickel, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator, Adjusted.

No. 17L Nickel, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator.

No. 102, Gilt, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator, Adjusted.

No. 71. Gilt, Full Jeweled, Micrometer
Regulator.

No. 56. Gilt, it Jeweled, Micrometer Reg-
ulator.

No. 34, Gilt, 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator.

r8 SIZE KEY WIND.

No, xi. Gilt, 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator.

Superior Time-Keepers.

Sold by Jobbers who are Members of the National Association.

SETH THOMAS TOWER CLOCKS.
THE VERY BEST ON EARTH.
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L. T. CORNWELL, of Salida, Colorado,
has been robbed of about $2000 in
watches and jewelry by a workman as
described below. Mr. Cornwell says:
"I will give $200 reward for arrest and
delivery of Henry T. Strauss, alias
Henry Brown, Otto Klein, etc., French
Jew, Watchmaker, about 5 feet 5 inches
high, 28 years old, black curly hair and
moustache, may have let whiskers grow
since May 15, black eyes, set well back,
has a surly expression, wears No. 7 hat,
No. 16 collar, had on gray check suit
when left, inveterate cigarette smoker,
had a lock of ladies blonde hair tied
with ribbon which he cherished. Speaks
English with little brogue, also German
and French. Has worked at his trade
in Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, New
York, and was arrested in New York;
is known there as a " crook." Also
worked in Liverpool, Strassburg, Paris
and Switzerland." Jewelers would do
well to be on the lookout for him.

THE following awards were made for
clocks at the late Sydney Exhibition:
Seth Thomas Clock Co., Thomaston,
Conn., gold medal; Diette Fils, Clocks,
Paris, first prize ; Noel & Phillips,
Clocks, Paris, first prize; British United
Clock Co., cheap Clocks, first prize
Llewellyn Bristol Clocks, second prize;
Etzold & Popitz, Leipsic, Germany,
Clocks, second prize ; Brauerlerger
French Clocks, second prize ; Lepaute
French Clocks, Paris, second prize.
Hamburg American Clock Co., Ger-
many, third prize ; Ansonia Clock Co.,
Ansonia, Conn., third prize.

"AriouT Advertising and Printing"
is the title of an excellent treatise just
issued by L. Barta & Co., Boston. This
book cannot fail to impress one with its
practical character and the soundness
of its positions on various details of
successful advertising.

•

WE have already forty-two patents
on methods of securing the bow in the
pendants of stem-winding watches.

Emil Schwieg,
Manufacturers of Brushes, Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes,

15 to 19 Green St., Newark, N. J.

Watch Case Repairer

H. M. DAVIS,
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing

and General repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

Job Springs for American Cases.
This Spring can be made to fit any American

case. The back is brass. This spring is made of
spring steel, and easily to fit. Price, io cents each,
or $1.00 per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

J. J. DONNELLY
73 Nassau Street, Room 6, New York

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der and Colorer.

All kinds Of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt at-

tention.

To the Trade.
We make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having
all the best facilities for doing work. We are enabled
to do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on
short notice. Send for our new price list,

Richards & Rutishauser.
149 and 15t State St., Room to, Chicago, Ill.

John R. Stadlinger,
.Dealer in

FINE TOOLS I MATERIALS
Watch Repairing for the trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Orders promptly filled.

Send for Price List of Repairing.

Stibgen's Pat. Eye-glats Holder
Is the most oonvenient devise for holding watch-

makers' or engravers' eye-glasses. The mouth-
piece and wire to spring-joint are coin silver.
By mail, post paid, fifty cents. Liberal discount to
Jobbers. Address

S. R. STIBGEN, Marietta, Pa.

To The Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of
Cameos, Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts,
Doublets, Foil Backs, White and Colored Imita-
tion Stones, Brazilian Beetles, etc, on hand. 911
kind of Settings for the trade. Send for Price

Win. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

THOMAS REYNOLDS,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight
Striking Clocks, etc., Material of all kinds for re-
pairing old English and other clocks. Dials made
to order. Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels
and Pallets, Wheels and Pinions. Repeating work,
Springs, Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

■ 

• -

Alex. Wiederhold,
No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler,
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry
for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail
or express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices moderate and
first-class workmanship guaranteed

THE HAMMOND WHEEL
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly
glass grinding. For sale at your mat-
erial house, or by mail, $1.00,

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.
Greenport, Suff. Co., N. Y.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-

glass repairing, having had years of experience in
the manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the
most difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send
for price list.

ECCLESTON & SIBLEY,
SOUTHBRIDGE, MASS

OUR DIAMOND ALBUM,
Containing the most clesireable specialties shown

in that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.

OUR DIAMONDS ARE NICE, SNAPPY GOODS,
111 li, ()I: 1,1 ll AND iip:Atrry.

FOR LOOSE DIAMONDS,
FOR DIAMOND MOUNTINGS,
FOR TURRUOISE AND DIAMONDS,
FOR RUBY AND DIAMONDS,
FOR SAPPHIRE AND DIAMONDS,
FOR EMERALD AND DIAMONDS,
FOR FANCY DIAMONDS,*

AMUNTED IN

RINGS, PI NS,

EA It- It INC'S,
SCAR I: l'INS,

STUDS, V,TC.

OSKAIVIP, NOLTING & CO.,S. W. Corner Fourth and Walnut Sts.,
C NCINNATI, OHIO.

sy.N. To
1-4'arjeon & Co,_

No. 25 John St., New York City.
for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods

Jewelers'Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens p.m.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

TERGENSON MAINSPRING
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $r, and use

no other.

FARJEON & CO.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

Li-

71c;'7101:41:476f_.. )

11144111.; "

HOUGHTON
& CO.,

Maaehester, N. U.

Ma nufacturers
of Face Plates
with hardened
Chuck. Every
one warrranted
Ask your Job-
ber for one on
approval. Price
$11.50.

Great Reduction.
Portraits like this, $3, made

from a Photo 

NO .4PP
oF Elgin, Illinois.

When inter-
ested, write
your jobber
for Price List,
or to the man-
ufacturers.

MOSELEY &

COMPANY,

All kinds of Engraving at low prices.

Every Jeweler should have his picture or place ot
business printed on his letter heads, cards, and
advertisements. Send photogragh of what you
want, and we will gladly send estimate. Give us
a trial. Correspondence solicited.

Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia.

CLARK'S PATENT SIMPLICITY LAMP
For watchmak-

ers, jewelers, dent-
ists and chemists.
These lamps are

made in two sizes
of fonts, of the best
Ilia glass and in
sapphire and am-
ber colors, with
burners 3-16, 14,
and V. inch diame-
ters. The 14 :Mkt fi
inch burners are
put on the largest
font. The 3-16 incl._Clark's Simplicity Lamp. burner is put on the

small font, and is especially adapted for lathe and
and light work. 'they have nine facets on the
font, that it may be readily adjusted to any re-
quired position. Polished nickel trimmings and
attractive in appearance. In use fill but 14 full.
Price of 3-16 Inch, 60 cents; 4 inch, 75 cents;

1/2 inch, 85 cents. Ask your Jobber for them.

The Best In 'Use.

APPROVED

GRIFFITHS BROTHERS,
Manufacturing Jewelers

15 John Street, New York.

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique,
Etruscan and Filigree jewelry, rings, etc.

CHARLES KOHLBUSCH,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.

Send for Catalogue.
Repairs promptly attended to.

Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. 5, to send me

their overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas. Reiss,
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.
Well-known to the trade since the last 20 years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price 1,1st.

OSGOOD FOLDING CANVAS BOAT
Invented and Manufactured by N. A. OSGOOD,

Aattle Creek, Mot.

BEST,
SAFEST
and Lighted.

Impossible to tip .t over by Roeklag.
Hakes up four d 'Hermit weights, the same
nr four boats combined in one. Oars and
paddle arej olued, and pack in bout with- A
out extra charge. This eat allows the
hvehe.foot boat and peeking chevt.
Send for Illustrated Catalogue.

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for actual Workshop Business.
I,athes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Etc.

Polishing Machines. Lathes for the
heavier work of Jewelers.

OUR Patent Veloci-
pede Foot-Power is

without question the
best yet applied to
Lathes. Read a few
expressions from those
using them : "I do not
see how your lathes
can be produced at such
a low cost." " The Vel-
ocipede Foot-Power is
simply elegant." "Can
turn a whole day, and
feel as little tired as

though only walking around." " In regard to the
Velocipede Foot-Power,I consider the lathe without
an equal." " Using the Velocipede Foot-Power, the
operator call hold a steady hand for doing the
work." " For doing actual business, the lightest or
the heaviest, give me the Velocipede Foot-Power."
"The 4% Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." " What astonishes me is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a sum ot
money." " The No. Lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." "I can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I can on any
other style of foot-power lathe." " There is no tax
on strength, the body is at rest, steady, the hands
and attention free for the job." " The Velocipede—
is the best foot-power of any for lathes." Sold
ON TRIAL. Price List Free.

W. P. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, Rockford, Illinois.
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Successors to
JACOB COLTON & CO.,
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W. W. Coomes & Co
Manufacturers or

• 7

Gold and Silver Spectacles, Gold Eye-Glasses, and
Gold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Meadow, Mass.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALMIC COLLEGE.
A School for Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers.
A thoroughly practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that
appertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An
Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the
college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to
the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety of cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of
adjusting glasses in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision
of one of the professors. The school is now nearly three rears old, and its graduates in
all parts of the country are having remarkable success. 'I he diploma of this college is
recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superim
qualification in Optical science. Fees $50. For further particulars,.address the secretary,

•
H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

BOGLE BROS.,
Successors to T. F. & M. J. BOGLE,

The Vermont Wholesale Jewelers,
Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of Elgin, Waltham, Columbus, Springfield,
Seth Thomas and Chesire movements ; all Association Silver, Gold and Gold Pilled cases, rich jew-
elry of all kinds ; Rogers & Bro, and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks, Gold Pens,
Optical Goods, Watchmaker's Tools and Materials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly attended to. Try us.

BOGLE BROS., White River Junction, Vermont.

L. Lelong & Brother,

Gold and Silver Refiners, Assayers
AND

Sweep Smelters,
S. W. Corner Halsey and Marshall Sts.,

NEWARK, N. J.

HUTCHINSON'S

Practical School for Watcnmakers.

Is acknowledged by all to be very far in advance of the other
Horological Schools in this country.

Students are leaving other schools
to enter our school

Because we teach the most perfect methods of finishing all steel and
Jewel work, escapements, springing balance staff work and adjusting. Every
detail of watch repairing and making accurately and systematically taught.

Trade Work better and cheaper than any other House. Prices, circu-
lars, study courses and references on application.

J. L. Hutchinson, La Porte, Indiana.

H. H. HEINRICH,
12,14 and 16 John Street, New York.

MANUFACTURER OF MARINE CHRONOMETERS.

A large stock of new and second-hand Marine Chronom-
eters on hand. All my second-hand chronometers are
thoroughly overhauled, refinished and readjusted. They
look like new. Rented out at $5 per month, payable in
advance. No rent charged if bought within a certain time
Terms to suit customers. Marine Chronometers sprung
with palladium springs, repaired, cleaned and adjusted for
the trade.

If you wish to find the best place in this country to learn
the watchmaking trade in all its branches, go to

PARSONS'
SCHOOL for WATCHMAKERS

La Porte, Indiana.

The first and best school in this country. Send for
Circulars and Testimonials.

United States

Smelting and Refining Works,
17 John Street, - New York.

Wollstein St Sulzberger,

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.

Sole manufacturers of PEICENIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.

Importers of CHEMICALLY PURE COPPER, etc.

Dealers in FINE GOLD and SILVER IN BARS, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Gold and Silver Bought.

The Philadelphia

School of Horology.
Instruction in Watchmaking of all the finer branches, combining Theory

and Practice. The advantages I have are unsurpassed, as large models of all
escapements and many other parts of movements are used in explaining.
Why waste years in learning what can be learned in a few months ? The
cost is but small in consideration of time saved, and your increased ability
will make your time worth double. For particulars, address the instructor.

M. E. Harmstead,
"4 South Seventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SiCl< •

lf your Watch or Clock
does not run, take

them to

QUICK & CO•,
Hustletown, U. S.A.

These cuts are a tak-
ing novelty for Jewelers
use. Can be used hi
newspapers. cards, bill
and letter heads etc.,
etc. This pair of elec-
trotypes sent to any ad-

(coPYrtrarrrEo.) dress on receipt of $2. (COPYRIGHTED.)

W. C. SPRAGUE, Chicago Lawn, Cook Co., 111.
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SOLE AGENTS NATIONAL CLOCK CO.

SOLE AGENTS GLOBE SILVER PLATED WARE NEWYoRK9
WE CARRY COM Pl.b.TE ASSORTMENTS IN OUR
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GLOBE 14:: CASES,
MAIK

Our Illustrated

JEWELRY OR
kinTERIJIL

CAT7ILOGI1E$
should be in the hands of every

Dealer.

LARGEST AND MOST COMPLETE
PUBLISHED, SENT TO THE

TRADE FREE.

WHOLESALE- JEWELERS

I I

1 j1
WATCHES EWELRY

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

23

wolth
JAIL

alutuutuniiim
Y2 SIZE:

The above shows the

A

E.4
Z cc

LATEST and BEST.

AMERICAN WATCH TOOL CO., Waltham, Mass.
or 46 Madison Street, Chicago, III.

F. A. HARDY & CO.,
WHOLESALE OPTICIANS,

Chicago, Illinois.
MANUFACTURERS AND DIRECT IMPORTERS,

Send 30 cents and receive sample of Our $1.00 Spectacle. Wholesale Price, $3.60 Net Cash.
IT IS THE BEST IN THE MARKET.

BECAUSE
THE LENSES ARE

GUARANTEED

PURE WHITE

PERFECT I N

CURVATURE,

CENTERING
AND

FINISH.

,4„ .

Copyright 1889 by 1,, A. IIARDY St CO.

-

-

'

BECAUSE
THE FRAMES ARE

STRONG,

DURABLE,

WELL

TEMPERED
AND

FINELY

FINISHED.

We also have the best facilities and do the largest business in the West in filling Occuiists' orders,
making all kinds of special spectacles to order, and doing all kinds of repairing.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE. ALL WORK SENT SAME DAY AS RECEIVED.

THE KEYSTONE, JUNE, 1889.

Cu H. KNIGHTS & CO.
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS.

Sanderson's Ring Block,
The Best Ring Block in the Market.

2 3 4 6 7

Olin's Turning Tools,
Fitted and Sharpened ready for use. $3.5o per set.

The Rocheleau Ring Rolls,
A New and Useful Tool. No Jeweler should be

without them.

GrOut's Excelsior Foot Wheel,
With Extra Large Base. 30 lb Wheel, To-
tal 55, $8.50. 40 IT) Wheel, Total 65, $9.50
Best wheel in the market for the price,

NEW TOOLS=------
WATCHMAKERS PIVOT DRILLS.

IIII111 II III

TTITTTTITTIT
A.. W. JOIE-IA.1V 01 ,

CHICAGO.

Watchmakers' Pivot Tools.
As,torted Sizes in each dozen. Nicely tempered, finiched, ready fcr.

vise. Th, best drill in the market. Price, 75 cents per doz.

'

44%41 ;:zaw=ximogigalliffilinswasio*

Pendant Bow Pliers.
An Excellent Tool for fitting the Bow. Nickle Plated, 75 cents.

STOCK ALL CLEAN AND NEW.

125 AND 127 STATE STREET,

The B & M Gravers.
Finely tempered and finished, ready for use. Best in the market.

Sole Agents in the United States for the Celebrated

DAMASCUS MAINSPRINGS.
ALL THE NEW THINGS IN TOOLS.

- CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.



TRENTON WATCHES
Are the Best Low Priced Watches made in the World

THE KEYSTONE, JUNE, 1889.

SCHWAB &
CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Special Wholesale Agents

D NON-MAGNETIC

American Manufacture.

16 Size, from $7.5o upward,
18 Size, from $15.00 upward,

Hunting and

Open Face.

No. 101.

14K. Gold Filled, Engine
Turned.

A complete line of all other makes of CASES and MOVEMENTS, particularly the

No. 70.
Nickel Silver Bascine, fitted with

Giles Anti-Magnetic Shield.

$5.00.

Watchmakers who value their reputations and have
a trade for a low priced watch that can be relied ufion
for lime should buy the Manufacture and Handle

LARGE CUSHION
TIGER CAMEO RINGS,

$3.38

at Special Prices.

New Bargain List every Month Engraved Rings.
A NEW LOT

at Reduced Prices.
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RUD. C. HAHN,
194 Broadway,

Headquarters

AGATE,

AMETHYST,

CAT'S EYE,

jewelpg and

New York.

for

TIGER EYE,

TOPAZ,

MOONSTONE

Fang Ooods.

Sample Packages sent to Responsible Parties.

• ESTABLISHED 1864.

STERN & STERN,
Importers and Manufacturers

Diamonds,

Watches,
and

Jewelry

No. 13 Maiden Lane,
New York.

D. C. Percival & Co.,
Wholesale Jewelers.

Ask to see our new line of

Hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,
in Silver and Plate.

Other Novelties Coming.

We carry in stock

NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES,
Waltham and Geneva Makes.

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

40 All Orders Filled the same day as Received.

D. C. PERCIVAL & CO.,
Boston, Mass.
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Great Slaughter Sale!!!
The Western Silverplate Co., having retired from business, we bought their entire stock of nice, new, fresh goods, consisting- of

Berry and Fruit Dishes ; Flower, Pickle and Jelly Trays ; Pickle Castors;
Salt and Pepper Castors ; Celery and Flower Vases ; Toilets ; Tooth Pick Holders;

F1-117-1
aliara7,4

Individual Castors, etc., etc. at a big reduction from regular prices.

It will pay to buy now and keep for Fall and Holiday Trade.
We have issued two large circulars with illustrations and prices. If you havn't received same, send for them.

We also have circulars with illustrations and prices of the latest and best goods in the following lines, which we send
under seal to Jewelers only. It will pay every jeweler not having received them to send for same.

NEW FILLED WATCH CASES. FIELD GLASSES. MAGNIFIERS.
REDUCTIONS IN CASES and MOVEMENTS. TELESCOPES. MICROSCOPES.
NEW WALNUT CLOCKS. COMPASSES. WATCH BOXES
NEW WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS, BAROMETERS. SHOW CASE TRAYS.
NEW JEWELRY. THERMOMETERS. KNIVES and FORKS.
SILVER PLATED FLAT WARE. SPECTACLES. EYE-GLASSES.

Send to

WHOLESALERS OF EVERYTHING NEEDED BY JEWELERS.

Also ELECTRO PLATERS' SUPPLIES, BATTERIES, ETC.

No. 45 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted

No. 47 15 Jewel Gilt Adjusted

18 SIZE, FULL PLATE.
American Manufacture.

No. 43 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted No. 71 20 Jewels Nickel Adjusted
No. 45 15 44 44 if No. 72 18 46 ii 46

No. 47 15 " Gilt 44 No. 73 16 " " 4 I

No. 74 15 " "

No. 71 20 Jewel Nickel Adjusted No. 81 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted

No. 74 15 Jewel Nickel Adjusted No. 84 7 Jewel Gilt

Are made in the following grades:

16 SIZE 3-4 PLATE.

No. 81 15 Jewels Nickel Adjusted
No. 82 15 " Gilt
No. 83 11 4 4 4 4 4 4

No. 84 7 4 I 4 4 4 4

We invite special attention to the above grades, which can be found with our Special Wholesale Agents. Very respectfully
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Has the Most Perfect Prescription Lens Grinding Shop in the World.
Every lens carefully examined before being sent out.

One of the few houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods at retail.

imma.■•■

READ
what we oiler you for June in

SPECTACLES AND EYE-GLASSES.

We thought nothing could be more season-
able at the present time than Coquille Eye_
Glasses and Spectacles. You need 'em and
must have 'em. We have anticipated your
wants.

No. 384
Smoke or Blue Coquille steel Rid-

ing Bow, very good.

$3.00 per dozen, worth $4.50

4 No. 384
Smoke or Blue Coquille steel Rid-

ing Bow for the children.

$3.00 per dozen, worth $4.50

No. 359
Smoke or Blue Coquille. steel Rid-

ing Bow, very fair.
$1.75 per dozen, worth $2.50

No. 382
Smoke or Blue Coquille straight tem-

ple steel specs, very good.

$1.75 per dozen, worth $2.00

No. 381
Smoke or Blue Coquille straight tem-

ple steel specs, very fair.
$1.25 per dozen, worth $1.5o

No. 400
Steel E. G. cork guards, Smoke or

13lue Coquille, very good.
$3.00 per dozen, worth $4.00

The above are only a few of the Special

bargains we have in Coquille. Space pre-

vents our giving all, but send to us for what

you want, we will likely have it. Name

price, and we are sure to have something

pretty close either in very high or very low

prices. Let us send you samples. We have

a very few of our special reductions in

gold left over. If you need anything from

them, let us know as we will likely close

all out in a few days. Those who bought a

few are coming back for more. Can't last

much longer.

Have You Bought your Thermometers yet?
Every Jeweler should carry a few thermometers at least

during the Summer months. You will be sure to sell them.
The following is a list of the cheaper and more salable goods.
A glance will show you that for $25 oo you can secure a very
good asqortment. Let us send you a sample package at our
expense for your selection.• On every $25 worth sold you
will make a clean net profit of at least $75. Not bad ! Is it?

220
210-
200-
Isol
ISO
170
I 60-
150
140-
130-
120
110
100-
90
60
70
60-

40
30-
20
10

(")

Chandelier Thermometer.
This is a very attractive and salable Thermometer, being

adapted for parlor and office use. Made in brass or nickel
plated. Suspend from chandelier or bracket.

Per Down, $16.00.

We sold more than Three Hundred dozen
of the following goods during May, and have
not had one pair returned, which, to say the
fast, is very gratifying to us.

Lot No. 5
)1id Gold Riding Bows. Former Price

$1.75. Reduced to $1.35 per pair.

Lot No. 6
Solid Gold Straight Temple Spectacles. For-

mer Price $2 25. Reduced to $1.8o
per pair.

Lot No. 7
Solid Gold Eye-Glasses, regular guard. For-

nier Price $2,00 Reduced to $1 5o
per pair.

Lot No. 8
Solid G Eye-Glasses. Bausch patent.

Former Price $2.25. Reduced to
$1.8o per pair.

Cottage Thermometer.
Thermometer and Storm Glass, mounted on
a black back-ground, cherry mouldings,
ornament either end, united at the

sides by bright wire rods.
No. 58. . . . • . . . . . per doz n $2 70

Common Thermometers,
Common Tin Case Thermometer, packed

dozen in a box
No. i. inch, . . . . . . per dozen $1 oo
No. 2. 8 " 1 

" I 00

NO 3. to " " I 30
No. 4. 12 " 4 4 

" I tO

Thermometers for Decorative Art
and Fancy Work.

Thermometers for this purpose are all grad-
uated from three test points, and are
as accurate as it is possible to make

such small Thermometers.
No. 59. The same packed i dozen in

a box, ........ per dozen go
No. 59. The same mounted, one doz.

assorted sizes (24, 3, 3.4, 4 in.)
on heavy ornamental easel back
cards, . . . . . . . . per dozen i 25

No. 59 is a beautiful card for the window.

Flange Dairy Thermometers.
NO. 12. 8 inch . . . . . . per dozen $1 50

House or Cabinet Thermometers.
No. 17. 8 inch, sq. end Walnut case -

per dozen, $2 oo
No. 18. to inch, sq. end Walnut case

. . . . . . . . . . per dozen,
NO. 2234. 20 in. ebonized frame, doz,
No. 2434. io in. maple frame, doz, .
No. 26g. ro in. cherry frame, doz, .

2 35
4 00
400
4 oo
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BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
Headquarters for Horse Timers and Chronographs

No. 745. Nickel Horse Timer.

141 & 143 STATE STREET, CHICAGO, ILLS.

No. 746. 746. Silver Swiss Chronograph. No. 749. Silver Swiss Chronograph, Split Seconds,

FOR PRICES OF SWISS HORSE TIMER AND CHRONOGRAPHS, SEE PAGE 24, OUR NET POCKET LIST.

AMERICAN WATCH COMPANY'S CHRONOGRAPHS.
Fine 16-size Stem Wind and Stem Set, 3 4 Plate, Waltham Movement, Sweep Second, Beats 1.5 Seconds, Start, Ftop and Fly Back. A Perfect Watch. A. Perfect Timer.

Showing Gilded Movement. Showing Chronograph Dial. Showing Chronograph Dial. Minute Register Showing Gilded Movement. Minute Register.

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING. GOLD. GOLD FILLED AND SILVER CASES.

seLIT
sEcolp

MIN set-1Zr,
SEGO

REGI'svIe
TER,

Showing Best Quality Nickel Movement.
Spilt Seconds

Showing Chronograph Dial. Split Seconds.
Minute Register.

Showing Best Quality Nickel Movement
Split Seconds. Minute Register.

'434,111".',111'111111111.1111,1'

Showing Nickel Movement.

FOR PRICES OF' AMERICAN WALTHAM CHRONOGRAPHS SEE PAGE 8, OUR NET POCKET LIST.

Mg 30 NT iuil. X..aI. M 1\T (Sri
Wholesale Jewelers and importers. Catalogue, to the Trade only, upon application. 1 4 1-1 0 JIB *Pr 41DX-XiCULAGOI
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The Philadelphia Optical ad Watch Co. Limited
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

One of the few houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods at retail.

DID 1011
EVER STOP TO THINK

OF WHAT WE ARE DOING FOR YOU

AND WHY YOU SHOULD GIVE

US YOUR SUPPORT?

BECAUSE we are protecting your inter-
ests by selling no goods at retail to any one.
BECAUS o. we have one of the largest and

most complete lines of Watches and Optical
goods in the country.
BECAUSE we have the largest and best

equipped watch case and jewelry repair shops
and'most pei feet prescription lens grinding
factory in the country.
BECAUSE all orders and all repair work

is returned you on same day as received.
BECAUSE we pay as much attention to

small orders as we do to large ones, and en-
deavor to please our customers in every way
possible.
BECAUSE you all want to buy of a dis-

tinctly and exclusively wholesale house—you
have repeatedly said so, and it is right you
should feel as you do in the matter. Now,
you have such a house and we ask for your
encouragement. Send us all you can.
We particularly desire your watch case and

jewelry repair work, and having the facilities
we have and doing the immense amount we
do, we are not only able to do it quickly, but
we can do it much cheaper than it is gener-
ally done. Reader, if you are not sending us
your repair work already, send us a trial
package; you will not be disappointed.

Something Entirely New
BAYONET JOINTED

SILVEROID AND GOLDOID CASES
for

American Movements.
A Silveroid Case with a Screw Bezel which is a big improvement over the old style Screw Bezel.

Nickel Open Face Key-Wind, 18 size at 75 Cents.

Nickel Open Face Stem-Wind, 18 size at 75 Cents.

Goldold Open Face, K. W., at $1.75.

" S. W., at $1.75.

We can send any Waltham or Elgin movements you may desire

for the above cases, but would particularly recommend the 18 size

new open face S. W. Cheshire $3.50 movement for the 18 size S. W.

open face Silveroid. A complete

18s. 0. F. Stem-Wind Silveroid Watch at $4.25.

18s. 0. F. Stem-Wind Goldoid Watch at $5.25.

Let us send you a sample of each and we know you will buy more.

All dealers know that they occasionally have trouble in fitting

the movements in cases, and to obviate this, we propose putting the

movements in the cases for you, where it may be desired.

We also have albig stodk of the regular jointed Silveroid at the following

low prices.

Nickel Open Face Key-Wind,

11 11 " Stem "

14 14 14 Snap, -

size at 75 cents.

18 size at 75 cents.

16 size at 50 cents.

These prices are less 6 per cent. when cash ac-
companies the order, and are net

4 months.

Get in your Orders Early. We do not think the above Prices will last long.

Send us your old gold and silver. We will pay you just what it is worth.

We are receiving packages from all over the country and our estimates are

giving perfect satisfaction. Why ? Because we allow

JUST WHAT THE OLD GOLD OR SILVER IS WORTH.

NKR PLEASE
That we are one of the few Jobbers and

Manufacturers who do not sell goods at retail.
That we have the larrst and best equipped

shops for Watch Case and Jewelry repairing
in the country.
That we are keeping up our reputation for

making perfect Plain and Band Gold Rings.
That we do not cast our plain gold rings,

but roll them.
That, Cast Rings being brittle, will not

stretch without breaking, while rolled rings
will stretch and are stretched every day with-
out either cracking or breaking.

That, as we make so very many rings, we
can make them cheaper and better than the
majority of houses and fill our orders much
quicker.
That we employ only skilled workmen in

our shops, and turn out only good work.
That we guarantee all our work to be as

represented, and that our gold will assay
exactly what it is stamped.
That we make a specialty of altering Key-

wind Cases into Stem-wind and casing odd
movements in either Gold or Silver Cases.
That, for reference, we give you what very

few houses can: the solid endorsement of
the ligitimate trade of our own city..

•
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Aurora Watch Company,
Manufacturers of

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS
of Superior Finish and Time-Keeping Qualities of Highest Character

Eleven Grades of Open Face Pendant Setting
Movements.

Eleven Grades of Open Face Lever Setting
Movements.

Eleven Grades of Htg. Stem-Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key-Wind Movements.

Pour Gradesof 6 size Stem-Wind Movements.

Special mention is made of the higher

grades of ADJUSTED Movements, SPECIALLY

ADAPTED TO RAILWAY SERVICE. They are

more thoroughly adjusted and keep closer time

than any other watch in the market.

Manufacturers also of the GUILD Watch,
Made under special contract with the U. S. Jewelers' Guild, bearing the "Guild" registered trade mark, and sold to none but members of the Guild.

No Connection with Trusts or Combinations.

Write to the Company for Information.

Canadian Office : 81 King Street East, Toronto.

Aurora, Illinois.
General Office at the Factory.

CROSS & BEGUELIP1,
21 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK. P. O. BOX 531.

WATCHES  SWISS AND AMERICAN.

TRADE f AAR,'

ritaisTr '0

Plated Ware.

JEWELRY  GOLD AND ROLLED PLATE

Tools and Materials. DIAMONDS  SET AND IINSET.
Also, NICKEL STEM-WINDING HORSE TIMERS;

Makers of the

Centennial Watch and Centennial Chronograph.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST Agents for the "LA SALLE " NICKEL ALARM CLOCKS.
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SEND FOR 

A sample of the new 7 jewel movement made
by the New York Standard Watch Co.

Open Face. Straight me Lever

Stem Wind Lever et

Second Hand Enamel Dial

Fits all Lever and Pendant Set Cases.

$4.00 with Cash Discount.
Send for small pamishlet of testimonials.

New Yok Otandarid Watch no.,
General Office and Sales Depot,

13 aobn $cRaT.
Corbin Building, Broadway and _John Streets.

FRANK G. MILLER, Gen'l Selling gt.

Order from your Jobber.

This Company has been accepted as a Co-operative Manufacturer.
This Movement can be had of the Regular Jobber.

Fountain Pens.

Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be superior
to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower price
that& you have ever had first-class goods in this line offered
at before.

The Pen is I4K. gold, warranted, with iridium point,
and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The Barrel is
made of best vulcanized rubber, and every genuine pen is
stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of In Plain

Gold Pen. Holders, as cut.

2 $10.50
3 12-60

4 14.80

5 16 20

In Chased In Pancy Gold
Holder. Mounted Holder.

$12.60 $14.80

14.80 16 20

16.20 I 8 oo
• 18.00 21.60

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs, at $i.00
per dozen extra.

TERMS : Prompt Cash, less 5 pa' cent.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.

,  •

pave you seer? tI2e
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1

HEY are warranted to weal TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open

curb trace and cable links. What use

has any one for a solid gold chain that :

will soon have to be sold for old gold

at a GREAT SACRIFICE, when for

one-fourth of the money they can pro. -
-_

cure an article equally satisfactory ?

...Mt ?..1.?. .!4?..t. . ic
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L
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Att RARROAD MEN
Carry Fine Watches

and. use

RAMSAIS' LEATHER MED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

It is also

A Non-Conductor of
Electricity.

Manufactured only by

Burt Ramsay & Co.

204 Superior Street,

Cleveland. 0.

ELGIN NATIONAL
The following is an extract from " ECHO," published at Melbourne relating to test of Watches at the recent Exposition held there:

Testing of Watches at the Melbourne Observatory for Awards
Centennial International Exhibition, 1888.

(Extract from Official Report, Horological Section.)

The Jury examined the Exhibits in this Claes, and recorded the following points for general excellence of manufacture:

NAME OF JUDGES.
ELGIN WATCH

COMPANY

RoTHERAM &

SONS.

R. L. J. Ellery, F. R. S , Astronomer Royal, Great Britain -
James Yardley, Watchmaker, Victoria. - - -
J. Borgel. Watchmaker, Switzerland. - - . -
H. G. Bobardt, Watchmaker

' 
United States. - -

E, J. White, F. R. S. Chief Assistant Astronomer, Great Britain.
R. E. Joseph, Watchmaker, Victoria. " - -
G. H. Kuster, Watchmaker, Victoria. - " " -
F. Vanderkelen, M. D., Belgium. - - " -
A., H. Enet., Watchmaker. Germany. - - - _
F. W. Elsener, M. D., Victoria. - - - -

Total, _ . _ _ ... -

-

-

'

"

-
.

-
-

-
-

•
-

_
-

- . . . .
_ - -

. - - -
- -

- - -
. . ..

" 
. - -

- -
_ _ _ _ _

- - - -
. _ . . _

85
40
40
40
40
40
37
30
83
81

32
36 ,
38
36
33
40
36
28
32
33

366 343

From the foregoing it will be seen that the AMERICAN ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY scored Cie highest number of marks for general excellence of
manufacture, having obtained 366 points out of a possible 400. Rotheram & Sons obtained 343 points out of a possible 400.

The rates of the ELGIN WATCH which obtained the highest number of marks for time-keeping are better than those of the best English, Swiss and American Watches
which were tested at the Sydney Observatory for the International Exhibition of 1879, and also better than the best watches tested at the Melbourne Observatory for the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1880.

From the high position the ELGIN WATCHES took for the general excellence of their mminfacture, the jury awarded a First Class Award-Gold Medal, and also a
Special Extra First Class Award for having obtained the victory in the Timing Tests at the Observatory.

The ELGIN WATCH COMPANY has been awarded two Gold Medals, being a higher award than that obtained by any other exhibitor of
watches at the Melbourne Centennial International Exhibition of 1888. These awards place the Elgin Watches higher than any other watch
ever before introduced into Australasia, and endorses the verdict of almost all the eminent scientls:s throughout the world, that the Elgin
Watches have no equal for the general excellence of their Manufacture and superiority for time-keeping qualities.

"The AMERICAN ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY and Messrs. Rotheram & Sons entered into a Time Test Competition with a number of their exhibited
watches. The time test was made at the Observatory, where the watches were under trial for sixteen days in the several positions, and the ELGIN WATCH COMPANY
obtained for time-keeping 27.6 marks, against 21.7 of the best Rotheram & Sons. It is recommended that both exhibits get a First Award, and the ELGIN WATCH COMPANY
get an extra First Class Award for having obtained the victory in the time tests."--R. L. J. ELLERY, Government Astronomer, Chairman.

It must be borne in mind that the ELGIN WATCHES which obtained the highest number of marks for time-keeping were of the Sixth Grade (B. W. Raymond), and
that the Rotheram & Sons' watches were of their first quality, and had been specially rated and tested at the Kew Observatoryjondon, before being sent to the Melbourne
Exhibition.

"The Waltham Watch Company declined to enter into a general competition, but claimed an award for non-magnetic properties of certain watches exhibited. * * * *
But the jury made no award, as there was some doubt as to the claims made by the exhibitors, and also as to the originality of the construction on which their claim wasbased."

The following table shows the performance of the Watches rated at the Melbourne Observatory during a period of sixteen days, the watches having been tested in six
different positions.

American Elgin National Watch Company. Rotheram & Sons.

Makers' No of Mov't. 1788940 1646722

Date 1888.

November 27
" 28
‘• 29
" 80

December 1
2

11

41

H M
22 6
22 13
21 49
22 15
22 53
22 4

3 22 23
4 21 51
6 21 44
6 22 19

7 21 66
8 22 40
9 21 45
10 21 35
11 21 33
12 21 63

Position Sow

Face
up

Pend't
up

Pend't
right

Pend't
down
Pend't
left

Face
down

MS

xx 45.91
x 0 2.6

-x 000 011...066

x001
x 0 1.6
- 0 1.3
- 0 4.1
- 0 8.6
- 0 2.8

5 5.4
0 2.8
0 2.6
0 2 8

Daily
Loss

Slow Daily
Loss

1788981 607141 Makers' No. of Mov't. 71105 82928 84441

Slow Daily
Loss

Slow Daily
Lass

1.8
1.6
1.0
1.6
1.5

1,6
1.4
28
2.7

x 0.6
x 0.7
- 2.7
x 2.6
x 0..2_ 02

56.1
1.1
56
10.3
139
17.2

- 1 23.1
- 1 28.8
- 1 36.6
- 1 42 1
- 1 47 9
- 1 63.6
- 1 68.8
- 2 7.3
- 2 13.8
- 2 21.0

5.0
4.6
4.6
3.6
34

58
5.8
6.8
6.3

6.9
4.6
6.0
8.6

- 6.5
- 71

0
0
0
0
0
0

4.7
7.4
9.4
11.2
12.0
12.5

xxx 00 2207.99

0 39.3x 

x 5506'62
x 1 2.6
xx 1 15.1
x 1 20.1
x 

1 22.9
1 25.8

xx

27
2.0
1.8
0.8
0.5

7.5
7.6

11.5
11 0
6.7
6.2
13.0
6.0

2.3
3.4

MS

O 47.5
0 49.6
0 61.0
O 51.7
0 52.2
0 53.6

-- 0 47.7
-- 0 42.8

-- 0 86.7
0 30.7
0 21 3

-- 0 12 7
- 0 6.6
- 0 1.1
- 0 2.0
- 0 3.5

2.0
1.5
0.7
0.5
14

Date, 1888.

HM
November 27. 22 6
" 28. 22 13
I' 29. 21 49
" 30. 22 15

December 1. 22 63
4 2. 22 4

x5.8 •'

X 5. ..

X 6 1 41 

3. 22 28

x5.9 4. 

4. 21 61

X 9 6 14 

2144 

3

X 8.4 It

x7.4 41 

7. 2156 
8. 22 40

X 4.6 .. 
9.  2144

•11021 :: ::
- 0 9 it 1561.
- 1.6 41

Watch No.
Face up

Rates

1788940
1646722
1788931
607141

Gr4atest

- 1.8
- 6.0
x 2.7
- 2.0

Least

- 1.0
- 3.4
x 0.6
- 0.6

Differ.
once of
Rates

0.8
16
22
15

Marks

14.7
9.3
6.8
10.0

Other Positions

Rate

Greatest Least

Differ.
ence of
Rates

Marks

-- 28
-- 8.6
x 13.0
x 9.5

x 2.6
- 55
- 2.7
- 1.5

5.4
3.1

10.7
11.0

12.8
16.9
5.7
6.3

Total
Marks

27.5
25.2
11.0
16.3

Slow Daily
Loss

Slow Daily
Loss Slow Daily

Loss
Position

M

0 60.4
1 16.5
1 48.5
2 22.5

-26.0
-32.6
-33.4

Found stopped
on Dec. 1. It
was examined
by Mr. Yard-
ley on Dec. 3,
who rei orted
defect in
ratchet of
winding gear.

s

O 14 4
O 17.8
O 20.6
O 25.1
0 28.7
O 32.7
0 31.6
O 30.7
O 28 0
O 25.8
0 28.8
0 31.5

30.8
29.9
27 6
25.7

- 3.4
- 2.■4
- 44
_ 3 6

- 4.1

1.1
1.3
2.3
2.1
3.0
84
0.7
0.9
2.3
1 9

Face up Other

Watch
Rate Differ.

coca of
Rate

Marks Watch
Rate

Greatest Least Greatest Least

82928
84441
- 4.4
- 18 7

- 2.8
-15.1

16
3.6

9.8
-4.0

82928
84441
- 8.4
x 3.7

x 2.8
x 2.7

M
x 0 15.6
-0 0.4
-0 16.7
-0 33.7
-0 52.5
-1 7.8
-1 48
-1 28
-1 1.0
-0 58 6
--O 59.7
--1 05

-0 66.9
-0 56.0

-0 58.7
-1 0.0

-16.9
-15.1
-17.7
-18.7
-15.8

8.4
1.5
1.8
2.7
1.1
0.8
3.7
0.9
2.7
1.8

Face
up

Pend't
up

Pend't
right
Pend't
down
Pend't
left
Face
down

Positions
Differ.
once of Marks
Rate

Total
Marks

5.7 12 4 21.7
6.4 11.5 7.5

Mark. equal 20 (3- diff. of rate). Marks equal 4-3 (15- diff. of rate.)
Melbourne Observatory. Dec. 21, 1888. x Means gaining ; -losing.

R. L. ELLERY. F. R. S., Government Astronomer. Chairman.

WATCH COMPANY
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SEND FOR

A sample of the new 7 jewel movement made
by the New York Standard Watch Co.

Open Face. Straight me Lever

Stem Wind Lever et

Second Hand Enamel Dial

Fits all Lever and Pendant Set Cases.

$4.00 with Cash Discount.
Send for small pamphlet of testimonials.

New York Otandard Watch no,,
General Office and Sales Depot,

13 301511 SCREET.
Corbin Building, Broadway and John Streets.

FRANK G. MILLER, Gen'l Selling gt.

Order from your Jobber.

This Company has been accepted as a Co-operative Manufacturer.
This Movement can be had of the Regular Jobber.

Fountain Pens.

Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be superior
to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower price
that you have ever had first-class goods in this line offered
at before.

The Pen is 14K. gold, warranted, with iridium point,
and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The Barrel is
made of best vulcanized rubber, and every genuine pen is
stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of

Gold Pcn.

2

3
4
5

III Plain
floiders, as cut.

$10.50

12-60

14.80

16 20

In Chased In Fancy Gold
Holder. Mounted Holder.

$12.60 $14.80
14.80 16 20

16.20 18 oo
18.00 21.60

•
Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs, at $1.00

per dozen extra.

TERMS : Prompt Cash, less 5 pr cent.

Wm. H. Hoskins Co.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 ARCH STREET, PHILADELPHIA.
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Ali RAILROAD ID
Carry Fine Watches

and use

RAISAIS) tEATHER MED

SWIVELS
To Protect the Watch Bow.

It is also

A Non-Conductor of
Electricity.

Manufactured only by

Burt Ramsay & Co.

204 Superior Street,

Cleveland. 0.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

ELGIN NATIONAL
The following is an extract from "ECHO," published at Melbourne relating to test of Watches at the recent Exposition held there:

Testing of Watches at the Melbourne Observatory for Awards
Centenn;al International Exhibition, 1888.

(Extract from Official Report, Horological Section.)

The Jury examined the Exhibits in this Class, and recorded the following points for general excellence of manufacture:

NAME OF JUDGES.
ELGIN WATCH

COMPANY

ROTHERAM &

SONS.

R. L. J. Ellery, F. R. S., Astronomer Royal, Great Britain - . . - - - -
James Yardley, Watchmaker, Victoriti. - - - . - . _ -
J. Borgel. Watchmaker, Switzerland. - - - - - . - -
H. G, Bobardt, Watchmaker

' 
United States. - - - _ -

E. J. White, F. R. 8., Chief Assistant Astronomer, Great Britain. . .
R. E. Joseph, Watchmaker, Victoria. - - - . . - -
G. H. Kuster, Watchmaker, Victoria. - - - - - -

. -
F. Vanderkelen, M. D., Belgium. - - - - _ _ -
A.. H. Enes, Watchmaker. Germany. - - - - _ _ -
F. W. Elsener, M. D., Victoria. - - - - - - _ - -

Total, - - - - - - - - - - - -

35
40
41)
40
40
4037

30
33
31

32
36 ,
38
36
33
40
36
98

32
33

306 343

From the foregoing it will be seen that the AMERICAN ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY scored the highest number of marks for general excellence of
manufacture, having obtained 366 points out of a possible 400. Rotheram & Sons obtained 343 points out of a possible 400.

The rates of the ELGIN WATCH which obtained the highest number of marks for time-keeping are better than those of the best English, Swiss and American Watches
which were tested at the Sydney Observatory for the International Exhibition of 1879, and also better than the best watches tested at the Melbourne Observatory for the Inter-
national Exhibition of 1880.

From the high position the ELGIN WATCHES took for the general excellence of their npinufacture, the jury awarded a First Class Award-Gold Medal, and also a
Special Extra First Class Award for having obtained the victory in the Timing Tests at the Observatory.

The ELGIN WATCH COMPANY has been awarded two Gold Medals, being a higher award than that obtained by any other exhibitor of
watches at the Melbourne Centennial international Exhibition of 1888. These awards place the Elgin Watches higher than any other watch
ever before introduced into Australasia, and endorses the verdict of almost all the eminent ecientis:s throughout the world, that the Elgin
Watches have no equal for the general excellence of their Manufacture and superiority for time-keeping qualities.

"The AMERICAN ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH COMPANY and Messrs. Rotheram & Sons entered into a Time Test Competition with a number of their exhibited
watches. The time test was made at the Observatory. where the watches were under trial for sixteen days in the several positions, and the ELGIN WATCH COMPANY
obtained for time-keeping 27.6 marks, against 21.7 of the best Rotheram & Sons. It is recommended that both exhibits get a First Award, and the ELGIN WATCH COMPANY
get an extra First Class Award for having obtained the victory in the time tests."--R. L. J. ELLEIZY, Government Astronomer, Chairman.

It must be borne in mind that the ELGIN WATCHES which obtained the highest number of marks for time-keeping were of the Sixth Grade (B. W. Raymond), and
that the Rotheram & Sons' watches were of their first quality, and had been specially rated and tested at the Kew Observatory, London, before being sent to the Melbourne
Exhibition.

"The Waltham Watch Company declined to enter into a general competition, but claimed an award for non-magnetic properties of certain watches exhibited. * * * *
But the jury made no award, as there was some doubt as to the claims made by the exhibitors, and also as to the originality of the construction on which their claim was based."

The following table shows the performance of the Watches rated at the Melbourne Observatory during a period of sixteen days, the watches having been tested in six
different positions.

American Elgin National Watch Company. Rotheram & Sons.

Makers' No of Mov't. 1788940 1646722 1788931 607141 I Makers' No. of Mov't.

Date 1888.

November 27
" 28
" 29
" 80

December 1
0 2
44 3
4 4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

4 4

.t

H M
22 6
22 13
21 49
22 15
22 53
22 4
22 23
21 5t
21 44
22 19
21 50
22 40
21 45
21 35
21 33
21 63

Position

Face
up

Pend't
up

Pend't
right
Pend't
down
Pend't
left

Face
down

S ow

MS

x 0 5.9
x 0 4.1
x 0 2.0
x 0 1.6
- 0 0.0
- 0 1.5

x 0 0 1
x 0 1.6
0 1.3

- 0 4.1
- 0 3.5
- 0 2.8
- 5 5.4
- 0 2.8

- 0 2.6
- 0 2 8

Daily
Loss

Slow

51 S

0 56.1
1 1.1
1 56
1 10.3
1 13 9
1 17.2

x 1.6 - 1 23.1
x 1.41- 1 28.8

- 2 8 - 1 35.0
2.7 - 1 42 1

x 0.6 - 1 47 9
x 0.7 - 1 53.6

-- 2.7
x 2.6
x 0.2

- 

0.2

- 1 58.8
- 2 7.3

- 2 13.8
- 2 21,0

Daily
Loss

5.0
4.6
4.6
3.5
34

58
5.8

6.8
6.3

5.9
4.6

6.0
8.6

6.5
71

71105 82928

Slow Daily Slow Daily I 
Loss Loss 

Date, 1888.

4.7
7.4
9.4
11.2
12.0
12.5

x 0 20 9
x 0 27.9

x 0 39.3
x 0 50.0

x 0 56 2
x 1 2.0

x 1 15.1
x 1 20.1

x 1 22.9
x 1 25.8

xx

27
2.0
1.8
0.8
0.5

• 

7.5
x 7.6

x 1111 0.5x 

• 

6.7

• 

6.2

x 153..0x 0

2.3
3.4

MS

O 47.5
0 49.6
0 61.0
O 61.7
O 52.2
O 53.6

O 47.7
O 42.8

O 36.7
O 30.7

0 21 3
O 12 7

O 6.6
0 1.1

O 2.0
O 3.5

2.0
1.5
0.7
0.5
14

x 5.8
x 5.

x 61
x 5.9

x 95
x 8.4

x 7.4
x 4.5

09
1.6

November 27.
" 28.
" 29.
" 30.

December 1.
2.

.‘ 3.
4.

it

4 4

If

HM
22 6
22 13
21 49
22 15
22 63
22 4

22 28
21 51

5. 21 44
0. 22 19

7. 21 56
8. 22 40

9. 21 44
10. 21 35

11. 21 33
12. 21 63

Slow

MS

0 50.4
1 16.5
1 48.5
2 22.5

Daily
Loss

-26.0
-32.5
-33.4

Found stopped
on Dec. 1. It
was examined
by Mr. Yard-
ley on Dec. 3,
who rei orted
defect in
ratchet of
winding gear.

Slew

S
0 14 4
0 17.8
0 20.6
0 25.1
0 28.7
0 32.7

0 31.6
0 30.7

0 28 0
0 25.8
0 28.8
0 31.5

30.8

- 

29.9

- 

276

- 

25.7

Daily
Loss

- 3.4
- 2.s
- 44
- 3

- 3.0
- 3 4

x 0.7
x 0.9

x 2.8
x 19

84441

Slow

M

X. 0 15.6
-0 0.4
-0 15.7
-0 33.7
-0 52.5
-1 7.8

-1 43
-1 28

-1 1.0
-9 58 0
-9 59.7
-1 05

-0 56.9
-0 511.0

-9 58.7
-1 0.0

Watch No.

1788940
1646722
1788931
607141

Face up
Rates

Gr-atest

1.8
5.0
2.7
2.0

Least

•-• 1.0
- 3.4
x 0.6
- 0.5

Differ-
once of
Rates
-a -
S
0.8
16
22
15

Marks

Other Positions

Rates
Greatest

14.7
9.3
5.3
10.0

- 28
- 8.6
x 13.0
x 9.5

Least

I 2.6
- 55
- 2.7
- 1.5

Differ-
ence of
Rates

5.4
3.1

10.7
11 0

Marks
Total
Marks Watch

12.8
16.9
6.7
6.3

27.5
25.2
11.0
15.3

82928
84441

  Face up
Rate Differ.
  once of Marks Watch
Greatest  Least Rate  

Daily
Loss

-15.9
-15.1
-17.7
-18.7
-15.8

3.4
1.5
18
2.7
1.1
0.8
3.7
0.9

2.7
1.3

Position

Face
up

Pend't
up

Pend't
right
Pend't
down
Pend't
left
Face
down

Other Positions
Rate Differ-

ence of Marks
Greatest Least Rate

- 4.4- 2.8 1 6 9.3 82928 - 3.4 x 2.3 5.7 12 4
-18 71-15.1 3.6 -4.0 84441 x 3.7 x 2.7 6 4 11.5

Total
Marks

21.7
7.6

Mark- equal 20 (3- diff. of rate). Marks equal 4.3 (15- cliff. of rate.)
Melbourne Observatory. Dec. 21, 1888. x Means ga ning ; -losing.

R. L. ELLERY. F. R. S., Government Astronomer. Chairman.

WATCH COMPANY



HOME OF THE 1111S,

THE foundation of the business of the Keystone Watch Case Company was
laid in a room containing less than 1000 square feet at 618 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, in 1875, with a force of 13 hands. Only Boss Cases were

made, and the product was about 25 cases per week.

C:725111MillINiiiIMIENEE■

NOW, the Company occupies ALL of the immense factories shown above,

which have over 60,000 square feet of floor space. It keeps nearly 1100 people

constantly employed ; makes everything needed by a jeweler in the way of

a watch case, from the cheapest nickel to the finest solid gold, and its product is

nearly 10,000 cases per week.
It, at the present time, occupies larger buildings, has a greater number of

employees, and a larger production than any other concern in the world engaged

exclusively in watch case making.

TRULY A MARVELOUS GROWTH.
alE1191111=1111111MECOMMEMI

We have allowed this adv. to stand again this month, because we want our

rapid growth and present size to become firmly fixed in the mind of every jeweler.

MIIIMI■1111=1111 1M11111■

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. 
CHICAGO.
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THE foundation of the business of the Keystone Watch Case Company was
laid in a room containing less than 1000 square feet at 618 Chestnut Street,

Philadelphia, in 1875, with a force of 13 hands. Only Boss Cases were

made, and the product was about 25 cases per week.

NOW, the Company occupies ALL of the immense factories shown above,

which have over 60,000 square feet of floor space. It keeps nearly 1100 people

constantly employed; makes everything needed by a jeweler in the way of

a watch case, from the cheapest nickel to the finest solid gold, and its product is

nearly 10,000 cases per week.
It, at the present time, occupies larger buildings, has a greater number of

employees, and a larger production than any other concern in the world engaged

exclusively in watch case making.

We have allowed this adv. to stand again this month, because we want our

rapid growth and present size to become firmly fixed in the mind of every jeweler.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
PHILADELPHIA.

NEW YORK. 
CHICAGO.
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The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

UNEQUALLED for Railroad
Purposes

monthly Journal D.:voted lo the. Interests

of the Jewelry Trade.
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We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel
grades, No. 50, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have 15
Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel

Dial,. Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being

placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement.

These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

Re...aching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,
and Manufacturing Jewelry Trade.
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``The Keystone,”
191h ard avow n Streets, Phila., Pa.

Our readers will find enclosed with this issue a
Subscription Slip. This is not intended for our paid-up
subscribers, but dedicated to our general readers, all
of whom wo desire to have on our subscription list.
We are making great efforts to increase the value and
usefulness of our journal; and we sincerely believe that
every man interested in the trade who reads the KEY-
STONE will receive value to several times the sub-
scription price in the course of a year, no matter whether
he is proprietor or workman. And when we ask a man
to subscribe for the KEYSTONE we only request him
to further his own interests. Think of this and send in
your subscription.
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The Keystone
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests

of the eJeutelry Trade.

Subscription—SO Cents per annum to all parts of the
United States and Canada. Postage paid.

Advertisements—Will be received at the lowest rate
compatible with the excellence of the KEYSTONE
as an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
insetted.

Circulation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and Manufactdring Jewelry Trade.

Correspondenee—We invite correspondence on all mat-
ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must
invariably give their name and address. We do
not, however, hold ourselves responsible for the
opinions of our correspondents.

To Advertisers—All copy for advertisements must reach
us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in
the following issue. All changes in advertisements
must reach us not later than the 25th of each month.

All communications should be addressed to

'The Keystone,"
19th and 13rotun Streets, Phila., P.

Our readers will find enclosed with this issue a
Subscription Slip. This is not intended for our paid-up
subscribers, but dedicated to our general readers, all
of whom we desire to have on our subscription list.
We are making great efforts to increase the value and
usefulness of our journal; and we sincerely believe that
every man interested in the trade who reads the KEY-
STONE will receive value to several times the sub-
scription price in the course of a year, no matter whether
he is proprietor or workman. And when we ask a man
to subscribe for the KEYSTONE we only request him
to further his own interests. Think of this and send in
your subscription.

WITH this number our readers will notice
we have made several improvements.

The plan adopted by the management
of the KEYSTONE some years since in regard to it,
was to strive to elevate this journal to an ideal
standard of excellence, and this standard based on
the wants and requirements of the trade. We
foresaw that the watch and allied industries of
America, great as they already were, were as yet
infantile. Acting under this conviction, we as-
sumed the initative, and can with pride and pleasure
point to the results. We have produced a trade
journal issuing a monthly edition of 24,750 copies,
and these copies are not for the waste basket, but
in the majority of instances kept and treasured up

as works of reference, especially by the younger
members of the 'trade. We have ever been actuated
by the broadest and most liberal opinions toward
the entire trade, and have always sought to har-
monize all the antagonistic elements of which it
was composed. Sought (and we think successfully)
to make the retailer understand that the jobber was
not his enemy, and the manufacturer to appreciate
the importance. of conciliating the retailer. At
any rate, the trio are again working harmoniously
together, and the business they are doing has
never been precedented. Another feature of our
journal we claim as without a par, is in the value
and usefulness to the trade of our technical articles
for the advance and improvement of the younger
members of the craft. In this direction, we give
no stale, antidiluvian text book extracts, but new
and advanced ideas of tools and methods.
The pupils in our horological schools look to the
KEYSTONE as one of their most valuable instructors.

* * *

GENERALLY it is supposed by the trade
that a ruby or garnet for watch jewels can

be split down with a diamond-slicer, and then be
ready to work up into jewels. This is not true in
the sense it is accepted. A stone, to make the best
jewels, should he cut relative to its form of crystal-
ization to ensure strength and service. This mat-
ter will be taken up in the articles on " Workshop
Chemistry," when speaking of crystalization.

* * *

0' UR American watch factories are, at the
present time, producing about 2,000,000
of watches a year. If the number of re-

pairers increase in proportion, we shall have to
turn them out at the rate of 2,500 a year. This
state of affairs bodes well for our horological
schools. We will repeat what we have already
said several times to these same schools, "Don't
hurry your work, gentleman; give us good work-
men; there is an abundance of botches already."
Now to the pupil we would add a little good advice.
Do not let your imagination outrun your acquire-
ments. There is no mechanical pursuit in exis-
tence, so flattering and delusive, as watchmaking;
no business in which we can so easily coax our-
selves into the belief that we are proficients, when
in fact, but intolerable botches. It is so very hard
to convince ourselves that we could have done
better if we had cared. This apology to ourselves
will make amends for the execrable job. We do
not belive there is so poor a workman in existence,
but fancies that he could, "if he had time," " if he
was a mind to" or " was paid for it," but "could

execute as nice a job as any man." A young man,
when he is learning, should compare his efforts
with the best specimens of the art he is competing
with, and never rest until his efforts equal the
best ; not only in his own estimation, but in the
judgment of others.

* * *

THE Keystone Watch Case Co. have just
issued an elegant illustrated' catalogue of
designs for the fall season. It is, we be-

lieve, the most complete book of the kind ever
published, and shows a greater number and more
variety than has ever been put upon paper at one
time before. Prices are quoted, but in such a way
that the book can be shown to customers, so it will
be of great practical value to all jewelers. Any
jeweler who has not received a copy will be
supplied upon request (accompanied by business
card) to the Company's •head office, 19th and
Brown Streets, Philadelphia, Pa.

* * *

THE mission of a trade journal is not hard to
  define. It is simply to give information

to those interested in a given business or
pursuit in regard to " what to buy, and where to
buy it ; what to do, and how to do it." 'rhe
mode and manner of imparting this information
no doubt, has much to do with its acceptance by
the persons to whom it is directed, but the end to
be accomplished is embraced in the two short sen-
tences quoted above. One of the gravest mistakes
ever committed in a trade journal is in. trying to
make it a newspaper. The fall of Sodom and
Gommorah would be of more interest to the aver-
age readers of such journals than a week old account
of the Johnstown horror. The undoubted cause
for so many attempts at newspaper trade journals
is because the newspaper man is abroad seek-
ing to display himself, and turn his hand to any-
thing that has money in it. A man running a trade
journal must know, and know well, the business of
which he is advocating the interests. We have
many connected with watch trade journals who, if
you should assert to them if their watch stops
" the hands catch on the pendant bow ;" or " the
hairspring rubs on the potance " would be ready
to admit the one or deny the other; not that they
knew the impossibility of the occurrence, but be-
cause, in the first instance, you look honest, and in
the second case, they would deny everything not
proven on general principles. For a man to be of
use to the trade or to properly advocate its interests,
he must be intelligently imbued with all the wants
and requirements of that peculiar-calling.



WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

E left our work-bench corn-
.plete, and will now com-
mence to consider neces-
sary tools. We would beg
to say, however, we do
not assume that when we

St(l) talking of a given
theme, we may not, at
a future time, think of

something in addition which could be told to the

reader's advantage, because under such conditions

we shall resume until the new point of interest is

disposed of.
In addition to a work-bench is a bench-vise.

In selecting a vise, we should choose one rather

heavy of the parallel jaw type. One feature of

this kind of vise is objectionable, which is, there

is no opening spring to take up the Lst motion cf

the screw. This is felt in:re in grasping small

pieces, as one has to turn the screw s:me distance

each way before the jaws move. To remedy this,

a spring of tempered steel wire can be used shaped

as shown at A, Fig I; the end at a, a, go into pits
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drilled into the inside of the jaws. The loop end
at A goes to the right, and if it extends beyond
the vise is not in the way. It is readily removed
at any time by opening the vise wide enough to
release the ends a a'.

A pair of spring jaws, shaped as shown in Fig.
2, is a useful accessory for holding small pieces,
and can be had of any material dealer. Also
steel filing blocks with grooves of different depths :
several kinds are already on the market. The
Mcseley Tool Co. make an excellent one. There
are several other bench accessories which will be
des.ribed as these articles progress.

A watchmaker's bench should be provided with
a steel pounding block or anvil. If a little heavy
it will be all the better. There is a steel anvil and
vise ccmbined weighing about six pounds shortly
to be placed on sale, which will be very convenient
for making. small articles. Some of the smaller
bench tools, like pliers, tweezers, screw-drivers,
brushes, pin vice, files, etc., will next enlist our
attention.. We cannot be too particular about
such tools. Good ones cost but little more, and
are always to be chosen. Stub's pliers, both fiat
and round nosed and cutting are the most reliable ;
tweezers are tools no two persons agree upon. Let
the reader select such as he feels answers his pur-
pose best ; it is seldom one needs them with wide
blades. The temper should be like a screw-driver,
so they can be filed, but not readily. Those with
long, slim blades are proper for arranging the
wheels in setting up a train. Care should be taken
with tweezer blades to keep the angles sharp to
avoid small pieces snapping out. In using twee-
zers, handle the parts held with the lightest pos-
sible touch consistent with security.

Within a few years, several new patterns of
special tweezers have been placed on the market;
these will be discussed as the uses to which they are
applied are taken:up and considered. Bronze, or as

some denominate them, anti-magnetic tweezers are
useful, especially on jewelry jobbing benches.
Screw-drivers are now to be obtained of excellent
quality at low prices; the temper of them should
be so that a file will barely cut them. To sharpen
or repoint a blade, use a single cut file, such as
wood workman use to file their saws. When
speaking of files, we will mention this point again.
The driver blade is laid in a not to hold it firm
and secure, and the file applied with a strong pres-
sure ; shaping the point with the fewest possible
strokes of the file. In this day, most watchmakers
have to repair spectacles ; for this kind of work,
never use the screw-drivers employed for watch-
work, but have them with handles, shaped as
shown at B, Fig. 3. Fcr the blade b, use a piece
of steel wire properly tempered. The handle B
should be aboot three and one-half inches. Watch-
makers who repair specs at their watch bench,
can place the joint, if *obstinate, against the end of
their American lathe or some other rigid metal
support to stand a strong pressure: If the screw
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is rusted fast, dip it in benzine. A spec screw-
driver should be quite strong and stumpy, and the
end kept filed to shape. \ Vatchmakers frequently
are careless about screw-drivers, allowing them to
become smooth and rounded ; such tools are con-
stantly slipping and marking a plate or bridge.
Three or four sizes should be kept exclusively
for watchwork. One of the tests of careful work-
manship is leaving no screw-driver marks on plates
or screw heads.

Cleaning brushes should be carefully selected.
Thcse used for dry brushing should be rather soft.
To give a new brush the qualities of a well-worn
one, wrap a piece of o sand paper around some-
thing round like a bottle or wood block, one and
one-half or two inches in diameter ; rub the
brush on it, bending the bristles well down to
wear them not only to a point, but taper them
back a little. We will speak further of brushes
when describing the methods of cleaning.

A pin vice of the usual pattern with screw
across and a hollow shank is best. Pin slides of
small size are invaluable for watch work and
will be described subsequently.

We will only speak here of flat files, such as
are in use every hour on the bench. For the finer
kinds, that is, of the numbers from four to six, it
is usually economy to select the smaller sizes, say
about four and one-half inches long. In burnish
files, select one six inches long and No. 6 cut.
In coarser files of Nos. o to 3, use greater lengths,
say from six to eight inches. In these coarser
files, it pa's to buy those of Stub's make, while the
finer cuts, the Swiss (Grobet) give the best satis-
faction.. A cheap, flat file, such as is used to file
circular saws, is a useful file on a watchmaker's
bench. A file of this kind, 6 inches long by about
three-fourths wide, can be bought at almost any
hardware store for twelve or fifteen cents. They
are single cut, and for many purposes are prefer-
able to more expensive files, especially for pointing
screw-drivers. Files, particularly of the coarser
grades, should only be used on brass at first, and
when worn a little dull for this metal are better for
steel than if used ne v.

We would call our younger readers attention
particularly to filing. There seems to be a feeling
among many members of the trade, that to use a file
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requires no particular skill. No man ever in a
mechanical pursuit committed a greater error.
There are two tools in use with watchmakers and
jewelers which require more skill to use properly
than all the rest combined, and these arefites and
gravers. Our next essay will be devoted entirely
to " Filing."

* * *

The Jas. Boss Case (14 K. guaranteed 20 years,)
is just the Case you have been looking for. It's a Boss
Case, and at a popular price.

* * *

GOLD EXTRACTION TO-DAY.

Gold mining is in many minds still associated
with a flannel shined, long booted class of doubt-
ful manners, who, with pick, shovel and 'pan,
found fortunes in the hill streams of the far west
or the lam! of the kangaroo. But this race of
miners is rapidly becoming as extinct as the red-
skin of California or the black boy of Australia.
As the superficial deposits which attracted the
pioneers were exhausted, the aid of machinery and
science became essential, and a new order of
things began introducing the capitalist, the chem-
ist and the engineer. Moreover, in their haste to
get rich, and with their rough and ready appli-
ances, the early diggers only worked the richest
ground, and passed over tons—acres—of stuff
that, with modern methods, would pay hand-
somely.

To convey an idea of the perfection which
has been attained in some of the processes of to-
day, one illustration will suffice. During a quar-
ter's (three months) working last year of the
alluvial deposits of Daylesford, Victoria, sc me
33,560 tons of gravel were treated, and gave an
average yield of 1854 grains troy of gold for each
ton of gravel. That is to say, of all this enormous
mass of material dug up, passed through the
apparatus, and re-deposited, only one eighteen
hundred and fourteenth part was of value, the
other 1,813 parts being useless. In other words,
suppose an acre of land fifteen feet deep to be
turned over, broken up to the most minute pro-
portions and bodily removed, in order that it
might be made to yield up a hidden treasure in the
form of fine dust, the whole of which could be
easily held in a small coal scuttle. And this was
accomplished presumably at a cost which left a
reasonable margin of profit.

These results are altogether unparalled in any
other kind of metal mining. As a rule, the metal
or its ore forms the bulk of the mass treated.
Thus, iron often constitutes 75 per cent. of the
mineral, lead 85 to 87 per cent., copper 78 to 98
per cent., and silver 85 to 99 per cent., while the
gold! in the case quoted only amounted to .000118,
or a little over one ten-thousandth part of one per
cent.—The Gentleman' s Magazine

* * *

At Lead City, near Deadwood, Dakota,
are located the largest gal mines and mills

in the world—the " Homestake." The c re
bodies mined by this compary show a working
face from 200 to 400 feet wide, sinking to an in-
exhaustible depth. Six hundred stamps, crushing
20,000 cubic feet of rock every twenty-four hours,
drop incessantly, day and night, in the mills,
without an intermission even for the Sabbath.
During the ten years in which the mines of the
Homestake combination have been operated, they
have produced about $25,000,000 in bullion, and
paid over $6,000,000 in dividends to stockholders.
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NOTES TO GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

cheapest, and all things
considered, the most de-
sirable furnace where
one has the room, or bet-
ter, perhaps, to say space

0 for it, is as follows : At
Fig. i is shown a vertical
section of a brick furnace
through the fire-box G,
showing the brick walls
F F, petroleum reservoir

A and air tube B, crucible H, etc. The furnace
G is made of ordinary brick, and is twelve or four-
teen inches deep and seven or eight inches across
the fire-box. At Fig. 2 is shown the attomizer en-
larged,and embraces the portion of Fig. i cut out by
the clotted line b b. The working parts of the attom-
izer is the reservoir A, tube and elbowf,and vapor-
izing tube d. The short tube slips over the air
tube B and contains a bundle of wire at a, filling
the tube to prevent fire going up the nozzle
to the oil reservoir A. The nozzle a screws or
fits tightly, and is made slightly taper to con-
centrate the blast. At 1,  Fig. i is shown the
filling tube. This has a cap which screws on
to (A) and near the upper end of the tube ( j)
are three or four small holes g, (less than one-
sixtieth of an inch in (liameter,) which lets the air
into the reservoir A. A small stopcock h regulates
the amount of oil admitted to the attomizer. The
top Of the filling tube fis shown enlarged at Fig.
4. At I, Fig. 3, is shown an enlarged view
of the tile (made of fire clay) on which the crucible
H rests ; this view is as if seen in the direction of
the arrow i, Fig. r. The air supply from the bel-
lows is admitted to the tube B at K. A side view
of the furnace G on a smaller scale is shown in Fig.
5, where .L represents the chimney and I the flue
from the furnace.

A simple device for a petroleum furnace can
be gotten up by using benzine for the fuel, but the
reader is cautioned that it is dangerous, except due
precautions are used. The reservoir in this case
is simply a tin can, five and one-half inches in
diameter and ten inches long, (as shown at Al,
Fig. 6, and connected to a tube Nabout five feet
long, ending in a nozzle from which the benzine
escapes in a fine jet. The orifice in n is less than
one-sixty-fourth of an inch in diameter.

In using benzine, the greatest care is in start-
ing the fire properly ; then with a constant blast
of air and the can Al full, a perfectly steady and
even heat of intense power can be maintained for
half an hour ; sufficient to melt thirty ounces of
gold, silver or copper in ten minutes. It should
be constantly borne in mind that a little before the
air blast ceases, the stopcock in should be shut off.
By increasing the number of jets n (don't make the
hole in the nozzle larger) and providing the neces-
sary quantity of air, the power of the furnace can
be increased. Such a, furnace makes no smoke or
dust, and if proper care is exercised, there is no
danger. Arrangements must be made to support
such a reservoir /If, and allow the nozzle n to pro-
ject into the opening provided for the air tube B.
Where benzine is used from such a reservoir as is
shown in Fig. 6, the air tube B, Fig. i can be
simply a tube extending from the bellows to the
furnx:e. It is well to contract the end of the tube
where it enters the furnace to concentrate the blast.
A horizontal section of the furnace opposite I, Fig.
I, where benzine is used, is shown at Fig. 7,
where n shows the benzine nozzle, and B the air

supply nozzle. As soon as the furnace is once hot,
the jet benzine is instantly vaporized. The jet of
benzine can be arranged to be thrown from the
centre of the air jet, but no particular advantage
is gained by it. About the best practi( al arrange-
ment seems to be to have the benzine jet .and
air jet separate. One precaution should be
added for filtering and preventing any particles
from getting into the small nozzle from which the
jet is thrown. This can be effected by having a
screw cap on the end of the tube N, inside of the
reservoir ill. Such a cap is shown enlarged in
Fig. 8, where N shows a portion of the tube (N)
and p the cap, at s s is a grove where the woolen
cloth cap is tied over the top of p. About two
thicknesse3 of fine, white flannel should be used.
A gas jet can be substituted for the tube n, but the
opening must be larger to allow a.large supply of
gas to pass. The supply tube must have a bundle
of wires to prevent fire getting into the supply tube
.Y. Such a protection is shown at Fig. 9, where
Y shows the gas tube ; I? a short section of tube
larger than Y, filled with pieces of about No. zo
wire as shown at r r. A nozzle is fitted to one
end at T which directs and throws the jet of gas
into the furnace. In this arrangement the air jet
B can be separate from the gas jet 7'. By making
an opening in front at right angles to the section
of a furnace, shown in Fig. 1, and inserting a
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muffle, a furnace ( an be used for enameling,
especially if gas is used. Benzine would answer
quite as well by doubling the size of the reservoir.

To take a general view of jewelers work as
regards melting and hard soldering matters, the
tendencies of the trade are toward automatic
blowers for many purposes, particularly in spec-
tacle work in which a great many jobs require the
use of both hands. We will speak further of this
matter subseqently. A small, bench melting fur-
nace can be readily gotten up by using fire clay in
a case made of sheet iron.

•

How can you afford not to subscribe for the KEY-
STONE at the trifling sum of FIFTY Cents for a
whole year.

* * *

The London Spectator pays this tribute to the
United States : " Her people are becoming the
greatest nation in the world. It is probable that
nothing short of actual violence would now induce
any nation to attack her, while she could, if she
pleased, almost ruin the commerce of any nation
on the globe." It predicts that there are children
who may live to see the republic with a population
of 200,000,000.

* * *

If all the telephone wires in this country were
stretched in a continuous line they would go seven
times around the globe.

Our Special

We have many things to talk to you
about this month.

• • 0 begin with, we have made a little change
in the name of the regular. Boss Case.
Hereafter, we shall ( all it the Boss
Extra. By the addition of the word
" extra " we give it its proper title, •
for it is an extra ( ase—extra, or
superior, to any filled case ever made.
'Die addition of a solid gold pendant
makes it well nigh invulnerable.

There is still a great demand for the
Daseine Case.

o

E have made a change in our next best
grade of filled case also. It was for-
merly called Keystone, hereafter, it
will be the BOSS I 4 K. It is the best
case in the market, next to the Boss
Extra, and is worthy of the name of
Boss. It's just what you have been
looking for—a Boss Case at a popular
price.

00

OURUR ro K. filled case comes in for a changetoo. It was the Star—now it's the
the Boss to K. There is no less
gold in i717wever. We still keep
on giving you a good deal more gold
than you get in any other io K. filled.
case.

+

0 0

HEN there is the Union Case. We are not

ED)

willing to meet some other case makers
with guarantees, but we can make
cases as cheaply as any of them.
We give you the benefit of the different e
in the price, however, an--.(1 they don't.
'i he Umon Case contains as much gold
as some to K. cases for which a couple
of dollars more is asked.

gig

0 0

E haven't said anything about our gold,
silver or nickle cases, because the filled
were uppermust in our in i lids. They

. go along just as ever, always to be
depended upon.

Neystone Watch Case Company.

Philadelphia

New York

P. S.—We almost forgot to say that we have
over 250 new cuts of eases, and will
gladly send you, free of charge, any

that you can use for newspaper or cir-

cular advertising.

Chicago
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE.

OM MUNI CATIONS of
interest for this
page will be thank-
fully received from
all parts of the
continent. Our
plot and plan is
to make the KEY-
STONE of interest
to all branches of
the trade, and fur-
nish something de-
sirable and pleas-
ing to every man
who takes the jour-

only by voluntary contribution

items of news.
nal in band. It is
we call secure such

Among the first to arrive at Johnstown to
render assistance to the sufferers was E. A. Bosler,
the jeweler, of Newville, Pa.

A new jewelry store has lately been opened in
Cleveland, Ohio, by W. W. Murdoch, with bright
prospects for the future.

R. F. Church, the jeweler, has removed his
business from Homer to Albion, Mich., succeeding
Howard & Co. of that place.

H. H. Doane, San Bernardino, Cal., has
closed out his business at auction.

The store of James Branch, Fort Worth,
Texas, was robbed recently of $300 worth of jewelry.

J. W. Miller, formerly of Bolivar, Ohio, has
removed to Trail, same state, where he has opened
a new store with a full line of goods.

Kennedy & Coff have removed from 210 N.
Tenth street to their new store, 410 and 412 N.
Broadway, St. Louis.

John Schmelzer, formerly with Charles
Derleth, Greenville, Ill., has located in business
for himself at Sedalia, Mo.

J. C. Clark has bought out the stock of John
Raven, Big Rapids, Mich., and has lately opened
up with an additional stock of new jewelry.

The annual meeting of the New England
Manufacturing Jeweler's Association was held
lately near Providence, R. I.

John Farrior, the jeweler, of Charlotte, N. C.,
has received a letter giving a clue to the where-
abouts of the robber who plundered his store last
March.

The Toronto, Canada city council, have after
a'spirited contest between a British and American
house, awarded the contract for five of six public
clocks to the American firm.

Three jewelers, two entire familics of jewelers,
two persons in a third family dead, and property
damage of about $175,000 represents the losses to
the jewelry trade in the late disaster at Johnstown,
Pa.

J. T. Austin & Co., Toronto, Canada, have
made an assignment, after fruitless endeavors to
compromise.

The Spencer Optical Co, of New York have
had on exhibition in their show window a case of
testing glasses which were a portion of the stock of
J.. A. Larkin, a jeweler of Johnstown, Pa., and
which were recovered from the water three days
after the calamity.

Morrison & Greene, Newburgh, N. Y., have
moved their store to 59 Water street.

C. I. Vail, Rock Rapids, Iowa, lost $50o by
fire June 7th. He was fully insured.

Charles Guerre, who was employed by Koch
& Dreyfus at New Orleans, La., for more than
twenty years, has engaged in the tool and material
business as successor to that firm.

Fred. Dubach, formerly of Valpariso, Ind.,
was engaged in business at Omaha, Neb: '

Rudolph M. Kern and F. A. Drexel, as gen-
eral partners, and Louis Lederle as special parner
have formed a two years' partnership for the jew-
elry business in Detroit, Mich.

Mr. J. M. Cutter, general manager of the
Elgin National Watch Co., has just accomplished
a little over half of his journey around the world
since he left last winter. He was in Paris on June
20th.

Mr. R. W. Barlow, traveler for C. H.
Knights & Co., Chicago, is spending his vacation
with friends and relatives in the New England
States.

S. H. Bauman & Co. and E. Massa & Co.,
St. Louis, Mo., are consolidated and incorporated
as the Bauman, Massa Jewelry Supply Co., with a
capital stock of $40,00o.

The convicted thief who robbed P. Carroll,
of Philadelphia, last February of $2,000 worth of
jewelry, has written Mr. Carroll a letter -in which
he offers to reveal the hiding place of the plunder
if his sentence of eighteen months is commuted.

M. W. Cumming has removed from De Witt,
Iowa, to Centreville, Dakota.

At a late meeting of the Philadelphia Retail
Jewelers' Association, Joseph Forsyth resigned
his position as corresponding secretary, and W. H.
Long was unanimously chosen to second him.

H. S. Peck, manager of the Waterbury Clock
Co., Chicago, was one of the jurors drawn on the
special grand jury in the celebrated Cronin case.

Mr. Lou Burt, of the Burt & Hurlbut Co.,
Detroit, Mich., on June Toth sent $5.0o to the
Johnstown relief fund for his son, Lou Burt, Jr.,
who was born that morning. He was also the
recipient of many handsome presents.

Gluck & Beck, of Birmingham, Ala., are
making extensive repairs in their store.

Ellison & Merritt, of Pontiac, Mich., have
been succeeded by E. V. Ellison.

The factory of the Otay Watch Company,
near San Diego, Cal., has lately been completed,
and the requisite machinery is now being placed.

A new firm, under the title of the Gregory
Jewelry Co. has just opened up at Richmond, Ind.,
with a complete stock of watches, jewelry and
clocks.

John West, formerly with Mr. Bechert, of
Corpus Christi, Texas, has opened a new store at
that place, with a full line of choice goods.

H. H. Dobson, Mexico, N. Y., has gone into
business for himself.

E. H. Thielens, Mattoon, Ill., is one of the
pushers in business matters.

Goldberger & Moses, Philadelphia, Pa., have
been succeeded by L. S. Moses, and have moved
to 402 S. Second street.

1889.

J. W. Davis, Leroy, Kan., has closed out
business at that place and removed to Oklahoma.

J. Allen, of Yonkers, N. Y., has gone into
larger and more commodious quarters at 7 Getty
Square.

The firm of Fergusson & Schrack, Alexandria,
La., has been dissolved by mutual consent ; both
parties going into business for themselves.

A lucky jeweler.—Harry R. Frazer, of East
Saginaw, Mich., is reported to have inherited
$40,000 by the death of his father.

Among the most practical relief sent to John-
town at the time of the disaster was that of the
Baltimore jewelers in sending fifty laborers to
assist the stricken jewelers of that place.

McDonal's jewelry store, at Ogden, Utah,
was plundered by burglars recently, and rings and
watches valued at $400 were taken.

Conference committees to formulate a plan
for the consolidation of the N. Y. Jewelers' Board
of Trade and the New York Jewelers' Association
have been appointed.

The latest advices from Seattle, Washington
Ter., state that ten jewelry establishments were
burned in the recent fire at that place.

The firm of W. H. Wilmarth &Co., Attleboro,
Mass., has been dissolved by mutual consent. The
business will be continued under the old firm name
by the jtutior partner, Edwin B. Bullock.

The assignee of W. E. Tower, of Des Moines,
Iowa, has declared a final dividend of twenty-five
per cent.

R.. H. McDougal has opened a new jewelry
store at Tully, N. Y.

J. I. Stephens, the jeweler, of Pensacola, Fla.,
has lost $3,000 by fire.

W. A. Severana, has removed from New
Haven, Conn. to Bennington Centre, Vt.

F. L. Thompson has removed from Ridgetown
to Uxbridge, Ontario, Canada.

W. M. Allister, of B. F. Norris, Allister &
Co., Chicago, has gone to Europe, and will visit
the Paris exposition.

Foster & Emerson, of Boston, Mass., have
moved into more commodious quarters.

W. F. Fisher, the jeweler, of Chattanooga,
Tenn., lately sailed for Europe, where he expects
to spend three and a half months in recreation and
business.

Osborne' & Hartman have succeeded Osborne
& Fritchie, of Lancaster, Pa.

Aug. Schull, of Troy, N. Y., has opened a
branch store at 68 King street, Troy.

August Gerlach the well-known jeweler of
Columbus, Ohio, has lately returned from a two
month's trip to California, much benefited in
health.

N. H. Snyder has opened a new jewelry stc rc
at Fender, Neb.

Charles Howard, who has been for seven
years in business with A. C. Corwin, Blakersfield,
Cal., has just opened up in that city on his own
account.

In Utah alone $30,000,000 Of capital is in-
vested in silver and lead mining, which employs
7,000 men at average daily wages of $3.00 each.

Leonard F. Ellsworth & Co., Petaluma, Cal.
are succceded by Leonard F. Ellsworth.
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AN OLD TIME CLOCK.

XTOLLING the mer-
its of odd and ex-
pensive clocks,"
remarked a clock-
maker the other

day, " I have one here
making a few repairs
that has but one dupli-
cate in this whole wes.
tern country." He
showed the works of an
ancient Dutch timepiece
made in Amsterdam be-
tween one and two hun-
dred years ago. " That
clock," he resumed,"be-
longs to Mrs. Anthony

Hinckle, of Mount Auburn. Dr. W. W. Seeley,
of Fourth and Broadway, has almost its counter-
part. There are some slight differences, but
hardly enough to distinguish them, except
to a clockmaker. What are they worth?
Well, perhaps the Original cost was not over $50o
or $600, but I'll venture to say that $1,000, per-
haps $2,0oo, wouldn't buy either one. Each clock
is in an apple wood case, of very rich finish and
workmanship. Their chief charm lies in their
antiquity, the old 'grandfather's clock ' style.
They stand about nine feet high."

He then turned the works toward the reporter.
Everything about the face of the clock bore the
imprint of its Dutch origin. There were little
quaint figures marking the hours. A fat faced,
jolly moon with the proverbial man in it peeped
over the horizon of a painted sky just above the
dial.

Ever since the clock was first wound up this
moon has accurately shown the phases of the lunar
planet. In the centre of the dial were openings
that showed in ancient Dutch lettering the clay of
the week and of the month and the month itself.
Below this were two quaint Dutch figures, the one
representing Monday being a female dressed as a
washerwoman, while the month was represented by
an equally typical figure.

Every half hour the clock strikes on a pe-
culiarly toned bell, and the hour is struck on
another bell of still a different sound. Each half
hour, too, the clock plays one of twelve different
tunes on a chime of bells and the melody is pecu-
liarly soft and fascinating. The methanism of
this musical contrivance is similar to that of an
ordinary music box, the tunes being arranged on a
cylinder, which, in revolving, operates on a series
of trip hammers which in turn strike the bells.—
Cincinnati Enquirer.

* * *

The Jas. Boss Case (14 K. guaranteed 20 years,)
is just the Case you have been looking for. It's a Boss
Case, and at a popular price.

* * *

In 1816 it took just one bushel of corn to buy
one pound of nails, now one bushel of corn will
buy ten pounds of nails. Then it required sixty-
four bushel of barley to buy one yard of broad-
cloth, now the same amount of barley Will pay for
twenty yards of broadcloth. It then required the
price of one bushel of wheat to pay for one yard
of calico, now one bushel of wheat will buy twenty
yards of calico.

JACK KNIVES.

WE think there can be but little difficulty
experienced in following the directions
given for building such a window

clock as we have been talking about. Most work-
men who attempt such clocks find it difficult to
make their electric connections. With the dial
or clock we have been considering, the circuit of
the battery is only closed once a minute, and the
problem for our consideration now is how this
closing can be effected with the least possible fric-
tion, and yet have the electric circuit complete.

The clock on which we rely for time must be
one in which one of the wheels revolve once in
exactly a minute. In all regulators this is the
scape wheel, the arbor of which carries the second
hand. We place on the arbor of this wheel an
attachment which serves to pass the current through
the magnet. We gave a partial description of a
magnet such as is to be used in May number of the
KEYSTONE, and will now complete the description.

The method of making electro magnets and the
principles involved will be thoroughly discussed in
the article " Workshop Chemistry," now running
in this journal. The idea is that when the battery
current is allowed to pass through the wire wrapped
around the iron bars (sometimes called cores) the
iron becomes magnetic, and the iron armature a
(see Fig. 3, June KEYSTONE) is drawn toward
F, pushing pawl I forward. On breaking the
current through the insulated wire wrapped around
the bars in the magnet F, the armature d is drawn
back by the small, light spring in, acting on the
lever G. What the regulator does is to cause the
electrical current to pass through the magnet ex-
actly at the termination of each minute. To make
the circuit closer, we take the arbor of the scape
wheel out of our regulator movement and fit it up
as shown .in Fig. r, where A shows the scape
wheel arbor and a portion of the scape wheel C.

The frame for the circuit closer is shown sep-
arate, a, in Fig. 2. It is made of No. 24 hard brass
and cut out to the shape shown. At e e are
notches made by bending the brass, as shown at e,
Fig. 3, which is a side view of Fig. 2, seen in the
direction of the arrow f. At g is shown a spring
which is attached to the frame a a by the screw h.
There are two of these springs, as shown at g g,
Fig. t. The use of the springs is to clamp the
frame a a to the arbor A. In the frame a b a is
placed an arbor E with the platinum wire d. The
bar E is made of steel and has holes drilled in
each end to admit the points of the screws i i.

Through the arbor E a hole is drilled to admit
the pin or tang 1. The idea is the arbor E is
held loosely in the frame a by the two small screws
i i, on which it revolves. The platinum wire is
bent into a staple, as shown separate at Fig. 5.
The tang or pin 1 is of gold and fits loosely into
the sleeve in, Fig. 4. To attach the gold wire to
the platinum fork, fuse a small piece of pure gold
Oil to the platinum wire where the pin 1 is to be
attached ; then any hard solder will flow and
firmly unite the two pieces. The scheme is to
allow the pin 1 to revolve a trifle in m, the object
of which will now be explained. 'I'he pieces F,P
are studs of iron very much like screw heads,
except they are not slotted. The wires j, k from
the battery are connected to them by the screws a,
fi. The pieces F, F' are inserted in a piece of
hard wood or rubber G. How this wood or rub-
ber piece G is to be placed in the regulator,
where the arbor A belongs is difficult to say,
without seeing the clock, but surely any man
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as ingenious as a successful watchmaker must
be, can arrange it to conform to his clock. The
idea is, as the scape wheel revolves, the terminating
ends of the platinum wire d will rest on E, F' and
close the circuit. By having the pin 1 loosely fitted
in the sleeve in, it will be seen that the fork will
effect a c ertain electrical connection between
and F'.

Fig. 6 is a view of Fig. 4, seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow r. Tile iron connecting pieces
F, F' are coated with tin on the top where the
platinum wire a' touches them. This tinned sur-
face is then touched with a minute drop of quick-

silver, which produces a soft amalgam which aids
the electric connection very much. If we used
brass for the pieces F, F' the quick silver would
eat into it ; the sante result would occur with al-
most any metal except iron. There should be
quicksilver enough applied to the tinned surface, so
it is fluid like on the surface, but not enough to run
off. The parts are arranged so the platinum wire
d only rests on the connections for one second.
This gives ample time for the magnet to act, and
also economizes the battery for the remaining fifty-
nine seconds ; as in the kind of battery recom-
mended, the zinc only suffers waste during the time
the circuit is.closed.

The attachment shown in Fig. i , should be
poised so that it will not affect the going of the
clock. Having the platinum connection d revolve

Oil the pointed screws i i will not interfere with

the poising.

* * *

The New Jersey man who hit upon the idea
of attaching a rubber-erasing tip to the end of lead
pencils is worth $200,000. The miner who in-
vented a metal rivet or eyelet at each end of the
mouth of coat and trousers pocket, to resist the
strain caused by the carriage of pieces of ore and
heavy tools, has made more money from his letters
patent than he would have made had he "struck"
a good vein of gold bearing quarts. Every one
has seen the metal plates that are used to protect
the heels and soles of rough shoes, but every one
doesn't know that within tell years the mail who
hit upon the idea has made $250,000. As large
a sum as was ever obtained for any invention was
enjoyed by the Yankee who invented the inverted
glass ball to hang over gas jets to tirevent ceilings'
from being blackened by smoke. A simple thing.
Yes, very. Frequently time and circumstances
are wanted before an invention is appreciated, but
patience is frequently rewarde(i, and richly re-
warded, too, for the inventor of the roller skate
has made $1,000,000, notwithstanding the fact

that his patent had nearly expired before the value

of it was ascertained, in the craze for roller-skating
that s!)rrad over the country several years ago.
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CLOCKS,

UR task will now be to
take i n hand and build
a good serviceable
movement, 1 ea ving
the perfected clock,
with its iso-dynamic
escapement, for sub-

sequent consideration. We can get all
the necessary wheels and pinions made
for sti.b a clot:k, except the sca.pe
wheel, for about five or six dollars from
Geo. B. Grant, 66 Beverly Street, Bos-
ton, Mass. We shall, however, have to
m mnt the wheels and pinions on. arbors.
The pinions will also need polishing,

but the cutting is very perfect, and will require
but little labor to bring them bright and smooth.

The plates are of hard spring brass, three-
sixteenths of an inch thick, supported by four pil-
lars,threc-eighths of an inch in diameter, and two
and three-quarter inches long. Any person having
an American lathe will experience but little diffi-
culty in turning the arbors. But three wheels and
three pinions are needed aside from the scape and
dial wheels. These are in fact as well, if we use
those from a cheap Yankee clock. In getting the
wheels, we will do well to use those of thirty-two
pitch for main and centre wheels ; and a forty-
eight pitch for the third wheel, with seventy-five
teeth working into a ten leaf pinion. The train
will be as follows :—

Main wheel 4 inches in diameter, 128 teeth.
Centre " 3 96
Third " I 2-3 " t■ 75 le

Centre pill ball 3-8 " " 12 leavzs.
3d wheel ', 3-8 " fi 12 II

Salim " 5-24 " " o "

The great wheel will come with a hole in it
five-sixteenths of an inch in diameter, and conse-
quently we will need an arbor made of about
three-eighths steel wire. This arbor *ill have to be
got out about four inches long. It can be turned
to near the proper size before hardening, which
should be done by heating it red hot and dipping
it in water. The plunge should be made endwise,
holding the arbor perpendicular to the water.
After hardening, rub with an emery buff and heat
to a full blue to temper it. It should be left as
hard as the gravers will cut.

!ce

On this arbor will be mounted the spool on
which the cord winds ; this spool should be about
one inch in diamoter, one and a half inches
long, and can be made of inch brass tubing. All
line clocks should be provided with a maintaining

psnver of some kind. Such as we find on the
cheaper Seth Thomas regulators is a good pattern,
and easily made. A cheaper style is made by
placing a lever so it drops over the keyhole on the
inside of the dial; on raising the lever, so as to

open the keyhole, power is applied to the centre
wheel, which keeps the clock running (luring the
operation of winding. How such a maintaining

power acts will be explained further on.
We said the pillars for combining the plates

were two and three-quarter inches long. One of

the pillars is shown at B, Fig. 2. At each end it is
turned to one-fourth of an inch in diameter and run

back one-eighth of an inch, leaving it two and one-

half inches from shoulder to shoulder, or between
the dotted lines j j', which represent the inner stir-
flue of the plates. Now as the plates are three-six-
teenths of an inch thick, a wide-headed screw, as
shown at Will draw the plate firm LI the shoulder
of the pillar. In getting up our arbors, we of
course must allow a little, say one-thirty-second of
an inch for end shake, so that our arbor A, Fig. 1,
would be two and one-half inches, less one thirty-
second, from shoulder to shoulder, or between the
dotted lines a a', Fig. r. The part of the arbor A

at b is five-sixteenths to fit the hole in the main
wheel, and the bearing c is turned to three-six-

teenths in diameter and one-quarter long. To
make the spool on which the cord winds, we use
a universal lathe, and the ends are quickly gotten
up. 'Iwo discs are turned one and one-quarter
inches in diameter out of No. io hard sheet brass,
shaped in vertical sections as shown at d e,
Fig. 3. The ends of the little offset at d e, going
inside the tube F, as shown, can be soldered
in with soft solder. The lips ff1 serve to retain
the cord on the spool F. The ratchet wheel G is
securely attached to the arbor A, and the head e
of the spool F is secured to it by the screws n n.

If the clock is provided with a maintaining
wheel, it will occupy the position shown at H
The centre arbor is four and one-half inches long,
and one-quarter of an inch in diameter, before
being turned. A bushing is mounted on it to re-
ceive the centre wheel. The pinions are of steel,
and the first two (the one which goes on the centre
arbor) should be one-quarter of an inch thick.
These pinions can be roughly polished and then
hardened, and a final fine polish given. The pin-
ions should be left of a very hard temper (straw
color), as they are attached to the arbors on which
they run by a little soft solder.

The wheels and pinions furnished by Mr.
Grant have involute teeth and run, when properly
mounted, with the greatest possible ease and reg-
ularity. The pinions should be hardened from
the cyanide bath, which leaves a surface polished,
when the steel is soft, almost undimmed. The
method of using the cyanide 1mtli will be explained
shortly in the notes to " Clold Working," now
running in this journal.

* * *

The charai:teristic color of the sapphire is a
clear blue, very like to that of the blossom of the
little " corn flower " ; and the more velvety its
appearance the greater the value of the stone. The
)riental sapphire retains its exquisite color by gas-

light, while that of the inferior specimens becomes
dark.

* * *

The cat's eye stone is found in Ceylon. It is
always cut in a highly convex form, and has a
remarkable play of light in a certain direction,
resembling a drop of water or the pupil of an eye

moving about inside of it, or a band of light float-
ing on its surface, ever shifting, like a restless
spirit, from side to side as the stone is turned.
The people regard it with awe and wonder, and,

believing it to be the abode of some genie, dedicate
it to their gods as a sacred stone.

Seware
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Some people seem to be

trying to create the impression
that there is a connection be-

tween this Company and some
other concerns.

'Tis False

pecause

We have not the slightest
connection with any other con-
cern.

There is more than

one concern in the watch

business using the name

"Keystone," is no reason

that there should be any

connection between them.

Hundreds of concerns use

the name "Keystone."

Don't 13e misled

If any one tries to make

you believe that we have any-

thing to do with any other con-

cern using- the name "Keystone,"

or that any such. concern han-

dles our goods, tell him that he

don't know what he is talking

about.

Keystone Watch Case Company
Philadelphia

Mae York Chicago.

JULY 1889.

KIND WORDS
FROM OUR FRIENDS

ESTIMONIALS depend

for their value on the
conditions under which
they are given. When
they are voluntary and
seem to spring from
people because they can
not help it, they are
pleasant and gratifying.

The KEYSTONE man-

agement have been unremit-
ting in their efforts to give the

trade a journal adapted to

the'r wants in all that go to

make a paper of value and in-

terest to the craft. And we

assure our readers such responses from our friends

is no small incentive to further and increased

efforts. For the past four years we have been

developing our plans, and successful as our efforts

have been, we see as much to achieve in the future

as we have accomplished in the past. We thank

our friends for their countenance and support, and

such encouraging words as are contained in the

following testimonials.

M. WOOLMAN, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

" Please find subscription price for one year. I
would rather do without my prayer book than the
KEYSTONE.

JOHN A. BECK, Portland, Oregon.

"I send one dollar for subscription for your valu-
able paper. I can no longer endure the accusing con-
science within me. I have been entertained,
amused, instructed so long without money or price
through your indulgence in sending me the 'KEY-
STONE, that I now pay and cry pardon for the past,
with the promise to turn over a new leaf and pay
promptly in advance for the future."

W. P. SMITH, Rochester, N. Y.

" I do not know of any journal published in the
interest of the jewelry trade that could take the place
of the KEYSTONE."

J. E. SOUTHWORTH, Santa Clara, Cal.

,, I respond with pleasure to your call for sub-
scribers, for I could not keep house without it. I eat
it for breakfitst ; lunch on it at noon ; take a full din-
ner from it at night, and retire refreshed and ready
for another day among the watches. You deserve
great credit for your efforts for the good of the craft,
for they cannot be for the good of your pocket at fifty
cents a year.

G. W. LAUGHLIN, Canton, Ohio.

,, Enclosed find two years subscription to the
KEYSTONE. I would rather separate from my mother-
in-law (if I had one) than the KEYSTONE. As Peck's
bad boy says, She's a daisy, she's a (Tandy."

FRED. W. OSGOOD, Leominster, Mass.

"I have before expressed my opinion that your
paper was the BEST published in the interest of the
trade and I shall stick to it.' I find in nearly every
paper some little thing that is worth many times more
than the price of the subscription."

J'. M. TESH, Mount Airy, N. C.

" I have a brother, M. A. Tesh, a jeweler at
Abbott's Creek, N. C. If he does not take your paper
I would like him to see a copy occasionally, although
I would make EVERYBODY PAY FOR IT, for it is
worth paying for."

N. BEST, Union City, Ind.

" Please find enclosed subscription for the KEY-
STONE, I cannot do without it. Your success with
your journal has never been equaled by any journal
or magazine published for the benefit of jewelers and
watchmakers. Success attend you in the future, as
your efforts will be appreciated by all."

F. L. OWEN, Marengo, Iowa.

"In commendation of the KEYSTONE would say,
no man's $5.00 NVOUld itiiluce 111C to part with my tile
of your valuable papers. What I lind in it is reliable,
and it k:' the cream ' of experience, of old and skilled
Workmen who know what they are talking about.

C. A. CRUltr..111, .A.rnb3y,

" Enclosed ilease find subscription price for two
years. It is the best for general news of any maga-
zine I receive. All articles are to the point--sharp
and crisp.

W. W. LYON, Museptah, Ran.

,, It is the brighest and liveliest paper that I ever
have taken. I could not 0,et along very well without
it."

A. R. MOON, St. John, Ran.

Now, I generally try to be as wise as my calibre
will admit, and I don't like to be caught napping. I
have learned nore from the ideas to be ol,tained in
Workshop Notes alone, than the subscription price
obtained in anything clse. , Success to yees.'"

H. L. HOFFMAN, Neustadt, Ont.

" I am very much pleased with the KEYSTONE.
It is getting better every month ; would not be with-
out it for three times the price."

IRA A. SHATTUCK, Hardwick, Vt.

It is a welcome visitor every month and grows bet-
ter all the tune."

J. E. ZUPP, Cambria, Mich.

0 I think your paper is the boss jewelers' paper.
It can't be matched in the world."

T. E. Clark, Edella, Pa.

" I would as soon think of stopping my daily as
the KEYSTONE."

F. LEIBY, Wrightsville, Pa.

"I-having received a copy of your journal, after
looking it through it strikes me all over. Find en-
closed fifty cents for subscription."

N. H. ANDRUS, Wilber, Neb.

" I find that it's a journal, that for one in my business
should not be without it ; for it is worth four times
what you ask for it. The KEYSTONE will always be
welcome to my store."

E. S. CLARK, Waltham, Mass.

" Please send me the last issue, I do not wish to skip
any numbers. I take two other trade journals, but
can't get along without the KEYSTONE."

D. B. GORDON, Rock Hill, S. C.

,, As a paper for a new beginner, I don't think
the KEYSTONE can be beat. Would rather pay $2
for it than to pay $1.00 to $1.50 for any other paper
published for the trade. Don't ever forget to send me
my KEYSTONE, and always let me know ahead when
time is out, and I will remit."

GEO. FIELLIN, Slater, Iowa.

" I herewith renew my subscription, also send
you a new subscriber. The KEYSTONE comes as
regular as clockwork. Every copy is put on file—ever
since March, 1886, when I became a subscriber. It
is the best puper published for the trade."

GEO. V. SHAW, Dubuque, Iowa.

,, Enclosed please find $1.00 for which please
send rne the KEYSTONE for two years, at expiration
of same please notify mc, as I do not want to be with-
out it, though the price should be double. It is an
accessory to one's business, so let its bright rays shine
.upon the gloom of after hours."

C. J. SPRINGER, Brooks, Ma.

I have been a subseriber of your journal for
some time now, and I want to tell you it is in my
Opinion, the best journal for the trade published, and
that at the /east cost."

C. M. HIBBARD, Akron, Ohio.

"I cut two-thirds of the leaves out of the other
trade journals, and it makes a good scrap- book for
articles frOM TUE KEYSTONE."

R. H. DILLEY, Quaker City, Ohio.

" I can't get along without it. It is the medium
through which I gain information of the doings of the
trade everywhere."
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TALCOTT BROS., Olymphia, Washington.
" The KEYSTONE and Boss cases are the same as

$20.00 pieces to us."

J. P. R. JAMES, Read's Landing, Minn.

" The KEYSTONE is jttst splendid. How can you
afford it ? I think it is the best paper in the world
for the price."

P. A. PETERSON, Peekskill, N. Y.

Inclosed please find subscription price for
another year. How wcaulerful it grows! I want to
keep it, and see what it will develop itself into.

E. D. SHAW, M3Xanzio, Tann.

Please continue my subscription to the KEY-
STONE for another year. I take more interest in
reading it than in any other paper published in the
trade."

W. D. JOPLING, Trinity, Texas.
" I send price for renewal of subscription for

your valuable journal. I consider it the best trade
journal in use, and would not be without it for twenty
times the price."

A. 0. HEDGES, Lumberport, W. Va.

0 The KEYSTONE is a , daisy,' and is worth more
than all the rest of the trade journals put together."

GEO, H. EVANS, Utica, N. Y.

" Enclosed please find subscription for the KEY-
STONE. I take two dailies and live weeklies, but
there is none more welcome than it. I think it to
cheap at fifty cents.

HENRY BOSSIER, Martinsville, Ind.

,, Please find enclosed subscription price for
another year. It is the test journal printed in
America."

GEO. M. YARNELL, Senecaville, Ohio.

0 I value it more highly than any other trade
paper, as it possesses the distinctive American quality
of Get up and go,' and it always gets there."

ARTHUR FORTH, Perth, Ont.

" Your paper is the best yet. I consider that it
contains more useful information in one issue, than
all the other trade papers combined."

J. J. WHALEY, Fayetteville, N. C.

,, Please renew my subscription to the KEYSTONE.
A very valuable paper which I would not be without.
It is, without doubt, the cheapest and best paper on
earth for the money."

DAVID. K. BROWN, Axtel, Kan.

To say I like the KEYSTONE is a lame way of
expressing the value of it to the trade ; and a paper
no intelligent jeweler can successfully do without."

A. F. MIRLACH & BRO., Deaver Dam, Wis.

" It is the. best paper published, and no jeweler
ought to be without it."

C. J. ODELL, Windom, Minn.

" I would have it if it cost $3.00 per annum.
You can count me one of your many thousand sub-
scribers."

C. j. DEMME, Malvern, Ohio.

I think every jeweler in the country ought to
get it. One number alone, will pay for the price of
it a year."

Jig°. MAURER, Lake City, Colo.
" You are certainly publishing a valuable journal

for the jewelry trade at a very small cost."

N.j. BRADDOOK, Somerset, Ohio.
" You are neither oblong or square, yet from

your form and beauty I can't do without you. Please
find enclosed price for subscription. • Your bright,
practical, and spicy KEYSTONE is alWays welcome."

W. a BAR 3ELT, W.)alstock, Va.

" The KEvsToNE., in my estimation, is what
every jeweler and watch-repairer MUST have. I find
myself greatly I enefited by the different modes of
work recorded in its columns. So send it along ;
can't spare a single number.'

J. M. NETH, Shane's Crossing, Ohio.
"It is too good and too cheap not to be a sub-

scriber. Please send it to me regularly, as I can not
be without it ; for it is the best journal of its kind I
ever run across."



a lot ob snide cases. De last oh de great rulers
wuz a chap by de name ob Rameses III. He wuz
called de Solomon ob de Egyptians ; he wuz a
large fmanufacturer ob Boss cases an' had his
throne built wid dem. 'Bout dis time der wuz a
s'ciety formed fer ter rob de royal sepelchures,
dese are supposed ter be de first oh de mugwumps.
Arter dis ruler, we doan heah much ob dese people
'cept (ley wuz fightin' each udder. An' de 5th Cen
tory B. C., Cambyses, de son ob Cyrus, captures
de kentry, an' we heah no mo' oh dem fer sum
time.

'Bout de same time dere am a great blank in
de history ob de Assyrians an' de Bablonians, an'
I purposes to let 'em slide 'til dey does somethin'

De History ob de Boss Case, an' its Influence on de
Won' an' Mankind in General.

By J. L. S.

NIAH deah belubed membahs ob de s'ciety,
I'se pow'ful glad ter see yo' all once
mo' an' ter meet yo' in dis new hall, de

rent ob which am free an' eberyting paid fo' by
de Boss case folks. De tanks ob de s'ciety am
voted to dem. Yo' all knows I has been away
fo' some time. I was 'pinted one ob de commis-
sioners on de Samoa business, an' de whole ting
wuz in a mix until I done got der. I jess tole ole
Bismark not ter kum pesterin"roun' whar we
wuz or I would jess jump on ter his neck. He got
berry much scared at dis, an' said we mout do
jess as we please, an' he treated de whole gang to
de beer an' cheese.

I is now at home fer ter stay, an' I 'pees fer
ter stay, an' will be on dis platform ebery month.
I has also 'gaged a comic artist an' he will throw
de pictuahs on de wall ebery fifteen minutes dur-
ing de lectuah, whar yo' all kan see dem. Fo'
dis ebenin' I has chosen de pictuah ob de dog, de
cat and de milk, an' de moral ob dis am dat dis
don't pay ter run after bad coin' any, an' yo' all
will see what dis dog got fer runnin' arter de cat
dat carried de snide case.

Yo' all reckomember dat my last lectuah on
de history ob de worl' left off at de beginnin' ob
de i3th century B. C. Well, we takes up de
subject at dat time an' will percede to 'lighten yo'
fodder on de fac's ob history. In dis century, de
Egyptians gin ter run backwards, de arts an' de
Boss case gin tet decline, an' de folks gin ter weah

dat am worth talkin"bout. De Greeks am de
boys, dey was dess rasin' de debbil ebery day an'
Sunday too. 'Bout dis time dere wuz somethin'
happened dat de worl' hab not yet, got don' talkin'
'bout. Poets and historians am allus writin"bout
hit, an' de cause wuz dis : Paris, a son ob Priam,
de King ob Troy, went on a razel-dazel visit to
Greece, an' while dey wuz dere, dey broke into
de royal jewelry store ob Menelaus an' stole his
wife an' de Boss Case dat she carried dat had a
diamond set in de back. Well, dis dess raised de
debbil wid de Greeks. Dis woman was called
Helen ob Troy. Hit raised a great wah, an' de
Greeks dey went to Troy an' fought ten yeahs an'
could not take de city. But de Greeks am a cute
set, so dey built a large Boss Case factory in de
shape ob a boss, an' put it on wheels neah de
walls ob Troy, an' den let on like as if dey had
gone home. De people ob Troy dey slipt out an'
stole dis hoss an hauled in town. In de night,
de Greeks dat was in de boss slipt out an took de
town, an' got de Boss Case back. Yo' will find a
full account ob dis in de works ob Homer de poet.
He was a great poet, an' it am said wrote a great

person to weah a Boss Case, an' de konsequence
ob dis wuz dat de people ob dat Ian' became de
greatest fighters in de worl'. Dis wuz in de lan'
oh Sparta. An' Lycurgus done made some mighty
pow'ful laws. He 'bolished all eatin' in yo' own
house, an' made eberybody eat in de public halls;
he also made de money outen ob iron, an it wuz
so cussed heaby dat hit took two oxen to haul
$500. Dis wuz done so dat people would not care
fo' hit. When a chile wuz born, if hit wuz a boy
dey 'xamined him, an if he wuz not strong an' dey
thought he would eber be a snide case maker, dey
gest knocked his brains out. De children were
taught to lie an' steal an' it am told dat once when
a boy had stole a fox an' had it under his coat, he
swore he did not hab it, an' stuck to it until de
fox chawed up his Boss Case, den he swore like a
mugwump. Lycurgus done made a heap oh strange
laws, 'cause he wanted de people to be solgiers an'
not care fo' riches and sich like.

deal ob poetry 'bout de Boss Case. He wuz like
all oh us great men, de people do not 'preciate us
until we is gone, an' den dey raise a great. talk,
an' monuments, 'bout what great men we wuz, an'
it am said ob Homer :

"Seven Grecian cities strove for Flamer dead,
Through which Homer living begged his bread."

A great chap by de name ob Tiberintis had a
fight near de ribber Albula, an' got de socks beat
off him ; he got so mad 'bout hit, dat he drowned
hissell, an.' dey namen the riber " Tiber," an dat
am.de name ob hit ter-day.

In 923 B. C., Lycurgus, the great law-maker,
wuz born. He wuz de Henry George ob dat time.
He divided de Ian' 'twixt 39,000 families; he
killed all de snide case makers, an' 'forced ebery

In 864 B. C., Dido founded Carthage. She
gib de nations a Boss Case fo' as much Ian' as she
could cubber wid a bull's hide. Dido, she was
pow'ful cunnin' like, an' done cut de hide into a
long string, an' done got a heap ob lan' ; eber
since dat, we heah ob " cuttin' up Dido."

Well, gess yo' all hab enough ob dis fo' dis
ebenin', an' I see Secretary Peekaboo Watkins
sneakin out de meetin ; gess we had better stop.
Yo' knows Peekaboo hab gest got married, an' is
'fraid to stay out late. He sent me an' Mrs. Snow-
ball a piece ob de weddin cake to dream on. I
dreampt dat night I wuz a snide case maker,
kicked de ole woman out de bed, run out in de
yard in my shirt tail, an' Towser, de dog, did not
know me in dat dress, an' took his breakfast out
ob de calf oh my left leg,. an' hit made
de ole woman sick fo' three months. Members oh
dis s'ciety am requested not to send me any mo'
weddin' cakes.

Terror Hardy, Fatty Bennett an' Leverset
Sweetzer, all ob Boston, am ter be married in dis
month, an' I is pow'ful sorry fo' dere three unfor-
tunate girls.

Pickles Weigele, oh St Louis, am expelled
fo' appearin' at de Centennial Ball in his bare
feet.

Ward McAllister an' de balance ob de foah
hundred am candidates fo' admishun to dis s'ciety.
I don' know wedder we ought ter let dem in or
not. I'm 'fraid Ward will try an' run dis s'ciety,
but if he does, he will feel de 'fects ob my razor.
Yo' heah me !

LETTER FROM CHICAGO.

CHICAGO, ILL., July 1, 1889.

VER three weeks the 
bers have been busily
engaged in making
selections of goods
for the fall trade, and
the ubiquious Eastern
drummer has been
having quite a lively
time. According to
the showing of these
latter gentlemen , their
sales have been about
up to the standard of
past seasons, and

as like little " Oliver," they are always crav-
ing for more, they are not satisfied because they
have not sold more goods. It should, however,
be borne in mind, that the wholesale dealers re-
gard their purchases just now as sample lines, and
the probabilities are in favor of heavier business in
the near future.

Several of the large jobbing houses have just
completed stock taking, and I am glad to learn
from them that their sales for the past season have
been larger than they anticipated, and in every
case, show a considerable increase over those for
the same period last year. From all sections of the
West, reports of the most encouraging nature as to
the business outlook continue to be received. The
cool weather and the heavy rain-fall of late, have,
it is true, somewhat retarded the crops, but the
farmers claim that the yeild will be all the heavier.
In the grazing districts too, the prospects are very
satisfactory. The remarkably mild winter enabled
the farmers to carry over a large portion of their
hay, which would otherwise have been used. The
country trade in a large measure depends upon the
farming population for their support, and the pros-
perity of the one consequently means the success
of the other.

Mr. H. F. Hahn, the President of the National
Jobbers' Association, was good enough to review
the past season's business, and the future prospect
for me the other day. " Despite the complaints
as to the dull trade made by several of our mer-
chants," said he, " I don't find any cause for
complaint. Our sales for the past six months are
considerably larger than those for the same period
last year, and I am inclined to think, that if even
those who grumble most, were to go carefully into
the matter, they would find their experience similar
to my own. Of course, it is true, that the heavier
portion of our sales have heen made up of such
staples as movements, cases, diamonds, etc. Still
it is well for us to know that the country dealers
are not loading themselves up with a class of goods
that so soon as the patterns become passe, have no
specific value. Movements and cases as you know
are always in demand, and always command their
prices. We have found collections easier than
usual this season, and that I think is a pretty good
indication of the financial condition of the dealers.
I may add that I never remember a season where
we have had so few losses through failures. Now
taking all these facts into consideration, with the
information that we have as to the crop prospects,
I think we may safely anticipate a very heavy fall
trade. The retailers, as I have said before, have
bought carefully, and as they have sold a great
many goods, their stocks will need considerable
replenishing. I venture to predict a lively fall
trade in pretty nearly every line of business."

Mr. Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem, had just
completed stock taking when I called on him
yesterday. " We are very much pleased with our
business for the last twelve months," said he,
" And I may add, especially with that for the last
six months. Our sales have been greater than we
anticipated, and our losses through failures, etc.,
have been nominal. We have a large increase in
sales over those of the corresponding twelve
months." " What lines of goods do you find in
most active demand," I asked, " Staples, such as
movements, cases and diamond goods," was the
reply. " I think the demand for American move-
ments (that is of the standard makes) is daily
increasing. There is also a steadily increasing
demand for gold filled cases. The trade seem to
find it easier to sell a filled case whose quality and
wearing capability is guaranteed by a responsible
house, than a low grade case whose standard of
quality is not so clearly defined. We have found
collections quite satisfactory all through the sea-
son. From the reports we receive from all sections
of the country, both from our salesmen and our
customers, I think we may look forward with
confidence to a good fall business."

The retail dealers have been having quite a
good deal of business during the past month. I
have noticed that the principal State street stores,
in anything like favorable weather, have been
pretty full of customers whenever I made a call.
Spaulding's magnificently equipped store, is of
course, the centre of attraction, and during the
afternoon is generally crowded. I had very pleas-
ant and interesting talk with Mr. Forman, the
Secretary df the Company, a few days ago. In
reply to my query as to what were the latest
designs and fashions in watches and jewelry, he
said, " Small sized watches are the most fashion-
able, and sell the best. All kinds of ornamented
cases (provided the ornamentation is in good taste
and artistic) are in good demand. Enameled
watches with pearl rings are much inquired after.
For ladies wear, short, queen chains are all the
rage. The marquis ring, with oval setting, made
of a rim of diamonds, is very fashionable. Colored
stones are in great favor just now. Emeralds
probably lead on account of their brilliancy under
artificial light, and rubies and pearls come next in
popular favor. Colored gold jewelry sells well.
Brooches are now circular in form, and are used
for pendants. They are ornamented with parti-
colored jeweled clover leaves, double dasies, mar-
guerites, dragons, flies, etc. Bracelets are coming
into fashion again. They are generally mounted
with diamonds or colored stones. The people of
Chicago are being educated up to a high standard
in the selection of jewelry, and display great judg-
ment in making their purchases. We have had
an excellent trade so far."

Mr. C. H. Knights is making a Western trip,
half on business, half on pleasure. He is at pres-
ent at Denver, Col., and reports that he is much
benefitted by the change.

Mr. J. Quincy Walker, the well-known repre-
sentative for the Trenton Watch Co., has been in
the city for some days. He reports business as
good.

- Mr. David N. Smith, of Wm. Smith & Co. is
here on business. " Dave " has been warmly re-
ceived by his old friends. He says he has not
visited Chicago for six years, and notes a great
many changes.

Mr. Benj. Allen goes east on the 6th inst. to
join his family.

Mr. H. F. Hahn, will visit New York about
the 15th inst.

BOSS EXTRA. .IS SOLD

I,' I I ,LED CASE. IS

EQUAL TO ANY FILLED

CASE MADE, EXCEPT

PHILADELPHIA
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J. T. WILLIAMS, Editor. S. H. STEEI.E, Publisher.

PHILADELPHIA, JULY, 1889.

Don't you think Fifty Cents is a very small
sum for a journal of the value and interest of the
KEYSTONE, and that if youi- name is not already
on our subscription list it ought to be?

While we do not believe in boasting of every
slight advance we make, still we can not refrain
from calling the attention of our readers to our
improved appearance. We have had the credit
for several years of having the most interesting
and spicy journal in the trade, and now we are
going to make it the most elegant and artistic.

The value of the KEYSTONE as a text book
and a work of reference, has induced us to make
an arrangement with the Howard Mfg. and Sta-
tionary Co. for their Handy Binder for the benefit
of the subscribers. of the KEYSTONE. This binder
is elegant in appearance, and in every way service-
able. The KEYSTONE placed in this binder opens
perfectly flat, whether there is one number or a
whole volume. We give such a binder to all new
subscribers together with the KEYSTONE for one
year for ONE DOLLAR. Paid up subscribers now
on our subscription list, will have a binder mailed
to them on the receipt of 50 cents. 'These binders
are gems, and retail everywhere at 75 cents. We
furnish these binders at absolute wholesale cost.

It will pay our readers to post themselves on
magnetism as written up in our articles on "Work-
shop Chemistry." Among the illustrations will
be a cut and complete description of one of the
most perfect demagnetizing machines yet devised
for watchmaker's use. Among the desirable
features of this machine is that it is cheaply made,
and so simple any person can use it.

We are constantly reading about lost arts and
some great invention made ever so many years
ago, the process of manufacture of which is now
unknown. Prominent among such lost arts are
" malleable glass," hardening copper," " noise-
less gun powder," etc. It would hardly do to say
that malleable glass had not been made, but it
does seem that if such glass had ever existed, we
should have some specimens still left, as wares of
this kind would not be as perishable as ordinary
glass. Hardened copper is only a tin bronze when
stripped of the mystery with which some writers
involve it. Gravers of this material would find
no users, and if one of these mystical writers had
to be shaved with a razor of hardened copper, the
profanity induced would be something horrible.
As regards noiseless powder, any powder would
be so if the dynamic force induced by liberation
of the gases, produced by the rapid ignition of
the powder, was allowed to expend itself before the
bullet left the muzzle of the gun. The popularity
of such stories is due very much to the fact, that

.although a writer may be a good grammarian and
a fine linguist, he can be profoundly ignorant of
science and applied mechanics. It is very doubt-
ful if the world has lost an art worth preserving.

" I used to be on the road for a New York

ewelry house" said an experienced and successful

business man to us recently, "and one feature I

used to base a good portion of my belief of the

business ability of the firm I was visiting on, was by
taking a mental inventory of the lame ducks'

they carried in stock." By 'lame ducks,' he meant
unsalable and stale goods. He went on to say
that in many stores he saw the same article in

stock for years. These goods were invoiced as

stock at cost price, yet every day were deteriorat-

ing, and in the end had to be sold for what they

would bring. He finished by saying that when he

went into business for himself he made it invari-

ably the rule to get rid of such stock at any price,
even if he did not realize twenty per cent. of
first cost.

Practical workmen never experience what is
termed a "dull season." Sales may be a little
slack, and repair work fall off at certain times in
the year, but such occasions the ingenious
watchmaker always embraces to make such tools
as he cannot buy, and these frequently are of
quite as much assistance to him in his work as
any in his collection. Not only tools can be made
during lulls in business, but many little improve-
ments in repairs and conveniences about one's
place can be attended to. The wide-awake work-
man never has leisure to be idle or spend in those
enjoyments which are instituted to kill time.
It is by taking advantage of such opportunities
and employing them to advantage that one man
succeeds and another fails.

The real incentive to business, when the
"decorations" are removed, is to make money.
All men in business should classify the avenues
through which they receive a profit and enlarge
those sources. With equal scrutiny and care,
close up those lines of goods which afford no satis-
factory return. There are very few articles one
has to keep just to please and oblige customers.
Goods which do not afford a fair profit are not
worth bothering with. After thoroughly satisfy-
ing ourselves that the reason we do not get a profit
from them is because we do not handle them as
we should, close them out completely—not dabble
a little with a mere pretense of an assortment.

Never encourage yourself in a belief that your
business is in a bad way. When you get despon-
dent, do something—anything but get into debt.

The Keystone Watch Case Co. announce
with this issue an important change. The regular
Boss Filled Case will hereafter be known as the

Boss Extra. The Keystone Filled as the Boss

14 K., and the Star Filled as the Boss ro K. This

practically makes three grades of Boss cases, and

we believe that all three of them are worthy the

name " Boss." They are all the best of their

respective class. The addition of the word

"Extra" to the title of the Boss case is well put.

This case is certainly far ahead of any other filled

case ever made, and the addition of a solid gold
pendant makes it practically invulnerable, and to

all intents and purposes a solid gold case. The

Boss 14 K. is, we believe, the next best case to the

Boss Extra, and is sold remarkably low. The

Boss To K. is an excellent case, constructed on

proper principles, and made with enough gold to
properly fulfill the guarantee. One great reason

of the success of this Company has been in the

fact that they have always made such goods as

would fulfill the guarantee. It has cost.them lots

of money, but as they sowed, so they reap.

JULY, 1889.

America is undergoing a transition state
in horological matters, a:RI instead of being
at the mercy of foreign nations for watches, we
stand in a position to dictate the values of time-
keeping machinery in the world's markets; not
only in clocks, but watches. No people can make
a reliable clock or watch to sell for the price we
can. Now, let us look at the situation, and see
how this is going to affect • the trade. We must
take a broad view of the matter, and not allow our
minds only to conceive of how cheap we can make
such goods, but also look at another phase of the
question which is, how good can we make them.
While there will be fifty cheap watches sold to one
expensive one, still the proportion of expensive
ones will slowly advance on the cheaper grades.
Watches which can be relied on for close perform-
ance will always rule high, and the closer and
more perfect the performance, the greater the
price. The mass of people are only commencing
to understand what close rating means. It would
be better and nearer the truth to say they have not
yet commenced, but only verging toward it.

In our city of Philadelphia, we have many
places where correct time is received from the
Washington Observatory by telegraph ; yet, you
may look at the chronometers in the shop windows
along Chestnut Street and find them disagreeing
to the amount of fifteen seconds. Why is this,
you say ? Several reasons conspire for such dis-
agreement, one of which is no time-piece is per-
fect, and in a few days will fall off or advance a
second or two, and the plea of "good enough" is
accepted. The methods of electrical synchroniz-
ing of clocks are gradually being perfected, and at
no distant day will be established, and then we
will have the correct time Co absolute seconds,
and a man's pocket watch will have to meet the
comparison day after day with public dials of the
George Washington order, which can not tell a
lie. At that time, the solace which a man can now
take to himself when he compares his watch with
the chronometer in the window of Smith, Brown

" & Co. and finds it seven seconds fast, and then
go on to Jones & Co., two blocks below, and find
himself only two seconds slow, will be dispelled.
This approximation to perfect time-keeping will
inevitably have to be met, and that very shortly;
and it will be all the better for the trade. Then
watches of first-class construction will come to the
front on their own merits, and not on the veracity
of the vender or owner. Watches to be relied on
must be made and kept in repair by men of skill.

Not every genius of ten months experience
who sticks out a shingle with "fine watch repair-
ing a specialty," will be permitted to educate
himself by experimenting with a superior watch.
It is to our horological schools we must look for
such men. Men for the repair trade must be
graded and paid accordingly. Such workmen as
are perfectly competent to do every repair neces-
sary to low grade watches, would be incompetent
to have to do with those of the higher grades. To
strip the question of all unnecessary verbage, the
facts are, men will always require pocket time-
pieces, and these will be of as many grades as
exist among those who carry them. Mr. Bighead

Cash will sport a thousand dollar repeater ; while

Jefferson Grant Hodjuggler will carry one in

Silveroid cases costing. five dollars. Now, for

each of these people to pay one dollar for cleaning

his time-piece, would be absurd. The end of it
will be that each will pay in proportion for the
quality of work done, and workmen be renum-

crated in proportion to their ability to deal with

watches of different grades.

JULY, 1889.

TRADE TOPICS.

Our readers will see by the large display adv.
of King & Eisle, Buffalo, N. Y., that they are to
the front as usual with something new.

Everything you need for a jewelry store can

be obtained of Lapp & Flershem, Chicago, Ill.
Send for one of their illustrated catalogues and
satisfy yourself.

The New Improved Trenton Watches are
announced on the market with hard enamel dials,
right hand setting lever and fitting regular 18 size
0. F. S. W. cases, lever or pendant setting. The
new complete watches Nos. 25 and 40 present a
very neat appearance, and at the price will un-
doubtedly meet with large demand. The move-
ments are offered separate from cases, and dealers
can case them in Silveroid and make a desirable
selling watch, or in Star Gold Filled Cases and
make as rich an appearing, well made timekeeper
as watches costing ten times the price of the
Trenton. Arrangements have been made with
nearly all the leading jobbers to carry these
watches in stock.

The Jas. Boss Case (14 K. guaranteed 20 years) is
just the Case you have been looking for. It's a Boss
Case and at a popular price.

One of the most elegant and attractive cata-
logues relating to the spectacle trade ever pro-
duced has just been brought out by Messrs. Bow-
man & Musser, of Lancaster, Pa. Aside from its
being a gem of typographical art and fine taste, it
is the most comprehensive catalogue of goods in
this line ever placed in the hands of the retail
jeweler.

Perry Smith, of Unadilla, N. Y., has learned
that it is not always wise for " smart " debtors to
brag of their success in beating their creditors.
About two months ago he ordered a Whitcomb
Lathe and other tools, valued at $125, of R. & L.
Friedlander, 65 and 6.7 Nassau St., New York City,
for which, however, he failed to pay. Smith
boasted of his shrewdness, saying that he did not
intend to pay for the tools when he ordered them.
A few days ago, Messrs. R. & L. Friedlander
happened to learn of this and immediately con-
sulted their Counsel, Edwin L. Kalish, Esq., 165
Broadway, who lost no time in issuing a Writ of
Replevin. Messrs. Friedlander are now ready to
sell the lathe to some more honest debtor, and
Smith is advising bis friends to pay for all goods
purchased from Counselor Kalish's clients.

If your name is not already on our subscription book,
it is a duty you owe to yourself and the trade to subscribe
at once.

If you have a lot of old scrap gold and silver
laying about, pack it up and ship it to H. T.
Roberts, 825 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa. He
will return you the full value to a penny.

R. & L. Friedlander, 65 and 67 Nassau St.,
New. York, furnish a very neat and tasty adver-
tising fan with local business card of your firm
printed on them on application. 'They carry an
immense stock of movements and cases at terms
favorable to the buyer.

The Seth 'Thomas Clock Co. have contracted
for a large Tower Clock for the Union Depot in
Ogden City, Utah, and for a Jarge striking clock
for the State Capitol at Harrisburg, l'a.

The large quarter striking clock for the Court-
house in St. Paul, Minn., will be shipped shortly,
and they also expect to ship this month the clock
for the Chronicle Building in San Francisco. This
clock has four 16 feet dials, the centers being

feet of glass for illuminating.
This Company have a good demand, con-

sidering the season of the year, for their small
nickel clock, the " Pony," and expect to sell
large quantities of them for the fall trade.

An Oregon jeweler writing this Company
under date of June 5th, says : I have sold sixty
Seth Thomas Watches and they all give perfect
satisfaction, and will rate with either Waltham or
Elgin watches that cost one-fourth more money."

Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock's school for watch-
makers at Winona, Minn., is booming. Atten-
tion is called to Mr. Albert Howard's letter to
Mr. Woodcock, published in our advertising col-
umns.

When it comes down to a fine accurate watch-
maker's lathe, the world is beginning to find out
Mr. Yankee is ahead. In England, and on the
continent, they are making them after the Ameri-
can model, and pronounce them of the "American
type," but although they resemble the American
lathes in appearance, they lack quality when tested
for accuracy. The American Watch Tool Co.
have produced a new lathe of superior excellence,
known as the " Webster Whitcomb." We would
say to all parties contemplating the purchase of a
lathe to post themselves thoroughly on the merits
of this lathe before purchasing.

The Jas. Boss Case (10 K. guaranteed 15 years) is
just the Case you have been wanting. It's a Boss
Case, and at a low price.

Mosely & Co., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of
the Moseley lathe, have reduced the prices on
their justly celebrated lathes. There is no better
lathe made than the Mosely. Write to the firm
for a price-list.

Watchmakers who experience any difficulty
in holding an eye glass in their eye, should use
one of S. B. Stibgen's eye-glass holders.

We are going to talk about case springs, and
say we never heard unadjustable fly springs so uni-
versally well spoken of as the Harstrom patent,
made by the New York Watch Case Spring Co.,
71 Nassau St., New York.

Cross & Beguelin, 21 Maiden Lane, New
York, carry an immense stock of American and
Swiss Watches, also tools and materials. The
Centennial Watch and Centennial Chronograph
have a world-wide reputation among cheap and
reliable watches.

F. W. Gesswein, 39 John Street, New York,
general dealer in watchmakers' and jewelers' tools
and supplies, carries a fine stock of enamel colors,
furnaces, etc.

The Chicago Horological Institute has just
issued a new prospectus, relating to the advantages
afforded by that institution. There is no horo-

logical school on the continent which affords
superior advantages.

The enterprising firm of Bowman & Musser

have appointed Mr. George Greubel as their local

agent for Ph i ladelphia.

Swartchild & Co., 76 and 78 State Street,

Chicago, make a specialty of tools and materials.
If you have not one of their 1889 catalogues, send
your card for one.

No man in the jewelry business can afford to be
without THE KEYSTONE. It is the brightest and
most instructive journal published in the interest of the
trade.

The test lenses furnished by the Julius King

Optical Co. rank the highest of any made.

The Parson's Horological School at La Porte,
Ind, remains as popular as ever among horological
students.

The Moseley Lathe is unsurpassed for quality.

The Gravier mainspring holds its "life" and

elasticity longer than any spring made. Glickauf

& Newhouse, 84 and 86 State Street, Chicago,

Ill., are the American agents.

C. H. Knights & Co., Chicago, are head-

quarters for watchmakers' and jewelers' outfits.

The Aurora Watch Co's. watches well deserve
the high reputation they are rapidly acquiring.

The Paillard Non-Magnetic watches have
come to stay.

The K. R. F. Simmons & Co's. Gold
Filled chains are warranted to wear for 25 years.

Stern & Stern, 13 Maiden Lane, New York,

carry a full stock of watches, diamonds and jewelry.

The popularity of the Puzzle Ring of Henry

C. Haskell, II John Street, New York, is as great

as ever.

L. Lelong & Bro., sweep smelters and refin-

ers, Newark, N. J., are an old and reliable house.

The Keystone Watch Case Company have

just mailed to the trade (along with their illustrated

catalogue of designs for the fall season) a Key to

:prices. Recognizing the justice of the complaint

against sending net prices by open mail, this con-

cern has arranged a system of long prices, and at

great expense sent a Key to each jeweler under seal.

As they shall be issuing priced illustrations frequ-

quently and cannot afford to send a Key each

tinte, every jeweler should carefully preserve the

one now sent. If any jeweler has been missed, a

Key will be sent him upon request, accompanied

by business card, to the Company's head office,

i9th and Brown Sts., Philadelphia.
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PROVIDENCE AND ATTLEBORO GOSSIP.

UDGING that every-
body in this country
interested in the jew-
elry industry has seen
new goods and old
goods to his heart's
content, it must be
admitted that so far,
the business has fallen
•considerably belo w
expectations. The
fault does not appear
to be so much in the
number of orders

received, as in the size of them. On the
other hand, many manufacturers seem to think
that this condition of trade will tend to prolong
the business, as in many previous years, large
orders at the outset constituting the bulk of the
business. It is no wonder, however, that the
manufacturers desire to push their business to the
utmost, for with the great competition and corres-
pondingly light margins, they are compelled to
make a volume of business take the place of a
satisfactory profit.

In my letter of last month, I see that it is
stated that A. L. Stearns & Co., will carry on
their business under the style of Providence Stock
Co. This is an error, however, and should be
corrected. What I intended to say was that the
parties who had bought out Atwood & Co., would
continue the business under this style.

Geo. N. Babbington & Co., manufacturing
jewelers, have removed to 35 Point street, where
they have better accommodations.

Norton & Co., manufacturing jewelers at 143
Summer street have dissolved. John Costello,
the retiring member of the firm is now in the em-
ploy of Simms & Co., 119 Orange street.

A. V. Blake & S. G. Easterbrooks have
moved to 27 Page street, where each will carry on
business on his own account.

P. S. Eddy is now located at 27 Page street,
where he has a much larger and better arranged
shop for the manufacture of his goods.'

W. H. Colton & Co., have commenced the
manufacture of jewelry at 35 Point street. Coltoc
has for some time been salesman for R. McDonald,
of Attleboro, Mass.

W. H. Ballou & Co., manufacturing jewelers
have moved their factory to the new Champlin
building, corner of Chestnut and Clifford street.
W. H. Ballou of this firm has just returned from
Europe, where he has been sightseeing in company
with Boston friends during the past two months.
He reports a most enjoyable trip.

The firm of Sweet, Fletcher & Co. has dis-
solved, and is succeeded by the new firm of
Fletcher, Burrows & Co., who will continue the
manufacturing jewelry business at the same loca-
tion, 53 Clifford street. Mr. Sweet the retiring
partner will become an active partner in the firm
of G. B. Willis & Co. after July ist.

G. B. Willis & Co. have removed to the
Remington building, corner of Page and Friend-
ship streets.

A. T. Wall & Co., the well-known gold and
silver platers, shut down their factory on June 22d
for two weeks, in order to make some extensive
improvements. They have had a remarkably
good season.

An ingenious individual of this city, has re-
cently perfected another novelty in the way of a

puzzle, which he will soon put on the market. It
is after the style of " Pigs-in-the-Clover," but is
more complicated. It is called " The Political
Puzzle.' While it is designed more particularly
for that large class of individuals who just at pres-
ent, are looking for fat offices, it will also afford
lots of amusement to everybody in general, and
will no doubt meet with a ready sale.

Geo. L. Claflen and Stephen Creteau have
formed a co-partnership and will carry on business
under the style of " The Claflen Novelty Co.," at
143 Summer street. They will manufacture a line
of novelties for the notion and dry goods trade.

The enameling firm of R. & F. J. Skuce has
dissolved after a partnership of about twelve years.
The business will be continued by F. J. Skuce
under the style of F. J. Skuce & Co. at the old stand.

The jewelers with their customary generosity,
contributed largely for the relief of the Johnstown
sufferers'.

The Land Company's building, which is occu-
pied by nummerous jewely firms, shuts down for
one week.

Thos. C. Hudson who has been located at
129 Eddy street for some years, have given up
business.

Edward N. Cook, the gold plater in the Rem-
ington building, is very busy just at present filling
orders, and he has been obliged to increase his
force of workmen.

Frederick D. Heffron, the well-known sales-
man for H. I). Merritt & Co., of North Attleboro
for several years, has been admitted to partnership
by Riley & French, and the business will hereafter
be carried on under the style of Riley, French &
Heffron. He is now in the west with his new samples.

Although North Attleboro'will soon have a
a direct railroad to Boston, the inhabitants are
somewhat in a dilemma just where the depot will
be located. The present one will have to be
abandoned, and no one seems to know where the
new one can be placed so as to please everybody.

W. H. Wilmarth has retired from the firm of
W. H. Wilmarth & Co., of Attleboro, Mass., and
the business will be carried on by Mr. E. Bullock,
the former junior partner under the old style.

The Electric Railway Co. has distributed its
rails as far as Attleboro Falls, and the road from
Attleboro to Plainville will be soon under way. It
is generally thought that this enterprise will be
a success.

F. Mason & Co. have commenced the manu-
facture of jewelry in the Freeman building, Attle-
boro Falls. Mr. Mason has for many years been
in the employ of Mason, Draper &. Co., and
thoroughly understands the business.

Another manufacturing jewelry enterprise has
just started in Torten's building, North Attleboro,
and it will be known as the French & Franklin
Manufacturing Co. They have a very large line
of samples to show the trade, and George French
will take care of the western trade, and Charlie
Frazier the eastern. Mr. French is an old veteran
in the jewelry business, and has hosts of friends ;
for the past eight years he has been with E. & J.
Richards, of this town.

The Gorham Manufacturing Co. closed their
factory for a two weeks vacation.

C. Robert Linke has resumed the business of
watchmaking, etc., at 39 Westminster street.

Laureston Towne, who was formerly a mem-
ber of the firm of E. Dunham & Co., has formed
a co-partnership with E. B. Ingraham. The new
firm will carry on business under the style of
Towne & Ingraham, at 29 Point street.
Providence, I?. 1, July 1, 1889.

We Guarantee

Ist

2d

4th

5th

•

JULY, 1889.

That the Jas. Boss
(To K., Guaranteed . 15

years) filled case contains

more gold than any other

to K. filled case.

That it contains more gold

than some of the so-called

14 K. filled cases.

That it contains over one
dollar more gold than some

other cases for which the

same price is asked.

ese.

That it is far better than

any case which is sold at

any where near the same

price.

That it is better than some

others for which $1.00 or

$2.00 more is asked.

Keystone Watch Case CO.,
Philadelphia

New York Chicago

JULY 1889.

WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

KNOWLEDGE of the fact
that certain kinds of
iron ore had the
property of attract-
ing small pieces of
iron or steel to them-
selves, and also of
imparting this prop-
erty to hardened steel
has been in the pos-
session of the human
family for centuries.

But that hardened steel bars so charged would, if
freely suspended, point in a certain direction on
the earth's surface, was not known among Euro-

nations until somewhere near the date of 115o.
We have undoubted evidence that the Chinese had
figures of gods which pointed southward, and that
these figures were used to direct the course on
land, but in no instance is it known that they ap-
plied it to navigation.

That the magnetic needle was used in Europe
in 1150 is proved by a poem in the Royal Library
of France of that date. History is very reticent
on the subject, and the name or nationality of the
inventor of the mariner's compass is entirely un-
known. Elaborate experiments were made on
magnetism about the year 1700, by Dr. Gilbert,
based principally on the phenomena as produced
by the loadstone. He also noticed and commented
upon magnetism produced in bars of iron, placed
along time in a vertical position. This effect, it
is claimed, was first noticed in an iron spire of the
Church of the Augustines, at Mantua.

The long delay of the discovery of the mag-
netic needle was undoubtedly owing to the very
imperfect mechanical methods of the ancients.
A similarity was also noticed between magnetic
and electical phenomena, but no investigation of
special interest was instituted, until that made • in
18 I 9, by Oersted, of Copenhagen. We will bother
but little with the history or details of the investi-
gations which have been instituted at different
times, but get to considering what is known of the
subject at the present time.

The only substances capable of exhibiting the
phenomena of magnetism, in any considerable
degree, are iron, magnetic iron ore, hardened
steel, nickle, and cobalt. Other metals and sub-
stances are, however, more or less influenced by it,
as will be subsequently shown.

The phenomena of magnetism conveys no in-
dication of its presence to any of our senses, except
through its effects on material substances. A piece
of hardened steel imbued with magnetic influence,
affords to our senses no indications of its presence.
It feels, looks, and weighs precisely as before, and
if the piece be a bar of the proper form to test, has
exactly the same elastic force, and if suspended
and struck with a hammer yields the same musical
note as before being magnetised ; indicating un-
mistakably that- the tension of the particles corn-
psing the bar has in no way been interfered with.
A magnet, no matter what its size or shape, exhib-
its double polarity. To make this matter better
understood, let us investigate a piece of native
loadstone. We soon discover there are two points
which exhibit stronger indications than the other
portions of its surface.

An imaginary loadstone is shown at Fig. 43;
we locate the most active points at those indicated
by the lines AT and S. If we should now take
another loadstone and locate similar points, and

should approach the two stones together, we would
find two of the points to be attracted and two
repelled.

Two continue our investigation, if we rubbed
one of these points, say the N of our loadstone, on
a piece of hardened steel wire, W IF, Fig. 44, we
should find the steel bar becomes magnetic, show-
ing the same phenomena as were exhibited by the
piece of loadstone. To aid us in our experiments,
we will suspend our piece of wire, IV, by a fine
hair, or what is better, several untwisted fibres of
silk, as shown at b, Fig. 45. If we now approach
our wire W with the same end of the loadstone we
rubbed the end S with, we find the wire strongly
attached ; but if we reverse the loadstone, so the
other active point mentioned above is presented,
the wire is repelled. If we rub the end IV of the
wire TV with the 9ther active point of our load-
stone, we find the magnetic force of our wire in-
creased so that it will lift a larger fragment of iron
than before.

On testing the centre of the bar W, at c, with
iron fillings, we find it only feebly magnetic, but

if we break the bar at c, we find the end opposite
the line d strongly magnetic, with a polarity the
same as was previously exhibited at AT. The half
of the broken wire with the IV pole instantly de-
velops a polarity at f. And so on, no matter how
many fragments the wire be broken into, each
piece will exhibit double polarity.
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If we should suspend the wire FV, after it is
hardened (but previous to charging it with mag-
netism), so it would hang perfectly horizontal and
we could turn it in any direction, as shown in
Fig. 45. The conditions are, W is a bar or rod of
hardened steel wire suspended by a few fibres of
silk from the screw h which is attached to the
arm D and supported by the post A and base B.
If such a devise was placed in a perfectly still
room, by turning the screw n we could cause the
bar W to point in any direction, and remain per-
fectly horizontal. On imparting magnetism to
the bar 117, we find that in addition to the phe-
nomena already described, that the bar 147, when
entirely undisturbed by the proximity of magnetic
bodies, like loadstone, iron, pickle, or cobalt, Nv i 11
arrange itself in a certain direction relative to the
earth, and this direction is preserved very nearly,
no matter to what portion of the earth the bar IT
is removed.

The fact above noticed proves the earth to be
magnetic with the poles, nearly coinciding with
the axis on which it revolves. Another change
takes place in the bar W after being magnetized :
instead of its remaining horizontal, it is inclined
at an angle to the horizon as indicated at the
dotted line IV'. This characteristic is denomin-
ated the dip of the needle. It must not be supposed
that the poise of the bar Wis changed, because if
the bar was weighed to the thousandth part of a
grain before and after being rendered magnetic,
the weight would be the same. The cause of the
phenomena is the influence of the earth's mag-
netism.
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THE JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.
PreSideIll, DAVID C. DODD, JR.

First Vice-President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Second Vice-President,

HRNRV HAVES  Of Brooklyn \S'atch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,
DAVID UNTERMEVER  Of Keller & Untermeyer.

'I'reasttrer, •

CIIAS. G. I.nwts   t if Rancid, liaremore & Billings.

Secretary,

GEO. 11. lionnapvi.  Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :

J. Ii. liownrou, Chairman  of J. II. Bowden & Co.

C. G. Al.moto   of C. G. Alford & Co.

N. II. WIIITP Of N. H. While.

F. K urnanut   Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
SII.AS STuntur ( if Silas Stuart.
1-1. 11. Burr'  (if I-1. W. Wheeler & Co.

For further information, Application lilanks for Membership,
Ily-laws, etc., Address

I'. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broadway, New York.

At the late annual meeting of the Jewelers'
Security Alliance, the report of the Executive
Committee was presented, showing the past year
to have been a prosperous one.

The Treasurer's report was presented ; also
the report of the Auditing Committee, certifying
that everything was as represented.

Two amendments to the Constitution were
offered changing the wording of Art. IV. and VII.
The amendment was approved. A committee of
two was appointed to review and revise the By-
Laws, said revision to be offered for acceptance by
the members at a special meeting of the Alliance
that may be called. Mr. Geo. H. Hodenpyl and
Mr. David C. Dodd, Jr., constitute said com-
mittee.

The following officers were elected for the
ensuing year :

President, David C. Dodd, Jr. ; first vice-
president, A. K. Sloan ; second vice-president,
Henry Hayes; third vice-president, David Unter-
meyer ; treasurer, Chas. G. Lewis ; secretary,
Geo. H. Hodenpyl.

There being three members of the executive
committee to be elected, C. G. Alford, N. H. White
and H. H. Butts were elected as members of the
executive committee, each for a term of two years.

Messrs. J. P. Snow and Henry Abbott were
appointed as examining finance committee for the
year.

The regular monthly meeting of the executive
committee was held at the Alliance office on June
i4th. There were present : President David C.
Dodd, Jr., Vice-President A. K. Sloan, J. B.
Bowden, Chairman ; Chas. G. Lewis, Treasurer;
and Messrs. White, Ilntts and Stuart.

The following were admitted:
Hans Guido, 1305 Lorimer St., Denver, Col. ;

Yale & Dillon, 17 S. Main St., Gloversville, N. Y. ;
C. F. Mayer, 8o8 College Ave., Appleton, Wis. ;
John Best, 204 Market St., Paterson, N. J. ;
A. Wallenhorst, r 7 S. Gay St., Baltimore, Md., and
Eli J. Boyce, 383 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

* * *

The Keystone Watch Case Co. are more than
pleased with the success of their Bascine Boss case.
A Bascine filled case has been called for frequ-
ently, and this concern, always alive to the needs
of the trade, has been the first to produce it, and
by the way, we are told that a Boss case is the
only one that can be made in this way, because it
takes so much gold. They have also added to the
Boss case a solid gold pendant, an improvement
which all jewelers will appreciate.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

A FEW hundred dollars will buy fixtures and part
M jewelry stock in a city of ,5,000. Three R. R's.
wo R. R. shops. Address " Illinois," care this

office.

A BIG bargain for man with small capital. Good
A town in central Ill. Good room, cheap rent, light
competition. Big crops this Fall. Will allow pur-
chaser free use of fixtures for 6 months or more.
Good reasons for selling. If you mean business write
" W. P. D.," care this office.

Rnn Will buy a legitimate jewelry business
„ U the same being established 3o years ago,

and being located on a principal business street in
a city of 215,000 inhabitants, doing a splendid busi-
ness. Reason for selling, owner going into manu-
facturing business and cannot attend to both. For
further particulars apply to Chas. W. Steffke, 415
Chestnut st., Milwaukee, Wis.

tRijn Will buy good, paying jewelry store in con-
,' u tral Ohio mfg. town, over 1,3oo inhabitants.

con-
t 

oppositon no miles. If you mean business
and want a good thing write Box 274, Zanesville, 0.

A N old estabIshed jewelry store on Second ave.,
A New York, up town, doing a good, paying busi-
ness, would sell cheap for cash, as I have other busi-
ness. Address, " E. C. B.," care this office.

THE leading, 18 years standing jewelry business
I located in the best centre and one of the liveliest
towns in western Pennsylania. Population, 3,500.
Fixtures and stock will invoice .coo. Splendid run
of work at bench. Address, Mrs. A., lock box 99,
Waynesburg, Pa.

EWEI.RY stock in small but growing town.. Stock
and fixtures about $400. Ho opposition. Write

or particulars to " X," Sheldon, Iowa.

A WELL paying jewelry business in the liveliest
manufacturing town in Pennsylvania. Stock and

fixtures invoice about $2,000. Good brick store
opposite bank and post office. Good reasons for sel-
ling. For particulars address, E. W. Davies, Athens,
Pennsylvania.

3 5 00 leadingCalvilibuythe jewelry 
eltnb-$ 

i ent,stoccanixtrein theive-
Iiest town between Peoria and Chicago. " Special

Bargain," care this office.

OR trade. for jewelry or general store, $8,000 farmor $1,500 house. Will divide farm. Jeweler
wanted. Mercantile Co., Madison, Ohio.

EWEI.RY variety store and pawnbroking. Only
pawnbroker in the city. Population over 12,000,

Established to years. First-class trade. Size of
store 24 a 70. 12 feet high, plate glass front, best
local ion, newly fitted throughout with dust-proof up-
ward sliding door, wall cases and new counter show
cases, large fire and burglar proof safe. Good run of
bench work. Reasons for selling and full particulars
given by mail. I). F. Rosenberg, Bradford, Pa.

(IR TRADE..---16o acres improved farm in Hancock
County, Iowa. 25 an acre. G. W. Tallman,

Lanark, Ill.

PR exchange, for jewelry store, stock and fixtures inany lively town clear of malaria, sea coast pre-
erred, 16o acres of land; title good, small improve.
ment, beautiful, healthy location, fine spring, good
out range, t5 stock horses, jack, 150 Angora goats,
value $1,000. Address, I. J. Hughes, Blanco,lexns.

EWELRY stock and fixtures of an old established
house. Good trade, plenty work, no opposition.

Invoice about $2,300. Death cause of selling. Box
28, Havana, Ill.

WATCH and jewelry business, old established.
IR good run of repairs. Profits over Poo per
month. Stock and fixtures about $2,000 cash. Ad.,
" Jeweler," 117 W. Division st., Chicago, Ill.

rINEST jewelry store in a town of to,000 in Penn-r sylvania. Sales, $5,000 ; work $1,200. Stock
and fixtures invoice fifty-five hundred. New French
plate caseg, flat and upright, electric light, must be
seen to be appreciated. Reasoa for selling, have
interests in Washington Ter. Acitiress, "W C," care
this office.

A com P LEFF watchmaker's outfit, consisting of r
A fine, black walnut, cabinet bench with swing foot-
wheel ; e tine American lathe with all attachments,
nickle-plated, including attachments for cutting
wheels, stemwinding work, etc. Also a lot of tools,
material etc. Everything necessary for a first-class
watchmaker. I am going out of business and offer the
above at a bargain. Everything in fine condition
and good as new. Address, " E A," care this office.

rOR $2o. Good seconds regulator, without case, 12
I dial, 12 ball ; movement in fine condition. For
22, pivot polisher for m% Whitcomb lathe. Little

used. Address, "Cash Wanted," this office.

IEWELRY store in New York state, in town of
20,000 inhabitants. Good repair trade. Stock

and fixtures will invoice about $4,000. Rare chance
for good watchmaker with cash. Good reasons for
selling, to be made known to purchaser. Address,
" Lord," care this office.

FOR SALE.

O TRADE.—A residence in a good Iowa town of
u 2,50o population for an $800 to $1,000 stock of
watches, jewelry, etc. Address, "B. P." care this
office.

THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of
the kind in existence containing 300 different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged. A saving of time, labor and money
I,, any repairer. Sent to any watchtnaker on
receipt of price, postage paid for $e. F. A.

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

A NEW Jno. Barnes, No. 4% screw cutting, self-
feeding foot-power lathe complete, in good order.

Cheap for cash. Wm. Folke, lock box 64, Belle
Plaine, Iowa.

M EW rounding up tool, rests and 12 cutters in box,
11 brass, at $10 ; worth Po. Charles Schellberg,
Sweet Springs, Mo.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures. Will invoice about
tJ $1,800. Satisfactory reasons for selling. If you
mean business address, Mrs. A. K. Broderson, Russell-
ville, Ky.

A GOOD stock of jewelry, fixtures and tools in best
/-A city in Michigan, established trade. Good rea-
sons for selling. Address, " W J," care this office.

DHOTOGRAPHY.—Fine 5x7 amateur camera,
tripod, plate boxes, lot of chemicals and book of

instructions etc., cheap, very cheap. Address, S.
L. Singley, bxford, Chester county, Pa.

101000 
A wc raetsc hoe fs aKnad e ar yn d at y eaxn hortut gt e 

and
 .

all kinds. C. A. Burbank, Kinsley, Kansas.

TTWO fine dwellings in Newton, Kan. Population,
12,000 ; to exchange for watches, jewelry, etc.

om $2,500 to $6,000. " B B K," care this office.

$400 Will buy a good business in county seat.
No opposition at all, a snap. J. A. Nor-

ton & Sun, Atchison, Kansas.

FSTABLISHED business. Principally diamonds
and watches with fixtures will invoice $2o,000

with a year lease. Best location in city. Must
sell at once or will exchange for eastern real estate or
invoice to suit. A good chance for a hard worker.
517 ()live st., St. Louis, Mo.

THE leading, 14 years standing jewelry business,
I located in the best business centre and one of the
liveliest towns in Kansas. Population, 4,000. Fix-
tures and stock will invoice @$7,000 ; can be reduced
to $5,000. Address, "A 13 C," care this office.

GOOD business in the best town in south-eastern
Kansas. Location healthy, population 17,000 ;

live, energetic and growing. Stock and fixtures
about $4,500 ; can be reduced. Good reasons for
selling. Address, J. M. Goodsell, Fort Scott, Kan.

000 to  ,... cash, will buy
n 

nice, 
 
paying$5 jetlrybcinesinone of t est man

tfacturing towns in ( Min. Population over 20,000,
and growing rapidly. One of the best natural gas
towns in the world. Lots of factories. Elegant store
furniture, choice location, long lease and low rent.
Only party with cash and quick buyer desired. Rea-
sons for selling made known to purchaser. Address,
Henry Welf, 252 Superior st., Cleveland, Ohio.

ON account of poor health and failing eye-sight Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar-proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

A sToRE and dwelling combined (with buildings
A at to rent) in small, growing town just in-
corporated. The whole will rent for 18 per cent. on
the investment. A bargain at $1,500. All the room
you need for nothing, and a good income from the
rest. W. R. Hamilton, Melvin, Ford Co., Ill.

OR TRADE.-240 acres of land in Rock county,Neb. Address, L. J. C. Reichard, Stuart, Neb

B NANZA !—I/on't fail to secure it. One ot to,-
D 000. A retail jewelry business in itne of the
loveliest towns in New York state. Established 16
years. $1,000 for $700. Nothing like it for a young
married man with small capital. For full particulars
and reasons address, R. K Walker, lock box 544,
Union Springs, N. Y.

I
N a prosperous city in Ohio, a well established

retail jewelry store, with complete stock, safe and
Mures, only part payment from $1,200 to $1,500 re-

quired ; balance if desired, on time secured. Reason
for selling out, the connection of present owner with
a manufacturing company. Address, A. L. & Co.,
P. 0. box 2139, New York city.

roR $15. American lathe chucks and pivot
I wheel ; good order. M. W. Cumming, Centre-
ville, South Dakota.

ON account of death. Jewelry store, established 20
years, $1,200 ; cost $6,000. 3007 State st., Chi-

cago, Ill.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

EARNING yottr trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and motley saved. This is
a fact.

OEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., 18 South Broad st. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

nHIC AGO Horological Institute teaches the highest
U branches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-
ments, draughting, jeweling, etc.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do your tradework better and quicker than anyone else.

QEND all yoitr work to Charles Reiss, 30 and 33
0 S. Pearl st., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pinions,
cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding wheels
cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers employed
specially for trade work. Send for Catalogue. Cor-
respondence solicited. Mention this paper

OEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
0 logical Institute, x75 Dearborn st.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

k A OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
11/I " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience and style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
j makers wanting positions would do well to cor-
respond with me. I keep a record book of all such
wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been the
benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale jeweler,
dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31 and 33
S. Pearl st., Albany, N. Y.

P
IGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, and
packages promptly remitted for. Sterling Watch

o., 18 South Broad st., Phila., Pa.

IM F. A. WOODCOCK, Winona; Minn. has a
VII, model watchmakers school, and is turning
out good watchmakers as fast as it is possible, to do it
well. His graduates are now at work in several
stores, and are now doing splendidly. Go and
see him as a pupil, and he will do you good. His
school is filling up very fast. He has a capacity for
too pupils, a fine building, elegant room, beautiful
light, good instruction and every thing the very best.
Attend his school and you will do well, and he will
secure you a good situation, and he gives graduates a
handsome diploma. When men leave good situations
paying $e25 a month to attend W. F. A. Woodcock's
school and are delighted after they come, there is
something in it worth going after, and experienced
watchmakers send their sons after they have tried
and failed, and W. F. A. Woodcock brings them out
skillful and good workmen all round.

QUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
titute.

MATCHMAKERS—Take a course of instruct ion in
in adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in theincreased work you can command.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
to K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;

18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. '1'. Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila, Pa.

MATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
yy Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give its a trial. 175 Dear-
born st., Chicago, III.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago

Horological Institute.

ME make a specialty of demagnetizing watches for
1,11/ the trade. Send us all your watches, and we
will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling Watch
Co., 18 S. Broad st., Phila., Pa.

WINONA, Minn., May 31, 1889
This is to certify that I have attended Mr. W.

F. A. Woodcock's Watchmakers' School, at Winona,
Minn., and that he gave me perfect satisfaction.
Besides teaching me to do good, clean and substantial
watch work, he taught me how to make a great
many useful tools, which cannot be bought in the
market, and I recommend his School above all others
in the United States to anyone wishing to learn the
trade, and learn it well.

Yours respectfully,
0. A. HESLA, Sioux Rapids, Iowa.

HAS. REISS, 3r and 33 S. Pearl st., Albany, N.
Y., is the busiest trade repairer he the U. S.Packages with broken watchwork coming from all

over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch .to jewelers
at a distance.

THE Philadelphia School of Horology offers un-surpassed facilities for learning watchmaking in
all its branches, combining theory and practice.
Send for terms and particulars before you go else-
where.

0 EN t5ersD Rcaecnitnsefiiir aeweroyxdfgotcirodi,
IL.vctsihe,

isconsin.

OEND to two cent stamps for set of Test Types for
0 fitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

Signs. Signs. Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beautifully and artistically designed. They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded with the
best xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
'These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing on a rod from a building. '1 he best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying investment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

THE Red Star Balance Outfit. Clean bal-
1 ance in 3 minutes. Otttfit includes
tools for endshaking balance, centering
Spring and other purposes. Mailed for $1.

A. 13. Lease, Washington, C. H., Ohio.

MILL trade for stock of jewelry, tho acres in Ham-
ilton County, Kan., stone house, stone barn-40

acres under cultivation. Address, R. G. Bishop,
Coolidge, Kan.

j
0 exchange 8o acres of land in Southern Dakota,

to trade for a stock of jewelry. C. A. Peabody,
ackson, Mo.

MPROVED farms and town properties in central
Kansas to trade for jewelers merchandise. Ad.,

Peter Miller, Kingman, Kan.

&SECOND-HAND wall case for silverware. Must
be in good order. State size and price. E. L.
We, Keithsburg, Ill.

JULY 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

IAIE are all very highly pleased with our new build-
ing, and all the pupils are making a brilliant

success. I ant working very hard to make the school
better and better all the time in every respect. My
pupils make first-class, skillful workmen. I wish a
place for 3 very skillful graduates, price $25, $30 and
$35 per week. First-class houses please take notice.
W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

DERSONAL.—Mr. 'I'. K. Smith, the jeweler, has
engaged Mr. 0. A. Hesla, of Winona, Minn.,

who is an expert watchmaker, a graduate of W. F.
A. Woodcock's watchmakers school, and a practical
mechanic in his line. Mr. Hesla comes highly recom-
mended by his instructor. Mr. Woodcock says:
" He certainly is an exceptionally fine and expert
watchmaker, besides, I have always found him honest
and honorable. He can do American, English and
Swiss watchwork, and do it in the very best possible
manner. He has good tools and knows well how to
use them. He understands chronometer and chrono-
graph work." Mr. Smith is prepared to meet any
need of his customers and cordially invites all to
callypom him.—Sioux Rapids, Iowa, paper.

Q END your broken work to E. H. I.ewis, (successor
0 to 'T. Reeve,) all mail packages promptly
attended to. Instructions given on lathe and escape-
ments. 703 Sansom st., Phila., Pa.

tOUSEHOLD invention, $2o made in x hour by a
Dakota agent. Territory for sale or trade.

ox 22, Hammond, Ill.

Office of The E. Howard Watch and Clock Co.,
383 Washington st., Boston, Mass.

March m8, 1889.
Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

Dear Sir:
Having learned that you have established a

Horological School at Winona, and knowing that
you possess such a thorough knowledge of watch re-
pairing, as to enable you to impart such information
to your pupils, I wish you great success in your
undertaking. Yours very truly,

Albert Howard, General Supt.

TO exchange a lots on E. 7th st., in St. Paul, Minn.
for a stock of jewelry. Value $1,700. L. 0.

Hulbery, 1831 Superior st., Duluth, Minn.

THE Red Star outfit is the handiest outfit on the
I bench. Saves time and trouble, and finishes
movement in factory style. Outfit mailed for $1.
Address, A. B. Lease, Washington, C. H., Ohio.

Retail Trade. —N. B.
Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,

ornamental and letter engraving done by us, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER & BURNS,
174 Westminster Street, Providence; R. I.

.Pricd list on application.

TO exchange a acre, lake front Im in city of Orlando,
I Fla. for tools and stock of watches and jewelry.
Value $1,2oo. " Jeweler," Bessemer, Ala.

THE Red Star Balance outfit gives a movement
factory finish. Complete outfit, including tools

and directions mailed for $1. Address, A. B. I.ease,
Washington, C. H., Ohio.

1EWEI.ERS, show something new. Beautiful
cabinet " photos" of Andrew Bell, the captor of

effi Davis, makes an attraction to your store. Every-
body wants one. Sells by the thousands. G. A. R.
men insist on having one. Try a dozen, you will
want more. Single,25 cents,P per doz. (Copyrighted)
Blair & Shttltes Art Co., Martin, Allegan Co., Mich.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

OSITION by young man, 09 to learn trade by
September iso. Address, for particulars, Box 75o

enison, Iowa. *

BY a 
young man, 21 years old, will furnish Amer-

ican lathe, tools and bench. Good references,
terms reasonable. James Denniston, Pulteney,
Steuben Co., N. Y.

BY young man of at, as jobber and engraver. C.
N. Galant, 721 Felix it., St. Joseph, Mo.

BY a young man, 21, watchmaker, 6 years exp.
Optician, graduate Chicago Opthalmic College,

speaks German and English. Best of refs. Address,
" 0," care this office.

BY a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,and lathe, etc. Can give good refs. Western
states preferred. " G G," care this office.

BY a competent watchmaker, jeweler and engraver.Am 22 years of age, 8 years exp. at the business;
can furnish the best of refs. or recommendations ,
can also act as salesman. A. P.Merrit, Ouray, Colo.*

AS travelling salesman by a jeweler, 37 years old.No bad habits, good refr. Box 238, AuSauble,
ichigan. . *

DY watchmaker, a good general man, 16 years
I) exp. at watches, clocks and jewelry. Address,
George l'ace, 835 Broadway, N. Y.

BY a first-class watchmaker, can do all kinds ofrepairing, speaks German and am a fair salesman.
Also can keep books and can furnish good refs. .W
E G," 28o West Tuscarawas st., Canton, Ohio. *

SITUATION for a few months with a view to
buy a small business. Address, Hutchinson's

Watchmakers School, La Potts, Ind.

Bv a watchmaker at the bench or traveling forwholesale house ; first-class refs. Box 52, Carey,
Ohio.

10 a week. Can do most of he common repairing$ on watches, clocks, jewelry and a little en-
graving. F. W. Loomis, Box.46, Liberty Hill, Conn.

AS watchmaker and engraver. Young man, 12
H years exp, served apprenticeship. Good refs.
Address, "C B," care this office.

gY young man, 2% years 
experience. Can do plain

watchwork. Best references. F. S. Child,
yde, N. Y.

(Continued on page A.)
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Don't

Don't

THINK of placing any adver-
tising until you ascertain
how excellently the KEY-
STONE is adapted to your
needs, and how very low
are our rates.

FORGET that we have a larger
circulation than all the other
jewelry trade journals corn-
bined ; that we reach every
jeweler and optician as well
as every jobber and manu-
facturer in the United
States and Canada.

Don't

Don't

This is what you have been
looking for

Tulg

11ANDY
BINDER_

Nivrterfo---

The

Keystone

The Organ

of the

lewelry 'fro It.

FORGET that in advertising, as
in other matters, it is well
to remember that " The
Best is the Cheapest."

C"NFOU ND the KEv-;-roNE
with any other journal,
but remember that when
Quantity and Quality are
considered, it is the best of
any journal of its class in
the world.

We would call particular attention to the Handy Binder which we

are offering as a premium to our subscribers. These binders are retailed

at Seventy-Five cents everywhere, which they are well worth. We

offer them to subscribers, together with the KEYSTONE for one year, for Si.

The Handy Binder will be furnished

to paid-up subscribers now on our books

for Fitly Cents, postage paid.

`

ADDRESS

"THE KEYSTONE,"

5

Nineteenth and Brown Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Shall We Put

are issiiint_;- monthly some

IIS( ful or interesting- matter

for the Legitimate Retail Jeweler, each

edition varying from 5,000 to 16,000

copies. Otir recent issues have been

as follows:

A Unique and Valuable Spectacle Catalogue.

A Price List of Repairing.
lovement, Case, Jewelry, aml Spectacle Repairing, Stone

Engraving and Plating

A Special Lathe Circular.

An Illustrated Description of the Lancaster Engraving Block and our

Guaranteed Gravers

A Net Price List of Movements and Cases.

Etc., Etc., Etc.

If you have not been receiving this interesting

matter and vi1I drop us a card to that effect, we shall

be very glad to put you on the 1,ist for subsequent

issues or for any of the matter already issued.

13oLurnan & Musser,
<Jobbers in

Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Tools, Materials,
Lancaster, Pa.

eSTR1BLISHef) 1864.

Sfern &f ern.

0 0 0 0 0

Importers and Manufacturers

0 0 0 0 0

iamonds
atches
ewelrg

13 Maiden Lt,ane,
new York.
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FROM JULY 1sT
Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

Julius King Optical Co.
No. 4 Maiden Lane,

New York.

We are the Sole

Cleveland,
Ohio.

We arc now manufacturing the Finest

and Most Complete set of Test Lenses

in the world. The Lenses are all Coned

and Accurately Focused.

The Instructions we give in the Cor-

rection of the different defects of Vision an

Plain and Practical, and are of more value

I o the Jeweler than the price charged for the

Optician's Outfit. Don't purchase until you

have examined Our Elite set.

0 0 e 0
A

A

Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.

Prices on them Reduced.

I.

JULY 1889.

A Change of Name
The "Old Reliable- Boss Case will hereafter be known as

THE JAMES BOSS EXTRA (14 2-10 KARAT, GUARANTEED 25 YEARS)
setter to-day than even. Many improvements have been

added, among them a Salk! Gold Pendant.

Every Jeweler will appreciate this addition to the wearing qualities.

.130 5 5-
_

A

3434
Htg. $30.00 0. F. $33.00

TRAP

NOTE.—The prices given under each cut are arranged accord-

ing to the KEY just sent you under seal. Consult it to

determine the cost of any pattern shown.

3427
Htg. $30.00 0. F, $33.00

The demand for the Bascine Ca.se
still continues.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago

To
Mang Persons

A Gold Case is a Gold Case. It ought not to be
so with a Jeweler. He should consider the
Construction, Quality and Ornamentation—par-
ticularly the Quality.

6379 7430

Such a consideration will
not result detrimental to Key-
stone Cases. We have a grand
line of new patterns for the
fall.

7439 7096 7098

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago



anxiety to let you know how cheap, we came near putting the price right down

here, forgetting for the moment, that it wouldn't do to quote net prices by open

mail. To know just how low they are, see the Circulars and KEY just sent you

a 0 .5 5
_____

14. K.

-670 55

James Boss Filled (10 K. Guaranteed 15 Years)

1311T that it would be detrimental to YOL/li interests,

we should tell you right here how low this ease

is sold. See Circulars and KEY recently sent you

under seal.

NOTE.—The prices given under each cut are arranged ac-

cording to this KEY. IT will tell you how to deter-

mine the cost of any design shown.

BOSS

16,091

Htg. $19.00 0. F. $17.00

NOTE. The Prices given under each cut are arranged according to this Key. Consult it to determine the cost of any pattern shown.
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At Great Expense

.11 ,IN 1889. JULY, 1889.

We have just issued AN IMMENSE Illustrated Catalogue of our new designs for the coming Fall Season.
The Book contains 32 pages inside the cover, and over 250 designs are shown.
The price of each design is quoted, but in such a way that the book can be shown to customers. Hence its great advantage.
We have sent a copy to every Jeweler. If any have failed to receive it we will gladly send a copy upon request, with business card.

Fac-Simile of Page 18 of the Book.

Jas. t3oss F i Iled (14 Karat, Guaranteed for 20 Years)

A 444
Htg. $24,40 0. F. $21.40

A 694
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $22.00

A 459
Htg. $24.40 0. F. $21.40

A 695
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $22.00

.0AD

A 4(32
Htg. $21.10 0. F. $21.40

A 693
Mg. $26.00 0. F. $22.00

18

•

A 691
atg. $24.40 0. F. $21.40

A 442
fig. $27.00 0. F. $23.00

A 692
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $22.00

A 565

Htg. $27.00 0. F. $23.00

po not cut out design to order by ; simply give the number under the cut

The Book was sent by open mail, but at the same time we sent under seal a I/a to the prices. If any jeweler has not received a
Key, we will send one upon request with business card. We shall send illustrations with prices frequently in future, and also quote
prices with illustrations in the "Keystone," but can't afford to send a Key each time. It costs a heap of money. Therefore, we spec-
ially request that the Key be kept carefully. It will be of use.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago
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 The Latest
An 18 Size Hunting, S. W., Engraved

Filled Case for $14.00
NOTE.—This price is arranged in accordance with KEY just sent you. Consult it and see how low this case is sold. It is far below any 18 S. Htg. S. W

Filled Case ever put upon the market.

+

The Union Filled ease

stamped

onuon>

LTHOUGH this case is sold so very low, it is made of twolAi_

plates of io K. gold overlaying a plate of composition

metal, and contains as much gold as some of the filled

cases for which a couple of dollars more is asked, and

which are guaranteed to wear for fifteen years.

Keystone Watch Case Company
Philadelphia

New York

+

Chicago

JULY, 1889.

ESTABLISHED 1880.

Ignulifj_

4,/ -

H. B. SOMMER & CO.
628 Arc!? $treet, P17ilade1p17ia.

Manufacturers of

Paper, Plush and Morocco Soxes.

nufac turers of

Jewelers' Cards and Tags. Cotton, Twine, Sealing Wax, Tissue paper,

Chamois Skins, etc.; Watch nags in jiod,

Chamois and flannel.

See Our Cheap Plush Silverware Cases.
See Our Cheap Plush Jewelry Cases.

See Our Fine Plush Jewelry Cases.
Send for Discount to Jobbers.

Write for Ca.talogu.e.

V ii

OUR MOTTO

"If anything made by us is not

right, we will make it

right."

Patent Plate Class Watch
Box, $15.00 Dozen.

Patent Plate Class Ring Tray, $3.50 each.

1110 411111

Patent Plate Class Watch Tray, 54.50 each.

SILVER CASE
Is such an old story that you may think there can be nothing new in them.

Here we are, however, with something new in this line, as in all others. Examine these designs closely, and if you can
use anything at all in the way of a Silver Case, order a Keystone or Leader,

Neystones are made with Silver Caps. ideaders with Albata Caps.

Keystone Watch Case Company
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago
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Headqu.arters for Horse -rimers and Chronographs

141 and 143 State Street, Chicago, Ills.

No. 745. Nickel Horse 'rimer.

Showing lidded Movement.

American Watch Company's

Chronographs

Open Face and Hunting.

GOLD,
Gold Filled and Silver Cases.

Fine 10-size Stem Wind and Stem Set, 3-4 Plate, Waltham Movement,
Sweep Second, Beats 1-5 Seconds, Start, Stop and Fly Back.

A Perfect Watch. A Perfect Timer.

No. 749. Silver Swiss Chronograph, Split Seconds.

For Prices of Swiss Horse Timer and Chronographs, see page 24, our Net Pocket List.

Showing Chronograph Dial. Showing Chronograph Dial. Minim: Register. Showing Gilded Movement. II Mute Register.

Showing Best Quality Nickel Movement.
Split Seconds.

Showing Chronograph Dial. Split Seconds. Showing Best Vitality Nickel Movement.
NI Mute Register. Split Seconds. Minute Register.

For Prices of American Waltham Chronographs see page 8, our Net Pocket List.

BENJ. A.LLEN c9c CO.
Wholesale Jewelers and Importers. Catalogue, to the Trade only, upon application.

W111111111.11XVII'M,

Showing Nickel Movmnent.

141 and 143 STATE STREET, CHICAGO,

t'■

J 111:1-, I $89.

The
"Gardner" Price $1.25

17

Soldering
Device.

The above cut represents a neat device for the soldering of set rings. The tipper jaw is lined ivith asbestos paper, it being a non-conductor of
heat. \\lien in use, the round cup which holds the set of the ring is tilled with wet. paper. The square

cup is for the soldering of pins, etc.

+o

Metal Rouge Box
with Sifter 011 1:01) Of
bOX 115 S1lOW11 in cut
to keep rouge clean
and no waste.
Price per box. inclu-
ding rouge, 20 CIS.

SWarfehild CO.
exclusive Tool and Material House

76 and 78 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Parties not having Our 1889-90, 3oo page Illustrated Catalogue can have same sent upon application.

Our 24 page Supplement will also be out July 1st,.

Our Prices

always

the Lovvest.

• 4,

11111111111111
'1111

ill I II III thuHo

Logan's Standard Hair-Spring Gauge.

Odes Filled

with care

and promptness

G a uge is the most reliable tool in the market for tesling. I lair-Springs. Price $7.50.

No. 4.
New style hand
staking and
filing block
combined.
Price, 40 its.

Cross & Beguelin
21 Maiden Lane, New York. P. 0. Box 531.

J
E
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(411)»»))))
Nit CD

0

Nickel Stern-Winding Horse Timers.

Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph and Centennial Split Seconds.
Send for Price List.
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SITUATIONS WANTED.
A THOROUGH, practical jeweler and a good sales-
M man, desires situation as salesman, and to take
charge of order and repair department. Ready by
October ist. Ad., " Practical," care this office *

TO travel for a good house in some line of the jew-
I cky business. Have had an experience of ao
years at the bench and in retail store, but on account
of failing eyes want to get on the road. J. A.
Cayce, Pulaski, Tenn.

AS watchmaker or watchmaker and jeweler. Good
M salesman, thoroughly competent. Ad., " Pivot,"
care this office.

1N Colorado, near the mountains, as watchmakerand salesman. 16 year, at the bench. Address,
IJox 133, Valley Centre, Kansas. *

BY young man, over 5 yerirs exp. Am first-class
watchmaker, engraver, good salesman. Best of

refs. American lathe and tools. East preferred.
Address, " Enge," care this office. *

WATCHMAKER and engraver, 15 years exp.
IR Will be open for engagement August ist
"American," care this office.

WANTED.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
E Sterling Watch Co,, 18 S. Broad st. Phila. Best
work at lowest prices. Correspondence solicited.

paLD gold and silver, full value paid. Packages
received by mail or express remitted for same

y. H. T. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,
Pa.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
VV students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

[VERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all its
L branches, or those desiring to perfect themselves
in the art, to take a course at the Philadelphia School
of Horology.

(100D watchmaker and jewelry jobber—one that
U can engrave preferred. To the right man a steady
position. Salary not less than $18 per week. Best
refs. required. Write full particulars. Chas. E.
Rose, Ouray, Colo.

EWELRY business in a live manufacturing town

)
of not less than xo,000 pop. Stock not to exceed

5,000. Address, " Sterling," care this office. 

ACIARTNER in jewelry business in good town, none
r but a first-class workman need apply. Very lit-
tle capital required. Full particulars by mail. Ad.,
" Jeweler," box 144, Moscow, Idaho.

WHO has got a small or any kind of jewelry busi-
v V ness to sell on time to a " hustler " with plenty
of tools and material, but no capital. Address,
" Business," care this office.

A SECOND-HAND watch sign. State price. Ad ,
fk Box 89, Tremont, Pa.

TO correspond with jewelers wishing to learn the
I science of fitting spectacles. Not everyone is
adapted for the business, but those having intelligence
can be instructed in a few days to fit complicated
cases, such as you now have to turn down. 1 hese in-
structions will be practical and given at your own
store where cases will come to be fitted for your
instruction and observation. Address, enclosing
stamp, "Expert Scientific Optician," care this office.

A MAN thoroughly acquainted with jewelry jobbing,
ki of good address that can attend store if necessary,
and can make himself generally useful. Must have
first-class refs. Address, " J," care this office.

ECOND-HAND Moseley or Whitcomb lathe No.
t%, in good condition. Give description. N. N.

Madera, Brownsville, Pa.

BOOK dealers who have in stock shelf worn schoolbooks that are unsalable with them, to make a
list of such books and forward same to no, giving
name of publisher and title of book and I will make
a cash offer for same. George '1'. Mills, Mason, Ill.

For Sale.

An Exceptional Opportunity.

The tools, machinery, fixtures, lease and good
will of an old established Jewelry factory will be sold
to a live, energetic man,

'rhe plant is well equipped for the making of
solid gold Jewelry and diamond mountings.

,I he buyer must have $15,000, part of which will
pay for the plant and the rest will serve him as work-
ing capital.

Arrangements can be made whereby the present
proprietors will buy and will market a good portion
of the product.

This is an exceptional opportunity for entering a
well-established business and benefiting from a pres-
tige of many years' standing. Address,

" FINE GOLD JEWELRY,"
P. 0. Box 3277, New York.

EMIL SCHWEIG,
Manufacturer of Brushes. Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes.

IS to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.

J. J. ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and protnptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

attention.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass

repairing, having had years of experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston 111. Sibley,
Southbridge, Mass.

Thomas Reynolds,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight Strik-
ing Clocks, etc. Material of all kinds for repairing
old English and other clocks. Dials made to order.
Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels and Pallets,
Wheels, and Pinions. Repeating mirk, Springs,
Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

Job Springs for American Cases.
This spring can be made to fit any American case.

The back is brass. This spring is made of spring
steel, and easily to fit. Price to cents each, or $1.0o
per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

Watch Case Repairer
Jim N. PayiS,

73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing,

and General Repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

To the Trade. •
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones fur jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Doublets,
Foil Backs, White and Colored Imitation Stones,
Brazilian Beetles, etc.-on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade. Send for Price List.

Win. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Gold and Silver( Reinert.

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

Griffiths Brothers
Manufacturing Jewelers,

15 John St., New York.

* * *
Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique, Etrus-

can and Filigree Jewelry, Rings, etc.

Alex. U.I.iederhold,
No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler.
Makes a specially of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade. Also matches up losi pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail or
express will be repaired and returned prmnptly.

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, P.m.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

•7

Charles Kohlbusch,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attend-
ed to.

A Useful Attachment.

Applied by watchmakers generally
to all American amid Foreign

Movements.

Tucker's

IMPROVED PATENT WITCH REGULXIOR.

Trade Supplied.

Send for Sample. Price $z.25 each.

WM. B:TUCKER, Patentee,
Columbus, Ohio.

S.iati to

Farjeon et Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Toolsi Materials, Optical Goods, Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $r.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens, $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Juergenson Mainspring.
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

* * *

Farjeon & Co.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.
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Opticians and Jewelers

Encr.s. $t.25 and get this cut, with explanation,
which when placed before the public will show their
visual defects. Address,

U. T. Little, Optician,
Curnbettland, Md.

Diamond.
Our Oiamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
in that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.

Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,
• Full of Life and Beauty.

For
Loose Diatnonds, Diamond Mountings, Turquoise

and Diamonds, Ruby and Diamonds, Sap-
phire and Diamonds, Emerald and

Diatnonds , Fancy I )ialtionds.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
S. W. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

WIC. lin ill 
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For Watchmakers.
The only case that
iv,s perfect satisfac-

ti,o. Every watch-
maker who becomes
acquainted with it will
have one. It keeps in
perfect order glasses
from 9 to 23 in six..
teenths, and from 2 to
8 high, also Geneva,
Tin& Flat, Mi Con-
cave, etc. Size of case
32 j6 inches high, 2254
wide, 17 deep. They

('isrk's Pat. condert Wass Case. are made of black
walnut, cherry and antique oak, hard finished, with
nickel trimmed pulls and number plates, of thorough
workmanship, and highly ornamental in appearance.

I'rice $t5.00 each. Ask your Jobber for them.
Clark, Giddings & Co., M'fs, Sterling, Ill.

Uohn t. Stadlinger,
)caler in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Orders Promptly fined.

Send for Price List of Repairing.

JULY, 1889.

Great Reduction.
Portraits like this, $3, made from

a Photograph.

J ut.v, 1889.

The Best 'Faking

l'slovelty
offered this season.

Send for Cards of New

Henry C. Haskell,
Maker of

Silver Bangles, Book Marks,
Glove Buttons, etc.

11 John St., Corbin Building, N. Y

Designs in Class Pins, etc.

111111111181111111p
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F CILLER.

All kinds of Engraving at low prices.

Every Jeweler should have his picture or place of
business printed on his letter heads, cards, and ad-
vertisements. Send photograph of yhat you want,
and we will gladly fill your orders. Give us a trial
Correspondence solicited.

Sterling Watch Co.,
18 S. Broad Street, - Philadelphia.

OPTICAL. COCOS

Designers, Engravers, and Makers
OF

Society, College, School, and Club

Badges, Medals, Rings, etc.
Estimate and Designs furnished on application.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue.—New Designs.

ESTABLISHED 1870.

Birch's Pa.tent Bench Keys

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickle Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns.
Sold by the trade. Circulars on Application.

John S. J3irch & Co., 182 and 184 J.Jewis Street, Js.i. y.

THE CHICAGO OPTHALMIC COLLEGE - - A School for Opticians.
Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers. A

thoroughly practical t ourse of individual instruction is given to each student in all that ap-
pertains to the detection of optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An Eye
Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye diseases and adjusting glasses are in the college
building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmoscope, as applied to the diag-
nosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a great variety of
cas6. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of adjusting glasses
in the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervision of one of the profes-
sors. The school is now nearly three years old, and its graduates in all parts of the country
are having remarkable success. The diploma of this college is recognized throughout the
United States as an evidence of the possession of superior qualification in Optical Science.
Fees $5o. For further particulars address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State Street, Chicago.

The philadelphia

J. J.igI Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
Prescriptions Filled 57 Washington St.

Promptly. Catalogue free. Chicago, Ill.

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

TH IS Pot-
ishinglUrv
chine  has

advantages that
were never be-
fore gained by
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
the appliances
common to the
polishingdepart-
ments of jewelry
man u factoring
est a blishments
can be tried on
this tnachineand
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, an d
d ca lers cannot
ailird o be fiitianto,fi %ith-tm

The conse-
quence and con-
vincing powers
of a salesman are

mai 111,01' induce-
ments to the purchaser as compared with a well kept
stock of goods, that have their original charms of
polish, lustre, and freshness.
Our Lithological or Lapidary lathe has the same

application of foot-power, and it is giving results
never before reached by any other application of
foot power for this purpose. These machines are of
great value to Jewelers, ;out their correspondence is
solicited. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

•Address 66o Ruby Street.

W. F. & John 13arnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S. to send me their

overwork or difficult repairs.

No. 823 Filbert Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Instruction in Watchmaking of all the finer branches, com-
bining Theory and Practice. The advantages I have are unsur-
passed, as large models of all escapements and many other parts
of inovements are used in explaining. Why waste years in
learning what can be learned in a few months ? The cost is
but small in consideration of time saved, and your increased
ability will make your time worth double. For particulars,
address the instructor,

JVI, Farmstead
Gold and Silver of any kind bought

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.
114 South Seventh Street

Phila., Pa.

Maenair & 13urt1ingarne
226 gddy St., Providence, R. 1.

Manufacturers of

We are prepared to do all kinds of Jewelry, Manufacturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking
for the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial from
jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

M. WOLLSTEIN. SOL. SULZBERGER.

jewelers'
Findings

and

Repairing
Material

Sell Direct to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.

* * * * * * * * * •

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

Beware of
theup !mil:Mono.

See that
J. HOUGHTON
Manchester,

N. H,
Is stamped
upon them.

Every one is

Warranted.

Price,
$ t 1.5o Hard.

Chas peiss
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Well-known to the Trade since the last 20 years

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Scud for Price List.

H. H. Heinrich
Manufacturer of

Marine Chronometers.
12, 14 and 16 John Street.

New York.
A large stock of new and second hand Marine Chronometers on

hand. All my second hand chronometers are thoroughly overhauled,
refinished and readjusted. They look like new. Rented out at $5
per month, payable in advance. No rent charged if bought within
a certain time. Terms to suit customers. Marine Chronometers
sprung with palladium springs, repaired, cleaned and adjusted for
the trade.

G. A. Schlechter,
600-602 Penn St., Reading, Pa.

Masonic Marks,
Badges, Jewels, Buttons, Medals, etc.

Headquarters for all kinds of

Society Emblems.
Fine Diamond Work a Specialty.

Correspondence Solicited.

United States Smelting and Refining Works.

Sweep Smelters and Gold Refiners
Sole Manufacturers of

Phoenix FlUX, Sutteka Alloy, Chemically Pure Copper.
Bullion Assays a Specialty.

Office: 25 John Street. Works: 17 John Street
New York, June ist, 1889.

DEAR SIR : Owing to the large increase in the volume of our business in SWEEP SMELT-
ING and GOLD REFINING, we have again been compelled to enlarge Our Works at 17 John Street, and to
remove our office to

No. 25 John Street
whereto kindly direct your communications hereafter. We will always endeavor to please our customers by
largest returns for Sweeps. Our Gold and Ore Assays are guaranteed absolutely correct. We shall continue
to manufacture PHOENIX FLUX for melting Filings and Polishings, and EUREKA ALLOY, the useful-
ness of both these articles being well established. UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE GOLD AND
SILVER BARS we sell at the lowest Brokers' rate. Fine Gold and Silver, rolled or r:ululated, and Chem-
ically Pure Copper, at lowest figures. Highest prices paid for Old Gold and Silver. l'hanking you for past
favors, we solicit the continuance of your kind patronage. Yours respectfully
Office: 25 John Street. Works : 17 John Street. WOLLSTEIN 8t SULZBERGER,

Improved

Jewelers' Drilling Machine
This machine, being fastened to the table, allows

those using ii to guide their work with accuracy. It

is continuous in motion, far more effective than any

other, entirely superceding the pump drill for all pur-

poses. For Amateurs, it is the best drilling machine

made. The Star Chuck can be used with it.

Price with Star Chuck, $2.75.

Send your Orders to
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We Carry Complete Assortments in our 23 DIFFERENT

Our Illustrated

jewelry or
Material

Catalogues
ould be in the hands of every

Dealer.

Largest and most Com-
plete published, sent

to the trade
free.

DEPARTMENTS.

 Xrafitr:11--7

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

jjiT That

P

kW 14
— —

Crane Pat. Adjustable Soldering Tool.
Indispensable for holding Spectacles and small articles.
No binding of articles necessary. Elegantly finished

Nickel $3.50. Jap. $3.00

In Sizes
I, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16, 18 —

Also Swiss.

Price, $1.00 doz.
50 cents extua
on long 18 size

Shank.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER
For the " Harstrom " All Steel Pat. Adjustable Lifting Spring

Pat. jam 17, 11388. It is drawn and rolled hard, giving it elasticity without temper. Easy to
file and fit. The best Spring made.

For the " Harstrom Pat." Adj. Upright Drill.
A First-Class Tool.

For the "Crane Pat." Adjustable Soldering Forceps.
No binding wire used for Spectacles and small articles.

For " The Hammond" Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.

Hundreds of testimonials from the best workmen and everything guaranteed

If your Jobber does not carry our goods, send us your card and circulars, and information
will be furnished.

The N. y. Watch Case Spring Jfg. Co.
(Room to) 71 Nassau St., N. Y.

manuileturers of Wotehmakers' Specialties, R11.1 Soto Agotols for Crone SoldorIng Force!. and Illoomond 011or

Hammond Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler, only 25 Cents.

. GessWein
Salesrooms,

39 John Street,
New York.

Factory,

292, 294 & 296 Graham St.
13rook1yra, 14. Y. •
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Files. Best makes of Swiss, English and Superior American.
Tools. Endless variety. Best quality only.
Puffs. Felt, Leather, Cotton, Sheepskin, Cloth.
Prushes. Wire-Matt and Scratch, Bristle and Tampico.
Enamels. Largest stock of all colors and grades.
Saws. Dagger-Piercing and Circular.
JVIachinery and tools of precission.
Plower. Patent Positive Blast. .
Gravers. Best imported and my own make for metal

and wood.
Charcoal. Patent prepared, for soldering, polishing, and

finishing *Metal Plates.
Gas Furnaces. For Melting, Enameling, Plating, Annealing.

QUALITY IS THE STANDARD OF VALUE.
Learn all you can about the

Mosely Lathe.

A bread-winner for the watch
maker.

Combines
Accuracy, Durability,

Capacity, Solidity,
Convenience, Style,

WE COMPETE FOR QUALITY, NOT QUANTITY.

I„ Bediel?irPer
618 Chestnut Street

me cc

'4&*

ti1P •

Phila., Pa.

AtiV'•C‘‘3' • 6
0-C11S- Fins, Jewels,

Society Tmblems
Largest and Finest Assortments

of Mystic Shrine Badges in the United States.

+0 0
4'2'0

Send to

Ft. J4. Clark,
- Conn.,

for

New Illustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, \\ itch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers"rools,

etc., etc.

A. pl. Clark, manufaett.trer, Piainvine, Conn.

0 .A •■•4
N-s• 4*--.1,!..„.<%

.":" V4,4, 10'
Cut ofChucks, Full Size.

Num.--The larger capacity of our Wire Chucks many times make lip
Tor the difference in price, should there be any.

When interested, write your jobber for Price
Agent for Canada,

Learn all you can about the
New Lathes and the Best
Lathes you hear about, and you
will find all the good features so
minutely enumerated, anticipat-
ed and embodied in the Moseley,
which stands abreast of any lathe
yet produced for the purpose in-
tended.

We do not claim to makv the
cheapest or the beat lathes, but
we do claim to make the equal
of any, and the superior to many,
with prices as cheap as the
elwa /lest of equal merit.

When anyone mentions grace-
ful form, lines of beauty, best
proportions, and all the nice
points desirable, ask them if
they have seen the Moseley
Lathe, and particularly the At-
tachments.

List, or to the manufacturers,

Albert Kleiser, Moseley & Company,
41 King St., East, Toronto. Elgin, Ill.

Col.
J. M. Rutherford

Auctioneer

Specialty made of Watches, Dia-
monds, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for es.talmiished jewelers in their regularof business. Am a practical jveler with an experience of 25 y,■as a Special Salesman. Can refer to over mo Jewelers, for whmoI have made successful sales in all parts of the United States.
Address,

ROOM 7, 618 Chestnut. St„ Phila.

Successors to JAcon Courou & C.

W. W. Coomes & Co.,
Manufacturers of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Silver Thimbles.

hong Meadow, Plass.

CIIIIIIII11111111111

Y2 SIZE.
The above shows the j.,ATgsT and PEST.

American Watch Tool Company,
Waltham, Mass. 46 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.

Parsons'
Horological Institute

La Porte, Indiana

The

Oldest
Largest
Cheapest
Best

School
in this Country.

Send fdr Catalogue and mention
KEYSTONE.

'This Building which was planned expressly for
the School will soon be ready for

occupancy.
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In Silver and Plate.

OTTO YOUNG & CO.
Diamonds, Watches, JRwelry, Silver-Plated Ware,

Tools, Materials and Optical Goods
At Wholesale.

(Iii,, VI:UNG.

J. Sl /IN klEING.

IDosiTivgj.,y guarantee their

Silver plated Ware to be

superior to any Roger's

prand in market.

We carry in Stock

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received. We have just sent out in sealed envelopes a circular containing a
choice assortment of desirable novelties and staples in

selected for this circular only such goods as

Succssors to
& M. J. BoGLE,

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of
Elgin, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, HI., Seth Thomas,
and Cheshire ttt v em cut s; all Association Silver, Gold, and
Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds; Rogers St Bro.
111E1 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks,
Gokl Pens, Optical I: orals, Watchmakers Tools and Ma-
terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly
attended to. Try us.

and in order to do business with you we quote everything

Takes at one dip oil for tale side train. Gives minimum Or

maxitnum i I for finest or largest pivot Places oil where tdd style

will not. Point is gold. Does not corrode or scratch, simple to

use, and well made for 25 cents. At your Material House or by

mail.

w. p. Hammond, Oreenport, Suffolk Co.,

*g°

65 and 67

Nassau St.,

New York

City.

eQs
oDe

Send in your orders at once for these goods, as they will help you

With a good line of them in your show case, we are satisfied that
you will succeed

American and Swiss Watches Tools, Materials,

Gold and Plated Jewelry . and Optical Goods.

Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection Packages sent to Responsible Dealers

We call particular attention to the New Hunting- 18 size

INC best ,goods for the money ever put upon the market. Order
one and you will want more. When you order these watches,
include everything else that you need, for we can supply all
your requirements, as we are

Specialties

Rolling Mills,
Ring I3erxders,
Shears,

Hide-Faced Hammers,
Polishing Lkathes,

Ingots, Etc., Etc.

- ..
t31.9).

Our 1889 Catalogue Free on

Application.
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LICKAUF&NEWHOUSE

84&86 STATE ST. 1

4 ,S• CHICAGO. c.;k■T

WATCHES 9MAxtv

MAIN SPRINGS 
CHAINS'

GUARANTEED

\ItA11111111
&*4

Order your Tools, I
iitaterials, etc.

by any Catatogue.

We carry the finest line of

Our Prices

Will Interest You.

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, 
Lockets and Charms.

Send for sample of our Fine Temp
ered Ball Joint Frame Spectacle, 

and see price on same.

Extract front the jewelers' journal, 
Chicago, Jan. 1882,

JULY, 1b89

 1M■11011•11111.■•■• ',,,■■■•
••••1

1Doz 18S

Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S

Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

k C7ek _CI4exlAtt

1■111.

Foe-simile of WI apper.

•■■••••••••

GLICKAUF & NEWHOUSE

01"28
• of Id

on° an//le-

Fac-siwile of Wrapper.

FL few Words about Mainspri
ngs.

There is no article of material used
 by the watchmaker or the watch

 repairer, about which, if he be a 
careful and thorough workman, he fe

els more

solicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the 
mainspring is more frequently replac

ed than any other article used in w
atch repairing.

VVhile the percentage of breakage is 
high in all watch springs, it jumps in

to appalling proportions when they
 are of an inferior quality, unless t

heir temper

is so low as to make them almost 
useless, and certainly of little value in

 watches that are to serve the purp
ose of timekeepers. Years since we obtained the

G. & N. Gravier mainspring, and 
at once we believed we had obtai

ned a fine article, and subsequent 
experience proved that our faith was 

well grounded.

We now have all G. & N. Gravier 
springs for American made watches 

wrapped separately with a metal tag 
bearing the size and style of the sprin

g and come

in packages of one dozen, as shown 
in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. 

Gravier Springs will at once strike 
you very favor-

ably, being convenient for the w
atchmaker to handle, as you can readil

y see the spring you desire, and 
consequently less liable to rust from 

handling.

G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the 
end of each spring.
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G. eits. n. Gravier Mainspring
s

For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Ro
ckford, Illinois, Howard and Lancas

ter.

The Only Reliable Mainspring
 in the World. A Trial will 

Convince.

1. WALTHAM, Old Model, New Style, 1
8 Size.

2. ci Old Model, Old Style, 18 Size.

A. T. & Co.

Crescent Street.

New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.

New Model, Open Face, •Stem 
Wind, 18

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

it

CI

Size.

16 Size.

8. Bond Street.

9. 14 Size.

10. to Size.

8 and 6 Size.I

1
12. }ELGusr, New Style, 18 Size.
3.

14. Old Style, 18 Size, (Class 1, 3 and 
5.)

15. New Style, 16 Size.

16. Old Style, 16 Size, (Class i and 3.)

17. New Style, to Size.

18. Old Style, to Site.

19. New Style, 8 and 6 Size.

20. " Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class i a
nd 3.)

21. HAMPDEN, 18 Size.

f.2. ROCKFORD, 18 Size.

23. ILLINOIS, 8 and 6 Size.

24. 4 18 Size.

25. HowARn, 18 Size.

26. 16 Size.

AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

Price per dozen, $1.2
5.

Cut this pagc out for 
reference when you o

rder Mainsprings.

GLICRAUF & newHouse,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, I

llinois.

JULY, 1889.

Editor "KEYSTONE."

DEAR SIR : Replying to your request for July

adv., would say that our ad. writer is so busy selecting goods

for next Catalogue that we cannot comply. Would say that we

shall have lots of new goods in August in anticipation of a large

business; reports from all sections of the country indicating a

prosperous season.
Respectfully yours,

LAPP & FLERSHEM.

CHICAGO, JUNE, 1889.

Lapp & Flershem,
Wholesalers of Everything needed by Jewelers.

92, 94, 96 and 98 State Street, Chicago, Ill.

Catalogues sent on application

to jewelers only.

Kirm gi§rele
are prepared to do our business with the times,

and therefore offer you special bargains, called

"Snaps," in different lines, a new one every

month. Our last was in Initial Rings ; our

next one will be in paper Ring and Jewelry

Nest Boxes.

We wish every one interested in getting

first-class goods at low prices to keep our name

in view and send their address, so that we may

put it on our list for "Snaps."

A great many ask us how we can make

these low prices. We answer "Our business

is large ; we are both practical and work, and

our expenses are lower than any other house

we •know. We have our own jewelry factory.

We control certain lines of others, and are al-

ways ready to make cash offers on any goods

in our line, in that way filling our stock at

prices below competitors." Remember we

guarantee all our goods.

We are getting out a new material cata-

logue that will surpass any other in complete-

ness, and arranged so that you can find at a

glance what you are looking for. The prices

will be much lower than what others sell for.

It will be ready for distribition about August 1.

Send your name if you want one.

Respectfully,

kInG & easeLe,
Manufacturing

Office, 283 Main St.

Factory,188-4100 Terrace St. 
BUFFALO, N. Y.

Jewelers,
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No. 33. 0. F. Gilded.
7 J ds.

No. 55. 0. F. Cilded.
11 Jewels. Wiicrometer Regulator.

No. 70. 0. F. Gilded.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 101. 0. F. Gilded.
lull Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

No. 70. 0. F. Nickel.
Full Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 201. 0. F. Nickel.
Full jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted

Seth Thomas Watches
Pun Well, Wear Well and

Keep Good Time.

SOLD ONLY BY JOBBERS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.

Wherever they are being sold or carried by

practical men, they are receiving the highest praise.

They are better finished and will keep better

time than other makes of watches of correspond-

ing grades.

This is no idle talk, but founded on careful

inspection, piece by piece, and repeated tests.

All of the movements tfere shown are in stock.

We have also a moderate stock of Key Wind,

7 Jeweled, Gilded Movements, (No. 1.)

Other movements are in the works, and the

trade \ vill be advised as they are ready.

Seth Thomas Watch glovements
Fit all Styles Standard Cases.

1VIolrerrient9-

Quick Train, 18 Size, 3-4 Plate, Safety Pinion, Expansion Balance
, Stem

Winding and Setting, Sunk (Cut) Seconds Dial.

No. roi . Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator
Adjusted, . . . .

No. 70. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,

No. • 55. 1 I Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,

No. 33. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator, .

I No. 201. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,
- Adjusted, . . . .

t No. 170. Full Jeweled; Micrometer Regulator,

No. 102. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,
Adjusted, . . . .

No. 71. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,
No. 56. I I Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,
No. 34. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator, .

1 No. zoz. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,
Adjusted, . . . .

I 71. Full Jeweled, Micrometer Regulator,

18 Size

0. F. Gilded.

18 Size

0. F. Nickel.

18 Size

Htg. Gilded.

18 Size

Htg. Nickel. t No.

18 Size
w. Gilded. I No. r. 7 Jeweled, Plain Regulator,

$SG OH
ST HH
P RO
R OH

SA HH
SE OH

SG OH
ST HH
P RO
ROH

SA HH
SE OH

O TO

For Key to this Cypher Price List, Please send business card.

Seth Thomas Clock Co.
Thomaston, Conn.

New York, 20 Murray Street. San Francisco, 126 Sutter Street.

Chicago, 154 State Street. Philadelphia, 1021 Market Street.

London, 7 Cripplegate Buildings, Wood Street.

JULY 1889.

No. 34. Hunting, elided
7 Jewels.

No. 56. Hunting, Cilded.
II Jewels. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 71. Hunting, Gilded.
Full _jeweled. Micrometer Regulator.

No. 102. Hunting, Gilded.
Ftel Jeweled. Micrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

No. 171. Hunting, Nickel.
Full Jeweled :■licrometer Regulator.

No. 202. Hunting, Nickel.
Full Jeweled. 10icrometer Regulator. Adjusted.

JULY 1889. 27

The Philadelphia Optical and Watch, Co. Limited.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

One of the few Houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods at retail.

• +
• Just what the old Gold or Silver

is Worth.

Send us your old gold and silver. We
will pay you just what it is worth. We are
receiving packages from all over the country,
and our estimates are giving perfect satisfac-
tion. Why? Because we allow

Don't Forget, Please

That
We are one of the few Jobbers
and Manufacturers who do not
sell goods at retail.

We have the largest and best

That equipped shops for Watch
Case and Jewelry repairing in
the country.

We are keeping up our repu-
tation for making perfect Plain
and Band Gold Rings.

Cast Rings, being brittle, will
not stretch without breaking,
while rolled rings will stretch
and are stretched every day
without even cracking or
breaking.

As we make so very many
rings, we can make them
cheaper and better than the
majority of houses and fill our
orders much quicker.

We employ only skilled work-
men in our shops, and turn
out only good work.

That

That

That

That

That

That

That

We guarantee all our work to
be as represented, and that
our gold will assay exactly
what it is stamped.

For reference, we give you
what very few houses can : the
solid endorsement of the le-
gitimate trade of our own city.

We make a specialty of alter-
ing Key Wind Cases to Stem
Wind, and casing odd move-
ments in either Gold or Silver.

We want your
Watch Case and Jewelry Repair Work.

We know that if you commence sending it to us, you milli not
be disappointed. ()or shop for this class of work is by far the
largest and best equipped in the country, and we can, in the ma-
jority of instances, return you your repairing on the same (lay it
is received. We are increasing our business in repairing right
along, and now number among our customers, dealers from all
parts of the United States. Will you not give us a trial ? Send
US ft small package to commence with, and see if we do not
please you both with promptness and price.

•

• + •

•



SOMETHING NEW

Ard of 5pial Irterest to dr_ Trade

Jui.v, 1889.

The Improved Trenton Watches
are now in the Market and have

HARD enitunEL DIALS

No. 25.
Nickel Silver, I )ouble Joints and

Thumb Pieces.

Price $3.75.

No. 20. Movement.

18 Size, Open Face, Plate, Stem-Wind and

Stem-Set, fitting any regular 18 Size 0. F., S. W.

Case; Quick Train, Straight Line Lever Escape-

ment with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller Jewel;

Two Pairs Garnet Jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with

Seconds. Fully Warranted.

Price, $3.50.
No. 40.

Nickel Silver, Bascine, pouble Joints

and Thumb Pieces.

Price, $4.25.

The New Improved Trenton Watch takes the Lead
among cheap watches and is

The rest lima-Priced Watch in the Market.
Order a sample from your Jobber and you will be convinced of the truth of our assertion.

For Sale by All Jobbers-

Trenfon Illafeh Company
177 Broadwau, fieW Vork

JULY 1889.

C. H. KNIGHTS & Co.
Lathes

Benches

Vises

Small Tools

Brushes

Watch Glass
Cases

Scales

Pliers

I

'PO1111111111' 
1111111111111111111111

29

Watchmakers'
Complete Outfits

A Specialty

1250127 state Street
Ci7iteago, Ilk
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Aurora Watch Company,

Eleven Grades of Open Face

Pendant Setting Nlove.ments.

Eleven Grades of Open Face

Lever Setting Movements.

Eleven Grades of Hunting

Stem Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key Wind

Movements.

Four Grades of 6 size Stem

Wind Movements.

Aurora, Illinois.

Manufacturers also of the

GUILD WATCH

Write to

Special mention is made of

the higher grades of AujusTED

movements, SPECIALLY ADAPTED

To RAILWAY SERVICE. They

are more thoroughly adjusted

and keep closer time than any

other watch in the market.

fps
"StiZ"

Made under •special contract with

the United States Jewelers' Guild,

bearing the " Guild" registered Trade

Mark, and sold to none but members

of the Guild.

Manufacturers of

American
ovements

of

Superior Finish
and

Time Keeping Qualities
of the

Highest Character.

No Cormectiori with Trusts or 
Corribiriatioris..

the Company for Information. 
Ceneral Office at the Factory.

Canadian Office: 81 King Street East, Toront
o.

na-

No. 45. 15 Jewel Nickel, Adjusted.

EE Ty pO•

, n s

No. 7x. 20 Jewel Nickel, Adjusted.
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No. 81. 15 Jewel Nickel, Adjusted.

Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches.

\\\

Are made in the following grades :

American Manufacture.

18 Size,
Full Plate. 1

No. 43.
No. 45.
No. 47.

15 Jewel Nickel, Adjusted.

15 " 4 4

15 " Gilt,

16 Size, 3-4 Plate.

No. 71. 20 Jewels Nickel, Adjusted. No. 81. 15 jewels Nickel, Adjusted.

Gilt
No. 72. 18 "

No. 73. 16 "

No. 74. 15 "

No. 82.

No. 83. 11

No. 84. 7

t

f

We invite special attention to the above grades, 
which can he found with

our Special Wholesale Agents. Very respectfully,

Non-Magnetic Watch Co.
of America.

177 Oroadway, new York.

p. ..latEn164

•At-'144,no's VA
& s

No. 47. 15 Jewel Gilt, Adjusted.
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No. 74. 15 Jewel Nickel, Adjusted.
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No. 84. 7 Jewel Gilt.

JULY, 1889. .1;
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Has the Most Perfect Prescription

Lens Grinding Shop in the World.

11.1515" c7-1Yr) OISZ"

Every. Jeweler should carry a

few Thermometers, at least, during

the Summer months. You will be

sure to sell them. Let us send you

a list of the cheaper and more sal-

able goods and we will show you that

for $25.00 you can secure a very

good assortment. Let us send you

a sample package, at our expense,

for your selection. On every $25.00

worth sold, you will make a clean

net profit of at least $75.00. Not

bad! Is it?

•=1■111••••

Our Most Salable Thermometer

No. 58.

Cottage Thermometer.
Thermometer and Storm Glass,

mounted on a black back-ground,

cherry mouldings, ornaments at

either end, united at the sides by

bright \'ire rods.

No 58, per doz. $2.70.

Every Lens Carefully Examined before being sent out.

One of the few Houses who sell no goods at retail, and

who never have sold goods at retail.

A Good Foot-Power machine.

•„:,JAglit. •
imoo •
1-471)

Grinding and Polishing Lathe M, (carrying two stones at one time), Water Cover, Rests and

Guard (weighs, exclusive of stones, 233 lbs. )  
Belt 

$35.00
I  00

Grindstone, W, 16x21/‘ 200

C, mxt-t%  5.50

Optician's Outfit, Complete-(Shipping weight about 300 lbs.)  
 $4150

Parts for repairs furnished, if desired.

Directions for Using.

Set the rests so the sponges just touch, and run the stones from you. The
water cover is so arranged that no water can touch the belt or

escape to the floor or wet the operator.

We have secured the exclusive agency for the United States and Canada

of the largest grindstone manufacturer in the country, and feel convinced that

our customers will be pleased to know we have added to our already very

large lines of specialties an article that every cptician and jeweler is in need

of. We beg leave to state that we can now furnish at the very lowest possible

price, the finest kinds of grindstones of every style, size and description, and

we think our experience will enable us to make a selection that will be most

satisfactory to you. Price List furnished on application.

g . gig gg

oo op 0i0

We are selling a great many

dozen of the following spectacles

and eye-glasses. Why? I lecat.se

they are a bargain. We thought

nothing could be more seasonable

at the present time than Coquille

Eye-glasses and Spectacles. You

need 'em and must have 'em. We

have anticipated your wants.

No. 384.
Smoke or Blue Coquille sIL.c1 Rid-

ing Bow, very goo( I.

$3.00 per dozen, worth ;;4.5o

No. 384.
Smoke or Blue Coquille steel Rid-

ing Bow for the children.

$3.o0 per dozen, worth $4.50

No. 359.
Smoke or Blue Coquille Steel Rid-

ing Bow, very fair.

$1.75 per dozen, worth $2.50

No. 382.
Smoke or I >hie )(luil le straight tem-

ple steel specs, very good.

$1.75 per dozen, worth $2.00

No. 381.
Smoke or Blue Coquille straight tem-

ple steel specs, very fair.

$1. 25 per dozen, worth $1.5o

No. 400.
Steel E. G. cork guards, Smoke or

Blue Coquille, very goed.

$3.00 per dozen, worth $4.00

The above are only a few of

the Special bargains we have in

Coquille. Space prevents our giv-

ing all, but send to us for what you

want, we will likely have it. Name

price, and we are sure to have some-

thing pretty close either in very high

or very low prices. Let us send you

samples. We have a very few of our

special reductions in gold left over.

If you need anything from them, let

us know,as welvill likely close all out

in a few days. Those who bought
a few are coming back for more.
Can't last much longer.
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New York Standard Watch Co's
New Movements

FOR SALE BY ALLJOBBERS

As
Price of Movement

Open Face or Hunting
$4M0

Discount, 5 per cent. in 30
days or 6 per cent.

in 10 days

Send

#4+0 18 Size, Full

Plate, Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight

Line, Lever Escape-

ment, SEVEN JEWELS

Patent Friction Centre Staff,

Second Hand, Enameled Dial,
Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

In our Special Solid White Metal Cases,
Snap Back and Bezel, $4.50.

for pamphlet of' what practical watchmakers say of this movement

Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by him, send to us direct

New York Standard Watch Co.,
13 John Street, New York.

Corbin Broadm13 ancl John SI reel,.

FRANK G. MILLER, General Selling Agent.

Fountain Pens
Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be su-

perior to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower

price than you have ever had first-class goods in this

line offered at before.

The Pen is i4 K. gold, warranted, with iridium

point, and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The

Barrel is made of best vulcanized rubber, and every

genuine pen is stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of
Gold Pen.

In Plain
liolder, as cut.

In Chased
Holder.

In Fancy Gold
Mounted Holder.

2 $10.50 $12.60 $14.80

3 I 2.60 I4.8o 16.20

4 14.80 16.20 18.00

5 16.20 18.00 21. 6o

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs at
$1.00 per dozen extra.

Terms: Prompt Cash less 5 per cent.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO• I

Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ave you seen

the

JULY, 1889.

14 K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

R. F. S. & Co's make?

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory?

All Railroad Men

Carry Fine Watches
and use

Ramsay's Leather Lined

Swivels
To Protect the Watch Bow.

It is also a

Non-Conductor of Electricity.

Manufactured oniy by

Burt Ramsag & Co.
204 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.
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New York Standard Watch Co's
New Movements

Discount, 5 per cent. in 30
days or 6 per cent.

in 10 days

18 Size, Full

Plate,Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight

Line, Lever Escape-

ment, SEVEN JEWELS

l'atent Friction Centre Stall,

Second Hand, Enameled Dial,

Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

Iii our Special Solid White Metal Cases,
Snap Back and Bezel, $4.50.

Send for pamohlet of what practical watchmakers say of this movement

Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by him, send to us direct

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and diffeentr from any
other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows :

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.

FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry

Goods, Millinery or other outside trade.

FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory ?

Split Second Open Face
in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

FRANK G. MILLER, General Selling Agent

MI Railroad Men

Carry Fine Watches

I' h•n. 1.1 Li nn o r be
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Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initiate (Back View.)

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE STONES and MOUNTED in EAR-DROPS, LACE-PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR-BUT-

TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS, Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,

etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitting 18 size American cases.

Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

ler W. have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our

supervision. We solicitjobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

\talmfat ttired

WM. H. HOSKINS CO•

Manufacturing Stationers,

927 'Arch Street, Philadelphia, P.



rilith many imptioltements, including

sown GOUID Pendant.

James Boss 14 K. stamped.
Guaranteed 20 Years.

This Case takes the place

of the Keystone Filled, and at

the same price.

This Case takes the

of the Star Filled and at

price.

to these regular liaes, we now have ready for the mar-

ket, the Union Filled Case, which, though sold so

very le w, is made of two plates of 10 K. gold over-

laying a plate of composition metal, and contains as

much gold as some of the  Filled Cases for which a

couple dollars more is asked. 
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The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

B. W. Raymond.

loduction

No. 86.

UNEQUALLED for Railroad
Purposes

We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel

grades, No. 50, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have 15

Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel

Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being

placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement.

These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

0

General Office : 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE: II John Street. FACTORIES: Elgin, Illinois.

WATCH COMPANY

OTTO YOUNG & CO.,
Wholesale Jewelers

Swiss10 K. Solid Gold Chronograph.
Split Second, Alitinte Register, Gold Cap

under Gokl Cap, 13 Jewels, Ex. Balm. e, Hrn
II. S., Nickel Nlovetnent. A very

desirable llironograph.

Can furnish above without Minute Register.

Swiss Silver Chronograph.
Silver (..tr. tit,sp. Start mill I,.

Ilregitet I. S.. Nickle

We can furnish above with Split I .11 a price that
will make them ctuick .I hi

149-151 State St., Chicago, Illinois.

Fore 7riee5

See Pages 16 & 19 our N et Pocket Price List.

See our 1889 Catalogue, page 311.

StlitS(111 \VI1C11 \( )Li \\ C (T\ (Lly C;ilk

(hr( )fl( and 1 lorsy lin r.

EQ)e can Supply YOUP wants.

For we carry in stock a very large line of

Waltham
Gold, Gold Filled and Silver

Split Seconds Minute Register, Split Sec-
onds and Plain Chronographs.

Swiss
Gold, Silver and Nickel

Split Seconds and Minute Register, Split
Seconds, Plain Chronographs and

Nickel Horse Timers.

Otto young I Co.
Send us your Orders.

Write to us for price,. \Ve will give you the best goods fin- the least money.

The "Epsom" Silver and Nickel Chronographs

are the best low priced Chronographs in the imirket. Scid for prices.

The Old Reliable
Silver Centennial Chronograph.

Walt NIntute. Register. A ,ery desirald.• u , I ir
Railroad or I r:0•1„,

Nickel Horse Timer.
ited I ly ka,

Li n he tinier hat will sell dune. I

Bend us your Ordors.
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No. O.

The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

B. W. Raymond.

Reduction

No.136.

UNEQUALLED for Railroad
Purposes

We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel'

grades, No. so, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have is

Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel

Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being

placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement.

These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

General Office : 76 Monroe Street, Chicago..
NEW YORK OFFICE: 11 John Street. FACTORIES: Elgin Illinois.

WATCH COMPANY

OTTO YOUNG & CO.,
 Wholesale Jewelers

Swiss 10 K. Solid Gold Chronograph.
Split Second, Minute Register, Gold Cap, Glass Cap

under Gold Cap, 13 Jewels, Ex. Balance, Breguet
H. S., Nickel Movement. A very

desirable Chronograph.

Can furnish above without Minute Register.

Swiss Silver Chronograph.
Silver Cap, Stop, Start and Fly Back, Ex. Balance,

Breguet H. S., Nickle Movement.

We can furnish above with Split Seconds at a price that
will make them quick sellers.

149-151 State St., Chicago, Illinois.

For Prie

See Pages 16 et 19 our Net Pocket Price hist.

See our 1889 Catalogue, page 311.

This is the season when you will have every clay calls for
•

Chronographs and Horse Timers.

t.16e can Supply Your wants.

For we carry in stock a very large line of

Waltham
Gold, Gold Filled and Silver

Split Seconds Minute Register, Split Sec-
onds and Plain Chronographs.

Swiss
Gold, Silver and NicKel

Split Seconds and Minute Register, Split
Seconds, Plain Chronographs and

Nickel Horse Timers.

Otto goung I Co.
Send us your Orders.

Write to us Ibr prices. We will give you the best goods for the least money.

The " Epsom" Silver and Nickel Chronographs
are the best low priced Chronographs in the market. Send for prices.

The Old Reliable
Silver Centennial Chronograph.

With Minute Register. A very desirable watch for
Railroad'or Track Men.

NicIttel Horse Timer.
Bents Seconds, Stop and Fly Back, Minute Register.

J ust the timer that will sell during Fair time.

Bend us your Orders.



Prices are 110W111 jaire5 B055 14 K. Fined, Guaranteed 20 Years
rredueed as follows:

18 Size Htg. S. W., - 50 Cts.
66 Louis XIV, 50 Cts.

16 Size 
66 66

- 50 Cts.
66 66 66 Louis XIV, 50 Cts.

66 66
From the net Prices given

in our June Price List recently
sent You.

Change your Price List.

In consequence of the reduction, all prices on above kinds of goods, quoted in our Illustrated Catalogue, need correction.

Change them in accoldance with our Key.

JAS. BOSS 14 K. PILLED, Guaranteed 20 'Years.
Consult our Key to see how little these Cases cost you.

3551 Htg. $19.00. A 789 Htg. $19.00 3686 Htg. $19.00 3541 litg. $19.00

3543 Htg. $19.00 A 486 Htg. 810.00 3542 Htg. $19.00 A 488

.410■1111114%,
B 055

Htg. $19.00 3553 Htg. $19.00

3605
Htg.. $20.00 0. F., $23.00

New York

3634
Htg. $20.00 0. F., $23.00

A 719
Htg. $27.00 0. F., 824.00

A. 600
Htg. $20.00 0. F., $23.00

Keystone Watch Case Company
Philadelphia

Chicago

111

The Wonder of the Trade 
va.
f

reANY people can Scarcely realize that such beautiful gocds
are sold so cheap. We only ask you to compare them
with any other io K. filled case made, and bear in

niiind that they are  Boss Cases.

Note that the prices given under each cut are arranged ac-
cording to our Key. Consult it, and see how low these goods
are sold.

James Boss 10 K.

New York

(Guaranteed 15 years.)

Keystone Watch Case Company
Philadelphia Chicago

16190 Htg. 815.00. 15875 Htg. 15.00 16192 Htg. 515.00 18190 Htg. $15.00. 10104 Pity,. $15.00

Htg. $19.00
16144 10116 16122 16154

0. F., 817.00 Htg. $19.00 0. F., 817.00 Htg. $19.00 0. F., 817.00 litg• 819.00 0. F., $17.00

16104
Ma. 410.00 0. F., $17.00

16120
Htg. $19.00 0. F., $17.00

16145
Htg. $19.00 0 F., $17.00

16103
Htg. $19,00 0. F., $17.00
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 bE call the attention of the trade, and par-
ticularly that of the Official Railroad

Inspectors of Watches, to the fol-

lowing Resolution, which was passed

by the Inspectors of the Louisville

& Nashville Railroad, at their meet-

ing held at Nashville, April 10, 1889.

-

‘‘1,

" Resolved : That as the efficiency and reliabil-

ity of railway time pieces demand the use of the

best quality of watches; therefore it is the sense

of those present, that the Inspectors interpret the

General Time Inspection Order, as meaning the

minimum standard of excellence to be as follows:

Of E. Howard & Co. All Grades Accepted
66 Elgin Nat. Watch Co.,

66 Waltham Watch Co.,

66

64

46

Illinois Watch Co., -

Hampden Watch Co.,

Columbus Watch Co.,

B. W. Raymond.

Appleton, Tracy & Co.

- Bunn.

Perry.

- No. 27.

" Aurora, Rockford and other makes, no lower

grades than those named above.

Every time a Jeweler sells a Howard IISTatch, he makes

a life long ciasto-mer of the purcha.ser.

The E. Howard Watch an Clock Co.,
BOSTON NEW 'YORK CHICAGO

olume 10. A.ugust, 188!). • Number 8.

The Keystone
A ITIonthly Journal Devoted to the Intel-oasts

of the Jewelry Treacle.

Su bscri ptiort—S0 Cents per annum to all parts of the
Coiled States and Canada. Postage paid.

Advertisements—Will be received at the lowest lute
compatible with the excellence of the k KvsTHNE
as an zulverlking medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

Circulation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and fTlanufacturing Jewelry Trade.

Corerespondenee--\\c invite correspondence on all mat-
ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must
invariably give their name and address. NVe do
not, however, hold ourselves rusimmsildt. Itri- the
opinions of our corresiiondents.

To Adventiserts—Copy for advertisements must reach
Its by the 1st of each immtli to insure insertion in
the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-
tisements should reach us mit later than the 25th of
the i000th).

All communications should lie addressed to

The Keystone,
19th end Brown Strteets, Phila., P.

We are making great efforts to increase the value
. and usefulness of our journal; and we sincerely believe

that every man interested in the trade who reads the
KEYSTONE will receive value to several times the
subscription price in the course of a year, no matter
whether he is proprietor or workman. And when we
ask a man to subscribe for the KEYSTONE, we only
request him to further his own interests. Think of
this, and send in your subscription.

, I E KEYSTONE has lately made some—we
I hink not unsuccessful—efforts to improve
its personal appearance. You've noticed

the changes? How do you like them? We shall
be glad to have you tell us.

* * *

IT is on record that men have failed, have com-
promised with their creditors for small
amounts, and then, upon the return of pros-

perity, have paid in full the debts from Nalich
they had been legally discharged, It is cheering
to read of such examples. It makes us think bet-
ter of that human nature of which we are all a
part. As was said of Abou Ben Adam, so we say
of men who illustrate human nature by such con-
duct, " May their tribe increase !"

IN another column will be found a notice ofJudge Gresham's recent decision holding a
railroad liable for damages for the loss of a

trunk of jewelry checked as baggage. It will not
do, however, on the strengtfi of this decision to
juinp to the conclusion that carriers are responsible
for all sample cases drummers may get checked as
baggage. In this case, the railroad agent checked
the trunk, recognizing that it was a sample trunk,
and not believing it to contain wearing apparel,
and his action in accepting it as baggage was held
to bind the company. If he had been deceived,
the situation would have been very different.

* * *

4117 
month the word " copyright " on the
outside cover. of the KF:vsToNE. We for-

got to " make any words " about it, and will not
make many now. We believe in the permanent
value of some of the KEvsToNE's articles, find are
showing our faith by giving them the copyright
protection. That's all.

HE, careful reader probably noticed last

* * *

HE statistics of watches imported into Japan
last year are interesting and encouraging,
as showing the progress merican watch-

makers have recently made in finding a foreign
market for their wares. From all outside sources
Japan rec6ved in 1888, watches valued at
960, against a value of $272,32o in the previous
year, an increase in value of $248,640. In 1887,
America sent only about $21,000 worth, but in
1888 her contribution amounted to $122,000, a
gain of nearly 500 per cent. over the previous
year. Of the total increase in the value of watches
Japan imported from all sources last year over
forty per cent. was American. This is a good
showing for one season. If any thing approaching
like progress can be made in this and the next few
years, the Japan outlet is worth striving for.

* * *

JiEW YORK dealers have had some freshmemorandum experience to converse about.
Lazar Van Ifiema, a diamond cutter, dis-

appeared without having accounted for over $2,000
worth of diamonds he had received on the mem-
orandum plan from various dealers, and George
W. Harlan was arrested for doing about $1,400
worth of business on the same accommodating
system. For the consolation of the victims we
would remark, in the language of scripture(partly),
Sufficient unto the day is the memorandum thereof.

17)( / one can doubt that science will at no dis-
tant day produce diamonds artificially.
The phase which interests the community

In) st is, how will such artificial diamonds be
placed on the market ? Will some savant astonish
the Nvorld, and shock the holders and owners of
this gem by divulging the pro( ess at once, or tvill
it lie hoarded, zind the method worked for securing
a few persons in the "ring" for immense fortunes?
It is hard to predict. The probabilities are that
the first positive success in this direction will be
made public, but in such a crude state that it \yin
remain for simile hard-tvorking laboratory drudge to
bring it to perfection, something after the exper-
ience of the photographic arts. When the process
of Daguerre was first made public, it took from
tell to twenty minutes' exposure of the silvered
plate in the camera for objects in the sunshine to
impress their image. Now the one-hundredth part
of a second is ample. If diamonds, as we find
thein in natural depwiits, or rough diamonds, as
they are callol in trade, could be artificially pro-
duced, the process of cutting would make them
expensive. Ifest cut brilliants of the first water
are the only things v1dh would satisfy the ideal
Yankee.

* * *

HE (Lon(lon, Eng.) //oro/o,cical /),,r//at
for July says : " What are our English
watch manufacturers about? A paragraph

is going the round of the papers to the effect that
the Great Northern Railway Company has ordered
twenty non-magnetic: watches of the American
Waltham Watch Company, for the use of the
guards on the Scotch express. Are there no non-
magnetic watches of home production to be had?"
Such concessions are significant.

* * *

INCREASED activity among the manufacturingjewelers confirms us in the opinion that the
prospect for fall and winter trade was never

better. While in some sections of the country
crops are reported as having suffered from the
drouth, still the average agricultural products of
the continent may be rated as from fair to good.
Our country is getting too large for any shortage
in one particular region to affect the country at
large. In illustration, we remember in '58 or '59
a frost in June killed the entire wheat crop in
Ohio, together with most of Indiana, Michigan,
and western New York, and many impressible
people fancied a famine would follow, and yet the
price of flour that fall ruled lower than the preced-
ing year, which was one of abundance in that
immediate region.
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 SE call the attention of the trade, and par-
ticularly that of the Official Railroad

Inspectors of Watches, to the fol-

lowing Resolution, which was passed

by the Inspectors of the Louisville

& Nashville Railroad, at their meet-

ing held at Nashville, April 10, 1889.

" Resolved : That as the efficiency and reliabil-

ity of railway time pieces demand the use of the

best quality of watches; therefore it is the sense

of those present, that the Inspectors interpret the

General Time Inspection Order, as meaning the

minimum standard of excellence to be as follows:
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Waltham Watch Co.,
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Ezrery time a Jeweler sells a Howard Watch., he makes

a life long customer of the purchaser.

The E. Howari Watch and Clock Co.,.
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The Keystone
Ft monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests

a the Jewelry Trade.

Subscription-50 Cents per annum to all parts of the
United States and Canada. Postage paid.

Advertisements—Will be received at the lowest rate
compatible with the excellence of the KEYSTONE
as an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

Circulation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and Manufacturing (Jewelry Trade.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all mat-
ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must
invariably give their name and address. We do
not, however, hold ourselves responsible for the
opinions of our correspondents.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach
us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in
the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-
tisements should reach us not later than the 25th of
the month.

All communications should be addressed to

The Keystone,
19th and Brown Streets, Phila., Pa.

We are making great efforts to increase the value
. and usefulness of our journal; and we sincerely believe

that every man interested in the trade who reads the
KEYSTONE will receive value to several times the
subscription price in the course of a year, no matter
whether he is proprietor or workman. And when we
ask a man to subscribe for the KEYSTONE, we only
request him to further his own interests. Think of
this, and send in your subscription.

ji.Tk
think not unsuccessful—efforts to improve
its personal appearance. You've noticed

the changes ? How do you like them ? We shall
be glad to have you tell us.

I I E KEYSTONE has lately made some—we

* * *

IT is on record that men have failed; have com-
promised with their creditors for small
amounts, and then, upon the return of pros-

perity, have paid in full the debts from which
they had been legally discharged, It is cheering
to read of such examples. It makes us think bet-
ter of that human nature of which we are all a
part. As was said of Abou Ben Adam, so we say
of men who illustrate human nature by such con-
duct, " May their tribe increase !"

IN another column will be found a notice ofJudge Gresham's recent decision holding a
railroad liable for damages for the loss of a

trunk of jewelry checked as baggage. It will not
do, however, on the strengtfi of this decision to
jump to the conclusion that carriers are responsible
for all sample cases drummers may get checked as
baggage. In this case, the railroad agent checked
the trunk, recognizing that it was a sample trunk,
and not believing it to contain wearing apparel,
and his action in accepting it as baggage was held
to bind the company. If he had been deceived,
the situation would have been very different.

* * *

HE careful reader probably noticed last
month the word " copyright " on the
outside cover_ of the KEYSTONE. We for-

got to " make any words " about it, and will not
make many now. We believe in the permanent
value of some of the KEYSTONE'S articles, and are
showing our faith by giving them the copyright
protection. That's all.

* * *

• • HE statistics of watches imported into Japan
last year are interesting and encouraging,
as showing the progress American watch-

makers have recently made in finding a foreign
market for their wares. From all outside sources
Japan received in 1888, watches valued at $520,-
960, against a value of $272,320 in the previous
year, an increase in value of $248,640. In 1887,
America sent only about $21,000 worth, but in
1888 her contribution amounted to $122,000, a
gain of nearly 5oo per cent. over the previous
year. Of the total increase in the value of watches
Japan imported from all sources last year over
forty per cent. was American. This is a good
showing for one season. If any thing approaching
like progress can be made in this and the next few
years, the Japan outlet is worth striving for.

* * *

nEW YORK dealers have had some fresh
memorandum experience to converse about.
Lazar Van I3iema, a diamond cutter, dis-

appeared without having accounted for over $2,000
worth of diamonds he had received on the mem-
orandum plan from various dealers, and George
W. Harlan was arrested for doing about $1,400
worth of business on the same accommodating
system. For the consolation of the victims we
would remark, in the language of scripture(partly),
Sufficient unto the day is the memorandum thereof.

0 one can doubt that science will at no dis-
tant day produce diamonds artificially.
The phase which interests the community

iiit”;t is, how will such artificial diamonds be
placed on the market ? IV ill some savant astonish
the world, and shock the holders and owners of
this gem by divulging the process at once, or will
it be hoarded, and the method Nvorked for securing
a few persons in the "ring" for immense fortunes?
It is hard to predict. The probabilities are that
the first positive success in this direction will be
made public, but in such a crude state that it will
remain for some hard-working laboratory drudge to
bring it to perfection, something after the exper-
ience of the photographic arts. When the process
of Daguerre was first made public, it took from
ten to twenty minutes' exposure of the silvered
plate in the camera for objects in the sunshine to
impress their image. Now the one-hundredth part
of a second is ample. If diamonds, as we find
them in natural deposits, or rough diamonds, as
they are called in trade, could be artificially pro-
duced, the process of cutting would make them
expensive. Best cut brilliants of the first water
are the only things which would satisfy the ideal
Yankee.

* * *

HE (London, Eng.) Horological Journal
for July says : " What are our English
watch manufacturers about? A paragraph

is going the round of the papers to the effect that
the Great Northern Railway Company has ordered
twenty non-magnetic watches of the American
Waltham Watch Company, for the use of the
guards on the Scotch express. Are there no non-
magnetic watches of home production to be had?"
Such concessions are significant.

* * *

INC RE A SED activity among the manufacturingjewelers confirms us in the opinion that the
prospect for fall and winter trade was never

better. While in some sections of the country
crops are reported as having suffered from the
drouth, still the average agricultural products of
the continent may be rated as from fair to good.
Our country is getting too large for any shortage
in one particular region to affect the country at
large. In illustration, we remember in '58 or '59
a frost in June killed the entire wheat crop in
Ohio, together with most of Indiana, Michigan,
and western New York, and many impressible
people fancied a famine would follow, and yet the
price of flour that fall ruled lower than the preced-
ing year, which was one of abundance in that
immediate region.



WATCHMAKERS TOOLS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

EARNERS must commence
with large files and coarse

work. Satin ier recommends

practicing with coarse files
on wood. The writer is

hardly prepared to admit

the benefit of this course,
his experience lead-
ing him strongly to
believe that there is
no material as good
to practice on as met-
al. The great diffi-
culty in ordinary
watchmaker's shops is
there is no work in

actual routine which requires much filing of large
pieces. In horological schools, making tools and
larger clock movements, will give a student the
necessary practice.

Every watchmaker's workshop should have a
bench for coarse job, swhere a workman can stand
up to a vise and file. In learning to file, do all
your work standing at a vise about as high as the
pit of the stomach. The Germans sometimes use
a guide for aiding the beginner called a "praden,"
which amounts to a file with an excessively long
handle, extending behind the operator and resting
on a support. Such devises are scarcely to be
countenanced ; let the pupil learn in the outset to
rely on his own powers. Coarse files should be
about twelve or fourteen inches long, and securely
fitted into soft wood handles, such as can be bought
at any hardware store for two or three cents apiece.
Those with strong iron ferules and bass wood
handles are the best. Black ebony makes the best
handle for files to use on one's bench. The
hole to receive the " tang " of the file should be
bored out larger than they come when new ; that
is, a file handle 3/4. of an inch in diameter, which
would be about the right size for a six inch bench
file, should have a hole in it TA. of an inch in dia-
meter and I inches deep ; into this is pushed a
plug of soft pine wood, and a small hole made into
the pine plug. 'The file tang is then driven into the
pine plug which holds it securely with no danger
of splitting the ebony handle. A vise for large
work should weigh about twenty-five or thirty
pounds. Parallel jaw vises of cast iron of this
weight call now be bought for five or six dollars.

In standing up to file, the left foot should be
a little advanced to give a firm, easy support to the
body. The handle of the file is grasped in the right
hand, and the thumb of the left hand rests on
the tip of the file, with the two front fingers
underneath. A file should be held securely, but
at the same time lightly, so the operator can
"feel" the cutting of the tool. The file is pushed
back and forth, keeping it dead fiat and making
it cut from end to end. If the reader can get a
few lessons from a machinist who is a good " vise
hand," it will pay him well. By a "vise hand,"
is meant a man who is accustomed to filing and
chipping with a cold chisel at a large vise. It is
considered good practice for apprentices to file
blocks of brass or iron into cubes or hexagons,
first assuring themselves the plane surfaces are
absolutely flat, and the angles contain the proper
number of degrees. This discipline is well enough
in manual training schools, where half a dozen
boys are all at the same kind of work, and each
competing with the other, with a skilled man to
overlook the task. But, for the class of people

who are educating themselves, life is too short for
not making every motion count.

The plan to pursue for this class of people is
to first correctly comprehend what constitutes a
perfect plane or flat surface, and then in filing
strive to realize such perfection. It is well to
know, however, that filing a surface to a perfect
plane or even a close approximation to it, is not
practicable. What is necessary for the workman
to know is about how close he can hope to approach
perfection with a file. It may not be amiss to
dwell a little on the construction of a plane or flat
surface. There is no mechanical problem more
difficult to realize than to produce a perfectly flat
surface. This operation, and turning perfectly
round, are to mechanics what squaring the circle
is to mathematicians ; something to approximate
to, but never to be realized. With a surface plate
as a standard, we can file a piece very near flat;
and with a scraper, we can go still nearer perfec-
tion.

A surface plate I 2XI 2 inches, made by Brown
& Sharp, is worth $22. They are made of cast
iron and strengthened with flanges on the back,
and are the most perfect type of a true flat surface  
to be found on the earth. The usual mechanical
methods of producing a flat surface are (t) filing
and then scraping, and as the work progresses,
testing with a surface plate ; (2) planing with a
metal planer. All mechanics have seen these
engines, consequently, no description is needed ;
(3) grinding without a surface grinder. This last
method is identical with the metal planer, except
every care to ensure accuracy of construction is
observed, and an emery wheel revolving at an in-
tensely high velocity replaces the steel cutter.
We have often heard the remark that all this sort
of thing was of no consequence to the watchmaker,
his sphere being in a higher grade of mechanics..
'Fhis is evasion, and only offering an excuse for
shirking rudimentary disciplining absolutely
necessary to qualify a man to take his position as
the most skillful mechanic in existence, to wit ;
a watchmaker.

A ratio of the perfection to which mechanics
are required to work, can be stated about in these
proportions : blacksmiths, one-sixteenth, or in
extreme cases one-thirty-second of an inch ;
machinists, to one-hundredth of an inch; in extreme
accuracy one two-hundred and fiftieth of an inch;
while a watchmaker should be required to work to
one-thousandth of an inch, and in matters requir-
ing it, to the one twenty-five hundredth of an inch.
It is not only necessary a pivot should be turned
to such accuracy, but a fine workman should be
able to make small parts of watches to such
measurements, and also build any new tool to the
same standard of perfection. There is no use of
sticking to the old fogy notion of "the old way is
good enough." The mechanic is advancing to
keep pace with other sciences, and in no direction
is the struggle toward perfection being pushed
with more energy than in horological matters.
What we wish to impress on the reader is the
necessity of keeping up in the march of progress.
The slow man will not be dragged along ; he will
simply be left behind. In our next article we
will describe the details of flat filing.

AUGUST, 1889.

Reasons
IMW■1111■111

Why you should regard the filled cases

made by us with special favor.

BECAUSE

We are the only concern which.
has had sufficient experience in
making filled cases to know how
they must be made to fulfil the
guarantee.

BECAUSE

Do not let any one make you believe that the
Keystone Watch Case Company has any connec-
tion with any other concern. Nor that any other
concern using the name " Keystone " sells the
goods made by the Case Company. Its goods are
marketed through the legitimate jewelers solely.

Of the record of the Boss Extra
case which we have made so
satisfactorily for so many years.

BECAUSE

Of the trouble you are having
with the filled cases made by
some of the novices in filled
case making.

BECAUSE

We have never hesitated or
quibbled about making our
guarantee good.

BECAUSE

The same principles that have
been followed in the Boss Extra
Cases are being followed in all
our other lines of filled cases,
and we know that every filled
case we put out is going to
fulfill its guarantee. No other
concern in the business can pos-
itively know this.

KURE ATCH c,ASE CO,
New York

PHILADELPHIA
Chicago
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CORRECT TIME.

N obtaining time from star
transits, we can do noth-
ing until we are able to
locate the necessary stars.
lYith the present issue,
we give a map of the
heavens for two months
to come. To aid in
locating the stars, we
have given the position
and right ascension of

eighteen prominent stars. To commence to
locate, we will try and place Alphacca of the
Northern Crown. This star is marked on the map
2, and also with the Greek characters Alpha.

The Fig. (2) refers to the table we give below
of the Right Ascension. The constellation of the
Northern Crown is almost directly overhead early

marked 2, 8 and 13 are again almost ill a straight
line and easily located. The star marked 15 in
the Harp is named Alpha Lyra, Wega or Vega.
'This bright, blue-white star is by far the most
brilliant of any in this portion of the heavens, and
cannot be mistaken. The constellation of Hercules
can be located by a marked form of a KEYSTONE.
The star marked 16 in Aquila or the Eagle is known
as Altair or Alpha  Aquila.

This star is easily located by its forming a
straight line with two contiguous stars marked
Beta, Gamma on the map. The star marked 18 is
AlphaCygna. This star is readily located by its
forming the figure of a cross with other prominent
stars of this constellation.

Late in the evening, low down in the south-
east, directly east of Antares (marked 7 on the
map) will rise a star about two hours after him. It
is marked 14 on the map. It will be noticed
that it forms on the map a distinct figure of a "dip-
per," as outlined with the handle extending into

3

'Thursdays of each week for each month in advance;
as for instance, SLIIIHIMI/C1' KEYSTONE vill give star
transits for October ; October for November, and
SO 011.
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in the evening, and is readily distinguished by the
crescent or sickle-shaped figure of the principal
stars, and if the plan of pricking the stars through
dark paper is adopted and followed, as described
in a former number of the KEYSTONE, there will be
no difficulty in locating this Constellation. Well
to the south and low down toward the horizon, is
a bright star of peculiar ruddy hue. This is
Antares. In the constellation of the Scorpion, it is
marked with the Greek character Alpha and the
Fig. 7.

To the right and above Antares is a segment
of stars, the brightest one of which is called
Grafias, and marked Beta 5 on the map. The
star having the Fig. i near it, is almost in a
straight line with Gretffias and Antares, and is in
the constellation Libra. It is put down in the
nautical almanac as Beta Libra. Its name is
Zubenelgemabi. We fancy most of our readers
will be content to call it Beta Libra. The stars

21-

the milky way which is traced by the dotted lines.
From its location in the vicinity of the milky way,
it is frequently called the " milk dipper."

It will be noticed we have selected stars
whose times of transit are but a few minutes apart,
and also, whose locations are wide apart, north
and south. The object of this is to enable such of
our readers as wish to take transit observations
and have not the exact longitude of their town,
to correct their transits to the right meridian.
The method of doing this will be explained in de-
tail, subsequently. What we wish to accomplish
is to instruct the reader so that in the first place
he can locate the necessary stars and experience no
difficulty in finding them. This foundation laid,
any intelligent workman can, with a good tran-
sit instrument, correct his clock at almost
any hour of the night. We shall, as soon as
we. have finished these necessary instructions, give
a table of the time of star transits for Tuesdays and

TABLE OF RIGHT ASCENSION.

The figures at the left, refer to those on the

1. lieta Libra,
2. Alpha Corona, Borealis,
3. Alpha Serpent is,
4. Epsilon Serpentis,
5. Beta Scorpii,
6. Delta I lphiuchi,
7. Alpha Sr.)rpii
8. Beta Hercule's,
9. Zeta 01thitichi,
10. Kappa
11. Eta t lphiticht,
12. Theta (lphiuchi,
13. Alpha I /phittchi,
.4. Lambda Sagittarii,
15. Alpha Lyra,
in. Alpha Aquila,
17. Alpha Caprini,
x8. Alpha Cygni,

RIGHT ASCENSION.

H. M. S.
15
15

15
15

16

16

16
16
16
17
17

:g
18

19

20

20

* * *

11
29
38
45
58

22

25

31
52

4
15

29

21

33
45

37

. 2.03

50.30
48.03
16.98
58.99
31.72
36.10

26.90

2.80

24.87
0.71
.1.54
46.92
7.21

10.83

22.06

53.75
38.89

HOW THE HOURS ARE MARKED BY

ROMAN NUMERALS.

" Mark down the figures on the face
of a watch," said a Summit street jeweler
to a reporter of the Toledo Blade.

I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6-began the reporter,
as he put pencil to paper.
" No, I mean Roman numerals."
Then this was produced :
I.; II., III., IV., V., VI., VII., VIII.,

IX., X.., XI., XII.
" You are wrong," said the jeweler.
" I guess not," said the reporter.
" Try again," said the jeweler.
" Perhaps I don't know how to count

in Roman figures," said the reporter.
" You know that well enough, but

Nvatchmakers use different ones. Look at
your watch."

Haven't got one."
" Well, look at mine. See the figure

\ vhich staRds for four o'clock ? "
The reporter looked and was surprised.

It was MIL and liot
" Are all the clocks and watches that

way? " he asked,
" Every one that b,as the Roman figures

on its dial."
" Why ? "
" Well, I'll tell you the story. It is

nothing but a tradition among watchmakers,
but the custom has always been preserved.
You may or you may not know that the first
clock that in any way resembled those now

in use was made by Henry Vick in 1370. He
made it for Charles V. of France, who has been
called The Wise.' "
" So the story. runs in this fashion, although

I will not vouch for the language, but put it in
that of the present (lay :"
" Yes, the clock works well ;' said Charles,

but,' being anxious to find some fault with a
thing he did not understand, you have got the
figures on the dial wrong.' "
" ' Wherein, your Majesty? ' asked Vick."
" ' That four should be four ones,' said the

King."
" 'You are wrong, your majesty,' said Vick."
" I am never wrong,' thundered the King,

Take it away and correct the mistake ! ' and cor-
rected it was, and from that day to this four
o'clock on a watch or clock dial has been IIII.
instead of IV. The tradition has been faithfully
followed."
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CLOCKS.

PECIFIC measurements

will be given for the

several parts of our

clock. However, I do

not wish the reader to

feel himself trammelled

to the extent that he is

restricted from pursuing

methods of his own.

When we recommended

the wheels for a train

made by Mr. Grant, we

chose them because they

were readily to be obtained, and in addition ac-

curately cut. One feature about these wheels,

milich to a watch and clockmaker at first sight

seems objectionable, is the arms are thinner than

the face of the wheel; as for instance, the four

inch wheel of thirty-two pitch has the arms inside

the rim of the wheel only about one-eighth of an

inch deep, leaving them in an unpleasant shape

for finishing by any • of the appliances usually

found in a watchmakers shop.

What we should have in all well-appointed

watchmakers shops, is a larger and heavier lathe

than is usually to be met Ivith. kVith a lathe that

will swing twelve inches and a slide rest, such fin-

ishing is very readily done. In the present in-

stance we give full details, but that will not deter

any ingenious workman from striking out a method

for finishing the arms to suit himself.

At Fig. 2 is shown a side view of the main

wheel, with an edge view at /1', the dotted lines

at 11, diagram 13', indicating the thickness of the

arms of the wheel. It will be noticed that the hub

D projects the most on one side of the wheel, while

it only comes flush with the rim on the other. In

finishing we should remove the hub entirely on the

side which only comes flush, and place this side

next the ratchet, leaving the hub when finished to

project about one-eighth of an inch on the outer

side. As finishing in such recesses as exist on

both sides of our wheel is not a common job with

the trade, we will describe a special tool cheaply

made and eminently useful for the purpose.

Have a blacksmith make out of a piece of one-

quarter inch round iron, a holder for a short piece

of a file. The offset at i should be about one-half

of an inch, and the end at I.?' flattened to about

one-half of an inch wide, and one and one-quarter

inches long. 'rhe part F is a short piece of single

cut six inch file, which will come about five-eighths

or three-quarters of an bleb wide. Pieces about

one and one-half inches long are broken from the

file by grasping it in the bench vise (protecting the

teeth on each side with paper). as shown in Fig. 4,

where H H represents the vise jaws, F the file,

and G a piece of a hard-wood board notched to

receive the projecting end of the file. A wrench

in the direction of the arrow m will break the file

off even with the vise jaws. One edge of the piece

of file can be ground on a grind-stone to match

the inner curvature of the wheel rim. If the teeth

of the piece of file are left intact, at k, the angle

/, Fig. 2, formed by the arms and rim of the wheel

can be nicely cleaned out. The piece of file F is

cemented to E with shellac, or the ordinary lathe

cement can be used.
The wheel B is laid flat on a board, a recess

being made to receive the hub D, and a couple of

pieces of thin wood tacked to bear against the

teeth to keep the wheel secure, while we finish the

hub flat with the arms, on the side which goes

next the ratchet. A very little practice will enable

one to file the hub and arms flat and true. Filing

out the inner side of the rim should be attended to

at the same time as the filing of the arms is done

(of course removing the wheel from the board),

but the edges of the arms are left until both sides

are flattened.
One of the safest precautions to ensure a gdod

job is to take time, and be sure the job is flat, and

not hollowed in, in some places. To finish the

opposite side, if we have all American lathe, we

call put a brass chucli in our lathe where we usual-

ly put our wax chuck, and turn it off so our wheel

will go on tight enough to turn the hub off on the

side which projects. On any of the larger types

of American lathes a four inch wheel will turn free

of the lathe bed. The hub can now be turned to

such a depth as to occupy about one-quarter of an

inch on the arbor, and be about one-eighth of an

inch thick around the arbor, but we should not

attempt to face off the arms except at the junction

with the hub.
The flat sides of the spokes and hub, also the

inside of the rim should, after careful filing, be

stoned with scotch stone, until the file marks are

all removed. The first stoning can be done with

a coarser kind of grit stone, until the heavier file

marks are out, then take the scotch stone. After

finishing  tile faces of the arms With scotch stone,

the edges are filed flat and smooth, then these

surfaces are stoned. The surfaces can now be fin-

ished with rotten stone and oil, or they can be

finished with 4 coarse kind of rouge known in the

English factories as "glossing." Blacksmiths'

scales from iron forgings, made fine with a ham-

mer on an anvil and afterward sifted through fine

muslin and mixed with oil, make a good finish.

The composition is applied with the end of a

small stick of some medium soft wood, like willow,

giving the stick a short irregular motion, which

will give a pleasant finish.

In July number, when speaking of the main

wheel arbor, we gave the size of the arbor in the

rough at three-eighths of an inch. This was done,

as mentioned at the time, to correspond with the

hole already in the main wheel. We also gave

the size of the pivot as three-sixteenths. There

is really no good reason why the arbor and bear-

ings should not be smaller ; in fact, the only limit

seems to be in making the arbor of sufficient

strength to stand the torsion of winding up the

weights, as in the arrangement we propose to give,

the main wheel arbor is almost entirely emanci-

pated from stress of the weight. Conseqeuntly, if

we should bush our wheel, and reduce the hole in

it from five to three-sixteenths, we should still

have ample strength.
The arrangements for the weights are peculiar,

and as stated above, free the arbor of the great

wheel from friction. This will be understood

by inspecting Fig. i , where L represents The
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spocl on the main wheel arbor. In our plan we

use two weights falling on each side of the pen-

dulum ball. These weights are flat and run in

grooves in the sides of the case.

To understand the action, suppose we sliollIcl

turn with a screw-cutting lathe a double groove

or thread on the spool of an ordinary clock,

as shuwn at s s, Fig. r. If we now wound

a cord on it, it would only occupy every other

spiral groove, as shown at the shaded bands in

Fig. 5. It is evident there • is n0. reason another

cord should not occupy the idle groove, and in our

system we have arranged to do so, letting the cords

p p and r r' pass in opposite directions, as shown
in Fig. thence over the pulleys m n downward

on each side of the pendulum. By this arrange-

ment, the pivots of the great wheel have very little

friction on them,and the consequent wear is reduced

to almost nil. In practice there is no need of

grooving the spool L. Two E violin strings,

properly arranged, will both wind on L without

interference. The weight on the cord p is a little
the heavier to properly " float " the spool. The

pivots to the pulleys in n can be quite small, and

any deterioration from wear readily repaired.

* * *

NEW NAMES FOR THE MINUTE WHEEL.

Wevertown, N. Y., July 26, 1889.

Editor KEYSTONE:—In your June issue "A. L.

S." asks some one to give an appropriate name to

what be calls the " dial wheel," and which is also

erroneously called the " minute wheel." As, he

says, the cannon pinion is the true minute wheel,

and the hour wheel is the -dial wheel, if there be

one in the watch ; but this hour wheel, if placed

upon the minute wheel (cannon pillion) without

restraint would revolve in the same time and would

also become a minute wheel, but this anonymity

is placed between for the sole purpose of holding

back, or retarding the hour wheel eleven-twelfths

of each revolution of the cannon pinion. There-
fore, let me suggest that " A. L. S." call this

" what-is-it " the retarding wheel.

Yours respectfully,

M. A. MoREHoUSE.

Nebraska City, Neb., July 24 1889.

Editor KEYSTONE:—Observing that " A. L.

S." is in some difficulty as to the proper name for

the wheel omitted in his writing in the June num-

ber of your paper, I will try to help him out.

The most proper name, to my knowledge, for that

part of the watch is exchange wheel. The reason

is this: it simply changes the rate from fast to

to slow, so that the hour wheel travels 300, while

the minute wheel covers the whole circle or 360°.

Yours truly,

G. S. DAHL.

Woodstock, Vt., July 26, 1889.

Editor KEYSToNE: n the j tine KEYSTONE

" A. L. S." omits the namt of one watch wheel.

I have always heard it called the digesting wheel.

My father, an old watchmaker, nearly 8o years

old, says he heard it called so when a boy. So the

name has the advantage of age, as well as being

the most appropriate.

Yours truly,

J. R. MuanocK.
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KNIGHTS OF THE ROAD.

A Drumnlier Relates His Experience in Grand

Rapids, Michigan.

HAT I like about these ',Knights

of the Road " is that they

are great fellows for secret

societies. Most all the drum-

mers belong to everything

that is going, from that of

the " Grand Knigbts of the

Diamond Garter " down to

" Sons of Intemperance." I am

quite a hand for all such myster-

ious things myself, so I get solid

with all the boys. My old friend

Crookston called on me the other

to see if I needed any drugs and
We had a jolly old

borrow $2

to him as lie expected. I told him my $2 I kept

to lend was in now, being sent in the day before

by Johnny McIntyre, but I never lent it except to

drummers. He said " That's me." I gave him

the grand hailing sign of an Odd Fellow, which

he tumbled to. Then I came to the great " hair

in the soot " grip of a Pythonic. He tumbled.

Then Crook gave him G. B. of the Sons of Malta.

He was onto it. Then I tipped him the hair-

poking signal of a Good Tippler. He smiled and

said " H. 0." This is a chemical term, meaning

" waters." Then Crook stuck out his hand and

gave him the noted P. I). Q. sign of the Royal

Arch Brick Mason. He " got thar " on that.

Then Crookston examined him as follows, to make

sure he was a drummer :

" From whence comest thou, pard?"

" From the Lodge of the Holy St. Johns,

M eh igan "
" What seek ye .here to do?"

" To take a few orders and collect a bill of

llson • "
" Then you are a drummer?"

" I am so taken and accepted by the boys."

" How ma.y I know you to be a drummer ?"

" By my cheek and my fifty-pound sample

case. Try me."

" How will you be tried ?"

" By the square."

" Why by the square?"

" Because the square is a magistrate and an

emblem of stupidity."

" Where were you first led to be a drummer ?"

" In my mind."

" Where next ?"

" In a printing office, adjoining a regular

post of drummers."

" How were you prepared ?"

" By being divested of my last cent, my

cheek rubbed down with a brick, a bunion plaster

over each eye and a heavy sample case in each

hand. In this fix I was conducted to the door of

the post."
" How did you know it was a door, being

blind?"
" By first stepping in a coal scuttle and after-

ward bumping my head against the door knob."

" How gained you admission?"

"By benefit of my cheek."
" Had you the required cheek?"
" I had not, but Steve Sears had it for me."

" How were you received ?"
" On the sharp toe of a: boot, applied to my

day
to have a visit.

time. While we were sitting in the

office a chap came in and wanted to

on account of a remittance not corning

natural trousers."
" What did this teach you?"

" Not to fool around too much.

" What happened next ?"

" I was set down on a c.ake of ice and asked

if I put my trust in mercantile report."

" Your answer?"

"Not if I know myself, I don't."

" How was you next handled ?"

• "I was put straddle of a goat made out of a

2x4, and trotted nine times arountl the room by

four worthy brothers, and then troted in front of

the I,eft Bower for further instructions."

" How (lid he instruct you ?"

" To approach a customer in three upright

regular steps, with my business card extended at

right angles, my arms forming a perfect square."

" How was you then disposed of?"

" I was again seated on the cake of ice in

front of a dry goods box, and- made to take the

following horrible and binding oath :

" I, Charles S. Robinson, do hereon and

herein most everlastingly and diabolically swear,

by the Great Bob Tail Flush, that I will never

reveal and always steal all the trade secrets I can

for the use and benefit of the Most August Order.

And I further swear, by the Baldheaded Jack of

Clubs, that I will never give, carve, make, hold,

take or cut prices below the regular rates. And I

further swear, by the Pipers that played before

Moses, to never have any commercial dealings

with any man or his wife, -sister, grandmother,

old maid, aunt or uncle, unless they, he, she or it

is sound on the goose.
" I was then asked what I most needed."

" What was your reply?"

" Money."
" What did you then behold?"

" A copy of Dull & Co.'s reports, open at

chapter Muskegon.' Upon the open book rested

a pair of drug scales, in one pan of which reposed

ten pounds of concentrated lye, and in the other

sat a small silver jackass."

" What did this emblem signify?''

" The scales indicated the balance between

debtor and creditor. The other emblems repre-

sented lie-abilities and ass-ets of bankrupts."

" Did this teach you any lesson ?"

" You bet ! It taught me the fact that the

former are generally so almighty much better than

the latter.''
" Shake ! Brother ! * * * Will you be off

or from?"
" Both, if I can borrow money enuff to get

out of town on."
" Have you any cigars?"

" I have.''
" Give 'em to me."
" I did not so receive 'em, neither will I so

impart 'em."
" How will you dispose of 'em?"

" On sixty days' time or two per cent. cash,

F. 0. 13."
" All right, begin."

" No, begin you."

" No, you begin."

" -Up." " '" c

" Set 'em up.' The words and signs are

right, Brother Snooks, he is a yard wide and all

wool, and you can bet on him."

Brother Crookston and I each lent the chap

$5, and he left with many thanks and kind wishes.

Now you can see by this what a help it is to

a fellow when he gets (lead broke among strangers

to have these little things to fall back on.—Grand

Rapids Times.

"Ross"

5

This name as applied to filled cases,

refers to the method under which the

cases are made. All our filled cases have

been made under this method, so that

practically they are all Boss Cases, no

matter by what name they are called.

The various names were simply used to

denote the different qualities, and in

changing their names and calling them

all "Boss Cases," we only gave them their

proper title. Workmanship and con-

struction are the same in all grades, the

only difference being in the amount of

gold.

The Boss Extra (guaranteed 25

years) stands first. It contains more

gold than any other filled case made;

consequently is the highest in price.

It is stamped for'
ik

The Boss 14 K. (guaranteed 20

years) is practically the same case as the

Boss Extra, except that it has not quite

as much gold in it. It is sold at a

popular price, and is a wonderful seller.

It is stamped TRAD

The Boss to K. (guaranteed. 15

years) is also a Boss Case, made of still

less gold, and of io K. instead of 14 K.

It is stamped

Each grade of Boss Case contains

more gold than the same grade of any

other make ; consequently, in buying- a

Boss Case, no matter of what grade, you

get more for your money than in buying

any other.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
niiiamphia

New York Chicago



WORKSHOP NOTES.

AKE no hesitancy in asking
questions under this

department ; we take
great pteasure in an-
swering them, and
are positive that our
ability to correctly
answer interrogator-
ies relating to trade
matters are unequal-
led. The responses
we get from different
parts of the country
assure us of the cor-
rectness of this con-
clusion. We answer

hundreds of gneries by letter, only publishing such
as we are assured will be of interest to the general
trade. We have found, however, by many years
experience in trade journalism, that in a majority
of instances, the question really asked by one per-
san only gives utterance to a query ready to be
propounded by fifty others. Anything you wish
to know, ask us about it. To answer is no trouble.

"BROTHER PIVOT " asks how to make a good pivot
drill P

See our book on " Pivots and Pivoting,"
(page 80) given to every KEYSTONE subscriber.

"HARD BUBB ER " says I have a Whitcomb lathe,
and the hard rubber pulley and button on the draw-
ing in spindle looks gray and dirty. What can I do
to restore it ?

This is the nature of the composition. Olive
oil and rotton stone will restore the polish. Lack of
color seems to be inherent to some samples. A tern
porary gloss and blackness can be given by painting
over with asphaltum varnish and allowing it to dry.

"A B 0" says I have an Appleton Tracy movement,
which gains when first wound up and loses after
running ten or twelve hours. What is the cause
and remedy P

Perhaps your mainspring is too strong, and
the jewel pin strikes the fork (after a full revolu-
tion) outside. Perhaps your curl) 'Sins are too
wide apart. If so, close them in until they are as
near as they can be, and not absolutely touch.
If the variation is but slight from the watch not
being isochronized, let.out the hairspring a little,
and bring the watch to time by the time screws.

"HOWARD" asks what is the best way to prepare a
surface for gilding, and what is the best battery
to useP

We have so many inquiries about gilding sil-
ver and nickel-plating that we have given an order
to Cellini, Jr., to furnish the KEYSTONE with a
series of articles on this subject. The preparation
of a 'surface for gilding consists in the main of
freeing it perfectly of any oxide or grease. In
addition, a surface can be roughened a little by
the use of some scouring material, which leaves in-
numerable little furrows or scratches, not deep,
hut enough to aid in holding the deposit, especially
if the work is to be burnished. Fine pumice stone
powder is about the best material ; this substance
in connection with a stiff brush yields a surface
which holds an electro deposit with great tenacity.
The fine pum

,
ice stone should be sifted through a

fine sieve, or tied up in a muslin bag and pounced
on the work. A Smee battery is generally selected
for gilding, but a Grove for short efforts is pro-
nounced by some experts to be the most satisfactory.

"A READER" asks 1st. How to tell a diamond P
2d. How to drill into a hard stone P 3d. How to
cement a wire into such holes P 4th. What kind
of mercury is used for tempering drills? 5th. How
to make a roller remover P 0th. How can I polish
round stones P

1st. The expert jeweler needs only his eye;
he becomes so accustomed to them that he will
judge as quickly as an ordinary carpenter will of
a species of wood. The back of a burnish file
rubbed on an imitation stone will not deface. it,
while if the stone is a diamond it will be cut—you
can feel the angles bite the steel. A diamond im-
mersed in water retains much of its brilliance; an
imitation seems to almost disappear. No stone
except a diamond shows much purple in the colors
of the decomposed light.

2d. See answer to " Anxious to Learn."
3d. For a cement, use precipitated copper from

sulphate of copper by metallic zinc, mixed with
strong sulphuric acid and quicksilver. Wash well
to remove the acid. Heat the stone a little.

4th. The kind of mercury used to temper
drills is common quicksilver ; some use mercuric
ointment (oxide of mercury and lard). The lard
without the mercury is quite as good, and will not
amalgamate watch cases and jewelry.

5th. You will soon see a full description of a
new roller remover described and illustrated in our
articles on " Watchmakers Tools."

6th. You can polish spheres of stone by allow-
ing them to revolve between two discs of metal,
one grooved and the other flat. The discs can be
of copper. For grinding, use water and emery.
The discs for polishing can be of lead or tin, using
tripoli and water.

" ANXIOUS TO LEARN " asks how to drill agate and
other hard stones P

A small bit of diamond inserted in the end of
a steel drill can be used. At Fig. i is shown the
simplest form of a diamond drill. It is made by
breaking up such diamonds as are useless for jew-
elry purposes, and selecting a fragment of the
proper size and shape for our drill. This will be
better understood by inspecting Fig. f, where a
shows a diamond fragment mounted for a drill.
To make the drill, take a piece of spring tempered
steel wire of the proper size. It may be well to
say that if the hole to be drilled is more than one-
fortieth of an inch in diameter, it will be difficult
to obtain a fragment like ii of sufficient size, unless
one has a large supply of bort (that is, diamonds

2vd.'9% rif. 2
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used for for cutting purposes); but for smaller
holes, an ol(1 diamond cap jewel broken up will
afford fragments adapted for the purpose. To
resume about making a drill—the size of steel wire
is immaterial, except for convenience, but we will
select one to fit a split chuck which runs true and
turns the end down, as shown at d; then drill a
hole in the end, as if we were going to pivot.

The hole should be proportionate to the frag-
ment of diamond. It is desirable to have the hole
as large in proportion to the steel drill as possible,
and be serviceable. The whole end and aim of the
scheme is to hold the diamond fragment a as
securely as possible. The piece of diamond can-
not be fastened or cemented in ; all that can be
done is to make a grip or holder for it. The irreg.
ular fragment at b shows a detached from the drill
d. At Fig. 2 is shown a drill also made of spring

tempered steel ; this drill is square on the end,
and a trifle smaller at e than at the end f , so as not
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to stick and choke in the hole. In using such a
drill, a little fine diamond powder is placed on
the end at f and renewed every few minutes.

" JEWELER " asks the following questions: 1st. How
to remove old gummy oil, with which an oilstone
becomes saturated P 2d. How to remove sulphur
stain from silver watch cases, etc.P 3d. The best
solution for cleaning a watch, and not injure the
pinions P 4th. What advantages are gained in
regulating by the screws instead of the hairspringP
5th. What strength of acid is used to test gold on
a test stone P

We will answer the questions in their order.
1st. Boil in solution of potash in water, or

soak in benzine. If proper oil is used, a stone will
not gum. Good sperm oil is best.

2d. A mixture of one part strong, liquid am-
monia, four parts water, one part whiting. Shake
the mixture and apply with a stiff brush ; or, one
oz. of cyanide of potassium, and one quart of
water. This solution is only used to dip the cases in.

3d. The best solution for cleaning parts of
watches is hot water and soap. Benzine is also exten-
sively used, but is apt to leave a smeary look, unless
great care is taken. For cleaning hairsprings and the
pallet jewels, this substance is very useful, as it does
not affect the shellac used to cement the pallet stones
in place. A thick brush of camels' hair is used
—one put up in a swans' quill about one-fourth of
an inch in diameter, using the brush while the
pallets are immersed in the benzine. Some watch-
makers use a mixture of one part of liquid ammonia
(spirits of ammonia) and six parts of alcohol.
If the plates, or more particularly, the polished
brass wheels are stained, dip them in the solution
of cyanide of potassium mentioned above, wash
well in water and throw (after shaking off all the
water possible) into alcohol; then into boxwood
sawdust.

4th. Two advantages are gained in reg-
ulating to time, by placing more or less screws
in the balance. The first of these is that we
can pin the hairspring into. the stud, and have
the inner end of the spring, where it is pinned
into the collet, come in line with the curb pins,
a position experience has proven to be very near
what is termed the isochronal point in the coil ;
second count in its favor is, the hairspring is put
in and the watch brought to time much more
quickly than in the old way of vibrating. By
adopting this plan, all shifting, letting out,
and taking up of the hairspring is avoided—a
feature much to be commended. This course
also leaves the regulator exactly at the centre
of the arc. The closer regulating at the fac-
tory is done by the mean time screws located at
end of the balance arms. In addition to these
screws, there are two frequently placed in the cen-
tre of the segments, which, like the mean time
screws, are longer in the threaded part, and are
not intended to be run in until the head touches
the rim of the balance. These four screws are
known as quarter screws, and by turning them
further in or drawing them out, a close regulation
to lime can be effected. The answer to " Cut
Balance " in " Workshop Notes,' in May KEY-
STONE will instruct you how to make and use
small washers for placing under the screw heads.
Quarter screw adjustments for position, i. e.,
throwing the balance out of poise, should be con-
demned by the trade, as it leads to bother and bad
results in the job shop.

5th. Chemically pure nitric acid is used ;
adding about as much common Fah to two ounces
of acid as one could take up on a silver five cent
piece. Experience and practice are the only guides
for testing gold.
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THE TRAMP CLOCKMAKER.

OUR letter,
sayin a num-
ber of your
readers was
askin what
had .become
of me, was
gratifyin, I
ashure you.
I tell you,
Mister Edi-
ter, always
bestow your
prais on fel-

lers who don't git much of that sort of thing ;

them is the kind as is thankful for it. This givin

compliments to fellers in high positions is like

pickin out choice bits of chicken for an over-fed

terrier dog—you are a darned sight more likely to

git your fingers snapped, than for him to be grate-

ful for your perliteness.
You ask me what I've been doin since I

ceased to contribute to the KEYSTONE? Well, lots

of things ; it's impossible for me not to be doin

somethin. I was a reporter on the Bungtown

Bragger for sum time, and learned somethin about

the printin bizness, and found out how to use

"lye." I tell you "lye" is a big thing for printin

trade. Then I traveled sellin proprietary medicines,

and "lie" is a big thing for them fellers, too.

At present, I am at my old trade, fixin clocks,

and kindred occupations ; which means hoin the

alluvial deposits out of farmers watches and clocks,

also soldering jints and catches on prize bag jew-

elry for their wives and daughters. I'll tell you

about my connection with the Bungtown Bragger

on some hencely occasion ; what I'll write about

now is in regard to a little bit of experience I had

recently.

I was out on the Ridge Road ; I went into a

farm house, asked the lady if she had anything to

do in my line. She was suspicious, because she

had been already deceived, in fact, been tricked

by men runnin around the country representin

themselves as artists. I tell you, all the botches

don't set behind plate glass winders and use a

nickle plated lathe ; some of 'em are trampin

around the country trying to beat an honest fellow

like myself out of a job. Well, to go on with my

story about the old farmer's wife, I soon found

out she had two clocks to fix ; one in the kitchen,

a common Yankee thirty hour, and a long grand-

daddy in the parlor.
It was Saturday afternoon, and I, like other

professional men, set myself to make the job last

until Monday mornin. I got through with the

little Yankee and collared the grand-daddy ; here

was where I expected to work "the joker." I took

it apart and told the old lady it needed a good
deal dun to it. The pendulum ball was badly

worn and it needed the holes bushed ; and the
cords were played. out and needed new cat-gut
ones, at the same time showin her the old frayed
cotton cords which were on the clock.

I struck the old gal solid by this manuver.
She instantly replied "Yes, Pap alters sed this
clock had cat-gut strings in

"Can you make sum more for it ?" meaning
could I make new cat-gut ones. I told her I had
them already made, and at the same time showed
her some.
" How much are they ?" sed the old lady,

setting her specs up on the top of her head.
"Seventy-five cents apiece, mam," sez I.
"Dear, dear," sed the old lady, " they are

awful high. Can't you make 'em ? I've lots of cats
about the house good for nothin only to git into
the milk house and lick the cream off the pans."

I told the old lady I did not know any way
to coax a cat out of enough to make a new set. In
fact, I would have to kill the cat to get the neces-
sary—intestines. Hoping in this way to take the
advantage of the lady's superstitions about killin
cats to git out of the "situation." She was equal
to the emergency, and asked me "Can't you make
'em yourself?' Knowin how I should sink my-
self in her estimation if I admitted incompetency,
I of course professed my ability to make them,
only hintin it took time for the strings to dry and
cure—and then they had to be oiled.

I saw the old lady had no conscientious
scruples about lettin me kill the cat, so the "bad
luck" fell between me and the cat.

The whole idear with her was to get the clock
fixed as cheap as possible, and at the same time,
get rid of the cat.

This state of affairs made my mind easy about
lying to her. She asked how much I would ask
for making the strings and she find the cat ; that
ain't exactly what she sed, but it's the amount of
it. I thought as it was Saturday, if I could
strike the old lady for grub and lodgin over Sun-
day I would be all right, so I told her it took some
time to make them. She replied, "It was Satur-
day, and if I was right smart she thought I could
get 'em ready for dryin over Sunday." I saw she
meant business, so I agreed to make the two
strings and fix the two clocks for $1.75, and she
board and lodge me over Sunday.

I told her the process was a secret, and I took
the cat, a humming great Maltese Tom, down into
a piece of woods back of the house. I hated to
kill him, and so I put the old feller into a hollow
log and stopped up both ends to keep him safe
and from goin back home. I then fooled around
a spell and went back to the house and cleaned out
the old grand-daddy movement. I told the old
lady I had put the strings to dry, and I thought
by oilin 'em twice on Sunday they would be ready
for Monday. There was a couple of young fellers
around, sons of the old folks, that watched me all
Sunday to see me oil the -cat-gut. I was too many
for 'em, because I got up real early and went
down in the woods to see if Tom was safe in the
hollow log, and then in the afternoon they went
off to see their girls, and I made believe to give
the strings another oilin.

I had a lonesome kind of a. day Sunday, but
I managed to get in the time. I tried to flirt with
the hired girl on Saturday, but she felt but little in-
clined to be sociable, as she was tryin to mash one
of the old farmer's sons ; but when he dressed
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himself up and went off to see some other girl,
she got dreadful jealous and made some excuse to
come around me and commenced to talk. I soon
froze her out, and commenced to contrive on my
invention of a new oil for clocks and watches. I
don't mind tellin the readers of the KEYSTONE
and such practical fellers what it is.

I'm tiggerin on an oil which will allow a clock
or watch to run elegantly for exactly 372 days.
That will be a little more than a week over a year.
At the end of this time a clock or•watch "stops
short never to run any more" until it is cleaned.

Now, I think this is one of the biggest and
long-wanted inventions of the trade. You see
there is such a lot of darned skin-flint old suckers
carryin watches which will let 'em run forever if
they would only keep on kickin ; but with my
improved oil, it is walk up and settle. Then
could time my visits around the country so nice; I
would know just when to go to a house.

" The process is a secret, ma'm."

To tell about the clock cords, I got the grand-
daddy clock together, and put on a pair of my cat-
gut cords, and charged the old lady $1.75 after
stayin over Sunday.

When I left on Monday mornin, I went down
into the woods after leavin the house and set old
Tom free ; and in half an hour he was home, and
I will bet sumthin nice the old lady wonders how
I got a set of clock cords out the cat without killin
him. It is all darned funny foolin folks into their
own good. Now, if I had come out square with
that old goose of a woman, and told her I'd fix
her two clocks and put in two new cat-gut cords for
$1.75 if she would keep me over Sunday,she'd never
been satisfied until she beat me down to a $1.5o.
She didn't care if I killed her old.cat and got a
barrel of had luck, and broke the Sabbath to boot,
if she succeeded in saving a quarter, Sometimes
I wonder how such folks will come opt when they
are tryin to beat the devil, same as the old lady
did when she tried to beat me.

* * *

" The Jeweler and Metal Worker Directory "
for 1889, gives the following as the number of
manufacturing and jobbing jewelers in the places
named :
New York City . has 1,302 firms.
Providence . .
Philadelphia . .
Boston . . .
Chicago . . .

Newark . . .
Cincinnati .
San Francisco .
Toronto . . . .
Attleboro . . .
North Attleboro
St. Louis . . .
Buffalo . . . .
Brooklyn .
Balt iiiiore

0
" 250 "

" "
" '75
11

11

11

11

11

149
103
68

54
51
50
46

40
38
35

Pittsburg . .   has 27 firms

Detroit   " 21 "
Syracuse . .
Minneapolis .
Attleboro Falls   " t5
Denver   " 14
Plainville . —   " 13
Kansas City • •   " 12
Pawtucket . • . " zo
Louisville . •
St. Paul
Rochester • • • • 7

()main  " 6

Total . . . . 3,109
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De History ob de Boss Case, an' its Influence on de

Won' an' Mankind in General.

By J. L. S.

1 OS' 4) belubed membahs, as I has bin 'way
on my wacashun, I has not bin pcsterin'
myself 'bout anyting, so mah lectuah

is gwine ter be berry short. As yer all knows, I

has bin ter Saratoga, whar yo' goes fer ter drink

watah an' show yer cloes. I does not tink much

ob dat place, and I is shuah dat de fool-killer hab

neber hurd oh it, 'cause ef he hal), an' doan go

dar an' jest kill mo' dan haf de folks dar, he jest

wants ter gib up his job. I seed many peeple dar,

libin' in little bit ob pokey rooms, dat hab palaces

ter lib in at hum, an' dey jest eat, an' drink, an'

walk 'roun, jest ter show dere new does, an' calls

it fun, an' I gess hit am funny ter de kind ob pee-

pie vat likes ter mak odder folks feel bad 'cause

dey am not got as much ob de good tings ob dis

won' as dey hab. Fo' mah part, I jest 'spises
sich folks, an' ef yo' axes dem de time ob clay,

dey are jest shuah ter haul out er snide case. De

fac' am, dey is snide demselves.

Right heah, I wants youse all ter look at de

new cromo on de wall. Hit am called " In de

Soup," ob course. Youse all sees de smile oh joy

on de face ob de cat an' (log, an' I is shuah dat

dey feels jest like I did, when I woke up one

mamiing, an' foun' dat sum one had stole dat

snide case I foun' one day in de street.

I seed a heap oh folks dat I knowed while I
wuz dere. I don' seed Terror Hardy an' his new
an' pretty wife. De Terror had on his yeller
pants, red necktie, an' yeller shoes, an' look jest
as meek as er lamb, but he kept lookin' num' de
cornahs all de time, jest as ef he wuz lookin' fo'
sum ob his ole gulls to cum arter him. I also

seed Mr. A. Green, an he wuz tryin' to weah dose
tree hundred pairs ob pants in two weeks. Hit jest

kept him busy takin' off an' puttin' on his pants,

an everywhar yer went, yer WIZ shuah ter heah
sum one say "did yer see Mr. Green's new pants,"
(Ti' (ley do say dere is gwine ter be er new opera

(Bs wintah called "Mr. Green an' his pa)its," an'
dat Green will be de hero, an' in one scene he is

gwine ter weah all dese pants at wun time. I is

gwine ter see him do dis or jest bust. I also seed

Mr. Cook, of J. '1'. Scott & Co., up dar wid his

new \vile, an' he tole me dat he wuz now de hap-
piest man in de wort', as de house he trabels fo'
had jest sent him a new Boss Case, an' now dat
he wuz Mawried he did not hal) ter run 'way from

(le girls any mo'. Cook says dat J. T. Scott &
Co. am (le greatest house in de won, an' dat Jim
and Clem am two oh de best men he eber met.

I seed many odder trabelin' men dere, ;An' dey
wuz all so full ob water dat dey wuz jest ready fer
ter bust.

De pictuali dat yo' am now axed ter look at
am 'tended fer ter show youse all de fate oh de
snide case makers what comes pesterin roan' de
Boss Case factory. De fust pictuah 'tends ter
show yo' de fust 'pearance oh de snide case maker
at de Boss Case factory. He wuz sayin' to hisself
"what de debbil is dat ?" dats a good ting, 1'11
jest tackle (lat. In de next pictuah he clone waks

UI) ter de do' wid a two beers fer er nickel 'xpres-
sion on ter his face an' commences work. In de
next scene he am at work, bowl' ter see how it am
dun. All dis time he am wahned fer ter keep
'way, but youse all know it am no use ter say
anyting ter a fule, he jest keeps on, an in de next
pictuah you see what 'cums oh him. He jest gets
all de stuffin Wowed outen him. I tells yo' dat
de Boss Case factory am loded at bof ends, an'
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when (le snide makers fides 'roun hit dey is shuah

ter git hurt, fo' I tells yo' de Boss Case company

haint gwine ter play de sleepin lion no mo', an'

de jackass what cums ki(7kin"roun hit will tink

hit hal) struck a factory full oh gun powdah.

Polly wants a cracker ?"
,g You're way off! I want a BOSS Case."

Dis pictuah oh de ole 'oman an' de parrot
wuz painted from life, an' am sent ter de s'ciety
by de Queen ob England. An' de parrot itself
am now on de way ter dis kentry, an' will be put
in de museum oh de s'ciety. An' de fust membah
dat am foun' learnin' dis bird ter sweah will be
'spelled from de meetin'. Dis am said ter be (le
mos"telligent bird in de worP, an' judging from
his anser, I hal) no doubt dat hit is so.

I is gwine ter go ter Boston in a few days an'
see what am de mattah wid be bean eatin' branch,
as tings am all mixed up, an' all de membahs
wants ter be president, since Terror Hardy hal) re-
signed. Tomato-can Crocker had a big fight wid
Pancake Wilson 'cause he said tomatoes wuz bet-
ter clan beans, an' dey is both carved up wid
razers.

* * *

It is important that every Jeweler should get the
KEY TO PRICES of the Keystone Watch Case Co.
If you have not received one, send business card to
the Company's head office, 19th and Brown Streets,
Philadelphia.

Once upon a time a car containing gold and
silver coin was burned on its N'ay from .the Mint
to Washington, and in the ruins the searchers
found two silver dollars held firmly together by a.
ten-cent piece. The coins were badly discolored
and twisted, but nearly in the centre of one of the
silver dollars was imbedded a shining five-dollar
gold piece, as bright and perfect as when it came
from the Mint. The explanation is that just at the
right time the gold coin dropped upon the silver,
the latter still in a half melted state. This queer
relic is the property of ex-United States Treasurer,
James W. Hyatt, of Norwalk, Conn.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE
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OMMUNICATIONS of

interest for this

page Will be thank-

fully received from

all parts of the
continent. Our

plot and plan is

to make the KEY-

STONE of interest

to all branches of
the trade, and fur-

nish something de-

sirable anti pleas-
ing to every man
who takes the jour-

nal in hand. It is only by voluntary contribution

we can secure such items of news.

President Avery, of the Elgin Watch Co.,
has been east on a vacation.

May & Rodgers, Kingston, 0.,were despoiled
by burglars of $15o worth of jewelry and silver-
ware, a week or two ago.

Albert Ulman, one of the founders of the Jew-
elers Weekly, has, owing to ill health, severed his
ts.onnection with that journal.

Moore's jewelry store, at Gudley, Cal., was

robbed of stock, worth $2,000. Burglars caught,

and goods recovered. Lucky.

The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad

now requires its conductors and engineers to supply

themselves with non-magnetic watches.

Goodman King, of the Mermod & Jaccard

Jewelry Co., St. Louis, has, with his wife and son,

been sampling the eastern watering places.

Mrs. F. Goldstein, of Lock Haven, Pa., de-

sires us to return her thanks to the Waterbury

Watch Co., for their kindness during the recent

flood.

Henry Olmstead, who last year retired from

the secretaryship of the New York jewelers' Asso-

ciation, is DOW living in retirement at New Canaan,

Connecticut.

It's a good ways ahead, but the New, York

Jewelers' Association has selected November 2 ISt,

as the date of the next annual dinner. 'Twill be

at I)elmonico's.

At Old Orchard House, Biddeford, Me., a

guest, Mrs. Thos. B. Winchester, of Boston, lost

diamonds and other jewelry worth nearly $4,000,

by the depredations of theives.

The engagement of Miss Rose Lissauer, only

daughter of M. Lissauer, senior partner of Lissauer

& Sondheim, to Dr. Leon N. Adler, of New York,

is announced in the society papers for July.

Five jewelers at Springfield, 0., close at 6 p•

m., except Mondays and Saturdays. By agree-

ment, whoever doesn't pays $5o to the Board of

Charity. But the plan extends only to August zo.

The grocery in this city operated by the Key-

stone Watch Case Company's Employees' Co-

Operative Association, was damaged by fire on the

night of July 29th. The loss on building was

$300, on stock about $4r,000.

Elgin Every Saturday speaks of a proposed

new amusement hall to be built by the watch fac-

tory at that place, and says the building will con-

tain a band room, amusement hall, gymnasium,

bath and toilet rooms, etc., and will cost $3o,000.

Mr. Edward E. I lar(ly, was married in July,

to Miss Isabel G. Clarkson, both of Boston, Mliss.

Mr. Hardy has been connected for a nunibcr

of years with Messrs. I). C. Percival & Co., \Veil-

known jobbers; is a young man of great ability

LInd promise, and the KEvsTONE offers its m st

earnest congratulations to the happy couple.

• Col. j. M. Rutherford, jewelry am tioneer,

has just cicsed out a sale for Burt Dennison, Ashe-

ville, N. C. Mr. Dennison is about to engage in

out-of-door business on account of poor health.

There is a big opening for a live jeweler in Ashe-

ville. Vanderbilt has bought 6,000 acres at that

place, and is building a private residence that will

cost $250,000.

Henry Hayes, president of the Jewelers'

League, Secretary Prichard, of the New York Jew-

elers' Association, Tiffany & Co., and the Gor-

ham Manufacturing Company,were representatives

of the jewelry trade, invited by Mayor Grant, of

New York, to attend the meeting at which con

sultation was had about holding the World's Fair

at the Metropolis.

H. J. Bodwell, 82 Monroe St., Lynn, Mass.,

will probably not soon forget vhat happened to his

store on the night of the 20th ult. Burglars in-

spected his stock and were so well pleased that

they took away samples worth—well, one report

says $1,200, and another $8,000. Enough in

either case to make the succeeding (lay anything

but a dull one to Mr. B.

Migrations of the brethern : F. M. Lanigan

has left Wetumpka, Ala., and now holds forth at

the growing city of Anniston, in the same State.—

Wm. Baird is now at Phillipsburg, Kansas, instead

of Clay Centre—Chicago has annexed a good

many people, but couldn't hold A. C. Koebuck,of

51 Dearborn street. He is now at 57 Adelaide

street, Toronto.—Worcester, Mass., has lost C.

AV. Ambrose, who has gone to Natick in the same

venerable commonwealth.—B. F. Liminger, has

changed from Plainville, Wis., to Fountain City.

—Duluth, Minn., now has Geo. T. Mill, formerly

at Montpelier, Vt.—Sunbury, Ohio, has lost F. P.

Sprague, and Delaware, 0., has gained him.--In this

city, J. M. Cassel has left 1427 Warner street, for

1633 Ridge ave.—Julius R. Watts & Co. are now

at 57 Whitehall street., Atlanta, Ga., having re-

moved from 44 Marietta street—Wattpun, Wis., is

the home of V. R. Wilson, formerly at Tracy, in

the Badger State.—James M. Tytler, for twenty-

eight years at 730 Third ave., New York, re-

moved his business to Mt. Vernon, N. V., al out

July t.—No. 1329 Market street, San Francisco,

is the address of Theo. Rothschild, late of El

Paso, Texas.—John A. Batchelder sends us a

printed postal saying " removed from Smithville,

Mo., to Alma, Ark."—Herman Willer is at 1905

S. Broadway, St. Louis ; formerly at Cape Girar-

deau, Mo.—The Pacific slope has gained R. F.

Billings, who sought a softer clinic than Mankato,

Minn. He is at South Riverside, Cal.—S. P. Blair

has gone to Westminster, Md., from Biglerville,

Pa,—J. H. Barnes announces the opening of a

new store, which he is ambitious of making the

" most attractive in the place," at Toledo, Iowa.

—The store of W. E. Beard, at Reading, Mass.,

has been purchased by M. F. Charles, formerly of

Fryeburg, Me.—W. H. Beckley, of Germany,

Switzerland, and lately of Wauconda, Ill., has

opened an establishment at Palatine, in that State.

—Scotia, Neb., is the place from which E. C.

Stein has removed to Petersburg, E.

Loesser is now located at Concord, N. C. He

used to be at Charlotte, in the "Old North State." ivew Yonk Chicago

Our

9

To Prices_

The text is hong Prices.

You'll see 'em in our Illustrated

Fall Catalog-ueHust sent. j uly

KEvs.r )NE had some—fu t (Ire

KEvsT()NEs will have more. And

they'll be in Circulars, too.

We made them hong

For your sake—so your cus-

tomers might see 'em, and

not lose their peace of mind—

not turn and rend you Well,

Net Prices

Are ciphered out of Long Prices

I))' our KEY. So you want one.

But not two ! For each Cata-

logue mailed we sent ONE

KEY—sealed—open mail no

good for Net Prices. But it

costs too much to send sealed

mail often. Therefore,

Preserve the Key!

You didn't get a Key? And

are a regular, simon pure jew-

eler? Then tell us, and we'll sup-

Net

ply the omission. But only if

you are a dealer—not else. For,

Prices

Go to the trade ONLY. Fix

US all right on your standing,

and we'll fix you all right on

the K(.. x.;., See?

Keystone Watch Case CO.

PhilEidelphin
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The observant reader—of course that's you—
will not fail to notice that with this issue of the
KEYSTONE we are giving our patrons several pages
more of reading matter than ever before. Just
now we are crowding Longfellow's youth in the
" Excelsior " business. Well,—look at a fifty-cent
piece and think of everything you can buy witli it
—and then show that you know something of the
relative value of things by sending it for a year's
KEYSTONE.

There are many retail jewelers who have a
little or a good deal of spare time on their hands
each day. How would it do to use part of the
time in following the custom of the French exhi-
bitors at the Paris Exposition who, when they
return their goods to the cases every morning,
give them a different arrangement or position from
that occupied the previous day? Good plan ? If,
in an exposition, this helps to give each article a
chance to get noticed, it ought to work in a retail
store as well. The principle is the same. A
retail store is an exposition, only not so big a one
as a State affair. Monotony must be boycotted in
either.

With this issue of the KEYSTONE the editorial
force of the paper receives an accession in the per-
son of Mr. Jno. J. Kerr, for several years past
connected with two of the prominent trade journals
of St.. Louis, the Jeweler and the Grocer. The
KEYSTONE is ever alive to serve the interests of its
readers, and in making this increase in its working
force, it but adds one more to the many evidences
it has recently given of its desire to merit the ap-
proval of its patrons.

Sunday closing laws mostly prohibit all labor
on that day, except works of " charity and neces-
sity." The law under which the Philadelphia
barbers have been recently trying to close the shops
on Sunday is an example. It prohibits any worldly
employment or business on that day, " works of
necessity and charity only excepted." In all the
cases the question thus arises as to what is a neces-
sity or a charity. The latest interpretation of a
"work of necessity" comes frola Cincinnati, where
a confectioner was prosecuted for selling ice cream
on Sunday. He admitted the selling, but he wasn't
punished. The court said the use of ice cream
had grown to such an extent that it was no longer
to be classed as a luxury. In the liberal view the
court was inclined to take of the statue its sale
on Sunday could easily be regarded as a necessity.
And the man was let go. This interpretation of •
the word gives it a very stretching capacity. The
decison, however, only furnishes one more illus-
tration of the ability of the courts to knock out
the dictionaries in the matter of elastic definitions.

New men are constantly starting in the jewelry
business. The KEYSTONE wishes to form an early
acquaintance with each jeweler opening a new
place of business. As evidence of this desire it
makes this offer : To each man starting a new
jewelry store, the KEYSTONE will be sent two
years for the price of one, upon our receiving with
the 5o cents, the business card or other satisfac-
tory evidence of the opening of the new establish-
ment..

There was some jewelry in the late prize-fight
—the diamond belt emblematic of the champion-
ship—but the jewels couldn't help it, not being
free moral agents. Let them not be blamed.
They were about the only respectable thing con-
nected with that most unrespectable episode. And
while we are touching the subject we may as well
throw in, as probably expressing the opinion of
most respectable jewelers, this injunction from
Epictetus—a little late for the past disgracefulness,
but probably in 'ample time for the next con-
spicuous example of human nature's •occasional
depravity : " Be mostly silent ; or, if you con-
verse, do not let it be about vulgar or insignificant
topics, such as . . . . prize-fighting."

The British government imposes a duty of 17s.
per ounce on all plain gold rings below a given
weight, whether they are of 9 carats or range up to
22 carats in fineness. This looks like " unjust
discrimination " in favor of the man who can
afford the better ring. But it also amounts to
saying, " There is a penalty on poor rings. We
fine you so much if you will persist in buying
base metal."

Both New York and Chicago are after the
World's Fair in 1892. The former is a good deal
nearer the centre of the jewelry world of this
country than Chicago, and prospective exhibitors
of jewelry will probably have no complaint if New
York gets the plum. But Chicago is a hustler,
and has already taken proceedings to organize a
World's Exposition Company, with a capital stock
of $5,000,000. In this matter, " money talks."

Salt won't save either the Salt Trust itself or
the Sugar Trust—or any other of the tribe—unless
such and such only as are founded on fair, honor-
able equitable principles of trade. No trust
founded on the " crushing out " policy or " freez-
ing out " policy can live in this country.—Public
Ledger.

To that complexion must it come at last—the
trusts that survive must be based on " fair, honor-
able, equitable principles of trade." But salt
won't be needed. They will survive by reason of
their own nature.

According to figures published under the super-
vision of the Director of the United States Mint in
this city, the gold furnished for use in the arts
last year reached a value of $13,324,025, while
the value of the silver was $7,908,148, a total for
the two metals of $21,232,173. As far as raw
materials go, this is only about 35 cents per head
for the people of this country, assuming that all
the product was purchased at home. Of course it
wasn't. It would be interesting to know the value
of the manufactured product, how much worth
was created by the industry and skill of the
workers who manipulated the crude stock—but
this is " one of those things which no fellow can
find out."

AUGUST, 188Q.

'rhe business man who overworks himself is
making a serious mistake. Two days', or two
months', or two years' work cannot be done in one,
without paying for it in impaired power to do
subsequent labor. The rule is without exceptions.
Here is an illustration in this extract from a recent
letter of a public speaker : " I am making no en-
gagements to speak this year. I did about five
years' work in r888 and quite seriously impaired
my health, and now my physician puts me under
prohibition for a year. I shall do my best to
obey him." 'rhe writer quoted is now paying for
the prodigality with which he expended his energy.
The price is a year of enforced rest and a lessened
power to labor during the entire remainder of his
life. Too much to pay. The business man may
draw this moral : "A like experience will have a
like result."

AUGUST, 1889.

It is reported that the Shah, while in Antwerp
on his way to London, bought ,4.15o,000 worth •
of diamonds to distribute on his tour.—New York
Tribune.

There may be " cold days " for the vendors
of diamonds in Antwerp, but on the occasion of
the Shah's visit the temperature must have been
thoroughly salubrious.

Royalty is good for something—it helps the
jewelers out. Estimates of the value of the wed-
ding presents of .Princess Louise of Wales went as
high as $1,00la,000, and possibly nine-tenths-of
this value was jewelry. It is probably safe to say
that the fortunate dealers who harvested the profit
on those sales were not thereby induced to think
any the less tenderly of that policy which induces
Parliament to keep on voting "Royal Grants." "A
fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind."

As between the Association and the non-Asso-
ciation—we should say, as between Sullivan and
Kilrain—which one has been wearing out most
type in the explaining business?

Trusts may be increasing in number, but the
Plymouth monument to the Pilgrims was dedicated
a few days ago, and we guess that'll keep Liberty
on her feet a while yet.

We are told that a sermon President Harrison
listened to at Deer Park, a Sunday or two ago,
was on " the duty of business men to their God."
Some business men are so much business men that
they make business their god, and they worship
with " all their might, mind and strength."

It is a big job to tackle the credit system of
doing business with the idea of abolishing it in
any considerable lines of trade, but a. body of men
not presumed to be lacking in sagacity and com-
mon sense—the Chamber of Commerce of Berlin—
recently addressed a petition to the imperial Chan-
cellor requesting him " to open negotiations with
foreign Governments for the purpose of bringing
about an international agreement to prohibit any
but ready money business in coffee, sugar and simi-
lar branches of commerce." " Similar branches"
of business might include a good deal—one knows
not what. It would be rash to speak of the project
as impracticable. Many things once pretty gener-
ally regarded as impracticable—even impossible—
have passed into the category of the possible and
actual. If credit reform is desirable, let us believe
it possible.

Mr. H. B. Hahn, of the Chicago house of
H. B. Hahn & Co., shed the light of his counten-
ance on the KEYSTONE, on the occasion of his late
visit to Philadelphia.

The catalogue of the Keystone Watch Case Co.
is pronounced the finest and most useful book ever
sent to the trade. It is a decided innovation on
former methods of doing business, and one that
has probably come to say.

The KEYSTONE has recently had the pleasure
of calls from the following representatives of the
trade in Cincinnatti : A. G. Schwab, of A. G.
Schwab & Bro., Chas. Duhme, of Duhme & Co.,
and A. Herman, of D. Schroder & Co. Mr.
Duhme continued his trip to Campobello, a
summer resort, 70 miles from Mt. Desert, Maine,
Mrs. Duhme accompanying him.

The La Porte P/aindea/er, took occasion re-
cently to say this of a job undertaken by one of
the pupils of the Hutchinson School for Watch-
makers, at La Porte, Indiana: "The work re-
quired the remodeling of almost the entire work-
ings of the watch, but it was accomplished in a
manager that will reflect credit upon both Mr.
Hoyt and the school."

The resolution passed by the Inspectors of
the Louisville & Nashville Railroad a few months
since was very flattering in its judgement of the
grade of work turned out by the E. Howard
Watch and Clock Co. For particulars, read their
advertisement.

There are watches and watches. For one of
the best, latest improvements, dust proof, im-
proved patent setting device covered by letters
patent, see what the Columbus Watch Co. of Col-
umbus, Ohio, can offer you before making your
investment.

* *

"Everything appertaining to the jewelry trade"
has become a familiar phrase, made so by its con
stant use in the advertisements of that well-known
and enterprising house of S. F. Myers & Co.,
48 and 50 Maiden Lane, New York. It is a line,
however, to which they are fully entitled, as they
really fulfill its purport. A record of over a quar-
ter of a century's prosperity, and of all promises
faithfully fulfilled, is one to be proud of. It is
really a treat to visit the immense salesrooms and
storerooms of this firm of " hustlers," and note
the extreme quiet, yet impressive and perfect
system which controls and moves its multitudinous
affairs. It proves that noise and excitement are
not requisite in handling a great business.

If you have some old gold and silver you
wish to dispose of, and want the proceeds to be
started back to you the same clay, send your crop
to 825 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, and H. 'I'.
Roberts will surprise you by the promptness of his
attention to your case.

In the rush of their business caused by the
demand for their new 7-jewel movement watch,
the New York Standard Watch Company, r3 John
Street, have not neglected their esthetics, and can
show as elegant an office as any in that center of
tastefully fitted up jewelry establishments—The
Corbin.

We omitted in our July number to call atten-
tion to the excellent, low priced foot wheel, illus-
trated in Mr. W. W. Oliver's advertisement.
Mr. Oliver writes us that in our next issue he will
be ready to show his " Perfect " Ring Stretcher ;
the only perfect tool of the kind yet made. We
advise our friends to be on the lookout for it.

Any jeweler who has not received the new
catalogue of the Keystone Watch Case Co., can
procure one upon application (accompanied by
business card) to the Company's Office, r9th and
Brown Sts., Philadelphia.

One of the recent moves of that enterprising
Chicago firm, Otto Young & Co., is the sending
out of a sealed circular naming articles supposed "
to be indispensable in the trade, and then placing
rock-bottom prices on them. If you haven't seen
their circular it'll pay you to drop them a postal.

A new six-size nickel movement watch in
seven jewels is the subject of a special announce-
ment by that Springfield house, the 111.inois Watch
Co., and it is claimed that this is the only Ameri-
can movement of its class now offered to the trade.

* •

The Non-Magnetic Watch Co. announce a
reduction in Paillard Non-Magnetic Movements,
which is worth the attention of the trade. As
the company guarantee retailers against loss from
reduction in price of their watches, they offer to
rebate all movements in dealers stocks in the res-
pective amounts named, which will, no doubt, be
highly appreciated by the dealers having such
movements on band. Mr. A. C. Smith has just
been re-appointed selling agent for this company.

There is " something new under the sun "
and in proof of his assertion, A. Zugsmith, the
jewelry case manufacturer, shows us his " Silver
Shell Watch Box." It is a beauty, and well
deserves the great success it is meeting. You had
better get it. It will be of interest to our readers
to that his line of goods is " one of the
finest.'' 

One of the places where the consignor will
be sure to get the full proceeds of any consignment
of old gold or silver promptly remitted to him, is
that of J. L. Clark, 823 Filbert St., where a large
business in refining and sweepsmelting of these
metals is carried on.

Speaking of rings, what H. C. Haskell, of r r
John St., New York, calls his "Puzzle Ring" is
making a great sensation.

The La Porte (Ind.) Herald, of July 6, de-
votes a page or two to describing and illustrating
the Parson's Horological Institute at that place.
It gives a view of a projected new building, and
says of the school, " It has already spread abroad
the name and fame of La Porte.

11

The Keystone Watch Case Co. announce a
reduction in the price of their Jas. Boss 14 k.,
20 year cases. It would seem as though they were
cheap enough before, but the Keystone Company
meet all competition.

The unsolicited testimonial is the one that is
valuable. For one of this kind consult the adver-
tisement in another column of that growing institu-
tion, the Chicago Horological School.

Special attention is paid by the Aurora Watch
Company, of Aurora, 111., to the higher grades
of watches with adjusted movements especially
adapted to railway uses.

We don't know whether among the jewelry
presents at the wedding of the Princess Louise was
a " Princess " ring, but if there wasn't, Lord Fife
should hasten to supply the omission and thus en-
rich his wife's collection by adding to it one of
this unique variety of the ring species.

Perhaps part of what has been said lately
about diamonds going up was merely designed to
bolster the market. At any rate King & Eisle, of
283 Main St., Buffalo, say they are selling dia-
monds as cheap as last year, and that their buyer
in Europe reports that by taking time and not
hurrying, he can duplicate last year's purchases,
prices and all.

If you're in Nev York, it will pay you to step
in and see what Stern & Stern, 13 Maiden Lane,
can show you in diamonds, watches • and jewelry
generally.

Mr. F. H. MonrOe, Omaha, Neb., writes us
he had his watch stolen from his pocket. Will
watchmakers please note the description, and
" collar " this watch as soon as it comes in for
'repairs? " Four ounce Silver Mg. Case ; Elgin
movement, No. 26,457 ; Case No. 4771."

The sole Western agency for the Russell &
Jones Clock Co.'s imitation marble clocks, mantel
clocks, etc., is still retained by the house of Benj.
Allen & Co., 141 and 143 State St., Chicago, who
have recently announced special reductions in both
nickel and luminous dial clocks.

Personal zeal in the conduct of any enterprise
will always tell. The success of the " Philadel-
phia School of Horology " is only one more evi-
dence of the universal applicability of this truth.

Mr. Bier, of Greenberg & Bier, San Francisco,
has gone to Europe to buy diamonds.

Woodcock's Watchmakers School at Winona,
Minn., is growing very fast, and pupils are con-
tinually arriving from all parts of the country.

Mr. D. B. Gordon, of Rock Hill, S. C., ex-
pected to have what he speaks of as his "wonderful
invention, an eight-day watch " completed August

1st. The public will soon after have a chance at

it. His new store on Main street, with its plate
glass windows, will enable him to display his
" wonder " to good advantage.
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NOTES TO GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

HEAP and efficient automa-

tic blow-pipes can be made
by using rubber tube, and

pinch cocks instead of the

brass cocks usually em-

ployed for such purposes.

To make such a blow-
pipe we procure a short
piece of five-eighth inch

brass tube, and about

two feet of three-eighth
brass tube. We first

cut off a piece of the five-eighths of an inch tube,

three-quarters of an inch long, and then turn out

a disc of heavy sheet brass which will exactly

close one end. This will be understood by in-

specting Fig. I, where A shows the piece of five-

eighths tube, and By the disc. The disc at B' is

shown as if seen in the direction of the arrow b.

The perpendicular dotted line at B, Fig. I,.

indicates the position of the inside of the disc B.

The disc B is hard soldered into the short piece

of tube A, and a hole about one-eighth of an

inch in diameter drilled in it to admit the end of

the air jet f. At c, Fig. i, is cut a slot about

three-sixteenths of an inch long (the long way of

the slot is at right angles to the axis of the tube

A,) this slot is about one thirty-second of an

inch in width. We next cut off of our three-

eighth tube, a piece about two and a half inches

long, and file one end to an angle of sixty degrees.

This mitered end is filed concave to fit the five-

eighths of an inch tube as shown in Fig. 2, N'here

A represents the short piece of five-eighth tube,

and .D the three-eighths tube ; these two pieces of

tube are hard soldered together, so the slot at.c,

Fig. 1, comes inside of the three-eighths tube D.

It is through this tube D the gas is supplied ;

and to guard against explosions, the tube D is filled

with a bundle of small brass wire. The wire for

this purpose should be about the size of an ordi-

nary dressing pin: We cut another piece about

two and a half inches long from our three-eighths

brass tubing, and drill a hole at an angle of sixty

degrees to its axis as shown at d, Fig. 3, where

the dotted lines d show the direction of the hole

and E the piece of three-eighths tubing. The

hole at d should be drilled about one-eighth of an

inch in diameter, and then carefully broached out

with a taper broach to near three-sixteenths. Take

a piece of solid brass wire one-quarter of an inch

in diameter and one and a half inches long, and

drill a hole in it in the direction of its axis, one-

tenth of an inch in diameter ; such a piece of brass

wire is shown at F, Fig. 4, and the hole (one-

tenth of an inch) in the centre at e, e. This

piece of brass wire is turned to perfectly fit the

hole at d, Fig. 3.. We file a notch in one side

with a round file as shown at g. The idea is to

let this notch g come in connection with the bore

of the tube E. The hole e should next be drilled

through the end at f, with a smaller drill, say one

about one thirty-second of an inch in diameter.

This hole is shown at i, and should be broached

out, a little taper (larger end inside) to concentrate

the stream of air forced through it as much as

possible. A good method is to drill the wire F

through from end to end, and then screw in a plug

at i and through this plug make the small hole.

This course will enable us to have plugs with

different sized holes at i to adapt the blow-pipe to

jobs either large or small. Regulating the flow of

gas and the pressnre of the air jet gives great range

with only one size of hole at i, but yet by having

a change of size in the hole at i, we can have still

greater range. There is a fine screw cut on the

end of F at f, which screws into the disc B. It

may not be amiss to say the sizes given of the

brass tubing are all out side measurtments. These

tubes are to be placed side by side, one and one-

fourth inches apart from center to center as shown

in Fig. 5, where the relative position of the parts

are shown. The plate H holds the tubes D E in

position. To make the plate H, we take a piece

of No. 12 hard brass. It may be well to explain

that sheet brass comes in three regular grades, viz.,

(i) soft, (2) hard, (3) spring brass. So the reader

Jr
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will see that we are using the medium -kind for
our plate. The plate II is one and three-quarters
by two 'inches. Aster it is squared up nicely, the
edges at / are bent tip to a flange of half an inch
as shown at Fig. 7, which is a view of the plate II
seen in the direction of the arrow k, Fig. 5.

At Fig. 8 is a view of the plate H, seen in the
direction of the arrow j Here it will be seen
the turned-up edge 1 is cut in, and two holes made
to receive the tubes D E. The tubes D E are
secured to H by soft solder. The short tubes at
Ii are to receive the rubber tubes on which the
pinch cocks act. These tubes h h are best made
of lead, because it is a very poor conductor of heat,
and will not heat the rubber tube as much as a
brass tube.

* * *

LADY DUDLEY'S JEWELS.

It is not often society finds itself in a shower

of pearls, but it happened recently at a very

smart ball in London. The Countess of Dudley
broke a string of her famous necklace, causing for
the moment a profound sensation in the crowded
room, as the pearls flew in every direction, and
were in imminent danger of being smashed or

forever lost. Evidently Lady Dudley, beautiful

as she is, antagonizes the family jewels. Not so
many years ago the whole world was in arms be-
cause a casket filled with the almost priceless

Dudley diamonds had been stolen in transit from

London to the Earl's country seat. Nothing has

ever been heard from the gems. Where they went

to, or who benefited by their possession, remains

a secret to this day, although an enormous reward

was offered at the time for their recovery. The

sense of this loss must have been keen in the minds
of the titled company when it went down on all

fours to search for the Countess' fleeing pearls

pearls said to be second in size and colors to no

others in Europe.—Bos/on Herald.

AUGUST, 1889.

INVENTORS' COLUMN.

We are in receipt of several letters from

parties describing their inventions, and in several

instances accompanied with drawings illustrating
them. In such cases we feel delicate about acting
in the matter, as we do not wish to make the mat-
ter public by giving full description and cuts
without the parties are secured in their inventions,
because in the majority of cases it would be only
giving the invention away. Another trouble,
an inventor may be all sincere in his invention
and think he is the original inventor, when in
fact the invention is already patented. In such
instances it would only be a waste of his time
and ours to talk about it. What we proposed
to do, was to give publicity to inventions already
patented, and we distinctly said " send us
copies of specifications and drawings." We
would not hesitate in most instances to reproduce
such drawings as are sent us, if they were drawn
according to the requirements of the patent office.
Our idea will be understood by noticing the
cuts to Mr. Morehouse's patent table knife,
or Mr. Hoffman's regulator.

If inventors will send us (as many have) full
and explicit descriptions of their inventions, we
will give our best advise gratis, and will, if possi-
ble, put them in correspondence with honorable
parties with whom they may deal.

Mr. M. A. Morehouse desires to sell his

patent for his improved plated table knife ; the
advantages of this knife are that it presents a sharp
cutting edge of steel so disposed as to prevent
peeling off of the silver plating. Correspondence
solicited. Address as above, care of this office.

pf.r

Mr. Chas. M. Hoffman offers his patent
regulator for sale or manufacture on royalty.
Advantages claimed are rapid approximation to
correct time, after which a close rate by screw
adjustment is affected. Address as above, care
of this office.

* * *

Among the latest reproductions of the famous
Eiffel tower is one in diamonds, a metre high.
All the details are carefully reproduced—the res-
taurants, the elevators, and even the flag on top.
Twenty-five to thirty thodsand diamonds have

been used in this latest specimen of the jeweler's art.

* *

A French scientist has been producing arti-

fical emeralds by fusing silica, alumini and glucina,

with traces of oxide of chromium, with acid moly-

bdate of lithia, at a temperature of from Goo° to

7000 for fifteen days.

AUGU3T, 1889.

WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

1:EVIOUS to resuming
our consideration of
the subject of mag-
netism, I would say

to those who wish to
know more about the
phenomena attend-
ing the magnetic
needle, that the sub-
ject is very ably
treated in the article
" Variation of the
Needle," in Vol. 18

of the Edinburgh Encyclopedia.
'1'here is no material which can be placed

between a magnet and substances which it attracts,
which will in the least affect its influence, as a
magnet. will attract a piece of iron with as much
force when a plate of glass or copper is interposed
as before. Very delicate experiments prove the
fact that even the gasses are subject to the influence
of magnetism, some comporting themselves like iron
and nickle, only in an inferior degree, while other
substances are repelled. Substances which. act
similar to iron are called para-magnetic, and
those which are repelled being denominated
dia-magnetic.
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The cut at Fig: 46 shows the principle by
which substances are teste(l. For illustration,

suppose we have a bar of iron to test : we provide
ourselves with a powerful magnet of the U form,

as shown at F G, Fig 46,, and fit a bridge across
it, as shown at i; through this bridge passes a deli-

cate spindle n, the lower end of which rests in a hol-

low cone bearing; if we now mount our bar of iron

on this spindle, it will turn on the arbor n until it

stands as shown at k, Fig. 47.
All substances known as para-magnetic will

arrange themselves in the same way ; dia-mag-

netic substances arrange themselves like the bar

shown at j. Some of the principal para-magnetic

substances are iron, nickle, cobalt, manganese,

chromium, cerium, tetanium, palladium, platinum,

osmium, aluminium, oxygen, and most of the

compounds which these bodies enter into, solu-

tions included. The principal dia-magnetic bodies

are bismuth, zinc, copper, gold, silver, lead, arse-
nic, rhodium, tungsten, phosphorous, iodine, sul-

phur, chlorine, hydrogen, rubber, gum and wood.
All the dia-magnetic substances are very weak

in their action, and it is only by the most delicate

tests these properties are known. The force which
is opposite to magnetism, and affects these sub-
stances known as dia-magnetic, is probably a force
by itself. A combination of two substances, one
of which is para-magnetic and one dia-magnetic,

would be entirely unaffected by these influences,as
for instance, a compound bar of aluminium and
silver, or platinum and copper, or alloys of the
metals from the lists given above. We will now
take up electricity and then electro-magnetism.

ELECTRICITY.

If we should take either a piece of amber, a
rod of glass or a stick of sealing wax and rub it

with a dry woolen clicth we would find it to exhibit

the property of attracting small bits Lf paper,

straw or other light bodies to itself. In olden

time, various superstitious reasons were assigned to

account for this phenomenon, but mcdern scien-

tific investigations have enabled us to demonstrate

that the cause of the attraction is electrical exci-

tation. Early in these investigations it was dis-

covered that bodies electrically excited, exhibited
two states or conditions, termed iositively or
negatively electrified. To illustrate, suppcse we
were to suspend a very small, light feather by
a few fibres of white silk, as shown , in Fig. 48,

where a represents the feather, b the silk suspen-

sion, and A, B, C the arrangement for supporting

them. If we should then take the glass rcd 1) and
rub it with a dry woolen cloth and approach it to
the suspended feather a, it would at first be

.7$'544.9
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attracted and then repelled, as the glass rod
imparted its positive or vitreous electricity to the
feather. If we should now take a stick of sealing
wax, and after rubbing it with a dry woolen cloth
present it to the feather, we would find it attracted
with greater energy than in the first experiment.
Why ? Because the stick of sealing wax when
excited exhibits negative or resinous electricity.
Here,as in the poles of a magnet, poles of the same
name repel each other, while those opposite
attract.

Another similarity exists which lies in the
fact that the production of positive electricity
always begets negative electricity. Glass,although
it gives its name (vitreous) to positive electricity,
does not always exhibit the positive state, as for
instance, a glass rod dried over a gas jet and rub-
bed with a lock of wool, usually shows negative
electricity, but if dried over a charcoal fire and
rubbed with silk, the electricity is positive.
Roughening the surface of the glass also changes
the sign from positive to negative. Two balls
of elderpith suspended by fine threads or wires
have when excited with electricity, a tendency to
diverge or be repelled apart, as shown at a' a",
Fig. 50. 'The stronger the excitation, the fur-
ther the balls diverge. This fact is taken advan-
tage of in making instruments called electroscopes
or electrometers.

Machines have been devised for producing
electricity rapidly by means of glass cylinders or
plates turned by a crank, when, by storing the
electricity produced by the plate or cylinder of the
machine just mentioned, a discharge of great power
can be realized. For our purposes all these
methods of producing electricity have but little
interest. The form of electricity which imme-
diately interests us is the kind produced by a
galvanic battery or a dynamo. In considering
this kind of electricity, we shall endeavor to be
full and explicit ; giving all the information which
the subject demands, without extending the inves-
tigations into abstractions, which although of
interest to the experimenter,are quite unnecessary
in the workshop.

* * *

E. THRESHER, Allegheny City, Pa., says: "Please
find enclosed one dollar subscription for the KEY-
STONE. The KEYSTONE is a modern miracle. The
editor and publisher are tlt, subjects for an earthly
heaven. It improves all the time."
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1ATE lead, others follow, and copy not onlyour name, but our style of advertising ; by
so doing acknowledging our superiority and
and our ability to lead. Do not he
MISLED by thcse who TRY to imitate
us. We incorporated as the Chicago Hor-
ological Institute. That is our name to-day,
will be to-morrow, and for years to come.
It will not be called "Chicago Horological
Institute'' to-day, " Watchmakers
School" to-morrow, " Watchmakers
Horological School" the next day,and so on,
ad //O/d/um For no matter what others
may ORIGINATE, ours will remain as it is,
the best, the largest, and the most com-
pletely equipped institution of its kind in the
world,and will always be called The Chicago
Horological Institute.

TO show the readers of the KEYSTONE the
character of the instruction to be had at the
Chic-ago Horological Institute, we present
them with two cuts of a 16 size, sweep second,
pocket chronometer made by student G. F.
Batchelder, of Milton, Florida. He entered
the Institute in December 1888, after spend-
ing eight months' time in another school. In
four weeks after entering the Institute he vol-
untarily remarked "that he had learned more
in four weeks than he had before in the
previous eight months." In January 1889,
he commenced the chronometer shown, mak-
ing every part from RAW MATERIAL, under
the instructors charge.

IT has a skeleton, gold rim, dial, the better toshow dial and stemwind train which are made
of the finest steel, most beautifully finished.
'This piece of work speaks for itself of Mr.
Batchelder's ability,and the management con-
gratulate themselves on having provided a
school of this character, where the highest
advantages are to be had at such reasonable
prices, and it is to every young man's credit
to avail himself of this opportunity to improve
in his arts. Take a month's or quarters in-
struction in this model school, and see if you
are nc.t vell rcpaid kr the time and money
spent.

FROM time to time we will show cults of other
watches and escapement models made by stu-
dents in our school, which has now taken
its place at THE HEAD of the watchmakers
schools of the country. Our equipment of
tools is complete, and our facilities unsur-
passed.

Chicago jlorological Institute,

Chicago,

Car. Dearborn and Adams Sts.,

Illinois.
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PrrrsButtGir, l'A., August 3, 1889.

The Pittsburgh jewelers have every reason to
be gratified at the outlook for the fall trade. The
prosperity which lias attemled business during the
year has extended into the summer, and sales have
ranged, in many instances, as high as fifty per
.cent. in advance of the same time last year.

While no especial 'boom is expected this fall,
there is no reason why the steady demand should
not continue, and proportionately augment as the
home tourists journey in from the mountains and
seaside. A greater effort on the part of the jewelers
than ever before, will be made to cater for the
public taste and to attract by artistic exhibit.
opportunity for displaying goods to advantage is
now, for the first season, afforded many in the
trade.

During the spring, a number of removals,
rebuildings and general renovations kept affairs in
a state of turmoil, and was slightly bewildering to
customers. The state of upheaval really dates
back a year ,p.nd a half, and it may be interesting
to note the important changes. E. P. Roberts &
Sons made the first commotion by tearing apart
their store, leasing the adjoining corner, convert-
ing the two buildings into one, and remodelling it
into the fine commodious establishment which now
occupies the corner of Fifth Avenue and Market
Streets. About the same time the old established
stand of Heeren Bros. & Co. was entirely des-
troyed by fire. 'I'he firm at once leased a large
new five story building on Smithfield Street, and its
superior advantages leave them nothing to regret.

Then followed the remodelling of the Bedillon
establishment on Fifth Avenue, and H. H. Durbin
took possession, and made his bow to the trade
from out of one of the most attractive stores on
the Avenue. Simultaneously, Mr. Heckel, long
identified with the jobbing interests, emerged from
the gloom and dirt of a fifth story factory, and,
taking a partner, the firm of Heckel & Bieler
started most auspiciously in bright, cheerful quar-
ters on Fifth Avenue, and have already built up
an enviable trade:

Wattles & Sheafer grew restless next, and
leased a large building on the opposite side of the
Avenue of their own. The interior was entirely
remodelled, a handsome front added to the build-
ing, a beautiful pavement clock erected, and they
now feel themselves at last in shipshape. R.
Siedle moved into the big store vacated by Wattles
& Shaefer, took his sons into partnership, and is
just getting settled. A tall pavement clock in
black and gold was erected a couple of weeks ago.
A. Kornblum, the well-known optician, came

across the street and took possession of the quarters
vacated by R. Siedle. Hardly & Hayes, who were
occupying a cosy establishment on Smithfield St.,
fell into line next, erected.a beautiful building of
brick and stone, two doors removed from their
location, and shortly after Easter took possession
and are now about settled and in a homelike state.
Into the quarters vacated by Hardy & Hayes,
moved M. G. Cohen, jeweler, who had been routed
from his corner on Fifth Avenue by the Roberts
invasion. Smaller concerns caught the spirit of
unrest, and James McKee, E. J. Bubb and Barney
Aarons changed their quarters to more advantage-
ous locations. Charles Hauser, a Lawrenceville
jeweler, also moved into the city, and has opened

an attractive store on Smithfield Street. Within
the last month or so A. Gies, of the East End, has
remodelled his establishment, and a new firm,
Graf & Rifleman, have taken possession of a fine
establishment on the leading thoroughfare. A tall
pavement clock is one of the attractions and con-
veniences which the new firm have given to East
End residents. J. C. Grogan is the latest jeweler
to wheel into the march of improvements. During
the past month his store on the corner of Market
Street and Fifth Avenue has been in a state of
chaos, and not until a couple of days ago could
an idea be gained of the extensive remodelling.
The sides and front have been rebuilt, and the
length of the store is now, by the addition of a
rear building, double the original size. Entrance
is from the corner, thus securing space for ex-
tremely large show windows. The ceilings are
finished in white and gold, and the walls in blue
wood fibre, with deep border of blue and gold
lincrusta. A carved balustrade in white and gold
leads up from the back part of the store to a
cheerful balcony. When the floors are finished,
and the cases and goods in position, the establish-
ment will be one of the prettiest in the city. In-
terior innovations on a smaller scale have also
taken place at the stores of W. W. Wattles, Geo.
W. Biggs, Jno. 0. Slemmons, J. R. Reed and
Henry Terheyden. I. 011endorf, also moved to
more commodious quarters in the same building
occupied. Thus enlarged, cleaned up and im-
proved in locations, the majority of the jewelry
firms await the coming of the fall season of work.

Notwithstanding the demand made upon time
and money, the customary vacation trips have
been taken by the members of the trade. In the
spring, Mr. Otto Heeren departed for a European
trip, a glimpse at the Paris Exhibition, and some
business effort. He sails for home on August 7.
On June 15, Mr. Harvey Wattles, representing
the firm of W. W. Wattles, sailed for Paris and
Vienna, in the interest of the firm, combining also
business with pleasure. G. B. Barrett, of the firm
of G. B. Barrett & Co., accompanied his daughter
on a pleasure trip to Europe on June 15, and will
also set sail for home sometime during August..
E. J. Budd iil Charles Corcoran are also abroad,
the latter permanently, or until a thorough edu-
cation in music has been obtained. H. H. Durbin
will spend his vacation on the coast of Maine, and
Mr. Wattles, of Wattles & Shaefer, at the seashore.
Steele Roberts, J. R. Reed, J. C. Grogan and Otto
Siedle, have all been. East, combining business
with pleasure. Short trips and excursions into
the country have been made by the majority.

The leading firms hitve made applications for
space in the Exhibition building, which will be
formally opened on September 4. Some especially
fine displays are promised. 'rhe display of W. W.
Wattles will be entirely Parisian. The utmost
secrecy is observed among the trade concerning
special designs.

Heeren Bros. & Co. are getting in their fall
novelties. Their factory is running steadily.

A good trade in diamonds has been a source
of satisfaction to more than one jeweler during
July. Silver novelties have also been greatly in
demand.

M. G. Cohen, has prosecuted S. F. Stern, a
pawnbroker, for buying stolen goods. Thomas
Kennel, has been arrested for trying to sell bogus
jewelry.

Jewelers Larkin, Stevenson and Kraft, of
Johnstown, have all been in the city in the interest
of business. They will begin work anew in the
old district.

AUGUST, 1889.

A Trifle Careless.

Lieutenant of Artillery (during great-gun
practice at Willett's Point)—Get away there ! Do
you want to be blown to pieces ?

Long Island Farmer—Let her go, cap. I
wan' ter light my pipe, an' clean forgot my
matches.—Jiedge.

" If you study hard, Tommy," said a fond
father, " you may some day be President."
" Oh," replied Tommy, " I want something

better than that. I want to be a famous short
stop."—New York Sun.

Boarder (cracking an egg)—"Well I declare!"
Waiter (excitedly)—" What is it ?"
Boarder—" Why this egg has a double yolk."
Waiter—" Pooh ! that's nothin'—gen'rman's

yistidday had a chicking 1"

Miss Westend (on Chestnut street)—." What
a stylish young lady that is looking into that jew-
eler's window ! I wonder if she is a married
woman ?" Mr. Westend—" There is a gentleman
with her, andl 1 judge from his nervous manner and
worried look when she admires some particularly
expensive gem that he is her husband."

" You wish to marry one of my daughters.
The youngest will get 15,000 marks, the second
30,000 and the oldest 45,000.
" You don't happen to have one still older?"

Police Judge. "Did you see the beginning
of this trouble ?"

Witness. " Yes, sir. I saw the very com-
mencement. It was about two years ago."

Police Judge. " Two years ago !"
Witness. " Yes, sir. The minister said,

I Will you take this man to be your lawful hus-
band ? ' and she said I I will.' "

Merchant's wife (at home)—" You have been
drinking again."

Wholesale Merchant (apologetically) : "Could
not help it, m' dear. Mr. Surepay, of Podunk,
wash in city buying goods to-day, and only war
(hie) could hold his trade was (hic) drinking with
him. Awful sot, that Surepay."

Mrs. Surepay (at a hotel) : Goodness me I
Josiah, you have been drinking."

Mr. Surepay " Washn't my fault, m' dear.
These 'ero city merchants can't shell a man a bill
o' goods without stoppin' to drink every five min-
utes. Never saw such topers."—Pkila. Record.

AUGUST, 1889.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., August 5, 1889.

I am very curious to know what your Chicago.
correspondent will have to say regarding trade in
the next number of the KEYSTONE. His last letter
in the July number was very encouraging, and if
the predictions of those two jobbers should only
prove true, there certainly ought to be no cause
for complaint. In this little section of the country,
I regret to say that there is a fearful lack of
Chicago enthusiasm, and I am afraid that many of
the manufacturers are viewing the situation through
smoked glasses, as they do not appear to see much
sunshine for the balance of the season. This feel-
ing of uncertainty is not at all confined to Provi-
dence, but extends to Attleboro as well.

During the present month our manufacturers
have been busy, and apparently have been employ-
ing their usual number of workmen ; but now,
having about filled their orders, they, of course,
want more and, because as yet they do not appear
to be forthcoming, many think that this Fall's
season will be a dull one. Some of the manufac-
turers are, however, still busy, and claim to have
unfilled orders sufficient to keep them busy for
some time to come ; but they are not in the major-
ity. I was talking the other clay with an old-time
manufacturer about the jewelry business and, in
contrasting the way it is carried on now with the
way it used to be, he said:
" In those days, we used to shut down about

the first of July for a short vacation, and then go
to work on our new samples, so that we could go
to market about the first week in August. Now-a-
days, everybody seems to want to " get there "
first, and the result is, the Fall season now begins
about the last of May ! Then again, we didn't
have the mechanical appliances that so materially
aid in manufacturing, but relied, to a considerable
extent, on hand work, which was a slow process;
but it gave much steadier work to our employees.
Another thing, at the present time there are far
too many in the business to supply the demand,
and the result is a terrible slashing and cutting of
prices, and the tendency is to give longer time
than the profits admit of. Why, I really believe
that if all the shops could be kept steadily running
for four months, there would be more jewelry
turned out than could possibly be worn in a year,
or perhaps longer."

Some other manufacturers say that the jobbers
have carried over a large stock of goods from last
season, and that the trouble is, they will not buy
heavily until they unload.. Is it not possible that
the jobbers are not disposed to give many dupli-
cate orders until they have been able to sell some
of their first purchases?

That promising novel, " Jacob Valmont, Mana-
ger," by Geo. A. Wall and Geo. B. Heckel, which
is just off the , press of Rand, McNally & Co., of
Chicago and ew York, will, no doubt, be read
with considerable interest by those engaged in the
gold making trades, from the fact that Mr. Wall
himself is so closely connected with that branch of
industry, being a partner in the firm of A. T.
Wall & Co., rolled plate manufacturers of this
city. Both authors also have a large circle of ac-
quaintances in Phliadelphia., where they resided
for some time. The book is illustrated with eight

full page plates, and both inside and out is very

attractive. This, however, is not Mr. Wall's first

venture in literature. In 1884 he Was associated

with E. A. Robinson, in the production of " The

Dish," a novel which proved of sufficient interest
to attract the attention of the literary pirates of
England, a proceeding that, while it may be
very flattering, does not prove very remunerative
to the author.

George Bishton, who has been engaged in the
manufacture of jewelry for some months past, at
35 Point Street, has given up business and left
the city.

Mr. Ed. Winsor, has entered the employ of
Horace Remington & Son, refiners, and will at-
tend to the city trade.

Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cobb, of Attleboro,
Mass., joined a Raymond Excursion Party at Boss. 
ton on July ii6th, for a two weeks' trip through
Pennsylvania. Mr. Cobb is a member of the firm
of W. R. Cobb & Co., Pawtucket, R. I., manu-
facturers of jobbers' materials.

The firm of F. Mauser & Co., of North Attle-
boro, Mass., manufacturers of silver goods, was
dissolved July 1st, Mr. Franklin retiring. The
business vill be carried on by the remaining
partners under the same style. It is said that
Mr. Franklin intends to,study medicine.

A large force of workmen are at work on the
new Electric Railway between Attleboro and Plain-
ville ; but it is not thought that the road will be
in running order before fall. •

Mr. William S. Godfrey, withdrew from the
firm of Godfrey & Adams, 77 Westfield St., Provi
dence, on July 1st. The business will be con-
tinued at the same location by Adams & Knowles.
Mr. J. C. Knowles has for a number of years been
the special partner of the old firm, but will now
take an active part in the business.

The firm of McMullen & Russell, manufactur-
ing jewelers, 14 Page Street, has dissolved partner-
ship, and both partners have gone to work at their
trade.

Herman Howard, of the well-known firm of
Howard & Son, brought suit against William
S. Godfrey, for infringement of a Button patent.
The defendant denied that there had been any
infringement, alleging that the button had been in
use before it was patented. On July 3oth, by
consent, the suit was ordered to be discontinued
by Judge Carpenter, of the United States District
Court; without costs to either party.

trusted clerk in the office of Geo. H. Ful-
ler & Son, of Powtucket, R. I., has confessed to
the embezzlement of money from his employers.
He has been in their employ nearly twenty years,
and was never suspected until quite recently.

C. D. Wood & Co., have commenced the
business of gold and silver plating at 67 Friend-
ship Street. Mr. Smith, of this firm, at one time
was engaged in the manufacturing business, but
for some time past had been employed as plater by
the late Charles Downs.

Holden & Gardiner, who have been engaged
in the jewelry business at 78 Friendship St., have
dissolved partnership, and Mr. Holden will con-
tinue the business under the style of R. B. Holden
& Co., at the same location.

There is every prospect, I am told, that
there will be a great demand for ornamented
combs this season, and there are already many
different designs on the market.

Mr. Walter E. White, has been confined to his
house by sickness for several weeks. The doctors
pronounce his condition improved at the present
time.
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Our Special.

Our Ca taloque.

We feel a pardonable pride in speaking of it. It
is the most handsome and useful book ever is-
sued in the watch case trade. It can't help
being of use to you. And by the way, it is
copied already. Of course it is now in order
for all Makers to come out with one. This is
the7bute they pay us for furnishing brains
for the trade—the form in which they give us
credit for it.

Although the prices on Boss 14 K. cases quoted in
our last Price List and Catalogue were very
low, they have since been reduced. There is
a reduction of fifty cents in the price of Boss
14 K., 18 and 16 S. Htg., regular and box
joint, and consequently the prices quoted in
our Catalogue should be one dollar less on
these goods. The prices were low before;
now they are 'way down—as low as any 14 K.
case made.

Notwithstanding you get Boss Cases at the same
price as other makes, there is no change in
the construction, quality, &c. They are
Boss Cases still  ; they contain more gold and
give you more value for your money than any
others.

Don't forget that we have over 250 new cuts of
'cases, and several fancy cuts, which are .1.1

great help in newspaper and circular advertis-
ing. We'll be glad to send you some free of
expense.

If you didn't get one of our Catalogues, and with
it a Key to the prices therein,—really a trade
Price List—let us know, sending business
card, and we'll supply you. Don't think
us exacting in asking for business card—we
Can't know all of the 15,000 jewelers of the
United States, even by name, and for your
own protection, we must know that you are
entitled to trac e prices.

Our change of names, announced last month, has
createdl a furor—it's one of the biggest things
we ever did. Maybe it hasn't occured to
you what it means to have Boss Cases at the
lowest price at which any competing cases
are sold ! The Boss 14 K. (zo years) and
Boss to K. (15 years) are going so rapidly
that we would suggest to you to get your or-
ders in before the shortage comes.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

PHILADELPHIA
NRW YORK CHICAGO
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By J. L. S.
•

Visitors to the office of D. C. Percival & Co.,
Boston, Mass., in July, were much surprised to
see a handsome cradle standing in the hall,vay
marked for " James Boss Hardy of the future,"
in care of his father, Edward Everett Hardy,
alias "'lhe '1'error." Many knowing winks were
indulged in by the boys., and there was great ex-
citement, when in a few days the marriage of
Edward Everett Hardy was announced. The
young men of his acquaintance hired a band and
borrowed some campaign torches, and with the
cradle at the head of the procession marched to
the house of Edward Everett Hardy,. and by the
time it reached his residence it numbered at least
a thousand men and boys, who made such a noise
that the fire department was called out and there
was great excitement. The " Terror " made a
long speech of thanks., and said the only thing he
regretted was that the cradle was not large enough,
as the Boss case people kept increasing their line of
goods so, that he saw in the future a long list of Boss
Hardy's from TO K. up to the Boss Extra, and he,
was sure they would all be a credit to the name.
The party was then invited in to a supper of 1i:tins,
and Edward Everett Hardy brought forth to view
a five gallon milking bottle from his friend at
Lowell, Mass., Mr. John J. Chilli, and a great
many useful] articles from different parts of the
country.

The house of J. '1'. Scott & Co. is very busy
this Summer, and strange to relate, its Summer
trade has shown no falling off during the hot
months and really I am not surprised at this,for with
the energy and ability displayed by the Scott boys
together with such traveling men as 1). W Cook,
in the Northwest, Torn Anderson in the far West,
F. S. Eason, New York State and Pennsylvania, D.
W. Robbins, Middle States, T. C. Lane, Eastern,
A. F. Gaw, South, and Fred. Messner, city, there
is no reason why this house should not do a large
business. The Scott boys are not only upholding
the name of their well-known and honored father
in the trade, but are making the house of J. '1'.
Scott & Co. known all over America, and in a
manner that reflects credit upon themselves. It is
needless to say that this able choir of travelers have
a large stock of the new Boss cases.

While I was in J. '1'. Scott & Co.'s the other
day, their boy brought in their mail, and Jimmie
showed me an order from India, one from Ireland,
one from South America, and one from Australia,
all for Boss Cases. Jimmie said that he felt sure
of several from China by the next mail, and as
soon as the mail facilities were regular between
this country and Africa, he would do a large trade
with that country, for if he should send Cook and
Anderson there, he knew they would soon sell
goods to the natives, who he felt sure would be
delighted with the Boss and buy only the "Extra."

I met Mr. C. N. Frazier, with H. M. Smith
& Co., New York, a short time ago ; Mr. F. looks
well, and reports trade as booming, a truth that is
verified by Mr. Bateman, the manager.

One of the rushing houses on the Lane, is
that of Louis Herzog & Co. Mr. Frank of this
house is so busy that he seldom gets out on the
road, a fact greatly regretted by his legion of
friends in the trade.

I was shown a letter by Morris Lissauer a few
days ago, from Mr. S. M. Snider, of Greenville,
S. C., written to a young son of Mr. Lissauer, in
which he said, " I have sent you by express a fine
dog, which I have named James Boss in honor of
those elegant cases your father used to sell me, and
which he thought so much of." I have no doubt
this dog will grow up and be an honor to the name
of Boss, and a credit to Mr. Snider, who is a gen-
tleman of most excellent taste and judgment.

Last month I had a occasion to visit Lowell,
Mass., and called upon Mr. Alvin Lawrence, whose
article upon pendulums, to appear shortly, shows
that Mr. Lawrence is a man of genius as well as a
gentleman. I also called upon my old friend, John
J. Cluin, who brought out his horse and carriage,
and showed me the sights of Lowell, which are
many and of great interest. Mr. Cluin seems to
know everybody in town, as I became almost bald-
headed in acknowledging the many salutations of
his friends. It is said that even the Indian cigar
signs bow to John, and this is a point for jewelers
to consider—people are more apt to buy of a
man they know than they are of a stranger, and
Mr. Cluin's prosperity is good proof of this.

Mr. R. B. Lester, with Aiken, Lambert &
Co., has just returned from a well earned vaca-
tion, and is pitching into work with his old time vim.

Mr. E. Schorbach, of Koch & Dreyfus, 22
John street, N. Y., is now on the road with a most
elegant line of goods, and his many friends will
do Nvell to defer their purchases until he conies
along. Mr. Schorbach is a most clever and genial
gentleman, and the same may be said of Mr. Geo.
Mallet with the same house, who is also among the
trade with a line of goods that NVIII make his many
customers' eyes bulge out with astonishment and
pleasure, and Mr. Geo. Mallet is the gentleman
Nvho knows how to sell them. My young, ener-
getic and good-looking friend, Henry Dinkelspiel,
is also with Messrs. K. & D. and will, -I am sure,
make his mark. Henry is a young man of most
excellent judgment, and a salesman that will bring
trade to any house, and altogether these are three
most excellent salesmen and gentlemen, and are
with a very popular and clever house.

Messrs. Milliard Veit, Alex. Kraelsheimer,
D. H. IAmman, E. M. Bracher, A. Green, I. L.
Friedman and Louis Barnett compose the brigade
that represent Messrs. Lissauer & SOM111C1M, 12
Maiden Lane, New York, on the road, and they
are a very lively set of salesmen, and take with
them a very fine stock of goods, particularly the
new Boss cases, and their coming will be looked
forward to with great pleasure by the retail trade.

Adolph S. Freund, Henry Freund, August
Freund, Louis Freund, J. W. Weiss, I. Guntz-
berger, M. J. Schuster and B. S. Weil, will rep-
resent the well-known house of Max Freund, New
York, on the road this fall. This house sends its
travellers from ocean to ocean, and from Florida
to Minnesota, in fact anywhere that trade is to be
found. I should like to speak of them personally,
but time and space will not permit ; it suffices
to say they go Out loaded to the muzzle with the
new Boss Cases, diamonds and jewelry "galore,"
and will do a business reflecting great credit
upon every one of these clever gentlemen.

C. G. Alford & Co., New York, report a fine
trade, and when you come to understand that John
W. Steele, H. H. Bradley and James L. Clark
represent this well-know house, you will not
wonder at it. These salesmen are among the
most popular gentlemen in the country.

AUGUST, 1889.

Don't Cut the Book!

A few days since a representative
of a jobbing house entered our
New York office holding in his
hand a number of illustrations cut
from our New Catalogue. Why
had he spoiled his copy ? He
hadn't. He was. " not guilty."
He didn't say, in the language of
scripture, " An enemy hath done
this," but he did say,

"fil. Retailer Hath Done This,

And has sent the illustrations with
an order." Our agent wrote that
retailer. He replied that he had
been fooled so many times in not
getting what he wanted, that he
was determined to get the exact
thing this time, and so had cut out
the illustrations. This retailer
took a great deal of

Trouble for Nothing!

Just

There is no occasion for any retailer's
being fooled in the filling of any order
he may make for our goods. Nor is it
necessary for him to cut up a handsome
catalogue to avoi(I mistakes.

Give the Number!
- - -----

Goods of the designs shown in the book
have been made in large quantities and
widely distributed, and by simply giving
the number under the cut your jobber
will know

Exactly What You Want.
For instance : Take the Catalogue, page

18 ; the first design is a little house in
the centre, with a " waterscape " to the
left. It's number is " A 444." There

is no other design in the book numbered,

"A 444 " ! If you say A"— 444 to your

jobber he will know what you want just
as well as if you stood by his side and
marked the design all black and blue with
lead pencils. If he should fail you,

Send to us

At either of our offices for what you want,
giving name of jobber through whom you
-wish it sent, and we will see that you get
it ; or, upon application, we will give
YOU names of jobbers carrying full lines
of our goods.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, August 3, 1889.

The jewelry trade is without any specially
new features, the volume of business being still
moderate, with indications of increased activity
with the approaching season. The retail business
the past month has been quiet ; that of the jobbers
fluctuating. Eastern representatives have been
scarce, but cards are flooding the town announc-
ing an approach of the brigade, and we may soon
see an avalanche.

Joe Becker is the medium of market reports.
He makes it a point on his trips to see all the old
farmers he can reach. He returned this week
brim full of crop-news, and assured the "boys"
that this would be a banner year in the trade.
Most of the jobbers have men already out on the
road; others are following. The season opened ear-
lier this year, probably from the encouraging crop
reports. Mr. Strauss, of Strauss & Stern, says he
never brought to Cincinnati as fine and as large a
stock as he has this season. All their force are out,
and expect to do a rushing business. Mr. L.
Gutman has returned with an immense line; all
his boys are out. Mr. C. C. Munzer, formerly of
Chicago, is now identified with this firm. His
trip will carry him to the far west. Mr. Munzer
Says he expects to see the KEYSTONE all along the
route. Oskamp & Nolting have six men out.
Jonas Dorst & Co., will send out their remaining
force this week. A. G. Schwab and his salesmen
left Sunday night for a six week's trip west and
south. Mr. Holland is very much pleased with
some important orders from Europe for his cele-
brated pens. The Dueber factories at Newport
are for rent, and may be had at a low figure.

The employes of the various jewelry stores
have been challenging each other to base ball
games during the Saturday half holiday. There is
a veto to this amusement since the fiat has gone
forth that there will be no more half holidays
this year. The cool weather and brisk trade did it.

A sensation in jewelry circles this week was
caused by the announcement of the sudden disap-
pearance of the young Beau Brummel, Ethan Allen,
of the Dueber Watch Works. His departure is
mourned by Miss Ada Leahy, an engraver in the
same works. They were to be married this fall.
As soon as the first pangs of grief subsided, she
sought police assistance to find her recreant lover.
He is securely hidden, however, and Miss Leahy
has the sympathy of a large circle of friends.

Since the big safe robbery of the jewelry store
at Lynn, Mass., last week, all our leading manufac-
turers and jobbers are examining the knobs of
their safes and vaults.

Mr. Peter Gibson, a prominent Cincinnatian,
owns the most expensive and complicated time-
piece in the city. It was made to order in Switz-
erland, at a cost of $1,000. He sent an order to
the same maker a year ago for another to cost
$2,000. This he expects to receive some time
this fall. It is to show the seconds, minutes,
hours, days of the week and months of the year.
It will register the phases of the moon, the rising
and setting of the sun, names and periods of the
evening and morning stars, eclipses of the sun
and moon, and a score of other natural phenomena,
which can be determined by calculation. Like

the other, the watch is his own design and con-
ception.

The new electric cable will make a boom for
Non-Magnetic watches. The citizens of Mt. Au-

burn claim that their watches are polarized from
riding on the cars.

Mr. Wm. S. P. Oskamp is at Amsterdam,
and writes the place is very quiet; all the buyers
have left, and the market is receding. He ex-
pects to make some great bargains. He will not
return until September. If you have not received
Oskamp & Nolting's diamond album, send for
one. It is a beautiful souvenir, and contains
valuable suggestions and information.

Mr. Jos. Noterman has received another large
consignment of Olympus diamonds, of the bril-
liant cut, from Europe. 'they are the finest stones
he ever handled. Mr. Noterman hit upon a very
important discovery the other day through the
negligence of a boy in his employ. The boy was
told to immerse a lot of gold mountings in some
acid, and he left them to do something else and
forgot them They remained in the acid several
hours, and when discovered, were found to have
accumulated a beautiful frost, such as Mr. Noter-
man said he had tried often to achieve but never
succeeded.

Mr. M. Isaacs, of the American Watch Club
Co., has just returned from Peoria, Ill., where he
established an agency. He will also open a
branch office at Indianapolis.

The yachting party of the Keck Manufactur-
ihg Co., were heard from this week at a point
above Pittsburg ; they were having gay times.
Herman Keck returned home this week by rail,
business pressure preventing his staying for the re-
turn of the party. Mr. Samuel Goldberg, of Am-
berg & Co., left this week for his usual western
trip. Sam has the base ball fever, and was dying
to stay home the season out.

Mr. A. M. Plata, of the National Jewelry
Co., is out on his trip through Indiana. Mr.
Plant has been ill, and expects this trip to build

UI) his health.
W. T. Sherman, the Tecumseh of the trade,

was in town last week.

Mr. J. E. Bunday, the Lebanon, 0., jeweler,
was in town reconnoitering- this week.

Mr. Hopkins, of the American Silver Plate
Co., and Mr. Barbour, of the Barbour Silver Plate
Co., of Hartford, were rival teams during the past
week. It was hard to determine which came oft
first best, for Mr. Berkely, of the Alford &
Berkely Mfg. Co., cutlery and silver plate, New
York, hove in sight, and raked in a few of the
plums.

Mr. Gebhardt, of C. Hellebush Co., left this
week for a trip west. Mr. Hellebush, Sr., is a suf-
ferer from rheumatism, and is somewhat under
the weather. Mr. Clemens Hellebush, Jr., and
his wife are east enjoying the cool summer resorts.
Mr. Gohegan, their clever book-keeper, is losing
health and mind from studying the maps in search
of a cool nook in which to rest his body.

Mr. T. C. Calvert, of Lexington, Ky., was
here this week.

Mr. Arthur Bradshaw of the Meriden Brit-
tania Co., took some interesting orders the past
week.

G. A. Schultz, of Louisville, passed through
our city on his way East a few days ago.

Mr. Ferd. Phillips, of A. & J. Plant, is out
011 his trip. The A. & J. Plant Co. have one of
the finest jewelry stores in the west. The appoint-
ments are perfect, and the stock unrivalled.

7

We are Manufacturers Pure and Simple.

Our goods are marketed by the regular

legitimate jewelers only,

We *have no connection with any move-
ment factory, with any wholesale

or retail stores, with any watch or

jewelry establishments, or with

any club business.

Here is a picture of our factories located
at 19th & Brown Streets, Phila-
delphia.

We have no other office or store in

Philadelphia.

Our Chicago office is located at No. 104

State Street, up stairs.

Our New York office at No. 12 Maiden

Lane, up stairs.

These offices sell to the wholesale jew-

elers only, but our agents are

always glad to see any retailer,

and show him any courtesy in their

power.

In writing us, address your letters plainly

to

Keystone Watch CASE CO.,

19th & Brown Streets,

Philadelphia, Penn.

Be sure to get the word " Case" in,

and don't leave out the " i 9th

& Brown Sts."

REMEMBER,

We are a factory, not a store

or office—not an outlet for goods,

no matter what any one may tell

you to the contrary.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.,
PHILADELPHIA

New York Chicago
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CHICAGO, ILL., August 5, 1889.

There is but little activity in wholesale busi-
ness here at the present time. Still it is very grati-
fying to learn that the jobbers have found their
sales for the past month very considerably ahead
of those for the same period last year. From all
sections of the west most encouraging harvest re-
ports have been received, and the indications are
that the agriculturists are for once in their lives
quite satisfied with the season's crops. Money,
despite some individual complaints, is easy, and
I learn that less accommodation is being asked for
at the Chicago banks than is usual at this time.
Collections continue easy, and the country dealers
seem to be in good shape financially. A prominent
State street jobber told me a few days ago that his
sales from July, 1888, to July, 1889, amounted to
between $600,000 and $7oo,000, and his losses
during the period did not exceed $780. This I
think speaks well for the country trade. Such
houses as have already got their salesmen on the
road, report satisfactory results.

The principal excitement of the last few days
has been the financial troubles of Max Young, a
brother of Otto Young. He started here some
two years ago, and secured the western agency for
the Aurora Watch Company. He seethed to be
doing a very careful business, and the news that
an attachment had been issued against him for
$2,800 at the instance of the Dueber Company
was a surprise to his other creditors. So far as I
can learn, the Dueber Company, in applying for
an attachment, state that they were 'informed he
was buying very heavily; that his balance at bank
was less than $roo, and that he had no reasonable
prospect of being able to meet his indebtedness.
So they thought it right to'assume that he intended
to perpetrate a fraud. I have not seen Mr. Young,
as he has been quite sick for some time past, but
his friends complain bitterly of the action of the
Dueber Company, and assert emphatically that
there was not the slightest cause for their action.
His Chicago indebtedness includes Jurgens &
Anderson, $2,3oo ; Aurora Watch Company, a
large amount, variously stated at from $8,000 to
$12,000 ; 131auer Watch Case Company, $3,000,
for which he has given judgment notes ; the Chi-
cago National Bank, $2,100, also secured by
judgment notes ; and the Western Watch Case
Company, $2,600. His eastern indebtedness is
stated to be heavy, one of his principal creditors
being Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr., Providence,
R. I. As he has not up to the present made any
general assignment it is impossible to get a com-
plete list of his liabilities and assets. His total
indebtedness, however, is placed at $3o,000 to
$40,000.

Mr. C. H. Knights has returned from his wes-
tern trip, and bears the outward evidence of having
been physically very much benefitted. I called
upon him in the interest of the KEYSTONE. ' I
am glad to see you looking so well," I said. " I
feel that my trip has done me a great deal of
good," said he; " I enjoyed myself very much."
" How were the western dealers talking ?" I
asked. " Very encouragingly," was the reply.
" The crops are the best seen for years, and you
know when farmers do well, tradesmen do well
also. The country merchants are in better con-

dition to-day than they have been for years.
Their stocks are largely made up of staples, and
are not heavy. Money, so far as my observations
went was easy, and I am satisfied that the jewelers
will have a share of the general prosperity which
is asssured for this Fall."

Mr. Allister, of B. F. Norris, Allister & Co.,
was seen by me on Thursday. Of the business situa-
tion he said, " We are very well satisfied with our
sales for the year so far as it is gone. We find our
volume of business is considerably larger than we
anticipated. We continue to receive satisfactory
reports from all sections of the country. We have
some salesmen,out and they are having good suc-
cess. So far as I can judge, the Fall season of
1889 promises to be the best we have had in years.
Collections are fair and dealers generally are in
good condition. They bought very carefully dur-
ing the spring months, and then mostly in staple
goods, so that they are not loaded up with a lot
of antiquated stock that they can't realize upon."

I called upon Mr. Avery to-day, and found
he had just returned from his eastern trip looking
all the better for the change of air. In reply to
my question as to how he found business, he said,
" So far as I am able to form an opinion I hould
say excellent. We find the demand for our goods
daily increasing. At the present time we are a
long way behind with out otders, and we have to
divide our product up amongst our customers as
best we can, giving each a little to keep them
quiet." " How do the eastern folks talk ?" I
asked. " They find trade a little dull,." said Mr.
Avery, " but it is rather too early for the general
lines of jewelry to be able to form any definite
opinion upon the outlook. Individually I think
everything points to a boom in all kinds of busi-
ness this fall."

I visited the Illinois Watch Co. at Spring-
field, the other day, and had the pleasure of a
long chat With Mr. Jacob Bunn, the president of
Company. As Mr. Bunn's business reminiscences
cover over half a century, I need not say that I
enjoyed my talk with him. Mr. Bates, the sec-
retary of the Company, and Mr. Bentley, the
general manager, kindly took me over the prem-
ises. The factory is beautifully located, and is
fitted up with all modern appliances in the shape
of machinery, etc. It has a productive capacity
of 500 movements per diem, and employs 1,500
hands. Mr. Bentley drew my attention to one of
their latest novelties-a fourteen-size, open-face,
and hunting watch. They will put it on the
market, cased in gold filled, silver, and silveroid
cases. The movements will be made with seven-
jewels in the first instance, and afterwards with
fifteen. I saw one of these movements cased in a
Boss Filled Case, and I think it one of the hand-
somest appearing watches I have ever seen. The
case was somewhat novel in design, and very
artistically finished. I imagine this line of goods
is sure of a large sale. The Company has recently
placed on the market a six-size, seven-jewel nickel
watch, the only seven-jewel nickel of this size
made. It has been very favorably received by the
trade, and orders are coming in faster than they
can be filled.

Chas. S. Lesser & Co., succeed Chas. S. Lesser,
and are located at 155 State street. They have
bought out the stock ail(' fixtures of Henry Weide-
man.

Mr. H. F. Hahn, the President of the National
Association of Jobbers in American Watches, has
returned from an extended business trip in the
east. He is looking well, and says he feels glad
to be in harness once more.

AUGUST, 1889.

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

The Bell Telephone Co. adds two more to its
list of legal victories. At Chicago it has got final
decrees in two suits against the Cushman Co. for
infringeMent of its patents. If its legal triumphs
were always moral victories, the record of them
would be pleasanter reading than it ia.

The American Tariff League has lately been
giving prizes for the best essays on the questions,
" What are raw materials? "and " Would free raw
materials be advantageous to the labor and indus-
tries of the United States "

The American Workingmen's Expedition
(under the auspices of Scripps' League) sailed for
Europe on the 24th ult. The party embraces
fifty persons who will study the various phases of
the industrial situation while abroad, with the
view of using the knowledge thus harvested to the
profit of the various trades of this country. Four
of the party are ladies representing an equal num-
ber of trades.

How fast have jeweler's goods been coming
into and going out of this country? The recent
report of th ureau of Statistics enables us to give
some figures for thd Month ending June so, and
for the the yeat expiting at that date. Rough
diamonds, including glaziers' came here in June
valued at $27,245 against a value of $64,403 in
June, 1888. Compairing years, we have a value
of $257,505, this,against $309,613 last year. Im-
ports of clocks and their parts, June, $19,495
worth against $19,727 last year. For the year,
$420,822 worth against a value of $388,253 last
year. The watches and watch materials imported
are very close in value to those of last year. The

value for June this year is $117,153 against $120,-
3 88 last. There is scarcely any variation in the
value for The yearly periods ; value this year,
$1,662,118, against $1,662,096 last. Jewelry and
manufactures of gold and silver were imported in
June worth $67,775 ; same time in 1888, $88,726.
In the year came a value of $5,228,369 against
$1,160,754 the year before. Imports of precious
stones and imitations iii June were valued at
$1,095,305 against $1,017,630 in June last year,
Comparing the year ending June 30, t889, with
its predecessor, we have a value for this year of
$10,771,633 against $10,520,907 in 1888. The
exporting movement has been at this rate : clocks
and parts in June $113,471 worth ; previous June,
a value of $71,158. This year, 1,149,289 ; last,
$1,123,880. June exports of watches and
materials were worth $9,984, against $67,174 in
June, 1888. For this year, the exports reached
$206,030 against $405,726 in the previous year.
Jewelry and other gold and silver goods went out
in June worth $115,713 against only $33,978 h11
June, 1888 ; in the year the exports reached a
value of $916,264 against only $439,417 in the
preceeding period. To recapitulate, the total
June imports are $16,704 more than in June, i888;
the year's imports are $298,824 more than last
year. The total June exports are $66,858 more
than in the same month in 1888, and the year's
exports are $302,560 more than in the preceeding
year. The increase in this year's exports is greater
than the increase in this year's imports by $3,736,
-a very slight difference. Taking the three:
classes, clocks, watches and jewelry, we find that.
this country imported in the past year goods worth
$3,311,309, and exported a value of $2,271,583,
an excess of imports of $1,039,726 worth. The
exports classed under the head of jewelry more
than doubled in the past year..

AUGUST, 1889.
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Assignment for Benefit of Creditors.
Customs Duties.

Plaintiffs held as collaterals for the payment

of certain notes, warehouse receipts for imported

goods stored in a bonded warehouse. Their

debtor made an assignment for benefit of creditors.

Plaintiffs subsequently surrendered their receipts

to the assignee, under an arrangement by which

he was to sell the goods for the benefit of plaintiffs.

The United States duties on the goods had to be

paid, and the question arising as to what fund the

duties were chargeable against, the Court of Ap-

peals of New York held (Dean v. Thurber) that
duties voluntarily paid by the assignee in order to

release the goods from bond, were chargeable

against the proceeds of the goods, and not against

the common fund of the assignor in the hands of

the assignee, as such duties constituted a lien on

the goods prior to that of plaintiffs, and in paying

them, the assignee acted as plaintiffs' agent.

When is Jewelry Baggage?

H. J. Perry, one of the firm of Perry Bros.

i n Chicago, had his sample case with him at

Springfield, Ill., and there boarded the Wabash

train for Petersburg. The Wabash station agent at

Springfield checked the sample case as personal

baggage. On the journey, the train was wrecked

and the trunk and contents were burned. Perry

recovered $612 worth of melted jewelry and sued

the Wabash Company for $7,615, the value of the

jewelry and watches destroyed. The defense was

that when the trunk was received for shipment, a

new rule had gone into effect forbidding the car-

riage of sample trunks as personal baggage, and

requiring their transportation as freight. The

case was argued before Judge Gresham, of Chi-

cago, who decided against the Wabash Railway,

holding that the act of its servant, the station

agent, in accepting the sample trunk for shipment

as personal baggage bound the company. The

Judge argued that the agent did not believe the

trunk contained wearing apparel. He recognized

it as a jeweler's trunk and was not deceived.

Through Tickets-Favoritism to One Road.

The Hot Springs Railroad runs from Hot

Springs to Malvern, and from there to Little

Rock, Ark., the "Iron Mountain" must be taken.

From Little Rock, the traveler through to the East

may continue on the "Iron Monntain" North, via

St. Louis, or may go more directly East by the

,ittle Rock and Memphis Road. The Hot Springs

Road has, for a long time, been selling tickets via

the " Iron Mountain," and some time ago the

Little Rock and Memphis brought suit in the

Federal Court at Little Rock alleging unjust and

illegal discrimination on the part of the Iron

Mountain and Hot Springs Road, and asking that

action be taken to compel the defendant roads to

recognize through tickets sold over the plaintiff's

road from Memphis to Hot Springs or vice versa.

The case was decided by Judge Caldwell last

 411111i

week. He held that there was no power in the

laws of the United States, either in the Interstate

Commission or in the United States Courts, com-

pelling one railroad to enter into a convention

as to rates with competing roads.

Validity of Combination to Secure Trade.

An association of shipping companies-vessel

owners-allowed a rebate of 5 per cent. to shippers

sending tea from Hankow to Europe in association

vessels only. A certain company belonging was

afterwards excluded and a notice of the expulsion

sent to China tea merchants, telling them that

shippers by the excluded company's vessels would

forfeit the rebate. The excluded company brought

suit alleging that the association organization was

an unlawful conspiracy. The first ruling was some

months ago and it was then held that the combina-

tion was not unlawful. The ruling was by Lord

Chief Justice Coleridge. The English Court of

Appeal has now affirmed the decision, but not
unanimously, one member dissenting. The ma-

jority opinion holds that the combination of the

companies was simply to promote their own gain,

and that there was nothing illegal in that, if they

(lid not spread false reports or resort to intimida-

tion or fraud to destroy the competition of others.

It is to be hoped the case will go to the House of

Lords, the highest court in England.

* * *

At East Corinth, Me., C. H. Gilman, jew-

eler, was recently arrested and held to answer on a

charge of complicity in a scheme for the robbery

of his own safe and the burning of his own store.
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The following is a list of Patents of interest

to the trade, issued during June and July, 1889,

To obtain a complete copy of specifications and

drawings for any patent here noticed, enclose
twenty-five cents to the Commissioner of Patents,

stating the number and date of issue :

No. 404,522

No. 404,697

No. 404,906

No. 404,937

No. 404,956

No. 404,997

No. 405,004

No. 405,08.9

No. 405,157

No, 405,206

No, 19,153

No, 405,258.

No. 405,394

No; 405,437

No. 405,458

TUF.SDAV, JUNE 4, 1889.

Method of making Ring Dies.
Frederick Ecaubert, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Spring Holder or Clasp for pens or pencils.
Frederick J. W. Fischer, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, JUNE II, 1889.

Electric Alarm Clock.
William E. Hadlock, Wenham, Mass.

Watchmaker's Tool.
Albert F. Thompson, Adel, Iowa.

Finger Ring.
Levi L. Burdon, Providence, R. I.

Clock Pendulum.
Joseph Werner, Dresden, Saxony, Germany.
Key for Tim-pieces.

Martin Bock, Hazleton, Pa.
Electric Self-Winding Clock.

James H. Gerry, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mounting for Ear Rings.

Valentine Gentner, Jr., Buffalo, N. Y.
Electric Alarm Clock.

Benjamin Dubinski, St. Louis, MO.
DESIGNS.

Gem Setting.
James W. Lawson, Providence, R. I.

TUESDAY, JUNI?. 18, 1889.

Clock Movement Ilolder.
John Ilarwood, Somerville, Mass.

Attachmunt for Clocks.
Edward T. Chase, Philadelphia, Pa.

Speed Indicator.
Albert R. Sherman, Pawtucket, R. I.

Fountain Pen.
John D. Bray, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.

-.01x

No. 405,521

No. 405,528

No. 405,558

r9

Lead or Crayon Holder.
Marcellus Bailey, Washington, D. C.

Blow Pipe.
Walter M. Brown, Albany, N. V.

Safety Pin.
Joel Jenkins, Montclair, N. .

TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1889.

No. 405,783 Scarf Pin.
Joseph C. Leibel, Colorada Springs, Cole

No. 405,877 Cuff llolder.
Nathan D. Duboll, New York, and Joseph 1,. Tollett,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 405,925 Neck Tie Fastener.
Charles E. Stubbs, Fairfield, Iowa.

TUESDAY, JULY 2, 1889.

Hand Setting Mechanism for Watches.
Ernest J. Roux, Geneve, Switzerland.

Split Chuck for Watchmakers Lathes.
Frederick Lautermilch, Kerkwood, Mo.

Anti-Magnetic Watch.
Charles T. Mason, Sumter, S. C.

Fountain Pen.
Christopher Stockman, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 406,307

No. 406,356

No. 406,364

No. 406,375

DESIGNS.

NO. 19,192 Tea Pot.
William II. Sills, Chicago, Ill.

TUESDAY, JULY 9, 1889.

No. 406,435 Cuff llolder.
James C. Emerson, Waterbury Centre, Vt.

No. 406,513 Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
George F. Johnson, Aurora, Ill.

No. 406,655 Apparatus for Testing Watch Balances and
Ilairsprings.

John Logan, Waltham, Mass.
No. 406,702 Watch Winding Mechanism.

Wheelock N. Clifford, Watham, Mass.
No. 406,769 Signal or Alarm Transmitter and Time Indi-

cator.
Andrew J. Reams, El Dorado, Km.

No. 406,809 Message and Time Recorder.
John C. Wilson, Boston, Mass.

No. 406,816 Watch Case.
Edward C. Chappatte, Philadelphia, l'a.

DESIGNS.

No. 19,203 Handle for Spoons, Forks, etc. •
Frederick Schmidt, North Attleborough, Mass.

No. 19,205. Spoon; etc.
George P. Tilton, Newburyport, Mass.

TUESDAY, JULY 16, 1889.

No. 407,040 Box for Refwating Watches.
Henri Sandoz, Lode, Switzerland.

No. 407,243 Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
Henry Rempe, Houtzdale, Pa.

DESIGNS.

No. 19,210 Spoon, Fork or other Table Utensil.
No. 19,211 I E. C. Moon, Yonkers, N. V.
No. 19,212 Spoon or Fork Handle.

VV. Rogers, Hartford, Conn.

TUESDAY, JULY 23, 1889.

No. 407,412 Fountain Pen.
Joseph Morris, London, England.

No. 407,482 Watch Movement Holder.
Heinrich Ileidenrich, New York, N. Y.

No. 407,517 Pen Holder.
James P. Egan, New York, N. Y.

No. 407,566 Bracelet.
'Walter B. Ballou, North Attleborough, Mass.

No. 407,585 Fountain Pen.
Joseph Freidmann, Seymour, Conn.

No. 407,586 Fountain Pen.
Joseph Freidmann, Seymour, Conn.

No. 407,642 Stem Winding and Setting Watch.

Constant Montilier, Switzerland.
No. 407,668 Holder for Finger Rings.

Charles A. Kron, New York, N. Y.

No. 407,705 Cuff Holder.
William E. Terry and Edwin K. Hauley, Elmira, N. Y.

TUESDAY, JULY 30, 1889.

No. 407,789

No. 407,945

No. 407,953

No. 407,977

No. 407,999

No. 408,109

No. 408,151

Self-Adjusting Eye-Glass Frame.
Fred, W. Nolte, St. Louis, Mo.

Electric Clock for use in exposed places.
Alfred Speer, l'assaic, N. J.

Process of Ornamenting gold surfaces.
Louis Jagielky, New York, N. Y.

Calendar Clock.
Harris F. Wells, Friendship, N. Y.

Fountain Pen.
Dewitt C. Demarest, Denver, Col.

Eye-Glasses.
Robert C. Kennedy, New York, N. Y.

Electric Eye-Glasses.
Herman Welcker, Berlin, Germany.

40. 19,233 Badge.
DESIGNS.

H. M. Betz, Philadelphia, Pa.
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'the KEIS'IONE rearliev every Jeweler la the United
States titil 1/1112121011 2r Canada.

To secure a place in the colu1110. of this page,
advertisers should forward row Too that It onoty reach us not
later than the FifisT of cave!, mouth.

Classified advertisement., under these headings, TIIRE
CENTS per womi, one Inverlion ; 10 per cent. off for three
Insertions; 15 Inc cent. oil for sit Insertions, and 25 per
cent. olf for twelve insertions. Name sod address included.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY IUST ACCOMPANY ALL

ORDERS FOlt ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

n R TRADE.-16o acres improved farm in Hancock
U County, Iowa. $25 an acre. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, 111.

rINES'r jewelry store in a town of io,000 in Penn-
i- sylvania. Sales, $5,000 ; work $1,200. Stock
and fixtures invoice tifty-five hundred. New French
plate cases, flat and upright, electric light, must be
seen to be appreciated. Rea.son for selling, have
interests in Washington Ter. Address, "W C," care
this office.

THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of
I he kind in existence containing 3ou different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged. A saving of time, labor and money
to any repairer. Sent to any watchmaker on
receipt of price, postage paid for $1. F. A.

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

I EWELRY stock and fixtures. Will invoice about
ii $t,/ko. Satisfactory reasons for selling. It you
inean business address, Mn;. A. K. Broderson, Russell-
ville, Ky.

T"E leaCii"g' 14 years standing jewelry business, 
in located the best business centre and one of the

liveliest towns ill Kansas. Poputation, 4,000. Fix-
tures and stock will invoice @$7,000 ; can be reduced
to $5,000. Address, " A It L, care this mime.

ON account of poor health and failing eye-sight, 1
want to close out my business, including tools

and material, burglar-proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

A sTORE and dwelling combined (with buildings
H attached to rent) in small, growing town just in-
corporated. the wnole will rent for 18 per cent. on
the investment. A bargain at $1,5oo. All the room
you need for Mulling, and a good income from the
rest. W. R. Hamilton, Melvin, Ford Co., Ill.

O T DK RAE.-24o acres of land in Rock county,
Neb. Address, L. J. C. Reichard, Stuart, Neb.

A BIG bargain for a man with small capital. Good
town in central Illinois. Good room, cheap rent,

light competition. Big crops this Fall. Will allow
purchaser free use of fixtures for 6 months or more.
Good reasons for selling. If you mean business write
" W P I)," care this office.

THE leading, 18 years standing jewelry businesslocated in the best centre and one of the liveliest
towns in meal ern Penn:154%0:mM. Population, 3,500.
Fixtures and stock will invoice $3,000. Splendid run
of work at bench. Address, " Mrs. A.," lock box 99,
Waytte.sburg, Pa.

$3500 Ciai.ssihm7einl It ,bsittoyctilcan• iliedadrii.nitrjewelry eesitiavbe:

hest town between Peoria and Chicago. "Special
Bargain," care this office.

EWELRY variety store and pawnbroking. Only
LI pawnbroker in the city. Population over 12,000.
ESIllbliS1111d to years. First-class trade. Size of
store 24 x 70. 12 1611 high, plate glass front, best
location, newly fitted throughout with dust-proof up-
ward sliding door, wail cases and new count or show
cases, large tire and burglar proof safe. Good run of
bench work. Reasons tor selling and full particulars
given by mail. D. F. Rosenberg, Bradford, Pa.

56 INCH Columbia bicycle. A bargain. Lock
Box a, McKenzie, Tenn.

A WATCH and jewelry business in the best town
IA and capital of the State. Population 4,000 to
5,000. Fine store, cheap rent, clean stock, nice fix-
tures, electric light and etc. Stock and fixtures about
$5,000. Address, C. W. Skinner, Montpelier, Vt.

Oi( exchange, 54 inch American Challenge bicycle
fitr whole or part of watch cases and movements;

ur 0 good jeweler's show case will be taken. 1). J.
Kramer, Fairmont, Neb.

TO exchange about so copies of the "Jewelers
I Jottrnal" for a nickle-plated Eagle watch rack.
For sale a lot of second-hand jewelers tools at S6
price. W. J. Flack, Red Lake tails, Minn.

g
RANDFATHER clock, strikes, play tune on organ
pipes each hottr, seven times. J. R. Smith,

aston, Pa.

AT invoice for cash. One of the best paying watch
and jewelry stores in New England, in the live-

. host manufacturing town in Mass. Population x5,-
000. Store has steam, heat, gas, plate-glass front and
best location in town on Main st. Work will average
front $T,800 to $2,000 per year. Low rent, no old
goods ; established 7 years. Stock, tools, materials,
fixtures, etc., invoice about $4,000. Falling health
and desire to change my occupation for out-door
work the reason for selling. Address, for facts, A.
W. Harwood, North Adams, Mass.

IN largest and best town of South Dakota. 15,000
I inhabitants. Stock of jewelry, stationery, etc. at
a bargain. Stock and fixtures invoice about $3,5oo.
Can be reduced. " Eighth Street Jewelry," 6ioux
Falls, Dakota.

ENI) your watchwork to E. J. Faust, Allentown,
Pa. You will get it quicker and for less money

than elsewhere. Give us a trial.

FOR SALE.

A N established jewelry store with tools, good will,

• 

etc., in a city of 16,000 poptdation, rapidly grow-
ing in Virginia. Good reasons fur selling. Address,
" K R," care this office.

A NICE jewelry store, goods, tools and material will
invoice $i,5oo; heathy town in eastern Alabama.

Population 2,000. Good run of bench work. No
opposition. Satisfactory reasons for selling. Ad-
dress, " H," care this office.

nk trade. One optometer for testing the eves
U nearly new Ad, Box 465, Wellsburg, W. Va.

A ROYAL chance. A first-class watchmakers bosi-
14 etc. to be sold in Scranton, Pa. Best town
in Pennsylvania. None need write unless they mean
business. Being genuine about $3,000. Satisfactory
reasons given. Apply by letter. " T & H," P. O.,
Scranton, Pa.

CHEAP. Wheel cutting engine engraving machine,Universal lathe. Rounding up tool and cutters.
Box 46, Franklin Pa.

OTOCK of jewelry, clocks and watches in a county
O seat in the state of Illinois, no other jeweler in
town. Fine location—next to court house ; fine store
room, best in town. Finest surrounding farming
country in the State. People all well to do. Stock
will amount to about $700 to $800 ; all in best con-
dition. Terms of sale, to per cent. off for cash, or
net for good approved paper. Will let parties want-
ing to buy the stock have a window for 4 years at $3
per month. A splendid opportunity for a young
beginner. Reason for selling, I am also in the drug
busines-s, and it entails to much work on me tb do all
of it. Id. J. Pelz, Metamora, Ill.

OR trade for a good safety bicycle, 1 Greaves de-magnetizer complete, good as new, cost $35 ;
Swiss lathe, geared Universal head, cost $42 ;
'rower pivotiog lathe. Address, J. Gresham, Au-
gusta, Georgia.

I N live town of 1,5oo in north-western Kansas, good,
I clean stock of watches, clocks, jewelry and fix-
tures—new dust-proof show cases made to order,
safe new, 4 foot iron sign, regulator, etc. Good run
of bench work average $zoo per month, Invoice
$z,3oo, will sell for poo cash. Best of reasons for
selling. Address, " B," care this office.

CHANCE.—An established optician, in a
near southern city, metropolis of the State, with

tirst-class workshop and three fine paying retail
places in three different cities. Would sell one or two
of them, or would prefer a partner with a capital of
about $icsooci to enlarge tnanufacturing branch and
enter into the general wholesale trade. Nothing of
the kind in entire section and much needed. Ad.,
" Optician ," care this office.

$500 Will buy a jewelry store in central New
York ; 1,000 inhabitants in town. No

opposition. Address, " Jo," care this office.

3000 Will buy$ in the 
esa t nice w payingc jewelryorac.  bpuospi nue, as s-

oon over 25,000, and growing rapidly. Large
manttfactories, the greatest smelting point for gold
and silver in the world, and the most principal rail-
road centre in the State. Store lately refurnished
throughout—everything new. Best location in the
city and low rent. Work will run from $15o to Poo
a month. Stock may be reduced to suit the purchaser.
For particulars address, Pond & l'rior, Pueblo, Colo.

CHEAP.—King optometer, good as new. Reason
for selling, have bought test case. Address, G.

F.. Smith, Parkersburg, W. Va.

l
IX.PURES and location cheap, in northern Illinois
town of 2,500 inhabitants. G. W. Tallman,

anark, Ill.

ON account of death, jewelry store established 20years, $1,200. Cost $6,000. 3007 State st.,
Chicago, Ill.

T
REATISES on clock and watchmaking; by Thomas
Reid, in good condition. Address, Box 279,

issimmee, Fla.

0 R TRADE.—A fine stock ranch in Pawnee Co.,Kansas. Three quarter sections ; half section
under fence, about qo acres broken. Corral, build-
ings, etc. on the other quarter. Address, S. Lawton,
Newton, Harvey Co., Kansas,

I EWELR Y and book store. Neat, little town of
ii 1,000 inhabitants in eastern Ohio. Stock will in-
voice about $3,000. Ad., " Ohio," care this office.

It GOOD, paying jewelry business in one of the best
I. towns in Pennsylvania. Population 1,800 ; no
opposition. More bench work than one man can do.
Will invoice from $600 to $800. Reason for selling,
wanting to quit the business. Address, Box 181,
Millersburg, Dauphin Co., Pa.

THE leading jewelry store, in good Illinois town of8,000 inhabitants. Has been established 20 years.
Sales and work amount to about $to,000 a year.
Stock and fixtures, including a first-class fire and
burglar-proof safe almost new. Will invoice about
$4,000. Address, " Bargain," care this office.

DARE OPPORTUNITY.—A jewelry business for
11 sale. Cause, death of husband. Stock new and
well selected. Good trade ; invoice $5,000. Stock
cats be reduced. Address, Mrs. W. Krueger,
Galena, Ill.

sTARCK lathe with 5 split and 3 wheel chuck,countershaft, and side swing treadle wheel.
Good as new. Price, $30. Address, H C. Garthe,
It and t6 E. Baltimore st., Baltimore, ,Md.

NICE little jewelry store and a fine repair trade,
M all one man can possibly do. Stock will invoice
about $1,5oo. Consists of watches, clocks, jewelry,
silverware, spectacles, etc. all selected as the trade
demands. a miles from opposition, in the richest
and best paying neighborhood in Kansas. Address,
A. 'I'. Roberts, Cedarvalc, Kansas.

I EWE LRY business established 1884. Good line of
LI bench work. Best town of size in State. Stock
and fixtures about $3,5oo. Good reasons for selling.
For full particulars address, Geo. A. Cubbison,
1023 Seventh ave, Beaver Falls, Pa.

OEND your magnetized watches to H. E. Robberts,
O Grinnell, Iowa, and have them done right.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

I EARNING yottr trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. 'this is
a fact.

OEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., 18 South Broad st. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

CH ° esu:AG Horological Institute teach the highest
branches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-

ments, clraughting, jeweling, etc.

46 inch bicycle to trade for new filled case, No. toElgin movement and show case, or Denison
stack trays. 32 inch tricycle for sale cheap. D. J.
Kramer, Fairntont, Neb.

TO exchange B flat clairunet and cornet, almost
I new, with fine leather cases, cost $70 fur en
graving machine. Duncan G. Currie, Manistique,
lvi ichigan.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do your tradework better and quicker than anyone else.

SEND all your work to Charles Reiss, 31 and 33S. Pearl st,, Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pinions,
cylinders fitted with despatch. Stent-winding wheels
cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers employed
specially for trade work. Send for Catalogue. Cor-
respondence solicited. Mention this paper.

ONE Howard regulator, wooden seconds pendulum,fine walnut case, nearly new, cost $6o ; a five
toot, cloth covered jewelers table, t letter press with
stand, t four foot window show case, celluloid frame,
2 walnut cabinets, 6 drawers each, for watchmakers
use, t Giles demagnetizer in good order, t pair of
Troy jewelers scales on stand with drawer for weights,
also lot of watch materials comprising nearly every-
thing a watchtnakers requires in repairing, which
was formerly part of a jobber's bankrupt stock. All
the above will be sold cheap for cash. Address,
Chas. S. Crossman & Co., 23 Maiden I.ane, N. Y.

()END your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
0 logical Institute, x75 Dearborn st.

OSELEY & CO., Elgin, III., manufact twers of the
ivi " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience And style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
LJ makers wanting positions would do well to cor-
respond with me. I keep a record book of all such
wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been the
benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale jeweler,
dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31 and 33
S. Pearl st., Albany, N. Y.

HIGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, andpackages promptly remitted for. Sterling Watch
Co., 18 South Broad st., Phila., Pa.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a course of instruction in
Ar adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in the increased work yott can command.

P busiest 
REISS, .3t and 33 S. Pearl st., Albany, N.

Y., is the  trade repairer in the U. S.
ackages with broken watchwork coming from all

over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
VV Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

I AM .paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
to 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;

18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. '1'. Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila, Pa.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. 175 Dear-
born st., Chicago, Ill.

WE make a specialty of demagnetizing watches for
VV the trade. Send us all your watches, and we
will demagnet ice them at small cost. Sterling Watch
Co., 18 S. Broad st., Phila., Pa.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago

Horological Institute.

END 15 cents for a box of ottr dial wash-
ers. Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine,

Wisconsin.

SEND to two cent stamps for set of Test l'ypes forfitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
2367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

rVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
E Institute, La Porte, Ind., is the oldest and best
in this country.

Signs. Signs. Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beautifully and artistically designed. They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded with the
best xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing .on a rod from a building. '1 he best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying investment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

IMPROVED farms and town properties in central
Kansas to trade for jewelers merchandise. Ad.,

Peter Miller, Kingman, Kan.

OEND your broken work to E. H. Lewis, (successor
0 to '1'. Reeve,) all mail packages promptly
attended to. Instructions given on lathe and escape-
ments. 703 Sansom st., Phila., Pa.

AUGUST, 3889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

[OR gilding, silver-plating, nickle-plating, electro-
I typing, etc., use the •• New Century " dynamo
electric machine. Sold on 30 days trial. The New
Century Electric Co., 21, 23 and 25 Bethune st., New
York. Western agents, Giles Bros. & Co.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
L tute for catalogue of terms, etc. La Porte, Ind.

p
EFORE you go to a horologica.1 institute find out

all you can about the Philadelphia School of
Jrology. Its facilities are unsurpassed. The

theory, the practice—you get 'ens both,

I EWELERS, show something new. Beautiful
LI cabinet " photos " of Andrew Bee, the captor of
jell: Davis, make.s an attraction to your store. Every
body wants one. Sells by the thousand. G. A. R.
men insist on having one. Try a dozen, you will
want more. Single, 25 cents, $2 per doz. (Copyrighted)
Blair & Shultes Art Co., Martin, Allegan Co., Mich.

Sent to A. V. Richards, Dubuque, Iowa,$5,0P will buy 7 best receipes in the world for
ngold a silver-plating, and gold and silver renovator

without battery. Single receipe $1. You can save
the cost every week.

HARD soldering made easy by using Frank W.Hall's Eureka Fluid Flux and anti-oxidizer, only
25 cents a bottle. Once tried—always used. Send
for a bottle to Benj. Allen & Co., 14t and 43 State
St., Chicago, Ill,

A LFRED KETPNER, 348 E. North ave., Chicago,
/.1 makes a specialty of repairing all kinds ot
watches for the trade. Jobs sent us by mail or ex-
press, will be repaired and returned promptly.
Prices moderate, and first-class workmanship guar-
anteed. 22 years experience.

DIVOTING DRILLS.—We are manufacturing the
best pivoting drills on the market, sharpened and

ready for use at so cents per dozen. Send to cents
for sample drills. Beach Bros. Manufacturing Co.,
86 West Congress st., Detroit, Mich.

D D. HEADLEY & CO., Florida curios and jew-
1, dry, mounted birds and round skins, stuffed
'gaitors, *gaitor teeth and alligator jewelry a specialty.
Kissimmee, Fla.

OTOLEN. From a customer's house, ladies gold
U watch, 6 size Elgin movement, No. 3162759, case
oto, 16214, 14 K. Hunting. Notify me if you receive
it. John Spickerman, Jefferson, N. Y.

[REE gratis to introduce it. On receipt of your
I business card, we will send you by return mail
free, a sample of the best hard solder on earth. W
S. L. ',rear, Union Springs, N. Y. .

I
cs .ALL JEWELERS.—Send stamp for circular
and testimonials of 13each's Lightning Pivoter.

"his little instrument cuts a pivot of any size in 10
seconds, doing away entirely with the graver. A
pivot can be put in in less than one-fourth the time
taken by the old process. Beach Bros. Mfg. Co., 86
West Congress st., Detroit, Mich.

kild F. A. WOODCOCK'S, Winona, Minn., model
VV , and first-class watchmakers school is growing
very fast and deserves to. He now has pupils from
Connecticut to California, as well as Canada—from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, from ocean to ocean,
from 14 years old to over 40. Men are here with
families. His graduates are convincing evidence.
Have a boy of 24 from Nebraska that astonishes
everybody that sees his work—every pupil is doing
well. Moral.—Attend W. F. A. Woodcock's School,
and you can he a line watchmaker.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, La Porte, Ind., has all the latest im-
proved, the largest assortment of tools and the best
equipped school in this country.

UPoN receipt of 25 cents, I will send by mail anarticle that will remove oil or finger marks front
top plates of watch movements in 2 minutes without
taking them apart. WIII not scratch or in any way
injure the finest movement. Address, S. R. St ibgen,
practical watchmaker of 27 years exp., Marietta, Pa.

VODAK.—Will trade watches for a Kodak camera.
I\ W. H. Grunert, Oconto, Wis.

rVERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Hoes-
C. logical Institute, La Porte, Ind. The first, the
oldest and the best school in this country.

WHAT the Red Star Balance Outfit is for.
VV mt. It endshakes the balance to perfec-

tion. znd. It removes cock and potence
jewels. 3rd. It sets a jewel in without

removing roller or injuring hairspring. Phis outfit
is used by finishers in several factories. Price, $1
by mail. A. 13. Lease, Washington, C. H., Ohio.

OPTICI ANS at tend the course beginning September
3rd at Chicago Opthalmic College. We have

promise of a large and intelligent class. Send in
your name at once to secure a place. N. B.—See
advertisement on page 22.

BY some special tools and lathe attachments, (ofour own) we are 'enabled to do your watchwork
quick, cheap and accurate. Send us a trial order.
F., J. Faust, Allentown, Pa.

A $.4,...property to exchange for stock and jewelry.
Address, "0 W," care this office.

WANTED.

PaLI) gold and silve'r, 
full value paid. Packages

received by mail or express remitted for same
y. H. 'I'. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,

Pa.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
E. Sterling Watch Co,, IS S. Broad st. Phila. Best
work at lowest prices. Correspondence solicited.

rVERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all its
E branches, or those desiring to perfect themselves
in the art, to take a course at the Philadelphia School
of Horology.

A YOUNG man for retail jewelry store, must be a
IA good jewelry and clock repairer, and come well
recommended. A good position for a reliable man.
Address, " Jersey," care this office.

AUGUST, 1889.

WANTED.

THE address of some young man who is a good
watchmaker. John Spickerman, Jefferson, N. Y.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
yy students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

A CASE of Audemairs trial lenses cheap. Address,

• 

" Optician," care this office.

A YOUNG man that can do engraving, jewelry job-
14 and repair clocks. I will give steady em-
ployment to a good workman. Address, W. W.
Rudisill, Altoona, Pa.

ZGOOD jewelry jobbers, 1 to work for trade andfor retail store. Jno. R. Stadlinger, 302 Main St.,
ffalo, N. Y.

IOTiNG man acqttainted with watch repairing, etc.
to travel for a material house. Reference required.

ddress, " H A." care this office.

A YOUNG man assistant watchmaker with best of
/-1 reference. Address, Simons Bros., Columbus, O.

TO trade or sell t Hall's, double door (inside and outfire proof safe, in perfect order, cost $275. Will
deliver on cars here for $165. Reasons for selling,
have a. Safe weighs 4,500 pounds. 2, 6 foot nickle oval
front show cases and a Welsh, Spring & Co's. calen-
dar regulator. All the above very cheap for cash, or
will trade for ntovements and cases, or other salable
goods. Reason for selling, building new and larger
store, and putting in new and larger cases and fix-
tures and have bargains for some one. R. F. Trus-
low Jewelry Co., Huntington, Tenn.

A GOOD traveling salesman. One who has had ex-
1-{ perience on the road. Refs. required. A good
position and future for the right man. Address,
" K K," care this office.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

BY a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,and lathe, etc. Can give good refs. Western
. states preferred. " G G," care this office.

A THOROUGH, practical jeweler and a good sales-
Pt man, desires situation as salesman, and to take
charge of order and repair department. Ready by
October ant. Ad., " Practical," care this office. *

BY a 
young man, 18 years old to finish trade, can

do all clock and plain watch repairing. Best
reference. Ad.„ H. S. Shelley, Quakertown, Pa. *

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and engraver will be
at liberty after September 1st. A competent and

reliable nnut, good reference and fine tools. None
but reliable hotises need apply. Washington Ter.,
Oregon, Colorado preferred. Address, " E," care
this office.

AS watchmaker and engraver. Young man, t2
IA years practical experience. Served 5 years
apprenticeship. Competent to do first-class work—
want a first-class salary. A t references. Address,
''I' A," care this office.

A PRACTICAL, watch repairer, is years exp., can
IA engrave, set diamonds, repair jewelry, if neces-
sary repair clocks, wait on customers. Capable to
take charge of benchwork. " A B," general delivery,
Bay City, Mich.

in YEARS experience as watch, clock and jewelry
I Z repairer. References furnished. Wages not
less than $t5 per week. Address, Joseph Denz, East
Tawas, Mich.

§
V a yottng inan of 23, a cotnpetent American
watchmaker, with good refs. Can speak t ;erman.

ave an American lathe. Would like a situation
about September 15th. Address, " Penn," care 111iN
(office. It

13 Y a young man, 2 years of age, 3 years exp. at
bench ; can give best of refs. Henry C. Risse,

Carthage, Ill. It

nylizr■IANF.NT position as watchmaker, by a young
1- man, to years exp. ; own tools, best refs. Ad.,
" P," Birmingham, Conn.

AS watchmaker, to take charge of watch repairing or
I. watch sales or both in a large store having several
watchmakers employed. Ala a first-class workman
and salesman. Have held 2 positions of this kind
during the past 7 years. Can give the best New
York city refs. Address, Edward A. Sweet, 64 Nas-
sau st., New York. It

nY first-class watchmaker, my own tools, also good

• 

stock of watch and jobbing materials. Can hard
and soft solder. Reference from present employer.
Frank Wilson, Henderson, Ky.

YOUNG man, x years exp. to finish trade. Can
engrave soine. Address, " H 1'," Box No. a,

'redoubt, Kansas.

DOSITION to finish trade with good workman and
instrttctor, am 19 years old. Can do clock and

jewelry repairing, also some watchwork. Best refs.
.Box E E, Cassopolis, Mich. It

BY a young man where honesty and sobriety will be
appreciated. Address, A. R. Blackstone, Box

z6o, Orrville, Wayne Co., Ohio. It

traveling salesman, by young man, watchmakerI I--;
and jeweler. Good habits, best refs. Box 192,

C

\ 

inton, N. Y. It

13' practical watchmaker of 23 years. 7 years at
trade. Single, wishing to change •, good reco-

mendation from _present employer. Address, "Sul-
tan," care this office. It

BV matt of 6 years exp. Can do watch, clock andjewelry repairing. Have full set of tools west-
ern New York preferred. Address, " Progressive,"
care this office.

BY young man, 20, fair watchmaker and engraver,also jewelry jobbing and clock work, 5 years
exp. American lathe and tools. Refs. given. S.
Meyerend, New Brunswick, N. J.

t3Y a first-class watchmaker of 18 years exp., withMoscly lathe and a full set of tools. Will also
ti clock and job work. Have A No. t ref. W. S.
Yoder, 520 West Second st., Ottumwa, Iowa. It

Retail Trade.—N. B.

Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,
ornamental and letter engraving done by us, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER & BURNS,

174 Westminster Street, Providence, R. I.

Price List on application.

Thomas Reynolds,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight Strik-
ing Clocks, etc. Material of all kinds for repairing
old English and other clocks. Dials made to order.
Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels and Pallets,
Wheels, and Pinions. Repeating work, Springs,
Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass

repairing, having had years of experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston & Sibley,
Southbridge, Mass.

Job Springs for American Cases.
This spring can be made to fit any American case.

The back is brass. This spring is made of spring.
steel, and easily to fit. l'rice to cents each, or $1.00
per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Doublets,
Foil Backs, White and Colored Imitation Stones,
Brazilian Beetles, etc. on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade. Send for Price I.ist.

Arehibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Alex. tkliecierhold,

No. 60 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler.
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail or
express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture small metalic wares of every de-

scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks, Met-
al Buttons, litibkles, Eyelets, and all kinds of Round
Square and Pressed Tin, Brass, etc., Estimates fur-
nished for Special Articles tin Metal, I ;old, Silver,
Copper Plating and Japaning, Dies and Puncees
made to order.

528 N. 10th St., Phila., Pa.

EMIL SCHWEIG,
Manufacturer of Brushes. Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes.

Is to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.
..11111••••""

J. J. Ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

attention.

Watch Case Repairer

J.i. JL pavis,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing,
and General Repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

Gold and Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

Griffiths Brothers,
Manufacturing Jewelers,

15 John St., New York.

* It It

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique, Etrus-
can and Filigree Jewelry, Rings, etc.

Stibgen's Pat. Eye-Glass Holder.
Is the most convenient device for holding watch-

makers' and Engravers' Eye-Glasses. The Mouth-
piece and Wire to Spring Joint are Coin Silver. By
mail, postpaid, so cents. Liberal discounts to
Jobbers. Address

S. 1.. Stibgen,
Penna.Marietta,

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, $1.00.

* It

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

John R. Stadlinger,
Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

Orders Promptly filled.
Send for Price List of Repairing.

Diamonds_
Our Diamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
in that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.

Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,
Full of Life and Beauty.

For
Loose Diamonds, Diamond Mountings, Turquoise

and Diamonds, Ruby and Diamonds, Sap-
phire and Diamonds, Emerald and

Diamonds,Fancy Diamonds.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
B. W. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Sta.,

Cincinnati, Ohlo.

Charles lc ohlbuseh,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attend-
ed to.

Send to

Freon et Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $1.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens, $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Juergenson JVIainspring.
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

Farjeon 8t.
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S. to send me their

overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas Reiss,
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Well-known to the Trade since the last 20 years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price List.
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It pays to advertise in

The j{eystone

Read what THE OPALINE CO., Colum-
biana, 0., say of us.

" We undoubtedly want our ad. in
the KEYSTONE. We consider it the

best investment we have ever made

in the advertising line. Have re-

ceived hundreds of inquiries for sam-
ples, and quite a number of orders."

Try it, and be convinced.

Clark's Pendant Bow Pliers,

Clark's l'endant Ilow I Hers.

Every watchmaker knows how desirable it is to
have the pendant bow of a watch tight in its place,
and turn with considerable friction ; and how diffi-
cult it is to tighten a loose bow when the seat is
worn deep. The pliers here represented will
instantly tighten the bow in any watch case, from a
six size gold to a six ounce silver.

Price, 75 cents. Ask your Jobber for them.
Clark, Giddings & Co., Wfs, Sterling, Ill.

TRIAL CASES.

ptions Filled
Promptly. Cotalegue free.

OPTICAL GOODS

r -

Prescri; Chicago, Ill.
_

Beware of
heap No111,110,1..

See that
J. HOUGHTON
Manchester,

N. It.
Is stamped
lipon them.

Every one is
Warranted

Price,
$11.50 Hard.

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for Actual Workshop Business.
Lathes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoncrs, Eec.

Polishing Machines. Lathes for the
heavier work of Jewelers.

OUR Patent Veloci-
pede Foot-Power
is without ques-

tion the best yet ap-
plied to lathes. Read
a few expressions from
those using them: "I
do not see how your
lathes can be produced
at such a low cost."
"TheVeloci pale Foot-
Power is simply ele-
gant." "Can turn a
whole day, and feel as
little tired as though
only walking around."
"In regard to the Ve-
locipede Foot-Power,
I consider the lathe

without an equal." "Usi tg tfie Velocipede Font-
Power, the operator can hold a steady hand for doing
the work." "Fel doing ac nal business, the lightest
or heaviest, give me the Velocipede Foot-Power."
"The 4% Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." "What astonishes me is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a stun of
money." '"rhe No. 6 lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." "I can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I can on any
other style of foot-powor lathe." "There is no tax
on strength, tee body is at rest, steady, the hands and
attention free for the job." "Phu Velocipede is the
best foot-power of any for:lathes. Sold (IN TRIAL.
Price List Free.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66e Ruby Street, - Rockford Illinois.
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This

The American Horological Institute
E. J. BEACH. President.

Philadelphia, Pa_
W. H. DOTTER, Secretary.

Institution opens Oct. 1, 1889, for pupils in Horology and kindred arts, including

escapements
Springing
Adjustments
Turning
Depthing

BLE instructors in above branches. Three lectures
of each week. Evening classes for city pupils.

General Repairs
Cleaning
Engraving
Diamond Setting
Gem (Stone) Engraving

by experts on topics of interest to pupils on three evenings
Work done for the trade, and proceeds divided with advanced

pupils. Best tools and appliances provided to aid instructions.
per week.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH co.
References: WALTHAM WATCII Co.

E. llownso WATCH AND CLOCK CO.

Terms favorable. Good board from $4 to $7

For catalogue and particulars, address,

SETH THOMAS WATCH CO.
AMERICAN WATCH Toot. CO.
LEWIS A. SCHERR & Co., Philadelphia.

w. I-1. DOTTER Sec'y.
53' ARCH STREET, PHILA.

The Chicago Opthalmic College.
13 School Fort Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers. A thoroughly
practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that appertains to the detection of
optical defems in the eye and their correction by lenses. An Eye Hospital and al)ispensary for treating eye
diseases and adjusting glasses are in the college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmo-
scope, as applied to the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety o. cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of adjusting glasses in
the most difficult cases. 'Ibis is done under the personal sttpervison of one of the professors. The school is
now nearly three years old, and its graduates in all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The
diploma of this college is recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superior
qualification in Optical Science. Fees $5o. For further particulars address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

H. H. Heinrich
Mama:Iona,- of

Marine Chronometers.
12,14 and 16 John Street.

New York.
A large stock of new and second hand Marine Chronometers on

hand. All my second hand chronometers are thoroughly overhauled,
refinished and readjusted. They look like new. Rented out at $5
per month, payable in advance. No rent charged if bought within
a certain time. Terms to suit customers. Marine Chronometers
sprung with palladium springs, repaired, cleaned and adjusted for
the trade.

Lapp & Flershem,
92, 94, 96 and 98 State Street, Chicago, Ills. 

Wholesalersof everything needed by Jewelers

Escapement Matching Tools.

PATENT
Appliod For

Per Pair, $3.00.
A new tool of great utility for escapement matching

and examining. Where this tool is used, the adjustment of
an escapement is an easy job.

Set of Three, $4.50.
Includes above and one extra arm, which holds balance

to place so action of roller jewel in fork can be seen.

Sent by registered mail on receipt of price.
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Send for Catalogues and Circulars.

Lots of New Goods for the corning Season_

t4

We are Rearipg

ON all sides that the line of Keystone Solid Gold Cases, shown in our
New Catalogue, is the finest ever seen. We reproduce a few

of the designs here. Remember that each and every part of

Keystone Cases is guaranteed to be 14 Karat.

6380

7319

6690

6315

2 3

Ke,y5toi7e •Wate,1? Ca5e Co.

712 0

7 -0 29

7046

5631

7324

7023



BOSS
01111

1 4`IA o
SLV:
EXTRA

Head and Shoulders
Above any other Filled Case.

are prepared to do our business with the times,
and 'therefore offer you special bargains, called
"Snaps," in different lines, a new one every
month. Our last was in Initial Rings ; our
next one will be in paper Ring and Jewelry
Nest Boxes.

JAS. BOSS EXTRA 14120 K.
Guaranteed 25 years

NN\I
We wish every one interested in getting

first-class goods at low prices to keep our name
in view and send their address, so that we may
put it on our list for "Snaps."

A great many ask us how we can make
these low prices. We answer "Our business
is large ; we are both practical and work, and
our expenses are lower than any other house
we know. We have our own jewelry factory.
We control certain lines of others, and are al-

ways ready to make cash offers on any goods
in our line, in that way filling our stock at
prices below competitors." Remember we
guarantee all our goods.

We are getting out a new material cata-
logue that will surpass any other in complete-
ness, and arranged so that you can find at a
glance what you are looking for. The prices
will be much lower than what others sell for.
It will be ready for distribition about August I.
Send your name if you want one.

Respectfi I] 1 y,

Office, 283 Main St.
Factory,198-200 Terrace St. 

BUFFALO, N . Y.

The Great Demand for the SASCInE CASE: Still Contin-ues.

NOTE—The prices given under each cut are arranged ac-
cording to the Key recently sent you under seal.
Consult it to determine the cost of any pattern
shown.

The above cut represents a neat device for the soldering of set rings. The upper jaw is lined with asbestos paper, it being a non-conductor ofheat. When in use, the round cup which holds the set of the ring is filled with wet paper. The square
cup is for the soldering of pins, etc.

exclusive 'Tool and Material House

Parties not having Our 1889-90, po page Illustrated Catalogue can have same sent upon application.
Our 24 page Supplement will also be out July 1st.

with Sifter on top of
box as shown in cut
to keep rouge clean
and no waste.
Price per box inclu-
ding rouge, zo cts.

iiirip911111111111 1!IIIIMElfigfagtglaINIIIII
New style hand
staking and
tiling block
combined.
Price, 40 cts.

Logan's Standard Hair-Spring Gauge.
The above Gauge is the most reliable tool in the market for testing I lair-Springs. Price $7.50.
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Anybody can put together.

mom will be paid to dealer who can put to-
gether first time in half-hour.

tierrg C. 1-1a515e11
Maker of the only

flazzle-Pazzle
Puzzle Fling.

Buy them, for they sell

ANNOUNCEMENT.
we are prepared to do all kinds of Jewelry, Manufacturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking

or the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial from
jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

belong &13rothert,

Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers.

Sweep •i•
•;.• Smelters
S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Sts.

Newark, New Jersey.

The philadelphia

School of jlorology 44.
Is a time-saving Institution. The experience of years may

not give you what you may here readily acquire in a few
months. Is time money ? Then save it by taking a course of
instruction in this school where Theory and Practice go band
in hand. The fitter branches of watchmaking are here illustra-
ted by excellent models. Can you hope without the advantagers
here given to compete with others vho have had them ? Write to

jiarmstead
114 South Seventh Street

Phila., Pa.

W. w Oliv-er,
MANUFACTURER,

430 Niagara Street,
13uffa1o, - V.

Specialties
Rolling Mills,

Ring 13enders,
Shears,

j-licle-Faeed Hammers,
Polishing Liathes,

Ingots, Etc., Etc.

Our 1889 Catalogue Free on
. Application.
Price, $3.00.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer
Specialty made of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a practical jewelerwith an experience of 25 years as a Special Salesman. Can refer to over too Jewelers, for whom I have madesuccessful sales in all parts of the United States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Cheataut,St.,

l3og1e 13ros.
Successors to

T. F. & M. J. It, to,

The Vermont

Wholesale Jewelers

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of
Eight, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, Ill., Seth Thomas,
and Cheshire movements; all Association Silver, Gold, and
Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds; Rogers & Bro.
and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks,
Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers Tools and Ma-
terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly
attended p. Try us.

ogle Sros.,
White River Junction, Vt.

falTGHltsiSOI'st'S

Practical School for Watchmakers,
La Porte, Ind.

Look for Important Notice in Next Issue.
Don't enter any School until you get our Nev Study Course,

which will be nearly doubled.

Be sure you make your money get you the most instruction.
We give it the most thorough.

Copies of letter from Hampden Watch Co., Canton, Ohio,
and others on application.

For full particulars, address
13ox 160. d. Lt. Hutchinson.

M. W01.I.STEIN. SOT,. SULZBERGER.

United States Smelting and. Refining Works.
lAtOIALSTEIN & SLILIZSERGER,

Sweep Smelters and Gold Refiners
Sole Manufacturers of

PhoeniX Flux, Eureka Alloy, Cher/lie:ally Pure Copper.
Bullion Assays a Specialty.

Office: 25 John Street. Works: 17 John Street
New York, June 1st, 18139.

DEAR SIR : Owing to the large increase in the volume of our business in SWEEP SMELT-ING and GOLD REFINING, we have again been compelled to enlarge Our Works at i7 John Street, and toremove our office to

No. 25 John Street
whereto kindly direct your communications hereatier. We will always endeavor to please our customers bylargest returns for Sweeps. Our Gold and Ore Assays are guaranteed absolutely correct. We shall continueto manufacture PHOENIX FLUX for melting Filings and Polishings, and EUREKA ALLOY, the useful-ness of both these articles being well established. UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE GOLD AND .SILVER BARS we sell at the lowest Brokers' rate. Fine Gold and Silver, rolled or granulated, and Chem-ically Pure Copper, at lowest figures. Highest prices paid for Old Gold and Silver. Thanking you for pastfavors, we solicit the continuance of your kind patronage. Yours respectfully
(Ake: 25 John Street. Works : 17 John Street. WOLLSTEIN & SULZBERGER.

Birch's Patent Bench Keys

No. 41 Bench Key (Nickle Plated with Hard Rubber Handle.)

Sold by the trade. Engine Turned, Assorted Patterns. Circulars on application.
John S. Pirch & Co., 182 and 184 1.4wis Street, Y.

Macnair et I3ur1ingame
226 gddy St., Providence, R. I.

Manufacturers of

jewelers'
Findings

and

Repairing
Platerial

Sell I )irec'. to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.
* * * * * * * * *

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.
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Zugsmith's "Silver Shell" Watch Box.
Firest atid IVIo5t BeaLitifLit Watefr? B(.• or tf7e Mart5et1

This is not Artistic Exaggeration, but an un-
disputed fact that, if you desire to add to the
beauty of your display windows, if you want

to largely increase your sale of watches, you
will use these cases. They are composed of

hard metal, heavily silver plated, and come

in bright silver and oxidized. lined with the

finest of silk plushes. Wherever shown, this

box has been sold to the best jewelry trade,

and it is considered to combine all the Ele-

ments of Novelty with that of beautiful de-

sign and elegant finish. The wear of this

box is guaranteed to our customers.

Address Communications to

Price $15.00 pert dozen
Including stamping of name in Gold beef.

Price $15.00 per dozen
subAect to reguian Cash (Discounts.

Exact Size and Pictune of the
" Shell."

Albert Zugsmitta,
907 Arch Street, Philadelphia, P.

The following well-known Jobbing Houses ,,ell and recommend the ,, Silver Shell."

Ltouis A. Sehetrn & Co., Philadelphia. The 13aurnan Massa deu.telers' Supply Co., St. Imuls. S. F. Iviyers 8. Co., Netu York.
'David F. Conovet, & Co., 13owman & Musser, Ltan.caster‘, PEI. Lteity & ttveyfus, New York.
Ltapp 8, Flershetn, Chicago. Shook, Surntners 8, Co., °Inaba, pleb.

NOTICE.—We invite correspondence from other Jobbing Houses in reference to this Box. Also Send for Catalogue of Plush Goods.

0040 013U S WA 
Teiwi

OF

No. 95. Open Face
Full Plate. Pendant Set.

COLUMBUS, OHIO.

No. 55. 6 Size.

Manufacturers of

Co

No. 47. 16 Size.
3-4 Plate.

18, 16 and 6 Size, Stern and Key-Wind Movements,
WITH all Improvements: Dust Proof, Quick Train,

etc. Our* 18 Size, Open Face, Improved Pendent
Setting Device is covered by Letters Patent,
owned and controlled by the Columbus Watch
Company.

ASK YOUR JOBBER FOR COLUMBUS WA.TCHES.
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Princess Diamond Initial Rings.
The word "princess" is a Trade Nark and is stamped in every genuine princess Ring on the inside of the shank

Please order No. 3547 Princess Ring
for prompt delivery.

pRIN CE ss

N2 3 64 E3
Ladies Princ,,, Ring.

New Patturn.

PRINCESS

411107:i

3030

I lIiC t I

3582

Ring.

WI 3646
New Antique Princess

Ring

3364
No Diamonds in No. 3364-

NI

(KID, \\14, • /

C3

8495.50
All (lie Princess I:ings are made from linc ;old

2762

10 Diamonds in Ihis Ring.

pRINCEss

3569
Initial without Diamonds.

pRINCESS

Order any of these goods by the
NUMBERS.

The above cut represents the gracef d and correct style of olc English letters used in manufacturing
the Princess Initial Ring.

pRINCESs

don:

3033

I I cavy Antique Shape
Princess

N93620 I4K FINE

PRINCESS
I PR tICESs

F.

2295

Extra Heavy sh1l11:.

CLOSED

New Design.
Look for Trade Mark.

pRINCESS

Compass, Square and G
Princess Ring.

PRINCESS

Every Rim, is warranted.

Every Ring 't11111 cd and CaNininlecil.

t■123616 I4KFINE

pEINCEss

N 3606
Irdcr of Railroad

Conductors.

/Also Knights Templar/ Charms and 32nd Degree Emblems made of genuine onyx and solid fine gold. Please
order of any wholesale house in the United States and the Dominion of Canada by the numbers. Fitly dealers hand-
ling any of the above goods are fully protected by the manufacturers, who warrant eVery piece of goods they place
upon the market.
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BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
141 and 143 Sae Sipe,* Chicago, Illinois.

Sole Western Agents for the Russell & Jones Clock Co.

Nlanufacturers of

Fine Imitation Plarble Clocks, Walnut ganging and mantel Clocks, Nickel Clocks, etc.
TRUMP ALARM. Nickel.

34 Size. 4 inch dial.

Headquarters for

Nickel Clocks of all Kinds.

sPEciFiLk REIDUcTioNs on

Nickel Clocks
and the Celebrated

Lkurninous bial Clocks.

METEOR ALARM, LUMINOUS.

NEWPORT.

One-Half Size. 4 inch Dial.

ROSEDALE.

Send on

Catalogues and

Prices.

Length of Base Imitation14 inches. Height i i inches. Fine

Height 14 inches. White Dial.
Eight Day Half-Hour Cathedral Gong Strike.

With Visible Escapement.

Tennessee Marble Columns. Eight Day Half-Hour
Strike Cathedral Gong. With Visible

Escapement.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.

Wholesale Jewelers and Importers.
141 and 143 State St., Chicago, Illinois.
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GLICKAUF&NEWHOUSE
41/40044 84&86 STATE ST. c),

CHICAGO.

WATCHES

045

104°

52(TWit,a4,rx
MAIN SPRINGS

GUARANTEED
CHAINS
.te-0,44

Order your Toole, Materials, ete.
by any Catalogue.

We carry the finest line of

Our Priees

Interest You.

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, Lockets and Charms.
Send for sample of our Fine Tempered Ball Joint Frame Spectacle, and see price on same.

Extract from the Jewelers' Journal, Chicago, Jan. 1882.

1 Doz 18s
Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S
Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

C2k ..44.a444

Fac-simile of Wrapper.

GLICKAUF & NEWHOUSE

ffi74/

utO ant/r

Fac-simile of Wrapper.

Ft few Words about Mainsprings.
There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch repairer, about which, if he be a careful and thorough workman, he feels moresolicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than any other article used in watch repairing.While the percentage of breakage is high in all watch springs, it jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an inferior quality, unless their temperis so low as to make them althost useless, and certainly of little value in watches that are to serve the purpose of timekeepers. Years since we obtained theG. & N. Gravier mainspring, and at once we believed we had obtained a fine article, and subsequent experience proved that our faith was well grounded.We now have all G. & N. Gravier springs for American made watches wrapped separately with a metal tag bearing the size and style of the spring and comein packages of one dozen, as shown in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. Gravier Springs will at once strike you very favor-ably, being convenient for the watchmaker to handle, as you can readily see the spring you desire, and consequently less liable to rust from handling.G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the end of each spring.

_
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G. 8k_ n. Gravier Mainsprings
For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford, Illinois, Howard and Lancaster.

The Only Reliable Mainspring in

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
IO.

Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.
Old Model, Old Style, 18 Size.
A. T. & Co.
Crescent Street.
New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.
New Model, Open Face, Stem Wind, 18

Size.
16 Size.
Bond Street.
14. Size.
to Size.
8 and 6 Size.

12.1

 
ELGIN, New Style, 18 Size.13.

the World. A Trial will Convince.

14. Old Style, 18 Size, (Class 1, 3 and 5.)
15. New Style, 16 Size.
16. I Old Style, 16 Size, (Class i and
17. New Style, to Size.
IS. Old Style, to Size.
19. New Style, 8 and 6 Size.
20. Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class i and
21. HAMPDEN, 18 Size.
2. ROCKFORD, 18 Size.

23. ILLINOIS, 8 and 6 Size.
24. 18 Size.
25. HOWARD, 18 Size.

26. is 16 Size.
AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

3.)

Price per dozen., $1.25.
Cut this page out for reference when you order nspnings.

GLACRAUF & newHow.3e,
26 84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

3.)
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BE PROGRESSIVE
DON"I" continue paying the prices you have been accustomed to for your Plush and Paper Boxes, Trays, &c

LOOK at the prices quoted for FIRST-CLASS goods, and which are POSITIVELY guaranteed in every respect.
The quality of our goods are surpassed by NONE, and you will find it to your advantage to send us your orders
We believe in giving publicity to our prices.

12m,

novelties 

Watch and 
in MS

Silverware 

fRE1OX n

and

jewelers' findings

tM■Mt

The frames of our trays are either of walnut or mahogony (we use no cheap woods) and hued with a very
(any color you want). Send us the exact interior dimensions of your show cases and vhat sort of trays you
rest to us, we are responsible. We make trays to stack or otherwise as ordered.

Novelty ring tray for the window, made of the finest quality plush, in shape of four half circles, entirely new
Watch trays, holding either 12 ladies' or 9 gents' watches, size of tray t square foot, lined with finest silk plush
Chain tray, with grooves and hooks, 14%x11% - - -
Queen chain tray, with grooves and hooks, 8x1IN - -
Locket tray, separate compartment for each locket, 8xii7
Bracelet tray, holding any with bracelet - -
Ring tray, holding 88 rings, two colors plush, 8x1 IA -
Plain tray, with plush lining, 1 square foot - -
Plain tray, with velvet lining, I square foot - - - _ - -
Ring tray, holding 16 rings with spring blocks, entirely covered with plush, square shape, for the window
The same, with plush border, with satin interior - -
Thimble tray, 8xii A - - - 2.25

We make no inferior trays at all. A discount of to per cent will be allowed on all orders for more than one dozen trays, excepting
stack trays or special sizes, where we charge our regular prices.

fine quality of plush
want, and leave the

and original, $3.o0
- $2.50

3.00

2.25

1.75
3.00

2.50

1.25

.90

2.50

2.00

Our novelties in plush watch boxes arc of the finest description. We particularly com-
mend to your attention the Acorn and Swing Watch Boxes. T.40 tlewelen desiring to
beautify his window will do without them.

A sample of any of these boxes will be sent by mail on receipt of $1.25.

Acorn Watch Box. $13.50 per doz. Swing Watch Box. $13.50 per doz. Bellows Watch Box. $13.50 per doz.

Our watch boxes are the best and most moderate priced boxes manufactured.

Watch. Cases.
No. 1. Morocco watch case for ladies' or gents' with catch and spring, a fine box with rounded corners
No. 4. Morocco watch case, ladies' or gents' size, with catch and spring, lined with fine quality satin, square corners
Savoy plush watch box, no catch or spring, lined with satin, all colors, a very good box for the price, ladies' or gents'
Same with catch and spring - - 
No. 7. Fine silk plush watch box, for ladies only, with spring and catch, lined with fine satin, the best box for the price

made. Comes in 8 diflerent colors of plush _ _ -
No. 6. Same as No. 7, gents' size - . . - -
No. 12. Finest silk plush, lined with plush, with spring and small knob catch
No. 16. Same as No. 12, gents' size - - - .
Oval watch box, finest quality plush, lined with plush, in shape of perfect oval -

Per doz.
$6.00
5.00
5.00
5%50

6.00
7.00
8.5o
10.50
8.50

We carry in stock a full line of plush in all the latest shades, imported expressly for us, and very suitable for window dressing.

Sil-srer-szcz-are Ca.ses.
Our Silverware boxes come in a very fine grade of silk plush with French edges, and are lined with the finest quality satin.Our facilities for manufacturing them are such that we are enabled to place them to the trade at the lowest figures known for first-class

goods. Also lined with surah silk, no French edge, at the same figure as lined with satin. Our embossed cases are made of a veryrich embossed plush, and are the newest thing in the market.

Butter Knife, -
Sugar Spoon, - -
'A dozen Tea Spoons,

4 " Table ,`"

;4 Forks,

IA Knives, -

Silk Plush. Per Dozen.
- $ 8.50 y, dozen Dessert Knives,

- 8. ..50 ,  ft

10.50 3 " " Spoons,
15.00
15.00 " Fruit Knives, -
21,00 1

/5,00 4 " Dessert Forks,
21,00

15.00

21.00

if(

2 Butter Knives, -
Child's 'Cr, -

11(

$15,00

21.00

15.00

21.00

10.50

15.00

15.00

21.00

13.50

15.0o

Embossed Savoy Plush. Per Dozen.
dozen Dessert Knives, -

• 

"

• 

" " Forks

• 

"

• 

" " Spoons, -

" Fruit Knives
$1 f

2 

▪ 

Butter Knives -
Child's Set

Butter Knife, - $
Sugar Spoon, - - 7.50IA dozen Tea Spoons, - 9.00

12.00

• 

" Table " • 12.00

/8,00

• 

" Forks, 12.00

18.00

12.00

" 18.00

fir ft

If .1 CI

_
" Knives,

12.00

18.00
12.00

18.00
12.00

18.00
9.00

12.00

12.00

1 1 50

Try our boxes and you will thank The Keystone for bringing them to your notice.
We make no charge for printing our paper nest, ring boxes, etc. Our prices for these goods are the lowest.

We also manufacture a full line of Imitation Ivory, Plush and Leather Jewelry Cases, Tags, Jewelers' Cards, Sealing Wax, Chamois
Skin Watch Bags, etc.

Send for our Catalogue.

ALBERT ZUGSMITH,
901 Arc!? 5treet, to to Ple?itadelpi7icr, Pax
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The Philadelphia Optical ani watch Co Limited.

916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Has the Most Perfect Prescription

Lens Crinding Shop in the World.

iinimmiumon  „

We have commenced in good earnest in our

Grindstone line. Last month we showed you a

complete machine with two stones. The above

shows a much cheaper foot-power machine, and

exactly what you need if your space is small and

work limited. There are a large number of these

in use, and they arc all pronounced perfectly satis

factory. We can furnish all kinds of stones,

mounted or unmounted. Send for a Price List.

How many times in changing lenses from

one frame to another has the lens been just a little

too large, and what would you have given for

something to grind it down ? You too well know

the usefulness of just the thing " in times like

this, and we hope you will avail yourselves of the

opportunity of procuring one of the best at a small

cost.

The Best Offer on Lenses
Ever Made.

Our $12,00 per gross lens, ground to any size

eye that we told you about last month, is meeting

with a trifle more favor than we had expected.

Everyone that has sent for a trial order of them,

has praised them very highly. If you arc not one

of those who have already tried them, you had

better send for a trial gross at once. You will

want to put in a stock of them as soon as you can

for your fall trade. Don't get left on this deal ;

there is more in it for you than you would suppose

at first. You know how easy it is to put a pair of

lenses into a frame that is the proper size—no

labor required, time less than five minutes. Cost

to you, bought in this way, less than 7 cents per

pair. Think of it I You don't need to be told

anything else on this line. You are too wide

awake to your own interests to let anything like
this slip by without taking advantage of it.

Every Lens Carefully Examined before being sent out.

One of the few Houses who sell no goods at retail, and
who never have sold goods at retail.

Our School for
Instruction in Opthalmology.

We have been requested time and again
by many leading jewelers and opticians all over
the country to establish a School of Optics, and
after weighing the matter carefully over, and in-
vestigating thoroughly the methods employed
by the several schools scattered over the country,
we have come to the conclusion that such a
school would be of much practical service to' the
trade in general, and the opticians in particular.
We have, therefore, secured the s'ervices of an
eminent occulist ; a gentleman who is a graduate
of medicine and who, having for many years
made a specialty of correcting defective vision,
is pronounced an expert in the science of opthal-
mology by the medical profession of the United
States, to take full charge of our School, conduct
all its sessions personally, instruct each pupil
generally in the part of Opthalmology they seem
most deficient in, and to give all the necessary
instruction as it is given in the leading universities.
We wish, however, to say right here that unless
you are prepared to stand some hard work and
give your attention to the subject in hand, you
might just as well stay at home, for we intend
making every one thorough before we are
through with them, so that a graduate of our
School can truly claim to " know how to correct
defective vision." We cannot give full particu-
lars here for want of space, but to anyone
desirous of studying this important branch of
their business, we desire to say, write to us for
full particulars, and we think you will understand.
We propose teaching Opthalmology as it should
be taught. When you receive a diploma signed
by the oculist in charge of our School you can
rest assured you will be fully competent to cor-
rect many cases you know nothing about at
present.

We think you will say this firm hasn't
been idle during the summer months,

and you are correct.

Our Gem

13o) of Matertial.

• As you all know, the use of material is as
necessary as tools to the man that does anything
in the optical line. But where co keep it ? how
to order it ? and what kinds to select ? are ques-
tions that have troubled us all. We have battled
with this question and studied over it for a long
time, hoping to get something tangible out of the
many plans that have presented themselves to
our minds. At last we have struck the <,
and all that worries us now is, we fear the demand
will be so much larger than we planned for,
that we will have to hustle to keep the supply, it
is so perfect in its arrangement. The Gem is a
very neat mahogany box, finished up so as to be an
ornament, wherever you may put it, and fitted out
with a line of material so nicely assorted that you
will wonder how you ever clone without it. There
are two pairs of plyers (one flat and one round
nose), with a screw-drive neatly fastened upon
the inside of the lid; then comes a tray divided
with spaces containing all kinds of springs, guards,
screws, corks, blades and frameless mountings.
Under this is another tray, containing temples, a
full assortment of hooks and straights. Under all
is another space about one-half inch deep, that
will serve as a handy place for you to keep the
lots of little things that accumulate, and are so
useful when saved. It will take your eye, and
you will save the price over and over the first
year, besides saving yourself the annoyance of
having to send out many jobs that you can do your-
self. Send for a box, and you will wonder how
you ever clone without it. Send for a Gem box,
and if you don't like it return same at our expense.

Were you ever offered Solid Gold

Goods Lower? We rather

think not.

Lot No. 5.

Solid Gold Riding Bows. Former price,
$1.75. Reduced to $1.35 per pair.

Lot. No. 6.

Solid Gold Straight Temple Spectacles.
Former price, $2.25. Reduced to

$1.8o per pair.

Lot No. 7.

Solid Gold Eye-Glasses, Regular Guard.
Former price, $2.00. Reduced to

$1.5o per pair.

Lot Na. B.

Solid Gold Eye-Glasses. Bausch Patent.
Former price, $2.25. Reduced to

$i.8o per pair.

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
21 Maiden bane, New York. P. 0. 130x 531.
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Nickel Stem-Winding Horse Timers.

Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph and Centennial Split Seconds.

Send for Price List.

Our Goods are insured while in transit; in returning to its, please mark no value.

Aurora Watch Company,

Eleven Grades of Open Face
Pendant Setting Movements.

Eleven Grades of Open Face
Lever Setting Movements.

Eleven Grades of Hunting
Stem Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key Wind
Movements.

Four Grades of 6 size Stem
Wind Movements,

000

Aurora, Illinois.

Manufacturers also of the

GUILD ED:itriCrCH

Special mention is made of

the higher grades of ADJUSTED

movements, SPECIALLY ADAPTED

TO RAILWAY SERVICE. They

are more thoroughly adjusted
and keep closer time than any

other watch in the market.

gig

0 0

Made under special contract with
the United States Jewelers' Guild,
bearing the " Guild" registered Trade
Mark, and sold to none but members
of the Guild.

Manufacturers of

American
ovements

of

Superior Finish
and

Time Keeping Qualities
of the

Highest Character.

No Connection with. Trusts or Combinations_
Write to the Company for Information. General Office at the Factory. Canadian Office: 81 King street East, Toronto.
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ID. c. porcival
k co. Wholesale Jewelers

Ask to see our new lines of

Hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,
In Silver and plate.

Other novelties Coming.

We carry in Stock plOpl-MAGINlETIC
WATCHES

Waltham and Geneva JVIakes.

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received.

D. C. Percival & Co.
13 oston, Mass.

NP2
RAMSAY'S
LEATHER
LINED.

Buy your chains with Leather Lined
Swivels im them. 1:cinember they cost
no more and will sell the chain

All Railroad Men

Cattily Fine Watches
and use

flamsay's Non-JVIagnetic
Leather Ikined

Manufactured ordy by

Burt 0nannag & Co.
204 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

Fountain Pens
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or I let rated

Jewelry or
JVIaterial

Catalogues
should be in the hands of every

Dealer.

ii I 
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Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be su-
perior to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower
price than you have ever had first-class goods in this
line offered at before.

The Pen is 14 K. gold, warranted, with iridium
point, and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The
Barrel is made of best vulcanized rubber, and every
genuine pen is stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of In Plain In Chased In Fancy Gold

( ;old Pen. Holder, as cut. Holder. Mounted Fielder.

2 $10.50 $12.6o $14.8o
3 12.60 I4.80 16.20
4 I4.80 16.20 18.00

16.20 I8.00 21.60

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs at
$1.00 per dozen extra.

Terms: Prompt Cash less 5 per cent.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

0i7/01, SO MA/DIN ZANE.

SOLE AGENTS NATIONAL CLOCK CO.
SOLE AGENTS GLOBE SILVER PLATED WARE NE YORK,

We Carry Complete Assortments in our 23 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS.

Largest and most Com-
plete published, sent

to the trade
free.

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

A

Crane Pat. Adjustable Soldering Tool.
Indispensable for holding Spectacles and small articles.
No binding of articles necessary. Elegantly finished

Nickel $3.5o. Jap, $3.00

In sizes

1, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16,18

Also swiss.

Pvice, $1.00 doz.

50 cents extra
for, tong 18 size

Shank.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER
For the " Harstrom " All Steel Pat. Adjustable Lifting Spring

Pat. Jan. 7 ISPs. It is ti awn and rolled hard, giving it elasticity without temper. Easy to
file and lit. The best Spring made.

For the " Harstroin Pat." Adj. Upright Drill.
A First-Class Tool.

For the " Crane Pat." Adjustable Soldering Forceps.
No binding wire used for Spedacles and small articles.

For " The Hammond " Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.
Hundreds of testimonials from the best workmen and everything guaranteed

If your Jobber does not carry our goods, send its your card and circulars, and in
will be furnished.

The N. y. Watch Case Spring JVIfg. Co.
(Room io) 71 Nassau St., N. Y.

MIN 115.1 ewer. of Wslrliosikrrs SiwrIn1111311, 111111 Solo Agents for Crime Soldrrlog Floppy pr. sod 1110111110101 0th,

Hammond Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler, only 25 Cents,

Beclio?imer
618 Chestnut stveet

vse,kciSkal:

•

Phila., Pa. o

+

SIS-n" \.6

pins, Jewels,
Society gmblems

Largest and Finest Assortments

4H, 0

of Mystic Shrine leges in the United States.

Send to

FL N. Clark,
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Rey E .\\. tit

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers 'l'
.ctc., etc.

R. N. Clark, IVIanufaeturer, Plainville, Corm.

evn
Y2 SIZE.

The above shows the j.,,ATgsT and PST.

American Watch Tool Company,
Waltham, Mass. 46 JVIadison Street, Chicago, Ill.



$50,000
Tools, Materials and Optical Goods

COMPRISING the Stock of Theo.
Kearney Co., which we will sell
at prices to move the same in-
side of NINETY days. Four
large Safes and all other fix-
tures contained in the Kear-
ney Store are for Sale.

C. H. Knights & Co.
Chicago, Illinois.

REDUCTIONS IN PRICES OF

Millard Non-Magnetic Movements.

To the Retail Watch Trade:
New York, July 20,1889.

We beg to give notice that we have made the following Reductions in Prices of Paillard
Non-Magnetic Movements:

No. 83. 16 Size, 3-4 Plate, S. W. Gilt, 11 Jewels in Settings, $2.00
No. 84. 16 Size, 3-4 Plate, S. W. Gilt, 7 Jewels, $1.50

The New List Prices will be as follows:

No. 83. 16 Size, 3-4 Plate, S. W. Gilt, 11 Jewels in Settings, $8.50
No. 84. 16 Size, 3-4 Plate, S. W. Gilt, 7 Jewels, $6.00

Making them the Most Desirable 16 Size Movement in the Market.

As we guarantee the Retail Trade against loss from reductions in prices of Paillard Non-

Magnetic Watches, we will rebate your stock on hand of the above named Movements in the

respective amounts quoted.

Immediately upon being notified of the above reduction, forward to our office all Move-

ments you may have in stock of the grades reduced, express prepaid, inclosing your business

card in package with the goods, and notifying us by mail of your shipment and the goods desired

by you in payment of the amount due you as rebate. If the amount of rebate due you does not

equal the price of any movement on our list, you can remit to us the difference, either by Draft,

Check or P. 0. Money Order.

After the numbers are verified and recorded, the Movements will be returned to you, to-
gether with the goods paid you as rebate.

Rebate will be paid in 16 and 18 size Movements and in Complete Watches of our manufacture.

Claims for rebate MUST be made before August 15, 1889.

Wry respectfully,

Hon-Magnetic Watch Co.
of nmenca.

177 13roadway, New York.
A. C. SIVIITtl, General Selling Agent.
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. L..,
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

One or the few houses who sell no goods at retail, and who never have sold goods at retail.

Don't Forget, please

That
We are one of the few Jobbers and Manufacturers who do

not sell goods at retail.

That
We have the largest and best equipped shops for Watch Case

and Jewelry repairing in the country.

That
We arc keeping up our reputation for making perfect Plain

and Band Gold Rings.

That
Cast Rings, being brittle, will not stretch without breaking,

while rolled rings will stretch and are stretched every day with-
out even cracking or breaking.

That
As we make so very many rings, we can make them cheaper

and better than the majority of houses, and till our orders much
picker.

That
We employ only skilled workmen in.our shops, and turn out

only good work.

That
We guarantee all our work to be as represented, and that our

gold will assay exactly what it is stamped.

That
For reference, we give you what very few houses can: the

solid endorsement of the legitimate trade of our own city.

That
We make a specialty of altering Key Wind Cases to Stem

Wind, and casing odd :movements in either Gold or Silver.

That
If you will send us your old gold and silver, we will pay you

just what it is worth. We are receiving packages from all over
the country, and our estimates are giving perfect satisfaction.
Why ? Because we allow

Just what the old Gold or Silver is
Worth.

That

We want your Watch Case and
Jewelry Repair Work.

We know that if you commence sending it to us, you will
not be disappointed. Our shop for this class of work is by far
the largest and best equipped in the country, and we can, in the
majority of instances, return you your repairing on the same
day it is received. We are increasing our business in repairing
right along, and now number among our customers, dealers
from all parts of the United States. Will you not give us a
trial ? Send us a small package to commence with, and see if
we do not please you both with promptness and price.

Shall we put You on Our List
Free of' Charge?

Our nreezy Little "Pointer"
Which contains so very many articles of real

intrinsic worth to the legitimate Jeweler, you can-
not very well do without it. It is so very good
as to draw very flattering comments from the
leading Jewelry Journals. Send in your name
and address and we will mail it to you monthly,
free of charge.

Our Illustrated Optical Catalogue.

Our Optical Telegraph Code.

Our Metric Rule.

Our nook of Test Type.

Our nook of Prescription l31anks.

Our Addressed Stickers
To put on any package you intend sending

us, and which are meeting with much favor on
account of saving the dealer the trouble of address
ing packages sent us.

Ox.ir Addressed Envelopes.

Our Plain Ring Postals.

Our Prescription hens Postals.

Our Lens Ordering Sheet.

Our Plain Ring Tablets, Etc.

Write us to send you a package of useful matter, and
mention any of the above articles you wish it to contain. You
will find them all very useful, and we know will often have
same duplicated. On another page of this paper, you will find
much that will interest you.

SOMETHING NEW
Arc" of 5pecial hetterest to oe Trade

The Improved Trenton Watches
are now in the Market and have

HARD enIAMEL, DIALS

No. 25.
Nickel Silver, Double Joints and

Thumb Pieces.

Price $3.75.

No. 20. Movement.
18 Size, Open Face, 3/1, Plate, Stem-Wind and

Stem-Set, fitting any regular 18 Size 0. F., S. W.
Case; Quick Train, Straight Line Lever Escape-
ment with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller Jewel ;
Two Pairs Garnet Jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with
Seconds. Fully Warranted.

Price, $3.50.

";.fk\

No. 40.
Nickel Silver, Bascine, Double Joints

and Thumb Pieces.

Price, $4.25.

The New Improved Trenton Watch takes the Lead
among cheap watches and is

The nest how-Priced Watch in the Market.
Order a sample from your Jobber and you will be convinced of the truth of our assertion.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

Trenfon Wafeh Company
177 Broadwau, 1eW uork

3')
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PASS these illustrations by—without examining

them. They show really new ideas in

such an old thing as a Silver Case.

Get a sample of the Keystone or of the Lead-

er, and you will be surprised.

Keystones are made with Silver Caps.

Leaders with Albata Caps.

OFFER the Trade an unusually attractive and exten-

sive stock of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

in new and unique designs, exclusively our

own, at prices that cannot be beaten.

JEWELERS
VISITING New York will best serve their own interests

by coming to our store immediately upon their

arrival, and inspecting our fine line of Goods

before making any purchases.

STERN & STERN,
13 Maiden Lane, New York.

Philadelphia



OFFER the Trade an unusually attractive and exten-

sive stock of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

in new and unique designs, exclusively our

own, at prices that cannot be beaten.

JEWELE S
VISITING New York will best serve their own interests

by coming to our store immediately upon their

arrival, and inspecting our fine line of Goods

before making any purchases.

■I■1=I■1

STERN & STERN,
13 Maiden Lane, New York.

P 
ASS these illustrations by—without examining

them. They show really new ideas in

such an old thing as a Silver Case.

Get a sample of the Keystone or of the Lead-

er, and you will be surprised.

Keystones are made with Silver Caps.

Leaders with Albata Caps.

Neu.4 York

Kegsfone Walsh Case Co.
Philadelphia

Chicago
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NEW YORK OFFICE:
Cor. Broadway and John Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
220 Sutter Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
104 State Street.

File-I-on-1r and GEZTER.III_ OFFICE:
Spring-field, Illinois.
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To the Retail Watch'IDealerts:
Your particular attention is directed to our present production of

18 Size Accurately Adjusted Movements,
Hunting, Open Face and Key-Winders in Gilt and Nickel.

For your Railroad Trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time
is required, it whi profit you to recommend and sell our .

Bunn, Gilt.
Compensation Balance, &cutlet Hair Spring,• Adjusted, Patent Regulator, 15 Jewels, •

(4 Pairs Settings), Double Sunk
Dial.

WE

l3unn and No. 65 Movement.
No. 65, Nickel.

Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring,
Adjusted, Patent Regulator, ts Jewels,

(4 Pairs Settings), Double Sunk
Dial:

ANNOT INC EM ENT
have just placed upon the market a new Six size Nickel Movement in Seven

Jewels, known as the

No. 149.
This is the only American Movement of this description now offered

to the Trade. The demand for it is already large, and Retailers should
place orders at once for Fall and Holiday delivery.

The Illinois Watch Company
guarantee all movements made by them to be
equal in every respect to those of any other man-
ufacture, and solicit a comparison of similar
grades.

Newport Pie Knife.

To the Trade:

The Rogers & Hamilton Co.,
Waterbury, Conn.,

.\ IA, your attention to their line of goods packed in satin lined boxes. They are the
pioneers in this line, and have over one hundred combinations. Ask your jobber
for them. If he does not keep them, send direct to factory, and we will see
that you are supplied.

Mew Illustrated Pocket Catalogue
Will be ready for the trade about September 15th. Please send in your name.
Elegant new patterns are in the works, and will be ready for Fall trade.

Respectfully yours,

The Rogers & Hamilton Co.

VII

Newport Crumb Knife.

Newport Fish Knife.

Factories and Office,

(113aterbury, Conn.

Newport Fish Fork.

Supplies for Jewelers, Watch, Clock, and Watch
Case Makers, Engravers, Machinists, Dental Depots,
na me le rs, Platers, Chandelier Factories, etc., etc.,

. UI. GesslAtein
Salesrooms,

39 John Street,
New York.

Factory,

292, 294 & 296 Graham St.
13rook1yn, N. Y.

Files. Best makes of Swiss, English and Superior American.
Tools. Endless variety. • Best quality only.
puffs. Felt, Leather, Cotton, Sheepskin, Cloth.
prushes. Wire-Matt and Scratch, Bristle and Tampico.
Enamels. Largest stock of all colors and grades.
Saws. Dagger-Piercing and Circular.
Machinery and tools of precission.
plower. Patent Positive Blast.
Gravers. Best imported and my own make for metal

and wood.
Charcoal. Patent prepared, for soldering, polishing, and

finishing Metal Plates.
Gas Furnaces. For Melting, Enameling, Plating, Annealing.

i. & 14,. Friedlander,

+
65 and 67
Nassau St.,
New York

City.

`Ai

American and Swiss Watches Tools, Materials,
Gold and Plated Jewelry and Optical Goods.

Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection Packages sent to Responsible Dealers

SUCCOSSON to JACOB COLTON & CtL

W. W. Coomes & Co.,
Manufacturers of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Silver Thimbles.

Long Nieadow,

Hunt & Fuller
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Mak( of

Mystic Shrine Jewels
In Pearl and-Tiger Claws.
Set with Moonstone, Jasper, Tigerite, Etc.

Knight Tempters end
ilaystie Shsine Buttons.

Repairing jewelry for the trade. Estimates
made on old (old and Silver.

Niass.



Engraving for the Trade.

ust E dysire to call the special attention of the Trade to our

facilities for Engraving. This department is under.

- the personal charge of an acknowledged expert,

with capable assistants, and in beauty of designs, reasonableness

of price and quickness in delivery, our Engraving is unexcelled.

The excellence and finish of our Gold Case Monogram work

is widely known; our Bangle and Plain Script work deserves

a trial if you have not seen any of it. The popularity- of this

Department is shown in the fact that we have received as many

as eighty jobs of Engraving for the Trade in one day (we en-

grave ONLY for the Trade); but we are prepared to do more,

and solicit your work.

triE always desire Jewelers to purchase our own celebrated

Lancaster Engraving Block and a set of our Guar-

anteed Reversible Gravers, and do their OWN En-

graving. They will save money and gratify their customers

by the greater promptness thus afforded. We should be pleased

to receive your order for the Tools, or will give your jobs prompt

attention on receipt.

cowman & Musser,
<Jobbers in

Watches, Chains, Tools et Material,

Lancaster, PEI.

New York Standard Watch Co's
New Movements

FOR SALE BY ALLJOBBERS

Price of Movement •Kc\
Open Face or Hunting ‘)s

$4.00

Discount, 5 per cent. in 30 V‘4°

iL 10 days
days or 6 per cent.

iV4

18 Size, Full

Plate,Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight

Line, Lever Escape-

ment, SEVEN JEWELS

Patent Friction Centre Staff,

Second Hand, Enameled Dial,
Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

In our Special Solid White Metal Cases,
Snap Back and Bezel, $4.50.

Send for pamphlet of what practical watchmakers say of this movement

Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by him, send to us direc
t

New York Standard Watch Co.,
13 John Street, - New York.

Corbin !Wilding. Broadway and John Sireets.

FRAV.F., G. P.IXLLER, General Selling Agent.

tlave you seen
the

14 K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

R. F. S. & Co's make?

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold 'for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory

FROM JULY 1sT

Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

Julius King Optical Co.
4 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Cleveland,

Ohio.

@ @ @

We are now manufacturing the

Finest and Most Complete set of

Test Lenses in the world. The

Lenses are all Coned and Accurately

Focused.

The Instructions we give in the

Correction of the different defects of

vision are Plain and Practical, and

are of more value ''.o the Jeweler than

the 'price •charged for the Optician's
Outfit. Don't put-el-case until you

have exarnined our Elite set.

0 0 0 0

We are the Sole Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrate
d Opera Class Holder.

Prices Reduced.

b.' 

OPEN.

THE

ANTI SWEAR
CUFF BUTTON.

AUTOMATIC.

CLOSED.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is 
entirely new and diffeentr from any

other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself
 automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself wh

en taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in 
the cuff, but holds it firmly.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of o
rder.

FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RET
AIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition 

from Dry

Goods, Millinery or other outside trade.

FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any
 buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRON
T and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

Spilt second.

We also call attention to our

"LEADER"
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARK
ET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs

In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufacturers of the
Minute Register.

" SUCCESS PP INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.
111511111111111411111

25 21 27
Complete Ring.

10

Part of Prong Exposed.

Ring without initiai. [nitwit (Front View.) initials (Bask View.) Pm,.

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at s
hort notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a fall line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE STONES and 
MOUNTED in EAR-DROPS, LACE-PINS, SCARF.PINS

, COLLAR-BUT-

TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS. Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kin
ds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWE

LRY, CHAINS,

etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well-known NICKEL 
TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements 

fitting 18 size American tAllOIL

Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 a
nd 6 size American cases.

stir We have the beat facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is 
done by our own workmen on our premises and under our

supervision. We solicitjobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it p
rompt and careful attention.

J. T. Scott & Co.
No. 4 MAIDEN LANE, - - NEW YORK.
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We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and diffeentr from any
other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.
THIRD.--There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.
FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry

Uoods, Millinery or other outside trade.
FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold 'for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory?

Split Second Open Face
in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Watches, Chains, Tools & Wlaterria Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufacturers of the

Now Movements
FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS tioip■

CP mont, SEVEN JEWELS

0 

Patent Friction Centre Stall,

°4 
Second Hand, Enameled Dial,
Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

Discount, 6 per cent, in 30
days or 6 per cent.

in 10 days

18 Size, Full
Plate,Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight
Line, Lever Escape-

In our Special Solid White Metal Cases,
Snap Back arid Bezel, $4.50.

Send for pamohlet of what practical watchmakers say of tins movement
Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by him, send to us direct

Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

We are now manufacturing the

Finest aml MOSt !wt. of

Test Lenses in the world. The

Lenses are ;11i COMA :.111( I Accurately

The Instructions we give in the

COnTeti011 (11" the different defects ol

visioI lI lIlj1L and i/racilettli, and

are of more value 'o the jeu (der than

the price charged for the ()pticiati's

Outfit. 1)on't purchase until .you

have examined our Mite set.

Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE STONES and MOUNTED in EAR-DROPS, LACE-PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR-BUT-

TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS, Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,
etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movernents fitting 18 size American cases.
Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

bar We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our
supervision. We solicit jobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

I hill 11014111w. ItrontIttuy and John Sirrells,

F1AL.77:: G. 1VIU,LER, General Selling Agent,
We are tho Solo Agonts for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.



In future, our regular lines of Filled

Ca.ses will be

James Boss Extra 14 K. stamped
This Case supercedes the

regular Boss Case. Simply a
change of name.

With many improvements, including

Fl SOLID GOUID Pendant.

James Boss 14 K. stamped
Guaranteed 20 Years.

James Boss K. stamped

This Case takes the place

of the Keystone Filled, and at

the same price.

This Case takes the

of the Star Filled and at

price.

announced this change last month. It was  a ten-strike!

We'd often been told that, " If Boss Cases were sold at

the same price as all others they'd just about sweep

the field." Why ? " Because, being better made and

having more gold, 'twould be just human nature to

prefer them to other goods at the same price." And

it looks as if this were so. We've been busy we'll have to

hump ourselves now! So send your orders early—

before your jobber has to say, "Can't supply you—have

to wait till the goods are made !"
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NO. 50.

The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

1gio!INIIIIII!10111R
11111[?,

B. W. Raymond.

4i•

NO. 86.

UNEQUALLED for Railroad
Purposes

We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel

grades, No. 50, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have 15

Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel

Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being

placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement

These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

0

General Office : 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.

NEW YORK OFFICE: II John Street.
FACTORIES: Elgin, Illinois.

WATCH COMPANY

Bowman & Musser,
Importers and Jobbers,

Watches, Chains and Spectacles, Fine Tools and Materials,
Lan.caster, Pa..

From the frequent unsolicited expression of opinions from jewelers who visit our store, or NOD, btiv fri■m our travel-
ers on the road, we are persuaded that no finer, more comprehensive or more carefully selected stock in our lines are

shown to the trade. Our 1111Verti give the closest personal tutention to the selection of good:, in which there is variety it:

designs, shapes :tnd patterns, and before goods ore allow-Q(1 to go into our.stock thcv are. vxalli i ll,ct 1S far as is

to determine that they are correct in every particular. This insures perfect goods only to scud out.

\\Te handle only the products of the leading manufacturers in our 1111C.

\Vc cmploy only the most competent assistants in every clspartnient

11(2.Cf(2■!-•,;lry

We pay all our bills within the time which gives us the lowest price',-; obtainable.  NaM••■■■

( )ti i• business has assumed proportions that on such goods as i r boug-ht lowest

by large quantities, we 'find no difficulty in using the quantity required.
am■laerligama.M•IMolmm' M1•••■•■•1111111111

()Lir mail and express facilities are especially i -()(1(1.<
1101MMIN.amoc-icr

Promptness in the filling of orders and the answer of inquiries on all subjects

are leading features with us.

Our prices are right in all, we believe that we enjoy everv essential

requisite to giving the best service to our customers.

OUR ST( )L I< I N FVF,R Y TWA'

Is more complete this season than it ever before was.
able, and have plenty of it.

In the Tool and Material Department.

\1• .• 11:tvo r000ivo■1 rvovilt import:0 t,kt,•,

"B. & M.- Watch Glasses. Senl for order-sheet and prices.

Superior Cutting. Flat and other Plyers.

Watchmakers' Lathes. 2 kinds. Send for description and prices.

White Metal Curb Chains, 4 sizes.

Watch Jewels. Very superior and prices moderate.

Brows' Shears.

Staking Tools. Several kinds.

In Domestic Coods.

We Maki, SIN'ela 1:11.LCI, stocks of

Whitcomb and Webster-Whiteomb Lathes. Send for reduced price-list.

Webster Foot Wheels. Senil for reduced price-list,

Nicholson's File. best American file made. Send for price-list.

Polishing Lathes.

)1l1' 1.11thillt :11111(TL'11, ti)

Also for sale

\-RT,\112 NT
 WAIIP

\‘'e believe that we have about CVCI'Vtilillg. lll'W

Polishing Lathe Heads.

Superior Rogue. Brushes. etc.

Watch and Clock Oil. Nye's. Cuyper's and Kelley's

Clock Mainsprings. all sizes Seth Thomas.

Clock Materials. all kinds.

Jewelry Jobbing Materials. all kinds.

Jobbing. Stones. all kinds.

Genuine American Watch Materials. every Company.

that is desir-

Our own Specialties.

"Lonenstor- Engraving Blocks. best made. Send for reduced. prices.

“Gr11111.11.1lteelr R4.1"4.1,11)1e. Set ready for use, 1 grovt.I. equol to

2 ordinary. Price '75 IP nt s each. complete with ha i 4114' ;11111 f(.1.1.1lle.arro
• -

Send for Must l'atiOlIS of shapes.

"Lancaster Hardening Compound. 25 cents per Box.

by Jobbers in Tools.

\Vc Hereby Re-Awl-in

ihi rtik.s oo2.i1l.ited by (Inc II Ill) partner,

Positively no goods sold at retail.

No 400ds sold to Peddlers.

■'ir 111'111 \1 i . I■SS2, and rulISIStt'lltIV ri iiI I.■

Price-lists sent to regular Jewelers only.

Orders filled same day as received.

!iv loawr

If you have not received our recent Catalogue, entitled " Spectacles," with its Price-list, I i , st:nd for

them. Read carefully and cmnpare prices. It Nvill pav von to do it. We have a thoroughly equipped Kepair and lii-

graving Department. Send f;Ar Price-list, No. 6, if von have not yet received it. We solicit correspondence and orders

from jewelers for anything in our line, I von are no jeweler You need not write, as we send no trade information, except

to jewelers. We have the means at lmnd of ascertaining whether von are a 
jeweler, unless you have started in the busi-

ness very recently, ill which case, \\-,• should be glad to hear from you, 
mentioning the fact and enclosiiig. business card.

BOWMAN & 1VIUSSER, Lancaster, Pa..

tfi
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Bowman & Musser,
Importers and Jobbers,

Watches, Chains and Spectacles, Fine Tools and Materials,
Lancaster, Pa_

From the frequent unsolicited expression of opinions from jewelers who visit our store, or who buy from our travel-
ers on the road, we are persuaded that no finer, more comprehensive or more carefully selected stock in our lines are
shown to the trade. Our buyers give the closest personal attention to the selection of goods in which there is variety in
designs, shapes and patterns, and before goods Pre allowed to go into our stock they are examined as far as is necessary
to determine that they are correct in every particular. This insures perfect goods only to send out.

We handle only the products of the leading manufacturers in our line.
We employ only the most competent assistants in every department
We pay all our bills within the time which gives us the lowest prices obtainable.
Our business has assumed proportions that on such goods as are bought lowest

by large quantities, we find no difficulty in using the quantity required.
Our mail and express facilities are especially good.
Promptness in the filling of orders and the answer of inquiries on all subjects

are leading features with us.
Our prices are right and all in all, we believe that we enjoy every essential

requisite to giving the best service to our customers.

OUR STOCK IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
 .4■1:1■1111■10

Is more complete this season than it ever before was. We believe that we have about everything new that is desir-
able, and have plenty of it.

In the Tool and Material Department.
We have received recent importations of

"B. & M." Watch Glasses. Send for order-sheet and prices.

Superior Cutting, Flat and other Plyers.

Watchmakers' Lathes, 2 kinds. Send for description and prices.

White Metal Curb Chains, 4 sizes.

Watch Jewels. Very superior and prices moderate.
713= 

Brows' Shears.

Staking Tools. Several kinds.

In Domestic Goods.
We make specialties and carry large stocks of

Whitcomb and Webster-Whitcomb Lathes. Send for reduced price-list.

Webster Foot Wheels. Send for reduced price-list,

Nicholson's File, best American file made. Send for price-list.

Polishing Lathes.

Polishing Lathe Heads.

Superior Rogue, Brushes, etc.

Watch and Clock Oil. Nye's, Cuy-per's and Kelley's

Clock Mainsprings, all sizes Seth Thomas.

Clock Materials, all kinds.

Jewelry Jobbing Materials, all kinds.

Jobbing Stones, all kinds.

Genuine American Watch Materials, every Company.

Our own Specialties.

"Lancaster" Engraving Blocks, best made. Send for reduced prices.

"Guaranteed" Gravers, Reversible. Set ready for use, 1 graver equal to

2 ordinary. Price 75 cents each, complete with handle and ferrule.

Send for illustrations of shapes.

"Lancaster Hardening Compound, 25 cents per Box.

Also for sale by Jobbers in Tools.

We Hereby Re-affirm

Our faithful adherence to the rules originated by one of the partners of our firm May io, 1882, and consistently practised by him and us ever since, viz. :

Positively no goods sold at retail. Price-lists sent to regular Jewelers only.

No goods sold to Peddlers. Orders filled same day as received.

If you have not received our recent Catalogue, No. io, entitled  " Spectacles," with its Price-list, No. II, send for
them. Read carefully and compare prices. It will pay you to do it. We have a thoroughly equipped Repair and En-

graving Department. Send for Price-list, No. 6, if you have not yet received it. We solicit correspondence and orders

from jewelers for anything in our line. If you are no jeweler you need not write, as we send no trade information, except

to jewelers. We have the means at hand of ascertaining whether you are a jeweler, unless you have started in the busi-

ness very recently, in which case, we should be glad to hear from you, mentioning the fact and enclosing business card,

33012STMILDT cgc MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa_
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Now You've Got It!

You've long wanted a

Boss Case
at the same price as all others.

New York

Here You Are!

Jas. Boss
14K.

20 Years_

lind with more Gold in it, too

Than in any other filled case except our

own Boss Extra.

Equal goods at equal prices-No choice.

Unequal goods at equal prices-Wisdom says

Take the Best Goods.

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia. Chicago

3553
Htg. $zg.00

3688
Htg. $1g.00

486
Htg. $19.00

3684
Htg. $1g.00

3543
Htg. Sig.00

3592
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

716
Htg. $27.00 0, F. $24.00

720
Htg. $27.00 0. F. $24 00

636

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

752
Htg. $32.00

691

Htg. $24.00 0. F. $22.00

3605

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

Vermicelli Centres $1.00 Extra.

712
Htg.$33.00

4

•
III

16104

Htg. $xg.00 0. F. $17.00

16194
Htg. $15.00

r5tg5

Htg. $15.00

16075

Htg. $1g,00 0. F. $17.00

16120

Htg. $xg.00 o. F. $17.00

Does This Concern You?
OF COURSE IT DOES.

Just What you've ;gong Wanted!

A. 10i-C. BOSS CASE..

\ games Boss io K.
15 Years

How Long will it Wear?

See!

Contains more gold than any other 10 K. case made

That's why we break no commandment, when we say the

Guarantee's Good as wheat.

New York

Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

Chicago

i6o8g

Htg. $19.00 0. F. $17.00

16187
Htg. $15.00

1610

Htg. $15.00

16106

Htg. $22.00

16121 16180

Htg. $22.00 Htg. $22.00

Vermicelli Centres $1.00 Extra.

15092
Htg. $22.00
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Ask, your Jobber for Mem.

Columbus Watch Company
Columbus, Ohio.

Manufacturers of 18, 16 and 6 size Movements

No. 18 and 98.
No. 18 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 98 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Pendant Set.

No. 34 and 95.
No. 34 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 95 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Pendant Set.

No. 21 and 91.
No. 2i is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 91 is for Open Face, winds at
XII. Pendant Set.

Seven substantial and reasonable facts to sustain the claim that the Columbus full-plate movement

is the best full-plate movement manufactured in the world:

Is.

2d.

3d.

4th.

The Mainspring Barrel is completely covered, making the watch per

fectly dust.proof.

There can be no interference between the Mainspring Barrel and Bal-

ance, as with others.

The Regulator is nearly double the length of others, rendering accur

ate regulation a very simple matter.

To replace a broken Mainspring, the Barrel can be removed without

disturbing the Balance, or interfering with the Regulator.

5th.

6th

7th.

The Mainspring Power is the lighest used in any American Watch.

The calculation of the train is such, that the Watch runs from 8 to so
hours longer than others with once winding, giving a more uniform
power and better rate for the 24 hours between times for winding.

The Balance comes under the round, or edge, the STRONGEST
PART of the case ; not as with all others, under the centre, and
weakest part.

3114 PLATE, 16 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 47 and 87.
No. 47 is for Iltg. case, winds at
No. 87 is for OPen Face, and winds at XII.

No. 46 and 86.
No. 46 is for IItg. case, winds at III.
No. 86 is for Open Face and winds at XII.

No. 43 and 83.
No. 43 is for Mg. case, winds at III.
No. 83 for Open Face, winds at XII.

The Higher Grades of the Columbus Watches are centre jeweled and beautifully finished. Our Nos. 43 and 83

are the lowest in price of any 16 size Nickel Movement in the market.

6 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 55.
15 Jewels set in red gold settings. Can

he furnished with abi. sunk dials
if preferred, at difference in

cost of dials.

No. 53.
I I Jewel Nickel. jewels in red gold set-
tings. The cheapest Nickel movement

in the market with set
jewels.

No. 51.
i Jewel Gilt.

Columbus watches in any Size furnished with Roman or Arabic Dials at same price

and all guaranteed by the Company A 1.

Volume 10. Philadelphia, September, 1889. Number 9.

The Keystone
A monthly tIout,rial Devoted to the Interests

of the tleu.telny Trade.

Subscr1pt1on-50 Cents per annum to all parts of the
United States and Canada. Postage paid.

AdVertisernehts—Will be received at the lowest rate
compatible wills the excellence of the KEYSTONE
as an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

Circulation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and manufacturing tiettielry Trade.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all mat.
ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must
invariably give their name and address. We do
not, however, hold ourselves responsible for the
opinions of our correspondents.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach
us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in
the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-
tisements should reach us not later than the 25th of
the month.

All communications should be addressed to

The Keystone,
19th and tirotrah Streets, Phila., Pa.

We are making great efforts to increase the value
and usefulness of our journal; and we sincerely believe
that every man interested in the trade who reads the
KEYSTONE will receive value to several times the
subscription price in the course of a year, no matter
whether he is proprietor or workman. And when we
ask a man to subscribe for the KEYSTONE, we only
request him to further his own interests. Think of
this, and send in your subscription.

DID you know there were two KEYSTONES
piiblished in Philadelphia? The other is
a Masonic paper. And there is also a

"Keystone Publishing Company" in the city. So
if your letter is to us, write " i9th and Brown
Streets" after " THE KEYSTONE," and save pos-
sible confusion.

IN view of what has happened too many timesin the last year or two, the attention of the
inventive genius of this country is respect-

fully directed to the desirability of immediately
throwing on the market a jeweler's tray that'll act
like a steel trap upon the provocation of a quick
grab.

SPEAKING of merchants selling out their
entire stock to the detriment of their cred-
itors, the Trader (Toronto) says : " It

seems to us that the law should interfere and make
it illegal for any merchant to dispose of his bus-
iness en bloc, unless the goods are absolutely his
by virtue of his having paid for them."

We fear this wouldn't help much, especially
in the jewelry business. Of course, the buyer
would get a good title as against everybody but the
creditor, even if such a law existed; and how often
would it happen that the jewelry stock thus trans-
ferred could ever be identified by the two, three
or dozen creditors frOm whom it was purchased?
How easy for the unscrupulous vendor and vendee
to so arrange that the valuable part, or even the
whole, of the stock transferred should be so secre-
ted, broken up or scattered as that no creditor
could ever even find the goods, much less identify
them if he had them before him. Then suppose
he sold only half of the stock, or three-fourths or
seven-eighths? He would thus evade the law and
beat the creditor just as he now beats him. He
wouldn't need to sell quite en bloc to effect his
purpose. The exemption laws of most of the
states would stand him in good stead in this event.
He could sell the bulk of the stock, retaining only
what the law exempts. He would thus evade
contravening the en bloc statute, and the exemption
law would protect the modicum of stock he still
kept. Under these circumstances, how much
good would the supposed law do?

HE true method of protection against such• •
customers as our contemporary would guard
against lies in the exercise of due care in

the granting of credit. Such debtors as sell their
entire stock with the view of defrauding their
credttors are, for the most part, insolvents. They
are in "failing circumstances." Now, the statis-
tics of one of the two leading mercantile agen-
cies in this country (and the other is probably not
a whit behind in accuracy) show that about all the
failures occur in the classes of dealers whose com-
mercial ratings are such as to put wholesalers on
their guard against. That is to say, there would
be few losses by creditors, if they confined their
selling on credit to those whose standing on the
books of the agencies was such as to inspire con-
fidence. The trouble is that risks are taken that
conservative and duly careful dealers would not
run. Jobbers sell to customers, well knowing
their "shaky" financial condition. When the
crisis approaches, many such buyers are not able

to resist the temptation to save what they can and
leave their creditors in the lurch. What happens
is just what the creditor had good reasons to sup-
pose likely to happen, when he gave the credit.
He knew his customer's doubtful rating, and he
knew human nature well enough to make a good
guess at the way he himself would be left if mis-
fortune overtook his patron. The error was in
taking a risk known to be precarious. Experience
says not to take that kind. New laws are not the
remedy. A statute can not be substituted for cau-
tion and common sense.

HE individual who writes from Paris to the
Review is very cautious with his pen. He
speaks of a gentlemen he met as having

"every appearance of being young and refined."
A less guarded writer would have boldly labeled
him " young " and taken the chances.

HE belles at Long Branch have a new dodge1.1•11
for showing off .their diamonds. They
bathe in 'em. That is, they call it bath-

ing. Really, they deck themselves with the dew
drops and then go to the shore and lounge about
in good shape to exhibit the gems. It shows 'em
to perfection. How would it do to apply the idea
in trade—fit up a big show window with some sea
shore scenery, a bathing-costumed belle, and then
string the establishment's diamonds on her?
Draw ? You couldn't hire the town to stay away.

HE Marquis of Lorne has written a poem
entitled "Who is the Happiest." It's
easier to tell who isn't. As a stagger at

this, we'll name the fellow who stocked up on sil-
verware just before August.

oUR consuls abroad ought to be told to
change foreign values into those of this
country when they are writing their re-

ports. Of course, when our consul at Tokio tells
us, for example, that imports of clocks from the
United States to Japan in 1888 exceeded those
of the previous year by 92,000 yen, and we know
that a yen is worth a trifle over 73 cents, the thing
can be figured out pretty quickly to show that the
gain was about $68,000, an increase of over 42
per cent.; but if the consul had made the calcula-
tion once and incorporated it in his report, that
once would have saved the doing over of the same
work by every American whose business or pleas-
ure it was to find out what 92,000 yen meant in
Uncle Sam's dollars. The government should in-
struct the consuls to write United States.
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WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

IECES of heavy plate glass

roughened on one side,

can be used for surface

gauges for testing flat

surfaces, which are to

be filed and. fitted. Such

glass plates are indis-

pensable and every work-

man should provide himself with at

least two ; one about 4 by 5 inches

and another about to by to inches.

Heavy French plate glass is the

material to use, this cut to the proper

size and roughened by grinding with

No. 2 emery and the bottom of a

watch oil bottle until the surface is

completely depolished. The methods

of using such ground glass slabs will be described

as these articles progress. Such surface plates of

glass can be ground to almost perfect planes by

getting out three of them, say to inches square,

and grinding their faces together.

As for instance, we have three plates of the

size named, and we will designate them as A,

B, C. Now, if we should grind the faces of A

and B together until they exactly coincided

throughout, A might be concave and B convex.

But if we ground B and C together until the sur-

faces coincided, and then tried the surfaces of A

and C together, they would of course both be con-

cave and not be matched. By carefully grinding

three surfaces together until they exactly coincide

when tested alternately, the surfaces must be dead

flat. In grinding such gauges to obtain an

absolutely true surface, the best method is to first

roughen the surface of each of the three plates as

directed above, then wash perfectly clean with

water, and apply a slight dusting of putty powder

or rotton stone. Place two surfaces together after

wetting them ; rub them gently and notice where

the surface commence to polish. Such places are

of course the highest, and should be ground with

the old watch oil bottle and emery, until on test-

ing again with the other plate, the surface at that

point is properly reduced.

The reason for using rotton stone or putty

powder for testing instead of emery is, the particles

of these substances are much finer than emery and

consequently gives closer results. By careful

grinding, using the old watch oil bottle with fine

emery and water to reduce slowly such portions

of the surfaces as give indication of being too

high, we can in time make these surface plates

almost absolutely perfect.

In testing the metal jobs we are making,

simply laying the piece we are filing on one of the

glass plates, we can feel if it "rocks" by applying

the finger tips to diagonal corners. After the

piece we are fitting begins to be nearly flat, we

must resort to more perfect tests. One of the best

methods is to mix a little red lead with watch oil

until the mixture is of the consistence of oil paint.

A little of this mixture is smeared on the surface

of our glass test plate ; the coating should not be

thick ; the word "smear" expresses it exactly.

The piece to be tested is laid flat down on the glass

and gently rubbed about on the test plate. It is

not necessary to press the piece down hard ; all

that is required is to stain the job at the highest

points, which points or protuberances must be

gradually reduced either by filing or scraping,

until the surface of the piece we are at work upon

coincides exactly with the . test plate. Many

workmen imagine that a piece of work rubbed

down on a ground glass slab with emery and oil

must from necessity be dead flat ; unfortunately

such is not always the case, in fact is seldom the

case. We should never use a test plate for grind-

ing on ; the small,ground glass slab 4 by 5 inches

spoken of above, is intended for grinding such

pieces of watches or other little articles as we

have to finish in the gray, and in preparing steel

parts for Polishing.

—  

Even the writers of some of our best text

books seem to have crude ideas of accuracy when

describing methods for producing flat surfaces.

There have been greater advances made in the per-

fection of tool making in our American watch

factories within the past twenty-five years, than

had been achfeved in the previous hundred. For

producing true flat surfaces such as are required

for a slide rest, we should first provide true test

plates, and then file the parts up to approximate

truth, and finish by scraping and grinding. For

high grade work, we have no material which

equals a good quality of grey cast iron. It can

be cast to nearly the proper form, when the sur-

face can be "pickeled" to remove• the scale, and

it is ready for the file. It may not be amiss to

say that pickling is merely rubbing the casting as

it comes from the sand with a mixture of one part

of sulphuric acid and three parts of water. Make

two or three applications in twenty-four hours, at

the end of which time the scale will slough off.

The castings are then well washed in pure water

to remove the acid. Old worn coarse files should

be used at first until the outer skin of chilled iron

is removed, when the surface is ready for a sharp

cutting file and scraper.

.714,
jr•

Scrapers for small jobs, such as watchmakers

require, should be shaped as shown in Fig. 1. An

old flat file can, by grinding the end perfectly

square, be used ; but the better way is to have a

couple of scrapers made by some good blacksmith

from fine cast steel. A scraper for small work

should be about ten or twelve inches long, and

about five-eighths of an inch wide at each end,

and shaped as shown at b a', Fig. r. The ends

should be about one-eighth thick at e e, Fig. 2,

which is a view of Fig. i seen in the direction of

the arrow a. 'rhe method of using is illustrated

in Fig. 3, and is simply pushing the scraper for-

ward in the direction of the arrow f ; raising or

depressing the handle to secure the proper action

of the cutting angle. The oblique end at b is for

cleaning out corners. At our next interview, we

will take a piece of flat grey cast iron and carry

it through the process of filing and scraping to

make it dead flat.

* * *

One of the finest opals in the country is worn

on his cap by the Chinese minister at Washington.

It is as large as a pigeon's egg, and is surrounded

by diamonds. The value of the cap, with its

ornament, is placed at $5,000.

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

THE JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.

President, DAVID C. DODD, JR.

First Vice-President,

AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN Of Carter, Sloan &. Co.

Second Vice-President,

HENRY HATES Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,

DAVID UNTERMETER Of Keller & Unterzneyer.

Treasurer,

CHAS. G. LEWIS  Of kande!, Baremore & Billings.

Secretary,

GEO. H. HODENPVL Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:

J. B. Bownan, Chairman   Of J. B. Bowden & Co.

C. G. ALFORD  Of C. G. Alford & Co.

N. H. WHITE  Of N. H. White.

F. K ROBBER  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.

SILAS STUART Of Silas Stuart.

H. H. Burrs Of H. W. Wheeler & Co.

For further information, Application Blanks for Metnbership,

By-Laws, etc., Address

P. 0. Box 3277. 1742 Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-

tive Committee was held at the Alliance Office

August 8th. There were present David C. Dodd,

Jr., President ; A. K. Sloan and David Unter-

meyer, Vice President ; J. B. Bowden, Chairman,

and Messrs. White, Stuart and Geo. H. Hod-

enpyl, Secretary.

Charles A. Roush, Baltimore, Md., was

admitted to membership. Also on July 3oth,

J. C. Watts & Co., East Saginaw, Mich. ;

Henry J. Friedlein, Saginaw City,, Mich. ; J. W.

Browning, Windsor Locks, Conn. ; Brumer Bros.,

Clinton, Iowa ; C. L. Haskins & Co., Saratoga

Springs, N. Y., and Constantin Lucius, 841 Sixth

Ave., New York, N. Y.

* * *

We have received from the office of the Manu-

facturing Jeweler of Providence, a volume entitled

" The Wholesale Jeweler for 1889." It purports

to contain a complete list of jobbers and importers

in the United States and Canada, " with names of

buyers." The publisher explains the need of such

a manual by saying that no separate directory of

jewelry jobbers was in existence until the issue of

this volume. Names of manufacturers and of

jobbers have heretofore been combined. The ar-

rangement of the names is very convenient, being

first alphabetical, second in classified lists, and

third by streets, and it is claimed that for all the

names in the book the publishers can show a blank

filled out and signed by each man named. This

ought to insure accuracy, and in a work that pro-

fesses to give information accuracy is of the .first

importance. Judging from our hasty inspection

of the volume, it very well fulfills the object had

in view by its compilers, and, we doubt not, will be

found convenient and useful to the trade generally.

* * *

Our Uncle Samuel does some great, grand

things, but he is guilty of at least one small trick,

and that is refusing to redeem at full face value

coins of his issue which have become worn in cir-

culation. Among all the powers in the world, we

believe he is alone in this petty business, and

when his hard money gets abroad, it is discredited

in consequence. In other countries, coins pass for

the value their governments stamp upon them,

though they are light through us, or battered, or

have holes punched in them. Here old silver

coins are sold at a depreciated valuation for metal,

and travel worn gold coins are redeemed at their

weight and not at their original stamped worth.—

Cincinnati Commercial Gazette,

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

CORRECT TIME.

OOKING almost exactly south
early in the evening,
a particularly bright
star can be seen. This
is the planet Jupiter.
If you will look on

our map of the heav-

ens, in the August

KEYSTONE, .you will

see two fine parallel

lines running verti-

cally . through the

centre of the cut.

— Where these lines

intersect two fine

curved parallel lines

marked Ecliptic in

the lower portion of

the map, is now located this conspicuous star. A

little to the east of it will be seen the star marked

fourteen on the map. This star (Lambda Sag-

gittarii) forms the handle of the " milk dipper,"

which, if once found and traced, can ever after-

ward be located. It will not do however, to

depend on the position of the star or planet

Jupiter for locating the " milk dipper," because

each year Jupiter will seem to move eastward

from one constellation (of the Zodiac) to another;

as for instance, he is now in Sagittarius, but a

year hence, will be in the constellation Capri.

ornus, near the left ear of the goat. My object

in speaking of the location of this planet in the

heavens is to aid the learner in locating the stars

necessary to designate, to take transit observations.

The writer flattered himself he had been so

plain and specific in his instructions as to enable

any one to locate any of the stars marked on the

map, until the other evening, when he met a

young friend who remarked : " I am very much

interested in your article on ' Correct Time ' in

the KEYSTONE. The only trouble I find," he added,

"is to locate the stars." "Did you prick the

stars through the (lark paper as I directed?" I inquir-

ed. " No ; I didn't have any paper just suitable ;

and what is the use ; can't I find them without

that bother?" "Probably, but the course recom-

mended is the easiest after all. You are like the

boy who wanted to learn arithmetic without the

trouble of acquiring the multiplication table."

"Well, never mind, "said my friend," show me

where the bright star Wega, or as you say some

pronounce it Vega, is now?" "Well, lay your

head back on your shoulders and look straight up,

and the bright star you see is ' Wega," Vega,'

or 'Alpha Lyra,' just as you please to call it."

" Look to the north of east," said I, " and

you will see four rather bright stars forming a

flattened triangle; farther to the south-east, another

bright star. The stars pointed out are shown on

the map in the figure of a cross in August KEY-

STONE." After being pointed out, he readily recog-

nized them. "See farther south," I added, "the

three stars close in a line with the bright one in

the centre?" "Yes I" "Well, the bright one is

Altair, and marked sixteen on the map. Look

about as much farther to the south as from the

lower star in the cross to Altair, you will see

three stars in a short line." " Yes." "Well,

the upper one is Alpha Capricorni, and marked

seventeen on the map."

Calling his attention to Jupiter as extending

the handle of the "milk dipper," he soon located

Lambda Sagittarii, marked fourteen on the August

map. Conceiving that repeating the dialogue

would aid others in locating the stars, I have done

so. To such of my readers as purchase transit

instruments, it is unnecessary to describe how to set

the instrument, as specific instructions come with

each instrument.

For the benefit of such parties as feel as

though they could not afford to buy an expensive

transit, I will describe an instrument which will

determine star transits within five seconds, and

even closer, when the operator becomes expert in

the use of the instrument. I will give a general

description of it now, but leave details for our

next issue. It consists of a bar three feet long,

mounted on a horizontal axis, as described for a

transit in June KEYSTONE. At each end of this

bar are placed sights like those used on a surveyor's

compass. The sight next the eye is simply a slit,

while the one opposite or directed toward the star,

has a fine silk thread or horse hair stretched verti-

cally throngh a wider apperature. Such an instru-

ment is best made of cast iron, and all the parts

except the three-foot bar with its sights can be

left outside.
* * *

DIAMOND CUTTING
IN NEW YORK CITY.

HE fifteen diamond cutting

concerns of New York polish

10,000 carats of rough dia-

monds each year, rather more

than the annual output of the

Brazilian mines. One hundred.

skilled workmen are employed in

the trade, and the bosses say that

the diamond cutters of New York

are the best in the world. The

business has grown. up within ten

or fifteen . years, but already most of the appren-

tices are native Americans. A clever lad begin-

ning the trade at fifteen may become a skilled

workman in five or six years, earning good wages.

The best diamond cutters, under favorable con-

ditions, earn from $40 to $6o a week. These are

better wages than those earned by any save the

most famous foreign diamond cutters. . . .

When the boss cutter has made accurate

record of his rough diamonds, he divides them

into groups of four or five and gives a group to

each workman. From that time forth the man

to whom they are intrusted is responsible for the

stones. He returns them each night to the boss,

and the progress of the work is carefully noted.

In this way it is made extremely difficult for fraud

to be practiced. A cutter is seldom permitted to

polish a stone belonging to any one but the boss.

Doubtless the workman would be careful to avoid

confusion, but mistakes might arise. Now and

then a clever substitution is managed, and once in

a long while outright theft is comniitted.

The first work done upon the rough diamond

is cleaving. The stone is placed in a peculiar

cement that softens easily and hardens quickly.

A little.notch on the line of cleavage is made with

another diamond, the edge of an old razor is

placed in this notch, and with a smart blow of the

hammer the diamond is split. Of course when a

diamond can be worked whole it is not split.

After cleaving comes cutting. The diamond is

placed in a little mass of cement on the end of a

stick and scraped with another diamond similarly

imbedded, The cutter has six points presented
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to him, and he begins with the one that seems

most promising. His choice decides which shall

be the upper surface of the diamond, for in the

"brilliant" cutting, which is the most difficult,

and the one almost generally practiced here, the

exposed surface is slightly flattened, while the

under side runs to the apex of a pyramid. In this

way eight or ten facets are made.

Front the cutter the stone goes to the grinder,

or polisher, who patiently turns it and turns it

until the swiftly whirling wheel has cut upon the

surface fifty-eight tiny facets. These fifty-eight

facets appear Upon every diamond cut as a bril-

liant, whether it be a ten carat stone as broad as

your thumb nail, or a tiny spark not bigger

than two pin heads. Now and then, a stone is

spoiled in the polishing ; sometimes one is found

that cannot be made to shape itself into the fifty-

eight facets. The wheel on which the stones are

polished is a soft iron disk lined with innumerable

curved rays running from centre to circumferences.

This is sprinkled with diamond dust and sweet oil.

The moment a scratch appears on the wheel the

diamond must be removed to some other part of

the surface.
The finished stone comes from the wheel

covered with gummy oil, but a ten minute bath in

sulphuric acid leaves the surface clean and bril-

liant. Diamonds pendant from pearly ears or

shining on snowy throats never look so beautiful

as they do upset and heaped together upon oiled

paper at the diamond cutter's. . . .

A ten carat diamond is rarely cut in

America. Most of the stones cut here weigh from

one to five carats. Neither are very small dia-

monds cut by the New York lapidaries. Rose

diamonds, which are slabs too thin to be polished

on all sides, are not cut here, but are reshipped in

the rough to be polished l in Europe. There they

are ground flat on one side and into facets on the

other. Such diamonds meet with no sale here.

Nothing is wasted at the diamond cutter's.

"Bort," which is the name given to diamond chip-

pings that cannot be polished, is placed in a steel

mortar exactly like an old fashioned churn and

brayed into powder for the polisher.

Proverbial American extravagance is the se-

cret of New York's superiority in diamond cutting.

Foreign diamond cutters are not permitted to lose

more than fifty per cent. on each stone. Here the

loss is seldom less than sixty per cent., and often

greater. Diamond cutters say that just now the

market for rough diamonds is precarious. This is

the dull season and the diamond dealers of London

are holding back rough diamonds with the hope of

an improvement in prices. Ordinarily, however,

rough diamonds may be bought in this market at

about $20 per carat for small stones, say up to

three carats. Above that the price rises by great

leaps. The method of getting at the price is to

multiply the rate per carat by the square of the

number of carats. A ten carat diamond often

brings $2,000. A diamond weighing three carats

in the rough and worth here $6o will, when pol-

ished, weigh something over one carat and sell,

unset, at a jeweler's at from $90 to $roo. It is

difficult, however, to speak with certainty of these

things, because the diamond trade is full of tricks.

No one knows how often duties are evaded ;
 no

one can guess what commissions brokers receive.

Diamond-cutters seldom deal directly with the

jewelers. A skilled broker acts as a go-between.

He goes about town with perhaps Poo,000 worth

of diamonds in his pocket. On credit sales his

commission is one per cent., but on cash sales it

may be almost anything.—New York Sun.
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

ELDOM is chemical or me-
chanical action not
accompanied by an
electrical demonstration
of some kind. We have
shown that two sub-
stances rubbed together
produce it. Simply
pressing certain sub-
stances together, like
rubber and cork, will
also produce electrical
excitation. Two pieces
of the same substance

of different temperatures

will also exhibit electrical phenomena, the hotter

becoming negative, and the cooler positive. Cer-

tain metals joined at their ends and heated pro-

duce what is termed thermo-electricity. All such

currents are feeble, and as far as known, have no

importance in the workshop.
The galvanic battery is one of the great

sources of electricity which can be applied to the

arts. Probably the simplest experiment in this

way by which we can become conscious of electric,

or as it is termed when produced in this wa,y, • a

galvanic current, is to take a silver quarter of a
dollar and a piece of zinc of the same size and place

the two pieces in the mouth, one above and one
beneath the tongue. On letting the edges unite

over the tip of the tongue, the nerves in the tongue

become conscious of a prickling sensation. The
simplest form of battery by which galvanic action

can be shown is the Voltaic pile. Such a pile

consists of discs of copper and zinc arranged as

shown in Fig. 51, where the lower plate is of zinc.

•

On this is placed a piece of cloth or felt cut

smaller than the zinc as shown at F. On top of the

cloth is placed a copper or silver plate ; on this, a

zinc plate until the pile is formed as shown, with

a copper plate or disc on top. On touching both

top and bottom plate with wet hands, a shock

will be felt. If the extremes of the series are con-

nected with the copper wire A, a constant current

flows through the wire in the direction of the

arrow. And if the series was large and numerous

enough, carbon points could be interposed at D

and an electric light shown. An electro magnet

could be formed by wrapping the wire A around

a core of soft iron. Such a battery would have but

a limited power, and that power of short duration.
Another primitive battery is the cup series,

sometimes called the "crown of cups." Such a

series is shown in Fig. 52, and consists of several

cups of glass or other substance, in which is

placed dilute acid, or salt and water. In each of

the cups are placed two strips of metal like zinc
and copper, or zinc and silver, and the plates

coupled together as shown. The reader will see

the couplings or connections between the metals

are in effect precisely as shown in Fig. 51. These

two examples illustrate the primitive galvanic bat-
tery with which scientists commenced their in-
vestigations.

In this series of articles the writer has avoided

discussing or meddling with such matters as could

only be classed as curious and presenting themes

to talk about. We shall not discuss the merits of

any great variety of galvanic batteries, recommend-

ing only such as experience justifies us in endors-

ing. For the present, we will only mention two:

First, the Grove Battery, a cut of which is shown

in Fig. 53. It consist of a glass vessel about four

inches across by four inches deep. Inside of this
is a hollow zinc cylinder slotted on one side in the

direction of its axis. Inside the zinc cylinder

goes a porous earthen cup or cell, three and one-
half inches deep and one inch in diameter. Inside

of this porous cup is suspended a strip of thin
platinum about three and one-half inches long by
three-quarters of an inch wide. In fitting up such
a battery for use, the zinc is first amalgamated by
brushing the zinc over with a weak solution of
nitrate of mercury ; then take a shallow vessel like
a soup plate and place an ounce or two of quick-
silver in it. Pour over the quicksilver two or
three. ounces of dilute sulphuric acid, (one part of
acid to twenty parts of water).

_Frf.refJ 6 a—
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On touching the zinc to the quicksi ver, a

little of it will adhere to the zinc. On brushing

the spot with the stub of an old watch-brush, the

mercury will spread ; by repeating the process of

dipping and brushing with the dilute acid, the

entire zinc will be covered with a coat of quick-

silver. The outer (glass) cup is filled with dilute

sulphuric acid (one part acid, twelve parts water).

The porous cup is filled with commercial nitric

acid (without diluting it). The platinum strip is
simply suspended in the nitric acid.

A more minute description will not be re-

quired, as the above instructions should be ample

to guide any person. The advantage of amalga-

mating the zinc lies principally in the fact that

zincs so amalgamated do not deteriorate, except

when in closed circuit. The dilute sulphuric acid
in the large cup need not be poured out, but can
be allowed to remain in the vessel, covering it

with something to prevent evaporation. The nitric

acid should be poured into a large-mouth bottle
with a glass stopper, and can be used again. The

porous cell should be placed in a glass dish of

water. The zinc is placed in another glass dish

of water with a little quicksilver in the bottom to
keep the amalgamation perfect.

It may seem at first thought that it is a good
bit of bother to take care of a battery as directed
above, but one soon gets accustomed to it and
does not mind it. One cell, such as is illustrated

at Fig. 53, has ample power to gild or silver-plate
a watch case, and four cells, combined by con-

necting the platinum of one with the zinc of

another after the manner shown in Fig 52, will

silver-plate an article as large as an ice pitcher,
and do nickle-plating of small articles. Six such

cells would saturate an iron magnet weighing four

pounds, which if properly wound with No. 12
insulated copper wire, would sustain a weight of
300 pounds. Grove batteries give off red nitrous
acid fumes. This can be avoided by placing the
cells in a box and allowing the fumes to escape
through an opening. If this opening is loosely
stopped with a lock of lint wet with alcohol, the
fumes are absorbed. The second kind of battery
we referred to above is a new carbon battery, but

the description of it will have to lie over.

" Ross" CLOCKS.

The word looks slangy, but really

it isn't. Let's show you its title to re-

spectability. It's a proper name—spell

it always with a big B. The word is

descriptive. Applied to filled cases it

suggests the inventor of the method of

making.  James Boss was the man. He

led—found out how. Hence, " Boss "

refers to pioneer times in filled case

making. That's why the old names

were dropped—didn't suggest history,

inventor, or method. The new ones

do. Now all are Boss—some more

gold, some less—but all members of

the James Boss family of filled cases.

The Boss Extra (guaranteed 25

years) stands first. It contains more

gold than any other filled case made;

consequently is the highest in price.

vi■el
It is stamped Ivo- ARk

A A

The Boss 14 K. (guaranteed zo

years) is practically the same case as

the Boss Extra, except that it has not

quite as much gold in it. It is sold at a

popular price, and is a wonderful seller.

It is stamped roDE

The Boss ro K. (guaranteed 15

years) is also a Boss Case, made of still

less gold, and of io K. instead of 14 K.

It is stamped

Each grade of Boss Case contains

more gold than the same grade of any

other make ; consequently in buying a

Boss Case, no matter of what grade,

you get more for your money than in

buying any other.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago

OR the benefit of such of

our readers as would
like to make a smaller

and more compact
regulator, we will
give the details of a

• 

full train of wheels of
forty-eight pitch.
The reason we select-
ed the thirty-two
pitch was that most

• 

people, even of those
in the trade, have an
idea that a regulator
sliould be large and

showy. The writer begs to say a few words on
the teeth of wheels. Several correspondents ask
why involute teeth are recommended instead of

epicycloidal. To answer one for all: First, we can

buy the wheels described already cut at a com-

paratively low figure. Secondly, involute gear for

all wheels of twelve and more teeth are in many

respects more desirable than epicycloidal.
In our clock, we use no pinions of less than

ten leaves, and the faulty action of one ten-leaf

involute pinion is so slight as to disappear in corn-

parison with other troubles which are purely

mechanical and depend on the skill of the work-

man combining the train. I can not refrain from

saying that we have had more rubbish written and

talked on gear wheels by men who assumed to

know, than almost any mechanical theme. The

term " epicycloidal " sounds euphonious and

learned ; and when one is talking to those who

know nothing aliout the subject (but are really

quite as wise as the talker), it is easy to assume

and assert anything. We intend soon to take up

the theme of gear teeth, and treat the subject ex-

haustively, including both involute and epicy-

cloidal. For the benefit of those who are in haste

to obtain correct ideas on the subject, we would

say Mr. Geo. B. Grant, 66 Beverly St., Boston,

has published a small work (price, $1.00), which

is the best treatise on the subject in any language.

In a train using forty-eight pitch, we com-

mence as follows:
Main wheel, 3 inches in diameter, 144 teeth,

3-16 of an inch face. Centre wheel, 2 inches in

diameter, 96 teeth, of an inch face. Third

wheel, 75 teeth, 1.5625 inches in diameter, 5.g of
an inch face. Centre pinion of steel, 12 leaves,

M. or 0.25 inches in diameter, M. of an inch face.

Third wheel, pinion of steel, 12 leaves, M or 0.25

of an inch in diameter and 3-16 of an inch face.

Scape wheel, pinion of steel, to leaves, 5-24 of an

inch, or 0.208 of an inch in diameter, and 3-16 of

an inch face. The plates for this movement are 434
by 654 inches of hard spring brass, five thirty-

seconds of an inch thick. Former instructions

given (July KEYSTONE) about fitting the pillars, will

apply to this train.
For making the plates, we can get nothing

better than hard spring brass of the thickness di-

rected above. Such brass comes in dead flat sheets

nine to fifteen inches wide and six feet long.

The only difficulty attending its use is in

cutting it--as for instance, to such sizes as for

clock plates, using large shears bends it more

or less. The true method is to have the plates

sawn from the sheet. The two plates for a move-

ment should be united by putting a little soft

solder between them to hold them together. Then

finish the edges square and true, and at half

an inch from each edge, drill a hole at each corner

for the four pillars. A rivet in two diagonal holes

(pillar holes) of annealed brass wire, is a good

precaution for the plates staying together.

At Fig. I is shown a view of the plates joined

together, a a representing the pillar holes. We

next draw a perpendicular line b b through the

centre. It is on this line the train is set. Com-

mencing at one inch from the bottom we make a

mark with a fine pointed prick punch located at

the intersection of the lines d and B. This point

is the position of the main wheel. Now half the

pitch diameter of the main wheel is 1.5 of an inch.

To this we add half of the pitch diameter of the

centre pinion which is o.125, making the distance

from the centre of the main wheel to the centre of

the centre pinion 1.625. If we have a steel rule

with hundredths on it, we set a keen pointed pair

0.
—

of spring dividers to 1.63; the half of a hundredth

will not interfere with the action of involute teeth.

Half the diameter of the centre wheel is Lc), and

half of the third wheel pinion is 0.125, making

1.125 as the distance at which to drill the hole for

the third wheel. Here again it is safe to allow

half a hundredth.
We make a prick punch mark at f to drill for

the third wheel pivots. The distance from f to

the scape wheel (located at g) is .89. The holes

to the scape wheel can readily be jeweled, using

English fusee jewels. We will tell how to do this

after we get the plates apart. Two inches from

the lower edge and three-fourths of an inch from

the side we make a prick punch mark at h for the

maintaining click arbor. All the holes are drilled

while the plates are together. None of the holes

should be drilled as large as they will need to be

when finished. The holes will need no bushing,

as the brass recommended is as good as anything

we can use, except we employ jewels.

* * *

NEW NAMES FOR WATCH PARTS.

Editor KEYSTONE : —I have read A. L. S.'s

June letter on names of watch parts.

First, take the name crown. That is proper

so far as a stem-wind is concerned, but he should

not condemn the name push-piece, for in the case

of a key-wind, push-piece is correct. Then in re-

gard to plates, we speak of a lower plate which is

often called the pillar plate. Now, in all full

plate watches of English or American manufacture,

also 3/1.-plate watches of all other manufacture,

where the top or upper plate rests upon and is fas-

tened to the pillars which are permanently fastened

to the lower plate, it is properly called pillar plate.

In Swiss movements where all the wheels are sup-

ported by separate bridges or cocks, the main plate

or foundation on which the watch is constructed

is called the lower plate. In all English or Amer-

ican watches, the small plate covering the barrel

and supporting the top pivot of the barrel arbor is
called the name bar. The wheel which permits
the escapement of the train is called the escape
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wheel and not "scape" or "escapement" wheel.

Just exactly what is meant by jahle roller

or roller, I do not understand, but I presume it is

intended to designate the small polished circular

plate which contains the ruby pin or roller jewel,

and is fitted on the balance staff directly under the
balance wheel. If so, roller alone is the proper

name.
The term bridge, in speaking of the bracket

shaped support for the upper balance staff pivot, is

technically incorreet. Cock is proper. The pro-

per definition of the word in relation to watch-

making is a bracket other than a hang down

bracket. Thus the bracket supporting the upper

balance staff pivot would be called the balance

cock, the one supporting the escape wheel, the

escape cock, etc.
The bridges are those pieces which are used in

most Swiss skeleton movements to support the cen-

tre pinion upper pivot and barrel arbor upper

pivot, and where two screws are used, one at each

end to fasten to lower plate. Did A. L. S. ever

hear of a bridge of any kind with only one land-

ing or anchorage? That is the difference between
a bridge and a cock. The jewels in such cocks or
bridges are called cock jewels, such as balance cock
jewel, third cock jewel, etc. The screws are not
called "bridge screws," but "cock screws" would
be proper.

Another point is this. A. L. S. speaks .of
the term .patance. I suppose he means the hang
down bracket, which supports the lower pivot of
the balance staff. I would say that a watch does
not contain such an article as a patance. The
correct pronunciation and spelling is p c/-t e n c e.
The minute wheel and cannon pinion are also men-
tioned as though they were one and the same,

and he then goes on to state that he is in doubt about
the proper name of the minute wheel, and calls it
the dial wheel, just because he cannot comprehend
its relation to minutes, and states that the cannon
pinion is really the minute wheel.

For the enlightenment of A. L. S. and others
who may be interested, I would say that the can-
non pinion is a pinion. The proper definition of

the term pinion is either "a small toothed wheel,"
or the smaller of two toothed wheels which work

together. A pinion is generally understood to be a

wheel that has not more than twenty teeth. This

I think should be enough on that point. The can-

non pinion, minute wheel, minute wheel pinion

and hour wheel constitute what is called the motion

work, and the terms I have used, including min-

ute wheel,are correct and recognised by all author-

ities on the subject. The cannon pinion is so

called from its shape and could not be called a

wheel. The following wheel or minute wheel is

intermediately used to measure and regulate the

movement of the hour wheel on which the hour

hand is placed, and is called correctly the minute
wheel. The man must be dull indeed who can-
not perceive its relation to minutes.

I am rather glad than otherwise that A. L.S. did
not touch on the stem-winding parts and the other

portions which he states he omitted, for I am saved

the trouble of correcting more than I would really

care to do just now. Lastly, I cannot agree that all

who work on watches in the way of repairs should

be called watchmakers. He who cannot make a

watch from begining to end is simply a watch re-

pairer and no more. Of all the fair or good

workmen we have who call themselves first-class,

not one out of fifty could turn out the plates of an

ordinary watch and jewel them properly, even if

furnished with an entire train from mainspring to

balance spring. B.
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NOTES TO
GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

ONTINUING the de-
scription of de-
tails of the auto-
matie blow-pipe
in August KEY-
STONE, we would
say there should
be a screw plug
placed in the

upper end of the
tube F, Fig. 5,

to prevent the escape of air ; and also in the tube

E at the end over the chamber A for the same

purpose. We might add that the lower end or

opening of A could be extended, and also con-
tracted to modify the action of our blow pipe;

but if the proportions of the parts given in August

KEYSTONE are preserved, whoever builds one
will find that by regulating the gas flow and

adjusting force of the blast, that either a pointed
flame or a scattered and diffused one can be
obtained which will cover the ground for almost
every conceivable want in this direction.

The advantage of having such a range of

power can not be overestimated. To illustrate,

suppose we have two jobs in hard soldering, one

is a new joint on a back to a 5 ounce silver watch

case, and the other, a joint on a pair of fine steel

specs. For the first job we place our silver back

on an asbestus pad and secure the joint in place

with binding wire ; then taking our automatic

blow pipe in one hand, we let on a liberal flow

of gas, and with a strong scattering air blast, heat

the back evenly to a pale red heat in fifteen or

twenty seconds ; then with a well directed heat at

the joint, the solder flashes into place and the job

is done. For the spec job, we set the blow pipe

up on the bench in front of us, allowing it to rest

on its stand D B, Figs. 2 and 3. We turn on a

light flow of gas and set the air jet so a small

sharp flame is produced.
Now, we have in our blow pipe a small flame

of high temperature, into which we can introduce

any small article like a spectacle joint and heat it

up to red heat almost instantly. The advantage

of a small flame produced in this way over an

alcohol lamp or a common gas jet is, our flame is

much better and more steady. With such a jet,

both hands can be used, and in the majority of

cases no binding with wire is necessary.

To make the supporting stand and the part of

our automatic blow pipe which contains the pinch

cocks, we get out J. piece of No. ro hard brass two

inches wide and six and a half inches long. Such

a piece is shown at A, Fig. t. We next drill two

small holes three-fourths of an inch from each end

as shown at a b. These holes should be about

one-eighth of an inch in diameter, and tapped to

receive screws which secures the holes at a b to

the plate H, Fig. 5, August KEYSTONE, and base

B D of present issue. We next make a wood

pattern and have a stand cast shaped as shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 3 is a view of Fig. 2 seen in

the direction of the arrow c. The three feet B

are three inches long, one inch wide, and five-

eighths of an inch thick. The stud D, Fig. 2, is

two inches each way and half an inch thick. The

lower end of the brass plate A is attached to D

by a screw through the hole c into b. We next

get about a foot of rubber tubing; there is but

small choice between the red and black kinds.

The kind we need is one-fourth of an inch inter-

nal diameter. Such rubber tube is worth about

twelve cents per foot. We next take two pieces,

two inches long, of our three-eighth tube (such

as we used in making the parts F D, shown in

Fig. 5, August KEYSTONE,) and bend them as

shown in Fig. 4. These we attach to the plate A

with soft solder as shown at df, Fig. t. Into the

ends of these bent tubes we insert two short pieces

of tube (o fi) whose external diameter is one-fourth

of an inch. The reader will remember we put

into the ends of the tubes D E, August KEYSTONE,

two leaden tubes h Il.

Li

The idea in the present case is that pieces of the

one-fourth inch rubber tube we have just men-

tioned, extend from the tubes It h' , (August KEY-

STONE,) to the small tubes o fi in the ends of df

shown in the present issue. We next get out a

piece of No. 14 hard brass, four inches long and

two inches wide. This last named piece goes

over the plate A and allows the rubber tubes g i

to lie between them. A side view of Fig. I seen

in the direction of the arrow j is shown in Fig. 5.

The upper plate G extends from 1 to , Fig. r.

The plates A G are held apart by four pieces of

the three-eighths tubing each half an inch long,

placed between them, and four small three-fourths

inch screws, extending from A to G through the

centre of the pieces of tubing. Through A ex-

tends two thumb screws, one of which is shown

at E, Fig. 5. These screws press against flat

springs n, and serve to clamp the rubber tubes and

shut off the gas or air as desired. Rubber tubes

about three-eighths internal diameter, extend from

the tubes df to the gas and air supplies. In our

next issue we will give details of constructing a

cheap bellows, which will answer for either a port-

able furnace or the automatic blow pipe just

described.
* * *

HALF A CENTURY OF INVENTIONS.

Those of us not yet fifty years of age have

probably lived in the most important and intel-

lectually progressive period of human history.

Within this half century, the following inventions

and discoveries have been among the number:

Ocean steamships, street railways, telegraph lines,

ocean cables, telephones, phonograph, photogra-

phy and a score of new methods of picture making,

aniline colors, kerosene oil, electric lights, steam

fire engines, chemical fire extinguishers, anesthet-

ics and painless surgery; gun cotten, nitro-glycer-

ine, dynamite, giant powder, aluminum, magne-

sium, and other new metals; electro plating,

spectrum analysis and spectroscope ; audiphone,

pneumatic tubes, electric motor, electric railways,

electric bells, typewriter, cheap postal system,

steam heating, steam and hydraulic elevators,

vestibule cars, and cantilever bridges. These are

only a part. All positive knowledge of the physi-

cal constitution of planetary and stellar worlds

has been attained within this period.—Homiletic

Review.
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Our

To Prices.

An Enigma

Is a puzzle till you get the right hint

—then you say, "How easy I" Just

Sc) with the

Long Prices

In our Illustrated Fall Catalogue—

puzzling till you get the Key--then

all's plain. The

Retail Jeweler

Often shows the Catalogue to custom-

ers. But he couldn't if net prices

were affixed. So we made the prices

Long Enough

To fit this need of the business—a

kind of " pious fraud," you know,

like the "fictions of the law." And

in current KEYSTONE'S and Circulars

we have also told the same kind of

"Pure Lie,"

(To borrow a phrase of Prof. Swing's),

in giving long prices. But out of the

"pure lie" you can get the

Pure Truth,

The net figures, by consulting the

Key to Prices—a copy of which you

should have, if our sealed. mail didn't

go astray. If it did, let us know and

we'll try again. But show us—by

card, letter head, or something—that

you're a dealer. None other get net

prices, Catalogues or a2.

Don't hose the Içey

Or destroy it. We enjoy sending you

one—but duplicates and triplicates—

well, the postage on sealed mail is

such as to detract from the hilarity of

the second and third pasting on of the

stamps.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

NOU.1 York chicle's°
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THE LAWRENCE PENDULUM.

N the accompanying cut is
shown a very fair
representation of the
zinc and steel com-
pensation' pendulum
patented by me Janu-
ary 15, 1889, one of
which I have had run-
ning in my regulator
for more than a year.
I saw the want of
some mode of com-

pensation and means
of adjusting the same
less crude and prim-
ative than then in
use; that is, a pen-

dulum in which the compensation could be readily
and - easily altered, or brought to adjustment, and
at the same time, be neat, strong and durable.

The mercurial compensation can be changed
without a great amount of trouble, but the clock
is always thrown badly out of time on account of
the centre of gravity being much changed, and

consequently the centre of

oscillation. The mercury is
a poor compensator, as the

height of column is not over

one-fifth the length of the
rod, from which fact it may
be seen that unless the tem-

) perature is uniform from nut
to spring, there is both too
much and too little mercury
according to conditions, and
these conditions cannot be

practically remedied in

pendulums for general use.
The consequence is that all

pendulums in which the com-

pensation is confined to a

small portion of the entire

length of the rod, are a

constant source of trouble

to those using them. There

are but two kinds or styles of

compensation pendulums that

we can settle upon , with any

great degree of satisfaction,

and they are the so-called

gridiron one, composed of

four brass and fine steel rods,

and the zinc and steel one

composed of three rods steel

and two of zinc, or a tube of

zinc instead of the two zinc

rods, as invented by Thomas

Reid a century ago.

All others are but modi-

fications of these, and are

faulty either mechanically or

scientifically, as the readier

may see, if he will give the

subject as much examination

as I have. Mr. Reid lamented

that there was no means of adjusting his pendu-

lum "without taking it from its place," and not

then except by "shortening the tube from time to

time, according as the excess of its compensation

is shown." He further says that "something

might be contrived to adjust it, but that would be

too complicated, so that the shortening of the tube

by degrees is rather the better way." Now, my

patented adjusting device is just what Mr. Reid

was wishing for, and had it been known at that

time, I venture to say, there would not have been

a clock at the present day of any reputation unless

fitted with a pendulum constructed on that prin-

ciple. The following is a brief description of my

improved pendulum : The form is a modification

of Reid's as shown in the cut. The two rods A A

are pinned into cross pieces at the top and bot-

tom, the lower ends extending below the lower

cross piece, and loosely into the bob to serve as a

guide to prevent the bob from twisting out of its

plane of oscillation.

A piece of steel is fitted into the upper cross

piece to which the suspension spring is attached

in the usual way; preferably the spring is formed

of two pieces of fine watch spring a little distance

apart. Upon the lower cross piece rests the zinc

tube H, and the steel rod having the bob and

regulating nut upon it extends up through the

lower cross piece and entirely through the tube H

and is pinned into the cross piece E. This piece

keeps the upper end of the centre rod and tube

steady and from turning, and is free to slide on

rods A A. A screw thread is formed on tube II

at its upper end extending about three inches as

shown in cut, and this screw is slotted or split

down its entire length and completely through ;

the slot being about a tenth of an inch wide. The

centre rod is also split in a similar way, and a

piece of steel fitted into the slotted rod and secured

firmly. The width of this piece is just equal to

the diameter of the tube H, and may be seen

extending through slot J marked V. A nut K

engages the thread on the tube H and also the

thread formed on the edge of the steel piu or piece

fitted into the centre rod.

This thin steel piece does not extend quite to

the bottom of the slot Vin the tube, and tube H

does not extend quite to cross piece E. The nut

K being moved along the thread upon the tube H

and enlarged part of the centre rod or pin to which

the pendulum bob is attached, readily changes

that portion of the length of the tube, and to an

equal degree, and in the same direction the length

of the suspended portion of the centre rod, thereby

changing the ratio of the length and consequently

of the degree of expansion and contraction of the

two metals. The nut K is only one-fourth of an

ounce in weight, and altering its position makes

but a very trifling difference in the rating. Its

bearings upon the steel and zinc are solid and

even. A square thread ten per inch is employed,

and consists of only one complete thread in the

nut. This is done to guard against any shifting

of the point of support on the tube by expansion

and contraction. The square thread is employed

for a like reason. The expansion and contraction

of the zinc tube in the nut, if a V thread was

used, would cause a raising or lowering of the

centre rod and bob which is certainly not desir-

able. The bob is suspended at its centre, resting

upon a short zinc tube whose expansion is about

equal to the length of steel rod between the regu-

lating nut and lower cross piece. This is to com-

pensate that part of the rod when conditions

demand it.
The scientific reader will now see that there

is no point overlooked to make this combination

as perfect as possible. The compensating metal is

so distributed as to provide for every emergency

in a more complete manner than in any other

pendulum, and by simply turning the adjusting

nut in the proper direction as observations will

show, every pendulum can be perfectly adjusted

by any one of common intelligence. The per-

formances of these pendulums fully warrant my

statement. There are doubtless many who will

disagree with me in the matter. To the younger

portion I have only to say " live and learn ;" to

the older, that they are "never too old to learn,"

providing they were ever old enough. Life is too

short to argue with fossilized horologists.

I have now eight of these pendulums in opera-

tion, two of them displacing mercurial ones of the

finest make in this country. One at the American

Waltham Watch Factory showing an extremely

fine rating under very unfavorable conditions,

being located in the fourth story of the factory

where the vibrations of the building are great and

variable. One at Nelson H. Brown's, No. 90

Franklin St., Boston, applied to a Seth Thomas

No. jo Regulator, has shown remarkably fine run-

ning. I mention these parties as they are easily

found and may be relied upon for truth in the

matter.
Watchmakers, as a rule, have regulators that

are inferior as time-keepers to the watches they

undertake' to rate or regulate. Such a condition of

things is only a constant annoyance to all parties

concerned, and the sooner watchmakers come up

to the requirements of these almost exact railroad-

ing times, the better for themselves and customers.

The old wooden rod (lays are gone by; "sic transit

gloria munch.''
The clock at the Waltham Watch Factory, in

charge of Mr. James N. Hammond, " was only

out one and nine-tenths seconds for the month of

July," as shown from observations by the

Company's timekeeper, Mr. Bates, a gentleman LI-

undoubted veracity. The instrument used w:is

made by the late Alvan Clark, costing nearly II

thousand dollars, and is no sick transit.
ALVIN LAWRENCE.

LOWELL, MASS., August .2, 1889.

* * *

NEW YORK NOTES.—Mr. C. H. Dewey with

Fellows & Co., 17 Maiden Lane, New York,

was in town recently on his vacation and looking

over his stock. He is now on the road with a

fine line of watches and diamonds, and his many

friends will no doubt be glad to see him.

Mr. L. H. Joseph, of A. Lorscb & Co., New

York,was in town last month. He looked well and

reported good trade. Few young men stand better

with their trade than Mr. Joseph. Mr. N. Kaiser,

of the same house was also in town, and his friends

will be glad to know that he is on the road again.

The house of A. Lorsch is fortunate in its traveling

men.

The Jewelers' Weekly has a libel suit on

its hands. Reported Wiesbauer Manufacturing Co.

of Buffalo, N. Y.., failed, when the Company

thought otherwise.

Mr Harry Fellows, of Fellows & Co., is one

of the most popular salesmen on the road, and

commands a first-class trade. Harry has been

laying off during the summer, and is now ready to

go out with a fine stock of goods. He is a strong

friend of the Boss.

Mr. Frank Simmons, of Henry Ginnel &

Co., is owner of one of the fastest yachts in the

harbor, and has a standing challenge to all jewelers

who are owners of boats, and says he will beat

them as bad as the Boss Case beats all its com-

petitors. Wm. Ginnel, of the same firm, has a

horse that is a wonder, and throws the dust in the

face of all the fast teams on the Coney Island

boulevard, and helm named the horse " James

Boss," because, as he says, he beats them all.
S.



JACK KNIVES.

HAT is usually termed a
self winding clock is not
very difficult to make,
although it might be
nearer the truth to say a
clock wound by elec-
tricity. The most con-
venient form of this kind

of clock is one running with a spring operating on
the going barrel plan ; that is wound from the
inside of the coils so it can be wound at any time
much or little, and in no way interfere with the
going. So far, this all seems simple enough, but
experiments in this direction show us that there ak
several details to attend to in order to ensure success.

In the first place, we must get an electric
motor which will start itself after being stopped,
and in the second place, provide a battery for
working our electric motor or engine, which will
not waste and exhaust itself during the time the
motor stands idle. We have several batteries
which suffer but slight deterioration, except when in
what is termed " closed circuit," i. e., while they
are generating electricity.

We will suppose our clock to be of the one day
or thirty hour kind, (which is better than an eight
day movement). In planning such a clock, we
must arrange to provide electric motive power to
three or four times the spring power in order to
enable us to feel sure that the motor will in all
cases prove equal to the work, and also arrange so
the winding will actually be done in fifteen or
twenty minutes. To get at the motive force re-
quired, let us look the conditions over. If our
clock ran with a weight, it would require one
weighing about two and one-half pounds, and this
to fall through a space of two feet, to run it for
twenty-four hours. Now with a spring clock, we
must use a spring furnishing nearly this force when
run almost down; consequently the force of the
spring when first wound will be double this power,
and for this reason we must arrange our electric
motor to meet the imposed conditions, and give it
strength enough to overcome the force of the spring
at its full tension. We have now spoken in
general terms of the conditions which attend the
problem, and will next proceed to the details of
construction.

We will assume the movement we are to use
is one of• the uommon kinds of Yankee spring
clocks, but the reader must not draw the inference
that an electric winding clock must from necessity
be run by,a spring, because a weight clock can be
wound in this way, but not so readily A move-
ment like we get in a thirty-hour, drop octagan is
about the best for our purpose. Such movements
usually have the spring arranged so the click is
fast to the wheel, consequently the clock stops or
ceases to go during the time of winding, which of
course prevents our using such a movement for our
clock as we require fifteen or twenty minutes to do
the winding. What we must do is to first change
the main wheel until it is like the lever clock.
About the best way to do this is to get out a brass
barrel and attach it to the arms of the main wheel;
making the band or drum as large as will work
free in the clock. At Fig. i is shown at A, A
such a main wheel, the dotted lines at B indicate
the position of the drum or barrel. Such a barrel
can be attached to the arms by small screws shown
at a, a. In this arrangement,-the barrel cover can
be fastened into the barrel, and when it is desired
to remove the mainspring, the screws a can be
taken out.

This will be better understood by inspecting
Fig. 3, which is a vertical section of Fig. i on the
dotted line b, b. In this cut the parts are shown
as if seen in the direction of the arrow d, Fig. 1.
D representing the barrel cover ; B, the barrel;
E, the main spring ; A, the main wheel ; G,
the plate of the clock ; IC, the ratchet ; F, the
winding arbor ; H, a wheel mounted on the wind-
ing arbor and connected to a train of wheels
which lead to the electric motor. We all know
that electric motors run very rapidly, and the
idea is the wheel His connected, as said above, by
a train of wheels to the little electric motor, which
by its rapid motion soon winds the mainspring.

To critically examine the force required to
wind such a clock, we will assume the power nec-
essary to run a clock of this kind to be two and
one-half pounds of weight, applied to a pulley one-
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fourth the diameter of the main wheel. Conse-
quently the power actually applied to the teeth of
the main wheel is one-fourth of two and one-half
pounds, which would be ten ounces. If now the
wheel His connected to a train of wheels (from
another clock), the pinion of which working into
it was one-eighth of its diameter, we would require
but one-eighth of ten ounces to wind our main-
spring. It is readily seen that a few wheels
arranged properly to a rapid running electric
motor would soon wind our clock, even if the
actual power of the motor did not exceed fifteen
or twenty grains. At our next interview, we will
take up the details of construction more fully.

* *

THE JEWEL SNAKE.

There is a belief current in all parts of India
that a certain variety of snake called Shesh Nag,
when it attains the age of moo years, has a prec-
ious jewel formed in its head. This jewel, it is
affirmed, possesses the quality of sucking up the
poison of the deadliest snake, if applied to the
wounded part. Strangely enough, a Paris gentle-
man is reputed to possess this invaluable jewel,
according to a correspondent of a Gujarati weekly,
published at Wadhwen, in Gujarat. The corres-
pondent says that when the present owner—who
by the way is now 63—was 23 years old, he
lighted upon a snake of the above mentioned
variety, which he killed. Then he found the
jewel in his head. It has already saved several
lives. Last year, when Mr. Vidal, the collector
of the district, was there, it was shown to him,
too. The jewel is said to contain a thin, crescent-
like fibre, which unceasingly oscillates in the
centre. The gaikwar of Baroda, the maharajah
of Kolhapur, and several other native princes are
said to have offered several hundred thousand
rupees for this unique jewel. The name of the
owner is Mr. Framji Dadabbai Govekar, Tarapur,
Bombay presidency. There is another belief pre-
valent in India that if a man be sleeping, no mat-
ter where, and a Shesh Nag come and sit beside
him with the hood spread over the sleeper's face,
the latter is sure to be a son of fortune. Popular
tradition assigns the same reason to the rise of
Haida Ali, of Mysore, from a common soldier.—
Notes and Queries.
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A General Jewelry Store or Office,

Nor Watch-Movement Makers,

Nor Watch Club Proprietors ; but

We Are

Manufacturers, Pure and Simple.

" Only that and nothing more."

Our product is Watch Cases,

And Watch Cases only.

Our sole means of marketing our goods

is the legitimate jewelry trade.

Here is a picture of our factories located

at 19th & Brown Streets, Phila-
delphia.

We have no other office or store in

Philadelphia.

Our Chicago office is located at No. 104

State Street, up stairs.

Our New York office at No. 12 Maiden

Lane, up stairs.

These offices sell to the wholesale jew-

elers only, but our agents are

always glad to see any retailer,

and show him any courtesy in their

power.

We repeat we have no connection with

any movement factory, with any

wholesale or retail stores, with any

watch or jewelry establishments,

or with any club business.

In writing us, address your letters plainly

to

Keystone Watch CASE CO.,
19th & Brown Streets

Philadelphia, Penn.

Be sure to get the word " Case" in,

and don't leave out the "D9th
& Brown Sts."
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE.

(W UST imagine our
trying to run this
page without any
help from the
trade! We could
fill it, but how
useful would it
be ? We could
even make it in-
t e rest i n g, but
what a draft that

would make on our
inventive powers! We
solicit your aid in mak-
ing this page worth
reading. We want the
news about the jewel-
ers, their goings and
comings, their down-
fallings and up-start-

ings, their causes for rejoicing, and their occasions

for tears. Let us have it all.

A colored jeweler, said to be the only one in

New Jersey, has lately opened a store at Trenton.

Name, J. W. Wesley.

Anaconda, Montana, which entered for the

territorial capital race in the late constitutional

convention, but which didn't " get there," is the

town chosen by J. Merrill & Co. for the location

of their new jewelry store.

" R. A. Watts " it was—" Watts & Watts,"

it is at Goldsboro, N. C.

At Fayetteville, N. C., Mr. Houston has

withdrawn from the firm of Beasly & Houston,

Mr. I3easly continuing the business alone.

The Hartford, (Conn.) Globe recently chroni

cled the growth of the jewelry manufacturing

business of H. F. Springer, of that city, and the

fact that he had lately moved into more commo

dious quarters.

Owen F. O'Niel is the proprietor of the fine

new store with new front recently opened at 2554

Frankford Road, this city.

Mr. H. J. Woodside, who for the last nine

years has conducted a jewelry business in Portage

la Prairie, Manitoba, recently disposed of his

business to McCullagh 81 Rost, and now devotes

his whole time to the interest of The _Liberal, of

that place, of which he has been managing editor

for some months past. His successors in the jew-

elry business are a new firm.

Butte, Montana, didn't get the gift of the

Capitol from the late convention-makers, but S.

E. McClees & Co., have opened a new jewelry

store at 25 West Granite St., and that ought to be

some comfort.

Among Johnstown jewelers who survived the

flood and have resumed business are Adolph Luck-

hart, son of jeweler Louis Luckhart, Sr., who per-

ished ; John W. Stevenson, 'occupying temporary

quarters ; Jeweler Kraft, in a room adjoining

Stevenson ; Jacob Young, formerly of Altoona,

and son of Emil Young, who was lost in the flood;

J. A. Larkin & Co., centrally located in good

quarters, which they expect to better in a year or

so. Jeweler Seddlemeyer has not yet opened a

place of business. Among the jewelers lost, be-

sides Luckhart and Young above mentioned, were

Samuel Blough, whose wife and child perished

with him ; and T. W. Kerlin, whose family also

shared his fate.

C. H. Moore has started for himself at
Painted Post, N. Y., leaving Corning, N. Y.,
where he was long in the employ of R. L. Hill.

Dissolved by mutual consent—the firm of
C. F. Lewis & Bro., the "Bro." retiring, and the
business going on in the name of C. F. Lewis.

On Mayor Grant's New York Committees on
the World's Fair, jewelry is represented by Charles
I.,. Tiffany, and watches and clocks by Daniel F.
Appleton. Mr. Appleton is on the Committee on
Legislation and Mr. Tiffany on that of Permanent
Organization.

Frederick Bates, son of James A. Bates, of
the jewelry firm of Hennegan, Bates & Co. of
Baltimore, was variously cut and slashed by
burglars with whose efforts to carry off the silver
from his father's dining room he interfered on
the morning of August 25th. The burglars
escaped, but their sack full of silverware was left
behind.

The Captain C. T. Rogers who was recently
picked up from the Grand Bank by the schooner
Martha A. Bradley, is a jeweler by trade, and a
native of Duxbury, Mass. He started from Boston
for Paris in his 03-foot "Nicklodeon" on July 3rd,
and when the Bradley picked him up August Toth,
he was about played out. A few days more and
the mermaids would have made jewelry out of his
osseous structure. He's wiser now, and will never
do it again.

Calls himself W. B. Coller—visits jewelers—
claims to represent Rockford Watch Case Co.—
temporarily out of funds—have plenty when get
back to Rockford—loan for a day or two would be
appreciated—departs with the needful—forgets to
repay the loan—swindler—doesn't represent Rock-
ford at all—look out for him—kick him if you get
a chance.

W. H. Long, Secretary of the Philadelphia
Retail Jewelers' Association, has been vacating at
Lynn, Mass.

WHERE THEY'VE BEEN AND WHERE THEY

ARE Now.—C. Morris, formerly of Holstein, Mo.,
has sold out to S. Morris, of Warrentown, Mo.
The two Morrises have simply changed places.—
B. F. Dubois, who had removed from 924 Chest-
nut street, this city, to 115 South Seventh, has
made another skip, and is now at 226 North Fifth.
—C. P. Murphy is still in New Castle, Ind., but
is now in the quarters formerly occupied by W. G.
Hillock, where new paper, new paint and new
furniture enable him to show a good stock in good
style.—A. Thurstin, late of Thurstin & Jacoby,
O'Fallon, Mo., is now going it alone at Foley, in
that State.—Omaha, Neb., has lost 0. C. Zinn,
who now holds forth at 609 Second street, Hast-
ings, Neb.—The home of D. P. Hodges, formerly
of Curdon, Ark., is now at Lonoke, in the same
commonwealth.-0. P. Ellis, who lately graced
the towns of Bedford and Crawfordsville, Ind., is
now breathing the air of Atlanta, Ga.—A new
store has been opened at Wassaic, N. Y., by G.
W. Boice, formerly at Patterson, N. J.--J. L.
Avery has left Marianna, Fla., for Ozark, Ala.—
Lawson, Mo., lost W. J. Walkins, and Bunceton
gained him.—KoeNer & Lehmann, late of 235
Garden street, Cleveland, 0., are now facing the
world at 443 Woodland avenue.—S. P. Blair, we
said last month, had gone to Westminster Md.,
from 13iglersville, Pa. We should have said Bair,
instead of Blair. If Mr. Bair will bear with us
for the error, we'll try never to give him 'ell
again.—G. B. Fallis has gone from Kenney, Ill.,
to Hartford City, Ind.

Special.

Oar Catatogde
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WE are not through talking about it yet. No

doubt you've tested its usefulness before

this. 'Twos made in your interest—and

ours. This way : if it didn't first serve you

and find favor by its convenience, why,

'twas little ultimate good we'd get from it.

So you first, we second, were considered

in its making.

BUT we issued it a little too soon. Too soon,

that is, to get the prices right for now. We

then thought Boss 14 K. figures in the

Catalogue low, very low, but—a fellow

never can tell what's going to happen—

they're lower now ! See ! One dollar
from Catalogue price of 14 K., 18 and 16

size Htg., regular and box-joint—how is

this for low ?

BOSS CASES though, all the same—the reduction

is in the price only. Construction, Quality,
Workmanship—all the old virtues associated

with our goods—are there still ; in the

language of Webster we might add, "There

they will remain forever !' but that we

hope they'll be improved and multiplied as

we grow older. Our ambition's that way.

SOME dealers appreciate the help we can give

'em in their local advertising. Do you?
How a nice cut helps in an ad., doesn't it?
You'd be surprised if you've never tried.
We've over 250 cuts of cases—new ones—
at your service for the asking ! A postal
card—one cent—and you'll hear from us,
and then be sorry you didn't try this sooner.
Several fancy cuts on the same terms.

NEITHER Uncle Sam's postal service, our mail-
ing clerks, nor we ourselves are infallible ;
so mebby, after all our trying we've missed
getting to you a Catalogue and Key to
prices therein. If so, a hint, and we'll
"try, try again." Enclose affidavit—well,
no, not affidavit, but something—to show
us you're a jeweler. For only the trade get
net prices.

THE new names are a go ! We've had experience
enough already to know we're glad we did
it. And, by the way, are you as glad as
you might well be to have Boss Cases at the
lowest price at which any competing cases
are sold you know this year's crops
are good, that business will be according,
that the Fall's here, and that you'd better
order your Boss Cases before the shortage
comes?

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia

tletU York Chicago
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The General Conference on Weights and

Measures meets at Sevres, near Paris, September

24. The President of the French Academy of

Sciences will preside. If the Conference would

settle upon a measure of values suitable for all

nations and recommend it for adoption in all

countries, it would be a good job. What com-

merce needs is a universal dollar, pound, or some-

thing of the same value in all lands.

It is to be hoped that the gentlemen who are

to represent the United States in the Congress of
American Republics to be held in Washington

next month, are eating liberal rations of brain

food—there'll be some head work needed if this

country is to reap the benefit it hopes from that

conference. The problem is to change this con-

dition of trade : Exports of United States in 1888

to South America, the Central American States,

Mexico and the West Indies, $74,o32,177 ; im-

ports $585,256,699; excess of imports $111,224,-

522. Just about exports enough to pay the coffee

bill ! Imports 250 per cent. of the exports !

England, France and Germany having all the fun

and we mighty little. They catching the snipe

and we holding bag ! That's the situation ; and

the jewelry trade of this country is as much inter-

ested in getting it changed as are other branches

of manufacture. How's it to be done ? We don't

know. It's doubtful if any man does. But it

must be done, all the same, and we'll keep trying

till we find out. Subsidies to steamship lines?

Well, mebby. It's worth considering. As long as

it's an open question if subsidies are true economy,

that is, as long as pretty able men differ on this

point, and the nations that are getting the trade

indulge, why, possibly we'd be wise to give the

subsidy plan the benefit of the doubt.

If every cheapening of a product is followed

by an increased consumption of the same, as we

are sometimes told is the general law, the recent

reduction in the price of sterling silverware may

really add profits to the exchequers of the dealers.

•

The 'Trader (Toronto) is opposed to the

union of Canada and the United States. Isn't

"Manifest destiny" a big thing to fight, neighbor?

At any rate, you'll allow it's mighty hard to lick.

The adjourned meeting in Minneapolis of the

National Bankruptcy Convention last week adopt-

ed with. slight changes the Torrey bill reported by

the committee appointed at the St. Louis meeting

last winter. The Convention adjourned sine die

after appointing a committee to expend the mon-

eys of the Convention in pushing the bill before

congress.

Get all the money you honorably can, but so

use it that when you're gone, your obituary will just

naturally begin as the newspapers began that of

the late Pittsburgh philanthropist : " William

Thaw, the Pennsylvania Railroad magnate, was

noted chiefly for his good works."

We didn't hint to Mr. W. S. L. Frear, who

had an advertisement in the August KEYSTONE,

that we'd like to have him write this way of the

usefulness of our paper as an advertising medium,

but all the same we're glad he did : " Please con-

tinue our ad. in 'Special Notice' column. . . .

We have received about a thousand answers to this

ad. . . . Please make note of above and send

us bill and receive remittance."

Wisconsin has heretofore been distinguished

in the gem line for the possession of that rough

diamond "Uncle Jerry," but she's lately been ex-

tending her fame in the precious stone direction

by indulging in a little boom in pearl production.

The clams at Albany, Prairie du Chien and other

places have been greatly disturbed over the matter.

The success of the Badger pearl hunters naturally

excited other dwellers by clam-bearing rivers, and

Belvidere, Illinois, has reported encouraging finds

in the stream there. This seems to be a pearl year,

for near Smithville, Tenn., discoveries of the gem

are reported, not as the result of contagion from

Wisconsin or Illinois, but as an entirely indepen-

dent out-cropping. Present indications, however,

do not lead us to think that the West is likely to

abandon agriculture for clam culture.

In pursuance of our policy of consulting

always the interest and convenience of our readers,

a copious index of advertisements is herewith pre-

sented, and hereafter this will be one ,of the

KEYSTONE'S regular features. Look at page C.

In no branch of business is progress more

strongly marked than in the watch and jewelry

trade ; particularly as relates to watches. Tools

and methods used for the construction and

repair of these indispensable companions of man

fifty years ago, will soon be—are even now—

passed into the state of "relics and traditions."

Those interested in the care and repair of watches

were slower to fall into the line of advance and

improvement than manufacturers. Many work-

men, skillful in the methods of thirty or forty

years ago, clung to their tools and modes of

doing work, and opposed all innovations; and the

result of this state of affairs has been that our

number of really skillful workmen in the repair

of watches has fallen off, until at the present time,

there are not one-half the number of really effici-

ent workmen the trade to-day requires. We have

no hesitation in saying to any young man seeking

for a business, that he can not readily place him-

self in the way of earning a good livelihood to

better advantage than by learning the trade of

watchmaker ; or if he feels so inclined, add the

trades of engraver and jeweler. The idea which

some people advance that a person can not be

skillful in three trades, is about as consistent as it

would be to assert a man could not be both

physician and surgeon, or . that he could not

acquire two languages. At any rate we can guar-

antee a workman a better salary if he can both

skillfully repair watches and engrave, than if he

could only fill either of the capacities. And if he

will go to the expense of time and money to

acquire the three trades or arts, of watchmaker,
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engraver and jeweler, he will only fit himself for

being more readily employed and better paid.

The question naturally follows : How am I

to acquire skill in these several branches you

enumerate? We answer unhesitatingly, at some

of our horological schools. Which school we do

not attempt to discriminate, leaving the pupil to

make his own selection from such as are advertised

in the KEYSTONE.
We have from the first organization of insti-

tutions of this kind offered suggestions for conduct-

ing such places of instruction. Among these sug-

gestions we insisted on pupils being drilled to dis-

cipline themselves to modes of work and the prac-

tical use of tools, all based on a knowledge of the

mechanical principles involved. But what we

particularly urged was to give him (the pupil) ex-

perience on actual watches and clocks—in fact,

anticipate precisely what he will have to experi-

ence in a repair shop. This course followed out

under the care and supervision of skillful and ex-

perienced instructors, will in one year do more

toward producing practically efficient workmen,

than ten years of sweeping-out, run-on-errands,

and soft-solder-tinkering system of "taking in

apprentices," which has unfortunately been

too much in vogue for the past twenty-five

years.

What is the prospect for diamond prices?

On another page we have quoted some opinions

from which it may be inferred that views differ on

this point. Such a conflict naturally makes all

concerned the more anxious to see the situation in

its true light. Perhaps as unbiased an opinion as

we can hope to get may be looked for from one

who has made his study from a politico-economical

point of view, not caring personally whether dia-

monds go up or down. In "Recent Economic

Changes," soon to issue from the Appleton press,

we have such a white-light view of the subject by

that well-known economist, Mr. David A. Wells.

We quote from advance sheets appearing in the

Popular Science Monthly for September. Mr.

Wells makes the preliminary statements that dia-

monds were discovered in Africa in 1868, that

mining on a big scale began only about 188o, that

African exports of rough diamonds up to 1887

were worth $225,000,000, and that cutting nearly

doubled this, making them worth $43 7,000,000,

"a greater value than the yield of the world dur-

ing the two preceding centuries. He then says :

"We have, therefore, in thi experience, the pheno-

menon Of the strangely persistent value of a comparatively

useless gem, during a Period when the prices of most other

commodities were diminishing by leaps and bounds, as well

as the extraordinary concurrent absorbent powers of the

world for a greatly increased product. But the demand for

diamonds latterly is thought not to have kept pace with their

increasing production ; and it is said that the stock of dia-

monds in the hands of the dealers in 1888 was fully 25 per

cent in excess of their requirements. To meet and neutralize

the influence of this condition of atlitirs, the South African

diamond-mining companies have limited production, which

for the time has advanced prices. But the tendency

obviously is for diamonds to decline in value ; and the won-

der is, indeed that this has not happened at an earlier date.

'One thing, furthermore, seems certain, and that is, that

when the break down of .speculaion and prices does occur,

the consequences will be singular and far reaching. For it

is to be remembered that for the most part the use of dia-

monds is a mere whim of fashion, that may change, at any

time. There is no way of stimulating the demand for them,

except by lowering the prices, and, of course, if prices were

materially reduced, the wealthy votaries of fashion would

inevitably cease to wear diamonds, awl would take up some

other form of personal adornment.'* The price experience

of diamonds in the near future, therefore, promises to be

even more interesting than it has been in the recent past."

* London Economist
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Stern Bros. & Co., of 30 Maiden Lane, New

York, have lately purchased a thimble plant and

removed the same to their factory where, in addi-

tion to their large line of set, plain, filled and

initial rings, they are now turning out a varied

assortment of gold and silver thimbles of tasty

design and excellent workmanship.

This is merely to
manufacturing jeweler

say that J. Rosenzweig,

and jobber, at 20 John

St., New York, is having a large run on main-

springs, and is making up an extra large and

select line of gold stone ladies' and gentlemen'sr 

There are refiners and refiners of gold and

silver—as many grades as of sugar. Try H. 'I'.

Roberts, of 821 Filbert St., Philadelphia, and see

if you don't find his work and treatment of you

such as to grade him "granulated" or higher.

Other things being equal always take the

best. The makers of the Jas. Boss 14 K. Filled

Case (2o years) contend that if the above rule is

observed, that case ought to win the race. It's a

Boss Case at a popular price.

"J. L. S.," that veracious chronicler of the

doings of the "Colored Club," has been off taking

a bicycling vacation in the Shenandoah Valley,

and the "Club" records are accordingly postponed

till October. "S." took the " Club " with him,

and if when he gets back he should tell highly

colored stories of adventures in Virginia, the

reason will not be far to seek.

The general selling agent of the New York

Standard Watch Company says the number of

their new office in John St. is "One dozen, not a

regular jeweler's dozen, but a baker's dozen—r3."

This fixes their number. But it doesn't fix the

number of sales of their seven-jewel movement in

75 cent nickel case, one of the best selling low-

priced watches on the market.

A well-known establishment on Filbert St.,

Philadelphia, is the refining and sweep smelting

works of J. L. Clark. Visit him if you're in the

city, if not, send ; you'll get prompt attention in

either case. Number 823 Filbert.

H. 0. Hurlburt & Sons, of 938 Market St.,

this city, have been adorning their front door

premises by the erection of one of the best E.

Howard & Co's clocks.

The Philadelphia quarters for American and

French clocks and bronzes is at the establishment

of J. B. Cooke's Sons, 137 North Third St. '

E. K. Brown, of Rising Sun, Md., now

binds together what he formerly issued as two

parts of a Watchmaker's Record Book of Watches,

and sells the whole for the price of one.

I. D. Garman, of D. F. Conover & Co., is

exploring Delaware, Virginia, Ohio and Michigan,

seeking whom he may devour in the interest of

his firm.

If you need a cheap device for displaying

jewelry—something that'll show the goods to full

advantage, raising them in show case or window

in such a manner that they must catch the eye—

send to H. B. Sommer & Co., 628 Arch Street,

Philadelphia, for a sample of their newly patented

Easel Jewelry Cards, and get something that will

please you.

The Catalogue of the Columbus Watch

Company gives seven specific points to sustain the

claim of the manufacturers that the " Columbus "

is entitled to be called "the best." The fact that

the products of this factory contain all the char-

acteristics of first-class time pieces, and can be

sold as low as others of like grade, ought to com-

mend them to the favorable consideration of

dealers.

The son of Mr. I. Bedichimer, of 618

Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, has met with great

success on the road, taking orders for his father's

fine shrine jewels and Knights Templar marks, set

with diamonds and rubies.

Mr. David F. Conover, of David F. Conover &

Co., has, with his family, been "dolce far niente"-

ing the hot weather through at Hollywood Cot-

tages, Long Branch. He does this every summer.

Vacation's over now, though, and he's doing the

" dulce domum " act at present. (Mr. Conover

will take notice that our rates are one and one-half

first-class for the round trip, whenever the porter

has to refer to the dictionary appendix.)

The Hutchinson Practical School for Watch-

makers, of La Porte, Ind., will have its Fall

announcement of a new and enlarged course of

study ready for publication in our October issue.

The fellow whose mind was disturbed because

he couldn't tell whether 'twas watch or bed tick-

ing that kept him awake, would do well to study

ticking where he could have a full line of samples.

At Benj. Allen & Co's., 141 State St., Chicago,

he can get watch ticking, nickel clock ticking,

mantel clock ticking, walnut hanging clock tick-

ing, fine imitation marble clock ticking, and prob-

ably any other kind there is, for they have every-

thing that ticks.

W. W. Oliver, of 430 Niagara street, Buffalo,

N. Y., expects so on to get his letters patent for his

" Perfect Ring Stretcher," which he claims is the

only thing of the kind that exactly fulfills the func-

tions a ring stretcher should.

Chicago may—this is not for New York read-

ing—get the World's Fair, but if she doesn't she'll

still have a miniature World's Fair, so far as Amer-
ican jewelry and American and Swiss watches are
concerned, in the establishment of Otto Young &

Co., of 149-15' State street in that city.

The Aurora Watch Co., of Illinois, has gone
East—that is, has opened a New York office at 6
Maiden Lane.

II

Pioneers don't always get the credit they

ought, but we judge from the visible signs of pros-

perity shown by the Rogers & Hamilton Co., of

Waterbury, Conn., that they are reaping the

rewards they should from their having led the way

in packing silver plated ware in satin lined boxes.

The Windy City firm of Lapp & Flershem

have received a good deal of gratuitous advertising

of a critical nature this summer, but they seem to

thrive on it, for there're still on deck with every-

thing from A to Izzard in the goods handled by

jewelers.

Messrs. C. H.. Knights & Co., of Chicago,

report a large business for August; they have sold

the T. Kearney stock except the watch glass.

This comprises about io,000 gross of all kinds,

and they offer this stock in ten gross lots at a very

low figure.

What the retailer wants is a seller. In this

connection the claims of the Jas. Boss io K. Filled

Case (15 years) are entitled to very careful con-

sideration. A word to the wise, etc.

H. M. Felix, who was awarded a set of

gravers by the KEYSTONE last year in the watch

case design competion, is now the general manager

of the -Stewart-Felix Watch and JewelrY Co., of

Denver, Colorado, an organization that began

business August 1, and which makes a specialty of

watches and diamonds—with the accent on the

watch. To a certain extent, the new company run

the city of Denver—they drop an electric time ball

from their office in the Railroad Building and peo-

ple set their watches by it every day at noon, and

hundreds of shops and factories blow their whistles

at the dropping of the ball. Their apparatus is

also connected with the fire department, and when

the ball drops, one stroke is made on every fire gong

in the city of Denver.

Those Lancaster " hustlers," Bowman &

Musser, make it a point to carefully examine all

goods leaving their premises so as to be sure the

retailer who buys of them will get perfect goods

and won't have to waste time, energy and temper

in writing and getting errors corrected.

Business must be good with M. Sickles & Son,

importers and jobbers of watch materials, tools,

etc., at 618 Chestnut street, this city, for the firm

has just found it necessary to increase hs facilities
by adding a room in the rear of that formerly

occupied, thus nearly doubling its space and reach-

ing back a depth of 125 feet from the street. The

" New Geneva Lathe," all hard and double bear-

ings, is one of the specialties of this firm, and their

success with it and the full line of tools and

materials they carry, is one reason why the house

has felt obliged to increase its accommodations.

In noticing the American Horological Insti-

tute, of 531 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa., it is no

more than justice to say there is no institution

devoted to the acquirement of horological and

kindred branches of knowledge, either in Europe

or this country, superior to it in methods of in-

struction, efficiency of instructors, or tool equip-

ments. A pupil who attends this school will make
no mistakes.
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Scope of “Loss by Fire."—Jewelry Destroyed by

Ordinary Fire in Grate.

The Countess Fitz James insured against fire

in a Paris company, the risk embracing all her

furniture and effects, her jewels especially being

mentioned, among which was a pair of ear-rings,

composed of fine pearls, and valued at r8,000

francs. In April, 1887, one of the ear-rings was

accidentally knocked off the mantel by the

Countess and fell into the fire below, where, in

spite of efforts made to save it, it was destroyed.

The loss was nearly 9,000 francs and an action

on the policy was brought for the damages. The

defense was that the fire was only an ordinary fire

and that there had been no loss by such a con-

flagration or fire as was meant in the policy. A

loss by a fire in a grate for ordinary heating pur-

poses was not one the company was responsible

for. The Civil Tribunal of the Seine, Fifth

Chamber, held (Countess Fitz James v. Union
Fire Insurance Co.) that "the word 'fire,' in mat-

ters of assurance, applied to every accident, how-

ever unimportant such accident might be, so long

as it was caused by the action of fire," and the

company was held liable for the loss.

Life of a Patent—Effect of Lapse in Foreign Country.

Defendants were charged with infringing a

patent, formerly taken out in France and Germany,

and subsequently patented in this country. By

the statutes of the United States such a patent was

limited to expire "at the same time with the

foreign patent, or if there be more than one, at the

same time with the one having the shortest term."

The defense relied on this provision and set up

that, as the German patent had lapsed and the

French had been forfeited before the suit was

begun, by reason of the failure of the patentee to

comply with certain requirements of the two foreign

countries, the United States patent became void

and so there was no infringement. In passing on

the point, Judge Wallace recently held (Pohl v.

Anchor Brewing Co.) that the defense was good

—that the home patent really expired " at the
same time with the foreign patent," and was in

force only "so long as the foreign patent was in

force."

Watch Repairer's Liability..

An English case in the Westminster County-

court was to recover from a shop-keeper the value

of a watch left for repair, but which was stolen

while the shop was left in charge of an apprentice.
The thieves came in, engaged the employe's atten-
tion and got the watch, but the young man missed
it, ordered them out of the shop, locked the door
and followed. They escaped. Subsequently one
was arrested but three juries disagreed as to his guilt.
It was contended that the apprentice was negligent
in not raising an alarm when he missed the watch,
as by so doing the thieves might have been arrested
with the watch in their possession, but the court

held that there had been no negligence and that
plaintiff could not recover.

Mercantile Reports—Sale—Fraud.

Where a merchant makes verbal statements as

to his financial condition to an employe of a

mercantile agency, by whom such statements are

reduced to writing, as a part of the same transac-

tion, but not signed, and subsequently the mer-

chant approves his former statement, and states

that there has been no material change in his

finances, the Supreme Court of Michigan holds

(Mooney v. Davis) that the written statements

are admissible in evidence against him to show

fraud in a purchase of goods six months after such

approval, when the sale was made in reliance on
the facts set forth by the mercantile agency.

Judge Cullen of the New York Supreme Court

recently refused an injunction to L. C. Waterman

& Co. who wished to enjoin another firm of

Waterman & Co. from using the name " Ideal

Fountain Pen." . In line with this decision is that

of the English Court of Appeal, where a firm
known for years as " Thomas 'Clifton & Sons,"

steel manufacturers, sought to prevent another

steel manufacturer named Turton, and who had

lately taken his two sons into the business, from

trading as "John 'Clifton & Sons." The injunc-

tion was refused, the name being exactly descrip-

tive of the firm and no allegation of attempt to

deceive being made.—The Bombay (India) High

Court lately enjoined one Charpie and another

from further importing and selling in Bombay of

watches stamped "Riverside," the Waltham Com-

pany claiming that such watches were inferior to

their " Riverside" watches, and that Charpie's

importing and selling were calculated to deceive

buyers and so injure the Company's business.

—Minnesota's "dressed beef law" has been held

unconstitutional by two District Court Judges at

Duluth, the ground being that it infringed on

inter-state commerce, regulation of 'which rests

exclusively with Congress.—The Treasury Depart-

ment has recently decided that ornamental hair-
pins are dutiable at 25 per cent. ad valorem as

jewelry.
* * *

PRICES OF DIAMONDS.

" What is truth ? " As regards the price of

diamonds here are sOme chances to show your skill

in picking it out:

The tendency is still upward, although the
rise is now more gradual.—Jeweler' sWeekly.

We are selling diamonds as cheap as last
year, and our buyer in Europe says that by taking
time and not hurrying, he can duplicate last year's
purchases, prices and all.—King V' Eisele, Bel-
fah ), N. Y.

Market reports show that diamonds are going
up.—Philade/phia Press.

Diamond dealers in the jewelry district denied
yesterday the report that these precious stones had
been advanced in value twenty to twenty-five per
cent. since April owing to the operations of a
London " trust." It had been stated that three
London houses, Jules Porges, Bonato Brothers and
Julius Kohn had bought up the world's output of
diamonds, and were restricting the quantity offered
to suit themselves. " For four or five years,"
said James M. Bloomfield, of Bloomfield & Oliver,
No. 23 John street, " there has been a cry, which
originates on the other side, that diamonds are
getting scarce and high. It is mainly owing to
the desire of foreign dealers to get rid of their
surplus stock. Mr. Oliver sailed for Europe on
Saturday to lay in a supply, and we have no fears
that he will not get all he wants. Stones of the
average marketable value and of medium price
are, if anything, cheaper now than they were four
years ago. For superfine, high-class stones, white
or blue-white stones of four or five carats, there is
a brisk demand, and they may be somewhat higher
because they are scarce. These London houses
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may try to control the output, but they cannot.
Just as many diamonds as ever are being found in
South Africa, Brazil and India, and the output is
too large for a successful corner." Other dealers
in John street and Maiden Lane expressed similar
sentiments.—New York Tribune.

There has been a rapid advance in the price
of diamonds within the past few months, and the
cause of the general rise is being discussed with
great interest by large importers. . . . A con-
solidation of the diamond producing companies is
the reason most generally given for the advance.
. • . Other corporations too have exerted their
influence on the diamond market.—Jeweler's
Review, Phi la. Correspondence.

Diamond cutters say that just now (August)
the market for rough diamonds is precarious.
This is the dull season, and the diamond dealers
of London are holding back rough diamonds with
the hope of an improvement in prices.—New
York Sun.

*. * *

The following is a list of Patents of interest

to the trade, issued during August, 1889. To

obtain a complete copy of specifications and draw-

ings for any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-

five cents to the Commissioner of .Patents, stating

the date and number of issue :

TUESDAY, AUGUST 6, 1889.

No. 408,268

No. 408.274

No. 408,308

No. 408,498

No. 408,573

No. 408,576

No. 408,846

No. 408,903

No. 408,909

No. 408.935

No. 408.955

No. 409,150

Eye-Glass Holder.
Simon R. Stibgen, Marietta, Pa.

Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
Albert Troller, Rockford, Ill.

Clasp for Necklaces.
Adam Keller, New York, N. Y.

Engravers Tool.
George A. Mason, Washington, D. C.

Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
Edward K. Boyd, Chicago, Ill.

Jewelry Tray.
Lou Burt, Detroit, Mich.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1889.

Automatic Signaling Device for Time Signals.
Chester H. Pond, Chicago, Ill.
Musical Clock.

Jolm Sprangers, Kaukanna, Wis.
Fountain Pen.

John D. Bray, Montreal, Canada.
Clip for Silverware Cases.

William Siebert, Bayonne, N. J.
Clock Pendulum.

Walter D. Davies, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Timepiece Escapement.

Alexander Kaiser, Berlin, Germany.

DESIGNS.

No. 19,267 Clock Case.
Edward C. Stoddard, Plymouth, Conn.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 1889.

NO. 409,220 Time Lock.
Lyman F. Munger, Roch..ster, N. Y.

No. 409,267 Cane or Parasol Watch.
James W. Allen, St Louis, Mo.

DESIGNS.

No. 19,269 5 Clock Case.
No. 19,270 1 G. W. Bidwell, New Ilaven, Conn.
No. 19,271 Badge.

J. K. Davidson, Philadelphia, Pa.
MI 19,277 f Pen Holder,
No. 19,278 Edward Todd, Jr., New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 27, 1889.

No. 409,705

No. 409,739

No. 409,745

No. 409,789

No. 409,952

No. 409,968

No. 410,013

Clock Pendulum.
George P. Reed, Melrose, Mass.

Watch Case Spring.
James W. Ewing, Philadelphia, Pa.

Watch Case Spring.
harry R. Gaul, Philadelphia, Pa.

Hairspring Stud for Watches.
Stephen Jenkins, New York, N. Y.

Fountain Pen.
Andrew M. Fox, Mismisburg, Ohio.

Electric Pen Holder.
William C. Holmes, Waterbury, Conn.

Electric Pendulum Clock.
Albert L. Parcelle, New York, N. Y.
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"PUZZLED" asks what is the best way to keep the
centre arbor of one of the 10 size interchangeable
Elgin movements in place while he is putting on
the cannon pinion and hands P

Take a 16 size movement box and drill a hole

through the centre of the bottom as shown at a,

Fig. x. 'rhis cut represents a vertical section

through the centre of a movement box, showing

the sides A A and bottom D. A small hole is
drilled at a and a brass stud (made of wire about

Ji 

5. of an inch in diameter) riveted into it just high
enough to touch the centre of the hand set arbor.

When we place a movement in the box, the centre

rests on the stud B and holds it while the cannon

pinion and hands are put on. Fig. 2 shows the

brass stud B separate.

rg,"9. 2

"CHIPPED DIAL" asks what is the best material for
patching a broken dial P

A mixture of plaster of paris and white of an

egg. 'rake about one-half of the white of an egg

and add an equal quantity of water, place the

mixture in a 4 ounce bottle and shake well. A

few drops of this mixture is added to enough fine

plaster of paris to form a thin paste. This is

plastered into the crevice and soon sets and dries

hard. Learn to do the job quick or the plaster

will set crummy. After it is dry, the surface can

be scraped smooth with a sharp knife. Very pure

white gum arabic dissolved in water answers

nearly as well. Don't use the gum water too

thick.

"LEARNER" says he would like to know the material

and methods used to produce the beautiful polish

on gold cases.

First, the case is brushed with rotton stone

and oil, using a round brush in a power polishing

lathe until all scratches are removed. The cases

are next washed and dried ; then brushed with a

bristle brush in lathe using "hard rouge," that is,

rouge made into tablets with wax. Following

these brushes come cotton flannel buffs and rouge.

The final polish is produced by a moose hide buff

and rouge mixed with gin. Moose hide, as it

comes prepared for buffs, is dressed or tanned

precisely like chamois skins, only the skin is

nearly or quite one-fourth of an inch thick. It is

cut into discs of the desired size and attached to

the end of the buff holder, precisely as the ordin-

ary felt buff for lathe polishing.

"WATCHMAKER." Will it affect watches on my

work bench if I use an electric motor to run my

lathe P

Not if proper precautions are used. Place

the motor over head against the ceiling and run

your band down to the lathe. If you can get

attached to an electric light wire you are all right.

The best battery for you is the New Carbon Bat-

tery, made and sold by Partrick & Carter, 116

South Second Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Motor

and battery together will cost about $27.00. Such

a battery is strong enough for nickel plating large
articles.

"ENQUIRER." What books would you recom-

mend to a beginner on watches, clocks and jew-

elry, to get instructions on general repairs ; some

book giving plain instrtictions P

Saunier's Hand-Book for Watchmakers' is the

best, price $3.50 ; but even this is not up to pre-

sent advances in the art of watchmaking in the

United States.

"SEA SHELLS" asks for some kind of cement which

will firmly attach joints and catches to sea shells.

No cement known has tenacity enough to

hold joints to "shell." The only reliable method

is to drill and rivet.

"CURIOUS" asks which is the cheapest and best bat-

tery for plating, and where to obtain one. Also if

silica melted with gold will cause it to fuse at a

lower temperature P

We presume you mean to plate with gold or

silver. If so, use a single cell of a Grove.

See article on " Workshop Chemistry." If

you wish to do nickle plating, write to the

firm named in same answer for a description

of their nickle plating outfit. Silica will not cause

gold to melt at a lower temperature. Nothing
except the oxyhydrogen blow-pipe will fuse silica

by itself.

" A CONSTANT READER" asks for the best way

to clean a case after getting through with the

movement; and whether he should oil a jewel

pin P

For silver cases prepare a mixture of four

parts of water, one part spirits of ammonia, one

part alcohol, one part by weight of fine whiting.

Put all into a bottle and shake. When ready to

use, pour out some of the mixture in a shallow

vessel and clip a hard brush into it and rub the

case, taking a sharpened peg wood to the joints

and also around the edges ; wash in clean water

and dry on an old towel to remove all the water

possible ; then dip into alcohol to displace water

back of case springs ; dry again on towel to get

rid of alcohol. If any brushing is done to polish,

it should be before the washing. With gold cases,

if stained around the joints, use a peg wood wet

with ammonia and alcohol equal parts, and of

rather a sharp rouge just enough to color the mix-

ture. It is not desirable to repolish cases as it

wears them too rapidly ; make them clean espec-

ially around the joints, and where the bezzel

snaps on. Oil a jewel pin but not too much ; or oil

the fork and stick it afterward once into a piece

of soft pith to remove excess of oil. A perfectly

dry and clean steel fork will be almost sure to cut,

and you will find the sink more or less stained

with red dust worn from the fork.

"PLATER" asks how to nickle plate P

To give details which would be of much ser-

vice would occupy two pages of the KEYSTONE.

We have an article in preparation on gilding and

plating both with silver and nickle, to appear in a

few months in the KEYSTONE.

"PLATER" asks "1st. For the best formula for nickle

platingP 2d. What is the advantage of an upright

tool, and the best method of using one P"

To give any satisfactory information in regard

to nickle-plating would take up too much space.

Cellini, Jr., is preparing a series of articles on

electro-plating, and gilding, to appear shortly in

this journal. 2d. Upright tools have gradually

gone out of use since Universal lathes and face

plates have come in. It is a waste of money in

this day to buy an upright tool, and a waste of

time to learn to use one.
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"SATIN FINISH." What is the black enamel com-
posed of with which they fill the engraved lines
in door plates P 2d. How are the red and green
colors given to silver bangles in the engraved
lines P 3d. What is the best way to satin iinishP

Engravers use two kinds of filling for this

this purpose, i. e., soft and hard filling. The

soft enamel is simply asphaltum varnish filled in

allowing it to dry, cleaning the surface afterward

with a soft rag moistened with turpentine. The

so-called hard enam 1 is not a true hard enamel,

because hard enamel, strictly speaking, is black

glass fused into the lines. The kind of enamel

referred to in this instance is simply " black

cement," such as is used with a wax chuck lathe.

It is composed of gum shellac four parts, French

ultramarine half a part, melted together and made

into sticks. To apply it, after the plate is engrav-

ed, plated and polished, it is• heated until it will

"hiss" like a flat iron for laundry purposes. A

stick of cement is then rubbed over the plate until

the lines are full. The plate is now allowed to

cool down a little, and a scraper made of a piece

of flat ivory brought to an edge like a chisel, is

used to scrape off all but what is sunk in the lines.

A soft rag wet with alcohol will clean the surface

and restore the pplish. If the process is carefully

conducted, the ivory scraper will leave no

scratches. Such filling will not crack or fall out,

and is by far the most desirable if one will only

take the bother to learn how to use it. The red

and green color on silver is produced by a lacer

made by dissolving bleached shellac in alcohol,

coloring with red or green anal*. Cellini's

Hand-book on Engraving, page 49, gives a full

expose of the process and tools necessary for satin

finishing.

"BREGUET HAIRSPRIkG." If I should change

a flat hairspring into a "Breguet" hairspring how

would it affect the rate of the watch P

It would run slower ; exactly how much

would depend on several factors, among them the

diameter of the "over-coil."

"KNOW NOTHING." "What is the best oil for

stemwinding parts of watches P"

Clock oil, something having a little more

body than watch oil. Sperm oil gums too much.

"GILDING." Can you inform me of a good work on

electro-gilding which tells how to make solutions

and work a battery P

Manuel of Electro Metallurgy by James

Napier. Published by H. C. Baird & Co., 8ro

Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. Price, $1.5o.

* *

A FRIEND." What part of a horse power will it

require to run a watchmakers' lathe P

One-fifth of a horse is considered a " man

power." One man power would probably run

two or three lathes except when extra stress of

some kind was put on.

" LEARNER." What will remove iron rust stains

from enamel dials P

Muriatic acid ; it will also remove them from

gilded plates.

"MAGNETISM." Is there any simple way of de-
magnetizing a watch P

The best method is to test for magnetism in

all the parts separately, (don't. forget the case

springs) and then with a small magnet " kill " all

indicated polarity in each piece separately.
(Continued on page 17.)
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, September 2, 1889.

There is a decided improvement in the. job-

bing trade. Traveling salesmen teel sure of a
large Fall business. Orders are notably accom-

panied with requests for prompt delivery. The

west, not being affected by disasters, continues

very active with an expanding volume of business.

Local trade is picking up, and altogether there is

general satisfaction in all departments. Of the

thirty-four Eastern men here in the past ten days,

four-fifths of them claim to have done an excellent

business.
A. G. Schwab has returned from a very suc-

cessful business trip. He reports southern trade

liberal and active. Mr. Schwab recently moved

into his new house on Walnut Hills.

E. & J. Schweikert, of W. 4th Street, will

soon issue a ciicular to the trade, offering a new

regulator very cheap. •
Duhme & Co. have one of the finest design-

ers in the city, who is unique and original in his

conceptions. His name is Chas. Goettheim, and

he is destined to become very popular. His late

designs for Tennis club prizes have elicited much

admiration.
A. B. Clark, of C. Hellebush, was born under

a lucky star. His latest success was the winning

of the prize trotter, raffled off sevcral days ago.

Mr. Hellebush reports a boom in the watch trade,

especially in Keystone Cases, which are meeting

with unprecedented success. He is behind in orders.

The Parnell Branch field day at Summit

Grove, a few days ago, was the greatest athletic

event of the year. Nearly all the prizes awarded

were presented by Cincinnati jewelers.
A Cincinnati belle has returned from her

summer season at Newport and can talk of noth-

ing else but Mrs. Cornelius Vanderbilt's diamond

necklace. The diamonds were pierced through

the centres and strung like beads, alternating with

pearls. It is said that it required many weeks ot

patient labor to pierce the stones.
Mr. Sol Fox, of the Fox Bros., diamond

merchants, of W 4th Street, recently sustained

a heavy loss at his house on Mt. Auburn. While

the family were away, a thief entered and appro-

priated about a thousand dollars worth of jewels.

Mr. Fox is very anxious to recover a canary colored

diamond pin, which he claims is the finest stone

Ile ever saw.
Jonas, Dorst & Co. are getting up a new and

handsome line of diamond jewelry of every descrip-

tion. They are having an especial run on their

celebrated "Ophir" diamond goods. The active

business in their factory has compelled an added

force.
Mr. W. A. Davidson, formerly with the

American Jewelry Co., has opened a new store in

the Arcade. He has been for thirty years identi-

fied with leading jewelry houses in this city, and

he carries with him a large list of patrons.
Mr. Holland, of the John Holland Pen Co.,

is introducing "pure iridium" for metallic ware,

which he guarantees will not tarnish or corrode.

Jos. Noterman & Co. have added to

their corps of artistic designers, Mr. Jean Jear-

neoux, of Paris, and Mr. Wilkening, of Wilkening

Bros. These are artists of unexceptionable repu-

tation, and will add lustre to the firm.

News lately reached here of the death of Geo.

C: W. Geeting, a prominent jeweler of Washing-

ton, Ind. He was formerly an Ohio boy, born in

this county, where he had many friends and rela-

tives.
Mr. Wm. S. P. Oskamp has returned from

Europe and will soon open one of the finest lines

of precious stones ever brought to the city. His

recent importations includes diamonds, watches,

clocks, and fancy goods of the most rare and

unique designs. He says the French jewelry

exhibit .at the Paris Exposition is beyond com-

parison, not only in exquisite workmanship and

design, but the arrangement of the display is to

the best possible advantage to each department.

Duhme & Co. are making a magnificent dis-

play in watches. As the wedding gift season

opens, they are preparing to meet and supply all

demands. Already they have sold three chests

of wedding silver. Mr. Fletcher, chief of the

watch repair department, has returned from a

visit to friends in Boston. Mr. Fletcher is regard-

ed as the finest workman in this branch in the

United States.

GO SOUTH, YOUNG MAN!

The Congress of American Nations to meet
in Washington, October 2, has for its subjects for

consideration the preservation of peace, includ-

ing some plan for settling disputes by arbitration;

the establishment of better means for frequent

communications by water ; a uniform system of

customs regulations, weights and measures ; pro-
tection of patent property and allied interests; the

extradition of criminals; and the adoption of a

common silver coin for interstate commerce. It
has been decided that perhaps as much good can
be done in impressing the visitors with the desir-
ability of improving trade relations with this

country, by showing them what the country is and

what its resources are in natural products and

manufactured goods, as in any other way; and so

immediately after assembling in October, the Con-

gress will adjourn and spend some weeks in an ex-

tended tour,embracing about all the great cities and

manufacturing centres of the nation east of the

Rocky Mountains. The visitors will know something

of what this country can produce, when they get back

to Washington, and will be the better prepared to

take hold of the real business of the conference. We

hope the jewelry manufacturing of the country will
not escape their notice as they swing around the
circle, and that the leaders of the trade concerned
in increasing our jewelry exports will see to it that
this branch of manufactures gets its due share of
the attention of the visitors. When we see it

stated that the exports of American jewelry to the

Argentine Repubic in 1887 amounted to $5,232,

those of Germany, $359,593, of England, $513,-

717, and of France $1,463,085, we can't help

thinking that the jewelry manufacturers of this
country have here shown them a field in which

they can put forth some intelligent efforts with a

pretty good prospect of reaping a fair crop of re-

wards therefor in the near future. And Argentine
is only a sample—very similar conditions prevail
in the other South American countries.

We are sorry to have to chronicle the serious
illness of Mr. Alex. Patterson, the representative

throughout Pennsylvania of Simons Bros. & Co.,
of this city. We hope for a favorable termination
of Mr. Patterson's sickness, and feel confident this
wish will be echoed the State over by those mem-
bers of the trade who know him.

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

Henry Euler, of 814 Chestnut street, this
city, recently spent two weeks with the sea breezes

and sea waves of Atlantic City.

The New York representative of the Cheshire
Watch Company, Mr. L. W. Sweet, hasn't been

having as sweet a vacation as he'd like—he's been
sick at his summer home in West Mansfield, Mass.,
but expects soon to be back in the metropolis.

The Standard Watch Company has tempo-
rarily closed its factory in Jersey City, throwing
sixty-five hands out of work. It expects to re-
sume operations soon.

Believing that they will be useful to both
employers and employes, the British Horological
Institute will hereafter issue certificates to compet-
ent watch and clock repairers. The " Ordinary"
will be granted to such persons as satisfy the
Council that they have "a fair knowledge of
depths, the verge, horizontal and lever escape-
ments and keyless work." The man who gets a
"First Class" certificate must show, in addition
to the above, evidence of his "ability to time and
adjust, and of his conversance with chronometers,
repeaters and other complicated pieces." In ap-
proving this action of the society, one member
said it "was astonishing the fear with which new
customers often let even trumpery time-keepers go
out of their hands. People had come into his
shop for a watch key which they insisted on fit-
ting themselves, being doubtful of the shopkeeper's
ability to handle their watch with proper care."

The need of due preparation for the delicate
office of fitting eyes of all sorts with the particular
spectacles that will do them most good is recog-
nized by the Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co.
of this city in their recent starting of a school for
the instruction of persons following this business.
The scheme of the school comprises a course of
lectures on Optics and Ophthalmology, with parti-
cular reference to fitting glasses, and also includes
practical instruction in the use of the ophthalmo-
scope. As soon as capable, students will, under
the supervision of the superintendent or oculist in
charge, assist in selecting glasses for eyes difficult
to fit. The lectures—to be given weekly—will be
by that well-known authority in the ophthalmic
world, Dr. C. H. Brown of this city, who will
have full charge of the school and will personally
instruct each pupil. Rigid examinations will fol-
low the completion of the course, and diplomas
will be granted those successful in passing. 'rhe
school starts off auspiciously with a class of fifteen
members. The lectures and instructions are given
at 1305 Arch St., where an eye dispensary in con-
nection with the school offers all its facilities to
the students in attendance. Any retail jeweler
may take costumers whose eyes are hard to fit, to
the dispensary and have them fitted free of charge.
Assisting in this work, as they will, the patrons of
the school will have the very sort of practice most
valuable in fitting them for the everyday duties of
the optician. Ever alive to serve its patrons, the
KEYSTONE has made arrangements for giving in
its columns a synopsis of each lecture in the
course. Publication of this matter will begin in
October, and will be continued from month to
month as best seems to subserve the interest of our
readers.

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

GEORGE W. CHILDS.

The gentleman whose portrait heads these

columns has been too prominently before the pub-

lic for the last thirty years to require of us more

than a brief notice of his eventful career. We

know of no man whose life is more worthy of

emulation, by a young man, than that of Geo. W.

Childs. Successful in acquiring wealth without

taking business risks and chances which usually

mark the methods of men who secure sopulence,

he can be pointed to as a man whose assiduity,

prompted and controlled by sound judgment and

high moral principles, gained for him an immense

fortune. We can not do better than to quote from

his own words in a biographical memoir, published

in Lippincott's Magazine for June, 1889. He

says:

"I had saved enough money when about
eighteen years old to go into business for myself;

so I set up a modest store in a small room in the

old Public Ledger Building. It was a success ; I
made money slowly, but surely. Meanwhile it is

said of me that I aspired to higher things ; that I

was even heard to say shall yet be the owner of

the Public Ledger.' If this is true, and doubt-

less it is, I do not seem to have over-reached my-

self at that early age."

Before he was twenty-one years of age, he be-

came partner in a Philadelphia publishing house

under the firm name of R. E. Peterson & Co. In

a comparatively brief period the firm was Childs

& Peterson. One of the first books published by

this firm was "Dr. Kane's Arctic Explorations."

Dr. Kane's original plans were only to publish a

brief scientific account of the expedition in search

of Sir John Franklin. By the influence of Mr.

Childs-the work was prepared and published in

the form it was given to the public. An evidence

of Mr. Childs superior sagacity was afforded in

the publication of this work. One of the largest

book concerns of New York assured Mr. Childs

he would never sell over a thousand copies. They

would not give him at that time an order for more

than one hundred copies, but soon sent an order

for five thousand more to meet the demand.

Briefly, the book was an immense success, and in

less than a year Dr. Kane was paid nearly $70,000

on his copyright. Another very popular work,

"Parson Brownlow's Book," was published by this

firm.
In December, 1864, Mr. Childs bought out

the Public Ledger, and realized as we may say,

the boast of his boyhood'to yet own this important

journal. On assuming the control of the Ledger,

Mr. Childs inaugurated two important changes:

first, he doubled the price of the paper, raising it

from six to twelve cents a week, or from one to

two cents a copy; and secondly, he advanced the

rates of advertising. Again was the sagacity of

Mr. Childs verified. The sale of the paper fell

off as well as the patronage in advertising for a

brief period ; but the "Ledger was a necessity,

and like other necessities had to be paid for,"

and in a short time was in favor again and mak-

ing money, whereas it had been a dead loss to its

publishers, previous to its purchase by Mr. Childs,

of some three thousand dollars a week. Mr.

Childs worked hard on his paper, elevating its.

tone and improving its usefulness. To quote

the words of the Rev Dr. Prime : "Mr. Childs

excluded from his paper all details of disgusting

crime ; all reports of such as may not be with pro-

priety read aloud in the family ; that poison the

minds of young men, inflame the passions and

corrupt the heart ; all scandal and slang, and that

whole class of news which constitutes the staple of

many daily papers." The same care was exercised

over the advertising columns, and nothing of

questionable character admitted. Again, Mr.

Childs was admonished that his methods would be

disastrous to the success of his journal ; and again

was the soundness of his judgment sustained.

Twenty-five years of increasing prosperity have

now rewarded Mr. Childs for his efforts under

strong moral and business convictions.

It is very seldom Mr. Childs takes any mon-

ied interest in any business venture except to in-

vest his surplus revenue in desirable real estate.

A notable exception exists in his investment in the

Keystone Watch Case Co. The history of his con-

nection with this enterprise can be briefly chroni-

cled by saying that in 1876 Messrs. Hagstoz &

Thorpe rented a floor of the Ledger Building for

the manufacture of the James Boss patent filled

gold watch cases. Mr. Childs' native discern-

ment soon satisfied him that the firm was

making money. But the enterprise excited no in-

terest in him, except the pleasure he felt in those

about him prospering, until informed by

Messrs. Hagstoz & Thorpe, in 1879, that the firm

would be compelled to remove to larger and more

commodious quarters, and that it was their deter-

mination to largely employ female help, furnish-

ing an opportunity for several hundred women to

earn a livelihood under better auspices and

surroundings than usually environ female opera-

tors in factories. No sooner was this phase of the

matter presented to Mr. Childs than he evinced a

deep interest and volunteered to aid the enterprise

with his influence, and what is of still greater im-

portance, his money. He at once placed one

hundred thousand dollars at the disposal of Messrs.

Hagstoz & Thorpe to aid in developing the scheme.

Here again he was successful. The enterprise of

manufacturing the " James Boss " and other watch

cases by improved machinery assumed an impor-

tance that even its founders in their most ambi-

tious dreams did not. anticipate. Not only was

the enterprise a business success, but Mr. Childs

realized a consummation of his desire to furnish for

women an opportunity for employment freed from

the contact and annoyances so commonly en-

countered by women who seek to be self-sup-

porting. The enterprise, though now developed

into an immense corporate company, the Key-

stone Watch Case Co., is still actuated by the

same sentiment, and affords desirable employment

to hundreds of worthy women.

Mr. Childs has among his individual or home

tastes a penchant for clocks. Through his

courtesy we have been permitted to make drawings

of his collection of clocks, which is unrivalled by

any private collection either in this country or in

Europe. Aside from their intrinsic value, which

is very great, as one clock alone cost $6000, they
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possess intense interest
to students of horolog-
ical matters, and serve
to show the progress
made in the art from
an extremely early date
to the present time. The
collection contains

clocks of almost all
nationalities, including

Chinese and Japanese
clocks. These last-

named are extremely

interesting, and give

us an insight into the
methods of construction

at the present day in

those countries. These

matters will be further

considered when we

come to the considera-
tion of the clocks indi-
vidually.

We will make no

effort to classify the

clocks in this collection,

but take them Promis-

cuously. The clock we

show here is a re-

markably fine specimen

of high grade clocks

made in Holland at the

commencement of the

present century. The

case is of French

walnut, elaborately carved and inlaid with

rare woods. The mountings are of cast brass,

and present excellent specimens of the perfection

for which the Dutch were celebrated in such work,

both as regards color of alloy and delicacy and

perfection of casting. The dial is elaborately

ornamented in silver and

gilt, and shows the hours

and minutes, together with

the moon's phases, and

day of the week and

month.
The clock shown in

this figure is of English

construction, and made

probably about fifty years

ago. It is a choice

specimen of the " bracket

clock," a style of clock

which superseded the " high ' clock of the

style shown above. It formerly belonged to

Francis J. Grund, a journalist of some repute, and

contributor to the Philadelphia Ledger.

An " Ormolu " clock of exquisite workman-

ship and grace of proportions is shown below. The

history of this clock is entirely unknown. It is

certainly a unique

ij specimen of the clock-

making art, the

" ormolu " frame being

elaborately inlaid with

tortoise shell. So per-

fect are the alloy and

the methods used in

finishing that the burn-

ished portions glitter

like virgin gold, and

hold their color with-

out care or attention. We

shall continue the de-

scription of these clocks.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., September t, 1889.

To attempt a review of the manufacturing
jewelry business during the present month is a
task both unpleasant and unsatisfactory. Your
correspondent dislikes to be classed among the
pessimists in trade, and much prefers to view life
in its most rosy light ; but facts are stubborn
things to overcome, and so if the readers of the
KEYSTONE desire to know the exact condition of
the jewelry business in this locality, I suppose
they must be truthfully informed. I have had an
opportunity during the past four weeks to make a
most thorough canvass among the firms engaged
in this industry, both here and in Attleboro, and
the result can be summed up about as follows:

The chain manufacturers have been quite
busy and claim they have a good many orders yet
to fill. I suppose this is due to a large extent to
the great demand for watches and the zeal with
which the jobbers everywhere are pushing them,
but if fashion would only ordain that ladies' chains
should be several feet longer, and thus banish
"The Queens" to parts unknown, there would be
joy indeed. The demand for fire gilt and other
cheaper grades of various lines is also fair, and
the shops engaged in this industry are employing
about their usual forces. But in plated goods there
is very little doing, and duplicate orders are coin-
ing in few and far between. Most of the manu-
facturers are waiting, Micawber like, for something
to turn up, only they want it to happen much
sooner than did that well-known gentleman of
fiction. The KEYSTONE and other trade journals
give such glowing accounts of what the jobbers
are doing, and how difficult it is for them to fill
orders, that I cannot help wondering why this
great rush and burly burly doesn't materialize just
a little bit here. If it is due in any respect to
any timidity on the part of the many distributors
of this country, I can assure them that this will be
soon dispelled, as the drummers are out among
them and will not take "No" for an answer. But
seriously, I believe there is every indication that
there will be a great improvement seen in Sep-
tember, and I trust I can make it known in my
next letter.

I understand that the new line of ladies'
chains called " 'rhe Victoria," is being received
with great favor by the trade These goods are
made by Young & Stern, of North Attleboro. This
house, about ten years ago, introduced the
"Pioneer Chain," which is still in good demand.

In Democratic circles, Hiram Howard, of
the 'enterprising house of Howard & Son, is re-
garded as a strong man to head their city ticket at
the coming election, and, in all probability, he
could secure the nomination for Mayor if he so
desired ; but there is very little probability of his
permitting his name to be used, as his business re-
quires constant attention. At present he is a
member of the State Legislature.

John Costigan, who has been in the retail
jewelry business a number of years in Olneyville,
has been compelled to give up his store. His
stock in trade had been mortgaged some time ago,
and inability to meet the required payments
caused the mortgagee to foreclose.

Attleboro will soon boast of a daily paper,
which I understand, will be published by Messrs.
Sturdy & Sweet, on September 1st.

According to the Evening Telegram, "the lat-
estk.sporting wrinkle is discovered in an animated
discussion between polishers in several jewelry
shops of this city, as to which man can polish the
largest number of band rings in a certain length
of time." We are unable at the present writing to
give the result or the name of the successful man.

Mr. Chas W. Livermore died at his summer
residence at Shawomet Beach, on August t4th.
He had been in poor health for some time. For
many years he had been identified with the jew-
elry industry. Some years ago, he began the
manufacture of " The Livermore Stylographic
Pen," which had a long and successful sale.

John H. Killeon, a jewelry salesman belong-
ing in Attleboro, Mass., but in the employ of
Wm. Loeb & Co. of Providence, disappeared in a
very mysterious manner on August 1st. He re-
appeared, however, in about a fortnight in a
neighboring town all safe and sound. Why he
should have caused so much uneasiness to his wife
and family is unknown.

Mr. William H. Luther, of W. H. Luther &
Son, manufacturing jewelers of this city, has been
elected to the Board of License Commissioners,
and has entered upon the duties of the office.

George Pitts has just placed. a chattel
mortgage on his plant.

Messrs. E. I. Franklin Sz Co. of North Attle-
boro, Mass., are busily engaged in moving their
factory from the Whiting building, where they
have been located a number of years, to the
Whitney building on Chestnut St. They have for
some time needed more room, and in their new
location will have much larger floor space.

The assignee of Mason, Draper & Co. sold
out their plant at auction on Saturday, August
17th. As far as I can learn, the sale was not as
successful as was anticipated.

Mr. Robt. F. Simmons, senior member of the
firm of R. F. Simmons & Co., Attleboro Falls,
Mass., has been spending the summer at Poland
Springs for the benefit of his health.

The adjourned meeting of the New England
Manufacturing Jewelry Association was held on
Thursday, August 15th The following members
were present : President, Edwin Lowe ; Vice
Presidents, 0. C. Devereux and W. W. Fisher;
Secretary, John A. McCloy ; Treasurer, H. F.
Carpenter ; John M. Buffington, Frank 'I'. Pearce,
Henry G. Smith, Major E. S. Horton, John Smith,
C. F. Denison, S. L. Clarke, J. W. Case, P. F.
Parsons, C. A. Stahl, Jr, Wm. Smith Jr., B. A.
Ballon, John J. Fry, J. H. Fanning, M. L. Read,
N. B. Nickerson, W. S. Hough, Jr., W. H. Rich-
mond, W. F. Leeder and Walter Gardiner.
After the dinner had been given careful attention,
a business meeting was held. The chief topic
for discussion was whether this organization
should be continued, and it was unanimously
voted in the affirmative, and the opinion seemed
to be in favor of infusing new life into it.
Upon motion of the executive committee, the
following gentlemen were elected to membership:
T. G. Frothingham, of North Attleboro, and E.
B. Thornton, C. H. Downs and L. L. Burdon, of
Providence. It was also voted to have 250 copies
of the constitution printed and distributed. The
meeting was then adjourned subject to the call of
the Executive Committee.
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Mr. Sterns Hutchins, manufacturing jeweler,
is spending the summer at Cottage City, Mass.,
where he has a fine residence on Sea View Avenue.

Mr. M. H. Mason, formerly of the firm of
Mason, Draper & Co., has entered the employ of
G. K. Webster, and will soon be on the road with
his new samples.

The Standard Compound Co., manufacturers
of various articles for jewelers' use, has moved its
plant to Providence. This business has recently
been purchased of M. F. H. Perry, of Attleboro,
Mass., by Mr. Chas. C. Achorn, of Providence.
They make many valuable articles which have
acquired quite a reputation.

*

A PRACTICAL JOKE.

Mme. la Marquise de Gallifet, Princesse de
Martigues, was, four-and-twenty years ago, one of
the most lovely women in Paris. She is half Eng-
lish, for her father, Lafitte, the banker, Married
an English lady  Her nickname,
"Cochonette," originated in a very malicious and
untrue rumor that De Grammont-Caderousse
spread, to the effect that this dainty lady did not
pay so much attention to soap and water as she
might have done.

Her husband, the celebrated Marquis de
Gallifet, having reason to suspect that his wife did
not care over much for soap and water, played off
on her the following practical joke. One night,
or rather morning, after returning from a ball at
the Tuileries, he strolled into his wife's dressing-
room, and lighting a cigarette sat down to discuss
the events of the evening before retiring to his
own rooms. He found Mme. la Marquise impati-
ently taking off her jewels and throwing them
right and left on the carpet for the maids to pick
up in the morning and put in order. After a few
minutes' conversation the Marquis kissed his
wife's hand and retired for the night, but the fol-
lowing morning he came in again and asked his
wife to let him take a beautiful ruby bracelet he
had once given her to Boucheron's to be reset, as
it had already been arranged between them it
should be. Mme. la Marquise told one of her
maids to bring the bracelet, but the jewel was not
to be found. The house was thoroughly searched
from top to bottom, but the missing bracelet was
not discovered. "Never mind," said the Marquis,
at last ; "you must have been robbed, that is all.
I will get you another like it." Ten days later be
again came into his wife's dressing-room early in
the morning, and after a few minutes' casual con-
versation, carelessly asked, "You have seen noth-
ing of that ruby bracelet, I suppose, that you lost
ten days' ago?" "No," replied Mme. de Gallifet,
innocently : " of course not. How could 1?"
" Cochonette 1" exclaimed the hero of Puebla,
bursting out laughing ; then, taking his wife by
the hand, he gently led her up to the washing-
stand, which, as is common in France, closed
with a lid to keep the dust out. Lifting the cover,
he showed his bewildered better half the bracelet
lying in the basin, where he had put it the night
he had gone into his wife's bedroom after the
court ball.—" Piccadilly" in San Francisco
Argonaut.

* * *

A single plate of perforated zinc about a foot
square, suspended over a gas jet is said to retain
the noxious emanations from burning gas, which
are known to destroy many articles in a room and to
vitiate the atmosphere.
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WORKSHOP NOTES.

Continued from page 13.

"BENT PIVOT" asks what is the best way to
straighten a bent pivot P and what is the cause of
a watch stopping for an indefinite time and then
going on again of its own accord P

A pair of tweezers with strong, smooth and
rather narrow blades, should be used for balance
and other small pivots, and pliers with smooth
jaws for larger ones. If the watch is a fine one,
the staff or arbor should be put in a wax chuck
and trued by the shoulder, when the tweezers or
pliers can be used to manipulate the pivot until
perfectly true and straight. After truing, a sap-
phire file should be used to smooth the pivot. The
causes for watches stopping and starting of them-
selves can be attributed to several reasons : The
usual cause is the fork catching on the roller. If
it is an American or English watch, bend the
guard pin forward until it barely clears the roller;
if a Swiss watch, force the guard point forward
with a punch shaped like a small cold chisel, cut-
ting just back of the point ; if too hard, reduce the
temper and remove the color with muriatic acid.
Also be sure the roller is smooth on the edge and
cannot catch on the guard pin or point. A bad

depth may stop a watch in the way you mention,
but such occurrences are extremely rare. The

balance rubbing on the centre wheel in Swiss
watches, or on mainspring barrel in American

movements, may also effect the stopping. Be

satisfied no such conditions can occur, is the only

sure remedy for the two last mentioned causes.

"PEBBLE LENSES" asks how to test pebble lenses P
(2) How wash red chamois skins P (3) Will chloride
of zino diluted make a soldering fluid which will
not produce rust P

An old file is a sure guide after a little prac-

tice ; pebbles are much harder than glass. Red

chamois skins cannot well be renovated; washing,

the only way to clean them, spoils the color. The

red color can be restored by going over a skin,

after washing and drying, with a sponge filled

with cochineal dye. The economy of washing

red chamois skins doesn't pay. Zinc dissolved in

muriatic (hydrochloric) acid is chloride of zinc;

consequently, diluting cloride of zinc is only add-

ing water to common soldering fluid.

"BRAZING" asks if there is any way brazing can be
done successfully without heatP

Rings formed by bending wire into hoops

have had their ends joined by depositing metal

between them by galvanic action. This process

has been termed galvanic soldering. All practical

men know that processes which seem to satisfy

men who experiment in a laboratory, do not come

up to the requirements of the workshop.

"BANKING PIN" asks how to prevent a watch from
over-banking P

A watch in good order can not over-bank.

Read what we have said to "Bent Pivot." The rule

for setting the bankings of an American watch is

to set the bankings as close as the watch will

escape ; or to put it in factory phrase "bank up

to the drop." When this is done, see if the guard

pin is free of the roller. It should be free, and

only free, in whatever position the movement is

held. A guard pin should never allow the lever

to move enough to free a tooth from the locking

face of a pallet. And if a watch is in good order,

the draw of the locking face of a pallet should

allow you to move the fork forward until the

guard pin strikes the roller, when the action of

the locking face of the pallet will draw the fork

to the banking again. A roller may be set too

high on a staff, so the guard pin will pass under

the roller in certain position. A roller being out

of round (untrue) is another source of clanger.

When such a condition exists, first ascertain where

the fault lies, i. e., whether it is the staff or roller

which is out. If it is the staff, probably some

genius has been pivoting it and put in a pivot to

one side. In this case a new staff or pivot will

remedy the trouble. If a roller is out of round,

we must correct it by opening the hole on one

side and closing it on the other. To open the

hole, take a piece of soft iron binding wire of

near the size of the hole and place it in your

saw frame after having "strung" the roller on the

wire. Now smear the wire with oil stone dust,

and proceed to grind the hole to one side. A

small round (ball) faced punch is the kind to use;

setting the punch so as to close the hole on one

side only. If the roller is too hard, soften it

(after removing the jewel pin) by heating to a

blue and removing color as directed in answer to

"Bent Pivot."

The International Union for Protecting Patents,

Trade Marks and Designs.

The feasibility and propriety of establishing

an international patent system, embracing besides

patents, trade marks, designs, etc., has been the

subject of a good deal of discussion in the last six-

teen years—more especially in Europe than in

this country—and no less than four International

Conferences have considered the subject. Our

own country has, curiously enough, taken but

slight interest in the conferences, and our repre-

sentation has usually been nominal and inadequate,

considering the interests that were at stake—pro-

tection to American inventors and manufacturers

by putting an end to piracy of their patents and

trade marks. Now, another similar conference is

to be held—this time in Madrid—and the prospect

is that our country will again fail to make the most

of the opportunity, as Congress has not made

provision for sending a duly qualified representa-

tive. The first conference was in 1873 at Vienna,

where the desirability of establishing a uniform

patent system for Europe was considered. At the

next meeting in Paris in 1878, the discussion was

continued, and resolutions were passed about the

nature of property in inventions, designs and

trade marks, the means for their protection and

treaties relating to them. The third conference

was in Paris in 1880. Seven American nations,

including the United States, were represented and

thirteen countries of Europe. Great Britain and

this country took little if any part in the discussion.

The articles adopted by the meeting having been

considered by the various governments, a confer-

ence to sign and so institute the projected Inter-

national Union was held in 1883, in Paris as

before, and Belgium, France, Guatamala, Italy
the Netherlands, Portugal, Salvador, Servia,
Spain and Switzerland signed the convention. It

was announced that the United States might join

at some future time, and the action subsequently

taken by President Cleveland is referred to below.

The next conference was in Rome in 1886. Ger-

many here first joined in the discussion. Our

country's delegate, the Minister to Italy, took no

active part, and did not profess to bind his govern-
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ment. Great Britian had joined the Union in
1884, and her representation was active in view of

the trade mark interests of her manufacturers.

The general object of all these meetings may be

understood from this extract from M. Tirard's

address at the conference of 1880 :

" We are to seek for the means to establish
an International Union which, without prejudi( e
to the legislation of particular States on' the sub-
ject, shall have two objects : first, to assure to the
subjects of every State the enjoyment in every
other of all the rights the subjects or citizens of the
latter enjoy in respect to patents or inventions,
designs, trade marks and the commercial name,
and secondly, to establish a number of general and
uniform provisions which all citizens of the con-
tracting States shall equally enjoy the benefit of."

The net gain, so far, to this country seems to

be very little. In 1887, the President proclaimed

the ratification of the convention agreed on at the

Paris conference of 1880, and subsequently, as

above detailed, signed by various powers at the

1883 meeting ; but the following statement of an

" expert " to the New York Tribune shows how

small was the benefit gained for our inventors :

" If an American inventor files his application
here, and then within seven months from such
filing shall deposit an application for the same in-
vention in another country of the union, his
patent in that country will not be refused, even if
some other person, who may have acquired know-
ledge of the invention, has obtained a patent
there meanwhile. Unfortunately, the majority of
United States patents in general, and valuable
ones in particular, do not appear to be granted
within seven months from the date of application ;
and so the American who attempts to avail him-
self of the convention runs the risk of having the
term of his patent at home abridged by reason of
a prior foreign patent for the same invention under
Section 4,887, Revised Statutes. He takes
another, and sometimes a more serious risk, that of
having his invention divulged by publication in
the foreign country while it is still kept secret in
the United States Patent Office. '1'he result is
that the convention is quite disregarded by our
people, who, if they want foreign patents, manage
to file their applications simultaneously with the
grant here, and so avoid both these difficulties."

The remedy proposed by the Patent Office to

make the Union really useful to home inventors is

to amend the agreement so that the " period of

priority " shall run from the " publication of the

specification, rather than from the deposit of the

application." This would give seven months from

the granting of the patent in which to file appli-

cations in other countries. It is just possible that

if Congress meets before the Madrid conference,

provision may be made for adequately representing

this country, but the chances seem to be against

it. In this connection we may quote again from

the Tribune expert, this time from his reply to the

question if anything can be done for industrial

property at the coming Congress of American

Nations:

" I think that event offers a favorable oppor-
tunity. Not so much with respect to inventions,
since the patent laws of Spanish-American nations
are of not much consequence, but with respect to
trade marks. The trade marks of United States
manufacturers are extensively pirated in all parts
of the world, and particularly in Central and
South America. In San Salvador such piracy is
almost an industry by itself. If we can negotiate
treaties with our sister Republics by which this
evil can be removed, and the owner of the United
States trade marks protected, it will be a great
thing for our commerce. I believe something of the
kind is included in the general outline of work for
the Congress, but I have never heard of anything
done in preparation for it. "
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The worst needed institution in Pittsburgh is
an industrial school. In no trade is this lack so
severely felt as in the jewelry business. Unskilled
labor tries the patience, and results in benefit
neither to the employer nor the pupil. In many
cases, where a lad has been taken into apprentice
ship, he is so placed at the beck and call of every-
one in the establishment that a considerable length
of time must elapse before he can strike out for
himself. Every day the wholesale departments
howl about the indifference displayed concerning
industrial training.

About a year ago Mr. L. L. Kellar, an old
Pittsburgh watchmaker, opened up what he termed
a horological school, fitting up cosy work rooms
and making his rates of tuition reasonable. A
peep into his watchmaking school last week showed
three pupils at work. There was no noise, no
jumping up to answer telephones or to run errands.
Their minds were perfectly free to be devoted to
the work before them. The school makes no pre-
tentions, and if it succeeds at all, will succeed
slowly. But the fact remains that it affords a
comparison between methodical, systematized work
under the supervision of an instructor, and the
haphazard training which most boys now receive.
Parents complain that there is no room for the
boys; that the foreign workman is preferred. So
long as the foreign workman is thee skilled work-

man, this will continue. If the little horological
school started by Mr. Kellar should prove to be
the incentive to the establishment of a large indus-
trial school in this city, it will have accomplished
a glorious mission.

The exposition is now the leading topic among
the trade. If all goes well in the way of work, the
big buildings will be open to the public the first
week of September. The leading firms of the city
will be exhibitors, but some, owing to the great
trouble and expense involved, have decided to
defer their exhibit until next year. Among those
who will exhibit are Heeren Bros. & Co., who will
make a strong point of tools and machinery;
Heckel & Bieler, who will show several cases of un-
mounted goods, and W. W. Wattles, Wattles &
Shaefer, and J. C. Grogan, who will vie with each
other in getting up elaborate retail displays.
Space for jewelry displays is limited. Wattles &
Shaefer will have 24 feet square, being located
near the entrance, but the others will have only
15x24 feet. IV. W. Wattles confines his display
to Parisian novelties; Wattles & Shaefer make a
specialty of cut glass, and J. C. Grogan will show
a fine line of sterling novelties and bronzes.

Jewelers vacations end about the middle of
August. Most of our pleasure seekers are now
honie from abroad. Mr. Otto Heeren arrived first,
followed in a few days by Mr. Harvey Wattles,
and later by Mr. G. B. Barrett. All have had de-
lightful trips. Mr. Wattles sold several thousand
francs worth of goods to Americans in attendance
at the Paris Exposition. Mr. Heeren on his return
was tendered quite a brilliant ovation at his home.
Mr. Barrett found the drudgery of stock-taking
quite over in his big establishment.

A quantity of silverware recently shipped by
Meattie, Henley & Co., of New York, to Goddard,
Hill & Co., of this city, went astray for a few
days. It was found on the. railroad track
within the city limits. Probably the thieves were

alarmed after securing the plunder and hastily
dropped it upon the tracks. Goddard, Hill & Co.
are reticent about the matter, and say they cannot
tell whether any of the goods are missing until
they receive the invoice.

During the month Mr. Wattles, of Wattles &
Sheafer ; Mr. Steele Roberts, of E. P. Roberts &
Sons ; Mr. W. R. Siedle, of R. Siedle & Sons;
Mr. John Roberts, Mr. H. H. Durbin and Mr.
Alex. Hardy, of Hardy & Hayes, have all been
east, combining business and pleasure. Mr.
Hardy returned quite ill and has been laid up
with the typhoid fever.

Mr. Jno. 0. Slemmons thought he needed no
vacation, but his physician said : "Take a ten
days leave of absence." Frankfort Springs was
chosen, and a good time enjoyed.

September ist ends the early closing of the
jewelry stores, much to the regret of the clerks.
Five o'clock is the rulc from June ist to September
1st. In some cases the rule is a dead letter, but
the majority of the stores closely adhere.

One of the attractive stores on the Allegheny
side now is that of Mr. August Loch. He secured
two corner stores, and had them converted into
one. New fronts, and a general renovation and
rebuilding, have now made, this one of the attrac-
tive places on the street.

W. Wilson, the veteran jeweler of the city,
has had some new cases placed in his store. The
interior of Mr. Wilson's place is. most homelike;
bird cages, a pet dog and a devoted wife are the
daily occupants.

Watch clubs still hold their own. 'I'he latest
is one started by C. S. Hauser, of Smithfield St.

Business has been rather quiet this month,
but the outlook for .a good fall trade is quite
encouraging. New goods are beginning to arrive
at the retail as well as wholesale establishments.
The latter have men out on the road and report
favorable returns.

* * *

ASTIGMATIC EYEPIECE FOR OPTICAL
INSTRUMENTS.

It is a remarkable fact, not generally known
to persons unacquainted with the business of the
oculist or optician, that fully one-half of the peo-
ple who wear glasses are troubled with astigmatism,
a defect of vision caused by difference of refraction
in the horizontal and vertical meridian of the ob-
servers eye. Persons having this defect of vision
see objects distorted in a horizontal or vertical
direction, or at some intermediate angle. The
lenses of the eyes of such persons, although ap-
proximately spherical, are slightly cylindrical.

To correct this defect, eyeglasses are made in
the form of a segment of a cylinder upon one side,
and upon the other either entirely plane or spher-
ical or concave, according to the requirements of
the case. The cylindrical surface may be either
convex or concave, according as to whether the
patient is near or far sighted.

Persons seriously affected with astigmatism
have heretofore been unable to use telescopes,
opera glasses, microscopes, or the class of engi-
neering instruments employing telescopes. Re-
cently, however, a patent has been taken out by
Messrs. Joseph Kornblum, John A. Brashear and
Park Painter, for astigmatic eye-pieces for optical
instruments, which effectually corrects astig-
matism in all instruments to which it is applied.
Mr. Kornblum is a practical optician of high
standing, who studied the subject thoroughly in
Europe, and has had a practice of over 20 years
in this country; Mr. John A. Brashear is the well-
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known astronomer and astronomical instrument
maker of Pittsburgh, Pa.

Although this improvement applies to almost
every kind of optical instrument, it will be here
described in its application to an ordinary opera

-glass, as showing in the engraving, Fig. 1, being a
perspective view of the opera glass, Fig. 2 being

an enlarged perspective view of the eye end of the
glass, showing the details of the improvement.
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Astigmatic Eyepiece for Optical Instruments.

The improvement consists in applying to each
eye lens cell an extension in which is pivoted a
frame containing a ring, which in the present
case is made revoluble, and arranging in these
rings auxiliary lenses of cylindrical form adapted
to compensate for the cylindrical curvature of the
eye lens. These lenses are especially fitted to
each case, and when once arranged at the proper
angle they are secured so that they rest in a pivot-
ed frame, but they may be swung out of the field
of vision, as shown in Fig. 2, so that the opera
glass may be used like any other by a person hav-
ing normal eyesight. This improvement will open
a new field of vision to persons who have hereto-
fore been unable to view objects through the teles-
cope, microscope, opera glass, or similar optical
instruments.

Further information in regard to this inven-
tion may be obtained by applying to- Mr. Joseph
Kornblum, 5o Fifth Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

* * *

On the 27 ult. Simons Bros. & Co., jewelry
manufacturers, 611 Sansom st., this city, charged

I. H. Briggs, an employe, with stealing gold
worth $5o from the premises. Briggs con-
fessed—wanted clemency—got justice—held to
answer under $1000 bail.

* *

It's a mighty good plan of operating, that
practiced by the Philadelphia Retail Jewelers'
Association for finding out exactly how much
truth there is in the representations of manufac-

turers. Two or three members, or a committee

for the purpose, go and buy a sample of the goods

it is proposed to test, take it to the United States

Mint and have an assay made. There's no going

back on such an assay. The results in some

instances show a big stretching of the truth by

the manufacturers. In one case of a chain repre-

sented to be one-fourth gold, the assay could get
only one-sixth gold. In a later case another

suspected chain was found to be far below the
standard. The scheme is a good one. Let the
manufacturers tell the truth and they'll have no
reason to dread running the gauntlet of the Mint's
assay.
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EDITORIAL NOTES.

What a game it would be to let the English
buy up all the breweries in the country and then
join Iowa and Kansas in voting prohibition !

Philadelphia was recently invaded by over
roo business men representing as many dry goods
stores in various parts of the West. Their visit
was suggested by members of the dry goods trade
Of this city, who hoped to convince the visitors
that Philadelphia is as good a place in which to
buy dry goods as New York. Boston grocers have
had a habit for a couple of years back of making
what they called " Merchant Week" excursion
arrangements once or twice a year, and they thus
induced many of their customers to come to town,
get personally acquainted, and see what the whole-
salers had to sell ; but lately the enthusiasm has
died out considerably. The Boston plan and that
of the recent Philadelphia experiment are not
exactly parallel cases, however, and the latter may
possibly pan-out as richly in the future as is ex-
pected. Certainly the immediate results were up
to all reasonable expectations, and Philadelphia's
resources as a wholesale market got a big adver-
tisement.

An incidental result of this visit of the
Western men may possibly have a more important
influence on commerce generally than any di-
rectly contemplated when the scheme was origin-
ated. We allude to the formation by-the visitors
of the "Western Merchants Association," one of
the primary objects of which is to equalize prices
of general merchandise, so that the small dealer
can purchase as cheaply as the large one. As ex-
plained in the language of the Association's
President:

"Heretofore a dealer who desired to buy two
or three cases of goods, was compelled to pay a
very considerable advance on the price charged
the dealer who bought in larger quantities. Our
association has now made an engagement with the
manufacturers in Philadelphia, under which the
small dealer purchases at the same price as the
large dealer. In other words, the man who buys
a single case of goods will be charged just the
same as he who contracts for soo or i000 -cases of
the same character of merchandise."

Such an arrangement being made with the
manufacturers of the principal trade centres of
the country ought naturally to have important
consequences to small retail dealers, and the work-
ings of this feature of the association will be
watched with an unusual degree of interest. If

it works well with dealers in general merchandise,
Of course it may extend to other lines of trade

—to jewelry, for example. The same principle

has been embodied in England in an organization
of retail grocers, but our recollection is that,
while not a total failure, it has not been the
eminent success anticipated. But this country is

not England. It may be a "go" here.

It seems as if there is a sort of inventive
epidemic or mania sets in and runs through
the country occasionally. At present, we have

two raging ; one on pendant bows for stem-wind
watches, another on pendant set mechanism.
Both these fields are already so thoroughly covered

by patents, as to leave but little hope for securing
anything worth bothering about. We are so thor-
oughly convinced of the truth of this statement

that we earnestly advise our readers who are work-
ing on schemes of this kind to move cautiously at
least, if not totally abandon the venture.

'..Rotes and Cmmcrtts.
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It comes high, but some people have to have it—the new
fashion of boring diamonds and stringing them on a chain
for a necklace.

John B. Yates, a jeweler at 191 Broadway, New York,
lost confidence in his bookkeeper, Chas. F. Wells, a few
weeks ago. He lost $300 also. Wells kept books for a
bakery in Brookville, Fla., some five years ago, and the lady
who owned the shop had an experience very similar to that
of the New York jeweler—she lost $500 and confidence in
Wells at the same time.

The rest of the world furnished Russia clocks worth
1,900,000 rubles in 1888, and 2,400,000 rubles in 1889.
Dividing by two will give nearly the value in dollars. Jew. 
dry is one of the articles on which increased duties were
some time ago laid.

The Holley Publishing Co., of Chicago, announces that
it has purchased the " Chicago Jeweler, Watchmaker and
Metal Worker," and will continue it as the " Jeweler."

The jewelers of Philadelphia have twice met those of
New York on the ball ground, and in both games the New
Yorks got there," though in the first game their escape
from defeat was a narrow one. The escape meant for Phil-
adelphia will, it is hoped, be on hand in time for next year's
vibrations.

A gentleman lately remarked bow wonderful is the
change that time has brought about in the watch business
Forty years ago, when he was a clerk in a store, his em-
ployer presented him with a gold watch, the cost of which
was one hundred dollars. The inner and outer cases were
very thin, and such a watch now would be dear at thirty
dollars. As opposed to this, a Senator of the United States
went abroad with a gold filled watch, costing eleven dollars,
and says he found nothing abroad keeping any better time,
and he became so attached to it that he still carries it,
though he is able to buy a watch costing a thousand dollars,
if he felt so inclined.—Jeweler's Catalogue.

The August " Manufacturing Jeweler " is built on the
plan of Joseph's coat. The fellow that doesn't like blue
reading matter can take red, purple, or some other kind.

"Brethern, these things ought not so to be"—that on the

Upper Congo in Africa, "where there is a great demand for

cotton goods, canned food, cutlery, lumber and ready made

houses, much of which originally came from the United

States, England and France are now gradually securing all

the trade." And since there's a good demand in the Congo

Free State for silver rings, necklaces, bracelets and earrings,

they're probably absorbing that traffic too.

Not long ago as an employe of Norden & Co., lapi-

daries at 61 Nassau street, New York, was polishing a dia.-

mond it slipped from his grasp and fell into the street below.

It was worth $200, and in " less than two minutes after the

occurrence had became noised around," according to the

" New York Tribune, " a crowd of over too men were.

searching every crevice in the pavement, but all to no pur-

pose." But the small boy found it later, and was much

astonished when told what the insignificant looking thing

was worth. His good luck netted him twenty-five dollars.

An application to register as a trade mark for a medical

compound, a red Greek cross on a black ground accompanied

by the words " Red Cross," has been denied by Patent Com-

missioner Mitchell upon the ground that the name " Red

Cross" and the symbol of a red Greek cross had been adopted

by the celebrated International Red Cross Society, and used

upon it hospital. supplies, medicines, etc., and because the

name or symbol would be regarded as an attempt to make

profit out of the reputation of the society and impose upon the

public. Whether good law or not, this is certainly good

taste. •

Some months .ago the opinion of the Council of the

British Horological Institute was solicited by the English

Board of Trade as to the adoption of an international stand-
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ard of weight for precious statics. The Council has recently

recommended the adoption of the carat of 3.1683 troy grains

as a unit for diamonds and other precious stones, and that

the carat should be divided decimally.

Official figures of the mint bureau give the gold and sil-

ver production of the United States in 1888, as against 1887,

as follows:

Year. Gold. Silver. Total.

il3117
x888

,0001'4° $51357,00°
$
$33
33,175,000 $59,195,000

$86,357,000

$92,370,000

California led in gold, producing $12,750,000; in silver

Colorado was first with P9,000,000, and Montana close

behind with $17,000,003. Figures are given for the world's

production of gold and silver in 1886 and 1887 as follows:

Year.
1886
2887

Gold. Silver. Total.

$ 94,642,070 $124,854,101

$ 12 4 951 2 , 4 6 5 $163,412,397
$219,496,171

$288,403,862

Pawnbrokers get so many hard licks that the good they

do ought to be mentioned to even up. A broker of this city

recently caused the arrest of a watch thief. Ten dollars was

advanced on a gold watch, but the fellow came back to get

some more. Meanwhile the broker saw a description of the

watch in a police circular, and when the thief returned be
was banded over to the authorities.

The trade of the combination jobber is well-nigh gone.
--" Watch Dial."

'Tis, eh? Well, then you ought to be happy with a
big ll, for the other fellows must have it, and that makes
you glad of course. We rejoice to see you smiling, and
extend our heartiest felicitations. We're glad to be able to
think you're glad; sometimes we've thought you weren't.
Smile on ! " Let joy be unconfined !"

The Keystone Watch Case Company has sent every jew-
eler it knows a copy of its Illustrated Fall Catalogue. If
there is a jeweler it is not yet acquainted with it will send
him a copy if he will only take the trouble to introduce him-
self. Sending business card is a good way.

August Boning, a retail jeweler,Fourth and Girard Ave.,
this city, failed two or three weeks ago. Trade was dull,
his stock was a little large for any but brisk times, and he
went under. Owed both l'hiladelphia and New York
houses.

George Hellin, of Slater, Iowa, has retired from busi-
ness. He writes us that he has back numbers of his " old
friend, the KEYSTONE" for the past three years to dispose of,
if anybody wants to buy 'em.

Thos. Allan & Co., of Montreal, Canada, write us
" these few lines " : " Please insert the enclose ad.' You
have improved the KEYSTONE very much. It is the best
paper we get."

Book Notices.

We have received the 1889 issue of the "Jeweler and
Metal Worker Directory," J. J. Fogarty 8z Co., publishers,
New York. The volume is of bandy size, is attractively
gotten up, and has the advantage of flexible covers. It
claims to be up to date in its information. An interesting
feature is its list of changes in New York trade, removals,
new firms, etc. From this we learn that since the previous
edition of the book, 32 firms have gone out of the business,
33 have changed firm names, 129 new firms have started,
and 93 have changed locations.

ALDEN'S MANIFOLD CYCLOTEDIA.—The splendid speed
of about one volume a month marks the progress of Alden's
great popular cyclopedia, the Manifold. The Sixteenth vol-
ume, now ready, extends from Galvanized Iron to Gog and
Magog. This odd beginning and ending illustrates the
magnificent scope of the work, taking in as it does the very
latest discoveries of science and the remotest traditions of
antiquity, and all between, including an unabridged dictionary
of languages as well as a cyclopedia of universal knowledge.
The small, bandy volumes, contrasting so remarkably with
the usual unwieldly quarto or octavo volumes of other cyclo-
pedias, the large, handsome type, the numerous illustrations,
the excellent printing and the neat, strong binding are feat-
ures which everyone can appreciate ; and not less will the
majority of readers appreciate the wonderfully low price;
6o cents a volume for cloth binding, or 75 cents for half
morocco, or, if ordered immediately, the publisher offers the
sixteen volumes now ready for the reduced price of $8.00 for
cloth binding, or $10.40 for half morocco. At these prices
it is sent prepaid, by mail or express, or may be ordered
through booksellers or agents. A sample volume may he
ordered and returned if not satisfactory. John B. Alden,
Publisher, New York, Chicago and Atlanta.



THE TRAMP CLOCKMAKER.

"Mr. Clock-maker ! Mr. Clock-maker ! ! Me

clock stops," was about the first thing I heard the

other morning as I started out like other early birds

for a worm. The orifice from which these words

proceeded was under the snub nose of a big Irish

woman. I had fixed her clock only two or three

months before, but was in no way surprised to

hear it had stopped, as the old woman shifted it

about from the dresser to the window ledge, as

best suited her convenience. But what the matter

was really dislocated my last suspender button.

But let me give you our conversation as near

as I can as it occurred. To render the sweet

brogue of Mrs. O'Riley is impossible; even a

phonograph would make a dead failure.

" So," said I, " Mrs. O'Riley, your clock

stops, does it?"
"Faix it duz."
"You've been moving it about again," I said

in a tone of voice like a police magistrate with a

"drunk and disorderly " prisoner before him.

"Divil a move," said Mrs. O'Riley. "She's

not rin a day sins ye fixt hur, und I hurd her

scrachin (squeaking, I suppose she meant) inside,

und I said to mesilf its grasein she wants, so I

put some taller grase on 'er bands ; but divil a

taste would she go."
Well, now, Mr. KEYSTONE, I had heard of

some funny tricks of people who started in as

amatures in clock-making, but "greasin" the hands

to make a clock run was too much for me, and I

had to set down and laff ; and laff I did till the

tears came. This set Mrs. O'Riley wild.

"Phat the hil are yez lafin at, ye dirty ill-

mannered spalpeen ; gif me back me fifty cents I

paid ye for spiling me clock, und git out me

hous."
I succeeded in calming the old woman, and

took a look at the clock, and sure enough it was

full of drips from a penny tallow candle where

the old woman had endeavored to stop the

"scrachin."
I found the suspension spring bent which I

straightened out, and oiled the crutch where the

verge loop goes around the pendulum rod to stop

the "scrachin" ; set the clock on a shelf and

started it going, and it continued going for the

ten or fifteen minutes I staid in the house.

Now, Mr. KEYSTONE, it is not every little

incident we come across in life which gives us

sumthin to laff at, and at the same time affords us

a moral. 'rhe laff we've had, now for the moral

Old Irish women are not the only people who will

lie about their clocks and watches. A fellow I

cleaned a watch for sent word to me his watch

stopped. I got hold of it again and found it all

rusty. I accused him of getting wet with the

watch in his pocket ; but he denied it for all that

was in the language ; but I found out afterward

he was braggin about his watch case bein water

tight, and put it in a bucket of water, and lost

a dollar bet he made on it. I know them fellers

and they have to pay ; and when one of 'ern comes

to me with their watch tellin one story, and they

another, I know mighty quick which one is lyin,

and I always make•'em pay for their lies.

I spose you KEYSTONE fellers down there in

Philadelphia don't know much about our city of

Rochester, N. Y. • Probably that is because you

never heard some of our real estate men talk.

Now, when it comes to talkin about future pros-

pects, and the rapid rise of suburban property, a

Rochester real estate man can beat any thing

livin, except a Chicago man in the same business.

Well, about ten miles north of Rochester lies

Lake Ontario ; here some imaginative people

started a summer resort and called it Sea Girt.

On Sundays the counter jumpers and mechanics,

shop girls and servant girls from the city, come

down here to "flaunt the flag of freedom" and

have a — good time. Taint to get fresh air these

fellers come for, for generally speakin, they are

"too full" to hold much air. No, they come be-

cause "cops" are not so plenty as they are in the

city, and they can't be so conveniently "run in"

to the station house.
Well now, Mr. Editor of the KEYSTONE, if

you want fun, fun that ain't got an atom of

adulteration in it, it is to be found at such a sum-

mer resort where city fellers are takin their vaca-

tion.

Take for example Mr. John Swinton Smith

C. C., (the initial's stand for Cute Cuss) as he

stands drest in large pants, English tweed coat

and big walking stick, and he perfectly represents

C. C. young man. He will make a bad pun on

any subject or occasion ; he is up to all the fash-

ionable jokes, but never attempts an original one,

because it would take him a week to explain it.

What he don't know is compensated in quizin you

on what you do know. But it is in "cheek" and

"nerve" where he takes the first premium. He

would wake a nen up in the night without an

apology and ask her to lay an egg for him. And

still he is greener outside of the " set " be belongs

in than anything which surrounds him in the

vegetable world.
He will set all day and fish in a stream where

every resident knows nothin is to be caught but

miasma and rheumatism. He will stalk through
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the woods with a heavy gun hour after hour and
see nothin to shoot, while squirrels are laffin at
him from the tree tops, and pheasants and part-
ridges winkin at him from the fern brakes. Under
all circumstances, however, he surrounds himself
with an atmosphere of self-satisfaction and is
happy. He thinks all the rustic beauties of the
neighborhood are in love with him. He never
dreamed Sally Noman was making a fool of him
when he volunteered to help her milk, and she
let him set down on the wrong side of the cow
and get kicked and rolled over in the mud, ruin-
ing the pants that he paid Snip the tailor twelve
dollars for. He laid it all to the brute of a cow
who could not appreciate a stylish young man of
good family "dochee, you know."

What tickles me is I know Mr. J. Swinton
Smith when he is at home in the city, or at least,
I see him every day or two ; then he is all right,

(except he is of no use,) but when he comes into
the country, then is when he gets the (jack) ears
put on him.

'Taint the only case of "sell" he had when

Sally Noman let the cow kick him. He under-
took to show sum farmer boys how to ride a horse
"in the English style, you know." He had rid-

den a well-broken saddle horse in town and got

"the rise in the saddle" racket down fine as he

thought, but when he mounted a frisky three-

year-old colt, which one of the boys when saddlin,

slipped a chestnut burr under the saddle of —,

well, you'd orter seen him, both feet out of the

stirrups and his arms around the mare's neck, and

she runnin to beat any former record. He was

landed (if you can call bein thrown into a creek
"landed,") about half a mile from where he got

on. He was cross about it, but the affair did not

"knock" an atom of self-conceit out of him.

City fellers laff at country fellers, and tell about

them tryin' to eat ice cream with a hot fork, but

you let the C. C. city chap go into the country

and see where the laff comes in.

* * *

A gratifying evidence of the sort of spirit in-

spiring the Philadelphia Retail Jewelers' Associa-

tion is afforded in the action recently taken by

that body in undertaking to-provide suitable in-

struction for its members tri that most delicate of

all the functions retailers assume—that of judging

of the defects of eyesight of their customers,

and supplying them with suitable glasses.

The members of the Association having re-

solved to educate themselves in this direction,

have engaged a noted oculist of Philadelphia to

deliver a course of eight weekly lectures on Optics

at their rooms at 1207 Chestnut street, the inten-

tion being to provide instruction free from tech-

calities, yet scientific and comprehensive in

character. The privileges of the course are free to

all members of the Association, and it should be

understood that while the headquarters of the

organization are in this city, still there are no

restrictions as to location of members, and retailers

residing elsewhere may join the society on the

same terms as if residents of Philadelphia, and

thus secure the benefits of this work of the Asso-

ciation. The lectures began Wednesday, Septem-

ber 4, at 3.30 P. M. 'rhe two thus far delivered

were upon (i) Anatomy of the Eye—Eye-Ball,

Cornea, Sclerotic, Choroid Coat, Iris, Retina,

Blind Spot, Humors—(2) Optical Principles,

Kinds of Lenses, Accommodation The next one

has for its subject, Accommodation continued,

and the Normal (Emmetropic) Eye.
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CHICAGO, ILL., September 3, 1889.

Business has opened up throughout the west
even better than was anticipated, and the jobbers
express themselves as being thoroughly satisfied
with trade prospects. Sales for the month of Au-
gust are stated to be largely in excess of those for
August, 1888. A feeling of confidence pervades
all sections of the trade, and there seems just
cause for anticipating something very like a boom
in all kinds of business this fall. The magnificent
weather with which we have been favored during
the past month, has had a most beneficial influ-
ence upon crops. The harvest is stated to have
been abundant, and the products of exceptionally
fine quality. The farmers all over the west are
very much elated over their prospects, and money
is likely to be more plentiful than usual amongst
them this fall. I was speaking to a prominent
Kansas jeweler last Thursday, and he expressed
himself very freely on the subject ; " I am well
posted," said he, "in business, not only in my own,
but also in the adjoining States, and I can assure
you that ' we never have had a better outlook, at
least not in my time. Last fall and winter proved
very suitable for farmers, as the weather was mild
enough nearly all the time for all kinds of stock to
be out-doors, and in consequence the agricultur-
ists made a good deal of money. The country
store-keepers of course benefited by this, as they
were paid for their outstanding accounts, and also
sold more goods. That was my experience any-
way. Now this fall the farmers will be still bet-
ter off, and of course money will circulate more
freely I am satisfied that all branches of trade
will have a prosperous season."

The watch movement manufacterers, I notice,
are bringing out some new goods. The Elgin
National Watch Co., have completed a non-mag-
netic movement. Mr. Avery, the president of
the company, claims that it will fill all the requis-
ites of a non-magnetic watch, and also guarantees
its time keeping qualities. There seems to be no

doubt that the non-magnetic watch is here to
stay, and as public interest has been thoroughly
aroused on the matter, it is more than probable

that all movement makers will have to follow the
example of the Waltham and Elgin Companies.

Mr. Kettle, of the Waltham Watch Co., informs

me that over 40,000 of their non-magnetic
watches are at present in use, and are giving en-

tire satisfaction. The Waltham Co., have placed

one of their chronographs on the South Side race

track. It is operated from the judges stand by elec-

tricity, and is very highly spoken of by racing

men. I had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Bentley of

the Illinois Watch Co., last week. He was return-

ing from a pleasure trip through the west and

northwest. He spent some time in Colorado, and

found business very active there. He reports all

the mines in that section as in full operation. He
was particularly impressed by the remarkably fine
appearance of the crops in Kansas, Iowa and
Nebraska. He is very enthusiastic over the out-

look, and prophesies good times ahead for the

trade. I am glad to learn that the new Illinois
movement, No. 149, 6 size, 7 jewels, is having a

very ready sale. The Company will have their

14 size movement on the market in a few days.
Mr. Allister, of B. F. Norris, Allister & Co.,

has returned from his vacation,and expresses him-

self as glad to get into harness again. He quotes

business as opening up in a very satisfactory manner.

Mr. Allen, of Benj. Allen & Co., has returned

from a tour in the East. He states that their

business for last month showed a very marked in-

crease over that for the same period last year. He

quotes orders as coming in very satisfactorily, and

receives very encouraging reports from his sales-
men. "All sections of the west," he said "were

beyond question in a very satisfactory condition

financially." This statement was borne out in his

opinion by the small percentage of financial

troubles, and the facility with which collections
were made. Mr. C. H. Knights gave me his

experience as follows : " Our sales for August
have been very large and exceed those of last year
by a considerable percentage. Business, too, has

opened up in a way that argues well for its con-

tinuance. The dealers are buying carefully and

mostly in staples, and evidently are fully alive to

the danger of overstocking. There seems too, to

be a feeling of confidence amongst them, and they

talk very encouragingly of business prospects.

Collections continue good, and we have little or

no business trouble. I think the retail dealers all

over the west and south-west are in better shape

than they have been in years past."
Mr. Lapp, of Lapp & Flershem, has been

taking a vacation in the East, and returns to busi-

ness thoroughly recuperated. He reports trade as

excellent. As a matter of fact, the whole staff

have been working nights for the last three weeks.

Mr. Flershem has been taking his vacation by

instalments of a few days at a time. Last week,

in company with Harry Howard, of the E. How-

ard Watch and Clock Co., he went into Wisconsin

for some prairie chicken shooting, and was very

successful. He promises to let the KEYSTONE

have some ocular proof of his prowess when he

next indulges in the sport.
Chas. Falk, an employe of the Rockford

Watch Case Co., was found in a state of insensi-

bility one night last week, and taken care of by

the police. Some of his relatives claimed that he

had been ill-treated by the officers, but a post-

mortem examination showed this was not the case.

Mr. Tickner, the President of the Company,

wrote the authorities here that he had been drink-

ing very heavily for some time.

Max Young, whose difficulties I alluded to in

my last letter, has made an assignment for the

benefit of his creditors. He is at present in the

East, and it is stated is trying to make arrange-

ments that will enable him to resume business.'

The Sheriff's officer is still in charge, and local

creditors are awaiting further developments.

The Committee appointed to take charge of

the jewelry interests in the proposal to get the

Worlds' Fair to this city, have taken no active

steps in the matter up to the present, but it is

understood they will add largely to their number,

securing an ample representation of each branch

of trade, and commence an energetic canvass

within a few days.

Jewelers' Council of the National Union

held their regular fortnightly meeting last Monday.

There was a large attendance. The Council will

make a special feature of its social attractions. An

excellent quartette, under the direction of Prof.

Halle, is being formed, and the boys will have

lots of amusement provided for them during the

fall and winter months.

One of Chicago's pioneer merchants, Mr.

Elijah Peacock, the founder of the present house

of C. D. Peacock, has been called from us during

the pat wce)c. He was born at Chatteris, Cam-

A

bridgeshire, England, . in 18r8, and settled in

Chicago in the Spring of 1837. It is stated that

the city at that time had not fo,000 inhabitants.
Mr. Peacock was a man of the most amiable dis-
position, and had hosts of friends. He was always

ready to do a kindness, and everyone who came

in contact with him bears testimony to his

sympathetic nature and goodness of heart.

Although 71 years of age, he was a very active.

hale, hearty man, and visited his place of busi-

ness for a few hours every day. He was a man

who was peculiarly happy in his home life, his

greatest enjoyment being in the company of his

children and grand-children, and in the entertain-

ment of his friends at his own home. He was buried

at Oakland on Thursday last, one of the most

striking features of the ceremony being the pres-

ence of a large number of citizens whose ages

ranged from 65 to 75 years.
Mr. S. Hyman, of the well-known firm of S.

Hyman & Co., is, I regret to say, dangerously ill.

He has been confined to his house for the past

ten weeks, and has given up all thoughts of taking
any active part in business hereafter. He has
sold out his interest to-day to his eldest son, Mr.
Harry S. Hyman, and the firm style has been
changed to Hyman, Berg & Co. Mr. Berg was

the company in the old concern, and has been
actively interested in the business for many years.
There will be no change in the policy of the house,
and the high reputation it has established in the

past will doubtless ensure the conrinuance of a

liberal patronage. The present firm members are
young active business men and have a large circle

of friends.

PERSONAL—Chas. E. Simanton is a new

jeweler at Washington, -N. J.—W. D. Smith, for-

merly of Keosauqua, Ia., is now at Kent, Wash.,

Ty., 20 miles south of Seattle.—A. K. Howard
has left Republic, 0., and hangs his banner on

the outer walls at Colfax, Ind. S. W. Harts, of

Colfax has left.—Whiteville, N. C., is now the

home of A. G. Millican, formerly of Vineland.—

A. S. Jones has left Wa Keeney, Kas., for West

Andover, N. H.—The wife of F. T. Jeannott,

Youngstown, 0., committed suicide the i inst.—

B. C. Wells has removed from Austin, Texas, to

Ft. Worth.—David Squire, of Frankford, Pa., a
passenger on the American Line steamer Lord

Clive, was arrested last week charged with smug-

ling between $2000 and $3000 worth of jewelry

into this port. In his two valises were found a

quantity of gold, silver and nickel watches, watch

chains, rings, bracelets, and other jewelry. Seven-

teen diamond rings, diamond studs, bracelets,

pins, ear-rings, in packages, were in the sleeve of

his coat, and upon his person. After the exposure

he was willing enough to pay the duties. He was

held under $15oo bail.—J. T. and S. S. Little,

graduate opticians, of Cumberland, Md., have

opened an office at 521 Eutaw St., Baltimore,

Md.—Executions against jeweler R. M. Schwartz,

159 N. Eighth St., this city, were last week issued

by H. Muhr's Sons and David F. Conover & Co.,

on claims aggregating over $1,7oo.

Wm. Ulmer memorandum-ed several New York

dealers recently ; total loss $5oo.

At the business meeting last week of the

Philadelphia Retail Jewelers' Association, several

applicants were admitted to membership, and a

number of jeweler's employes were given permission

to attend the society'ts course of lectures on Optics.
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ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

EINEST jewelry store in a town of toosoo in Penn-r sylvania. Sales, $5,000 ; work $x,zoo. Stock
and fixtures invoice fifty-five hundred. New French
plate cases, flat and upright, electric light, must be
seen to be appreciated. Reason for selling, have
Interests in Washington Ter. Address, "W C," care
this office.

111
THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of
the kind in existence containing 300 different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged. A saving of time, labor and money
to any repairer. Sent to any watchmaker on
receipt of price, postage paid for $x. F. A

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

I EWELRY stock and fixtures. Will invoice about
LI $x,800. Satisfactory reasons for selling. If you
mean business address, Mrs. A. K. Broderson, Russell-
ville, Ky.

Ox account of poor health and failing eye-sight, Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar-proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

$3500 
willCrie  t buytoctilcieanledadin 

fixtures 
jewienlzeesltiavbe:

I est town betweeng&-oria and Chicago. "Special
Bargain," care this office.

EIXTURES and location cheap, in northern Illinois
r town of 2,500 inhabitants. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, Ill.

$80 Willinabais,t oocfk rand finxititairlsaonftsjewe 
situated

1 t storine

ga proli c and thickly populated country, 45 miles
from Philadelphia. Will reduce stock. Enough
bench work to keep a man and well advanced appren-
tice constantly busy. This is a good opportunity
for a young man to start in business. Good, reasons
for selling. Those meaning business address,
" Opportunity," care this office.

n R TRADE.—x6o acres improved farm in Hancock
U County, Iowa. $25 an acre. G. W. Tallman,
Lanark, Ill.

$1800 Stock watches and jewelry. Live Minne-
sota town of $x,soo. Wealthy stock and

grain region. Good trade, plenty work. Have drug,
book and fancy goods business same store or take
partner. Address, KEYSTONE, care this office.

$3500.—My well established watch tool mfg.business for sale. Tools protected by
patents—exclusive right included ; shop complete.

Good reasons for selling ; tools in good order. Has
paid and will pay. Ford. F. Ide, Supt. Peoria
NYatch Co., Peoria, Ill.

ONE of the oldest established and most reputablejewelry stores along the Hudson river. City of
over ro,o0o population centrally located. Stock, nice
fixtures and etc., will inventory about $5,0oo. Will
be sold at reasonable price, a splendid chance for a
good watchmaker and optician. Full and particular
description and reason for selling given on appli-
cation from parties meaning business, Address,
" N Y,"care this office

THE patent and all rights of an attachment for
watchmakers lathes. S. Messerer, Newark, N. J.

ULIUS JURGENSON watch for sale, large size,
very little used, cost $4.50. Will sell for $2oo.Address, " A W," No. 142 Madison ave., New York.

CHEAP.-3 large fircosroof safes, fitted for whole-sale jewelers or retailers, also counter show
cases, etc. etc. Address, C. H. Knights & Co.,
Chicago, Ill.

AN old established jewelry store in Nebraska, 2,5oo

• 

inhabitants. Invoice $3,000 to $3,5oo ; profits
$2,700 to $3,000 a year. One-third cash, balance on
time with good security. Don't apply unless you
have money and mean business. Address, "Solid,"
care this office.

I OFFER my patent eye-glass holder, No. 408,268,
I granted August 6, i889 for sale. See notice In
this KEYSTONE, under head of " Recent Patents,"
page 12. Address, S. R. Stibgen, Marietta, Pa.

R trade for real estate. One of the best paying[woP jewelry establishments in southern Michigan.
ke $2,800 ; sell at discount. Best reasons for

selling. Other inducements offered. Particulars
address, " Ben," care this office.

A H there ! what's the matter with some of you tinkers

• 

making money 7 I started 6 years ago with $400
and am now worth over $7,000. About $z,Boo will
bily my stock and fixtures. No opposition to speak
off ; only first-class store in town. Reasons for sel-
ling, wife's poor health. Those meaning businets
call or address, E. W. Davies, Athens, Pa.

AN year established jewelry store for sale in the
rapidly growing city of 1.ebanon, Pa. Popula-

tion z8,000. This store Is situatt.d in the centre of
the city on the main street. Satisfactory reason for
selling. Address, 752 Cumberland st., Lebanon, Pa.

-71

FOR SALE.

THE 
furniture and fixtures of one of the best paying

jewelry stores in Nebraska, in a city of 15,000.
he leading store in the city. Compet ion light ; good

run of work ; have had $15,5oo in sales, $1,300 in
watchwork ; $300 in jewelry work in the last 12
months. Good profits on sales. Rent very reason-
able. Brick store, plate glass front ; will send
photograph of inside of store. Fixtures new and of
latest style. Parties buying need not buy any goods
The best chance ever offered for someone who wants
to go into a good and well established business and
bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a reduced
price. Men with means and meaning business will
address Sol. Bergman, Omaha, Neb.

I EWELRY stock and fixtures situated in Cleveland,

U Established 7 years. Stock all good, invoice
$6,000 to $7,000—stock now being reduced. Will
sell complete or sell fixtures separate, together with
lease of building and good will of business. This is
a chance in a lifetime, best of reasons for selling.
Ad., L. M. Sigler, 211 Superior st., Cleveland, Ohio.

gHEA
P.—x Webster 70 pound

ool

 wheel, 1 Hall's im-
proved staking tool, N. P., 1 Chicago Watch
Co's. watch rack, so watches, Whitcomb centre

shaft ziei. First-class condition, all new. Address,
V. B. Smith, box 433, Stratford, Conn.

TWO watchmakers lathes; x a Moseley, other Crown,
I both good as new with attachments for large
range of work. Bargains. "The Bazar," Lockport,
New York.

grOOD wi
ll, stock and fixttares in good business Inca-

tion in Philadelphia. Good run of benchwork.
orth $x,000 ; will sell cheap. Ad., " Eldorado,"

care this office.

NQNE of the finest
 equipped jewelry stores in Ne-

braska. Fixtures modern. Invoice about $8,000.
ill sell for part cash, balance approved real estate.

Reasons for selling and full particulars made known
on application. Address, "Cedar," care this office.

nR exchange for jewelry stock or western lands
I I Foundry tile works and dwelling house. Wm.
Flotchkiss, I odi, Medina Co., Ohio.

MEW 6o dwt., x4 K. H. and Tracy nickle watch.
IN $58. Box 938, Hartford, Conn.

EWEI,RY business, long established, best located
Li live manufacturing town in central New York.
Fine store, extra location, good trade. Establish-
ment complete worth $7,000 at great bargain. Other
business that compelled removal cause for selling.
Address, Lock Box 48, Morrisville, N. Y.

, n Will buy Houghton's universal bead, 13
ju Whitcomb jeweling rest and Pivot Polisher.

Idler pullies, stand and laps, all new. Charles Schell:
berg, Sweet Springs, Mo.

ToR a first-class watchmaker rare opportunity.
r Good will and stock as desired ; long established
in a Middle State capital. Address, " Prize," care
this office.

DARE chance for 30 days in southern Michigan.
[I Best location, low rent in brick building. New
stock and fixtures invoice about about $350 including
new regulator. Good reasons for selling. Only
those meaning business address, " Michigan," care
this office.

$50n
u 

Will buy good paying jewelry store in
northern Illinois, r,000 inhabitants. Near-

est opposition 18 miles. o railroads, round house
and coal sheds. Town will support larger stock ; no
rent or fuel. Address, " H," box 12, Byron, Ill.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker's regulators. Cheap
for cash ; mercurial pendulums. Address, R F.

Baldwin, Granville, N. Y. 

g jewelry and town property. Fred. Pell, Lodi,

R EXCHANGE—Good, new clean stock of
clothing and gents' furnishing goods. For stock

Medina Co., Ohio.

ONE Universal head, one slide rest with 3 slides, xjeweling tool with cross feed, all for r% Wit-
comb and new. Will sell cheap. Address, Geo. M.
Baily, Uniontown, Pa.

A GOOD CHANCE.— A first-class jewelry business
H in a growing manufacturing city in the South
for sale. Good reason for selling. Stock can be re-
duced to suit purchaser. A rare opportunity for an
energetic man. Address, " AL" care this office.

A FIRST-CLASS installment jewelry store located
/4 in the West. Profits last year $x5,000. Good
reasons for selling. Address, " Good Investment,"
care this office.

THE leading jewelry store, in good Illinois town of
8,000 inhabitants. Has been established 20

years. Sales and work amount to about $to,000
year, Stock and fixtures, including a first-class fire
and burglar-proof safe almost new, Will invoice
about $4,000. Address, "Bargain," care this office.

O1.1) established jewelery-store and fixtures, south
side Chicago. Bench work between $35 and $4o

per week. Will sell low for cash. Death of owner
cause of selling. Address, Mrs. E. R. Williams,
3915, Cottage Grove Ave.

ON account of other business and impaired health,my very prosperous jewelry business with an ele-
gant paying stationery department. Repairs for
the year 1888, were $2,r65.27 ; this year an increase
constant, and good sales. 'Located in the city of
Chicago, on one of the best corners outside of the
center of the city. No better opening can be found
for a moderate capital. Address, "W. J," care of
J. H. Purdy & Co., z78 State St., Chicago.

PR trade. A violin, cost boo. Straditiarius model

P 
imitation, old. Rich light brown color, and fine

Will trade for American lathe and attach-
ments. Address, "H. L." box zoo9, Lc Mars, Iowa.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved, This is
a fact.

()1-IICAGO Horological institute will do your trade
U work better and quicker than anyone else,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SEND your magnetized watches to H. E Robberts,Grinnell, Iowa, and have them done right.

OEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., x8 South Broad st. Prompt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

°END all your work to Charles Reiss, 31 and 33
I.) S. l'earl st., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pinions,
cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding wheels
cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers employed
specially for trade work. Send for Catalogue. Cor-
respondence solicited. Mention this paper.

SEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-logical Institute, 175 Dearborn st.

k A OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
WI " Moseley lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience and style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

atitute.UR work and our prices will suit you. Try us
and see if it is not so. Chicago Horological

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
j makers wanting positions would do well to cor-
respond with me. I keep a record book of all such
wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been the
benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale jeweler,
dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 3x and 33
S. Pearl st., Albany, N. Y.

tiIGHEST pri
ces paid for old gold and silver, and

packages promptly remitted for. Sterling Watch
e , x8 South Broad st., Phila., Pa. 

WATCH MA K ERS—Take a course of instruction in
VV adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in the increased work you can command.

rIHAS. REISS, 3x and 33 S. Pearl st., Albany, N.
U Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watchwork coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
VI Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
I to K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 14 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
exprds. Remitted for same day. H. 1'. Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila, Pa.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-work for the trade ; give us a trial. x75 Dear-
born st., Chicago, Ill.

WE make a specialty of demagnetizing watches for
vI the trade. Send us all your watches, and we
will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling Watch
Co., x8 S. Broad st., Phila., Pa.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

END 15 cents for a box of our dial wash-
ers. Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine,

,

isconsin.

SEND to two cent stamps for set of Test Types forfitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
0367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

rVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
[ Institute, La Porte, Ind., is the oldest and best
in this country.

Signs. Signs. Signs.

I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch
signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beautifully and artistically designed. They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded with the
best xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing on a rod from a building. 1 he best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying investment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

IMPROVED farms and town properties in central
I Kansas to trade for jewelers merchandise. Ad.,
Peter Miller, Kingman, Kan.

OEND your broken work to E. H. T.ewis, (successor
0 to T. Reeve,) all mall packages promptly
attended to. Instructions given on lathe and escape-
ments. 703 Sansom st., Phila., Pa.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-
[ tote for catalogue of terms, etc. La Porte, Ind.

§EFO
RE you go to a horological institute find out

all you can about the Philadelphia School of
Horology. Its facilities are unsurpassed. The
theory, the practice—you get 'em both.

HU ARD soldering made easy by using Frank W.Hall's Eureka Fluid Flux and anti-oxidizer, only
25 cents a bottle. Once tried—always used. Send
for a bottle to Benj. Allen & Co., 141 and 143 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

till F. A. WOODCOCK'S Model Watchmakers
, School, Winona, Minn., is prospering finely

and is a complete success. His graduates are first-
class workmen, and his school grows better and bet-
ter every day, and there is as good a chance for the
future pupils as the past. if you attend W. F. A.
Woodcock's School, you can learn to be a good
watchmaker. Come and see some of the fine chro-
nometer and artistic watchwork done by his pupils.
He and his pupilr have the finest tools that can be
made or bought. large working model of escape-
ment and drawings by the best masters of horology
in the world. Attend the best, W. F. A. Woodcock's
School. The climate has been fine all the entire
summer, and the climate the year around cannot be
surpassed—especially for watchmaking,
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

A LFRED KETTNER, 348 E. North ave., Chicago,
makes a specialty of repairing all kinds ot

watches for the trade. Jobs sent us by mail or ex-
press, will be repaired and returned promptly.
Prices moderate, and first-class workmanship guar-
anteed. 22 years experience.

▪ 

D. HEADLEY & CO., Florida curios and jew-
r, OM mounted birds and round skins, stuffed
'gaitors, 'gaitor teeth and alligator jewelry a specialty.
Kissimmee, Fla.

f
REE gratis to introduce it. On receipt of your

business card, we will send you by return mail
free, a sample of the best hard solder on earth. W.
S. L. Frear, Union Springs, N. Y.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
L Institute, La Porte, Ind., has all the latest im-
proved, the largest assortment of tools and the best
equipped school in this country.

CHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-
ments, draughting, jeweling, etc.

VOU need not loose a day the year around for heat
or cold. Fine climate, good water, good air,

good light, good benches, good homes, well kept.
Good food and plenty of it, good instruction. You
can work all day and as much of the evenings as you
wish. Attend W. F. A. Woodcock's School and he
will do you good. Now is a good time to begin.

ElIVOTING DRILLS.—We are manufacturing the
✓ best pivoting drills on the market, sharpened and
ready for use at so cents per dozen. Send to cents
for sample drills. Beach Bros. Manufacturing Co.,
86 West Congress st., Detroit, Mich.

WILL exchange for stock jewelry, Illinois town of
Vy 1,500 or more inhabitants with no opposition
preferred, a ro room dwelling, large store building,
two lots. Price, $2,5oo. Last occupant of store sold
$03,000 worth of groceries last year, with capital of
$1,00o. Rare chance for jeweler wanting to change
occupation. Write quick for full information. Box
22, Hammond, Ill.

EINE workmen never disturb the adjustment of the
r hairspring to get correct time or to bring the reg-
ulator to the centre. By using my balance screw
washers you will save time and avoid injuring or
breaking the spring, also used in poising, accurately
made and assorted, sent on receipt of price-5o cents
a gross. Grindirig, scraping or using acid, are things
of the past, letting a spring out or taking it up is also
a thing of the past with first-class watchmakers.
Stamps taken. F. C. Ries, Macon, Ga.

A N active commercial traveler can materially add to
I-1 his income, or could, without interfering with his
regular business, reduce his expenses by presenting
to his customers a matter of vital interest to each of
them, and which will become apparent when pre-
sented. Give full name, address and business con-
nection to " D M F," Post Office box 3z4o, New
York city.

TO ALI, JEWELERS.—Send stamp for circularand testimonials of Beach's Lightning l'ivoter.
'Ibis little instrument cuts a pivot of any size in to
seconds, doing away entirely with the graver. A
pivot can be put in in less than one-fottrth the time
taken by the old process. Beach Bros., Mfg. Cu., 86
West Congress st., Detroit, Mich,

I US'I' OUT.—For latest style of vest chains, brace-
d lets and neck chains. Address, F. C. Ohlemacher,
mfg. jeweler and dealer, Sycamore, Ill.

Office of the E. Howard Watch and Clock Co.,
383 Washington st., Boston, Mass.

March 18, 1889.
Mr. W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona Minn.

Dear Sir :—Having learned that you have estab-
lished a Horological School at Winona, and knowing
that you possess such a thorough knowledge of watch
repairing as to enable you to impart such information
to your pupils, I wish you great success in your
undertaking. Yours very truly,

Albert Howard, General Supt.

ATCHMAKERS YOU NEED IT.—For to cents
Jv —stamps, I will send you mail prepaid, a tool
or cementing or soldering seconds dial accurately
and quickly. John E. Boynton, watchmakers' ma-
chinist, Jerseyville, Ill.

[OR g1.25 we will send by express prepaid, one of
F our solid steel, nickle plated case stakes, illus-
trated in April and May 1(IIVSTONES. The most
satisfactory case tool ever offered. Racine Jewelry
Mfg. Co., Racine, Wis.

A N opportunity of a lifetime for a good watchmaker
M with $500 or $600. For particulars address,
" The Fair," Morrison, Ill.

WANTED.

gay. H. T. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,

LD gold and silver, full value paid. Packages
received by mail or express remitted for same

Pa.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
[ Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad st. Phila. Best
work at lowest prices. Correspondence solicited.

EVERY one desiring to learn watchmaking In all its

L. branches, or those desiring to perfect themselves
in the art, to take a course at the Philadelphia School
af Horology.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
VI/ students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

TO trade or sell 1 Hall's, double door (inside and out
fire proof safe, in perfect order, cost $275. Will

deliver on cars here for $165. Reasons for selling,
have 2. Safe weighs 4,5oo pounds. 2, 6 foot nickle oval
front show cases and i Welsh, Spring & Co's. calen-
dar regulator. All the above very cheap for cash, or
will trade for movements and cases, or other salable
goods. Reason for selling, building new and larger
store, and putting in new and larger cases and fix-
tures and have bargains for some one. R. F. Trus-
low Jewelry Co., Huntington, Tenn.

AN experienced watchmaker. A steady, sober man
Fi can get permanent situation, Address, stating
terms G. A. Bohn, Austin, Tex.
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WANTED.

I MMEDIATELY for steady job. A practical
I watchmaker and general jewelry repairer ; one
speaking French preferred. State refs. and wages.
required. Address, H. Benoit, tall River, Mass.

WORKMAN. Young man, good watch repairer,
Vy also jewelry, hard solder. Must furnish lathe
and tools. Also to act as clerk and salesman. Must
he reliable and energetic, with good disposition and
pleasing address. Permanent place to a good man.
Ready now ; send " photo " or tintype and stamp for
reply. Address, "Curnelies," Birmingham, Conn.

A GENTS in all the "arge cities ir the United States,

• 

to sell the Rivett Lathe, manufactured by the
Fanettil Watch To.)1 Co. Liberal terms to all first-
class houses, Office 474 Washington street, Boston.

WALL watch case, walnut or cherry, Must be good.
Inf State size and price. Chas. beck, Franklin, Ind.

A Grossman loth measure gauge. Will pay $4 for
j.‘ one If in perfect order. E. C. Blab, Newport,
Rhode Island.

AN experie. C d clerk. Address, Brunner Bros.,
255 sup,ris,r ST, Cieveland, uhio.

A GOOD watchmaker and engraver at once. Apply

• 

to W. K. Snyder, box 34, Shamokin, Pa.

TO purchase a stock jewelry 
in good location. Ad.,

Box 325, Aurora, ill.

To buy by an experienced watchmaker, an interest
in an established jewelry business, in a small

but progressive town. Business must be of good
standing and bear close investigation. Best of refs.

furnished. Ad., J. J. Cohn, 41 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

T0 purchase case of 'Fest 
Lenses, with mountings.

State price, number of pairs of Spherical and
Cylinder Lenses, kind of case, &c. Little & Little,

opticans, 52x N. Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.

jo0 
purchase. We have a party who has the cash,

and wants to buy out some one who wants to sell

r cash. Mttst be a good business in a large town.

Address, H. O. Huriburt & Sons, 938 Market St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Y a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,

D and lathe, etc. Can give good refs. Western

states preferred. " G G," care this office.

A PLACE to finish trade, has had only n years exp.
I want a place January x, t89o. Am a sober

young man, x8 years old ; can give good reference,

would refer to my present employer. Address, P. 0.

box 51, Madison, Ha.

BY a watchmaker and 
jewelry repairer. Address.

"A W C," box ro7, South Freemingham, Mass.*

PY 
practical watchmaker, xs yea experience.years 
Good jewelry jobber and engraver. Have

American lathe ; best reference. Address, " En-

graver, 147 N. Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa. *

AS salesman in wholesale jewelry house. by young

M man, a practical watchmaker and good salesman.

A x refs. given. Ad., " A A B," care this office. *

EIRACTICAL man with business and bench exp.

r desires position in first-class house. " J

care this office.

AS watchmaker and engraver, accustomed to gen-

• 

eral repairs ; thoroughly experienced, complete

set of tools. Best of references. Engagement to
commence x month from concluding arrangements.

Address', ",American," care this office.

BV a first-class watchmaker of 18 years experience,

with Mosely lathe and a full set of tools. Will

also do clock and job work. Have A No. t reference.

W. S. Yoder, 520 W. Second st., Ottumwa, Iowa. *

tiddr
Y a competent watchmaker, TO years experience on

ess, 0. Rosenfeld, xix3 Franklin avenue, St.
fine watch repairing ; single ; best references.

Louis, Mo.

I ONG experienced workman with full set tools,

L American lathe and portable bench. F. Pruts-

man, Tioga, Pa.

AS watchmaker and engraver. 12 years experience.

M "At, P E," care this office.

A
POSITION as a competent jewelry manufacturer

and repairer ; also gold plater. Good reference.

None but reliable houses need apply. Washington

Territory, Oregon, Colorado, Montana, Utah Ter.

preferred. Address, " L," care this office. *

MERICAN watchmaker, age 26, good address;

/A best of references, own tools. '1 horoughly ac-

quainted with business. " X 2," care this office. *

Ix
OIJNG man of to. Would like situation by

75o, Denison, Iowa.
October 05th, to learn jewelry trade. Address,

BY young man, can
 do watch and jewelry repairing,

nearly 4 years experience. Have finished at

Parsons Horological Institute. Ready after October

1st. Satisfactory reference. Address, M. E.

Caveny. box 214, La Porte, Ind.

Pelma
Y a young man, a place to learn the jeweler's

r, Clinton Co.
trade. Write at once to J. Archie W. Clark, 

, Iowa. 

By October 1st. 
Good watchmaker and engraver,

13 years exp. Ad., " Q Q," care this office. *

1- Y a -lad 
of 16, position with a first-class watch-

-.
maker to finish trade. Thoroughly understands

a I kinds of clock and jewelry repairing. Wages no
consideration ; but want a thorough knowledge of

watch repairing. Address, " I R," care this office.

WAIshILEDoosicluaet.ion rTiewsat tocrireter. AAi5ere2 4,11;1(3.,

&x 254, IlOaterloof Ind. *

BY young man, 21 
Repairer of jewelry, clocks and

engraver. Middle States preferred. temperate,

Industrious , best references. Address, Frank W.
Wheeler, Cumberland, Md., Alleghany Co. *

SITUATIONS WANTED.

BY young maatif six years experience. Fine set of
tools. Speaks English mid German. Address,

"Competent," this office.

AS watchmaker and salesman, by I:et., 1, fourteen
I-1 years at the bench. Good reference. Western
States preferred. Address, "K," care of C. Baw-
den, Mt. Carroll, Ill.

For Rent.
For a term of years on reasonable terms. Front

one to five floors (each xsoxso feet) of a fire proof
manufacturing bubding. Constructed on the most
modern factory plans, splendid location. Ample
light, power and elevator facilities, fire proof vault
oil each floor, steam heat, and either gas or electric
lighting. Address,

"A. C." care of the KEYSTONE,

Retail Trade.—N. B.

Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,
ornamental and letter engraving clone by as, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER & BURNS,

174 Westminster Street, Providence, R. I.

. Price List on application.

Thomas Reynolds,
19 Union Square, New York.

Manufacturer and Importer of 8 day, weight Strik-
ing Clocks, etc. Material of all kinds for repairing
old English and other clocks. Dials made to order.
Steel and Gilt Hands. Escape Wheels and Pallets,
Wheels, and Pinions. Repeating work, Springs,
Chains, Gongs, Bells, Weights, Pulleys, etc.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass

repairing, having had years of experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston & Sibley,
Southbridge, Mass.

Job Springs for American Cases.
This spring can be made to fit any American case.

The back is brass. This spring is made of spring
steel, and easily to fit. Price to cents each, or $x.00

per dozen. Patent applied for.

Ira D. Davis,
Greenwood, Nebraska.

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Doublets,

Foil Backs, White and Colored Imitation Stones,
Brazilian Beetles, etc. on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade. Send for Price List.

Archibald,

73 Nassau Street, New York.

Eiliederhold,
No. 06 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler.
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent its by mail or
express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture small metalic wares of every de-

scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks, Met-
al litutons, litabkles, Eyelets, and all kinds of Round
Square and Pressed Tin, Brass, etc., Estimates fur-
nished for Special Articles tin Metal, Gold, Silver,
Copper Plating and Japaning. Dies and Puncees
made to order.

528 N. 10th St., Phila., Pa.

EMIL SCHWEIG,
Manufacturer of Brushes. Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes.

15 to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.

J. J. Ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

attention.

lAtateh Case Repairer/

J-I. JVI. pavis,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, Nev York.

Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing,
and General Repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

Gold arid Silver Refiner.

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or ex press promptly remitted for.

Griffiths Brothers,
Manufacturing Jewelers

15 John St., New York.

* * *

Repairing and Matching. Roman, Antique, Etrus-
can and Filigree Jewelry, Rings, etc.

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, 81.00.

W. F. Hammond Mfr
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

John R. Stadlingeti,
Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.

Orders Promptly filled.

Send for Price List of Repairing.

Dia.rriorids.
Our Diamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
in that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.

Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,
Full of Life and Beauty.

For
Loose Diamonds, Diamond Mountings, Turquoise

and Diamonds, Ruby and Diamonds, Sap-
phire and Diamonds, Emerald and

Diamonds,Fancy Diamonds.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
S. W. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Chavies KohlbsIseh,
Manufacturer of

Fin Balance and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs prom pt I y at tend-
ed to.

Send to

Farjeon & Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'

Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $1.75.

Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk
Guards assorted in dozens. $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Juergenson mainspring.
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

no other.

* * *

Farjeon & Co.,
No. 25 .lohn Street, New York City.

Beware of
isoistioss.

See that

J. HOUGHTON
Manchester,

N. H.

Is stamped
upon them.

Every one is

Warranted.

Price,
$00.50 Hard.
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AFTERMATH.

We are letting our readers do most of the

talking about the merits of the KEYSTONE. This

time we quote from F. G. Hall, one of the in-

structors at the Parson's Horological School at

La Porte, Ind. : " I am so interested in the read-

ing of the KEYSTONE that you can expect a list of

young watchmakers to whom I want you to send your

paper and 1 will foot the bill, as . . . I think the

KEYSTONE as good an .instructor as can be found

in this country."
* * *

Imports of merchandise in July amounted to

$70,778,606, a gain of over $11,400,000 over July

of last year ; exports of merchandise were $52,-

247,371 an increase of $7,000,000. For the seven

months ending with July, the imports of merchan-

dise reached $463,117,614, probably the largest

ever received, and $31,200,000 more than in the

same time last year. Exports for the same seven

months gained $57,000,000 on the record of last

year, and were larger than in any like period, ex-

cept in 1882, when they were $37,000,000 greater.

Exports of specie and bullion were valued at $69,-

165,136, an excess over imports of over, $53,000,-

000 for the seven months. Considering the totals

of exports and imports of merchandise, specie

and bullion, we have an excess of exports for the

seven months of $4,089,039, while last year and

year before there was a considerable excess of

imports.
* * *

Many labor unions of this country are not as

favorable to going cahoots with foreign unions as

they have been heretofore. Formerly a member

of a foreign union might join a union here by de-

positing his card of membership and paying one

dollar. Not a few unions are thinking of raising

this fee to the protective standpoint, and the gold-

beaters' organization some time ago did this,

placing the fee at Poo, and not a goldbeater has

come since. This union has 300 members, and

thinks it can beat all the gold needed here. It is

now trying to get the tariff on gold leaf raised to

seven dollars a pack.

* * *

The Enterprising Burglar of jewelry did one

of the best jobs of the past month at the store of

Wm. B. Morse, 268 Tremont street, Boston, where

his net profits reached $7,000 to $8,000. Mr.

Morse was robbed of stock worth $I,000 about three

years ago. The E. B. left no card, and the police

did not discover his identity. It is known though,

who did the $1,500 worth of work at 196 Broadway,

New York. 'rhomas Donohue, son of the janitress

of the premises is the man ; he named several

confederates when arrested, and most of the goods

was recovered. Several tenants of the premises were

interested, but the biggest plum came out of H. J.

Hildebrand, agent of H. C. Lindol, of Providence.

Opening his samples to show to a customer, he

found a brick that had been put in for a make-

weight. Investigation followed, and losses were

discovered by Pine & Co., Flint, Blood & Co.,

and Bates & Bacon.

* * *

The KEYSTONE comes to us greatly improved,

both typographically and in its reading matter.

It has employed some new talent from the " Wild

West," and breeziness in its columns is at once

apparent. Our contemporary now ranks as one

of the best journals of its class published anywhere.

—St. Louis Jeweler.
Our hat is off.

In this number of

the KEYSTONE we pre-
sent the readers with

cuts of the Chicago
Horological Institute,
showing two of the
workrooms and office
of this model institu-
tion of watchmaking
instruction. The lab-
oratory and draught-

ing room we will show

our readers in some

future number.

SEPTEMBER, 1889.

View of Office.

Interior of Workroom A.

The idea of divid-
ing with the students
what is received for

trade work done by

them was original with

this Institute, and has

proved to be a very
important item and a

very satisfactory ar-
rangement to the stu-
dents, as it gives them
a practical experience,

besides helping to de-

fray expenses.

The course of in-
struction followed here
is the most complete
and thorough of any-
thing heretofore ac-
complished in horolog-
ical work and is being
appreciated by the
trade at large, judging
from the growth of the
school and the praise

- that is bestowed upon

it by the students.

Students at Work, Room 13.

Send for their new fall prospectus at 215 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

Chicago Forological Institute,
Chicago, Illinois.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S. to send me their

overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas Reiss,
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Well-known to the Trade since the last 20 years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price List.

CLARK'S REFLECTING EYE-GLASS.
This Mag-
nifyi n
GI as s, o r
I, o u p, is
I) rovided
with an an-
nular reflec-
tor, with a
con t ral
opening and
corrugations
and 5 o
seated in the
outer end of

,.I,. k' Pat. Reflecting Eye-Clam the glass as
to relied t the rays of light falling on the outer side
thereof in front of the glass, and concentrating them
upon the object being viewed. It is especially useful
in examining the inside of watches, as it often occurs
that it is difficult to do so. By using the reflecting
glass this difficulty is removed, and the inside can be
seen as well as the outside. Those who use them are
pleased with them. Price 5o cents. Ask your Job-
ber for them.

Clark, Giddings & Co., Wigs., Sterling, Ill.

TRIAL CASES. OPTICAL COODS

11

-----
Proscriptions Filled

Promptly. Catalogue free.
57 Washington St.

Chicago, Ill.

A. R. Brattin,
Wholesale Jeweler.

Everything wanted by retail jewelers. Issue no
catalogue ; can fill orders front any catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409 & 420 Alamo Building
N. W. Cor. 7th and Delaware Sta.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

TH IS Pol-
ishingMa-
chine has

advantages that
were never be-
fore gained by
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
t he appliances
common to the
polishingdepart-
ments of jewelry
mann facturing
est a blishments
can be tried on
this machineand
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, a 0(1
d e a lers cannot

'

afford to be with-
, out an outfit.

The conse-
quence and con-
vincing powers
of a salesman are
poor induce-

ments to the purchaser as compared with a well kept
stock of goods, that have their original charms of
polish, lustre and freshness.
Our Lithdogical or Lapidary Lathe has the same

application of foot-power, and it is giving results
never before reached by any other application of
foot power for this purpose. These machines are of
great value to Jewelers, and their correspondence is
solicited. Illustrated Catalogue rIEE.

Address 66o Ruby Street.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are prepared to do all kinds of Jewelry, Manufacturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking

or the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial from

jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

BIRCH'S SELF-ADJUSTINC TWEEZERS.

- 

log.75A11111*

Patent Applied For.

Sold by the Trade. Nickel Plated. Price, 50 cts each.

John S. pirch ez Co., 182 and 184 jaewis Street, PI. y.

Hunt & Fuller
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Maker of

Mystic Shrine Jewels
In Pearl and Tiger Cletus.

Set with Moonstone, Jasper, Tigerite, Etc.

Knight Ternplans and

• mystic Shnine Buttons.

Repairing jewelry for the trade. Estimates
made on old Gold and Silver.

umisimalut10

KLINGENSMITH'S PATENT BACK CENTERING REST.

THE HES"l"11-1ING OUT. No watchmaker can atibrd to be without it; it is worth ten times its price.

With it you can adjust balance staffs, pinions, and have them ready for turning or pivoting in 3 to 5 seconds.

It will hold them to a dead true centre, does not require any eye-glass or any skill to adjust work in lathe; the

werk will adjust itself. They are so made that 
for 

can operate on any part of staff or pinion, such as turning

them down true or pivoting. Also very useful for straightening pivots. They are designed to do away with

wax and other devises that have never proven of any great accuracy in doing fine work. They will save 75

per cent. of your tedious labor. Once used, no watchmaker will do without them. Price per set, that will fit

all staffs, 463.5o. Sold by inventor,

.7. KLINGENSMITH, Springfield, Ills.,
Or by Jobbers in Tools. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
P. S.—When ordering state number and make of lathe.

Mn. J. KLINGENSMITH, Springfield, Ills,
DEAR SIR :

I have tried the set of centre rests you sent me, and am very much pleased with their work.

Think they are quite an advantage ove?the old mode of cement chucks in the way of neatness, time saving

qualities and accuracy ; would recommend them to watchmakers in general for all such work as staff turning

and pivoting. Very truly yours,
R. E. FENNER,

Professor of Horology, Chicago Horological Institute.

;

Dot to be read, if you're too busy!

A Volume of 384 pages

S what the keYsTone makes in a Year!

That is, counting only 32 pages per issue.

August had 48 pages-19 of Reading fTlatter.

This number/ has 56 pages-21 of Reading Matter.

At Fifty Cents a year, the Cost is -
It it

ti It

It it

It

- $O.04% a Month

0.009 a

• 

Week

- 

o. oo 37,c„, a Day

Pretty close to Nothing, isn't it?

Is there Anything cheaper in the Business?

38.4 Pages SURE, a good many more, LIKELY.

The Poet Young said : " Be wise to-day." In plain prose this means,
it Remit at once, and the matter's off your mind for a year." Fifty Cents ;
For a Dollar the Handy Binder goes too. Address

"The Keystone,"
Nineteenth and Brown Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Bedichimer,
Manufacturer of

JVIasonic Marks,
Society padges,

Jewels, Pins and Emblems.
We call your special attention to our

EtRystic Shrine
Jewels.

Having an agent in Europe buying up
fine Tiger Claws and superintending the
Cutting of Egyptian Heads in Tigerite,
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet Amethyst and
other Precious Stones, has enabled us,
with increased facilities, to produce the
finest line of Shrine Badges in America.
These goods have no equal for style, finish,
and quality of gold contained, mid a com-
parison will justify you of their superiority
with the cheap line of goods that are now
in the market.

I. BEDICHIMER,
618 Chestnut St., Phila.

J. 84t, 1:,. Friedlander,

65 and 67

Nassau St.,

New York

City.

American and Swiss Watches Tools, Materials,

Gold and Plated Jewelry and Optical Goods.
Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection Packages sent to Responsible Dealers
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ALFRED FRANK. Office of

Louis Herzog St, Co.,
Watch Case Maker,

Wholesale Dealers in AMERICAN WATCHES.

52 Maiden Lane, New York.

The Trade,

Everywhere,

U. S.

GENTLEMEN: New goods are being produced all the time, and we get them as they appear.
These take the place of others whose manufacture is discontinued, and we generally get
some of them before they are gone. We carry everything in the American Watch line from a
Nickel Case to a Waltham Chronograph, and would be pleased to furnish you with what you
want, either through our travellers or from this office. Yours truly

Don't have it to regret in years to come that you did

not acquire your trade at the

229
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American Horological Institute
and avail yourself of the advantages of the nest Methods, nest

and Newest Tools and nest Instructors.

The several courses of Instruction embrace everything important

To Know to Run a First-Class Watchmaker's Place and Jewelry Store.

The Theoretical pepartments
Embrace Arithmetic, Geometry, Trigonometry, Free I land and Mechanical Draw-

ing, Nlechanical Principles. (which include escapement forms of the teeth of wheels etc.)
Chemistry ;Ind Optics. Evening classes on three evenings of each week in these branch-
es free to regular pupils.

Our Jewelry pepartments
Instilict in making and repairing fine jewelry and includes I land Soldering, (and

holding the color) Lapping, Polishing, Coloring, Gilding, Silver and Nickel Plating, etc.

I ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.
References WALTHANI WATCH Co.

( E. llowmti, WATCH ANI) CLOCK CO.

EVERY DEPARTMENT THOROUGH AND COMPLETE.

Technical and practical Pepartments
In I lorology embrace Primary Disciplining in Filing, Drilling, Turming, Fitting,

Polishing and so on up to constructing an entire watch, clock or marine chronometer and
adjusting them. Pupils as soon as competent are placed on actual watch repairing.
(Make note of this.)

Our Angraving pepartments
Give instructions in Letter, Monogram and Ornamental Engraving; Card Plate

Engraving; Gem (stone) Engraving, etc.

Don't fail to write for prospectus and particulars. Address

SETH THOMAS CLOCK Co.
ANII•isICAN W H O L ATC TOCO.
L. A. Scif ERR & CO., Philadelphia W. H. DOTTER,..,

531 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer
Specialty made of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, etc.

Saks made .only for established jewelers in theft regular places of business. Am a practical jeweler
with an experience of 25 years as a Special Salesman. Can refer to over roo Jewelers, for whom t have made
successful sales in all parts of the United Staies. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut St., Phila.

Successor.; to JACOB COLTON & Co.

W. W. Coomes & Co.,
Manufacturers of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Silver Thimbles.

hong Meadow, - - Iass.

Supplies for tJewelers, Watch, Clock, and Watch
Case IVIakers, Engravers, Machinists, Dental Depots,

Enamelers, Platers, Chandelier Factories, etc., etc.,

Salesrooms,

39 dohn Street,
New York.

Faetory,

292, 294 & 296 Graham St.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Files. Best makes of Swiss, English and Superior American.
Tools. Endless variety. Best quality only.
puffs. Felt, Leather, Cotton, Sheepskin, Cloth.
Prushes. Wire-Matt and Scratch, Bristle and Tampico.
Enamels. Largest stock of all colors and grades.
Saws. Dagger-Piercing and Circular.
Machinery and tools of precission.
Plower. Patent Positive Blast.
Gravers. Best imported and my own make for metal

and wood.
Charcoal. Patent prepared, for soldering, polishing, and

finishing Metal Plates.
Gas Furnaces. For Melting, Enameling, Plating, Annealing.

Not Too Expensive

21

And yet Something there's a
demand for I

Watch Insulators I

1st. Protection to the Movement
From all Ordinary Magnetic Influences.

Points to Consider: ) 2d. Reduction of Wear and Tear of the Case.

,\\\
"''Liii ii ii

At slight cost, these Insulators may be obtained with our Filled Cases.

Any Jobber. Order a Sample!

Keystone Watch Case Co.
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago
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Poetry and Prose.
"All that glistens is not GoLb." —Shakespeare.

"All is not GoLo that glisteneth."
"All thing, which that shineth as the Gold)
Ne is no gold as I have herd it told." —charmer.

"All is not (oIA) that outward showeth bright."
—Zydpzte.

"GOLD all is not that doth golden seem." —Spenser.

"All is not GoLD that glisters." _Herbert.

"All, as they say, that glitters is not Goi.b."____Dryiell.

-38r• That's the, Poetry of it,
but the cold, hard, truthful Prose

about the Keystone Solid Gold

Cases is Aust the other T.X.461y—al1

that glistens in them

Is Gold,

14 K. Solid, as any assay will
demonstrate.

7444 7439 7008 7080 5101

"The Century
This case is made of one-third silver, stiffened with a nickel lin-

ing, making a very strong and durable case. Order a sample.

Only $5-00

This is the season when you will have every day calls for

Chronographs and Horse Timers.

For we carry in stock a very large line of

Waltham
Swiss 10 K. Solid Gold Chronograph.

Split Second, Minute Register, Gold Cap, Glass Cap
under Gold Cap, 13 Jewels, Ex. Balance, lireguet

H. S., Nickel Alovement. A very desir-
able Chronograph. Only $15z.00

Can furnish above without Minute Register. $1o6.00

Split Seconds, Minute Register, Split Sec-
onds and Plain Chronographs.

Swiss

The Old Reliable
Silver Centennial Chronograph.

With Minute Register. A very desirable watch for
Railroad or Track Alen. Only $5o.00

Gold, Silver and Nickel

Split Seconds and Minute Register, Split
Seconds, Plain Chronographs and

Nickel Horse Timers.

New York

Xeystone Watch ease Co.
Philadelphia

Chieago

Silver Cap, Stop, Start and Fly Back, Ex. Balance, Bre-
guet H. S., Nickel Movement. Only $36.00

We can furnish above with Split Seconds, at a price that
will make them quick sellers, Only $68,00

Prices on this page are subject to same terms as watches quoted in our 1889 catalogue.

The " Epsom" Silver and Nickel Chronographs
are the best low-priced Chronographs in the market. Send for prices.

Nickel Horse Timer.
Beats Seconds, Stop and Fly Back, Minute Register. Just
the timer that will sell during Fair-time. Only $10.50

Bend us your Orders.
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DEAD AND MIMED.

AND

What bo We Mean?

We mean the old fashioned Silver Plate that your

grandfathers used, and that you are still selling in your

obstinacy.

SO ARE YOU
If yon will continne to do so, when goods like the Hik VII LT ON

and Rogers 8z. Hamilton are to be had for the same money.

TI,\ RI,GISTEItEl■

Send your name for New Illustrated

Pocket Price List to be ready about

September 15th.

mention this Pepet*.

The Rogers & Hamilton Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

The "Perfect" Ring Stretcher.
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Patent Pending.

For Price and Description, address

W. W. 01iVer,
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Sole Manufacturer,

430 niagara St., - Buffalo, F). V.

Our ISSo Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

The Very Latest.

No more

Blackening or Poisoning
the Neck.

ElFa

TRADE MARX

The Eiffel Collar Button
Bell Front

Collar _Button with Et23hite Enamel Back.

Manufaeinred and sold Io the wholesale trade by

Fred. I. Marcy & Co.,
ylanufacturing Jewelers. providence, R. I.

New York Office, 198 13roadway.

Ask to see it.

OFFER the Trade an unusually attractive and exten-

sive stock of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry-

in new and unique designs, exclusively our

own, at prices that cannot be beaten.

JEWELERS
-VISITING New York will best serve their own interests

by coming to our store immediately upon their

arrival, and inspecting our fine line of Goods

before making any purchases.

STERN & STERN,
13 Maiden bane, Net.0 York.

25
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The Best
For the Money.

1111■•■••■■•=1

Guaranteed Absolutely Perfect or

Money Refunded.

$ 5 We offer as a
Special Inducement
a Discount of 10 per
cent. for Spot Cash.

011111fIlli

New Geneva Lathe, all Hard and Double Bearings.
Length of bed Iti inches, with the following assortment of chucks, to wire,

4 brass cement, 2 steel step, I male and i female centre. We carry an assort-
ment of extra chucks for above, also Slide Rests and Universal Heads.

Also carry a

Full Line of all TOOLS and MATERIALS.

IN. Sickles a Sons
618 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

THE "Wide Awake Jeweler" will be issued from Buffalo next month.

It will contain the latest goods. We have all Our Snaps,

besides other goods, illustrated. Send us your Business

Card for a Copy.

-
EISELE,
Buffalo, flew uork.

You Should get Our Latest Prices on Mountings.

A. REAL. SNAP_

27

The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co....
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Bend us your old gold and silver and we

will send you a check by return mail. Then,

if the price. we allow is not satisfactory,

we will return you the gold by express at our

expense.

All orders for watches filled same day as

received. Packages in express office one hour

from receipt of order.

630

Pull assortment of 14 and 10 K., 18, 16,0

and 4 size Cases, latest styles.

We are buying more old gold and silver of legiti-

mate dealers than any other house in the country.

Why? Because we pay them just what it is worth,

and because they know we buy only of the dealer—

that we neither buy or sell at retail.

Something it will pay you to read.
Who is making your solid gold rings ? We want that

trade, and why ? Because we can give you just the shape and

style you desire, and give them to you in the shorte
st possible

time. We furnish, made to order, lots of thein in 
live hours

after receiving the order. We claim to be lower in 
price than

most other makers. You may find rings stamped the same karat

as ours at a much less price, but compare the qualit
y of them.

It is not necessary for us to say that ours are plump 
what they

are stamped; you know us too well to think anything
 else. Our.

shops are so arranged that we can handle anything 
in the repair-

ing line, from a cheap steel spec. to a fine solid gold w
atch case.

This fact, as you plainly see, makes us experts in 
all lines of.

work that comes to the jeweler, watchmaker and 
optician, and

puts us down as the most favorable house for you to 
deal with.

Our special gold and silver watch cases, made to 
order, are in

such great demand that we have been compelled to 
put in more

machinery to keep up with our orders. Remember, we can case

any odd siz ,2 movement you may have. Send for estimate, if y
ou

need anything An that line, before placing your order 
elsewhere.

Our spectacle prescription and lens grinding de
partment

needs hardly any mention, for its merits are too well 
known, but

we are greatly improving on our work, and our fra
meless and

bi-focal work has got down to perfection, we are se
nding out all

Rx work in a very novel packet, which at a glance wil
l show all

its good points. They all say "that's the best thing yet." We

strive to please you in every way possible, and if an
 increased

business is any puff, we must be succeeding. Any how, give us

a trial.

We have a full line of

144, K. dames boss EXtra,

14 K. dames 13oss,

10 ic. James moss,

in as, 16s, 6s, 45 and os, and a full line of all the Wa
ltham and

Elgin Movements.

Send to us for anything you may desire, and you w
ill not

be disappointed.

How very often it is that you send for certain move
ments

or cases, and get in reply a postal, saying "Very sorry,
 but we

have just sold our last," etc., etc. Well, all we have to say is,

TRY US, and you will not be disappointed. Then also, you

have the satisfaction of buying of a house which pro
tects your

interests, and who always has protected them.

DIAMONDS. 
j:; Special Offeving.

We have lately imported a lot of y4, 4 and g karat dia-
monds, which we managed to secure before the increa

se in pri( e

took effect, and having mounted them in studs, ri
ngs, ear-rings,

etc., offer them to you at very low prices, consid
ering quality,

shape, and the hundred and one things that go to ma
ke a dia-

mond of value. No use of saying anything more, send to us for

whatever you want on memorandum, and if you like it
 and think

it cheap keep it, if not, return it at our expense.

We are receiving a number of packag
es

of old gold and silver daily. Why so 
many

Because the trade are learning they get bet
ter

prices off us than elsewhere.

E3 Q 'S"
nr ANN
3-1-o I-c

Xl"-R A

18, 18, 6 and 4 sizes Eagle gold, Wheat

and Granger Cases, new designs.

710

All repair work returned you prom
ptly,

whether movements, watch cases or jew
elry.
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A Revolution in Jewelry Cards
H. B. Sommer & Co's Patent Easel Cards.

111■111=11=111■1111■11111111.

The Only Cards for Displaying Jewelry to Advantage
U. S. Letters patent, No. 359,150. English patent, No. 6359. German patent, No. 37,390.

Made of Finest White Bristol Board.

Slmwing Drop Cards. Locked.

Made for
Ear Drops, Bar Pins,

Ladies' Cuff Buttons,
Set 3 Studs, Single Stud,

Collar Buttons.
Showing Scarf Pin Card. Locked.

Showing Collar Button Cards. Locked.

Made for
Link Cuffs, Brooch,

Gents' Cuff Buttons,

Scarf Pins, Rings

Plain.

For Sale by the following well-known Jobbers:
LOUIS A. SCHERR & CO, Philadelphia.
M. SICKLES & SON, Philadelphia.
S. VALFER & CO., New York.
LUDWIG LEHMAN, New York.
BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa.
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

A. H. GERWIG, Pittsburgh, Pa.
OTTO YOUNG & CO., Chicago.
BOEHME & PFLUEGER, Cincinnati.
E. B. MELCHOR, Los Angeles, California.
E. A. MUDGE, Dayton, Ohio.
S. KIND & CO., Philadelphia.

H. BEALMEAR, Baltimore, Md.
HECKEL, BIELER & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
HEEREN BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
HEMMINGS BROS. CO. Limited, Toronto.

Canadian Agents.

Price $5.00 per 1000, or 25 Cents per Pack of 50, any style.

ft 13. Sommer & Co.
Manufacturers

628 Arch Street,
Send for Samples.

A .( Philadelphia, P.
Discounts to Jobbers.

GLICKAUF&NEWHOUSE
00j 84&86 STATEST. AltS

4S• CHICAGO. c*"

WATCHES

\•5

*§1

S41/0.
MAIN SPRINGS

GUARANTEED
cHAINS

41‘7"

Ottclett your, Tools, Titatetlials, etc. Out( Ptiiees

by any Catalogue. Will intenest You.

We carry the finest line of

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, Lockets and Charms.
Send for sample of our Fine Tempered Ball joint Frame Spectacle, and see price on same.

Extract from the jewelers' Journal, Chicago, Jan. 1882.
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1 Doz 18S
Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S
Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

t 67k_44.a1,44

Fac-simile of Wrapper.

JUST received a fresh lot of Gravier

Mainsprings, which we guarantee

superior to all other makes.

Any one having Gravier Springs

not entirely satisfactory, will

please return same to us for

perfect ones.

A few. Words about mainsprings.
There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch repairer, about which, if he be a careful and thorough workman, he feels more

solicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than any other article used in watch repairing.

While the percentage of breakage is high in all watch springs, it jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an inferior quality, unless their temper

is so low as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little value in watches that are to serve the purpose of timekeepers. Years since we obtained the

G. & N. Gravier mainspring, and at once we believed we had obtained a fine article, and subsequent experience proved that our faith was well 
grounded.

We now have all G. & N. Gravier springs for American made watches wrapped separately with a metal tag bearing the size and style of the spring and come

in packages of one dozen, as shown in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. Gravier Springs will at once strike you very favor-

ably, being convenient for the watchmaker to handle, as you can readily see the spring you desire, and consequently less liable to rust from 
handling.

G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the end of each spring.

2

4

5

6

7

9

10
11
12

13

14

15

16
17
18

19
20

21

22

23

24

25

26

& n. Gravier Mainsprings
For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford, Illinois, Howard and Lancaster.

The Only Reliable Mainspring in the World. A Trial will Convince.

1. WALTHAM, Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.
C2. Old Model, Old Style, 18 Size.

C

3. A. T. & Co.
C

4. Crescent Street.
CC

5. New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.
C6. New Model, Open Face, Stem Wind, 18

Size.
f t 16 Size.7.

8. Bond Street.

9. 14. Size.

io. 10 Size.

II. 8 and 6 Size.

12.1
ELGIN, New Style, 18 Size.

13.)

14.

15.
I 6.
I 7.
IS.
19.
20.

21.

2.

23.

24.
25.

26.

CC Old Style, 18 Size, (Class r, 3 and 5.)
C C New Style, 16 Size.

Old Style, 16 Size, (Class i and 3.)

New Style, to Size.
Old Style, to Size.
New Style, 8 and 6 Size.
Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class i and

HAMPDEN, 18 Size.
ROCKFORD, 18 Size.
ILLINOIS, 8 and 6 Size.

18 Size.
HOWARD, 18 Size.

16 Size.
AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

3.)

Price per dozen, $1.25_

Cut this page out fon re4eftenee when you order tvlainspeings.

GLICRAUF & ne%)3HOLISE,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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13o91e 13ros.
Successors to

•I' & M. J. BOLE,

The Vermont

Wholesale Jewelers

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of
Elgin, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, Ill., Seth Thomas,
and Cheshire movements; all Association Silver, Gold, and
Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds; Rogers & Bro.
and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks,
Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers' Tools and Ma-
terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly
attended to. 'I ry us.

eogle eros.,
White River Ounetion, Vt.

HuTcHissoist's
Practical School for Watchmakers,

La Porte, Ind.

Look for I niportant Notice in Next Issue.

Don't enter any School until you get our New Study Course,

which will be nearly doubled.

Be sure you make your money get you the most instruction.

We give it the most thorough.

Copies of letter from Hampden Watch Co., Canton, Ohio,

and others on application.

For full particulars, address

Box 160. d. Lt. 1-1utehinson.

M. WOLLSTEIN SOL. SULZBERGER.

United. States Smelting and Refining Works.

WOLUSTEIT4 St st.n.kzaERcER,

Sweep Smelters and Gold Refiners
Sole Manufacturers of

Phoenix Flux, Butieka Alloy, Chemieally.Puse Copper,.
Bullion Assays a Specialty.

Office: 25 John Street. Works: 17 John Street
New York, June 1st, 184

DEAR SIR : Owing to the large increase in the volume of our business in SWEEI' SMELT-

ING and GOLD REFINING, we have again been compelled to enlarge Our Works at 57 John Street, and to

remove our office to

No. 25 John Street
whereto kindly direct your communications hereafter. We will always endeavor to please our customers by
largest returns for Sweeps. Our Gold and Ore Assays are guaranteed absolutely correct. We shall continue
to manufacture PHOENIX FLUX for melting Filings and Polishings, and EUREKA ALLOY, the useful-
ness of both these articles being well established. UNITED STATES ASSAY OFFICE GOLD AND
SILVER BARS we sell at the lowest Brokers' rate, Fine Gold and Silver, rolled or granulated, and Chem-

ically Pure Copper, at lowest figures. Highest prices paid for Old Gold and Silver. 'Thanking you for past

favors, we solicit the continuance of your kind patronage. Yours respectfully

Office : 25 John Street. Works : 17 John Street. WOLLSTEIN & SULZBERGER.

A. R. l3rattin,
Wholesale Jeweler_

Diamonds, Watches, Silverware, Clocks, arici clewelery.

Watch Tools, Materials and Jewelers Supplies.

Anything from a Diamond Ring to a Pintongue.

Issue no Catalogue ; ean fill orders from any Catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409 and 420 Alamo Building,

North-West Corner Seventh and Delaware Streets,

Ransas City, Missouri.

Maenair & 13ur1ingarne
226 gddy St., providence, ji. I.

111
Manufacturers of

Jewelers'
Findings

and

Repairing
Material

Sell Direct to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.

* * * * * *

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

H. Heinrich
Manufacturer of

Marine Chronometers.
12, 14 and 16 John Street.

New York.

A large stock of new and second hand Marine Chronometers on
hand. All my second hand chronometers are thoroughly overhauled,
refinished and readjusted. They look like new. Rented out at $5.
per month, payable in advance. No rent charged if bought within
a certain time. Terms to suit customers. Marine Chronometers
sprung with palladium springs, repaired, cleaned and adjusted for
the trade.

Li. belong & 13rother,

Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers.

Sweep •i•

•+• Smelters
S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Sts.

Newark, New Jersey.

Sold agent for " Suwon" American Mainspring and "Jewel" Swiss Mainspring,
for sample dozen at $1.00.

II
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r,./. ROSENZWEIG, 20 John St., New York.

Send

ta3"

The philadelphia

School of Rorology
4I5

Is a time-saving Institution. The experience of years may

not give you what you may here readily acquire in a few

months. Is time money ? Then save it by taking a course of

instruction in this school where Theory and Practice go band

in hand. The finer branches of watchmaking are here illustra-

ted by excellent models. Can you hope without the advantagers

here given to compete with others who have had them? Write to

N. Farmstead
114 South Seventh Street

Phila., Pa.

- --

FATAH!, I Sil ED 18 70.

J. J4i Clark,
Refiner and Sweepsmelter of

Gold and Silver
No. 823 Filbert Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

3

Two Large Records Combined
*Bound. in Cloth, Heat and Strong, at the 

Price of One

Fac-Simile of Pages, reduced to One-Half Size.

Repair Record allowing space to record over 25o0 Watches. Use first half, when left, to No. and Description of movement and case when watch
 is brought in ; last half

Description of Repairs; to Remarks, when watch is completed. Blank lines will show the amount of work on hand.

Record of Watches Repafred,

When
Promised. °VCR OR REPRESENTATIVE. BOW TO BB REMAND.

No. and Description ot
Movement and Case.

 18

DESCRIPTION OF REPilltS.
When

Repaired.

When
takes
away. N d

;Em
REMARKS.

COPYRIGHT, 1807.

Record of Cases and Movements. To be entered as purchased. Space allowed for 264 of each.

A List and Description of Watch Cases Owned by  with the time of purchase.

luDE ET Number. BIBORIPTION OP TRADIWURE. STYLE OF OUTSIDE IINGRiVINO. Metal. Weight. HUNTING OR OPEN Pin
Sine and Wind.

°.d..
3.4
NTI'"

.° a.la-
A

When Bought. BOUGHT

COPYRIGHT, 1887.

OF Cost.

A List and Description of Watch Movements Owned by 
, with the time of purchase.

UDE BY Number. MARKS AND DESCRIPTION. Metal. FLOL
BUNTING OR OPEN

Bin and Wind.
When Bought BOUGHT OF Cost. REMARKS.

COPYRIGHT 1887.

Record of complete watches. To be entered as sold. Space allowed for 264

A Description of Complete Watches Sold by 
18

WHIN SOLD. PIIRCEASER. Prin. Coot
PRP/MN:11MM. , MEMORANDA.

Novement. Cue.

COPYRIGHT, 1887.

PI IN.11c numbers on this to correspond with same private number on Movement a
nd Case Record.

For Sale by all wholesale dealers at $2.00 each, 25 cents extra, if sent by mail. A few of he first edition, bound in board, yet on hand at $1.50 ea( h.

SPECIAL TERMS furnished Wholesale Dealers and Jobbers upon 
application.

E. K. BROWN, Manufacturer,
Rising Sun, Cecil Co., Md.

What is thought of the Record by those who have used it:

I find it the most convenient Record I ever used, and must have an-
other of the same soon, as this one is nearly full.

JAMES G. MAR EE, roti Levering St., Man:gunk, Phila., Pa.

The best I ever used. I would not be without one.
F. W. Pt)STEN, Mascom, Pa.

I have been using one of your books since June 1887 and consider it

one of the best Records for a watch repairer that could possibly be ar-

ranged. The plan for Imeding the record of new watches is grand.
S. B. FLUKE, Woodbury, Pa.

Your Watch Repair and Sales Record is excellent. I shall get an-

other when I have use for it. I have never used any account book that

I like so well. OLIVER M. KI,ASE, Bedford Springs, Pa.

We have in use two of your books, and they answer the purpose bet-

ter than any other book we ever had. We would not be without them.
E. A. BI.OSER, Newville, Pa.

C have used your Watch Repair and Sales Record and can truth-

fully say that it is the best record we have ever used. The necessary

references can be recorded in a small space.
COBLE & SUFFER, Steelton, Pa,

Your Record is a valuable one to us ; we would not be without it,
as it saves us a great deal of trouble.

M. M. CASHMERE & SON, Philadelphia, Pa.

I find the Record of Watch Repairs and Sales a very handy article,

being benelitted greatly by its use. A. S. FELKER, Steelton, Pa.

Having used your Watch Repair and Sales Record for about two

years, I can truly say it has given me entire satisfaction, and would

kindly recommend it to all jewelers. J. C. MENAGH, Mt. Cannel, Pa.

I have been using your Watch Repair book since Jan. 1, ABS, and
find it the most convenient record I ever kept. I fail to see how it could
be improved. J. T. SANDMAN, 745 S. ad St., Phila., Pa.

I have used your Record book and find it to be just what is needed
either in a large or small business. I cheerfully recommend it to the

trade generally. AI,EX. SCHROE'DER, Rochester, Pa.

Your Watch Repair anti Sales Record book I have used and find in

It Just what I needed. It is complete and the size is just right,
F. L. SUTLIFF, Susquehanna, Pa.

Official Watch Inspector Sus. Div. N. Y., L. E. & W. R. R.

I like the Watch Repair and Sales Record very well. It saves time.
A. H, BARNES, 'West Buxton, Maine.

I think your Watch Repair and Sales Record just the book that every
watchmaker and jeweler shottld have, as it is a book that has been want•

ed for years. I am so well pleased with it that I would not do without

one any More. FRANK WERM, Savannah, Ga,

Your Watch Record is fine and I feel sure it will pin favor wher-

ever it is used. C. H. WRIGH1, Martinez, Cal.

Your Watch Repair and Sales Record is satisfactory, well worth

the money and in constant use. J. P. B()RTHWICK, Ontario, Cal.

I have used your Watch Repair and Sales Record for over a year,

and would not be without it at double its cost.
W. H. LONG, 1627 South St., Philadelphia, l'a.

I have used one of your Watchmakers' Records since May 1, 1888,

and must say that it gives me perfect satisfaction. It is certainly worth

considerable more than the price of it to any watchmaker who cares to

have a quick reference to his work. DAN HYMAN, Winters, Cal.

Your book is well adapted to tneet all the requirements of a watch-
maker's Record, and after a year's wear, we find that the paper in it is

excellent as the binding is strong. These make up what is needed for

such a book, and we shall know where to find it when wanted.
FRANK E. BURR, Carbondale, Pa.

Watch Inspector N. Y., L. E. & W. R. R.
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SOLE AGENTS NATIONAL CLOCK

CT Or/CE,50 MAIDEN LANE.. 

SOLE AGENTS GLOBE SILVER PLATED WARE Ng Yungt,
We Carry Complete Assortments in our 23 DIFFERENT

Trade

GLOBE ta$ CASES
GLOBE

Mark.

Our Illustrated

Jewelry or
JVIaterial

Catalogues
s'Antld be in the hands of every

Dealer.

Largest and most Com-
plete published, sent

to the trade
free.

DEPARTMENTS.

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE

STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

Jr :

In sizes

1, 4, 6, 8, 14, 16,18

A Iso Swiss.

Price, $1.00 doz.
SO cents extva

for( long 18 size
Shank.

WRITE YOUR JOBBER
For the " Harstrom" All Steel Pat. Adjustable Lifting Spring

l'at. Jan. 17, 1888. It is drawn and rolled hard, giving it elasticity without temper. Easy to

file and lit. The best Spring made.

For the " Harstrom Pat." Adj. Upright Drill.
A First-Class Tool.

For the "Crane Pat." Adjustable Soldering Forceps.
No binding wire used for Spectacles and small articles.

For " The Hammond " Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler.

Hundreds of testimonials from the best workmen and everything guaranteed

If your Jobber does not carry our goods, send us your card and circulars, and information
will be furnished.

The N. Y. Watch Case Spring Mfg. Co.
(Room 10) 71 Nassau St., N. Y.

flantilhettlrers of Watchmakers SpectallIeo, and Sole Agrnts for Crane Sohlorlag 
Forceps and Ilmantoml Oiler

Hammond Graduated Gold Tipped Watch Oiler, only 25 Cents.

Crane Pat. Adjustable Soldering Tool.
Indispensable in r holding Spectacles and small articles.
No binding of articles necessary. Elegantly finished

Nickel 113.50. JaP. $3.00

Anybody can put together.

Mom will be paid to dealer who can put to-
gether first time in half-hour.

Heprm C. 1-1a5II e it
Maker of the only

Razzle-pazzle

puzzle Ring.
Buy them, for they sell

Th. 1St. Clark,
Plainville, Conn.,

for

New Illustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, jewelers' Tools,

etc., etc.

A. lg. Clark, Manufaeturer, Plainville, Conn.

—112116. Y2 SIZE.
The above shows the 1...ATEST and PEST.

American Watch Tool Company,
Waltham, Mass. 46 JVIadison Street, Chicago, Ill.

SOMETHING NEW

Ard of $pecial Ipterest to tlem Trade

The Improved Trenton Watches
are now in the Market and have

HARD enmalEL DIALS

No. 25.
Nickel Silver, Double Joints and

Thumb Pieces.

Price $3.75.

No. 20. Movement.

18 Size, Open Face, Plate, Stem-Wind and

Stem-Set, fitting any regular 18 Size 0. F., S. W.

Case ; Quick Train, Straight Line Lever Escape-

ment with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller Jewel;

Two Pairs Garnet Jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with

Seconds. Fully Warranted.

Price, $3.50.

Of
"(-

No. 40.
Nickel Silver, Bascine, Double Joints

and Thumb Pieces.

Price, $4.25.

The New Improved Trenton Watch takes the Lead
among cheap watches and is

The nest lima-Priced Watch in the Market.
Order a sample from your jobber and you will be convinced of the truth of our assertion.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

Trenfon Walsh Company
177 Broadway, Flew Uork

33
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LAPP & FLERSHEM,
Chicago, Illinois.

GOLD PENS SELL ALL THE 'YEAR ROUND.

No. 300. 14K. Cold Pens. TRAY No. 200. 10 K. Cold Pens.
3 l'cat 1 1 );.sk I lolders. 1 All Plate Telescopic with Pencil. 2 Ebony Slide "Felescopie. 2 Ivory Slide I lolder-.

1 All Plate Slide with Pencil. 3 Ebony Desk Holders.

Tray No. 300 as above with 14 K. Cold Pens, - 515.00.

Tray No. 200 " " " 10 K. " " - 510.50.

Every Pen warranted. Printed Lists with retail prices sent with each Tray. Over too per cent. profit

to retailers. Send for one. Staple Goods. No risk.

13ead Necks
Solid Gold and Rolled Plate.

SOLID COLD.

Polished, 5 sizes, 5 to 13 dwt Roman, 6 sizes, 3.% to 13 dwt

ROLLED PLATE.

Polished, 5 sizes. Roman, 5 sizes.

BRAIDED SILK VESTS.
Short and broad, per dozen, -

With G. F. Slide, •• •• - -

New and Nobby.

SILVER SHELL 12STILTCH BCDC
Sc( Adv. on another 1);Ige. Oxydized or Satin Finish. For 6 size or i size watches. Per dozen, tt 5.00.

- $4-50
- 13.50

Mainsprings for American t.0.3atches. ii3est Imported, all kinds, $1.00 per doz.

Send for Catalogues and Circulars.

Dealers having no account with us should send cash with order. Instruct us to send C. 0. D. or send Mercantile references. Send orders to

L.A.PP cgc FLERSHE1VI, Chicago, Illinois.

Wholesalers of everything needed by Jewelers

The Berlin Demagnetizer
Guaranteed to give Perfect Satisfaction

Durable, Simple and Effective.

In these days, when watches are being magnetized to so large an extent and their rates interfered with

every watchmaker should own a Demagnetizer and be able to remove magnetism from watches.

The Berlin Demagnetizer

Is made in brass and polished mahogany, 8x8 inches and 6 inches high, and is the only Demagnetizer

made that can be veiled upon to remove all traces of magnetism from watches.

It is perfectly safe and easily operated. It only takes a few seconds to demagnetize a watch, and it is

not necessary to take the movement apart or out of the case, but pass the whole watch through the core as

per directions.

These machines are wound for both "arc and "incandescent" currents. When ordering he sure and

state system of electric light in use.
Testimonials.

NEw YORK, July ti, 1889.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.

GENTLEMEN :—We are pleased to express our satisfaction with the

Demagnetizing Machine purchased from you. It does the work for which
it is intended in a thorough manner, and we can recommend it to jewelers
who have occasion to demagnetize watches.

Yours vory respectfully,

HE E. HOWARD WATCH AND 'CLOCK CO.

E. V. CI-BREVE, Agent.

OFFICE 'IR ENT( WATCH co.

TRENTON, N. J., July 27, x889.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.

GENTLEMEN :-1 have tried your Demagnetizer and take pleasure
in testifying to its merit. A careful test with the compass shows no resident
magnetism in watches I have demagnetized with your machine, and I be-
lieve if watchmakers had your denta.gnetizers in Will they would have less

trouble in getting good rates out of watches in their care.

Very truly,
• S. T. J. BYAM, Sup't.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
GENTLEMEN :—We are pleased to testify to the thorough manner in

which your Demagnetizer accomplishes its work. We have demagnetized
several watches with it, and cheerfully recommend it to watchmakers need-
ing a good demagnetizing machine.

Very truly yours,
BENEDICT BROS., 17t Broadway.

Nnw YORK, AllgUSI 1, 1889.

GENTLEMEN :—After a thorough trial, I unhesitatingly pronounce
your Demagnetizer superior to any yet made. It does its work quickly and
thontughly, and can be relied upon to take out all traces of magnetism, no
matter how badly magnetized the watch may be.

Yours truly,
E. A. 'THRALL, 3 Maiden I ane.

NEW YORK, JIlly 20, 1889.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.
surnumernsinorr's ovvicn.

Jimsnv CITY, N. J., July 29, 1889.
BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.

DEAR SIRS :—I have noticed the result of using the Berlin Demag-
netizer upon a magnetized watch, and nm.st say it was quite satisfactory.

W. W. HASTINGS, Supt.

Watchmakers can add to their profits and reputation by testing all watches in their care for magnetism

and by the use of the Berlin Demagnetizer remove all traces of magnetism from the watch, thus insuring

better rates and giving satisfaction to their customers.

Price, $25.00

Sent by Express to any part 08 he United States upon receipt of price. 18 not satisioctory, wilt refund money

Berlin Demagnetizer Company,
177 13roadway, New York.
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Wholesale Jewelers

Ask to see our new lines of

hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,
In Silver and plate.

Other novelties Coming.

We carry in Stock 
14014-MAGNETIC

WATCHES

Waltham and Geneva JVIakes.

Semi for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received.

D. C. Percival & Co.
13oston, Mass.

NP2

RAMSAY'S
LEATHER
LINED.

Buy your chains with Leather Lined

Swivels on them. Remember they cost

no more and will sell the chain

All Railroad Men

Carry Fine Watches
and use

Ramsay's Non-JVIagnetic

Leather Lined

SWIVEL,

\)\0%

Manufactured only by

Bort Rolling I Co,
204 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

Fountain pens
Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be su-

perior to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower

price than you have ever had first-class goods in this

line offered at before.

The Pen is 14K. gold, warranted, with iridium

point, and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The

Barrel is made of best vulcanized rubber, and every

genuine pen is stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.

No. of In Plain In Chased In Fancy Gold

Gold Pen. Holder, as cut. Holder. Mounted Holder.

2 $10.50 $12. 6o 14.80

3 12.6o 14.80 I 6.20

4 14.80 6.20 I 8. oo

5 I 6.20 18.00 21.6o

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs at
$1.00 per dozen extra.

Terms: Prompt Cash less 5 per cent.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Fireh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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CROSS & BEGUELIN,
21 ylaiden bane, New York. P. 0. 13ox 531.
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Nickel Stern-Winding Horse Timers.

Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph and Centennial Split Seconds.

Send for Price List.

3ur Goods are insured while in transit; in returning
 to us, please mark no value.

Aurora Watch Company,

Eleven Grades of Open Face

Pendant Setting Movements.

Eleven Gfades of Open Face

Lever Setting Movements.

Eleven Grades of Hunting

Stem Wind Movements.

Seven Grades of Key Wind

Movements.

Four Grades of 6 size Stem

Wind Movements.

0 o

Aurora, Illinois.

Manufacturers also of the

GUIL,0 WATCH

Special mention is made of

the higher grades of ADJUSTED

movements, SPECIALLY ADAPTED

TO RAILWAY SERVICE. They

are more thoroughly adjusted

and keep closer time than any

other watch in the market.

000

Made under special contract with

the United States Jewelers' Guild,

bearing the "Guild " registered Trade

Mark, and sold to none but members

of the Guild.

Manufacturers of

American
ovements

of

Superior Finish
and

Time Keeping Qualities
of the

Highest Character.

No Connection. with arruatz or Combinations-

New York Office: No, 6 Malden Lane. General Office at the Factory. Canadian Office: SI King Street East, Toronto.
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BENJ. ALLEN & CO.
141 and 143 &adze &reef, Chicago, Illinois.

Sole Western Agents for the Russell & Jones Clock Co.

IVIanufeeturers of

Fine Imitation Marble Clocks, Walnut Hanging and Mantel Clocks, Nickel Clocks, etc.

TRUMP ALARM. Nickel.

.14 Size. 4 in( h (bal.

NEWPORT.

Headquarters for

Nickel Clocks of all Kinds.

SPECIAL RElDUCTIONS on

Nickel Clocks
and the Celebrated

Ltuminous Dial Clocks.

I !eight 14 inches. White Dial.
Eight Day Half-Hour Cathedral Gong Strike.

With Visible Escapement.

Send fort

Catalogues and

Prices.

METEOR ALARM, LUMINOUS.

One-Half Size. 4 inch Dial.

ROSEDALE.

Length of Base 14 inches. Height i i inches. Fine Imitation
Tennessee Marble Columns. Eight Day Half-Hour

Strike Cathedral Gong. With Visible
Escapement.

BENJ. ALLEN & CO.

E.Ohoiesale Jewelers and Importers.
141 and 143 State St-, Chicago, Illinois.
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The

Paillard Non-Magnetic Watch
Leads the World

and is recognized by all as

The Watch of the Future.
No jeweler who values his reputation and considers himself up with the times can afford to be without them.

16 Size Oiekel.
Four Grades, Nos. 71, 72, 73 and 74.

18 Size Isliekel and Gilt.
Three Grades, Nos. 43, 45 and 47.

16 Size rsliekel and Gilt.
Four Grades, Nos. Si, 82, 83 and 84.

Fort Prices and Desetription, eonsult Monthly Price list.

Aside from regular 18 and 16 size Movements, we manufacture and carry

in stock a complete line of Complicated Watches,
Chronographs, Split Seconds, Repeaters, Calendars and all Combinations of the same

Cased in a superior manner and at prices no higher than watches of much less merit.

Our Stook of

kadie55 apd Gertlerpep55 Fire Watelie5
includes nearly every desirable style and variety, from the modest plain polished, to the richly 

carved, elaborately enameled and jeweled. Selection pack-

ages sent to responsible dealers known to us or furnishing satisfactory references.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

florrfllagnefic Walsh Company
Of America.

177 and 179 13roackuay, Net.0 York.

Fi. C. SMITH, General. Selling Agent.
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NEW YORK OFFICE:

Cor. Broadway and John Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

220 Sutter Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

104 State Street.

FA.CTORY and GENERAL. OFFICE

Springfield, Illinois.
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To the Retail Watch Dealers:

Your particular attention is directed to our present production of

18 Size Accurately Adjusted Movements,

Hunting, Open Face and Key-Winders in Gilt and Nickel.

For your Railroad Trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time
is required, it will profit you to recommend and sell our

Bunn, Gilt.
Compensation Balance, Breguet I lair Spring,

Adjusted, Patent Regulator, 15 Jewels,
(4 pairs Settings), I )ouble Sunk

Dial.

WE

Bunn and No. 65 Movement.
No. 65, Nickel.

Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring,
Adjusted, Patent Regulator, 15 Jewels,

(4 pairs Settings), Double Sunk
Dial.

ANNOU NC IH.1V1 ENT
have just placed upon the market a new Six size Nickel Movement in Seven

Jewels, known as the

No. 149.
This is the only American Movement of this description now offered

to the Trade. The demand for it is already large, and Retailers should

place orders at once for Fall and Holiday delivery.

The Illinois Watch Company
guarantee all movements made by them to be

equal in every respect to those of any other man-

ufacture, and solicit a comparison of similar

grades.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers.

The New Asbestos Soldering Pad.

The Most Useful Pad ever invented. Besides being very clean, it is well-made, and improves with age. Will last for years.

No Jobbing Bench should be without it. Price, $2.00.

Tools and Material.

Improved Gas Blow Pipe.

The Special Merits of this Pipe are : rst. It is always ready for use; as all of the jet is 
utilized, it will pay for itself in a short time. 2d. Yt ib the cheap-

est and best Blow Pipe, for the many wants of the Jeweler, ever put on t
he market. Price, $3.5o.

Optical Goods.

orders Solicited. Largest Stock in the West.

Chicago, Illinois.
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  Ellin's
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NEW YORK OFFICE:
Cor. Broadway and John Sts.

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
220 Sutter Street.

CHICAGO OFFICE:

104 State Street.

F.A.CTOR'Y and GENERAL, OFFICE:

Sprin.gfield,
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To the Retail Watch Dealers:

Your particular attention is directed to our present production of

18 Size Accurately A,djusted Movements,
Hunting, Open Face and Key-Winders in Gilt and Nickel.

For your Railroad Trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time
is required, it will profit you to recommend and sell our

Bunn, Cult.
Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring,

Adjusted, Patent Regulator, ,5 Jewels,
(4 pairs Settings), Double Sunk

Dial.

WE

13unn and No. 65 Movement.
No. 65, Nickel.

Compensation Balance, Breguet Flair Spring,
Adjusted, Patent Regulator, 15 Jewels,

(4 Pairs Settings), Double Sunk
Dial.

ANNOT JNCV:N/I ENT
have just placed upon the market a new Six size Nickel Movement in Seven

Jewels, known as the

No. 149.
This is the only American Movement of this description now offered

to the Trade. The demand for it is already large, and Retailers should

place orders at once for Fall and Holiday delivery.

The Illinois Watch Company
guarantee all movements made by them to be

equal in every respect to those of any other man-

ufacture, and solicit a comparison of similar

grades.

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Importers, Manufacturers and Jobbers.

\ \-1 1-7 7

The New Asbestos Soldering Pad.
The Most Useful Pad ever invented. Besides being very clean, it is well-made, and improves with age. Will last for years.

No Jobbing Bench should be without it. Price, $2.00.

V

Tools and Material.

Improved Gas Blow Pipe.

The Special Merits of this Pipe are : Tst. It is always ready for use; as all of the jet is utilized, it will pay for itself in a short time. zd. t ib the cheap-

est and best Blow Pipe, for the many wants of the Jeweler, ever put on the market. Price, $3.50.

Optical Goods.

Orders Solicited. Largest Stock in the West.

Chicago, Illinois.
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DOES SOMETHING ORIGINAL AND BEAUTIFUL INTEREST YOU?
We hope it will, as we want you to hear of our

Silver Shell Watch Box & Silver Jewel Case
If you have been using plush or

velvet cases, you will welcome these

boxes as an innovation that will amply

repay you, not only in increased sales

of watches, etc., but also for the fact

that these boxes readily command a

good 'price, and for display purposes

are simply unequaled. Try them.

These cases are composed

of hard metal, heavily silver

plated, and are guaranteed to

wear.

PER DOZ.

Silver Shell Watch Box - • $15.00

Also for Set Box and Bracelet, I 5.00

Silver Jewel Case 2 . 00

Fac-Simile of Silver Shell Watch Box. Comes in bright Silver and Oxidized.

We are unable to give a cut of our Silver Jewel Case in this issue, owing to lack of time. It is composed of the same material as the
is round with an "apple blossom" design for ornamentation, and is a superb box, suitable for a bracelet chain or necklace, or ladies watch.

Comes only in oxydized. Cover to lift. Send a sample order and you will be sure to duplicate it. Address communications to

ALBERT ZUGSIIIITH, 907 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Silver Shell,

The following well-known Jobbing Houses SELL and RECOMMEND our Silver Boxes:

Louis A. SCH ERR & Co., Philadelphia. BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa. J. M. BLYTHE JEWELRY CO., Denver, Col.
D. F. CONOVER & Co., Philadelphia. BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELERS' SUPPLY CO., St. Louis. S. F. MYERS & CO., New York.
LAPP & FLERSF1EM, Chicago. SHoox, SUMMERS & CO., Omaha, Neb. LEVY & DREYFUS, New York.

HENRY WOLFF, San Francisco. THE HEMMING BROS.' CO., Toronto, Canada.

Novelties in Plush Boxes.
WE commend to your attention these novelties in Silk Plush Watch Boxes. They are composed

of the finest material, and are considered very appropriate for window display purposes, etc.

SWING WATCH BOX.ACORN WATCH BOX.

Price, $13.50 Per Doz. Price, $13.50 Per Doz.

'1ELLOWS WATCH BOX.

Price, S13.50 Per Doz.

ALBERT ZUGSMITH,
Manufacturer of JEWELERS' FINDINCS,

907 Arch Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa.
Send on Catalogue. Discount to dobbens. Estimates on Ttlays funnished.

Plush, Velvet and Ivory Boxes, Paper Boxes and Jewelers' Findings of all Description. Send for our No. 7 Silk Plush Watch
Box at $6.00 per dozen, " THE LEADER."

The Philaielphia Optical and Watch Co.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Has the Most Perfect Prescription

Lens Grinding Shop In the World.

A Flare Offer!
Take Advantage of It.

There is such a thing as missing a good thing,
even when you have been told of it before. That is
the reason we want to give you a Pointer on Cut Len-
ses. Our perfection lens ground to any size eye is a
very clear white Periscopic lens, perfectly centered
and accurately ground to fit the standard eyes, Nos.
I, 2, and 3. They are the same color (clear white),
so you avoid the usual mixture of green, which is so
often found in goods of that kind. They are neatly
stamped and put up in boxes, holding i dozen pairs.
We are selling them to you at $1.70 per dozen, where
you order no less than .% d z. pairs of a focus. If
you should want a varied assortment, such as one pair
of a number, we would have to make it $2.00. But
they would come to you in the same neat way, boxed,
and the numbers marked plain on the outside.

Our Great Bargain!

$12.00 per Gross Lens
Ground to any Size Eye.

The above grade deserves a better name than 2nd
quality, for really they are as good, and in many cases
much better than most of the lenses you buy for first
quality. 'they are a good white lens, nice to look at,
and most of them come centered. We don't, how-
ever, say they are all centered, because if we did,
what would be the difference between them and
the first quality lens ? We warrant them accurate in
size, however, and know you will be perfectly satis-
fied with them. The best feature to you is the price.
Only $12.00 per gross. But you must order at least
6 pairs of a focus. What of that ! How small a
stock 6 pairs is ! One gross is a fair assortment for
you, and they come to you neatly packed in one box.
(12 small boxes) Try and be convinced. If you
don't want one gross, buy dozen of the number
you do want.

Our Gem Material Box.
We think it almost unnecessary to again call

your attention to our Gem Optical material box.
You surely have secured one by this time or at least
have sent in your order for one. Price $15.00.
Contains more than that amount of material. It
will save you sending much work away from home.

Our Latest Novelty.
Something every Practical Optician should use.

As a pointer, the latest novelty we have is our
new case of fitting frames, which we predict will
crowd all others out of use. What we mean is a set
of fitting frames for counter use, that you can fit your
customer with and prescribe a perfect fitting specta-
cle, without putting a dozen (more or less) frames on
the face, and then laying a foot-rule across the face
to find out how far apart the pupils are. This part
always seemed to us one of the embarassing features
of the business, especially when the customer is a
young lady. Now, our little case overcomes that to
perfection. We will tell you. The set consists of 6
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Limited.

Every Lens Carefully Examined before being sent out.

One of the few Houses who sell no goods at retail, and
who never have sold goods at retail.

School for the Instruction of Practical

Work in Optics.

Through the earnest soli-
citation of many of our friends
to provide for them some source
of practical instruction in the
Optical business, as it pertains
to handily selling and fitting
Spectacles and Eye Glasses,
we have decided to establish
what we think will be the most
practical school in that line ever
attempted. We shall seek to
give our pupils such knowledge
as they can grasp, digest, and
retain for future use, not only
giving them a thorough knowl-
edge of the eye, its construction,
defects, and malformations ; but
also the cause and cures, the
help and corrections, the proper
adjustment of glasses before the
eye, and all the other informa-
tion that the Optican must pos-
sess to successfully carry on his
business.

. We have been fortunate in
securing the services of an in-
structor whose experience in
this line has been so wide that it
has placed him far ahead of
most men in this specialty, and
renders him a most desirable
instructor for a class of this kind.
We shall conduct our school on
a plan to give every man his
money's worth, and at the end
of this term each Pupil will re-
ceive a Diploma, certifying that
he is a competent person to
carry on the Optical business.
This Diploma to be signed by
the Instructor, M. D., and this
Management. We have de-
cided to prolong our term, per-
haps longer than it would seem
necessary at first, but we appre-
ciate the fact that it is not
always best to crowd too much
learning into too short a space
of time. Time for one term
will consist of twelve weeks, one
school service per week. We
have, however, provided for
those living at a distance, who
do not wish to spend that
length of time away from home,
by arranging a special course of
instruction, of which full partic-
ulars will be given on applica-
tion.

nickel plated steel frames, neatly arranged in a
closed case, Nos. 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, With the
bridges braced so as to prevent them from gri tng out
of shape. The bridges are so graded as to s4zes that
one of the six will fit any nose that can, in all human
possibility, come to be fitted. Then every standard
eye is represented in the set, Nos. 4, 3, 2, 1, o, oo
on frame 23. You will find neatly etched on the
lenses a pupilometer. After you have fitted the
bridge, put on No. 23 and at a glance you will see
without making any calculation, what the distance
between the pupils are. Frame No. 25 has horizontal
line put on the same way, so you can tell how high
the bridge must be to bring the focus right for ready
or distance. With this frame, you can make a per-
fect fit without the use of a rule. We pride ourselves
that it is the long needed article, and the price is
within the reach of all. $7.5o per set. Just the
thing for counter use. Let us send you a trial set on
memorandum.

Some Bargains.
You will not appreciate our special line of gold

goods unless you see them. They cannot be equalled
in quality, finish, and price. Send for a sample
line and judge for youself.

Lot No. 5
Gold Riding bow, set with Periscopic convex lenses,

10 K. $1.75, 8 K. $1.35.

Lot No. 6
Gold Straight Temples, set with Periscopic convex

lenses, 10 K. $2.45, 8 K. $1.80.

Lot No. 7
Gold E. G. Regular, set with Periscopic convex len-

ses, ro K. $1.85, 8 K. $1.5o.

Lot No. 8
Gold E. G. Bausch, pat. cork guard, set with Peris-

copic convex lenses, so K. $2.25, 8 K. $2.00.
The above goods are all our own manufacture,

and are much lower than you have ever bought at.
Just think of it ! a to K. Riding bow at $1.73 per
pair, set with Periscopic convex lenses. We will
guarantee it plump to K. and invite you to test it.
Let us send you a sample of each of the above. You
will not regret it. Sure.

Something Else New.
It has been our idea for some time to introduce

a popular line of straight temple steel spectacles, that
the dealer could retail at 5oc., $1.00, and $1.50 per
pair and reap a handsome profit. We accordingly
make up and now introduce our Gem, Crystal and
Comet and Crescent brands.
Gem, in blue or bronze frames, convex lenses, per

dozen, $1.5o.
Crystal, in blue or bronze frame ; convez lenses, per

dozen, $2.00.
Comet and Crescent, in blue or bronze frames, Per-

iscopic convex lenses, per dozen, $3.00.
Any of above grades in •Nickel Plated frames,

25c. per dozen extra. Send for a sample dozen, and
if you are not pleased with both quality and price
you can return the same tat our expense.
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New York Standard Watch Co's
New javements

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS

$4.00

Discount, 6 per cent. in 30
days or 6 per cent.

Open Face or Hunting
÷‘I°

S*\S

in 10 days Cfr

cf

Price of Movement

18 Size, Full
Plate,Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight
Line, Lever Escape-

ment, SEVEN JEWELS

Patent Friction Centre Staff,

Second Hand, Enameled Dial,
Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

In our Special Solid White Metal Cases,
Snap Back and Bezel, $4.50.

Send for panublet of what practical watchmakers say of this movement
Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by him, send to us direct

New York Standard Watch Co.,
13 John Street, New York.

Corbin Building. Brondwny .Lnd John Strpetx.

FRANK G. MILLER, General Selling Agent.

Established 1853.

Important

We can supply the Trade with the
choice goods of all the first-class man-
ufacturers at FACTORY PRICES.

'Fhis is a great advantage to dealers,
who can get a full line at one house.

We keep the Goods made by

The Ansonia Clock Co.

The New Haven Clock Co.

The E. Ingraham Clock Co.

The Gilbert Clock Co.

N. Muller's Sons Bronzes

New Jersey Bronze Works

Kato Bronze Co.
Le Maitre and others, Paris

We are enabled by our long experience to make judicious selections,

tiitl keep only those goods which we find SELL. Orders for the smallest

matters will receive our prompt attention. Catalogues will be sent to

thcse desiring them.

B. 1. Cooke's Sons,
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

Have you seen
the

:40:4

14 K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

R. F. S. & Co's make?

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory ?

FROM JULY 1sT
Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

Julius King Optical Co.
4 Maiden Lane,

New York.
Cleveland,

Ohio.

We are now manufacturing the

Finest and Most Complete set of
Test Lenses in the world. The

Lenses are all Coned and Accurately
Focused.

The Instructions we give in the

Correction of the different defects of
vision are Plain and Practical, and
are of more value to the Jeweler than
the price charged for the Optician's
Outfit. Don't purcha.se until you

have examined our El i t e set.

We are the Sole Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.

Prices Reduced.

AUTOMATIC.

tutors of these Buttons, the action of which is
vantages are as follows:

CLOSED,

ntireiy new and different from any

01* haiiag a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when take
so tlia,t it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds,it

1:0"00011sOrAtion springs to get out of order,
XL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competi •

'
J■ any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

•

in SILVER, GOLD FILLEP and 14 K.:1

TEE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

am and Swiss Plain

D

Chrono r

Q.^

.tt
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New York Standard Watch Cos
New Movements

FOR SALE BY ALLJOBBERS

Open Face Face or Hunting
$4.00 

SZ\)S

Price of Movement

Discount, 5 per cent, in 30
days or 6 pet' cent.

in 10 days

18 Size, Full
Plate,Stem Wind

Lever Set, Straight

04 
ment, SEVEN JEWELS

Line, Lever Escape-

* ‘...‘

01*" 
Snap Back and Bezel,

In our Special Solid White Metal Cases,

simd fur pamphlet of %Oat practical witchinakers say of tins rimyffinmii

Patent Friction Centre Staff,

Second Hand, Enameled Dial,
Sunk Seconds, Quick Train

Order of your Jobber ; if not handled by biro, send to us direct

New York Standard Watch Co.,
13 John Street, - New York.

,

FRANK G. MILLER, General Se11i Agent
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B. J. Cooke's Sons,
137 N. Third St.. - Philadelphia, Pa.

Have you seen
the

14 K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

R. F. S. & Co's make?

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to he sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory ?

FROM JULY 1sT
Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

•

Julius King Optical Co.
4 Nlaiclen Lane,

New York.

We are

Cleveland,

Ohio.
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the Sole Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.

Prices Reduced.

1,1i1
01,11,

I'll !ill
OPEN.

THE

ANTI-SWEAR
CUFF BUTTON,

AUTOMATIC.
CLOSED.

We are the Sole Manufacturers of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and different from any
other in the market Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button haying a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.
SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.
THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.
FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry

11oods, Millinery or other outside trade.
FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

Spilt Second.

We also call attention to our

" LEADER!'
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and hi. K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufacturers of the Minute Register.

" SUCCESS PP INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.

25 21 27
Complete Ring.

10 24 30 23

Part of Prong Exposed.

Ring without Initial. initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)

We show above a few sa. mples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

P o g.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE STONES and MOUNTED in EAR-DROFS, LACE PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR_BUT.
TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS. Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,
etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitting 18 size American cases.
Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

Stir We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our.
supervision. We solicitjobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

J. T. Scott & Co.
No. 4 MAIDEN NEW



You've Long Wanted
A 10 K. Filled Case named BOSS"; also a 14 K. Filled Case named 

" BOSS" that

didn't cost quite as much as the BOSS EXTRA.

Now You've Got Them T
Our regular liries of Filled Cases

are now

James Boss Extra 14°K stamped
Guaranteed 25 Years.

With many improvements, ineluding

•A  SOLID GOLD Pendant. 

IRA°

James Boss 14 X stamped
Guaranteed 20 Years. woe

M A ax

MAN

James Boss " K. stamped
Guaranteed 15 Years.

It4

One Word in 4plana1ion:

The name " Boss" applies to method  and. suggests

the inventor. All our Filled Cases, no matter by what

names called, were practically Boss Cases. The new

names indicate their common origin and history, which

the old names did not, and the change simply gives to

the two lines the benefit of the Reputation and Char-

acter associated with "Boss."

This Case supercedes the

regular Boss Case. Simply a

change of name.

This Case takes the place

of the Keystone Filled, and at

the same price.

This Case takes the place

of the Star Filled, and at the

same price.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
New York

Philadelphia
Chicago
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The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

The dirt and dust and din are things of the past, and the twt.inty-three young men and women who

constitute our force are Nyvaring complacent smiles of satisfaction as they look about them in our New

Building. For the past five months we have been at the mercy of carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers,

vault-builders itml decorators, and have done the largest trade in our history under every conceivable

difficulty and :in-Hoy:wee. Our indulgent friends have g-euerously overlooked the incidental delays that

were impossible to avoid with our stock piled in heterogeneous confusion, and our system of work abst,-

lutelv broken up and subject to the temporary make-shifts of desperate extremities. We congratulate

ourselves, and our trade, that we at last are resolving order out of chaos, and that the splendid facilities

of our enlarged and improved building will provide for the increase of business which compelled this

enlarged accommodation. We have taken the building adjoining our former store, have torn down par-

tition walls and consolidated the two, have built a large extension to both, have arranged every modern

convenience and provided for every modern want. Oar book-keepers now have elbow room ; the heads

of depirtments are monarchs of very considerable territories; the type-writer has room to reach to double

octaves in r>ttling off symphonies of correspondence on her literary piano; even the office boy is fired

with new ambition as he views the generous space of our store, and furtively counts on his fingers the

years that must elapse before the conventional office boy ill the story-books became the head of the firm.

We have made a broad provision against the possibility of fire 'by building a massive three-sto,v

vault, with ipenings from each of our three floors ; each vault is a small room in itself, eight feet by

nine in the clear, and is fitted with the latYst vault-work of the Diebold Safe and Lock Co. (of which

that safe gentleman, Mr. W. II Butler, at 7o Duane street, New York, is the General Agent ; and if

Mr. Butler, with the shrinking modesty characteristic of all safe-builders, objects to our public statement

of the fact that he has furnished all of our safes from time to time, starting with a 20poo pound burglar-

proof, with the hearty indorsement therein implied, be may add the amount of his injuries to our next

bill !) These vaults are entirely for the storage of surplus stock of Fine Tools, Materials and Spec-

tacles, just as our large safes outside are for the protection of our watches and chains. Ili consequence,

if a fire should sweep our building- away, with all its piled-up stock on shelf, in closet and in cabinet,

there will be no delay in our business longer than necessary to open our safes and vaults, and with a

coin .)lete duiLate stock we will be ready, as now, to 'fill all orders on day of receipt.''

We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel
grades, No. 50, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have 15
Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel
Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being
placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement.
These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

With all this newness and brightness about us, and all this generous length and breadth of store,

we feel a little better than ever able to give you. a service more satisfactory at all points than you have

yet received from our jobbing contemporaries or from ourselves heretofore. We intend that every detail

of our business shall reflect the pn'gress made in our building; that the treatment of our customers shall

be as broad and liberal as s our store space ; and while we may laugh at the grim determination of

DuMatirier's :csthetes to " live up to their blue china," we certainly intend that our business, in its pol-

icy and scheme, shall not seem to be  unfittingly set in its present beautiful environment.

Imp)rters and Jobbers,

W`ttChcS, Chains, Spectacles, Fine Tools and Materials

Lancaster, Pa.



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

"The Day WE Celebrate."
The dirt and dust and din are things of the past, and the twenty-three young men and women who

constitute our force are wearing complacent smiles of satisfaction as they look about them in our New

Building. For the past five months we have been at the mercy of carpenters, bricklayers, plumbers,

vault-builders and decorators, and have done the largest trade in our history under every conceivable

difficulty and annoyance. Our indulgent friends have generously overlooked the incidental delays that

were impossible to avoid with our stock piled in heterogeneous confusion, and. our system of work abso-

lutely broken up and subject to the temporary make shifts of desperate extremities. We congratulate

ourselves, and our trade, that we at last are resolving order out of chaos, and that the splendid facilities

of our enlarged and improved building will provide for the increase of business which compelled this

enlarged accommodation. We have taken the building adjoining our former store, have torn down par-

tition walls and consolidated the two, have built a large extension to both, have arranged every modern

convenience and provided for every modern want. Our book-keepers now have elbow room ; the heads

of depirtments are monarchs of very considerable territories; the type-writer has room to reach to double

octaves in riffling off symphonies of correspondence on her literary piano ; even the office boy is fired

with new ambition as he views the generous space of our store, and furtively counts on his fingers the

years that must elapse before the conventional office boy in the story-books became the head of the firm.

We have made a broad provision against the possibility of fire by building a massive three-story

vault, with openings from each of our three floors ; each vault is a small room in itself, eight feet by

nine in the clear, and is fitted with the latest vault-work of the Diebold Safe and Lock Co. (of which

that safe gentleman, Mr. W. H Butler, at 79 Duane street, New York, is the General Agent ; and if

Mr. Butler, with the shrinking modesty characteristic of all safe-builders, objects to our public statement

of the fact that he has furnished all of our safes from time to time, starting with a 20,000 pound burglar-

proof, with the hearty indorsement therein implied, he may add the amount of his injuries to our next

bill !) These vaults are entirely for the storage of surplus stock of Fine Tools, Materials and Spec-

tacles, just as our large safes outside are for the protection of our watches and chains. In consequence,

if a fire should sweep our building away, with all its piled-up stock on shelf, in closet and in cabinet,

there will be no delay in our business longer than necessary to open our safes and vaults, and with a

complete duplicate stock we will be ready, as now, to "fill all orders on day of receipt."

With all this newness and brightness about us, and all this generous length and breadth of store,

we feel a little better than ever able to give you a service more satisfactory at all points than you have

yet received from our jobbing contemporaries or from ourselves heretofore. We intend that every detail

of our business shall reflect the progress made in our building; that the treatment of our customers shall

be as broad and liberal as is our store space ; and while we may laugh at the grim determination of

DuMaurier's esthetes to " live up to their blue china," we certainly intend that our business, in its pol-

icy and scheme, shall not seem to be unfittingly set in its present beautiful environment.

Bowman & Musser,
Importers and Jobbers,

Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Fine Tools and Materials

Lancaster, Pa.



This will hit your Customers right where they live!
It is the Case you long have sought,
And mourned because you found it not.

James Boss 14 K. 20 Years
'You need mourn no longer_

2 Points about it { A Boss 14K. at a less price than the Boss Extra.
More Gold. in it than any filled case except Boss Extra.

488

Htg. $ 9.00
3685

Htg. $19 oo
3687

Htg. $z9.0o
487

Htg $rg.00

750

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00
753

Htg. $26.00 0. F $23.00
35a8

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00 . Htg. $25 oo
709
0. F. $23.00

6132
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

NEW YORK.

3592
Htg.$ 26.00 0. F. $23.00

699
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

270
Htg. $27.00 0. F. $21.00

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia

To see how little these Cases cost you, see KEY.

CHICAGO.

What's the Use of Eying When the TRUTH is

Good Enough?
(Besides, the Decalogue forbids it, anyhow.)

Do you want the Best Case at a moderate price

THERE IS ON EARTH?

And a Boss Case, too!

The Boss io K. fills the bill.

3

1st. Sold as low as any 10K. filled case made.

2d. Has more gold than any other 10 K. case made.

How Long Will It Wear? James Boss 10 K.
See! 

15 Years

PE siZttit

Nearly 51.00 more than some of them.

Why Shouldn't the plain Truth plow the

Trumpet jJoud gnough?

i6tgr Htg. $r5 oo x6189 Htg. $15.00 16195 Htg. $15.00 16203 Htg. $r5.0o 15436 Htg. $1.o.

15439 Htp-. $ r5 oo Htg. $15.00 16030 Htg. $15.00 16192 Htg. $15.00 16187 Htg. $15.00

16122

Htg. $19.00 0 F. $17.00

NEW YORK

16144
Htg. $19,00 0. F. $17.00

16154
Htg. $19.0o 0. F. $t7 oo

16.35

Htg. $19 oo 0. F. $17.00

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY,
PHILADELPHIA.

To see how little these Cases cost you, see KEY.

CHICAGO
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made in Bright

Monarch Tea Spoon.
Front.

We ire Hot
Pioneers, neither are we the first Rogers or following in their foot
steps, viz.: manufacturing Plated Ware in the primitive fashion,

But We A.re

The Only

Rogers /A Hamilton
Which is a distinctive name and has a decided meaning.

00 yOU Know It?
We have left the Beaten Track of our predecessors, and with the
adoption of every improvement that skill can suggest are now

Leading all Others
in the manufacture of

Fine Electro Plated Flat Ware.

We ask the careful inspection by all of our

ARTISTIC DESIGNS,

PERFECT FINISH, and

UNEQUALLED DURABILITY.

These SUPERIOR QUALIFICATIONS enable us

To au.araritee
The Electro Plated Ware bearing

Our Trade Marks
To outwear all others.

The Rogers & Hamilton Co.
Waterbury, Conn.

Send for New Illustrated Catalogue and Price List

about ready for Issue.

or Old Silver

t..i.,11 :',046;',..f14.,±14V1;411:1'il1

,
I 

I 1(:'''
\

Monarch Tea Spoon.
Back.

Volume 10. Philadelphia, October, 1889. Number 10.

The Keystone
monthly Journal Devoted to the Intexesta

of the decuelry Trade.

Subseription-50 Cents per annum to all parts of the

United States and Canada. Postage paid.

Rdvertisernents—Will be received at the lowest rate

compatible with the excellence of the KEYSTONE

as an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-

nished on application at this office. No advertise-

ments but those of a reputable character will be

inserted.

Cirealation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and Manufacturing Jewelry Trade.

Co tf responde nee—We invite correspondence on all mat-

ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must

invariably give their name and address. We do

not, however, hold ourselves responsible for the

opinions of our correspondents.

To Adventisevs—Copy for advertisements must reach

us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in

the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-

tisements should reach us not later than the 25th of

the month.

All communications should be addressed to

The Keystone,
19th and Brown Streets, Phila., Pa.

The KEYSTONE wishes to be thought generous,
and with the hope of earning this sort of a reputation,
it presents with this issue of the paper a nice clean sub-
scription blank to each of its many readers. If your
recollection is that you have something to your credit
on our books, you are not expected to take the slip as a
hint that we'd like to receive a remittance from a person
of your age, sex and previous condition of servitude.
Not at all. In that case you are free to treasure the lit-
tle keepsake or treat it with the grossest neglect—frame
and hang it up just beneath "What is Home without a
Mother," or contemptuously crush it in your hand and
consign it to the coal scuttle—tenderly fold it away in
the family record part of the Good Book, or just simply
use it to "stop a hole to keep_the wind away." Do any
thing. you please with It. But if, on the other hand,
you think you have been getting the paper for a longer
time than you have paid; or have no recollection that
you have ever paid at all and yet have been receiving
its visits; then lend us your ear for a confidential
whisper : Fill out the blank, sign it, put 50 cents
cheek by jowl with it, slip the whole into an envelope
bearing our address, lick a two-cent stamp and slap
on the northeast corner of the concern ; put on your
hat, step over and drop the thing into the post-office
department, whistle Yankee Doodle, jump up and
crack your heels three times together, walk home,
retire for the night and sleep the sweet sleep that
comes to the man who keeps square with his con-
science and abstains from cucumbers.

THE editor of our esteemed contemporary, the

St. Louis Jeweler, recently gave this advice:

" Make your preparations for visiting the World's

Fair in St. Louis in 1892." Chicago and New

York editors will give you the same advice—each

spelling the name of the town a little otherwisely.

THE talk of a watch factory for Houston,
Texas, has not abated.—Elgin Courier, Sept. 2.

Perhaps what has recently happened at Jersey

City and Aurora ma.y aid in "abating" the "talk."

It's easy enough to plan a watch factory, even to

raise the money, erect the buildings and make the

watches. The pinch comes later. The watch is

not yet made that'll sell itself. Till that watch

appears the need of genius in the marketing branch

of the business will be the supreme need in the

watch factory world.

* * *

As burglars visit jewelers' stores oftener per-

haps than those of any other class of dealers, a

suggestion as to what ought to be done with the

burglar may interest them. Some one writes to the

New York Tribune expressing his opinion " that

there should be no second conviction for this das-

tardly crime." The burglar " should have a sen-

tence that would remove him from further tempta-

tion for night prowling and murder ; the State

should forever thereafter furnish him with a home

and occupation to the end of his natural life."

The writer argues that " If the burglar should

learn that his first conviction would also be his

last, he would most likely think twice before he

exposed himself to the penalty of a life sentence."

Jewelers would doubtless be glad if the laws were

so changed as to effect this. The experience of

the past, however, is against very severe sentences

for crime, juries being loth to convict in such

cases. But possibly they'd not think a life term

unduly hard for this offense. Still, as the law is

at present, if judges only gave such offenders

prison life to the full number of years they might,

there'd be a good deal nearer approach than there

often is to furnishing them "home and occupation

to the end of their natural life."

* * *

AN exchange speaks of a number of pursuits

in which woman has made advances since the

Exposition of 1876. What's the matter with her

going into the horological schools of the country

and showing what she can do as a watchmaker?

She has a fine touch and a deft hand ; why not try

them in a pursuit where delicacy and exquisiteness

in the fitting of parts are prime essentials? 'Twould

pay better than many things she is now doing, and

in 1892 she could advertise herself with an exhibit

in the horological department of the World's Fair.

Are there any gentlemen in the watchmaking busi-

ness who'd rather nothing was said on this subject?

EUROPE'S peace of mind is disturbed about

the Congress of American Nations. Germany,

Austria, France, and Spain foresee a loss in their

commerce from the better trade relations the Con-

gress is likely to establish between the United

States and the nations of South America, and the

press of the countries named has sought to excite

the distrust of the people south of us by hinting

that in taking the lead in calling the Congress,

this country has the purpose in view of ultimately

attaining political dominance over some of the

weaker nations. The fact that such alarm about

losing trade exists in Europe ought to strengthen

faith among Americans that there is much to be

gained south of us, if we will but use proper and

wise means in reaching for it. The possibility—

even the probability—of our making a great inroad

on the trade now largely monopolized by Europe

is plain to the foreign mind, else these evidences

of apprehension would not be manifested. Those

people are not alarmed over remote and slight

probabilities. The danger to their trade is felt to

be imminent. It rema•ins for the United States

through its official representatives, its press, and

its manufacturers to make such a wise use of the

opportunity this conference gives as will in the

near future show the soundness of the present

European apprehensions.
* * *

A recent story about the discovery of the

remains of a petrified prehistoric giant in the

west, says the old fellow had clasped in his hand

nine diamonds big as lima beans and of the purest

water. If his case is illustrative of a general cus-

tom among his people, we'd like to have a corner

on the cemeteries of the tribe.
* *

ANTI-TRUST enactments have been made in

several States but how binding they are is as yet

unknown, the question of their constitutionality

being undecided. They must all run the gauntlet

of two constitutions, State and Federal. It'll be

different in North Dakota for the constitution

adopted by the people of that commonwealth

contains an article prohibiting any combina-

tion between individuals, corporations, associations

or either, having for its object or effect the con-

trolling of the price of any product of the soil or

any article of manufacture or commerce, or the

cost of exchange. If this doesn't conflict with

the national constitution the people • of North

Dakota will have their anti-trust law in shape to

stand a good deal of wear and tear. No legisla-

ture can knock it Out, and it never can be changed

unless the people themselves wish it.
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WATCHMAKERS' TOOLS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

OU find it a lit-
tle dull to read
practical tech-
nical details, do
you ? Well, for
that reason we
have concluded
to anticipate a

little on our regular series
and show our readers a new
style of roller remover which
can be readily made. This
will give our young readers
something to practice on, after
having read about filing,

scraping, drilling and the like. To make such a
tool, we need either a piece of sheet brass of
an inch thick, or a brass casting shaped as shown
in diagram A. If thick sheet brass is used, it
should be first cut out IX inches square, and then
sawn out to the proper form. To remove the por-
tions of the brass at E and F, we first drill the
holes as shown above/ I'', and then saw in at g g
g g and break out the pieces E F. Draw the line
h /z at 0 of an inch from the top, and with a fine
flat file, finish E F down to it (the line h.)

The part D enclosed in the dotted lines is to
be sawn out, and will then be one and three-
eighths by seven-eighths. This piece is utilized
as will be explained further on. The next thing
to be provided is a piece of Stubs steel bar, three-
sixteenths of an inch square, for jaws.. To give
an addional impulse to our subscribers, we will
send by mail to any person sending us two addition-
al names to our subscription list, a brass casting all
ready for fitting up, together with square steel enough
for the jaws of such roller remover. The brass
casting sent will be shaped as shown in the cut
marked Diagram A. To persons already on our
subscription books we will send the brass casting
(Diagram A) and square steel for the jaws for thir-
ty-five cents. The reason for our describing a
method of making such a tool from heavy sheet
brass is, every workshop should have pieces of

A .rtosanod___.Vocy9ciA
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sheet brass of a variety of thicknesses to meet such
requirements. In the present case whether the
parts are made of sheet brass or castings will
make but slight difference, as the form will be the
same; only, in the castings the parts will be found
nearly of the proper shape, while in using the
sheet metal the parts will have to be sawn out.

We will continue the description of the mode
of construction. Suppose the cast piece shown
at Diagram A is used. The first thing to do is to
file the brass casting flat on each side ; using due
care the thickness will be alike from end to end.
The casting we will send will, if due care is ob-
served, finish exactly one-quarter of an inch thick.
Next saw off one end at the 'dotted line i; file the
recesses at G E F so they win be three-eighths of
an inch deep, and the bar A one-half of an inch
wide (up and down). The recesses E Fare each
one-half an inch wide, and the studs j k I one-
quarter of an inch square. The end at i is now
filed true and square ; and at three-quarters of an

inch from it (the end at i) and one-quarter of an
inch from the line It we make a prick mark at m.
This mark is for the centre on which the piece A'
turns. We next saw off the bar A even with the
stud j. The piece of A' sawn from the main bar
is to be provided with two side pieces; these
side pieces permit this part to swing down out of
the way as shown at A', Fig. 2. The side pieces
are made of No. 14 spring brass, and are securely
riveted to the part (A') cut from the main bar A.
It will be noticed in the brass castings the part A'
is made a little longer than is necessary to allow
for fitting. The end of the main bar A (Diagram
A) is best cut oblique as shown at the dotted line
n; this will allow the part A', Fig. 2, to swing
down out of the way.

The steel jaws for grasping a roller or an
obstinate pair of hands are each one and three-
eighths inches long, and made of three-sixteenth
square steel, filed. into the shape shown in Diagram
B, which leaves the heavy part of the jaw three-
sixteenths wide and one-sixteenth thick. These
jaws are placed on each side of the main bar A
and are attached to the stud k by two screws

jr

shown at d, Figs. 2 and 5. These jaws are filed
thin at c c, Fig. 5, to give them spring. Fig. 5 is
a view of Fig. 2 seen in the direction of the arrow
o. We next drill at one-eighth of an inch from
the top through the studs j k 1 on the line a a,
Fig. i, with a twist drill about one-eighth of an
inch in diameter. The part (H) which we cut
from the brass casting illustrated in diagram A, is
now to be utilized ; we file it to the form shown
in Fig. 6, and place it on the stud j securing it in
place with a screw's. The position of this piece
is shown in Fig. 5 The idea is, this clamp (II)
is placed so the two screws s s' close the spring
jaws B B together to grasp any size of roller. It
may be well to say the natural spring of the jaws
is outward.

Through the studs/ k extends a bolt made of
steel wire which exactly fits the hole drilled on the
line a, Fig. 1. This bolt is one inch and one-
eight long, and shaped as shown in Fig. 8. The
end at r is turned to a conical shape and a hole
drilled in it a little larger than any balance pivot.
As particular care is necessary in fitting this part,
we will call attention to Fig. 9 where/ represents
a pivot, and at Zr the end of the bolt. In this
Fig. the parts are shown much magnified to make
the matter better understood. Many workmen in
fitting up such parts would not be particular
enough and drill the hole at r too large, and the
consequence would be when we were attempting
to remove a roller from a very small staff, the staff
would itself be forced into the hole at r. To
illustrate precisely what we mean, we would say
no pivot to a watch balance is larger than eight
one-thousandths of an inch, and no staff is to be
found less than about twelve one-thousandths,
consequently, if we drilled our hole at r exactly
eight one-thousands we would be safe, but if we
were not particular in drilling, we might find a
small staff to choke and stick in r. The best

OCTOBER, 1889.

method is to make r a small steel bush which can
be taken out if necessary. It should be hardened
and tempered to a straw color.

The end t of the bolt I is turned to a short
pivot which is fitted into the screw L, Fig. 2. A
hole is drilled through I at t at right angles to its
axis to receive a pin. This pin acts a double pur-
pose, (t) preventing the bolt I from turning,
(2) it allows the spiral spring u to force the bolt
I back against the screw L. Our roller remover,
without further addition, will remove a roller from
almost any American watch ; but by having the

' 6'

part shown at A, Fig. 2 , added, stumps can be put
in at M which will remove rollers from such staffs
as have the roller so close as prevent the jaws from
readily grasping the roller. The "tip" shown at
diagram 1.2 is intended to slip on over the end of
/at r when the stumps are used, and advances
the end of bolt I beyond the jaws B B. This
kind of roller remover can be used in a bench vise,
but the best method is with a stand as shown at
N. There are two more high)y useful tools to be
described, which go in the same stand N.

* * *

It was only in the year 1868 that discoverers
began to realize on the gold deposits and diamond
fields found in the southern part of Africa. In
July, 1871, under the roots of an old thorn-tree,
in the skirts of the mountain afterwards famous as
, Kimberley or Kolesberg, the first diamonds were
discovered. Those fields, then uninhabited and
unknown, are now mined and explored in all dir-
ections. A large town has been built upon them,
with churches, schools, courts of justice, libraries,
public gardens, a town having nearly all the com-
forts one desires, and being connected with the
ocean by a railroad jourliey of only thirty-one
hours. The diamond fields of Kimberley, Old de
Beer, Toits Pan, and Bultfontein, lately gave work
to more than 10,400 miners, 1228 only being
white. From these mines the declared value, cer-
tainly inferior to the real, of the diamonds ex-
ported from 1868 to t884 amounted to $141,976,-
000. Kimberley alone exported in 1883 diamonds
valued at $12,341,345 ; in 1884, $12,632,796 ; in
1885, $11,217,398; and in order that, from an-
other point of view, it may be seen how prosper-
ous are the conditions under which the diamond
mines of the Cape Colony are worked, it is only
necessary to compare the quotations of some of
the shares during the short period of one year.
The Compagnie Francaise des diamants de Kim-
berley, for example, saw its shares rise from $148
to $255 ; the Kimberley Central from $83 to $250;
the Standard (Kimberley) from $75 to $250; those
of the Beers from $60 to $240, and, finally, those
of the Bultfontein from $43 to $150.—Report of
E. W. Smith, Consul at Mozambique.

* * *

J. W. Wagoner, of Humellstown, Pa., re-
cently moved into new quarters.

Roder C. Brandt, son of a well-known jew-
eler in Charleston, South Carolina, committed
suicide on the 14th ult. The act was the result
of dissipation.

•
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Ask your Jobber for Mem.

Columbus Watch Company
Columbus, Ohio.

Manufacturers of 18, 16 and 6 size Movements

No. 18 and 98.
No. i8 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 98 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Pendant Set.

Pilo. 34 and 95.
No. 34 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 95 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Pendant Set.

No. 21 and 91.
No. as is for hunting case, winds at III.

No. 91 is for Open Face, winds at
XII. Pendant Set.

Seven substantial and reasonable facts to sustain the claim that the Columbus full-plate movement
Is the best full-plate movement manufactured in the world:

1st. The Mainspring Barrel is completely covered, making the watch per-
fectly dust-proof.

2d. There can be no interference between the Mainspring Barrel and Bal-
ance, as with others.

3d. The Regulator is nearly double the length of others, rendering accur.
ate regulation a very simple matter.

4th. To replace a broken Mainspring, the Barrel can be removed without
disturbing the Balance, or interfering with the Regulator.

5th. The Mainspring Power is the lighest used in any American Watch.

6th. The calculation of the train is such, that the Watch runs from 8 to xo
hours longer than others with once winding, giving a more uniform
power and better rate for the 24 hours between times for winding.

7th. The Balance comes under the round, or edge, the STRONGEST
PART of the case ; not as with all others, under the centre, and
weakest part.

3-4 PLATE, 16 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 47 and 87.
No. 47 is for Htg. case, winds at III.
No. 87 is for Open Face, and winds at XII.

No. 46 and 86.
No. 46 is for Mg. case, winds at III.
No. 86 is for Open Face and winds at XII.

No. 43 and 83.
No. 43 is for Htg. case, winds at III.
No. 83 for Open Face, winds at XII.

The Higher Crades of the Columbus Watches are centre Jeweled and beautifully finished. Our Nos. 43 and 83
are the lowest in price of any 16 size Nickel Movement in the market.

6 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 55.
Is Jewels set in red gold settings. Can

be furnished with dbl. sunk dials
if preferred, at difference in

cost of dials.

No. 53.
x Jewel Nickel. Jewels in red gold set-
tings. The cheapest Nickel movement

in the market with set
jewels.

No. 51.
I I jewel ( ;ill.

Columbus Watches in any Size furnished with Roman or Arabic Dials at same price

and all guaranteed by the Company IA 1.
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You Cannot Do Without Them
EVERY Jeweler, who is alive to his own interests, will use them.

These Beautiful and Original Cases have met with Great and Deserved Success.
If you havn't any, you are missing the handsomest cases, either for display or durability, that have ever been placed on the market.

These Boxes are composed of Hard Metal, Heavily Silver Plated and Combine Beauty, Elegance and Novelty.

Zugsmith's "Silver Shell" Watch 13)3k,

Price,
$15.00 per Doz.

Come in Oxydized and Bright Metal.
Ladies' and Gents' sizes.

Price,
$ 1 2 .00 per Doz.

Lined with Finest Silk Velvet.
Cover to lift.

Only in Oxydized.

Fac-simile of Silver Shell.

Zugsrnith's Silver Jewel Case.

Address Communications to

Fac-simile of Jewel Case.

Send in your Orders

Now
and avoid all delay.

It is a literal feet that fully
three-fifths of the Jewelers who
sent for samples of these eases,
helve, since then, sent in their

duplicate order for a quantity.

ALBERT ZUGSMITH,
The following

Louts A. SCHERR & CO,, Philadelphia.
D. F. CONOVER & CO., Philadelphia.
S. F. MYERS & Co., New York.
LEVY & DREYFUS, New York.

907 Arch St., Philadelphia.
well-known Jobbing Houses SELL and RECOMMEN
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago.
SHOOK, SUMMERS & CO., Omaha, Neb.
BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa.
JNo. 0. SLEMMNNS, l'ittsburgh, Pa.

KENNEDY & KOESTER, Detroit, Mich.
A. R. BRATT1N, Kansas City, Mo.
BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELERS' SUPPLY CO., St.
THE WARNER JEWELRY CO., Minneapolis, M

D our "SILVER CASES":
J. M. BLYTHE JEWELRY Co., Denver, Col.
HENRY WOLF, San Francisco.

Louis, Mo. W. W. MANSFIELD & Co., Portland, Maine.
inn. THE HEMMING BROS.' Co., Toronto, Canada.
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NOTES TO
GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

is not at all difficult to
make a pair of small bel-
lows which will afford
air enough to supply an
automatic blow-pipe or a
small petroleum furnace
at a trifling expense of

time and money. A piece of
poplar board I2 inches wide, 7
feet long, and 53 of an inch
thick is what is wanted to start
with. Cut from this board a
piece I foot and ten inches long,
and then shape it out to the form
shown at A, Fig. t. The end at
b is 3 inches wide and at the line
a a it is 4 inches wide. Two

small pieces of inch board are cut out and placed
on each side of A and glued fast as shown at B B',
Fig. 2. This figure is a side view of Fig. r, seen
in the direction of the arrow f. The idea is to
make a pair of bellows, the action of which is
exactly like those used by blacksmiths.

Two additional pieces are cut from the ya
board and shaped precisely like A, except they
are cut off at the line a a (which is four inches
from b.) These pieces or wings are placed one
above and one below A as shown at D E, Fig. 2.
These two wings are jointed to the pieces B
by nailing on a strip of leather as shown at h in
Fig. 3 ; this cut is an enlarged view of that por-
tion of Fig. I to the left of the irregular line i. It
will be noticed in Fig. 2 there are parallel dotted
lines in n. These lines represent the edges of thin
boards about of an inch thick, cut out to the
size and shape of the wings D E. The object of
these inner boards is to keep the leather cover
which extends from D to E from being distended
and thrown out too much when the bellows is in
use. Before describing the method of putting on
the leather, we will speak of the valve or "clap-
per" as it is often termed.

Through the bottom wing E are bored four
one-inch holes, and a valve formed by gluing
some soft chamois skin on the inside of
a piece of thin (5,g inch) wood. The same
course is pursued with the central bar A at 1.
An iron tube G is inserted in the end b
through which the air is forced to supply the com-
bustion of the furnace. It is usual in bellows of
this kind to make the " snout" or tube G of iron,
brazing the edges together. For our purpose, the
tube (G) can be of heavy tin and soft soldered, as
the bellows will be placed some distance from the
furnace or automatic blow pipe. The opening
from the tube G should be through the wood to
the interior of the bellows, and should be into the
upper part of the bellows, i. e., between the wings
D and A. In such bellows, the lower wing E is
moved up and down. To explain the action: the
lower wing E is pulled down and a partial vacuem
is produced ; the outer air raises the valve over
the holes at j and it flows and fills the space
between the central board A and the lower wing
E. Now it is evident as soon as the wing E is
raised, it compresses the air contained between the
boards A and .E, when it (the air) raises the valve
over the holes in A at 1, causing the wing D to
rise by filling the space between A and D with
air.

When E has been pressed against m and A
and forced all the air practicable into the upper
portion of the bellows, E is dropped or drawn

away from A, and the valve lover the holes at I
close, and the air contained between D and A is
forced through the tube G in proportion to the
amount of weight laid on the upper wing D.

At Fig. 4 is shown the method of hinging
the thin inner boards in n. A piece of some soft
flexible leather, like sheep skin, is cut two inches
wide and four long, and tacked to A so as to cover
the angle formed between .8 and A. This will be
understood by inspecting Fig. 4, where the dotted
lines represent a portion of A and B precisely as
seen in Fig. 2. The strip of leather (p) just
mentioned, is tacked to A crosswise, or in the di-
rection of the line a, Fig. I; one inch wide of the
leather resting on A; the thin piece m is then
placed on the leather, and the upper edge of the
leather strip folded over, as shown at o, Fig. 4,
and tacked down on in. The valves over the holes
at j and I are made by gluing a strip of soft leather
(sheep or chamois skin) two and a half wide and
six high, to a piece of thin board two inches
wide and six inches long and one-eighth of an
inch thick. One edge of the leather is allowed to
extend over as shown at r r, Fig. 5. In Figs. 5
and 6, F represents the piece of thin board and r
the leather. The projecting leather edge is tacked
to E or A and forms a hinge to the valve as
shown in F; . 6, which is a vertical section of E
through the (entre of one of the inch holes bored
to admit air. A loop of the same leather about
half an inch wide and three inches long, is tacked

.= aa
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both to the valve F and the wing E so as to allow
the valve F to be raised about an inch to admit
the air. The valves to both j and I are alike.

It is quite a clever little trick to cover a pair
of bellows with leather, and practical bellows
makers will laugh at an amateur attempting it ;
but if the proper precautions are used, the amateur
will come out all right, and the laugh be with
the other party. What is wanted is to hold the
wings D E securely in place while the leather is
put on ; to do this, procure four pieces of hickory
wood half an inch in diameter and six inches
long; then bore holes through the upper and lower
wings D E at the points indicated at circles t t,
Fig. 1. Similar holes are also made in the thin
inner wings m n. The idea is to keep the wings
firmly apart while the leather is drawn tight and
tacked fast to the centre A and the two wings
D E. The force necessary to hold the wings
apart will be more than a person would believe,
consequently, it is important the pins in the holes
should be held firmly in place. A good method
of doing this is to let the pins project a little, say
an inch, and then place a temporary bracket of
wood over the projecting end of the pin as shown
in Fig. 7. No particular care need be taken of
the thin pieces m ii, as the leather can be best
tacked to these after the pins t t' are removed,
folding the leather down over the edge of the thin
board and tacking in the edge as shown in Fig. 8.
The proper position for m n is to about equally
divide the space between D and A and A E.
The position of the pins t t' is shown in Fig. 2,

9

and their mission is to bold the wings distended
while the leather is tacked on ; they are then
removed and the holes plugged up. Such a pair
of bellows can be placed under a work bench and
be entirely out of the way. The opening in the
tube G should be about 5/8 of an inch in dia-
meter, as it is desirable to contract the size of the
aperture which supplies the air in the immediate
vicinity of the furnace or blow-pipe.

The Minnesota Retailers on Jobbers' Catalogues, Job-
bers' Retailing and Rebates to Retailers.

We have received the following from the
Secretary of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Pro-
tective Association :

At a convention of Retail Jewelers held at
St. Paul, September It, 1889, under the auspices
of the Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Protective
Association, the following resolutions were read
and unanimously adopted :

Resolved: That the indiscriminate circula-
tion of jobbers' catalogues is condemned by the
Minnesota Retail Jewelers' Protective Association,
as being prejudicial and injurious to the business
of the retail jeweler, and that it is the desire of
this organization, based upon the individual ex-
perience of its members, that they be withdrawn.

Resolved: That the privilege of the manu-
facturers and jobbers to sell at retail, even under
price restriction, is construed by the Association
as an unjust discrimination against the retailer ;
for any reasonable restriction if enforced is pro-
hibitory in itself, and the jobber can only suc-
cessfully retail at a price less than will afford the
retailer a profit.

Resolved: That a refusal by any manufac-
turer to rebate to the retailer, when rebates are
made to the jobber, in the event of a reduction in
prices, is regarded by the Association with dis-
favor, and it is recommended that the goods of
any manufacturer so offending be discarded by
members of this Association.

Resolved: That the Executive Committee
be instructed to confer with the Associations of
other States, and the Jobbers' Association in
American Watches, and the manufacturers and
jobbers not in the Association, for the purpose of
securing to the retailer an impartial adjustment of
his equity in his relation with the manufacturers
and jobbers.

Resolved: That a copy of these resolu-
tions be forwarded to the various journals of the
trade for publication.

* * *

In 1876 Captain Nares, of the British Navy,
now Sir George Nares, then in command of the
last Royal expedition to the Arctic regions, dis-
covered this chronometer at Newman's Bay. He
dug it out of the snow and took it to England
with him on his return. It had then been buried
in the snow for four years, in a region where the
thermometer sinks to 104 degrees below freezing
point. It was found to be in perfect order, and
was wound and ran all right as soon as taken from
its cold bed. On returning to England, Captain
Nares turned the instrument over to the British
Admiralty office, whence it was sent as a present
to this Government. With all this experience, it
loses only a single second in twenty-four hours —
Philadelphia Telegraph.

* * *

Philadelphia holds up her end in Manual
Training. Official notice recently came from Paris
that "the exhibit received from the Philadelphia
Manual Training School has been regarded as one
of the best in the Paris Exposition, and the best
American." The exhibit will receive a gold medal
from the Jury of Award. The French Pedagogic
Museum wishes to have the exhibit donated to its
collection.
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OPTICS AND KINDRED SCIENCES.

Dr. Brown's Lectures.

In pursuance of the plan announced in the
September KEYSTONE of giving a synopsis of the
lectures to be delivered by Dr. C. H. Brown
before the School in Optics organized by the
Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co., we present
the following condensation of the first lecture,
begging to add that we regret very much that, for
lack of space, we are unable to give it in full to
our readers, as it could not fail to be of great
interest to a large majority of them. The science
of optics is attracting a great deal of attention
especially with those who deal in spectacles and
eye-glasses, and it is getting to be generally under-
stood among the trade that a knowledge of optics
is indispensable to handling optical goods to
profit and advantage. It follows as a sequence to
the most superficial investigation of matters relat-
ing to artificial aids to impaired and imperfect
vision, that the artisan who furnishes such aids
should, in addition to a knowledge of optical
principles, understand in a measure the structure
and functions of the organ he is to assist. To
furnish this knowledge Dr. Brown prepared his
lecture on the anatomy of the eye.

The Doctor commenced his consideration of
the subject proper, by describing the human eye
as globular in form, and about one inch in dia-
meter ; not strictly spherical, but engrafted on one
side Nvith a segment of a smaller sphere which
contains the transparent media which admit the
light to the organs of sense. In our brief consid-
eration of this highly interesting and instructive
lecture, we shall speak of it chiefly with an idea
to bring out its points of interest to the general
reader. This course is unavoidable, as we could
not select a portion which would be of advantage
to the reader, except we gave what preceded it,
which would necessitate what followed being also
given. In fact one part would be unintelligible.
without the remainder.

Our readers are not to understand by this
that it requires a very great or protracted effort to
gather a fairly intelligent conception of the struc-
ture of the eye, and consequently be much better
prepared by such knowledge to provide means to
assist its failing or imperfect functions.

The Doctor after speaking of the enveloping
membrane, proceeded to describe the order of
structure of the eye from the cornea to the retina.
One of the most interesting portions of the eye to
the ordinary reader and observer is the iris, or the
colored portion immediately surrounding the pupil.
We can not refrain from giving a synopsis of his
remarks about this portion of the eye. We all
have our favorite color for an eye, blue, brown or
blatk, yet probably few of us are aware that the
color of all babies' eyes when first born is blue ;
and it is only after six or eight weeks of life that
the final color of the eye is established. This
proves the truth as well as the poetry of the ex-
pression regarding babies looking with "blue-eyed
wonder" about them. This color, however, is not
owing to any pigment deposited in the iris, but
rather to the absence of it, that is, the color
depends upon what opticians call an interference
phenomenon, which is the result of the effect upon
each other of waves'of light reflected back and
forth from the minute irregularities of surface.
'The permanent color of the iris is due to more or
less of a dark pigment deposited in it which is
usually in accord with the complexion of the indi-
dividual; thus in the negro the eye is black from

the constant exposure to the glare of a tropical
sun.

In nothern climates where the light haired
and white skinned races are found, the colors of
the iris are usually blue or grey. The color of the
iris of the albino, or white negro is red ; so it is
also in the white rabbit ; this color is not from
any pigment of this shade being found in the iris,
but because in these instances the iris is colorless
and transparent, and the red blood contained in
an underlying tissue is seen through it. The eyes
of albinos are invariable weak and painfully
affected by strong light. These facts would seem
to uphold the theory that black and dark eyes are
the strongest; still such assumption is not borne
out by facts.

The iris acts as a curtain to the eye and con-
tracts involuntarily to shut out an excess of light.
Its place is in front of the crystalline lens
of the eye The orifice in the iris is larger in
youth than in after years ; the contraction of the
pupil of the eye, in a measure compensating for
the flattening of the lens of the eye in age, and the
consequent failing of the powers of vision. To
quote below a portion of the language of the lecture,
" The iris is composed largely of muscular fibers
and pigment cells, and a fibrous stroma : this
fibrous stroma consists of fine, delicate bundles ot
fibrous tissue, radiating towards the pupil. They
form by their interlacement a delicate mesh, in
which the pigment cells, vessels and nerves are
contained. Of course, the color of the pigment
cells is the color of the eye." The pupil situated
near the centre of the iris is a circular 'opening or
aperture in it, and is surrounded by a band of
muscular fibres about one-thirtieth of an inch
wide ; these are the fibers that contract the pupil
when the eye is exposed to a sudden glare of light.
Their action is entirely involuntary, our utmost
efforts of will failing to influence it in the least.

Belladonna or its active principle Atropia,
if applied to the eye or taken to excess internally
dilates the pupil. Eserine or Philocarpine have
the opposite effect, that is, they contract the pupil.
Opium also has the effect of contracting the pupil,
and it is one of the first symptoms to be looked for
when poisoning by opium is suspected. When
we look to a distance, the pupils dilate; this is
also the case in meditation. It is not an infre-
quent ruse of ladies who seek for temporary admir-
ation to apply belladona to their eyes to enlarge
the pupils and give light eyes a dark look. The
use of belladonna in this way even changes the
expression of the face.

The pupil of the human ge appears black,
but in the eyes of certain animals it presents in
obscure light a bright glare, which even when seen
in the domestic cat, sometimes makes superstitious
people uncomfortable, and must add to the
terror-producing effect of a lion or tiger ready
to spring upon his prey. Before the present cen-
tury this was thought to be a kind of phosphores-
cent emanation from the retina, and to glitter
more brightly when the animal was excited, but
it is now known to be merely a reflection in the
eye. After describing and locating the several
enveloping membranes and humors through which
light on entering the eye has to pass, the Doctor
proceeded to consider the retina. In speaking of
it, he said : " This is the most important mem-
brane of all, indeed all the other structures of the
eye may be considered as subservient to this one,
for on it are formed the images of external objects
by means of which we are said to see them."

"The retina is a delicate nervous membrane upon
the surface of which the images of external objects
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are received." He adas that the retina can be con-
sidered as a spreading out of the optic nerve which
pierces the enveloping tissues which form the ball
of the eye, in its posterior part. Exactly in the
centre of the retina, and at the point correspond-
ing tio the axis of the eye in which the sense of
vision is most perfect, is a round elevated yellow-
ish spot, having a central depression at its sum-
mit. The retina in the situation of this yellow
spot is exceedingly thin, so much so that the dark
color of a lower tissue is distinctly seen through
it, so that it almost presents the appearance of an
opening. About one-tenth of an inch to the in-
ner side of the yellow spot is the point of entrance
of the optic nerve, this being the only portion of
the surface of the retina from which the power of
vision is absent. Many persons have an idea that
the nerve entrance is directly in the centre of the
posterior part of the globe of the ball, but this is
an error, that position being occupied by the yellow
spot above referred to ; while the nerve enters one-
tenth of an inch to the side. The retina is a very
delicate and extremely complicated structure, of-
fering endless dificulties to the investigator, and
though an immense amount of labor has been ex-
pended upon it by many masters in science, its
minute anatomy can hardly yet be considered as
'settled. Though its greatest thickness does not
extend one one-hundred-and-twentieth of an inch,
yet microscopists have described some eight or
ten different layers.

Only three layers however are usually consid-
ered ; the external or columnar layer ; the mid-
dle or granular layer ; the internal or nervous
layer. The microscope shows the outer layer to
consist of minute columns arranged side by side
perpendicular to their base. The middle layer
consists of rounded or oval nuclear particles
joined together by an intermediate layer which is
transparent and contains no blood vessels. The
internal or nervous layer is a thin transparent mem-
brane, consisting of an expansion of the terminal
fibres of the optic nerve and nerve cells. These
delicate nerve fibrils interlace with each other
and form an intricate net work.

This lecture of Dr. Brown can be considered
as very complete, conveying exactly the knowl-
edge that every person who deals in spectacles
should possess. The time when the spectacle
wearing public were satisfied to go into a shop and
select from a hodge podge of illy ground half pol-
ished lenses such as gave them the least discom-
fort is over. A .dealer to sell spectacles in this
day must, from necessity understand the princi-
ples of optics, and have an intelligent conception
of the anatomy of the eye.

* * *

Emil Van Gelder, the "Son" of H. E. Van
Gelder & Son, diamond dealers at to Maiden
Lane, New York, was a much wanted young man
one day last week. Creditors wanted him. They
wanted some assets, too, on which to clap $11,-
965 worth of attachments, but they could no more
find assets than they could the youthful manager.
Since September 30 the "Son" had succeeded in
buying $20,000 worth of diamonds in credit, and
about that date showed one creditor diamonds
worth $26,000, saying that he had $40,000 worth
altogether. H. E. Van Gelder, the father, is in
the diamond business in Amsterdam and is reputed
worth $100,000. The New York firm was rated
as being "good for all business requirements,"
with a capitol of $75,000 to $D:30,000. A good
many New York dealers are now firm in the
opinion that there was a slight inaccuracy in this
rating.

The Berlin Demagnetizer
Guaranteed to give Perfect Satisfaction

Durable, Simple and Effective.

In these days, when watches are being magnetized to so large an extent and their rates interfered with
every watchmaker should own a Demagnetizer and be able to remove magnetism from watches.

The Berlin. Demagnetizer
Is made in brass and polished mahogany, 8x8 inches and 6 inches high, and is the only Demagnetizer

made that can be veiled upon to remove all traces of magnetism from watches.
It is perfectly safe and easily operated. It only takes a few seconds to demagnetize a watch, and it is

not necessary to take the movement apart or out of the case, but pass the whole watch through the core as
per directions.

These machines are wound for both "arc" and " incandescent " currents. When ordering be sure and
state system of electric light in use.

'Testimonials.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
GENTLEMEN :—We are pleased to express our satisfaction with the

Demagnetizing Machine purchased from you. It does the work for which
it is intended in a thorough manner, and we can recommend it to jewelers
who have occasion to demagnetize watches.

Yours very respectfully,

HE E. HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO.
E. V. CLERGUE, Agent.

New YORK, July 11, 1889.

OFFICE TRENTON WATCH CO.
TRENTON, N. 3., July 27, 1889.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
GENTLEMEN :—I have tried your Demagnetizer and take pleasure

In testifying to its merit. A careful test with the compass shows no resident
magnetism in watches I have demagnetized with your machine, and I be-
lieve if watchmakers had your demagnetizers in use they would have less
trouble in getting good rates out of watches in their care.

Very truly,

S. T. J. BYAM, Sup't.

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
GENTLEMEN :—We are pleased to testify to the thorough manner in

which your Demagnetizer accomplishes its work. We have demagnetized
several watches with it, and cheerfully recommend it to watchmakers need-
ing a good demagnetizing machine.

Very truly yours,
BENEDICT BROS., x7t Broadway.

NEW YORK, August 1,1889.

NEW YORK, July 20, 1889,

BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
GENTLEMEN :—After a thorough trial, I unhesitatingly pronounceyour Demagnetizer superior to any yet made. It does its work quickly and

thoroughly, and can be relied upon to take out all traces of magnetism, no
matter how badly magnetized the watch may be.

Yours truly,
E. A. THRALL, 3 Maiden Lane.

NEW YORK STANDARD WATCH CO.
SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE.

Juasav CITY, N. J., )tily 29, 1889.BERLIN DEMAGNETIZER CO.
DEAR SIRS :—I have ,-iced the result of using the Berlin Demag-

netizer upon a magnetized w:., and must say it was quite satisfactory.
W. W. HASTINGS, Supt.

Watchmakers can add to their profits and reputation by testing all watches in their care for magnetism
and by the use of the Berlin Demagnetizer remove all traces of magnetism from the watch, thus insuring
better rates and giving satisfaction to their customers.

Price, $25.00

Sent by Express to /any pave of the United States upon receipt of price. If not satisfactory, will refund money

Berlin Demagnetizer Company,
177 l3roadway, New York.

ti
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THE JEWELERS' SChOOL OF

Lefler and Monnoram noraving.
67 and 69 Washington Sfreef, Chicago.

The first and only School in the country where young men and women can learn

the art of letter and monogram engraving and make practical use of it.
4o,

Every Student fit to fill position at end of term.

Engravers are in more demand and are better paid than any other

branch in the business.

A full corps of competent Instructors.
This School is conducted by business men, who have employed engravers and in-

structed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average stu-

dent can accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months to every student

they accept.

Full 'Terms and Particulars sent upon application.

Correspondence Solicited.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
The Special Manufacturers of the Retail Trade,

Proprietors.
Richard 0. Kandler,

CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
21 Maiden Lane, New York.
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P. O. 13o3t 531.

Nickel Stern-Winding 14orse Timers.

Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph and Centennial Split Seconds.

Send for Price List.

Our Goods ILI.° insured while in transit in returning to us, ploaso mark no value.

OCTOBER, 1889.

SMUGGLING JEWELRY—HAVE WOMEN A
GENIUS FOR IT?

In August and September the New York

papers had very frequent items about Mr. So and

So's having been relieved ot articles of jewelry he

was trying to smuggle into this country. Very

few women figured in these reports but that may

have two explanations—either that women are

less inclined to make the attempt to defraud Uncle

Samuel, or that they are more skillful smugglers

than men, and so escape detection in most cases.

Judging from the following London correspondence

of the New York Sun, the latter is the better ex-

planation—the ladies have the smuggling genius.

" The way the Americans prepare for the

homeward trip reminds one of what Byron or

Bulwer had in mind when one or the other said

that all Anglo-Saxons were born smugglers. You

seldom meet an American couple nowadays but

what you hear the lady say something about her

plans for beating the New York customs officers.

"At breakfast this morning I heard one lady

say to another : "I have decided to put all my

presents of jewelry in my pocket, and what I can't

get in my pocket I shall just drop into my

umbrella. I have tried it, and find that I can get

rid of all my small and costly purchases in that

way." The lady she spoke to replied : "Well,

that will do very well for the little things, but I

have got two mackintoshes, three holdalls, and a

dozen boxes of lace handkerchiefs, and I am going

to trust to my husband finding gentlemen acquain-

tances on the ship to carry those things till we get

past the. inspectors." Many an American lady is

exercising her ingenuity to the utmost in the one

direction of beating Uncle Sam, and there will

not be many trunk loads landed at the Barge

Office in the next three weeks that will not have

gloves, laces, diamonds, or knick-knacks of one

sort or another sewed into the inside of the most

ordinary and well-worn dresses in the luggage of

the fair citizenesses who have been summering on

this side of the herring pond. In the meantime

the shopping goes on madly, and London, which

judges all mankind solely by the extent of its shop-

ping, votes the Americans perfect."

Perhaps Mr. Herbert C. Ayer, the divorced

husband of Harriet Hubbard Ayer, could give in-

teresting testimony on the subject of gentlemen's

aiding ladies in this delicate business. Mr. Ayer

recently came from Europe on the " Eider,"

forming the acquaintance on the trip of a beauti-

ful Miss Moore. He had an experience when his

trunks were examined at New York which sug-

gest that he was playing for his friend the part

hinted at by one of the speakers above quoted.

Ladies' apparel to the amount of forty pairs of fine

kid gloves, twenty pairs of delicately ribbed hose,

and six pairs of silk stockings, more than a yard

long, were found by the custom house officers and

were held subject to the payment of a certain per-

centage of their cost price. Whether he was util-

izing his person for carrying jewelry for the lady

was not determined, but perhaps the benefit of the

doubt may be given in favor of that hypothesis.

* * *

There is one man in New York City who

hasn't got New York-ophobia on the question of

the World's Fair location. He writes to the Press

of this city : " There is a well grounded belief

that this committee [the legislative committee]

will be obliged to use all its force and all its arts

before Congress next Winter to save the Exhibition

from following Horace Greeley's advice and going

West."

MR. DUEBER GETS UP A TRUST OF HIS OWN.
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We quote from our esteemed contemporary the.frwelers' Journal of Chicago:

At the time the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. was expelled from t
hi Watch Case Manufacturers' Association, and

when after a short interval it carried the Hampden Watch Co. with it, a
 great deal was said about the iron rule, and

autocratic and arbitrary dictation of the watch and watch case companies who con
tinued to co-operate with the National

jobbers' Association, great emphasis was put on the absolute freedom of the jobb
ers who remained out of or withdrew

from the Association, and who made Dueber cases a specialty and Hampden and other wat
ches. The trade were told that

" competition is the life of trade," " the wise buyer buys in the low markets an
d sells in the higher," " we do not have

to lie now, we put the discount all on the bill," etc., etc. The two contracts, which we print below, that .the similarity

can be easily seen, shows that the Dueber Mfg. Co. find it as difficult as ever to 
sell both retailers and jobbers without

restrictions defined by stringent contracts which clearly define prices and terms.

THE DUBBER WATCH CASE MANUFACTURING CO.

TilE AM PDEN WATCH COMPANY CONTRACT.

For the purchase and sale of the Dueber Watch Cases

and the Hampden Watch Movements. Between the Dueber

Watch Case Manufacturing Co., and 

special agent at   State of 

In consideration of having received agent's terms, prices

and discounts from the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. of Cin-

cinnati, Ohio, upon the watch cases manufactured by them,

and upon the Hampden Watch Movements manufactured by

the Hampden Watch Co., and wishing to do equitably toward

the said manufacturing companies, and all who may be con-

cerned as special agents in the afore mentioned goods, the

undersigned hereby agree with the Dueber Watch Case Mfg.

Co. as manufacturers direct, and as agents for the said

Hampden Watch Co., that—will not, directly or indirectly,

under any circumstances sell or consign to be sold, any of

the watch cases or watch movements above mentioned to

any special agent, save only those who may be recognized

as such by the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. (such recogni-

tion by said company being first obtained, and a contract

similar to this being first executed by the parties who are

recognized) at a better rate than the list price, stated in the

then current price list, of said watch cases and movements,

published by the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co., nor upon

any better terms than a discount from said list of six (6) per

cent. for cash, if paid within ten days from date of invoice,

or five (5) per cent. for cash if paid within thirty (30) days

thereof.

The Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. shall have the right

at any time thereafter, to change the list or issue new price

lists as here in above indicated, or, should the interests of

the trade make it necessary to do so, may increase or diminish

the said rate of discount, giving notice to the special recog

nized agents of the afore mentioned watch cases and watch

movements, of any such change, which notice the under-

signed will always observe in good faith, and at once conform

to such new price list and discounts, as regards the quoting

of prices of watch cases and watch movements listed th,rein.

And in case—shall hereafter deviate from or trangress

the rules and contracts herein described, under the subject

to which our purchase has been made,—authorize the

Dueber Watch Case Manufacturing Co. to strike—name

off their list of special agents and to give notice to all their

special agents of such action.

And—do hereby agree that no price list shall be pub-

lished by—to retailers that will give lower rates than those

established by ta -L. Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co., on a four

months credit leaving it optional whether said lists make

Provision for cash discount or not ; and in all sales to retailers,

the watch cases and watch movemexts herein referred to,

shall be billed distinctly and separately at current list prices

—that is, the items thereof to be apart from any other goods,

and at no less than the rate before described. The discount

for cash to be made only at the time of payment, and not in

the billed prices.

And it is hereby made a part of the contract and is dis-

tinctly understood, that no special agent shall, under any

circumstances, issue any pri.:e list, circular or letter to any

one, in which he shall quote any prices for any watch cases

or watch movements covered by this contract, at a lower

rate than that printed and published in the then current price

list of the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. Nor shall any bet-

ter discounts, premiums, gifts or endorsements be offered in

any way, shape or manner from such list prices, other than

the usual discounts for cash. And it shall be deemed a vio-

lation of this contract by any special agent to issue any list,

letter or circular, offering any such discounts or inducements

from list, other than the cash discounts aforesaid. And in

case of such violation, it is hereby agreed that no further

watch cases or watch movements shall be supplied to such

offending special agent ; and such special agent shall forfeit

all claims for rebate or allowance for any further change in

A CO-OPERATING COMPANY'S CONTRACT.

In consideration of having received jobbers terms from

the — Company, upon the goods of its manufacture, and

wishing to deal equitably toward said company, and all who

may be concerned as jobbers in the goods thereof, — the

undersigned, do agree with said company that — will not,

directly or indirectly, under any circumstances, sell or cause

to be sold any goods of said company's manufacture, to any

person or persons (meaning, also, any association or asso-

ciations, corporation or corporations), save only those who

may be recognized as jobbers by the — company (such

recognition by said company being first obtained, and a con-

tract similar to this being first executed by the party so

recognized), at a better rate than the four months' credit

prices stated in the then current price list published by said

company, nor upon any better terms than a discount from

said list of six (6) per cent. for cash within ten ( to) days

from date of invoice, or five (5) per cent. for cash within

thirty (30) days, or three (3) per cent. for cash within sixty

(6o) days.
The said company shall have the right, at any time

hereafter, to diminish the rate or discount herein above indi-

cated, or should the interests of the trade make it necessary

to do so, may increase said rate or discount, giving notice to

the jobbers supplied by the company of any such change,

which notice the undersigned will always observe in good

faith. And in case — shall hereafter deviate from or

trangress the rule aforesaid, under and subject to which the

purchase from said company has been made — authorize

said company to strike name off the jobbers' list of said

company, and give notice to any or all of its customers or

jobbers of such action being taken by said company, and in

case said company shall be of the opinion, at any time here-

after, that a willful breach or Violation of this agreement by

— has been made, — further agree to surrender to stdd

company its representatives or assigns, on demand, any of

the goods of said company's manufacture which may then be

in   hands; provided, that if such goods shall then

have been paid for by   such demand therefor shall be

accompanied by a tender to  of the price thereof, not

exceeding the then current prices of said company to jobbers

for like goods, or, said company may immediately direct the

transfer by — of such goods to any dealer or dealers in its

goods who may be selected by said company, on the terms of

 being paid therefor, the then current price of said

company to jobbers for like goods.

And do hereby agree that no price list of

movements shall be published by  to retailers, that

will give rates lower than those established by said company

on a four month credit, leaving it optional whether any such

list make provision for cash discounts or not; and in all sales

to retailers the goods herein referred to shall be billed dis-

tinctly and separately, that is, the items thereof to be apart

from any other goods, and at not less than the rate before

described ; the discount for cash to be made not in the billed

prices, but only on the time of payment.

This agreement shall apply without limit or reservation,

not only to the goods of said — company heretofore pro

cured, or which may hereafter be procured by — from

said company, but also to such goods of said company as

have come or may come to — from any other person or

P"°"' and all the goods of said comp
any which shall, at

any time, come into — hands shall be considered as being

received by—subject to the provisions of this contract.

Should any name or names be hereafter, at any time,

stricken by the — company from its jobbers' list -- will

on notice of the fact, immediately cease to treat the person

or persons whose name or names shall be stricken off, as

being entitled to jobbers' prices on the goods of said company.

It is also understood that said — company shall be at

liberty to abrogate this contract, and enter upon a different

course for the dis;ribution and sale of its goods; provided,

however, that before such abrogation, and before entering
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prices he might be entitled to otherwise.
This agreement shall apply without limit or reservation,

not only to the watch cases and watch movements before
mentioned and heretofore procured, or which may hereafter
be procured by—from said company, but also to such of
those goods as have come or nay come to—from any per-
son or persons, and all of those goods which shall at any
time come into—binds, shall be considered as being
received by—subject to the provisions of this contract.

Should any name or names be at any time hereafter
stricken off from the special agents' list of the Dueber Watch
Case Mfg. Co.—will, on notice of the fact, immediately
cease to treat the person or persons whose names shall be
stricken off, as being entitled to special agents' prices.

It is also understood that this contract abrogates all
previously made between us, a'nd it is understood that the
Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. shall be at liberty to abrogate
this contract and enter upon a different course for the distri-
bution and sale of the afore mentioned watch cases and
watch movements; provided, however, that before such
abrogation and .before entering upon such different course
for the sale, the Dueber Watch Case Mfg. Co. shall give the
undersigned thirty (30) days notice.

Witness—hand and seal in duplicate, this—day of
—A. D., 188— at —

•°•-•••

Accepted and assented to

OCTOBER, 18'89.

upon a different course for distribution and sale, said com-
pany shall give the undersigned four months' notice.

And — do hereby further agree, should — be
suspended or expelled from the National Association of Job-
bers (with whom the company is co operating) for
violating any of the rules of said association,   agree
to surrender to said  company, its representatives or
assigns, on demand, any of the goods of said company's
manufacture which may then be in hands; provided,
that if such goods shall then have been paid for by 
such demand therefor shall be accompanied a tender to —
of the price thereof, not exceeding the then current prices of
said company to jobbers for like goods; or, said company
may immediately direct the transfer by — of such goods
to any dealer or dealers in its goods who may be selected by
said company, on the terms of — being paid therefor, the
then current price of said company to jobbers for like goods.

Witness   Mild and seal,  this day of
 A. D., 18

Accepted and assented to by

It will be noticed that the Dueber CO. designates the jobbers it contracts with, as special agents. It is possible
this term is used to avoid the anti-trust laws that have recently been enacted in several States; but since it sells its
goods outright on essentially the same terms as Association companies, it would seem as though it must violate the laws
mentioned. * * * *

To us it seems plain that the Dueber Co. have receded from one position it has taken, namely, that of leaving the
jobber free to sell how he pleased, to whom he pleased and for what be pleased.

A careful inspection of the two contracts will show that in some particulars Mr. Dueber's contract
is much more stringent than the other.

It would seem that about the only difference between Mr. Dueber and the other case manufac-
turers is that the latter combine together while Mr. Dueber combines by himself.

* * *

VARIETIES.,

The F. Smith, Ark., Times makes mention
of the removal of jeweler H. G. Boesser "into new
and handsome quarters" on Garrison St.

Sigler Brothers' jewelry factory at Cleveland,
0., was blown open Sunday night, October 6, by
burglars, who stole watches, rings and stones
worth $1,800. They got $55 in cash also.

Louis Reichert, at 19 Lack'a Ave., Scranton,
Pa., has a noticeable street clock in front of his
premises. It has attracted the attention of various
jobbing travelers calling there, who have spoken
of the ingenuity displayed in electrically connect-
ing the clock with the motor power in the store.

If any one shows you an open-face gold
chronometer, Fasold, Albany, N. Y., make, No.
506, with "Fred Noterman, Hillsboro, Ills." on
inside cap ; or presents a 4-ounce silver hunting,
key-wind watch, 9 jewels, Rockford movement
No. 42366, shoot him on—no, hand him over to
the police as probably the fellow who stole the
goods of the said Noterman.

The Daily Courier, of Elgin, Ill., several
weeks ago said : " Thomas J. Jusek's school of
Watch Making and repairing has been removed to
larger quarters, now occupying the upper floor of
the Fish block. There are now about twenty-five
pupils, mostly from the Watch Factory and skilled
in one process, but desiring a general knowledge.
He has competent instructors and the school will
be a material benefit. "

* * *

BOOK NOTICES.

ALDEN'S MANIFOLD CYCLOPEDIA.—The seventeenth
volume of Alden's Manifold Cyclopedia extends from Gogo
(a town and seaport of British India) to Haliography
description of the sea), and compares favorably with its pre-
decessors in its skillful editing, handy form, excellent typo-
graphy and binding, and its remarkable economy in cost.

The publisher formerly announced the work to be published
in "30 or more volumes ;" now, it is definitely promised to
be completed in 40 volumes, and they are promised hereafter
at the speed of at least one volume a month, which is very
good work. While in magnitude the Cyclopedia compares
closely with Appleton's or Johnson's, and is consideraLly
larger than the latest edition of Chambers's, it is vastly more
comprehensive than either of them. Besides covering the
usual ground of a universal Cyclopedia, it includes also an
unabridged dictionary of the English language, every im-
portant word to be found in Webster's or Worcester's, and
not a few besides which have grown into the language since
their latest revision. Considering this comprehensiveness
and its editorial and mechanical excellence, its price is
hardly less than marvelous, the first seventeen volumes in
cloth binding being offered for $8.00, or for $15.40 in half
Morocco. This price is gradually advancing as the publica-
tion progresses, earlier patrons of the work being considered
entitled to more favorable rates than those who come later.
A specithen volume may be ordered in cloth for 6o c,nts, or
in half Morocco for 85 cents, to be returned if not wanted,
John B. Alden, publisher, New York, Chicago or Atlanta.

The "Illustrated Tool and Material Catalogue" issued
by the house of David F. Conover & Co., 7th and Chestnut
Sts., this city, is the initial effbrt of the firm in this direction,
but its appearance would indicate that it was the culmina-
tion of several years experience in catalogue making rather
than a maiden attempt. It is a thick volame of nearly 400
pages, and its sponsors claim that it is "the only complete
list of American and foreign materials ever printed," con-
taining, as it does, the unabridged lists of the sixteen leading
watch companies of this country, as well as those of all inter-
changeable Swiss watches. The field of French and Ameri-
can clock materials is also covered, spectacle and other
optical goods are enumerated and illustrated, and there is
copious mention of all staple tools and desirable novelties.
An excellent feature of the book is its indexes, and the aver-
age man will be thankful for its concise and helpful French
and German vocabularies which render into their corres-
ponding English terms a considerable list of trade expres-
sions in the two foreign languages.

"Crude and Polished Diamonds and other Gems" is a
little book by John II. Mulligan, published by the Diamond
Publishing Co., 5 S. 5th St., this city, and sold for 50 cents.
Most of its pages are given up to statistical and other lists
pertaining to miscellaneous matters of interest.

The above portrait is of President Urban
W. Frink, of the Chicago Horo-
logical Institute, one of the finest
workmen, and one of those
thorough gentleman it is a pleasure
to meet.

Ambitious and not deterred by obstacles,
makes him peculiarly fitted for the
position he holds as President of
this model school of watchmaking,
and which under his management
has acquired a world-wide reputa-
tion that is fully sustained by facts.

As we said in July issue " there is no Hor-
ological School on the continent
which affords superior advantages."

Born in Keene, N. H., August 29, 1855,
makes him now in his 35th year—
just the age when a man is at his
best.

Apprenticed to Chas. A. Tripp, a local
watchmaker of Brattleboro, Vt.
when fourteen years old, he showed
such aptness for the trade and
made such rapid progress, that at
the expiration of his apprenticeship,
he took the position of head watch-
maker with his employer and filled
the same with great credit to him-
self and his instructor, and this
before he had reached his eigh-
teenth year.

It has been Mr. Frink's idea for several
years to start a school of this kind
that should eclipse any effort that
had before been made in the field
of horological instruction.

This he has succeeded in doing, and hav-
ing made up his mind to make this
his life-work, and " never doing
anything by halves " we shall look
to see young men graduate from
this school, finished workmen.

We hope to see more avail themselves of
the advantages Mr. Frink has pro-
vided for reaching the topmost
round in horological instruction,
and that his efforts to provide
good workmen will meet with the
recogn ition 'they so richly deserve.

Chicago Horological Institute.
Cor. Dearborn and Adams Sts., Chicago, Ill.

Cincinnati Ag'ts "Vacheron & Constantin" Watches. U. S. Ag'ts "Ulysse Breting" Watches.

The Best and. Most Reliable Time-keepers made.

Clemens tiellebusta,
MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

JOBBER OF

American Watches,
Jewelry

Tools and Materials.

Specialties : Keystone Gold, Filled and Silver Cases.

IMPORTER OF

Diamonds,

French Clocks,

Watch Materials.

Would call especial attention to my line of Watch Ma-

terial and 'Fools. Send for Catalogue.

77 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pike's Opera House.

A Revolution in Jewelry Cards.-
14.8. Sommer & Co's Patent Easel Cards.

The only Cards for displaying Jewelry to advantage.

U. S. Letters patent, No. 359,150. English patent, No. 6359.

Show:ng Drop Card. Locked.

LOUIS A. SCHERR & CO.; Philadelphia.

M. SICKLES & SON, Philadelphia.

S. VALFER & CO., New York.
LUDWIG LEHMAN, New York.
BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa.

S. H. CLAUSIN & CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

A. H. GERWIG, Pittsburgh, Pa.

OTTO YOUNG & CO., Chicago.

German patent, No. 37,390.

Price, $5.00 per 1000.
25 Cents per pack of Fifty.

MADE FOR

Ear Rings, I Stud, Ladies Cuff, Cents

Cuff, Link Cuff, Scarf Pin, Collar

Button, Bar Pin, Scarf Pin, Set

Studs, Ring, Plain.

For Sale by the following well-known Houses:
PROVIDENCE JEWELRY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago, Ill
GL1CKAUF & NEWHOUSE, Chicago, 111.
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago, Ill.
SW ARTCHILD & CO., Chicago, Ill.
BROOKS, BONNELL & CO.. Boston, Mass.
FL F. HAHN & CO., Chicago, III.
It. NoRRIS, ALLISTER & CO., Chicago, III.

BOEHME & PFLUEGER, Cincinnati.
E. B. MELCHOR, Los Angeles, California.
E. A. MUDGE, Dayton, Ohio.
S. KIND & CO., Philadelphia.
H. BEALMEAR, Baltimore, Md.
HECKEL, BIELER & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
HERREN BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
L. BAUMAN JEWELRY CO., St Louis, Mo.

And by the Manufacturers

Showing scarf Pin Card. Locked.

J. H. PURDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.
M. BENJAMIN, Kansas City, Mo.
A. L. DELKIN & CO., Atlanta, Ga.
SOL. BERGMAN & CO., Omaha. Neb.
MINNEAPOLIS JEW'RY CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
KENNEDYA KOSTER, Detroit, Mich.
SIGLER BROS., Cleveland, Ohio.
SUMNER BROS.; Cleveland, Ohio.

H. B. SOMMER & CO., 628 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Sample Pack mailed free for 30 cents.
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SOMETHING NEW
Apd of $pecial Ipterest to t.i?e Trade

11111111■•••••••

The Improved Trenton Watches
are now in the Market and have

HARD enituRs)m.:, DIALS

No. 25.
Nickel Silver, Double Joints and

'Thumb Pieces.

Price $3.75.

II III. I, 1,,,11[1111,..1,1

No. 20. Movement.
18 Size, Open Face, 34 Plate, Stem-Wind and

Stem-Set, fitting any regular 18 Size 0. F., S. W.
Case ; Quick Train, Straight Line Lever Escape-
ment with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller Jewel ;
Two Pairs Garnet Jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with
Seconds. Fully Warranted.

Price, $3.50.
No. 40.

Nickel Silver, Bascine, Double Joints
and 'Thumb Pieces.

Price, $4.25.

The New Improved Trenton Watch takes the Lead
among cheap watches and is

The nest how-Priced Watch in the Market.
Order a sample from your Jobber and you will be-convinced of the truth of our assertion.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

Trenfon Walsh Company
177 BroaclwaR, IeW gork

OCTOBER, 1889.

GEORGE W. CHILD'S CLOCKS.

..„

„.4,11100
Irmo-

, :;;;--
41,C,',:y111,-; •

•
fa.

"

E who is at all in-
terested in me-
morials of the
past will not be
loth to follow us
as we continue
the description of
the highly inter-
esting collection
of clocks belong-
ing to Mr. George
W. Childs,of Phil-
adelphia, Pa. The

accompanying cut conveys
an excellent idea of a mag-
nificent specimen of the
Cloister clock ot the six-
teenth century. The case
is of French oak, carved
in fine taste. The artisan

who fashioned it gives evidence of exquisite skill
in management of detail, but best expresses himself
when the work is viewed tout ensemble. Standing
twelve or fifteen feet away, the case most impresses
the beholder with the grace and elegance of its
proportions. Listening to its slow, solemn " ti

toc, tic toc," intensified by its resonant case, it
requires but small aid
from the imagination to

see it back again in

chancelled niche, with
groined roof and vanish-
ing aisle, where its
sonorous bell summoned
cowled devotees to
monkish • rites o nd
vigils.

The history of this

clock is entirely un-

known, but it can well

be supposed to have
came into the hands of
those who bought and

sold during the spolia-
tion of Catholic churches
at the time of the French
revolution. The method
of construction indi-
cates that it is at least
two hundred years old.
It stands about nine feet
high , and the ornamenta-

tion in addition to. the
carving is of cast brass.
'The dial is of brass,
cast and wrought over

by hand, but the figures
are Roman numerals,
on plates of Venetian
enamel. The panels in
the case are also of the
same cast metal, elabor-
ately inlaid with tortoise shell. The movement is
of no especial interest, not being remarkably
well made ; the teeth of the wheels are hand cut
and rounded.

The clock shown next is a very fine specimen
of the modern French clock make by Chaumant,
Paris. It was constructed to the order of Dr.
Swaim, of panacea notoriety. Indeed, for that
matter, it was made under Dr. Swaim's own super-
vision, and it may not be amiss to add that the
Doctor himself was a very fine mechanician. Few

clocks perform their function of time-keeping
equal to this exquisite specimen of modern horo-
logical elegance, having a rate inside of two min-
utes in a year. It is a calendar clock, and shows
the day of the week and month, making the
proper changes for leap year, and showing twenty-
nine days on bissextile years.

Below we have something unique, and with-
out a compeer on the globe, the case being com-
posed entirely of pieces of the precious stone Lapis
lazuli, joined together in a sort of mosaic, but so
skillfully done as to conceal the joinings, except
on the closest scrutiny. The combinations are
made so the darker portions of the stone harmon-
iously balance each other in the general effect.
This clock was one of the chief attractions of the
Russian exhibit at the Centennial World's Fair in
Philadelphia, in 1876. The material (lapis lazuli)
is what the imperishable ultramarine blue is made
from ; the only color known to artists on which
time has no effect. This substance, as a raw ma-
terial is worth its weight in gold commercially,
and when we come to add the value of labor skill-

ful enough to fashion and combine the numerous
pieces of selected stone to construct a clock case
fully eighteen inches high by twelve broad, we
can roughly estimate the value of such a gem of
horological treasure. The stone is very rare, and
while not being as valuable as the blue sapphire,
is still more of a curiosity. It only reveals its
peculiar beauty on close scrutiny—an innumerable
galaxy of golden stars floating in an azure vault
being then perceptible. This appearance is due
to small particles of iron pyrites embedded in the
crystalline mass. The movement is a fine one, of
the modern French pattern, and good for several
hundred years service.

Look now at a beautiful specimen of the old
French clock; it is probably two hundred or two
hundred and fifty years old. The case is of yellow
brass, and elaborately wrought. The history of
this clock is also unknown, but it can well be sup-
posed that it, too, is a relic thrown on the market
by the tempestuous times of the French revolution
when the rare and valuable household articles of
the nobility of France were at the mercy of a rude
populace. It may originally have been the pride
of the bowkir of 4 French countess, then by
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change of fortune have told the hour for a sans
culotte butcher at the time Danton and Robespierre
made Europe stand aghast at the doings of an in-
furiated mob, intoxicated by the most brutal pas-

sions. At any rate, this clock, at the time of its
construction, cost too much money to belong to
any but the most wealthy of the land.

* * *

BILL ARP'S ADVICE TO BOYS.

It is an old saying that if a young man saves
his first $1,000 he will get rich—that is so in nine
cases out of ten—yes if he will save his first $ too,
he will succeed, and any young man can save that
much in a year if he will let whisky and tobacco
and society girls alone—society will keep a poor
young man poor. It keeps married folks poor. I
am thinking now of a married man, who is bowed
down with debt, while his family is trying to keep
on the ragged edge of society. A milliner makes
their clothes, and they are just obliged to ride in
a carriage when they go visiting. Such people
are the town talk and don't know it. There are
nice young men in 'every town who have been
clerking for years and haven't laid up a dollar.
They must take a girl to every show that comes
along, and spend $5 on every dance, for those
who dance must pay the fiddler. Capital is very
particular now-a-days. When capital wants a
young man it looks round for one who doesn't
drink or smoke or gamble—one who saves his
money and doesn't run about every night. Family
influence isn't worth a cent now. A young man
stands on his merits, his habits, his associations,
Young man, there is a blue book in every town
and your name is on it. But there is no excuse
for a young man failing to get employment in this
blessed country. If he does not it is his own
fault. If he can't get rich fast he can slow. If
he will begin young and work hard and behave
himself he will accumulate a plenty for his old age.
Old age wants money. It wants rest and should
have it, "Otiun cum dicnitate" is the Latin for
dignified leisure, but I heard Judge Underwood
say it meant, " rest comes after digging." Dig
first and rest afterwards. Old age don't want to
get up a cold winter morning and make the fire
and cook the breakfast.

* * *

Bradstreet's Commercial Agency reports the
statistics of the mercantile failures during the nine
months ending with September. The number of
'failures was 8334, the actual assets were $50,751,-

994, and the liabilities Poi,755,518. During
the corresponding nine months last year the num-
ber of failures was 7330, the actual assets were
$44,649,552, and the liabilities $83,941,991. The
percentage of assets to liabilities this year was 5o
and last year 53.1. There have been more failures
thus far this year than at any other time since 1885.
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Persons wishing inquiries answered in this depart-
ment should send name and address—not for publica-
tion, but—as an evidence of good faith. If "One who is
willing to Learn" sees this, he will know why his ques-
tion is not attended to in this issue.

"MERCURIAL PENDULUM." I have a Waterbury
No. 16 Regulator in Which the weight has taken
to oscillating with the pendulum, only it does so
in a reverse direction to the ball. Now, how will
this affect the rate of the clock, and can you ex-
plain the cause P It never did this until recently.

The rigidity of the support for the clock has
yielded somewhere, it only requires a very slight
motion of the movement to set the weight in
motion. Probably the average influence would be
to retard the rate of the clock.

*

"ANXIOUS ENQUIRER" asks for the name of some
good practical book on electricity.

Electrical science is getting so extensive
and divided up that you ought to have told us
the particular branch of electrical matters on which
you desired information. Probable the next three
numbers of the KEYSTONE in our article on
"Workshop Chemistry" will give you all the in-
formation you desire. The books named below
will give you a great range of electrical informa-
tion : "Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism," by Sylvanus Thompson, London,
Eng., 1882. For Electro Gilding and Galvano
Plastic Arts, Napier's "Electro Metullurgy." For
information respecting " Dynamos and Electric
Lighting," consult a work published by Van
Nostrand, 23 and 27 Murray St., New York. The
title of the work is " Magnetic and Dynamo
Electric Machines," by D. H. Schellen, translated
and edited by N. S. Keith and Percy Neymann.
All of these publications can be had of H. C.
Baird & Co., 8ro Walnut St., Philadelphia.

* *

" COLORING " asks what is the best way of coloring
gold in raised monograms giving them different
tints P

The true and best way is to make each letter
of the monogram of a different colored gold, as
for instance, red, white and green gold alloy. The
usual way, however, is to lacquer the letters with
different colored lacquers ; made by dissolving
bleached shellac in alcohol and coloring the solu-
tion with analine colors; red, green and blue as
desired.

"INITIALS," asks what is the best book on watch and
clockwork.

" Saunier's Hand Book," but this is much
behind the age.

* *

"MICHIGAN" asks for the best and cheapest method
of galvanizing cast or wrought iron P

The iron is pickled in dilute sulphuric acid,
contained in a lead vessel to remove the scale and
oxide. Then scoured with sand and a wire brush
and thrown into pure water. The zinc is melted
in an iron vessel, and the surface protected by a
coating of salammoniac. Sheet iron is dipped in-
to the melted zinc and then raised slowly to let
the excess of zinc drain off. Thick, heavy articles
are heated before dipping to prevent chilling the
zinc bath. After dipping in the zinc, the articles
are placed in clean water to remove the
salammoniac adhering.

"ZED" asks "1st. How to make asphaltum varnish P
2nd. How to blue spectacle frames P 3rd. Why
will the centre pinion of an American watch turn
off when the barrel is turning the right way to keep
it on P 4th. How are the train wheels cut out
before the teeth are cut P"

1st. Asphaltum varnish is asphaltum dis-
solved in spirits of turpentine. 2nd. A dish of
sand heated over a Bunsen burner or furnace.
3rd. The centre pinion of an American watch
can not help but hold in place if all the parts are
as they should be. 4th. The arms of brass wheels
as struck out with a die before the teeth are cut.

"ENGRAVER" asks can you give me a recipe for mak-
ing engraver's transfer wax of different colors P

The base of most of the transfer waxes is
bleached bees-wax, or the white wax of the drug-
gists. It is difficult to give a formula which will
work well under all circumstances, as almost all the
white wax we can buy is more or less adulterated.
If pure yellow bees-wax, made directly from the
comb, can be obtained, it is best. A composition
of bees-wax, Canada Balsam and olive oil, makes
a good transfer wax ; some add a little parafine to
the composition. The proportions are about

5 parts
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White Wax,
- Canada Balsam,

Olive Oil.

The colors are made by adding such pigments
as will produce the desired tints. For reds, car-
mine, lake, vermillion or Indian red, is ground
into the Canada Balsam ; for yellow, yellow lake;
for black, lamp black ; for white, a 'little zinc
white. By changing the proportions of the
materials, a hard wax for summer or soft one for
winter can be obtained. Yellow bees-wax can be
bleached by casting it into thin sheets and expos-
ing it to the sunshine.

"PROTECTION" says I wish to protect a portion of a
steel surface, then etch away the unprotected part
to such a depth, that when heavily plated, and the
protection removed, and the plated part polished,
the whole surface will be even and smooth, pre-
senting a surface, a portion of which is steel and a
portion silver.

There are several difficult features to over-
come in such a process. To eat away the steel,
protect the portions you wish to preserve with
asphaltum varnish and eat away with dilute nitric
acid ; I part acid, 50 parts water. Silver will not
adhere much to an iron or steel surface ; conse-
quently, a coating of copper must be given in an
electro bath composed of cyanide of copper and
water worked at 130° F. A very thin coat of cop-
per will suffice to make the silver deposit adhere.
The greatest difficulty attending the operation is
to procure a resist to the action of the cyanide
solutions both of the copper and silver. The
asphaltum varnish will resist the acid, but not the
cyanide bath. We have read of resists which were
said to stand the hot cyanide bath, but the
formulas failed ignobly with us. We have heard
a steel plate etched by acid (when protected by
asphaltum varnish), if dipped in an ethereal solu-
tion of gold, would receive a thin coating of gold,
which would then take and hold the silver in a
cold silver battery solution, but have not tried the
process. The ethereal solution of gold is made by
dissolving pure gold in nitro muriatic acid, and
placing it in a glass bottle containing twice the
quantity of sulphuric ether, shaking well, when
the ether will rise above the acid, but holding the
entire gold dissolved in solution ; steel articles,
simply immersed in this ethereal solution, becomes
instantly coated with gold.
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"LAPPING" says please describe in your next issue
the process of metal lapping.

Properly speaking, lapping is done with
leaden wheels in a lathe, with a "lap" or wheel
composed of pure grain tin two parts, pure lead
one part. Such laps are usually about six or seven
inches in diameter, and weigh about five pounds.
Where laps are to come to a thin edge, copper is
added to the tin and lead alloy. The copper
should be melted by itself and added to the fused
alloy in the proportion of one penny-weight of
copper to every pound of alloy. The face of such
laps are turned and finished perfectly flat, when
flour of emery mixed with water, and spread on
the lap like paint. The emery is then pressed in-
to the lap with a flint or agate stone. The
angles of the article to be lapped are
protected by dipping the articles in a paste
composed of gum arabic two parts, gamboge one
part. After drying, the article to be lapped is
pressed against the flat surface of the lap. After
a little use the lap ceases to "scratch," and pro-
duces a brilliant flat surface. The gum is readily
washed off in warm water. For lapping small
surfaces by persons who do not have much of this
kind of work to do, a prepared blue stone is the
most desirable. To prepare such a stone, select
a "blue stone" free from coarse, hard particles
and grind it flat, then smooth the surface with
fine emery paper, using the f0000 (four-ought)
emery paper to finish with. Then oil the surface
of the blue stone with olive oil, and rub with a
flat piece of sapphire or blood stone. Such a stone
will polish brass or gold dead flat exquisitely, and
will last for a long time if the surface does not
get scratched. It can be restored, however, by
repeating the process. This process was exten-
sively advertised as a trade secret, and sold for
$1.00.

"SUBSCRIBER" says I would like to know how the
lead counters are made to notary seals.

A large strong press to force the stamp into
the lead is best. Gutta percha heated in boiling
water, make a better counter than lead. Heat the
stamp a little, press the die on the grata percha
and let them cool down together. If the stamp is
round wrap paper about it, and tie fast to the
stamp so as to form a paper recess over the face of
the stamp two or three inches deep, then pour on
lead, or better type metal, until the paper "well"
is full. Allow the two to cool off, and then saw
off of the end of the lead as much as you need for
a counter.

" CONSTANT READER " asks 1st. How are pebble
lenses distinguished from others P 2nd. Where
can diamond gravers (such as are used in turning)
be purchased, and the price P 3rd. How is enam-
elled work protected while hard soldering P 4th.
What stones will stand the heat of hard soldering P

1st. See our answer to " Pebble Lenses."
2nd. Diamond turning tools can be bought of

Montgomery & Co., ro5 Fulton street, New York
city, or you can make one by setting an old dia-
mond cap jewel in the end of a piece of steel wire
and flowing yellow brass around it. Heating a
diamond red hot will not usually injure it. There
is no lubricant used with a diamond turning tool;
water can be used.

3rd. Enamel cannot be protected much when
hard soldering, the great danger lies in such jobs
when thrown into the " pickle." An enamel job
should not be thrown into pickle, it should be
" boiled out " in the pickle, using a copper dish.

4th. No precious stone will stand safely much
heat, even with a diamond it is unsafe.

To the

Retail Watchmaker and jeweler:

Send your Business Card

and we will send you our new

400 Page Catalogue of' Tools,

Materials, Spectacles and Op.

tical Goods.

David F. Conover & Co.
S. E. Cott. Chestnut and 7th Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.
David F. Conover
. F If a n k Williams
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Illinois Watch Company
NEW YORK OFFICE: SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

Cor. Broadway and John Sts. 220 Sutter Street.

Factory and General Office: SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

CHICAGO OFFICE:
104 State Street..

To the Retail Watch Dealers:

Bunn, CIIt.
Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring, Ad-

justed, Patent Regulator, z5 Jewels, (4 pairs
Settings), Double Sunk Dial.

Your particular attention is directed to our praent production of

18 Size Accurately Adjusted Movements,

Hunting, Open Face and Key-Winders in Gilt and Nickel.

For your railroad trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time

is required, it will profit you to recommend and sell our

13r..tn,n and No. 65 Movement.
No. 65. Nickel.

Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring, Ad:-
jested. Patent Regulator, 15 Jewels, (4 pairs..

Settings) Double Sunk DiaL

ANNO1UNICEMIH,N'T
We have just placed upon the market a new Six size Nickel Movement in Seven je

wels, known as the No. 149. This is the only American Movement of this

description now offered to the Trade. The demand for it is already large, and Retailers should place orders at 
once for Fall and Holiday delivery,

No. 120. 14 Size.

Our new ‘Movements

No. 149 and No. 120
are already in great demand for the Holiday Trade. Every school boy and

school girl in the United States needs and desires a watch. Dealers who

expect to make a run on Christmas Gifts cannot find anything more

Useful, Attractive and Popular

than the No. 149 for Misses and the No 1 20 for Young Men and lloys.

Stem-Wind, Pendant-Set.

No. 120. 14 Size.

The Illinois Watch Company

Guarantee all movements made by them to be equal 
in every respect to those of any other manufacture, and solicit a comparis

on of similar grades.
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CORRECT TIME.

0 you remember that

we spoke some time

since of a cheap in-

strument for obtain-

ing star transits? In

getting up such an

instrument, we must

select some position

for our instrument

which affords us

two conditions: (t)

a tolerably clear

1iiew iof the heavens ; (2) some secure founda-

tion (on which to rest or fix our instrument.

In the Apparatus we are about to describe, all of

',the parts (except the transit bar (as we have named

it) can be left exposed to the weather after it is

once in position and painted with coal tar. The

flat roof ,of -building where we can get to a solid

brick or stone wall, is about as desirable a place

to "plant" our transit as can be desired. In con

structing such a transit, it is best to make a base

plate of cast iron to be ,attached to the .'solid" wall

referred to above, but exactly how to do this is

, difficult to tell, as there will in every individual

instance be modifying circumstances to alter and

.change the conditions.

One of the best plans is to have a cast iron

rsuppurt built into the top of a wall as shown io
..Irliere the dotted lines represent the brick

(or am-Le wall, and D A B the cast iron supports.

'Irbelownr ipart, that is the part which is built in-

Ito the wall, is simply a horizontal plate of cast

iron (D, Figs. 2 and 3) about % an inch thick

:and 8 or to inches square, with a stud A 34 an inch

tick, by 4 inches wide and to inches high. The

attull 4 is made slightly taper, so it will readily

draw firm the sand when moulded. To the upper

end of 4 is bolted a table B, Fig. r, of cast iron,

almost eucttly like A D, except the table B is
round and about 0 inches aCrOSS ; depending from

the table B is a; stud (F, Fig. r) bolted to A.
This stud F is placed a little to one side of the

centre of B so as to allow the bolt c, Fig. 1, to

pass up through the centre to attach the device for

holding the instrument for taking transits. The

view shown in Fig. 3, is Fig. 2 seen in the direc-

tion of the arrow a. In placing the table B, it is

well to place it as near level as possible on the

top.
Another circular plate of cast iron is provided

inches in diameter and % an inch thick ; this

plate is attached to the table B with a bolt c,

t, 4 and 5. This bolt is carefully fitted so

be disc H will revolve truly on it. On the top

of the ,disc H are placed two supports G G, Fig.

4. 'These supports are shown separate at Fig. 6.

They are made of cast iron, and the perpendicular

part is 15 inches high., and the horizontal part at

I 2 inches. The lower portio
n of the perpendicular

support is 234 inches wide at j, and tapers up to

2 inches at 1. Diagram G" is a side view of Fig.

6 seen in the direction of the arrow k. The notch

at lis cut with a three-square file and is to receive

the axle of the transit bar. Near the outer edge

of the disc H are placed four screws as shown at

h 11, Figs. 4 and 5. These screws are tapered

into the disc Hand rest on the table B. The idea

is by turning these screws, the disc H can be

leveled so as to bring axis I of the transit bar L

exactly horizontal.

There is a good deal of care needed to turn

the pivots of the axle or arbor / of exactly the same

size. The upright supports G G need no especial

fitting to the disc H, only so they set steady and

firm ; they are secured to H by two screws to each.

Support (G). These screws slip through f and

are tapped into H. To prevent longitudinal

motion in the arbor I, two small cocks m m' are

fitted to G G to bear against the ends of

the pivots. A bubble tube N is attached to the

arbor I. At Fig. 9 is shown one of the loops n
for attaching the bubble tube N to the axle I. It
consists of a loop which clasps the bubble tube,
and a stem r which goes through I with two nuts
p, which go above and below the axle I for

adjusting the bubble tube exactly parallel to the

axis of the arbor I. The transit bar L is of cast
iron 2 inches wide and 28 inches long, and is

attached to the arbor I with two screws as shown

at s s, Fig. ro.
This cut is a view of the bar L and arbor 4

when seen from above. Fig. 7 is a view of the

transit bar and sights seen in the direction of the

arrow t, Fig. 4. At each end of the transit bar L

are placed " sights " 7' 71, similar to those on a

surveyor's compass. The one next the eye being

simply a small round hole to peep through. The

sight at 7v is shown separate at Fig. 8 as if seen

in the direction of the line of sight in Fig. 7. To

illustrate, we will suppose we direct the transit

bar toward the star .R ; we first notice the star

over the point of the sight at u, as soon as we are

sure we can see the star through the opening at v,

we depress the end of the transit bar toward the

eye and notice when the star is approaching the

centre of the slit ; then again depress the bar so

that we can see the star through the narrow slit w.

As soon as we get accustomed to working the

instrument, we can depress the end toward the

eye and raise the end toward the star so it (the star)

will seem to pass the sight r on the dotted

line x.
By practicing with stars of the first and second

magnitude, one will soon catch on to the idea.

To partially recapitulate and repeat a little, sup-

pose we see a bright star over u; we raise the bar

so we can see it through the wide slot v; we raise

the bar more, and for a few seconds we can not see

it ; but in a second or two it flashes through the

narrow slit at 7/./ and is gone again. By noticing

the time of appearance and disappearance, and

halving the interval, we can arrive at the correct

transit inside of two seconds. In such an instru-

ment there is but little careful fitting to be done

except the pivots of I; and the entire expense,

except time, need not exceed three or four dollars.

Two peep holes should be made in the sight r

(next the eye) one directly over the other ; one

about ji of an inch in diameter, and one not more

than one-fortieth of an inch for close observations

of transits.

Our Special.
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Local Advertising

Is a matter in which we can help you.

We have some very attractive cuts—at

your service for the asking. You'll

appreciate their help after you've tried
their effect.

Our Catalogue

About everybody has one by this time.

Its usefulness has . made the demand

for it. It still goes on its way rejoic-

ing when any dealer writes he's unsup-

plied. The particular point to remem-

ber about it is that Boss i4 K., 18 and

16 size Htg., regular and box-joint,

are one dollar lower that when the

Catalogue was issued.

The Key

Translates Catalogue prices into net

prices. Does the same also with long

prices in KEYSTONES and circulars.

Like the Catalogue it goes to any

dealer who yet lacks one. The

New Names

Are well received by the trade. They

make plain what was hard to bring out

prominently when we used arbitrary

names for Filled Cases made by one and

the same method, viz., that they are

All Boss Cases,

The only difference between them

being in quantity and quality of the

gold used in their construction. The

old original " Boss " is now the

Boss Extra.

It's the King of Filled Cases, contain-

ing more gold and  higher quality of

gold than any other Filled Case on

earth. The

I3oss 14 K,

Gives you a Boss Caseat as low a price

as any other of the same nominal

grade, and with more gold in it to

than in any other Filled Case mad –

except our own Boss Extra.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago

P. S.—Did you ever see what was really a

" striking design " in Silver Cases? Hardly ever?

Well, look at pages 54 and 55, and see what you'll

see.
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Have you noticed what an element geography
is in shaping men's judgments of where the
World's Fair ought to be held ? About 999 out
of every i000 men in New York think that town's
the proper place. The same percentage of
Chicago's citizens assure us that, candidly, they
think the Windy City the best location, and the
St. Louis judgment", is as near a unit in favor of
that city's presenting a few more advantages than
any other. We hope no fellow-citizen of the three
places named will make it a personal matter with
us that we take this occasion for quoting,

“0, judgment ! thou art fled to brutish beasts,
And men have lost their reason,"

for we have no idea the evacuation is permanent
or is even noticeable except in world's fair mat-
ters.

Imports and exports of jewelers' goods fOr
July, according to government reports, were of
the following values:

Diamonds, rough, including
glaziers - - - - $5,762

Clocks and parts of - 26,68,3
Watches and watch materials 032,66x 064,832Jewelry and manufactures of
gold and silver - - 105,163 163,164 37,798Precious stones and imitations 0,336,076 1,042,133Plated ware - - -

IMPORTS.
1889 0888

$1,118
3 ,341

EXPORTS.
0889 i8S8

$125,771
13,408

43,508

$63,632
• 02,966

30,874

47,559
Totals - - - - $1,616,345 $1,553,588 $220,495 $036,o3z

Excluding precious stones, the value of each
item of the July imports is noticeably less than last
year's. In exports the converse is true, this July's
values being in every item (except plated ware)
greater than in July, '88. This is as it should be.
The same is true of the seven months of the year
ending with July,—the value of each item of im-
ports (excluding precious stones) is less than in
last year's same period, and the exports, the single
item of watches excepted, are greater. In the
seven months' period of this year the exports of
jewelry and manufactures of gold and silver were
almost three times their value in the same time
last year. As the years go by we hope the ten-
dency toward decrease in imports and increase in
exports will be emphasized until the balances shall
indicate that Americans are making their own
jewelry and considerable for other people besides.

What of the watch club? It has made itself
felt, and we have not heard that it is likely to go
into " innocuous desuetude" very soon. Yet
many jewelers are a little shy about it and its
way of selling watches. Is it wise to thus hold
aloof and hope against hope that it will pass away?
.Why not use it instead of letting others work
it for a good deal of good money ? If it pays peo-
ple not considered " regular " dealers to sell
watches on the instalment plan, why will it not
pay "regulars" as well? Or even better? They
ought to know as much about watch prices as any
body, and they certainly should know more about
the paying character of residents in their vicinity
than a transient operator who comes from abroad
to work up the territory.

We would caution our readers against cheap
horological schools; they are like all other articles
whose principal recommendation is their cheap-
ness—worthless. We were among the first of the
trade journals to advocate schools for the instruc-
tion of watchmakers, where pupils under able in-
structors would acquire a skill and knowledge of
the watchmaking business they would be unable to
obtain in the present condition of the trade.
Watchmaking is an art not to be acquired in a day,
any more than a foreign language is to be learned
in the same space of time. It is but a few years
ago that the newspapers were teeming with adver-
tisements of books which would impart a thorough
knowledge of the French or German language in
six easy lessons. Many dupes sent on their 25
cents and got a pamphlet, and soon found out that
they were no more able to speak or write a new
language than they were bfeore. So it is likely to
be with watchmakers' schools; incompetent men who
have but little skill will seek tto take advantage ot
those who desire to acquire the trade, by offering
to instruct pupils at rates below what instruction
can possibley be given which will qualify a
workman to hold a first-class position.

The standard of watchmaking is every day
being elevated, and repairers of watches will
have to keep pace with the advance. There is no
use of shutting our eyes to the fact that in a few
years the best workmen commanding the best
salaries will be graduates of our horological insti-
tutes. Before this state of affairs comes about, we
shall have an influx of cheap quack. horological
schools which will turn out scores of quack work-
men. We feel it a duty incumbent upon us to
warn the trade against such institutions, and would
advise all persons who anticipate a course of in-
struction in horology, to be extremely cautious in
selecting the school to which they are to confide
their training which is to make or mar their future
prospects. We do not want more cheap watch-
makers, but we sadly need better ones; and cheap
watchmakers schools are the only kind to produce
cheap workmen. We say unhesitatingly to our
readers, avoid such institutions because they are
only a delusion and a snare.

Ives, the "Young Napoleon of Finance" has
been having a Hel(1)—ena of a time in the last
month or so.

"LET US HAVE TRUTH."

The KEYSTONE is opposed to trusts, so far as
the word trust is synonymous with monopoly and
extortion. Perhaps the following from the Chris-
tian Advocate, of New York, comes close to
stating our platform on the subject:

“Trusts and syndicates do not differ in principle from
firms or stock companies. . . . There is nothing
essentially immoral in Trusts. Everything turns on the
manner in which they are conducted. Whatever it would
be wrong for a man to do in relation to competition, in the
prosecution of his business, it is wrong for a Trust to do
Whatever it is right for a man to do, or in harmony with
the spirit of Christianity, it is right for a firm, a stock corn
pany, or a Trust to do. . . . The sum of the whole is
that the denunciation of Trusts, from the moral point of
view, can be justly applied only to such corporations as per-
form acts which, if committed by individuals, would be
deserving of denunciation."

An end that deserves popular sympathy never
needs to solicit that approval by the aid of mis
leading statements. The truth is good enough for
a good cause. Nor, on the other hand, does a bad
cause need to be lied about in order to bring on it
public approbrium. The truth is bad enough for
a bad cause—the strongest weapon to use against
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it. Assuming general assent to the foregoing, let
us illustrate by citing a recent effort to influence
public opinion on very different principles.

The following was recently in many daily
papers of the country:

"LEFT THE TRusT.—New York, Sept. 26.—Four of
the largest jobbers in the country, from Boston, Chicago,
New York and Buffalo, have gone out of the Watch Case
Trust. The fight has been the most bitter ever known, and
the independent manufacturers and jobbers are undoubtedly
coming out ahead. Prices have been slashed to pieces on
Trust time-pieces, but the boycott against the independents
is now certain to prove futile."

Compare this with the facts and judge if that
dispatch was meant to enlighten the public or
deceive it : "Four of the largest jobbers" were
cited to answer for violation of contract ; all had
broken their agreement ; two of the four had done
this more than once ; these were expelled from
the Association ; the other two were fined $50o
each, and so anxious were they to retain their
membership that their fines were paid instanter.

Now—we feel moved to inquire—do people
make such statements as are illustrated in the extract
quoted when they have truth that will answer their
purpose ? Will not the public make the inference
that the Association has been misrepresented when
it understands the true character of the ammuni-
tion used against that organization ? Will not the
conclusion be drawn that if the enemies of the
Association must fight it with such statements,
this must be because they have not true ones bad
enough to condemn it, and that therefore it should
not be condemned at all?

The bare contrast between what really hap-
pened at New York and the dispatch's account of
what happened may possibly set people to think-
ing along the lines indicated in the foregoing
paragraph. The possibility that they have been
mislead all along as to the real character of the
Association may suggest itself. But let them be
further enlightened by learning that the "head
and front" of the opposition to the so-called
"Trust," that part spoken of sometimes as
"martyred" by the Association's methods, has
adopted and is now using a contract substantially
like that of the Association—as may be seen on
another page of this paper—and will they not
almost certainly infer that their feelings against
the organization in the past year or two were
excited by what it is difficult to distinguish from
a systematic course of false pretences?

One further query suggests itself: Does what
is called "damnable" when done by the Association
become beneficent when done by the anti-Associa-
tion ? Or, to put it in another way, if one set of
persons can make a given contract and still be
regarded as champions of freedom and justice in
trade, what's the reason another set who make a
similar contract should be traduced as a gang of
robbers and tyrants?

The list is steadily lengthening of those jew-
elers who have learned by a rather sad experience
that the most critical moment in the business is
that immediately after the customer's grab.

We could print so many you wouldn't have
time to read them. This is a sample : "I am
greatly pleased with the constant improvement in
the KEYSTONE, and consider it now the best trade
paper published, and wonder, if it continues im-
proving as it has lately, what it will finally 'come
too?' "—From H. D. Brubaker, Moline, Kansas,
September 28. "If it continues improving"_.
well, it will if we can think how to make it.
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The new letter box the government has
adopted is supposed to be made so thieves can't
fish the letters out. If so, it's an improvement on
the old one, but we hope it doesn't stop with this
one change for the better. As now built, one can
scarcely get a small package of any kind through
the opening in the box, so everything except letters
and postals must take its chance outside. This is
very convenient for the thief, but risky for the
depositor. The Federal government takes no more
notice of a theft of mail matter from the top of a
letter box than it would of a theft from the top of
a door step, the ruling being that the stuff is not
in the department's care when on or about the
box, but only when in it. From this it follows
that the carrier is not legally bound to gather such
matter at all, but does it rather out of charity,
good nature, and motives of expediency than any-
thing else. The people want the new box, or an
adjunct to the new box, to remedy this state of
affairs, and any change that will not do this will
be only a half cure for the evils of the existing
situation.

The year 1889 will be remembered as that in
which was begun the active work of building the
Nicaragua Canal. Also as that in which was
ended active work on the Panama concern.

If you live in Pennsylvania, and suspect that
peddlers in your vicinity are not duly qualified,
make the request that they show their license.
Have a witness with you. In case of refusal they
are liable to a $20 fine. This course pursued gen-
erally would soon weed out the unlicensed travel-
ers, for it would be cheaper to pay the fee than
stand many $2o inflictions. They'd either qualify
or quit. In another column read the last change
in the law on this subject.

The fashion of women wearing the single
eye-glass has been started in London. Dealers in
optical goods here may rejoice, for whatever the
London fool does the American fool is sure to do
later.

We would like to get a few cdpies of the
KEYSTONE for January and March of this year.
We shall appreciate the favor if any of our readers
will supply us with these issues.

"By the ist of January, 1890, the Sugar
Trust will have gone out of existence."—Claus
Spreckels.

This is more likely—that by the 1st of Janu-
ary the Sugar Trust will have gobbled up Claus
Spreckels.

The assignment of the Aurora Watch Co.
made a little riffle for a few days, but all is placid-
ity now. It got into the air, though, while the
affair was yet an occasion for talk, that one thing
among perhaps many that made the assignment
necessary was the fact that the concern was paying
part of its hands too high wages, having attracted
employes from other factories by offers of great big
lucre for their services. Whether this is true we don't
know. At any rate a considerable wage fund was
due the hands when the shut down came, and
though it is stated that under the present manage-
ment of the assignee the employes will get current
earnings, yet they will have to wait a while for
their back pay. At any rate whatever the cause,
we hope the institution will weather the storm
and come out all right. We don't like to see
things go under—unless they're bad.

The prevailing rage for diamonds makes it

easy to write up the jeweler part of high-life wed-

dings a week or two in advance. This probably

accounts for the New York Herald's holding up

the "tulle veil" at the recent wedding of the

daughter of ex-Chancellor Runyon, of New Jersey,

with "four diamond pins, solitaire," while the

New York Tribune supported the same necessity
of the occasion with a "star-shaped diamond
pin." Of course nobody'd complain about this.
'Twould be hypercritical. That diamonds were
there gave substantial accuracy. The rest was
mere matter of detail that every reporter might
arrange for himself.

The buying up of this country's industries
by the English can't all be by free traders or else
they must think that, after all, business here is
going to worry along pretty well, in spite of pro-
tection.

LETTERS AND QUERIES.

Peddlers' Licenses.

To the Editor the KEYSTONE.
Lancaster, Pa., September 30, i889.—Our

western traveler has just returned, and states that
there is great dissatisfaction in western and
northern Pennsylvania, regarding the increasing
number of peddlers who are hurting the trade, and
a number of the jewelers have asked him what was
the spirit of the recent law concerning peddlers.

It occurred to us that it would be an excel-
lent thing . . . if you would print in full the
text of the last law bearing on peddlers, in the
forth-coming number of the KEYSTONE. What do
you think of it?

Yours truly,
BOWMAN & MUSSER.

The " last law " referred to by our correspon-
dents is probably the following, passed by the late
Pennsylvania Legislature—an amendment of the
section imposing penalties for peddling without a
license and specifying the punishment for refusing
to show licenses upon demand of any citizen.
We quote:
" And if any person not being licensed as

aforesaid, except such as whose licenses have or
may not yet be expired, shall be found hawking,
peddling, or traveling from place to place through
any part of this state to sell or expose for sale, any
foreign or domestic goods, wares, or merchandise,
every person so offending shall be liable to a fine
of fifty dollars ; or being so qualified by license,
shall refuse on request of any citizen of the state

to show his license, every person so offending shall
be liable to a fine of twenty dollars, to be recovered
and applied in the same manner as is provided for
by the act for regulating hawkers and peddlers,
and its several supplements, passed the thirtieth
day of March, 1784 ; Provided, that this act shall
not be construed to prevent citizens of this Com-
monwealth from hawking and peddling goods of
their own manufacture by themselves or through
their authorized agents."

* * *

With its October issue, the Manufacturing
Jeweler becomes a semi-monthly.

* * *

J. F. Hartwell, Corsicana, Tex., has lately
improved his store premises and also increased
the scope of his business by adding a wholesale
department.—From New Richland, Minn., to
Russellville, Ky., is the change lately made by A.
S. Boice. He succeeds C. Brodersen.—John
Spickerman is now at Quaker Street, N. Y. His
old place was Jefferson in that State.
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Local Items.—We are informed by Arthur
S. Goodman, of the Philadelphia Retail Jewelers'
Association, that the lecture course under the
auspices of the Association is attended by about
50 students, and that everything connected there-
with is progressing satisfactorily. We are glad to
know of the success of this self-helping project of
the retail jewelers.

We mentioned last month that I. H. Briggs
was arrested, charged with the larceny of gold
from his employers, Simons Bros. & Co.,
manufacturing jewelers, of Sansom St., this city.
Subsequently Briggs was tried and found guilty,
the jury recommending him to the mercy of the
court. He was sentenced to pay a fine of $2o and
go to prison for fifteen months.

All summer the retail jewelers of this city
belonging to the Retailers' Association, have
" early-closed " their stores Thursday nights.
They'll keep up this custom of resting one night
each week till November, but during that month
and December they'll be open every night in the
week.

Atkinson Bros., of this city, recently asked
for an injunction to prevent the Newark Watch
Case Material Co. from violating an agreement
securing to the Atkinsons exclusively the Com-
pany's total output for five years of a watch
protector. The matter was finally compromised,
the Company agreeing to sign new papers protect-
ing the rights of complainants.

Herman R. B. Bossard, a jeweler boarding
at 215 N. Twelfth St., this city, and working in
Camden, committed suicide on the f7th of last
month by taking cyanide of potassium. He left
two letters, one to his brother in New York say-
ing he would be dead when it was received, and
giving directions for the disposal of his effects.
He gave no reason fol. his "taking off."

The grab game was played at the store of H.
Gerlach & Co., 2631 Germantown Ave., this city,
in the evening of September loth. While looking
at some gentlemen's rings, the grabber made his
plunge and got away with three worth $25. Henry
Scott, alias "Whitey", was arrested as the prob-
able grabber, and he finally pleaded guilty and
was sentenced to i8 months in the penitentiary.

Oliver M. Hamrick, a jeweler who sometime
ago failed at 804 Chestnut St., this city, . was
subsequently charged by one of his creditors, G.
C. Taylor, of New York, with having obtained
some clocks and bronzes of him by false pretenses
regarding his—Hamrick's—financial condition.
The trial was September r8, and Mr. Hamrick
was acquitted.

John Hartwell, 45 years, 124 Elm St., this
city, died in a cell at the City Prison September
24 from heart failure resulting from pneumonia.
The man was known as " Bogus Jack," from his
business in dealing in bogus jewelry.

The All-American excursionists visited the
Waltham Watch factory early in their present trip.
The delegate from Costa Rica said about ex-
tending trade : "The United States desires to
extend her trade relations with our people. To
promote that end, we who represent them should
have or make time to talk of business with the
heads of the manufacturing interests we visit. I
would be glad could I have had opportunity to
ask the prices of watches we saw, and to have
learned if qualities and prices might be as good or
better for us than what we are able to secure in
Belgium, for instance. . . I would know the
prices and examine the samples of goods."
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY,

OME batteries are
much less trouble to
keep in order than
others. The kind to
which we referred at
close of our last arti-

cle is a very useful form, and of
especial interest in the workshop
as it will remain in open circuit
for weeks 'Without deterioration.
It is self-amalgamating and three
cells coupled up are ample for
working an electric bell in a bur-
glar alarm, or for gilding or sil-

ver plating. They can be bought of Patrick &
Carter, 114 South Second street, Philadelphia, at
sixty-five cents per cell, complete. In cases where
a very powerful battery is required, we would re-
commend a Maynooth iron battery. These cost,
each cell complete, $2.00 ; they can be obtained
of Bullock & Crenshaw, 528 Arch street, Phila-
delphia, Pa. Fifteen of these cells connected will
afford a powerful light with carbon points, and
heat twenty inches of No. 27 platinum wire to in-
candescence. For ordinary experiments in glava-
nic action the Grove battery, using three or four
cells, gives excellent satisfaction.

To compare the action of a continuous electric
current with the phenomena of magnetism, we will
first make a simple loop of insulated copper wire,
as shown at Fig. 54. In this Fig., if a strong
current of electricity is sent through the wire a in
the direction of the arrows, and we insert a piece
of soft iron as shown at S, Fig. 55, we instantly
detect the development of magnetism, similar in
every way to magnetism produced by the load-
stone, and described in a former number of this
journal. The strength and intensity of the devel-
oped magnetism increase with the number of
coils of insulated wire. If the current of electricity
is in the direction shown in the cut, that is, in the
direction taken by the hands of a clock, the mag-
netism developed will be southern polarity. A
very common method of illustrating the polarity of
electric currents is a rectangular loop of wire

invented by Ampere. Such an instrument is
shown in Fig. 56, and consists of a loop of prefer-
ably copper wire bent into rectangular shape, as
shown at B.

The upper ends are bent into hooks
with pointed ends resting in small cups of mercury,
as shown at b c. 'rhe supports D, D' and E, E'
are of metal ; and on passing an electric current
through the supports and rectangular wire B in
the direction of the arrows, the rectangular frame
B shows a disposition to arrange itself at right
angles to the axis of the earth's polarity. Another
form of apparatus for illustrating the polarity of

electric currents is shown in Fig. 59. This also
was invented by Ampere (pronounced Omper)
and consists of a helix of wire wound and bent as
shown ; the terminating ends to rest in mercury
cups as before. Such a helix is often termed
solenoid, and as in the case of the rectangular
frame, arranges itself in the line of the earth's
polarity.

The ends of such solenoids exhibit all
the phenomena of steel magnets ; poles of the same
name repelling, and unlike poles attracting each
other in exactly the same manner as load stones
and steel magnets. The similarity of action of a
wire solenoid to a steel magnet led Ampere to
conceive a new idea of permanent magnetism. He
conceived each molecule of a magnet as being
encircled by an electric current which returns to
itself. We are indepted to Ampere for most of our
knowledge of electro-dynamics, and his explana-
tion of a steel magnet .is, "that it is a number of
closed series of single galvanic currents parallel tp
one another and flowing in the same direction,"
the currents infinitely small, infinitely close
together, and all flowing in the same direction,
which is perpendicular to one line, the axis of the
magnet. The idea is illustrated in Fig. 58 where
the infinitesimal molecules are represented by the
small circles., Of course these can only be consid-
ered as representative, as the molecules which corn-
pose a steel magnet actually comprise millions of
millions to the cubic inch.

Galvanic currents which run parallel to each
other are attracted, while those which run in a con-
trary direction repel each other ; as illustrated in
Figs. 59 and 6o, where the wires d e attract each
other, and the wires f g repel. Currents whia
cross each other have a tendency to run parallel.

A very peculiar feature of a galvanic current
is the power it has of inducing a corresponding
current in an attending wire in closed circuit. To
illustrate, suppose as in Fig. 62, we have a wire hi
in open circuit with a galvanic battery I, and we
have also another circuit of wire j k in closed
circuit but passing through the galvanometer L.
We now close the circuit through the battery/. The
instant a current flows through the wire h i, a cor-
responding current is produced in the wire j k,
but flowing in the opposite direction. This in-
duced current flows but for a moment, then ceases
as is evidenced by. the galvanometer L, the needle
of which is deflected, but quickly comes to zero
again. On breaking the current in h 1, the gal-
vanometer is again deflected, indicating a current
which flowed in the opposite direction. Such
currents, are called induced or inductive currents,
and can be produced by one current acting on
another. or can be produced by the proximity of
fixed magnets.

If we take a solenoid H, Fig. 61, and intro-
duce a steel bar magnet in it, as shown at Al, a
galvanic current will be induced in the wire 111
which will be indicated by the galvanometer .Ar.

* * *

Jones—" What do you think drove Smith to
the bad ? He never used to go out in the evening
at all—seemed to be perfectly contented in the
bosom of his family."

Robinson—" I'll tell you what did it, Jones.
His wife's sister came to stay all summer, and
every night those two women would talk dress
from 7 o'clock until ii. Smith stood it until his
ears began to curl, and then he went off on a grand
bat and has been whooping it up ever since. It's
my opinion that the recording angel has charged
it to his wife."
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3 places on Earth

Are our only places of business.

New York
No. 12 Maiden Lane, up stairs.

Chicago
No. 104 State Street, up stairs.

philadelphia
Our home office, i9th and Brown
Streets, where are our factories
shown below.

These three offices do all our selling; 
And they sell to Jobbers only. 

The home place makes all the goods.
The three places sell all the•goods.
The Jobbers buy all the goods.

N. B.—Many other people handling jew-
elry use the name "Keystone." But
for all that we have no connection
with them. Neither as silent partner,
dormant partner, limited partner,
sleeping partner, sly partner, or
sneaking partner have we any—even
the slightest—connection with any
marketing of jewelers' goods, except
the wholesaling of our own products
at the three places above mentioned.

KIE101■1 WATCH CA q CO.
PHILADELPHIA

New York Chicago

OFFER the Trade an unusually attractive and exten-

sive stock of Diamonds, Watches and Jewelry

in new and unique designs, exclusively our

own, at prices that cannot be beaten.

JEWELERS
'VISITING New York will  best serve their own interests

by coming to our store immediately upon their

arrival, and inspecting our fine line of Goods

before making any purchases.

STERN & STERN,
13 Maiden bane, Istet.0 York.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO THE TRADE

(UST imagine our
trying to run this
page without any
help from the
trade! We could
fill it, but how
useful would it
be ? We could
even make it in-
teresting, but
what a draft that

would make on our
inventive powers! We
solicit your aid in mak-
ing this page worth
reading. We want the
news about the jewel-
ers, their goings and
comings, their down-
fallings and up-start-

ings, their causes for rejoicing, and their occasions
for tears. Let us have it all.

J. S. Sugars & Co., ot Decatur, Ala., have
torn down their old store and are erecting a new
building on the same spot.

C. Hodenfeldt, of Rothschild & Hodenfeldt,
San Francisco, has arrived home. He spent the
summer abroad with his family.

F.' Howe, of Huntsville, Ala., has been look-
ing into the future and has made extensive altera-
tions• in his store in view of the trade of the
holidays.

We bear that the former superintendent of the
Rockford factory, Mr. Hurd, is talking watch
factory to the citizens of Baraboo, Wis.. and that
they are responding with subscriptions to the
enterprise. .

Mrs. F. Goldstein, of Lock Haven, Pa.,
wishes us to express her thanks for kindnesses re-
ceived during the late flood from the Jewelers'
Association, and also from Mr. S. Myers, of S. F.
Myers & Co.

In " Notes and Comments" we refer to a suit
against the Waltham Company by an inventor of
this city. It seems the matter has been in litiga-
tion before the present suit, and that the result
was in the Company's favor.

, THERMAL EXCESSES. —W. E. King, of Ukiah,
Cal.,. was burned out September 3, but soon re-
sumed business .in the post-office building.—E. E.
Redfield, Linkville, Or., was damaged by fire to
the• extent of $400 above his insurance.--At Sea-
ford, Del.; W. A. Howard's store was destroyed;
loss, $i000.—Jno. F. Hener, Chicago, Ill., had a
$1,5oo insurance and a $5,000 fire.

Among those who have quit the jewelry busi-
ness recently are: John L. Robinson, Annawan,
Ills. ; 1'. C. Tucker, Providence, R. I. ; 0. G.
Fisher, Big Rapids, Mich. ; E. Y. Dollenmeyer,
Wilson, Kas. ; Colin Campbell, Florence, Kas. ;
in Iowa, S. C. Davis, Dexter, and J. J. Kelly,
Luverne ;. E. G. Williams, Clay Centre, Kas. ;
James R. Haggerty, pioneer, ,O. ; Schilling &
Thomas, Xenia, O. ;. John E. Bailey, Atlanta, Ga.;
A. Settem, Aberdeen and C. A. Gagnon, Arling-
ton, Dak. ; Cochran Watch Repairing Company,
Cochran, Ga. ; J. W. Morgan, Ridge Farm, Ill.;
Aaron L. Levison, Big Flats, N. Y. ; C. G. Piercy
and M. J. Taylor, both of Willshire, 0. ; 0. J.
Lawrence, Arlington, Tex. ; J. -A. Betcher, Mat-
tapan, Mass.

A. E. Cronenwett, of Monrovia, Cal., had
some leisure from business thrust upon him last
month by a fall from his buggy, fracturing his
knee cap. As he improved his time by reading
the September KEYSTONE through "several times"
we are inclined to the opinion that on the whole
the accident was money in his pocketseeing that
he got over the injury all right.

Wanted to go on to Europe but business was
toogood—couldn't be spared. Mr. J. 'I'. Bonestell,
of the California Jewelry Co., of San Francisco,
has been spending a few weeks in New York City.

The troubles of the month past include :
Obear Jewelry Co., Birmingham, Ala., as-

signed.
C. M. Lander, Auburn, Me., chattel mort-

gage foreclosed.
Kallmeyer Bros., Detroit,

mortgaged for $12, 000, and left to
D. P. Venen, Conneaut, 0.

business closed.

Mich., chattel
wn.
, attached and
•

Aurora Watch Co., Aurora, Ills., assigned,
but factory running in charge of assignee, H. H.
Evans. Liabilities placed at $290,000, 'assets
$366,000.

Jno. P. Phipps, La Plata, Mo., failed and
quit the business.

T. L. Williams, Irwin, Pa., closed by the
sheriff.

J. H. Albers, Washington, D. C., assigned.
W. H. Clark, Cherokee, Kas., failed.
Metzgar & Lathrop, Sherburne, N. Y., as-

signed.
W. M. Ragland, Los Angelos, Cal., peti-

tioned in insolvency.
Justice Jobbing Co., 122 State street, Chicago,

assigned.

BOUGHT OUT, ETC.—S. L. Rowe bought out
G. H. Wells, at Milford, Mich., and succeeds him
in the jewelry business.—J. R. Quimby, late of
Wilmington, Vt., is now owner of the store at
South Londonderry that was formerly the prop-
erty of R. S. Wilbur.—C. B. McCullough's store
at Lawrence, Kas., is now the property of Gus
Willmann, lately with H. J. Rushmer's Sons.—
Dickinson & Tuck are succeeded by James Tuck,
at Wolcottville, Ind.—At Clay Centre, Kas., the
"Co" is dropped from H. W. Selts & Co.—F. W.
Wightman bought out J. W. Briggs; at Vassar,
Mich.—L. & B. Myers take the place of Gutentag
& Myers, at Buffalo, N. Y.—J. F. Kromers reigns
in place of F. A. David, at Muscoda, Wis.—At
Ukiah, Cal., Geo. W. Parker succeeds S. J. Chal-
fant.—W. R. Abbott & Co. lost the "Co" at
Decatur, Ill.—Mrs. Margaret Wahl succeeds John •
Wahl, Sr., dead, at Greenfield, Ill.—Fisher has
left Pomeroy & Fisher, at Nashua, Ia.—Francis
Leomon bought out Elmer E. Clarke & Co., at
Ashland, Neb.—W. R. Arnold sold out to W. F.
Keating, at Watertown, Dak.—Rost & Otto, of
Crawfordsville, Ind., have dissolved, and Rost
has opened a new jewelry and optical store.—E.
A. Marsh and H. E. Roberts, of Grinnell, Ia.,
have joined forces as Marsh & Roberts.—At Lynn,
Mass., J. H. Conner has succeeded George Howe
& Co.—It's Louis Kaecher, now at Oscoda, Mich.,
instead of R. B. Emmons.—John Criswell, at
Grand Meadow, Minn., is succeeded by Gulick
Rested —Mrs. Mary E. Kummerer succeeds Win.
Bard & Co., at Minneapolis, Minn.—Wolfe Lich-
tenstein is doing business at Meridian, Miss., in
place of Silverstein & Co.—F. A. Metzler holds
forth at Edon, 0., where S. W. Barke formerly
did.—A change at Henrietta, Tex., puts I. Max-
well in place of J. W. Sommer.
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Our thanks are due to Mr. Chas. E. Rose, a
leading jeweler at Ouray, Col., for some excellent
photographic views of Ouray and its picturesque
surroundings. Mr. Rose had a fire scare last
month, but only the upper part of the building
was burned. A temporary removal of stock was ne-
cessitated, however,and advantage was taken of this
to remodel the store. Mr. R. is probably back in
his old and improved quarters by this time.

NEW STORES OPENED. —James T. Laughlin,
who used to work for the Waltham Co., has started
in business for himself at Ord, Neb.—Ralph
Schwab's new store at 2114 Second avenue, Bir-
mingham, Ala., opens this month.—J. Frank
Thoman opened a place of business recently at
Glassborough, N. Y.—On the 20th ult., Alfred
Beinkhorn started with a new stock of goods at
Winona; Minn.—A. M. Mason, late of Slater, haS
started a new shop at Cambridge, Ia.

WANTED A CHANGE. —S. N. Davidson has
left Dixon, Cal., for San Francisco.—T. W.
Butcher, now at El Dorado, Kas.; was formerly
at Leon.—Louisville, Ky., is the home of Joseph
Jacobstein; he was at Caseyville.--Louis Wolf
has abandoned Dayton, Wash Ter., for Little
Rock, Ark.—Plaquemine, La., is the address of
A. A. Levy, formerly at Napoleonville.—M. C.
Graves has moved to Vassar, Mich., from Mil-
lington.—From Walkerville, Mont., to South
Bend, Ind., is the change made by Rich'd
Munich.—E. Basye is at Seattle, Wash. Ter.; was
at Albuquerque, N. M.—R. E. Lackner has moved
to Paragould, Ala., from Guntersville.—New Bed-
ford, Mass , is where Israel J. Frigault has gone
from Tafftville, Conn.—William Hellberg is at
Montevideo, Minn., having left Groton, Dak.—
Salmon Falls, N. H., has enticed Francis Ham
from Seneca, in tlie Land of Flowers.—S. A.
Munger, who was at Lima, Ind., is now at Sturgis,
Mich.—A. H. McClintock, who formerly hailed
from Burlington, N. J., is now at Bridgeton.—
Crossed the Brooklyn bridge and now lives in the
City of Churches, Herman Damrau, late of New
York.—A new store has been started at West
Grove, Pa., by S. L. Singley, formerly at Oxford.
—W. H. Hayward has left Parker, S. Dak., 'for
Spencer, Ia.—Springfield, Mass., is the address of
Chas. E. Baah, formerly at New London, Conn.—
B. G. Barker has changed from Stonehead, Mass ,
to Arlington Heights.—E. G. Schorsch has left
Brenham, Tex., and opened a new business for
himself at Sweetwater.—Worcester, Mass., is now
blessed with the presence of W. M. Amsden, for-
merly of Portsmouth, N. H.—A. Gueldner's ad-
dress is changed from Austin, Tex., to San
Antonio.—J. T. Anderson, " Champion Auction-
eer," of Galva, Ill., has located in Dayton, O.—
Prattsville, N. Y., has lost A. A. Bullard, who is
now at Bath.—Cressman & Yeakel have gone to
Allentown, Pa., from Sellersville.—J. Burt Flower,
formerly at Fenton, Mich., now lives at Ashta-
bula, 0.—Some time ago we said W. N. Severance,
formerly of Manchester, Vt., was in Bennington
Centre. We should have said New Haven, Conn.,
where he is in the employ of the New Haven
Clock Co.—The new address of F. E. Gleason is
Austin, Minn. ; he was at Owatonna.—W. D.
Gould is back at Great Bend, Kas., after sojourn-
ing a while at Newton.—W. Johnson, late of
Washington, D. C., is now with Mason's Jew-
elry Palace, Lawrence, S. C.—J. M. Fulgham is
at Tullahoma, Tenn. ; was at Waverly.—Indiana,
Pa., is the home of A. J. LOckward, formerly of
Brady.—A. E. Axman is at Franklin, 0. ; left
Germantown a couple of weeks ago.
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Paying Fare on Train—Extra Charge.

R. had to run to reach the train and did not
have time to buy a ticket. He tendered the con-
ductor 14 cents, the regular fare, but the conduc-
tor demanded 24, under a rule of the company
requiring the collection of to cents additional
from passengers holding no tickets, the amount to
be refunded upon presentation of coupon at any
ticket office. R. refused to pay, and was ejected
from the train. In a suit for damages, Judge
Ewing, at Pittsburg, held (Reese v. Pennsylvania
R. R. Co.) that collecting the extra to cents was
illegal, that the highest fare the company could
demand was the lawful 354 cents a mile, and that
the additional to-cent rule was unreasonable and
contrary to law.

Beneficiary Societies—Insurance as Security for a
Loan.

B. and R. were two friends. B. wanted to
study medicine, but not having the necessary
money, R lent it to him. B. then joined the
Royal Arcanum and made R. the beneficiary,
representing that R. was his cousin, and intending
the insurance to be security for the loan of the
money. When B. died R. tried to collect the in-
surance money, $3000, but it had been ascertained
that he was not cousin to B., and as under the
order's rules only a relative could be made a
beneficiary, payment was refused. Then B's
mother brought suit for the insurance. It was
held (Britton v. Royal Arcanum) by Vice
Chancellor Van Fleet, at Jersey City, N. J., that
she was entitled to the money, but the court was
not free from doubt on the point, and suggested
that the case be taken to the Court of Errors for a
final decision.

Connecting Railways—Shipper's Control over Route—
Liens for Charges.

Goods were shipped over the Union Pacific
Railroad to Denver, with instructions to forward
them to their destination over the Denver and New
Orleans Railway, but the Union Pacific road, in
wilful violation of the instructions, and with intent
to direct traffic from the Denver and New Orleans
Railway, delivered the goods to the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad, a competing company, who
knew of the shipping instructions, being party to a
contract with the Union Pacific Company to so
violate owners' directions as to shipment. It was
held by the Supreme Court of Colorado (Denver
and Rio Grande Railway Co v. Hill) that the
Denver and Rio Grande Railway, having obtained
possession of the goods wrongfully, had no car-
rier's lien on the same for its own charges or for
those advanced to former carriers.

Railroads—Suspending Operation of Non-Paying
Lines.

The United States Trust Co., of Chicago, ap-
plied at Council Bluffs to Judge Love, of the
United States Court, for an order requiring the
Receiver of the Wabash Railway system to suspend

the operation of the branch road from Roseberry,
Mo., to Clarinda, Ia., for the reason that it did
not earn enough to pay expenses. The Court said,
in substance : Railroads are governmental insti-
tutions, public conveyances and common carriers.
The right to build a road through private property
was granted on the representation that the road
would furnish transportation for the public. Peo-
ple are dependent upon such roads for transporta-
tion. Courts have no right to deprive people of
this transportation on the showing that the road
does not pay expenses. By obtaining the right of
way from the people, they are cut off from all
other similar means of transportation, and the
Court has no means of knowing what damage to
merchants would ensue from the granting of this
order. It is not the duty of the Court to ascertain
such facts. If the railroad commissioners choose
to make such inspections the Court will not
interfere, but no such order as this will be granted.

Two United States courts have held as two
Minnesota judges did previously that the dressed-
beef law of that state is unconstitutional.

Treasury Department Decisions.

The decision of the Collector of Customs at
New York is affirmed assessing duty at the rate of
45 per. cent ad valorem, as unenumerated manu-
factures in part of metal, on certain merchandise,
consisting of articles made of iron and wood in
imitation of antique halberds, swords, daggers,
etc., which the importers claimed to be. entitled
to entry at a lower rate of duty under the provision
for "gilt or plated articles."—Miniature repre-
sentations of birds, made of ornamental feathers,
metals, etc., and intended for ornamental and
decorative purposes, are dutiable at 50 per cent.,
as "feathers, manufactured," and not as toys at
35 per cent.—A Minneapolis man has been in-
formed that certain jewelry imported by him is
not exempt from duty because it was a wedding
present to himself and wife.—Coral beads strung
for necklaces and bracelets and fitted with brass
snaps are held to be dutiable at 25 per cent.
ad valorem as jewelry, and not at 50 per cent. as
bead ornaments.—Where a Massachusetts woman
purchased clothing in England which she pro •
posed to import to replace clothing stolen from
here just before sailing to this country, the cloth-
ing must pay duty, as it is not "wearing apparel
in actual use."—Paintings of Reynolds,. Gaines-
borough, and other artists who lived about 1800,
and recognized as "old masters" by the British
Museum, are not "antiquities" within the law
admitting antiquities free of duty.—Hair pins
with fancy metal heads attached by hinges and
clearly intended as ornaments are entitled to entry
as jewelry, dutiable at the rate of 25 per cent. ad
valorem.—Reply to a petition for an increase ot
duty on imported watch keys : the tariff act speci-
fies 25 per cent. ad valorem as the rate of duty on
"watches, * * * parts of watches and watch
materials not specially enumerated or provided
for," and, as watch keys clearly come within the
scope of this provision, it is not apparent how any
change in existing practice in this matter can be
made at the present time.—A refund of the duties
levied by the Surveyor of Customs at Cincinnati
on one large and forty small microscopes, with
attachments, and twelve razors, imported by Prof.
E. W. Claypole for the use of Butchtel College is
directed, the Department holding that the articles
were entitled to free entry as scientific instruments,
it being understood that the razors were for use
by the students as "slicing knives" in preparing
subjects for the microscopes.

OCTOBER, 1889.

A Boss Baby

vt'i°
) ,(4

" P. S.—I have a big, fine fat boy one year
old that I named "Boss" for the Boss Case.

R. B. H."

SO writes R. B. Hazel, of Hughes Springs, Texas.
The Boss boy needn't be ashamed of his
name. It's a good boy that'll live up to the
reputation and character of the name Boss.
If he should keep the name untarnished as
long as even the shortest period we guarantee
Boss Cases, we'd be willing to guarantee him
for the rest of the trip. But speaking of guar-
antees leads us to quote from another letter:

" Kempton, Ill., June 17, 1889.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.
SIRS :—I purchased one of your cases war-

ranted for 15 years and it tarnished right off.
Will you replace the same and how shall I send it.
It is a  

Yours,
G. M. SLEEzER."

OF course we wrote " Return it." It came.
Twasn't our make at all. Had much less
gold in it than our 15 year case—no more, in
fact, than our Union Case. It cost, though,
a couple of dollars more. Now what we
want to emphasize about guarantees in con-
nection with Filled Cases is that The Busi-
ness end of a Guarantee is the Hind end—
TI--7er7d7vhere it's made good. We've always
had this in view. From the beginning we've
made our goods and our guarantees to corre-
spond. For we expected to do business many

years—as we have—and we didn't want
to get swamped in a sea of guarantees we
couldn't make good.

NOW, don't think everybody's guarantees are of
this kind. Many are made—not to be kept
but—to help work off inferior goods. Dis-

tinguish between the two kinds. Discriminate
wisely, or you may find yourself depending
on a guarantee that was made solely for the
front end of the trade and hasn't the slightest
availability or the iiiu en(

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia
Now York Chiciago

diamonds and precious Gems
We ask you • to push the sale of DIAMONDS and other Precious Gems, for the good reason that

we know of no other line of goods that will pay you better to talk up than DIAMONDS. A TELE-

GRAM to us will bring to you per return express a selection of such DIAMONDS as will enable you to

please your customers beyond doubt and surely lead to other sales.

The Jeweler was in his Bazaar,
Examining an assortment of Diamond Jewelry

That he had ordered from Oskamp, Nolting & Co.
For a particular customer

MORAL.—Diamonds well bought are half sold.

A Great Joy overcame him as he
Realized the handsome profit he surely

Would make if he made the sale.
The customer came and no trouble had he

To please his customer.

Buy your diamonds of Oskamp,.Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, 0., and you will find no trouble in making sales.

Oskamp, flolfino Co.
Diamond Merchants. Cincinnati, Ohio-
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Paying Fare on Train—Extra Charge.

R. had to run to reach the train and did not
have time to buy a ticket. He tendered the con-
ductor 14 cents, the regular fare, but the conduc-
tor demanded 24, under a rule of the company
requiring the collection of to cents additional
from passengers holding no tickets, the amount to
be refunded upon presentation of coupon at any
ticket office. R. refused to pay, and was ejected
from the train. In a suit for damages, Judge
Ewing, at Pittsburg, held (Reese v. Pennsylvania
R. R. Co.) that collecting the extra to cents was
illegal, that the highest fare the company could
demand was the lawful 334 cents a mile, and that
the additional to-cent rule was unreasonable and
contrary to law.

Beneficiary Societies—Insurance as Security for a
Loan.

B. and R. were two friends. B. wanted to
study medicine, but not having the necessary
money, R lent it to him. B. then joined the
Royal Arcanum and made R. the beneficiary,
representing that R. was his cousin, and intending
the insurance to be security for the loan of the
money. When B. died R. tried to collect the in-
surance money, $3000, but it had been ascertained
that he was not cousin to B., and as under the
order's rules only a relative could be made a
beneficiary, payment was refused. Then B's
mother brought suit for the insurance. It was
held (Britton v. Royal Arcanum) by Vice
Chancellor Van Fleet, at Jersey City, N. J., that
she was entitled to the money, but the court was
not free from doubt on the point, and suggested
that the case be taken to the Court of Errors for a
final decision.

Connecting Railways—Shipper's Control over Route—
Liens for Charges.

Goods were shipped over the Union Pacific
Railroad to Denver, with instructions to forward
them to their destination over the Denver and New
Orleans Railway, but the Union Pacific road, in
wilful violation of the instructions, and with intent
to direct traffic from the Denver and New Orleans
Railway, delivered the goods to the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad, a competing company, who
knew of the shipping instructions, being party to a
contract with the Union Pacific Company to so
violate owners' directions as to shipment. It was
held by the Supreme Court of Colorado (Denver
and Rio Grande Railway Co v. Hill) that the
Denver and Rio Grande Railway, having obtained
possession of the goods wrongfully, had no car-
rier's lien on the same for its own charges or for
those advanced to former carriers.

Railroads—Suspending Operation of Non-Paying
Lines.

The United States Trust Co., of Chicago, ap-
plied at Council Bluffs to Judge Love, of the
United States Court, for an order requiring the
Receiver of the Wabash Railway system to suspend

the operation of the branch road from Roseberry,
Mo., to Clarinda, Ia., for the reason that it did
not earn enough to pay expenses. The Court said,
in substance : Railroads are governmental insti-
tutions, public conveyances and common carriers.
The right to build a road through private property
was granted on the representation that the road
would furnish transportation for the public. Peo-
ple are dependent upon such roads for transporta-
tion. Courts have no right to deprive people of
this transportation on the showing that the road
does not pay expenses. By obtaining the right of
way from the people, they are cut off from all
other similar means of transportation, and the
Court has no means of knowing what damage to
merchants would ensue from the granting of this
order. It is not the duty of the Court to ascertain
such facts. If the railroad commissioners choose
to make such inspections the Court will not
interfere, but no such order as this will be granted.

Two Uuited States courts have held as two
Minnesota judges did previously that the dressed-
beef law of that state is unconstitutional.

Treasury Department Decisions.

The decision of the Collector of Customs at
New York is affirmed assessing duty at the rate of
45 per. cent ad valorem, as unenumerated manu-
factures in part of metal, on certain merchandise,
consisting of articles made of iron and wood in
imitation of antique halberds, swords, daggers,
etc., which the importers claimed to be entitled
to entry at a lower rate of duty under the provision
for "gilt or plated articles."—Miniature repre-
sentations of birds, made of ornamental feathers,
metals, etc., and intended for ornamental and
decorative purposes, are dutiable at 50 per cent.,
as "feathers, manufactured," and not as toys at
35 per cent.—A Minneapolis man has been in-
formed that certain jewelry imported by him is
not exempt from duty because it was a wedding
present to himself and wife.—Coral beads strung
for necklaces and bracelets and fitted with brass
snaps are held to be dutiable at 25 per cent.
ad valorem as jewelry, and not at 5o per cent. as
bead ornaments.—Where a Massachusetts woman
purchased clothing in England which she pro •
posed to import to replace clothing stolen from
here just before sailing to this country, the cloth-
ing must pay duty, as it is not "wearing apparel
in actual use."—Paintings of Reynolds,. Gaines-
borough, and other artists who lived about 1800,
and recognized as "old masters" by the British
Museum, are not "antiquities" within the law
admitting antiquities free of duty.—Hair pins
with fancy metal heads attached by hinges and
clearly intended as ornaments are entitled to entry
as jewelry, dutiable at the rate of 25 per cent. ad
valorem.—Reply to a petition for an increase ot
duty on imported watch keys: the tan i If act speci-
fies 25 per cent. ad valorem as the rate of duty on
"watches, * * * parts of watches and watch
materials not specially enumerated or provided
for," and, as watch keys clearly come within the
scope of this provision, it is not apparent how any
change in existing practice in this matter can be
made at the present time.—Jt refand of the duties
levied by the Surveyor of Customs at Cincinnati
on one large and forty small microscopes, with
attachments, and twelve razors, imported by Prof.
E. W. Claypole for the use of Butchtel College is
directed, the Department holding that the articles
were entitled to free entry as scientific instruments,
it being understood that the razors were for use
by the students as "slicing knives" in preparing
subjects for the microscopes.

OCTOBER, 1889.

Boss Baby

kl/ "di/

" P. S.—I have a big, fine fat boy one year
old that I named "Boss" for the Boss Case.

R. B. H."

SO writes R. B. Hazel, of Hughes Springs, Texas.
The Boss boy needn't be ashamed of his
name. It's a good boy that'll live up to the
reputation and character of the name Boss.
If he should keep the name untarnished as
long as even the shortest period we guarantee
Boss Cases, we'd be willing to guarantee him
for the rest of the trip. But speaking of guar-
antees leads us to quote from another letter:

" Kempton, Ill., June 17, 1889.
KEYSTONE WATCH CASE Co.

SIRS :—I purchased one of your cases war-
ranted for 15 years and it tarnished right off.
Will you replace the same and how shall I send it.
It is a  

Yours,
G. M. SLEEZER."

OF course we wrote " Return it." It came.
Twasn't our make at all. Had much less
gold in it than our 15 year case—no more, in
fact, than our Union Case. It cost, though,
a couple of dollars more. Now what we
want to emphasize about guarantees in con-
nection with Filled Cases is that The Busi-
ness end of a Guarantee is the Hind end—
the end where it's made good. We've always
had this in view. From the beginning we've
made our goods and our guarantees to corre-
spond. For we expected to do business many
years—as we have—and we didn't want
to get swamped in a sea of guarantees we
couldn't make good.

NOW, don't think everybody's guarantees are of
this kind. Many are made—not to be kept
but—to help work off inferior goods. Dis-
tinguish between the two kinds. Discriminate
wisely, or you may find yourself depending
on a guarantee that was made solely for the
front end of the trade and hasn't the slightest
availability for the I=

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Diamonds and precious Gems
We ask you to push the sale of DIAMONDS and other Precious Gems, for the good reason that

we know of no other line of goods that will pay you better to talk up than DIAMONDS. A TELE-
GRAM to us will bring to you per return express a selection of such DIAMONDS as will enable you to
please your customers beyond doubt and surely lead to other sales.

The Jeweler was in his Bazaar,
Examining an assortment of Diamond Jewelry

That he had ordered from Oskamp, Nolting & Cu.
For a particular customer

MORAL—Dia.monds well bought are half sold.

A Great Joy overcame him as he
Realized the handsome profit he surely

Would make if he made the sale.
The customer came and no trouble had he

To please his customer.

Buy your diamonds of Oskamiv Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, 0., and you will find  00 trouble in making sales.

Oskamp, 12o1fing Co.
Diamond Merchants. Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Louis HERZOG.
ALFRED FRANK. Office of

Louis Herzog 8z, Co.,
Watch Case Makers.

Wholesale Dealers in AMERICAN WATCHES.

52 Maiden Lane, New York.

The Trade,

Everywhere,

U. S.

GENTLEMEN: New goods are being produced all the time, and we get them as they appear.

These take the place of others whose manufacture is discontinued, 
and we generally get

some of them before they are gone. We carry everything in the American Watch line from a

Nickel Case to a Waltham Chronograph, and would be pleased to furnish yo
u with what you

want, either through our travellers or from this office. Yours truly

bon't have it to regret in years to come that you did

not acquire your trade at the

42,

0

American Horological Institute

000

and avail yourself of the advantages of the nest Methods, nest

and Newest Tools and nest Instructors.

E. J. BEACH, President. The several courses of Instruction embrace everything important

To Know to Run a First-Class Watchmaker's Place and Jewelry Store.

The Theoretical Pepartments
Embrace Arithmetic, Geometry, Trigonometry, Free Hand and Mechanical Draw-

ing, Mechanical Principles, (which include escapement forms of the teeth of wheels etc.)

Chemistry and Optics. Evening classes on three evenings of each week in these branch-

es free to regular pupils.

Our Jewelry pepartments
Instruct in making and repairing fine jewelry and includes Hard Soldering, (and

holding the color) Lapping, Polishing, Coloring, Gilding, Silver and Nickel Plating, etc.

ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH CO.

Rdunus: WALTHAM WATCH Co.
I. E. HOWARD WATCH AND CLOCK CO.

EVERY DEPARTMENT THOROUGH AND COMPLETE.

Technical and Practical pepartments
In Horology embrace Primary Disciplining in Filing, Drilling, Turning, Fitting,

Polishing and so on up to constructing an entire watch, clock or marine chronometer and

adjusting them. Pupils as soon as competent are placed on actual watch repairing.

(Make note of this.)

Our gngraving pepartments
Give instructions in Letter, Monogram and Ornamental Engraving ; Card Plate

Engraving ; GEM (stone) Engraving, etc.

Don't fail to write for prospectus and particulars. Address

SETH THOMAS CLOCK CO.
AMERICAN WATCH TOOL CO.
L. A. SCHERR & Co., Philadelphia.

W. H. DOTTER, seey
1723 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

QUALITY IS THE STANDARD OF VALUE.

Learn all you can about the

Moseley Lathe.

A bread-winner for the

Watchmaker.

Combines

Accuracy, Durability,

Capacity, Solidity,

Convenience, Style.

WE COMPETE FOR QUALITY, NOT QUANTITY.
American Lathes are now about as cheap as good

workmanship and living wages will admit ; and when
YOU hear about Cheap Lathes, Imitation Lathes, Imported
Lathes, depend upon it there is something wrong, which
the purchaser will realize sooner or later. They have
been here before. They come and they go. But the
Moseley will continue to stay with you all the time. Our
tools are all guaranteed, and we are right here ready to
duplicate any part or make good any defects.

Learn all you can about the New Lathes and the
Best Lathes you hear about, arid you will find all the
good features so minutely enumerated, anticipated, and
embodied in the Moseley, which stands abreast of any
Lathe yet produced for the purpose intended.

We do not claim to make the cheapest or the
best lathes, but we do claim to make the equal of any,
and the superior to many, with prices as cheap as the
cheapest of equal merit.

When any one mentions graceful form, lines of
beauty, best proportions, and ail the nice points de-
sirable, ask them if they have seen the Moseley Lathe,
and particularly the Attachments.

When interested, write your Jobber for Price List,
or to the manufacturers,

Cut of Chula, Full Size.
Note.—The larger ca-

pacity of our Wire Chucks

many times makes up for the

difference in price, should there

be any.
MOSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill.

Gentlemen of the Trade:

Wait a Moment
intil you have inspected the complete list cq

goods offered to the public by

G. B. Barrett & Co.
uthotesate Dealers in Fitnenican Watches,

101 Fifth Altenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Then place your Order
For anything in the line of imported goods.

Pimeriean Movements, French Novelties, Clocks,

Silver Goods,13ronzes, Jewelry, Pedestals and

finel3rie.taaarae are constantly arriving to meet

the demands of the trade.

Lo* Prices for Cash.

G. 8. 13arrett & Co.,
D1 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The "Perfect" Ring Stretcher.
Patent Pending.

For Price and Description, address

Wx WIC OfiVer5
Sole Manufacturer,

430 niaga.ra St., Suffalo, n. V.

Our 1889 Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

Gold Bracelets 

We make

a full line of

Ill

Flat Eng'd and Enam'Id Bracelets

Wire Lock Bracelets

Wire Ornamented Bracelets

Wire Bangle Bracelets

Flat Engraved Bracelets

Enamel and Pearl Bracelets

All Black Inamel Bracelets

Ornamented Eiracelets, $3.00 up

Lock 2racelets, r- 5.00 up

We make Bracelets only, and can give you bottom prices on these goods.

Sold direct to the Retail Trade. Send for complete Price List.

A. F. Williams & Co.
Factory,

Centre and Federal Streets, - Trenton, N. J.

The Philadelphia

School of J-lorology
Is a time-saving Institution. The experience of years may

not give you what you may here readily acquire in a few

months. • Is time money ? Then save it by taking a course of

instruction in this school where Theory and Practice go hand

in hand. The finer branches of watchmaking are here illustra-

ted by excellent models. Can you hope without the advantagers

here given to compete with others who have had them ? Write to

Farmstead
114 South Seventh Street

Phila., Pa.

United States Smelting and Refining INAnlis,

lAtollstein 64 Sulzberger,
Proptiietors,

Office: 25 John Street, Works: 17 and. 19 John Street,

New York._

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.
Sole Manufacturers of PHCENIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.

Dealers in fine Gold and Silver in Bars, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Cold and Silver Bought.

Platinum and Fuminum in plate and Wire
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The Best Watch and Clock Oils
Ever Produced.

These oils are refined at the severe cold

temperature of from 25° to 300 below

zero, which renders them less effected

by extreme heat and cold, that all

time-keepers are subjected to, than

has any oil heretofore made. Every

jeweler should use this best of all oils.

'0I5r)
Successors to JACOB COLTON & Co.

W. W. Coomes CI Co.,
Manufacturers of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Sliver Thimbles.

hong IVIeadocu, Plass.

KLINGENSMITH'S PATENT BACK CENTERING REST.
THE BES,1"ITIING OUT. No watchmaker can afford to be without it; it is worth ten times its price.

With it you can adjust balance staffs, pinions, and have them ready for turning or pivoting in 3 to 5 seconds.
It will hold them to a dead true centre, does not require any eye-glass or any skill to adjust work in lathe; the
wcrk will adjust itself. They are so made that you can operate on any part of staff or pinion, such as turning
them down true or pivoting. Also very useful for straightening pivots. They are designed to do away with
wax and other devises that have never proven of any great accuracy in doing fine work. They will save 75
per cent. of your tedious labor. Once used, no watchmaker will do without them. Price per set, that will fit
all staffs, $3.50. They are made to fit tail stock spindle ; work is secured in spring chuck on head stock for
the purpose of revolving said work in back centre rest. Sold by inventor,

J.. KLINGENSMITH, Springfield, Ills.,
Or by jobbers in Tools. Sent postpaid on receipt of price.
P. S.—When ordering state number and make of lathe.

Mn. J. KLINGENSMITH, Springfield, Ills.
DEAR Sin:

I have tried the set of centre rests you sent me, and ant very much pleased•with their work.
Think they are quite an advantage over the old mode of cement chucks in the way of neatness, time saving
qualities and accuracy ; would recommend them to watchmakers in general for all such work as staff turning
and pivoting. Very truly yours,

R. E. FENNER,
. Professor of Horology, Chicago Horological Institute.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are prepared to do all kinds of Jewelry, Manufacturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking

or the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial front
jewelers in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.,

Hunt & Fuller
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Maker of

Mystic Shrine Jewels
In Pearl and Tiger Claws.1

Set with Moonstone, jasper, Tigeritc, Etc.

Knight Tempters and
Mystics Shrine Buttons.

Repairing jewelry for the trade. Estimates
made on old Gold and Silver.

moo ail 61

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer
Specialty made of lAtatehes, Diamonds, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a practical jeweler
with an experience of 25 years as a Special Salesman. Can refer to over too jewelers, for whom I have made
successful sales in all parts of the United States. Address,

Room 7, 618 Chestnut St., Phila.

BIRCH'S SELF-ADJUSTINC TWEEZERS.

 J 0

Sold by the Trade.
Patent Applied For.

Nickel Plated. Price, 50 cts each.

John S. pirch & Co., 182 and 184 JJewis Street, N. y.

The Very hatest.

No more Blackening or Poisoning
the Neck.

tit
E IF FE L

Trade Mark

The Eiffel Collar 13utton.
13e11 Front Collar :Button with White Enamel sack.

Manufactured and Sold to the wholesale trade by

Fred I. Marcy & Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

ptew. -Vovit Office, 198 13roadu.ley.

ASK TO SEE IT.

,Vide ,

1. & Friedlander,

65 and 67

Nassau St.,

New York

City.

American and Swiss Watches Tools, Materials,
Gold and Plated Jewelry and Optical Goods.

Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection Packages sent to Responsible Dealers

H. H. Heinrich
Manufacturer of

Marine Chronometers.
12, 14 and 16 John Street.

New York.
A large stock of new and second hand Marine Chronometers on

hand. All my second hand chronometers are thoroughly overhauled,
refinished and readjusted. They look like new. Rented out at $5
per month, payable in advance. No rent charged if bought within
a certain time. Terms to suit. customers. Marine Chronometers
sprung with palladium springs, repaired, cleaned and adjusted for
the -trade.

SEE THIS'!'
HUTCHINsON's

Practical School for t.03atchmakers,
Potete, Ind.

Has prepared a 3 Months Course in Optics, commencing October 4th, for the benefit of all stu-
dents in the watch department, without extra expense. Students desiring this course alone will be accom-
modated at very low rates. The course will consist of Lectures and Practical Demonstrations. A thorough
acquaintance with the :

Normal Eye and the Anatomy of the Eye
As far as relates to its optical functions, accommodation, refraction. The Laws of Light will be studied, and
the effects upon it of lenses and prisims demonstrated. Myopia, Aypermetropia, Presbyopia, Astigmatism,
Anisometropy, will be thoroughly taught and how to cure by proper glasses, fitting of frames, and writing
oculists pre-scriptions. Dr. Meyer, who has charge of this course, is a graduate of the Illinois Eye and Ear
Infirmary, and has lately completed a year's course with the celebrated Professor Otto Sleeker, at lleidelberg,
Germany. Students entering at any time will not lose previous instructions.

.Our watch school is recognized by the

Hampden Watch Co., Canton, 0. Waterbury Watch Co.
A. C. Smith, Agent Non-Magnetic Watch Co. of America, N.Y.

S. J. T. Byam,Sup't Trenton Watch Co., Trenton, N. J. And many others,
as possessing superior advantages. Write for full particulars.

Box 160 U. h. Hutchinson.

Small liffair, isn't it?
Squandered many of 'em, haven't you?

And yet for just one,
but look here !

The January Keystone had 32 pages.
July

August

September

October

61 " 40 "
48
56

" has 64

As we were going to say, for just

one half-dollar—look at it ! See

what a little thing it is !—just for one

you.can have—well, let's see !-

12 times 32 pages equals 334 pages.
40

48

66 "

64 "

" 430 "
" 576 "
" 672 "
" 768 "

For just one half dollar, you'll get

a volume ranging from 384 pages up

—how far up, it's impossible to say.

Half-a-Dollar
at the end of the year

'Twouldn't be much of an addition

to your wealth, would it?

A Keystone Volume would be,
wouldn't it ?

It's for you to choose.

"The Keystone"
Nineteenth and Brown Sts.,

Philadelphia.

Automatic punch and rivet extractor, for main
springs, cards, pinstems, etc., etc. Best tool for the
the purpose ; several hundred in use. Handsomely
finished $1.60, sent on receipt of price.

F. C. RIES, Idacon, Ga.

TRIAL CASES.

......
Prescriptions Filled

Promptly. Catalogue free.
57 Washington St.

Chicago, Ill.

A. R. Brattin,
Wholesale Jeweler.

Everything wanted by retail jewelers. Issue no
catalogue ; can fill orders from any catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409 & 420 Alamo Building
N. W. Cor. 7th and Delaware Sta.,

Kansas City, Mo.

Run on a New Principle
That will please you. Send in an order and see.

Trade Price List of
American Watches. Filled and Sliver Cases.

For sale in 1 es from too up. Send for Price List.

L. A. MUNGER PUBLISHING CO.
39 Nassau & 58 Liberty Sta., New York.

No Extra Charge for Business Card on Cover.

CLARK'S RING ROLLS
Patented May 26, 1885.

A convenient tool
by which nearly all
kinds of finger rings
may be quickly en-
larged. These rolls
have been thoroughly

Clarles Pot. tested in practical
ItItt nom. use and will be ibund

especially valuable
to those selling from

a limited stock. If properly operated the work is
done colickly and in a satisfactory manner.

Price, $to.00. Ask your Jobber for them.

CLARK, GIDDINGS & CO., Manuf's
Sterling, Ill.

Wanted
Every Jeweler in the U. S. to send me their

overwork or difficult repairs.

Chas Reiss,
31 and 33 So. Pearl St., Albany, N. Y.

Well-known to the Trade since the last Co years.

The Leading Trade Repairer.
Send for Price List.

Charles Icohlbuseh,
rl a n ufacturer of

Fine Milanese and
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attend-
ed to.

Beware of
().,q, Imitation.

See that
.1. HOUGHTON

Manchester,
N.

Is stamped
upon them.

Every one is

Warranted.

Price,
PLEA) Hard.

For Sale—A Bargain.
ON account of other business and impaired health,my very prosperous jewelry business with an ele-
gant paying stationery department. Repairs for the
year 1888, were $2,165,27 ; this year an increase con-
stant, and good sale_s. Located in the city of Chicago,
Ott one ot the best corners outside of the centre of the
city. No better opening can be found for a modetate
capital. Address, " W J," care of J. H. Purdy, &
Cu., 178 State street, Chicago.

Send to

Farjeon & Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools; Materials, Optical Goods, Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade Aincrican Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $1.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens, $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Juergenson JVIainspring.
to per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and use

Ito other.

*

arjeon s& Co.,
NO. 25 John Street, New York City.

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for Actual Workshop Business.
Lathes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Eec.

Polishing Machines. Lathes for the
heavier work of jewelers.

OUR Patent Veloci-
pedei
is 

w itlh,o0outt-Pgorieesr_

don the best yet ap-
plied to Lathes. Read
a few expressions from
those using them: "I
do not see how your
lathes can be produced
at such a low cost."
"TheVelocipede Foot-
Power is simply ele-
gant." "Can turn a
whole day, antrfeel as
little tired as though
only walking around."
"In regard to the Ve-
locipede Foot-Power,
I consider the lathe

without an equal." "Using tfie Velocipede Foot-
Power, the operator can hold a steady hand for doing
the work." "Fos doing actual business, the lightest
or heaviest, give me the Velocipede Foot-Power."
"The 4% Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." "What astonishes me is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a sum of
money." °The No. 6 Lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." "I can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I can on any
other style of foot-powar lathe. ' "There is no tax
on strength, tee body ts at rest, stmtdy, the hands and
attention free for the job." ''The Velocipede is the
best foot-power of any for:lathes. Sold ON TRIAL.
Price List Free.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, - Rockford Illinois.

The Sian.
for

1889.
And for the Democracy.

THE SUN believes that the campaign for the elec-
tion of a Democratic Congress itt 1890 and a Demo-
cratic President in 1892 should begin on or about the
fourth of next March. THE SUN will be on hand at
the beginning and until the end of the most interesting
and important political contest since the war, doing
its honest utmost, as ever, to secure the triumph of
the Democratic party and the.permanent supremacy
of the principles held by Jefferson, Jackson and
Tilden.

'The great fact of the year is the return to absolute
power of the common enemy of all good Democrats
—the political organization for whose overthrow Ton
SUN fought at the front for fifteen years, the mem-
orable years of Grant and the Fraud Hayes, and Gar-
field and Arthur.

It is the same old enemy that Democrats now
confront, and he will be intrenched in the samec
strong position. It has been carried once by brave
and hopeful fighting. Do you not believe with THE
SUN that the thing can be done again ? Wait and
see I

The hope of the Democracy is in the loyal efforts
of a united press, cherishing no memories of past
differences in non-essentials, forgetting everything
lint the lessons of experience, and that victory k.
duty.

l'robably you know Ton SUN already as a news-
paper which gets all the news and prints it in incren.
paratively interening shape ; which chronicles facts
as they occor and tells the truth about men and
events with -absolute fearlessness, making the com-
pletest and most entertaining journal published any-
where on earth ; and which sells its opinions only to
its subscribers and purchasers at two cents a copy—
on Sundays fottr cents. If you do not know 1 on
SUN, send for it and learn what a wonderful thing it
is to be in the sunshine.
Daily, per month  to 50
Daily, per year   6 oo
Sunday, per year   2 00
Daily and Sunday, per year  8 no
Daily and Sunday, per month   0 70
Weekly Sim, one year  I 00

Address, THE SUN, New York.

Index to Advertisers.
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The Best
For the Money.

1■■=1=1•1

Guaranteed Absolutely Perfect or

Money Refunded.

$25
We offer as a

Special Inducement
a Discount of 10 per
cent. for Spot Cash.

New Geneva Lathe, all Hard and Double Bearings.
Length of bed Ili inches, with the following assortment of chucks, io wire,

4 brass cement, 2 steel step, male and I female centre. We carry an assort-
ment of extra chucks for above, also Slide Rests and Universal Heads.

Also carry a

Full Line of all TOOLS and MATERIALS.

[N. Sickles & Sons
618 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

THE "Wide Awake Jeweler" will be issued from Buffalo next month.

It will contain the latest goods. We have all Our Snaps,

besides other goods, illustrated. Send us your Business

Card for a Copy.

KII1G EISELE,
Buffalo, flew gork.

You Should get Our Latest Prices on Mountings.

A REAL SNAP.

Will Carleton says
Our Old Song is the

vii

"There's Nothing Like a.n. Old Song
To make the heart beat high."

Song of the Hoss P.,xtra.
The Chorus goes : "More Gold, more Gold, more Gold

Than All Other Filled Cases Hold," or words to that effect.

Let your eye rest more than a. moment on these 'Designs.

3689 Htg, $24.00 3682 Htg. $23.00 3648 Htg. $23.00 3642 Htg. $23.00 3692 Htg. $24.00

Pc

EXT-R

3366
Htg. $39 oo 0. F. $33.00

3635
Htg. $38.00 0. F. $32.00

IS S. .

I. 4. '?.1.•••?(,) ;PC.-

• al,

E R

3413
Htg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

Et 0

14 Serie, Pc, k wuzrzeir-

E.K7T- 13 A

3472
Htg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

3374
Htg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

NEW YORK

3434
Htg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

1972
Mg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

3330
Htg. $39.00 0. F. $33.00

Keystone Watch Case Company
Philadelphia.

To see how little these Cases cost you, see KEY.

CHICAGO



Our mail List
is

open
to the

Inspection
of all

Our Advertisers
17,000 lbs.

( 81 tons)

Is what October KEYSTONES weigh.

Each advertiser in this paper is talking up his goods
in 24,750 places where jewelers' goods are bought.

Can you afford not to be heard, too?
You can save time and money and repair your Spectacles and Eye-Glasses

yourself by getting the

Spectacle, Eye-Glass and. Jewelry Holder.
PRICE $1.50

For Sale by all Jobbers and by

J. Roserizvszeig,
Nlanufacturer and Jelilsir ill

Everything for Watchmakers and Jewelers,
20 John Street, New York.

1.c. belong & tirother,

Cold and Silver Refiners and Assayers.

Sweep •i•

•i• Smelters
S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Sts.

Newark, New Jersey.
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RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-R1NCS !
RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINGS!

The Best Selling Novelty Ever Offered.

"PRINCESS LOUISE" Bangle.
.aest Sensation in the Jewelry Trade.

Send for New Price List.

1-ieriry C. Hasimell,
MAKER.

11 John Street, New York. ni
j<
11
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0
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10
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13o91e 131ios.
Successors to

T. F. & M. J. Boutn,

The Vermont

Wholesale Jewelers

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of
Elgin, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, III., Seth Thomas,
and Cheshire movements; all Association Silver, Gold, and® ( ;old Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds; Rogers ttz Bro.
and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks,
Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers Tools and Ma-

® terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the lowest
manufacturing _prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly
attended to. 'I ry us.

ogle
White 13iNter Junction, Vt.

Established 1870.

J. Is. CLARK,
Refiner and Sweep Smelter of

GOL,JD and SIL,VeR,
823 Filbert Street, philadelphia, pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought. Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

Macraair & 13ur1ingarne
226 gddy St., providence, J. I.

Manufacturers of

jewelers'
findings

and

Repairing
Material

* * * 4l 4I * * *

Sell Direct to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.

* * * * * * * * *

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

The Chicago Opthalmie College.
A Sebool pox opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers. A thoroughly
practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that appertains to the detection of
optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye
diseases and adjusting glasses are in the college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmo-
scope, as applied to the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examinatioa of a
great variety ot cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his knowledge of adjusting glasses in
the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervison of one of the professors. The school is
now nearly three years old, and its graduates in all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The
diploma of this college is recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superior
qualification in Optical Science. Fees $50. For further particulars address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.

I. Bedichimer
Manufacturer of

JVIasonic JVIarks,
Society padges,

Jewels, Pins and Emblems.
we call your special anent iwn t ur

ctriystic Shrine
Jewels.

Having an rigout in Europe buying up -
fine Tiger Claws and superintending the
Cutting of Egyptian Heads in Tigerite,
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet Amethyst and
other Precious Storms, has enabled us,
with increased facilPies, to produce the
finest line of Shrine Badges in America.
These goods have no etmal for st ylc, finish,
and quality of gold cowained, and a com-
parison will justify you of their superiority
with the cheap line of goods that are now
in the market.

I. BEDICH1MER,
018 Chestnut St., Phila,

C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Our Specialties.

Canes

Umbrellas

Opera

No. 215. y

Largest Stock
In the Country

.WW-*

Glasses

Large

Importation
dust Received

Chicago, Illinois.

-
-

'0111_
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of all

Our Advertisers
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17,000 lbs.
(8i tons)

Is what October KEYSTONES weigh.

Each advertiser in this paper is talking up his goods
in 24,750 places where jewelers' goods are bought.
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Can you afford not to be heard, too?
You can save time and money and repair your Spectacles and Eye-Glasses

yourself by getting the

"S. rt." Spectacle, Eye-Glass and Jewelry Holder.
PRICE $1.50

For Sale by all Jobbers and by

J. Rosenzweig,
Manufacturer and Jobber in

Everything for Watchmakers and Jewelers,
20 John Street, New York.

belong & 13rother,

Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers.

Sweep •i•
e;• Smelters•
S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Sts.

Newark, New Jersey.

RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINGS!
RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINGS !

The Best Selling Novelty Ever Offered.

"PRINCESS LOUISE" Bangle.
Latest Sensation in the Jewelry Trade.

Send for New Price List.

Henry C. Haskell,
MAKER.

11 John Street, 1.1 1.1 Hew York. Vi 

13og1e 13ros. 0
Successors to

1. F. & M. J. Bora,

The Vermont

Wholesale Jewelers

Always carry a large and carefully selected stock of
Elgin, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, Ill., Seth Thomas,
and Cheshire movements; all Association Silver, Gold, anti
Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all kinds; Rogers & Bro.
and 1847 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated Flat Ware, Clocks,
Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmakers' Tools and Ma-
terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the lowest
manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly
attended to. 'Try us.

ogJe aros.,
White iiiver Junction, Vt.

Established 1870.

J. k CLARK,
Refiner and Sweep Smelter of

G011,0 and sm,weR.
823 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought. Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

Macnair 13ur4ingarne
226 gddy St., providence, J. L

Manufacturers of.

jewelers'
findings

and

Repairing
Material

* * * 41t * * 9I *

Sell Direct to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.

* * * * * * * * *

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

The Chicago Opthalrnie College.
A School rot( Opticians.

Incorporated by the State of Illinois with a complete faculty of competent teachers. A thoroughly
practical course of individual instruction is given to each student in all that appertains to the detection of
optical defects in the eye and their correction by lenses. An Eye Hospital and a Dispensary for treating eye
diseases and adjusting glasses are in the college building. A thorough knowledge of the use of the opthalmo-
scope, as applied to the diagnosis and correction of refractive errors, is secured by daily examination of a
great variety ot cases. Each student has abundant practice in applying his,knowledge of adjusting glasses in
the most difficult cases. This is done under the personal supervison of one of the professors. The school is
now nearly three years old, and its graduates in all parts of the country are having remarkable success. The
diploma of this college is recognized throughout the United States as an evidence of the possession of superior
qualification in Optical Science. Fees $5o. For further particulars address the secretary,

H. M. MARTIN, M. D., 163 State St., Chicago.
■•■••■=1.■

I. Bedichimer
Manufacturer of

Flasonic parks,
Society padges,

Jewels, Pins and Emblems.
We call your special attention to our

Mystic Shrine
Jewels.

Having an ageot in Europe buying up •
fine Tiger Claws and superintending the
Cutting of Egyptian Heads in Tigerite,
Moonstone, Jasper, Garnet Amethyst and
other Precious Stones, has enabled us,
with increased facilities, to produce the
finest line of Shrine Badges in America.
nese goods have no equal for style, finish,
andritiality of gold comained, and a com-
parison will justify you of their superiority
with the cheap line of goods that are now
in the market.

I. BEDICHIMER,
618 Chestnut St., Phila.
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C. H. KNIGHTS & CO.
Our Specialties.

Canes

Umbrellas

Opera

No. 215. in.

Largest Stock
In the Country

Glasses

barge

Importation

Just Received

Chicago,
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A LONG FELT WANT SUPPLIED!

A BOON FOR TleiE Bt1564 WATCHMAKER,

M■MMIIMMIM=1■M

BEYERLE'S
PATENT

Quick Meffied of Timing Wafehes
A watch regulated in a few minutes ready for the finishing touches.

NO Watelrep(*eP eap afford to be uSitt?oilt it I

PTYTJU•T's
Patent Watch Timer

Time and liabor

Saved

4BEYERLE'S WATCH TIMER

''',ENTID Serr. 200 

,

0,

For Watch Repair-
ers, Springers and Adjusters.

Simple, Easy and

Quick.

TNSTEAD of being hours and days in selecting a hairspring and regulating a watch, it can now be done in a few 
utes, ready to receive the finishing touches requisite for perfect time. The spring or the watch is timed by the
aid of a special apparatus designed and constructed expressly for this purpose and accurately regulated, which

taps a bell at intervals of exactly sixty seconds, and enables the watchmaker to secure the proper number of vibrations
of the balance almost immediately. With every Watch Timer is sent a pamphlet, or Book of Instructions, giving full
information for using the apparatus and practising this method of timing watches. Both the method and apparatus have
been thoroughly tested in practical use, and will be found entirely satisfactory.

CONTENTS

Of Instruction nook. e

Introduction and general description of the method and apparatus. Proper condition of move-
@ ment previous to timing. The train, the escapement, the balance, the hairspring, the regulator,

the vibrations of the balance, etc. How to count the vibrations. Proper number of vibrations
per minute for watches in most common use. How to ascertain the proper number of vibrations
for any watch without counting them. Description of Timing Clock. How to use it in timing
watches. How to keep the correct number or record it. How to select a new hairspring, etc. Illustrated

Consisting of a Timing Clock (see the above cut), and an illustrated Book
of instructions, packed ready for shipment. Sent to any address on receipt
of price, in Registered Letter, by Postal Money Order or Express or Tele-
graphic Money Order. Checks on local banks cannot be received. Nor can
clocks be sent C.O.D., as the amount is too stnall to bother with. Write
plainly your Name, Town, (or City), County and State and specify what
Express Co. reaches you. Address all orders to

0

0 Price $5.00

For the Complete Outfit

JOHN F. BEYERLE, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer,
761 Penn Street, Reading, Pa.

References as to my standing and reliability, 1 tuould direct you to the following :
PENN NATIONAL BANK, Reading, Pa.
D. F. CONOVER & CO., S. E. Cor. Seventh and Chestnut Sts Phila.
B. J. COOKE'S SONS, 137N. Third St., Phila

"Tim KEYSTONE," Nineteenth and Brown Sts., Phila.
LISSAUER & SONDHEIH, 12 Maiden Lane, New York.
Luvv, DREYFUS & CO., II Maiden Lane, New York.

"Tun Jnwal.tuts' CIRCULAR," x£49 Broadway, New York.
SPRINGFELS & WEIL, 35 Huron Street, Buffalo, New York.
THEO. KEARNEY, 49 state Street, Chicago.
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Itotes culd- omments.

Providence has 21 jewelry establishments taxed on a
valuation of over $50,000 each.

Archbishop Corrigan, of New York, has received as gifts
from the Pope two of the latter's jubilee presents—a chalice
and a ciborium—both of which are of gold, while the chalice
is studded with amethests and rubies.

This from the "Record" of this city may be taken with
a little salt, ora good deal of faith. "A Market Street jeweler
said yesterday : I had a man in here lately whose watch
would not run properly just because he wore it over his
heart. It's odd, but if a man is of active temperament it
makes his watch run slow.' "

Jewelry for the mermaids—that that went down with
the steamer Anadyr, off Aden recently. She carried 113
cases of watches, several cases of jewelry, 123 cases of gold
wire and enough silver-174 cases of ingots—to make a
good sprinkling of plated ware for submarine uppertendom.

Modified rules for watch inspection on the Wabash
Railway require certain employes to carry watches equal to
a "fifteen jeweled patent regulator, adjusted to heat and
cold," and conductors and engineers to compare their
watches with the standard clocks provided, and record the

errors noticed.

The first number of the Chicago "Jeweler" issued under
the auspices of the Holley Publishing Company, is a very
creditable production. The publishers have shown by their

success with the "Storekeeper" that they know something

about trade journalism, and if the "Jeweler" is to survive in

any hands, it will have a good chance in those now control-

ling it.

When the United States Senate committee on the rela-
tions of this country to Canada was in Boston, Isaac P.

Gregg, of that city, representing copper mines in Nova

Scotia, said the copper products of Canada. were such as

were needed in Baltimore and. New York, and that if the

duty on copper was removed, Canadian copper would be

sent here for refining, and it would be an immense benefit

to our nickel and silver plate workers.

Among the jewelry manufacturing towns to be visited

by the All-American Congress while on its swing round the

circle are Mericlan and New FIaven, Conn., Waltham, Mass.,

where the factory people will dine the visitors, and Phila-

delphia where the tour will end with a three-days inspection

of the city's industries.

The American Waltham Watch Co. has been sued by a

Philadelphia inventor, Mr. C. A. Kortenhaus. It is claimed

that while in the employ of David F. Conover & Co. in

1882, Mr. K. invented an improvement in stem-winding

watches; that on behalf of the inventor, Mr. Conover brought

a model of the invention to the notice of the Waltham Com-

pany, which was afterwards returned by their New York

agents with the message that the thing might be useful to

them except that they were about to change their stem-wind

system ; that plaintiff thereupon paid no attention to the

:natter till he subsequently learned that the defendant com-

pany was making use of his device, having employed it in

8o,000 watches. Mr. Kortenhaus thinks that, owing to the

confidential circumstances under which defendants came to

know of his invention, they are bound to pay him for the

use they made of his idea, and he wants a royalty on all

watches in which the device has been applied.

Superintendent Porter, of the Census Bureau, has ap-

pointed Richard P. Rothwell, of the 44 Enginering and

Mining Journal," to be head of the department of gold

and silver statistics in the forthcoming census-taking.

"He that goes a borrowing goes a sorrowing." The

last legislature of this State sought to meliorate the borrow-

er's cause for sorrowing by making it illegal for the lender

to require the borrower to pay the three-mill tax on the

money lent, and providing that when the latter does pay it,

the same shall be Considered usury and have usury's con-

sequences.

"Go and sell that thou hast and give to the poor." A
dispensary recently opened in Paris is the fruit of the gift of
Mme. Edouard Andre's jewels to the Philanthropic Society.

Mr. Jerome Stivers, a New York expert in diamonds
who sells jewelry on commission, had a curious experience
at his house, 244 Sixth avenue, recently. He was out late
on a Saturday night, and when he got home and went to bed
he left some jewelriand three gold watches in the pockets of
his coat on a lounge in the front room. When he got up at
nearly noon the next day, he found his clothes in the bath
room—pockets empty. Windows and doors were supposed
to be secured, and the police were mystified. Monday noon
the interest was increased by Mr. Stivers, receiving the two
new watches—his own old watch was the other taken—by
mail. The rest of the stuff, a pair of diamond earrings and
two pins, was not returned.

Exports of breadstuffs in August were valued at $13,-
169,752 against $12,106,726 last year. In beef, hog and
dairy products the August exports reached a value of $11,-
147052, a gain Of $3,200,000 over the previous August.

The old letter box must go. The Government has
adopted a new one. It is described as in shape not unlike
that now in use, except that it has a heavy cap on top of it.
Within this cap is a semi-cylinder, which is turned by one
hand, while the other inserts the letter. As it turns to open
the box it carries upward an iron plate which closes com-
pletely the lower part of the box. These boxes will be made
in three sizes. They will cost from $2.4o to $7.75 each.
The boxes now in use cost $1.75 and $2.50 respectively for
the small and large sizes.

A round trip ticket is a great convenience. L. B. King,
of Hebron, Nebraska, purchased a thirty day round trip
ticket to visit his brother at Blunt, South Dakota. While at
Blunt he died. The question then arose could he return on
the ticket. It was finally decided in the affirmative, and his
brother sent him back on the same ticket.

Is there not many a wretched stock of goods with a
brilliant show window."—Talmage. Yes, and there's many
a wretched show window with a good, honest, substantial
stock of goods back in the store, too. The best isn't always
put forward to represent the whole.

A provision for a state board of arbitration to settle dif-
ferences between employers and employes, was put into the
Wyoming Constitution by the late convention.

Secretary Windom recently decided that in the purchase
of silver for coinage into standard silver dollars he would
accept the lowest offers for the amount required, provided
the price was within the market rate, as required by law.
This reverses the practice of the Department under the last
Administration, of making counter offers, and is a return to
the practice which prevailed prior to i885. The change in
the practice is said to be due to representations by bankers
and others that the practice of making counter offers was, in
effect, an attempt by the Government to " bear " the silvei
market, by forcing down the market rate. It was announced
that this action was not to be understood as indicating any
change in the policy of the Administration in the matter of
the coinage of silver.

While we were trying to give the " Watch Dial " a dig
in the ribs last month, that journal was heaping coals of fire
on our head by printing a St. Louis letter containing this
about the KEYSTONE:
" The August number of the KEYSTONE, . . . caused

many favorable comments and much surprise. . . . Its gen-
eral appearance was much improved, and its columns con-
tained an unusual amount of news. On the whole, it showed
evidence of new life. . . . The Chicago correspondent must
have received an injection of the " Brown-Sequard Elixir of
Life," . . . —an entire page being consumed in chron-
icling the happenings of that village. The publishers are
deserving of congratulations. . . . "

And now we feel moved to remark, " What's the use of
4kicking up a ruction ' any how ? though we are not quite
prepared to guarantee that we'll never do it again."

This general statement is by Judge Gordon of this city:
Cases of this kind are constantly brought to my notice.
Poor people are induced to make puzchases on installments
without the hope of ever paying for them. They enter into
a contract which is hard and which they are unable to fulfill,
and then these dealers abusively enforce the contracts."

The representatives of the city of Washington have said
" no, thank you," to Mayor Grant's letter asking the aid and
co-operation of that city's forces to insure the holding of the
World's Fair in New York. The answers of St. Louis and
Chicago—but why did Mayor Grant waste his committee's
postage stamps in asking them anyway?

"Boss"
The word has a great past—we

intend it shall have a great future. It's

descriptive, historical and biographical

in its suggestions. It recalls James

Boss, the inventor of a unique method

of making Filled Cases. Hence "Boss"

means method—refers to process. This

method—since much improved—has

been used in making all our Filled

Cases, Hence, all were in truth "Boss"

cases—one just as much as another.

So when we were asked—as we often

were—to make a "Boss" case at a

lower price than the old "Boss," why,

all we could do to meet this want of

the trade was to omit the arbitrary

names "Star" and "Keystone" and use

instead the truly descriptive and sug-

gestive word "Boss"—with the addition

of " io K." and " 14 K." to distinguish

the grades.

The Boss Extra (guaranteed 25

years) stands first. It contains more

gold than any other filled case made;

consequently is the highest in price.
lowat
tral

It is stamped fo--
A 

R

The Boss 14 K. (guaranteed 20

years) is practically the same case as

the Boss Extra, except that it has not

quite as much gold in it. It is sold at a

popular price, and is a wonderful seller.

It is stamped IRADE

The Boss io K. (guaranteed 15.

years) is also a Boss Case, made of still

less gold, and of to K. instead of 14 K.

It is stamped

Each grade of Boss Case contains

more gold than the same grade of any

other make ; consequently in buying d

Boss Case, no matter of what grade,

you get more for your money than in

buying any other.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago



LANGUAGE THAT NEEDS A REST.

I was awakened in the middle of the night by
a disturbance in the library. It did not seem to
be the noise of burglars. It was more like the
murmuring sound of many tongues engaged in
spirited debate. I listened closely and concluded
it must be some sort of a discussion being held by
the words in my big unabridged dictionary. Creep-
ing softly to the door, I stood and listened. " I
don't care," said the little word Of; "I may not
be very big, but that is no reason why everybody
should take advantage of me. I am the most
mercilessly overworked word in the whole diction-
ary and there is no earthly reason for it, either.
People say they 'consider of' and 'approve of' and
' accept of ' and admit of ' and all sorts of things.
Then they say 'all of us,' and 'both of them,' and
'first of all,' and tell about 'looking out of ' the
window, or cutting a piece of bread 'off of ' the
loaf, until I am utterly tired out."

"Pshaw !" said the word Up, "I am not
much bigger than you and I do twice as much
work, and a good deal of it needlessly, too. Peo-
ple 'wake up' in the morning and 'get up' and
'shake up' their beds, and 'dress up' and 'wash
up' and 'draw up' to the table, and 'eat up' and
'drink up' their breakfast. Then they 'jump up'
from the table and 'hurry up' to 'go up' to the
corner, where the street-car driver 'pulls up' his
horses and the passengers 'ascend up' the steps
and 'go up' into the front seats and the conductor
'takes up' the tickets. All this is done even before
people 'get up' town and 'take up' their day's
work. From that time until they 'put up' their
books and 'shut up' their offices, I do more work
than any two words in this book ; and even after
business hours I am worked until people 'lock up'
their houses and 'go up' to bed and 'cover them-
selves up' and 'shut up' their eyes for the night.
It would take a week to tell what I have to 'put
up' with in a day, and I am a good deal 'worked
up' over

"I agree that both Up and Of are very much
over-worked," said the word Stated, "but I think
I myself deserve a little sympathy. I am doing
not only my own legitimate work, but also that
which ought to be done by my friend Said. No-
body 'says' anything now-a-days ; he always
'states' it.
',Yes," chipped in the funny little word Pun,

"these are very 'stately' times."
Some of the words laughed at this, but Humor

said : "Pun is a simpleton."
"No," answered Wit; "he is a fellow of

duplicities."
"He makes me tired," said Slang.
Then the discussion was resumed.
"I do a great deal of needless work," said

the word But. "People say they have no doubt
'but that' it will rain, and that they shouldn't
wonder 'but what' it would snow, until I don't
know 'but' I shall strike." •

"What I have most to complain about," said
the word As, "is that I am forced to associate so
much with the word Equally. Only yesterday a
man said he could 'see equally as well as' another
man. I don't see what business Equally had in
that sentence."

Well," retorted Equally, "men every day
say that something is 'equally as good' as some-
thing else, and I don't see what business As has
in that sentence."

"I think," said Propriety, "you two should
be divorced by mutual consent."

There was a fluttering sound and a clamor of
voices.

"We, too, ought to be granted divorce," was
the substance of what they said, and among the
voices I recognized those of the following named
couples : Cover Over, Enter In, From Thence,
Go Fetch, Have Got, Latter End, Continue On,
Converse Together, New Beginner, Return Back,
Rise Up, Sink Down, They Both, Try And, More
Perfect, Seldom Ever, Almost Never, Feel Badly,
United Together, Two First, An One, Over
Again, Repeat Again, and many others.

When quietude had been restored, the word
Rest said : "You words all talk of being over-
worked, as if that were the worst thing that could
happen to a fellow, but I tell you it is much worse
to be cut out of your own work. Now, look at me.
Here I am ready and willing to perform my part
in the speech of the day, but almost everybody
passes by me and employs my awkward friend
Balance. It is the commonest thing in the world
to hear people say they will pay the 'balance' of a
debt or will sleep the 'balance' of the night."

"I suffer considerably from this same kind of
neglect," said the word Deem. "Nobody ever
'deems' a thing beautiful any more ; it is always
'considered' beautiful, when in fact it is not con-
sidered at all."

"True," said Irritate, "and people talk of
being 'aggravated' when they ought instead to
give me work."

"And me," said Purpose, "look at me. I
get hardly anything to do because people are
always 'proposing' to do this or that when no idea
of a proposition is involved. Why, I read the
other day of a man who had 'proposed' to murder
another when really he had never said a word
about it to a living being. Of course he only pur-
posed to commit the murder."

"It is my turn," said the word Among; " I
should like to protest against Mr. Between doing
my work. The idea of people saying a man div-
ided an orange 'between' his three children I It
humiliates me."

"It is no worse," said the word Fewer, "than
to have people say there were 'less' men in one
army than in another."

"No," added More Than, "and no worse
than to have them say there were 'over' roo,000
men."

"It seems to me," said the word Likely,
"that nobody has more reason for complaint than
I have. My friend Liable is doing nearly all my
work. They say a man is 'liable' to be sick, or
'liable' to be out of town, when the question of
liability does not enter into the matter at
all."

"You're no worse off than I am," said the
little word So ; "that fellow Such is doing all my
work. People say there never was 'such' a glorious
country as this, when, of course, they mean there
never was 'so' glorious a country elsewhere."

I saw that there was likely to be no end to
this discussion, since half the words in the dic-
tionary were making efforts to put in their com-
plaints, so I returned to my couch ; and I will

leave it to any person who has read this account
to say whether I had not already heard enough to

make me or anybody else sleepy.— Washington
Post.

* * *

In the struggle between capital and labor

there is more to be learned, from the Sermon on

the Mount than from the books on political
economy.—President Patton of Princeton.
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THE JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.
President, DAVID C. DODD, JR.

First Vice-President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Second Vice-President,
HENRY HAYES Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,
DAVID UNTERMEIZER Of Keller & Untermeyer.

Treasurer,
CHAS. G. Lawn  Of Randel, Baremore & Billings.

Secretary,
GEO. H. HODENEYL Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
J. B. BOWDEN, Chairman  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.
C. G. ALFORD  Of C. G. Alford & Co.
N. H. WHITE  Of N. H. White.
F. Knonnua  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
SILAS STUART Of Silas Stuart.
H. H. BUTTS Of H. W. Wheeler & Co.

For further information, Application Blanks for Membership,
By-Laws, etc., Address

P. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broadway, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-
tive Committee was held at the Alliance Office on
September r3th. There were present J. B. Bow-
den, Chairman ; Messrs. Lewis, White, Butts,
Stuart and Geo. H. Hodenpyl, Secretary.

The following were admitted to membership:
A. M. Mossman, Woods Square, Hudson, Mass. ;
Emile Ader, 262 W. I25th Street, New York City;
C. F. Lauterback, Petersburg, Va. ; C. H. Daniels,
Malden, Mass. ; Jacob Karr, 945 Pennsylvania
Ave., Washington, D. C. ; H. U. Seaman, Wash-
ington, Pa. ; Adam C. Miller, 107 Broadway,
Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Robert Ernst, 103 Washington
St., Vicksburg, Miss.

* * *

The European alarm bells are sounding.
Here is a note from Paris. The "XIX Siecle"
says : "The United States has taken the initiative
in the matter of this international customs union,
on the supposition that its commercial supremacy
in the markets of central and meridianal America
will be thereby assured. Our Government, doubt-
less, has sent the necessary instructions to its
agents in America and will make earnest represen-
tations to Minister Reid to prevent the success
of these projects, which would entail an annual
loss to the trade of France of roo,000,000 francs."

* * *

"Max O'Rell" tells this story in his last book:
"Having broken the glass of my watch (in St.
Malo), I inquired who was the best watchmaker in

the place. It was a M. Perrin, I was told.
I made for M. Perrin's shop. The shop was

closed and the shutters up.
Outside was stuck a card, on which I read:
" 'M. and Mme. Perrin are out of town ; they

will be back on Tuesday.' "

It was Saturday. M. and Mme. Perrin were

on the spree.
I admired their independence, and waited

till they returned to have my watch repaired.

Nobody wants to know the time in Normandy,

and for three days I did as my happy compatriots.

A Chicago man answered a matrimonial
advertisement, and as a result of the ensuing

correspondence, got victimized out of a gold ring

and $25 sent to pay the fair one's fare to him.

She was married—name Hitchcock—home at
Meadville, Pa.,—and when she and her husband

were tried for making a fraudulent use of the

mails, he was convicted. The Chicago man's

action is legal—there's no law in Iilinois forbid-

ding a man's making a fool of himself.

IMPORTERS.

Diamond Cases. 14 and 18 K. Cases.

GRANGER CASES.

Wheat Cases. Eagle Cases.

GOLD FILLED CASES.

Silver and Metal Cases.

WALTHAM WATCHES.
Gold. Filled. Silver.

Loose and Mounted

DIAMONDS.
Rubies. Sapphires. Emeralds.

BROOCHES. PENDANTS.

Scarf Pins. Studs. Buttons.

RINGS.
EAR DROPS.

A

Elgin, Howard, Waltham,

Columbus, Illinois, Cheshire,

Waltham Non-Magnetic,

Paillard Non-Magnetic,

MOVEMENTS.

Gold. Filled. Silver.

CHRONOGRAPHS.
 _01

Gold and Plated

JEWELRY.
Brooches. Ear Drops. Studs.

SCARF PINS. BUTTONS.

Lockets. Beads. Bracelets.

CHAINS.
EAR STUDS. PLAIN and STONE RINGS.

DEALERS.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
NO. 2 MAIDEN LANE
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MANUFACTURERS.

NEW YORK.

THE CHESHIRE WATCH.
" THE BEST WATCH IN THE WORLD FOR THE PRICE."

CrlOVEMENTS, Nos. 21 and 25.

0. 21.

'Thoroughly

American

No. 25.

NON-MAGNETIC BALANCE,
18 Size, Full Plate, Stem-Wind, HUNTING and OPEN-FACE, Quick Train, Straight Line Lever,

Safety Winding Barrel, SUNK SECONDS, ENAMEL DIAL, Four Jewels,
Fitting any 18 Size Standard Case.

THE BEST STEM-WIND MOVEMENT MADE FOR THE PRICE.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

THE NEW NICKEL CHESHIRE.

Pendant

Set

With Second Hand, Back Raohet in Winding, In Solid Nickel
Silver Case, not Nickel Plated, with Hinge Bezel

Imitation GOLD JOINT.

THE SOLID GOLD CHESHIRE.
SOMETHING NEW I

In Plain, Engine Turned, Engraved and Plain Bascine Cases,

Hunting and Open Face.

Ask your Jobber to see them.

All our Watches arre THOROUGHLY WARRANTED.

The Cheshire Watch Co.
FACTORY: Che•shire, Conn.

C. W. SWOT, General Selling agent,
198 proadway, New York.

DENNISON BUILDING.

All orders should be addressed to New York Office.
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lialre 'You -visited the Ainerico-Euxopeari
Exposition. at Pittsburgh, Pa.?

If Not. to not delay, but at once make a personal call, or, send a letter of inquiry to

HEEREN BROS. & CO.
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS

525 wood Street,

Be Quick
about it T

,m1 Pittsburgh, P.

Because
So widespread has been the recognition of the enterprise

of the firm that the

Second large Shipment of European Novelties
purchased by Mr. Otto Heeren during the summer from the art

centres of Vienna, Berlin and Paris, is disappearing like rosy

apples in the hands of hungry children.

And no wonder I

Latest Styles! Low Prices!
CLOCKS and 13ROSZES,

VASES and PLACQUES,

VIM:03LE STATUARY,

PEIDESTFULtS and TASIAES,

LAMPS and CANIDELAERAS.

Gaze upon this List'

new Goods! Choice Stock!
mIRRoIRs and smoKiNo SETS,

DECORATED Cf4INA,

SHIVER GOODS and bEATFIER GOODS,

IYIUSIC BOXES, OPTICALk GOODS,

ART FURNITURE and 13RIC.A.BRAC.

Come to our EkpositionI

Our Address is

H EIH_,REN HROS. & CO.
525 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

OCTOBER, 1889.

j,
'14t.

PITTSBURGH, October 2, 1889.

The outlook for fall trade was never better.
The good times which characterized the summer
sales have lengthened out, and if the same ratio is
continued up to the holiday season, there is not a
jeweler in Pittsburgh but will eat his Christ-
mas turkey with a sauce of happy satisfaction.
Take it all through, the jewelry trade of this city
holds its own steadily against that of eastern cities.
The quality and quantity of goods is worthy of
admiration. Fresh, first-class, reliable, and of
modish design, no unsatisfactory comparison can
be drawn between the home goods and those from
the leading houses of the east. Much is made of
the space at hand. Show windows are crowded,
the display cases are filled to an overlapping de-
gree, while the tops of the same are utilized for
crowded out articles in statuary, silver ware, or
bric-a-brac. So many jewelry establishments,
both wholesale and retail, all in healthful condi-
tion, has been the cause of remark from many a
visitor from the east, and the numerous weddings
scheduled, a sure index of prosperous times, will
certainly keep the trade moving briskly for the
next few weeks. Already some of the stores have
been obliged to take on extra hands to assist in
the augmented duties.

The exposition display has been of consider-
able advantage, not so much through the sales
carried on at the scene of the exhibit, as through
the reflex influence. People in large numbers
have flocked to the city, thus bringing an influ-
ence to bear on trade which has been most grati-
fying. That this is so, is noted from the fact that
those jewelry establishments not included in the
exposition display have fared as well as those
whose displays grace the big exhibition. To be
sure, the " stay-at-homes " have attractively ad-
vertised, held their individual' displays and made
the best of the commotion.

The two wholesale firms represented at the
Exposition are Heeren Bros. & Co., and Heckel,
Beiler & Co. The exhibit of the former occupies
a commanding location in machinery hall, and
includes several cases showing the varied assort-
ment of tools used in the trade. Glittering signs,
composed of rhinestones contrasted against a back
ground of black velvet, make the location of the
exhibit at once conspicuous. Heckel, Beiler & Co.
are located in the main building. Their booth is
a patriotic combination of red, white and blue
bunting, against which a large and attractive dis-
play of clocks shows effectively. In their cases the
goods, both mounted and unmounted, are shown.
The whole makes an extremely picturesque exhi-
bition.

Of the retailers, W. W. Wattles, J. C. Grogan
and Wattles & Shaefer are the sole exhibitors. W
W. Wattles has his space very artistically arrang-
ed. Pillars of white and gold support a canopy
of blue, while between the pillars, curtains of pale
blue plush gracefully looped back have position.
A pretty silk rope stretched about the exhibit
marks the allottment of space. The goods which
are all Parisian novelties are on a raised space,
and include pedastals, bronze pieces, onyx stands,
and a choice line of bric-a-brac. Several very
heavy sales have been consummated by the firm.
J. C. Grogan's exhibit, located opposite, is a
decided and picturesque contrast. Cases, pillars,

sign-board and other frame work, are all of ebony
and gold, and about the enclosure is festooned a
heavy gilded cable. The exhibit has been fre-
quently changed, and has included a bewildering
array of sterling silver, exquisite designs of cut
glass, and contrasting novelties in tea services,
chocolate services and dessert pieces. A specialty
has also been made of knives, and the exhibit has
proven a great revelation of the immense variety
and richness of these necessary articles. Wattles
& Shaefer have their vast enclosure so stocked
with goods that the exhibit is widely admired.
The handsome new mahogany cases from their
elegant store-room are used for the display, which
includes almost everything conceivable in the line
of cut glass, silver, bronzes and bric-a-brac. A
number of handsome pedastals and some choice
statuary are also included in the elaborate ex-
hibit.

In the west end of the gallery is the exhibit
of the International Optical Company, where the
entire process of making spectacles, lenses and
other adjustments is explained and illustrated by
practical opticians. Everything pertaining to the
business of testing the eyes by the most improved
and scientific methods is displayed. 0. S. Chess-
man, who has obtained the agency for the exclu-
sive sale of the International Optical Company's
spectacles and eye-glasses, is in charge of the
exhibit.

This month E. P. Roberts & Sons hold a lit-
tle exposition of their own at their establishment
on Fifth Ave. It will be "reception month."
The big show windows will renew their decorative
features every week, and a superb collection ot
real bronze, Italian marble, Serves china and bric-
a-brac, recent importations from London and
Berlin, will be displayed within the building. The
window display this week shows a collection of
lovely onyx clocks against a background of silk
and lace.

G. B. Barrett was the last of the European
wanderers to return to duty. He has, however,
taken hold of the ends of trade with his character-
istic vim and enterprise, and has started the ball
of fall trade rolling with enthusiasm.

Jno. 0. Slemmons has been called to part
with an esteemed member of his establishment,
Mr. Albert Pafenbach, who has been connected
with the jewelry trade in Pittsburgh for ten years,
and to whom has been intrusted the business of
buying for the Slemmon's establishment. Mr.
Pafenbach, this week, enters into partnership with
Mr. Adam Witzel, formerly of the house of Wat-
tles & Shaefer, but who has been in the jewelry
business for himself on Fifth Ave. the past five
years. The new firm of Witzel & Pafenbach are
getting a cosy store on Fifth Avenue nicely fitted
up for their inaugural bow to the public. Another
new firm putting in an appearance is that of E. J.
Smith, of Carson St., Southside.

Alex. Hardy, of the firm of Hardy & Hayes,
after an enforced absence of six weeks from duty
through illness, has once more taken up the line
of business. Mr. Hardy is popular, and he has
been sadly missed from his place.

H. H. Durbin, who has also been undergoing
a siege of illness, has returned to his post, but
with looks considerably emaciated. Some very
attractive novelties are now on display at the Dur-
bin establishment.

Heeren Bros. & Co. are receiving fresh im-
portations of goods from abroad, the first lot of
goods selected by Mr. Heeren having rapidly dis-
appeared. Their upper store-rooms resemble a
miniature exposition department.
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I lenry Terheyder who has been visiting the
Canton Watch Factory and other places of interest
in the west, returned home last week to get ready
for an anticipated busy season. Jeweler E. J.
Bubb has also returned from his trip which was
taken abroad in the early summer.

During the month of September, the E. How-
ard Watch and Clock Company were engaged in
putting in position a handsome clock which now
graces the $200,000 library building erected in
Allegheny, by the wealthy patron of arts, Mr.
Andrew Carnegie. The clock has double dials,
one for day and one for night, and it sounds the
hour, half hour and quarter on sweet toned bells.
It is a most useful addition to the handsome
structure, and is greatly appreciated by the
public.

R. Siedel & Sons contemplate an opening fall
reception to be given shortly in the interest of
trade. The establishment is being rapidly filled
with choice goods.

J. R. Reed & Co. anticipate a lively fall
trade. Watch inspection on the various railroads
is one of the duties assigned to the share of Mr.
Reed. This is over now for a season.

Jeweler Gerwig, of Fifth Avenue, will add to
his stock this month a superior assortment of tools
adapted to the needs of the trade.

One night at the exposition, J. C. Grogan
held a "Festival of Diamonds." A case nine feet
in length was ablaze with over sixty thousand dol-
lars worth of the rich gems.

John V. Caynor, of South Bend, Indiana, is
offering for sale to Max Schamberg, consul, located
in this city, a jewel, at the price of $100,000.
Mr. Caynor states that it was captured from the
Spaniards 300 years ago, and has been a heirloom
in his family. The name of the jewel is not
known. -

A. C. Gees, the east-end jeweler, had several
watches stolen from a delivery wagon a week or
two ago. He has succeeded in recovering three,
and the bootblacks who are the thieves are await-
ing court.

Jeweler Mozerty, of Allegheny, has offered a
number of silver watches as an incentive to good
attendance and study among the night school
pupils of that city.

An unusually large number of representatives
of the trade visited the city during the past month.
A hopefulness of spirit seemed to prevail concern.
ing business in Pittsburgh.

Dun's agency says the third quarter of the
year showed a decrease in the failures of 3.7 per
cent., but for the three quarters of the calendar
year they were four per cent larger. The liabilities
for the quarter were swelled by a few large failures,
but the increase for the nine months was much
less.

Charles Zimmerman, who was some time ago
charged with robbing his employers, the jewelry
manufacturing firm of Durand & Co., of Newark,
N. J., of gold worth about $1500, pleaded guilty
when his case came on for trial and was sentenced
to one year at hard labor in the Penitentiary.

E. H. Smith has left Emmetsburg, Iowa, and
started a new store at Estherville.

On Tuesday evening, October r, two men
entered the jewelry store of William Hiles, in
Sioux City, Iowa, and, while one of them bought
a pair of spectacles, the other stole a tray contain-
ing $2500 worth of diamonds. The theft was not
discovered until the thieves had left the store.
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JACK KNIVES.

OW in planning such
an electric self-
winding clock, it
is well to arrange
the positions the
several parts are to
occupy, before
attempting any
portion of the con-
struction. If a
common thirty-

l i 
hour movement is

Amin .111 used, the winding
mechanism can be

placed immediately below the clock movement;

or it can be placed in the rear or back of it. Most
workmen will plan the arrangement of the parts to

suit themselves, or perhaps we'd better say, to suit

the circumstancesif they once get at the principle,

or understand what is to be accomplished. It

would be quite sufficient to many of our readers

to say, attach the main wheel of another old thirty-

hour clock to the winding arbor of the movement
we changed as described in September KEYSTONE,
in such a manner, that the train belonging to the
main wheel we just attached to the winding arbor

of the changed clock, is still connected with it, so
that by rapidly turning the scape wheel, we will

slowly wind the clock to which the main wheel

has just been attached.
Now, says one reader, if we attach a little

electric motor so it will turn the scape wheel, we
can with a very weak power soon wind our clock.
All very true, but we will need a little too strong a
motor to be profitable;. so we content ourselves

with a weaker motor, and add one more wheel
and pinion to the new train and take a little more

time to wind. To such of our readers as are sat-
isfied with this description, we say, here you are,

go on and work out the details. For those who
like to have all the parts described, we would say,

select some thirty-hour clock which has a good bit

of room in the case, as it will be needed to admit

the parts we must necessarily add. These last

remarks apply to the clock selected to change to a

self-winder. As for the old clock we use to wind

with, we must, as a rule, take such as we can get,

but the principle will be nearly the same. AS

suggested above, it is desirable to add to the train
of a thirty-hour movement a wheel and pinion

when used in the winding train, but we can have

our choice to put the additional wheel and pinion

at either end of the train, that is, at the end

which is attached to the scape wheel or the wind-

ing end. We will first describe the motor, and

then take a simple style of clock and attach it.

Get two pieces of soft round iron X an inch

in diameter and about 234 inches long, attach

these to a flat bar of soft iron 34 an inch wide and

5. thick. The arrangement is shown in Fig. r,

where A ,4' represents the soft round iron pieces

and B the flat iron bar ; the several pieces are
united by the screws c c which pass through B in-

to the round pieces A A'. The pieces b are col-

lars of brass soft soldered to A A' to keep the in-

sulated copper wire in place. The bars A A' are

wound with insulated No. 16 copper wire, about

four coils one over the other. To make our motor,

we will suppose we take the arbor of our 'scape

wheel, and after removing the 'scape wheel, mount

on it four arms as shown at G, in Figs. 2 and 3.

The plates to the train of our clock movement,

which winds the going clock, are shown at the
dotted lines D E. Of course these relations are
modified by the kind of clock used, but the gen-

eral idea is, the magnets A A' stand astride the
movement at the place where the 'scape wheel is
located, and the several parts properly secured
together. It will be necessary, probably, to make
a new arbor for the arms G, but the old pinion
can be used. The lower pivot at d will need to
be hardened and run against something equivalent
to an end stone, as the magnets will exert a con-
siderable force on it when in action.

The arms G are of soft iron half an inch
wide, about t-io of an inch' thick, and long
enough to reach entirely across the end of the
round bar of the magnets. We have now to arrange
our "circuit breakers" so the current from our
battery will flow through the insulated copper
wire at the proper time. To understand exactly
how the motor works, we must analyze the action

of the several parts. The cut shown at Fig. 3 is a
view of Fig. 2 seen in the direction of the arrow
e. In this cut the arms G' and G" are shown
exactly over the ends of magnets A A' ; at this
instant the circuit should be broken and the

magnets cease to act until the acquired velocity of'

the arms have carried them to the positions indi-

cated at the dotted lines 1 when the current is
again passed through the magnets and the arms
G G" are drawn over the magnets as in the first

instance. The magnets are only intended to act
through an arc of about twenty degrees, but are
brought into action four times each revolution of
the arbor F. The gist of the arrangement of the
circuit breaker is to open and close the circuit
four times each revolution, in such a way that the
opening takes place just as the arms are over the

magnets, And the closing takes place when the

arms aro within, Mtven or twenty degrees of the

magnets. There are several important features to
consider, which our space will not permit in this

number.

Kansas Rustler—Anybody kin be rich if he
exercises a little ingenuity. W'y, in '75 I took
the census of the State at regular rates an' made a
barrel of money—took just a day to a county.

New comer—Impossible! You could not—
" Not at all, podner. I'd hit a town 'bout

sundown looking as much as I could like a Boston

capitalist, an' jest 'fore goin' to bed I'd ask the

price of corner lots. By mornin' every man,
woman and child in the county would be waitin'

for me, and all I had to do was to look out of one

of the hotel windows an' count the heads. "—Time.

William F. Ladd.

Probably the best known jeweler who died in

the past month was William F. I add, of New York,

who passed away on the 14th lilt. He was 82

years old, and had for many years been a familiar

figure on both Maiden Lane and Wall Street. He

became a member of the New York Stock Exchange
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in its infancy, and for many years furnished the
correct time—" Ladd's time 2:15 "—for that
organization. Mr. Ladd's son, George, succeeds
him in the business. As showing the benevolent
and helpful character of Mr. Ladd, ■ve quote the
following from the New York Tribune:

"He was one of the founders of the Mechanics and

Traders' Library, and was the means of placing the books

of that fine institution in the hands of many poor young peo-
ple throughout his life. At one time recently some of the

managers went to him, and said that it might not be safe to
sign the certificates for so many unknown persons to obtain

books.
"Have you lost any books?" asked Mr. Ladd.
"No, but how do you know that all these people are

honest?" asked one of the managers.

"Well, whenever I see a boy with bright eyes and a

clean face who wants books, I always sign the certificate for

him to obtain them." In not a single instance was he
deceived."

Tragic Death of Manufacturer Gesswein.

Christian Deyhle, of Philadelphia, shot and
killed Frederick W. Gesswein, of New York, on
the 13th of last month.

Mr. Gesswein was well known to the jewelry
trade from his being a prominent manufacturer of
jewelers' tools, his office being at 39 Maiden Lane,
where the shooting was done. Christian Deyhle
is an inventor, and an old man. Several years
ago he patented a device for use in connection
with jewelers' reflectors—a contrivance to make.
the reflector obey every touch of the workman's.
hand. Mr. Gesswein dealt in reflectors and Deyhle.

• began to supply him with instruments having the.
patented improvement. This course of dealing
continued for some years. Gradually Gesswein
withdrew his trade from Deyhle, and began to,
make his own reflectors. These, Deyhle thought,
infringed on his patent, and he instituted a suit
against Gesswein. The litigation came to a dis-•
astrous termination for Deyhle in June last, and
this result, together with other causes, poverty,
health, and old age, had a depressing effect on the!
old man. He went to New York to see Gessweini
and, on the morning of the killing, waited at the
latter's place of business till Mr. Gesswein,arrivedl,
when the two went together into the piti■vate_offiCce.
Deyhle began about the patent, upbraiding Gess-
wein for his conduct in the matter andifinallk asking
for $5oo to enable him to enter. the 011er Man's
Home in Philadelphia. Upon Gessweies replying,
" I would be as big a fool as, rut if I gave you
money now," Deyhle rose from the lounge on
which he was sitting, and without a word raised a
revolver and fired, killing Gesswein almost in-
stantly.

Deyhle claims the shooting was not premedi-
tated, but arose out of his desperation at the•
moment and his " somehow imagining " that.
Gesswein "made a quick movement toward him,'
as if to put him out of the room.

The unfortunate Gesswein was in the very.
prime of life, being not yet forty-one years of age..
He was a quiet man and devoted to his family..
Mr. Gesswein thought of public affairs as well as
of his business, and the New York Tribune saki
on the occasion of his death that its readers would!
"probably remember his able and exhaustive let-.
ters on the tariff question."

The no less unfortunate Deyhle is held to an–
swer for his crime. He is over seventy years of
age, and the consumption has a firm hold on him..
It is doubtful if he lives to account to the law for-
what he has done.

Since the foregoing was written, Deyhle has

been adjudged insane.

Now is the time

to buy

Finest 13rie-a-13rac
in the World

.A.LL JEWELERS SHOULD SELL, IT

Neu.* York Office:

No. 177 rroadway

3;

Ott & Brewer Co.
MANUFACTURERS

Trenton, New Jersey_

LAPP & FLERSHEM,
Wholesalers of

everything
needed

jewelers.

Originators and Publishers of the

Orig Catalogtie for jeuSefers
With all goods at List Prices, and no name but that of

The Retail jeweler in Gold lietters on the Colter
appearing in or on same.

Jewelers can show it to the public and

Take Orders for Fine Goods without Posting
anyone as to cost or where they buy goods.

Applications should be made at once by Retail Jewelers for the 1890 Catalogue whic
h is now in press.

Non de plume

"13usiest House
In America"

We solicit youtf otfttletts for

Diamonds, lAtatehes, Jewelry, Clocks, Silverware, Cold Pens, Pencils, Canes, 
Umbrellas, Watch

Tools, Materials, Findings, Eleetro Platers' Supplies, ete., etc.
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The

Paillard Non-Magnetic Watch
Leads the World

and is recognized by all as

The Watch of the Future.
No Jeweler who values his reputation and considers himself up with the times can afford to be without them.

16 Size Nickel.
Four Grades, Nos. 71, 72, 73 and 74.

18 Size Nickel and Gilt.
Three Grades, Nos. 43, 45 and 47.

16 Size Nickel and Gilt.
Four Grades, Nos. 81, 82, 83 and 84.

For loriees and beseription, consult Monthly Price List.

.Aside from regular 18 and 16 size Movements, we manufacture and carry
in stock a complete line of Complicated COatches,

Chronographs, Split Seconds, Repeaters, Calendars and all Combinations of the same
Cased in a superior manner and at prices no higher than watches of much less merit.

Our Stock of

kadie55 al* Gertferpere5 ripe Wate17e5
includes nearly every desirable style and variety, from the modest plain polished, to the richly carved, elaborately enameled and jeweled. Selection pack-

ages sent to responsible dealers known to us or furnishing satisfactory references.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

!on-filagnefic Walsh Companu
Of America_

177 and 179 13roadway, Ner..0 York.
A. C. SMITH, General selling Agent.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, October r, 1889.

The weather has undoubtedly cut a big figure
in trade during the past ten days, as there is an
estimated increase of several per cent. in the vol-
ume of business. The jobbing trade is decidedly
active. Our leading wholesale men claim an
unusually large increase over latter years.

There is great rivalry in diamond setting this
year. The styles are getting up in the most in-
genious manner. Oskamp, Nolting & Co. show
some elegant designs; while Gus Fox & Co. take
the lead in Marquise ring displays. They show
one of Iy8 inches solid diamond work with ruby
centre, valued at $175. The medium size is the
proper caper for Cincinnatians. They seldom go
to extremes. James Morgan holds up the priceless
gems to the delight of femininity. Jos. Noterman
& Co. have been making some new departures in
combining diamonds, rubies and opals in bee-
designs which have caught successfully, and are
buzzing their way to the front. Jonas, Dorst &
Co. are using large pearls and diamonds for scarf
pins, that are attracting a popular fancy. Chas.
Gerlack, of Gerlack, Strunck & Co., is out on the
road with a new line of white stone goods called
Golandir diamonds, that is meeting success.

Bene, Lindenberg & Co. report a boom in
watch trade.

A. G. Schwab predicts a panic by Christmas
times if the factories do not turn out watches more
speedily.

C. Hellebush's firm reports trade good in all
departments. They are pushing the Keystone
Cases with great success. This firm has caught
the fever, and their immense salesrooms have
undergone a transformation act that is enchanting.
The walls are a delicate blue, with a gold and.tan
border. The ceiling is a spangled silver which,
when illuminated by the many jitted chandeliers

of the new electric motor just in position, gives it

the appearance of some wonderful realm of gold
and glitter. Mr. A. B. Clark is spending a few
days with his wife at Indianapolis. The bachelor-
hall he was keeping is taking care of itself. Mr.
Clemens Hellebush, Jr., who succumbed to chills

and fever for a season, is now on deck again.
Oskamp, Nolting & Co. are also keeping up

with the times in making their rooms attractive.
They are adding six candle power electric lights

all through their establishment. Charlie Nolting

is now more determined than ever to surpass in
beautiful goods. This new zeal is the outcome of

the recent addition of a young member to the
household, of the feminine persuasion, who has
inherited her fond papa's love of the artistic.

Most of the boys of the Hebrew houses were
home to the Jewish New Year holiday, and will
remain over the celebrated fast-day, Yum-Kipper,

on Oct. 5th, which is the most religiously observed
during the year.

Duhme & Co. are now the recognized head-
quarters for prize cups, etc. Their designs have
received the preference, in many instances, over
those of Eastern houses of high repute.

There is a movement in foot for the establish-
ment of a new watch case factory here in the near
future. Full details of this scheme will be given
in our next letter. It is not sufficiently developed

to give particulars at present.

Cards are out announcing the approaching

wedding of Mr. L. W. Lewis, a prominent jeweler

of Cleveland, 0., to Miss Anna Small, of the same

place. The happy event occurs the zd of this month.

The trade boom that has been felt in so many

establishments has not been unperceived in the

house of D. Schroder & Co., who think the future

will do itself proud, if it will only continue the
gait set in the past month or so.

Among the buyers here this week are H. T.
Chamberlain, of Warsaw, Ky. ; Alfred Settle,
Scottsville, Ky. ; E. E. Morsiman, Bluffton, Id.;
Philip Silbert, Frankfort, Ky. ; E. Furtwangler,
Washington, C. H., 0. ; John Ballinger, Mays-
ville, Ky. ; Mr. Murphy, of Murphy & Hopper,
Maysville, Ky. ; M. B. Ketchem, Pallaponto,
Texas, and S. V. Harding, of Seymour, Ind.,
who is here buying his stock for his new store at
Bedford, Ind.

The following is a list of Patents of interest

to the trade, issued during September, 1889. To

obtain a complete copy of specifications and draw-

ings for any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-

five cents to the Commissioner of Patents, stating
the number and date of issue.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1889.

No. 410,173 Watch Pivots.
Charles Monfort, Utica, Mich.

No. 410,233 Eye-Glasses.
John L. Borsch, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 410,234 Spectacle Case.
William W. Brilhart, Indiana, Pa.

No. 410,272 Manufacture of Pens.
John T. Foster, Arlington, N. J.

No. 410,327 Watch Barrel.
Charles H. Meylan, New York, N. Y.

No. 410,370 Watch Movement Box.
Gustave A. and Albert C. Moeckle, Allegheny, Pa.

No. 410,503 Blow Pipe.
Lorenzo Dorn, Gloversville, N. Y.

No. 410,558 Pinion Holder for Pinion Polishing Machines.
Granville Nutting, -Waltham, Mass.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 10, 1889.

No, 410,798 Spectacle Case.
Charles R. Long, Louisville, Ky.

No. 410,808 Picture Holder Attachment for Watch Cases.
Gaspard Schelker, Brooklyn, N. Y.

No. 410,825 Clock Case.
John M. Durward, Bristol, Conn.

No. 450,831 Watch Pendant and Setting Device.
William T. Graessle, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 410,945 Watch Case.
William C. Taft and Paul J. Morand, Chicago, Ill.

No. 410,967 Time Indicator.
Peter G. Groud, Brooklyn, N. Y.

DESIGNS.

No. 19,301 Spoon, Fork, etc.
John H. Argyll, Newburyport, Mass.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 1889.

No. 411,138 Electric Clock System.
Charles H. Carter, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
Oscar F. Gunz, Rutherford, N. J.

Stem Winding and Setting Watch.
0s6.1. F. Gunz, Rutherford, N. J.

Repeating Watch.
Edouard Heuer, Bienne, Switzerland.

Nose Pad for Eye-Glasses.
John P. Molitor, Vallejo, Cal.

No. 411,168 Gong Striking Mechanism for Synchronized
Clocks. Chester H. Pond, Chicago, Ill.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24, 1889.

No. 411,420 Watch Case Pendant.
William W. Bradley, Newport, Ky.

No. 411,509 Ear Ring. Chas. P. Pike, Boston, Mass.
No. 411,527 Opera Glass Holder.

Emil B. Meyrowitz, Ridgefield, N. J.
No. 411,586 Workman's Time Recorder.

Alexander Dey, Glasgow, Scotland.
No. 411,689 Electric Attachment for Eye Glasses.
Charles G . Smith, Mohawk, and Herman W. Martin, Ilion,

New York.

No. 411,146

No. 411,147

No. 411,148

No. 411,164
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The Anti-Swear
CUFF BUTTON.

Please read the following:

Wheeling W. Va., January 9, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: I have had no reason to change my first
opinion expressed to you in former letters. I like the Anti-
Swear Button for my own use better than any I have ever
used. If you make the styles you will sell them. They are
not only convenient but durable, and that, you know, is not
a feature of most of the Patent Buttons.

Yours truly, J. W. GRUBB.

Parkersburg, W. Va., March 14, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: I have been very successful with the
Anti-Swear Buttons and I believe them to be the best But-
ton, so far as wear and durability are concerned, in the mar-
ket. It is a button a salesman can talk about. Now, only
yesterday, a gentleman came in and was looking around
when I called his attention to your Button. I sold him a
pair, and made a good profit, and had no trouble at all.

Yours truly, FRANK S. SMITH.

Ellenville, N. Y., March 16, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOT'T & CO.

DEAR SIRS : I like the Anti-Swear very much, and
find it a very easy button to sell. Its being automatic
makes it a novelty which interests a custonier at once. All
I have sold have given excellent satisfaction, and I am glad
to speak a good word for them.

Yours truly, DELOUIE TICE.

Monroe, La., August 22, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: I like the Anti-Swear Button back bet
ter than any in the market, and consider them the best Cuff
Button in use. I have examined them carefully. They are
so simple in construction that there is nothing to break or
get out of order. Yours truly, W. D. TUSTEN.

McConnellsville, 0., March 25, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: We have been selling your Anti-Swear
Button ever since it came out, and we consider it the best
and most substantial button in the market. There is no
mistake about it, you have the best thing out in the way of
a patent back. It is so simple in construction and for ease
and quickness in insertion, nothing ever made will compare
with it. Yours truly, H. B. VINCENT & BRO.

Friendship, N. Y., March 30, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. Scorr & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: Last year I put in stock of your Anti-
Swear Buttons. I find them to be very easy goods to sell,
and they give better satisfaction than any other button I
have ever sold, and the best of all they give a nice profit.
Have just bought another nice assortment of the buttons to-
day of your salesman. Very respectfully,

MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT & CO.,
DEAR SIRS: I take pleasure in recommending the

Anti-Swear Buttons. Since I have kept them in stock I
have scarcely been able to sell any other sleeve buttons.
They give good satisfaction. I shall have to get you to
alter my old stock by putting on Anti-Swear Backs, in order
to make them salable.

Yours very truly, ALBERT JANICKE.

C. S. LANE.

New York, April 4, 1889.

Hudson N. Y. May 27, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: Buy the " Anti-Swear " and " Cuss " no
more is an every day expression in our town. Since I have
kept and sold these buttons profanity has greatly decreased
in this vicinity, and while I do not warrant an entire cure in
every case, I think they greatly help to relieve the trouble.

'VOWS truly, EDMUND SPENCER.

Endorsed by the

" Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association."
Cleveland, 0., May 15, 1889.

MEssas, J. T. Scow & Co., New York.
The Convention indorsed the business method of your

firm in selling your patent Anti-Swear Cuff Buttons only to
the Retail Jewelry Trade, and recommend the button to the
members of this Association. Very respectfully,

ED. G. LOHMEYER, Secretary,
Ohio Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association.

Sold only to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

J. T. Scott et Co.
Sole fitataufaotu veva

4 Maiden Lane - New. York
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., September 30, 1889.

It is very gratifying on the part of your cor-
respondent to be able in this number of the KEY-
STONE to say something pleasant regarding the
condition of the jewelry industry in this section of
the country. During the present month, there has
been a marked improvement and most of 'the shops
are running full time, and good sized duplicate
orders are coming in, so that as a whole, the man-
ufacturers are in good spirits regarding the outlook
for the rest of the season. The chain manufac-
turers are perhaps the busiest, as they have been
since the season opened ; but the demand for
other goods is on the increase and from all accounts,
some bracelets are being called for. The gold
and silver platers and electro-platers are very busy,
and some are finding it difficult to fill orders as
promptly as desired, while the stone dealers and
manufacturers of findings are having good busi-
ness and appear to be very well satisfied. The
demand for fire-gilt goods is on the rapid decline,
and a number of firms have discarded this class of
wares and have turned their attention to plate.
Altogether, the situation is a great improvement
over the past few months, and we trust it may
continue so to the satisfaction of all concerned.

The jewelry shop of E. Biber, situated on
Elm street,. North Attleboro, Mass., was consid-
erably damaged by fire and water on Saturday
night, September 21st. Mr. Biber was insured for
$1400, and he tells us that he has made a satisfac
tory settlement with the insurance company.

Hon. Gilbert F. Robbins, Ex-Mayor of
Providence, and brother-in-law to Mr. Duty Wil-
cox, died at his residence Friday, September 27th.

Messrs. John Austin and M. J. Fitzgerald,
both well-known to the jewelry trade, are directors
in the Mercantile 'Trust Co., a new banking-house
just started here.

Oscar Stahl made a fine display of engraving
work at the Rhode Island State Fair. His exhibit
consisted of medallions, plates, and a three-cent
piece on which was engraved the Lord's Prayer.

The following clipping from an Attleboro
paper may be of some interest to your readers :

" Has Been There Before.' A Chicago jew-
elry drummer for a New . York house, named
Charles Helfenstern, had trouble with his employ-
ers about his samples, worth some $5,000. His
wife is now claiming that the employer assaulted
her while searching for the missing jewelry, and
sues him for to,000 damages. Pinkerton detec-
tives are mixed up in the affair. Its local interest
lies in the fact that Helfenstern used to be in the
employ of a leading Attleboro jeweler, who was
also compelled to obtain the services of the Pinker-
tons to obtain possession of his samples."

The Attleboro Agricultural Association, of
which Mr. R. F. Simmons is President, and whose
membership is made up largely of the manufactur-
ing jewelers, held its Annual Fair at the Associa-
tion grounds, Falls Village, on September 18th,
i9th, and 20th. The Association was most unfor •
tunate in selecting its time of meeting, as during
the entire three days the weather was cold, rainy,
and generally disagreable, and served to greatly
diminish the attendance, and to prevent any in-
crease of the treasury. Last year's experience was
almost identical. We hope the Committee of

Arrangements next year, will have a better under-
standing with the clerk of the weather. We were
somewhat disappointed at the size of the jewelry
display made by the local firms. It was not near
as extensive as we had anticipated, and many
prominent firms were conspicuous by their absence
from the exhibit. Such of the firms, however, as
did contribute to this department made a most
excellent display, and made the jewelry section a
feature of the fair. The following is a list of ex-
hibitors in this department : Acme Silver-Plate
Co., of Boston, Mass., an attractive and beautiful
display of silverware; Cummings & Wexel, but-
tons; Short, Nerney & Co., chains; E. A. Rob-
inson, chains, pins, etc. ; Horton, Angell & Co.,
buttons; E. I. Franklin & Co., general display of
all kinds of jewelry; W. H. Wilmarth & Co.,
chains, collar and sleeve buttons, etc. ; Wm. M.
Fisher & Co., of Providence, R. I., chains;
Wade, Davis Sz Co., of Plainville, Mass., brace-
lets, etc. ; Cheshire Watch Co. and Bates &
Bacon, extensive displays of gold and silver cases
and movements; F. S. Gilbert, bracelets, etc. ;
F. H. Sadler & Co., pins, ear-drops, etc. ; J. M.
Fisher & Co., cbarms, etc. : Watson, Newell &
Co., buttons.

The Electric Railroad Co. made its display
outside of the grounds, and for the first time ran
cars from Attleboro to the grounds and received a
most generous patronage. On account of unavoid-
able delays horses were substituted for the electric
current, and while they performed the work satis-
factorily, the Company would have much preferred
to have had its motors in working order. Work-
men are now busily engaged in completing the
track between North Attleboro and Plainville, and
in a short time a ride in an electric car will be
no novelty, but an hourly occurrence.

Your correspondent was highly pleased to
meet the KEYSTONE'S able manager, Mr. B. Thorpe,
in Providence, but regretted that his visit was so
short. We were glad to learn from him of the
publication's success, and of its constantly growing
popularity among both readers and advertisers.

The following clipping from the Providence
Journal shows conclusively that Attleboro is des-
tined to be a perpetual manufacturing jewelry
town, as even the young blood is at work on new
designs and novelties:

" Victor B. Robinson, 16 years, of Attleboro,
Mass., who is a son of Mr. E. Robinson, one of that
town's well-known jewelers, has made a watch
chain that is a novelty even for Attleboro. The
young man is a good deal of a naturalist, but the
atmosphere about the town, heredity, and educa-
tion have combined to develop the " novelty " in-
stincts that are early inbred up there. Young
Robinson recently captured a snake. He skinned
the snake and carefully and cleanly cut the meat
from the back-bone, leaving a beautiful string of
vertebrw, clean, white and flexible. He made a
fine chain and strung the vertebrie on it. He made
a hub and die, and with them he cut out trim-
mings to represent a snake's head and put in two
diamonds for eyes. More trimmings were added
according to taste and fancy, and the result was a
watch chain that makes the Attleboro novelty ex-
perts wild with envy. The chain is on exhibition
in the window of the Journal branch office, this
city."

Mr. Albert Bushee, of A. Bushee & Co.,
Attleboro, Mass., whose house was entered by
burglars some months ago, was happily surprised
on Sept. r3th, which by the way was his birth-
day, by the presentation of an elegant diamond
stud, to take the place of the one stolen by the
thieves. His friends had endeavored to match it
as near as possible, and it is said to be a very fine
stone.

OCTOBER,

Mr. Nathaniel Grant, so well-known in jew-

elry circles throughout the country, died at Wood's

Hall, Sept. 8th, and his funeral services were held

in this city on the 12th. He was born near Ber-

wick, Maine, and when he was 19 years of age

went to Attleboro, Mass., where he learned the

jewelry business. Some years later he came to
Providence and formed a co-partnership with the

late Charles Downs, which proved very renumera-

tive. When the firm dissolved, Mr. Grant asso-

ciated himself with Mr. Frank Bliss, of New York,

and these gentlemen continued in business together
until 1887, when owing to financial troubles, Mr.

Grant virtually retired. He was a most generous

hearted man, and always made it a special aim to

make all who came in contact with him as happy

as possible. He was an officer in the First Light

Infantry Veteran Association, a member of What

Cheer Lodge of Masons, a Knight Templar, and a

Director of the Warwick Club.
Mr. R. A. Kipling, who has been at his Paris

office for the past few months, has been compelled

to postpone his departure for home until early in

October.
Brcwn & Sharpe, the manufacturers of ma-

chinery and fine tools of this city, have been award-

ed a gold medal for their display at the Paris
Exposition.

Mr. C. H. Tappan, of the firm of Tappan,

Berry & Co., manufacturing jewelers of Attleboro,

Mass., spent his vacation at Malone, N. Y., with

friends. We are told that he took one of his fast

horses with him, and entered it in the free-to-all

races at the Fair which was held there.
Mr. L. J. Le Boeuf, of Woonsocket, R. I.,

who has been engaged in the retail jewelry busi-

ness on Main St., is very sick at his residence.

The Burgess Ya c ht "Awa", owned by Mr.

A. E. Austin and others, has taken part in various

regattas held by the R. I. Yacht Club, and has

proven very satisfactory to her owners.
Several of the Providence jewelry firms shut

down one day during Fair week to enable their

employes to visit the exhibition.

The sad death, by suicide, of Mr. H. P.

Richards, of North Attleboro, Mass., was a ter-

rible shock to his very many friends both at home

and abroad. He had been in poor health for some

time past, which in all probability was the cause

of his rash act.
Mr. J. M. Fisher, of Attleboro, Mass., will

soon commence the erection of an elegant

residence.

* * *

Third Assistant Postmaster-General Hazen

wears a pair of sleeve-buttons enamelled to repre-

sent the brown 2-cent postage stamp, which was

so popular before the introduction of the "sickly

green" stamp. They attract some comment now

that the Department is about to make another

change in the color of the stamp. The buttons

were made before the brown stamp which they

represent was issued. When the Department

adopted the new color and design, John C. New,

now Consul General at London, but at that time

Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, sent to Mr.

Hazen for a proof of the new stamp. The latter

did not know for what it was wanted, but be com-

plied with the request. Mr. New wanted the proof

for a Chicago firm which proposed to manufac-

ture sleeve buttons in imitation of the stamp.

Before the new stamps were issued the sleeve but-

tons were completed and the first pair was sent to

Mr. Hazen.—New York Tribune.
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Buy your chains with Leather Lined
Swivels on them. Remember they cost
no more and will sell the chain

All Railroad Men

Carry Fine Watches
and use

ylamsay's Non-Magnetic
Lkeathett Lkined

SWIVEL,

4 1

DI g, peniVal
k co. Wholesale Jewelers

Ask to see our new lines of

Hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,
In Silver and plate.

Other novelties Coming.

We carry in Stock S NON-MAGNETIC
WATCflES

Waltham and Geneva Flakes.

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received.

D. C. Percival & Co.
13oston, Mass.

Manufactured only by

Burt Romoou I Co.
204 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

Fountain Pens
Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be su-

perior to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower
price than you have ever had first-class goods in this
line offered at before.

The Pen is 14 K. gold, warranted, with iridium
point, .and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The
Barrel is made of best vulcanized rubber, and every
genuine pen is stamped as shown on the side.

Price List of Fountain Pens.
No. of

1;old Pen.
In Plain

I lolder, as cut.
In Chased
Holder.

In Fancy Gold
Mounted Holder.

2 $10.50 $12.60 $14.80

3 12.60 4. 8o 16.20

4 I4.8o i6. 20 18.00

5 16.20 18.00 2 I .6o

Have Numbers 3, 4 and 5 in Stubs at
$1.00 per dozen extra.

Terms: Prompt Cash less 5 per cent.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Like the rest of humanity, we like pretty
things when we see them, and that is probably the
reason we so much admire the new "Silver Shell"
cases. A. Zugsmith, sole owner and manufac-
turer of these cases, can show orders from all parts
of the United States and ' Canada, which he has
received for these goods, and a majority of the
letters came from jewelers who had sent for a
sample, and after receiving it had written, "Send
me eleven more of the Silver Shells," or some-
thing of like effect.

We are pleased to hear the American Horo-
logical Institute, which has been advertising in our
columns, is receiving so encouraging returns for
its efforts to found a school for instruction in
horological and kindred sciences. Mr. Dotter,
the secretary, said he had received one hundred
and twenty-three inquiries for prospectus and in-
formation concerning the school, and that the
pledged pupils for attendance at the commence-
ment would be greater than the founders had even
hoped. Mr. Dotter added that the KEYSTONE was
the medium par-excellence for reaching the watch
and jewelry trade.

Ladies as well as gentlemen are successfully
taught watchmaking at the W. F. A. Woodcock
Horological School at Winona, Minn., and posi-
tions are secured for them when competent.

" The way to resume is to resume," said
Horace Greeley. So the way to indorse is to in-
dorse. The " Anti-Swear Cuff Button" of Messrs.
J. T. Scott & Co., 4 Maiden Lane, New York, has
been indorsed in precisely this direct way by letters
from jewelers all over the country who have had
the button in stock, have sold it, and have heard
the verdict of customers on its filling to perfection
the function a cuff button should. It sells and it
suits, they say, and they don't forget to add that
its selling is profitable to the seller.

The house of Clemens Hellebush at Cincin-
nati is making a specialty of the finest grades of
foreign made watches. The Cincinnati agency
for the " Vacheron & Constantin " goods and the
United States agency for the " Ulysse Breting "
watches are held by this house, and the watches
are confidently put forward as " the best and
most reliable time-keepers made."

The retail trade is reaping its share of the
advantage due to the sagacity shown by the Key-
stone Watch Case Co., in bringing out prominent-
ly the fact that its "14 K." filled case is a "Boss"
and justly entitled to share the generous patron-
age a discriminating public have always bestowed
on "Boss" goods.

Amsterdam is pretty close to head centre for
a diamond market. Perhaps that's why Oskamp,
Nolting & Co., diamond merchants of Cincinnati,

are able to get close. to bedrock on prices—their
diamonds are bought by Wm. Oskamp of Amster-

dam, who,being right there,can take advantage of

any special chances in prices or supplies the mar-

ket affords the year through.

A glance at page 54 suggests that the province
of Puck and the judge is likely to be invaded by
the Keystone Watch Case Company in advertis-
ing their "Striking Designs" in Silver cases.

The Chicago Ophthalmic College opens
November 4. Its course is thorough and complete.
Pupils are taught the theory of imperfect vision,
and given practical opportunity to apply their
knowledge to real cases under the supervision of
thorough professors in the eye hospital and dis-
pensary attached to the college. Fees are only
$5o.00. See adv. on page v.

Of the Pittsburg jewelers in foreign lands
this year, G. B. Barrett, of G. B. Barrett & Co.,
tarried latest. Perhaps it's a reasonable inference
from this fact that the importations of his firm
will not be lacking in indications of their travel-
er's lateness of touch with European novelties.

A visit to D. D. Palmer's Horological School,
at Waltham, Mass., and an inspection of the
engine room at the rear of the building, together
with a look at the perfectly fitted up workroom
where the power is applied and adjusted to prac-
tical workroom needs, will tend to account for the
fact that this school has always had an attendance
of pupils up to its capacity to care for them.

If you have a patent device or machine you
want manufactured and put on the market for a
royalty, or in any other way, write John S. Birch
& Co., 182 Lewis St., New York, and they may
help you in the matter.

"Time is money" and any device to save
time is welcome and sure of a demand if it has
merit. The "Patent Back Centering Rest" of J.
Klingensmith, Springfield, Ill., has substantial
merits in this regard, not only economizing time,
but contributing increased ease and accuracy in
the doing of the work.

The Chicago Horological Institute seems to
be building itself up for the future as well as for
the present. If influential indorsements are of any
use in establishing its claim to deserve public pa-
tronage, its standing ought to be speedily assured.

Judging from the number of leading jobbers
who are already handling H. B. Sommer & Co's
recently patented "easel cards" for displaying
jewelry to advantage, the jobbing trade must have
a pretty good opinion of the article. In Canada,
California, and all around, the new device has
made the same favorable impression. As it's
enjoined upon us to rejoice with those that rejoice,
we do so with H. B. S. & Co., rejoicing that in
thus rejoicing, we rejoice with a firm of Philadel-
phia rejoicers.

This is a good year for expositions. Those
at Pittsburgh and Detroit are both conspiciously
successful. The exhibit of Heeren Bros. & Co.,
jewelry importers and jobbers, has been one Of the
most important in contributing to the complete-
ness of the Pittsburgh display in this line of trade.
Otto Heeren must have had "Exposition" constant-
ly in mind while doing Europe the past summer.

OCTOBER, 1889.

For much in brief, on what stops a watch's
going, there's nothing equal to the "Regulator"
of F. H. Bristol, Alma, Neb.

The "Jewelers School of Letter and Mono-
gram Engraving," 67 Washington street, Chicago,
claims to be the first and only school in the coun-
try where young men and women can learn the
art of letter and monogram engraving and make
practical use of it.

The " S. R." spectacle, eye-glass and jewelry
holder of J. Rosenzweig, 20 John street, New
York, is said to be a money-making and time
saving tool for the average jewelry shop.

In a write up of the St. Louis Exposition in
the pages of the Trade Review, we find an article
headed " Non-Magnetic Watch Co.," and begin-
ning : " Presiding at the most magnificent dis-
play of watches in the exposition may be found
Mr. Robert S. Hubbel, western representative of
the celebrated Paillard Non-Magnetic Watch Co.,
one of the very largest watchmaking firms in the
world. . . . Their works turn out four hun-
dred complete watches per week, all furnished
with Paillard's patent non-magnetic balance and
hair spring, adjusted to heat and cold, unaffected
by moisture and absolutely exempt from magnet-
ism. . . . If you require a watch that can be
depended upon for time under all conditions, ask
your jeweler for the Paillard non-magnetic watch.
They lead the world."

Mr. jr.. D. Brown, of Snow Shoe, Pa., is kind
enough to say this to us as he encloses the amount
of his subscription : " THE KEYSTONE iS one of
the handsomest monthlies I receive, though the
subscription price is only one fourth of the amount
of most of them. One issue, I think is well worth
the yearly price of

The Detroit Plush Tray and Box Co., a con-
cern whose good luck it is to be receiving orders
faster than it can fill them, has published a neat
catalogue, illustrated in colors, which it will send
upon request to any one wishing to get an idea of
the variety of its products.

Henry C. Haskell's "Razzle Dazzle Puzzle
Ring"—the first jeweler to win the prize of io
offered in connection therewith—see advertising
pages—resides at Camden, Me. He solved the
problem in twenty-three minutes.

If one can't afford to spare time to go off to
attend a course of lectures on fitting glasses, optical
defects and how to remedy them, etc., perhaps a
recourse to the "Optician's Outfit" of the Julius
King Optical Co. of Cleveland, 0., or Maiden
Lane, New York, will be the next best thing to
resort to. The instructions included in the "Out-
fit" are meant to be plain, practical and such as
to stand the test of actual business requirements.

Have you used the "Moseley Lathe "? It is
like praising wheat as a material for making flour
to commend this tool as an efficienf aid to watch-
makers and repairers. Most jobbers can supply it;
if any can't, write Moseley & Co., Elgin, Ill., for
new price list.

OCTOBER, 1889.

CHICAGO, ILL., October 3, 1889.

The fall trade has opened up most auspic-
iously, and the jobbers, as a body, are in conse-
quence quite jubilant over the outlook. The retail
dealers all through the west report business pros-
pects as excellent, and anticipate a very heavy
holiday trade. This very satisfactory state of
affairs does not apply to the jewelry trade alone,
for I find other branches of industry quite as
enthusiastic.

I had a pleasant chat with Mr. Avery, the
President of the Elgin Watch Co., to-day. Speak-
ing on the business outlook, he said : "We are as
usual behind our orders. No matter how we in-
crease our productive facilities, it seems to be
impossible to meet the demand for our goods. So
far as I am able to judge, I think the jewelers of
the west will have a most prosperous season.
"I understand you have been East, Mr. Avery,"
I remarked. "Yes," said he, "but only for a few
days. I went to meet my son and Mr. Cutter on
their arrival in New York. 'They have been away
on an eight-months tour, during which they visited
Australia, New Zealand, the Continent of Europe
and England."

There has been a good deal of talk here about
the expulsion of M. C. Eppenstein & Co. from
the National Association. The head of the firm
is personally very popular with the trade, and a
good deal of regret was expressed at the occurrence.
Mr. H. F. Hahn, on being approached on the
subject said : "I am really ignorant of the precise
charges preferred against the firm; all that I have
about the matter is the official notice that they
have been expelled for cause. Personally, I regret
that such cause should have arisen, for the house
is justly very highly esteemed in this market."
"How do you find business ?" I asked. "Very
good. You can tell the readers of the KEYSTONE
that business has opened up better than I had expect-
ed. We are ahead of our sales for last year, and the
indications are that the present activity will con-
tinue right up to the holidays. I get very satis-
factory reports from our salesmen ; they all seem
to be equally sanguine."

I next called upon M. C. Eppenstein. " I
understand you have come to grief so far as the
Association is concerned, Mr. Eppenstein," I said
after the customary greetings. "So that is what
you are after," was the reply. "You newspaper
men are like the ravens and the vultures—you
always hover round the slain. Metaphorically
speaking, I may be counted amongst the dead in
the Association, for I have just received notice of
my expulsion. I have no comment to make on
the subject, neither have I any complaint. I pre-
sume I can get along without the Association just
as well as the Association can get along without
me, and I trust there will be no hard feeling on
either side. That is all I have to say."

I found Mr. Benj. Allen very busy when I
called, but he very courteously found time to give
me his experience. " So the KEYSTONE wants to
know something as to last months business," said
he; " all I can say is, that if business keep up to
the present standard until the holidays, I shall feel
very well satisfied. We are considerably ahead of
last year's sales, and orders are coming in rapidly.
I receive encouraging reports from all parts of the

country, and think I am perfectly safe in saying
that the West is uniformly prosperous. The coun-
try jewelers are all feeling good, and collections are
easier than is usual at this.sea.son. I think we are
assured of a prosperous fall trade."

Mr. C. H. Knight's said : " I presume I am
only echoing the experience of others when I say
that trade is very active. Our sales during the
past month have exceeded my anticipations, and
our business for the year, so far as it has gone,
shows a gratifying increase over that for its pre-
decessor. Collections continue good, and the
country dealers seem to have new life and vigor
infused into their dealings. They are buying
carefully, however, and as a rule display good
judgment in their purchases."

Mr. Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem said : I
don't know that I can give you a better idea of the
condition of business, so far as we are concerned,
than by pointing out that our staff has been work-
ing until ten o'clock at night all through the
month. Our sales are largely in excess of those
for last year, and I think the last three months of
this year will show a still larger increase. Col-
lections continues good." Otto Young & Co. echo
the general sentiment, and quote their sales as
much heavier than those of last year.

Mr. L. S. Grout, of Excelsior Sign celebrity
seems to share in the general prosperity ; that is, if
blocking up the entire sidewalk with packages for
shipment on Tuesday last be any sign of business
activity.

The stock and fixtures of Max Young who
recently made an assignment, were sole at auction
on Wednesday last, and I understand good prices
were realized. The Aurora Watch Company whose
financial troubles have been noticed at length in the
daily press, are likely to settle up their matters soon
and go on under better auspices. I had a pleasant
chat with their manager, Mr. Wilber, the other
day, and he regarded the prospects as very favor-
able to a satisfactory adjustment.

F. Terendt, the well-known emblem manu-
facturer, recently got up a very artistic presenta-
tion badge for Captain Schimmel, Engine Com-
pany 25. The badge bore the following inscription:
"Presented to Christian Schimmel, Engine Com-
pany 25, on his twenty-fifth anniversary as a
member of the Chicago fire department, by his
many friends, September 25, 1889.

The retailers in this city are having quite a
good business. I called upon Mr. Foreman, of
the Spaulding Jewelry Co., to-day, when he fav-
ored me with his experience as follows : " We
are more than satisfied with our sales. The volume
of business during the last six months has far ex-
ceeded my most sanguine anticipations. During
the month of September we were kept very busy,
and from now until Christmas, I expect to be
still busier." "What lines do you find most in
demand ?" I asked. "Diamond jewelry, watches
and silverware. Sales in the latter class of goods
have increased to a remarkable extent, and the
silverware manufacturers must be reaping a rich
harvest."

Mr. C. D. Peacock said, "Our sales during the
past month have been very heavy, largely in excess
of those for the same time last year. We find an
increasing demand for colored stone goods ; rubies
seem to have the call, and after them emeralds and
sapphires. The opal, too, is in great demand, and
fine stones are somewhat bard to get. Our watch
sales too have been very heavy of late. Silverware
of all kinds has a ready sale, and I think the
demand for it is rapidly increasing. There is good
cause to anticipate a heavy fall trade."

Have you made the same Mistake?

We got this letter recently:

-13

"Fox nu LAu, Wis., Sept. 26, 1889.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE Co., Philadelphia.
GENTLEMEN: Please explain this matter without delay.

Yours,

Gus KUENNE."

" This matter " was the following, clipped
from a Fon du Lac paper :

"The Keystone Watch Club Co., Phila-
delphia, has opened a permanent bramh in
this city, for the purpose of furnishing all mem-
bers who join their club, by paying SI a week,
a $43 gold watch, warranted and guaranteed,
with a dust-proof movement of which they
control the patent exclusively; therefore have
no hesitancy in saying that jewelers cannot
furnish watches equal to same for above men-
tioned price, We are ready to leave the de-
cision of this fact to competent judges. We
are not here to deceive, but to benefit the
public. E. J. CLARK, Agent Keystone Watch
Club Co., 444 Main street.

We have said and re-said and said again
that the Keystone Watch Case Co. has no con-
nection with any other concern in the world
using,the word " Keystone " as part of its name.
Yet Mr. Kuenne evidently thought we had some-
thing to do with the "Keystone Watch Club Co."
of "Philadelphia" and with its operations in Fon
du Lac. It is true the name of that concern is
very similar to ours ; it is true that it is in the
watch business ; it is true that its home is in Phil-
adelphia ; and hasty people sometimes conclude
from these facts that it has some kind of con-
nection with us and with our goods. It has not!
Don't for one moment confound our business
and our goods with its business and its goods!

The concern in question was organized under
the laws of Colorado. It sells mostly the watch
cases made by the Essex Watch Case Co., of
Newark, N. J., and movements made by the Key-
stone Standard Watch Co., of Lancaster, Penna.,
successors to the old Lancaster Watch Co. Its
talk that "jewelers cannot furnish watches equal
to same for above-mentioned price," ought not to
frighten any jeweler. Jewelers ought to know
—not merely think—that they can sell as good

watches—perhaps better—for the same or less

money—best known American makes too—and
that without cutting prices. The way to do
when the concern comes to town is to follow the

plan jewelers elsewhere have found successful in

opposing it—demonstrate the fact that any regular

jeweler can sell watches as good or better for

the same money, oftentimes for less money.

This method has been effectually pursued in a

number of instances.

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO,

PIIILADELPHIA

Now YORK. CHICAGO
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Like the rest of humanity, we like pretty

things when we see them, and that is probably the

reason we so much admire the new "Silver Shell"

cases. A. Zugsmith, sole owner and manufac-

turer of these cases, can show orders from all parts

of the United States and 'Canada, W•hich he has

received for these goods, and a majority of the

letters came from jewelers who had sent for a

sample, and after receiving it had written, "Send

nte eleven more of the Silver Shells," or some-

thing of like effect.

We are pleased to hear the American Horo-

logical Institute, which has been advertising in our

columns, is receiving so encouraging returns for

its efforts to found a school for instruction in

horological and kindred sciences. Mr. Dotter,

the secretary, said he had received one hundred

and twenty-three inquiries for prospectus and in-

tormation concerning the school, and that the

pledged pupils for attendance at the commence-

ment would be greater than the founders had even

hoped. Mr. Dotter added that the KEYSTONE was

the medium par-excellence for reaching the watch

and jewelry trade.

Ladies as tvell as gentlemen are successfully

taught ‘vatchmaking at the IV. F. A. Woodcock

Horological School at Winona, Minn., and posi-

tions are secured for them when competent.

" The way to resume is to resume," said

Horace Greeley. So the way to indorse is to in-

dorse. The " Anti-Swear Cuff Button" of Messrs.

J. T. Scott & co., 4 Maiden Lane, New York, has
been indorsed in precisely this direct way by letters

from jewelers all over the country who have had

the button in stock, have sold it, and have heard

the verdict of customers on its filling to perfection

the function a cuff button should. It sells and it

suits, they say, and they don't forget to add that

its selling is profitable to the seller.

The house of Clemens Hellebush at Cincin-

nati is making a specialty of the finest grades of

foreign made watches. The Cincinnati agency

for the "Vacheron & Constantin " goods and the

United States agency for the " Ulysse Breting "

watches are held by this house, and the watches

are confidently Ina forward as " the best and

most reliable time-keepers made."

The retail trade is reaping its share of the

advantage due to the sagacity shown by the Key-

stone Watch Case Co., in bringing out prominent-

ly the fact that its "1 4 K." filled case is a "Boss"

and justly entitled to share the generous patron-

age a discriminating public have always bestowed

on "Boss" goods.

Amsterdam is pretty close to head centre for

a diamond market. Perhaps that's why Oskamp,

Nolting& Co., diamond merchants of Cincinnati,

are able to get close to bedrock on prices—their

diamonds are bought by Wm. Oskamp of Amster-

dam, Nvho,being right there,can take advantage of

any special chances in prices or supplies the mar-

ket affords the year through.

A glance at itage 54 suggests that the province

of Pllek and the Judge is likely to be invaded by

the Keystone Watch Case Company in advertis-

ing their titriking Designs" in Silver cases.

The Chicago Ophthalmic College opens

November 4. Its course is thorough and complete.

Pupils are taught the theory of imperfect vision,

and given practical opportunity to apply their

knowledge to real cases under the supervision of

thorough professors in the eye hospital and dis-

pensary ,ittached to the college. Fees are only

$5o.00. See adv. on page v.

Of the Pittsburg jewelers in foreign lands

this year, G. 13. Barrett, of G. B. Barrett & Co.,

tarried latest. Perhaps it's a reasonable inference

from this fact that the importations of his firm

will not be lacking in indications of their travel-

er's lateness of touch with European novelties.

A visit to D. D. Palmer's Horological School,

at Waltham, Mass., and an inspection of the

engine room at the rear of the building, together

with a look at the perfectly fitted up workroom

where the power is applied and adjusted to prac-

tical workroom needs, will tend to account for the

fact that this school has always had an attendance

of pupils up to its capacity to care for them.

If you have a patent device or machine you

want manufactured and put on the market for a

royalty, or in any other way, write John S. Birch

& Co., 182 Lewis St., New York, and they may

help you in the matter.

"Time is money" and any device to save

time is welcome and sure of a demand if it has

merit. The "Patent Back Centering Rest" of J.

Klingensmith, Springfield, Ill., has substantial

merits in this regard, not only economizing time,

but contributing increased ease and accuracy in

the doing of the work.

The Chicago Horological Institute seems to

be building itself up for the future as well as for

the present. If influential indorsements are of any

use in establishing its claim to deserve public pa-

tronage, its standing ought to be speedily assured.

Judging from the numl)er of leading jobbers

who are already handling H. B. Sommer & Co's

recently patented "easel cards" for displaying

jewelry to advantage, the jobbing trade must have

a pretty good opinion of the article. In Canada,

California, and all around, the new device has

made the same favorable impression. As it's

enjoined upon tis to rejoice with those that rejoice,

we do so with H. B. S. & Co., rejoicing that in

thus rejoicing, we rejoice with a firm of Philadel-

phia rejoicers.

This is a good year for expositions. Those

at Pittsburgh and Detroit are both conspiciously

successful. The exhibit of Heeren Bros. & Co.,

jewelry importers and jobbers, has been one Of the

most important in contributing to the complete-

ness of the Pittsburgh display in this line of trade.

Otto Heeren must have had "Exposition" constant-

ly in mind while doing Europe the past summer.

OCTOBER, 1889.

For much in brief, on i'hat stops a watch's

going, there's nothing equal to the "Regulator"

of F. H. Bristol, Alma, Neb.

The "Jewelers School of Letter and Mono-

gram Engraving," 67 Washington street, Chicago,

claims to be the first and only school in the coun-

try where young men and women can learn the

art of letter and monogram engraving and make

practical use of it.

The " S. R." spectacle, eye-glass and jewelry

holder of J. Rosenzweig, 20 John street, New

York, is said to be a money-making and time

saving tool for the average jewelry shop.

In a write up of the St. Louis Exposition in

the pages of the Trade Review, we find  all article

headed " Non-Magnetic Watch Co.," and begin-

ning : " Presiding at the most magnificent dis-

play of watches in the exposition may be found

Mr. Robert S. Hubbel, western representative of

the celebrated Paillard Non-Magnetic Watch Co.,

one of the very largest watchmaking firms in the

world. . . . Their works turn out four hun-

dred complete watches per week, all furnished

with Paillard's patent non-magnetic balance and

hair spring, adjusted to heat and cold, unaffected

by moisture and absolutely exempt from magnet-

ism. . . . If you require a watch that call be

depended upon for time under all conditions, ask

your jeweler for the Paillard non-magnetic watch.

They lead the world."

Mr. J. D. Brown, of Snow Shoe, Pa., is kind

enough to say this to us as he encloses the amount

of his subscription : " THE KEvsTosirE is one of

the handsomest monthlies I receive, though the

subscription price is only one fourth of the amount

of most of them. One issue, I think is well worth

the yearly price of it. "

The Detroit Plush Tray and Box Co., a con-

cern whose good luck it is to be receiving orders

faster than it can fill them, has published a neat

catalogue, illustrated in colors, which it will send

upon request to any one wishing to get an idea of

the variety of its products.

Henry C. Haskell's "Razzle Dazzle Puzzle

Ring"—the first jeweler to win the prize of $ro

offered in connection therewith—see advertising

pages—resides at Camden, Me. He solved the

problem in twenty-three minutes.

If one can't afford to spare time to go off to

attend a course of lectures on fitting glasses, optical

defects and how to remedy them, etc., perhaps a

recourse to the "Optician's Outfit" of the Julius

King Optical Co. of Cleveland, 0., or Maiden

Lane, New York, will be the next best thing to

resort to. The instructions inc,uded in the "Out-

fit" are meant to be plain, practical and such as

to stand the test of actual business requirements.

Have you used the "Moseley Lathe "? It is

like praising wheat as a material for making flour

to commend this tool as an efficient aid to watch-

makers and repairers. Most jobbers can supply it;

if any can't, write Moseley & Co., Elgin, Ill., for

new price list.

OCTOBER, 1889.

CHICAGO, October 3, 1889.

The fall trade has opened up most auspic-

iously, and the jobbers, as a body, are in conse-

quence quite jubilant over the outlook. The retail

dealers all through the west report business pros-

pects as excellent, and anticipate a very heavy

holiday trade. This very satisfactory state of

affairs does not apply to the jewelry trade alone,

for I find other branches of industry quite as

enthusiastic.
I had a pleasant chat with Mr. Avery, the

President of the Elgin Watch Co., to-day. Speak-
ing on the business outlook, he said : "We are as
usual behind our orders. No matter how we in-

crease our productive facilities, it seems to be

impossible to meet the demand for our goods. So

far as I am able to judge, I think the jewelers of

the west will have a most prosperous season.

"I understand you have been East, Mr. Avery,"

I remarked. "Yes," said he, "but only for a few

days. I went to meet my son and Mr. Cutter on

their arrival in New York. They have been away

on an eight-months tour, during which they visited

Australia, New Zealand, the Continent of Europe

and England."
There has been a good deal of talk here about

the expulsion of M. C. Eppenstein & Co. from

the National Association. The head of the firm

is personally very popular with the trade, and a

good deal of regret was expressed at the occurrence.

Mr. H. F. Hahn, on being approached on the

subject said : "I am really ignorant of the precise

charges preferred against the firm; all that I have

about the matter is the official notice that they

have been expelled for cause. Personally, I regret

that such cause should have arisen, for the house

is justly very highly esteemed in this market."

"How do you find business ?" I asked. "Very

good. You can tell the readers of the KEYST0NE

that business has opened up better than I had expect-

ed. We are ahead of our sales for last year, and the

indications are that the present activity rill con-

tinue right up to the holidays. I get very satis-

factory reports from our salesmen ; they all seem

to be equally sanguine."
I next called upon M. C. Eppenstein. " I

understand you have come to grief so far as the

Association is concerned, Mr. Eppenstein," I said

after the customary greetings. "So that is vhat

you are after," was the reply. "You newspaper

men are like the ravens and the vultures—you

always hover round the slain. Metaphorically

speaking, I may be counted amongst the dead in

the Association, for I have just received notice of

my expulsion. I have no comment to make on

the subject, neither have I any complaint. I pre-

sume I can get along without the Association just

as well as the Association can get along without

me, and I trust there will be no hard feeling on

either side. That is all I h,wp to "

I found Mr. Benj. Al

called, but he very courteol
Inc his experience. " So t

know something as to last

he; " all I can say is, that

the present standard until ti

very well satisfied. We arc

last year's sales, and orders

I receive encouraging repor

country, and think I am perfectly safe ill saying

that the West is uniformly prosperous. The (run-

try jewelers are all feeling good, and collections are

easier than is usual at this season. I think we are

assured of a prosperous fall trade."
Mr. C. H. Knight's said : " I presume I am

only echoing the experience of others when I say

that trade is very active. Our sales during the

past month have exceeded my anticipations, and

our business for the year, so far as it has gone,

shows a gratifying increase over that for its pre-

decessor. Collections continue good, and the

country dealers seem to have new life and vigor

infused into their dealings. They are buying

carefully, however, and as a rule display good

judgment in their purchases."
Mr. Flershem, of Lapp &. Flershem said : I

don't know that I can gi ye you a better idea of the

condition of business, so far as we are concerned,

than by pointing out that our staff has been work-

ing until ten o'clock at night all through the

month. Our sales are largely in excess of those

for last year, and I think the last three months of

this year will show a still larger increase. Col-

lections continues good." ( )tto Young & Co. echo

the general sentiment, and quote their sales as

much heavier than those of last year.

Mr. L. S. Grout, of Excelsior Sign celebrity

seems to share in the general prosperity ; that is, if

blocking up the entire sidewalk with packages for

shipment on Tuesday last be any sign of business

activity.
'I'he stock and fixtures of Max Young who

recently made an assignment, were sole at auction

on Wednesday last, and I understand good prices

were realized. The Aurora Watch Company whose

financial troubles have been noticed at length in the

daily press, are likely to settle tip their matters soon

and go on under better auspices. I had a pleasant

chat with their manager, Mr. NVElber, the other

day, and he regarded the prospects as very favor-

able to a satisfactory adjustment.

F. Terendt, the well-known emblem manu-

facturer, recently got up a very artistic presenta-

tion badge for Captain Schimmel, Engine Com-

pany 25. The badge bore the following inscription:

"Presented to Christian Schimmel, Engine Com-

pany 25, on his twenty-fifth anniversary as a

member of the Chicago fire department, by his

many friends, September 25, 1889.

The retailers in this city are having quite a

good business. I called upon Mr. Foreman, of

the Spaulding Jewelry Co., to-day, when he fav-

ored me with his experience as follows: " We

are more than satisfied with our sales. 'the volume

of business during the last six months has far ex-

ceeded my most sanguine anticipations. I hiring

the month of September we were kept very busy,

and from now until Christmas, I expect to be

still busier." "What lines do you find most in

demand ?" I asked. "Diamond jewelry, watches

and silverware. Sales in the latter class of goods

have increased to a remarkable extent, and the

silverware manufacturers must be reaping a rich

harvest."
Mn. C. D. Peacock said, "Our sales during the
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Have you made the same Mistake?

We got this letter recently :

"1'41:s; la: 1.AC, \\° IS, Sept. 26, 1889.

1:Eys1'oNE NYATcit CAsE Co., Philadelphia.

G ENT]. EN! : Please explain this matter without delay.

Yours,

OUS l'ENNE."

" This matter " t'as the fill low lug, (1 ipped

from a Fon du Lai. paper :

"The Key.toue \Vatch Club C.o., Phila-
delphia, has opened a pernmilent hrathit in
this city, for the ini-pose of furnishing all meat-
I,ers who join their club, by paying SI a week,
a S43 gobl watch, warranted and guaranteed,

control tile patent exclusively ; therefore have
n.ith a dust-prool movement of which they

no hesitancy in saying that jewelers cannot
furnish vlIu C.11.1:11 14.1' .,11 ,()V0 men-
tioned price, \Vt. :ire rt.:1(1y I lcave the de-
cision of this fact to conn.cient judges. We
are not here lo deceive, lad leijetil the
public. E. J. Ci.Ank, Agent Keystone \Vatch
Club Co., 444 Main street.

We have said and re-said and said again

that the Keystone Watch Case Co. has no con-

nection with any other concern in the world

using the word " Keystone " as part of its name.

Yet Mr. Kuenne evidently thought we had some-

thing to do with the "Keystone Watch Club Co."

of "Philadelphia" and with its operations ill Fon

du Lac. It is true the name of that concern is

very similar to ours ; it is true that it is in the

watch business ; it is true that its home is in Phil-

adelphia ; and hasty people sometimes conclude

from these facts that it has some kind of con-

nection with us and with our goods. It has not!

Don't for one moment confound our business

and our goods with its business and its goods!

The concern in question was organized under

the laws of Colorado. It sells mostly the watch

cases made by the Essex Watch Case Co., of

Newark, N. J., and movements made by the Key-

stone Standard Watch Co., of I.ancaster, Penna.,

successors to the old Lancaster Nk'atch Co. Its

talk that "jewelers cannot furnish watches equal

to same for above-mentioned price," ought not to

frighten any jeweler. Jewelers ought to know

—not merely think—that they can sell as good

watches—perhaps better—for the same or less

money—best known American makes too—and

that without cutting prices. way to do

when the concern comes to town is to follow the

plan jewelers elsewhere have found successful in

opposing it—demonstrate the fact that any regular

jeweler can sell watches as good or better for

flip same money, oftentimes for less money.

xl has been effectually pursued in a

instances.
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CLOCKS.

ROACHING out the pil-
lar holes in our clock
plates is the next thing
in order. This should
be done from each
side of the joined

11 plates so as to haveo \
the holes of the same
size. The edges of
the plates should be

finished before the plates are taken apart. The
boles for the several wheels are also drilled and
broached from each side as directed for the pillar
holes ; only observing the precaution to leave
them (the pivot holes) a little too small. The
third wheel pivot hole can be countersunk from
each side before separating the plates ; and the
hole for the pivot to the centre arbor in the back
plate can also be countersunk. If we decide to
jewel the holes to the scape wheel, we should not
countersink them, but leave them as they are. By
heating the plates to melt the soft solder, they
will readily separate.

We recommended rivets in diagonal pillar
holes to hold the plates while drilling and filing
the edges. These rivets should remain in place
until all the holes (except the ones containing
the rivets) are complete as directed above, then
they can be taken out and the holes (which held
the rivets) broached out as described above. The
plates can now be heated and separated. The
best way to secure the pillars in both plates is
with the broad flat-headed screws described in
July KEYSTONE. This allows us to finish and
polish our plates much more readily than if we
had the pillars riveted in. To jewel the escape
wheel pivot holes after we have the plates apart,
we proceed to set the jewel in a bash or collet
which we insert in the plate. The greatest trouble
with jeweled pivot holes in clocks is, we are apt,
when putting such clocks together, to push a little
too hard on a pivot and break the jewels. If,
however, we arrange our clock so one of the jewels
is .set in a small bridge which is put on after the
rest of the train is in place, there is scarcely any
risk to run.

To describe the details: take a piece of large
steel wire (a little over y4. of an inch in diameter)
and turn it to the same shape as a cement chuck.
Such a piece of steel wire is shown at A, Fig.
where the end with the screw which goes into the
lathe chuck is shown at a. The opposite end /i
we must make into a countersink, or, as some term
it, a "rose drill." To make it, we screw the end
a into our American lathe chuck ; and turn
the end /i true in the round ; then square off
the end as shown at b, and drill a hole in
end as shown at the dotted line c. We next file
in the end of the cutter A, Fig. r, about thirteen
or fifteen teeth as shown at A, Fig. 3, which is an
end view of Fig. 1, seen in the direction of the
arrow e. If we have wheel cutting attachments

with our American lathe, these teeth can be cut
very readily.

The cutter A is next hardened, and a care-
fully turned pin inserted as shown at d, Fig. 1.
'This pin is intended to enter the pivot hole in the
clock plate and guide the countersink A until a
recess is formed in the plate B as shown at g,
Fig. 2. This cut shows a vertical section of a
portion of the back or pillar plate of our clock.
The recess is sunk with the cutter A until it is
about one-third through the plate as shown at g,
Fig. 2. The hole d is then broached out until
of the size indicated at the dotted lines/ f. Our
jewel is best made of chrysolite, and such as is
used for the foot of the fusee or winding arbor of
an English lever watch. A vertical section of
such a jewel is shown in Fig. 5, where E repre-

•
sents the setting and H the jewel. We set the
jewel in its collet by taking a piece of large brass
wire, same size as the steel wire A shown in Fig.
I, and after shaping'the same as A and cutting a
screw on it at a, put it into our chuck precisely
as we did at A, and turn the end h to fit the recess
g, Fig. 2. The hole j is drilled and we proceed
to set the jewel, a process too well-known to need
description.

After the jewel is in the setting as shown at
Fig. 5, we place it in the recess g, Fig. 2, and
secure it temporarily in place by smearing some
shellac, dissolved in alcohol until like molasses,
into the recess g and heat the clock plate until the
alcohol is driven off. We can now smooth off the
face of the jewel setting and put in the screws i
to hold the jewel in place. After the fitting is
done, the plate is warmed, the jewel pushed out,
and the adhering shellac dissolved with alcohol.
The face of the jewel setting should be highly
polished on a tin lap with diamontine and oil.
The jewel for the front plate should be larger,
using such as is used for the top plate of English
levers. The reason for using a larger jewel at this
place is because the socket of the second-hand is
fitted on the pivot which goes through this jewel.
This jewel in front is set in a bridge attached to
the front plate as shown in Fig. 7, where L repre-
sents the bridge, 111- the jewel and its sating, and
Na portion of the front plate. Screws and steady
pins as shown at in in', hold the bridge in posi-
tion. The escapement intended to accompany
this clock is the ordinary Graham dead beat, the
general form and principles of which are shown
in May KEYSTONE. How to draw and propor-
tion this escapement will be taken up in our next
issue.

The arbor to the maintaining power click
located at h in the cut in September KEYSTONE,
will be described farther on. We would say,
however, that the holes (at h) supposed to be
drilled when our clock plates were together, will
also answer for the maintaining device mentioned
sometime since, which was called into action by
moving a device which usually closed the key-
hole.

Dr. Von Duhring reports to the British
Medical Journal a case of tuberculosis which was
contracted by wearing a pair of earrings. The
patient, a girl of 14 years, removed the earrings
from the ears of a young girl who died from con-
sumption and wore them in her own ears. Soon
after an ulcer formed in the left ear, the discharge
from which, when examined, was found to con-
tain tubercle bacilli, and a gland in the neck also
enlarged and ulcerated. The patient developed
pulmonary consumption, and at the date of the
report was sinking rapidly.—Herald of Health.
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POVERTY IN POPULAR PRECIOUS STONES.

Gems only Prized for their Vulgar Worth,

Not for their Natural Beauty.

The very small catalogue of precious stones
popular with us may be one cause of our poverty
in design ; another is our few forms. A brooch,
ear rings, finger rings—many people have no idea
beyond those—a locket, rows of something around
the neck, studs, stars for the hair—voila tout ./
These orthodox "sets," cast and polished and
machine engraved, are as deadening as bad laws.
Where there is no liberty there is no enjoyment,
and what becomes of the joyall, the joyous gaud?
It seems there are only a certain number of things
one can do with diamonds. After the diamond
comes some half-dozen well-known names down to
the dismal garnet.

Perhaps the eminent lapidary and mineralo-
gist, Mr. Bryce Wright, has done more than any
one in the present day to increase the catalogue of
onr possible ornaments, as he has materially aided
science by introducing a number of hitherto un-
known minerals. At his museum in Saville Row,
a haunt of ever-increasing splendor and interest,
specimens of extraordinary beauty may be seen—
not only the largest diamonds and sapphires, the
purest crystals and lapis in the world and other
things that delight the merely rich, but curiosities
—white sapphires, colored diamonds, black pearls,
pink emeralds and exquisite specimens of novelties
such as hiddenide, Australian opals, and scores of
beautiful materials which most of us only know
from the Revelation of St. John; fabulous glories
such as fire children's dreams in Mine. d'Aulnoy's
fairy tales—where entire tables of emerald, mina-
tures covered with a sheet of diamond and brace-
lets cut in a single ruby are quite common—just
such exquisite and rare objects may be seen at
Mr. Bryce Wright's, along with many more beau-
tiful historical antiquities worth any length of
journey to view.

In my opinion there is no material so beautiful
as opal for cameo cutting, an art revived by Mr.
Bryce Wright with extraordinary success. I have
a specimen in its native matrix treated with an-
tique grace and ingenuity by Esler, a well-known
gem cutter. Its color is as vivid as I have seen in
an opal—it glows like a blue flame ; on close in-
spection Venus and Cupid start out from the mouth
of a gleamy cave with pillars of ivory. This is
in the true spirit of the old designers. I have an
ancient coral pendant, carved in a graceful figure
of Our Lady surrounded by cherubim, and
mounted in arabesques of blue and white enamel.
Mrs. Alma-Tadema has a graceful Seventeenth-
century necklet of fine blue enamel, an interlacery
of true-love-knots—probably Italian. These are
jewels, as opposed to the vulgar, "noisy" conca-
tenations of diamonds—distinguishable from glass
only by the dichroscope, though costing a fortune
—which we connect with women of wealth but no
trai n i Co nteNto rary Review.

* * *

The Janitor says that "If yu want diamonds
and can't afford 'em it's tru w isdum to change yur
mind an' want what yu kin git."

* * *

Commissioner of Patents Mitchell in the pre-
liminary report of his department says some patent
laws should be changed—those relating to dates,
to the duration of patents for inventions previous-
ly patented abroad and to the reimbursement of
money paid by mistakes.
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REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE

Supplies for Jewelers, Watch, Clock, and U.4ateh

CaseIVIakers, EngraVers, Machinists, Dental Depots,

Enamelers, Platers, Chandelier Factories, etc., etc.,

Salesrooms,

39 John Street,
Isiew York.

Factory,
292, 294 et 296 Graham St.

13rooklyn, N. Y.

*

F lies. Best makes of Sw.,ss, English and Superior American.
Tools. Endless variety. Best quality only.
Puffs. Felt, Leather, Cotton, Sheepskin, Cloth.
prushes. Wire-Matt and Scratch, Bristle and Tampico,
Enamels. Largest stock of all colors and grades.

Saws. Dagger-Piercing and Circular.
Machinery and tools of precission.
plower. Patent Positive Blast.
(ravers. Best imported and my own make for metal

and wood.
Charcoal. Patent prepared, for soldering, polishing, and

finishing Metal Plates.
Gas Furnaces. For Melting, Enameling, Plating, Annealirg.

A. R. l3rattin,
Wholesale Jeweler.

Diamonds, Watches, Silverware, Spectacles, Clocks and Jewelry, Watch Tools,
Materials and Jewelers' Supplies.

Anything from a Diamond Ring to a Pintongue.

Issue no Catalogue ; ean fill orders from any Catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409 and 420 Alamo Building,
North-West Corner Seventh and Delaware Streets,

kansas City, FtDissouri.

Send to

A. N. Clark,
Plainville,

for

New Illustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,
etc., etc.

A. N. Clark, jVIanufaeturter, Plainville, Conn.
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The above shows the i..,ATgsT and I3gST.
American Watch Tool Company,

Waltham, Mass. 46 pladison Street, Chicago, Ill.
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ADVERTISEIYIENTS.

FOR SALE.

I EWELER stock in 'Michigan. Live town of 3,500.
J No ot her jeweler in t he town. Stock of $3,000 in
good condition. Iloilo; into other business cause for
selling. Will also sell store building if desired.
Address, Burt & Hurlbut Co., wholesale jewelers,
Detroit, Mich.

3000 $ Wiii,ii, hbettly,eas i nicetnv paying1, ii  C ol jewelryora „   businesstoi,a -

I ion over 25,0o0 and growing rapidly. large
manufactories ; the greatest stitching point for gold

• and silver in the world and t he most principal R. R.
centre in the State, Store lately refurnished through-
out. Everything new. Best location in the city,
and low rent. Work will average $15o a month.
Stock may be reduced to suit t he purchaser. For
particulars address, Pond & Prior, Pueblo, Colorado.

ON account of death, a fine regulator, new ; com-plete set of watchmaker's tools, work bench,
watch sign and materials. Will be sold cheap.
Address, Mrs. Chas. F. Gull, 305 Wharton street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Cl TOCK and fixtures of one of the best located jew-
elry stores in smut hero California. Finest climate

in the world. Cash required $1,5oo to 2,500. Ad.,
” Watchmaker," 1164 h ourth st., San Diego, Cal.

5 A Inch, % nickel, Centaur bicycle ; 46 inch bicycle
‘-1 III first-class order for movements or cases. 0.
M. Campbell, Denison, Iowa.

OR TRADE.—Two to feet 14 inches high, 2 6 feett4 inches high floor cases, 2 wall cases, one 7 feet
it 45.  one to x 5 ; fire proof safe 34 inches high by 25
wide. Address, Box 34, North Manchester, Ind,

A FINE jewelry business, best town in northern
Michigan. Population 9,000. Satisfactory rea-

son for selling. Address, " Mich," care this office.

A WATCH and jewelry business in the best town
I. and capital of the State. Population 4,000 to
5,000. Fine store, cheap rent, clean stock, nice fix-
tures, electric light and etc. Stock and fixtures abottt
$5,000. Address, C. W. Skinner, Montpelier, Vt.

$1700 —Jewelry stock and fixtures for sale.
. Chance of a lifetitne ; one of the best

streets in Chicago ; cheap rent. " V," care this
office.

v.,„„ 
jewelry store in Frederick, Md ; good re-

pair trade. Invoice about $500. Address, W.
Rudisill, 1310 Eleventh ave., Altoona, Pa.

I N largest and best town of South Dakota, 15,000
I inhabitants. Stock of jewelry, stationary, etc., at
a bargain. Stock and fixtures invoice about $3,500.
Can be reduced. " Eighth Street Jeweler," Sioux
Falls, Dakota."

It AHOGANY regulator, fine pin escapement, beats
M seconds, in good running order, very cheap at
$25. Wm. W. Scott, Watertown, New York.

N account of ill health want to sell. Stock and
fixtures will invoice $i,600. Good town of r,000.

No competition ; terms easy or will take a partner.
Address, Lock Box. " P," Tiskilwa,

(l P LENI )11 ) opportunity.—W ill sell stock and fix-
0 tures and valuable property, store and dwelling
combined, or will sell out and rent the property (if
I can't sell.) Stock worth about $1,500 ; fixtures
$5oo. Come and see the town and you will be
pleased with the chance. Reason for selling, failing
health ; dont put it off. 3,000 population ; reference,
I). F. Conover & Co., cur. Seventh and Chestnut
streets, Philadelphia. J. V. Smith, Smyra, Del.

ORRIS TOBIAS chronometer, $75, part cash.
Want offers. Fred. Rowe, 37 West Newton st.,

ost on, Mass.

$3000 Or less, will buy jewelry stock and fix-
tures, including watchmaker's tools and

etc. Business made $3,400 last year. Object of
selling, going in the jobbing business. This is a
chance in a lifetime. Been established 7 years.
I °cation, city of Cleveland. Address, " Jeweler,"
care of L. M. Sigler, 21! Superior st., Cleveland, 0.

TMOTOGRAPH gallery for sale cheap, or will
r trade for land or clocks, watches and jewelry. If
not sold soon, will rent gallery to some responsible
party, with or without apparatuses. Building is
story, gallery is on ground floor, plenty of room,
good well and cistern at back door, good location,
only gallery, live railroad town. For further infor-
mation write to 0. W. Oberlin, Pleasant Lake, Ind.

I EW ELRY business:in a town of 3,000 in Pennsyl-
J mania Work from $75 to Poo per moot h, and
increasing. Room 14X20 ; rent cheap. From $500
It) $1,000 required. Address, " A W M," care this
office.

WILL sell good will and fixtures of an old and well
VV established general engraving office. Best loca-
tion and commanding liberal income. Any one
meaning business can buy for $650 and clear their
looney this season. Address, " Harold," So Bullitt
Building, Phila., Pa.

FOR SALE.

THE furniture and fixtures of one of the best payingjewelry stores in Nebraska, in a city of t5,000.
he leading store in the city. Competion light ; good

ruts of work ; have had $15,500 in sales, $1,3oo in
watchwork ; $300 in jewelry work in the last 12
months. Good profits on sales. Rent very reason-
able. Brick store, plate glass front ; will send
photograph of inside of store. Fixtures new and of
latest style. Parties buying need not buy any goods
The best chance ever offered for someone who wants
to go into a good and well established business and
bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a reduced
price. Men with means and meaning business will
address Sol. Bergman, Omaha, Neb.

O
THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of
the kind in existence containing 300 different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged. A saving of time, labor and money
to any repairer. Sent to any watchmaker cm
receipt of price, postage paid for $1. F. A.

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

ON accottnt of poor health and filling eye-sight, Iwant to close out my business, including tools
and material, burglar-proof safe, stock of watches,
jewelry, etc. Address, " L H R," care this office.

$3500 Crsillunweinnt bsutyoctliclealltedadfiixntgurjeeswienlrtKeeltiavbe:
liest  town between Peoria and Chicago. "Special
Bargain," care this office.

A T invoice for cash. A good paying jewelry busi-
Ii ness in a manufacturing IOWII of 4,000 to 5,000
inhabitants, within 35 miles of New York. Fine
French plate front. Store in best location ; only one
other jewelry store in town. Good run of watchwork
Stock, fixtures and material will invoice about
Address, "C B" care this office.

PuNE Excelsior treatise on Balance Spring, 1 Geis-ler's Encyclopedia for $3, half price. Address,x 48, West Liberty, Iowa.
NE fine English regulator, mahogany case, 9 feet

high, 2 feet at base, mercurial pendulum, jeweled
cad beat escapement, 18 inch silvered dial ; in first-

class order, joist as good as ever it was. More money
than I want in a regulator. Cost, $400, will sell for
$300 cash ; no less. A bargain for some one. Ad.,
W. L. Doremus, jeweler, Cazenovia, N. Y.

I-\ 
N 18 years established watch and jewelry business.
The establishment is very widely known. Best

location in county. Town of about 3,00)0 inhabitants
on K. and I,. It. R. A large centre of trade ; the
largest jewelry store in county. Rare opportunity for
a jeweler wanting a good location. Will be sold at a
bargain. For information address, W. N. Child,
jeweler, Drunariscotta, Maine.

CHEAP.—Reduced in order to suit a purchaser. Amedium sum will buy a legitimate jewelry busi-
ness, same being established 30 years on one of the
most principal streets in a thriving town of 250,000
inhabitants. Owner going into manufacturing busi-
ness. Chas. Steffke, 415 Chestnut Street, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

VHITCOMB lathe No. 1, hard with 17 chucks in
fine condition. Price, $3o. T, Hodgson, 14

inter street., Boston, Mass.

.I.J1.115S JURGENSON watch for sale, large size,
ti very little used, cost $45o. Will sell for $200.
Address, " A W," No. 042 Madison ave., New York.

A N old established jewelry store in Nebraska, 2,500
IA inhabitants. Invoice $3,000 to $3,500 ; profits
$2,700 to $3,000 a year. One-third cash, balance on
time with good security. Don't apply unless yott
have money and mean business. Address, "Solid,"
care this office.

THE leading jewelry store, in good Illinois town of
I 8,000 inhabitants. Has been established 20
years. Sales and work amount to about $1o,000 a
year. Stock and fixtures, including a first-class fire
and burglar-proof safe almost new. Will invoice
about $4,000. Address, "Bargain," care this office.

VilANCIS engraving machine $65, Hall's fire andburglar proof safe, set of fine plush trays, new,
Will sell separately or together. Write for particu-
lars. J. W. Snoddy, La Monte, Mo.

OR TRADE.-4,500 acres of mineral mountain
land heavily timbered, good title, increasing in

value every year, for watches, clocks and jewelry.
Address, A. P. Thompson, D. Clerk and Master,
Maryville, Blount Co., Tenn.

TO retire from business. 'l'o a cash customer I will
I sell my successful business. A clean, nice stock
of watches, diamonds and jewelry, invoice about $7,-
coo. In one of the very best towns in Colorado.
Cash taken in last year over $12,000 and aver-
aging better this year, which my books will show.
Work last year over $1,400. I am getting old and
wish to retire. Cash takes the business. Address,
" Diamond," care Lewis Jewelers Supply Co., Den.
ver, Colorado.

ENGRAVING machine—other tools—also watch
[. materials. Cheap. Box 94, Nashville, Tenn.

TWO silverware cases, 2 show cases and two cottnters,
I solid cherry wood, finely ornamented, i year in
use, will sell cheap. For particulars address Chas.
Diefenbach, 17 High street, Hamilton, gitio.

(IN account of other business. I wish to sell my
U jewelry, stationary and fancy goods store, loca-
ted at Plymouth N. H. Location best in town. Will
rent low or sell building. Plymouth contains Hol-
derner's School for boys, (Episcopal) State Normal
school, as fine opera house as there is in the State and
2 railroads. Is a great centre and a first-class place
for a live man. Within 12 months the State will build
new school buildings and court house, the I.egislature
having made appropriations for new buildings. Ad.,
I.ock Box 585, Plymouth, N. H.

$150 Will buy the fixtures to a jewelry store in a
booming town of 1,50o. County seat ; $40,-

000 hotel building now. Machine shops, etc., only
x other repair shop. Address, A. Sutherby, Belmont,
New York.

A T a sacrifice. 13ench,Watch Rack, Student Lamp,
I.\ Scales, Watch Sign, Glass Case. Complete out-
fit of material, all new. Address, " C j W, " for
prices &c., care the KEYSTONE.

•

FOR SALE.

A rare chance for live young man, with small cap-
ital. Nice store, good location. Rent low, and

good run of work. Address, " Provo," KEYSTONE.

EITHER of two jewelry stores, one situated in a
L manufacturing town of 8,000 inhabitants, not
more than 40 miles from Cincinnati, the other in
Cincinnati. Either will be sold at a great bargain.
Must sell on or before January 1st. Stock and fix-
tures in best possible condition. Small capital
required to buy either store. Address, " Enterprise,"
care this office.

PR trade for real estate. One of the best paying
jewelry establishments in southern Michigan.

nvoice $2,800 ; sell at discount. Best reasons for
selling. Other inducements offered. Particulars
address, " Ben," care this office.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Q
XADIZE yottr own silver. By sending 25 cents

for simplest and cheapest method to John W.
Ware, Dunkirk, N.Y.

TO TRADE.-2 story brick store, building claim,
1 team and etc., for good established jewelry busi-
ness. $4,000 or $5,000. Will pay difference in cash.
Address, " Jeweler," box 57, Julesburg, Colo.

DIVOTING DRILLS.—We are manufacturing the
✓ best pivoting drills on the market, sharpened and
ready for use at so cents per dozen. Send TO cents
for sample drills. Beach Bros. Manufacturing Co.,
West Congress st., Detroit, Mich.

TO 
ALL JEWELERS.—Send stamp for circular
and testimonials of Beach's Lightning Pivoter.

This little instrument cuts a pivot of any size in to
seconds, doing away entirely with the graver. A
pivot can be put in in less than one-fourth the time
taken by the old process. Beach Bros., Mfg. Co., 86
West Congress st., Detroit, Mich.

l
VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-
logical Institute, La Porte, Ind. The first, the

est and the best school in this country.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. 'This is
a fact.

P
PEMAGNETIZE your repairs. Boy a simple and

reliable demagnetizer that only costs $2 and will
t a life-time, with no further expense to run. De-

magnetizes watches without taking down, and is as
good as the best and warranted satisfactory to all
purchasers ; address, with amount enclosed to F. F.
Ide, care Peoria Watch Co., Peoria, Ill.

nHICAGO Horological Institute will do your trade
U work better and calicker than anyone else.

H AH RI) soldering made easy by using Frank W.Hall's Eureka Fluid Flux and anti-oxidizer, only
25 cents a bottle. Once tried—always used. Send
for a bottle to Benj. Allen & Co., 141 and 143 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

ALFRED KETINER, 348 E. North aye, Chicago,
IA makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of
watches for the trade. Jobs sent us by mail or ex-
press, will be repaired and returned promptly.
Prices moderate, and first-class workmanship guar-
anteed. 22 years experience.

B D. HEADLEY & CO., Florida curios and jew-
r, elry, mounted birds and rotund skins, stuffed
'gaitors, 'gaitor teeth and alligator jewelry a specialty.
Kissimmee, Fla.

f
REE gratis to introduce it. On receipt of your

business card, we will send you by return mail
ree, a sample of the best hard solder on earth. W.
S. L. Frear, Union Springs, N. Y.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
E Institute, La Porte, Ind., has all the latest im-
proved, the largest assortment of tools and the best
equipped school in this country.

PEPAIRING for the trade.—All kinds of fine watch-work will be neatly and promptly done at D. D,
almer's Factory and School, Waltham, Mass. Send

for price list.

Signs. Signs.Signs.
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are its perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beam i fully and artistically designed. 'They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded wit h the
best xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing on a rod from a building. l'he best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying investment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-

• 

tute for catalogue of terms, etc. La Porte, Ind.

1:EFORE you go to a horological institute find outall you can about the Philadelphia School of
Horology. Its facilities are unsurpassed. The
theory, the practice—you get 'em both.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

END us cents for a box of our dial wash-
em. Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine,

Wisconsin.

(I EN!) to two cent stamps for set of Test Types for
t) fitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, La Porte, Ind., is the oldest and best
in this country.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
I to K., go cents per dwt. ; LI K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H, T, Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila, Pa.

OCTOBER, 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

\ AI F. A. WOODCOCK had a graduate refuse from
VV , a good house $25 per week for a year, because
he had a very much better offer. Does that not
speak well for his school? and the house had had one
of W. F. A. Woodccok's pupils and wanted another,
he was so well pleased with the first. Attend W. F.
A. Woodcock's school—it is the place.

W F. A. WOODCOCK has many finished and
VV , accomplished graduates taat he is justly proud
of—they are doing well, he will speak of them later,
and many pupils now nearing the mastery of the
trade. You should see the work of the San Jose, Cob.
gentleman,'and his little 123. year old son Paul in a
few weeks, and the work of Mr. Marquardt's son, the
jeweler of Norfolk, Neb., he is only 14 years old and
the work he has learned to do is simply astonishing.
I might go on and speak of many more, but will wait
for another time. Come to my school and I will
work hard with you and do you good. W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

riRST-CLASS wholesale and retail houses attention!r I have with one a young man, age 24, who has
been with a wholesale watch and jewelry hottse in
the store and on the road, and will graduate about
Dec. 1st., as a good watchmaker. He is of fine
appearance, good address, well educated and first-
class refs. Should you wish him address, W. F. A.
Woodcock, Winona, Minn.

\ /ES, that is so ! and I am thankful for it. I have
worked hard for it, and I am happy to say that

my school, pupils and graduates are a success—a
complete successs, and I can refer those who wish to
attend my model horological school to my pupils
from Connecticut to California. We have first-class
instruction, fine tools complete in every respect, the
very best on earth, the best that men can make and
money can buy ; fine models and the best drawings,
and the works of all the best masters. A fine build-
ing, and a fine room, very large windows, etc., etc.
I will now speak of o pupils, one in the far West and
the other in the East who has just finished and gone
home to his charming wife and beautiful child, he
will be pleased to show what he can do with the ele-
gant outfit of tools he made while here and show his
magnificent diploma. The following will give you
an idea of what Mr. D. A. Bishop of Miles City,
Montana thinks:

MILES CITY, MONT. Sept. 2, 1889.
Mr. W. 1'. A. WOODCOCK.

Dear Sir :—It gives me great pleasure to certify
to my attendance at your school, for I considered it
the school for all those desiring to learn the watch-
making trade thoroughly as I have done under your
kind instruction. The pains which you ever take to
turn out all your pupils first-class workmen, I cannot
too highly commend, and shall embrace every oppor-
tunity to recommend you to all desiring to become
such. The special tools which I made under your
instructions I look upon as the most valuable I
possess ; I would on no account part with them, as
there is nothing on the market that begins to take
their place. I have ever found you to be skillful in
all branches of watchwork, while your method of im-
parting instruction cannot be surpassed. Thanking
you for the great interest you have ever shown in my
advancement, I remain, dear sir, sincerely yours,

D. H. BISHOP.
The second pupil I will speak of here is Mr. W.

H. Saxton, Jr., the son of a prominent jeweler and
diamond merchant of the city of New London, Conn.,
he will be at home in a few days and I refer any one
in the East to him. Please go and see him and see
his magnificent outfit of tools and see him work. It
will do your heart good. He knew practically noth-
ing about watchwork when he came here—the 27th of
last February, and he will finish in a few days, and
there is now nothing about a watch or a chronometer,
pocket or marine, that he cannot do ; Ile can take a
bar of steel and gold and rough stones, and in a few
hours make you a detent, detent spring roller and
rollers, and the jewels for them for a pocket or marine
chronometer, or anything else that may be wanted to
be done in timing, rateing, adjusting, etc., etc., etc.
He can change a 7 to a 15 jewel movement in a few
hours, with or without screws, and as elegantly as if
dorm in the factory, he has one he did and will do
one for you if you wish. Change key to stetnwind
perfectly. He can melt alloy, and draw his gold for
his jewel settings and he can give them any color he
desires and Ile can give them that rich, high lustre
that the settings of the finest and most expensive
watches have. Go and see Mr. Saxton and satisfy
yourself that W. F. A. Woodcock's model school is
the school to attend. Mr. Saxton can make and cut
the teeth in any kind of a wheel in a watch from the
rough plate of brass or steel, staffs, pinions, cylinders,
wheels, arbors, barrels, bridges—anything and every-
thing, no matter what, he can do and most magnifi-
cently. Seeing is believing ; go and see and you will
believe, mud you will surely attend W. F. A. Wood-
cock's Model Horological School, Winona, Minn., at
the earliest moment that you possibly can. Mr.
Saxton is a fine diamond setter ; can do any kind of
jewelry jobbing, clockwork and he is a beautiful en-
graver, etc

NEW LONDON, CONN., Sept. 18, 2889.
Mit. W. F A. Wooncocx, Winona, Minn.

Dear Sir :—It is with a feeling of pride that I
point to my certificate of graduation fromt your
school, because I consider that my possession of it
implies that I have graduated from the best horologi-
cal school in the country and that 1 ant, owing to the
instruction I received at your school and to the
unspairing pains you took to make nue such, a first-
class watchmaker. I shall ever be pleased to recom-
mend any one who desires to learn the watchmaking
trade thoroughly to attend your school. The special
tools which you teach your pupils to make are a val-
uable acquisition to a watchmaker's set, and I should
consider my cabinet incomplete without them. The
facilities which yott possess in the way of bench room,
light, etc., are unsurpassed and the class of work so
varied as to embrace everything that comes under
the watchmaking line. The results of the time which
I spent under your instructions are highly satisfac-
tory, and I shall ever appreciate your kindness and
painstaking, and bestow unsparing praise on your
school. Yours truly.

W. H. SAXTON, Jr.

H
IGHEST prices paid for old gold and silver, and

packages promptly remittal for. Sterling Watch
Co., 18 South Broad st., Phila., Pa.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a course of instruct ion in
VV adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in the increased work you can command.

0 END your magnetized watches to H. E Robberts,
0 Grinnell, Iowa, and have them done right.

OCTOBER, 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

11HAS. REISS, 31 and 33 S. Pearl st., Albany, N.
U Y., is the busiest trade repairer in the U. S.
Packages with broken watchwork coming from all
over and promptly attended to by experts under his
personal supervision. Special despatch to jewelers
at a distance.

- WATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
VV Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
notch it will improve your work.

QUICK work, fine work and lowest prices on watch-
work for the trade ; give us a trial. x75 Dear-
born st., Chicago, Ill.

WE make a specialty of demagnetizing watches for
VV the trade. Send us all your watches, and we
will demagnetize them at small cost. Sterling Watch
Co., 18 S. Broad st., Phila., Pa.

MANUFACTURING firm with ample facilities
I-\ for the manufacture of watchmakers tools and
other small articles, and who have correspondents all
over the world desire to make arrangements with the
inventor of any good and useful article for its maim-
facture either by contract or on royalty. Address,
" Manufacturer," care this office.

OTOLEN, $25 reward, i gold hunting case watch,
0 14 K., Howard movement, gilded. Movement
number supposed to be 49,263, case No. 1,47z. Mon-
ogram P. L. B. on front case, back case, engine en-
graved with diamond headlight. A glass case over
the movement. 1 solid gold chain and I. O. 0. F.
chariot, name and lodge number engraved on charm.
$25 reward will be paid for return of same to W. S.
Seavey, Chief of Police, Omaha, or P. L. Bigelow,
419 S. Eleventh st., Omaha. August 30, 1889.

VOU miss it if you don't get the " Dandy" anti-
T oxidizer and tempering compound. Easily ap-
plied and will stay where you put it on your work.
Will do you noire good than any half dollar you ever
spent. By mail. J. D. Wiggins, Farmer Village, N.Y.

A THOROUGH course of instruction in every
branch of watchmaking and repairing can be had

at D. D. Palmer's Horological School, Waltham,
Mass. Pupils can construct an entire watch in course
of their instruction and own it when done. Corres-
pondence solicited. Our aim is to turn out none but
first-class workmen.

DiAmoNDs bought. Address, Box 938, Hartford,
Connecticut.

A N active commercial traveler can materially add to
Fk his income, or could, without interfering with his
regular business, reduce his expenses by presenting
10 )7E: customers a matter if vital interest to each of
them, and which will become apparent when pre-
sented. Give full name, address and business con-
nection to " D M F," Post Office box 3140, New
York city.

(IHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highest
U branches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-
ments, draughting, jeweling, etc.

OEND all your repair work to the Sterling Watch
0 Co., z8 South Broad st. Protnpt attention given
to work from a distance. Give us a trial.

('END all your work to Charles Reiss, 30 and 33
0 S. Pearl st., Albany, N. Y. New staffs, pinions,
cylinders fitted with despatch. Stem-winding wheels
cut to order. 7 expert watch repairers employed
specially for trade work. Send for Catalogue. Cor-
respondence solicited. Mention this paper.

OEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
t.) logical Institute, 175 Dearborn st.

It OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
lvi " Moseley lathe," with fuff line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience and style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

WANTED.

ga
LD gold and silver, full value paid. Packages
received by mail or express remitted for same

y. H. T. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,
Pa.

EVERY watchmaker to send his repair work to the
E. Sterling Watch Co., 18 S. Broad st. Phila. Best
work at lowest prices. Correspondence solicited.

EVERY one desiring to learn watchmaking in all itsbranches, or those desiring to perfect themselves
in the art, to take a course at the Philadelphia School
of Horology.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

I EWELERS wanting watchmakers, and watch-
ti makers wanting positions would do well to cor-
respond with me. I keep a record book of all such
wants. Enclose postage stamps. Have been the
benefactor on both sides. C. Reiss, wholesale jeweler,
dealer in watches, tools, materials, etc., 31 and 33
S. Pearl st., Albany, N. V.

L
IRST-CLASS watchmaker who will furnish tools
and serve as clerk when necessary. Address,

anchard Bros., Pawtucket, R. I.

OECOND-HAND engraving machine. C. W. Bol-
t.) linger, Oskaloosa, Iowa.

TO trade business house worth $3,500, pays 9 percent. for jewelry. J. L. Hesse, Newark, Ohio.

A PRACTICAL and experienced watchmaker and
Fk engraver in a town of to,000 inhabitants in the
anthracite coal regions, Pennsylvania. Good wages
and permanent situation. Address, " Anthracite,"
care this office.

I EWELER wanted immediately to go Sou h.
J Good jolt for man fully qualified to take charge
of first-class general work, including repairing and
stone setting. Write refs. and wages wanted. "0
& C," care 1). B. Carey, Stamford, Lona

WANTED.

C00D steady watchmaker to take the whole interestor act as partner in an old established watch and
jewelry store, or will rent to a responsible party.
Reasons for selling, party retiring from business.
Address, " S C W," care this office.

A YOUNG man with experience, wishes every jew-
I.A eler who desires to advance the interests of his
own town, to send their views as regards the pros-
pects of success of starting a weekly paper in their
town. Address, " B 'I'," care this office.

OECOND-HAND lathe, with chucks. Must be in
O good order. "G R," care this office.

\iltOULD like to buy Francis engraving machine
complete in good order, second- hand, cheap.

,' A," care this office.

A GOOD, second-hand engraving machine cheap.
Fk Address, Julius Schleuder, St. Peter, Minn.

A YOUNG man, about 18 years old to finish his
I. trade at the watchmaking and jewelry business.
Address, I. W. Stevenson, jeweler, Johnstown, Pa.

A PARTNER with $12,000 to start the wholesale
business in connection with a retail jewelry

trade already established One who understands
the wholesale business preferred. None but first-
class refs. given and required. Address.," Whole-
sale," care this office.

OET of second-hand watchmakers tools. Address,
O C. M. Staufft, Scottdale, Pa.

OPTICIAN by November nit. One who under-
stands the business thoroughly, must be a good

salesman and have knowledge of the watch and jew-
elry business. Address, " K," care this office.

OTEADY working optician to grind, glaze, repairs.
H. Sanders, Montreal, Canada.

A WATCHMAKER. One who can engrave, do
1-{ jewelry jobbing and wait on customers. Steady
job. State wages and reference. Address, N. Strauss,
Louisiana, Mo.

FIRST-CLASS watchmaker. best refs. required
I- Permanent position, good salary to a competent
man. Address, "Jeweler," P. 0. box 97, Grand
Forks, Dakota.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

DY a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,
D and lathe, etc. Can give good refs. Western
states preferred. " G G," care this office.

A S watchmaker and engraver. 12 years experience.
" E," care this office.

A POSITION as a competent jewelry manufacturer
and repairer ; also gold plater. Good reference.

one but reliable houses need apply. Washington
Territory, Oregon, Colorado, Montana, Utah Ter.
preferred. Address, " L," care this office. *

TilOSITION in first-class establishment as salesman
✓ or manager of repair department. Very best of
recommendations. " D," care this office.

TEMPORARY position November and December
I as watchmaker, 15 years exp. Refs. furnished.
Luck box 6, New Milford, Ohio.

WATCHMAKER'S apprentice with several years
VV experience in Germany, desires position city or
country, understands repairing. Address, Metzger
& Co., 176 Broadway, New York,

BY practical watchmaker of 23 years. 7 years attrade. Single, wishing to change ; good recom-
mendation from present employer. Address, " Sul-
tan," care this office.

Y a first-class jeweler, 20 years exp. in making,
repairing and general engraving. Address, " J

," care this office.

BY young man of 22 years with Christian habits.
A position with first-class watchmaker and jew-

eler to finish trade. Have had u year's experience,
can do all common work ; will furnish best reference.
Address, B. Ballard, Parkersburg, Iowa.

P
OSITION by young man as watchmaker and en-
graver. Graduate Parson's Horological School.

ill set tools. Samples engraving sent on applica-
tion. A t references furnished. Address, "1 E,"
box 215, Middlebury, Indiana. *

BY young man, 20 years old to finish trade. Havehad '2 years experience at business. Have most
tools and can furnish good refs. Address, H. Solder,
403 N. Main st., Bloomington, Ill.

Y a first-class watchmaker, 12 years experience.
Single, German and English ; full set of tools,

Whitcomb lathe, large city preferred. " S. P,"
care this office. *

l'hiladelphia, by a competent watchmaker and
jeweler, .5 years experience, own tools. Can

speak German and English. Address, " E A N,"
care this office.

A S watchmaker, jeweler and general repairs or sales-
/A man in wholesale or retail jewelry house, to
years experience. Address, S. B. Strunk, Bath, Pa.*

BY a watchmaker and engraver. Own tools andlathe. Can give best of refs. Address, " 0,"
box 511, La Porte, Ind.

WATCHMAKER wants position. First-class
VV workman, have had big experience at the bench,
a fine set of tools. Can give the best of refs. I want
a good position—none other. Address, " R A," care
this office.

EXPERT watchmaker and good engraver, desires

• 

position with good firm, fifteen years experience
with best houses in Illinois. Understands business
generally. Best of references. Lock Box 55t4
Gainesville, Texas.

BDY a fine watchmaker, to years experience ; goodjewelry jobber and engraver. Have fine set of
tools Sober and reliable, best of refs. West pre-
ferred. Address, " Workman," 18o6 North Sixth
st., Kansas City, Kan,

SITUATIONS WANTED.

dYdrcysos7Bg..m3a6, coonot2lov,iiwieithohtioyears exp. a place to
finish trade. Can repair clocks and jewelry.

cflarfe)StIhTisI(o)ffiNcet.o travel by a practical watchmaker,
rrefs.gaosodt osaclheasram cattle r  amidadadadbriel 

ability. 
CAadn 
Address, 

firs, At -cRla,s,s,

BY young man, 4 years exp. at watch, clock andjewelry repairing. Good refs. furnished ; West
preferred. Address, " R A L," 168 Front street,
‘Vorcester, Mass.

AS watchmaker, 18 years exp., full set tools. Dojewelry jobbing ; can engrave sonic. " True
Time," Bridgeport, Conn.

1 () YEARS experience as watch, clock and jewelry
I repairer. Refs. furnished. Wages not less
than $15 per week. Address, Charles Denz, East
Tawas, Mich.

A l'osiTioN at once, by a young man as watch
H repairer. 'Have first-class recommendations,
Own American lathe, tools and bench. Box 133,
Pulteney, N. Y.

A PRACTICAI, man of no years experience in the
Fl regular jewelry business is desirous of traveling
for some good house, either in sterling silver and
silver plated ware, watches and cases, etc. " D
W," care this office.

nOSITION wanted by a watchmaker, 28 years exp.
r has fine set tools and material ; references given.
Address, " C B L," box 147, Arcadia, Crawford Co.,
Kansas. ii

BY a young man of at, 3 years exp, at bench. Goodrefs. Address, Charles Dodge, Walnut, Ill. *

-13 Yaar,,n.. edxopentrn ien,cipsraoctrici.:111pjac,rwewlgrrkandAticifaunr,..

nished. Address, lock box to, Cortland, Ohio. *

A S salesman in some large jewelry house, by a
I-\ young man, 21 years old. Thoroughly under-
stands jewelry business and am good salesman.
Formally in business for myself. A t refs. given.
Address, " C A B," care this office.

OUNG man, single, 28, experience since childhood,
watches, clocks, jewelry. Good salesma,

Y 
n

rench and English. Good reference. John Didot,
Versailles, Ohio.

A GOOD, permanent position by flout-class watch-
maker and jeweler, A 1 salesman, ill years exp.,

capable of taking charge of any retail stock. Own
tools, good reference. West or South preferred.
Address, " Watchmaker and Jeweler," care E. R.
Benedict, 102 E. Randolph street, Chicago, Ill. *

BY a 
young, single man, competent watchmaker and

salesman, good tools and refs., in the Middle or
Southern States. Address, " Olin," care this office.*

YOUNG man acquainted with watch repairing, etc.,to travel for material house. Good reference.
ddress, " J 28," care this office. *

tOSITION as watchmaker or traveling salesman, 14
years at bench. Best refs. " K," care C.

jowden, Mt. Carroll, Ill. *

f
Y young mato, best of refs. Have American lathe
and attachments. Can do first-class work.

ave certificate from one of the watch schools.
Address, P. 0. Box 203, Port Jefferson, N. Y. 0

BY young man of 6 years exp. Fine set of tools.
Speaks English and German. " Lo," this office.

VOUNG man, 21 years old ; about 4 years exp. at
I bench. Can do all ordinary watchwork, and all
kinds of clock and jewelry repairing, including hard
soldering. Address, box 685, West Bay City, Mich.*

3 
Y young man having 3 years experience at bench
under first-class workmen. Have bench andAmerican lathe. Good reference, city preferred.

Louis J. Townsend, Bloomsburg, Pa. *

Retail Trade.—N. B.

Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,
ornamental and letter engraving done by us, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER & BURNS,

x74 Westminster Street, Providence, R. I.

Price I.ist on application.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass

repairing, having had years of experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston & Sibley,
Southbridge, Mass.

Alex. ELliederhold,
No. 60 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler.
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade, Also matches up lost pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent its by mail or
express will be repaired and returned promptly.

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

lAtateh Case Repairer

pavis,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, Jointing, Polishing,

and General Repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.
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For Rent.
For a term of years on reasonable terms. From

one to five floors (each i5ox5o feet) of a fire proof
manufacturing building. Constructed on the most
modern factory plans, splendid location. Ample
light, power and elevator facilities, fire proof vault
Ott each floor, steam heat, and either gas or electric
lighting, Address, '

"A. C." care of the K EVSTON E.

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Dottblets,
Foil. Backs, White and Colored Imitation Stones,
Brazilian Beetles, etc. on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade. Send for Price List.

LI4n). Arehibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Spring Garden Metal Works
Manufacture small metalic wan., I■f every de-

scription. l'atented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks, Met-
al Buttons, Bubkles, Eyelets, and all kinds of Round
Square and Pressed Tin, Brass, etc., Estimates fur-
nished for Special Articles lin Metal, Gold, Silver,
Copper Plating and Japaning. Dies and Puncees
made to order.

528 N. 0th St., Phila., Pa.

EMIL SCHWEIG,
Manufacturer of Brushes. Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes.

15 to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.

J. J. ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer.

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

at tent hum

H. T. Roberts,
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.

Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received
by mail or express promptly remitted for.

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, SLoo.

W. F. Hammond, Mfr
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

'9

John R. Stadlinger,
'Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Orders Promptly filled.

Send for Price List of Repairing.

Elgin Specialty Manufacturing Co.,
Elgin, Ill.

Manufacture a strictly first-class tempered main-
spring for American Watches from selected stock,
and guaranteed to give satisfaction. Use them once
and you will abandon the use of all other brands. If
your Jobber does not handle them, order direct from
the factory.

S1.25 per Dozen.

E. E. SAFFORD,

Jewelers' Auctioneer,
Having had many years experience can give en-

tire satisfaction to the trade. Cash advanced on
jewelers.' stocks in trade. Best of references.

Office, 235 Washington St.,
Room 14. Boston, Mass.

Diamonds.
Out' Diamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
in that line, will be mailed to you on request—too
Jeweler should be without it.

Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,
Full of Life and Beauty.

For
Loose Diamonds, Diatnond Mountings, 'Turquoise

and Diamonds, Ruby and Diamonds, Sap-
phire and Diamonds, Emerald and

Diamonds,Fancy Diamonds.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
w. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We are receiving a number of packages
of old gold and silver daily. Why so many?

Because the trade are learning they get better

prices off us than elsewhere.

(330

Our Optical Shop
Has never been so busy as at present,

which speaks well for the manlier in
which the work is turned out. There is
no friction. Every thing comes out on
time and accurate. Mistakes do not pay,
so we do not provide for them. We are
handling Rx work for some of the most
exacting. Give us a trial, and be con-
vinced. Each job is carefully examined
before it is allowed to leave our hands.

Full assortment of 14 and to K., 18, 16, 6

and 4 size Cases, latest Styles.

1=11■1■11.1.11.1

Send to us for anything you may
desire, and you will not

be disappointed.

We have found it necessary to add more room to our
Shops. You see we are growing. It is very plain to see
why?

BECAUSE
We are giving satisfaction to all our customers. That

means we are giving prompt service a.,id good work. Now

that we have more room, we are anxious to fill up the space,

so don't be afraid to send us all the work you can.

REMEMBER
We do everything in the line of repairing.. Send any-

thing you may have. Think of the convenience to you getting
everything done at one place.

E3
t NP,ri.MM
14- 3- k•

:to
Ex-rR A

WATCHES
In both cases and movements, we have the best assorted

stock in the country ; a stock that you can get what you want

from without the. annoyance of delay from one cause or an-

other. We are alive to the wants of the trade, knowing that

to keep in stock just what is wanted makes brisk sales. That's

the way we keep them moving, which we are doing all the

time. Next time you buy, try us first.
Our special gold and silver watches, made to order, are

in such great demand that we have been compelled to put in

more machinery to keep up with our orders. Remember, we

can case any odd size movement you may have. Send for

estimate, if you need anything in that line, before placing

your orders elsewhere.

All orders for watches filled same day as received. Packages

in express office one hour from receipt of order.

x8, 16, 6 and 4 sizes Eagle Gold, Wheat

and Granger Cases, new designs.

BO SS

I 4:

Call and see our special line of new patterns.

Solid Rings.
It is hardly necessary to call your at-

tention to the fact that we are making

more solid rings this year than ever

before, and the satisfactory part of it is

that our rings are becoming popular. Send

in your orders for fall stock and holiday

goods as early as you can. If you desire

any peculiar stamp or trade mark put on

them, it is all the same. And remember,

we dote on the fact that you know they

are all plump what they are marked.

All repair work returned you promptly,

whether movements, watch cases or jewelry

When all others fail in filing orders, come

to us.

Tool and Material Department of
49

OTTO YOUNG & CO., 149-151 State St., Chicago.
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No. 15. Polishing Lathe,
with Split Chuck. $8.00 Grooved Wheel and Attach-

ments as shown.

No. I. Polishing Lathe with medium quality head and attachments as shown,
No. 2. Polishing Lathe with common head and attachments as shown,

In our
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T.t.le have now on hand a most Complete Stock.

Our Prices are the LOWEST.

All Coods Guaranteed.

A first class Pearl Opera Glass, $4.25.

A fine Plush Opera Glass Bag, Nickel Trimmings, $18.00 per doz.

Send us your Orders and save money,

OTTO YOUNG & CO.,
149-151 STATE ST., CHICACO, ILL.
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CIACKAUP&NEWHOUSE
4/0z....s, 84,586 STATE ST.

CHICAGO.

WATCHES MAIN SPRINGS
GUARANTEED

WAS

Order your Tools, IYIaterials, eta.

by tiny Catalogue.

We carry the finest line of

Outs Prises

LLI111 Interest You.

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, Lockets and Charms.
Send for sample of our Fine Tempered Ball Joint Frame Spectacle, and see price on same.

Extract from the Jewelers' Journal, Chicago, Jan. 1882.

1 Doz 18s
Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S
Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

Fac-simile of Wrapper.

JUST received a fresh lot of Gravier

Mainsprings, which we guarantee

superior to all other makes.

Any one having Gravier Springs

not entirely satisfactory, will

please return same to us for

perfect ones.

A feu.' Words about Mainsprings.
There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch repairer, about which, if he be a careful and 

thorough workman, he feels more

solicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than any other article used in watch repairing.

While the percentage of breakage is high in all watch springs, it jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an 
inferior quality, unless their temper

is so low as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little value in watches that are to serve the purpose of 
timekeepers. Years since we obtained the

G. & N. Gravier mainspring, and at once we believed we had obtained a fine article, and subsequent experience proved 
that our faith was well grounded.

We now have all G. & N. Gravier springs for American made watches wrapped separately with a metal tag bearing the 
size and style of the spring and come

in packages of one dozen, as shown in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. Gravier Springs will at once strike you very favor-

ably, being convenient for the watchmaker to handle, as you can readily see the spring you desire, and consequently 
less liable to rust from handling.

G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the end of each spring.

r:74.177FT44-U,E
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G. 8c Gravier Mainsprings
For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford, Illinois, Howard and Lancaster.

The Only Reliable Mainspring in the World. A Trial will Convince.

I. WALTHAM, Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.

2. c. Old Model, Old Style, 18 Size.
it

3. A. T. & Co.

4. Crescent Street.
if

5. New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.
(i6. New Model, Open Face, Stem Wind, 18

Size. •
CI

7. x6 Size.

8. ec Bond Street.

9. 14 Size.
CI

IO. 10 Size.

11. 8 and 6 Size.

ELGIN, New Style, 18 Size.12.}13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Old Style, 18 Size, (Class r, 3 and 5.).

New Style, 16 Size.
Old Style, 16 Size, (Class i and 3.)

New Style, ro Size.

Old Style, io Size.
C New Style, 8 and 6 Size.

C Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class x and 3.)

HAMPDEN, 18 Size. •

ROCKFORD, 18 Size.

ILIA/cols, 8 and 6 Size.
c( 18 Size.

HOWARD, 18 Size.
CI 16 Size.

AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

Price per dozen., $1.25_

Cut thls pegs out for reference tunen you order mainsprings.

GI:ACO-CAUF 8ts. newHouse,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Jewelry and Silverware Cases
At the Right Figures.

That is something you are not apt to get, unless you purchase your cases directly from the manufacturer and from a manufac-
turer who has the best and most approved appliances for making his goods.

Give our Goods a trial and you will be pleased with the result.
ThePrices quoted below are for F1RST-CLASS Goods only, we make no inferior articles.

Imitation Ivory, Arnber,
and Carnelian Gases.
These Boxes are exact imitations of real Ivory, Amber and Carne-

lian and lined with the finest Silk Velvet, having also ornamented tops.
They are very desirable.

Price per doz.
Round Ring (cover to lift), - 6.5o
Round Thimble (cover to lift), - - 6.5o
Hinged Ring 9.00
Single Stud - to.00
Medium Round Jewel (2%x2) ro.00
Large Round Jewel (3x3) 12.0C)

Shell E. Ring
Shell Lace Pins

Silverware Cases.

Plush Watch 13oXes.
No. 1. Morocco Watch Case for ladies' or gents', with

catch and spring, a fine box with rounded corners,
No. 4. Morocco Watch Cases, ladies' or gents' size,

with spring and catch, lined with fine quality
satin, square corners,

Savoy Plush Watch Box, no catch or spring, lined with
satin, all colors, a very good box for price, ladies'
or gents',

No. 7. Fine Silk Plush Watch Box for ladies' only, with
spring and catch, lined with fine satin, the best
box for the price made, corners in eight different
colors of Plush,

No. 6. Same as No. 7. Gents' size,
13.50 No. 12. Finest silk Plush, lined with Plush, with spring
13.50 and small knob catch,

No. 16. Same as No. 12. Gents' size,
Oval Watch Box, finest quality Plush, lined with Plush,

in the shape of a perfect oval,

Our Silverware Boxes come in a very fine grade of silk plush with
French Edges, and lined with finest quality Satin.

Our facilities for manufacturing them are such that we are enabled
to place them to the trade at the lowest figures known for first-class goods.

Silk Plush.

Butterknife
Sugar Spoon
% doz. Tea
1 ,c ci

" Table
1 CC LC

% " Forks
1 LC CC

36 " Knives
1 CC CC 

-

54 " Dessert Knives
1 i i ii ft

% 
IC " Forks -

1 ge ,,

X 
i( CC Spoons

1 g ( ,, ,,

Fruit Knives -

if

2 Butter Knives
Childs' Set

per doz.

$ 8.50
8.5o
10.50
15.00
15.00
21.00

15.0o
21.00

15.00
21.00

15.00
21.00

15.00
21.00

15.00
21.00

10.50

15.00

13.50

15.00

Embossed Savoy Plush.
per doz

Butterknife $ 7.50
Sugar Spoon 7.50

doz. Tea 9.00
, ,,

- 12.00

4 " Table 12.00

I It CC
18.00

.% ‘‘ Forks 12.00

I if it
18.00

,, Knives 12.00

I CC CC 
- 18.00

CC Desert Knives 12.00

I ii ii CC
18.00

4 ,, " Forks 12.00

I cc cc
I8.00

it it Spoons 12.004
I it CC 18.0o

34 c c Fruit Knives 9.00
12.00

2 Butter Knives 12.00

Childs' Set 13.50

Ring 13oxes.
No. 74. Plush Ring, first quality, hinged with spring,

satin lining,
No. 75. Plush Ring, first quality, cover to lift, satin

lining,
No. 76 Round Plush Ring, first quality,
No. 78. Plush Ring, good quality, cover to lift, satin

lining,
Savoy Plush Ring, cheapest in the market for the money,

Novelties.

Price per doz.

5.00

5.00

6.00
7.00

8.50

10.50

8.50

$ 6.00

5.00

4.50

3.50

3.00

Acorn Watch Box. S13.50 per doz. Swing Watch Box. S13.50 per doz.

ALERT ZUGSMITT4,
No. 907 Arch Street, - •.* Philadelphia, Pa.

Send for Catalogue. estimates on Trays Furnished.
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Not Too Expensive
Find yet Something there's a

demand for!

Watch Insulators!

1st. Protection to the Movement
From all Ordinary Magnetic Influences.

Points to Consider: 2d. Reduction of Wear and Tear of the Case.

\
11 ISIN If I "

At slight cost, these Insulators may be obtained with our Filled Cases.

Any Jobber. Order a Sample

1•11=1111111=11=11■Iill

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Ninv York

Philadelphia
Chicago

53

The Philadelphia Optical ani Watch Co....
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Has the Best Equipped Prescription Department,

Optical and Lens Grinding Shop in the Country.

prominent Features.

Our
Gem box which is

universal demand, and

ledged a perfect affair.

Motto

meeting

acknow-

Our

Is to supply everything you

need. So the grind-stone de-

partment was taken on. We

supply all kinds of stones, and

give you our experience in se-

lection at bottom prices.

Are selling a good straight

temple for repairing at fifty cents

rer dozen. They are mixed and

you will find a number of differ-

ent grades among them.

Don't
Forget our cut lens. Since we

commenced supplying our $12.00

per gross brand we can hardly

keep ahead of our orders. They

are a very nice lens, but for

Retail
Prescription trade our A t

perfectly centered perfection lens

at $I.75 per dozen does a little

better. Perfection is required

in that line.

Every Lens Carefully Examined and Neatly Wrapped before being sent out.

We are one of the few Houses who sell
no goods at retail, and never have.

Our School
Has commenced and is fully up to our ex-

pectations. We opened September 12th, and
have a full and earnest class. It is composed of
business men who have come to us for know-
ledge, and we are pretty sure they are bound to
get what they come after. One class meets
every Thursday at 3 P. M., at 1305 Arch street.
We would advise all who desire to avail them-
selves of this rare opportunity to send in for a
scholarship at once, and we will review until
October 1st.

Send for circular.

Something every Practical Optician should use.
As a pointer, the latest novelty we have is

our new case of fitting frames, which we predict
will crowd all others out of use. What we mean
is a set of fitting frames for counter use, that you
can fit your customer with and prescribe a perfect
fitting spectacle, without putting a dozen (more
or less) frames on the face,and then laying a foot-
rule across the face to find out how far apart the
pupils are. This part always seemed to us one
of the embarassing features of the business,
especially when the customer is a young lady.
Now, our little case overcomes that to perfection.
We will tell you. The set consists of 6 nickel
plated steel frames, neatly arranged in a closed
case, Nos. 2 I, 22, 23, 34, 25, 26, with the bridges
braced so as to prevent them from getting out of
shape. The bridges are so graded as to sizes
that one of the six will fit any nose that can, in
all human possibility, come to be fitted. Then,
every standard eye is represented in the set, Nos.
4, 3, 2, I, o, oo on frame 23. You will find neat-
ly etched on the lenses a pupilometer. After you
have fitted the bridge, put on No. 23, and at a
glance you will see without making any calcula-
tion, what the distance between the pupils are.
Frame No. 25 has horizontal line put on the same
way, so you can tell how high the bridge must be
to bring the focus right for ready or distance.
With this frame you can make a perfect fit with-
out the use of a rule. We pride ourselves that
it is the long needed article, and the price is
within the reach of all. $7.50 per set. Just the
thing for counter use. Let us send you a trial
set on memorandum.

We
Have a stock of optical goods

on hand ready for fall trade,

that by all odds is the best se-

lection that has ever been offer-

ed. And we

Mean
You shall have the the full

benefit of all bargains. Our

stock is choice and prices low,

and if

Business
Is what we expect it to be this

fall things must move.

Gold Rid.ing bow, set with Periscopic

convex lenses, to K. $1.75, 8 K. $1.35.

Gold E. G. Regular, set with Periscopic

convex lenses, to K. $1.85, 8 K.

Gold Straight Temples, set with Peris-

copic convex lenses, to K. $2.45, 8K. $1.80.

Gold E. G. Bausch, pat. cork guard,

set with Periscopic convex lenses, to K.

$2.25, 8 K. $2.00.

The above goods are all our own manu-

facture, and are much lower than you have

ever bought at. Just think of it ! a to K.

Riding bow at P.75 per pair, set with Peri-

scopic convex lenses. We will guarantee it

plmnp to K. and invite you to test it. Let

us send you a sample of each of the above.

You will not regret it. Sure.

Gem, in blue or bronze frames, convex

lenses, per dozen, $1.50.

Crystal, in blue or bronze frame ; con-

vex lenses, per dozen, $2.00.

Comet and Crescent, in blue or bronze

frames, Periscopic convex lenses, per dozen,

$3.00.

Any of above grades in Nickel Plated

frames, 25c. per dozen extra. Send for

a sample dozen, and if you are not pleased

with both quality and price, you can return

the same at our expense.



The Coming World's Fair—Will it show you anything in Silver excelling the Taste of these Designs ?

0.: •
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AUNT DINAH—"Draw'd a redic'lus pictur"f ur mudder,
did yu, an' coiled it ‘Strikin' Dezine' ? Well, I'll sho' yu yer mud-
der's sumfin"f an artis' in strildn' clzines 'erself! "

The Striking Designs of the old. lady, no doubt, made a strong impression.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia
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Reduction
IMINEM11111■1•111

The New Seven Jewel Movements
OPEN FACE AND HUNTING

Reduced from

PM to $3.50
FOR SALE BY AL .L JOBBERS.

New York Standard Watch Co.,
13 John Street, - New York.

Corbin Building. Broadway and John Street,

FRANK G. MILLER, General Selling Agent.

Established 1853.

We keep

Important

We can supply the Trade with the

choice goods of all the first-class man-

ufacturers at FACTORY PRICES.

This is a great advantage to dealers,

who can get a full line at one house.

he Coods made by

The Ansonia Clock Co.

The New Haven Clock Co.

The E. Ingraham Clock Co.

The Gilbert Clock Co.

N. Muller's Sons Bronzes

New Jersey Bronze Works

Kato Bronze Co.

Le Maitre and others, Paris

We are enabled by our long experience to make judicious selections,

and keep only those goods which we find SELL. Orders for the smallest

matters will receive our prompt attention. Catalogues will be sent to

those desiring them.

B. J. Cooke's Sons9
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

Have you seen
the

14 K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

R. F. S. & Co's make?

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to be sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory?

FROM JULY 1sT
Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

Julius King Optical Co.
4 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Cleveland,
Ohio.

We are now iianufacturing the

Finest and Host Complete set of

Test Lenses in the world. The

Lenses are all Coned and Accurately
Focused.

@

The Instructions we give in the
Correction of the different defects of
vision are Plain and Practical, and
are of more value to the Jeweler than

the price charged for the Optician's
Outfit. Don't purchase until you

have examined our Elite set.

We are the Sole Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.

Prices Reduced.
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Re liction
111.111•11fial Have you seen

The New Seven Jewel Movements the

OPEN FACE AND HUNTING

Reduced from

14K. 1-4 Gold Chain of

.$4.00 to $3.50 R ES. & Co's make?

FOR SALE BY AL L JOBBERS.

New York Standard Watch Co..
13 John Street, New York.

( oritin I.IIn. I and .1.1■11,tret

FRANK G. MILLER, General Selling Agent.

Important

i• an SI Tidy the T It with tilt'

thy nr,t Ia in,in

iia tnri.i.; ( H )RV

1•}ns 2,1-i.•;i1;i11\;int,n4t.. to ilealcrs.

who ;.4c1 a fall line at one lionse.

We keep the Coods made by

'I'11(.
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; ill )(.1.t Clock (
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Ni-\\ yri..v I trt ttizo \\"()1.1:s

irf

I .( Nlit it rt. :mil (it hers, I 'twist

\Ve ,try en a1 ,101 h\ e\i,crien, e to make jmlic ions sclei ii

11,,f only \\ h \\ fr(leis iiI(' ,111;111(,1

111.1tIcr, l'I\ l! proinia sunt

B. J. Cooke's Sons,
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

They are warranted to wear TWENTY-

FIVE YEARS, and are made in open curb

trace and cable links. What use has any-

one for a solid gold chain that will soon have

to he sold for old gold at a GREAT SACRI-

FICE, when for one-fourth of the money

they can procure an article equally

satisfactory?

FROM JULY 1sT
Reduction in Prices of many Lines of our Goods

Julius King Optical Co.
4 Maiden Lane,

New York.

Cleveland,
Ohio.

Wc ate now I • annfacturing the

Finest and Mos Complete set of

Test Lenses in the world. The

Lenses ;tn.! all I 'Oiled a ii( Accnrately

Foensed.

C.,D 0 0 CD

Instructions We C' Ill 111U

Correclion , f the different dere, Is of

\ ision are l'Iain and Practical, ntl

;IR. Id more value to the Jeweler than

the pri( e hargul for the ()iniciall's

()HMI. Don't pin-, has,c until you

lia\ i \antinctl our Elite set.

Wo are the Solo Agents for Judge Mack's Celebrated Opera Class Holder.

Prices Reduced.

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

OPEN.

THE

ANTI-SWEAR
CUFF BUTTON.

AUTOMATIC.
CLOSED.

Sole ManufacturersWe are the of these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new and different from any
other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is the only Button having a regular shoe which closes itself automatically when inserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken out.
SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firmly.
THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs to get out of order.
FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE and thereby prevent ruinous competition from Dry

goods, Millinery or other outside trade.
FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put these actions on any buttons at about the same cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

Split Second.

We also call attention to our

" LEADER "
Split Second Open Face

in SILVER, GOLD FILLED and 14 K.

THE CHEAPEST SPLIT SECOND WATCH IN THE MARKET.

Also a full line of

Waltham and Swiss Plain Chronographs
In GOLD, SILVER and FILLED.

We are also manufacturers of the Minute Register.

" SUCCESS 00 INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.

25 21 27
Complete Ring.

10 24 3 0 23

Part of Prong Exposed.

King without Innial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.) Prong.
We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

We carry a full line of DIAMOND goods, comprising LOOSE STONES and MOUNTED in EAR-DROPS, LACE-PINS, SCARF-PINS, COLLAR-BUT-
TONS, FANCY and SOLITAIRE RINGS, Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS,
etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitting 18 size American cases.
Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.
mar We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workrien on our premises and under our
supervision. We solicitjobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

J. T. Scott & Co.
No. 4 MAIDEN" LANE,



You've Long Wanted 104.1"•-,,. •

•
• 'hk-?r% '

A 10 K. Filled Case named " BOSS "; also a 14 K. Filled Case named " BOSS " that

didn't cost quite as much as the BOSS EXTRA.

Now You've Got Them T
Our regular 1inek-.6 of Filled Casez

are riow

James Boss Extra 14°E stamPed
Guaranteed 25 Years.

With many improvements, including
•A SOLkIlD GOLD Pendant.

James Boss 14 K. stamPed
Guaranteed 20 Years. /002A4ARK

James Boss io :E. stamped
Guaranteed 15 Years.

The Why of It

This. Case supercedes the

regular Boss Case. Simply a

change of name.

This Case takes the place

of the Keystone Filled, and at

the same price.

*wow:

This Case takes the place

of the Star Filled, ar d at the

same price.

4:Pti.41

011;

The word "Boss" has its root' in the past. It comes from

the name of the inventor of an early method of making—

since much improved upon. So calling one of our three

filled cases "Boss" and not the others, rather suggested that

the others were made in a different way. All being made

the same way, the propriety of calling all "Boss" is evident.

The change is one of name, not of nature- the Sterling

Virtues and Prime Qualities associated with " Boss"

belonging equally to all three grades of filled cases.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia.

New York Chicaz,o
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Copyright, 1889, by 8. H. STEL, Publisher.

ovember, 188g.



1890. CATALOGUE READY. 1890.
S. F. MYERS & CO.

48 AND 50 MAIDEN LANE, - NEW YORK.
13EC TO ANNOUNCE THE COMPLETION OF THEIR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FOR 1890, WHICH WILL

AT ONCE BE DISTRIBUTED FREE OF EXPENSE TO THEIR MANY CUSTOMERS, AND

TO THE TRADE IN CENERAL UPON APPLICATION.

LOWEST

PRICES

AT

LIST

FIGURES.

MANUFACTURING JEWELERS FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE:
r"--MtVi 11 11' 7t,I drriTIL

r 111,011,1.1.1101111

111,PRIFITISM

4...41%11174- 14(.1.,(1,1111

„ .SILYERWAFFE-

WITRIA

,
- ItAng; 11:thirst i)

DISCOUNTS

INVARIABLY

SENT BY

SEALED

MAIL.

IT IS A MACNIFICENT VOLUME,

LARGER, HANDSOMER, AND MORE ELABORATE THAN EVER.

CONTAINS NEARLY Soo OCTAVO, OR 364 QUARTO SIZE PAGES; REQUIRING OVER 1000 REAMS OF SUPER-

FINISHED PAPER IN ITS PRODUCTION, ANb PRESENTS

6000 NEW DESIGNS FROM THEIR 22 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS.
EVERYTHING APPERTAINING TO THE JEWELRY TRADE.

1
.  PUBLISHERS OF THE

NEW YORK JEWELER,
A NAMELESS CATALOGUE,

AND THE

MONTHLY NEW YORK JEWELER.

S. F. MYERS & CO.
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE } DEW YORK33 & 35 LIBERTY ST.

BETWEEN NASSAU AND WILLIAM STS.

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY

LARGER DOUBLE STORES

AND SALESROOMS THAN

ANY OTHER FIRM IN

THEIR LINE.

This (Page u will be entitled hereafter

"Bowman St. Musser's Page,"
;IS \VC haVe Seettred the exodusive right to •it tor a long period, amounting ipracti(all\ ) a INTpettial I(a,,o• of it. \Vt. IlnI)t. )

ittakt. it an interestint.), feature of the 1:i.vs),,x1:, and \yell \vorth a careful readin.,...),. each month by every legitimate .h.\\.eler

\\'ittchinal;er. It \yin hit\ y no interest for Notion or 1 )ry (;()1)(1ti I iDttscs, Cntitt try ( ;t-Decries, or City "11;17;tars. \ye sell

to the regular •h.\\•elry Trade only.)

\Vo• shall 11;t\(' ocoitsioi time to time to (11 )t( prices in this itol\ ertisement ; and in the line of our invarialde polic\
)11

to protect thy tr,ioly at ;t1I points tits sl1c)\\- 11 in our not selling ill 1:ctitil, to Peddlers or to ,eneral stores), \\(• shall 1-(.Vi\

(I(.\ ()I ;Id \ priCCS iii C‘1)11(1. MI(1 SCffiling i<CV to Sain(' to 11)()̀+( \\11() \Vallt it. \V(' (1(1)1(11.(' dn.
ow.,:e1H-■■•=1.

(len( \ to ;RR (.rtist. cost of goods in plain figures, as it informs the general public, and so interferes \\All legitimate profits and

\\.o• were rojoiceol some months ag() \vllen it leading Ne\y Void: I louse adopted our device in their ad\ ertisement ill :t Trade

Journal. \Ve ha\ y no copyright on the idea and \\.o. \velcome all itolvertisers to its use. \Ve shall not use the (.\ pher in quoting

prices on tools, (lc., but al\vitvs on goods bought liv I:etail le\veler to) he sold again.

You \\ ill wwit kt.\ tt) um' ALlvertising Cvpher sooner or later, and \\ o. su,L,rgest therefore that you \\Tito. for one at

(I1t'( oh \()111 printed 'vile1 . head, or enclosing- a card, or in some such \vit\ informing- us that vou are a regular, le.„),itimate .je\\ eler,

,111(1 tl1LL (11tilli.( l tc) Kt.v tintItT ir rt.strictivt,

)iir stock comprises everything. in the lines of Watches, \Villson's Spectacles, Tools and :\litterials. I i ti( oh\ erse

\ ario t\ \ye sylect a le\\. as an exponent of the multitude.

Watches:
\ I ,)/e Pendant) 1■()fflan finish) \

entre. Elgin I 15 \Imement ith Gold I hal. fig ures in Blue

Enainel. :sito.r1. Pt./. ;t 1.1 6 siic Engraved Case.

\\ just rt.( vivo! 75 extra heavy weights in 14 I:. IS

site. h we invite attention. )

.\ lull ..je\\ ell:it Silver Ch.ttelain, Silver Cap. Gold 1 hamond

hand-. 1:c11 inarz.;inal minutes, rit ltly engraved, Soml.

Chains:
\ hom

.11 .7,11.11 ca, h.
\ i I:. Ladies Vest in three patterns. at St.rl.

, I he line comprises an extensive ,issortment

Foh Chains, ,ind over 200 patterns ill Fire (;ilt. )

patterns )l ( 4.11Ls Kollell Plate Vests, elltIrCIV 11C\‘.

Tools:

(,)ileen

Von will hear from us shortly in a large m.ay on Tools.

present specialties are Lancaster Engraving Mocks, our

"Guaranteed'. I:eversible Gravers, ;Ind eight different makes ot

I 1 

Ii li been a remarkable Lathe year with us. )

I..tnc.tster Engraving 'flock. Ilan I lase, .515.00. 1:lat !lase. Si 3.5o

Spectacles:
\\*e are the only jobbers in the lThited States handling nothing

but \Villson's Specta( les, ati(I everything in :

therefore Int:et any /imJife prh
offered 1)y any joblicr at any time, in any Ila r. cx4 tilt sin h as

meditate bankruptc■ or are closing out the lint: absolutely.
\Ve ill till orders promptly ;it the pri( es re( cntly offered in

pri( lists, ■yllich are admitted by their publishers II) he :I 11111'11

"( III" upon our I'd( C I,ist Nt). I I ; ;Ind \V1 II /IC the following as

an index to our regular c-gross pri( es throug,hout the entire list :
I Stis.ol net. twr
55 s.11 "

187 td.tr "

Materials:
.\ii itihnite variety. To enumerate them we would ha \ r

ettL.,age the balam e ut In Is..1.1 I \I .

TheSe ollIV therefore hir it ial I;arnet r I lole _le■‘cls
for Elgin, Waltham and Illinois. Imported and set 1■■ us.

atelv ganged. stri( tly first lass, at S11.1.1 i)er

Voli have experienced great trouble \vitt) mainspring, breakage
Iii the 1.1,a six months ; \ve shall shortly hav•e something to Ad vert ise

in that (hid 111)11 \yin :atract your instant .ittentioll.

\Ve shall endeavor not to disappoint the expectatioms

\\ 111) look t() this Hag(' every month in the hope of lincliny; th.tt which will interest, instruct and pr) Int them.

Bowman & Musser
Imi-mrters and jobbers,

Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Fine T( )01s ;t11(1 NI aerials
Lancaster, Pa.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

This (Page I) will be entitled hereafter

" Bowman St Musser's Page,"
as we have secured the exclusive right to it for a long period, amounting (practically) to a perpetual lease of it. We hope to

make it an interesting feature of the THE KEYSTONE, and well worth a careful reading each month by every legitimate Jeweler

and Watchmaker. (It will have no interest for Notion or Dry Goods Houses, Country Groceries, or City "Bazaars," as we sell

to the regular Jewelry Trade only.)

We shall have occasion from time to time to quote prices in this advertisement ; and in the line of our invariable policy

to protect the trade at all points (as shown in our not selling at Retail, to Peddlers or to General stores), we shall revive our

original device of advertising prices in Cypher and sending Key to same to those who want it. We deplore the growing ten-

dency to advertise cost of goods in plain figures, as it informs the general public, and so interferes with legitimate profits ; and

we were rejoiced some months ago when a leading New York House adopted our device in their advertisement in a Trade

Journal. We have no copyright on the idea and we welcome all advertisers to its use. (We shall not use the Cypher in quoting

prices on tools, etc., but.alwaa on goods bought by the Retail Jeweler to be sold again.

You will want the key to our Advertising Cypher sooner or later, and we suggest therefore that you write for one at

once on your printed letter head, or enclosing a card, or in some such way informing us that you are a regular, legitimate jeweler,

and thus entitled to the Key under our restrictive rules.

Our stock comprises everything in the lines of Watches, Chains, Willson's Spectacles, Tools and Materials. In so diverse

a variety we select a few as an exponent of the multitude.

Watches:
-A 14 K. o size 0. F., Antique Pendant, Roman finish, V

centre, Elgin No. 115 Movement with Gold Dial, figures in Blue

Enamel, $no.r1. Per Contra, a 14 K. 6 size Engraved Case,

quality guaranteed, $un.tr !

(We have just received 75 extra heavy weights in 14 K. 18

size, to which we invite attention.)

A full-jeweled Silver Chatelain, Silver Cap, Gold Diamond

hands, Red marginal minutes, richly engraved, $o.ul.

Chains:
About 30 patterns of Gent's Rolled Plate Vests, entirely new,

at $u.11 each.

A io K. Ladies Vest in three patterns, at t.el.

(The line comprises an extensive assortment of Ladies Queen

or Fob Chains, and over zoo patterns in Fire Gilt.)

Tools:
You will hear from us shortly in a large way on Tools.

Our present specialties are Lancaster Engraving Blocks, our

"Guaranteed" Reversible Gravers, and eight different makes of

Lathes. (It has been a remarkable Lathe year with us.)

Lancaster Engraving Block, Ball Base, $15. oo. Flat Base, $13.5o

Spectacles:
We are the only jobbers in the United States handling nothing

but Willson's Spectacles, and everything in Wilson's ; we shall

therefore meet anyhona fide price (either printed, written or verbal)

offered by any jobber at any time, in any place, except such as

meditate bankruptcy or are closing out the line absolutely.

We will fill orders promptly at the prices recently offered in

price lists, which are admitted by their publishers to be a direct

"cut" upon our Price List No. ii ; and we quote the following as

an index to our regular 5-gross prices throughout the entire list:

179 $us.ol net, per gross

'55 so.11

187 ul.tr "

Materials:
An infinite variety. To enumerate them we would have to

engage the balance of THE KEYSTONE.

These only therefore : Our special Garnet Balance Hole Jewels

for Elgin, Waltham and Illinois. Imported and set by us, accur-

ately gauged, strictly first-class, at $u.r1 per doz.

You have experienced great trouble with mainspring breakage

in the last six montlis ; we shall shortly have something to advertise

in that direction which will attract your instant attention.

We shall endeavor not to disappoint the expectations

of those who look to this page every month in the hope of finding that which will interest, instruct and profit them.

Bowman St Musser
Importers and Jobbers,

Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Fine Tools and Materials
Lancaster, Pa.
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Supplies What You've Long Lacked!

Fills a Long-Felt Want and Fills It 
Full!

James Boss 14. 20 Years
A thoroughly good Case--Boss, too--at 

LESS than BOSS EXTRA PRICE.

Surprises by its FINISH, ENC
RAVINC and CENERAL A

PPEARANCE.

766 $19.00 2934 $19.00 2938 $19.00 3684 $19.00 3688 $19.00

709
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

750
Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

497
Htg. $28.00 0. F. $25.00

716
Htg. 27.00 0. F. $23.00

695

Htg. $25.00 0. F. $22.00

New York

030

Htg, $26.00 0. F. $23.00

3598

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

To see how little these Cases 
Cost you, see KEY.

673

Htg. $26.00 0. F. $23.00

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia Chicago

Wa 11 t
We D t n on' 

The Earth

1

Blit we DO want

10,040 Now Subscribers for the KEYSTONE
And in order to get them

We offer the Earth to You almost!
See if we don't T

We will send as premiums:

For x Subscriber, Cellini's Book on Metal Engraving.

pam 4_

1
4.

_Diceytant

For 2 Subscribers, A Brass

Casting for Roller Remover,

shown in Diagram A (full descrip-

tion of method of making Remover
in October KEYSTONE.)

For 2 Subscribers, A package of Soft Solder Destroyer, which will

quickly eat away soft solder from jewelry without injury to the

goods. The recipe for making accompanies each package.

, 2.e For 2 Subscribers, A package of
Protecting Material to make gold
hold its color while hard soldering.

For 2 Subscribers, Either Patent
Oiler, Fig. 25, Anti-Magnetic Twee-
zers, Fig. 27, or Fine Screw-Driver,
Fig. 28.

For 3 Subscribers, A Hair Spring
Collet Remover, Fig. 26. ; or this

07

Keystone Steel Fling Block :

A -Zi  

25

6

This Elegant Felt Pad
9 x 12 inches

For Your Show Case,
given with One subscription

7.3

For 3 Subscribers, A copy of the American Nautical Almanac for 1890;

or our Portfolio of 123 Steel Plate Monograms, (this portfolio

alone is worth P.5o).

For 5 Subscribers, Either of the Tools shown at Figs.

14, 24 or 29.

For I° Subscribers,
shown at Figs. 21,

For 15 Subscribers,

For w Subscribers,
Needles.

Either of the Tools

22 or 23.

Depthing Tool.

Set of Gold Test

For 25 Subscribers, Crosby Jeweling

Tool, Fig. zo.

For 50 Subscribers, Hall Staking

Tool.

For 75 Subscribers, This Rounding

Up Tool ; or one of Bowman &

Musser's celebrated Lancaster En-
graving Blocks.

17

The KEYSTONE is 50 Cents a Year.
$1.00 for two years counts the same as two subscribers ; $1.50 for three years as three subscribers, and so on.
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—DIAMONDS

Brooches,

Lace Pins, Scarf Pins.

Ear Drops, Fancy

and Single Stone Rings.

We have just added to our stock

a large assortment of DIAMOND GOODS, (mounted.) • When in need of anything in t
his line, please favor us with a trial.

OPEN

THE

ANTI-SWEAR
CUFF-BUTTON

CLOSED

AUTOMATIC.

We are the SOLE MANUFACTURERS of 
these Buttons, the action of which is entirely new

 and different from

any other in the market. Some of its advantages are as follows:

FIRST.—It is tip.: only Button having a regular 
shoe which closes itself automatically when i

nserted in the cuff, and opens itself when taken 
out.

SECOND.—It has short posts, so that it will not
 rattle or shake in the cuff, but holds it firml

y.

THIRD.—There are no steel or composition springs t
o get out of order.

FOURTH.—We propose to sell them ONLY TO 
THE RETAIL JEWELRY TRADE, and 

thereby prevent ruinous competition from

Dry Goods, Millinery or other outside trade.

FIFTH.—We warrant every pair, and can also put 
these actions on any buttons at about the sam

e cost as the regular lever backs.

A full assortment in stock in ROLLED PLATE
, GOLD FRONT and GOLD. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

We are also manufacturers of tile

" SUCCESS " INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.
,

25 21 27
Complete Ring.

10 24 30

Part of Prong Exposed.

Ring without Initial. Initials (Front View.) Initials (Back View.)

We show above a few samples of Styles and Initials, and 
can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in 
all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES,

 JEWELRY, CHAINS, etc. We are th
e SOLE IMPORTERS of

the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH 
ROSKOPF WATCHES, and the same movements fitt

ing 18 size American cases. Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S 
FINE

MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American c
ases.

frir We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matchin
g jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own 

workmen on our premises and miller our supervision.

We solicit jobs and special work, and will endeavor to 
give it prompt and careful attention.

J. T. Scott & Co.
NO. 4 MAIDEN LANE, 

NEW -5ro

NEW YORK OFFICE:

Cor. Broadway and John Sts.

Wate
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:

220 Sutter Street.

5

mpany
CHICAGO OFFICE:

104 State Street.

Factory and General Office: SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

To the Retail Watch Dealers:

Bunn, Cilt.
Compensation Balance, Breguet Hair Spring, Ad-

justed, Patent Regulator, i5 Jewels, (4 pairs
Settings), Double Sunk Dial.

Your particular attention is directed to our present production of

18 Size Accurately /Adjusted Movements,
Hunting, Open Face and Key Winders in Gilt and Nickel.

For your railroad trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time
is required, it will profit you to recommend and sell our

l3unn and No. 65 movement.

INENNIIMMI■MI

No. 65. Nickel.
Compensation Ba'ance, Breguet Hair Spring, Ad.

lasted, Patent Regulator, is Jewels, (4 pairs
Settings) I .touble Sunk Dia,.

ANNOUNC 1 :\/1 ENT
We have just placed upon the market a new Six size Nickel Movement in Seven Jewels, known as the No. 149. This is the only American Movement of this

description now offered to the Trade. The demand for it is already large, and Retailers should place orders at once for Fall and Holiday delivery.

No. 149.

No. 120. 14 Size.

No. 149.

No. 149.

Our new Movements

No. 149 and No. 120
are already in great demand for the Holiday Trade. Every school boy and
school girl in the United States needs and desires a watch. Dealers who
expect to make a run on Christmas Gifts cannot find anything more

Useful, Attractive and Popular

than the No. 549 for Misses and the No 120 for Young Men and Boys.

No. 149.

No. 149.

Stem-Wind, Pendant Set.

No. 120. 14 Size.

The Illinois Watch Company
No. 149.

Guarantee all movements made by them to be equal in every respect to those of any other manufacture, and solicit a comparison of similar grades.



14aving anticipated the

Grouting Scarcity of

1-1. 13. Sommer & Co's Patent Easel Cards.
The only Cards for displaying Jewelry to advantage.

1.I. S. Letters patent, No. 359,150 English patent, No. 6359. German patent, No. 37,390.

American Watches
we in time accumulated a

large lot of them and in 
consequence have now a thoroughly 

complete stock.

Price, $5.00 per 1000.
25 Cents per pack of Fifty.

LOUIS A. SCHERR & CO., Philadelphia.
M. SICKLES & SON, Philadelphia.
S. VALUER & CO., New York.
LUDWI(; LEHMAN, New York.
BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa,
S. H. CLAUSIN & CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
A. H. GERWIG, Pittsburgh, Pa.
0170 YOUNG & CO., Chicago.
0. E. FRANKE, St., Louis.
H. HOFFA, NVashington, I). C.
„TOSLIN & PARK, Deliver, Col.

Ear Rings, I Stud, Ladies Cuff, Cents
Cuff, Link Cuff, Scarf Pin, Collar
Button, Bar Pin Scarf Pin, Set

Studs, Ring, Plain.

For Sale by the following well-known Houses:
BOEHME & PFLUEGER, Cincinnati.
E. B. MELCHOR, Los Angeles, California.
E. A. MUDGE, Dayton, Ohio.
S. KIND Sz CO., Philadelphia.
H. BEA LMEAR, Baltimore, Md.
HECKEL, BIELER & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
HEEREN BROS. & CO., Pittsburgh, Pa.
I,. BAUMAN JEWELRY CO., St Louis, Mo.
I,. I'. TARBOX, Baltimore, Md.
KETTMAN & KERSTING, Louisville, Ky.

PROVIDENCE JEWELRY CO., St. Louis, Mo.
BENJ. ALLEN & CO., Chicago, Ill.
GLICKAUF & NEWHOUSE, Chicago, Ill.
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago,
SWARTCHILD & CO., Chicago, Ill.
BROOKS, BONNELL & Co„ Boston, Mass.
H. F.HAHN & CO., Chicago, Ill.
B. NORRIS, ALLISTER & Cll., Chicago, Ill.
H. ELLIASOF & BRO., Albany, N. Y.
ALBERT ZUGSMITH, Philadelphia.

J. H. PURDY & CO., Chicago, Ill.
M. BENJAMIN, Kansas City, Mo.
A. I.. DELKIN & CO., Atlanta, Ga.
St /L. BERGMAN & CO., Omaha, Neb.
M INNEAPOLIS JEW'RY CO., Minneapolis, Minn.
KENNEDY S.: KOSTER, Detroit, Mich.
SIGLER BROS., Cleveland, Ohio.
SUMNER IIROS., Cleveland, Ohio.
H. WEBER & CO., Boston, Mass.
J. R. WHITE CO., Rochester, N. Y.
ALFRED EAVES, Montreal, Canada.

H. B. SOMMER & CO., 628 Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Sample Pack mailed free for 30 cents.

Macnair & 13ur4ingame

226 gddy St., providence, R. I.

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and 
Price List.

The "Waltham"Screw 
Driver.

with Countersinks and Burnishers; I landles, 4 Blades,

4 Countersinks and 
burnishers all in a neat box. A very

Handy and Desirable Combination for all 
watchmakers.

Price $1.00.

Watches, Jewelry, Clocks, Diamonds,
Silver plated Ware, Optical Goods, jewelrg

Boxes, Material, etc.

I manufacture almost all
my gold jewelry at my own
factory. It will pay you to
open an account with me,
and send me all your job-
bing. Send for selection
package.
Am sole agent and in%

Porter of the celel)rated
" Jewel Swiss " main springs

Sold in separate widths and
forces at $r.00 per dozen ;
and the " Success" Amer-
ican main springs, which
are, beyond a doubt the very
best American main springs
at also $1.00 per dozen in
IS, 16, 14, 6, i and o size
for every make of American

watches.

Send for Reduced Price List.

The "Hopkins" Lathe

with Special Attachments, stands at 
the head. Get the

4, Hopkins" 3x4 with large 
size chucks, and you will have

the best.

Manufactured by

Waltham Watch Tool Co.

Waltham, Mass.

Mention KEYSTONE.

J. L. CLARK,
Refiner and Sweep Smelter of

GOLAD and SILMER,

Try One. 6 Size, 17 Dwt., 14 K. Cold Hunting Case for $15.00.

Ako Alanntat tinel ot•

The S. R. Pat. Eye-Glass, Spectacle and Jewelry Holder for Soldering.

Let the old painted dummy retire, it has outlived its useful-
ness. Our new Watchmakers' Electric Sign Clock takes its place.
In artistic design, elegant finish and perfect workmanship it has
no equal, and it is the first real live clock offered to the trade at
but a trifle higher price than that paid for a wooden or sheet-
iron dummy. Clock, battery and connection complete, $75.00.
Ornamented post or bracket extra. For terms and complete in-
formation please write your jobber, or address

Joliet Clock Ifianurg Co

823 Filbert Street, philadelphia, pa.

Gold and Silver of any kind bought. Send by Mail, Express or Freight.

Joliet, Ill.
Manufacturers of

Tower Clocks, School House Clocks, Astronomic
Regulators and Sign clocks.



Eitie desire to call your attentiorx 
to

.41v " tta*

Philadelphia, November, 1889.

A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Interests

of the Jewelry Trade.

Subse11ption-50 Cents per annum to all parts of the
United States and Canada. Postage paid.

Advertisements—Will be received at the lowest rate
compatible with the excellence of the KEYSTONE
as an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

Reaehing eltery one in the Retail, Wholesale,
and Manufacturing Jewelry Trade.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all mat-
ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must
invariably give their name and address. We do
not, however, hold ourselves responsible for the
opinions of our correspondents.

To Advertisers—Copy for advertisements must reach
us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in
the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-
tisements should reach us not later than the 25th of
the month.

All communications should be addressed to

TWICE in the history of this country Congress has passed
such a law [bankrupt) and twice it has been abandoned
after trial because it worked more evil than good.—World.

" The third time's the charm."

* * *

A man recently began suit in this city against
a druggist, alleging an impairment of eyesight by
reason of defendant's using improper ingredients
in filling a prescription. This suggests the query,
would an optician be liable for damages to eyes if,
professing competency, he fitted a customer's eyes
with glasses that would do injury ? Not much
doubt of it.

"The Roller Remover described in this
month's issue [October] of the KEYSTONE, seems
to be the kind of a tool I've been looking for.
Please send the casting and square steel, and I
will let you know the result later on. Your plan of
furnishing the parts [see Oct. KEYSTONE, page 6]
will doubtless be well received by the craft."
—From letter of W. P. Smith, 22 State Street,
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 23d.

WHEN asked to sign a friend's note—take a
little time to consider the matter.

Manufacttivers of

Our New Illustrated Pocket Price 
List u.till be fortuarded on 

application.

The thief who grabs and runs away
May live to grab another day.

Goldsmith, revised.

And judging from the records he very fre-

In all the buying tip of this country's indus-
tries by English syndicates, we haven't noticed
that they've captured any watch factories. They
run more to beer.

THE tendency is for trusts to get bigger and
bigger—to include more and more of what there
is in any department of trade. Will it ultimately
be perceived that to make them still more embrac-
ing, that is, to change trusts from private concerns
to public, would bring everybody in and thus harm
nobody, and is this a possible solution of the
problem?

IT was recently telegraphed to this country
from England that at the annual cutlers' banquet
at Sheffield one master cutler said he didn't fear
American competition, but he did fear foreign
manufacturers who palmed off inferior goods as
Sheffield wares. This man should come over here
and weep with the Americans who have to sell
their goods abroad in' competition with English
goods marked as if they were of American man-
ufacture.

" THE world do move !" In the recently
published report of the Massachusetts Bureau of
Statistics is this hopeful augury of the future :
" The time will undoubtedly come, and is perhaps
not far away, when the industrial broil known as a
strike will no more be tolerated than is the resort
to force to settle any private dispute." This is
the most cheerful thing we've seen for a long time.
We trust that the prognostication represents the
deliberate judgment of the " Bureau," and that
nothing will turn up to show that it was written in
a moment of exhileration due to a dose of the
Brown-Sequard Elixir.

Give a Dog a Bad Name and Hang Him."

It is an old and very cheap trick to represent
one's adversary as holding certain easily knocked-
over opinions and then to proceed to the

knocking-over. Or to represent him as having
certain reprehensible aims, motives and nature,
and then to pitch into these and knock the stuffing
out of them. It gives one the appearance of a
victor. The proceeding is technically known as
knocking over a "man of straw." To illustrate,
suppose you hate an 'organization and want to
make it appear obnoxious in the eyes of the public
and yet can't do this if its true nature and work-
ings are known ; can you accomplish your purpose
in any easier way than by assuming and calling it
a "trust", and then whacking away at it as if it
were that thing ? Every argument of yours knocks
the "man of straw" prostrate. You give the dog
a bad naine and possibly get him hung before it's
discovered that he isn't that kind of a dog at all.

But "every dog has his day." The disadvan-
tage of this style of warfare lies in the fact that, if
the organization doesn't go down as it apparently
should after the "man of straw" has been demol-
ished a few dozen times, there arises a strong
suspicion that the dog isn't really as bad as he
has been called—especially if some of his friends
get in a few words about his true character. It
then becomes impossible to kill him. The public
resents the attempted imposition, and in the re-
action of feeling that follows, its sympathies go to
the other side. The hated orcanization thus gets
a public friendship it never would have had but
for the method of the attempt to excite prejudice
against it.

"Murder will out," and so will the truth
about any organization. When it becomes appar-
ent to everybody—as it will in time—that the co-
operating bodies in the watch trade,—the associ-
ated jobbers, and the associated watch and case
makers—are in no sense a trust, it will then be
equally apparent that assaults against "trusts"

have not been arguments against the Associa-
tion—in other words, that the anti-Association

has been knocking, over men of straw right along
in the hope that the public would take the "trust"
part of the thing for granted and so render its
verdict accordingly. It will then be perceived that
the dog was called "trust" in the hope that the
public hatred of trusts would become hatred of the
Association.

It may not be out of place now, the Associa-

tion having survived the man-of-straw tactics, and

being in fairly vigorous health, to direct the atten-

tion of the anti-Association to the large percentage

of truth in the remark of Abraham Lincoln that

"you can.fool all the people some of the time, and

some of the people all the time, but you can't fool

all the people all the time."
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WATCHMAKERS TOOLS AND HOW TO USE THEM.

usT a few more details need
to be added to those we

gave in October KEYSTONE

to complete our rol-

ler remover, and

these apply prin-

cipally to the parts

which hold the

stump M, and

drop down out

of the way as

shown in Fig.

2 of that issue.

To avoid con-

fusion, we re•

produce the

part in ques-

tion at Fig.

of the present

number ; and

when it is understood the part shown in F
ig.

is attached by the pin at m to the main 
part

shown in. Fig. 2 of October KEYSTONE, the mat
ter

is settled, except to describe in detail the pa
rts

shown. The parts shown here (Fig. I) consist of

the part A (cut from the main bar) united to t
wo

side pieces B B made of No. 14 hard brass. 
One

of these side pieces is shown separate at Fi
g. 2.

At Fig. 3 is given a view of the parts seen in t
he

direction of the arrow e, Fig. 1. The side pieces

B B' are 34 an inch wide, and attac
hed to A by

four rivets as shown at b, Figs i and 2. A recess

is filed at a, Figs. i .and 2, to allow for large

balances. The stumps Mare made of hard brass

and shaped when seen in the direction of the a
rrow

c (Fig. t), as shown in Fig. 4. There should be

about two sizes of each of the kinds of st
umps

shown.
These stumps are for such balances as are

over-sprung, and the roller is placed so close to

the balance that it is difficult to get the ja
ws of

the device shown in October KEYSTONE to 
grasp

it. After the pin at m (see Fig. 2, October KEY-

STONE), is in place, the attachment is swung up

into position and a hole drilled at n (Fig. t
, pre-

sent number) which passes through the side pie
ces

B B' and bar A. The pin at n is taken out 
when

this part is down.

The stand shown in Fig. 5 can be made of

brass or iron, or even turned of wood and load
ed

with lead. The part shown at F is turned ji of

an inch smaller than D, and a ferule E with a 
set

screw g slipped on. This set screw serves to hold

the roller remover and other tools firm in the p
ro-

per position for use.

The jaws described in October KEYSTONE can

be dispensed with and a disc H of sheet steel su
b-

stituted as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. At Fig. 6 is

shown the disc of sheet steel seen in the direction

of the arrow j, Fig. 7. This disc has four recesses

turned into it as shown at k k. The disc is made

of steel about 1-16 of an inch thick and 134 inches

in diameter, and recessed so as to leave the bot-

tom of the recesses from 1-40 to 1-50. of an inch

thick. Into these recesses are cut slots shown at

i i, Fig. 6. The idea is these slots (i) are made

of different widths, and the steel in the bottoms

of the recesses k are of different thickness to cor-

respond to the several notches, so as to give facili-

ties for grasping every size and variety of roller.

The recessed side of the disc H goes toward the

bolt I, Fig. 7. The disc His secured to the bar

4 by the screw 1; this screw should be pretty

strong. In this arrangement the stumps M are

placed in a disc made of No. 12 spring brass as

shown in Fig. 8. When these are used, the disc

His removed and the brass disc IV is put in its

place and held by the screw L. 'rhe brass disc N

has a brass hub 0 of an inch in diameter and yt

of an inch deep, which goes between it and the

end of A. 'rhis form of roller remover makes a

very handy and efficient tool, and when taken in

connection with the brass disc and stumps shown

in Fig. 8, leaves but little to be desired.

The stand shown in Fig. 5 serves also as a

base for a pong tool ; the simplest form of which

is a strip of thin, hard rolled German silver,

an inch wide and 3 inches long, bent into the

form shown at R, Fig. 9. This strip is mounted

on a piece.of thick brass which will just go into

the top of the stand D, Fig. 5. Diagram E3 is

an end view of the stem of the stand D seen in the

direction of the arrow d, Fig. 5. The recess

shown at f is to receive the part P of the poising

tool, or the tang G of the roller remover shown in

Fig. 7. The set screw g serves to hold the several

different appliances steady in the stand when in

use. For opening and closing the jaws of the

poising tool, a screw IS and nut r are provided.

The screw p should be about the size cut in t
he

No. i hole of a Swiss screw plate. The nut p

y4. of an inch in diameter, and 3-16 of an in
ch

deep, and shaped as shown. If a cast iron stand

like D, Fig. 5 is used, the best mode of finishing

it is to paint it with black japan varnish, and pla
ce

•
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it after it is dry in a stove oven heated 'up t
o about

250 degrees F. If a brass stand is used pickle

it in nitric acid, wash in clear water and 
lacquer

with shellac dissolved in alcohol.

' Another device can be added conveniently
 to

the list of tools which can be placed in
 the stand

D. This is a mainspring thickness gauge. 
We

have already described such an instrumen
t to go

into a bench vise, but a tool so useful can
 bear to

be repeated, especially when to be pl
aced in so

convenient a stand. To make one, take the same

kind of a brass casting as used to make 
the roller

remover shown in Fig. 7, and cut off t
he portion

enclosed in the dotted lines s as shown in 
Fig. to.

To make such a gauge, cut a fine screw 
on a piece

of steel wire (S, Fig. to) about r-to of 
an inch in

diameter and t0 inches long. The end of the

screw S is only threaded where it passe
s through

the stud V. The end of the screw S which goes

against the counter screw or stump u 
should be

turned down to about 1-16 of an inch 
and hard-

ened. The counter u is also hardened, and 
the

faces to both (S and u) ground flat a
nd true. The

arm W extends over the wheel T so th
at gradua-

tions can be read from the edge. Send to the

Editor of this paper and get (free) a 
small piece

of mainspring exactly IO-I000, (o.ot
) of an inch

thick. After the screw 5 and stud to are fitte
d,

NOVEMBER, 1889.

a

run the screw S down against the stump 11, and

mark on the wheel or disc T exactly opposite

where the edge of W comes ; this is the 0 or zero

mark ; now place the bit of mainspring between

the screw S and stump u, and mark again on the

disc T which in this case we will suppose to be at

x. Now, if we divide the space between the zero

mark and the mark at x into ten spaces, each

space will represent one one-thousandth of an

inch. By extending the spacing five degrees

beyond x, we can measure the thickness of any

watch mainspring to one-thousandth of an inch.

To any person who will send us the names of

two new subscribers, we will send by mail a brass

casting for the part A, Figs. 7 or io, and also the

steel blank for making the disc H To those

whose names are already on our subscription

books, the parts A and H will be furnished post-

paid for 30 cents ; and the stand D in cast brass

for 45 cents, postpaid.

* * *

Imports from the United States to Canada at

the port of Hamilton during the fiscal year ending

June 30, 1889, were valued at $2,397,522, accord-

ing to a report of Consul Roberts. The dutiable

part of this amount was $1,179,564, including

jewelers' goods as follows:

Cases, jewel, etc.,

Clocks and parts,

Clock Springs, - - -

Gold and Silver manufactures,

Jewelry, - - -

Watches, - -

Watch cases, -

Watch "actions,"

Total, -

VALUE

$94

15,869

3,012

7,774
28.556

156

11,759
28,859

- $96,0 7 9

* * *

DUTY.

35 per cent.

to "

various
20

25

25

10

fl

It

If the sentiments and spirit of all the visiting

delegates to the International Congress are fairly

sampled by those evidenced in a recent utterance

of delegate Bolet Peraza, of Venezuela, much may

fairly be hoped from the labors of the Congress.

We quote a few sentences:

"I can easily understand the dissatisfaction

of the European press concerning this matter.

Europe is jealous ; she fears that her commerce

with us would be diminished by the increase 
of

our trade with the United States. . . . I do

not entertain the slightest doubt that the Congre
ss

will be beneficial to the Three Americas. 
Its

work will be laborious because we shall open u
n-

broken fields. We shall establish new principles

of international rights for the Americas ; we sh
all

remove the difficulties which time has br
ought

about. It is not impossible to agree upon a way

of buying our respective productions and sell
ing

to greater advantage than at present. We ar
e not

manufacturers and cannot be such for some ti
me

to come. But we can be the granary for Nor
thern

America. Let her furnish us with her machinery

and her capital, and we shall establish railr
oads,

till the soil upon a larger scale, and found agri-

cultural banks and commercial banks. We
 shall

give in exchange coffees, cocoa, indigo, sugar,

drugs, rubber, ore, etc. These resources are only

awaiting the aid of capital and modern app
liances.

Let us unify our currency and facilitate our ex-

changes. Let us treat one another more cordially

and become better acquainted. Let us work for

our fraternity and advancement and put a
side all

mean, local, political interest which serves t
o be-

little that greater idea conceived in America a
t the

opening of the century."

To the

Retail Watchmaker and Jeweler:

Send your 19-usiness Card

and we will send you o-ur new

400 Page Catalogue of Tools,

Materials, Spectacles and Op-

tical Goods.

David F. Conover & Co.
S. E. Corr. Chestnut and 7th Sts.

Philadelphia, Pa.
David F. Conover,

13. Fronk tz.titliarns
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fine specimen of early

horological art is here

illustrated, and can-

not fail to interest

persons at all curious

in such matters. It

dates back about i5o

years, and is a mag-

nificient example of

the finer specimens of clockmak-

ing of that period. The case is

of brass and silver, and elab-

orately wrought in Repousse

It has but one hand, which shows the

The escapement is a verge, and precisely

in action like the old verge watch, the pendulum

performing the functions of a balance and balance

spring. The pendulum swings through an arc of

about eighty degrees. It is curious to note the

devious ways in which horological science has

advanced. This clock is one of the earliest forms

in which the pendulum was introduced to control

the going rate of time-pieces.

after the use of the pendulum, as just described

before it was adopted in clocks. Father Alex-

ander tells us the pendulum as a controlling

power was first applied to clocks in France some-

where about the year 166o ; and the mode of use

was the same as in this clock of Mr. Childs'.

Previous to the pendulum being adopted, the same
kind of verge escapement was used, only it gave
motion to two vibrating arms, on which were
placed small weights for the purpose of
regulation. As a matter of horological history, it
may not be amiss to notice the fact that coiled
springs for regulating the motion of a poised bal-
ance, came into use coincident with the introduc-

tion of the pendulum. In the article on "Clocks"

now running in the KEYSTONE, the writer, as soon

as through with modern clocks of precision, will

take up the subject of "curious clocks," and give

an expose of the gradual advance made in their

construction, and also show how the Chinese and

Japanese are now making clocks precisely in prin-

ciple like those made in Europe iso years ago.

This clock, like several others we have noticed

belonging to Mr. Childs, has no known history,

the mode of construction being the sole guide as

regards its age.
The clock shown in the accompanying cut is

of rare Chinese workmanship, and is an elegant

specimen of Cloisonee work by the natives of that

country. This clock was among the gilt edge at-

tractions of the Chinese exhibit at the Centennial

World's Fair held at Philadelphia in 1876, and

was purchased at that time by Mr. Childs. Our

readers are probably aware this species of art is

Here is shown another rare specimen of clock
also purchased by Mr. Childs at the time of the
Centennial Fair of '76, from the Russian exhibit.
The case is constructed of malachite and gilt
bronze, and may well be esteemed as a unique
specimen of the happy combination af a rare min-
eral with elegant workmanship. Although mala-
chite cannot be considered exactly as among the

The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

We would call the attention of the 
Trade to our 16 Size Nickel

grades, No. 50, Three-quarter Plate, and 
No. 86, Bridge : both have 15

Jewels in Settings, Pat. Regulator, 
Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel

Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, 
which permits of the Stem being

placed at either the figure twelve or thr
ee, in the same movement.

These grades have been reduced to the 
same price as our Nickel Raymond. One would naturally imagine that so obvious

a governing power as is afforded by the pendulum,

would be one of the first to suggest itself. In-

deed for that matter the pendulum was long

in use among astronomers beforeit was practically

applied as the controlling influence to regulate the

going of a clock. We have unquestionable evi-

dence that Galileo discovered the isochronal pro-

perties of the pendulum, and wrote a small work

on its use which was translated into the French

and published in 1639. But he never practically

applied it to a clock. He repeatedly spoke about

doing so, but like many other inventors never car-

ried the idea farther than to scheme how it could
be done. The method adopted by astronomers

for using a pendulum was to suspend a leaden ball

by a silk string of a certain length, and then count

the vibrations. It was probably fully thirty years

very similar to enameling with glass of different
colors. In this instance the artist uses por-
celain clay in conjunction with enamels. The
work is built up of pieces of thin copper attached
to the foundation by solder, or sometimes the
enamel itself is employed to hold the parts in place.
After the work is complete, the entire surface is
ground and polished, leaving the bright edges of
the copper as defining lines to the pattern. In this
clock the case for the movement, and the columns
are shells of copper struck up by hand, and the cloi-
sonee work built on with infinite skill and pa-
tience. The work requires repeated heating to
fuse the enamels as they are successively applied.
The bright edges of the copper cloisons are richly
gilt, which adds much to the beauty of the effect.

precious stones, still it is not abundant enough to

be at all common, and when specimens with unus-

ually distinct and brilliant veins and markings are

chosen and combined with high art metal work,

the union is extremely felicitous. And this clock

can well be accepted as one of those rare and de-

sirable articles of virtu which so many covet, yet

few possess. There still remain a few clocks .

worthy of description in Mr. Childs' collection,

and we shall consider them in our closing article

next month.
* * *

New Yorkers are so honest that the free cart-

ing of gold and silver bullion about the streets has

ceased to be a novelty. Recently an ordinary

truck loaded with more than half a ton of uncov-

ered gold and silver bricks drove through Wall

Street to the United States Assay Office without

attracting particular attention. The bullion came

from a smelting company. There were eighteen

bricks in the load, each weighing between sixty

and seventy pounds, and containing about $700
worth of silver and $200 worth of gold.—Phila-
delphia Times.

A jewelers' organ advises : Always hang up
your watch when it is not carried in the pocket."

Be careful, however, where you hang it. A young

man who " hung up " his watch at his " uncle's "

last spring hasn't been able to carry it in his

pocket since.—Norristowu Herald.
* * *

The Mexican Economist impeaches both our

government's and Mexico's trade statistics makers
by its statement that imports from this country to

Mexico in I887-88 amounted to $19,264,675 and

exports to the United States to $23,294,000.
Both governments' figures were considerably below
these values. Who's right?
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NOTES TO GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

REATER air pres-

sure can be obtained

by using a blower

made of sections of

heavy brass tube,

worked as cylinders

with pistons, and

arranged so that a

constant pressure of

considerable force is obtained. This is important

when an atomizer is to be used in conjunc
tion with

an air blast. A pair of bellows, such as described

in our last issue, afford a constant blast, 
but of

comparatively low pressure. Persons who have

not had practical experience with blowing 
machin-

ery are apt to be deceived in regard to the 
actual

force of a blast.

The pressure of gas on a gas jet is usu
ally

equal to about three inches of water. The pres-

sure of water equal to the force of air on a 
common

mouth blow-pipe is usually equivalent to about

two feet of water. In estimating the relative pres-

sure of water as compared to mercury, it is
 usual

to call it as fifteen to one. Consequently, 
in com-

paring water pressures to mercury pressures, 
we

estimate approximately that an inch of merc
ury is

equivalent to one foot and three inches of wat
er.

As a source of air blast under a light pressur
e such

bellows as we described in October KEYSTONE 
are

very satisfactory, and for a coke or charcoa
l fur-

nace nothing better can be desired. But in fur-

naces where petroleum is used, especially as

remarked above with an atomizer, we should 
have

a pressure equal to six or eight feet of 
water.

To make a pressure blower out of pieces of
 large

and heavy brass tube, get three pieces of suc
h tub-

ing about two and one-half inches in 
interior

diameter and four inches long. The sides of the

tubing should be about one-eighth of an
 inch

thick in order to be firm. These pieces of tube

are placed side by side on a heavy plate of
 sheet

brass. No. 8 hard (spring) sleet brass should be

used, and sawn directly from the sheet, so as 
not

to bend it ; it will then be found quite flat 
enough

to answer every purpose. The size of the plate

should be four by ten inches. As the blowing 
appar-

atus we are describing is one of the most 
efficient,

and at the same time nice looking, applian
ces of

the kind ever introduced, we shall take es
pecial

pains in giving the entire details of constru
ction.

We would beg to add that a really successful 
blow-

pipe for jobbing, using atomized petroleum, 
has

yet to be made; but one thing we can assur
e our

readers, and this is, a powerful blast from 
some

efficient blowing engine like the one we are 
about

to describe, will be the first essential ele
ment.

Upon the brass plate just mentioned the three

pieces of brass tube are mounted as cylinders. 
To

attach these cylinders to the base plate, th
ree L

shaped pieces, a, are provided for each cyl
inder,

one limb of which extends up on to the 
body of

cylinder, where it is attached with a screw a
nd

two steady pins, while the other limb is at
tached

to the base plate with a screw and steady 
phi. One

of these L shaped pieces is shown at d
iagram a, on

a larger scale than the remainder of the d
rawings;

the part at a being attached to the cylinder
, and

the part a to the base plate. There need be no

especial care taken in fitting the lower end 
of the

cylinder to the base plate D as the joint c
an be

filled with a paste or cement made of whit
e lead

ground in oil with a little dry red lead.

The pistons working in the cylinders A B 
C

are best made from a short section of brass
 tube,

which will just go into the inside of one of 
the

cylinders. In practical fitting up the best policy

is to get a piece of tubing a trifle too large
, and

then turn it down to the right size. The pistons

are made one inch long in the direction of
 their

axis, and the outside turned with a number 
of

shallow grooves, as shown at b b, Figs. 3 and 
4.

These grooves serve to pack the piston, pro-

ducing what is called an " air packing." These

grooves should be about one-thirty-second of

an inch wide, and the same depth ; and 
about

eight of them turned in the edge, as shown 
in

Fig. 3. At the lower end of the cylindrical pist
on

is a disc, H, soldered into the short tube 
E.

Attached to this disc H is a joint F, to which t
he

piston rod G is connected. Through the piston

head H are made several slots, which serve 
to

admit air to the cylinder as the piston ascends.

It should be noticed that these cylinders act

only in one direction. On the lower side of the

piston disc or head Hare placed two thin pie
ces

of sheet rubber f Fig. 4, which serve to close

the slots e e, Fig. 5, when the piston E H 
is

pushed downward. Directly above the three

cylinders A B C are placed three cranks I J K.

These cranks stand at an angle to each other of

120 degrees, and consequently must by their acti
on

keep up a constant and nearly equal pressu
re.

Beneath the plate D is placed a reservoir made ot

sheet metal shown at L, Fig. t. From this reser-

voir leads a pipe g for attaching a rubber tube

which extends to the furnace or blow-pipe. The

plate D is provided with slots similar to tho
se in

the piston heads. These slots are located directly

beneath the cylinders, and open downward. 
The

idea is, the rubber pieces which act as valv
es are

attached at each end so as to allow the air to 
pass

freely through the slots in one direction.

The action will be understood by inspectin
g

Fig. 6. Here we have shown a vertical section of

a portion of the piston head H on the lin
e

Fig. 5. In this cut the rubber valve is shown at

ff. When the piston is going up the air act
ing

in the disc of the arrows forces the rubber awa
y,

but as soon as the piston reverses its action 
the

rubber strip closes the slots e, and the air is forced

down through the slots in the base plate D, t
he

slots in which are made precisely like those j
ust

described, and provided with a rubber valve in the

same way. The four wheels shown in Fig. i are

for propelling the cranks shown at I J K. T
he

large central wheel /If is four and one-half inch
es

in diameter, and the smaller ones vi n o one in
ch

in diameter. These wheels can be had of George

B. Grant, 66 Beverly street, Boston, the large one

costing ninety cents, and the smaller ones twenty

cents each. They are of the kind called unfinish
ed

brass gear of twenty-four pitch.

The brass tubing and sheet brass can be bought

of Benedict, Burnham & Co., No. 8 North 
Seventh
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street, Philadelphia. A hand crank is attached 
to the

arbor In of the great wheel /If for propelli
ng the

machine. In our next we will describe the m
ethod

of mounting the wheels shown in Fig. t. 
It may

be well to say such a blowing machine as ju
st de-

scribed is ample to supply an atomizing f
urnace

using petroleum, which will melt ten or 
fifteen

ounces of gold in as many minutes. One much

smaller can be used for ordinary blow-pip
e pur-

poses. For such a machine the cylinders A B C

can be made of one inch tubing, and 
of course

other parts reduced in same proportion.

* * *

The despotism of the diamond continue
s in

the fashionable world. At five of what 
are spoken

of as "very fashionable weddings" 
in England,

the diamond was the king bee of the j
ewels adorn-

ing the bride. Bride i had a diamond necklace;

bride 2 a diamond crescent to fasten her 
tulle veil;

number 3 fastened the veil with a diam
ond star;

a "magnificent diamond spray" did 
the business

for the tulle veil of No. 4 ; and bride 5 did as

bride 2—fastened it with a diamond c
rescent. At

a recent American wedding, the all-conquering

diamond, in the shape of a necklace, 
encircled

the bride and the "long tulle veil" was 
compelled

to attend to business by that orthod
ox fastener,

the star-shaped diamond pin.

* * *

At the recent Oriental Congress in C
hristiania,

Sweden, Mr. Ball, a visitor, showed a large
 globe

of blue chalcedony from Babylonia, 
apparently

the head of a mace or sceptre, on wh
ich is cut in

fine cuneiform characters : " To Nebo, t
he exalted

lord, his lord, Nabumukin-abli, the son of
 Nur-Sin,

the stone-cutter (?) of Merodach, who 
dwells in

Babylon for the good of his life, for the 
length of

his days, for the welfare of his seed, 
for the joy

of his heart, for the stability of his 
foundations, in

Babylon had it made and dedicated it."

* * *

Did you you ever think of the historic
al value

of jewelry ? Everything humanity touches reveals

what kind of a humanity did the touc
hing. Here

is M. Du Chaillu in his latest book, "Th
e Vikings,"

giving the world a new conception of 
the civiliza

tion of the Northmen, and resting his 
argument in

part on the evidences borne by the je
welry of the

time. He has made a study of the 
museums of

Copenhagen, Stockholm, Christiania and 
other

cities, and speaks of "their wealth of 
weapons and

costly objects of gold and silver, b
elonging to the

bronze and iron age, and every year 
additions are

made." Here are a few sentences frpm his book:

"A great number of their early 
swords and

other weapons are damascened even so 
far back as

the beginning of the Christian era, and
 show either

that this art was practiced in the North long

before its introduction into the rest of 
Europe

from Damascus by the Crusaders, or that 
the

Norsemen were so far advanced as to
 be able

to appreciate the artistic manufactu
res of Southern

nations. . . . Beautiful vessels of silver and

gold also testify to the taste and l
uxury of those

early times. The knowledge of the art of writing

and of gilding is clearly demonstr
ated. In some

cases, nearly twenty centuries have not 
been able

to tarnish or obliterate the splendor o
f the gilt of

the Northmen. We find among thei
r remains—

either of their own manufacture or im
ported, per-

haps as spoils of war—repousse work uf
 gold or

silver, bronze, silver and wood-work c
overed with

the thinnest sheets of gold ; the filigree 
work dis-

plays great skill, and some of it could not 
be sur-

passed now. Many objects are ornamented with

niello, and of so thorough a Northern pattern

that they are incontestably of home 
manufacture."
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co. Limited.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

We have the jJargest
Prescription Jaens Grinding Shop in the country,

iD Item or Two
It Will pag goo to Read.

For a long time we have been in receipt
of letters from different leading opticians

throughout the country requesting that we

furnish them with a set of trial lenses of our

own manufacture, which we could guarantee

absolutely perfect. For some time we have

been arranging and perfecting plans so that

we could place just such a set on the market.

We have after much careful thought devised

and are now manufacturing a set which is

absolutely perfect, and containing as it does

many more lenses than the majority, is much
more desirable ; we can furnish this set at

$90.00. It contains

36 pairs each, convex and concave sphericals
27 " cylindricals
If prisms at an angle of from '2 to 200
Discs, colored lenses, etc., etc., and is fur-

nished with one of the most complete trial

frames in existence ; one that regulates and

determines by screws the exact height, in-

clination and centres of the frame required

to accurately fit patient. If you are desir-

ous of purchasing test set it will certainly

pay you to see us before buying elsewhere.

There is another item which goes hand-

in-hand with trial lenses, and that is a com-

plete and thorough book of records such as

we have lately had copy-righted ; one that

will enable you to enter and keep an absolute

correct diagnosis of each patient's case, and

to which, being carefully indexed,. you can

quickly refer in after years. Price of this

book, invaluable to the oculist and optician

who desires to keep a correct record of each

case, is 82.5o. Send to us for a copy, and

if you are not pleased with same, return it

at our expense.
Then comes our case of trial fitting

frames for counter use, consisting of six

frames which, by following directions coming

with box, will enable you to order correctly

any size frame with very few words—as you

know, a great saving of time and trouble.

We would also call your attention to our

"Gem" box of material, which will enable

you to repair any kind of an eye-glass or

spectacle. Price of this complete box of eye-

glass and spectacle material, $15.0o. Or, if

you have plenty of material on band, we will

sell you a "Gem" material box to keep it in

at $2.00. You all know the convenience of

having your material just where you can lay

your hands on same—it will pay you to have

one of our "Gem" material boxes.

Guarantee every lens sent- out to be absolutely correct.
All orders for them filled same day as received.

Some Prices that defy Competition,

WHY?
Because, selling so many, we can manufacture and

sell cheaper than our competitors. But then
Talk is cheap. Send for samples and
judge for yourself, The proof of the

Pudding is in the eating.
Lot% No.

5 Gold Riding Bow, - - $1.35
6 Gold Straight temple, - - 1.80
7 Gold Eye-glass, cork guard, - - 1.50
8 Gold Eye-glass, Bausch pat. cork guard, 1.80

All the above set with Periscopic convex
lenses.

I 10 K. Gold riding bow - - -
2 " " Straight temple - - -
3 II " Eye-glass, cork guard
4 if " Eye-glass, Bausch pat. cork

guard,

1.75
2.45
1.85

2.25

Lots No. I,. 2, 3 and 4 we absolutely guarantee to
assay plump. ro K. and all set with 1st

quality periscopic lenses.
Can furnish all the above goods in t, 2 and 3

size eyes.
Lots Nos. 9, ro and i i are straight temple, steel

spectacles.

9 Gem set with convex lenses $1.50 per doz.
Worth $2.00 per-doz.

10 Crystal set with convex lenses $2.00 per doz.
Worth $3.00 per doz.

Ii Comet and Crescent with Perescopic cx lenses
$3.00 per doz. Worth $4.00 per doz.

The above prices are for either blue or bronze
We can let you have the same in nickel plated at
25 cents per dozen extra.

Gem Spec will readily sell at retail for
from 50 to 75 cents.

Crystal Spec will readily sell at retail for
from $1.00 to $1.25

Comet and Crystal will readily sell at retail for
from $1.50 to $ .00

Will it not pay you to Make a specialty of
them ? Send for a sample dozen and judge for
yourself.

Our Gem Perescopic convex lenses,
$12.00 per gross.

Our Perfection Perescopic convex lenses,
$1.75 per doz.

The Gem lenses are very fine ; just such as are usually
sold for firsts. Our Perfection lenses ar just what the name
Says for them, ABSOLUTELY CENTERED, and strictly first in
every particular. Some of our competitors have been heard
to say : "Oh, these people only offer certain goods as lead-
ers." Well, while we have the kindliest of feelings towards
all our competitors, we would say they are mistaken, and we,
would suggest to the trade that they buy up some of our
“leaders." We say we can very well afford to sell at these
close prices because we are selling so very many. But as
we said before, talk is cheap. Send for a few samples and
judge for yourself. Did you ever hear of perescopic convex
lenses, ground to any size eye, at such ridiculous low price
as $12,00 per gross ; or a gold riding bow at $I.35 per pair,
set with 1st quality perescopic lenses. No, we don't think you
ever did, yet we have them.

Alive
To your interests we will be pleased to send

any one of our cus.tomers who may
care to order them, any one

or all of the following
items:

Book of Accurately Arranged
Test Type.

Book of Duplicate Prescrip-
tion Blanks.

Book of Telegraph Code.

Book of Illustrations and Price
List of Optical Goods.

Book of Latest Prices on
Watch Cases and Ameri-
can Movements.

A Colored Chart of the Em-
metropic Eye.

A Metric Rule.

Postals for Ordering Plain
Gold Rings.

Postals for Ordering Prescrip-
tion Lenses,.

Sheets for Ordering Lenses.

Addressed Envelopes.

Addressed Stickers
for fastening on packages of repair work

you may wish to send us.

And last but not least our breezy little paper
issued monthly and termed

" Pointers"
You cannot afford to be without it.
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Louis HERZOG.

ALFRED FRANK.

IVIernorandla.rn

Office of

Louis Herzog ST, Co.,
Watch Case Makers.

Wholesale Dealers in AMERICAN 
WATCHES.

52 Maiden Lane, New York.

Gentlemen:

We have added to our stock

lIVI  The Trade,

Everywhere,

U. S.

Hampden. IVIo-srenaents 
and Dueber Cases

And are now in a position to fill 
orders for anything in the 

American Watch or Jewelry line.

s\kqs

Don't have it to regret in ye
ars to come that you did

not acquire your trade at 
the

jimerican llorological institute
and avail yourself of the 

advantages of the nest Methods, 
nest

and Newest Tools and ne
st Instructors.

The several courses of Instruc
tion embrace everything 

important

EVERY DEPARTMENT THOROUGH AND COMPLETE.

Technical and Practical pepartments

o o

C8

000

E. J. BEACH, Preside
nt.

To Know to Rim a First-Class Watchmaker's 
Place and Jewelry Store.

The Theoretical pepartments

Embrace Arithmetic, Geometry, 
Trigonometry, Free Hand and Mec

hanical Draw-

ing, Mechanical Principles. (w
hich include escapement forms of 

the teeth of wheels etc.)

Chemistry and Optics. Evening classes on three evenings o
f each week in these branch-

es free to regular pupils.

Our Jewelry pepartments

Instruct in making and repairing 
fine jewelry and includes Hard 

Soldering, (and

holding the color) Lapping, P
olishing, Coloring, Gilding, Silver a

nd Nickel Plating, etc.

Don't fail to write for 
prospectus and particulars. Address

In Horology embrace Primary 
Disciplining in Filing, Drilling, Turning,

 Fitting,

Polishing and so on up to constructing an 
entire watch, clock or marine chrono

meter and

adjusting them. Pupils as soon as competent are 
placed on actual watch repairing.

(Make note of this.)

Our gngraving pepartments

Give instructions in Letter, Monogram 
and Ornamental Engraving ; Card 

Plate

Engraving ; Gem (stone) Engraving, etc.

I. ELGIN NATIONAL WATCH 
Co.

References: WALTHAM WATCH Co.

I. E. HOWARD WATCH AND 
CLOCK CO.

SETH THOMAS CLOCK 
CO.

AMERICAN WATCH TOOL 
CO.

L. A. SCHEER 1St CO., 
Philadelphia.

W. H. DOTTER,secy
1723 Chestnut Street, Phi

ladelphia, Pa.

H. H. Heinrich
2, 4 and 6 John Street.

New York.
•

Manufacturer of

Marine Chronometers.

Silver Medal, Paris Exhibition, 18119.

A large stock of new and second 
hand Marine Chronometers on

hand. All my second hand chronometers 
are thoroughly overhauled,

refinished and readjusted. They look like new. Rented out at $5

per month, payable in advance. 
No rent charged if bought within

a certain time. Terms to suit customers. Marine Chronometers

sprung with palladium springs, 
repaired, cleaned and adjusted for

the trade.

Bogle 13ros.
Successors to

• 
T. F. & M. J. Boots,

The Vermont

Wholesale Jewelers

Always carry a large and carefully se
lected stock of

Elgin, Waltham Columbus, Springfield, 
Ill., Seth Thomas,

and Cheshire movements; all Associat
 ion Silver, Gold, and

Gold Filled cases, rich jewelry of all 
kinds; Rogers & Bro.

and 5547 Rogers Bros. Silver-Plated 
Flat Ware, Clocks,

Gold Pens, Optical Goods, Watchmak
ers' Tools and Ma-

terials. Everything guaranteed to be sold at the 
lowest

manufacturing prices. Mail orders solicited and promptly

attended to. Try us.

• Sogle Sros.,

White River Junction, Vt.

-.00•• -

5,70ND:R1)

TO WATCHMAKERS.—We 
have on hand a number of 

Chronometers by vari-

ous good makers, not new, which 
have been in service for purposes of 

navigation, and

are excellent instruments. They come to us by reason of the 
great decline in American

shipping. They have been put in perfect repa
ir, and will give satisfactory results 

as to

performance. We will sell these c
hronometers at low prices, either for cash, 

or on ac-

commodating terms to suit special cases, or 
will hire them at moderate rates, a

nd allow

the hire to apply on purchase. Send for circular giving prices and term
s.

Our Watchmakers' Transits are rea
dily set in position. Printed instructions easily

understood, accompany each instrument, and
 no preliminary calculations are 

required.

With them, correct time can be obt
ained within one second.

Manufacturers of John Bliss & Co.
Marine Chronometers. 128 Front St New York.

,
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JACK-KNIVES.

ONSIDER-
ABLE dif-
ficulty has
been ex-
perien c e d
by most
experi-
menters in
arrang i n g
the details
of the
W in di ng

parts of electric clocks.
There are several factors
to the problem which
need to be considered;

prominent among these
is the ability of the motor
to start itself at the pro-
per time for winding.

Another important point is to have the circuit
broken soon after the winding is effected. This
is the only economical method of running an
electric self-winding clock We have several

kinds of galvanic batteries which do not deteriorate
or loose their power except when the current is
in circuit. To illustrate, suppose for instance it

requires five minutes battery service twice each
day to wind our clock; now if we arrange our
clock so it will automatically open the circuit a
little time after the winding is effected, and only
allow the circuit to be closed a minute or two
before the winding commences, we have effected a
great economy, because our battery only exhausts
itself when in active operation.

To make this matter better understood by
those who have had but limited experience with

galvanic batteries,we would refer to Fig. 1. Here
we have a battery at B connected by the wires
a a' to the magnets A. The battery B passes a

current through the wires a a' which causes the

armature C to be strongly attracted by the magnet.
A. Now as long as the current flows through the
wires a a magnetic energy is exerted on the
armature C, and at the same time a constant

chemical action is going on in the cell of the bat-

tery, the zinc is gradually dissolved, the acids
loose their strength, and in the course of twenty
or thirty hours the battery is exhausted and fails

to supply any electric current. By selecting the

proper chemical substances for the exciting fluid

which surrounds the zinc, and also by amalgamat-
ing or coating the zinc with quick-silver, as soon
as we break the electrical circuit in the wire a a',

(say by separating the wire a at b,) the chemical

action ceases for the time being, and remains dor-

mant until the circuit is closed and the current

flows again.
We can readily see in this case that if

we arrange our clock properly, that is so our bat7

tery is only used in closed circuit for twelve or
fifteen minutes each day, and during the remainder
of the twenty-four hours the circuit is broken, one
battery will be able to wind our clock for several
weeks without being renewed. We can readily

arrange to have our motor self-starting by using

three magnets set so one of the three will be

constantly in action. The little motor partly
shown and described in October KEYSTONE

requires some additional parts to. make it efficient.

All such devices are more or less complicated;

this one seems very simple and easily understood,

and so it is in its general principles, but when the

details are all worked out it is quite complicated.

We will describe it to completion, and then give

another plan in which we use more magnets, and

which looks at first sight far the most complicated,
but in reality is the most simple.

To continue the description of the motor
shown in October KEYSTONE, and explain how
the circuit breaker and the stop work act, we will
refer to the cuts at Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5. At Fig.
2 is shown the armatures D, the arbor E and cir-
cuit breaker .F. The armatures shown at D cor-
respond to those shown at G, Fig. 3, October
KEYSTONE. We reproduce this cut at Fig. 3 of
the present issue. It is to be understood the
magnet G only exerts its force through an arc of
300, that is for the arc extending from c to d,
the circuit remaining open while the armature
passes from f to c. The idea is, the momentum
of the armatures carries them over the arc of 6o°;
consequently, we must arrange the parts so the
armature will be held in the position shown in the

jA2F'sk. 2

I,

cut. This is effected by firmly attaching to the
arbor E which carries the armatures D, an arm
H, Fig. 2, which extends outward beyond the
armatures (D.) This device is shown again in
Fig. 5, as if seen in the direction of the arrow k,
Fig. 2.

The principle of action is that as the stop I
is thrown forward in the direction of the arrow 1,
the arm H as it revolves in the direction of the
arrow g readily passes the light spring i, but is
caught by the hook h, while i prevents any recoil,
and holds the armatures in the position shown in
Fig. 3. The circuit breaker consists of a piece
of silver or copper mounted on the arbor E as
shown at F, Fig. 2. This circuit breaker (F) is
shown separate at Fig. 4, as if seen in the direc-
tion of the arrow k. The electric connections are
made by means of segments on F. These seg-
ments are numbered r, 2, 3, 4, and it will be
noticed that segment i is just in contact with the
platinum lip m of the copper connecting spring L.
It is evident that if the spring L is attached to one
of the poles of a galvanic battery, and the seg-
ments F are attached to the opposite pole, that as
long as m rests on one of the segments the circuit
will be complete and the magnets G exert its force
on the armatures. Now it is to be understood
that as soon as the armatures are in the position
shown by the dotted line c, Fig. 3, that there is a
contact between m and the segment r, and this
contact continues until the centre of the arma-
tures D' D" arrive at the dotted line d, when the
platinum lip m comes to an open space in F, and
the circuit opens and remains so until segment 4
comes in contact with m, when the circuit is closed
again and the armatures D D" are again attracted
and the action just described is repeated. For
effecting the connection through the segments F,
the opposite pole of the battery to the one attached
to the spring L is connected to the copper spring
kf which rests on the top pivot of the arbor E.
To make the connections at this point as effective
as possible, the tip of the pivot at n can be made
of platinum, and the copper spring /If also lined
with the same metal.
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Our Special.

Plenty
Of people are ready to buy watches if
the right suggestion is only made to
stimulate them to the decisive act. It is
the province of the retailer to do the
stimulating by attractive offers skillfully
adapted to various tastes and various
times. We can aid you in this with cuts
of cases we are now advertising, and also
with various fancy cuts,but the realwork of

Educating

Your community into a knowledge of
Filled Cases must be done by the reading
matter of your ad. You as a jeweler
know all about Boss Cases, but a large
percentage of the people do not know
that there is such a thing as a Filled Case.
They don't know that

Gold-Looking

Cases can be bought for much less than
actual gold cases and are really stronger,
etc. Many more would buy than do now
if they had this knowledge. Let your

Local Advertising

Be devoted to getting the temptation of
Boss Cases present to the minds of your
community. If they know of them they'll

Want Them

And if they want them they'll buy them.
Our

Catalogue

And Key are still vindicating their claim
to be the most useful aids to the case
selling business ever placed at the trade's
disposal. About everybody knows now
of our change of names ; that

Boss Extra
Takes the place of the old "Boss," re-
taining the unique eminency that case
had attained in the affections of retailers
and consumers ; that the

Boss 14 K.
Reigns in place of the "Keystone" Filled,
and is second only to its elder brother
the Boss Extra ; that

Boss io K.

Replaces the old "Star," and gives a
greater worth for the money than any 15-
year case before the public.

How Much
Of our unprecedented rush of orders of
the present and past few months has been
caused by giving the three Boss Cases their
proper family name we can't tell, but the

Change of Names

May as well have the credit as anything.
There is just room to say a word about
Our

Silveroid
Case—that such a cheap case is necessity
—that ours is of the finest white metal—
takes a brilliant polish, is close-grained,
holds its color well, and hits the eye of
the customer.

Keystone Watch Case CO.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago
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During the last few days the jobbers quote

trade as a little slower, but this may readily be

ascribed to the fact that there is generally some-

what of a lull between,the early and late fall sales.

The general prosperity throughout the west con-

tinues, and is indicated by the activity in all

lines of manufactured • goods. Money is now

quoted as easy, and collections seem to be

go6d. I was speaking to Mr. Packer, the presi-

dent of the Park National Bank, yesterday, on

the subject of business prospects, and he expressed

himself as follows: "During the twenty years

that I have devoted special attention to the finan-

cial condition of the western trade, I never re-

member a season where we had less business

trouble. Our immunity from heavy failures is

quite remarkable, especially when contrasted with

the condition of affairs in some of the eastern

states. The western merchants are as a whole

in excellent condition financially, and are ask-

ing fewer favors than is usual at this time."

.The proposed deal between M. C. Eppen-

stein and the Aurora Watch Co., seemed to be

at an end, but negotiations have again been re-

sumed with, I am informed, a considerable proba-

bility that this time something more than talk will

be the outcome. I understand that a financial

house located in the Pullman Building are also

endeavoring to get an option for the purchase of

the factory.
In order to get a correct idea of the condi-

tion of business during the past month, I inter-

viewed the leading houses. Mr. Avery, of the

Elgin Company, in reply to my inquiries said:

"We are not a fair criterion as to the condition

of trade, inasmuch as we are unable to keep pace

with our orders. The demand for our goods has

always been in excess of the supply, and I see no

prospect of its being otherwise. Judging how-

ever from the reports I receive from all sections of

the country, I should say that busines has been

very good so far, and is likely to be still better

during the coming month. The dealers all

through the west seem to be in good shape finan-

cially, and I understand collections are good."

Mr. H. F. Hahn said: "Our sales for the

month are in excess of those for the same time last

year. The former part of the month brought us

in a large business, but for the last ten days we

have found it quieter. We, however, anticipate

this condition of affairs at this particular time,

and I have no doubt that the present month will

prove a very busy one. 'Fhe country dealers are

all feeling good, and anticipate a good holiday

trade. Money seems to be circulating pretty

freely, and collections are good."

"Glad to see a representative of the THE KEY-

STONE," said Mr. C. H. Knights. "You want to

know about the month's business. Well, we have

been very busy all through the month, and I am

glad to say, note a considerable increase in our

sales over those for last year. I continue to re-

ceive encouraging reports from all parts of coun-

try, and our prospects for the holiday trade seem

very. bright. We anticipate a rush this month.

As a matter of fact the majority of the dealers

have bought but little save staples, such as move-

ments and cases, but there are numerons jewelry

specialties that they will be compelled to stock up

on for the holidays, and I anticipate tilat they

will buy these this month. We find collection
s

coming in very nicely, and our salesmen quote 
the

retailers as feeling very much encouraged over
 the

business outlook. We have just got our watch
 list

out, and I think from its completeness it wil
l be

appreciated by the trade."

Mr. Flershem, of Lapp & Flershem, sai
d:

"We have had a good business during the past

month. Our sales are away ahead of those for

last year, and there seems to be no let tip at 
pre-

sent. The country dealers have been buying very

carefully, and only such goods as they actu
ally

wanted, so it is reasonable to infer that we shall

be kept very busy during the next six weeks get
-

ting out holiday goods. We find collections good,

and note an utter absence of business troubles
. I

don't think that, as a body, the retail jewelers

were ever in so good a financial condition as the
y

are at present." The firm have got out their

annual catalogue. It is very handsomely gotten

up, and reflects great credit upon the compiler,

Mr. Lapp. Mr. Flershem made a short shooting

trip into Wisconsin and Iowa during the month
,

and had excellent sport. Your correspondent can

vouch for the edible qualities of some of the trop
-

hies of his prowess.

Mr. Benj. Allen said : "I presume I am

only echoing the sentiments of others when I sa
y

that business is quite good. We are ahead of las
t

year's sales very considerably, and the outloo
k

encourages me to suppose that the last two months

of the year will undoubtedly prove the best. I

think the West is in excellent condition financially
.

All classes of trade seem to be prosperous, and th
e

absence of serious financial trouble is a source of

general comment. We find collections good. Have

you seen our catalogue ?" On my replying in 
the

negative, he handed me one for inspection. It

has 720 pages of illustrated matter, is pri
nted

upon fine paper, and artistically and typograph-

ically is deserving of high praise. Mr. Buck who

has had charge of its preparation, is to be c
om-

plimented upon his taste and skill.

Mr. Allister, of B. F. Norris, Allister & Co.,

said : "Our business last month exceeded 
my

anticipations. We are ahead of last year's sales,

and everything points to a continuance of the pre
-

sent prosperous condition of affairs. We find col-

lections better than is usual at this season." T
his

firm too have got out a very handsome catalog
ue.

Otto Young & Co. share in the general pros-

perity. Mr. Schneering quotes business for the

past month as very brisk. Part of the time the

staff have been working nights. He finds collec-

tions are good. The house has just completed its

catalogue, which is both handsome and exhaustive
,

containing a list of everything necessary to the

jeweler. There seems to be a species of friendly

rivalry amongst the wholesale houses as to whic
h

shall produce the finest catalogue. All I can say

is that they are each and all a credit to the 
trade.

The Illinois Watch Co. are having a ready

sale for their new movements, Nos. 149 and 
120.

Geo. Gubbins, their representative here, compl
ains

that he can't get the goods fast enough to fill
 his

orders. Glickauf & Newhouse report a large

demand for their G. & N. Gravier Springs. 
The

well-known high standard of these goods ren
ders

them great favorites with all watchmakers.

Business activity, however, is not confined to.

the jewelry trade proper, but is manifested in
 all

its kindred branches. Mr. Corey, of the Pa
irpoint

Manufacturing Co., states that the demand fo
r

silver-plated ware is simply phenomenal. His

sales for this season will double those of last 
year.

NOVEMBER, 1889.

In some of the specialties made by this company
,

he has found it impossible to fill his orders. Mr.

Carey has succeeded in establishing a reputatio
n

for his Company's product second to none in the

market.
The Geneva Optical Co. are kept extremely

busy, their factory working up to its fullest capac
-

ity. Mr. Smith, the resident manager, informs

me that their sales for this fall show a remarkably

large increase over those of last season. The goods

manufactured by this house have a steadily in-

creasing popularity.

F. E. Morse & Son, the well-known diamond

dealers, are placing a number of very attractive

novelties on the market for the holiday trade.

The designs are by Mr. John Morse.

Messrs. Joseph & Fish, the retail jewelers,

have a most artistic design in their show windows
.

It is a spider's web covering the whole of the lowe
r

half of the window. In the centre is a large spider.

Its body being made up of diamonds, rubies and

emeralds, and its claws of similar stones. It has

attracted crowds of onlookers, and elicited the

favorable comments of the daily press.

The Spaulding Jewelry Co. have a large num-

ber of novelties in clocks, silverware and jewelr
y

on exhibition. Mr. Spaulding has returned from

Paris, and will spend the winter in this city. The

firm report business as excellent

Mr. C. I). Peacock has some exquisite speci-

mens of the silversmith's art displayed in his

State St. windows. They are mainly the products

of the Gorham Co., and emphasize the justice 
of

the public verdict which places this Company at

the head of the list of manufacturing silversmith
s,

not only in this country, but in Europe.

PARSONS' HOROLOGICAL INSTITUT
E.

The Parsons' Horological Institute, at La

Porte, has sent out invitations to the " Opening"

of the new building, on the i8th, inst., a pretty

good evidence that the structure is no " myth " as

was sometimes hinted when announcement was

first made of its proposed. erection. It is also a

pretty good evidence that the school has served its

patrons acceptably, for otherwisee its patronage

would scarcely have justified the expense of a new

home for the institution. Such letters as the fol-

lowing, from a former student ought to be very

gratifying to the management:

WATERTOWN, N. Y. October 2, 1889,

DEAR SIRS :—It gives me great pleasure at this

time to acknowledge my appreciation of " Par-

son's Horological Institute", of La Porte, Ind.

I have been attending the above institution for

the past three months, and I am very much pleased

with the progress I have made. Previous to go-

ing to La Porte my experience on watch work was

very limited, but by close application I have qual-

ified myself to do all ordinary watch work.

I shall never regret the time and money spent,

it having profited me much, placing me in a con-

dition to command a large salary, giving me as

well a feeling of great satisfaction.

I think Mr. Parsons deserving of a great deal

of credit, as well as the hearty support of the

trade throughout the country, he first conceivin
g

the idea of the " Horological School " in this coun-

try, and having ever been untiring in his efforts

to make his an institution superior in all its

branches.
The opening of the building erected for the

purpose of the school which takes place in Novem.

her, promises to be a decided success, and I

deeply regret that I connot be present upon that

occasion. Wishing the " Institute" all success

for the future, I remain very truly yours,

LEON D. REYNOLDS,

sr

THE BEST LOW-COST TIMEPIECES

The Waterbury Watches

"Series E," Fancy Back, No. 4.

Long-Wind"Series E."

Face of "Series E."

19

"Series E," Fancy Back, No. 5.

"Series J," Short-Wind and Stem-Set.

Face of "Series J,"
Enameled Arabic Dial.

Movement of" Series J."

Face of "Series J,"
Emameled Roman Dial.

The New Short-Wind "Series L," Stem-Set.

Face of "Series L," Enameled Roman Dial.

Christmas is Coming.

"Series L." Back Cap Removed.

Send your orders to

Face of "Series L," Enameled Arabic Dial

How is Your Stock?

The Waterbury Watch Company,
GEORGE MERRITT, General Agent. 92 & 94 Liberty St., New York.
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C. H. KNIGHTS & Co.
-Wholesale Jewelers

125 and 127 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

NOVEMBER I, 1889.

Some SPECIAL BARGAINS which We offer for the NEXT 60 DAYS to reduce stock before taking our ANNUAL INVENTORY,
It will pay you to compare our prices,

TOOLS AND MATERIALS.
From T. Kearney Stock.

Regular Reduced
Price. Price.

Solfinger's Staff,Cylinder and Pinion Gauge,each,$1.00 $0.50
Ring jointers, Nickel Plated, 1.25 1.00
Hammond Wheels for grinding and polish-

ing spectacles, lenses, etc.,
Wilcox Engraving Blocks, 4.50
Adjustable Countershafts, 6.00
Thompson's Jewelled Callipers (Imp.),
Hoehn's Alcohol Lamps, .75
Glass Alcohol Lamps, .35
Glass Movement Covers, 3% inch,

4 " - .3°
Sets of Grain Weights, .15
Screw Extractors,
Second-Hand Holders, No. 6, -
Hutchinson's Watch and Clock Oilers,
Bone handle Case Openers, No. I short,
Walnut Material Boxes, Glass Lids, 24

compartments,
Same as above with 35 compartments,
Star Bench Clock Keys, -
Adjustable Watch Bench Keys

.00

1 . 5 0

( tI

.25

lt

.70

.35

.25

Anchor Brand Lathe Chucks,
Acme Dust-proof Watch Keys,
Jewelry Boxes,6 sizes,colored pictures

.8o Steel Split Rings, Small,
Clock Cord, i day linen,3.50

4.00

1.25

i4 8 4(

Boxwood Material Boxes, I inch, -
.65 As above, I% ,inch, with Glass Tops, -

Metal Movement Boxes, with glass, 18 size
Verge Hair Springs - -
Putz Pomade, for polishing metal, -
Burnishine, for polishing metal,

.55 Excelsior Jewelry Wash -
Silverine Powder for cleaning silverware,

.15 Optical Goode
Linen Eye-glass Cases, long, - - doz. $0.30 $0.20

.65 .50 Paper Mache Spectacle Cases, open or cloced " Loo .75

.8 5 .65 feather, open or closed, - - ,. Loo .75

.40 .25 Smoked Coquilles, - . 1.00 .75

.50 .20 japanned Eye-glass Hooks, - “ i.00 .75

Regular Reduced
Price. Price.

'4 $1.25 $0.90
gross, 6.0ci 5.00

on lids "

doz.,

.25

.20

.25

.10

.25

.15

.10

It

It

Cl

4.85 4.°°
.15 .10
.35 .25
.7o .5o

.75 .5°
1.75 1.00
2.25 1.75
.20 .10

.40 .30

3.00 2.0C

3.00 1.75

Above Prices are Net Cash, no Discount.
To Reduce our immense stock of Files, we offer you 25 per cent. discount on all

kinds which we have, from the Reg-ular Prices.

Our Stock of Anchor Brand Chucks for Moseley, Whitcomb and Kearney Lathes is the largest in the country. We guar-
antee every one of them to be true, which does away with all risk to the purchaser. Do not miss this opportunity, and
remember that we keep everything needed by the Jewelry Trade, and make it a special feature to fill all all our orders so as to
have them returned to our customers by the first mail or express. SEND US A TRIAL ORDER AND SEE.

C. H. KNIGHTS 8c CO.
Importers of

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Tools, Materials and Optical Goods.
125 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Western Agents for Barbour Bros. & Co's Celobrated Silverware.
P. S.-Order emly, as we cannot supply these goods at above prices after what we have in stock are sold.
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One of the past month's trips of Ira D. Gar-man, of David F. Conover & Co., this city, wasto Bellefonte to play the part of usher at his sister'swedding.

"J. L. S." of New York, gave us the pleasureof his genial presence for a short visit a few weeksago. "Shep" thinks the World's Fair will be atNew York-or Washington Chicago, St. Louis or,some other town.
The wedding bells rang last month for themarriage of J. F. A. Latour, of David F. conover& Co., to Mary Annette Groves, daughter ofAnthony Groves, of the Errickson line of steamers.
Mr. Wm. Hellberg writes us that he has notleft Groton, Dak., as we stated in our last. Hehas simply started a branch store at Montevideo,Minn., not abandoning his former location at all.On the theory that a man who has enough busi-ness ability about him to be runhing stores in twoStates ought to be a good judge of papers devotedto his trade, we quote this from his letter : " Ilike the KEYSTONE, and think it is the best paperof its kind in America, if not in the whole world,always full of interesting matter to the trade."
W. R. Abbott & Co., of Decatur, Ill., are allthere yet, notwithstanding a report last month oftheir having lost the " Co " part of the firm.
James Johnson after 3r years in business atWhilby, Ont., has retired, celebrating the eventby taking a trip to Bradford, Pa. His son Fred.also a watchmaker, visited " the States " lastmonth.

Edward Benner, of Charlottesville, Va., hasgone to Europe, not expecting to return.
In giving a lot of taffy to his advertisers the

editor of the Pioneer, of Tascosa, Texas, doesn'tneglect Phil. Seewald, the jeweler, who gets a
liberal chunk about the high " character of hiswork," dealings, etc. •

P. F. Egan, of iis East Third St., St. Paul,Minn., contemplate going into other business andadvertises his stock and lease for sale.
Joseph Custard, an old citizen and silversmith

at New Lisbon, Ohio, passed away October 6th.
Mr. Abram Sickles, of M. Sickles & Sons,

this city, was married October 3oth to Miss Hen-
nie Zimmerman, at Mobile, Ala. Our best wishes
to the happy pair.

George P. Kirtland of r r7 N. Market street,
Nashville, Tenn., was married last month to Miss
Olive Haynie, of South Summer street,in that city.

A Johnstown jeweler, Meyer Janowski, lost$700 worth of jewelry somewhat curiously lastmonth. Leaving his place of business one night,he placed a quantity of his valuables in a basket,as was his custom on leaving each evening, andgiving it to his wife, they walked home together.Arriving at the house, Mrs. Janowski sat the basketdown on the step, unlocked the door and went in,supposing her husband would follow with the bas-ket. For some reason he failed to perceive it, andbefore it was afterwards looked for some personhad carried it off.

TROUBLES OF THE MONTH. -Le011 G. Dayassigned at Fort Smith, Ark.
At Leavenworth, Kas., E. R. Lyons' mort-gagees took possession under a $4,000 mortgage.

At San Buenaventura, Cal., L. M. McManus
filed a petition in insolvency.

L. A. Nicolet at Muncie, Ind., was closed
out by mortgagee.

At Sioux City, Iowa, a chattel mortgage was
foreclosed on E. L. Stevens.

V. R. Knibrirg failed at Chetopa, Kas., and
is out of business.

E. Denys failed at Princeton, Mo., and at
West Plains in the same State G. C. Ornsby made
an assignment.

At Oberlin, Ohio, W. R. Austin, was attached
and assigned to L. McLean.

J. J. Forbes, of St. Thomas, Ont., made an
assignment.

THE DEVOURING ELEMENT."-Fire dam-aged W. A. Spear, of Finlay's Lake, N. Y., lastmonth about $4,000 worth ; insurance $3,000.-C. J. Brick, of Antich, Cal., was burned out andhas quit the business.-Elmer B. Webb had a fireexperience worth $2,000 at Reading, Mich.
" OUT OF BUSINESS." -Louis Graff, VanBuren, Ark. ; Julius Rawson, Lisbon, Dak. ; W.R. Allison, Volga, Dak. ; J. W. Damen, Pontiac,Ill. ; Jacob Brod, Ida Grove, Iowa ; C. Seiverts,Neola, Iowa: C. G. Jessie, Mound City, Mo. ;A. 0. Axman, Owenton, Ky. ; Jas. E. Heppen-statt, Lockhart, Tex. ; L. L. Stone, Canton, Pa.;Mrs. G. H. McKelvey, Schuyler, Neb. ; Lindsay& Trownsell, Escondido, Cal. ; C. W. Collins &Co., Fairmount, Ind. ; W. B. Collins and B. F.Smith, both of Leetonia, Ohio ; Geo. S. Blethenand H. H. Doane, both of San Barnardino, Cal.;Ira D. Woodward, Salem, Dak. ; E. J. Malone,Sikeston, Mo. ; F. L. Stone, Spring Valley, Ill. ;Felix Hobson, Quenemo, Kas. ; Frank Whitney,Great Bend, Kas. ; C. M. Smith, Ashley, Mich. ;L W. Herrick, Edmore, Mich. ; Win. Robinson,Mazeppa, Minn. ; G. L. Samuels, Deepwater,Mo. ; Henry Aldred, West Branch, Mich. ; J. C.

Koelsch, Menasha, Wis. ; C. H. Lewis, Muskegon,Mich. ; Thos. Allfree, Evanston, Wyoming Ter.
BOUGHT OUT, ETC.-Frank S. Mayberry hasbought out C. F. Tryon at Wabasha, Minn.-

Eugene I. Sias takes the business at Dowagiac,Mich., formerly run by J. A. Suits.-At FortDodge, Ia., E. L. Marsh has the place and stocklately the property of L. W. Schoffner.-JacobKemery is proprietor of a new store in the Post-office at Downingtown, Pa., having left his formerhome at Mahanoy City.-At Logansport, Ind., J.D. Tayler succeeds B. Z. Lewis.-J. S. R. Scovillsucceeds C. H. Falch & Co. at Fort Madison,Iowa.-The successor of D. M. Tyler at Ipswich,Mass., is J. F. Wippich.-Ed. Crane at GraniteFalls, Minn. has bought out A. R. Stoppe.-JohnMerrill takes the place of W. J. Matthews & Co.at Anaconda, Mont.-Robert Von Neuberg issucceeded at La Valle, Wis., by A. P. Sanborn.-It is Chas. E. Smith at Kinsley, Kas. now, insteadof C. A. Burbank.-Baker & Wardin at Topeka,Kas., have dissolved, each remaining in the busi-ness.-E. S. Kenyon & Co. have bought out L. T.Barker at Minneapolis, Minn.-John A. Dempsterat Geneva, Neb., sold out to Cobb & Son.-W.H. Barrager is at Sheboygan Falls, Wis. in placeof J. H. Bryant.-At Murphysboro, Ill., PhilipHerbert succeeds H. R. Stevens.-C. E. Cunning-ham has Robert Gressler's old place at BrushCreek, Iowa.-A. S. Plank is succeeded at Hutch-inson, Kas., by W. R. Marshall.-Frank I. Moore,succeeds E. P. Newman, at Lansing, Mich.-H.L. Eads takes the place of 0. J. Olin at Mound
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City, Mo.-It's the Fairbury Jewelry Co. at Fair-bury Neb. now, instead of H. B. Leonard.-E. H.Reynolds & Co., Providence, R. I., have sold outto Geo. E. A. Knight, who continues the businessunder the old name.-Phillips & Lucas are nowfound at Montpelier, Vt., where formerly A. A.Mead held forth.-James F. Kelly reigns at LeadCity, Dak., in place of W. W. Merritt.-At Chi-cago, Ill., Otto Kuhlmann succeeds Albert Schuett,-P. S. Dow at Garner, Iowa, makes way for 0.E. Gray.-Karl Aug. Hulstrand at Boston, Mass.is succeeded by H. H. Lavers.-At Edmore,Mich., Wm. White takes the place of F. L. Bick-hart.-Chas. Moore is the successor of L. A.Shirts at Shelby, Mich.-At Somerville, N. J.,John H. Merz has given way to B. T. Conkling.-The International Jewelry Co. at New York isnow succeeded by Marcus & Schwab.
WHENCE AND WHITHER . -D. D. Davis hassold out at Sandersville, Ga., and gone into businessat Columbus, Miss.-E. L. May, formerly at De-fiance, Ohio is at Nashville, Tenn.-Terrehill,Pa., is the new address of Geo. W. Gehman, lateof Martindale.-M. J. McLernon has left McAllas-ter & Humburch, of Rochester N. Y., and accepteda position in Jacksonville, Fla.-H. Levinson,San Francisco, Cal., is now at 1928 Sutter street,instead of 1012 Polk street as formerly.-FrankWilson, formerly at Henderson, Ky., is at Fulton.-Chas. L. Rodig, late a student at the ParsonsSchool, at La Porte, Ind., is now employed at 372Ontario street, Cleveland, Ohio.-From Liberal,Kas., C. C. Prather has gone to Meadville, Mo.-G. E. Warner, late of Stronghurst, Ill., has movedto Dallas City.-E. A. Gallupe has gone to Chi-copee, Mass., from Boston.-M. B. Smith is atPulaski, Tenn. ; moved from Slater, Mo.-OliverGrant has left Greene, N. Y., for Hyde Park,Scranton, Pa.-Johnstown, Ohio, is the new ad-dress of C. A. Graves, late of Croton.-John A.Shoemaker is at York, Pa., having left Glen Rock.-I. N. Beekman has changed from MountainCity, Tenn., to Johnson City.--Mt. Horeb, Wis.,is the place 0. W. Felland prefers to Blue Mounds.-N. Strode has gone to Promise City, Iowa ,from Lamar, Colo.-M. H. Call is at Lisbon,Dak., instead of Milnor, as formerly,--W. F. Evansnow holds forth at Covington, Ind., having leftJamestown.-W. H. H. Myers has gone to Omaha,from Holdrege, Neb.-Myers Openheim is atWhitehall, N. Y. ; moved from Fort Edward.-.EI. Salmson has made the long jump from Troy, N.Y. to Tacoma, Wash. Ter.-From Findlay, Ohio,to Bryan is the short jump made by James S.Shaw.--Dallas, Tex., is the new address of Mar-tin Holland, late of Marshall.-C. B. Morse whowas at Evansville, Wis., is now at Chippewa Falls;J. E. Wilburn is at Rittsville, Wash. Ter. ; was atWild Cherry, Ark.-C. B. Fitch, of the dissolvedfirm of H. Fitch & Sons, Dade City, Fla., hasgone to Tampa where he continues in businesss.-J. H. Barnes has left Blairstown, Iowa, for Toledo.-Newberry, Mich. is the new home of L. N.Forbes, formerly at Standish.-John G. Krebs

has gone to St. Ansgar, Iowa, from Lakefield,Minn.-Albert Hinsch , Jr. , prefers Valparaiso,
Neb., to Rulo.-D. L. Dow has gone to Nevada,Ohio, from Carey.-John W. Decker is at Hub.bard, Ohio no*, instead of Youngstown.-D. B.
Shiffer left Bowmansville, Pa., for South Bethlehem.-George E Pearson has abandoned Man-
chester, N. H., for Lowell, Mass.-George W.
Kohler is at Westminster, Md., was at Waynes-boro, Pa.-The change from Pullman, Wash.
Ty., to Walla Walla, is that made by Victor
Hunziker.
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Claus Spreckles is quoted as "being more de-

termined than ever to fight the Sugar Trust to the

,,YA. OOP.
z.:,. ..01 

,.; bitter end," and as saying that he "can undersell

the 'Trust at a fair profit to himself, and that when

oa ::". 4 :eil..:::.,;,e31'16137,...,/ 
%;.4.1.4,...:, his Philadelphia refinery gets fairly under way it, ,

will make the Trust come to terms." Now watch

and see if the difference in price between raw and

  refined sugar gets down to y8 of a cent a pound,

as it was before the trust was organized.
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Editors:

J. T. WILLIAMS, JOHN J. KERR.

S. II. STEELE, Publisher.

PHILADELPHIA, NOVEMBER, 1889.

Look on page 59 for the Adver
tisement Index

this month.

" We are immensely pleased with the KEY-

STONE," is what a three-months trial of our adver-

tising pages leads the Illinois Watch Company to

write us. •

"Trust" is such a bad name that the Cotton-

seed Oil Trust has fled from it by changing its

consolidation and reorganizing-as an incorporated

company. But the monopoly feature of any

"trust" will smell no sweeter under any other

name, and so far as the Cotton Oil organization

partakes of that nature, the people may be trusted

to give a right judgment of the real perfume, no

matter what sweet-smelling name it sails under.

The country never heard of St. Louis and

Chicago having trouble to fix up subscription

papers to get ready to take signatures for World's

Fair expenses. New York should have called in a

western lawyer or two. If speed's any object, it

might be money in New York's pocket yet to

discharge her old committees and appoint new

ones from Chicago and St. Louis.

It is pointed out by ex-Senator Hill of

Colorado that eight new senators from silver pro-

ducing states may make a good deal of difference

in future legislation on the silver money question.

There will also be several more votes in the House

favorable to a liberal use of silver. Altogether

the new states will strengthen silver's pull con-

siderably. Of course an increased use of silver

as money would tend to raise the price of that

metal and therefore of manufactures from it.

The opinions of a great many authorities con-

in holding that an indispensible prerequisite to

any considerable extension of trade with South

America is more direct and frequent means of

communication. If the World's Fair in 1892 is to

have a South American representation worthy of

that continent, there must also be better facilities

provided for getting the exhibits brought here

than exist at present. Neither the people nor their

products will be adequately represented if they

must first go to Europe to get ,here, as they find

most convenient to do now. We shall miss our

guess a long way if Congress doesn't tackle this

subject the coming winter with the effect of stim-

ulating some one or more worthy scheme for

effecting a change in the existing situation.

An International postage stamp to be good all

round the Postal Union, is the latest suggestion for

making international business easier of transaction.

Wouldn't its use involve a lick at friendly nations?

But let's have it anyhow.

In preliminary talk about starting new watch

factories, no doubt it can be shown that some

factories are making very comfortable dividends.

But does it thence follow that a new one would, or

would even be able to make ends meet at all?

Couldn't it also be shown that many existing

factories are having very "hard slidding?" Let

any town that is getting excited over talk about

the good to be reaped by it from donating grounds

and taking stock in a proposed factory wait and

take a careful look at the final statement—when it

comes—of the percentage of their claims the

creditors of the Aurora will receive. The figures

it will give will not show how things work on

paper, but how they work in " actual business."

And there's sometimes a difference.

The judiciary sometimes comes down hard on

jewelry burglars, but what happened at St. Joseph,

Mo., lately, looks as if the burglars proposed to

even up by coming down hard on the judiciary:

“Three masked robbers entered the residence of Judge

Kelley, and, going to the bed-room where the Judge and his

wife were sleeping, one of the robbers covered them with

his revolver while the others searched the room for valuables

and obtained $600 in jewels, gold watches and money.

The robbers then searched the bed for valuables and took

the rings from the fingers of Mrs. Kelley."

Now,. if Judge Kelley gets a chance to sentence

those fellows, he'll be apt to give 'em the full

length of the rope, won't he ? Be a case of " he

laughs best who laughs last."

We might take you into our confidence a

hundred times each month, and every time let you

read something like this from a subscriber's letter:

" Enclosed please find Post Office note for fifty cents for

one year. Would not be without it if it cost $2.o0 per year.

I find more information in it than in any other journal I

ever took, and I have been at the bench for over 16 years,

and have taken different journals every year in that time.

So don't miss one number. If my subscription runs out,

send in my bill, and I will remit with pleasure.

That is from A. Brownley, of Ailsa Craig,

Ontario. A man who has read various trade

journals for a series of years is prepared to give a

judgment as to their relative merits that is entitled

to respect. None other is. Mr. Brownley has

this qualification.
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stand pretty generally that many manufacturers—.

particularly of plated ware—have a large trade

directly with the retailers, not employing the

wholesalers as their selling agents to nearly the

extent watchmakers and case makers do. It was

the object of the proposed organization to take

measures to bring about a change in this respect,

and it was claimed that the movement would be

of benefit to retailers as well as to wholesalers.

The argument was that the manufacturers who sell

directly to retailers discriminate between them,

the big purchasers getting better terms than small

buyers and that thus many retailers are placed at

a disadvantage in competing for custom against the

favored retailers. The proposed organization was

to change this by trying to get the manufacturers

to sell wholly through the jobbers,the latter to sell

on exactly the same terms to all retailers, and so

place them on exactly equal ground before the

consumer. The initiatory steps were taken to

start a local branch of the organization in this

city, and at Cincinnati there was nearly unani-

mous action of the wholesalers in forming a branch

association there. Thus far had the new move-

ment proceeded some three weeks or more ago;

but "thus far and no farther" seems to have been

spoken of it, for we learn that since that time some-

thing—we know not what—has happened reducing

tbe whole thing to "innocuous desuetude." At

least for the present. This, as we are informed,

being its conditioni we'll not waste words

in considering what might or might not have

been its influence or effect on the trade if it

had lived to try its power in carrying out its con-

templated objects.

This is an eventful year for the three Amer-

icas. Besides the present Congress in which all

take part in the hope of mutual advantages to be

hereafter reaped, there is a movement in Central

America which gives bright promise of eventuating

in a union of those States—a second United States

of America, as it were. Local individuality has

its advantages, but there is also a right province

for general fusion of interests. Look at United

Italy and United Germany, and say if the sep-

arated States of Central America are not wise in

moving for united Central America.

There was a recent movement to unite whole-

salers of jewelry into what was to be called the
'National Wholesale Jewelers' Protective Associa-

tion." The members of the jewelry trade under-

The table below shows the value ot outgoing

and incoming jewelers' goods for August:

Diamonds, rough, Including
glaziers' - _ - -

Clocks and parts of -
Watches and watch materials
Jewelry and manufactures of

gold and silver - -
Precious stones and imitations
Plated ware - - -

IMPORTS.
5889 x888

$4,904

iN:76Lt
104,417

1,148,763
• 

• •

ExvoliTs.
1889 x888

$525 . . , ,
50,733 90,610 S3:550

126,988 17,150 25,000

168,645 39,902
1,084,312 . . . .
. , 36,937 .}6:66x

32,698

Totals - - - $1,426,559 $1,431,203 $284,604

Above export figures are of domestic goods;

the complete export values would include for

August, 1889, the trifling addition of $1,246 made

up from watches and jewelry of foreign manufac-

ture.
For the eight months, ending with August, the

movement was as follows, domestic goods only

being included in the export columns:

$186,90

Diamonds, rough, including
glaziers' - - .

Clocks and parts of -
Watches and watch mate-

rials - - -
Jewelry and manufactures of

gold and silver -
Precious stones and imita-

tions - _
Plated ware - -

Totals

Increase in Imports
Increase In Exports

It will be seen that for August the values of

both exports and imports varied little from those

of last year. For the eight-months period, how-

ever, the value of each item of the imports is less

than last year, excepting only the single item of

precious stones. Considering the exports the

reverse is true of all items excepting watches and

parts, the exports this year exceeding those of the

same period in 1888. Leaving out precious stones

the eighth-months exports eXceeded the irnports by

$7,614. But the stones are there, and it would

seem that our people love diamonds ''not wisely

but too well," to ever make it possible to change

the real balance to the other side.

IMPORTS.
2889 x888

$232,414 $208,083.
188,074 202,407

990,549 1072,606

777,509 909,445

8,241,868 7,470,890
• 

• • • 

• • •

EXPORTS.
2889 1888

$845;57.3 $688;546

224,508 259,886

756,259 273,161

.369:820 326,999

- $10,336,414 $9,863,431
$2,00,160$1,548,992

- 4v44.,,.-91.3 • • • • •
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Don't order your general reading for 1890 til
you see our clubbing rates with lea-ding periodi-
cals, in December KEYSTONE. It will pay you to
wait.

While the United States visits and confers
with the South Americans, France prepares to tie
on with a cable from Marseilles to Buenos Ayres.

They [bankruptcy laws] are worthless if they do not
discharge the debtor from further liability, and if they do
that, a question of their constitutionality at once arises.
There is a broad constitutional provision which declares that
no law impairing the obligation of contracts shall be passed.
If A gives fi promissory note to B for too, and an insolvency
law discharges him from further liability upon payment of
thirty per cent., or any other per cent. of that amount less
than too, it impairs the obligation of that contract—annuls
it so far as the unpaid remainder. is concerned. . . . This is
the rock upon which the old national bankruptcy law foun-
dered, and upon it a new one, if adopted, is doomed to
pound itself in pieces.-7ewelers' WeelLy.

There is a "broad constitutional provision
which declares," not "that no law impairing the
obligation of contracts shall be passed," but that
"no State" shall pass any such law. Will our
coutemporary explain how this operates as a limi-
tation on the power of Congress? How the "old
national bankruptcy law" . could possibly have
"foundered" on "a rock" that exists only in its
mind ? And whether that provision in the con-
stitution especially giving power to Congress to
establish "uniform laws on the subject of bank-
ruptcies" has no longer any force or effect?

Turn to page 3 and see if more liberal Pre-
mium List offers than the KEYSTONE'S have ever
been made in connection with any periodical.

SIX TIPS."

It's not a general practice with us to copy
into our reading columns advertisements appear-
ing in other trade journals. It pleases us in the
present instance, however, to deviate from our
rule and to present in the following extract more
than nine-tenths of a full page advertisement
recently flung to the breeze in a New York con-
temporary:

(t.) "It is a fact that 90 per cent. of the
members of the Watch Trust are cutting prices.

(2.) "It is a fact that the Big Six dare not
cut them off for so doing.

(3.) "It is a fact that if they did the Watch
Trust would crumble to pieces.

(4.) "It is a fact that an association that can-
not enforce its own rules is "busted."

(5.) "It is a fact that to day the strongest
association is that which is selling Dueber Hamp-
den Watches.

(6.) "It is a fact that more Dueber-Hampden
Watches are sold to legitimate watch dealers than
those of any other manufacture."

In this statement of "fact" we may assume
that "Watch Trust" stands for the Jobbers' Asso-
ciation and the co-operating manufacturers.

(1.) "It is a fact that 90 per cent. of the
:members of the Watch Trust are cutting prices."

If this were really thought to be so, would
anybody be paying for full page advertisements
devoted to fighting it?

(2.) "It is a fact that the Big Six dare not
cut them off for so doing."

Take what happened in September as a sample
Of what the "Big Six" "dare" do : Eppenstein &
Co., of Chicago, and Herzog & Co., of New York,
cut off, and a house at Buffalo and another at
Boston fined $500 each—the fines being paid at

once to prevent cutting off. How unlucky for
these two houses that they didn't know—as well
as the Canton concern—what the " Big Six"
didn't "dare" do—they might have saved their
$500.

(3.) "It is a fact that if they did the Watch
Trust would crumble to pieces."

"Would crumble to pieces"—then it has not
already "crumbled to pieces," has it?

(4.) "It is a fact that an association that
cannot enforce its own rules is busted."

This is the one point of the whole six (in one
sense a very "Big Six") that we believe to be true.
'rhat "is a fact." But we advise correspondence
with the Chicago, New York, Buffalo and Boston
houses alluded to, to find out if they—duly
qualified by experience to say--think the Jobbers'
Association is one that "cannot enforce its own
rules" and is very badly " busted." Just drop
them a card.

(5.) "It is a fact that to-day the strongest
association is that which is selling Denber-Hamp-
den Watches."

Dear ! dear ! How bad this is ! We tender
our condolences. Remembering all we have been
told about the Canton concern's mental struggles
over the injurious nature of associations, .recalling
its protestations against interfering with perfect
freedom in trade, we are shocked beyond meas-
ure at learning that it has not been able to keep
itself free from " entangling alliances " with the
hatred organizations, but is even now in the
clutches of an "association." And when we think
of the alleged shudderings with which the Canton
concern withdrew from the old association, our
sympathies are the further engaged by being told
that the association that now sells its products is
"the strongest." Truly we may well ponder on
what is to be the fate of the American people
when a concern hating, detesting, and even loath-
ing trade combinations should, as the result of its
efforts to keep clear of them, be now marketing
its products through "the strongest" of them all.

However, we have seen no distinct and specific
mention of this " strongest association " in the
jewelry trade papers, and if there should turn out
to be any mistake about its existence, we beg to
say that this tender of sympathy is made with a
string to it and will be withdrawn upon the receipt
of authentic information that no tears are re-
quired.

(6.) "More Dueber-Hampden Watches are
sold to legitimate watch dealers than those of any
other manufacture."

In connection with the foregoing, it may be
sufficient to quote two sentences from the Elgin
Courier, the first being from the issue of October
5th, and the second from that of a few days later :

"The Dueber and Hampden works at Canton
claim a pay roll, between them, of $20,000 a
week, nearly two-thirds as great as that of the
Elgin National Watch Company."

"The company [the Elgin] is not making
displays at fairs, nowadays; its output only limit-
ing its sales for a long time past."

To the Editor of the KEYSTONE.

LOUISIANA, MO., Oct. 23, 1889.—Enclosed

you will find note for $1.23, seventy-three cents
to pay for ad., and fifty cents for KEYSTONE for
one year. Why is it I did not get a KEYSTONE
for September? Do you expect me to run my
business without the KEYSTONE ? If you do, you
are fooled. Put me down for one year.

Respectfully, N. STROUSS.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., • November 2, 1889.

There is comparatively little or nothing to
add to my previous report of the prosperity of the
jewelry industry in these regions. Business has
held very good indeed during the greater part of
this month, and the large majority of the shops
have been running full time. The tendency how-
over during the last week has been towards a
slight let up in orders, but it is believed that the
holiday orders will be soon coming in to set
things to rights. There has been a tremendous
demand for beads in gold and plate, which are
made up in various designs, especially in bracelets
and chains, and the manufacturers of findings
have been rushing to keep up with the demand.

Messrs. Macnair & Burlingame, of Provi-
dence, who make a seamless bead, are far behind
their orders, and have been compelled to increase
their working force considerably. The gold and
silver platers report less activity among the manu-
facturers of gold and silver cane and umbrella
heads than has been seen for a long time ; but,
whether these goods have had their day or the
market is overstocked, we are unable to learn.

Messrs Davis.& Emerson, who have been en-
gaged in the manufacturing jewelry business at 96
Pine St., Providence, have dissolved partnership,
and the business will be continued by Mr. S. J.
Emerson. We are told that Mr. Davis will soon
accept a position as salesman for a local house.

Messrs. Tappan, Berry & Co., of Attleboro,
Mass., had a very narrow escape from a serious
fire in their factory on Monday evening, Oct. 28.
Fortunately, the flames were extinguished before
any damage was done.

The following patents have been granted this
month to Providence jewelers : Joseph A. Fan-
ning, Chain Bar ; Samuel Moore, assignor of one-
half of C. D. Reynolds, machine for ornamenting
wire ; John L. Remlinger, design for a Jewel
Holder.

Mr. Simon Silverman, for a number of years
in the employ of Messrs. D. E. Codding & Co.,
of North Attleboro,Mass.,has removed to Tacoma,
Washington, Territory, where he will start in the
jewelry business.

Herrick's jewelry store, corner of Park &
South Main streets, Attleboro, Mass., seems to
have an attraction for burglars. On Tuesday
morning, October 8, they smashed a large plate
glass window,and carried off goods to the value of
$200. This is the second time this year that
this store has been broken into. 'The same morn-
ing while watchmen, Crosby and Brackett, were
going their rounds, they found a man in the office
of.R. B. MacDonold, manufacturing jeweler. He
claimed only to be in search of a lodging place
for the night. Judge Reed, however, bound him
over to the Superior Court on charge of breaking
and entering, and he is now sure of a lodging
place for some time to .come.

Since the withdrawal of Mr. Franklin from
the firm of F. Mauser & Co., of North Attleboro,
Mass., Mr. Mauser has been doing the selling,
and his samples have evidently been appreciated
by the trade, judging from the busy appearance of
the factory. He is now absent on an extended

(Conlinved on page /7.)
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"KEYSTONE READER."—What is 
the composition

of the (eagle) nickel cent P

It is composed of 88 per cent. of copper to 
12

per cent. of nickel. '

"GALLIUM."—(l) What is the met
al gallium used

for? (2) How long have watches been
 in use P (3)

What causes watches to run irregu
larly and stop

when carried, that run well when 
lying still P

(I) Gallium has not yet been applied to any

purpose in the arts. It is so far only a laboratory

curiosity, which accounts in a great measu
re for

its enormous cost. (2) Pocket timepiece
s have

been in use for about 300 years. The first speci-

mens were very large and clumsy. (3) Many

causes might produce the results you name. 
Worn

pivots, or too large jewel holes would do it,
 or the

bankings set too wide or too close ; again

the balance being out of poise would acco
unt for

the troubles you complain of. Write to the watch

company you name for an explanation.

"A NEW SUBSCRIBER."
—Tell me if it is a good

policy to rivet in a pallet stair inste
ad of cutting a

screw on it P

Never rivet a pallet staff as it loosens the pa
l-

let stones. An ordinary Swiss screw plate will

answer to cut the screw ; the thread 
may not

exactly match, but it will answer every pu
rpose,

as it is used but very seldom. A pallet staff

should have the screw cut before the staff i
s hard

ened and the pivots are turned. To explai
n, sup-

pose we take a piece of Stub's steel wi
re which

will about fit a No. 15 wire chuck, and t
urn on it

a place to cut the screw to fit the hole in
 the fork.

.F49,

This will be better understood by inspecting Fig
.

6, where G shows the Stub's steel wire, x the

screw, and n the material to form the top pivot
.

The wire is now hardened and tempered, and th
e

top pivot turned to the correct size, and the lo
wer

part of the staff roughed out as shown at the dotte
d

lines. The staff is now cut to the proper length

by cutting off at the line o. The staff is next

placed in a cement chuck, and the lower pivo
t

turned and polished.

"HOLE JEWEL."—(1) What is the 
most expedi-

tious method for setting trainjewels with
out lathe

Jeweling attachments P (2.) How can the centr
e

wheel be held to true up P

Setting a new jewel in a plate, except the

jewel is set in a bush or setting, is not always so

easy to do even with all the jeweling attachment
s

in use. Most workmen have their own way of

doing this job, and of course each one thinks
 his

way the best. If the bezel is in a shape to open

up and receive the jewel, undoubtedly this is
 the

best course ; but when the flange which is fol
ded

over the jewel is hopelessly gone, then comes
 the

time that attachments don't count for much. 
No

fine watch should ever have jewels without separat
e

settings, but still we come across watches whic
h

pie desire to hay e fixed, and the jewel will have

to be replaced some way. If we have a universal

face plate to an American lathe, or a Swiss univer-

sal lathe, a new setting can be turned in the move-

ment plate by increasing the size of the recess and

setting a larger jewel which only shows the size of

the old jewel on the face. If we only have say an

ordinary American lathe, but no universal face

plate, we can talce a piece of large brass wire like

those for cement chucks—in fact fit up a piece of

large brass wire to go into the lathe precisely like

a cement chuck, and use this piece of brass wire

to work up into jewel settings. Such a piece of

large brass wire is shown at A, Fig. i, and the

:Pese.5
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screw at a is to go into the lathe. We set the jewel

into the end at b. At Fig. 2 we show the process

of setting ; first, a hole is drilled at d as shown at

I, Fig. 2; then a seat for the jewel is turned at e,

as shown at diagram II ; then a flange atf, dia
-

gram III ; next the jewel is burnished in as shown

in Fig. 3.
We next turn a flange g to correspond to the

line c c; this flange goes on the inner side of the

movement plate as shown in Fig. 4. It is to be

borne in mind this line e corresponds also to the

inner face of the jewel j. The flange g secures

the jewel from being forced outward. The hole

in the plate is broached out to the size of the bevel

above the jewel in the old setting, and the setting

E is turned to match this size. After the setting

is fitted to the plate B, Fig. 4, the jewel and its

setting is cemented to a brass cement chuck, and

the inner side beveled as shown at the dotted line
s

below h, Fig. 4. To firmly secure the setting in

place, a rotary burnish is made, shaped as show
n

in Fig. 5, with an end view at diagram D'. The

parts shown at in m are smooth rounded edges to

burnish the jewel setting into the plate.

(2.) A centre wheel can be trued in a depth-

ing tool by making a special centre with a wide

recess to receive the end of the arbor where th
e

cannon pinion .goes. If the centre wheel has a

hollow pinion, use the pointed centres of the

depthing tool, truing up by the end of one of th
e

other pair of centres.

"INTERESTED 'WORKMAN."—Asks
 (1) for the cor-

rect method of setting a jewel pin
 P (2) What

makes the round black spot over the ke
yhole on the

Inside of watch cases P

(i) Heat and draw some shellac out into

filaments or threads about the size of jewel 
pins;

place these in a box for future use. Select a jewel

pin of the proper size to do this; but to 
select

a jewel pin of the correct size is somethi
ng few

workmen pay enough attention to, as all the 
extra

side shake a jewel pin has in a fork is just so 
much

lost force. The usual plan with most workmen is

to select one he is sure is small enough. 
A safe

and expeditious way is to make six gauges 
in this

way; take three pieces of steel wire two 
inches

long and one-sixteenth of an inch in 
diameter,

and turn on each end a short cylinder pr
ecisely

like a large watch pivot ; let these ends incr
ease in

size by thousandths of an inch, commencin
g with

a size of 15-1000 and ending with 20-1000 of
 an

inch. This range will reach all 16 and 18 size
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American movements. With such gauges the size

of the fork "c an be determined without taking
 the

watch apart. A full one-thousandth should be

allowed for side shake in selecting a jewel pin
.

Usually it is only necessary to remove the hair-

spring to set a jewel pin. After removing the old

stump, if the pin was broken off in the hole, plac
e

a short piece of a shred of shellac in the hole an
d

heat the balance and roller until the cement me
lts,

and while soft put in the jewel pin.

To heat a balance and roller safely with an

alcohol lamp is not difficult ; it is done by

flashing, or rapidly moving the balance in and out

of the flame so as to gradually heat it up to th
e

melting point of the shellac. While the cement

is soft the jewel pin is straightened with the

tweezers. The workmen in factories never use

any tool or holder for this job. The roller is not

on the staff when the jewel pin is set in place i
n

the factory; it is held on a slim taper tool, but if

the springer or adjuster has to manipulate a jewe
l

pin, the above method is the one he adopts.

(2) The cause for the dark spot or stain im-

mediately over the key-hole is probably owing to the

air circulating more or less through the key-hole.

"GREEN STAMP."—Please enlighten me i
n regard to

how to make a pillar plate to an old watch
 P (2) Is

there any publication which describes a meth
od of

making a wheel cutting attachment to an Ame
rican

lathe P (3) Does Saunier describe the method of

making complete watches in his works P

(i) A universal face plate to an American

lathe, or a Swiss or English universal lathe (man-

dril they call it), is necessary to make watch

plates. To make a pillar plate, procure a piece

of (hard spring) sheet brass a little larger than i
s

needed, and drill a small hole for the centre arbor,

and turn out on a universal lathe the recess which

contains the motion work, (deal wheels) only

turning to the flange which supports the deal;

then face off with the lathe a flat ring a.little wide
r

than you desire for the finished plate. The cut at

Fig. 9 shows the brass plate at H, the recess for

9.9

the dial wheel § at N, the faced off ring at v, an
d

the centre hole at I. The plate is next reversed in

the lathe, and the opposite side faced off flat, an
d

the step or offset which rests on the case turned,

and finally the plate is cut out to the proper siz
e

by a pointed tool. (2) There is no publicatio
n

which describes the method of making wheel cut
-

ting attachments of any practical value when ap
-

plied to an American lathe. A description of

such an attachment will appear soon in our article
s

on "Watchmakers' Tools" now running in th
e

KEYSTONE. (3) Saunier does not give detailed

methods of making an entire watch.

"FRENCH CLOOK."—How am I to 
ascertain the

length of a pendulum for a common Frenc
h mantle

clock P

There are rnles for calculating the exact

length of a pendulum ; but the size of the bal
l

makes a difference, as he vibration depend on

the centre of oscillation which correspond to
 the

centre of gravity. Lengths of pendulums for the

latitude of Washington are, seconds 39.095 ; 
half

seconds 9.774 ; thirds of a second 4.344 ; quarte
r

seconds 2.443.
(Continued on page 32.)

Diamonds and Precious Coln
We ask you to push the sale of DIAMONDS and other Precious Gems, for the good reason that

WIMN■•■■■■■•

we know of no other line of goods that will pay you better to talk up than DIAMONDS. A TELE-

GRAM to us will bring to you per return express a selection of such DIAMONDS as will enable you to

lease your customers beyond doubt and surely lead to other sales.

The Jeweler was in his Bazaar,
Examining an assortment of Diamond Jewelry

That he had ordered from Oskamp, Nolting & Co.
For a particular customer

MORAL.—Diamonds well bought are half sold.

og•

A Great Joy overcame him as he
Realized the handsome profit he surely

Would make if he made the sale.
The customer came and no trouble had he

To please his customer.

Buy your diamonds of Oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, 0., and you will find no trouble in making sales.

Oskamp, 11o1fing Co.
Diamond Merchant. Cincinnati, Ohio_
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Thunder and Lightning!
In other -word's
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WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

ELECTRICITY
everuwhere nowadaus

and it

.1-tr

Illagnefizes Wafefies

Did you pass an Electric Light Plant yesterday?

Have you been by an Electric Street Railway Plant
to-day?

Unless Itheu're Insulated.

Will you ride to-morrow on a car carrying an Elec-
tric Motor?

Does the store you visit own its own Electric Light
Dynamos?

Educate your Customers
by talking up

Watch Insulators.

They
ARE CHEAP.

Protect from all ordinary magnetic influences.

Reduce wear and tear of the case.

At slight cost, these Insulators may be obtained with our Filled Cases.

„any Jobber. Order a Sample.

Keystone Watch Case Co.
PHILADELPHIA

NEW YORK CHICAGO

T 7r .,-... - . 
ir'-' ,4,...„.....44.

...-

‘ ."7"low"-- -

NE of the
import-
ant appli-
cations of
magnetic
energy in
the work-
shop is
the cor-
rection
and an-

nulling of mag-
netism in
watches. We
have now con-
sidered the
subject of
electro mag-,
netism farI

enough to ren-
L'ITIA.-= der a practical

application of
the energy ofmagnetism in such cases easy, and consequentlywe can go about it intelligently. We have shownhow magnets of all kinds both natural, and thoseproduced artifically, will induce a correspondingcondition in other bodies which are susceptible tothese influences. We will now consider how mag-netism affects the going of watches, and then takeup the subject of correction.

When any iron or steel object is brought intothe "field" of any magnetic influence, the atomscomposing the iron or steel object are instantly in-fluenced sympathetically with it. Iron ismuch quicker to respond to the influence thanhardened steel, and while iron has no power toretain magnetism, hardened steel will retain thepower for a long time. If we could produce awatch in which the parts now made of steel wereof soft iron, we could place such a watch on thedynamo of an electric light system, and duringits stay the parts of iron would experience all theeffects of magnetic influence, but the magnetismwould entirely cease as soon as we removed thewatch from the dynamo. This would not be thecase with a watch in which the parts were ofhardened steel. Let us consider the subject indetail, and see how the several parts would beaffected. The case springs being stationary andof hardened steel would become permanently mag-netic, while the balance as it revolved rapidlywould probably be but slightly affected. Thelever would also be strongly magnetized, so alsowould be the pinions and screws. In case themagnetic force was sufficient to stop the motionof the balance, this would also become magnetic.The mainspring would likewise become magnet-ized ; but the conditions involved here are corn-plicated. Suppose a mainspring in a barrel to bemagnetized immediately after the watch had beenwound ; now it is evident that sections of thespring representing polarity would change placesas the watch ran down ; the relation of the coilswould change, and the several parts of the springrubbing forcibly against each other, the originallyinduced magnetism would be almost entirelyannulled in the mainspring by the action and rela-tion of the coils. Neither would the several parts
of a watch be magnetized alike.

The methods of correction for magnetized
watches can be considered under two heads: first,demagnetizing the steel parts of the watch in detail
with a common steel magnet until each part so

treated is entirely demagnetized. The secondmethod is by the use of proper demagnetizingmachines.
- We will first describe how to demagnetize indetail. The tools necessary for this are a smallsteel magnet and a small compass needle removedfrom its box and mounted on a stand. The standis simply a common fine sewing needle, stuckthrough a small disc of thin board, and the mag-netic needle from the compass placed on it. Suchan arrangement is shown in Fig 63, where A repre-sents the compass needle ; B the sewing needle,and C the wooden disc for a base. In trying theparts of the watch, they are first tried to ascertainif they are magnetic. This can be done by ap-proaching the suspected parts to small atoms ofiron wire as shown in Fig. 64, where a lever forkD is presented to the small piece of iron wire a.If the fork shows a tendency to attract the ironwire, we can feel assured it is magnetic. A betterform of testing device is shown at Fig. 65, wherethe small piece of soft iron wire a is suspended bya single fibre (b) of silk. As soon as it is demon-strated that the fork is magnetized, we next testfor polarity by presenting the fork (D) to themagnetic needle as shown in Fig. 63. If the forkend of the lever D has a north polarity, and wepresent it to the north pole of the magnetic needle,the needle will be repelled ; if on the other handthe fork end of the lever has a south polarity, thenorth pole of the needle A will be attracted.The idea of this method of demagnetizing is,we must first determine if the part of the watchwe have in hand is magnetized ; this we do bythe device shown in Fig. 65 ; then test for polarityas shown in Fig. 63. Suppose we find the fork

end of the lever to have a north polarity, that is,the north end of the needle A is repelled, if nowwe touch the end of the fork to the north pole ofour steel magnet, we can entirely neutralize themagnetism in the fork. This neutral conditionis ascertained by testing with the device shown inFig. 65. .If we should accidentally overdo thematter and induce a south polarity in the fork, wecan easily remedy it by touching (and if necessaryrubbing) the fork with the south pole of the steelmagnet. Every magnet, no matter what its form,possesses Polarity; take a balance for instance; if pro-perly tested, its polarity can be determined andcorrected. In such corrections in detail, it isbest to reject both mainspring and hairspring,replacing them with new springs.
The best demagnetizing machines are of twoclasses : first, such as have circuit breaking devicesby which the current is sent in alternate direc-tions. As has already been stated, it requires aspecific time for hardened steel to acquire mag-netism ; it also requires a definite time to removeor neutralize magnetism already established. Asfor instance, if we introduced a piece of hardenedsteel into a helix or solenoid, and it required fiveseconds to perfectly establish magnetism in it, itwould require about five seconds to neutralize themagnetism in the steel pieces if we reversed thedirection of the current. Practically it would bevery difficult to stop at precise neutrality ; con-sequently, in demagnetizing machines, we adoptthe practice of introducing a watch into a helixthrough which a current is passed in alternate di-
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rections, first slowly, then in increased rapidity ofreversal, until the current is reversed fifteen ortwenty times a second, and the watch at the sametime gradually withdrawn from the helix orsolenoid.
In the second method adopted in demagnetiz-ing machines the current flows in one direction,but the watch is caused to revolve inside the helix,first slowly, but with increasing velocity until itrevolves some fifteen or twenty times per second.The watch, as before, is now slowly withdrawn(while revolving) from the helix. In our nextissue we will give entire details of a demagnetizingmachine with alternating currents.

THE JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE.
PIVSido». / v/t/ C. I )0I/D, JR.

ViccTresident,AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN Of Carter, Sloan & Co.
Second Vice-President,HENRY HAYES Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.
Third ViCC-President,DAVID UNTERNIEVIR Of Keller & Untermeyer.

Treasurer,
CHAS. G. Lams  Of Randel, Baremore & Billings.

Secretary,
GEO. H. HOLDINPYL 

Of Hodenpyl & Sons:

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
J. B. BOWDEN, Chairman   Of 3. B. Bowden & Co.C. G. ALFORD  

Of C. G. Alford & Co.N. H. WHITE  
Of N. H. WhiteF. KnOIMER  

Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.S/LAS STUART 
Or Silas Stuart.H. H. BUTTS Of H. W. Wheeler & Co.• For further information, Application Blanks for Membership,By-Laws, etc., Address

P. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broaday, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the Execu-tive Committee was held at the Alliance Office onthe r rth ult. There were present A. K. Sloanand David Untermeyer, Vice- Presidents ; J. B.Bowden, Chairman ; Messrs. Alford, Butts, Stew-art and Geo. H. Hodenpyl, Secretary.
The following were admitted : Thos. H. Sea-man, 679 Myrtle ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; H. S.Dusenberry & Son, 4 North St., Middletown, N.Y. ; Otto G. Berner, Le Mars, Iowa ; FrankTowle, /045 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Admitted September 13, R. C. Richmond,Miles City, Montana.

* * *

The Paris correspondent of the New YorkTimes  in a recent fashions letter said : TheTheodora capote is formed of old jeweled em-broidery such as Bernhardt wears in profusion inSardou's play. It is full of large amber stones,and to avoid the stiff, cap-like front, the plaitmade in the embroidery on top is filled in withemerald velvet ribbon, as is also the open crown,all joining then to form a knot on top. The Greccapote is made of gold, with light green stones setin, and the soft, pale-green velvet crown, withString to match, carries off the angularity that aless artistic, experienced hand could scarcelyavoid.
I have said that earrings are not worn—maisla—pas du tom'. Bracelets win the day, plainfor usual wear, and as brilliant and costly as pos-sible for full dress. Jewel your coiffure all youlike, and necklace your throat in Greek pattern—all the more costly because it requires perfectstones throughout—but no fancy patterns are tol-erated, and small pins only are used for hat stringsor for lace fixings—such as American women willwear—alas I
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In England the average term of credit given by jewelry

manufacturers is about nine or ten months, " while terms of

twelve or eighteen months are by no means uncommon."

So " Manufacturer " says in a letter to the London " Watch-

maker, Jeweler and Silversmith," complaining about such

long terms. Are these terms paralleled in this country?

Great Britain sent to New Zealand last year jewelers'

goods worth $1130,000; the United States sent $18,000

worth; France, Germany and Italy together not $2,000

worth. Britain's goods were mostly admitted free, while

our's paid 15 to 20 per cent, ad valorem.

Patent Office Commissioner Mitchell has decided

adversely to a petition to inspect abandoned applications for

patents, on the ground that, since some of such applications

will without doubt be reinstated upon petition, and will

therefore stand precisely as if the two-year limitation had

not run against them, they are entitled to be held in secrecy,

as any other course would uncover to public scrutiny many

inventions still the property of the applicant, and for which

patents may yet be granted,

"Fashion" recently named these as among the things

that had better be left unbought :
"Rhinestone jewelry; it should never be worn in the

daytime, and people will think you are trying to pass it off
for diamonds if you try to wear it at night. Earrings ; a
beautiful ear looks better without them, and an ugly one
should not have attention drawn to it by them.

But the people who want them will buy 'ern all the

same.

In Birmingham, England, the Jewelers and Silver-

smith's Association maintains art classes in the local School

of Art, and female students were lately admitted to the
class privileges. The Association pays half the student's

expenses, and the member of the Association introducing the

student pays the other half. Is art in jewelry work fostered

in this liberal way by any jewelers organization in this coun-

try? Or don't we need anything of the kind?

Our Central American neighbor, Guatemala, is visited

yearly by about 400 vessels. They bring merchandise from
England worth $1,700,000; from this country, worth $700,-

000; from France, $5o0,00o; Germany, $3oo,000; and

other lands, Poo,000. England's pull is Pretty strong, con-
sidering her distance and our nearness. Guatemala's exports

are $6,897,000 more than her imports.

Looks as though there might be a solid chunk of truth

in this utterance of President Roberts of the Pennsylvania

railroad :
" Railroad business will never be what it should be

until laws protecting the companies as well as the public are
enacted. If the price of riding a certain distance was no
more liable to fluctuation than the price of a postage stamp
now is, our business would become established upon a firm
basis and we could reduce the rates. Now the men who
travel at regular rates must pay high fare to balance the low
fare of the man who buys excursion tickets."

The London " Horological Journal" complains that the
cc Daily Chronicle " is educating the criminal classes in
pointing out that passing bad money is riskier than stealing
from watchmaker's shops. Will the " Journal " now watch
the polize records and make up its mind if the criminal
classes of London are diligent readers of the daily papers?

The new Superintendent of the Mint in Philadelphia is
Col. 0. C. Bosbyshell. The new official is an old Mint man,
having been connected with it in various capacities from
1869 to 1885.

Philadelphia didn't get the ball championship in either
League or Association, but Fogarty of the local League club
captured the $250 gold watch offered as a prize to the player
guilty of larceny of the most bases.

At the late session of the National Board of Trade at
Louisville, the Torrey Bankrupt bill was indorsed and a
memorial adoptod reciting its virtues and recommending it
to Congress for enactment. The All-American Congress
was urged to try to bring about the adoption of common
unit of coinage for all the Arne4can nations.

Radical changes in the patent laws were favored in

resolutions passed at the late annual convention of the Car-

riage Builder's National Association.

In October, we quoted from a writer who suggests life

sentences for burglars who offend the second time. Judge

Cowing, of New York evidently believes in that sort of

thing, for he has applied the principle to a habitual offender
against society in the larceny field. He said this in sen-

tencing an ex-convict who had knocked clown a man and

robbed him of thirteen cents:

"Fitzgerald you have become what is known to the law
as an habitual offender. You are a declared enemy of
society. Robberies in our streets by such men as you are
have become frequent of late, and it is the duty of this court,
when guilt is proven, as it is in your case, to give men of
your class a lesson that I hope will have a deterring effect.
I sentence you to state prison at hard labor for sixteen years."
Society is safe from that man for some time.

The indications are very plain that this organization

[Jobbers' National Association] was never stronger than it

is to-day, notwithstanding the many attacks upon and the

continued misrepresentations made concerning the Asso-

ciation and its purposes, by those who have been expelled

therefrom or whose business interest are antagonistic to the

Association.—" Jewelers Journal," October.

Chili has abolished import duties on a lot of articles, to
take effect at the end of the year. Jewelers' goods not " on
the list " though.

" What a game it would be to let the English buy up
all the breweries in the country and then join Iowa and
Kansas in voting prohibition."—Keystone—It would prob-

ably be a surprise to the Englishmen who evidently have
not taken that matter under consideration.—Manitoba
Liheral.

Property of a French company--a company with a
French name, at least—was recently attached in New York
on claim of $250,000 for non fulfillment of a contract to
deliver 1,000,000 pounds of copper, only about two-thirds
this amount being furnished. Is this suit a remnant of the
wreck of the copper trust ? Political economy teaching by
example If so, are the projectors of other trusts giving
due attention to the object lesson?

Postmaster General Wanamaker will tell Congress in
his forthcoming report that he thinks postoffices should be
established on the principal ocean steamers.

" The handsome uniform and jeweled orders of the
Kaiser, and the magnificent diamonds worn by Augusta
Victoria, attracted universal admiration." So said the
despatches about the wedding of the Crown Prince of Greece
to Princess Sophia of Prussia.

An old and wealthy New York coffee merchant has
retired from business, because he disapproved of the Coffee
Exchange methods, charging that it is " nothing less than
gambling to buy and sell 22,000,000 bags of coffee on an
average yieid of only 5,000,000 bags " and that the " Amer-
ican people pay $3o,000,000 per annum more for their coffee
than they should." The benefit he thinks all goes to the
coffee growers of Brazil.

It's not often a man works fifty years at one job in one
place. Monsignor McColgan, of Baltimore recently cele:
brated the fiftieth anniversary of his ordination, St. Peters
Church in Baltimore having been the recipient of his ser-
vices during the whole of this period. A Moo gold chalice
was among the presents he received at the jubilee festivities.

Missouri's anti-trust law calls for affidavits from corpor-
ations stating whether they are in any way connected with
a trust, but out of 2,500 corporations in the State only 500
had complied with this provision before the time set by the
statute expired. The time limit has been extended to the
14th inst., but apparently this hasn't been clone because the
corporations cared, but rather to sort of coax them into com-
pliance with the new statute.

Three out of every five exhibitors at the Paris show got
awards. This shows that the managers knew something
about human nature.

The usually infallible clock in the tower of tlie Produce
Exchange was nearly an hour slow yesterday.—New York
Tribune of week or two ago. Probably waiting for the
World's Fair Committee to catch up.

Captain O'Brien, of the Brooklyn base ball club, was
presented during the recent championship series of games
against the New York club with a medal on which were
embedded twenty-five diamonds.

An Ohio law now requires pawnbrokers to report their
receipts daily to the Mayor of their city.

NOVENIBEItx 1889.

This Watch Club Business
RUN IN a name that closely resembles our own

should have all the glory there is in that way
of carrying on trade—we want none of it!
We made this pretty well manifest in what we
said last month, and we mean to keep on em-
phasizing the point until no jeweler in America
shall have the slightest excuse for connecting
us and our goods with that concern and its
merchandise.

HOWEVER likely its name and location may
be to lead the general public to think it is
selling watch cases of our manufacture or is
in any way representing our Company
no jeweler ought to think so. For
we have almost worn out the words
in saying that. " we are manufacturers
and manufacturers only and that we sell to
jobbers and to jobbers exclusively." Nor has
any hidden meaning ever been concealed in
the words we have used to assert our complete
independence of, and total disconnection with
other methods of marketing goods. Our course
from the beginning until to-day has been one
of perfect candor with the trade, and with 95
per cent of the jewelers there is no doubt on
this point. Still, for the benefit of the other
5 per cent—new men coming into the ranks
—we deem it wise to iterate and reiterate
our non-connection with any and every scheme
of retailing watches or watch cases.

WE SAID last month that when the concern ap-
peared in your town your course was to show
at once that "any regular jeweler can sell
watches as good or better for the same
money, oftentimes for less money."

WE extend a cordial invitation to all
visiting jewelers to make our spa-
cious and elegant store their head-
quarters while in New York.

IS ANY jeweler afraid this can't be shown ? Don't
you know that you jewelers know as much
about prices as can be known ! Don't you
get the net price lists of all the jobbers and
manufacturers in America for the asking?

Don't you know there is the sharpest kind of
competition among the watch and case makers
for the trade of the legitimate jewelers and
that no concern like that in question can
regularly buy good goods without paying at

least cost and a little more for them ? How
then can it possibly have an advantage in price

or quality of goods over you, the legitimate
jewelers, for whose trade and favor the best
makers of goods in America are straining every

nerve?

THE FACT IS, it has to buy its watches

"exactly the same as any ordinary jew-
eler"—and it follows that " any ordinary

jeweler" can easily prove to the public his

ability to sell as good goods at as low or lower

prices. Let him advertise in the community

which knows and trusts him what he can offer

and what he does offer as against its offers.

TRUTH IS two-sided—like a shield. Let people

see both sides--the facts in their entirety
—and there is no doubt what their common

sense will lead them to do.

Keystone iAtateh Case Co.

Philadelphia
rieut York Chicago
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OUR stock of diamond-ornamented watch
cases and jewelry, in new and
unique designs, can not be sur-
passed.
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SOLE AGENTS GLOBE CLOCK CO.
SOLE AGENTS GLOBE SILVER PLATED WARE

017/CE. 50 MA/DEN LANE.

Trade

GLOBE to. CASES
Mark.

Our Illustrated

Jewelry or
Flaterial

Catalogues
should be in the hands of every

Dealer.

Largest and most Corn-
plete published, sent

to the trade
free.

We Carry Complete Assortments in our 22 DIFFERENT DEPARTMENTS.
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CLOCKS.

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY LARGER DOUBLE
STORES AND SALESROOMS THAN ANY

OTHER FIRM IN OUR LINE
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The Best Watch and Clock Oils
Ever Produced.

These oils are refined at the severe cold
temperature of from 25° to 300 below
zero, which renders them less effected
by extreme heat and cold, that all
time-keepers are subjected to, than
has any oil heretofore made. Every
jeweler should use this best of all oils.

kyr":

OTH I NG so
much . aids
one in con-
structing
any piece

of mechanism as clear
and correct drawings of
the several parts, and
then of the entire and.
complete machine. At
Fig. i we give a detail
cut of a Graham escape-
ment. In drawing such

an escapement, it is
best to make the
drawings twice or
even three times the
size we contemplate
to construct the
parts in metal. After
deciding on the size
of the scape wheel,
we sweep the circle a
which represents the
extreme tips of the
teeth. We next
divide this circle
into equal spaces to
correspond to the
number of teeth we
intend • to have in
our wheel. If our
clock is to beat
seconds, it is usual
to have thirty teeth
so one of the

pivots can ne provided with a second
hand to show seconds on the dial. There is no
definite number of teeth which it is imperative to
have the pallets embrace, but practice has led to a
pretty general use of ten teeth, with circular pal-
lets having equi-distant locking faces.

We next draw the radial line A b passing
through a point which represents the extreme end
or top of one of the teeth. We next draw the line
d B at right angles to the line A b, and tangent to
the circle a. We count nine and a half teeth
spaces to the right of the intersection of the line
A b and circle a, and draw the radial line A c.
We draw the line B c at right angles to the line

c, and tangent to the circle a. Where the lines
dB and B c intersect, is,located the centre of the
anchor staff or arbor. This intersection we will
denominate the point B. Where the lines b A
and a' B intersect, we denominate the point g.
We set our dividers so the points stand at B g and
sweep the circle./ f. This circle represents the
locking faces of the pallets D E. To determine
the thickness of the pallets, after we have decided
on the diameter of our scape wheel, we multiply
the diameter by 3.1416 and divide by 30. We
will assume the wheel diameter to be two inches.
Now, 2 multiplied by 3.1416 and divided by 30,
equals .2094. Of course it will be understood that
we must allow for clearance, as it is impossible to
make a scape wheel perfectly true in the spacing;
consequently, we will allow nearly two one-hun-
dredths of an inch on each pallet, and call the
thickness nineteen one-hundredths of an inch, and
sweep the circles g g' and hit' to define the thick-
ness of the pallets.

It will be noticed the line gg' is drawn inside
the circle/ which defines the locking faces of the
pallets, and the circle h 4' outside, but in both

CROSS & BEGUELIN,
21 Maiden bane, Net.0 York. P. 0. 13o3t 531.
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Nickel Stem-Winding t1orse Timers.
Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph and Centennial Split Seconds,

Send for Price List.
Our Goods are insured while in transits in returning to us, please mark no value.

instances the parallel circles are nineteen one-hun-
dredths of an inch apart. To form the impulse
face of each pallet, we draw the line B d' one
degree (counting from B as the centre of the arc)
inside of B d. We repeat the process with the
line e B; only in this instance we draw the line
e1 B one degree outside from the circle a. If now
we connect the lines gf andf h, as shown at n
diagonally from the radial lines B e and B e', and
also the lines B d and B a", we define our pallet
faces to give an impulse to the pallets through an
arc of one degree. If we allow one-half of one
degree of vibration of the pendulum while each
tooth is on the circular face of the pallet, we will
have the entire arc of vibration of the pendulum
as two degrees, an arc which practice has demon-
strated as producing about the best practical
results. It will be noticed there is a screw placed
at k by which the pallets can be adjusted so, that
as a tooth drops from one pallet, the tooth next
engaged falls safely on the circular face of the
other pallet.

To form the teeth, we lay off from the point
g and draw the line g i at an angle of twelve
degrees from the radial line g A. To rapidly
repeat this angle for each tooth, we draw the circle
I and draw lines tangent to it to the point of each

Arthur G. Wiseman desires to place his
clock synchronizer on the lines of extended
railway systems and also in towns. The subject
of synchronizing clocks is attracting a great deal
of attention both in this country and Europe, and
it stands those interested to look carefully into
the merits of every invention of this kind ; and
this invention of Mr. Wiseman certainly deserves
more than a hurried inspection. For particu-
lars, address Arthur G. Wiseman, 411 Olive St.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Musical Clock.

tooth. The straight lines at the back of each tooth
are merely radial lines from the centre A. The
short curves at the back of the tooth needs no rule
for their formation, as all that is required is that
they should be so constructed as in no way inter-
fere with the pallets. Shaped about as shown will
be all right. In case our readers should desire to
jewel such pallets, it will be found in actual prac-
tice that if the locking faces are plain, flat sur-
faces, they will perform as well as if any attempt
was made to grind and polish them circular. All
that is necessary is to be sure the locking faces ot
the pallets are set at right angles to the lines B a
and B e. For the benefit of such of our readers
as would like to jewel their pallets, we would say
make trial pallets of steel, but construct the anchor
so the pallets can be detached ; and after the clock
is running satisfactorily, have exact duplicates
made in chalcedony. We would say, however, to
our readers, that a carefully constructed Graham
escapement, built on the proportions just described,
is capable of giving very fine results if only steel
pallets are used ; and to give our best convictions,
we would advise our readers who contemplate con-
struction to content themselves with hardened
steel pallets, shaped precisely as shown, only of
course making the parts proportionate.

The above half tone cut is from a photograph
of a musical clock, invented and made by Mr. J.
H. King, Mount Pleasant, Texas. This clock
plays an air at the end of each hour ; and if the
cylinder has the required pins the clock will shift
itself, and play a different tune-for each hour of
the twelve. The musical attachment requires
winding no oftener than the timepart. The mech-
anical arrangements for the different actions are
very simple and ingenious. As stated before, we
do not intend to describe and illustrate inventions
not fully protected by patents, but in the present
instance, we have permitted ourselves to deviate
from the rule, as Mr. King is suffering from par-
alysis and unable to patent and push his invention.
What we desire is that some of our readers will in-
terest himself in the invention, and not only do a
charitable act, but gain a pecuniary reward for so
doing. Address as above.



(Continued from page 24.)

Can any of our readers inform us where the

Wright engraving machine is manufactured?

"BEGINNER."—Should I oil the pivots to ajeweled
watch P

Certainly.

"OPERATOR."—How are rubber stamps made P

We have not the space in this issue to answer

the question ; will give the process in December

KEYSTONE.

"ENQUIRER."—What will remedy the hands sweat-
ing P

Frequent washing with soap and water, to

which a spoonful of ammonia has been added, is

about the best course to persue to abate the nuis-

ance. We doubt very much if any thing will corn-

"OLD SUBEICRIBER."—In your extracts from Gee's
book you mention "Sandiver" and "Sal enixon"
as useful fluxes. Will you kindly tell me by what
other name these substances are known:P

Sandiver is the scum which rises on the sur-

face of glass melting pots, and is an impure silicate

of soda. "Sal enixon" is an old term for crude

Bisulphate of Potassium, a by-product in the old

method of manufacturing nitric acid.

"SOFT SOLDER."—What will remove soft solder from
jewelry, previous to hard soldering P

Take eight ounces of muriatic acid, and add

one ounce of crocus, place the mixture in a bottle

and shake well. Take of this mixture one ounce

and add four ounces of hot water, place the mix-

ture in an old tea cup, and hold over a lamp or

gas jet to keep up the temperature to near the

boiling point of water. Place the article of jew-

elry containing the soft solder in the solution, and

in a few minutes the soft solder will be dissolved.

"ADJUSTER."—What is the best book on adjusting to
heat and cold, isochronism and position P 2. And
what does compensation mean when applied to a
watch balance P

We have no first-class book published on
adjusting ; even Saunier in his Modern Horology

only skims over the matter. The work just named

is the best one published up to the present time,

but as just remarked, it is imperfect. The KEY-

STONE intends to shortly give to its readers a series

of articles on "Adjusting" in all its details. (2.)

'['he word compensation when applied to a watch

means a compensation for the effects of heat and

cold.

the wind to blow away the fumes as they arise.

A yellow greenish precipitate is thrown down.

Continue adding the solution of cyanide of potas-

sium until no further precipitate is produced.

Allow the precipitate to perfectly settle, then care-

fully pour off the clear solution. This clear sob-

tion is of no use, and can be poured out in any

place where it is safe to throw poisonous sub-

stances. The precipitate described is the cyanide

of copper, and needs careful washing in pure

water —rain water will answer ; and four or five

washings should be made, allowing the precipitate

to perfectly deposit before the water is poured off.

This deposit (cyanide of copper) is now to be dis-

solved in a solution of cyanide of potassium, made

by dissolving one ounce of cyanide of potassium

in each quart of distilled or pure rain water. Let

the cyanide of potassium solution dissolve all of

the cyanide of cbpper it will take up when the

solution is heated to r8o F. Pour the solution of

cyanide of potassium containing the dissolved

cyanide of copper into the vessel you intend to

use for the bath in which you place the iron

articles to be coated. The excess of cyanide of

copper which remains undissolved, can be put in

a wide mouth bottle to use for subsequent solu-

tions. The bath or dish in which the copper coat-

ing is to be effected is best made of copper, also

using a copper electrode placed in the solution

opposite to the article to be coated with copper.

The method of working is very simple. The

article to be coated is to be first washed with a

solution of potash or soda to remove grease ; then

thoroughly Washed in pure water, and next dipped

in a mixture of sulphuric acid with sixteen parts

of water to dissolve any oxide. 'rhe article is

then scoured with sand to perfectly clean and

brighten the surface. It is now immersed in the

solution of cyanide of copper heated up to i8o or

200 F, and the article connected to the zinc pole

of the battery. It takes a strong battery for this

work, fully as much as for nickle plating. An

emersion of five minutes will deposit a thin coat-

ing of copper. As the depositing of copper by

this process is expensive, it is usual after the first

thin coat of copper in the cyanide bath as above

directed is effected,to add a thicker coating of topper

by depositing from a solution of sulphate of copper

in water. If on placing the article in the sulphate

of copper solution (lark spots show themselves, it

is evidence the first coating in the cyanide solu-

tion was imperfect, in this case the article is

removed, scoured with sand as before, and again

placed in the cyanide solution, and a heavier

deposit of copper given.

"EXPERIMENTER."—Will you kindly give the pro-
cess of making seamless hollow wire P

There are several patent processes and some

which are not patented. A common way of mak-

ing so-called seamless wire is to form a hollow

cylinder by bringing together the edges of a strip

of metal so as to form a tube. The next process
is to solder or braze the edges together ; after the

soldering is complete, the hollow cylinder is drawn
through suitable holes to smooth the outside.
Another process is conducted as follows : A round

'ingot of metal has a hole drilled through it in the
direction of its axis ; the process of drawing
through the proper holes now commences, and at

the same time a smooth steel plug is placed inside

so it is drawn through the centre at the same time

the outside of the tube is drawn through the hole
in the "draw plate."

Guaranteed Absolutely Perfect or

Money Refunded.

We offer as a
Special Inducement
a Discount of 10 per
cent. for Spot Cash.

"CLOCK CLEANER."—I want a process for cleaning
clocks without taking apart.

Some parties clean clocks by immersing them

in benzine; and we remember years ago of per-

sons boiling clocks in soak suds, then rinsing them

in hot water and drying rapidly in a stove oven,

after which they only needed oiling. It requires

a great deal of discrimination and judgment to run

a watchmaker's place. It seems a great waste of

time to take a common clock down to clean it, and

then get only seventy-five cents or a dollar for the

job. In most instances a common Yankee clock

will go again after giving it a generous fresh oil-

ing, and then taking out the verge and letting the

movement run rapidly down, at the same. time

wiping off the excess of dirty oil from the pivots

with a cloth. If the pivot holes are badly worn,

the clock must come apart in order to close them.

If the pallets are pitted, drive the scape wheel to

one side on its arbor so as to make it act on the

pallets in a new place.

New Geneva Lathe, all Hard and Double Bearings.
Length of bed ifi inches, with the following assortment of chucks, ro wire,

4 brass cement, 2 steel step, I male and i female centre. We carry an assort-
ment of extra. chucks for above, also Slide Rests and Universal Heads.

Also carry a

Full Line of all TOOLS and MATERIALS.
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"ELECTRICAL." asks ist,how to make cyanide of cop-
per. 2nd. How to deposit a coating of copper on
iron or steel from a cyanide solution.

Cyanide of copper can be made by adding
a solution of cyanide of potassium to a solution ot
sulphate of copper. An effervescence will follow,
and a poisonous gas be given off which you must
carefully avoid breathing. The best way is to
conduct the operation in the open air, allowing

"YOURS TRULY."—How can I make watch plates
shine after cleaning P

If the gilding is perfect, washing with soap

and hot water in which a little ammonia is min-

gled and drying in hot saw dust will bring up the

"new look." Where the gilding is more or less

worn off, dip the plates and wheels in a solution

of cyanide of potassium (4 an ounce of cyanide
of potassium to quart of water) and rinse in water,

then dip in alcohol and dry in sawdust. For dry

cleaning mix an ounce of alcohol with a teaspoon-
ful of spirits of ammonia, brush the plates with
this, and finish with a dry (medium hard) brush

and prepared chalk. To keep your brushes clean,

rub them (after a good chalking,) on a piece of

straw paper, a dry crust of bread, or a burnt bone
—a bone burnt until chalky. Avoid brushing
back and forth when cleaning the plates; give the
brush a circular motion.

"HARD SOLDER."—Tell me how to use hard solder-
ing fluid P . The solder will fuse, but not flow.

Simple borax ground up into a paste with

water is the best hard soldering fluid. Probably

the cause of your solder's not flowing is you do not

heat your job enough. In hard soldering, mix

some borax with water, and apply with a small

camel's hair pencil brugh,then place a small piece

of solder near the place you wish to join. To

make the matter better understood, suppose it is a

plain ring you wish to join; make the joint as per-

fect as possible. Do not leave any wide cracks

for the solder to flow in and fill ; make the joint

perfect ; you need have no fears the crevice is so

close the solder will not flow into it. Paste the

parts where the solder is to flow with the ground

borax and water ; and paint over the remainder of

the ring with a coating of yellow ochre and a very

little borax, and water enough to make it like

paint.
Place a small piece of solder as near the joint

to be soldered as possible ; then place the ring on

a piece of charcoal or asbestos felt, and with your

blow-pipe make a wide scattering flame to heat the

entire ring up to very near the melting point of the

solder, then with a concentrated flame heat the

solder and point of juncture of the ring, and the

solder will fuse and flow into the crevice without

any difficulty. Throw the ring into a pickle of

sulphuric acid and water while blue hot, and if on

removing from this pickle it looks green and

brassy, dip it in a mixture of equal parts of sul-

phuric acid and saltpeter. The acid should not

be mixed with water ; use it full strength with the

saltpeter.

618 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

THE "Wide Awake Jeweler" will be issued from Buffalo next month.

It will contain the latest goods. We have all Our Snaps,

besides other goods, illustrated. Send us your Business

Card for a Copy.
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The Phildelphia Optical and Lich Co. Limited.
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

l-lave the largest t..L.latch Case and Jewelry Repair Shops in the country.

Diamonds.

We purchased early this year a large
quantity of Diamonds, the majority of

which purchase reached us last August,

and which we have been busy ever since

in mounting in

Rings, Eat* Rings, Lace Pins,

and Studs

which we can now offer you at lower
prices than we think you can purchase
same goods elsewhere, as importing our
diamonds and making all our own mount-
ings, we are in a position to do so.

Send to us for whatever you may
need, and if you don't like goods after re-
ceipt, return same at our expense. State
price you desire to pay, and about the
kind of stone you want. We know we

can please you.

We
Have the good will and friendship of every

retail jeweler in our own city, because we

Protect
Their interests by not selling to their cus-

tomers or to people who would be their custom-
ers if the wholesaler did not sell them; and we
want

Your
Friendship and good will and patronage;

for as we protect the home dealers

Interests

By

So will we protect yours in every way pos-
sible, feeling sure

Doing so. we will be more than repaid in
increased business. As we are now

Selling
Goods in every large city in the country,

so do we want our goods represented in every
small town.

No
Exceptions whatever, knowing as we do

that our

Goods
Are as low or lower in price and equal or

superior in quality to any produced, while we
have

At
Our command facilities far superior to any

house in the country for the accommodation of
the

Retail
Jeweler whose trade we want and whom we

are doing everything in our power to please,
and we ask in return that you

Send Us
Your orders for optical goods, watch cases,

and American movements of every description,
promising

'Your
Orders will be shipped you in the majority

of cases, the same day as received. We would
also like your

Jewelry
ng, which we will repair in a good

substantial, Nvorkmanlike manner,

And
Return you quickly. Also try us with

your

Watch Case
Repairing, NN'ilIC11 class of work we are do-

ing for the largest jobbing and retail houses in
the country. We guarantee that all

Repair Work.
Sent us will be given our best attention,

and returned you promptly.

Plain Gold Rings.
Our trade in making plain gold

rings and • casing odd movements has so
greatly increased as to necessitate our
making extensive additions to our shop
machinery which we have been doing all
summer, until, at the present time, we
have a most complete shop for this class
of work. Test the truth of our assertion
by sending whatever you may need in
this line to us.

We are receiving a number of pack-
ages of old gold and silver daily. Why
so many ? Because the trade are learn-
ing they get better prices off us than
elsewhere.

OCTOBER, 1889.

NAMES

FOR WATCH PARTS.

HERE is very little use
of going over the names
of the parts of Ameri-
can watches, as each
Company gives in its
illustrated price lists the
names by which these
parts are known in the
factory, and we should
certainly be good natur-

ed enough to allow our factories
to name the parts of such
watches as they manufacture to
suit themselves. It is in for-
eign made watches where there
is a chance for disagreement;

still, the names to the parts of such watches are
pretty well settled.

In full-plate watches of English make, the
plates are called "pillar plate" and "top plate."
The plate over the barrel is usually called the
"name plate." The piece which extends over
and carries the upper jewel to the balance is the
"cock." The combined parts which support the
foot of the staff is called the "potence." The
little dove-tail piece with a jewel set in it is a "fool
slip" with end stone. In old verge watches the
inner end of the scape wheel pinion is held in a
brass slip called a "dove-tail slide," the outer end
of the scape wheel pinion is supported by the
"counter potence," and the bush which held this
pivot is the "follower." The scape wheel is
called the "balance wheel," and the wheel riveted
on to the verge is simply "the balance." The
wheel with the teeth standing upright and
usually called the crown wheel is the "contrate
wheel."

To resume about the more modern English
lever—the name of the parts which keep the
watch running during the period of winding has
been the source of more discussion than any other
parts of the watch, one faction holding to the name
of "maintaining power," while a like number
held to "retaining power." The "maintaining.
power" faction seems to have carried the day at
last, and "maintaining power" is pretty generally
accepted. The part usually called the maintain-
ing click is also termed the "maintaining detent."
The accepted names of the wheels under the

dial are, taken as a whole, "the motion works,"
and taken separately they are known as "cannon
pinion," "minute wheel" and "hour wheel." The
explanation as to how the "minute wheel" became
so Mixed up in regard to a name, is that when
first used it received the name suggested by its
functions, that is, "change minutes to hours
wheel ;" hence we have both names, "change
wheel" and minute "wheel."

Watches put up in the Swiss style are termed
"bar movements," and the train of wheels above
the centre are set in "cocks." In Swiss cylinder
watches the movable part which supports the foot
of the cylinder is called the "chariot."

The wheels are named and numbered as fol-
lows : "main wheel," "centre wheel," "third
wheel," "fourth wheel," "escape wheel." Com-
mon parlance pronounces the word "scape wheel."

The parts or the lever escapement are "bal-
ance," "balance staff," and the steel plate carrying
the "jewel pin" is the "roller." Cap jewels are

now universally known as end stones. The arbor
which sets the hands from the back is known as
the "set-hands arbor." In my next communica-
tion I will continue the list of names.

* * *

IS " NATURAL SELECTION " ENOUGH OR IS
LEGISLATION NECESSARY?

It is barely possible that the opticians alluded
to in the following quotation from a lecture by
Dr. L. Webster Fox before the Franklin Institute
of this city are not wholly creatures of the imagin-
ation. It is to be hoped, however, that they are
not as numerous as one might infer from the lan-
guage used. The Doctor says:

"Scarcely a day passes but the ophthalmic
surgeon must pass judgment on from one to half-
a-dozen pair of glasses which are shown him by
his patients who have been allured to the shops of
the enterprising optician by the deceiving adver-
tisement, Eyes examined free,' as if sight could
be measured as the cloth merchant deals with his
goods—by the yard. The druggist who dispenses
his drugs must be a qualified man. Is it less im-
portant that the man who deals with the most
important sense should be less so? As the drug-
gist is not a physician, so should the optician not
pretend by his practice to be an oculist. I am
sure that the note book of every oculist is filled
with cases showing where irreparable injury has
been done by glasses improperly adjusted."

The above indictment is a pretty strong one,
but possibly the purchaser's own parsimony is re-
sponsible in equal degree with the dealer's cupidity
for a large percentage of the harm done. Perhaps
customers and those who assume the role of opti-
cians both need educating. We may admit that
an increase of concientiousness among the dealers
would be a good thing, but there are certainly
hundreds of them who do not lack in this respect,
do not " go it blind," and who really have tried
to fit themselves for serving their patrons accept-
ably. Whether legislation should, as the doctor
suggests, step in and prescribe certain qualifications
as a prerequisite to conducting the business, or the
matter be left to regulate itself, is not as yet a burning
question. The rewards of the trade in glasses,
however, ought in equity to go to the better
trained opticians, and such are possibly favorable
to legislation that would knock out the other kind,
or at least compel many of them to cease to be that
kind. That there is some force at work in the
direction of bringing about improved competency
among dealers who assume the function of opti-
cians is evidenced .by the increased facilities—
lecture courses and schools for optical study—
presented in the past year or two for obtaining the
requisite instruction. This force may be expected
to increase, for the more competent dealers there
are, the less easy will it be for the incompetent to
retain this line of trade. The incompetent must
become more and more competent or the business
will go elsewhere.

* * *

In a recent London letter about the social
prominence of the Jewish people in that city are
these two diamond points: " The Oppenheitn
house in Bruton street is magnificent and the
jewels of Mrs. 0. superb—she does not care for
large diamonds, but is covered with a lace work of
thousands of smaller stones. . . Lady Roseberry
was a Rothschild, and is of the greatest use to
them now as a social ally. She is the happy owner
of the magnificent cluster of black diamonds, the
only one in the world."
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The Anti-Swear
CUFF BUTTON.

Please read the following:

Wheeling W. Va., January 9, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. Scorr & Co.,

DEAR SIRS: I have had no reason to change my first
Opinion expressed to you in former letters. I like the Anti-
Swear Button for my own use better than any I have ever
used. If you make the styles you will sell them. They are
not only convenient but durable, and that, you know, is not
a feature of most of the Patent Buttons.

Yours truly, J. W. GRUBB.

Parkersburg, W. Va., March 14, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT &

DEAR SIRS: I have been very successful with the
Anti-Swear Buttons and I believe them to be the best But-
ton, so far as wear and durability are concerned, in the mar-
ket. It is a button a salesman can talk about. Now, only
yesterday, a gentleman came in and was looking around
when I called his attention to your Button. I sold him a
pair, and made a good profit, and had no trouble at all.

Yours truly, FRANK S. SMITH.

Ellenville, N. Y., March 16, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT & CO.

DEAR SIRS : I like the Anti-Swear very much, and
find it a very easy button to sell. Its being automatic
makes it a novelty which interests a customer at once. All
I have sold have given excellent satisfaction, and I am glad
to speak a good word for them.

Yours truly, DELOUIE TICE.

Monroe, La., August 22, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. Scow & Co.,

DEAR SIRS: I like the Anti-Swear Button back bet
ter than any in the market, and consider them the best Cuff
Button in use. I have examined them carefully. They are
so simple in construction that there is nothing to break or
get out of order. Yours truly, W. I). TUSTEN.

McConnellsville, 0., March 21, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. SCOTT & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: We have been selling your Anti-Swear
Button ever since it came out, and we consider it the best
and most substantial button in the market. There is no
mistake about it, you have the best thing out in the way of
a patent back. It is so simple in *Instruction and for ease
and quickness in insertion, nothing ever made will compare
with it. Yours truly, H. B. VINCENT & BRO.

Friendship, N. Y., March 30, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. SCOTT' & Co.,

DEAR SIRS: Last year I put in stock of your Anti-
Swear Buttons. I find them to be very easy goods to sell,
and they give better satisfaction than any other button I
have ever sold, and the best of all they give a nice profit.
Have just bought another nice assortment of the buttons to-
day of your salesman. Very respectfully,

C. S. LANE.

New York, April 4, 1889.
MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT' & CO.,

DEAR SIRS: I take pleasure in recommending the
Anti-Swear Buttons. Since I have kept them in stock I
have scarcely been able to sell any other sleeve buttons.
They give good satisfaction. I shall have to get you to
alter my old stock by putting on Anti-Swear Backs, in order
to make them salable.

Yours very truly, ALBERT JANICKE.

Hudson N. Y. May 27, 1889.
MESSRS J. T. Scorn & CO.,

DEAR SIRS : Buy the " Anti-Swear " and " Cuss " no
more is an every day expression in our town. Since I have
kept and sold these buttons profanity has greatly decreased
in this vicinity, and while I do warrant an entire cure in
every case, I think they greatly help to relieve the trouble.

Yours truly, EDMUND SPENCER.

Endorsed by the

" Ohio Retail Jewelers' Association."
Cleveland, 0., May 15, 1889.

MESSRS. J. T. SCOTT & Co., New York.
The Convention indorsed the business method of your

firm in selling your patent Anti-Swear Cuff Buttons only to
the Retail Jewelry Trade, and recommend the button to the
members of this Association. Very respectfully,

En. G. Lott m ER, Secretary,
Ohio Watchmakers' and Jewelers' Association.

Sold only to the Retail Jewelry Trade.

J. T. Scott & Co.
Sole manufacturers

4 Maiden Lkape New York
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Partnership to Continue after Death.

A contract of co-partnership provided that if
either of the two partners died the survivor should
continue the business for five years, the estate of
the decedent to be a joint participator in the gains
and losses. One died. Nothing was said in his
will about the partnership. The business was con-
tinued till failure ensued. It was sought to hold
the estate as sharer in the losses. The Court of
Appeals of New York held that the decendent's
estate was not liable for the partnership debts
made after his death, notwithstanding the contract
for a five year's continuance of the business.

Elevating Grain—State Regulation.

The New York law of 1888 fixing maximum
charges for elevating grain at five-eighths of a
cent a bushel has been held constitutional by the
highest court in the State, the New York Court of
Appeals. A few sentences from the majority
opinion : " Grain elevators are in every sense
common carriers, and therefore can properly be
placed under legislative jurisdiction. . . . We
rest the power of the legislature to control and
regulate elevator clerges on the nature and extent
of the business, the existence of a virtual monopoly,
the benefit derived from the canal creating busi-
ness and making it possible, the interest to trade
and commerce, the relation of business to pros-
perity, and the welfare of the State, and the prac-
tice of legislation in analogous cases." Judges
Peckham and Gray thought the act invalid as
legislating against the right of the individual to
seek such compensation as he can for the use of
his property in cases where he has received from
the sovereign no special right or immunity not
given to and possessed by all other citizens, and
where he has not devoted his property to any
public use.

Usury and Forfeiture of Debt.

The. first case under a new law regulating
rates of interest in Kansas was tried in the Dis-
trict Court, at Topeka, a few weeks ago, and
though the loan of $8,000 and the execution of
a $12,000 mortgage as security at excessive rates
of interest were acknowledged, the case was decid-
ed in favor of defendants, not giving plaintiff any-
thing and completely wiping out liability for the
$8,000 actually loaned.

Storing Liquor with Common Carrier in Prohibition
State.

It was alleged that certain liquors in the Rock
Island depot at Des Moines, Iowa, were kept there
for sale in violation of the State law. On trial the
liquors were ordered destroyed. On appeal it was
contended that the liquors were in the custody of
the railway company as a common carrier, and
that they were thus subjects of interstate commerce
over which the State Courts had no jurisdiction.
The Supreme Court of Iowa holds that the inter-
state commerce feature of the transaction ended
when the liquors had reached the freight house,

and that the railroad in keeping them for several
days was holding them not as a common carrier,
but as a warehouseman. Under the circumstances,
it rules that the liquors were held for illegal pur-
poses, and were no longer a matter of interstate
commerce,and was properly seized and condemned.

Purchase by Sampk.—Liability of Professional
" Samplers."

A large purchase of tobacco was made on the
basis of a sample to which the card of a firm of
tobacco samplers was attached. Part of the pur-
chase being mouldy and inferior to the sample,
suit was brought against the sampling firm for
damages, and the case turned on the point of
whether the samplers were liable to anybody other
than the one for whom the sampling had been
done, the plaintiffs in this case having had no
direct dealing with defendants. The case was
tried at Lancaster, Pa., and under the ruling of
the Court the jury decided that the samplers were
responsible. The case will go to the State Supreme
Court.

Duty on Watch Charms.

The Treasury Department has decided
that certain miniature opera glasses used in
charms for watch chains are entitled to entry at
the rate of twenty-five per cent. ad valorem as
" jewelry," instead of at the rate of forty-five per
cent. ad valorem as manufactures of which glass
is the component material of chief value, as re-
cently classified by the collector at New York.

State Regulation of Drug Stores.

The New York statute requiring drug stores
to be registered is constitutional, the New York
Court of Appeals so holding in a case where a
proprietor was convicted of conducting a store
without having complied with the law. The
Court said, " Public safety must be regarded as
superior to any private rights, and his business
must yield to the necessities recognized by proper
legislation."

By Interstate Commerce Commission.

Long and Short Haul Rates.

The East Tennessee, Virginia and Georgia
Railway Company, with others, charged on him-
ber a rate of thirty-six cents for a distance of 911
miles to Boston, while from Atlanta, Ga., to
Boston, a distance of 1240 miles the rate was
only thirty-four cents. The defense was that there
was rail and water competition from the further
point. As great or more controlling competition,
however, existed at the beginning of the shorter
haul and the decision was that the short haul rate
should not exceed thirty-three cents.

GRAIN AND GRAIN PPODUCTS RATES.—The
Grand Trunk and the Chicago and Grand Trunk
road charged on grain from Port Huron to Buffalo
eight cents a hundred, and on grain products, clas-
sified with grain, ten cents a hundred. It was
held that products classified alike are presu rapt vely
entitled to equal rates, and the roads not having
overthrown such presumption, the rates on grain
products should be the same as on grain, eight
cents per hundred.

CAR Loni) RATES.—The Alton's practice of
making a car-lot rate on cattle for a minimum
weight of car and then for any excess, charging by
the too pounds in proportion to the car-lot rate,
has been held to be lawful, and more in proportion
to the service given than the old rule of charging
by the car irrespective of the weight.

NOVE1I3ER, 1889.

The Retail Jeweler

WANTS to be able to do some strong and assur-
ing talking to his customers to convince
them that his goods are meritorious. So

much deception is in the world, men. have been
fooled so often, that they are habitually suspicious
of everything about which they have no personal
knowledge. Strong words and convincing assur-
ances are needed to overcome this chronic distrust.

RECOGNIZING this and remembering that the
manufacturer is dependent in the long run
upon the retailer's success with the consum-

er, we recognize also that in the effort to reassure
customers and drive away their habitual suspicion,
the retailer is entitled to the help and co-operation
of all manufacturers Whose goods he sells. The
customer will give his faith and confidence the
more readily to the words of the retailer if he can
see that there is a foundation for them; if he can
see that the retailer himself relies on a line of as-
surances coming straight from the makers of the
goods and extending clear down to the consumer.

WITHOUT assurances, definite binding assur-
ances—in short guarantees—of the qualities
of his goods, what is the retailer to do?

He can't give out strong talk if nobody behind
him has confidence enough in the goods to prop
him up in strong utterances, can he ? And even
if somebody behind of him does make the strong
backing-up assertions,these don't fortify him unless
he is convinced that there will be no dodging
and sliding-out when occasions come for making
them good.

DO YOU catch on ? Not only must the retailer
think the goods are 0. K. but he must know
the manufacturer thinks them 0. K., is

willing to warrant them 0. K. and will stand
squarely up to the warranty when called on
to make it good.

IT'S NOT enough for manufacturers to say their
goods are made so well that no recourse to
the guarantee will be necessary. What the

retailer wants is the assurance that IF recourse to
the guarantee should be necessary, it would not
be made. in vain. Then he stands on solid
earth—"all other ground is shifting sand."

NO RETAILER need be in doubt about which
of these positions is taken by the makers of
Boss Cases. We make good every syllable

of every word we say about them. This is solid
ground for us, it is solid ground for the dealer
who has to face the consumer. It is business, and
it is principle ; it is policy, and it is duty.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia

New York Chicago

P. S.—At your leisure just make a little study of
guarantees and especially of how they're
kept.

SAMPLES OF NEW GOODS FROM OUR 1089 CATALOGUE.
Handsomest K. P. Charms in the Market.

/..Fy* al■St0%,

No. 156 $56.00
Gold mounted Knights Pythias charm ; mounted gold letters in

Tiger Eye, Lapis Lazuli and Red Sardonyx, making proper colors.
Six diamonds on front, two diamonds in sword on book on the back.

No. 15'7, Uniform Rank, Lily Ornament, $56.00

ii

No. 198 $16.00 No. 210 $18.00
Six diamonds in raised emblems on jet onyx, gold edges and back.

No. 198%, Masonic without Diamonds, - $9.50
No. 210%, Odd Fellows without Diamonds, 9.50

List Prices.
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Retail Jewelers not receiving our 18go Catalogue who wish one will

please make application with business card.

526 pages of the best selling goods made, in

Sillrerwa.re, Clocks, 'Watches,

DIA1VIONDS,

Gold and Plated Jewelry,

Canes, Umbrellas, Gold Pen.,

Pencils, etc..

Spectacles and Optical Goods
AH at List Prices.

Orders for

above solicited

Cincinnati Ag'ts "Vacheron & Constantin" Watches. U. S. Ag'ts "Ulysse Breting" Watches.

The Best and. Most Reliable Time-keepers made.

Clemens tiellebush,
MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

JOBBER OF

American Watches,
Jewelry

Tools and Materials.

Specialties : Keystone Gold, Filled and Silver Cases.

IMPORTER OF

Diamonds,

French Clocks,

Watch Materials.

Would call especial attention to my line of Watch Ma-
terial and Tools. Send for Catalogue.

77 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pike's Opera House.



Gold Bracelets 

We make
a full line of

Flat Eng'd and Enam'ld Bracelets

Wire Lock Bracelets

Wire Ornamented Bracelets

Wire Bangle Bracelets

Flat Engraved Bracelets

Enamel and Pearl Bracelets

All Black Enamel Bracelets

Ornamented Bracelets, $3.00 up.
Lock aracelets, - 5.00 up

We make Bracelets only, and can give you bottom prices on these goods.
Sold direct to the Retail Trade. Send for complete Price List.

A. F. Williams & Co.
Factory,

Centre and Federal Streets, - Trenton, N. J.

The philadelphia

School of jlorology 413
Is a thlle-saving Institution. The experience of years may

not give you what you may here readily acquire in a few
months. Is time money Then save it by taking a course of
instruction in this school where Theory and Practice go hand
in han(1. The finer branches of watchmaking are here illustra-
ted by excellent models. Can you hope without the advantagers
here given to compete with others who have had them ? Write to

N. Farmstead
114 South Seventh Street

Phila., Pa.

United States Smelting and Refining Works,

Wollstein & Sulzberger,
Proprietors,

Office: 25 John Street, Works: 17 and 19 John Street,

New York.

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.
Sole Manufacturers of PHIENI X FLUX and EUREKA ALI,OY.
Dealers inline Gold and Silver in Bars, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Cold and Silver Bought.

Platinum and illuminum in plate and Wire

The "Perfect" Ring Stretcher.
Patent Pending.

For Price and Description, address

W. W. OfiVer5
Sole Manufacturer,

430 niagara St., ,Suffalo, 1:). V.
Our 1889 Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

EIFFEL

Trade Mark

The Very Lkatest.

No more Blackening or Poisoning
the Neck.

EIFFEL

Trade Mark

The Eiffel Collar 13utton.
A Bell Front Collar I3utton with T.Lthite Enamel sack.

Manufactured and Sold to the wholesale trade by

Fred I Marcy CgC Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers. PROVIDENCE, R. I.

I■letra Yoillt Office, 198 13/toacitztay.

ASK TO SEE IT.

& Friedlander,

0 0

65 and 67
Nassau St.,
New York

City.

OOQ

American and Swiss Watches Tools, Materials,
Gold and Plated Jewelry and Optical Goods.

Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection Packages sent to Responsible Dealers
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De History ob de Boss Case, an' its Influence on de
Won' an' Mankind in Gen'ral.

By J. L. S.

AH belubed membahs ob dis s'ciety, youse
all am dun called -togedder dis ehenin'
to let de won' an' Chicago know dat dis

s'ciety am not busted, an' de reason dat youse all
hab not been called togedder is dat we hab ober-
dun de ting, an our wuk fo' de 'vancement ob de
Boss cases hab bin so great dat de Secretary oh de
Keystone Watch Case Co., Mr. Howard Roberts,
hab dun write me a lettah axin' me fer ter let up
on de advertisin' bizness, kase dey wuz dess so
busy dat de wuz workin' at nights an' could not
fill der ordahs fo' de goods. He says dat ebery
libin' man an' woman in de worl' an' Canada am
axin' for de Jas. Boss cases ; dat der bah bin sev-
eral riots by de jewelers kase dey could not get
de cases. So youse all see de reason dat der hab
bin no meetins. An' I is glad ob dis, kase it dun
goes ter show dat good sense an' good goods go
tergeddah, an' I tells youse all dat de people is
des runnin' ober wid good sense an' dey are des
spilin ter show it, an' when dey gets a chance ter
make a display oh it in tellin de difference 'tween

de snide cases an' de Boss, dey des jumps at hit
wid bof feet, an' de snide des gets into de soup.

When Mr. Roberts done tole me dis, I took a
vacation, an' so I is not feelin' like as ef I had
much ter say. De artist ob de s'ciety has a few
pictualis heah dat he wishes ter hab youse all take
a squint at, an' I'll des tell youse all 'bout de
story. It am called "De Forgetful Husband,"
an' de scene am laid in Egypt des befo' de last
wall ob de rebellion.

De next view you hab ob de "Forgetful Hus-
band" am doin' a little flirtin', an' is tryin' to get

de hired girl to go to a picnic ob de Mulligan

Guards wid him. You see de dawg does not like

dis am hab got his back up. From de size

ob de feet ob de lady, Mr. H. M. Carle says she

am from Chicago.
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She gets so mad dat she swallows her teeth

an' dey tink she am dead. So de umlertaker's take
her down an' fling her in de riber. Dey looks as
ef dey was glad ob de chance ter git rid oh de ole
woman. De dawg am der, but de husband am

not.

Youse all now sees de had husband on a tair.
He an fuller den a goat, an' says his name am
Frank Wilson, an' dat he am a had man from

Boston, an' am goin' to New York City fer

to hab sum fun, an' see de location oh de \Voris'

Fair whar de Boss case am goin' ter take de cake.

De orchestra will please play "Whar (lid you get

dat Hat."

Ker-splash ! an' in she goes ; an' she am so

cross-lookin' dat she dribes de aligators out oh de

wattah. Youse all will observe dat de faithful

dawg jumps in after her. He takes her by de

bustle an' back hair an' pulls her out on de shore,

whar she takes de street cars an' gets home in

time for suppah, an' ter call de ole man a brute.

Youse now sees him on de Bowery, blowin de

boys off to de champaign. De fellow smokin de

cigarett am Fred Carpenter. De one wid de pipe

H. F. Hayes, an' de one drinkin' de beer am N.

0. Chapman, an' de one rushin' de growler am

Young Pingree, the champion spout climber oh de

won'. De whole gang am from Floyd, Pratt an'

Rounds, ob Boston, Mass.

De first pictuah am de "Forgetful Husband"
gibin' de ole woman a lot oh taffy; kase you see
he wants ter stay out dat night wid de boys, an'
he says he is gwinter buy her a Boss case an' tak her
to de circus. Dese fellows dat am keepin' de flies
Off de ole man an' woman am John L. Sullivan
an' Dean Southworth, ob Boston. Dean am de
fellow wid de dawg. He am chock full ob good
sense an' beans.

He am now home. Bof him an' de dawg am

full; an' de ole woman am madder den a goat. She

wants ter know whar dat Boss case am, an' she

des belts him one in de jaw, kase she hal) also

heard oh his flirtin'. Says she is gwinter cut off

her bangs an' jump in de Delaware Riber. She

calls him a bad man from New Jersey. Some will

notis de look ob satisfaction on de face ob his
muddah-in-law.

De wah am now ober, all' de ole man hab
sent home two Bosses, an' de ole woman am
grinnin' like a chip munk, an' ebery body is
happy, eben de dawg feels as if he was in a won'
whar der was no snide cases, fleas or mugwumps.

Pancake Wilson, Fatty Bennett an' Leber-set
Sweetzer went out on vacation to de boss races
an' bet der coats an' had to kum home widout
dem. Bennett am goin' ter get married next month
to a beautiful lady from Ireland.

American watchmakers put strong springs in
their watches. " Ill Switzerland, the principle

governs that the watch must go with the least pos-
sible force." Writing on this subject in the
Journal Suisse (1' Horologerie, Oscar Perre of St.
Imier, says : " We do not desire to say that
American horology is of a better quality, but we
would rather speak of the advantages of their style
of manufacture, because we know the time spent
on watches with an unsatisfactory march. We
know that the American watch possesses certain
defects which we would not let pass without em-
ploying stop-work. We must admit, however,
that in the manufacture of current watches the
Americans thus possess an advantage over us. It
may be objected that the wear is too great, but if
the movement is worn out before the case, the for-
mer may be replacethatlittle expense."



CORRECT TIME.

OME experience is ne-
cessary to fit one to
take star transits suc-
cessfully even with the
best instruments ; but
still a little practice
will enable one to
arrive at satisfactory
results. We will take
up the practical details
of using a cheap tran-

sit as we described in
October KEYSTONE,

and also describe how

to use the ordinary

transit which is provided with a telescope. But

previous to doing so, we will continue our series

of celestial maps, and we herewith give a

map of that portion of the heavens which is

readily available for transit purposes for the next

two months. On this map we have no eminently

bright and conspicuous stars, but if the reader has

followed the maps already given, he will have no

difficulty in locating the important stars on the

present map.

1 A.

north star, making note of the relative locations

of other stars. In this case a meridian line from

this star would pass very near to Markab (6 on the

map) in Pegasus. By doing this we are able to

establish one corner of the great square of Pegasus,

which is readily recognized by four conspicuously

bright stars of the second magnitude, three of

which are marked on the map 6, 7 and 8 ; the

fourth corner or angle being located by the star

Sc/zeal (Beta Pegasus.) The stars marked t, 2, 3

and 4 can be located by their peculiar grouping;

the stars 1, 3, 4 forming an unequal flattened

triangle ; and t, 2, 4 forming a nearly equilateral

triangle with the stars at the angles about as dis-

tant from each other as the stars in the great square

of Pegasus. The stars 9, to and 12 also form a

triangle.
The star marked 16 on our map is named

Algol, and is one of the most remarkable in the

heavens. It can be recognized as a star of between

the second and third magnitude, with three smaller

stars near, and to the southwest of it. The peculiar-

ity of this star is its variableness. If we should

keep watch of it carefully, we should some even-

ing find it no brighter than its pale companions

near it. The obscuration lasts for about 334
hours, when it shines with its usual brilliancy for

23A. days when the darkening is repeated.
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The most brilliant star shown on this map is

Fomalhaut, marked 5 on the map ; it lies low

down in the south, and passes the meridian about

8 o'clock in the evening on the ist of November.

This star is easily located, as there is no star

approaching it in brilliancy any where in that

region of the heavens. It is good practice in

learning to trace constellations to try and carry an

imaginary meridian line over the heavens, as for

instance, when the star Fomalhaut is on meridian,

we sweep a line by the eye from it overhead to the

A fact not generally known can well be

mentioned here, which is the stars in the constel-

lations of the Zodiac are constantly changing

places. Hipparchus informs us that 2200 years

ago the constellation Aries occupied the place now

held by the Pisces. This moving slowly westward

of the signs of the Zodiac is termed the procession

of the equinoxes, and necessitates the re-engraving

of all maps of the heavens once in about every

fifty years.
We will in our next issue give a map of the
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stars which surround the north pole, and extend

45 degrees on each side of it. Then our series of

maps will be nearly complete, and we shall be

able to take up the matter of transit observations

in a practical manner.
The science of astronomy ha x arrived at great

perfection, and the ability to determine correct

local time depends entirely on the knowledge and

skill of the observer and the accuracy of his instru-

ments. The object we had in view when we

started this series of articles was, to enable our

readers to obtain correct local time for the cor-

rection of their regulators. We have avoided so

far all difficult and abstruse calculations and ex-

pensive apparatus. We have also managed to have

the articles on "Clocks" just about keep pace with

these articles on "Correct Time ;" and we intend

that by the time our readers have perfected their pro-

cession clocks they will be able to rate them by

star transits, and in doing so it is well to proceed

cautiously.
We would beg to say to such of our readers

as are not aware of the fact, that the time signals

on our great lines of railways are not to be relied

on when it comes to exact rating, as these signals

are frequently several seconds in error. Our plan

is to have all such of our readers as have the mat-

ter at heart, to fit themselves with some sort of a

transit instrument, and depend on their own obser-

vations for rating their procession clock. It is not

best to change your clock for every apparent error.

First satisfy yourself that it is gaining or

losing, and then change its rate by moving the

little adjustment nut below the main ball. It is

not necessary to stop the clock for such correc-

tions, as the reader will probably recollect the

description of the device in our article on

" Clocks."
* * *

Meriden got her special line of manufactures

about as well shown to the visiting All-Americans
as any town we have heard of. Her people pre-

pared a handsome pamphlet describing the lead-

ing industries of the city and giving a list of the

principal objects manufactured. " The Meriden

Britannia Company had, in addition to this, pro-

vided for a handsome catalogue of its goods print-

ed in Spanish. There was also a comprehensive

exhibition in one of the public halls of the town

which included almost everything manufactured

in Meriden from brass nails to coffin trimmings."

That was the way to do it to leave a good impres-

sion. And that was the object.

* * *

Mr. H. J. Woodside, formerly in the jewelry

trade, but now and for some time back editor of

the Manitoba Liberal, of Portage la Prairie, re-

cently had this to say in his excellent paper:

" The KEYSTONE of Philadelphia, one of the
organs of the jewelry trade comes to us in new and
handsome dress. It seems but a few months ago
that the KEYSTONE made its debut as a small ad-
vertising eight-page sheet. Now it is forty-eight
page, three column journal, printed on fine toned
paper, embellished with fine cuts, and replete with
choice literature and trade articles. It is marvel-
ous to watch the growth of some of these pub-
lications."

Mr. Woodside evidently wrote "forty-eight"

before seeing the October KEYSTONE with its fifty-

six pages.
* * *

From August 3, 1887, to October 26, 1889,

the government bought bonds amounting to $ 214,-

0 76, 250 at a cost of $249,454,960—$48,886,555

less than they would have cost at maturity.

QUEEN & CO.
924 Chestnut St., Phila.

4'

Bifocal Lenses
for

Spectacles and he-Glasses.
(Morck's Patent.)

After two years of practical experience with these lenses, Doth as to their
form and excellency of manufacture, we now offer them in a thor-
oughly practical shape to the optical trade. We do not claim that

these goods are cheap, because they are not, and cannot be if they acre properly
made. The work and fitting must be absolutely perfect or they are worse than
useless. We furnish them in the following forms :

No 17

No. II

No. 13

No. 16

No. 10

No. 14

Supplied in lenses of any kind or radius of curvature, and in spectacles or
eye-glasses either with eye-wire or frameless. Samples and quotations fur-
nished upon request.

No. 18

Queen & Co.

Our catalogues, prescription blanks, test cards, hook, " How to fit glasses." etc., will be found of value to any
one interested in Ophthalmic trade. Write for them. 'NOTE :—Oculists' orders and special work will be ac-
curately and promptly filled.

924 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia.
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DR. BROWN'S LECTURES.
Number z.

Thc learned Doctor went on to say in con-

tinuance of his lecture on the anatomy of the eye

that it was a most wonderful example of skillful

packing, combining firmness, elasticity, compact-

ness, mobility and safety in a degree of perfection

that can never be approached by art, and is per-

haps scarcely equalled elsewhere in nature. He

described the formation of the optic nerve by say-

ing, "a number of the little columns (mentioned in

October KEYSTONE) connect each nerve fibril, and

the fibrils collect into a bundle which passes

through the sclerotic at the back of the eye, and

receiving a strong covering, forms the optic nerve."

He stated that the central artery of the retina with

its accompanying vein pierced the optic nerve and

with it entered the globe of the eye where it di:

vided into four or five branches,and was finally dif-

fused into a capillary net work of blood vessels.
He next described the refracting media, or

humors as they are usually called, of the eye, by
which light is admitted to the retina. These he

gave as three in number : Aqueous, Crystalline and

Vitreous. The aqueous humor was described as
filling the anterior portion of the ball; that is,

the space included between the cornea in front

and the crystalline lens and ciliary processes be-

hind. The aqueous humor is small in quantity,

having an alkaline reaction; its composition being

little more than water, having a quantity of chlo-

ride of sodium in solution. The -iris may be said
to float in the aqueous humor ; that is, the humor
is on all sides of it. The vitreous humor occupies

four-fifths of the interior of the eye ball. It fills

the cavity of the retina, and is hollowed out in

front for the reception of the crystalline lens. It
is perfectly transparent and colorless, and of about

the consistency of thin jelly, and consists of an
albuminous fluid enclosed in a delicate transpa-

rent membrane. On account of its consistency

it is admirably adapted to maintain the form of

the eye ball and give to the retina, which is spread
upon its outer surface, the necessary support, while

at the same time it yields sufficiently to protect
this delicate structure from injury by jarring or

external pressure.
The crystalline lens is enclosed in a capsule,

and situated immediately behind the pupil and in

front of the vitreous humor, and is surrounded by

the ciliary processes which slightly overlap its
margin. The capsule of the lens is a transparent
highly elastic membrane, and closely stir-
sounds the lens. It rests behind in a depression
in the front part of the vitreous humor, and it is
retained in its position chiefly by the suspensory
ligament of the lens.

The crystalline humor is a transparent double
convex lens, the convexity being greater on the
posterior than on the anterior surface. It measures
about one-third of an inch transversely, and about
one-fourth of an inch in the antero-posterior.
This lens is firmer than the vitreous but is not sol-
id, the outer portion being softer, while that be-
neath is firmer, the central part forming a hardened
nucleus. In young persons the consistency of the
lens is such as to allow its convexity to be readily
altered, but it grows with age, becoming flattened
on both surfaces, slightly opaque and of an amber
tint. The changes are the cause of Presbyopia or
far sightedness. The Doctor further described the
eye as being imbedded in a small cushion of fat,
which supports and protects it, and at the same
time allows it to move in all dIrections as freely as
if it floated in water.

The orbit in which the eye ball is lodged is a

hollow cone of bone with its base directed for-

ward and inward. The external edge of the

orbit extends much less forward than the internal,

and the axis of the two orbits if followed back

would meet at an angle of forty-five degrees. This

arrangement permits the widest lateral range of

vision consistent with the power of directing both

eyes at the same time to a near object ; that is the

faculty of binocular vision.
The doctor called the attention of the class to

the location of the orbit in different animals ; in

some whose chance in the struggle for existence

depends more on flight than defense, the eyes are

placed so entirely at the side of the head that they

can see almost as well behind them as in front.

They have a wide range of vision, but not the

ability to direct both to the same object. This

arrangement is. very marked in the giraffe, whose

eyes can be seen almost as well from behind as in

front.
The edges of the orbit are comparatively dense

and strong, particularly the upper one, which

overhangs the eye, and is capable of shielding it

from a very powerful blow; as is illustrated in a

"black eye," where the surrounding soft tissues

are swollen and inflamed and filled with blood,

while the eye peeps through them entirely un-

harmed. When the eye ball itself is injured by

the fist it is always by a blow aimed from beneath.

The appendages of the eye includes the eye-

brows, the eye-lids, the conjunctiva and the

lachrymal apparatus, consisting of the lachrymal

gland, the lachrymal sac, and the nasal duct.

The eyebrows are formed of muscle and thick

skin, covered with short thick hairs, and resting

in a bony ridge above the edge of the orbit. The

hairs are arranged somewhat like the straws in a

thatched roof, and thus shed the perspiration that

trickles down the forehead. The muscles of the

eye-brows serve to some extent to control the

amount of light admitted into the eye, as is seen

in the way they are instantly drawn down.

when we are suddenly exposed to a dazzling

light. They have msthetic functions too,

as powerful organs of expression. A frown is

produced by winking and depressing the eyebrows,

while by elevating them we can express incredu-

lity, superiority or contempt almost as plainly as by

words. The eye-brows may be considered almost

distinctive in man, as they are not found in

animals ; even our supposed forefathers, the mon-

keys, cannot lay claim to them.
The eyelids are two, thin movable folds placed

in front of the eye to protect it from injury by

their closure. The upper lid is the larger .and

more movable of the two, while the lower one is

almost stationary. The result from this difference

in size is that when the eye is closed, the pupil

is completely covered by the upper lid, and is

therefore much lactter protected than if it were

opposite the fissure between them. An addi-

tional protection is afforded during sleep, or when

the eye is threatened with violence by a rolling

upward of the ball. The lids consist principally

of plates of cartilage called torsal cartilage, which

afford the necessary support and maintain the

shape , these are covered on the outside with a

thin, loose skin, and lined with a smooth and del-

icate mucus membrane called the conjunctiva,

besides which there are the muscles that move the

lids. The lids lie gently upon the eye, and are

maintained in accurate contact with it by atmos-

pheric pressure. The two surfaces, that is, the

surface of the eye and the inner surface of the lid,

move upon each other with perfect freedom, and
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with an entire u'nconciousness of friction in health,

but will be quickly disturbed by the presence of

the smallest particle of dust. This freedom from

friction depends not only upon the smoothness of

the surfaces and their exquisite adaptation to each

other, but from the further fact that they are lu-

bricated by a secretion of mucus from the conjunc.

tiva, and moistened by a constant flow of tears.

The polish and transparency of the cornea are

maintained by frequent unconscious winking,

which keeps the surface moist and free from dust.

When the lids cannot be closed because of paral-

ysis of the muscle, the cornea soon becomes hazy

and dim, and blindness may be the result.

There are a number of small glands about

thirty in number, called the Meibomian Glands,

situated upon the inner surface of the eyelids,

which open on the free margin of the lids near the

roots of the lashes, and thus serve to keep the

edges of the lids greased with an oily secretion

which will prevent their adhesion and also impede

the overflow of tears.
When the lids are partially closed, the lashes

come together in such a way as to form a sort of

screen, which without excluding vision, serves as

an admirable protection against wind and dust or

excessive light. As their bulbs are freely supplied

with nerves, they are delicately sensitive to the

slightest touch and act as " feelers " to warn the

eye of any small object in the dark, or when the

vision is not on guard. Each eyelash reaches its

maturity in about five months, and then drops out

and is succeeded by a new one. This process is

greatly interfered with by inflamation of the edges

of the lids, when the lashes come out freely and

are not renewed again, or if renewed, the lashes

take a wrong direction and turn their points

against the eyeball. This is the condition known

as " wild hairs;" it causes much discomfort and

leads to serious damage to the sight by closing the

cornea. Limited space prevents our continuing

in this number further extracts and condensations

from these highly interesting and instructive lec-

tures. We promise our 'readers to continue the

series, because we are deeply impressed with the

belief that those who deal in spectacles cannot be

too well informed on the structure of the eye.

* * *

BOOK NOTICES.

ALDEN'S MANIFOLD ENCYCLOPEDIA.—Careful exam-
ination of the eighteenth volume of Alden's Manifold
Cyclopedia shows that in many respects this remarkable
work is superior to any of its competitors, especially in its
adaptation to popular use. Its combination of an unabridged
dictionary with the ordinary features of a cyclopedia of uni-

versal knowledge is unique. The definitions and pronun-
ciation of the words are clear and accurate, the illustrations
are excellent, the topics are thoroughly treated and embrace
the results of the most recent investigations and discoveries.
Then, too, the extremely low price places it within the
reach of all. The eighteenth volume is fully up to the high-
water mark of its predecessors. It is especially rich in its
biographies. We find sketches of Hall and Hayes, the
Arctic explorers; John Hall and Robert lIall, celebrated
clergymen; Hallam and Herodotus, historians; Haller, the
philologist ; Alexander Hamilton, the statesman, and Sir
William Hamilton, the scientist; Handel and Haydn, the
musical composers; Hannibal, the foe of Rome ; Hegel, the
philosopher; Heine, the poA; and Hengstenberg, the
theologian ; Herschel, the astronomer, and many other men
of renown. Among hnportanv articles in othes lines are
Hallucination; Hand; Hanseatic League, the famous trade
union of the Middle Ages; Harbor; Hartford Convention,
unique and famous in our political history ; Harvard Univer-

sity ; Hay ; Hayti ; Heat ; Heart ; Heaven ; Hell ; Heredity;
Heresy ; and Hieroglyphics. TI:e forty volumes in which
this great work will be completed will make a splendid
library. The price, which gradual), advances as the work
nears completion, is wonderfully low. If ordered at once

$8-50 will pay for the first eighte.:n volumes in cloth binding,

or $12.10 for the half Morocco style. A specimen volume,
which can be returned if not satisfactory, will be sent for 6o
cents in cloth, or 85 cents in half Morocco. John B. Alden,
Publisher, New York, Chicago and Atlanta.
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The "Perfect" Ring Stretcher hitherto adver-

tised by W. W. Oliver, 430 Niagara street, Buffalo,

N. Y., as "patent pending" has now been patented

and so has the sanction of the patent department
as being "novel" and "useful."

•

The "Eiffel" collar button of Fred I. Marcy

& Co., iq8 Broadway, N. Y., is white-enameled on

the back, and there's no blackening or poisoning
of the neck when it's worn.

Mr. H. H. Heinrich, who manufactures
marine chronometers at 12 John street, New York,

had an exhibit at the Paris Exposition, and recently

received the award of a silver medal.

A bank in the form of a clock, on the face of

which each dime dropped in the slot is registered,

is a recent novelty placed on the market by L. A.

Munger Mfg. Co. at 41 Maiden Lane, New

York. The hundredth coin only unlocks the bank.

At the Mechanics' Fair at Boston in 1887,

the Rivett Lathe took the highest .award, and the

Faneuil Watch Tool Co. , of 474 Washington street,
in that city, has been getting awards from users ot

the tool ever since.

J. T. Scott & Co., 4 Maiden Lane, N. Y.,

well-known for their celebrated " Anti-Swear " cuff

button, have had some litigation about patents on

the " Anti-Swear," but the firm was determined

at all events to protect the interests of its custom-

ers and of the business, and the outcome of the

whole affair is that Scott & Co.. now control

everything bearing any resemblance to their in-

vention.

The La Porte, Ind., Plain Dealer, of the

22d ult., gave a cut of the watch escapement
model designed and made by students at Hutch-

inson's Horological School at that place. We quote
from the journal : "The model has been inspected

by all the leading watch manufacturers and firms
of the country, all of whom have words of praise

for it."

A pair of good tweezers is an indispensable

aid at the jeweler's work bench, and the kind that

combines other good qualities with that of being

self-adjusting is certainly to be preferred. That

sold by John S. Birch & Co., late of Lewis street,.

New York, but now at 79 and 81 Washington

street, seems to have the right qualities.

The " new style " gold rings for ladies and

gentlemen of J. Rosenzweig, 20 John street, New

York, are still making their way; and leaving fav-

orable impressions among tkose who handle them.

When in want of diamonds, tools, jewelry and

watches, Cross & Beguelin, 21 Maiden Lane, are

suggested as a reliable house to deal with. Their

goods are insured while in transit—a good way to

have them.

"In hoc signo vinci "—by this sign we con-

quer, is what A. G. Schwab & Bro. of Cincinnati

might say of their new "Automatic Watch Sign,"

described as made of best materials, and as being
more durable and attractive "than any other."

Spoons vary in form and fashion, and to make

money by selling them the retailer must watch

for new designs. The "Monarch" is a new pat-
tern put forward by The Rogers & Hamilton Co.

of Waterbury, Conn., as unequalled for beauty of

design and excellence of finish.

E. S. & W. S. Fowler, manufacturing opti-

cians at 38 Madison street, Chicago, warn the

trade to look out for parties claiming to represent

them and selling spectacles and eye-glasses called

Electro-Magnetic. The representation is unauthor-
ized, and the firm has taken legal steps to prevent
such use of its name.

The great western demand for the specialties
of the Julius King Optical Co. of Cleveland, 0.,

has led to their opening an agency on the Pacific

Coast, and Nordman Bros., one of the leading
jobbing houses of San Francisco, has been selected

for the responsible position. The Company has

long had a New York agency at 4 Maiden Lane,

and now with its two arms stretching to both

coasts, it is in good shape to 'supply the optical
needs of the country. This Company's course of
instruction in optical matters has been long well-
known, and attention is called to the fact that no
traveling opticians are allowed the privilege of its

advantages, these being intended for regular jew-
elers and opticians only.

Mr. A. C. Smith, of 177 Broadway, New
York, has long been known for his connection
with Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches. Under
date of November r the announcement was made

that Mr. Smith had become the gei:.?.ral-selling and

sole agent for the entire product of the Non-Mag-
netic Watch Co., and would assume the commer-
cial business of the company in his own name, all

existing contracts and relations continuing.

In the establishment of M. Sickles & Sons,

618 Chestnut street, this city, is what is possibly

nowhere else in the country, outside of the big
watch companies—a cabinet of 1500 or 1600 com-
partments, in which is stored a complete line of

American watch materials. Possession of this

enables the firm to fill orders with the utmost ex-
pedition.

Some goods are cracked up because they are

cheap, while others have to depend on excellence.
The bifocal lenses for spectacles and eye-glasses
which Queen & Co. of 924 Chestnut street, this
city, are offering to the trade are of the latter class,

and the firm's two years' experience in handling

the goods enables it to make positive assurances of

their quality, both as to fitting and shape. This

firm deserves the good will of the trade for its re-

cent suit with the government to determine the

proper classification of certain dutiable imported

articles—marine glasses, spectacles, surveying in-

struments, opera glasses, and several scientific in-

struments—the firm claiming that some of them

should be admitted at the lower duty placed on

philosophical instruments, instead of the higher
one on manufactures of glass and metal. The de-
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cision sustained Messrs. Queen & Co.'s contention

as to a number of the instruments, and some glass

articles alleged to be dutiable as window glass, but
which were found to be entitled to classification
as microscopic slides. Some geographical globes
were found to be dutiable as manufactures of
paiier mache.

The orthodox thing in jewelry cases has from

time immemorial been made in wood,leather, plush,

velvet or satin. An innovation in this line is

made by Albert Zugsmith, 907 Arch street, this

city, who presents a line of cases made of hard

metal heavily silver-plated, and the choice is
offered of bright silver or oxidized finish His

" Silver Shell " watch case lined with velvet and

silk plush, is in delightful contrast with former

styles of cases.

The "Lightning Pivoter" of Beach Bros.

Manufacturing Company, Detroit, Mich.,. is a new

thing, and is said to be meeting with great success
among practical workmen. Some who have bought

it speak also of its reasonable price.

The American Horological Institute, at 1723

Chestnut street, Philadelphia, Pa., is now running.

We can only reiterate what we have already said

—that a better school for acquiring skill in horo-
logical and kindred sciences does not exist.

Leon J. Dutton, formerly with Sigler Bros.,
Cleveland, Ohio, for several years, now traveling

for the Lancaster Watch Co., adds another first-

class man to the force of the latter company. Mr.

Dutton has been in the watch business for a long

time, and is well liked on the road, and his hosts
of friends, the retail jewelers, know they can
depend on anything he says. The acquisition of
Mr. Dutton to the force of the Lancaster Watch

Co. scores as strong a point in the commercial de-
partment as the acquisition of Mr. Henry J. Cain
did in the mechanical department. The Lancas-

ter Watch Co. are fortunate in securing the ser-

vices of these gentlemen. Mr. Cain was formerly

superintendent of the Hampden Watch Co., and
his name is a synonym among watch buyers for

all that is honest and reliable in a watch. Mr.

Cain's becoming superintendent of the Hampden

Co. when that movement stood with great disfavor

in the market made the reputation of the Hampden

watch second to none. He now has the same posi-

tion with the Lancaster Co. ,where he exercises large
authority, and has the entire confidence of the
owners. He will no doubt be able to make the

reputation of the Lancaster Watch equal to any in

the market.

TUE " Illustrated Catalogue for 1890 " published by S.

F. Myers Sz Co., 48 and so Maiden Lane, New York, is an

elaborate and handsome volume of 364 full quarto pages—

equal to 728 pages of the average size used in most cata-

logues. The book is bound both in heavy board and fine

cloth, gold embossed covers. Of the cloth bound edition

there is also issued a special known as " The New York

Jeweler "—practically a nameless catalogue, as that name

alone appears to indentify it. When desired the customer's

name is placed in gold letters on the outside of this edition.

The " Illustrated Catalogue " is considerably larger than the

-edition of 1889, and the paper is of very heavy quality

super-calendered and of handsome finish. The book weighs

nearly six pounds, and has over 7,000 wood engravings,

while more than mow separate prices are quoted between

its covers. The prices are long on list figures—retailers

will appreciate this—the clue to discounts and net prices

being sent in sealed envelopes to those who receive the

book. The figures quoted apply to twenty-two departments,

into which goods of jewelers and kindred trades have been

classified.
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CINCINNATI, OHIO, November 2, 1889.

Cincinnati is pulling away up this year in lo-
cal industries. Every business seems thriving.
The jewelers' show windows were never so entranc-
ing. Each seems ,to vie in making attractive dis-
play.

D. Schroder & Co, are among the enterpris-
ing firms who are not slow to adopt profitable
measures. They recently introduced several large
electric lights into their salesroom; the effect on
their goods is perfectly dazzling. They have also
added another handsome cherry case with nickel
trimmings, in which is displayed an elegant line
of silver novelties. Mr. Herman has made several
short but important trips out this month.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co., are in the lead for
progressive improvements. In addition to their
interior renovation, they have recently added
other new features. A. Holmes Protective Cabi-
net now surrounds their diamond safe, and they are
the first of the jewelers to use the graphophone,
which occupies a place in their private office. As
diamond merchants, Messrs. Oskamp,Nolting & Co.
carry a mammoth stock in both loose and mounted
goods that are calculated to please every class ot
customers, and what is better, at correct prices.
They anticipate a diamond harvest ere the year
closes, and there are few better prepared to enjoy
it. Those who have opportunities of making dia-
mond sales would do well to draw on the stock ot
this firm, as here they would undoubtedly find what
will help them. In mountings, their stock is

very comprehensive, and they will be pleased to
sketch any special designs and furnish estimates
upon application. They also make a specialty of
fine chronographs, minute repeaters, and other

complicated foreign watches. Customers visiting
Cincinnati should not miss calling upon this firm

and examining their stock.
John Holland has made extra bounds in his

line of goods this season. Penholders are a spec-

ialty for the holiday trade, and are turned out in

elegant varieties. Solid silver and gold, etched,

engraved and fancy cut in plush cases are among

the handsomest shown.
Clemens Hellebush has concluded his

numerous improvements, with an electric motor

placed in the factory to run the machinery.

He now stands second to none in the West in

his line of business. The display of fine silver

goods in his immense salesroom is something

wonderful to behold. His show windows con-

tain a fine display of imported pieces, porcelain,

bronzes, etc., that daily attract admiring crowds.

'Fhere is a lively run on the U. S. marble clock

since it has become popularly known and Mr.

Clark says they are kept pretty busy with orders.
Mr. Hellebush,Sr. ,is in glowing spirits and pleased

with the condition of trade. You may rest

easy on that. He can smile on his bitterest foe

now. A. B. Clark contemplates making a short

trip this month to see his old friends, and they are

hereby forwarned of his approach, and are earnestly

entreated to hold orders for him, for he has some

very happy surprises in the way of elegant goods

in store for them.
Duhme tic Co. will delightfully surprise their

numerous patrons this month by showing an

exquisite souvenir, a volume of poems by illustrious

authors on the various precious gems so dear to

femininity. It is printed on heavy seal grain

paper, delicately perfumed, with fancy cover, and

is dedicated to their friends and patrons. It con-

tains thirty-two pages of poems concluding with a

gem calendar. It is designed to embody in beau-

tiful conceptions the ' things of beauty " that are

displayed in their extensive salesrooms with the

view that the readers may be moved to inspect.

There is no question but it will hold a favored place

on the parlor or library table. To Duhme & Co.,

also belongs the honor of making the "golden key

that unlocks the popular heart," which was pre-

sented last week by a committee of citizens to J.

T. Carew, a thorough business man, a builder of

clocks,with the real interest of Cincinnati at heart.

The key was a fac-simile of the key of the Bas-
tile, of French fame. This idea was born in the

fertile brain of Mr. J. W. Laboiteux, of this firm,

and effectually carried out under his instructions,

being sketched from a picture of the original. The

key measured five inches, and weighed 8o pwt.
Jonas, Dorst & Co. are pushing their new

Ophir goods with their usual vim. The styles in

the various lines are very taking.
Detectives are on the lookout for a box of

diamonds that a messenger boy lost on the way to
the express office from Gus Fox & Co., valued at
$35o.

A. G. Schwab & Bro. report the sales ot

"Boss" cases far in excess of their ability to sup-

ply. Mr. Schwab says the watch trade this year
is unparalleled. They are making special efforts

in the manufacture of their celebrated automatic

watch signs. Orders are coming in from all over
the country. They have lately added a new force

in the factory to facilitate the manufacture, so as
to enable them to fill orders promptly. This firm

shows some exceedingly pretty patterns in silver

jewelry, fancy cut, to imitate the diamond.
Jos. Noterman & Co. are the first to introduce

electric lights into their factory. They are now
fully equipped for all practical purposes, and are
prepared to fill their rushing order business more
promptly. Mr. Goesling, the junior member,
says the new business this year is something won-
derful. They have been adding to their force con-
stantly, and are now behind with important orders.

Strauss & Stern are at the top of the heap.
You can always gauge the temperature of business
by Mr. Strauss' smile. It is so genial now that
there is not much need of a gas jet in his province.

Jos. Voss & Son are looking about for an
uptown location. Business is progressing so
encouragingly as to necessitate larger and more
desirable quarters.

The Schweikert Bros. have issued a circular
to the trade, and are now working on a very fine
catalogue to come out with the New Year.

* * *

Burglars invaded T. G. Deveau's pawn shop
at Bridgeport, Conn., a few weeks ago, and
"redeemed" about $600 worth of the jewelry and
other Wedges.

* * *

Henry Horwitz, a diamond broker at 17
Maiden Lane, New York, committed suicide by
shooting himself with a revolver in his office
October f9th. He lost about $4000 by the failure
and flight of Emil Van Gelder, the diamond mer-
chant, and if this was not the cause that moved
him to make way with himself, his friends are
unable to give any reason. Merchants respected
him as a man of integrity, and were prepared to
give him liberal credit to continue in business.
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Hoss
Three Filled cases called Boss where be-

fore was but one ! Why? Because
" Boss " is a name that refers to a
process of making, and since our
three Filled Cases were all of one
family so far as method was con-
cerned, we determined to give them
all the family name—Boss—and thus
the more clearly show their relation-

. ship. Hence,

Boss Extra

Boss 14 K.

Boss 10 K.

'10A64
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26 Years,

mARk 20 Years,

15 Years;

All made the same way—some with more
gold—Boss Extra, King of all Filled
Cases—some with almost as much—
Boss 14 K., ahead of all except Boss
Extra—and some with a little less—
Boss Io K., the highest quality i5-*
year cse ever put upon the market!

Because consumers knew "Boss" was a
sort of synonyn for excellence in
Filled Cases—that was another rea-
son for calling all three Boss when
all were Boss. For 'twould help the
Retailer—enable him to give his cus-
tomers a choice of grades of Boss
Cases—while before he could only
say"Boss" of the one grade and price.

Again—if we may give another reason—
it was somehow present in the atmos-
phere of this country—men seemed
to inhale it with every breath—that
Boss Filled Cases were THE Filled
Cases of all Filled Cases. Just as it's
somehow universally taken for grant-
ed without question that Washington
is THE one perfect American. And
so we deemed it a duty to give the
Retailer the full advantage of the air-
filling reputation of "Boss"—not to
needlessly confine it to one grade
when it applied as truly in fact to
the two others.

"Interested Benevolence ?" Yes ; for we
knew that what helps the Retailer
helps us. In truth what helps one
helps both. Our interests go together
—and they lie in the direction of
satisfying the customer.

Boss satisfies him!

Keystone WEI teh Case Co.
Philadelphia

tlecu York Chisago

IMPORTERS.

Diamond Cases. 14 and 18 K. Cases.

GRANGER CASES.

Wheat Cases. Eagle Cases.

GOLD FILLED CASES.

Silver and Metal Cases.

WALTHAM WATCHES.
Gold. Filled. Silver.

Loose and Mounted

DIAMONDS.
Rubies. Sapphires. Emeralds.

BROOCHES. PENDANTS.

Scarf Pins. Studs. Buttons.

RINGS.
EAR DROPS. EAR STUDS.

Elgin, Howard, Waltham,

Columbus, Illinois, Cheshire,

Waltham Non-Magnetic,

Paillard Non-Magnetic,

MOVEMENTS.

Gold. Filled. Silver.

CHRONOGRAPHS.
7111.

Gold and Plated

JEWELRY.
Brooches. Ear Drops. Studs.

SCARF PINS. BUTTONS.

Lockets. Beads. Bracelets.

CHAINS.
PLAIN and STONE RINGS.

J
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DEALERS. MANUFACTURERS.

HAYDEN W. WHEELER & CO.
NO. 2 MAIDEN LANE INI MN NEW YORK.

Julius King Optical Co.

On account of the great popularity of Judge Mack's patent
Opera Glass Holders certain parties are manufacturing and offer-
ing for sale imitations which are inferior in quality. All Opera
Glass Holders that are made so they can be detached from the
Opera Glass are plain and direct infringements of patents 268,112,
November 28, 1882, also 399,543, March 12, 1889.

This notice is given so that the trade may not be deceived,
and make themselves liable for damages in buying or selling the
imitations. One suit for infringement and damages has been com-
menced and others will follow, as we are determined to protect
our right. The Julius King Optical Co., of No. 4 Maiden Lane,
N. Y., and Cle=d—C1 )., have the exclusive Control of the
genuine holders.

JUDGE WILLIAM MACK, Patentee.

The

Lightning

Pivoter.

The

Lightning

Pivoter.

The above cut represents Beach's Lightning Pivoter. It consists of a set of fools, for
cutting the various pivots of a watch, both conical and square shouldered. It is an entirely
new thing, and is meeting with great success. Read the following testimonials, and send for
circular containing many more, and full particulars.

Messrs. BRACH BROS. WELLINGTON, KANS., October 8, 1889.
Gentlemen :—I have received the pivoters and tried them to my entire satisfaction.

Iney are very reasonable in price. I can make ene price of them in one week in the saving
of time. Enclosed please find draft for $5.50. Thanks. Respectfully yours,

J. M. Tanstan.

BEACH BROS. MFG. CO. PECKVILLE, PA., Oct. 14, 1889,
Dear Sirs :—Your pivotcr received all 0. K. I think it one of the finest tools I have,

and I have some very fine ones. I would not take $25.00 for it if I could not get another.
It is a great labor-saving tool. Enclosed hnd chi.cic for same. Yours truly,

W. S. Buys.

We are manufacturing two sets at $5.50 and $6.5o respectively, th'e lathe set with cherry

stand and glass case complete. We will send on approval to any responsible party, or for

cash with order 6 per cent. discount, and a guarantee to refund the amount received if tools

are not perfectly satisfactory. In ordering, state kind and size of lathe.

Beach Bros. Mfg. Co.
86 Congress St., W, - Detroit, Mich,



You contemplating the purchase of Choice

Goods for the Holiday Season?

If So, Remember that our latch-string hangs out for a

personal pull, and our address is

HEEREN BROS. & CO.
IMPORTERS AND JOBBERS

525 Wood Street,

We head
The Trade

Find no wonder I

Latest Styles! Low Prices!
CLOCKS and 13ROSZES,

VASES and PLACQUES,

MARI3LE STATU

PEDESTALS and TABLES,

LAMPS and CASIDELABRAS.

Pittsburgh,

Beca.i.ise

We offer a line of goods unsurpassed in novelty, style

and price, and because we do our own importing and by direct

and personal selections are able to offer to our customers an

unusually choice assortment of European novelties, and in the

finer goods no duplicates, which assures them handsome profit

without fear of competition.

Gaze upon this Last I

ARY,

Dew Goods! Choice Stock!
MIRRORS and SIVIOKING SETS,

DECORATED C1-1I1FI,

SILVER COOlDS and LEATHER GOObS,

MUSIC BOXES, OPTICAL GOObS,

ART FURNITURE and 13RIC-A-13R1tC.

Visiting Jewelers are also cordially invited to (inspect our Tool and Material

Department. Our factory is acknowledged to be the most complete and best arranged known to the trade.

Our Address is

H 1  ERE'N ROS CO.
525 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

NOVEMBER, 1889.

PITTSBURGH, November 4, 1889.

• The past month has been devoted to recep-

tions. Almost every retail jeweler on Fifth Ave.

issued invitations early in the month, setting

apart certain days for public visits. The plan

worked well, the pretty stores were thronged, and

many who came to look either left orders for some

holiday article or carried some dainty trifles away.

Take it all through, the month of October yielded

a harvest of cash to the trade almost double that

of last year. To the exposition held in the city

some of the credit of heavy sales is due. The in-

flux of visitors was not particularly noticed by the

trade until the close of the big show, when the

discontinuance of the excursion trains kept out a

vast company, and caused both streets and stores

to assume a deserted look. The net profits of the

exposition were $42,5oo. Machinery Hall has

been left intact in honor of the visit of the Pan

Americans who are expected early this month. In

honor of the coming of this distinguished body,

Heeren Bros. & Co. are preparing medals for the

reception committee. These medals are of bronze,

gold plated. On the front is a picture of the ex-

position, encircled by the words "Pittsburgh

Gas," "City Chamber of Commerce." The

reverse side bears the words, " International

American Conference, November, 1889." The

clasp from which the medal depends has the word

"Souvenir" engraved upon it, also a design of an

oil well derrick.
An interesting social event recently consum-

mated was the wedding of George E. Goddard, of

Goddard, Hill & Co., and Miss Maud Scott,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Pinkerton, of this

city. The bride, who is a leader in social circles,

wore an elegant gown of old rose silk, fashioned

in the sixteenth century style. The ceremony took

place at the residence of the bride's parents, and

was followed by a wedding dinner. The groom's

gift was a pendant of diamonds. The couple were

attended by Mr. Fred. Goddard as best man. Mr.

E. H. Hill, member of the firm, was the guest of

honor. The bride and groom have just returned

from a two week's wedding trip, and are now at

home to their friends at the "Monongahela."

Two new firms, beside that of Witzel &

Pafenbach, who also made their inaugural bow to

the public during the early part of the month,

have come into existence. E. H. Siviter, who

has enrolled himself in the lists, and laid in a nice

stock of goods in a cosy store in the suburbs, and

J. B. Shaefer who has settled on Penn Ave., are

the new corners. •

The Union Credit Co. saved Hardy & Hayes

the price of a fine diamond a few days ago. The

firm had nearly parted with the stone to a sup-

posed good customer doing business on the credit

system, when the Union Credit combination set-

tled matters in the nick of time. The Credit Corn-

pany is a saving institution, and scarcely a day

passes without its rendering valuable assistance to

the trade.
Heeren Bros. & Co., have unpacked their

third shipment of goods, and certainly are justified

in calling attention to the same. Their third

floor represents a mammoth bazar with its immense

collection of clocks, bronzes, music boxes, pedes-

tals, and fancy European novelties. In the finer

grades of goods, there are no duplicates, which

makes the collection exceedingly interesting,

G. B. Barrett & Co. have one corner of their

establishment fitted up as a perfect bower of quiv-

ering light. Nothing but cut glass, from dainty

bowls up to tall candelabra, heavily hung with

glistening prisms. The alluring department closely

adjoins another devoted exclusively to onyx.

Jno. 0. Slemmons is the best natured man in

the trade, and submits to being bored with better

grace than any other man in the business. With

all that, when he does make a break it is with a
vengeance. During the month he has been fined

$25 for taking his own part against a lot of

riotous youngsters, newsboys of an adjoining news-

paper house, who insist in blockading the entrance

way to the Slemmons establishment.

"Don't mention our house in the KEYSTONE,"

said H. Gerwig last week. "I inserted an ad.

in it one time and received over two htindred

replies. Not expecting such an avalanche, it took

more hustling to fill orders than I want to experi-

ence just now."
W. W. Wattles has made quite a hit lately in

a show window exhibit. A number of exquisite

marble statuettes displayed on black velvet made a

catching contrast.
E. P. Roberts & Sons have just unpacked a

large shipment of Parisian novelties, which makes

their big store quite a headquarters for the ladies.
A Halloween display in the show windows was

quite captivating.
J. C. Grogan led the series of brilliant trade

receptions for October. Invitations were issued

widely, inviting to the celebration of the semi-

centennial of the oldest jewelry house in the city.

Mr. Grogan has held possession of the stand for

over a quarter of a century. The enlarged and

beautiful establishment of the present date is quite

a contrast to the rather forlorn store that marked

the corner of Fifth Ave. and Market St. for so

many years. Flowers, and a gorgeous display of

goods, made the store particularly inviting during

reception week.
An individual last week attempted to walk off

with a tray of rings from the store of M. S. Cohen,

of Smithfield St. The man and tray were speedily

captured and the affair patched up.

Pittsburgh detectives are on the lookout for

the burglars who robbed the store of Wellman &

Furnee, of Kittanning, Pa., a couple of weeks

ago. The amount of the theft was not large.

Wattles & Sheafer, who are sole agents for

the cut glass made by T. G. Hawkes, of Corning,
N. Y., which took the highest prize at the Paris

Exposition, are making quite a specialty of the

same in connection with a rich line of jewelry and

fancy novelties.

The trade invalids have all recovered, and are

being duly broken to the harness once more by

their energetic partners.

Harry Hayes, of Hardy & Hayes, who was

burdened with a double share of work in the sum-

mer during the illness of his associate, has hied

rheisnti.self away with wife and baby for a vacation
•

R. Seidle & Sons held a silverware reception

on the loth ult. Every conceivable object of

silver was on display, both big and little, plain

and adorned.

C. S. Wiley, a young silversmith, has con-

nected himself with the store of Alexander Allen,

of the East End, as manager.

The outlook for an immense business during

December is exceedingly good. Many quiet holi-

day sales are now being consummated by thought-

ful folks who wish to avoid the holiday rush.
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trip, and is daily sending home generous orders.
This firm makes an elegant line of sterling silver
goods.

Mr. John Bonnett, the North Attleboro
electro-plater, is running his shop to its full
capacity.

Messrs. Marsh & Bigney have sold out their
interest in. the firm of Regnell, Bigney & Co.

Messrs. Wm. Loeb & Co., jewelry jobbers of
Providence, have removed from their old location,

Infantry building, South Main St., to High St.,
corner of Codding St., where they have much

better quarters, although somewhat removed from

the centre of the city.

In accordance with a request from Governor

H. W. Ladd, a large number of prominent busi-

ness men met at the headquarters of the Provid-
ence Board of Trade, to discuss the question of
location of the World's Fair to be held in this
country in 1892. While both cities, New York
and Chicago,had their ardent supporters, the gen-

eral preference seemed to be on the side of New
York, and after much discussion, the meeting was
adjourned without any final action, to await the
arrival of Chicago representatives.

Mr. Geo. W. Pierce, the well-known sales-
man of Short, Nerney & Co., of Attleboro, Mass.,
has returned home from a business trip that has
extended to the Pacific Coast.

'file failure of Z.- Auerbach, of Montreal,
Canada, has been duly announced, much to the
dissatisfaction of a number of Providence and
Attleboro firms—creditors in varying amounts—
who do not appreciate news of this kind.

Henry Fletcher, of Fletcher, Burrows & Co.,
of Providence, has returned home from his
European trip.

Messrs. B: Laner & Co., stone dealers in the
Wilcox building, Providence, have sold out their

business to J. C. Taylor.

The factories of J. H. Bates and A. Bushee
& Co. are receiving their winter coats of paint,and

their appearance is being much improved thereby.

Mr. Geo. A. Wall, of the plating firm of A.

T. Wall & Co.,has been elected an associate mem-

ber of the Providence Press Club. He held the

lucky ticket that drew the piano at the Hebrew

Fair held in Providence last week. While his

ticket cost but one dollar, it is not quite certain

just how much his good luck will cost him before

his friends get through congratulating him. You

know?
Mr. Geo. E. A Knight, the well-known man-

ager of the E. H. Reynolds Co., has bought out

the institution, and will carry on the business of

gold and silver-plating under the old style.
Mr. Frederick B. Luther, of the firm of W.

H. Luther & Son, manufacturing jewelers of

Providence, R. I. ,was married on Tuesday evening,

October 1st. to Miss Nettie B. Simmons. Mr.

and Mrs. Wm. H. Luther's present to the happy
couple was the elegantly furnished house which

will be their residence after their return from an

extenderd. W we. H. ddingtrip.

Mr. Wade, 2nd, a very popular gen-

tlemen and bookeeper for Messrs. Short, Nerney

& Co., of Attleboro, Mass., was married on

Thursday evening, October loth, to Miss Sarah I.

Lincojohhl,nofHProvidence.
manufacturing jeweler of

Providence,has made an assignment to Geo.L. \rose.

Messrs. J. 0.Copeland and Alvan H. Whiting,

of North Attleboro, Mass., have formed a co-
partnership and will Ranufacture jewelers' findings.

•
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The following is a list of Patents of interest

to the trade, issued durini October, 1889. To

obtain a complete copy of specifications and draw-

ings for any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-

five cents to the Comthissioner of Patents, stating

the number and date of issue.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER .I, 1889.

No. 411,800 Watch Case Spring.
James H. Fleming, Newark, N. J.

Spectacles. Uriah Smith, Battle Creek, Mich.
Clock Striking Mechanism.

Rufus B. Carr, Boston, Mass.
Watch Movement Box.

William B. Learned, Boston, Mass.
Watchmen's Clock Station.

James F. Scribner, Newark, N. J.
No. 412,174 Pen Holder Grinding Attachment.

Cassius M. Gay, Oak Park, Ill.
No. 412, I 76 Saw Blade.

George W. Griffin, Franklin Falls, N. H.
No. 412,215 Machine for cutting Spiral Pinions.

Edward P. and Henry C. Walter, Bridgeport, Conn.

DESIGNS.

No. 59,337 Spoon Handle.
Frederick E. Pretrat, Waterbury, Conn.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1889.
Eye-Glasses.

John Curran, Southbride, Mass.
Tail Stock for Lathes.

Ambrose Webster, Waltham, Mass.'
No. 412,442 Eye-Glasses. W. S. Wells, New York, N. Y.
No. 412,457 Shifting Mechanism for Stein-Winding and

Setting Watches.
Ferdinand Bourguin, St. Imier, SwitzerInd.

No 412,631 Watch Crystal Gauge.
Oscar C. Kraehmer, Galena, Ill.

DESIGNS.
No. 13,349 Fountain Pen Nozzle.

N. F. Palmer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1889.

No. 412,777 Art of making Hollow Metalic Handles.
Isaac E. Moody, Toledo, Ohio.

No. 412,796 Calneclar Watch.
Bernhardt Rosenburg, Waltham, Mass.

No. 412,833 Boquet Pin.
William Brunka, Boston, Mass.

No, 412,844 Watch Bow Fastener.
Henry East and Fred. L. Turner, Birmingham, Eng.

No. 412,900 Time Stamp.
Ebenezer H. Rogers, Jr., New York, N. Y.

Time Stamp. Chas. H. Shaw,Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elastic Socket for Pen Holders.

Michael I. Rodrigue, San Francisco, Cal.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1889.

No. 413,198 Button. L. C. H. Mensing, Chelmsford, Eng.
No. 413,235 Clock Case.

Florence Kroeber, New York, N. Y.
No. 413,281 Electric Pendulum Driven Clock.

Marcus L. M. Hussey, Menlo Park, N. J.
No. 413,366 Ben or Pencil Holder.

John P. Haislip, Salem, Va.
No. 413,368 Calendar.

John II. Hughes, Westerly, R.. I.
No. 413,398 Watch Case Pendant.

Christian L. Hoefer
' 

Kearney, Neb.
No. 413,465 Machine for Enlarging Finger Rings.

Claes A. Stevenson, Buffalo, N. Y.

DESIGNS.
No. 19,375 Jewel Holder.

John L. Remlinger, Providence, R. I.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1889.

No. 413,644 Watch Protector.
Thomas Benfield, Newark, N. J., Samuel Auf hauser,
New York, N. Y., and Alex., Milne Newark, N. J.

No. 413,654 Stem-Winding and Setting Watch.
Edwin H. Flint, Cincinnati, Ohio.

No. 413,763 Button Or Stud.
Albert Retnmaser, Berlin, Germany.

No. 413,764 Manufacture of Weldless Chains.
Hippolyte Rougier, Birmingham, Eng.

No. 413,825 Railway Time Signal.
Eugene Fountaine, Auburndale, Ohio.

Railway Time Signal.
Eugene Fontaine, Auburndale, Ohio.

Pendant Set Watch.
Amos E. Keeport, Reading, Pa.

Eye-Glasses.
Albert A. Coving, Watkins, N. Y.

DESIGNS.
No. 19,376 to f Bracelet.

19,378 E. P. Beach, Newcr..1c, N. J.

No. 411,971
No. 412,018

No. 412,031

No. 412,045

No. 412,239

No. 412,439.

No. 412,902
No. 413,092

Lo. 413,932

No. 414,054

No. 414,106

KEYSTONE PUZZLES.

For the Younger Readers' Amusement and Instruction.

The KEYSTONE offers a batch of puzzles this month,
and invites all its young readers to send in solutions. We
shall publish the names of all who send us two or more cor-
rect answers. Young folks who are really fond of puzzle
work generally wish to (*elite as well as solve, so we will
welcome original puzzles at all times, if they are carefully
worked out and explained. Send solutions and new puzzles
on separate sheets of paper, and address all matter in refer-
ence to this department to Geo. Folsom, I 17 Nassau Street,
Room 54, New York City. Solutions of these puzzles, and
the names of correct solvers, will be published in our next
issue.

No. 1.-Zig Zag Puzzle.

THREE LETTER WORDS.

1. A kind of meat. 2. A kitchen utensil.
3. Anger. 4. A number. 5. Affirmative. 6.
An animal. 7. A color. 8. Relations. 9. Part
of a fish. to. An exclamation of disgust.
Wickedness. The zig zag of these words, start-
ing at the right of the first one, and going clown
as shown in the larger dots in our diagram, will
give a compound word meaning certain things
used in watch movements.

No. 2.-Letter Rebus.
OGRAMS
OGRAMS

No. 3.-Charade.

When kind friendsfirst their loved ill,
And quietly go in and out;

The doctor works with greatest skill,
To solve the second beyond all doubt.

And now to get the whole word right,
Just think of something useful, neat;

It may. be seen behind the glass
Of shops in many a busy street.

No. 4. Double Word Enigma.

In the first bracketed sentence you find the first letter
of the first word, and the first letter of the second word. In
the second you find the second letter of each word, and so
on down the lines.

In "Jungles tangled" in the east,
In "Roaring billows" everywhere;
In "Roasted mutton" at the feast,
In "Trotting race" at country fair.

The whole is when, their work half done
The workmen imitate the drone.

No. 5. Enigma.

Take half of a town in Maine, and you will find that it
is half of a domestic fowl, and is also three-sevenths of a
drink. Three-eighths of it is directly in front of you. The
article to be found is very much used by householders.

No. 6.-Illustrated Puzzle.

Each of
the four
num bered
pictures
takes the
centre pic-
ture for an
affix. 1. A
place for
S p ortsmen.
2. Given
name of an
ex-presi-
dent. 3. A
coast de-
Pance. 4. A

stream in the southern States. Read I down, 2 from left to
right, 3 from right to left, and 4 up.

NOVEMBER, 1Eh(1.

THE WATERBURY AS A CHRONOMETER.

The September issue of The Waterbury
contained an account of the schooner Norway's
voyage, and the navigating of the vessel by aid of
a Waterbury Watch. Among others a daily paper
commented upon it, saying editorially :
" Our dispatches, Thursday, contained a remarkable

story from Washington, to the effect that a schooner had
been navigating the Alaska sea with the aid of a Waterbury
watch, her chronometer having been broken. This is a big
advertisement for the Waterbury watch, and may be used to
great advantage by them, but it should have been accom-
panied by affidavits. It is a remarkable situation for a
crew to be placed in. There were several passengers on
board, and the fact that a Waterbury was the only watch
among them looks like a sea tale-a regular yarn, as it
were."

Even editors are liable to be mistaken, and in
this case the author of the quoted comment was
needlessly skeptical. Immediately upon the ap-
pearance of that doubtful article, we wrote the
Navy Department as follows:

92 and 94 Liberty St., N. Y., Sept 27, 1889.

HON. B. F. TRACY,
See' y Navy, U. S. A., Washington, D. C.

DEAR SIR.-Not knowing the special branch
of your departtrient to which application should be
made for information desired, we are compelled to
go to head-quarters and beg you to refer this to the
proper party. To be brief, we enclose a newspa-
per clipping, taken, we believe, from the Ansonia
(Conn.) Herald or Sentinel, and relating to a
communication alleged to have been received by
the Navy Department from Lt. Stockton.

Is there any truth in the printed statement
and, if so, can we obtain a copy of that portion of
Lt. Stockton's letter

Perhaps this may seem very trivial in compar-
ison to the affairs of a nation, but then nations are
simply aggregations of individuals, and we trust
that American citizens may be pardoned an occa-
sional intrusion.

To us it is a matter of interest, and we shall
appreciate any reply that can give us any light in
regard to its truth.

Believe us .very truly,
THE WATERBURY WATCH CO.

The following letter was received in reply.

In reply refer to 6407
E. C. B.

NAVY DEPARTMENT,
BUREAU OF EQUIPMENT AND RECRUITING.

Washington, Oct. 2, 1889.

GENTLEMEN.-In reply to your letter of Sep-
tember 27, 1889, to the Secretary of the Navy,
asking if there is any truth in a certain printed
statement relative to the use of a Waterbury Watch
for navigating purposes on the schooner Norway, I
have to inform you that Lieutenant-Commander
C. H. Stockton, U. S. N., commanding the U. S.
S. Thetis, made an official report under date July
13, 1889, from Port Clarence, Alaska, from which
the following is quoted :

"I beg to report to the Bureau that upon my
arrival at this place on the i ith inst. I found the
schooner Norway, Winslow, Master, Ensign W.
L. Howard, U. S. N., being head of the party
which it carried.

"Mr. Howard stated to me that the schooner
was without proper means of navigation

' 
the only

chronometer belonging to the schooner being out
of order ; and the only means of obtaining longi
tude being a 'Waterbury Watch,' by which they had
succeeded in reaching Port Clarence. Under these
circumstances I felt justified in loaning the Norway
the hack chronometer of this ship, taking Mr.
Howard's receipt in duplicate, one of which is
hereby enclosed." _

Very respectfully,
GEO. DEWEY, Chief of Bureau.

THE WATERBURY WATCH Co.,
92 and 94 Liberty St., N. Y. City.

C. E. Y.

NOVEMBER, 1889.

THE FUN OF IT.

N Forest and Stream the
doings of the "Sun-
set Club," are re-
corded by J. E.
Gunckel. The
"Club" is a society
of persons-many of
them railroad people
-interested in the
sport of angling, and
its members tell what
they know of fish and

fishing, swap sporting adventures, and glorify gen-
erally the recreation of Izaac Walton. The method
of inducting a new member is thus described :

As soon as the Judge left the room, the presi-
dent immediately ordered the Grand Conductor
,o prepare the floor for the introduction of the
candidates-Capt. A. G. Shearman, R. McC.
Smith and W. S. Brown.

"Are the Passenger Agents still in the
closet ?" asked the president of the Keeper of the
Keys.

"They are waiting your pleasure."
"Prepare them in accordance with our ritual;

see that they are well blindfolded and encased in
Stromburg sacks."

Mr. S. A. Court, Ohio's Pythian Secretary,
kindly tendered his services to assist in the initia-
tion, and the president instructed him to take
charge of the floor. To his experienced mind the
club is indebted for the prompt workings of the
scenery ; the fine condition of the Overland Goat,
and the general smoothness of the ceremonies.
The passenger agents were hoodwinked and pro-
perly prepared, when brother Court, in his Okla-
homa voice, announced the readiness of the candi-
dates. The hall was darkened and not a sound
could be heard. The door was ajar, and out from
the swamp stillness broke the Western Traffic
Glee Club, engaged for the occasion, in one of
their hushed melodies, and when the music died
out, much resembling a disappearing freight train,
four distinct raps were heard.

"Who disturbs the solemnity of this associa-
tion?" cried the president in a muffled voice.

"Three worldly strangers, who seek admis-
sion to our club," replied the keeper of the door.

"Have they credenlials?"
"They have, and are approved by the Central

Traffic Association, and are properly posted in
accordance with the revised laws."

"Why do they come here ?"
"To learn to subdue their passions; to become

familiar with the secret arts and mysteries of the
Sunset Club."

"How do they know they are eligible ?"
"By being often tried, never denied, and

willing to try again. Capt. Shearman has caught
horny suckers, butter chubs, silver sides in the
waters of Black River, near Oberlin College, and
mermaids in San Francisco Bay. Mr. Brown has
flanneled frogs from lily leaves, caught yellow-
belly catfish in the mouth of the River Raisin,
and seeks admission to this club for the purpose
of learning how to land Baw Beeze black bass.
Col. Smith is no angler, but has sailed on the
centerboard sloop Burns at Elkhart, Indiana, with
wonderful results. They are gentlemen, withal."
" Let the candidates be weighed," cried the

president.
Their average weight was 598 lbs. Their

1) -7"11"..;

E., ,„.„.

button hole bouquets were ordered removed. A
long silence then followed. The three passenger
agents were led slowly around the room while the
glee club filled the spacious hall with melody.
This club comprised the following gentlemen :
Mr. M. E. Gaul, Cleveland's favorite railroad
theatrical agent, as basso profundo ; T. J. Clark,
passenger agent C. R. I. & P. R. R., smothered
tenor; A. G. Robinson, (with diamonds) pas-
senger agent C. & A. R. R., mezzo contralto ; D.
P. Wheeler, (special) passenger agent F. & P. M.
R. R., warbler from Michigan, and W. A.
McWhinney, passenger agent C. M. & S. P. R. R.,
saw-filing soprano. These gentlemen were stat-
ioned in the shadow of the veteran F. M. Snavely,
passenger agent C. & N. W. R. R., who handled
the baton with agility, and with the tread of an
assistant traveling auditor, glided noiselessly about
the group. The music was fine, in fact all the
insects in the neighboring district left. When
the president noticed the glee club vacillating,
and their discordant sounds become more frequent,
he motioned for the conductor to stop in front of
his station.

"Strangers," he said, as they were filed side
by side, "as the sun rules the day, the moon gov-
erns the night, so am I invested with the power
to rule and govern this club with equal regularity.
There are two important things we would impress
upon your minds, viz. : a listening ear and a silent
tongue. These have the same bearings upon the
workings of this club as they do in your business.
A few questions. Do you know of any regulation
in the Interstate law forbidding your spitting
upon the bait used 2"

All were silent. Five minutes passed and
they made no effort to reply.

"The conductor will do his duty," said the
president. "We must have ready replies."

Three inflated bladders were successfully
brought to bear upon the uncovered heads of the
candidates. Brown smiled. Shearman looked
serious. Smith dodged.

"We do not," they responded, after the con-
ductor had whispered in their ears.

"In landing a bass or a pike what system
have you found the safer, the long or the short
haul?"

Again they hesitated. The president cried.
"Is my question fully understood ?"
They nodded assent. Some rumbling noise

in their rear caused Brown to venture a reply. He
said:

"If a large fish, the long haul ; if small, the
short haul."
" Capt. Shearman, in baiting your hook do

you insert the barb through the 'head of the de-
partment,' or do you prefer the 'terminal facili-
ties' at the other end of the minnow ?"
" In Black River we string the minny the

same as we do worms."
" Col. Smith, do you know a good place to

get frogs?"
" Yes, sir ; from the track master."
" As the Interstate law positively prohibits

reba(i)ting ; and in order that you may comply
with its provisions, what suggests itself to be done
to men in your positions? "

After a moment's hesitation they replied in
one voice, " A listening ear and a silent tongue."

There is meaning in this response.
" Strangers," said the president, after a few

pointed secret questions, " in all secret societies
experience has taught the founders that it is nec-
essary that the candidates should undergo some
trying ordeal to test their confidence in mankind.
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Our club has followed this example, and the
cabinets are well stocked with implements of tor-
ture, which our obligations will bring into use,
but you have influential friends in this club who
appreciate the great work you paSsenger men have
done to encourage travel to your various places of
fishing and hunting grounds, and we appreciate
your efforts to advance this noble art to a standard
equal to the highest accomplishments of mankind.
With this in view, our advisory counsel wisely
suggest that we permit you to select from the
mountain recesses of the western world a goat
adapted to yOur strength and capacity, which you
will be required to ride successfully in these halls.
The candidates may be taken to The Rookery,'
the hoodwinks removed, after which they will
appoint a chairman, who will receive a salary as
compensation for his services, for the minutes
served, and taking $25,000 as a yearly basing
rate. You will name the person you desire to get
the goat."

The candidates were led from the room. In
five minutes the president received the following:
" We want a Broncho Mountain goat from

this side of the divide and prefer Mr. Fred. H.
Lord, of the C. St. P. & K. C. Railway, be in-
structed to purchase the goat.-W. S. Brown,
Chairman."
" Brother Court," said the president, " you

will inform the candidates that their wishes will
be complied with and the goat will be here in
time for. the next meeting. They may retire.
You will have Mr.. John Bastible, the genial rep-
resentative of the C. H. & D. Railway, accompany
them to see that they go directly to their hotel."
. . . . T here being no further business the club
adjourned.

The Keweah Colony, founded on the princi-
ples of Gronlund's " Co-operative Common-
wealth," is located on the North Fork of the
Keweah river, Tulare county, Cal. The post
office is Visalia, Cal. • The colony at present
consists of three camps, Advance, East Branch
and Road Camp. Although living the rough life
of pioneers, there are many home comforts to be
found. There is a school at Advance for the
children, the young folks have a good time
together, and a theatre is one of the projects in
view. Of course there are some there who do not
enter into the spirit of the undertaking, but most
of them are thoroughly in earnest:

All persons at work, men and women, receive
the same pay, and for the present are paid in
" time checks," which can be exchanged for food,
clothing and other necessary articles. A member,
in order to work and live at the colony, must pay
$roo in United States money upon his certificate
of membership. Those who pay the $roo nec-
essary are entitled to precedence of work in the
order of payment. The remaining $400 due upon
the certificate of membership can be paid in
money or acceptable material, or in time checks
of the colony earned by the member.

Those admitted to work on the above con-
ditions may draw upon the colony for board or
supplies while working under prescribed rules,
paying for the same in time checks earned by
them. At present only pioneer conditions obtain
at the colony camps, but they are big with faith
and are working hard for success.-The Crafts-
man, Washington.

A diamond or two fastened to a fan is a
"fad" of late introduction.

_
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THE JEWELERS' SC11001: OF

Leffer and Monogram noraving.
67 and 69 Washing-fon &reef, Chicago.

The first and only School in the country -where young men and women can learn

the art of letter and monogram engraving and. make practical use of it.

Engravers are

Every Student fit to fill position at end of term.

in more demand and are better paid than any other

branch in the business.

A full corps of competent Instructors.

Full Terms

WENDELL & COMPANY,
The Special Manufacturers of the Retail Trade,

Proprietors.

This School is conducted by business men, who have employed engravers and in-

structed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average stu-

dent can accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months to every student

• they accept.

and Particulars sent upon application.

Correspondence Solicited.

Richard 0. Kandler,
CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.

THE CHESHIRE WATCH.
"THE BEST WATCH IN THE WORLD FOR THE PRICE."

MOVEMENTS, Nos. 21 and 25.

No. 21.

Thoro-ughly

American

No. 25.

NON-MAGNETIC BALANCE,
18 Size, Full Plate, Stem-Wind, HUNTING and OPEN-FACE, Quick Train, Straight Line Lever,

Safety Winding Barrel, SUNK SECONDS, ENAMEL DIAL, Four Jewels,
Fitting any 18 Size Standard Case.

THE BEST STEM-WIND MOVEMENT MADE FOR THE PRICE.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

THE NEW NICKEL CHESHIRE.

Pendant

Set

With Second Hand, Back Rachet in Winding, In Solid Nickel
Silver Case, not Nickel Plated, with Hinge Bezel

Imitation GOLD JOINT.

THE SOLID GOLD CHESHIRE.
SOMETHING NEW T

In Plain, Engine Turned, Engraved and Plain Bascine Cases,
Hunting and Open Face.

Ask your Jobber to see them.

F111 our Watches are T1-10ROUG1-1LtY WARRAIsITED.

The Cheshire Watch Co.
FFECTORY: Cheshire, Conn.

L. W. SWEET, General Selling Agent,
198 proadway, New York,

DENNISON BUILDING.

All orders should be addressed to New York Office.

The Automatic WATCH SIGN.
Large, Elegant, NOVEL,

mortE A-rTRAcTI-srm
Best Materials and Workmanship,

MORE DURA.131-E

Ce")
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Than any Other.

A. G. Schwab & Bro., Manufacturers,
Cincinnati, Ohio. 

Supplies for Jewelers, Watch, Clock, and Watch

Case Makers, Engravers, Machinists, Dental Depots,

Enamelers, Platers, Chandelier Factories, etc., etc.,

Gesswein
MEZEZEZEEMZEZIMEEMMEZZ _I-_r-

Salesrooms,

39 John Street,

Neu.i. York.

Factory,
292, 294 et 296 Graham St.

13rook1yn, 14, Y.

Files, Best makes of Swiss, English and Superior American.
'Tools. Endless variety. Best quality only.

Puffs. Felt, Leather, Cotton, Sheepskin, Cloth.
prushes. Wire-Matt and Scratch, Bristle and Tampico.
Enamels. Largest stock of all colors and grades.
Saws. Dagger-Piercing and Circular.
JVIachinery and tools of precission.
plower. Patent Positive Blast.
Gravers. Best imported and my own make for metal

and wood.
Charcoal. Patent prepared, for soldering, polishing, and

finishing Metal Plates.
Gas Furnaces. For Melting-, Enameling, Plating, Annealing.

Hunt & Fuller
73 Nassau Street, New York.

Maker of

Mystic Shrine Jewels
In Pearl and Tiger Claws.

Set with Moonstone, Jasper, Tigerite, Etc.

Knight Ternplatts and
lYlystie Shaine Buttons.

Repairing jewelry for the trade. Estimates
made on old Gold and Silver.

11111111111111111110 
111110111

111411101en."'
Send to

A. H. Clark
Plainville, - Conn.,

for

New Illustrated Price List
Of Watch Keys, Key Rings, Watch Case

Springs, Tweezers, Jewelers' Tools,

etc., etc.

Fl. 14. Carrlt, Manufacturer, Plainville, Conn.

— 51111111111).-""'

11111111111111111;::';)
Y2 SIZE.

The above shows the JAATPT and PTST.

American Unlatch Tool Company,
Waltham, JVIass. 46 Madison Street, Chicago, Ill.
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Solomon has changed his mind!

(King Solomon has gob hold of a spirit 
photograph of this issue of the KEYSTONE, and is calling the 

Queen of Sheba's attention to cuts of

New Designs in Gold Cases.)

Sheba, (after looking)—"And you said, There is nothing new

under the sun'!"

Solomon.—" Ah, Mrs. Sheba, that remark was made for an

other age. The world has moved since our day."

(They were giving particular attention to the page 
opposite this.)

7324
7281

7284

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York
Chicago
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The BEAUTY of these NEW DESIGNS in KEYSTONE CASES may be

only SKIN DEEP but the QUALITY of the GOLD is

14 K. Outside, Inside AND All Through Between!

7444 7338 7428 7375 7290

7249 7248 7046 7044

NEW YORK

0088 6898 0800 6687

Keystone Watch Case Company,
PHILADELPHIA

CHICAGO
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RAMSAY'S
LEATHER
LINED.

Buy your chains x‘dth Leather Lined
Swivels on them. Rememl)er they cost
no more and will sell the chain

All Railroad Men

Garry Fite WE:itches
and use

Ramsay's J•Ion-JVIagnetic
Leather( Lined

SWIVEL,

De II pericivai
k co. Wholesale Jewelers

Ask to see our new lines of

Hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,
In Silver and plate.

Other novelties corning.

{
We carry in Stock 

NON-MAGNETIC
WATettES

Waltham and Geneva JVIakes.

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received.

D. C. Percival & Co.
13oston, Mass.

'Manufactured only by

Burt Romsou I Co.
204 Superior Street,

Cleveland, 0.

Fountain Pens
Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be so-.

perior to a.ny pen in the market, is now offered at a lower
price than you have ever had first-class goods in this
line offered at before.

The Pen is 14 K. gold, warranted, with iridium

point, and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The

Barrel is made' of best vulcanized rubber, and every

genuine pen is stamped as shown on the side.

No. of
Gold Pen.

2

3
4
5

Price List of Fountain Pens.
In Plain

Holder, as cut.
$10.50
I 2. 6o
14.80
16.20

In Chased
Holder.

$12.60
4.8o
16.20
18.00

In Fancy Gold
Mounted Holder.
$14.80
16. 20
18.00
21.6o

Have numbers 3, 4 and 6 in Stubs at $1.00 per doz. extra.

TERMS: Cash on Delivery.

Mailing: 2 cents each pen. 5 per ecot. discount when
money accompanies order.

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

ULICKAUFr&N I VI I I

000 846t86 STATE _T. t&S
4S• CHICAGO.

WATCHES S 
/iShavixit

MAIN SPRINGS 
C
HAINS

GUARANTEES)

041 

4N4it*O7

4e4e,

Order your Tools, Ivraterials, etc.

by any Catalogue.

We carry the finest line of

Owl Prices
will Interest You.

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, Lockets and Charms.
Send for sample of our Fine Tempered Ball Joint Frame Spectacle, and see price on same.

Extract from the Jewelers' Journal, Chicago, Jan. 1882.
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1 Doz 18s
Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S
Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

_fa Xiler2,€€4

Fac-simile of Wrapper.

JUST received a fresh lot of Gravier

Mainsprings, which we guarantee

superior to all other makes.

Any one having Gravier Springs

not entirely satisfactory, will

please return same to us for

perfect ones.

Ft few Words about Mainsprings.
There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch repairer, about which, if he be a careful and thorough workman, he feels more

solicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than any other article used in watch repairing.
While the percentage of breakage is high in all watch springs, it jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an inferior quality, unless their temper
is so low as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little value in watches that are to serve the purpose of timekeepers. Years since we obtained the
G. & N. Gravier mainspring, and at once we believed we had obtained a fine article, and subsequent experience proved that our faith was well grounded.
We now have all G. & N. Gravier springs for American made watches wrapped separately with a metal tag bearing the size and style of the spring and come
in packages of one dozen, as shown in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. Gravier Springs will at once strike you very favor-
ably, being convenient for the watchmaker to handle, as you can readily see the spring you desire, and consequently less liable to rust from handling.
G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the end of each spring.
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24

25

26

G. ek n. Gravier Mainsprings
For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford, Illinois, Howard and Lancaster.

The Only Reliable Mainspring in the World. A Trial will Convince.

. WALTHAM,
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.
II.

12.
13.

Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.
Old Model, Old Style, 18 Size.
A. T. & Co.
Crescent Street.
New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.
New Model, Open Face, Stem

Size.
16 Size.
Bond Street.
14 Size.
10 Size.
8 and 6 Size.

ELGIN, New Style, 18 Size.

Cut this

14. c( Old Style, 18 Size, (Class I, 3 and 5.)
15. New Style, 16 Size.
16. I t Old Style, 16 Size, (Class I and 3.)
17. New Style, io Size.
18. Old Style, io Size.

Wind, 18 19. New Style, 8 and 6 Size.
20. c c Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class i and 3.)
21. HAMPDEN, 18 Size.
22. ROCKFORD, 18 Size.
23. ILLINOIS, 8 and 6 Size.

24. 18 Size.
25. HOWARD, 18 Size.
26. 16 Size.

AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

Price per dozen, $1.25.
page out for reference when you order yhainsprings.

GLICXPICIF & newHouse,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.
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SOME THINGS
Don't need to be changed from year to year. For instance, the same 

pattern of a loaf of bread will remain

POPULAR FOR CENTURIES
It's the same with the essential qualities of

OUR SILVER CASES
their Durability, Perfection of Parts, etc., which retain their supremacy right al

ong. It is more especially

IN NEW DESIGNS
that progressiveness is shown in the Silver Case line. A man may get

AN ART EDUCATION

New York

of no small value just from studying the designs below.

Keystone Watch Case Company,
Philadelphia

Chicago
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PaiHard Non-Magnetic Watch
Leads the World

and is recocnized by all as

The Watch of the Future.
No Jeweler who values his reputation and considers himself up with the times can afford to be without them.

16 Size Nickel.
Four Grades, Nos. 71, 72, 73 and 74.

18 Size Nickel and Gilt.
Three Grades, Nos. 43, 45 and 47.

16 Size Nickel and Gilt.
Four Grades, Nos. 8r, 82, 83 and 84.

For. Ptriees and beserription, consult IVIonthly Priee hist.

Aside from regular 18 and 16 size Movements, we manufacture and carry

in stock a complete line of Complicated Watches,
Chronographs, Split Seconds, Repeaters, Calendars and all Combinations of the same

Cased in a superior manner and at prices no higher than watches of much less merit.

Our' Stook of

Loadie53 ard Gertferrer5 Fire WateI7es
includes nearly every desirable style and variety, from the modest plain polishe(1, to the richly carved, elaborately enameled and jeweled. Selection pack.

ages sent to responsible dealers known to us or furnishing satisfactory references.

FOR SALE BY ALL JOBBERS.

11orrli)aonefic Wafeh Company
Of America_

177 and 179 13troacicuay, New York.
Pi. C. SMITH, Generral Selling Agent.
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The Keystone.
Circulation Universal, and VA NTITY and QUALII'Y

considered, THE REST OF ANY JOURNAL uf Its elass In

Amerien.

he KEYSTONE renehes every Jeweler In the United

Stales nod Omelet. of Canada.

TO 1.1.1.11, It hi lite C010111111.1 or this page,

toberlIsers should fore Itrd copy so that II liOly reach us not

later 1 ban the FIRS'f of each MO nth.

Clus•Iliell mit ti 11 ...iitttt 1, ttit, lIr these headings,

CENTS per. woe.% OM. Insertion ; 10 per cent. off for three

Inser11■11. ; 15 per reel. elf for six Insertions, nod 25 per
emit. off for 1 n li0 inserllons. Name aud whim s% ineluded.

If answers awe to be forwarded, poshigP stamps newt be
Noosed.

se advertisement Inserted for less than 25 cents.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL

IJIMERS 0011 ADVERTIpEMENTS.

--------

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

tl.AV E on hand So second-hand clocks. Will sell
so cents apiece, if whole lot is taken. Standard

ock Co., Winona, Miss.

IEWELER stock in Michigan. Live town of 3,5oo.
J No other jeweler in the town. Stock of $3,000 in
good condition. Going into other business cause for
selling. Will also sell store building if desired.
Address, Burt & Hurlbut Co., wholesale jewelers,
Detroit, Mich.

A FINE jewelry business, best town in northern
I. Michigan. Population 9,00o. Satisfactory rea-
son for selling. Address, "Alich," care this office.

A WATCH and jewelry business in the best town
1-k and capital of the State. Population 4,000 to
5,000. Fine store, cheap rent, clean stock, nice fix-
tures, electric light and etc. Stock and fixtures about
$5,000. Address, C. W. Skinner, Montpelier, Vt.

A old established jewelry store for sale cheap.
Will reduce to $1,000. A rare chance for a g000d

watchmaker. Have 2 stores, cannot attend to both.
Schultz, 172,./6 Canal street, New York.

(QtR e
xchange for stock of jewelry, 300 acre farm in

Randolph Co., W. Virginia ; 16o acre farnt in
eyenne Co., Nebraska, at a bargain. Address,

" D," 159 Lincoln ave., Aurora, Ill.

CHEAP.—One Francis engraving machine, co
m-

plete, i marine chronometer, (small size), 56
hours run, $6o. One marine chronometer, large size,
new, 8 day run, John Bliss & Co., New York, makers,
$125. Address with stamps if you mean business,
Chas F. Trube, Galveston, Texas.

0
 THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of

the kind in existence containing 300 different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged A saving of time, labor and money
to any repairer. Sent to any watchmaker on
receipt of price, postage paid for $1. F. A.

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

PR trade for real estate One of the best paying
jewelry establishments in southern Michigan.

nvoice $2,800 ; sell at discount. Best reasons for
selling. Other inducements offered. Particulars
address, " Ben," care this office.

,LRANCIS engraving machine $65, Hall's fire and
burglar proof safe, set of fine plush trays, new,

Will sell separately or together. Write for particu-
lars. J. W. Snoddy, Lamonte Mo.

JURGF,NSON watch for sale, large size,

IJ very little used, cost $450. Will sell for $zoo.
Address, "A W," No. 142 Madison ave., Now York.

iEWELRY store in the 
heart of Cincinnati, Ohio.

Entirely new stock, fixtures, material and Hall's

hre and burglar-proof safe. Will invoice about $1,-
750. For cash only. Address, H R," 22, care
this office.

OR exchange for a good 
regulator. Swiss Universal

lat he, Swiss rounding up tool with cutters, both

in good condition ; also, for cash a watchmakers
lathe finely finished stop and split chucks, pivot pol-
isher, etc. Address, A. L. Hosmer, Lockport, N. Y.

THE only jewelry store in an Illinois town of 1,200

1 inhabitants. 5 other towns within 1 to 5 miles
with from 200 to 1,000 inhabitants. No opposition
within 2o miles. Will reduce stock to suit purchaser.
Good reasons for selling. Address, "E J N,', care
this office.

I HAVE two jewelry stores and wish to dispose of

I 011C of them. One in town of 6,coo, finest store in

town ; big money for right man. Other store in

small town, good trade and plenty of work. Will

sell on time if desired. Address, " Jeweler," care

A. M. Weinberg, 96 State street, Chicago, 111.

A
NF,W 5 x 8 camera and outfit. An excellent one,
very cheap. Address, E. McNutt, Hickory Hill,

. tester Co., Pa.

Pa
HEAP, about i dozen old fashioned gold watches,
keywinders, French and English levers, open

cc and hunting cases, Tobias & Busley tnakers.

2 pocket chronometers and i ship chronometer for
$50, in good order. 1 heavy Jules Jurgenson watch,

also remnant of stock of jewelry. Apply 142 Madison

ave., New York.

ELGIN • lathe, 13 chucks and caliper rest, $50.

" Watchmaker," Heekin, Ky.

NE Wright engraving machine, good as new.
(lost $65, for $25, or will trade for Boss cases.

oht, IC Hawkins, Mason City, Iowa.

HAV ING determined to take rtn interest with my
brother in another line I am now closing ottt my

entire stock and the good will. Lease extending 2

years. Fixtures and plant generally for sale including

tools and material. This is a chance of a lifetime, as

my store and stand is known to be the finest in the

city to the New York trade Apply for schedule and

prices to P F. Egan, jeweler, 115 East Third street,

St. Paul, Minn. Ref. Samuel Eichburgh, Gorham

Mfg. Co.

FOR SALE.

T
HE furniture and fixtures of one of the best paying
jewelry stores in Nebraska, in a city of 15,000.

he leading store in the city. Contpetion light ; good
run of work ; have had $15,5c0 in sales, $1,300 in
watchwork ; $300 in jewelry work in the last 12
months. Good profits on sales. Rent very reason.
able. Brick store, plate glass front ; will send
photograph of inside of store. Fixtures new and of
latest style. Parties buying need not buy any goods
The best chance ever offered for someone who wants
to go into a good and well established business and
bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a reduced
price. Men with means and meaning business will
address J. G. Raine, Grand Island, Neb.

$1 00Q ,Ai,nI LcoLu nbt yuys e.alt good.  opj:lwateioirt5;ibstioosinessrwino

R. 's. No opposition. Address, Lock Box i138,
Newton, N. C.

A FULL set of watchmakers and jewelers tools
entirely new, including No. a Moseley hard lathe,

complete, Houghton Eureka face plate, Houghton
slide rest, Snyder chuck, 30 wire and wheel chucks,
portable bench, Webster wheel. Nearly every bench
tool of the best make and finish ; also lots of special
tools including diamond laps, etc. Address, U. B.
Smith, 28 William street, Bridgeport, Conn.

•

$400 WILL buy good will, fixtures and goods.
No opposition. Address, J W. Snoddy,

Lamonte, Mo.

$340 CASH for stock and fixtures of a good,

9 paying watch and jewelry busitiess itt atown o 20,000 inhabitants A 4% years lease at a
very low rent. Good reason for selling. Address,
J. H. Brandt, Norristown, Pa.

$3opo 0111% will  in 
buy
d. ifi Clevelandt bie. J1[511'11.13;

given i required. Reason 
city

r selling going into the
jobbing business. Can guarantee a good thing to an
energetic man. Address, " Jeweler," care of L. M.
Sigler, 211 Superior street, Cleveland, Ohio.

$9 
u 
FOR new 6 room house, store front. With
good .run of watch repairing. Work Jo

miles around. Town that is rapidly growing.
Reason for selling, going to Europe. Address,
" Jeweler," opposite Postoffice, Carrolltown, Cam-
bria Co., Pa.

FINE watch and jewelry store established since
1876, has to be sold on account of family affair.

uhlmann, 3007 State street, Chicago, Ill.

ELEGANT stock of watches, clocks, jewelry and

E. silverware for sale. Mich. town ; population
2,500. No competition, lots of work, good prices.
Failing health my excuse. Must sell by ,January 101.
Address, " Snap," care this office.

WATCHMAKER desiring established business,
I/V manufacturing town in Maine ad., "Dirigo,"
care this office.

J. W. Snoddy, Lamonte, Mo., had an adv. here
In this eolumn In our October number. 1149
melte% um as follow.: "My 'ad.' han aurprIsed
MO he3f01111 MelltitirC. I received two letters of
inquiry before I got paper. . . . Maybe I
will have to glve notice In KEYSTONE for them
to stop writing to me."

TOCK watches, jewelry, fixtures in mfg. town.
Proprietor must go South this winter. Can re-

duce stock. " Bargain," care this office

$3.5 BiUn Yfi Srs ta-crasisn echo ,nctrtignr Cari3Clialcerangineebr 
Fair-

mont, Neb.

$20 l WILL purchase an
 outfit of watchmakers

tools and material including Moseley lathe,
watch sign, S. T. regulator and a good set of tools,

and a good stock of watch and jobbing material in
the heart of the Willamette Valley, Oregon. A bar-
gain. M. L. White, Independence, Oregon.

SSORTMENT of watch, clock and jewelry mater-
ial, some watchmakers and engravers tools.

Would take good marine chronometer in part pay.
A&, "M arine," 192 Mound st., Cincinnati, Ohio.

000 WILL buy a watch and jewelry  business  

$3 aken at oncetos tt etIe estate. 

really worth &too°. Established ex years. Good
trade, plenty of work. Location, south side, Chicago.
Address, C Chamberlain, Transit House, Union
Stock Yards, Chicago.

IN town of t5,000 inhabitants. A watch and jewelry
1 business, established 7 years Bench work will
average $150 per month. Stock, tools, materials, fix-
tures, etc , will cost about $3,500 at present date.
Owner can clear enough to pay for the whole business
in 3 years. Present owner going out of the business.
Address, A. W. Harwood, North Adams, Mass.

SNAP for party with $5oo to $600 cash. Good,
paying jewelry store in lively town of 2,500 In-

habitants ; no opposition. Will sell tools if desired
after January 1, acio Address, " Bargain," box
274, Zanesville, Ohio.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

LV
ERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-
logical Institute, La Porte, Ind. The first, the

est and the best school in this country.

1 EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This is
a fact.

HARD soldering made easy by
 using Frank W.

Hall's Ettreka Fluid Fit's and anti-oxidizer, only
25 cents a bottle. Once tried—always used. Send
for a bottle to Benj. Allen & Co., 141 and 143 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

A LFRED KET1'NER, 348 E. North ave., Chicago,
I. makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of
watches for the trade. Jobs sent us by mail or ex-
press, will be repaired and returned promptly.
Prices moderate, and first-class workmanship guar-
anteed. 22 years experience.

rIHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highest
U branches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-
ments, &alighting, jeweling, etc.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

D D. HEADLEY & co., Florida curios and jew-
r-, elry, mounted birds and round skins, stuffed
'gaitors, 'gaitor teeth and alligator jewelry a specialty.
Kissimmee, Fla.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
E Institute, I,a l'orte, Ind., has all the latest im-
proved, the largest assortment of tools and the best
equipped school in this country.

Signs. Signs. Signs.
•
I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch

signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beautifully and artistically designed. They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded with the
best xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing on a rod from a building. The best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying inve.stment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

EVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Insti-

• 

tute for catalogue of terms, etc. La Porte, Ind.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

END 15 cents for a box of our dial wash-
ers. Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine,

Wisconsin

()END zo two cent stamps for set of Test Types for
k) fitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
1367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
E Institute, La Porte, Ind., is the oldest and best
in this country.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
I to K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 24 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
18 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a course of instruction in
VV adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in the increased work you can command.

OEND your magnetized watches to H. E Robberts,
Grinnell, Iowa, and have them done right.

QUICK work, fine work 
and lowest prices on watch-

work for the trade ; give us a trial. 215 Dear-
born st., Chicago, Ill.

A MANUFACTURING firm with ample facilities
/-k for the manufacture of watchmakers tools and
other small articles, and who have correspondents all
over the world desire to make arrangements with the
inventor of any good and useful article for its manu-
facture either by contract or on royalty. Address,
" Manufacturer," care this office.

VOU miss it if you don't get the " Dandy " 'anti-
! oxidizer and tempering compound. Easily ap-
plied and will stay where you put it on your work.
Will do you more good than any half dollar you ever
spent. By mail. J. D. Wiggins, Farmer Village, N. Y.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
Vy Chicago Horological Institute, and see how
much it will improve your work.

A THOROUGH course of instruction in every
branch of watchmaking and repairing can be had

at I). D. Palmer's Horological School, Waltham,
Mass Pupils can construct an entire watch in course
of their instruction and own it when done. Corres-
pondence solicited. Our aim is to turn out none but
first-class workmen.

DIAMONDS bought. Address, Box 938, Hartford,
Connecticut.

A N active commercial traveler can materially add to
1-{ his income, or could, without interfering with his
regular business, reduce his expenses by presenting
to his customers a matter of vital interest to each of
them, and which will become apparent when pre-
sented. Give full name, address and business con-
nection to "D M F," Post Office box 3040, New
York city.

•
(tEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
i) logical Institute, 215 Dearborn st.

laj OSELEY & CO., Elgin, Ill., manufacturers of the
IVI " Moseley Lathe," with full line of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience and style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

OUR work and our prices will suit you 
Try us

and see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

5 CiEngNTtwSegeezt.st,theinfiarrse t and 9 
A VI yIiroaocd,

icAusgousIdteartsolder-

L.)

P
EPAIRING for the trade —All kinds of fine watch-
work will be neatly and promptly done at D. I)

almer's Factory and School, 'Waltham, Mass. Send
for price list.

I. 
NY pupil desiring to make a watch while here for

I
his own pocket, can do so with the very greatest

o pleasure, for we have every facility for doing such
work, for our pupils do much more. Yea! many
times as much as to make a watch. Have turned out
several graduates that can make a good watch and in
a short time without any difficulty whatever. It is a
very valuable thing for a man to be able to repair
any kind of a watch in a first-class manner and that
they learn with W. F. A. Woodcock. Mr. 0. A.
liesla, one of my graduates in Oscaloosa, Iowa, is
making for his own pocket a watch in his spare
moments. I expect to tell you later about several of
my pupils doing the same thing. W F. A. Wood-
cock, Winona, Minn.

CHICAGO Horological Institute will do yo
ur trade

work better and quicker than anyone else. •

NOVEMBER, 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

WATCHMAKERS look here! Send 5o cents and
vv get the best and only tool ever made that will
tighten cannon pinions and rollers. Works positive
and accurate, (without drawing temper). This is
for you, old man, as well as for younger members of
the craft. Sent to any address in the United States
or Canada prepaid by the manufacturer. F. AL
Martin, Kewanee, Ill.

AIHY don't you send that business card to W. S.
VV L. Frear, Union Springs, N. Y., and receive in
return FREE, a sample of that wonderful hard solder.

A
PRINTING outfit, cost $67, would like to trade
for watchmakers lathe Address M. Wright,

razeysburgh, Ohio,

A PRACTICAL watchmaker in South with good
1-1 jobbing trade and larger store than he can use
and spare windows, is open for a commission. Good
references. John West, Corpus Christi, Texas.

I HAVE a young man about to finish, of good fam-
ily and good address, who does not care to work

in the usual way as journeyman, but would go into
business for himself in a modest way. He prefers
the South. Anyone knowing of a desirable location
will confer a favor by addressing the information to
W. F. A. Woodcock, Watchmaker's School, Winona,
Minnesota,

rlOOD real estate and cash to exchange for a stock
u of jewelry. Box 325, Aurora, Ill.

ILL give use of front window in my jewelry store

vv to any good watchmaker wishing to carry on
the repairing department for himself. Address,
Eugene Capewell, Box 0125, W. Winsted, Conn.

,E,
TINE, old repeating clock, strikes hours and quar-

ters—separate bells. rade for good bench, 1%
hitcomb, fixtures or cash; also Appleton Tracy

nickel movement for fixtures. H. S. Hart, Elgin, Ill.

WANTED.

PaLD
 gold and silver, full value paid. Packages

received by mail or express remitted for samey. H. T. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,
Pa.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
If V students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

WATCHMAKER wanted by W H. Rees, Erie,
VII Kansas.

TO buy z lathe and watch rack cheap for cash. L.
I 0. Hulberry,puluth, Minn.

fi A ACHINE for cutting clock wheels. Radde,
M Cleveland, Ohio.

N experienced watchmaker and engraver. Per-

I. situation to sober, steady man. J. M.
Martin, Crestline, Ohio.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler by Nov.
to. Permanent situation and good pay to right

man. Good refs required, Address, Lock Box 35,
Weston, W. Virginia.

OR a pupil, a swing rest and slide rest cheap for
cash. second-hand, etc. W. F. A. Woodcock,Winona, Minn.

A YOUNG man to learn the trade. Must have good
1-k recommendation and state age and salary ex-
pected. A good place for the right man. Address,
M. E. Buerk, Paris, Mo.

COOD earnest watchmaker for a small town 
who

will work for %—teols and materials furnished
In the shop. A good chance for the right man for a
long time. F. Loos, St. James, 510.

(100D watchmaker wanted at once. Steady job
U with good pay. Betterman Bros., Evansville,
Indiana.

I MMEDIATELY, good watchmaker and jeweler.
I Permanent position in growing connty seat. Give
age, experience and nationality. Address, J.
Wilson, Osceola, Mo.

EVERY watchmaker, jeweler and optician to know
E that " Grout's Excelsior " carved iron watch and
spec signs are the best and cheapest in the world.
None genuine unless they bear the name " Grout's
Excelsior Signs " in small, black letters close under
the hands on every dial. Catalogue sent to all
persons free. Manufactured only by Excelsior Sign
Co., 124 Dearborn street, Chicago.

EIRST-CLASS watchmaker and jeweler, one who
r can make himself generally useful. Permanent
position to right man. Address, Chas. H. Ways,
Connellsville, Pa.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

Y a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,
D and lathe, etc. • Can give good refs. Western
states preferred. " G G," care this office.

WILL be at liberty January z, 2890. A man of 20
Vy years experience as general workman. Thorough-
ly understands every branch of the watch, and clock
making of the most complicated kind. Can manta-
facture any kind of solid gold and silver jewelry;
also diamond setting and medals of all kinds. Have
an cntire set of tools suitable for all of the above
work. Am capable of taking charge of a general
repair department Will go either East, West,
North or South, b tt permanent position required.
Open for engagement from now until February t,
1890. Will work on shares if required. None but
responsible and first-class establishments need apply.
Can't accept any position before February i, re.go.
Address, " Foreman No. z," care this office.

PY a
 watchmaker. 'Young man, a position to travel

for a material house. Western Territory pre-
rred. Refs. given. Address, "F," Emporia, Kas,*

Y practical watchmaker ; single. Speaks English
and German ; have tools, best of refes. furnished.

.Address, Lederer, jeweler, Watervleit, Mich.

ANTED a permanent position by practical watch

vy and clock repairer. i learned the trade in the
old country and worked at it for about 23 years. Can
give best refs. Address, A, Kreisel, Marseilles, 0. *

NOVEMBER, 1889.

SITUATIONS WANTED

OERMAN watchmaker and jeweler. Have had
84 years exp. Have complete set of tools.

Can give best of refs. "D R," r34 Fourteenth street,
Wheeling, W. Va.

A N American boy, x8 years of age, would like to
/A learn the jewelry trade. Can give good refs.
Address, Neil Stalker, 371 Asylum street, Hartford,
Conn.

ttiY a youn
g man, 21 years old, about 4 years exp.

at bench. Can do all ordinary watchwork and
l kinds of clock and jewelry repairing, including

hard soldering. Address, Box 685, West Bay City,
Michigan.

DRACTICAL jeweler of 27, wants sititation. Steady
✓ place and good pay. A i ref Box 43, Rens-
selaer Falls, N. Y.

AS watchmaker, 20 years at the business. Fine
tools, portable bench ; good salesman. Wages

not less than $2o. Best of refs. Must be a reliable
house ; West preferred. Address, " Watchmaker,"
Lock Box 49, Oil City, Pa.

WATCHMAKER. Refs. given. Single, good
VI/ habits. John Billinghurst, McArthur, Ohio. *

BY December rst. Position where application to
business wins recognition 4 years experience

in jewelry business. Box 438, Canandaigua, N. Y.*

BY watchmaker and jewelry ,repairer ; 6 yearsexperience. Address, Box 484, Cadillac, Mich.*

A LADY would like a position as engraver in jew-
I•A elry store. Wages not much of an object as a
good place. Address, P. 0. Box 153, La Porte, Ind.*

ENGRAVER and salesman. An excellent work-
E man, bright cut ornamental script, old English
and monogram engraver, desires a situation in a first-
class jewelry store. Can furnish the very best Phila-
delphia reference, as regards character and ability.
Address, " J H," care this office.

PN acconut of failing eyes, practical watchmaker
wants position as traveling salesman. Can give

•st-clas.ss refs. 13. 1,. Pike, Kenly, N. C.

Retail Trade.—N. B.
Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,

ornamental and letter engraving done by us, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER & BURNS,
174 Wtmanster Street, Providence, R. I.

Price List on application.

EMIL SCHWEIG,
Manufacturer of Brushes. Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers Gold, Silver and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's 'Wire Scratch and Polishing Brushes.

15 to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.

John R. Stadlinger,
Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Orders Promptly filled.

Send for Price List of Repairing.

Alex. ttliederhold,
No. 80 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler.
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and equal to new. Jobbing sent us by mail or
express will be repaired and returned pro:nptly.

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

Watch Case Repairer
J-I. N.pavis,

73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, jointing, Polishing,

and General Repairing neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver

Send to

Fartieon et Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

for

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods,Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $1.75.
Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Guards assorted in dozens, $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Juergenson Flainspring.
Is12 per gross. Send for srunple dozen $1, and use

no other.

* *

Farjeon 8t. Co.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Doublets,
Foil Backs, White and Colored Imitation SIOBCS,
131112iliall Beetles, etc. on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade. Send for Price List.

Wro. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

To the Trade.
We make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper-
ience in the largest houses in the city, and having all
the best facilities for doing work. We are enabled to
do the most difficult repairing promptly, and on short
notice. Send for our new price list.

Richards & Rutishauser,
182 State St., Chicago, Ills.

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.
We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass

repairing, having had years of experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston & Sibley,
Southbridge, - - Mass.

J. J. ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer..

All kinds of work neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

attention.

Elgin Specialty Manufacturing Co.,
Elgin, Ill.

Manufacture to strictly first-class tempered main
spring for American Watches from selected stock,
and guaranteed to give satisfaction. Use them once
and you will abandon the use of all other brands. If
your Jobber does not handle them, order direct from
the factory.

S1.25 per Dozen.

E. E. SAFFORD,

Jetue ers' Auctioneer,
Having had many years experience can give en-

tire satisfaction to the trade. Cash advanced on
jewelers stocks in trade. Best of references.

Office, 235 Washington St,
Room 14. Boston, Mass,

Diamonds.
Our Diamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
fn that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.
Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,

Full of Life and Beauty.
For

Loose Diamonds, Diamond Mountings, Turquoise
and Diamonds, Ruby and Diamonds, Sap-

phire and Diamonds
' 

Emerald and
sFDiamond,ancyDiamonds.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
S. w. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Ste.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Automatic punch and rivet extractor, for main
springs, cards, pinstems, etc., etc. Best tool for the
the purpose ; several hundred in use. Handsomely
finished $L6o, sent on receipt of price.

F. C. RIES, Macon, Ga.

Charles Icohlbuseh,
Manufacturer of

FineBalanceeand
Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attend-
ed to.

Clark's Patent Simplicity Lamp.
The Best In Use. For watchmakers,

Jewelers, Dentists,
and Chemists. These
lamps are made in
two sizes of fonts, of
the best flint glass
and in sapphire and
amber colors, with
burners 3-16, and
% inch diameters.
The and % inch
burners are put on
the largest font. 'f he
3-16 inch burner is

ut on the smallClark's Simplicity Lanip. P..ont, and is especi-
ally adapted for lathe and light work. They have
nine facets on the font, and it may be readily adjust-
ed to any required position. Polished nickel trim-
mings and attractive in appearance. In use, fill but
% full. Price of 3-16 inch, So cents ; inch, 75
cents ; % inch, 85 cents. Ask your Jobber for them.
CLARK, GIDDINGS & CO., Mfg'rs.

Sterling, Illinois.

A. R. Brattin,
Wholesale &Jeweler.

Everything wanted by retail jewelers. Issue no
catalogue ; can fill orders from any catalogue.

Rooms 408,409 & 420 Alamo Building
N. W. Cor. 7th and Delaware Ste.,

Kansas City, Mo.

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, i3i.00.

W. F. Hammond Mfr.,9 
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N. Y.

A New and important Book on Me-
. tallic Alloys, Solders, Etc.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

The metallic Flogs.
A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of all

Kinds of Alloys, Amalgams, and Solders used
by Metal Workers together with their Chemical
and Physical Properties and their Application
in the Arts and the Industries ; with an Appen-
dix on the coloring of Alloys. Translated and
edited, chiefly from the German of A. Krupp
and Andreas Wildberger, with extensive addi-
tions, by Wm. T. Brannt, one of the editors of
" The Techno-Chemical Receipt Book," etc.
Illustrated by 16 engravings. 12 MO, 428 pages.
Price, 2.50.
IQ- By mail, free ofpostage, to any address in

the world.

AKir A czrcular of 4 Pages ; 4to showing full
Table of Contents of this valuable book will be sent
free of postage to anyone in any part of the world,
juKri Gig Ahlttu's lasdodNre—ss

—The Assayers' Man-
ALSO RECENTLY PUBLISHED:

Ual. An Abridged Treati-,e on the Docimastic
Examination of Ores and Furnace and other
Artificial Products. By Bruno Kerl Professor
in the Royal School of Mines, Member of the
Royal Technical Commission for the Industries,
and of the Imperial Patent Office, Berlin. Trans-
lated from the German by Win. 'I'. Brannt.
Second American dition. Edited with exten-
sive additions by It Lynwood Garrison. Member
of the Am. Institute of Mining Engineers, Iron
and Steel Institute, Verein Deutscher Eisen-
huttenleute, etc. Illustrated by 87 Engravings,
354 pages, 8 vo, cloth, price $3 oo.
"Or A circular of 8 pages, quarto, giving the

full Table of Contents ofl/us important book, as
well as a new list of Leading Books on Metal
Mining, Metallurgy, Mineralogy, Assaying ,
Chemical Analysis, etc., sent free to any one ln any
partof ttworld  who will setdlisataress.iANeEvE.—TheEngiisraniAm

erf
anNeChan.cCcnP1sn ga

coueettmlo

• 

er3,00 Receipts, ules and a
biesdesigied 

for the use of every Mechanic and Manufacturer.
By B. Frank Van Cleve. Illustrated, 283 pages.
12 
Price, $r so, by mail, free of postage to any ad-

dress in the World.
A mong the contents of this valuable and use-

ful book are Explanation of diagrams for sheet
metal work; Contents in gallons of different
vessels ; Weights of l'ipes; Tinplates; Oil Can-
isters, with the quantity of tin required ; Diam-
eters, circumferences, and Areas of circles and

ithe content of each n gallons at one foot in
depth ; Arithmetic ; Practical Geometry ; Men-
suration ; Slide Rule ; Steam and the Steam
Engine ; Belts ; Limes, cements, Mortars and
Concretes ; Artificers' Rules and Tables for
computing the work of Bricklayers, Well Rig-
gers, Masons, Carpenters, Joiners, Slaters, Plas-
terers, Painters, Glaziers, Pavers and Plumbers;
Sewers, Arches and Abutments; Flour Mills,
Saw Mills ; Woodworking Machinery; Water
Power ; Solders ; Fusible Compounds; Fluxes
for Soldering or Welding ; Strength of Materials;
Weights of Materials; Wheel Gearing; Gauging;
Alloys and Coinpositions ; Rare and Valuable
Receipts for Mechanical Purposes
Air A circular," fia.ges "to, showing the An

Table of Contents of this important book, will be
sent free of postage to any one in auy part of the
world who will furnish kiseddress.

BRANNT-WAIIL —The 
ei 

Techno-Chemi-
Containing several thou-cal Recpt Book.

sand Receipts covering the Latest, most Import-
ant and most Useful Discoveries itt Chemical
Technology, and their Practical Application in
the Arts and the Industries Edited chiefly
from the German of Drs. Wincl.ler, Elsner,
Heintze, Mierzinski, Jacobsen, Koller, and
Heinzerling, with additions by William T.
Brannt and William II. Wahl, Ph. D. (Heid.).
Secretary of the Franklin Institute. Illustrated
by 78 engravings, one volume, over 5oo pages,
121n0, elegantly bound in scarlet cloth, gilt,
closely printed, containing an immense amount
and a great variety of matter.
Price $2 oo, free of postage to any address in the

world.
A circular of 32 pages, showing the full

T l e 44r  of Contents of this Impor tant Book, sent by
mail free of postage to any cme in any part of the
World who will jisrnish kis address.

r' Our New and Revised Catalogue of Prac-
tical and Scientific Books, 86 pagrs, 8vo, and our
other atalogues, The whole covering every branch
of Science applied to The Arts, sent free and free IV
ftworitiafig lofi isaasonade dtr'nesazty part of the world taw

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Publishers, Booksellers and Importer:,

810 Walnut R., Philadelphia, Pa., U. 8. A.
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Variety is the Spice of Life
Our Varieties and Novelties are the Spice of the Jewelry Trade.

Again we call the attention of the enterprising Jeweler to
our "Silver Boxes." They are composed of Hard Metal, heavily Silver Plated and combine all the Elements of Beauty, Originality and Durability.

ZUG-SIVIITH'S SILVER SHELL I2S7'ATC1i /301E.

Price,
$15.00
Per Dozen.

Silk Plush Lined.

Fac simile of Box.

In 13right Silver and

Oxydized.

ZUG-SMITH'S SILVER JEWEL CASE.

Price,
$12.00
Per Dozen.

Silk Velvet Lined.

Plush 1\rozre1ties
Swing Watch Box.

111111 -

Iill

I lulu' III 111111111i 111111 mil,..011 1111

Acorn Watch Box.

Fac-simile of Case. .

Price, 513.50 per dozen. Price, $13.50 per dozen.

n Oltyidized alone.

Acicitress Communications to

The following well-known Jobbing Houses SELL and

Louis A. SCHERR & CO., Philadelphia.
D. F. CONOVER & CO., Philadelphia.
S. F. MYERS & CO., New York.
LEVY & DREYFUS, New York.
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago.

jilbert Zugsmith,
907 latich Street,

Philadelphia.

RECOMMEND our "SILVER CASES:"

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELERS' SUPPLY CO., SL Louis, Mo.

THE WARNER JEWELRY CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

J. M. BLYTHE JEWELRY Co., Denver, Colorado.

HENRY WOI.FF, San Francisco.

W. W. MANSFIELD & CO., Portland, Maine.

SHOOK, SOMMERS & CO., Omaha, Neb.

BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa.

Jtio. 0. SLEMMONS, Pittsburgh, Pa.

KENNEDY & KOESTER, Detroit, Mich.

A. R. BRATPIN, Kansas City, Mo.

SOMETHING NEW
Apd of 5pedal Ipterest to tie?e Trade

IIIMMI■11111•MI

The Improved Trenton Watches
are now in the Market and have

HARD eatt;mmL JDIMLS

No. 25•
Nickel Silver, Double Joints and

Thumb Pieces.

Price $3.75.

No. 20. Movement.
18 Size, Open Face, 3%. Plate, Stem-Wind and

Stem-Set, fitting any regular i8 Size 0. F., S. W.
Case; Quick Train, Straight Line Lever Escape-
ment with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller Jewel;
Two Pairs Garnet Jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with
Seconds. Fully Warranted.

Price, $3.50.
No. 40.

Nickel Silver, Bascine, Double Joints
and Thumb Pieces.

Price, $4.00.

The New Improved Trenton Watch takes the Lead
among cheap watches and is

The nest horn-Priced Watch in the Market.
Order a sample from your Jobber and you will be convinced of the truth of our assertion.

For Sale by All Jobbers.

Trenfon tifErfch Company
BroadwaH, uork

•
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Latest, Cheapest and Best.
The only hunk ..ultuble for the Jewelry ea well an Toy Toole.

Munger's Registering Dime Savings Bank.
Handsomely Nickel Plated

The Munger Mfg Co.,
)nice and Salesroom, 39 Nassau Street, New York.

For Sole by your Jobber.

jewelers can
Paralyze Watch Clubs

Also advertising competition, by the use of nit un-

paralleled plan of selling watches. Detail descrip-

tion sent On receipt of t wenty-five one cent stamps.

Tontine Co-Operative Watch Co,
142 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Reference,

Any Wholesale Jewelry House
ilk this city.

The "W. D. R." is Al.
The Original, Best, Cheapest, 'lime-tested and

Trade-adopted "Watchmakers' Descriptive Record"

is practically without a new. weniy times more

copies of it are sold annually than of all other watch

record.; or registers combined. No other record or

register of any practical t•alue to the trade can be

published without infringing this copyright. Sample

Sheets of the latest edition, with full details, sent

free to the trade as during the past fifteen years.

Address,

0. H. Woodworth 84 Co.
Publishers,

Columbia City, Indiana.

Beware of
Chem, Imitation.

See that

J. HOUGHTON
Manchester,

N. H.

Is stamped
upon them.

Every one is

Warranted.

Price,
$11,5o 1-lard.

Barnes' Patent

Foot-Power Polishing Machine.

T
., S Pol-
ishingMa-
chine has

advantages that
were never be-
fore gained by
any application
of foot power for
this purpose. All
t h e appliances
common to the
polishingdepart-
mentsof jewelry
m a n tt fatturing
establishments
can be tried on
this machine and
equal results at-
tained. It is in-
expensive, and
dealers cannot
afford to be with-
out an outfit.
The conse-

quence and con-
vincing powers
of a salesman are
poor induce-

ments to the purchaser as compared with a well kept
stock of goods, that have their original charms of

polish, lustre, and freshness.
Our Lithological or I.apidary Lathe has the same

application of foot-power, and it is giving results

never before reached by any other application of
foot power for this purpose. These machines are of
great value to Jewelers, and their correspondence if
solicited. Illustrated Catalogue FREE.

Address 66o Ruby Street.

W. F. & John 13arnes Co.,
Rockford, Ill.

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are prepared to ibt all kinds of Jewelry, Manufacturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking

or the trade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial front

jeweleN in surrounding country. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Set:ix:A:sirs tu JAccd: Ctd.'iles: 5: Co.

W. W. Coomes & Co.,
'Manufacturer, of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Silver Thimbles.

WL
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RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINGS!

RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINGS !

The Best Selling Novelty Ever Offered.

"PRINCESS LOUISE" Bangle.

Latest Sensation in the Jewelry Trade.

Send for New Price List.

Henry C.
MAKER.

John Street, New York.

D

Southern Horological School,
For Watchmakers and Jewelers,

Oxford, N. C.
This School will open January 1st, 1890, the purpose of which

will be to give young men and boys a thorough knowledge of fine watch,

clock and jewelry repairing, and the jewelry business in all its various

branches. If you wish to become a first-class jeweler in the shortest time

possible, give this school a trial. For terms and information, address

Fred. N. Day,
Oxford, N. C.

A. R. Brattin,
Wholesale Dealer in

DIAMONDS, WATCHES, SILVERWARE, CLOCKS, SPEC-
TACLES, JEWELRY, WATCH TOOLS, MATERIALS,

AND JEWELERS' SUPPLIES.

■:iMINIMEM

Anything from a

Diamond Bind to a Pintongue.

Issue no Catalogue; Can fill or-

ders from any catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409, and 420
Alamo

N. W. Cor. 7th & Delaware Sts.

Kansas City, - Mo.

Long Meadow, Mass.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer
Specialty made of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a practical jeweler

with an experience of g5 years as a Special Salesman. Can refer to over too Jewelers, for whom n have made

successful sales in all parts of the United States. Address,

nOorn 7, 618 Chestnut St., Phila.

BIRCH'S SELF-ADJUSTINC TWEEZERS.

Sold by the Trade.
Patent Applied For.

Nickel Plated. Price, 50 cts each.

JOHN S. BIRCH & CO., - 79 and 81 Washington Street, Brooklyn, R. Y,

SEE THIS T

1-ItiTcHiNsoWs
Practical School for Watchmakers,

ha Porte, Ind.

Has prepared a 3 Months Course in Optics, cotninencing October 4th, for the benefit of all stu-

dents in the watch department, without extra expense. Students desiring this course alone will be accom-
modated at very low rates. The course will consist of I,ectures and Practical Demonstrations. A thorough

acquaintance with the

Normal Eye and the Anatomy of the Eye

As far as relates to its optical functions, accommodation, refraction. The Laws of light will be studied, and

the effects upon it of lenses and prisims demonstrated. Myopia, Aypermetropia, Presbyopia, Astigmatism,

Anisometropy, will be thoroughly taught and how to cure by proper glasses, fitting of frames, and writing

oculists prescriptions. Dr. Meyer, wno has charge of this course, is a graduate of the Illinois Eye and Ear

Infirmary, and has lately cmnpleted a year's course with the celebrated Professor Otto Becker, at 
Heidelberg,

Germany. Students entering at any time will not lose previous instructions.

Our watch school is recognized by the

Hampden Watch Co., Canton, 0. Waterbury Watch Co.

A. C. Smith, Ag4;nt Non-Magnetic Watch Co. of America, N. Y.

S. J. T. Byam, Sup't Trenton Watch Co., Trenton, N. J. And many others

as possessing superior advantages Write for full particulars.

Box 60. J. It. Hutchinson.

PATENT RING SEPARATOR. EACH $1.25.
Cut is full size.

This convenient little instrument is the only tool in the market serviceable for removing a ring from 
a

swollen finger. It is highly commended by every jeweler who has seen it.

LEVY, DREYFUS CO., Sole Agents,

For Bale by All Jobbers in Jewelers' Tools. 11 Malden Lane, New York.

I. Bedichimer,
Manufacturer of

JVIasonic Marks,
Society padges,

Jewels, Pins and Emblems.

We call your special at to our

Mystic Shrine
Jewels.

Having an agent in Europe buying up
fine Tiger Claws and superintending the
Cutting of Egyptian Heads in Tigerite,
Moonstone, it sper, Camel Amethyst and
other Preciow Stones, has enabled us,
with increased facilities, to produce the
finest line of Shrine Badges in America.
'I'hese goods have no equal for style, finish,
and quality of goid contained, and a com-
parison will justify you of their superiority
with the cheap line of goods that are now
in the market.

I. BEDICHIMER,
018 Chestnut Bt., Philo,.

Ask your Jobber for Them.
63

Columbus Watch Company
Columbus, Ohio.

Manufacturers of 18, 16 and 6 size Movements

No. 18 and 98.
No. 18 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No. 98 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Pendant Set.

rin,c:,71,1: r

No. 34 and 95.
No. 34 is for Hantihg case, winds at III.

No. 95 is Open Face, same grade,
winds at XII. Petulant Set.

No. 21 and 91.
No. 21 is for Hunting case, winds at III.

No, 91 is for Open Face, winds at
XII. Pendant Set.

Seven substantial and reasonable facts to sustain the claim that the Columbus full-plate movement

is the best full-plate movement manufactured in the world:

sat. The Mainspring Barrel is completely covered, making the watch per-

fectly dust-proof.

2d. There can be no interference between the Mainspring Barrel and Bal-

ance, as with others.

3d. The Regulator is nearly double the length of others, rendering accur.

ate regulation a very simple matter.

4th. To replace a broken Mainspring, the Barrel can be removed without

disturbing the Balance, or interfering with the Regulator.

5th. The Mainspring Power is the lighest used in any American Watch.

6th. The calculation of the train is such, that the Watch runs from 8 to ro

hours longer than others with once winding, giving a more uniform

power and better rate for the 24 hours between times for winding.

7th. The Balance comes under the round, or edge, the STRONGEST

PART of the case ; not as with all others, under the centre, and

weakest part.

3-4 PLATE, 16 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 47 and 87.
No. 47 is for Htg. case, winds at III.
No. 87 is for Open Face, and winds at XII.

No. 46 and 86.
No. 46 is for I-Itg. case, winds at III.
No. 86 is for Open Face and winds at XII.

No. 43 and 83.
No. 43 is for IItg. case, winds at III.
No. 83 for Open Face, winds at XII.

The Higher Grades of the Columbus Watches are centre jeweled and beautifully finished. Our Nos. 43 and 83

are the lowest in price of any 16 size Nickel Movement in the market.

6 SIZE MOVEMENTS

No. 55.
15 Jewels set in red gold settings. Can

be furnished with dbl. sunk dials
if preferred, at difference in

cost of dials.

No. 53.
II Jewel Nickel. Jewels in red gold set-
tings. The cheapest Nickel movement

in the market with set
jewels.

No. 51.,
t Jewel Gilt.

Columbus t123atches in any Size furnished with Roman or Arabic Dials at same price
and all guaranteed by the Company A 1.
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Gentlemen of the Tirade:

We Have it
Anything in yox.ift line and the most complete

stock of goods ever offered to the trade.

G. B. Barrett & Co.
Ulholesale Dealers in Fimevican Watches,

101 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, P.

We Ensure Satisfaction.

The goods we offer are our own importa-

tions and are of personal selection. A fine as-

sortment of Gut Glass,Serves,I3ronzes,Fimerican

Movements, French Novelties, Pedestals, Clocks,

Silver Goods and 13ric-a-lBrac greet the demands

of trade.

Low Prices for Cash.

G. 13. 13arrett
101 Fifth /Avenue, - Pittsburgh, Pa.

If at all interested in the purchase of

Clocks and Bronze Ornaments,
Such as are used to adorn the mantle-piece, it will be to your advantage to

consult us before purchasing. Our stock embraces clocks in all kinds of

Wood, Iron,
arass, fickle,

Bronze, Marble
and Onyx,

0 0

With full line of Ornament3 suitable to accompany them.

We

respectfully

solicit your

Patronage

We guarantee

full satisfaction

We give

PERSON/ILI

attention to all

Orders.

B. J. Cooke's Sons,
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

R. F. Simmons & Co.

2744.
Roman.

2631.
Sterling Silver, White.

2632.
Sterling Silver, ()xydized

2757L. ()xydized Sterling Silver.

2679. Polished Rolled Plate.

2678. Polished Rolled Plate.

2743.
Roman.

2729.
Sterling Silver, White.

2730.
Sterling Silver, Oxydized

Rivett Lathe.
Highest Award at Mechanics' Fair, Boston, Massachusetts, 1887.

Send for

New Illustrated

Catalogue

The only Lathe made with

Solid Steel Bed

Pat Slide Rest with Cutting

wheel attached

Pat. Rounding Up Tool

Pat. Universal Head

Pat. Counter Shaft

Every Watchmaker wanting a Fine Lathe should ask 
to see the

Rivett Lathe before buying.

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Office: Factory:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass. Faneuil Station, Boston, Mass.



Gentlemen of the Trade :

We Have It
Anything in your line and the most complete

stock of goods ever offered to the trade.

G. B. Barrett & Co.
Wholesale Dealers in Arrieri-iin

101 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

We Ensure Satisfaction.
The goods we offer are our own importa-

tions and are of personal selection. A fine as-

sortment of Gut Glass,Serves,I3ronzes,American

movements, French Novelties, Pedestals, Clocks,

Silver Goods and Bric-a-Brac greet the demands

of trade.

Low Prices for Cash.

G. 13. I3arrett & Go.,
101 Firth Avenue, - Pittsburgh, Pa.

It at idl oltrivstcil I H M pliri 11:tsc

Clocks and Bronze Ornaments
IF h • 111U1 C. it \\ ifl lie to yotir to

<to, k nihra is in all Liii(ls

CO.-.3ood, Iron,
Brass, nickle,

Bronze, FO-)arbie
and Onyx,

tli

We

-'espectfully

your
Patronage

aI I iik• 1,1 l I I hi • III

We guarantee

full satisfaction

We give

PER

attention to all

Orders.

B. J. Cooke's Sons,
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

R. F. Simmons & Co.

Aft:V1604:1"

2757-1

2744.

/•

7:7 07.0,07.4672 irl__

2631.

2632. 

67:137:611.717.101701

2(57.

2678.

2743.
i

2720.

2730.

Rivett Lathe.
Highest Award at Mechanics' Fair, Boston, Massachusetts, 1887.

Send for

New Illustrated
Catalogu.

The only Lathe made with

Solid Steel Bed

4t.

Pat Sliie Rest with Cutting

wheel attached

Pat. Rounding Up Tool

Pat. Univzrsal Head

Pat. Counter Shaft

Every Watchmaker wanting a Fine Lathe should ask to see the
Rivett Lathe before buying.

aiNfr..••••

Faneuil Watch Tool Co.
Office:

474 Washington St., Boston, Mass Faneuil Station, Boston, Mass.
Factory:

INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

It will pay you to WATCH and WAIT for

Otto young & co's
New Illustrated Catalogue for 1890.

If you are in need of anything in

Diamonds,
Watches,
Cases,
Movements,
Chains,
Silverware,
Jewelry,
Tools,
Materials,
Optical Goods.

EXAMINE our catalogue carefrilly and you will find
an elegant and complete display, and at prices
that will astonish you, and if you will onlY take
the trouble to compare our prices with those
of our competitors we feel sure that you will
give us a good share of your trade, anti we
know that

gou can save money by doing it
If you have not already received our book, ad-

vise us, and if you are a Legitimate Jeweler,
and desire it for use in your business, we will
be pleased to send you a copy:

The holiday season is now approaching, and
you will soon need to buy a bill of goods. Now
would it not pay you to make the comparisons
asked for above, and give your trade to the job-
ber that can give you the most for your
money, and not continue to buy from Smith,
Jones or Brown, simply because you have
been in the habit of doing So? If you will
ponder this matter .carefully we feel positive
that you will

Serid your orders to

'Yours respectfully,

OTTO YOUNG & Co.
149 and 151 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.



Tennyson Wears well. We have changed hima little for

Boss Extra piirpozez:

3628 Htg. $23 00

Cases may come and cases may go,

But I go on forever.
--Song of the Boss Extra.

Father Time, (looking at his successor in a Boss Extra 
Case,)

" I had no such protection when I had to do 
the business."

3682 Htg. $23.00

3648

BOSS EXTRA 144 K. 25 Years. woe
S

E...X.1",•P

Htg. $23.00

MARK

3374

Htg. $39 00 0. F. $33.00

NEV

3251 3472

Eltg. $30.00 0. F. $33.00 Mg. $30.00 0. F. $33.00

To see how iittle these Cases cost you, see KEY.

3311
Htg. $30.00 0. F. $33 00

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

CHICACO

Copyright, 1.889, by S. R. STEELE, l'ublisher.



1890. CATALOGUE READY. 1890.
S. F. MYERS & Co.

48 AND 50 MAIDEN LANE, - NEW YORK.
TO ANNOUNCE 'rHE COMPLETION OF TH

EIR NEW ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FOR 189o, WHICH WILL

AT ONCE BE DISTRIBUTED FREE OF EXPENS
E TO THEIR MANY CUSTOMERS, AND

TO THE TRADE IN CENERAL UPON APPLICATION.

LOWEST

PRICES

AT

LIST

FIGURES.

T
L.k1o,41 :F:./AYER&Fc.Q0. L1111114 8:FAY E..1&e0

/11111113111111Onfinfr
DELIVCIVI. AT KERR
11,331..: SERV?

DISCOUNTS

INVARIABLY

SENT BY

SEALED

MAIL.

IT IS A MACNIFICENT VOLUME,

LARGER, HANDSOMER, AND MORE ELABORATE THAN EVER.

CONTAINS NEARLY 800 OCTAVO, OR 364 QUARTO SIZE PAGES; 
REQUIRING OVER 00)(1 REAMS OF SUPER--

FINISHED PAPER IN ITS PRODUCTION, AND PRESENTS

6000 NEW DESIGNS FROM THEIR 22 DIFFERENT DEP RTMENTS.
EVERYTHING APPERTAINING TO THE JEWELRY TRADE.

PUBLISHERS OF THE

NEW YORK JEWELER,
A NAMELESS CATALOGUE,

AND THE

MONTHLY NEW YORK JEWELER,

S. F. PAYERS & Co'
48 & 50 MAIDEN LANE DEW YORK33 & 35 LIBERTY ST.

BETWEEN NASSAU AND WILLIAM STS.

REQUIRE AND OCCUPY

LARGER DOUBLE STORES

AND SALESROOMS THAN

ANY OTHER FIRM IN

THEIR LINE.

(

kowinau usser's Page.

When this advertisement reaches the big constituency of Retail Jewelers whom

we uldress monthly from Page I of the ic I.NSTON1i, it will find each individual in

that multitude struggling- in the throes of the climax of business el:1'c wt, the Christmas

trade. We want to remind you that we stand ready to meet any unexpected want ()I

yours in the goods in our line; that we are. on the alert for telegraph orders for any

needful thing; that all our facilities are at your command, as our attention is not di-

verted by any of the retail business -which crowds the counters of retailing-jobbers

throughout the Christmas season; and whatever of promptness and efficiency is kindly

remembered to our credit in the past twelve-month will be further improved, if pos-._
sible, in these remaining December days, so that we in a wholesale NN'IN' may he in

touch with the increased zeal which now characterizes our retail friends who are

multiplying profits under the benignant smile of Santa Claus.

It was a happy thought ol iii old poetical Roman philosopher to name the first

month of the Year after the Latin god Janus, who was represented with two faces, one

lo()king forward, the other back. Standing as xve do now, on the threshold of the new

year, the eyes which we turn in retrospect to IM9 have all possible satisfaction in the

panorama therein presented. It shows our business to have far grown beyond our

anticipations of natural increase, and to have grown, too, with a strength of growth,

a vigor of life, that is most auspicious; shown in the very flattering- letters of confi-

dence and respect sent us by hundreds of leading and representative jewelers all over

the land and echoed by Retail Jewelers' Associations who recognize us as the pioneers

in the practice of Protection of the Legitimate Jeweler. To all such, and to the un-

numbered host of good people who have said kind things of us to.our three travelers;

to the large company of regular customers who have just doubled in number in a year

and added a great sum to our annual business, we must sav gratefully and humbly,

as did Pc.)lonius, "( )ut- answer must be thanks, and thanks, and ever, thanks!"

The face which looks toward 18w will describe its vision in the lanuary issue

of the KI.NSTONE, and will tell of our plans, our policy and our purposes for the com-

ing twelve-month. In one respect it will tell of no variation, and that is in the prac-

tice of the four rules which we have reiterated from decade to decade, viz.: Positively no

goods sold at Retail ; no goods sold to Peddlers; Price lists sent to -Regular Jewelers

only; and Orders filled on Day of Receipt.

And go we part company for this year of grace, with congratulations to you for

•the high average of prosperity which has marked the year for the retailer, with alma-.
dant encouragement to hope tor continued gool things from your future trade,

with mutual gratitude and thanksgiving for all the blessings -which culminate in

Christmastide. May the memories which cluster around this season, lrhowed

the accrued traditions and observances of nineteen centuries, lighten the labor and

inspire the thought of all that our hands and minds lindeth to do, and make it for all

of us in very truth, "A Merry Christmas!"

I ) o vv rn a n & M s o r ,
Importer; and Jobbers, Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Tools and Materials,

LANCASTER, PA.



INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

bEc_ j

Bowman & Musser's Page.

When this advertisement reaches the big constituency of Retail Jewelers whom

we address monthly from Page I of the KEYSTONE, it will find each individual in

that multitude struggling in the throes of the climax of business effort, the Christmas

trade. We want to remind you that we stand ready to meet any unexpected want of

yours in the goods in our line ; that we are on the alert for telegraph orders for any

needful thing : that all our facilities are at your command, as our attention is not di-

verted by any of the retail business which crowds the counters of retailing-jobbers

throughout the Christmas season; and whatever of promptness and efficiency is kindly

remembered to our credit in the past twelve-month will be further improved, if pos-

sible, in these remaining December days, so that we in a wholesale way may be in

touch with the increased zeal which now characterizes our retail friends who are

multiplying profits under the benignant smile of Santa Claus.

It was a happy thought of an old poetical Roman philosopher to name the first

month of the year after the Latin god Janus, who was represented with two faces, one

looking forward, the other back. Standing as we do now, on the threshold of the new

year, the eyes which we turn in retrospect to 1889 have all possible satisfaction in the

panorama therein presented. It shows our business to have far grown beyond our

anticipations of natural increase, and to have grown, too, with a strength of growth,

a vigor of life, that is most auspicious; shown in the very flattering letters of confi-

dence and respect sent us by hundreds of leading and representative jewelers all over

the land and echoed by Retail Jewelers' Associations who recognize us as the pioneers

in the practice of Protection of the Legitimate Jeweler. To all such, and to the un-

numbered host of good people who have said kind things of us to. our three travelers;

to the large company of regular customers who have just doubled in number in a year

and added a great sum to our annual business, we must say gratefully and humbly,

as did Polonius, "Our answer must be thanks, and thanks, and ever, thanks!"

The face which looks toward 1890 will describe its vision in the January issue

of the KEYSTONE, and will tell of our plans, our policy and our purposes for the corn-

ing twelve-month. In one respect it will tell of no variation, and that is in the prac-

tice of the four rules which we have reiterated from decade to decade, viz.: Positively no

goods sold at Retail ; no goods sold to Peddlers; Price lists sent to Regular Jewelers

only; and Orders filled on Day of Receipt.
And go we part company for this year of grace, with congratulations to you for

•the high average of prosperity which has marked the year for the retailer, with abun-

dant encouragement to hope for continued good things from your future trade,

with mutual gratitude and thanksgiving for all the blessings which culminate in

Christmastide. May the memories which cluster around this season, hallowed by

the accrued traditions and observances of nineteen centuries, lighten the labor and

inspire the thought of all that our hands and minds findeth to do, and make it for all

of us in very truth, "A Merry Christmas!"

1-30-wman 8c Musser,
Importers and Jobbers, Watches, Chains, Spectacles, Tools and Materials,

LANCASTER, PA.
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Lowest Clubbing Rates Ever Offered
See what you can sa-sre by getting your periodicals with

THE KE4$TOI1E
Publisher's

Price.
Price of

KEYSTONE.
Our Price
for Roth.

Publisher's
Price.

Price of
KEYS1ONO.

Our Price
for Both.

Arena $5.00 $0.50 $4.00 Lippincott's Magazine - 3.00 .50 2.50
Atlantic Monthly 4.00 .50 3.70 Littell's Living Age - - 8.00 .5o 8.00
Century 4.00 .50 4.00 New Review - - 1.75 .5o 2.08
Cottage Hearth 1.50 .50 1.00 North American Review 5.00 .50 4.50
Frank Leslie's Illust'd Newspaper, 4.00 .50 3.70 Popular Science Monthly 5.00 .50 4.50
Forum 5.00 .50 5.00 Puck 5.00 .5o 4.25
Harper's Bazar 4.00 .50 4.00 St. Nicholas - 3.00 .50 3.00
Harper's Magazine 4.00 .50 4.00 Scientific American - 3.00 .50 3.00
Harper's Weekly 4.00 .50 • 4.00 Scribner's Magazine - - 3.00 .50 3.00
Harper's Young People 2.00 .50 2.00 Wide Awake - - 2.40 .50 2.50
Judge 5.00 .50 4.25 Youth's Companion 1.75 .50 * I.75

* Only to new subscribers to Youth's Companion.

These are only samples. Correspondingly low rates with other leading journals and magazines. A combination rate given on any two, three or
more, if you write and ask.

The Arena is a new high grade monthly, just started, of the same class as the North American Review and the Forum.
The Cottage Hearth is a 36-page monthly, with such writers as Edward Everett Hale, Margaret Deland, and Louise Chandler Moulton, and is

spoken of by John G. Whittier as " that excellent magazine."
The New Review, like the Arena, is a new corner, but of the same high character. Started six or eight months ago. You could begin either now,

with No. r, and so have the series complete from this time on. The age and reputation of the other journals in our list make any separate mention of
them unnecessary. Send all orders to

Nineteenth and Brown Streets,

Philadelphia, Pa. Ti7e Kegstope

Fite-Sin lie or Shell.

Price, 15.00 per doz. Lined with Finest Silk Plush.

Silver Jewel," $12.00 per doz. Lined with finest silk velvet.

Now is the time to BUY our "Silver" Boxes.
No doubt you have often seen our illustrations, etc., of the " Silver

Shell" and Silver Jewel boxes ; you have seen its adaptability for holiday

purposes, and resolved sometime or other to send for a few of them.

Well, now is the time.
We claim that your customers will be better pleased with the Silver Cases

than any other box you have in stock, and if you are known to use them,

you will get the trade.

These are very strong statements, but we can substantiate them by facts.

Are you in a hurry for them?
Write to us or any of the jobbers we advertise, and you will get your.

boxes at once.

•••111M1i1■11

Give them a Trial.

Albert Zugsmith,
907 Arch Street,

•Lour A. SCI1ERR & CO., Philade
D. F. CONOVER & CO., Philadelpl
S. F. MYERS & CO., New York.
LAPP & FLERSHEM, Chicago.
KOCH & DREYFUs, New York,

The following well-known Jobbing Houses SELL and RECOMMEND

lphia. SHOOK, SOMMERS & Co., Omaha, Neb.
BOWMAN & MUSSER, Lancaster, Pa.
Jr. 0. SLEMMONS, Pittsburgh, Pa.
KENNEDY & KOESTER, Detroit, Mich.
A. R. BRATTIN, Kansas City, Mo.
L. GO'rmAN, Cincinnati, Ohio,

Philadelphia.
our "SILVER CASES:"

BAUMAN-MASSA JEWELERS' SUPPI.V CO , St. Louis, Mo.
Tim WARNER JEWELRY CO., Minneapolis, Minn,
J. M. BLYTHE JEWELRY Co., Denvcr, Colorado,
HENRY Wol.FF, San Francisco.
.S:V4 W, MANSFIELD i$c Co, Portland Maine,

3

WANTED!
10.000 Now Subscribers for the KEYSTONE

Most Liberal Premium List Ever Offered!
Every Subscriber can secure a Premium.

Given for I Subscription.

CelIini's Book on " Metal Engraving."

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

A package of Protecting Material to make
gold hold its color while hard soldering.

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

IIII=SOftlerf=g11

Fountain Oiler ; preserves its contents from
dust; will hold oil enough for fifty watches.

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

Pair of Anti-Magnetic Tweezers ; handy to
have on the workbench.

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

ttiEM1==

This fine Screw-driver.

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

Brass Casting for Roller Remover, (full
description of method of making Remover in
October KEYSTONE.)

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

Cellini Graver for engraving the iriside of
rings; described in Cellini's Hand Book. Has
the advantage of 2 points ; when one is worn
out the other can be used.

Given for 2 Subscriptions.

Two Punches, like that he:e shown, and Two
Pieces of thin metal for washers to go under
balance screw-heads to reduce the rate of a
watch.

Given for 3 Subscriptions.

This Keystone Steel Fi big'. Block. Has 8
grooves for eight different sizes of pins.

Lgiven with One subscription

This Elegant Felt Pad
9 x 12 inches

For Your Show Case,

Given with 2 Subscriptions.

A package of Soft Solder Destroyer, which will quickly
eat away soft solder from jewelry without injury to the
goods. The recipe for making accompanies each package.

Given with 3 Subscriptions.

A copy of the American Nautical Almanac for 1890;
or our Portfolio of 123 Steel Plate Monograms, (this
portfolio alone is worth $1.50.)

1icJlEcQ
-HANDY
Ditipm

The
Keystone
The Orgnn

of the
Jewett.). Trude

Given for 4 Subscriptions.

This is an excellent binder, strong and of attractive
appearance. On the front cover in large gold letters are •
the words: "The Keystone. The Organ of the Jewelry
Trade." To paid up subscribers we will send it for 50
cents.

Given for 25 Subscriptions.

4,

-

Crosby Jewelling Tool. For replacing broki n jew-
els there is nothing more useful than this device.

The Keystone
is

50 cents
a year.

$1.00 for two years counts the same as two

subscriptions ; $1.50 for three years as

three subscriptions, and so on.

Given for 3 Subscriptions.

Tills I Iairspring Collet Remover.

Given for 5 Subscriptions.

Acme Pin Vice. Very convenient for pin-
tongues and other purposes.

Given for 5 Subscriptions.

111111 1111i11111 1

This Stake for removing cylinder plugs. One
of the most usefullools for repairing cylinder
watches.

Given for 5 Subscriptions.

n • '

Punch for closing worn holes in clock plates.

Given with 10 Subscriptions.

Case-Spring Holder. No more convenient
case-spring holder on the market.

Given for 10 Subscriptions.

This Pair Pump Dividers. Free from spring
-the usual fault of such dividers. A tool
adapted to many everyday needs of the work-
man.

Given for 10 Subscriptions.

This Hand Drill Stock. Very convenient
in drilling larger holes than a lathe is adapted
for-such, for example, as are required in
clock work, and the like.

Given for 15 Subscriptions.

Perfected Diamond Lap.
' 
Useful for grind-

ing pallet stones. Usually sold for $5 to $7.



THE JEWELERS' SChOOL OF

Leffer and Monooram ngravino.
67 and 69 Washingfon &reef, Chicago.

Gli■II■1!■11111

The first and only School in the country where young men and women can learn

the art of letter and monogram engraving and make practical use of it.

Design of Pin

Every Student fit to fill position at end of term.

Engravers are in more demand and eitre better paid than any other

branch in the business.

A full corps of competent Instructors.

. This School is conducted by business men, who have employed engravers and in.
structed apprentices for a number of years. They know exactly what an average stu-
dent can accomplish, and guarantee to teach the trade in six months to every student

they accept.

Presented to every student at end
of SIX months' course.

Full Terms and Particulars sent upon application.

Correspondence Solicited.

WENDELL & COMPANY,
.he Special Manufacturers for the Retail Jewelry Trade,

Proprietors.
Richard 0. Kandier,

CHIEF INSTRUCTOR.

Our

usiesf House in America."
go Wideliwake

and

Careful Clerks

Are anxious and ready to fill orders from

The Finest Selected Stock in the United. States
for

Everything Needed by Jewelers.
We have the Coods and Facilities for Filling Orders Promptly and Carefully.

bast December, 1888, We Filled and Shipped 4987 Orders.

This Year We want 5500 !
* * * * * * * * * * * *

Our 1890 Catalogue is pronounced by recipients to be the Hand-

somest, Completest and Most Sensible one issued.

Sent ONLY to Retail Jewelers

* * *

Send Orders to

92, 94, 96 and 98 State Sfreet, cop. Washington.
*Western Agents for SELF WINDING CLOCKS. Circular Gent on application.

5

Carpenter's Oxydizing Fluid.
" The Best is Always the Cheapest."

This fluid is prepared for the use of Manufacturers of Solid Silver and Silver Plated
Ware, for the production of a permanent black, or so-called oxydized surface.

It acts perfectly, either warm or cold, when applied with a camel-hair pencil, rubbed
on with the finger, or when work is immersed in the solution.

If diluted with water it works equally well, only a little slower.
As it is made nearly neutral, constant use renders it entirely so, so if there are

symptoms of a change of color or a precipitation of Platinum in the fluid, the addition
of a few drops of Aqua Regia (a compound of three parts muriatic acid and one part
nitric acid) will restore it to its normal condition, and cause it to work as well as ever
until the strength of the material is exhausted.

It has the advantage over all other Platinic compounds in not staining the hands.

H. F. Carpente
Manufactured only by

lei Gold and Silver Refiner, Assayer and Sweep Smelter,
Sole Manufacturer of C. P. Gold MO Fine,

29 arid 3 1 Page Street, Prozridence, R..

PRICE, $1.25 PER OUNCE. New York Agent, JOHN FRICK, No. 6 Liberty Place.

CROSS & BEGUELIN
21 Maiden Lane, N. P. O. 13ok 531.

W
A
T
C
H
E
S
 Sole Agents for

J.ALFRED JURGENSEN

CHAS. E. JACOT

HENRY BEGUELIN

Also a Large Stock of

SWISS WATCHES

Of All Grades.

Importers of Jobbers in

DIAMONDS
_I Opera Glasses

Watch Tools

and

min Materials

Watch Glasses,etc.

0

All Makes of

AMERICAN WATCHES

Gold, Silver and

Plated

O 
JEWELRY, CHAINS,

BRACELETS, Etc., Etc.

Nickel Stem-Winding tiorse Timers.

Makers of the Centennial Watch, Centennial Chronograph, Centennial Split Seconds.

Send for Price List.
Our goods are insured while in transit.

0

In returning to us do not mark value on package.
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J. Rosenzweig
20 John Street, Near Broadway New York.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry,
Clocks, Silver Plated Ware, Optical Goods, Jewelry Boxes, etc.

Mg Specialties

The Jewel Main Springs in separate widths and strengths,
also "Success" Main Springs for 18, 16, 14, 6, I and o sizes

for all American Co.'s

The S. R. Spectacle, Eye-glass and Jewelry Clamp for
soldering, of which I am sole agent and manufacturer.

flb Specialties
Extra fine line of Ladies' and Gentlemen's Stone and

Fancy Finger Rings of standard quality at very low prices.

Encrusted 18 m. Gold Initial Rings, full io K. heavy

weight, at 83.5o.

A 6 Size, 17 dwt., 14 K. Cold Hunting Case, for $16.00

Don't Miss tile Chance T

Send for one at 81.50.

I manufacture all my gold jewelry at my own factory.

It will pay you to open an account with me, and send me all

your jobbing. Send for selection package.

DO YOU WANT A CUT
To Use in Your Local Paper?

Either of these sent free upon application T
=mom

John Blank.,
Blanktown, Mich.

fillINI111111111;11■00l°

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry.

New York

We will send an Electrotype

of either cut alone, or of

either with accompany-

ing words which will be

changed to suit your

name and address. The

words below the cuts also

subject to change as you
may desire.

John Blank,
Blanktown, Mich.

Watchmaker, Jeweler, ngraver.

Keystone Watch Case Company,
PHILADELPHIA Chicago

SWARTCHILD & CO.
76 and 78 State Street, - Chicago, Illinois, 0. S. A.

Exclusive Watchmakers,' Jewelers' and Engravers'

TOOLS and MATERIAL SUPPLY HOUSE.
Our 1889-90 300 page Catalogue with Supplement sent upon application FREE.

G•GP.CW, ICOPYR I GHTED

Swartchild & Co's Combination Box of Jobbing Material contains as follows:

I. I Dozen R. P. Scarf Pins.
2. I '̀

, 
Gilt ''

, 
.

3. 2 R.P. Lever Button Backs.

4. I ,, " Swivel Tops,.
5. I ,, " Spiral.
6. I ,, " Ear Balls.

7. % " " Bracelet Balls,
8. 2 

6 4 Bracelet Snaps.
9. I Necklace Snaps.
10. 2 Screw Joints and Catches.

I I. I Doz. R. P. and Silver Screw and
Push Wires.

- 12. 6 Dozen R.P. Ear Wires, 6 Styles.
13. I " Settings.
14. I Flat Eyes.

54 " " Pin Backs.15.
16. 12 Best Pin Tongues.
I 7. 4 " joints and Catches on Plates.
18. I 2

6 , Plated Catches Clipped.
'9. 12 Plated joints, Clipped.
20. 12 ‘; Jump Rings.

21. One Oz. R. P. Wire: 2 Sizes.
22. " Silver Wire.
23. 2 dwt. Gold Wire.
24. I Gold Solder.
25. 5 " Silver "
26. 5 " R. P. Jobbing Plate.
27. 5 " Silver "
28. I Bunch Soft Solder.
29. I Piece Bismuth "
30. 2 Bunches Rivet Wire.

Price, with Contents as above complete, $16.50.

Etomc, zeparate, $1.50.
The findings are the best and the Box is made of solid Cherry. Finely polished partitions and lined. No jeweler can

afford to be without it. Empty parts can be filled up by giving numbers only.

SCLIFIRTCHILD & CO.
76 and 78 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.



FACTORY and GENERAL OFFICE:
Springfield, Illinois

NEW YORK OFFICE:
Coner Broadway and John Streets

To the
Retail Watch Dealers:

Your particular attention is directed to our present production of

18 S. Accurately Adjusted. Movements
Hunting, Open Face and Key•Winders in (AM and Nickel.

ItIM111

For your railroad trade or wherever

Accurate and Reliable Time
is required, it will profit you to recommend and sell our

BUNN and No. 65 MOVEMENT.
For your customers who may desire full-jeweled, but not adjusted movements,

our grades No. 6o in Gilt and No. 61 in Nickel, are thoroughly finished, and as
timekeepers give excellent satisfaction.

ill;

!!!!!!::IIR■11.11:01,119■111.1
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Our new Movements

No. 149 arid No. 120
Are already in great demand for the Holiday Trade. Every school boy and

school girl in the United States needs and desires a watch. Dealers who expect
to make a run on Christmas Gifts cannot find anything more

Useful, Attractive and Popular •
than the No. 149 for Misses, and the No. 120 for Young Men and Boys.

THE ILLINOIS WATCH COMPANY
Guarantee all movements made by

them to be equal in every respect to
those of any other manufacture, and
solicit a comparison of similar grades.

-.0% As?
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CHICAGO OFFICE:
104 State Street

No 149 No. 149

No. 120 14 Size

SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE:
220 Sutter Street

• Z•'!•• • . . •
•

•
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Volume 10.

c

Philadelphia, December, 1889. Number 12.

The Keystone
FE Monthly (Journal Devoted to the Interests

of the Jewelry Trade.

Subscription—SO Cents per annum to all parts of the
United States and Canada. Postage paid.

Advertisements—Will be received at the lowest rate *
compatible with the excellence of the KEYSTONE
US an advertising medium, and rates will be fur-
nished on application at this office. No advertise-
ments but those of a reputable character will be
inserted.

Circulation, 24,750
Reaching every one in the Retail, Wholesale,

and Manufacturing Jewelry Trade.

Correspondence—We invite correspondence on all mat.

ters of interest to the trade. Correspondents must

invariably give their name and address. We do

not, however, bold ourselves responsible for the

opinions of our correspondents.

Tc Achtextisetts—Copy for advertisements must reach

us by the 1st of each month to insure insertion in

the following issue. Notices of changes in adver-

tisements should reach us not later than the 25th of

the month.

All communications should he addressed to

The Keystone,
19th and 13rou.tin. streets, Phila., Pa.

The discovery is reported of another rich
South African diamond-field—this time in the
Orange Free State, where it is said ninety-three
diamonds have been obtained from ioo loads of
surface sand.—Horological Journal, November.

If true, this will make business for the South

African combine. It'll either have to buy the

new fields, or its hoped-for monopoly '11 be

'busted.''

"You will please book me for $1 worth. I

take the   at $2 per annum, but I

can assure you I think the KEYSTONE worth far

more to the trade."—W W. Neiley, North Kings-

ton, Nova Scotia.

There ought to be a mind reader in every

jewelry store. All strangers could be hastily pe-

rused by the m. r., and if found to entertain grab-

and-run thoughts, the admonitory wink could be

passed rouud and due precautions taken for grab-

bing the grabbers.

We beg leave to announce that, notwithstand-

ing the reported advance in the value of diamonds,

we continue to sell our goods at former prices.—

Recent advertisement.

We beg leave to infer—from your advertise-
ment and others like it—that we don't much think

there was anything but a "reported" advance in
the value of diamonds.—"Suppcsed speech" of
the Public after reading the foregoing brand of
advertisements a few months.

Uncle Sam's a miner. Nearly half, over 44
per cent., of the world's gold and silver product

in 1888 came from the United States.

Coffin clubs at Newark, N. J., is the latest
form the installment business has assumed. One
step further and reserved seats in the upper and
nether worlds can be bargained for in weekly
payments. In view of the kind of human nature

on earth at present, and its liking for the install-
ment way of buying goods, the jewelry trade can't
afford to let coffins and other sorts of furniture
satisfy man's capacity for absorbing goods on the
periodic plan of paying for them. The growth of
installment houses of various kinds is an indubit-
able evidence that it pays to do business by a
method that seeks at the inception of a trade to
convince the purchaser of the ease with which he
can pay for the desired object as the weeks and
months go along. The thing of getting now and
paying afterwards induces many a trade, and once

bound, the buyer saves money for meeting his en-
gagement when otherwise he might trifle it away

on much less worthy objects. The jewelry trades-
man may as well as any other merchant increase
his sales by talking up his watches and other goods
and hinting that buyers will never feel it to pay
for them, the installments being so small and dis-
tributed over so long a period. Humanity will be
led to buy by such inducements, and it is perfectly
"legitimate" to make such inducements. Then
why not make them? Is it more trouble and risk
than to do a cash business ? It certainly is, but
if the gains more than offset this, on which side is
the surplus? And as to the extra trouble, why,
most men are willing to take that if it will pay.
As it's a maxim of general application that "there
is no excellence without great labor," so it's apt
to be a truth in trade that there is no great profit
without somebody's taking a good deal of trouble.
If you're making enough money in an easier way,
all right, but if you're not, perhaps you'd be wise
to take the extra trouble.

In demonstrating that diamonds ought to,
and will, go up, one figurer says the market de-

mands 4,000,000 carats per year, and that the
mines never have supplied that many and never

will, having passed the period of their maximum
yield ; so "the supply is inferior to the demand,"
"consumption is half-a-million carats greater than

the output," and of course prices must go sailing.

Which moves us to inquire : Who has made the
discovery that the "supply is inferior to the de-

mand" and that "consumption is half-a-million
carats greater than the output "? How could
it be found out that supply is "inferior

to the demand " ? Has anybody been unable

to buy diamonds? Has there been any day
or hour or minute when diamond dealers

or diamond producers had absolutely no diamonds
for would-be purchasers ? If so why didn't prices
jump, jump, jump, until the size of the demand
was reduced to the size of the supply? Can it be
imagined that this wouldn't happen in such a case?
Isn't it what always does happen ? And yet our
instructor seems to have in mind a state of affairs
where it doesn't, but where the supply has been,
is now, and ever will be inferior to the demand,
and where " consumption " is 124 per cent.
" greater than the output"! In the language of
the prophet, "Scat !" Let diamonds go up if it

be so decreed, but spare reason the snub of ex-
plaining it in that way.

"Each issue of the KEYSTONE gets better and
better. Could not do without it. Success is
yours. "—W. S. Dickinson, Tecumseh, Mich.

The doctors—of our currency—still continue
to disagree. Spinner, ex-treasury official, thinks
the first short crop year will precipitate a panic if
we keep on coining silver at the present rate, while
John Thompson, the veteran banker of New York,
thinks there's no danger if abundant currency is
furnished, and wants the silver coinage increased
to $4,000,000 per month, so that the issue of silver
certificates will furnish the necessary increase.
The chances seem to favor trying Thompson's plan.

The Trader, of Toronto, says " it takes no
stock in ' manifest destiny ' clap trap " about
Canada's being absorbed by the United States.
It believes that country's " ultimate destiny is not
annexation, but independence." We don't know
about that "u/timate." Perhaps independence first
and annexation afterwards may be the order.
Texas did it that way.
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CLOCKS.

SCAPE wheels of the
Graham type, and of
the form illustrated
in November KEY-

STONE, can be obtained
already cut of about the
correct size for the forty-
eight pitch train we have
described, of Mr. M. B.
Allebach, 126 N. Second
Street, Philadelphia. He
has them on hand which
are one and three-eighths
of an inch in diameter for
$1.50. New ones cut to
any ordinary size will cost
$2.00. The gentleman

just named is a very skillful clock-maker, and will
cut not only scape wheels, but any train wheel or
pinion at reasonable prices.

We have now given the method of making a
clock and buying the wheels already cut, and the
next thing on the programme according to our
promise is to describe how a workman can cut his
own wheels. But before we describe a machine
for cutting teeth, it is well to understand the form
of teeth to use. To properly comprehend the
functions of a gear tooth, it is necessary to analyze
the conditions imposed in the problem of trans-
mission of power by wheels with teeth. The
velocity of wheels is estimated by angular motion.
It is very important to get the idea of angular
movement well into the mind, as it is the founda-
tion of the requirements of correctly made gear
wheels. • The familiar illustration of people writing
on gear wheels, of levers of different lengths act-
ing on each other, only serves to convey the idea
of the multiplying of power, but utterly fails to con-
vey the correct notion of angular motion. At
Fig. I are shown three circles to repre-
sent wheels whose diameters are supposed to be
in the ratio of f, i and 2. It will not affect their
relation to each other whether these several dia-
meters are one foot and two feet, or one inch and
two inches.

It will be seen that there are lines drawn
through the centres of these wheels at right angles;
these lines answer no other purpose than to illus-
trate what we mean by angular velocity. Now it
these wheels were free to revolve on their axles,
the friction from contact would cause the wheels
B C to follow if A was turned. The wheels A
B being of the same diameter (and of course the
same circumference) would pass through the same
arc in the same time; i. e., if we gave A a full
revolution, it would cause a full revolution of B
and one-half a revolution of C. All circles are
supposed to be divided into 360 degrees, and in
the present illustration, the wheels A and B would
pass through 360 degrees of arc, while the wheel
C performed i8o degrees. To further illustrate
this point, we have drawn two circles to represent
wheels at D E, Fig. 2; these are in the ratio of 6
to I ; consequently an angular motion of the wheel
E of to degrees would cause the wheel D to pass
through an arc of 6o degrees.

Now, it needs no demonstration to prove that
gear wheels, to properly propel each other, should
have teeth of such form as to compel and main-
tain their relative angular motions. Before we
take up the demonstrations Of how these relative
angular motions may be preserved, we will con-
sider the relation these two wheels bear to each•

(Aber as levers. At Fig. 3 are shown two levers
G F in the proportion of 6 to i ; these levers are
supposed to just touch each other on the curves
d and c, and at the initial or starting movement
of G in the direction of the arrow g, it would
impel Fat an angular velocity of 6 degrees for
degree of G. But the levers not extending beyond
the circles d c would instantly separate, and G
cease to act on F. Next let us suppose we extend-
ed the lever G, as shown by the dotted lines at i,
and study the result. It is evident that the lever
G as now extended, would act on the lever F,
not on the curved line d, but on the line j and at
a ratio of 8 to 1.

Now comes in the old illustration ot
the "bent lever." Most of our writers on
teeth of wheels inform their readers the
lever must be bent, but fail to tell how to bend it
to the correct form. It will be our effort to make.7.,,,:,
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such explanations, and also to extend the explana-
tion to showing how such forms can be mechanically
realized. It is a fault almost invariably found in
writers on this subject, that they will inform their
reader that certain forms of teeth are essential,

e., the shape to bend the end of the lever,)
but when it comes to explaining how the practical
man is to realize in steel and brass these abstrac-
tions, they make a total failure.

We have several forms of curve to which the
levers can be bent to realize a constant action at
relative angular velocities, the most available of
these curves being either the epicycloidal or
involute. In the construction of clocks, the
epicycloidal curve's admitting of the correct form-
ation of wheels (pinions) of a low number of teeth
(levers) has led to its being, as we may say, uni-
versally adopted. We will first describe the
epicycloid and its relation to the teeth of wheels,
and then take up the involute.

The epicycloid is a curve produced by a trac-
ing point attached to the periphery of a rolling
circle ; as for instance, in Fig. 5, at His shown a
circle ; now, if we attached a tracing point at /5,
it would, if was revolved on its axis m,
trace another circle on a flat surface of metal or
paper of precisely the same form and diameter as
itself. In this we have a " generating circle "
which will perform the functions required for our
illustrations. The first application we will make
will be to trace a cycloid, 1. e., roll our circle on
the straight line I; in this instance it would trace
the curve J. J which is termed in mathematics a
"cycloid." If we next roll our circle on the
exterior of another circle as shown at Fig. 7, we
will produce an "epicycloid." In this Fig. His
the generating circle, T the circle on which it is
rolled, and R the epicycloid produced.

If we roll our circle Hon the inside of any
circle of greater diameter than it5e1f, we produce
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a "hypocycloid." At Fig. 8 are shown two illus-
trations of the hypocycloid ; the first is produced
by rolling the circle Hon the inside of a circle of
twice its own diameter, which produces the
straight line M. If we rolled on a circle of larger
diameter, as for instance the circle L, it pro-
duces a curved line as shown at N.

The straight faces of pinion leaves and teeth
of wheels are adopted principally in watch and
clock work, because this peculiar form of the
hypocycloid is so readily available and easily pro-
duced mechanically. One objection urged against
its use by machinists is the lack of strength, an
objection scarcely worth mentioning in watch and
clock work, since the introduction of the safety
pinion. The points. to look to in clock and watch
work is the equal and constant transmission of
power, and durability ; matters eminently attained
in the use of epicycloidal teeth.

*

WHAT THE MINTS DID THE PAST YEAR.

Uncle Sam coined money as follows during
the fiscal year ending June 30, according to Di-
rector of the Mint Leech's report : Gold coins,
$25,543,910, silver dollars, $33,793,860 ; subsid-
iary silver, $721,686 and minor coins, $906,573.
Total, $60,965,929. In addition to this, gold
bars valued at $22,241,121 and silver bars valued
at $6,709,246 were manufactured at the mints.
Gold bars were exchanged for gold coin, princi-
cipally at the assay office at New York, during the
year of the value of $57,507,812.

The profit on the coinage of silver dollars and
subsidiary coin during the year was $9,403,049.
The total coinage of silver dollars under the Bland
act up to the first of November was $343,638,001,
and the net profit (after deducting expenses for
distribution and wastage) for the eleven years
ended June 30, 1889, was $56,349,737. The
number of silver dollars in circulation November

1889,. was 60,098,480, and the amount held by
the Treasury in excess of certificates outstanding
was $6,219,577. The number of silver dollars
distributed from the mints during the year was
14,141,319, an excess of 2,089,215 over the
amount transferred in the preceding year. Gold
imports during the year amounted to $10,372,145,
and exports to $60,033,246. Silver imports
amounted to $24,682,380, and exports $30,716,-
783. These figures show that the loss of gold and
silver to the United States by export during the
year was: gold $49,661 ,roi ; silver, $12,034,-
403; total, $61,695,504. The total metallic
stock on November i, 1889, was estimated to
have been: gold, $684,194,686; silver, $431,-
184,953; total, $1,115,379,639. The consump-
tion of gold and silver in the United States in the
industrial arts for the fiscal year is estimated to
have been : gold, $16,000,000; silver, $8,000,-
000 ; total, $24,000,000.

For the calander.year 1888 the United States
produced values as follows: gold, $33,175,000;
silver, commercial value, $59,195,000 ; total,
$92,370,000. In the same year the world pro-
duced; gold, $105,994,150; silver, commercial
value, $103,556,000, coinage value, $142,439,-
ISO. The coinage of the world was: gold,
$134,720,639; silver, $i4, 737,442. Deducting
recoinage reported, and the coinage of Mexican
dollars, the net coinage of the year was about:
gold, $109,000,000; silver, $95,000,000. Of
the later, about 8o per cent was full legal tender.
coin, executed by the mints of the United States,
India, and Japan,
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To the

Retail Watchmaker and Jeweler:

Send your Business Card and

we will send you our new

400 page Catalog-u.e of 'Tools,

Materials, Spectacles and

Optical Goods.

David F. Conover & Co.
S. E. Corr. Chestnut and 7th Sts.

Philadelphia, P.
bavid F. Conover/
13. F tank walla/ma
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JACK-KNIVES.

OST workmen like to know

more than one
method of accom-
plishing a result
before they attempt
to make any piece of
mechanism, and for
this reason we will
describe another
electric motor for
winding a clock. A

very effic ient little
motor for this pur-
pose can be made by
using three electro
magnets set in a

curve with the axes of the iron cores arranged to
radiate from a common centre. Three such mag-
nets are shown at A B C, Fig. i. These magnets,
when seen in the direction of the arrow a, Fig. 1,
are shaped as shown in Fig. 2, and consist of two
cores of round soft iron, wound with insulated
copper wire as described in October KEYSTONE,
the difference in the present arrangement being
in having three magnets instead of one, as form-
erly described.

In this motor the iron cores need not be
more than of an inch in diameter, and wound
with four or five layers of No. 16 insulated copper
wire. They should be placed about inches
apart when seen as shown in Fig. 2. The mov-
ing part of the motor consists of four arms D
radiating from the axle J; to these arms are
attached armatures shown at E, Figs. i and 4.
To properly locate these magnets, the quadrant
embraced by the two arms D' and D", and shown
at the dotted lines x y a', Fig. r, is divided into
three equal spaces, and the three magnets are
placed as shown.

To understand the action, we will suppose the

motor to be revolving in the direction of the arrow

b, Fig. I. The current breakers are arranged so

that at the exact instant the armature E" is over

the centre of the magnet A, the current through

the helix which surrounds this magnet is cut off,

and the current passes through the helix surround-

ing the Magnet C; and when the armature E' is

drawn exactly over the centre of C, the current in

C is cut off, and B commences to act ; this last

named action continues until the armature /7.7' is

exactly over the magnet B, when it is cut out, and

A commences to act, and continues to do so until

E' is in the position occupied by E" in the cut.

The current breakers are set in such a manner

that no magnet ceases entirely to act before the

next magnet in order commences to pull; as for
instance, in the motor as shown in the cut at Fig.

r, while the armature E" is passing through the
arc between the radial lines d c, both the magnets

A and C are in action ; but the circuit through A
is broken when E" is exactly on the line d.

The system of circuit breaking is not com-

plicated if we only get to properly understand
it. This motor is quite strong, and connection

can be made from the arbor jof this motor to the

arbor of the fourth wheel of the train of wheels

used for the winding. We will first, however,
describe the' motor in detail, and then speak of
attaching it to the winding work. The copper
discs for opening and closing the circuit should be
one inch in diameter, and placed on the axle or

arbor J as shown at G HI, Fig. 4. There are

three of these discs, and they are set so as to act
in rotation. In making the discs for circuit break-
ing, the circumference of each one is divided into
twelve equal divisions, eight of which are cut
away, and four left standing. This will be under-
stood by inspecting the cut at Fig. 3 ; the divis-
ions at L are left standing, and those at f f are
cut away. The idea is, the segments left standing
on each disc control the duration of the current in
each magnet ; for instance, when the disc G is in
the circuit, the magnet A is in action ; when His
in the circuit, the magnet B is in action ; and
when I is in the circuit, the magnet C is in action.
At Fig. 4 is shown a view of the circuit breaking

springs K K" as seen from above, or in the
direction of the arrow i, Fig. 3 ; they consist of
three copper springs as shown, and K should be
about 1-40 of an inch thick, and each spring has
a stud /If and set screw j for securing one end of
the terminal wires from the battery.

These pieces (A) are insulated from the rest
of the motor, by being mounted on a piece of
wood R. The connections through them are made
when the platinum points at g, Fig. 3, touch the
discs. The studs M serve also as screws for hold-
ing the springs K in place ; one of these studs is
shown separate at Fig. 5 ; on the part n is cut a
screw .%vhich goes through the spring K and ex-
tends into the woodon piece R. The mode of
construction of the springs K and studs II! will be
understood by inspecting Figs. 3 and 4. The
pivot m of the arbor J has a platinum tip which
rests against the copper spring 0, Fig. 4. The
spring 0 is attached to the stud P which is con-
nected to one terminal of the battery which drives
the motor. To insure durable and constant action,
the copper spring 0 has a short bit of platinum
wire S riveted into it, which is constantly in con-
nection with the platinum point S inserted in the
pivot m.

From each of the three studs Af extebds a
copper wire as shown at t t' t", Fig. 4 ; these wires
unite at the stud N. The wires Vaud V' repre-
sent the terminal wires of the battery ; and it will
make no difference whether the positive or nega-
tive pole is connected to N sO the opposite pole is
attached to the stud P.

It is to be understood that the arrangement
of the wires shown in Fig. 4 is only to explain the
action, because in building the motor, the magnets
A B C are placed on the branch wires I. We
have placed two small circles on each of these
wires, and marked them A B C to represent these
several magnets. This mode of illustration need
cause no confusion, as the reader can readily
understand the wires t i t" could act as well, and
be two yards long, and wrapped around magnets,
as to be straight and only ten inches in length.

We need not describe further details of how
and where to place the several parts, as these will
naturally suggest themselves to any ingenious
workman. We will describe the method by which
this motor is "switched out" in our next issue.
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Our Spectied.

The "Hall Mark"
Put on Gold and Silver goods by the English Gov•
ernment means that the metal is of a given standard.
Here, every manufacturer is his own Hall marker,
and the

Marks and Facts
Often get more or less apart. But not always. In
our own case, we've ever had the resolve to knit the
fact and the representation about it so closely to-
gether that the most searching investigation would
only reveal their complete harmony! Take

Solid Gold Cases
(Two pages of cuts of 'em in this paper) for a sample
of our methods : We say there're solid 14 K. gold—
all through! And they are ! Because every piece of
metal that went into them was assayed before it
went in.

Assayed
In our own factory ! By our own assayer ! Nobody
else's word to take about it ! Every piece—not an
exception ! So through all our lines. And this is
why we assert that this

Trade Mark

,o
 Is as absolutely reliable a guaranty of quality, as the

Hall mark of England itself! Now,

No Other
Concern goes to this trouble. Do you appreciate what
it means ? Thousands of cases are being sold that
won't assay 14 K.,although so stamped by the makers.
Is there anything surer than that there'll be trouble
about these som, day—a " Rocky Road to Dublin"
for those who made and sold them And do you
want to share the

Odium
When the day of reckoning comes ? Isn't this point
worth keeping in mind as you supply current needs
in Gold Cases?

Beauty
Of design as well adorns Silver as Gold. Our Silver
Cases (cuts orem on other pages) are a fresh revel-
ation of what designer and engraver may achieve
with this metal. You may see their like again—its
easy to follow—but you never did before. Suprema( y
in substantial qualities as well. Each part struck out
of solid metal at one blow—the method original with
us—and a strength, hardness and stiffness acquired
not else possible. Add brilliancy of finish, beauty of
color, great wearing qualities, and the peer of the
Leader's not found ! Trade Mark here means
" Guaranteed Coin Silver." You are alive to the way

Electricity
Affects watches and you assume that other people are
too. A mistake ! The public needs educating, talk.
ing to, on this subject. We've talked a page-full
elsewhere in the KEYSTORE—read it and spout to the
community with your own variations., You can talk
Insulator when all other topics fail. Properly pre-
sented, you need never sell a watch without an
accompanying Insulator. You warrant cases and
movements? Well, won't an Ajax protector reduce
wear on cases, and so help your guarantee on them ?
Especially, when the the buyers' occupations are likely
to get dirt and grit in their pockets ? So where you
engage toleep movements in order for any length of
time, an Insulator'd be a good thing to sell, for
'twould lessen exposure, keep out dust, and generally
tend to preserve right conditions.

Silveroid
Cuts on hack cover. Just as good policy to buy best
(heap cases, as best dear. Ours of best metal—harder,
finer grained—take beautiful finish and hold their
color—well, longer'n anybody'd think!

Curious
Isn't it, that Boss Cases are conspicuous in this KEY-
STONE by not being in it ? Not a picture ! The fact
is, that something—new names, catalogue, or the
native qualities of the new goods—is making the
three Bosses sell themselves—awful demand, too !—
and so in self defense, we thought we'd hole up their
pictures this month and give 'em a rest Shall
have something to say about 'em, though, in January.

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia
New York Chicago
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G. W. CHILDS' CLOCKS

UR series of articles
describing some of the
most important and
interesting of the
clocks owned by Mr.
Geo. W. Childs will

close with this number, but as with
all sumptuous feasts, whether of the
reason or the table, we have reserved
the rarest dainties for the close. With
this iisue we give cuts and description
of two of the most expensive and ele-
gant clocks in existence. The cut be-
low gives an excellent idea of the

outward appearonce of the celebrated Rittenhouse
clock. This clock, unlike several we have de-
scribed, has a history. It was constructed by the
astronomer David Rittenhouse, a few years before
the American Revolution, for Mr. Joseph Potts,
who paid $640 for it. In the spring of 1774 it
was purchased by Mr. Thomas Prior, who refused
an offer from General Sir William Howe of 120
guineas for it, shortly before the evacuation of
Philadelphia by the British in 1778. Mr. Potts
also refused an offer of $800 from the Spanish
Minister who wished to procure it for a present
to his sovereign.

After the death of Mr. Prior in 1801, it be-
came the property of Professor Barton, the biog-
rapher of Rittenhouse. From Mr. Barton it passed

into the hands of the late James Swain, and at the
sale of the last named gentleman's effects it came
into the possession of Mr. Childs in October,1879,

The case, a magnificent specimen of wood
working as practiced a hundred years ago, is made
of solid walnut, with the joints and fittings as per-
fect as when they left the workman's hands. But
it is in the works" as the phrase goes, where the
value lies. In addition to the ordinary going and
striking trains of clocks of the period in which it
was made, it has a musical attachment and a chime
of fourteen bells arranged to play several airs. The
mechanical execution of the several parts of the
train and musical attachment is exceptionally fine,
and would even at the present time do credit to
such makers as Frodsham or the Japy Freres. But
the real complication of this wonderful clock only
commences after the parts we have described are
complete ; because in addition to its striking,
chiming and musical functions, are added a per-
petual calendar and planetarium.

Immediately over the dial is a circular recess
surrounded by the signs of the zodiac elegantly en-
graved on brass, and whitened like a chronometer
dial. In the circular recess just mentioned, revolve
all the planets in their proper order, except Uranus
and Neptune, which were not discovered at the
time of the construction of the clock by Mr. Rit-
tenhouse. The revolutions of these miniature planets
are performed in the same time that the orbs they
represent require to pass around the sun, that is to
say, the little ball which represents the planet Mer-
cury makes it circuit inside the zodiac in 88 days;
Venus in 224 days; the Earth in 3653'days;
Mars in 22/12 months ; Jupiter is a whole year in
passing one sign of the zodiac, or twelve years in
making the circuit. Saturn requires 29% years to
complete its revolution.

Some conception of the complication of this
clock can be had from considering the fact that
the combined wheels in the various parts contain
5685 teeth. A very ingenious piece of mechanism
shows the moon's age, by means of a little ball
of ivory which has half of its surface stained
black.

The second cut on this page shows the gem
of Mr. Childs' collection of clocks ; it occupies a
conspicuous position in one of the parlors of his
splendid residence on the corner of 23d and
Walnut Sts., Philadelphia. This clock, like the
celebrated Rittenhouse just described, has an in-
teresting history ; it was the chief attraction of the
horological department of the Paris exposition in
1868, where it was much admired by all who saw
it ; and Emperor Wiliiam, of Germany, was ex-
tremely anxious to possess it, but for some reason
failed to secure it, as it was finally purchased by
the eminent banker,Legrand Lockwood,and placed
in his residence at Norwalk, where it remained
until sold at auction for $6,000 to Mr. George W.
Childs, its present owner.

This Koh-i-Noor among gems of horological
art is fully nine feet high and weighs over two
tons. But size and weight are not the properties
which gives it its greatest value and interest. It
is a choice work of art in every sense, and art too,
executed in valuable and rare material. The
female figure which supports the pendulum is
wrought in silver, and the pedestal on which she
stands is composed of verd-antique and Cyprean
marbles. The grace and pose of the female figure
are very impressive, and would deeply interest
lovers of the beautiful on their merits alone, if
there were no additional attraction of exquisite
mechanical skill. The pendulum which depends
from the hand of the female figure is of the rotory
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type, and makes its revolution in two seconds.
The size of the stat l e and the slow and dignified
movement of the pendulum impress one with a
sense of grandeur, which smaller clocks, no matter
how elegant, fail to convey. The mechanism in
this clock is very fine ; all the brass parts of the
movement being heavily gilted, instead of being
simply polished, as is usually the case with even
high priced clocks.

All the clocks we have illustrated and de-
scribed in this series of articles, except the one
last mentioned, are in the private office of Mr.
Childs, Ledger Building, corner of Sixth and
Chestnut streets, PhiladelrMia, Pa. This ge.ntle-
man has several other elegant and valuable clocks,
but those we have described are the ones he prizes

(Continued on page 17.)
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A Growing Popularity.DIAMONDS
A Profitable Illvestmellt.DIAMONDS

Did you say you wanted Diamonds?

If you did,
Abundance to select from

Must suvely tempt you.

oskamp, Nolting & Co., Cincinnati, 0.

Nevert fail to satisfy a eustomev.

Diamonds, loose and mounted

Selected fort you with great care.

The 1Diarnond, pure, transparent

lovely, Intoxicating,

The fascination grouts.

111111■11111111111■

13y Jove—don't wait—

Suy your Diamonds

Without delay.

Osttarnp, Notting & Co.

4121,t 'Your Service'!"

Cincinnati, Ohio.

If Y01.1 Please I
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New Issue.

B. W. Raymond
Nickel

Open Face
Pendant Setting

Unequaled for Railroad Purposes.

Corresponding in quality and price with our Nickel
Hunting B. W. Raymond movement. Delivery of above
grade has already been made to the Jobbers, who will be
pleased to supply the trade.

General Office : 76 Monroe St., Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE: 11 John St. FACTORIES: Elgin, Illinois.

WATCH COMPANY
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G. W. Childs' Clocks, continued from page 14.

most ; and well he may, because they constitute
the most elegant and valuable collection of clocks
in existence. We shall have occasion to further
speak of Mr. Childs' collection of clocks when our
articles on "Clocks" now running in the KEY-
STONE come to take up the theme of "Curious

Clocks," as the collection of Mr. Childs is, as

one may say, a horological museum, affording

specimens of the art from a very early date down
to the present day.

* * *

PAN-AMERICANS IN PHILADELPHIA.

Visit to the Keystone Watch Case Factory.

The people of the United States learned more
about the country's industries from following the

daily record of the late Pan-American swing-round-
the-circle than they ever before did in any forty

two days of the country's history. Each locality

visited brought into prominence the particular
industries distinguishing it from other towns, and

the great mass of people had thus brought to their

knowledge what before was a matter of compar-

atively local cognizance.
Waltham, Meriden and Philadelphia were the

towns to bring jewelry interests into prominence.

In this city, the Pan-American party was rounded

out to fuller proportions than formerly through its

being joined by the wives and other members of

the families of the delegates, and this expansion

suggested an additional programme of entertain-

ment, for the " better half " of the Congress. As

part of this extended programme a visit to the fac-

tory of the Keystone Watch Case Company was

fixed upon by the proper arranging committee as

one. of the city's industries likely to be of most

interest to the ladies of the party, and it was

accordingly placed on the list of attractions. The

following details of the visit of the party, and of

the factory's origin and unique growth, are taken

from the Philadelphia Public Ledger of November

r3th :
ENTERTAINING THE LADIES.

A special programme for the entertainment of the ladies

was provided for yesterday, and was carried out under the

guidance of Mr. C. N. Thorpe, Messrs. Curtis and Smith, of

the State Department, devoting their attention to this party

exclusively. . . .

At ten o'clock the ladies, accompanied by several of the

gentlemen of the foreign delegations, visited the Public

Ledger building, and were received by Mr. Childs in his

private office. A pleasant half hour was spent there in the

inspection of the numerous art treasures and souvenirs of

distinguished persons collected there. Present in the office

and assisting Mr. Childs in entertaining the visitors were

Col. M. Richards Muckle, Mr. L. Clarke Davis and Joseph

G. Rosengarten, Esq. The party included in addition, of

course, to Mr. Thorpe, Special Agent Curtis and his assistant,

Mr. Smith, of the State Department, the following ladies:

Senoro Romeo, well known in Philadelphia society as Miss

Allen, now the wife of the Mexican Minister to the United

States ; Senora Felix C. C. Zegarra, wife of the Peruvian

Minister ; Senora Nicanor Bolet Peraza, of Venezuella ; Mrs.

Henry G. Davis, and Miss Davis, wife and daughter of the

ex-Senator from West Virginia ; Mrs. Henderson, wife of

Senator Henderson ; Mrs. Wolworth; Senora Manuel Aragon,

of Costa Rica ; Mrs. Charles R. Flint, Mrs. John G. Bourke,

Mrs. Curtis and Miss Elsie Curtis, Mrs. H. C. Yarrow, Mrs.

Frank H. Taylor, Mrs. James Clancy; Senora Horatio Guz-

man, of Nicaragua ; Senora and Senorita Andrade, of Ven-

ezuela; Miss Sarah Bourke, Mrs. Edmund W. P. Smith and

Miss Lonigan. There were present in addition, the Senor

Don Felix Cipriano C. Zegarra, the Peruvian Minister, and

several other of the delegates and attaches. After visiting

the press rooms each of the ladies received from Mr. Childs

a cup and saucer as a souvenir of their visit. . . .

The afternoon was occupied by a visit to the Keystone

Watch Case Factory, at Nineteeth and Brown streets. Mr.

Thorpe, President of the company, hurried to the works, so

as to be there in time to receive the visitors. The general

office had been handsomely decorated with flags and bunting,

and upon the long counters were arranged fifteen hundred

watch cases, representing a single day's product of the fac-

tory. Cards suitably placed, announced this fact, and also

that this was the largest factory in the world making watch

cases exclusively, and that $12,000 worth of gold and silver

were melted down daily in the course of the business of the

works. Mr. Thorpe made a brief speech of welcome, stating

briefly the main .points of interest about the works, and

emphasizing especially the fact that the Keystone Watch

Case Company had been the first to utilize women's work in

this branch of industry, between four and five hundred girls

and women being employed in the works.

A route through the huge factory had been carefully

mapped out, so that the guests could see the processes in

their various stages, with the least possible amount of fatigue.

Mr. Howard L. Roberts, Secretary and Treasurer of the

company, and Mr. E. C. Chappatte, Superintendent, to-

gether with a number of the heads of departments, assisted

Mr. Thorpe and accompanied the party through the works

to explain the various processes. The programme was so

arranged that it was not necessary for any of the party to

retrace their steps, the visitors finding their carriages in

waiting at the Wylie street entrance. After expressing their

pleasure and interest in what they had seen, the party re-

turned to the hotel.

A HISTORY OF THE KEYSTONE FACTORY.

The visitors expressed their astonishment at what they

had learned of the phenomenal growth of this establishment

during the short space of fourteen. years. In • 1854, James

Boss began to make watch cases in this city. In that day

watch cases were made by hand and one workman usually

made the whole case. Most watch cases were made of solid

gold or silver, though there wery many cases of less reliable

metal,with enough gilt varnished over to make them resemble

gold long enough to sell, and not much longer. Mr. Boss,

after much thought, produced the first " filled " watch case

in the world—that is, a case of composition metal faced and

backed with gold plates—protected his invention by patents,

and in 1857 began to make goods. But it was up-hill work,

and Mr. Boss could only make a few cases per week, and

the demand never pushed him to great exertions.

About this time Mr. C. N. Thorpe was engaged with a

firm of wholesale jewelers, whose location was in the same

building in which the Boss cases were made. He began to

sell the new goods, and he soon recognized their great good

qualities and the possibility of a great future for them. He

took as partner a practical watch case maker, Mr. T. B. Hag-

stoz ; the two raised what money they could, and the pioneer

filled watch case business of the world " passed into • their

hands. Such was • the beginning, in 1875, of what is the

Keystone Watch Case Company of to-day, whose factory has

a daily output of watch cases exceeding that of any other

institution in the world.
In the fourteen years since that purchase was made

watch case making in America has been revolutionized.

The theory and practice of case making have been totally

changed, the number of persons earning a living in the

industry has been enormously increased, and the capital in-

vested has been multiplied almost by millions. The busi-

ness which Mr. Thorpe's firm took hold of with about twelve

hands, now employs nearly I zoo ; the output of six cases a

day has increased to 1500 a day, and the one small room at

618 Chestnut street, which was ample for his force in 1875,

had given place in T880 to a building on. Nineteenth street

six stories high, augmented by one as large on Wylie street

in 1882; this followed by an addition to the Nineteenth street

building in 1887 almost as large as the original, and still the

business overflowed, and now four stories of an adjoining

structure are required.
Not only has there been this enormous bodily expansion,

but the enterprise has been widened. In the second year of

its career the firm bought out E. Tracy, maker of solid gold

and silver cases, and henceforth these goods were among the

products turowl out, and so, gradually, the enterprise has

widened, till from making but One grade of a Boss case, its

manufactures have long included everything in the whole

range of cases worn, from a silveroid case, retailing for about

a dollar, up through solid silver and three grades of Boss

cases to cases of solid gold, with embellishments enough to

please the most extravagant buyers; but, .as always, Boss

filled cases have engrossed its main energies.

The business of the firm was pushed with such eneigy

and-intelligence that in 1876 .the premises then occupied

17

proved too small, and quarters in the Ledger building were

secured. But again the business outgrew the accommodations,

and in 188o the removal to the present site was accomplished.

Previous to this the firm had adopted the hitherto unheard-

of plan of attaching to each individual Boss case a specific

guarantee of its wearing qualities,so that to whosesoever hands

the case came there was the contract, under the signature of

the firm, that it would wear fifteen, twenty or twenty-five

years, according to its grade. This pronouned avowal of

'responsibility for the character of its products the company

has ever since made a leading feature of its business policy,

and at the present day it ascribes no small degree of its

supremacy to its never having allowed the shadow of a sus-

spicion to arise as to its readiness at all times to make good

its guarantees.
In 188o, when a new location had been selected for the

factory, Mr. Childs sent for Mr. Thorpe, inquired into his

plans and astounded him with the offer to become a special

partner and to place $too,000 at his immediate disposal, in

order that the building plans might be as fully enlarged as

was thought desirable. Mr. Thorpe was the first in this

business to extend, under better conditions and with im-

proved surroundings,the field of woman's labor in the factory,

and this appealed with peculiar strength to Mr. Childs, and

he wished in this practical way to connect himself with the

movement to open still further this new field in which woman

might strive to better her condition. It was believed that

woman would be able to show her adaptability to case mak-

ing, and the vindication of this judgment is apparent in the

fact that she has finally made her way into all departments

of the factory, and that of the total force employed at the

present time over 400 are women.

The progress made at the Keystone factory really illus-

trates the revolution which has taken place in watch case

making, new methods and processes having completely taken

the place of the old order of things. Before the business

passed into Mr. C. N. Thorpe's hands the " centre " of a

watch case, the part to which the lids and pendant are at-

tached, was always cut out of a piece of metal, bent to a cir-

cular form, and its ends welded together, and nobody seemed

to think that it could be done in any other way. The Key-

stone people thought it could, awl they made a machine that

at one stroke cuts and shapes the " centre " out of solid metal

without any welding about it. Nor is this all. The same

" centre " is now elaborately ornamented by tracings and

carvings, in which machines were in this factory made to do

what hands had formerly done less speedily and at far greater

cost.
The name " Keystone," by which the factory is so well

known, is applied by the company to its highest product,

the solid gold case. The " Boss " cases, so-called after their

inventor, possess the advantage of solid gold cases, with

much more than their average strength, and have besides the

great advantage of cheapness. These cases are made in

three grades, "Boss Extra," "Boss .14 K," and "Boss lo K.,"

the only difference in them being in the quality of the gold

used in their composition. The silver case of the Company,

the "Leader," is, by the peculiar process outs making, espec-

ially adapted for rough usage, but perhaps the most astonish-

ing product of the factory is its cheapest case,the Silveroid,"

a nickel case of close grained bright, white metal, of great

strength; and capable of taking a high polish. • 
•

* * *

"I do not know when my subscription expires,

so send you for two years. Let the KEYSTONE

come for I could not get along without it. I have

not 'missed a number in four years. They make a

nice volume bound."—A. N. Stevens, Portville,

N.Y.
* * *

The Aluminum age seems to be coming.

Recent prices were $4 to $6 per pound, but

methods of production have been so much im-

proved lately that the Pittsburg company a few

weeks ago cut prices as low as $2 per pound for

r000-pound lots.

* * *

English manufacures are soltl largely in South

America under the pretense that they are American

goods. The coming discussions of the International

Congress May be expected to eventuate in regula-

tions'that will 'remedy this state of affairs.
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Business during the former part of November.
was generally quoted as a little quiet, but during
the last ten days it has been steadily improving
until at the present time it may with perfect jus-
tice be quoted as very active, with indications
that up to the end of the holidays there will be a
rush. It is perhaps not out of place here for me
to advert to a grievance on the part of the whole-
sale dealers. Several of the leading houses have
drawn my attention to the matter pretty forcibly
of late. It is this ; " the retailers invariably put
off ordering goods until the very last moment, and
then feel hurt if their orders are not promptly
filled." This of course does not matter so
much in ordinary times, for as a rule orders can
be promptly attended to, but as Christmas draws
near, and everyone is clamoring for goods at the
same time, it becomes very difficult indeed to fill
orders, and entails a great deal of night work upon
the office help. This could easily be avoided if
dealers would first take time by the forelock and
place their orders, especially for staples, a week
or two earlier. Another cause of complaint from
the jobbers is the indiscriminate way in which
some country dealers order selection packages.
In lieu of asking for what they may reasonably
expect to sell during the holiday season, they
often order goods that are beyond the means
Of their customers to purchase, and can only be
used to gratify the personal pride of the dealer by
enabling him to make a great display in his store
windows. The retailer should bear in mind that
the getting out of a selection or memorandum
package entails a great deal of labor, and occupies
much valuable time, and also that goods rapidly
tirnish in a window or show case, and, conse-
quently ere they can be taken into the jobbers
stock again they have, in many cases, to be re-pol-
ished.

A few days ago, I was talking to a well-known
jeweler who makes a specialty of mounting up fine
stones in the most artistic fashion. His goods I
need hardly add, are too high priced for the gen-
eral trade. He showed me a letter he had just
received from a little town in Nebraska, which
was very modestly couched—something in this
style:

• " I noticed your advertisement in the KEY-
STONE. Please send me two or three dozen soli-
taire diamond rings, and a dozen pair diamond
earrings, also some diamond and ruby rings. I
have a customer I think I can sell a ring to."
Not a word said as to size, quality or anything
else. I may add that Dun's and Bradstreet's rate
the party in question $5oo to $1,000. The
gentleman assured me that requests of this kind
were matters of every day occurrence.

The Gymnasium in course of erection for the
use of the Elgin factory operatives is nearing com-
pletion, and will be opened very shortly. As it will
be used also for literary and musical entertainments,
balls, etc., it will be a great boon to the em-
ployes. I saw Mr. Avery, the President of the
company yesterday. "How do you find business?"
I asked after the 'usual greetings. " The same as
usual," was the reply. " We can't keep up with
our orders. We are working full time with our
full force ; more we cannot do. The demand for
Elgin goods is increasing all the time and I feel

that could we turn out three times the amount of
goods we are now doing, the demand would keep
pace with the product. We hear good reports as
to business from every section of the country, and
I have every reason to think that the year's busi-
ness will prove generally satisfactory.

Mr. Bentley, of the Illinois Watch Company,
was in town on Wednesday. " I have been on a
short business trip throught the west and south-
west," said he, and " I find business is quite good.
The dealers are talking very hopefully, and the
outlook seems very encouraging. I am glad to
report a good demand for our goods Our new
movements are very popular and have a ready sale.
Let me say too, that the KEYSTONE is very popu-
lar. I find it in every store, and the trade speak
very highly of it. It has improved wonderfully
within the past year, and deserves great praise for
its enterprise. Geo. Gubbins, the Chicago agent
of the company, was not in half so pleasant a frame
of mind as Mr. Bentley, and was doing consider-
able grumbling because the factory did not fill
orders fast enough. I infer therefore that George
must be getting in some good orders.

So far as I can learn at present, all the pros-
pective purchasers of the Aurora factory are out of
the field. The factory has shut down, and Mr.
Evans is winding up the Company's affairs.

Mr. Harry Howard, the genial and popular
manager of the Howard Watch and Clock Co.,
has been the recipient of expressions of sympathy
from the entire trade, on account of the sudden
death of his father. The deceased gentleman was
a retired Boston merchant, a man of unusually
genial and friendly disposition, and his loss is
deeply regretted by all who knew him. His
brother, the manager of the Howard Watch Co.,
attended the funeral.

Mr. H. F. Hahn gave me his experience of
last month's business to-day. "Trade was rather
slow with us during the first half of the month,"
said he, "but of late it has picked up very much.
For the last ten days we have been quite busy, and
I suppose we shall have a regular rush all through
this month."

Mr. C. H. Knights said : "Our business for
November was in every respect satisfactory. Our
sales are considerably in excess of those for Nov-
ember last year. The next three weeks will, I
think, prove very busy ones for us, and I expect
we shall have to work nights right along.. For
the last few days orders have been piling in at a
great rate, and have given us a foretaste of what
we may expect later on." Mr. Knight will give
his annual dinner to his employes at the end of
the month. These reunions are looked forward
to with much pleasure by all interested.

Mr. Benj. Allen gave me his business experi-
ence for the month as follows : "Our sales for the
month show a satisfactory increase over those of
former seasons I anticipate a rush during the
next few weeks. The country dealers have held
off buying their holiday goods as long as possible,
and they are just waking up to the necessities of
the case. I think the general condition of the
trade is good." The firm have issued a supple-
mentary catalogue, a perusal of which will prove
interesting to the trade.

Mr. Lapp, of " The Busiest House in
America" said : "Our business has been very
good during the month. I think I may say with
safety that it is the best November's business we
have ever had. For the last few days we have
been hard pushed to get out our goods, and I ex-
pect we shall be kept going at high pressure until
Christmas." This firm have been appointed sole
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western agents for the "Self-Winding Clock."
This clock has an electric attachment which winds
it every sixty minutes, and in this way does away
with unequal tension on the springs. Jewelers
will find no trouble in placing it in public build-
ings, banks, churches, factories, etc. The C. B.
& Q.R.R. have recently purchased fifty for use in
their general offices and principal stations.

Otto Young & Co. report an excellent busi-
ness all through November. They are overrun
with orders, and it is only through the most active
exertion they are enabled to keep up with the
demand for goods.

Mr. J. S. Grout, the sign man, is having
quite a boom. He is shipping goods all over the
States and Canada, and recently had an order for
watch signs from Australia. He is soon to bring
out a novelty in watch signs which he prophesies
will prove very attractive to jewelers.

The subscription of the jewelers to the
"Fair" fund has reached $5o,000, with several
large institutions to hear from. We want the fair,
and what is more, expect to get it.

Jewelers' Council of the National Union, a
few weeks ago, gave what was admitted to be the
most successful entertainment ever presented by a
secret society in this city. The members have
now engaged the services of several European
artists of high rank, who are at present making a
tour through the United States. Miss Charlotte
Hanlon,the prima donna soprano of the company,
is probably one of the greatest living concert
singers.

The retail stores are all putting on their holi-
day aspect, and vie with each other in their wealth
of window dressing. Spaulding's, C. D. Peacock's,
Hyman & Berg and Joseph & Fish, are all centres
of attraction for intending purchasers.

* * *

PARSONS' HOROLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

The formal opening of Parsons' Horological
Institute, of La Porte, Ind., in the new building
recently completed for it, took place on the i8th
ult. Commencing in 1886 with but two pupils,
this School has since instructed some 300, and
now faces the future in a home built especially for
it, and with improved facilities for continuing its
excellent record of the past. The new building
has so much glass about it as to look almost like a
crystal palace. Its clock tower is eighty feet from
the ground, and will contain a clock made by the
students. Eight rooms fitted up in white oak
contain seventy-five benches of the same material,
the drawers of which contain every conceivable
tool used in the jewelry business. There is a store
loom for all raw materials used in watch and
clock making. The office has a large eight-day
clock,and also a ship chronometer made by Haley
of London. Various rooms are devoted to differ-
ent branches of the work, one being for a club
and reading room. The Institute is supplied with
the latest machines known to the jewelry business,
a noticeable one being for wheel-cnuting, geer-
cutting and damaskeening. A duplicate of this
has been made by one of the students. The staff
of the Institute comprises four instructors. On
the forenoon of the opening day, the building was
opened for the inspection of the public, and in the
afternoon the literary exercises took place, consis-
ting of an opening address by C J. Olin, of
Piqua, Ohio, a reading by Mrs. E. W. Davis,
and an address to the students by Mr. Gribi, of
Chicago. Other exercises followed. The "Par-
sons' has now passed the Rubicon, as it were,
and may well look forward to a period of conquest.

See Here!
Want Any of This?

We have discontinued the manufacture of the following styles of

Leader Silver Cases:

2 oz. Htg., K. W.,
2

2

2

oz. Htg., S. W., I

oz. 0. F., K. W.,

oz. 0. F., S. W.,

3.z. 0. F., K. W.,

Plain
Plain Eng.

Plain
Plain Eng.

Plain
Plain Eng.
E. T.
E. T. E.

Plain
Plain Eng.
E. T.
E. T. E.

Plain Eng.
E. T.
E. T. E.

4 oz. Htg., K. W.

5

6
6

9

oz. F•1 Ki W•9

oz. Htg., S. W.,

oz. 0. V., S. W.,

oz. Htg., S. W.,

oz. 0. F., S. W.,

Plain
Plain Eng.
E. T.
E. T. E.

Plain Eng.
E. T.
E. T. E.

Plain Eng.

( Plain Eng.

I E. T. E.

Plain Eng.

c EP.la9rini Eng.

E. T. E.

There are only a very few of these cases yet to be had. If you need any now or are going to want any

after January 1st, better get your jobber to secure them for you AT ONCE.

Keystone Watch Case Company
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
CHICACO
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HEEREN BROS. Go.
Nianufacturing and Wholesale Jewelers,

Special An,

To

The

Trade!

Pittsburgh, Pa.., December 2,1889.DURING our business career of over 20 years, we always tried to protect the Trade by main-
taining prices, treating our customers alike, whether small or large buyers, by having all
of our goods marked in plain figures, and never deviating from our adopted price list,

until we were ready to announce any change of price to ALL of our trade. We believe
that the policy adopted by some Houses to "dabble" in a line of goods in a small way,
simply to use an article as a " Leader" or "Bait," by selling it below the market price, but trying to
make up the difference in charging more for something else, (although constantly parading—on paper
—before the dealers with their self-praised virtues, in different patent ways of their own) will only tend
to demoralize the trade. We shall make an honest effort to stop it by selecting not only ONE
article out of a line of goods, but by offering

TfiE C.t.ifiOLtE LINE AT COST.
We never go on the war-path without putting on our paint and feathers, and, if we cut, we cut

to the bone.

We now offer, until further notice, our extensive and complete stock of

T. Pt. umz,soris sPecmitIcLes

Comprising every Number, Style, Size and Quality

FIT STRICT NET COST.*
We also made considerable reductions in our whole line of

Optical Goods
Price Lists sent to the Regular Legitimate Trade only. Parties not receiv-

ing one will please send business card.

Notice.

We have just received another extra large shipment of

EUROPEAN NOVELtTIES
especially an excellent line of

IVIarble Statuary
which, in addition to our other extensive stock of goods (complete in every
department), enables us to offer to the trade this year an unusual line of

HOLIDAM GOOD 
for which we solicit a personal inspection.

HEEN 1 
525 WOOD STREET,

BROS. & CO.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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Thanksg::7‘ay islit:hlered in with a slight

PITTSBURGH, November 29, 1889.

fall of snow. A clear cold snap for the next couple
of weeks to give shoppers a chance, and such
an era of big dealings in the jewelry business,
will be marked as never before. Pittsburgh deal-
ers are quick to catch on to passing events, and to
this happy faculty they owe much of their success.
Halloween found a window display of all things
pertaining to nut-cracking; the opera of "Clover"
found the clover pins largely exhibited, and a
craze inaugurated which has even extended to
weddings where the floral clover leaf blooms in the
place formerly held by the lucky horseshoe, and
the souvenirs to groomsmen and bridesmaids are
the jeweled pattern of the leaf. Thanksgiving is
appreciated by exquisite table displays, which show
appointments of the latest pattern and design.

Frank Tauzig, a jeweler in one of the surbur-
ban towns, and a brother-in-law of George Zug-
smith , the wholesale jeweler of this city, Committed
suicide a couple of days ago by shooting himself
in the temple. He had come from Harrisburg
where his parents and friends reside, and it is said
that despondency induced the act. He had mar-
ried a young woman of Harrisburg to whom his
family were opposed, and his father, a jeweler of
Harrisburg, disowned him. His wife went to
Washington a few weeks since; and during her
absence he committed the deed.

The case of -the E. Howard Watch and Clock
Company and others, against Joseph N. Rose and
Hannah Bedillion, the wife of a former jeweler of
'this city, was argued in the Supreme Court last
week. - The cases were about attachments obtained
by the creditors of T. P. Bedillion, upon effects
alleged to be in the hands of his wife and her
trustee. The defendants claimed that Mrs.
Bedillion had $25,000 of her own which had been
entrusted to her husband for management. She
held his note, and when he became insolvent, she
got ahead of the other creditors by obtaining an
execution and selling him out. The decision of
the court was reserved.

There was a regular deluge in the establish-
ment of George W. Biggs lately. An eight-inch
water-pipe burst in the building, causing both
consternation and loss.

A dissolution of partnership by mutual con-
sent took place in the firm of H. H. Durbin &

Co., at the beginning of the month, John F. Arm-
strong, the junior member of the firm, retiring.

Robert L. McWatty, who has been identified with

the establishment since its start, purchased the
interest of Mr. Armstrong, and the firm name will
remain the same, at least until after the holiday
season. Mr. McWatty is a popular man, and dur-
ing the continued illness of MD. Durbin this last
summer, assumed chief charge of the store.

G. Friedman, a watchmaker located on Fifth
Ave., has been so persecuted that he has been
obliged to complain to the authorities. A mob

of boys have been in the habit of congregating
about his windows, and have stoned the house,
broken the windows, and persecuted his children.
One of his youngsters, on returning from the
synagogue, had his pockets picked and his prayer-
book burned. The authorities have put a stop to
the aggravating persecutions.

Heeren Bros. & Co. have been running their

actory night, as well as day, for some time past.

Their tool department and other branches of trade

challenge admiration. The specialties now in

stock are well worth a personal inspection. Last

week the firm designed and manufactured over

4000 medals, which will be used to-day as souvenirs

by the members of the Turnverin, who are to

dedicate a magnificent new hall in Allegheny.

The big wholesale emporium of G. B. Barrett

& Co., is rushed with business. Counters are
heaped with the constantly arriving shipments,

and a most satisfactory trade is predicted for the
holidays. The selection of bronzes, onyx goods,
cut glass and novelties, is most exquisite.

Henry Terheyden is the successful competitor

among the jewelers who bid for the two hundred

watches for the Industrial Watch Club, an organ-

ization composed of Westinghouse employes. The

Hampden, Elgin, Howard and Waltham move-

ments will be secured according to individual

choice, and the grade of goods will average about

$75 apiece.
E. P. Roberts Sons' Thanksgiving display is

attracting considerable attention. The fifteen foot

show window is fitted up as a dining-room, with

long table, sideboard and side stands. A com-

plete dinner service is displayed, and the table set

for a number of imaginary guests.
Hardy & Hayes were about the only firm that

benefited by the visit of the Pan-Americans in a

direct manner. A group of br: nzes, artistically

arranged, caught the attention of the Minister of

Honduras, and an order was placed for the exqui-

site trifles.
J. R. Reed, of J. R. Reed & Co., has been

attending the meeting of the National Prison

Association in the South. The quarterly inspec-

tion of the watches of the Allegheny Valley Rail-

road has just been concluded at the Reed establish-

ment.
Mr. Heckel, of Heckel, Bieler & Co., has

been laid off duty for two weeks, owing to indis-
position induced by overwork. The factory has
been running nights, and the place is rushed with

work.
John 0. Slemmons reports a most satisfactory

outlook for the holiday trade. Orders are good,

and an efficient force is looking after the interests

of the establishment.
Goddard, Hill & Co., are swimming along,

doing a big business and displaying a fine stock of

goods. Mr. and Mrs. George E. Goddard re-

turned from their wedding trip a couple of weeks

ago. A reception and dinner is tendered them

to-day at the residence of the bride's parents. .

George Allen Cook was arrested on Fifth

avenue for trying to sell a lot of watches and jew-
elry. It is thought that he is one of a gang of

thieves that have been robbing the country stores

lately. The smaller towns have been notified of

his arrest.
The new firm of Witzel & Pafenbach report a

most gratifying beginning. They have just placed

in position a second large safe as a necessity of

the times. Mr. G. Cohen, of Fifth avenue, has

erected a tall pavement clock, which is quite a
convenience on that thoroughfare.

R. Siedle & Sons are doing a heavy trade in

silverware this season. They are making a spec-

ialty of the same.

J. C. Grogan is still adding to the beauties

of his pretty establishment ; a nurnber of side

windows have been utilized for the display of nov-

elties.
Wattles & Shaefer attract considerable public

attention by their attractive window displays.

The firm reports a good trade for diamonds.
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" Thou Shalt Not Lie"
MEANS

That promises should be kept in the spirit in
which they were made.

MEANS
That the heartiness and apparent frankness so
noticeable in negotiating a bargain, should
show themselves with equal prominence in
carrying it out to the uttermost farthing.

THAT
A smiling face at the front end of a trade
should not give place to a sour visage at the
carrying-out end.

THAT
Due self restraint should be used in making
the assurances and representations which lead
up to every trade.
In applying these maxiurns to our own busi-

ness, we quote from a November r2th letter
of Edward B. Lewis, San Jose, Cal. :
" If all your cases will wear like one that I
now have in, you can safely warrant them for
more than twenty years. It is marked
K., 1003,' and was sold . . . . in 1863.
The owner has carried it from that date, the
first two years in active service in the army."

IT IS EVIDENT
From the letter that this case was warranted
for twenty years. Twenty-six years satisfac-
tory wear in the past and no one knowns how
many yet in the future, leaves that guarantee
in pretty well-kept shape ! The sale of that
case, and its being heard from in such terms
at the end of twenty-six years, very well illus-
trates the policy of this company.

LOOK AT
The fourth of the paragraphs heading this
column.

THE UTMOST
That could be said about that case was not
said when it was sold.

A MARGIN
Of at least six years—several more probably
—was left in the customer's favor.

THAT IS
" Due self restraint" was used in the repre-
sentations made about it.

IN ALL CASES
Whatever our warranty—r 5, 20 or 25 years—
the margin is left wide in favor of the wearer
of the case I

IT'S EASY
To keep guarantees when business is done
this way.

AND SO
We hammer hard on the point that we always
'do keep em!

•
WE KNOW

Business '11 always grow better wall us, instead
of worse. For our rule—"due self restraint in
making assurances"—gives the customer more
than we say!

WE KNOW
Therefore that our past has no skeleton or
ghost to rise up and scare us in the future.

AND WE SMILE
At every end of a trade, for a thousand-to-one
in our experience, the hind end is like that
set forth in Mr. Lewis' letter.

WE BELIEVE
In our goods and authorize you to say—and
say hard—everything we put forward about
them. If anything slips—we have the utmost
confidence it won't—we stand ready to make
good, to the extremest limit, everything said in
their favor—and no sour face about it either !

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE CO.

PHILADELPHIA
NSW YORK CHICAGO
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That Pan-American Congress was expected to

do great things in a South American direction,

but just see ! monarchy knocked out of the conti-

nent before the delegates had hardly spit on their

hands and begun to set up the pins!

LOBLEY, the clever scamp who swindled so

many jewelers in various cities in the past few
years, and whose adventures are elsewhere spoken

of in this paper, knew the value of stealing the
"livery of the court of heaven to serve the devil
in." Either he or his confederate usually as-
sumed the character of a local priest or clergyman,

and it was the immunity from suspicion given by

this pretence that made the swindling possible.

It is evident the jewelers of this country think

pretty-well of the clergy.

"THE KEYSTONE should have the support of
every retail jeweler in the country. It is my de-

light to read it."-J. Seccombe, Valatie, N. Y.

DIRECTOR of the Mint Leech has recom•

mended legislation looking towards the discon-

tinuance of the coinage of the $3 and $1 gold

pieces and the three-cent nickel piece, and the

withdrawal from circulation of pieces of those

denominations now outstanding. If we were Con-

gress we'd act in accordance with that advice right

quick. If a man gets a gold piece of the $3 or $r

sort, he's afraid he'll lose it, it's so small, and the

three-cent piece looks so much like a dime it's

more trouble than it's worth to do the close look-

ing necessary to distinguish it from its silver

superior. Let them all pass away and the pockets

that once knew them know them no more forever.

THE trip of the Pan-Americans round the

circle of the country undoubtedly made a, strong

impression on the foreign representatives, but its

usefulness in properly impressing them was perhaps

not much greater than its educating effect on

ourselves. It is within the bounds of truth to say

that never before was the attention of so many

people in our own country called to so many of

its great industries as through the daily re-

port of the scenes and enterprises visited by the

journeying delegates. Perhaps this trip was worth

its cost just for its educating effect on ourselves.

The fire and life insurance idea is familiar

enough,but insurance against loss from doing busi-

ness on credit is rather navel. A projected New

York corporation proposes to do this sort of insur-

ance. The plan is to make good to the creditor

bad debts he would otherwise lose. Wi14 the

country take kindly to this sort of thing ? Possibly
-after it has worked long enough successfully to
show its usefulness and to convince people it
doesn't need an auxiliary insurance company be-
hind to insure it. The Review, of New York,
seems to have great confidence in the new scheme,
for it says : "All this, coupled with the enact-
ment by Congress of the Torrey Bankrupt Bill-
which is more than probable-places us almost
within the pale of the millennium,so far as business
risks are concerned." Be just play to do business
then, eh ? We hope we'll not kick the bucket till
we've lived just a few years in that bright time.

WE spoke recently of the Retail Jewelers'
Association, of this city, using its resources to
procure assays of various articles put forward by
manufacturers as of such and such qualities, and
of the fact that the tests made didn't always vindi-
cate the manufacturers as being scrupulouly ac-
curate in their representations about their goods.
The late meeting of the Ohio Retail Jewelers'
Association appointed its secretary and treasurer
as a committee to obtain samples of rolled plate
chains and silverware for the purpose of subjecting
them to assay and reporting results at the next
meeting. Local and general associations all over
the country ought to work this field with vigor.
The retailers ought to know just what sort of goods
manufacturers are urging them to buy, and the
easiest way of getting this knowledge is to join
together in local and general associations, and so
divide the expense of making the tests. The
honest manufacturers of the country will not object
but, rather, will rejoice and encourage such inves-
tigations, for they, equally with the retailers-
perhaps more-are interested in having the makers
and vendors of dishonest goods exposed. It is
the battle of the conscientious, whether retailer,
jobber or manufacturer, and all may well join in
co-operative efforts to let the trade know the actual
quality of the goods the trade is expected to handle.

Our Premium List offer of lait month proved so
popular with our readers that we have this month en-
larged it, adding to its attractions new articles and
more fully illustrating some of those formerly named.
Even if you studied it carefully in November, you will
find it worthy of a thorough inspection again. The
Handy Binder there offered would keep your year's
KEYSTONES in nice bookable shape. Page 3.

One good point in the Torrey bankruptcy bill is
a provision that the Attorney-General shall collect
bankruptcy statistics from all parts of the United
States and lay them before Congress at each ses-
sion. From these the practical effect of the law
would appear and suggest what, if any, changes
would be necessary to improve its weak spots.
Moreover, such statistics for a term of years would
be apt to make a decisive showing as to the benef-
icent or malevolent influence of a bankrupt law.

Brazil's export duty on diamonds is quoted as
three per cent. There's a bounty paid on mon-
archs exported-recent events seem to show-but
the limited demand abroad prevents this from
making any serious draft on the treasury, and since
the domestic consumption has fallen to nothing, it
is altogether probable that production will entirely
cease. The Brazif brand of monarch is the best
in the world, too, and it seems a pity that, as long
as there still exists in some parts of the world a
demand for monarchs, the Brazil product should
be suffered to become extinct.

DECEMBER, 1889.

It was recently declared to be the sense of the
Pennsylvania Retail Jewelers Association " not to
purchase any goods from any manufacturer or job-
ber who retails," and their feeling of hostility
toward those selling to dry goods stores, bazaars,
installment houses, etc., is no doubt equally pro-
nounced. The fact is, that the retail jewelers
want it all, and in Pennsylvania their Association
proposes to try to get it by agitating for a National
Association with State branches, to work along
certain lines in the interest of this object. It's
impossible to say how many of the retailers will
enter heartily into the scheme for a country-cover-
ing organization, but it is safe to say that, though
they may accomplish something to better their
position, they'll not stop jobbers and manufac-
turers from retailing, nor put an end to dry goods
and bazaar selling of jewelry. The probability is
that even if they could get unanimous action on
the part of the jewelers, the effect would be about
this : that the jewelry business of the country
would split into two well-defined parts, one em-
bracing the retailers, jobbers and manufacturers
working in harmony, and the other taking in the
dry goods'ancl: bazaar retailers and the manufac-
turers and jobbers supplying their wants, and
depending for support on their patronage. We
have no idea the " regular " jewelry trade can
ever get rid of the " irregular," but it can empha-
size the difference between the two and so seperate
the trade into two unfriendly big branches. The
retailers may better their condition by universal
organization, but they will be disappointed if they
hope to eliminate jobbers,manufacturers,and bazaar
retailers not doing business accordingto their ideas.

The Merchandise Marks Act of Great Britain
doesn't do all English manufacturers would like
to have it do in keeping foreign goods in the guise
of domestic products out of their domain. The
watch trade at Prescot-where watchmaking has
flourished for several hundred years-has recently
been disturbed over the matter, and at a largely
attended meeting of masters and men in the Town
Hall, it was unanimously voted that the meeting
"pledges itself to assist the committee of the Pres-
cot Watch Trade Association in preventing the
introduction of foreign-made movements, or any
parts thereof into English Hall-marked cases, or
otherwise dealing with them in contravention of
the Merchandise Marks Act." This was followed
by the passage of a resolution to form a " Vigilance

Committee " to " discover any infringement " of
the act that might take place. There seems to be

an "unholy alliance " of government Hall-marked
cases with foreign goods, and many of the dealers

decline to take the manufacturers' cause for their

own and to use their opportunities for exposing
the composite character of the goods that come
into their hands. The Horo logical Journal quotes
one dealer as saying, " I take care to have it in-
voiced to me as all English work, and that's good
enough for me ; and that paper thinks this ex-
pression " fairly represents the indifference " of

the shopkeepers. The matter is further compli-

cated by the fact that more or less counterfeiting
of Hall marks obtains, and of course where this is

done, cases and all are apt to be of those things
that " are not what the seem." On the whole,

though government Hall marking and the Merchan-

dise 'Marks Act have made the way of the trans-
gresser some harder than it would otherwise have
been, still, the way of the British manufacturer
hasn't by their aid been made altogether easy.
"Man never is, but always to be, blest " and we
" guess " its about that way with the B. m.
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You can save money on the best magazines, the

best reviews, the best illustrated weeklies, the best

juvenile monthlies, and the best juvenile weeklies, by

subscribing for them in connection with the KEY-

STONE. You'll miss it if you don't read over care-

fully the list of periodicals offered on page 2 of this issue.

JUDGING from the world's coinage of last

year-53 per cent. silver, 47 per cent. gold--sil

ver's doing some business yet, notwithstanding

Europe's monometallic kick of fifteen or sixteen

years ago.

The London Watchmaker, Jeweler and Sil-

versmith quotes what we said about our consuls

abroad changing foreign values into those of the

country where their reports are to be read, and

says, "This would apply at home."

One can't tell just from one month in the

year, but the September figures seem to hint that

American clockmakers are not keeping their end

of the whiffletree up in exports to Britain. Corn-

pare these round figures of British imports of

clocks and parts thereof from this country for the

past three Septembers : 1887, a value of $46,00o ;

1888, $28,000 ; 1889, $26,000. From France in

the same months there went : 1887, $78,000 ;

1888, $68,00o ; 1889, $73,000 ; a steadier output

to England than ours. " Other countiies,"

grouped together show a steady gain : 1887, $43,-

000 ; 1888, $61,000 ; 1889, $76,000. But of

course, the figures for one month tell only part of

the story

Turkey owes any quantity of millions dollars

and is mighty poor pay. Yet the Sultan-and in

Turkey the Sultan "is the State"-lately gave the

Empress of Germany a jeweled collar valued at

$225,000. This was all right from the point of

view of the workman who made and the tradesman

who sole the jewels, but if a private individual as

nearly insolvent as the Sultan were to give $225,-

000 presents, he'd be considered a combination

of fraud and fool, and people wouldn't be careful

to keep expressions of their opinion from reaching

his ears. Should a public individual be differently

treated?

When the International Congress visited New

Haven, ex-Senator Henderson of St. Louis, Vice-

President of the Congress, said in the course of

the speechmaking that he hoped the Congress

would recommend to the United States Congress

the filling up one of the finest naval vessels with

samples of the best manufactures and sending it to

every South American port. The German Export

Society of Berlin is working this idea out in a

thorough manner. A ship 370 feet long, to cost

over $700,000, is now building especially for

" exhibit " purposes, and it is expected it will be

ready to start next spring, for a tour round the

world, stopping at every large city to show buyers

and the general public what Germany has to sell,

and at what prices. She'll carry a more than mil-

lion dollar cargo, and the United States will have

to hustle to get to South America before her, and

even then can hardly hope to make as good a

show in a naval vessel as the Germans will in their

Kaiser Wilhelm, built expressly for show purposes.

Still, a naval vessel show will certainly be better

than none at all.

No such law (bankrupt law] is necessary to enable an

honest bankrupt to obtain his discharge. Such a man can

usually get better terms from his creditors than any bankrupt

law would give him, while the least taint of fraud in his pro-

ceedings bars his way to release, as should be the case.

Under a bankrupt law, unless fraud can be definitely shown,

the debtor may snap his fingers at his creditors.-New York

World.

The principal object of a bankrupt law is not

to grant discharges-that is only an incident to

the carrying out of the great object-the establish-

ing, as far as possible, of uniform rules and con-

ditions governing the collection of debts from

insolvents all over the country, so that creditors

far and near may stand on about an equal footing.

Sending us 5o cents for the KEYSTONE, Mr.

J R. Quimby, of South Londonderry, Vt., says

he "would be glad to pay six times the amount to

have it every week."

This country imported and exported jewelers'

gbods as follows during the month of September,

domestic goods only being included in the exports:

Diamonds, rough, including
glaziers' - - -

Clocks and parts of
Watches and watch material
Jewelry and manufactures of
god and silver - - •

Precious stones and imitations
Plated Ware - - -

Total - - -
Increase in Imports
Decrease in Exports

IMPORTS. EXPORTS.

1889 z888 1889 x888

$12,112
66,065
152,627

$32,464  
59,837 103,824 $88,289
163,871 25,393 17,827

149,569 101,476 47,039
1,244,87, 824,675

48,527

34,936 62,147

$1,625,684 $11;182,323 $211,192 $2x6,790

$ 443,361
$5,598

For the nine months ending with September

we have:

Diamonds, rough, including
glaziers' - - - -

Clocks and parts of
Watches and watch mate-

rials - - - -
Jewelry and manufactures of
gold and silver - -

Precious stones and imita-
tions - - - -

Plated Ware - -

Totals - -

Increase in Imports -
Increase in Exports

IMPORTS. EXPORTS.

2889 2888 i889 0388

$144,942
254,139

1,143,176
927,078

9,486,739

$240,547  
262,244 949,397

149,901
1,010,921 803,298

8,295,565

1,236,477

777,235

277,713

321,688

404,756 389,146

$11,956,074 $i1,045,754 $2,307,352
 $2,765,782

910,320

$541,570

"A little knowledge is a dangerous thing."

It is also mighty handy sometimes. A Pennsyl-

vania embezzler is said to have had the knowledge

that his crime was not punishable after two years

from its discovery, and he had the gumption to

remain concealed in his home during that period,

so that the statute of limitation would not be

suspended, as it would have been if he had left

the State and hied away to Canada.

"I want to see enough revenue saved to help

put American steamship lines on the sea," is from

a speech by Benjamin Harrison, in 1886. In the

early part of the present year he was represented

as holding that, "We should promote closer and

more friendly commercial relations with the Cen-

tral and South American people. . . . What

we want, therefore, is the establishment of Amer-

ican lines of steamships between imports and those

of Central and South America. . . . We

must not be frightened at the word 'subsidy'."

In his inaugural address the President said, "WF:

should encourage the establishment of American

steamship lines. The exchanges of commerce

demand stated, reliable, and rapid means of com-

munication, and until these are provided:the

development of our trade with the states lying

south of us is impossible." In his recent message

he urged "such appropriations tor ocean-mail

service in American steamships' as would be "lib-

erally renumerative" and as would "encourage the

establishment, and In some fair degree equalize

the chances, of American steamship lines in the

competition which they must meet." If a proper

bill subsidizing steamship lines to South America

should be passed by this Congress, it would not

wait long for the signature of Benjamin Harrison.
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The following is a list of Patents of interest

to the trade, issued during November, 1889. To

obtain a complete cop of specifications and draw-

ings for any patent here noticed, enclose twenty-

five cents to the Commissioner of Patents, stating

the number and date of issue.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1889.

Watch.
John W. Cloud, Buffalo, N. Y.

Watch Regulator.
Frederick W. Schimmel, Wallace, Idaho.

Engraving Machine.
George M. Guerrant, New York, N. Y.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER, 12, 1889.

No. 414,190

No. 414,449

No. 414,526

No. 414,677

No. 414,697

No. 414,739

No. 414,744

No. 414,751

No. 414,793

No. 414,802

No. 414,804

No. 414,828

No. 415,040

No. 415,100

No. 415,130 Button.

Clock or Watch Keys.
George D. Clark, Plainville, Conn.

Stem-Winding and Setting Watch.
Isaac Goddard, Richmond, Va.

Edwin C. Wiley, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Walter C. Winton, Scranton Pa.
Box for Jewelry, Silverware, etc.

Lou Burt, Detroit, Mich.
Bow for Watch Cases.

Edward C. Chappatte, Philadelphia, Pa.
Watch Case Spring.

James D. Ewing, Philadelphia, Pa.
Watch Key.

Rudolph H. Franklin, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Watch Bow Fastener.

Fred. L. Turner, Philadelphia, Pa.
Telescope Objective.

Charles S. Hastings, New Haven, Conn
Process for Decorating Watches.

Leon Favre, New York, N. Y.

Pen.

Pen.

George S. Tiffany, Tecumseh, Mich.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19, 1889.

No. 415, 632 Stem-Winding and Setting Watch.
Henri Gerber, St, Imier and Henri Audemars, Bras-
sus, Switzerland.

No. 415,669 Watch Case Spring.
Henry R. Gaul, Philadelphia, Pa.

No. 415,677 Watch Case.
Fritz Mink, Philadelphia, Pa.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1889.

Machine for Enameling Watch Dials.
Eppa H. Ryon, Canton, Ohio.

No. 415,737

No. 415,759

No. 415,838

No. 415,956

No. 415,960

No. 415,996

No, 416,003

No. 416,015

No. 416,027

No., 416,148

Cuff Button.
Maud P. Woods, Lynn, Mass.

Fountain Pen.
John Holland, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Watch Bow.
Herman T. Buck, New York, N. Y.

Watch Case Pliers.
Martin N. Cox, Ashland, Wis.

Watch Bow Fastening.
James M. Calhoun, Plymouth, Pa.

Pen Holder Rest.
Thomas H. Logan, Lowell, Mass.

Method of Applying Characters and Lines to
Watch Dials.

Francois Schmalz, Waltham, Mass.
Calendar.

Benjamin F. Billings, Blue Creek, Ohio.
Secondary Electric Clock.

Eason L. Slocum, Pawtucket, R. I.

* *

It's a mighty good thing to know now to use

old things to advantage-to make them count

when their first purpose is served and they seem

to be of no further account. Mr. F. W. Swan of

Muscateen, Ia., makes even old catalogues serve

him, and other jewelers may find it will pay to

follow his plan. He removes from such catalogues

the illustrated pages and prints on them in large

bright-red letters "F. W. Swan," "The Jeweler,"

and "The Largest Stock" in three underscored

lines running clear across the sheets. Then he

posts the pictures in proper places about town,

and thus at slight expense identifies himself and

his stock with the attractive goods illustrated.
Good idea? Has that appearance.
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In answer to our inquiry of who makes the
Wright engraving machine, Mr. R. H. Lee, of
Grand Rapids, Mich., writes us that the Wight
engraving machine is made at Garrettsville, Ohio:
He adds he knows of no machine called by the
name of "Wright." Probably this is the machine
inquired about.
•

* *

"A BEGINNER."—Where can I get a book on watch
repairing P

Saunier's hand-book, price $3.50: Any large
material house will supply you.

"NEW SUB SCRIBER."—Please tell me of a good book
for teaching engraving, and the price P

Our hand-book of practical engraving by
Cellini, Jr., is conceded to be the best book for
beginners. We send the KEYSTONE one year, and
this book as a premium for 50 cents.

"PHOTO ENGRAVING" inquires if there is any
book on "Photo Engraving," and what does it cost
to learn P

The ‘‘Techno-Chemical Receipt Book," pub-
lished by Henry Carey Baird & Co., 8ro Walnut
St., Philadelphia, Pa., gives many of the processes.
As regards the cost of learning, write to the Phila.
delphia Photo-Electrotype Co., 709 Filbert St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
• * *

"SUBSCRIBER."—Will you inform me (1) of a good
work on escapement adjusting P (2) How to restore
the appearance of matted silver after hard solder-
ing? .

(1) The best work on escapements in general
is Saunier'S "Modern Horology," price $15.0.Q.
A good work on the lever escapement is•by -Morit-z
Grossman, price $3.5o. (2) The dead white look
of matted silver can be restored by heating the
article red hot and allowing it to cool.in the air,
after which it is placed for.two or three hours in a
weak solution Of sulphuric acid, -5 parts of acid to
too of water. If the color is not right, reheat the
article, allow it to cool as before, and immerse. _
again in the acid solution.

* *

" A PRIEND."—I would like to know what makes
some silver watch oases. change color and lciok as
if they were brass, and if there is any way to pre-
vent their doing so.

Sweaty hands Will blacken any silver ; and
the prespiration of some people is much worse
than others, owing to the sweat containing more
sulphur. There is another cause ; ' Many silver
cases claiming to be as fine as coin (oo.O.fine) are
actually. much below this standard ; some not
being more than 750 fine. Of course these turn
yellow and blacken much more quickly than
those of coin silver standard. If cases are care-
fully wiped off with a soft, clean and dry old linen
towel, after being handled, they will keep their
color. Whiting is nothing but chalk ground very
fine, mixed with water and allowed to settle. Take
such whiting mixed with water in the proportions
of one ounce of whiting to five or six gallons of
water, and allow it to settle for three minutes;
then dip an old soft towel into this milky looking

water and allow it to dry. Such a towel will wipe
off silver cases very nicely, removing hand stains
if only recently made. Some recommend 3 of
an ounce of calcined magnesia to be added to the
whiting. The old towel can also be dampened a
very little with a mixture of alcohol i part ; water
.2 parts ; spirits of ammonia one-tenth of a part.
The towel should only be sprinkled with the mix-
ture like laundry people do when they dampen
clothes for ironing. If the mixture of ammonia is
used, the cases should receive a final rubbing with
a perfectly clean towel. Towels of this kind
should be kept in paper bags to avoid dust getting
into thein to scratch. A clean chamois skin dusted
with rouge can be used, but the trouble in using a
chamois skin is, -we•allow it to become impreg-
nated with prespiration from the hands. An old
soft towel is so easily kept clean that practically 'it
is much the better article.

"YOUNG LEARNER."—What shall I use to take
articles of jewelry out of the pickle P

Strips ten or twelve inches long, and 0 or
an inch wide, mit from Common window glass,

rig. I X • 
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and.bent.when heated red hot, as shown at Figs.
7 and 8, answer nicely. •

"REGUL.A,TOR" asks (1) the difference between a
soft American ladle and a hard one; as far as use-
fulness goes. (2)1s the twenty-five dollar Amer-
ican lathe to be depended upon P (3) Do you know
of any book of instruction as to the methods of
using the American lathe P (4) What measure-
ments have manufacturers to _go on for determin-
ing the sizes of watch movements, as for in-
stance, 0, 8, S,18 and 18 sizes P (5) What is the
object of using a countershaft P (8) Which i the
best bezel opener on the market P (7) What is the
best thing to do with a cheap Swiss watch when
the bezel is spoiled P

(I) For all ordinary purposes a soft lathe is
,perfectly satisfactory. • (2) We do not know of
any genuine American lathe which: is sold for

(3): There is no hook of instruction that we
are aware of .which is especially devoted to the
American lathe. - (4)--The sizes of most American
watches are. from what is called the Lancashire
scale.' 'The rule is : take an initial inch and add
5-3o.ofan inch' for o size ; to this add 6-30 for 6
size; .i6 3o. for r6Size,ratid so on. The American
sizes do not exactly correspond to this rule, but
approximate. very nearly: (5) The countershaft
with American lathes is principally used for driv-
ing the various attachments.' . (6) The best bezel
opener is one which lets the bezel entirely alone.
The bezel, as it comes.from the case maker, is in

'better shape than it will be after any bezel opener
:has "Monkeyed" with it. (7) .It is well to keep
. a good stock of German silver bezels on hand;
they do not cost much, and can soon be fitted.

"LEARNER" sends us an outline cut and asks how
such cuts are made.

Usually they are photo-engraved. Make a
drawing two or three times the size you wish the
cut to be with jet black India ink---line for line as
you desire the cut, only larger, and send to any
photo-engravers (Philadelphia Photo-Electrotype
Co., 709 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa., make
many of our Cuts), and they will make you a cop-
per or zinc cut, mounted on a block ready to
print from, for about 20 cents per square inch;
but will make no cut for less than $1.
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"INQUIRING MIND."--Could you kindly tell Me
how to make a pallet stone P I would like to know
how to draught and make the entire pallets and
fork if it would not take too much spaee.

To describe thoroughly the process of grind-
ing and polishing a pallet stone would occupy at
least four pages of the KEYSTONE, and as much
more space to explain how to draw correctly the
pallet and fork action of a lever escapement. We
intend to publish in the near future a complete
treatise on the detached lever escapement, giving
full details for correctly drawing the parts,
and also for making the several parts including
the pallet stones.

"DIAMOND."—Will a genuine diamond throw off the
colors of the rainbow the same as a glass "set" of
the same shape P Also is it a reliable test to make
a small dot on white paper and hold the stone over
it, and if you see as many dots as there are facets,
it is no diamond ; but if genuine, it will show but
one dot, no difference from what position you look
at it.

The refractive power of a diamond is much
more than glass, and consequently will show the
rainbow tints in a greater degree than glass of any
kind. We fancy the idea you wish to get at about
the dot test, is the property of some natural white
stones to show a double dot from their possessing
the property of double refraction. A diamond
would show but one dot, but a piece of fine paste
(glass) would do the same. The only imitation
at all to be mistaken for a diamond is glass, and a
file soon settles the claim of this competitor, as a
file will cut any paste.

"HARD SOLDER."—I would like to have you explain
(1) how to use hard solder P (2) " You say," in
November KEYSTONE, "if the job looks brassy
dip into a mixture of sulphuric acid and saltpetre."
Is not such a mixture explosive P (3) And you say
also "equal parts;" how is this? Is there any liquid
saltpetre P

( ) The term "hard solder" is usually applied
to an alloy of two parts, by w eight of fine silver
and one part yellow brass. We think the process
of hard soldering was tolerably well described in
November KEYSTONE, page 32, in answer to

.querist "Hard Solder," from which you quote.
• (2) A• mixture of saltpetre and sulphuric acid is
not explosive. (3) The combination is made by
weight.

.• We do not like to answer correspondents who
sign with initials, as for instance, C. M. G. Our
reason is that some parties will try and make the
letters fit some person they know ; and no mat-
ter if the question asked is one they are profoundly
ignorant about, as soon as they see the initials and
the answer, they will let on to be as wise as an
owl, and know all about the matter, and laugh
about C. M. G's. being so ignorant.

"PILLAR PLATE."—(] )What is the proper height
for a watchmaker's bench P (2) How shall I truea
balance P (3) Why in using 14 K. solder on some
rings and spectacles will the article melt before the
solder P

A watchmaker's bench should be about three
feet and one inch high, letting the stool be high
enough to bring the workman at the proper rela-
tive height. It is difficult to say exactly to what
part of the workman's chest a bench should come,
but it should be as high as he can work with corn-
fort to the arms. An adjustable stool is a good
plan ; learn to sit as low as possible. It is a
little hard on the arms at first, but it is better for
the chest. (2) We will shortly give an extended
description of new methods for balance truing,
covering the ground fully. (3) The gold articles
are probably not up to 14 K., that is, if your
solder is good and flows readily.
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is about time now we went
back and talked some
more about , technical
training. We dropped
the practical matters of
filing and scraping to
produce flat surfaces,and
change took up some

actual tool making, such as re-
quired no very high technical
disciplining. As these papers
progress we shall describe other
tools which will require advance
training, such as we have not as
yet considered, to produce them.
It is not always advisable to con-
strue/something in our workshop

practice. As for instance, when a pupil is learn-
ing to make a drill, it does not follow that he shall
only test his drills in such holes as are placed in
pieces to be used in constructing some mechanism.
In this instance, the necessary discipline consists in
accomplishing certain specific ends and attaining
certain objects. For instance, the end to be at-
tained with a drill is the production of a hole in
some substance, which in this instance we will
suppose to be metal of some kind.

Now, let us to commence with understanding
the conditions imposed : they are, (r) the hole
produced must be round; (2) it must be located at
a definite point; (3) it must be in a certain direc-
tion; (4) it must be smooth; (5) it must be made
as rapidly as the nature of the material will per-
mit. Before considering these several requisites
just named, we will examine into the effect it
would have on the pupil or student, if he was
called upon to keep his mind on additional me-
chanical requirements more than those just enum-
erated. It is evident on first sight that the pupil
in learning to make a drill and use it, will have
enough on his mind without giving thought to size
or relation of parts.

We will treat in detail the imposed conditions;
(I) how to make a drill which will produce a
round hole. The correct method is to turn the
drill in a lathe, and in this day the only lathe to
be considered is one which has wire (split) chucks.
For practical use about three sizes of wire will

answer for all ordinary drills. By adopting this
course, time is saved in selecting the proper chuck
for holding the drill.

Now for making a drill. The wire is placed
in a wire chuck and turned to the shape shown in
Fig. 1. The form is so obvious as to need but
few remarks. The angle at the point of the drill
should, for all ordinary purposes, be about ninety
degrees. Drills of a more acute angle seldom
prove satisfactory. The size of the reduced shank

of the drill at a is in a great measure determined

by the material to be drilled, as for instance, for
brass the shank a can be smaller than if the drill
is to be used for steel. At Fig. 2 is shown an
edge view of a drill. To produce the flattening,
the opposite sides are filed away, using care that
the extreme tip of the cone at b is left in the exact
centre. Extreme care is to be observed in filing
the point that the flattening to form the cutting
angle is only carried down until it meets the flat-

tened side of the drill. To make this understood,
we will have recourse to the cuts at Figs. 3 and 4.
Fig. 3 is an end view of the flattened drill shown
in Fig. 2. This view is as if the drill was seen

in the direction of the arrow d, and is magnified
.eight times from Fig. t. The point is filed about
to the angle shoivn at the linef f in Fig. 4 (twelve
to fifteen degrees), and the filing is only carried
to the extent that a cutting edge is established at

It will be noticed that the thickness of the
drill at the point necessitates the formation of an
obtuse cutting angle diagonally across the point of
the drill, as shown at the dotted line s- g, Fig. 3.
This obtuse cutting angle can be shortened by
making the drill thinner, as shown at the dotted
lines j, Fig. 5, but there must be thickness enough
left to insure strength. Now, it seems that if we
make a brief summary of what we have just said,
the reader should understand how to form a true
drill—the only sure method of drilling a true hole.
Turn in a lathe all your drills of more than two
one-hundredths of an inch in diameter. Drills
down to five one-thousandths can also be turned,
but still only a few, even of our best workmen,
bother to turn such small drills. Let the propor-
tion of your drill be in accordance with the
strength required to do the work. In forming the
point of a drill, let each of Me cutting angles be
of exactly the same size and shape.

Now we will take up the (2) count of the
requirements in drilling ; that is, the centre of a
hole must be at a certain definite position. To
illustrate, suppose we were drilling the holes in a
clock plate in which the pivots of the wheels are
to run. We all understand that it is absolutely
necessary that wheels with epicycloidal teeth
should be placed at Precisely their "pitch" distance

and broached out to the proper size. If they are
found to be "out," file, or broach to one side until
the above-described test tells you they are correct.
The same precautions should be taken with all the
holes.

The writer begs to add at this point that he
will shortly in this series describe how to make
such pump dividers. Pump dividers can be bought

of any of our large material houses, but they are
usually not well and accurately made; and also not
large enough for many purposes a watchmaker
requires.

We can briefly define what is necessary under
requirement (3) care and attention with well made
drills will secure the proper direction.

The (4) requisite of drilling, viz., a smooth
hole, involves more explanation than can be given
in this number, and will have to be finished in the
next issue of this journal.

from each other. At D, Fig. 6, is a clock plate
and the points at k 1 m p represent the location of
the main wheel, centre wheel, third wheel and
scape wheel. The best method of determining
the accuracy of the drilling of these holes is as
follows : with a finely pointed pair of dividers lay
off the distance from k to I with an accurate steel
rule, and make a prick punch mark at k and I,
and continue work until all the centres (m /5) are
located. Then with your dividers set to the sum
of the semi-diameter of all the wheels and pinions
engaged, see if it corresponds to the prick points
at k and p—the extremes of the series.

'To determine if the drilling has been per-
formed correctly : before the drilling is com-
menced, sweep three very short arcs from each
centre, as shown at o o' o", Fig. 6. These arcs
are from the centre k. After the hole at k is
drilled, we set one leg of a pair of pump dividers
(which have one leg with a large conical point) in
the hole at k ; then we can readily test if the hole
has shifted in drilling by seeing if the scribing
point of the dividers will continue correctly the
short arcs o. To guard against accidental errors,
holes for such pivots should be drilled a trifle small

The correspondent at Kimberly, South Africa,
of the New York Sun has given some account of
the researches of Prof. Seeley, the geologist, who
recently completed a tour of the country. We
quote a few paragraphs about gold and diamond
prospects:

"In reference to gold, he [Prof. Seeley] says that he
believes that gold occurs in the Cape Colony very much
more widely than has hitherto been suspected, especially in
the lava sheets which are so extensively developed in the
central part of the Colony. It is quite a new thing to find
gold as it is found here in these lava sheets. A great many
of these here contain a very large percentage of gold.
Another fact of interest is that when these lava sheets come
up they constantly overflow or penetrate into the fissures of
the rock, expanding, and when left bare cracking, so that
rain water catches the dissolved constitutents of the lava
sheet, and a new mineral, which belongs to the family called
zeolytes, has resulted. These zeolytes are nothing but min-
erals like the felspar combined with a certain amount of
water in the process of recrysiallization. In many cases these
substances are found to be comparatively rich in gold.

44 As to the diamonds, he had visited the mines of Kim-
berley, and he was strongly impressed with the fact that
many of the diamonds were broken, and this process of
breaking has not occurred in the washing or getting the
rock out of the mines, but took place before they reached
their position in what is called here 4 the blue.' The infer-
ence is that these diamonds are much older than the rock
which contains them, and the scientific suggestion concerning
the occurrence of the diamonds as they are found here is
that, as the blue ' is composed of pebbles found in the con-
glomerate of the Zwartberg low T down in the Colony, that
conglomerate may have spread further north than even Kim
berley. It is in connection with this that the coal beds are
found. If by the extraordinary pressm e which produces
heat the coal has been changed and crystallized, then vol.
canic action iiiercing these beds may have brought up the
diamonds to the surface, and diamond mines may yet be
found in othet parts of the Colony than where they are
now worked.
" That America is waking up to the importance of this

Colony is seen by the fact that already a large number of
Americans have settled down at Johannesburg, and still a
larger number are said to be on their way there. The
Americans there have decided to form a United States club,
which already consists of eighty seven members. Mr. S. B.
Height is its President, Mr. C. Levy,Vice-President, and Mr.
Gray Treasurer and Secretary. President Harrison and
other American officials have been elected honorary mem-
bers.

44 A good deal of discussion has arisen both in England
and in this Colony over the question of granting a royal
charter to the company headed by the Hon. Cecil Rhodes,
better known here as the Diamond King. This company
intends to push its operations into Matabeleland and as far
north as the Zambesi, where gold reefs and alluvial are said
to abound. It will lay down railways from here through
Bechuanaland, and will be the means of opening up to
civilization a vast tract of territory from which the white man
has been hitherto excluded."
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The Ohio Retail Jewelers, at their recent meeting at
Dayton, discussed the selling of watches, jewelry, etc., for
various wholesale houses by numerous express and railway
agents throughout the country, and appointed a committee to
draft resolutions calling the attention of the companies to
such actions of their agents, and asking that they apply what
pressure they can toward stopping the business.

An anomaly in the vicinity of Fourth avenue and
Twenty-fifth street is a woman locksmith. She is a short,
sturdy, quick and nervous little woman, and she carries a
little kit of tools for doing the small jobs for which the lock-
smiths are called in. Her husband has a shop, and they take
turns in attending to the calls. Any big piece of work is
turned over to the man, but the wife is quite as expert as he
is in fitting keys, putting new locks on trunks, putting on
window fastenings, and attending to the countless other de-
tails of household management.—New York Sun

Here's a hint for women with a mechanical turn of
mind. But some people think there are no such women.

The only bet ever made by Lord Falmouth, the famous
" racing peer," who died last month is said to have been of a
sixpence which he lost to Mrs. Dawson, the wife of his
trainer, and paid by handing her the coin set in diamonds
and mounted as a brooch.

While every body in the United States is now thinking
of extending trade to the south of us, a Naples correspondent
of the New York Tribune suggests Abyssinia as a possible
market it wOuld pay to cultivate. Hitherto there has been
no trading properly so-called between Christians nations and
Abyssinia, but the recent negotiation of a commercial
treaty between that country and Italy seems to offer a chance
to create some, and though Italy will profit most by it, yet
this country might profit some, as two Italiai . traders state
that already American cotton goods are preferred by Abys-
sinians, and cotton goods will be the most important impor-
tations. Carpets with brilliant colors would find a ready
market, so would glassware sof the bottle and drinking glass
sorts, and in the beginning guns would be an important
commodity. In the words of the correspondent, "Who
knows but that the New England and especially the Provi-
dence R. I. trade, which was once so flourishing on the
African eastern coast, with headquarters at Zanzibar, cannot
again find, in the same quarters, nearly, a large and profit-
able field of operations ?

A session of the Dominion of Canada Parliament is
probable in January, at which that body will be asked to
pass a new banking law, and it is said that business men
there favor the adoption of the national bank system of
this country.

Great soil in New Jersey I About $5oo worth of silver-
ware, consisting of pitchers, cups, pots, etc., was recently
dug up by farmer I'olzen at Waverly, near Newark.

When the Pan-Americans visited the Disston saw works
in this city, Mr. Hamilton Disston stated in his reply to del-
egate Estee's speech proposing the health and continued
prosperity of the firm, that when his father began business
there was not a band saw made in America, while to-day
there was not a saw imported into the country.

A tin canmaking machine is one of the latest triumphs
of American invention. A Philadelphia company controls
the patents and recently gave an exhibition of what the new
machine can do. The thing took a flat piece of tin and in
forty-five seconds turned out a finished can at the other end
of the machine, fifty feet away. With ten men 40,000 to
6o,o0o cans may be made in a day—what would take 200
men by the handmaking process.

A few weeks ago, The Sun had a Connecticut letter
about curious happenings in that State. This is one of them:
" A. Laubscher, of Rockville, temporarily removed from
his Brooklyn street home and closed the house, and the next
day after his departure the old clock in the house stopped at
exactly two o'clock and fifty-six minutes. Mr. Laubscher
met with an accident in making his removal, and his death
took place several weeks later at just two o'clock and fifty-
six minutes."

Pretty close to being jewelry, but made in a saw factory

all the same—the souvenirs in beautiful blue plush cases

presented to the All-Americans on the occasion of their visit

to Dission's saw works in this city. The emblems consisted

of a steel badge, the top of which was a miniature saw.
Beneath this were two hand saws, crossed with two bronze
handles, and holding by a link a circular saw, on which was
engraved the year and the firm's name.

The annual report of the general superintendent of the
railway mail service speaks of the good accomplished by

hustling round awl making arrangements and schemes

enabling the post-offices to make delivery by first carriers
after the mails are sent in from the trains. By extending the
system of preparation on the cars it has been made possible,
he says, to send out by the first carriers a vast amount of mail
which by the usual process of assorting at the post-offices
could not be delivered before noon, or during the afternoon,
and be suggests that it is possible to so improve on what has

already been done in this respect that more of the preparation
for this early delivery can be " made in the railway post-
offices, so that mail matter can be instantly turned over to
the carriers."

The story that Mrs. Burnett never met with literary
success until she commenced to wear a moonstone ring that
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe gave her, is said to be denied
by friends of the former, and the Mblic Ledger declares the
moonstone to be all moonshine.

Before Colonel A. Loudon Snowden left this city to as-
sume his position as Minister to Greece, be left a gold-headed
cane with Mr. Seymour L. Rau, to be presented to President
Harrison. The cane is not of great financial value, but the
interesting point about it is stated in the inscription on the
bead : " This cane was cut from the yoke which supported
the Independence Bell in 1776. To President Harrison."

The ladies of the All-American party may think of Phil-
adelphia while they do the family mending. On the morn-
ing of their leaving this city each was presented with a thim-
ble composed of gold and silver, the gift of the firm of Simons
Brothers & Co., manufacturing jewelers on Sansom street.

Jamaica is going to bold an exposition in the winter of
1890-9/ under governmental auspices, and exhibits from the
United States will be admitted free.

Some fire insurance companies at New York have
organized a Bureau of Investigation, the idea being to inves-
tigate all doubtful risks thoroughly, and to refuse insurance
to those whose characters are " shady," or who make a prac-
tice of burning out their property to get the insurance. To
merchants and dealers whose credit in trade is so shaky that
it becomes a question between a fire or a failure, insurance
will be refused. By thus eliminating all doubtful risks, and
classifying them, the companies think that rates can be
materially reduced, and the honest insurer benefited.

At the late meeting in this city of the National Academy
of Sciences, Prof. B. A. Gould, of IIarvard College, spoke of
the " New Prototype of the Kilogram and the Metric,"
referring to the history of the decimal system, from the con-
vention in I'aris in 1870 down to the present day. He said
that twenty nations had adopted the uniform system, but that
some difficulty had been experienced in coming to an agree-
ment upon the quantity of the different metals which were
to compose the standard of weight, and stated that the final
results were in most instances determined by the hydrogen
thermometer.

The Montgomery County, N. C., gold find was recently
investigated by a mining expert sent by the Carolina Watch-
man of Salisbury, who reports that all is gold that glitters.
The find is said to be the richest ever discovered in the
State. Three parallel veins were found about half an inch
in thickness and only a few feet apart. The ore pans out a
large percentage of pure gold. The place is owned by three
brothers named Sanders.

The Government's suit against the Bell Telephone Com-
pany is still on earth. The latest point made tallied against
the company. It wished for a ruling that the testimony be
limited to the charge of fraud and that no Drawbaugh testi-
mony be taken. The Court ruled the other way, however,
and the Drawl augh testimony—important we believe in
relating to priority of invention—will be taken.

Mr. j. H. Connair, a friend of the KEYSTONE at Belize,
British Honduras, says the United States leads in imports of
jewelry to that city. Ile gives recent figures as follows:
United States, $18,1 18; United Kingdom, $3,245 ; Germany,
4°6 ; and France, $32.
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" Troubles never come single." The Aurora Watch
Company has had plenty of experience illustrating this lately.
The latest wave to roll across its already troubled breast
came recently in the shape of an infringement-of-patent suit
brought against it by R. E. Robbins and T. M. Avery, trus-
tees for the Elgin and Waltham companies.

There is said to be more capital in the jewelry business
of Birmingham, England, than in any other of that city's
industries. Gold worth $3,750,000, and silver valued at $i,-
750,000 are used in its manufacture yearly.

Jewelry imports into the Argentine Republic for the
first six months of this year were valued at $395,355 against
only $216,705 in same period last year. Who got the most
of the gain ? Our own exports of jewelry have been increas-
ing, but whether we got a due share of the increased Argen-
tine' trade we haven't seen any figures showing. Acting
British Counsel Mallett, of Buenos Ayres, says the bracelets,
chains, necklaces, brooches, earrings, pins, etc. imported are
principally from France and Belgium. " German and North
American imitation jewelry find a good market in the interior
provinces. Electro-plate is of various kinds, principally from
Germany, the United States and England. The importation
of watches is of every variety, these articles coming from
Belgium, France, United States and England. The custom
house duty on precious stones, jewelry, silver and electro-
plate is two per cent. ad valorem on the former, and from
five to twenty-five per cent. on the latter two articles.

The Montevideo International Exposition, which was to
be held in that city beginning January t, 1890, has been in-
definitely postponed because the national congress didn't ap-
propriate money therefor. Now, if our congress should act
like that!

The way the new fashions lend themselves to the use
of jewel accessions is thus indicated in regard to two items
of dress, by the Paris correspondent of the New York
Times:

"Bonnet strings are no longer tied, but are rolled in
and out under the chin and finding termination and a fast-
ening near the ear with a handsome jewel pin. Use your
out-of-fashion earrings; only take one of each pair. Jewels
of value are also mounted as pins to keep the bonnets in
place and to pin the tulle veils. Small Spanish 'diamond,
ruby and sapphire studded combs are pretty if stuck in be-
hind in the roll of hair; they make a brilliant color note and
keep on the bonnet at the same time. . . . One novelty,
however, is sure to be a success both for young and Old.
Mine. Pasca is over 5o; she has grown very thin, and her
throat is unbecoming; wisely she knows this, and she affects
a fur collar, broader than the regular Princess of Wales dog
collar ; she fastens it in front with a long pendant pin of
large emeralds and diamonds."

Talk about the Aurora factory continues to 'rora little,
but the factory itself makes no noise. The employes, it is
said,—we don't swear to it—have been paid for the work
done after the assignee took charge. If any English syndi-
cate is hungry for American watch factories it might make a
modest meal on the Aurora, and work up its appetite by de-
grees to such institutions as the Elgin and Waltham.

A month or two ago, the local appraisers of imported
merchandise at New York had a conference about.questions
of classification. In their report lately made they recommend
among other things, that so-called " ivory knife handles " be
classified as manufactures of ivory, instead of as unmanufac.
tured ivory, as at present ; and that unpolished cylinders and
crown glass, consisting of disks and ovals used in the manu-
facture of spectacles and eye-glasses, should be classed for
duty at the rate of one and three-eighth cents per pound.

Delegate Dr. Cruz, of Guatemala, named when in Phil-
adelphia a lot of articles of American make his country con-
sumes in liberal quantities, and among them were watches
and silverware.

A new postal wrinkle at Berlin might well be adopted
in the large cities of this country. The Berliners now send
out ten large postal wagons with sorting tables, stamping
arrangements and what else is necessary to prepare mail for
transportation. As they drive in from the city outskirts the
officials in charge sort, stamp and bunch the mail brought to
the wagons from the street mail boxes by porters. Letter
boxes on the wagons provide facilities for dropping in matter
by pedestrians whenever the wagons stop. Most of the

wagons make the trip in an hour. The time saved in get-

ting mail ready for the trains is one, and not infrequently
two hours, over the former tnethol,

-
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No. 603.
6 No. x Picks and r Crack, in wood case, $2.25.
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Otto Young & Co.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,

Will Sell you jionest Goods at jionest prices.
We have no leaders which necessitate robbing you

on something else in order to average up, but we sell everything at the 
lowest possible figure.

No. 114
Bon-Bon, Gilt, $4.50. Quadruple Plate.

130 Butter Dish
$8.00 Satin Bright Cut.

We are Headquarters for FLAT WARE
And carry in stock at all. times a complete assortment of Knives,

Forks, Tea Spoons, Table Spoons, Etc., and all goods are quoted at

the manufacturer's list (not raised) and subject to the manufacturer's discounts

Headquarters for HOLLOW WARE.
We carry the Cream of all standard makes, also keep in stock a large

variety of Single, Double and Triple Plated Goods.

For illustrations of Hollow and Flat Ware, see our 1890 Catalogue,

pages 202 to 266.

1111

Extra Heavy Weight, Wide Flat Eye Wire and Temples
8 karat, per pair, $6.00 karat, per pair, $7.8o 14 karat, per pair, $20.50

Full Bassine, Rich Vermicelli
Engraved

No. 1103. 20 k. $25.00

1690 • $25.00
Ys Cara', Roman Flower and Green Stem

1631 $15.00
Engraved Mounting,

I Fine Diamond

Fancy Landscape
Engraved

NO. 1094. 14 k. $28.00

ifultuifte

1765 $62.00
Carat, Polished
Mounting .

1712 $74.00
Carat, Polished Mounting

1637 $12.00
Roman MmInting

Fine I 8aniond

The " Success."
Nickel, r3 Jewels, Exp. Bal., D. S.

$9.5o (The best 6 size
Swiss Movment ever of-

fered for the price.)

Headquarters for

OPTICAL GOODS.
A full line of Opera Glasses, Telescopes, Field

Glasses, Barometers, Compasses, Spectacles, Eye-

Glasses and

FANCY HOLIDAY THERMOMETERS.

Remember that the quality is warranted to be ex-

actly as represented.

For illustrations, see our 1890 Catalogue, pages 157 to 201.

Headquarters for

Watches of all Kinds.
Examine our Catalogue, compare our prices with

those of our competitors, and you \VIII send your orders

to us for everything needed in Elgin, Waltham, Colum-

bus, Illinois, Seth Thomas, Trenton, Standard, Ches-

hire, or Swiss American Movements. Also Gold, Gold

Filled, Silver and Nickel Cases.

Remember that In gold
cases, we can save you from 10 to 20 per cent.

B.W. Raymond Nickel Open-
Face, Pendant Set Movements
just received. Movements of all
kinds are going to be very scarce.
Order now what you want for the
Holiday Trade.

1700 $21.00
1-x6 Carat, Fancy

1769 $21.00
3 Diamonds, Polished

Mounting

1640 $9.50
Pearls and
Diamond

1875 $22.00 1870 $15.00 1877 $0.00

Extra Heavy Mounting. Real Heavy Mounting. Real Black Heavy Mounting. Real Black

Black Onyx, Gold Encrusted Onyx, Raised Gold Letter, set Onyx, Raised Gold Letter

Letter set with 13 fine Diamonds with 6 fine Diamonds

187S $5.00
Heavy Mounting. Real Black

Onyx, Gold Encrusted
Letter

1479 $11.00
Real Black Onyx. Gold En-
crusted Emblem, t Diamond

Headquarters for

Diamonds.
We have not advanced pri-

ces, but sell diamonds equally air

low as we do other goods.

Headquarters for

JEI2S7'ET_R'Y".
linailquarters for

CHA.INS.
Ilendquarterf4 for

Pens and Pencils.
Headquarters for

CLOCKS.

Send. Us Your ORDERS.

•
Prices quoted above are LIST, see our 1890 Catalogue.
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•0,GM NATION/i •t

No. 50.

The BEST Movements Made
Regardless of Price

B. W. Raymond.

1-4oci-uction

No.86.

UNEQUALLED for Railroad
Purposes

44.

'N'or

We would call the attention of the Trade to our 16 Size Nickel
grades, No. 5o, Three-quarter Plate, and No. 86, Bridge : both have 15
Jewels in Settings, Pat Regulator, Breguet Hair Spring, Glass Enamel
Dial, Adjusted and are Interchangeable, which permits of the Stem being
placed at either the figure twelve or three, in the same movement
These grades have been reduced to the same price as our Nickel Raymond.

  0, .4.0. .0

General Office : 76 Monroe Street, Chicago.
NEW YORK OFFICE: II John Street. FACTORIES: Elgin, Illinois.

WATCH COMPANY It

DECEMBER, 1889.

WORKSHOP CHEMISTRY.

BOUT the best form of de-
magnetizing machine
for watch work is a
simple helix of No. i6
insulated copper wire
wound in such a way
as to leave a recess in
the centre about 23%
inches in diameter.
To make such a helix,
procure a solid cyl-
inder of wood, 234

inches in diameter and 4 inches long, and saw a
slot into it in the direction of its axis as shown at
a, Figs. I and 2. It will be noticed that the saw
kerf extends radially nearly across the block A.
Into this slot is fitted a thin piece of wood which
holds the sides of the block from closing together.
A strip of heavy drawing paper is next provided
3% inches wide and 36 inches long. This strip
of paper is carefully wrapped around the block A,
between the lines c c', and each turn of the paper
glued together, using great care that the paper
does not get glued fast to the block. The idea is
to form a strong hollow paper cylinder around the
block, on which to wind the helix. Next make
two rings of thin hard wood board as shown at B,
Fig. 3 ; the board should be about ji of an inch
thick, and the rings 34 across the outside, the
inside at D is cut just large enough to go over the
paperE wound on the block A. These wooden discs
are glued securely to the paper wrapped around A,
and form the ends of the helix. After the glue is
dry the insulated copper wire previously mentioned
is wound around the block and paper in the same
way as thread is wound on a spool until the coils
fill the recess inside the dotted lines d d', Fig. 4.
The winding of the wire is commenced by passing
one end through the hole at e", Fig. 4, in
which hole the wire is secured by a temporary wedge
until a full coil or layer is made from B to B'.
The opposite end of the wire at e', Fig. 4, is now
secured by another wedge, and the layer of wire is
given a coating of shellac dissolved in alcohol.
The shellac is allowed to dry when another course
of wire is wound on and shellaced. This process
is continued until the recess at d is full. The re-
maining end of the wire is now drawn through
the hole shown e Fig. 4. As soon as the shellac
is firth and dry the protruding edges of the draw-
ing paper E are cut even with the pieces B B.

It is well to place the helix while still on the
block in a stove oven, heated not quite hot enough
for baking purposes. The temperature should be
about 35O° F. This baking is to perfectly dry
and harden the shellac. The block A is now re-
moved by first taking out the thin piece in the slot
a, after which, if no glue has got between the
paper and block, the helix will readily slip off.
A nice finish for such a helix is to paint the wire
green, and leave the wood the natural color after
it is varnished with shellac. A base board of
some hard wood like mahogany or walnut should
be provided ; about to or 12 inches square, and
one inch thick. The helix is mounted on the base
.board H, by means of two pieces of half inch
board cut to the shape shown at F, Fig. 5. The
position in which they are attached to the base
board H will be understood by inspecting Fig. 6.
The pieces F F' are secured to the base board H,
when the helix is laid in the concave f, Fig. 5,
and two brass strips or bands G are placed over
the helix and secured by the screws g g, Fig. 5.

The two ends of the insulated wire are now passed
down through the base board H, and connect be-
neath to the circuit breaker.

The circuit breaking device is arranged by
means of gear wheels or pulleys to multiply and
increase the number of interruptions and reversals
of the current. As, for instance, if the current
was broken by appliances attached to an axis
turned by the hand, it would be difficult to break
and reverse the current more than 4 or 5 times in
a second ; which speed is not rapid enough to pro-
duce good practical results. 'l'o obtain the de-
sired speed, a multiplying wheel is placed as
shown at I, Fig. 6. The wheels shown are sup-
pcsed to be gear wheels, but a grooved wheel 4
inches in diameter from which runs a round band
to a pulley 3/1. of an inch in diameter mounted on
an axle /which works the circuit breaker, will do
equally as well.

What is next to be accomplished is to ar-
range the details of the circuit breaker. Two
cams are mounted on the axle J; these cams are
simply segments of a circle shaped as shown at Ai,
Fig. 8. The circular part embraces about 1700
of a circle. They are attached to the axle J by
set screws, one of which is shown at i, Fig. 8.
These cams are set so as to operate alternately;
that is, the connection pieces K L, are alternately
depressed so as to close the circuit. It is well to
study the arrangement of the pieces K L care-
fully, not that they are difficult to make, but the
action of the alternating currents is a trifle corn-
plicated. The pieces or bridges K L are best
made of hard rubber, but, as hard rubber
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is not easily obtained, hard wood can be used in
its place. A piece of thin white holly or box-
wood stained with black ink answers well. The
pieces of wood should be 3,6 of an inch
thick, and one inch square. One of these pieces
of wood is shown at L, Fig. to, as if seen in the
direction of the arrow 1, Eig. 7. Attached to
the lower side of L, are two strips of thin sheet
copper; these copper strips are yt of an inch wide,
2 inches long, and about 1-45 of an inch thick;
and are attached to L by small screws or rivets as
shown. The electrical connections to the circuit
breaker are made of large brass wire yt of an inch
in diameter and inch long, with a screw cut
on the lower end, One of these brass studs is
shown at R, Fig. ii ; it has a set screw at, for
clamping the end of the conducting wire.

There are 8 of these studs placed in two rows
as shown at R T, Fig. 9. The studs R T are
connected underneath the base board, as indicated
by the dotted lines, and the two ends of the in-
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sulated wire forming the helix are each joined after
they pass beneath the base board to another piece
of copper wire and form virtually a wire with
two ends which extend to two studs. Fig. 9
shows the arrangement, as if the base board H
was transparent, and we could see the wires as they
lie underneath. It will be seen the terminal wire
e divides at I and extends to the studs R, i and 3;
and the terminal e divides and extends to
the studs R, 2 and 4. The terminals or positive
and negative poles of the battery extend to the
studs Nand S, and from each of these studs ex-
tend two wires ; the wires from the stud .117
extending to the studs T, 5 and 8, and from S to
the studs 6 and 7. The pieces K and L
are precisely alike. The ends of the springs
m and m' are secured to the proper studs by
screws, and the natural spring of the copper pieces
in m' keep the ends v v' elevated.

On the centre of the back of each of the
wooden pieces KL is a boss or stud which engages
the cams M P, Fig. 7. It will be seen that as the
arbor /revolves, the pieces K L will be pressed
down and the ends of the springs v v' come in
contact with their respective studs; that is, L will
bridge 3 to 7 and 4 to 8, and K bridge i to 5 and
and 2 to 6. The ends of the springs at v v', and
the studs on which they are pressed, should have
platinum connections. This can be accomplished
by drilling holes through the ends of the springs
at vv, and riveting in a short bit of platinum
wire about 1-i6 of an inch in diameter. There
should be a like piece of Platinum wire set in the
top of each of the studs 5, 6, 7 and 8. It is hardly
necessary to say that these platinum wires should
strike squarely on each other, so as to ensure a good
clean connection.

The minister of a Philadelphia church is
making efforts to have the striking clock removed
from the tower of the church. He says it always
bangs away at the most impressive part of his
discourse, and thereupon every man in the church
takes out his watch to see if the clock is right.
Let a committee be appointed to see what the
clock is striking for. Perhaps its demands can be
met or the difficulty arbitrated. — Pittsburg
Chronicle.

* * *

THE KAISER'S NEW CROWN.

The new Prussian crown made at the corn-
mand of the German Emperor is thus described by
the New York Herald: "The form is the same as
the old one, but it is richer and more tastefill.
The diamonds and pearls are taken from the treas-
ury of the Royal House, and are of great value.
The crown weighs three German pounds; the dia-
monds weigh 750 carats. The frame is of solid
gold. The broad lower rim contains twenty-four
diamonds as large as walnuts, and of striking
beauty. They are set in fine chasings in barque
style. Round the rim rise eight clover leaves of
splendid effect, the parts being formed of the
finest diamond. From these leaves rise eight
hoops adorned with seventy-eight diamonds. Be-
tween these hoops rise very beautiful ornaments,
each hearing a diamond in its middle and a pearl
the size of an acorn. On its point the whole is
surmounted by the apple of the Empire, consist-
ing of a single large sapphire. This enormous
jewel is surmounted by a cross, which is adorned
with eighteen diamonds. The effect is enhanced
by the purple velvet lining."
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NEW LAW! CONG ESS MAY LEGISLATE ON SILVER!
Here is the New Silve Law we want passed:

SECTION 1. Be it enacted, that all sil-
ver watch cases shall hereafter
be made of Solid Coin Silver
throughout, the same as Key-
stone and Leader Cases NOW
ARE AND ALWAYS HAVE
BEEN.

SECTION 2. All
machiner
nor to th
shall be ,

liver cases made by
and processes infe-
HIGHEST IN USE,
eled " NOT made by

the Keystone Watch Case Com-
pany."

These are the D

SECTION 3. For ELEVATING THE
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
in the Fine Arts, a pension of
$500 yearly shall be paid to the
art workers who designed and ex-
ecuted the engravings on " Key-
stone and Leader Silver Cases."

signs referred to:

NEW YORK

KEYSTONE WATCH CASE COMPANY
PHILAJDELPHIA CHICAGO



GLICKAUF&NEWHOUSE

WATcHEs

84&86 STATE ST.
CHICAGO.

4T1S.
MAIN SPRINGS

GUARANTEED

c,NA

cHA1NS

e)/1
Oltdev yous Tools, IVIatevials, ete. Our Prices

by any Catalogue. (14111 Interest you.

We carry the finest line of

Gold Filled, and Rolled Plated Chains, Lockets and Charms.
Send for sample of our Fine Tempered Ball Joint Frame Spectacle, and see price.on same.

Extract from theJeweIers' Journal, Chicago, Jan. 1882.

1 Doz 18S
Elgin Mainsprings

Class 3 0 S
Glickauf Newhouse

Chicago

_4412244

Fac-simile of WI apper.

JUST received a fresh lot of Gravier
Mainsprings, which we guarantee
superior to all other makes.
Any one having Gravier Springs
not entirely satisfactory, will
please return same to us for
perfect ones.

A few Words about Mainsprings.
There is no article of material used by the watchmaker or the watch repairer, about which, if he be a careful and thorough workman, he feels moresolicitous than the mainspring. Next to the fragile watch glass, the mainspring is more frequently replaced than any other article used in watch repairing.While the percentage of breakage is high in all watch springs, it jumps into appalling proportions when they are of an inferior quality, unless their temperis so low as to make them almost useless, and certainly of little value in watches that are to serve the purpose of timekeepers. Years since we obtained theG. & N. Gravier mainspring, and at once we believed we had obtained a fine article, and subsequent experience proved that our faith was well grounded..We now have all G. & N. Gravier springs for American made watches wrapped separately with a metal tag bearing the size and style of the spring and comein packages of one dozen, as shown in the sample sent you this day. The style of doing up the G. & N. Gravier Springs will at once strike you very favor-

ably, being convenient for the watchmaker to handle, as you can readily see the spring you desire, and consequently less liable to rust from hq,ndling.G. & N. Gravier is scratched on the end of each spring.
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G. & Gravier Mainsprings
For Waltham, Elgin, Hampden, Rockford, Illinois, Howard and Lancaster.

The Only Reliable Mainspring in the World. A Trial will Convince.

I. WALTHAM, Old Model, New Style, 18 Size.
2. Old Model, Old Style, a Size.

3. A. T. & Co.

4. Crescent Street.

5. New Model, Hunting, 18 Size.
6. it New Model, Open Face, Stem Wind,

Size.

7. lt 16 Size.
8. Bond Street.

9. 14 Size.
ro. 10 Size.
II. 8 and 6 Size.

12.1

 
ELGIN, New Style, 18 Size.

13.

tt

14. (g Old Style, 18 Size, (Class r, 3 and 5.)
r3. New Style, 16 Size.
16. ft Old Style, 16 Size, (Class x and 3.)
17. New Style, ro Size.
18. Old Style, ro Size.

18 I 9. New Style, 8 and 6 Size.
2 0 . Old Style, 8 and 6 Size, (Class i and 3.)
21. HAMPDEN, r8 Size.
^.2. ROCKFORD, IS Size.
23. ItuNors, 8 and 6 Size.
24. 18 Size.
25. HOWARD, 18 Size.
26. 16 Size.

AURORA, COLUMBUS, CHESHIRE.

Price per dozen, $1.25.
Cut this page out for reference Lunen you order mainsprings.

GLIM-0;UP •St_ neasoHouse,
84 and 86 State Street, Chicago, Illinois.

Um-

NOVEMBER, 1889.

NOTES TO GEE'S GOLD WORKING.

ARE is to be taken in plac-
ing the small wheels
carrying the cranks
which work the pis-
tons, to locate the
axle of each wheel
directly over the
centre of the cylin-
der whose piston
that particular
crank works. To
illustrate, take the
three cylinders A B
C shown in Fig.
and through the

centre of each draw the perpindicular lines a b c.
If now we select a large wheel D, the diameter of
which is about four-fifths of the space between the
lines b c, we can readily dispose the small wheels
so their centres are pitched on the proper lines.
In getting up such a machine, we should always
make a detail drawing to scale of the parts. If we
should do so, as in Fig, 1, and should adopt
four and one-half inches as the pitch diameter of
the driving wheel D, and one and one-half inches
as the pitch diameter of the smaller wheels, we
should.have three revolutions of the piston cranks
for each revolution of the wheel D.

In drawing the action for such a blowing ma-
chine, suppose we accept ten inches as the height
above the top of the cylinders for the position of the
centre of the large wheel D. After this centre is
located, we sweep the circlef f to define the pitch
circle of the wheel D. We next take in our
dividers three and one-quarter inches, and from
the centre of D sweep the circle g g ; now, where
this circle crosses the perpindicular lines 6 c is to
be located the centres of the wheels E G. The
reason for taking three and one-quarter inches in

It h
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our dividers to sweep the circle g, is because three
and one-quarter inches is the sum of the radii of
the wheels D and F. The best places to locate
the small wheels are on centres above the centre of
the wheelD,and in the positions shown by the small
circles E F G. As regards the supports for car-
rying the wheels we are discussing, almost every
workmen would have his own way of going about it.

At Fig. 2 is shown an edge view, as if the
parts shown in Fig. I were seen in the direction of
the arrow i. In this cut (Fig. 2) we have shown
in addition to the parts shown in Fig. r a base
board Hand a wall, or some such support at the
back of the machine. Now, it is optional whether
we build up supports for the plates Ii h' which hold
the arbors for the wheels DEFG in position,
from the base board Hot bring them forward from
the wall /. The crank J for driving the wheel D
should be about six inches long. The best gear
for these wheels is the kind known as unfinished

brass gear of twenty-four pitch. The four and
one-half inch wheel will cost ninety cents, and the
wheels one and one-half inch in diameter will cost
thirty cents each. Such wheels can be had of
Tallman & McFadden; 1015 Market street, Phila-
delphia, Pa.

It seems hardly necessary to describe the
manner of fitting up the plates /z It', except to say
that they would best be of metal, or if hard wood is
used, the holes should be bushed. Such a train of
wheels can be driven by a foot wheel, and in this
case the best place would be underneath the
bench. The air pressure of such a blower can be
made very great, and will work an atomizer to
perfection. A small blowing machine worked
with a foot wheel makes a most desirable auto-
matic blow pipe for all bench purposes.

We feel to urge on the trade a more general
use of automatic blow pipes. If the reader does
not want the bother to make one, let him buy one.
The Burgess automatic blow pipe is a good one.
Those foot blowers with a rubber bag inside of a net
work, do well for a time, but the rubber gives out
too often to please most people. Automatic blow
pipes can be used very readily to cast any little
article in solid gold or silver. As the process of
casting solid goods has not been treated very fully
in our text books, we will give the different meth-
ods in general use an extended consideration.
Large articles are cast from metal melted in a
crucible but, we will first describe how to cast a
small piece by using an automatic blow pipe. It
may be proper to add that a mouth blow pipe can
be used, the great objection to its use being that it
requires too much exertion on the part of the op-
erator, and when one comes to the time for making
the casting he is nervous and fatigued and often
fails to get a good cast, wherein, if the operator
was free to watch the progress of the melting, and
exactly at the right instant make the cast, he
would almost invariably succeed. For making
molds, cuttle bone or charcoal is almost invari-
ably used for small pieces.

The kind of charcoal to use for molds is bass
wood or willow. All those woods which produce
charcoal which snap and fly should be avoided.
Cuttle bone can be readily carved into such shapes
as one needs for the operation ; or, if the article
to be reproduced is small and of metal, it can be
crushed into the bone. For illustration, suppose
we wish to cast a ring shank, and we have a brass
model. We should prepare two flat-faced pieces
of cuttle bone and place the brass shank between
the two pieces, and press them together, and the
brass shank will crush into the soft cuttle bone,
and on separating the pieces and removing the
brass shank there will be a very fair impression of
the it made in the cuttle bone. If we now
put the pieces together and make a channel which
leads from the outside to the recess within, and
pour melted metal (gold or silver) into the channel
we cut, it will flow in and fill the recess left by the
brass ring shank. While the object is embedded,
a portion being in each piece of bone, guide pins
should be put in while the article is still in place,
to insure the molds coming properly together again.
It is important in all kinds of molds for casting
small articles, that the material used be a poor
conductor of heat. We will give this matter fur-
ther consideration in our next issue.

* * *

Miss Hauteur—You don't wind your watch
at night but let it run down ? Why, I never heard
of such a thing!

Bagley—Indeed ? Then you have never been

told of the silent watches of the night!—N.Y. Suu.
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Not by a Long Shot!
Some people can't tell the difference betweeen

Tweedledum and Tweedledeel

We hope you can distinguish between them.

Our Trade Mark is this sort of a Keystone :

A Keystone with anything else on it
means somebody else—not us by a long shot!
Our name is

Keystone Watch CASE Company. 

Any name with "Club" in it, or "Philadel-
phia," or any other words than just the four in the
above underscored line designates somebody else
—not us by a long shot !

Our home is our factory at r9th & Brown
Sts.,—shown here:

A business done at any other address in
Philadelphia is a business done by somebody else
—not us by a long shot!

We make the Cases only, of watches. Any-
body doing a WATCH business in Philadelphia
—or elsewhere—wholesale, retail or any possible
combination of the two—is somebody else—not
us by a long shot!

We never sell our products to anybody but
jobbers. We never retail ; we never sell to
retailers. Any body who does is somebody else
—not us by a long shot!

We Made This World

With just 3 Places On It to show the only places
at which we sell our goods--the Philadelphia home
office, as above, the New York office, 12 Maiden
Lane, up stairs, and the Chicago office, 104 State
Street, up stairs. Any other addresses in all crea-

tion mean somebody else—not us by a long shot!

Keystone Watch Case Co.

Philadelphia
flew York Chicago
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THE TRAMP CLOCKMAKER.

`W UST to prevent
you fellers of the
KEYSTONE from
gettin the notion
too strongly im-
pressed on your
mind that a chap
like me who goes
trampin around
the country runs
against nothing

but fun and enjoyment,
I would ask leave to
say that sometimes a
feller strikes little epi-
sodes as is anything
but pleasant. I don't
allude now to such in-
cidents as when people
keep cross dogs, and

the old boss gal of the house threatens to thump
you with the rollin pin. These things are un-
pleasant, but a feller soon gets used to them.
Consarnin dogs, I've got onto a good racket. I
carry a cane—not a a great humpin big stick like
a dude, but a hickory one with a nice, sharp brad
in the end of it 'bout an inch and a half long, and
when a dog comes for me I hold the end of the
stick at him and nine out of ten times he will not
come near the stick as long as it is pinted straight
at him, but he will entirely satisfy himself by
makin a grate fuss ; but if he dos insist on commn
too close, two or three jabs learns him prudence,
and prudence is a big thing with either dogs or
men. As for women with rollin pins, I take King
Solomon's advice and go on the principle that soft
answers turneth away wrath.

Most folks, 'specially women, don't get cross
without sum reason. Many fellers just to hear a
woman scold would fancy she had nothin to do
only to tire out the echoes with her jawin, but I
tell you Mr. man or boy, whoever you may be
readin these lines, that women have trials and an-
noyances you don't dream of. When I go 'round
from house to house and get a job of cleanin an
old clock, I have chances of seem n things that reg-
ular boarders and members of the family don't
get to notice. If you want to study human nature
and get at correct notions, don't let on to see
anything that is goin on—just seem to be busy
with. yourself. So it is when I go into a house
and a woman lets me have the job of cleanin her
clock ; as soon as I gets to work she forgets me
and goes on with her work and household cares.
Then it is when a feller gets to know the little
make-shifts and substitutes a woman has to resort
to, to make a poor man's income go the furthest
toward keepin a home together.

Men talk a good bit about the extravagence
of women; now, let me kinder sum up this argu-
ment. I know people say an opinion is no testi-
mony; so it ain't, 'cause the feller who is mistaken
is always strongest in his convictions, and ready
to bet his last button on what he believes. Very
true statements make no odds with facts, but at
the same time, they may bring the facts into
notice. To go back to the subject of women's ex-
travagance and folly, did you ever know so many
of them who fell heir to property to let it slip
through their fingers as you have men? You
never knew of a woman makin ducks and drakes
of her property except she trusted sum worthless
scamp who had contrived to get into the soft side

of her heart. But what I started to talk about
was of things I had seen in peoples houses, and
how women had to contrive and invent ways to
make the gnawin, cankerin wants and cares of her
life endurable. I know many a woman has denied
me the job of fixin her clock, not because she
wanted to spend the fifty cents or a dollar on some
finery, but that the fifty cents meant potatoes or
no potatoes for that day's dinner, and still that
clock would have been grate company to her when
she sat in the dark with her sick baby, or waitin
for the bum she called husband who was spendin
his hard earned money and shootin off his second-
handed wit at a saloon. I think of these things
when a woman speaks cross to me—I give her a
soft answer.

Such sights and experiences are among the
very unpleasant things a feller like me gets to
know, and the worst of it is, he can see no way
to bush the holes, or true up the wheels of com-
munity to take up the lost motion and remedy the
difficulty. Sometimes I fancy runnin 'round the
country makes a sort of a philosopher of a man.
He sees lots of folks but has no intimates, and

consequently is led to commune with himself, and

this sets him to cogitating. Lots of times I stop
by some wayside spring to rest under the shade,

and as Shakespeare says, "read books in brooks,

and get a sermon out the stones." Then is when

I think over what I have seen, and am led to won-

der why some folks are left 'round only to stand
in the way of live, movin people. A feller when

he goes to reflection on such topics soon gets on to

the notion that a big war is not such bad means of

gettin rid of that kind of population.

I may again at- some future time take it
into my head to give you little descriptions

of things and events I have witnessed to make

me believe that women have lots of things to
worry over, and make them cross, that the mus-

cular maskeline don't appreciate, nor even under-

stand. I know very well I can't make out much
reformin the bifurcated inhabitants of this teres-

tial sphere, and when I reflect that it was the peo-

ple of this our world who crucified its greatest re•

former, I really must say I don't feel like pay-
ing the penalty for the pleasure.

I recon I've looked at the dark side of things

about long enough ; .and will only add to my wise
philosophy the truth that the sun is always shinin

on one side of the world, no matter how dark the
night may be on the other side,just where we are.
I told you about the old Irish woman who put
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" taller grase " on her clock hands. Now I want
to tell you about a darky woman, who had " the
most genus boy you ever saw." The old woman
was a genuine 24 karat darky with a mouth on
her that went all around her head, except a little
space occupied by binges at the back of her neck.
The " genus " boy was not over 12 karats, al-
though the husband, " Rube," was of the same
karat as the old woman. Why there had been
such a reduction in the purity of the family, I am
sure I cannot say, although my runnin around
and gettin to seem n things on their absolute merits
instead of taking statements, led me to the con-
clusion it wasn't the climate. But to resume talk
about the 12 karat genus, the old darky said the
boy had taken the clock apart and put it all together
again " exception one wheel." I asked her if the
clock run.
" Lordy, no, didn't spose it could wid the

wheel out." She said she just wanted me to show
the boy where the wheel went. And how much
would I ask to " sho " de boy. He'd "ketch on
mighty quick if I'd only sho him a little."

I proposed to charge the old darky by the
hour—fifty cents an hour. She thought the price
high, but thought half an hour would be long
enough to impart the knowledge, and she'd give
me a quarter; I consented, and found the wheel
"too many " was out of the striking side of the
clock,an old Ingram. I explained to the boy where
the wheel went. And while he was showin it to
the old woman, I must confess the great treachery
committed on that confiding boy. After we (prin-
cipally me) had got the wheels in place, and young
Ulissus Napoleon Johnson was crowing over the
success to his mammy, I, perfidious wretch which
I feel I am, changed the verge which belonged to
his clock for one I had among some old parts of
clocks I carried to aid me in repairs. The verge
I substituted was for a scape wheel, much larger.

I got out of that house before the genus got
his clock in the case. I wonder what he thinks is
the matter with the clock now. He's got all the
pieces in—it used to go, but won't now—what is
matter? I think I laid the foundation for another
job when I come 'round agin; and what is better, I
knocked some of the conceit out of that young
darkey. This idea of picking up the trade, and

gettin folks to pay you for !earnin the business is

plaid out. Learn from some one who knows how.

Life is too-short for gob n over the experiments of

other folks, except they have left something to

improve on.

DIAMONDS
Brooches,

Lace Pins, Scarf Pins.
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Ear Drops, Fancy

and Single Stone Rings.

We have just added to our stock

a large assortment of DIAMOND GOODS, (mounted.) When in need of anything in this line, please favor us with a trial.

THE

ANTI-SWEAR CUFF-BUTTON
Sold

only to the

Retail Jewelry Trade.
,11,111

OPEN

Endorsed by the

Ohio Retail Jewelers'

Association.

We are now making a large variety of these buttons in Gold and Rolled Plate. Orders for Selection Packages solicited.

We are also manufacturers of the

"SUCCESS"
227 28

INTERCHANGEABLE INITIAL RINGS.

123 138 24

We show above a few samples of Styles and. Initials, and can fill orders at short notice. Send for samples on approval.

Also IMPORTERS and JOBBERS in all kinds of AMERICAN and SWISS WATCHES, JEWELRY, CHAINS, etc. We are the SOLE IMPORTERS of

the well-known NICKEL TRIUMPH ROSKOPF WATCHES, nod the same movements fitting 18 size American eases. Also of the CHAS. F. TISSOT & SON'S FINE

MOVEMENTS, fitting the 16 and 6 size American cases.

or We have the best facilities for doing new work and repairing or matching jewelry of any kind, which is done by our own workmen on our premises and under our supervision.
We solicit jobs and special work, and will endeavor to give it prompt and careful attention.

23

30

J. T. Scott & Co.
NO. 4 MAIDEN LANE, NEW YORK.
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RA1VIS AY'S

non-Magnetic Leather Lined Swivel.
Will prevent the wearing of the Watch

Bow, and is also a non-conductor of Electricity.
The following well-known manufacturers have
been licensed to use the Rantsay Patent Leath-
er-Lined Swivel and are now putting them on
all chains manufactured by them when to
ordered.

Remember, they
cost no more and will sell the chain.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.
Trade Mark.

Kent & Stanley, K. & S.
Hamilton & Hamilton Jr., II. & 11. also N. Y.
Providence Stock Co., P. S. Co.
Smith & Omen, S. & G.
E. II. Dunham & Co., E. II. D. & (Jo.
Towne & Ingraham, 'F. & I.
J. W. Henry & Co., J. W. 11. & Co.

ATTLEBORO, MASS.
Short, Nentey & Co., Acme.
U. A. Dean .4 Co., B. & I). also N. Y.
Marsh & Bigney, M. & B.

ATTLEBORO FALLS, MASS.
D. F. Briggs, D. F. B.
J. F. Sturdy & Sons, J. F. S. & sons.

NORTH ATTLEBORO, MASS.
IL D. Merritt & Co., H. D. M. & Co.-N. Y.
11. F. Barrows & CO., 11. F. 11. & Co.-N. Y.

NEW YORK CITY.
Lincoln, Bacon & Co., L. B. & Co.

Ask your
Jobber for these Goods

a g, pocival
“os

Wholesale Jewelers

Ask to see our new lines of

Hairpins, Side Combs and Buckles,'
In Silver and Plate.

Other Movelties Coming.

We carry in Stock 
{ NON-MAGNETIC

WATCHES
Waltham and Geneva JVIakes.

Send for Prices of Discontinued Movements at the Reduced Rates.

All Orders Filled Same Day as Received.

D. C. Percival & Co.
tioston, Mass.

,•=f,

Fountain pen
Our new Fountain Pen, which we claim to be su-

perior to any pen in the market, is now offered at a lower
price than you have ever had first-class goods in this
line offered at before.

The Pen is 14K. gold, warranted, with iridium
point, and if carefully used will last a lifetime. The
Barrel is made of best vulcanized rubber, and every
genuine pen is stamped as shown on. the side.

No. of
Gold Pen.

2

3
4
5

Price List of Fountain Pens.
In I'lain

Holder, as cut.

$10.50

12.60

14.80

r6. 20

In Chased In Fancy Gold
Holder. Mounted Holder.

812.60 814.80

14.80 16.20

16.20 18.00

r8.00 21.60

Have numbers 3, 4 and 6 in Stubs at $1.00 per doz. extra.

TERMS: Cash on Dellvory.

Mailing : 2 cents each pen. 5 per cent. discount whet;
money accompanies order.

■1=11111•••■..■•••

WM. H. HOSKINS CO.,
Manufacturing Stationers,

927 Arch Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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WHAT 15 HOME
WITHauT A

Boss CASE

De History ob de Boss Case, an' its Influence on de
Won' an' Mankind in Gen'ral.

By J. L. S.

MAH belubed, Ise glad ter see so many ob
yo' out ter night, an' I is glad ter in-
form youse all dat de great boom at de

Keystone factory am still boomin' ; de people am
des wild ter get dere cases, an' de mo' dey gets ob
dem de mo' dey wants.

De artist hab a new lot ob pictahs ter show
youse all ter night. It am de story ob "De
Dutchman, de Dawg an' de Sassage," an' de
lustrations splains demselves.

Mah belubed, I understands dat durin' my
absence dat de Secretary ob .dis s'ciety dun called
a meetin' at which youse all passed a reserlution,
dat you wanted de woe an' New Jersey ter go
back to de good ole times, an' dat you perposes to
bring dis !bout by goin' back ter de ole way ob
doin' tings, an' de ole style ob does.

Well, I allus dun knowed dat de Secretary ob
de s'ciety was a fule, but I did not tink youse all
wuz, an' I notices Mr. William Ward, ob dat great
jobbin' house ob N. H. White, am heah dis
ebenin', dressed in de necktie an' breaspin•ob de
first Ward dat landed in America, an' de janitor
will please open de window an' hang Ward out as a

warnin' an' a horrid example to dose who am
sighin' fo' de gocd ole times, an' I is suah dat
de sight ob him will cuah dem all; ef it does not,
der case am hopeless. De Secretary will please
scratch de name ob. William Ward off de list ob
membahs.

Now, look heah, I wants ter know ef youse
all hab got any sense left. What de debbil dose
you want de ole times fo'. Does youse know
what dat means? Has youse any idea whar youse
all is gwinter fetch up ef you hab de good ole
times—good ole fiddlestick, says I ! De longer I
libs de mo' an' mo' I doubts de existence ob de
fide killer, or else he hab become a mugwump an'
doan know nuffin' himself. But den he has a
pow'ful big job, an' dere may be sum excuse fo'
him, fo' der are so many fules in dis woe dat it

am hard work ter make much progress, as youse
is allus runnin' right up 'ginst dem, dey is allus
in your way, dey is allus right befo' you ready
fer ter belieb any ting dat hab no sense. Kase ef
der am any sense in de subject it am too much fo'
dem, an' dey des can't tumble to it, as Shake-
speare says. But I must hustle roun' to de sub-
ject, kase when I gettin' ter talkin"bout fules I
neber knows when ter stop, kase it seems lak as if
I was talkin' right at youse all.

How fur does yer want ter go back? How fur
says I? When an' whar are youse all gwinter stop?
Ef de ole times am good, I doan see why it am
not true dat de farder back youse gets de times
am bettah. Am dis so? Who am dat what says
yes I Am dat you, Deacon Snowflake? What am
your reasons fo' makin' sich a fule ob yosef. You

'says de reasJn am kase in de ole times dey did not
hab ter work. Dat is whar you is a fule, Deacon.
I tells you dey did bah ter work, an' mighty hard
too, I is tellin you, kase all de work wuz den dun
by han' ; dey did not hab no machinery fer ter do
all de work. You ole rooster, don't yer -know
dat de older de people gets de wiser dey gets; dat
dey am now gettin dere wid bof feet; dat de rich
am gettin richer, an' de lazy am gettin lazier?
El yo' don't, I does. Ilab any oh yo' eber thot
'bout der good ole times wen dere was no kars ?
No mail, no telegrafs? Wen all de worl' was run
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by a few chaps what called demselves kings? Wen
dere was no Boss Cases? I doan wunder dat yo'
grows pale wen yo'heahs dat,but dat is des what yose
all voted fo' wen yo' voted fo' dat reserlution ter
go back ter de ole times. Fo' my part, I wants
ter git as far way from de ole times as I kin. De
new times am good 'nuff fo' me, an' I wishes I wuz
able ter kum round heah in five hundred yeahs
,from now. I is tellin yo' de sight wild be a great
one. What yo' tinks I see? I tells yo what I
wud see ; I would see eberybody wid a Boss Case
an' no fules. An' doan yo tink dat wud be bet-
tab dan goin back ter de ole times wid a worl' full
ob fides, an' lots ob peeple wid snide cases in dere
pockets? An' ef yose all go back far 'nuff yo'
will find dey had no pockets, an' no pants ter put
any in. Des tink ob dat yo' thin-legged an' bow-
legged chaps, tink what a blessin pants am. Dose
yo' tink yo' wud eber git mahried ef de ladies saw
yo' as yo' is? An' goin widout pants am one ob
de good tings ob de past. An' girls, 'membah dere
Was no chewin gum,an' no bustles, in fact,my deahs,
dere was no dresses fo' ter bustle ; dat is, ef yo'
go back far 'miff. Dere was no dudes and nuffin
fo' de dude, fo' in fact dere was de largest stock
ob nuffin in de ole times dat yo eber seed. An'
de man or woman what wants ter go back ter dat
ole stock am a fule ob big dimenshuns.

Dere wuz no circusses, an dey did not know
how ter roast peanuts. Des tink ob dat an weep.
Dey did not know how ter play base ball an'
pokah, an' dere was no trablin men ; dere was no
Republicans an' Democrats ; no politics, 'cept de
mugwumps ; in fact, this party dates back to de
time wen dey hung on de trees wid dere tails an'
argued bout de milk in de cocoanut. Hence de
sayin "de milk in de cocoanut" hab become a
byword.

Dere am a great many tings dat dey did not
hab in de good ole times, an' de worl' hab been
busy fo' many yeahs tryin fer ter git 'way from
what dey did hab in ole times, an is' shamed ob it.
De fact is, we wud mighty neah all blush ef we
had ter introduce our ancestors to sum ob our
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new fashioned friends. An' doan yo' fo'git dis,
an' wen yose all heahs a man or woman sighin'
fo' de good ole times, des make a note in yo'
memory dat yo' hab met a fule. An' yo' can be
suah (1st in a few hundred yeahs ter kum de commn
generations will be laffin 'bout us an' sayin' what
fules we was, an' wundah how it was dat we got
on at all.

Dat reserlution am repelled, an' de next
membah what bangs it up will be bounced by de
Janitor an' his dawg.

Mr. Sam Kramer, ob Stern & Stern, am
pinted president ob de Harlem branch. Sam am
a corker, an' will make tings howl in dat section.
Sam am a spiritualist, and says he doan sleep well
at nights 'kase de spirits keep such a rappin at his
do'. Sam still weahs de plug hat dat he won on
de election fifteen years ago.

Terror Hardy hab resigned from de Boston
branch ; says dat since he hab got mahried he
can't kum to de meetin' no mo'. Swivel Bennet,
ob de same city, am laid up at home wid corns.
Chapman, ob Floyd, Pratt & Rounds, axes per-
misshun ter bring his cousin, de Prince ob Wales,
ter dis country an' introduce him inter de S'ciety.
Any membah dat has a form fo' makin a good
hair restorer will please send de same to Tomato-
can Croker, ob D. C. Percival & Co., 'kase his
hair am 'bout all off, an' de flies am usin de top ob
his head for a base 'ball park.

De meetin am adjourned.

TERROR OF THE JEWELERS.

A Famous Rascal Nabbed after a Month's Watch.

A swindler who has been a terror to jewelers
for eight years will now have another occupation.
His name is Samuel Lobley, and he is not more
than thirty-five years old. In 1881 he offered in
Alfred H. Smith's jewelry store, 182 Broadway,
in payment for $25oo worth of goods, a check on
the Importers and Traders' Bank, which the jew-
eler would not take without certification. The
salesman accompanied Lobley to the bank, and
there, while the salesman's head was turned, Lob-
ley forged the bank's certification and deceived
the saleman completely. He was indicted, but
went to England with his plunder, and on July
26, i881, wrote from Manchester to Jeweler
Smith as follows :

"The goods I got from you have not • been
disposed of. VVe are patiently waiting for a re-
ward. If we do not hear from you by August 15,
we will dispose of them. You can put a personal
in the paper, and I will know what it means."

Lobley returned to America pretty soon, and
was arrested and sentenced in Canada for swind-

ling a jeweler out of $1 000. Smith, a salesman,
identified him in Kingston prison, and Inspector
Byrnes had Lobley indicted here. By some slip

he was not re-arrested on his release, and, having

become acquainted with a fellow convict named

John Clark, whose business was going about in the

garb of a priest and swindling Catholics, Lobley

adopted that method very successfully.
On his release he came to New York, and on

April 14, 1883, in the guise of a Roman Catholic

clergyman, called at Lynch's jewelry store, on

Broadway, and asked that a gold watch he selected

be sent to St Alphonsus' Church, on South Fifth

Avenue, of which he was pastor. When the clerk

called with the watch Lobley met him at the door

and took it from him, saying that he would either

send it back or its equivalent in money. In July

of the same year he selected a set of ear-rings from

Starr & Co., representing that he was a member of

Benzinger & Co., the book publishers. A mes-
senger called at this place with the earrings, to be
met by him at the door. He took the valuables
and showed the messenger around the store, con-
vincing him that he was indeed a member of the
firm.

Lobley next worked the clerical game in
Washington, where he secured $7oo worth of dia-
monds from Desico & Co., pretending to be a
friend of Father McGurck. Coming back to
New York, he received $23oo worth of jewelery
from H. N. Squires & Co., who believed him to
be a friend of Jordan L. Mott. In Brooklyn he
mulcted James Hart, a jeweler, of $2oo under the
pretence of being connected with St. Paul's Roman
Catholic Convent. C: C. Shayne, the Spring
Street furrier, was his next victim, after which he
left for Troy where, under the name of Harvey,
he obtained $7oo worth of jewelry from Toppens
& Simms. Then he victimized jewelers in Provi-
dence, R. I., and Boston, and served a year in
Massachusetts' state prison

On his release he joined his wife and her
father in New York, and secured a clerkship with
the Staten Island and New York Express Company.
He stole $400 from this concern,and selected Phil-
adelphia as his field for fresh operations, but did
not remain long here. Inspector Byrnes was on
the lookout for him, and after while, Detectives
Sheldon and Hurd learned that Lobley had mar-
ried in Montreal. They traced his wife's parents
to New York, and finally located the father as jan-
itor of a flat up town. They hired a room com-
manding a view of the house, and saw Lobley's
wife come there frequently. Whenever she left
her father he watched her departure in the street
to see that no one followed her. The detectives
were afraid to shadow the woman for fear of being
discovered by the vigilant father. They watched
for thirty-four days, and on Sunday night, Novem-
ber loth, were rewarded by seeing Lobley call on
his father-in-law. As Lobley was leaving the
house they nabbed him.

Lobley confessed to Inspector Byrnes that he
had been a pretty successful swindler. He said
that Clark planned -a number of the schemes with
him. Lobley was arraigned before Recorder
Smyth on the old indictment. He is wanted be-
sides for three swindles in Philadelphia. Jewelers
have sent out several warning circulars about
Lobley. Inspector Byrnes thinks that at least roo
complainants will turn up, but they'll have to wait
some time to get a chance at Lobley, for when
Recorder Smyth sentenced him three weeks or so
ago for forgery in the second degree, he gave him
ten years in the state prison.

* * *

Inheritance of acquired habit.—In illustra-
tion of the hereditary transmission of characteris-
tics acquired by habit, Prof. M. M. Hartog re-
lates in Nature the case of a person who is un-
equally myopic in his eyes, and very astigmatic in
the left one. On account of the bad images given
by this eye for near objects he was compelled in
childhood to mask it, and acquire the habit when
writing of leaning his head on the left arm so as

to blind it, or of resting the left temple and eye
on the hand with the elbow on the table. After
putting on spectacles when fifteen years old he lost
the habit of leaning. His two children, while

they have not inherited the congenial defect, be-
ing emmetropic in both eyes, have received his
acquired habit, and have to be watched to keep

them from hiding the left eye when writing._

Popular Science Monthly
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THE JEWELERS' SECURITY ALLIANCE,
President, DAVID C. DODD, Js.

First Vice-President,
AUGUSTUS K. SLOAN Of Carter, Sloan & Co.

Second Vice-President,
HENRY HAYES Of Brooklyn Watch Case Co.

Third Vice-President,
DAVID UNTERMEYER Of Keller & Untermeyer.

Treasurer,

Clins. G. LEWIS  Of Randel, Baremore & Billings.

Secretary,
GEO. H. HODENPYL Of Hodenpyl & Sons.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE:
J. B. BOWDEN, Chairman  Of J. B. Bowden & Co.
C. G. ALFORD  Of C. G. Alford & Co.
N. H. WHITE  Of N. H. White.

F. KROEBER  Of F. Kroeber Clock Co.
SILAS STUART Of Silas Stuart.
H. H. Burrs Of H. W. Wheeler &Co.

For further information, Application Blanks for Membership,
By-Laws, etc., Address

P. 0. Box 3277. 170 Broaday, New York.

The regular monthly meeting of the Executive
Committee was held at the Alliance office on
November 8th. There were present : Vice-Presi-
dents A. K. Sloan, Henry Hayes and David
Untermeyer ; Chas. G. Lewis, Treasurer, Messrs.
White, Butts, Krober and Geo. H. Hodenpyl,
Secretary.

The following were admitted : Geo. Deuble,
18 S. Market Square, Canton, 0. ; Fredrick L.
Wilson, 261 Main Street, Danbury, Conn. ;
Bippart & Co., 481 Washington Street, Newark,
N. J. ; Geo. H. Herrick, No. i Park Street,
Attleborough, Mass. ; Carrington, Thomas & Co.,
251 King Street, Charleston, S. C. ; The Jaccard
Watch and Jewelry Co., 815 Main Street, Kansas
City, Mo. ; John- M. Frear, 71 Court Street,
Binghampton, N. Y. ; Arabella Wilcox, 14.0 N.
Main Street, Wichita, Kansas.

* * *

$100.00
The American Horological Institute

1723 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

Offer the following Cash Prizes:

$4o for best model of detached lever escapement.
$25 for best finished detent for marine chronometer.
$15 for best michronometer calipers adapted for

lathe work.
$to for best finished balance staff for lever watch.
$ro for best executed monogram of three letters.

Judges to be named by competitors.

N. B.—No one connected directly or indi-
rectly with any horological institute shall be on

the committee for awarding the prizes. The prizes

are to be fairly and and squarely awarded, and are
proof positive of our faith in our own school and
methods of instruction.

Read our advertisement on page 54, and send
to us for pamphlet of particulars about the above

prizes, also for prospectus of American Horolog-
ical Institute.

L. J. BEACH, W. H. DOTTER,
President. Secretary.

BOUGHT OUT
The entire stock oT the Irnproved No. 60 Watches made by
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The Trenton Watch Company
We now offer them at the

Greatly Reduced Price of $3.15, less 6 per cent. for Cash.

In Lots of Two Dozen or more, we offer 10 per cent. for cash.

The Case is of

Nickel Silver. Open Face Bascine with Double Joints and Thumb Pieces
The Movement will fit any Regular 18 Size Case, has

Four Jewels, Straight Line Lever Escapement, and Hard. Enamel Dial.

For both movement and case, this is the

BEST WATCH €3:1EaR. orFeftez.
Correct performance of each is

Guaranteed by The Trenton Watch Co.

KOCH & DREYFUS
Diarporcis. America'? Wately%. jeuSeirg.

22 John Street, - New York.
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The Chicago Horological Institute announces
the "Watchmaker," a monthly journal it will
publish in the interest of the arts the school was
founded to advance.

,* *•

"Guarantee to teach the trade in six months
to every student they accept." This is definite
enough, certainly. It is the promise of the Jew-
elers' School of Letter and Monogram Engraving,
of 67 Washington St. , Chicago.

Reliability tells in the long run. The watches
of the Cheshire Watch Company are "thoroughly
warranted,"

L. Prang & Co., the Boston art publishers,
are ever at the front in their special line. They
have again issued a very expensive and elaborate
line of publications for Christmas and New Year,
which will undoubtedly take the first rank among
all the holiday publications of the season. More
varied than ever, their goods now include, besides
Christmas and New Year cards, paper and satin
novelties, all kinds of calendars, fine art pictures,
and a large assortment of art books and booklets.

Look at the advertisement of King & Eisele,
Buffalo, N. Y., and your eyes will open with
astonishment at what they offer. Fact !

An attractive 8-page pamphlet in two colors
is issued by J. T. Scott & Co., of 4 Maiden Lane,
New York. It pictorially explains the fine points
of the "Anti-Swear Cuff Button," shows a page of
patterns the button is made in, and illustrates a
lot of other goods the house handles.

The demand for graduates of W. F. A. Wood-
cock's Watchmakers School, at a salary of $25 per
week, is greater than the supply. Wouldn't be if
the school turned out incompetent workmen.

J. Rosenzweig's about the busiest man in New
York. His special cheap 14 k. Ladies' case, the
S. R. Eye-Glass Spectacle and Jewelry Clamp,
Success American mainspring, and dazzling line
of Ladies' and Gentlemens' rings—these are what
are making him hustle.

The cut of "Aunt Dinah" and her "strikin
dezines" shown on page 54 of October KEYSTONE
in connection with the cuts of the Keystone Watch
Case Co's new designs in silver cases, has been
written for—so the Company informs us--by sev-
eral jewelers who want it to use in connection
with their local paper advertising. Mr. C. M.
Hunnicutt, of Rockville, Ind., is one who will
boom his holiday trade with "Aunt Dinah's" as-
sistance, and she will undoubtedly " fetch " his
community. A good deal of effect, the Company
suggests, could be got out of the picture by each
jeweler's nailing up the paper so as to show both
pages in a conspicuous place in his store.

.The Trenton Watch Co. have placed an 18
size 0. F. nickel movement in the market, sold
separate or cased in a nickel silver case, and have
reduced the price of their gilt movement No. 20,
to $3.25. Low priced reliable watches have a large
field, and the new Trenton fills a long felt want.

One advantage possessed by Carpenter's
"Oxydizing Fluid" over all other platinic• com
pounds is its property of not staining the hands.
This, with other points of excellence, gives good
grounds for its proprietor's claim that it is the
"best." And of course "the best is the cheapest,"
the world over.

"Dust proof" is a great phrase in the watch
trade and applies as aptly to a watch key as to
any other part. of the business. Kendrick &
Davis, of Lebanon, N. H., make a "without-dust-
proof-slot," kind in varieties enough to supply all
tastes and all demands of the trade.

The P.hiladelphia Optical and Watch Co.,
write a very interesting advertisement. Have you
noticed it ? They announce the opening of the
second term of their School of Optics ; also a new
cheap 7-jewel watch, and other features worth.
knowing about.

CcIr With this issue of the KEYSTONE we enclose a
Subscription Blank. It's for the convenience of those
whose time expires with this number, and who may wish
to renew. It's also for those who are in arrears, and who
need only th•s hint to induce them to become paid-up
subscribers. Look at Premium List on page 3, pick out
the gift you want, and send in your subscription.

Sometimes jewelry and the Government
affiliate. They did lately at Hardwick, Vt., when
Ira A. Shattuck was appointed postmaster. Shat-
tuck thereupon spread himself with an advertise-
ment headed with a "Boss Case," and followed by
big type references to the "Boss Place" to buy
watches, the "Boss Place" to buy stationery, the
"Boss Place" to do several other things, and
finally winding up with "Last, but not Least, the
Boss Post-Office !" Evidently the name " Boss"
is held in honor at Shattuck's.

Paillard Non-Magnetic watches are not only
made in 16 and 18 size movements, but in every
desirable size and style, from the tiny ladies' to
the massive complicated; and range in price from as
low as a reliable watch can be sold for, up to the
most expensive. Dealers will do well to consult
their attractive ad. on page Or.

The enterprising house of Koch & Dreyfus,
at 22 John Street, New York, recently executed a
neat stroke of business in securing the entire stock
of the "Improved No. 6o" watches made by the
well-known and favorably-known Trenton Watch
Company. There is a great demand now for
cheap watches, provided they are good, and at the
price placed on the "No. 6o" by Kock & Drey-
fus, no one can raise a question about its cheap-
ness, and as to its quality as a timekeeper, this is
assured by the guarantee of therenton Company
itself. It will pay to take a glance at Koch &
Dreyfus's page in this issue, and see what they say
about the "best watch ever offered."
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Hutchinson's Practical School for Watch-
makers, at La Porte, Ind., is making special pre-
parations for some fine work to exhibit at the
coming World's Fair.

We regret to have to chronicle the death on
the i3th ult. of Mr. Chas. E. Merritt of Spring-
field, Mass. Mr. Merritt, who was only 28 years
old, was the youngest son of S. F. Merritt of
"Eye-Glass Holder" fame, and was possessed of
considerable inventive genius, being the principal
inventor of the Merritt typewriter, his patents on
the same covering some twenty or more inventions.
At the time of his death he held the position of
superintendent of the factory producing that ma-
chine.

Mosely & Co., of Elgin, Ill., write under
date of November 8th : " We feel compelled to
raise the price of the Snyder bezel chuck, manu-
factured by us, and all orders received after this
date will be filled by us at the following prices:
Unmounted chuck, $1o.00 ; mounted on taper for
the screw or taper chuck, (we do not recommend
this plan,) $10.75 ; mounted on solid chuck, (the
only satisfactory way,) $12.5o."

Among innumerable jewelry catalogues, that
of R. & L. Friedlander, 65 and 67 Nassau street,
New York, is entitled to favorable notice. It's
just ready and will be sent, together with their
illustrated material catalogue upon application.

The American Horological Institute, of 1723
Chestnut St., this city, it will be seen by our adver-
tising columns, offers several pr:zes open to pupils
of all American. horological institutes for best
specimens of work. The prizes will be justly
awarded without fear or favor ; competitors to hope
for success must be "dawn risers," though as the
methods, tools, and appliances of this school are of
the highest order.

"Sariaples of Goods from our 1889 Catalogue,"
was the heading of Lapp & Flershem's advertise-
ment in last month's KEYSTONE. Of course it
should have been "1890 Catalogue." This house
is not in the habit of advertising backward, but
keeps its face, catalogues, policy, and everything
else in the forward march line. The "busiest
house in America" couldn't else be what that name
implies.

The approach to a political cyclone in Iowa
hasn't apparently affected the popularity of Boss
watch cases in that State one way or the other.
Their star is still the star of empire. Election
week usually disturbs business more or less, but
Boss sales seem to have boomed serenely along,
judging from this note of triumph sounded by 0.
H. Sharp, of Centerville : "The New Boss Cases
are selling well with me; five last week." The
Keystone Watch Case Co. counts the receipt of
such references-to its "New Boss Cases" as the
best possible vindication of its judgment in giving
all its Filled Cases their proper family name,
"Boss." And about the political situation in
Iowa, we may venture the opinion that as long as
her people indicate a preference for Boss Cases,
this fact may be taken as a sort of certificate that,
no matter which party elects its governer, there'll
always be such a saving quantity of good horse
sense in the State as to keep it from wabbling
very badly.
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DR. BROWN'S LECTURES.

Number 3.

Honest dealing demands that a man who dis-

penses spectacles and eye-glasses should acquire a

knowledge of the anatomy of the human eye, so

as to be able to act intelligently in a matter of so

much importance. Most people are willing to pay

liberally for having their failing eye-sight

remedied ; and it should be a matter of con-

science for every dealer to fit himself so that he can

feel competent for the task. In the lectures de-

livered by Dr. Brown before the School of Optics

of the Philadelphia Optical and Watch Company,

we have this subject treated exhaustively ;

but in our selections • and condensation we can

only hope to convey imperfect .impressions, but

still enough to create in our readers a thirst for

a more complete and perfect knowledge. Now, it

naturally follows as a sequence, the interested

reader will inquire how he is to acquire such per-

fect knowledge ? We answer by attending the

lectures of Dr. Brown, or some other eminent

oculist. Very likely again some of our readers

would put the additional question, can't I read up

the subject to understand the matter well enough?

We answer unhesitatingly, No. When pupils or

students attend lectures like Dr. Brown's, they

have the advantage of oral instruction, illustrated

by models and diagrams ; and what is of a thous-

and times more importance, live human eyes

examined and fitted. The day is passed when

men can "pick up" the trade,as the phrase goes, of

either the business of optician or watchmaker ;

more knowledge is now required of persons prac-

ticing these professions than can be acquired in

this manner.
To resume our condensations of Dr. Brown's

lectures on the anatomy of the eye, the Doctor

proceeded by saying : The mucous membrane

of the eye is called the conjunctiva; it is con-

tinuous with the skin at the margin of the lids ; it

lines the inner surface of the lids, and passes over

the ball forming a loose fold. It covers the front

part of the schlerotic, and lines the walls of the

tearduct, becoming continuous with the mucous

membrane of the nose and throat, and hence they

are all affected in a cold in the head or influenza.

It is ordinarily nearly white, with a few of the

larger blood vessels seen winding through it, but

it quickly becomes congested and red from local

injury or inflamation, or by disturbances of the

circulation of the head, as in case of the blood

shot eye in the morning that gives away the prev-

ious nights debauch. The characteristic yellow

tinge of the eye in jaundice is due to the coloring

matter of the bile having been deposited in the

conjunctiva.
The apparent size of the eye depends chiefly

upon the width of the opening between the lids.

The actual size of the ball varies but little in dif-

ferent individuals, but some eyes appear much

larger than others because the lids are more widely

opened. When an inflamed eye is kept constantly

partially closed from an excessive sensitiveness to

light, much anxiety is often caused by the convic-

tion that it is becoming smaller. A drooping

eye-lid conveys the impression of weakness or

fatigue, and in the final stages of wasting fevers,

the half closed eye concealing the cornea and ex-

posing only the white sclerotic has a ghastly effect,

and is considered a most discouraging symptom.

The lachrymal apparatus consists of the lachrymal

gland which secrets the tears, and the ducts which

convey the fluid to the surface of the eye. This

fluid, after washing the surface of the eye, is col-

lected and carried away by the lachrymal canals

into the lachrymal sac, and then along the nasal

duct into the cavity of the nose.

The lachrymal gland is lodged in a depres-

sion in the roof of the orbit above and outwards;

it is of oval form, about the size and shape of an

almond. Its secretion is poured on the ball

through a number of small orifices on the upper

and outer half of the conjunctiva, the openings

being arranged in a row so as to disperse the

secretion over the surface of the membrane.

It is a curious fact that infants do not shed

tears before the third or fourth month, and the

elephant is the only one of the lower animals

accused of this human weakness. The eye-ball is

moved in various directions by the muscles of the

eye, six in number, four straight muscles and two

oblique muscles. The straight muscles move it

upward, downward, inward and outward, while

the oblique muscles rotate it.

With the last sentence quoted, the Doctor

closed his lecture on the anatomy of the eye ; and

we can not but feel satisfied that our readers must

be thoroughly impressed with the importance of

the intelligence it so well conveyed. Immediately

following in the series is a course on the

Physiology of Vision, containing matter of equal

interest and importance which we shall deal with

precisely as we have done with his lecture on the

Anatomy of the Eye, that is, give a synopsis of

such facts and information as we deem of the

greatest amount of interest and importance.
* * *

KEYSTONE PUZZLES.

This month's puzzles are crowded out, and will appear in January.

Here are the

No. ISolutions of Last Month's Puzzles.
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No. 2.—Parallelograrns.

No. 3.—Watch Case.

No. 4.—Noon Time.

No. 5.—Key.

No. 6.—Illustrated Puzzle.—t. Trout Stream. 2.

Rutherford. 3. Breakwater. 4. James River.

* * *

We will send the KEYSTONE from November

to the end of 1890 for fifty cents.

* * *

The most interesting failure of the past month

and about the " ugliest " looking, was that of

Stern & Stern, of 13 Maiden Lane, Nev York.

Their store was closed the day after Thanksgiving,

under a batch of executions aggregating over

$39,000 but the officer couldn't find much stuff,

most of .the stock having somehow got away. A

hint as to where some of it went is given in the

fact that December 2d $125,000 to $15o,000

worth of jewelry was attached at Cincinnati, the

same being contained in trunks belonging to Jacob

Stern, one of the firm's salesmen. The claim was

paid, and the trunks checked to New York. At

this writing there :s news of their seizure at Jersey

City, but whether with the goods still in them is

unknown.
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Some pleasant things happen in even bleak

December. For instance, Christma And now

and then a wedding. Here was Samuel Clement

Scott of J. T. Scott & Co., New York, celebrating

the i2th inst. by taking the leading male part in

a wedding, Miss Helen McNaughton, of that city,

being the leading lady. The KEYSTONE couldn't

go, but it tried to make it up in good wishes.

It took 1500 pounds of turkey this year to

enable S. F. Myers & Co. of New York, to carry

out their policy of yearly presenting a copy of

what ought to be the national bird to each of their

employes on Thanksgiving day. No doubt the

donees appreciate this sort of treatment.
* * *

Joe Buck, the thief who stole Mrs. Potter'

diamonds and recently escaped from jail in Wash-

ington was lately still at large. In jail he

played the part of an innocent man, inexperienced

in crime. He received almost daily visits from

strangers who interested themselves in his behalf.

One of these was a young man who took more than

ordinary interest in him, and was always willing

to purchase for him anything he desired. Young

Buck said if he could get a small clock it would

be company tor him, and his friend bought the

kind of a time piece the prisoner suggested. It

was a cheap one, but was of a make that had ex-

ceptionally strong springs. Not many days afters

the escape was effected. The clock had stopped,

the spring had disappeared, and it transpired that

Buck had spent his spare time in making a saw,

and this was the instrument he used with such good

effect in cutting his way out of jail. A clock is a

very useful thing to have around.

* * *

A STUDENT'S WORK.

Student H. L. Dickson, of Pittsburg, Texas,

while a student in the Chicago Horological Insti-

tute, "did himself proud" on the escapement

model we illustrate herewith. He first learned

how to draft the same properly and compute the

sizes and diameters of his wheels and pinions and

every other part of the model. He was then ready

to go about his work in a proper and scientiflc

manner. Beginning at the foundation as he did,

he was able to build understandingly, hence he

perfected and made a beautiful piece of work.

The cut represents same about one-half size. A

small 8 size dial shows the correct time. While

vvilora*gi-Lia

not made with this end in view, it has a remark-

ably fine rate and speaks volumes for Mr. Dickson

as a workman. He has the necessary talent for

the watchmaker's trade, and we look to see him

ascend higher in the scale as a scientific workman

and horological star. He has shown what the

training can do in this model school of watchmak-

ing, and how a young man can advance in the art

under such instruction as is furnished by the In-

stitute. It is hoped this model will be available

for the Institute Exhibit, at the World's Fair in '02.
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CORRECT TIME,

CARCELY a child of
ten years old can be
found which can not
point out the big dipper
in the northern heavens.
The two stars forming
the front of the dipper
point northward almost
exactly to a star of the
second magnitude con-
spicuously located at a

rr distance of about 25
degrees. This last men-

tioned star is the north star, and is prominently
noticeable, as there is no star of equal brilliance in
its immediate vicinity. This star was known
among the old Chaldeans as Alruceabah ; the
Greeks and Romans named it Cynosura ; and by
all modern astronomers it is called Polaris or
Alpha Polaris.

positions in the heavens which we denominate
celestial poles, for no other reason than because
the earth's poles point toward them. But it is
well to know that our polar relation to the celes-
tial heavens is not exactly constant. TO illustrate,
we will speak only of the north pole as the posi-
tion in the heavens to which this pole points. It is
visible to people living in the northern hemisphere
every clear night. If we could by some super-
natural power place Polaris exactly at the true
celestial pole on any night we might select, we
would find it to be slowly creeping away from the
position in which We had placed it. This change
could in no way be attributed to a change in the
real position in the heavens, but from the earth's
pole slowly changing its direction. We have, all
of us, seen a top revolving rapidly on its point,
and at the same time its stem gyrating through a
circle quite slowly ; this is precisely like our earth;
the earth's axis is describing a circle in the heavens
which occupies about 25,000 years for its com-
pletion.

It is not in our province to instruct the reader

Many people imagine this star is located
exactly at the celestial pole ; this is not the case,
as it is t° 33" from the true pole ; consequently
it is like other stars, and passes a given meridian
once in 24 hours. But it is exactly north twice in
this time, once above the true meridian, and once
below it.

It may be of interest to know that the star
Thuban, in the coils of the Dragon near the tail,
about 5000 years ago, was ten times as near the
celestial pole as Polaris is now ; and that ro,000
years from the present time Alpha  Lyra will be
the polar star.

A few words on general astronomy may not
be amiss. The earth's axis points toward two

in matters pertaining to general astronomy, con-
sequently we will resume the consideration of such
portions of this science as will enable us to obtain
correct time. Most of the stars shown on the
accompanying map are visible above the northern
horizon the entire night to all the people of the
northern States ; consequently, they are available
both above and below the polar star. In October
KEYSTONE we described a cheap and simple tran-
sit instrument .particularly adapted for stars low
down, either in the south or north ; the greatest
fault with it being in getting the transit of stars
near the zenith.

When we take transits of stars underneath the
polar star we must make certain allowances ; and
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now let us reason out why this is done, and also
how much we must allow. What is usually denom-
inated a star transit is the time of its passing the
meridian at which we are located at the time of
taking the observation ; and this meridian is an
imaginary line extending from the celestial pole
upward and directly over our heads to the south
pole, which of course we can't see. Now it is
evident there is also a meridian for people exactly
opposite on the earth, or at i8o° from us, and a
meridian for them would be an imaginary line,
which to us seems to extend downward from the
pole ; and when a star crosses this line, it is mak-
ing its meridian transit to such inhabitants as are
living exactly on the opposite side of the globe;
consequently, in making our calculations, we must
allow twelve hours of time. This will be further
explained in our next issue.

* * *

The 'recent death of Dr. Edward Bayard, in
this city, reminds a writer in "Galignani" of a
story which he used to tell, and which gave a
striking example of atavism. When one of the
brothers of Dr. Bayard, ex-Senator Richard H.
Bayard, represented the United States at the Court
of Brussels—this was back in the fifties—he one
day visited, with his daughter, a large jewelry shop
at the Belgian capital, in order to purchase some
gifts for his American relatives, as he was about
to resign his post and return home. "What shall
we get for your uncle Edward ?" asked the Min-
ister of his daughter. "I should choose that
clock," answered the young girl, as she pointed to
a large bronze timepiece, decorated with the re-
clining figure of a dying warrior, "for the face of
the man looks just like uncle's." The Minister
also was struck by the resemblance, and the clerk
being told to send the clock to the house, and
having asked for the. name and address of the
purchaser, exclaimed : ." Mon Dieu, Monsieur a
achete le Chevalier luimeme f" At this stage in
his history Dr. Bayard used to point to the dining-
room mantel where stood the clock in question
and where the guests were, like the minister and
his daughter, always astonished at the striking
manner in which the distinguished physician of
the nineteenth century resembled the famous
Chevalier "sans peur et sans reproche" of the six-
teenth century.—Nep York Tribune.

* * *

A young man now of Bryan, Ohio, wild as
lately been receiving his KEYSTONE at La Porte,
Ind., where he was taking a course at the Parsons
Horological Institute, writes us : " I am well
pleased with the KEYSTONE and would not like to
miss one number, as I think it a big help to a new
beginner in the cause."

* * *

•The American Faculty of Actuaries wants to
be incorporated in this city. Object, " the dis-
semination of knowledge regarding insurance and
the laws of probability." The " laws of proba-
bility " at present existing, are understood to be
that wherever not controlled by legislation the
chances are about ten hundred out of a thous-
and that a fire policy will be written with as many
saving clauses as possible in favor of the company
doing the writing.

* * *

Sir Walter Raleigh is sad to have worn a
pair of shoes studded with diamonds, which cost
.Z.8o,000. The gallants in Charles II's time wore
high boot tops turned down to the ankles to show
the gorgeous laces with which they were lined.
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No. 95 Open Face
Full Plate Pendant Set
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COLUMBUS, OHIO.

No. 55 6 Size

Manufacturers of

No. 47 to Size
3-4 Plate

18, 16 and 6 Size, Stem and Key-Wind Movements,
WITT' all Improvements: rust proof, Quick Train, etc.

Our 18 Size, Open Face, Improved Pendant Setting

Pevice is covered by j.detters patent, owned and con-

trolled by the Columbus Watch Company.

.A.SIC YOUR. JOBBER. FOR COLUMBUS WATCHES.
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Normandie Pie Knife. Engraved or Plain Blade same price.

No. 132 Set.

No. 32 Set.

No. 133 Set.

Cardinal Pie Knife.

Cardinal Cake Knife.
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Newport Crumb Knife.

Berkshire Coffee Spoons.

Newport Ladle.

Newport Pie Knife.

Newport Fish Fork.

Newport Berry Spoon.

CARDINAL CHILD'S SET.
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PROVIDENCE, R. I., November 30, 1889.

The jewelry business during the present
month has been gradually tapering off. The de-
mand for ladies' and gentlemens' chains still
holds good, and in fact during the entire season
this branch of the trade has been kept very busy,
and generally has been employing full forces and
running full time. For some time those houses
which sell the retail trade direct have had all that
they could do, and the same can be said of the
firms manufacturing silver goods and novelties.
We are inclined to think that, in this branch of
industry, the Fall season of 1889 will compare
favorably with preceding ones, although a number
of the manufacturers are disposed to talk differ-
ently. Of course, we are in no way qualified to
judge how profitable the business has been, but
we believe that the demand for goods has been
equal to that of several seasons. If the various
fashion journals which we have seen can be relied
upon, the jewelry business will be much more brisk
next year, as we see that many articles that have
been discarded for some time will be very fashion-
able and of course in demand.

Mr. Henry F. Foley, a commercial traveler
for the Boston house of Nickerson & Blodgett, has
secured a watch that, proven by the records, is
at least 150 years old, and even then its exact date
is not known. It is silver, open face, and has the
old style, cable-chain movement.

Messrs. Geo. E. Barnaby & Co., who have
been engaged in the manufacture of gold and
silver cane and umbrella heads, at 96 Pine Street,
Providence, for the past eighteen months, made
an assignment on November 6th. Up to a few
months ago they had been doing a good business
and were thought to be succeeding. Their indebt-
edness is apparently confined to a few local
houses.

The manufacturing jewelry firm of F. V.
Kennon & Co., composed of Messrs. F. V. Kennon
and B. A. Whitcomb, has been dissolved, Mr.
Kennon retiring. The business will be continued
by Mr. Whitcomb at the same location, 33 Page
St., Providence.

By the will of the late Henry J. Steere, Mr.
Horace W. Steere, well-known as salesman for
Thos. W. Arnold, manufacturing jeweler, receives
$25,000 cash, and a fine residence on Benefit St.,
Providence.

Mr. Stephen C. Howard, junior partner of
the firm of Howard & Son, ProvidenCe, has just
returned home from an extended trip to the Pacific
Coast.

Mr. Thomas W. Lind, who has been abroad
for the past five months, has returned home and
brought with him as a gift for his nephew, two of
the smallest Shetland ponies ever seen in Rhode
Island.

The well-known jewelry firm of Tillinghast,
Mason & Co., of Providence, has been dissolved
on account of the illness of Mr. Mason, and the
business will be carried on under the style of C. S.
Tillinghast & Co.

At the meeting on Saturday, Nov. 9th, of the
creditors of John C. Harrington who made an
assignment last month, Mr. Geo. L. Vose, the
assignee, announced the net assets to be $2,980.99,

with liabilities to the amount of $5,931.38. Mr.
Harrington made two propositions for settlement :
15 per cent cash, and. 20 per cent, in notes. After
considerable discussion, the creditors voted to ac-
cept 20 per cent cash, and gave him one month in
which to raise the money.- Mr. Harrington has
been for many years in the jewelry business, and
it is believed that he will be able to continue.

The Attleboro Ex-Prisoners of War Associa-
tion held its third reunion at the Wamsutta Hotel,
North Attleboro, Mass., on the evening of Novem-
ber 8th and, after the business meeting, was
banqueted by its President, Mr. E. S. Horton, of
the firm of Horton, Angell & Co., Attleboro,
Mass.

Mr. Charles Fraser, at one time salesman for
Messrs. Riley & French, of North Attleboro, and
during the past season in the employ of Messrs.
Barstow & Williams of Providence, has been
admitted to partnership in the firm of Lambert &
Schofield, Plainville. This firm is about to move
their factory to Providence, and will be located
at 226 Eddy St., in the shop formerly occupied
by Messrs. Hamilton & Hamilton, Jr. The style
of the new firm is Lambert, Schofield & Co. Mr.
Fraser will represent his firm on the road.

Mr. Frank P. Henson, a resident of North
Attleboro, and in the employ of Messrs. E. I.
Franklin & Co., committed suicide by drowning
on the morning of November 8th. For months
past he had been a terrible sufferer from a compli-
cation of diseases.

We understand there will be some changes
in several Attleboro firms between now and Jan-
uary 1890. •

Mr. H. A. Hull, bookeeper for Messrs. Lin-
coln, Bacon & Co., of Plainville, Mass., was
united in marriage with Miss Jennie 0. Wood, on
Tuesday, November I2th.

One of the pleasantest social events of the
month was the annual dinner of the Manufactur-
ing Jewelers' Association, which was given at the
elegant rooms of Tillinghast & Co., Providence,
on the evening of Tuesday, November i9th. There
were present about seventy-five gentlemen, includ-
ing the members and their invited friends. After
the elaborate menu had received careful attention,
President Edwin Lowe introduced the following
gentlemen as the speakers of the evening : Hon.
Chas. Sydney Smith, Major E. S. Horton, C. H.
Randal, 0. Clark and B. L. Hall. The follow-

ing applications for membership were submitted
by the chairman of the Executive Committee:
Messrs. S. J. Emerson, Wm. H. Luther, E. H.
Dunham, Geo. L. Vose, D. F. Adams, T. J.
Gardener, Jr., all of Providence ; and Geo. W.
Cheever, S. E. Fisher, George H. French, Henry

Harvey and H. A. Clark, of Attleboro. Upon the

vote of the Association, they were unanimously
elected to membership.

Messrs. Allen & Jonasshon, who have been in
the employ of Messrs. A. Lorsch & Co., stone
dealers, have formed a co-partnership, and will

soon engage. in the same business on their own
account, having, we are told, bought out the busi-

ness of a well-known stone dealer in Providence.
A. V. Blake has removed his factory to 107

Friendship St.
What was intimated in a previous letter as

likely to happen, did actually happen. Mr. Hiram

Howard, of Messrs. Howard & Son, manufactur-

ing jewelers, was tendered the Democratic nomi-

nation for Mayor of Providence. After much
deliberation, he was induced to accept. His long

and successful business experience, combined with

his well-known progressive ideas, made him a
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powerful candidate, and his party showed excel-
lent judgment in placing him at the head of its
ticket. The city election took place on Tuesday,
November 26th, with three tickets in the field,
and the result was no choice for Mayor. Another
election will take place in a few weeks, and the
Democrats are confident of victory.

"Stop the KEYSTONE and you would soon hear
from me. I cannot keep posted without it."—
C. M. Hunnicutt, Rockville, Ind.

BOOK NOTICES.

11 How to fit Glasses " is the title of a publication by
James W. Queen & Co., 924 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.
It is designed as a manual for the use of opticians, jewelers
and others who sell spectacles and eye-glasses and is one of
the best fundamental books for those desiring to become
proficient in optical work. Prepared by a competent oculist

it is replete with information of value not only to the begin-
ner, but to anyone fitting glasses. It does not commit the
error of claiming that its method, any more than others,
embraces all that is necessary to a good optician.

The subject is too extensive to give it a short term of
study. There are so many branches of it, that the best that
can be done in a work of this kind is merely to open the
way to " young " students and more comprehensive inquiry.

One great feature about " How to Fit Glasses " is that
it contains illustrative cases, which it is probable will do
more to aid the optician than almost any other part of the
book. For example, we refer to cases given on pages 36,
37, 38 and 39, where Presbyopia or old sight, the most com-
mon difficulty which an optician is called upon to correct, is
diagnosed. Other illustrative cases embraces Hyperopia,
Myopia or Near Sight, Astigmatism, etc. The price of the

book is seventy-five cents. Besides this work Messrs,

Queen & Co. publish a large quantity of matter intended to
aid the cOician in his work, embracing their complete cata-
logue, prescription blanks, telegraphic code, photo-type
cards, descriptive circular of new models, pupidometers,

rules, colored charts of the eye, test cards, astigmatic dials,

etc. They are also prepared to give information upon and
furnish all necesSary machinery and tools for surface grind-
ing and edge grinding on lenses, and the general jobbing
which a working optician is called upon to do. Their ex

perience and experimentation covering many years have
enabled them to adopt the correct forms of machinery and

proper quality of material, etc.

ALDEN'S MANIFOLD CYCLOPEDIA.—We are pleased to
note the appearance of the nineteenth volume of the admir-

able Alden's Manifold Cyclopedia. It was apparent from
the first that this was to be the Cyclopedia for " the people,"
and each succeeding volume emphasizes the great superiority

of the work for popular use over its far more costly competi-

tors. It is remarkably comprehensive. The fields of liter-

ature, science, art, and of all knowledge are thoroughly
gleaned. The topics are ably treated, many illlustrations
are given, and a vast amount of information is condensed
into small space. The articles are written by experts in
their various lines, and are carefully and skillfully edited.

The results of the latest discoveries and inventions appear,

many of the subjects being brought down to June, 1889, and

some eve later. Among the important topics treated in

this volume we notice Home Rule in Ireland ; Homestead

Entry, and the Homestead Laws for all the States ; Holum-

opathy, nearly 7 pages ; Hop ; Horology ; Horse, Horse
Racing, Horse Shoeing, and Horse Taming ; Hospitals, 8

pages ; Howard University ; Hydropathy, over 6 pages;

Hypnotism, 4 pages ; Hysteria ; Ice ; Immigration, with

valuable statistics; Imports and Exports, with figures for the

United States covering too years and brought down to June,

1889; Indians, 7 pages ; Induction of Electric Currents, 8

pages. In the line of biography we find articles on Homer;

Hood ; Hopkins ; Horace ; Howard; Howells ; Hugo ;

Humboldt ; Hutne, and Hunt ; while among the Countries

and states noted are Honduras ; Hungary; Iceland ; Idaho;

Illinois; India, 35 pages ; Indiana, 8 pages; and Indian

Territory, including the opening of Oklahoma. The price

of this great work is almost incredibly low. The first nine-

teen volumes in cloth binding will be sent upon receipt of

$9.00 or in half Morocco style for $ 2,8o, if ordered at once.

A specimen volume, subject to return if not satisfactory, will

be forwarded for 6o cents in cloth or 85 cents in half Mor-
occo. John B. Alden, Publisher, New York, Chicago and

Atlanta.
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Cincinnati jewelers vie with each other in

window-dressing. It is a difficult matter to decide

which is the prettiest. As you come down Race

Street you are sure D. Schroder & Co. have the

loveliest window in town, there is such a neat

elegance in the arrangement ;. as you approach the

Arcade you are struck with the large windows of

Strauss & Stern, and stop to admire their fine

bronze ornaments. Through the Arcade row after

row of brilliant jewelry windows greets you, and

it seems to continue down Vine to James Morgan's

diamond parlor, which, by the way, is a new

feature, and speaks volumes for the popular pro-

prietor. Mr. Morgan has also equipped and open-

ed a very fine jewelry store in Covington.

Among the most pushing jobbers, A. G.

Schwab & Bro. rank A-i. A. G. makes a per-

sonal canvas among his host of patrons, and he

rarely loses one. He lately received a pass over

the L. & W. ; his southern friends may now count

on frequent visits and reliable representation. The

beautiful calenders this house have in press are the

handsomest they have ever before sent to their

' patrons.
John Holland is now employing about fifty

hands in his pen factory to meet the great demand

for his celebrated goods. 'The immense varieties he

keeps in stock is a sufficient evidence of the big

business he does. He claims there is no larger

pen exhibit in the United States, and none so

complete or valuable. Last week he opened his

foreign importations, consisting of a varied line

of combination stock, gold and silver and colored

stones in pen-holders. Also a fine line of imported

hand-painted doeskin cases, satin lined. These

are the latest styles.
C.. Hellebush is very modest in speaking of

his immense establishment, but I take notice they

do a rushing business in both the wholesale and

retail departments. 'This firm challenges all com-

petitors in the large and varied lines of holiday

novelties. The wholesale department, under the

efficient management of the well-known A. B.

Clark, has more than doubled the business this

fall. The retail department is in charge of C.

Hellebush, Jr., who is alert and enterprising, and

has the satisfaction of possessing a most lucrative

local trade. The watch trade was never known

to have such a boom. The case, filled and solid

gold, made by the Keystone Watch Case Company

of your city, are in such demand that Mr. Helle-

bush says he is losing sales daily because the

company cannot fill his orders more promptly.

All Association watches are kept in stock at prices

that defy competition, east or west. Mr. Helle-

bush is the sole agent in the United States for the

celebrated Ulysse Breting Chronometers and

straight line levers ; also Vacheron and Constantine

Geneva watches.
Duhme & Co's salesrooms are poems. If I

were a poet, instead of a matter of fact pencil

pusher, I would reel off quatrains that would teem

with sublime magnificence, for the inspiration

is there in the exquisite art pieces, English clocks

in mahogony and firegilt, onyx glassware, and a

thousand beautiful novelties that are the purchases

of Mr. Galbreath, during his trip abroad this sum-

mer. •

Oskamp, Nolting & Co. are experiencing

a decided diamond boom. When Mr. Nolting

was called on this week, he looked out over a pile

of mail on his secretary that almost buried him.

"You need a private secretary," I said. "Indeed

I do," he replied, "mid if this thing keeps on I

will have to be looking around for one." "Is it

diamonds ?" "Diamonds, principally. You see

we have the advantage over our competitors of

Mr. Oskamp's personal selection of the stock at

Amsterdam, and we are therefore prepared to give

the trade better margins." And so these diamond

merchants are drawing patrons from every State in

the Union.
Jos. Noterman & Co., a few weeks ago, issued

a circular to the trade ; the results have been very

gratifying. Their old friends are with them, while

a host of new ones appear daily. Their Olympus

diamond goods have made them famous.

Gerlach, Strunk & Co. have had a replevin

suit against A. & J. Plant for the recovery of a

pair of diamonds worth $600. Justice Gass gave

judgment in favor of the Plants, but an appeal

was at once taken to a higher court.

Jonas, Dorst & Co. are waking the natives

with the brilliancy of the "Ophir," which they

continue to put on the market in unique. styles.

Their order department for special work is

booming.
One of the happiest events to occur in jewelry

circles in our vicinity is the approaching nuptials

of Mr. Bene, of Bene, Lindenberg & Co. ; the

prospective bride is not an Ohio woman, but a fair

daughter of Kentucky. The entire fraternity extend

congratulations.
The much published Joseph Schwartz failure

of Kansas City, is an item of interest to Cincin-

nati, inasmuch as the rascal stole the name of a

respected citizen of our city. His real name is

Isaac Mendall, a Russian Jew, who was taken

by Mr. Joseph Schwartz, a wholesale notion

dealer in Indianapolis in 1874, and given a posi-

tion, and finally sent out with valuable stock. He

stuck Mr. Schwartz for $800, and was not heard

from for three or four years, when he was brought

back to Schwartz by a friend. Mendall was so

penitent and pleaded so for mercy that Mr.

Schwartz relented and trusted him again, but this

time he never turned up. Mr. Schwartz afterwards

opened up a wholesale notion and lace house, at

54 W. 4th Street, Cincinnati. Mendall finally

settled down in Kansas City, and under the name

of his benefactor, opened up a pawnshop and

small jewelry store. Mr. Schwartz learned of the

false Schwartz at Kansas City a year or so ago,

and thought of prosecuting the rogue for his past

actions, and did visit the Western City to identify

Mendall and carry out his design, but the diffi-

culties attending this course,expenses, absence from

business, etc., induced him to relinquish his pur-

pose.

Our "generous" present to our readers with

the October KEYSTONE of a "nice clean subscrip-

tion blank" is bringing us responses like this from

M. Howell, Rendville, 0. : "I shall fill out the

blank on the little slip, inclose it in an envelope,

whistle Yankee Doodle, jump up and crack my

heels together three times, and retire for the even-

ing." And this from F. Z. Hamilton, Eaton

Rapids, Mich. : "I have taken your gentle hint

and enclose postal note. . . . I am one of

the kind you mention as never remembering of

paying anything at all for your valuable paper,

and am now going to turn over a new leaf and see

if I will rest better nights."

DECEN1BER, 1889.

BEWARE!

If

" Imitation is the Sincerest Flattery"
'Then

BOSS Cases are getting more than a

Buck etfull
Of the Sincerest Kind!

For
Envious competitors have copied our designs of

Engraving!
That is, as closely as they dared!

The Popularity

Of the new BOSS Cases has been such that

Somebody thinks it Pays

to engrave other Filled Cases as nearly like BOSS

as is possible without

Running Foul of the Law!

Hence, if you have ordered a special pattern

of BOSS Case

Keep Your

Skinned

To see that BOSS is what you get!

Look for this Track Mark!

Besides
Your Boss Extra (25-year case) will have this stamp

in the back. In it will be a Boss Extra
guarantee (25 years) ; attached to it will be a
Boss Extra tag, and the dust band will be
stamped "Jas. Boss Extra."

Your Boss 14 K.(zo-year case) will have this stamp

fRAD

in the back. Inside will be a Boss 14 K.
guarantee (zo years), attached will be a 14 K.
tag, and the dust band will bear "Jas. Boss

14 K."

Your Boss to K. (15-year case) will have this stamp

in the back. Inside will be a Boss to K.
guarantee(15 years), attached will be a to K.
tag, and the dust band will show "Jas. Boss
xo K."

The consoling feature in this

Copying Crusade Business

is that Poor Goods are never chosen for models to

imitate, but

Always the Best!

Keystone Watch Case Co.
Philadelphia

New York Chicago
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The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co....
916 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Send us your Watch Case and Jewelry Repairs.

We have the j.dargest Cuarantee every lens sent out to be absolutely correct.

prescription J.,ens Grinding Shop in the country. All orders for them filled same day as received.

One of the few houses in the trade who protect the dealers' interest by selling no goods at retail.

WE

Think the trade must feel convinced

by this time that we

CARRY

A most complete line of all kinds of

watch cases and movements, and that

EVERYTHINC

In our stock is fresh and new. We
do not allow anything to lay in our

stock long ; in fact, the large business

THAT

IS

We are doing does not permit any-
thing to lay in our safes very long, for
what does not please one customer

Sure to please another. Our line of
all goods

MADE

IN

By the celebrated Keystone Watch
Case Co. is particularly large, for know-
ing the Legitimate Trade's confid-
ence

Everything made by this company,
we have always made a specialty of their

WATCH CASES

And we can truly say, we have never
regretted doing so;

AND

Believe that all those jewelers who
have tied up to Boss Filled and all other
cases made by this company, can say
the same thing as one large retailer who
was in our office to-day remarked: "they
are as staple and well-liked as

AMERICAN MOVEMENTS"

Which is saying a great deal.
Our purchases of old gold and silver

have grown so large that we are compelled
to have a special depattment for this pur-

pose. While every day brings us more and
more of these kind of packages from every
part of the country, we are not satisfied
unless we receive yours ; and if you have
never sent us any, favor us with the next
lot you send out, and we assure you that

you will be satisfied with the price we allow
for it.

We pay you exactly what It Is worth.

Headquarters
for the celebrated

Dew York Standard Movements.

For a

$3.50
Seven Jewel Movement, equal to any $5.00 move-

ment in the market.

AT LAST!
A Seven-Jewel Watch

Costing the wearer but $5.00.

■■•■:61•1

Will give you a profit on No. 14 of

421 per cent_

Phenomenal success from the day intro-
duced.

•

Cased in our special Solid White Metal Cases (no plating).

OPEN FACE ONLY.

No. 14. Snap Back and Bezel,

No. 13. Jointed "
$3•75.
$3.90.

Making the handsomest and best time-keeping watch

for $5.00, with a profit to the retailer on No. 14, of 42%

per cent.

Important Notice.
We have only a few of the Solid Silveroid Bayonet

Jointed Cases left from the several thousand we purchased

last month. Price reduced to 40 cents each. Put in a

Standard Nickel 0. F. Movement, and you have a corn •

plete watch at a cost of but $3.9o—less 6 per cent. for cash.

Get in your orders early. Full line of the Celebrated Silver-

oid Key and Stem-Wind Cases, 75 cents each.

Staple as Wheat.

WE
Have, without a question of doubt,

the largest and best equipped watch
case, jewelry and optical repair shops
in the country, and

HAVE
The finest system of getting

THE
Work, that is sent us, out quickly;

while, for the very reason that our
house has the

LARCEST

And best equipped shop, we can do
your

WATCH CASE

Repair work cheaper, better and
quicker than you have been getting it
done elsewhere. Our

JEWELRY

Repair department is always busy,
because we return all work that is sent
us in the majority of cases the same
day as received.

AND
We want your jewelry repairing,

knowing we can please you. In all
manner of

OPTICAL

Work, we are authorities, and can
promise you that, should you favor us
with your

REPAIR

And prescription work in this line,
you will never regret having done so.
In fact, all of our

SHOPS

Are under the management of a corn-
petent head, and we know they are the
best

IN THE COUNTRY

Our second term of school for instruc-
tion in Opthalmology commences the first
week of January, and, as the class is fast
filling up, we would advise you sending in
your name now.

To all those in the trade who have
taken a course at other schools, we would
say, that anticipating this we have arranged
a course of private instruction which has the
advantage of enabling a pupil to take up and
study any particular part that they may
desire to become more perfect in. The use
of the Opthalmoscope, for instance, and
these private lessons, are so arranged that
they can be taken at any time it may best
suit your convenience.

It is a well-known fact that the instruc-
tor in charge of the school is an oculist of
world-wide reputation in the science of
Opthalmology, having made it the study of
his life ; and any one graduating from our
school is sure to be thoroughly posted. Send
to us for circular stating terms of tuition,
etc.
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Patented October 22,1889.

For Price and Description, address

W. W. OtiVer,
Sole Manufacturer,

430 niagara St., - 2uffalo, r:). Y.
Our 1889 Illustrated Catalogue free on application.

If at all interested in the purchase of

Clocks and Bronze Ornaments,
Such as are used to adorn the mantle-piece, it will be to your advantage to
consult us before purchasing. Our stock embraces clocks in all kinds of

Wood, Iron,
grass, nickle,

Sronze, Marble
and Onyx,

pC0 0

With full line of Ornaments suitable to accompany them.

We

respectfully

solicit your

Patronage

We guarantee

full satisfaction

tile give

PERSONAL

attention to all

Orders.

B. J. Cooke's Sons9
137 N. Third St., - Philadelphia, Pa.

STILNDA.R.I3

Dust-Proof Watch Key.
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For Sale by the Trade.
Send for New Price List.

Julius King Optical Co.

On account of the great popularity of Judge Mack's patent
Opera Glass Holders certain parties are manufacturing and offer-
ing for sale imitations which are inferior in , quality. All Opera
Glass Holders that are made so they can be detached from the
Opera Glass are plain and direct infringements of patents 268,112,
November 28, 1882, also 399,543, March 12, 1889,

This notice is given so that the trade may not be deceived,
and make themselves liable for damages in buyirg or selling the
imitations. One suit for infringement and damages has been com-
menced and others will follow, as we are determ:ned to protect
our right. The Julius King Optical Co., of No. 4 Maiden Lane,
N. Y., and Cleveland. 0., have the exclusive of the
genuine hold74.7"---'---

JUDGE WILLIAM MACK, Patentee.
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Cincinnati Ag'ts "Vacheron & Constantin" Watches. U. S. Ag'ts "Ulysse Breting" Watches.

The Best and. Most Reliable Time-keepers made.

Clemens ttellebusta,
MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

JOBBER OF

American Watches,
Jewelry

Tools and Materials.

Specialties : Keystone Gold, Filled and Silver Cases.

IMPORTER OF

Diamonds,

French Clocks,

Watch Materials.

Would call especial attention to my line of Watch Ma-

terial and Tools. Send for Catalogue.

77 West Fourth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pike's Opera House.

THE CHESHIRE WATCH.
" THE BEST WATCH IN THE WORLD FOR THE PRICE."

MOVEMENTS, Nos. 21 and 25.

No. 21.

Thoroughly

American

$o. 25.

NON-MAGNETIC BALANCE,
18 Size, Full Plate, Stem-Wind, HUNTING and OPEN-FACE, Quick Train, Straight Line Lever,

Safety Winding Barrel, SUNK SECONDS, ENAMEL DIAL, Four Jewels,
Fitting any 18 Size Standard Case.

THE BEST STEM-WiND MOVEMENT MADE FOR THE PRICE.

For Sale by An Jobbers.

THE NEW NICKEL CHESHIRE.

Pendant

Set

With Second Hand, Back Rachet in Winding, In Solid Nickel
Silver Case, not Nickel Plated, with Hinge Bezel

Imitation GOLD JOINT.

THE SOLID GOLD CHESHIRE.
SOMETHING NEW T

In Plain, Engine Turned, Engraved and Plain Bascine Cases,
Hunting and Open Face.

Ask your Jobber to see them.

Fill our Watches are THOROUGHLY CUARRANTEID.

The Cheshire Watch Co.
FRCTORY : Cheshire, Conn.

G. W. SWEET, General Selling Agent,
198 Proadway, New York.

DENNISON BUILDING.

All orders should be addressed to New York Office.
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"A Thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever."
For Holiday Gifts, people choose the most exquisite designs!

Your store will get Credit and Reputation from showing these goods! 0 0 6r.)

Ketistore olid Gold Ccmesx

a $11,1,1 
Itpirtw,",

7248 6687

1,1,111,111111,111

/ 11.111:1 gi

6424

'44 1,111

8400

7044 7046 6898 7284

6993 6948 6282 6279

Keystone Watch Case Co.
NEW YORK

Philadelphia
CHICACO
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No Stuffing in the Keystone Solid Gold Cases!

THEY'RE 14K.
A Special Guarantee with each one

APPLIES to EVERY ATOM of their substance!

ASSOCIATE ABSOLUTE VERACITY With all Goods Bearing This TRADE MARK,

Don't Confound with other Trade Marks using a Keystone, but carefully Examine the Inscription thereon.

The CHASTE and ELEGANT DESIGNS here shown will APPEAL WITH PECULIAR FORCE to

Your Holiday Trade T

7483 7088

7274 7430 7033 6185

5520 5619 5518

11■1111101•11■:=

5505 5523

Keystone Watch Case Company
NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO



If
If we could gig the u.tor1c1 back 50 years,

we'd not need an ad. on this subieet.
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You'll
If old I3en F 11 a n 1 i ta --and a good many others

since his day--hadn't fooled round with
Clouds, Kites, Keys and Knuckles, we
wouldn't need this page.

E, yS To £

Send for our latest Catalogues. Selection packages sent to responsible dealers

•=missscC.
---  

A._ RARE CHA.DICE

For one month only we offer our New

Geneva Lathe, all hard and double bearings,

and our new adjustable speed countershaft for

$29.26Net Cash
Remember

This lathe is fully
guaranteed to be ab-
solutely perfect.

M.Sickles a SONS
We also carry a

full line of supplies

for watchmakers and

jewelers.

Give tis a

They'll

Talk
If Lightning hadn't been harnessed to about

nine hundred sorts of business, we
wouldn't need it.

Right
If each man who carries a watch didn't

every day do business with one, two or
forty of the electrical nine hundred, we
wouldn't need it.

If all watches were non-magnetic—but
what a VERY small percentage are!

Sell
If all watch owners knew how CHEAPLY

they could get the AJAX INSULA-
TOR, hou.4 likely they'd avail them-
selves of its protection I

TALK!

Right
If all retail iewelers would make it a

point to talk up the CAEAPNESS of
the Ajax, how easily they could
make sales

If all watches had simply the physical protection the Ajax gives—let alone its anti-

electrical influence—that protection alone would more than justify the cost to the consumer.

At slight cost, these Insulators may be obtained with our Filled Cases.

Any Jobber. Order a Sample!

Keystone Watch Case Co.,
NEW YORK

Philadelphia.
CHICACO
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American and Nilo Watcheo
Qold and plated jewelrg

Tool and 'latePialo
Optical oocf$.

H. & L. FRIEDLANDEFI
65 and 67 Nassau St., - New York City.

Just what You want for the

Holiday Trade
500 Solid Gold Cases, 6 size, nicely engraved, $11.50 each

200 doz. 14k. Rolled Plate Gent's Vest Chains, 18.00 doz.

200 doz. Fine Rolled Plate Lockets, 10.00 "

Send business card or references and we will mail you one of our
Illustrated Catalogues. Selection packages sent to responsible dealers.

4A RARE CliAls.NCE

For one month only we offer our New

Geneva Lathe, all hard and double bearings,

and our new adjustable speed countershaft for

$29.26Net Cash
Remember

This lathe is fully
guaranteed to be ab-
solutely perfect.

111.9ickles I SON
618 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.

We also carry a

full line of supplies

for watchmakers and

jewelers.

Give its a
TR. Ill I..

Ah, Ha T Oh. Ho T

I TOLD YOU SO!
We beg to announce the issue of our

New Nickel Movement, No, 23, 18 Size, Open Face,
Stem Wind, $3.60.

WE HAVE

and our
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New Nickel Silver Watch, No, 28, Nickel Move-
ment, $3.90.

Reduced the price of Gilt Mozremerit No. 20 to $3.25.

Trenton Watches
received the

Honorable plention
at the

Paris Exposition.

NO. 25.

Nickel Silver, Double joints and Thumb
Pieces.

PRICE, $3.75.

NO. 28.

Nickel Silver, Double joints and Thumb Pieces with
Nickel Movement.

PRICE, $3.90.

NO. 20. CILT MOVEMENT.

r8 Size, Open Face, Plate, Stem-Wind and Stern-Set, fitting
any regular 18 Size, 0. F., S. W. case ; Quick Train, Straight Line
Lever Escapement with Iridium Pallet Stones and Roller jewel;
two pairs Garnet jewels, Hard Enameled Dial with Seconds.
Fully warranted.

Every Watch

Timed and Regulated
before leaving

The Factory.

NO. 40.
Nickel Silver, Bascine, Double joints and

Thumb Pieces.

PRICE, $4.00.

PRICE, $3.25.

No. 23, Nickel Movement, same as above, price $3.50.

THE BEST LOW-PRICE WATCHES MADE.
For Sale by all Jobbers.

Trenton Watch Company
OFFICE: 177 Broadway, New York. FACTORY: Trenton, New Jersey.
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The Keystone.
Circulation Universal, and ql7ANTITY and qr 0.1TV

considered, TIIE BEST OF ANY JOURNAL of It glass In
America.

I he liEl•SIONE reaches every Jeweler In the United
States and 0010111011 of Canada.

To secure a place In the columns of this page,
advertisers should forward copy no tiliti It may reach no not
later than the rtits'r of emit 111011111.

Classified advertisements under these headings, TIME
CENTS per word, one insertion ; 10 per cent. golf for three
Insertions; 15 per rent, elf Lir 1612 Insertlims, and 25 per
rent. off for twelve insertions. Name and add,. Included.

If 11111■11.0,1 are to be forwarded, postage Mild be
Inclosed.

No advertisement Inserted for less than 25 rents.

TO INSURE INSERTION, MONEY MUST ACCOMPANY ALL
ORDERS FOR ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

FOR SALE.

A FINE jewelry business, best town in northern
M Michigan. Population 9,000. Satisfactory rea-
son for selling. Address, "Mich," care this office.

A WATCH and jewelry business in the best town
I.\ and capital of the State. Population 4,000 to
5,000. Fine store, cheap rent, clean stock, nice fix-
tures, electric light, etc. Stock and fixtures about
$5,000. Address, C. W. Skinner, Montpelier, Vt.

gR exchange for stock of jewelry, 300 acre 
farm in

Randolph Co., W. Virginia ; 160 acre farm in
eyenne Co., Nebraska, at a bargain. Address,

" D," 259 Lincoln ave., Aurora, Ill.

O
THE " REGULATOR."—The only book of
the kind in existence containing 300 different
causes that stop a watch, alphabetically ar-
ranged. A saving of time, labor and money
to any repairer. Sent to any watchmaker on
receipt of price, postage paid for $1. F. A,

Bristol, Alma. Neb. (Copyright.)

PR 
trade for real estate. One of the best paying
jewelry establishments in southern Michigan.

n.voice $2,800 ; sell at discount. Best reasons for
selling. Other inducements offered. Particulars
address, " Ben," care this office.

UI,IUS JURGENSON watch for sale, large size,

ti very little used, cost $450. Will sell for $zoo.
Address, "A W," No. 242 Madison ave., Naw York.

HAVING determined to take an interest with 
my

brother in another line I am now closing out my
entire stock and the good will. Lease extending
years. Fixtures and plant generally for sale including
tools and material. This is a chance of a lifetime, as
my store and stand is known to be the finest in the
city to the New York trade Apply for schedule and
prices to P. F. Egan, jeweler, 115 East Third street,
St. Paul, Minn. Ref. Samuel Eichburgh, Gorham
Mfg. Co.

Pa
HEAP, about 1 dozen old fashioned gold watches,
keywinders, French and English levers, open

lace and hunting cases, Tobias & I3usley makers.
2 pocket chronometers and x ship chronometer for
$50, M good order. 1 heavy Jules Jurgenson watch,
also remnant of stock of jewelry. Apply 242 Madison
ave., New York.

T
HE furniture and fixtures of one of the best paying
jewelry stores in Nebraska, in a city of 15,000.

he leading store in the city. Competion light ; good
run of work ; have had $25,500 in sales, $1,300 in
watchwork ; $300 in jewelry work in the last 12
months. Good profits on sales. Rent very reason-
able. Brick store, plate glass front ; will send
photograph of inside of store. Fixtures new and of
latest style. Parties buying need not buy any goods.
The best chance ever offered for someone who wants
to go into a good and well established business and
bring his goods, or will sell stock with it at a reduced
price. Men with means and meaning business will
address J. G. Raine, Grand Island, Neb.

$9 FOR new 6 room house, store front. With
good run of watch repairing. Work to

miles around. Town that is rapidly growing.
Reason for selling, going to Europe. Address,
" Jeweler," opposite Postoffice, Carrolltown, Cam-
bria Co., Pa.

IAIATCHMAKER desiring established business,
Vlif manufacturing town in Maine ad., "Dingo,"
care this office.

TOCK watches, jewelry, fixtures in mfg. town.
Proprietor must go South this winter. Can re-

uce stock. " Bargain," care this office

A FIRST-CLASS jewelry store. A splendid chance
for a young man. Will reduce to $2,500 or $3,000.

Possession given in time for the holiday trade. J. H.
H. Vosburgh, Little Falls, N. Y.

a BY 8 Steno camera, cheap. For trade, i lot in
U California for diamond. Box 48, West Liberty,
Iowa.

A STOCK of jewelry and stationery (about $3,000)
M in an eastern Iowa town. This is not the usual
" bargain " sale, except so far as a good trade goes
with a good stock of goods. Address, "5," care of
this office.

A 'I' a sacrifice. In one of the most prosperous and
IA healthiest cities on the Mississippi River. A
C implete jewelry and music store. Only those mean
business with cash need answer. Reasons for selling
given. Possession given at once. Address, Lock
Box J, Natchez, Miss.

I EWELER stock in Michigan. I.ive town of 3,5oo.
rj No other jeweler in the town. Stock ef $3,00o in
gold condition. Going into other business cause for
selling. Will also sell store building if desired.
Address, Burt & Hurlbut Co., wholesale jewelers,
Detroit, Mich.

RARE chance for $2,030. 
Jewelry, musical instru-

ments and stationery business in town ot 12,000
population. Established 6 years'. Good reasons for
wanting to sell. Particulars on application, George
H. Clark, Daytona, Florida.

FOR SALE.

A
NTIQUE English clock ; mahogany case about
8 feet high, brass movement ; has a large gong.

as the changes of the moon and date of the month.
Is in first-class condition and guaranteed to be 150
years old. Will sell it for cash at a low figure or
will allow a discount to any jeweler sending me a
customer for it. Please address or call, Charles A.
Neidhardt, 777 Fulton street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

rXCELLENT stock, excellent location, excellent
E climate. Invoice $21,00o to $25,000. Manufac-
ture some good; which pay comfortable profit.
Yearly sales $28,0 to $3o,000. Yearly net profits to
date $7,000 to $10,000. New 8,000 pound safe.
Owner's health requires out-door occupation. Could
close out, but has pride in the business built up and
prefers seeing it continue in other capable hands.
Address, "Me FI Je," Santa Fe, N. M.

A COMPLETE lathe outfit. Standard lathe, Uni
versal and fine set of chucks ; counter shaft and

swing treadle wheel Cheap. Address, Box 479,
Attleboro, Mass.

$1 0 0 0 
Will 
 

abuToawir 
in
nd jaieolryl,toockil and fixtures

No opposition ; rich country ; gooci)Chaanice,fo'r5the
right one. Address, " W," care this office.

I EWELRY store at an old stand, about $5,000
j stock ; in a thriving Connecticut town of nearly
50,000 population. Excellent railroad and banking
facilities. Address, Floyd, Pratt & Rounds, Boston,
Mass.

P
LIVER'S No. polishing lathe, lapp head, $28.
Fine, fiat ring rolls, $04. B. Root, West

oint, Miss.

riRANDFATHER'S clock for sale or trade for set
U of trial lenses to cost not less than $75. Address,
" E 'I'," too Detroit street, Xenia, Ohio.

OR TRADE, cheap, Universal lathe. Chas.
Bachman, Ottumwa, Iowa.

ARGAIN.—Jewelry and stationery store. Good
run benchwork. Town to have another railroad

this Spring ; no opposition. Address, Box 436, Vic-
tor, New York.

A GOOD, paying jewelry business in one of the best
I.{ towns in Pennsylvania. Population ',Boo, No
opposition ; more bench work than one man can do.
A bargain for anyone meaning business. Reasons
for selling, wanting to quit the business. Address,
C. Novinger, Millersburg, Pa,

A MAN with small capital can step into a good, paying

• 

jewelry and stationery business. Population,
3,000. Only workman in town. " Ill Health," Lock
Box 65, Money, Pa.

A GOOD bargain in a large jewelry safe and trays,
1-1 must be sold at once. V. B. Hall, Du Quoin, Ill.

1000 BUYS the best jewelry shop in the city.
Good rolls, lathes, safe, small tools, etc.,

all in good order. Rent Po per month. Estab-
lished 5 years. Sold only on account of poor health.
Geo. S. Greenleaf, 239 Nicollet ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.

IN Atlanta, Ga. A jewelry store located at the junc-
tion of a of the most prominent streets. Rent only

$15 per month. Store newly papered, and stock new
and clean. Good run of work. A splendid chance
for a watchmaker with $2,000 to $3,000. Reason for
selling, owner has other business that requires all his
attention. If you have the cash and mean business.
Address, A. L. Delkin & Co., 93 Whitehall street,
Atlanta, Ga.

Pt SSORTMENT of watch, clock and jewelry mater-
ial, some watchmakers and engravers tools.

Would take good marine chronometer in part pay.
Ad., " Marine," 192 Mound street, Cincinnati, Ohio,

I EWE LRY business complete, for about $3,500;
J inventory Reason for selling, other business.
Address at once, Lock Box 302, Roanoke City, Va.

I EWELRY store ; good location for repairs. Sales

U can be increased. Stock and fixtures $1,200. Is
now conducted as a branch. Have not time to give
it necessary attention. Right location for a practical
man. Adam Pleuthner, 516 Main st., or King &
Eisele, Buffalo, N. Y.

ELEGANT stock of watches, clocks, jewelry and
E. silverware for sale. Michigan town ; population
2,500. No competition, lots of work, good prices.
Failing health my excuse. Must sell by January 1st.
Address, "Snap," care this office.

R TRADE.—One of the finest farms of i6o acres
in northern Nebraska for stock of jewelry. Lock

ox 382, Atkinson, Neb.

CHEAP.—Small retail jewelry store 
well located in

the city, doing a profitable business. Good rea-
sons given for selling. Apply to H. 0. Hurlburt, 938
Market street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TWO shot guns cost $oo, cornet cost $40, Violincello
cost $07, Smith & Wesson revolver $12, field

glass $14 at wholesale ; most of these articles are new,
all are in good order. We will sell them for much
less than they are worth or trade them for American
lathqwith attachments ; good staking tool or opticians
trial set, or anything else we can use. Address,
Milford Jewelry Store, Milford, Otsego Co., N. Y.

OR exchange. Good, new stock of clothing and
gents' furnishing goods and fixtures for town

property and stock of jewelry. Only clothing store
in town of 0,000. Address, Fred. Pell, Usti, Medina
County, Ohio.

t
LGIN lathe, 15 chucks, to tapers, foot wheel, cir-
cular saw, screw plate, etc., $35. Geo. Metzger,

s, Emporium, Pa.

[OR cash or unencumbered farm property, the

I stock, tools, material, burglar-proof safe, etc., of
a well established jewelry business in a live town of
1,000. No opposition. On account of disease of the
eyes I must quit the bench. "LH R," care this office.

tttI HOLESALE and retail jewelry store in Cincinnati
V on account of poor health of the manager.

Have 2 stores. Location and room the best in the
city. Reputation first-class. Stock very choice.
Requires about $7,000 cash, part on time if desired.
Address, " Mascot," care this office.

FOR SALE.

acN account 
of poor health I offer my jewelry busi-

ness for sale on reasonable terms. Will invoice
out $3,000, but will be largely reduced by January

I, 289o. W. E. Smith, Gouverneur, N. Y.

ANCASTER engraving block, flat base, for sale.
L Never been used. Price, $10. " B," 268 Nos-
trand ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

g
VERYONE to send watchwork to Parsons' Horo-

logical Institute, La Porte, Ind. The first, the
dest and the best school in this country.

I EARNING your trade at the Chicago Horological
L Institute means time and money saved. This is
a fact.

DART) soldering made easy by using Frank W.
11 Hall's Eureka Fluid Flux and anti-oxidizer, only
25 cents a bottle. Once tried—always used. Send
for a bottle to Benj. Allen & Co., 141 and 143 State
St., Chicago, Ill.

WE are going 
to make the " Watchmaker," a jour-

nal for the workman and horological student.
orth its weight in gold. Subscribe now ; only 50

cents a year. Urban W. Frink, Editor. Chicago
Horological Institute, 215 Dearborn street.

A LFRED KE'FTNER, 348 E. North ave., Chicago,

• 

makes a specialty of repairing all kinds oh
watches for the trade. Jobs sent us by mail or ex-
press, will be repaired and returned promptly.
Prices moderate, and first-class workmanship guar-
anteed.. 22 years experience.

UHICAGO Horological Institute teaches the highestbranches of the art—adjusting, springing, escape-
ments, draughting, jeweling, etc.

B D. HEADLEY & CO., Florida curios and jew-
elry, mounted birds and round skins, stuffed

'gaitors, 'gaitor teeth and alligator jewelry a specialty.
Kissimmee, Fla.

EVERYONE to know that Parsons' HorologicalInstitute, La Porte, Ind., has all the latest im-
proved, the largest assortment of tools and the best
equipped school in this country.

Signs. Signs. Signs.

I manufacture the largest and most perfect watch
signs in the world. They are the latest improved
and have advantages superior to all others. They
are as perfect in proportion as a watch case, and also
beautifully and artistically designed. They are made
of zinc, painted with white lead and gilded with the
be_st xx gold leaf and warranted in every particular.
These signs can be placed on a post to revolve or
swing on a rod from a building. 'I he best advertise-
ment for your store is one of these elegant signs.
They attract much attention and always prove to be
a paying investment. I make different sizes. Send
for price list. Address, Lon Barnhart, Springfield,
Ohio.

COMMENCE your subscription for the Watch-
maker with the November isssue and get the first

number—only so cents a year. Chicago Horological
Institute, 215 Dearborn street.

rVERYONE to send to Parsons' Horological Ins&

• 

tote for catalogue of terms, etc.. La Porte, Ind.

THE changing to stemwinds of fine Swiss and
I American keywinders a specialty at the Chicago
Horological Institute.

END 25 cents for a box of our dial wash-
ers. Racine Jewelry Mfg. Co., Racine,

,

isconsin.

OEND to two cent stamps for set of Test Types for
L) fitting spectacles to the eyes correctly. Appleton,
2367 Third Ave., New York, N. Y.

rVERYONE to know that Parsons' Horological
E Institute, La Porte, Ind., is the oldest and best
in this country.

OUBSCRIBE for the " Watchmaker," only so cents
t.) a year. Chicago Horological Institute.

I AM paying standard prices for old gold and silver,
I to K., 40 cents per dwt. ; 04 K., 56 cents per dwt.;
x8 K., 72 cents per dwt. Send packages by mail or
express. Remitted for same day. H. T. Roberts,
refiner, 825 Filbert st., Philo, Pa.

ATCH MA K ERS--Take a course of instruction in
la adjusting at the Chicago Horological Institute.
It will pay you to add this to your knowledge of
repairing in the increased work you can command.

(tEND your magnetized watches to H. E. Robberts,
0 Grinnell, Iowa, and have them done right.

QUICK work, fine work and 
lowest prices on watch-

work for the trade ; give us a trial. 215 Dear-
born st., Chicago, Ill.

A MANUFACTURING firm with ample facilities
for the manufacture of watchmakers tools and

other small articles, and who have correspondents all
over the world desire to make arrangements with the
Inventor of any good and useful article for its manu-
facture either by contract or on royalty. Address,
" Manufacturer," care this office.

A RE you going to be on hand and attend the Chi-
M cago Horological Institute next year, and try to
carry away one of the prize lathes to be offered Jan-
uary t, 189o, for the best piece of work done during
the year? Terms of competition will be duly pub-
lished in the " Watchmaker," our new journal for the
student and old workman at the bench. Urban W.
Frink, President.

A THOROUGH course of instruction in every
1.{ branch of watchmaking and repairing can be had
at I). D. Palmer's Horological School, Waltham,
Mass. I'upils can construct an entire watch in course
of their instruction and own it when done. Corres-
pondence solicited. Our aim is to turn out none but
first-class workmen,

I F you think of attending a horological school during
I the year 189o, send for a sample copy of the
"Watchmaker," published at the Chicago Horological
Institute. Urban W. Frink, Editor.

DECEMBER, 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

I AM too busy to get out cut of school just now.
I We now have seating and benches up for 43 pupis,
and plenty of room to put up many more benches.
New pupils arriving right along, and others finishing
with honor, credit, etc., etc. Had several requests
last week from different States for my graduates at
$25 per week, the demand is far greater than I can
supply. Come right along watchmakers, journey
men and apprentices, W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona,
Minn., will do you good and do all possible for you
in every respect. This is his life's-work remember.
W. F. A. Woodcock, Winona, Minn. Remember
W. F. A. Woodcock's graduates are now to be seen
all over the United States and also in Canada—in the
far East and the far West, and all around. You can
go and see them and satisfy yourself on any point
that W. F. A. Woodcock is the man that you want to
see if you want to be a good watchmaker.

ATCHMAKER'S SCHOOL.—Pupils who have
vy taken the course and become graduates of this
school are in demand all over the United States.
Even the far West has heard that good, practical
watchmakers are turned out here, and in the last few
days letters have been received from Texas, Mon-
tonna, Washington Ter. and Oregon all wanting
watchmakers, and very recently 3 offers came of $25
per week, each for finished workmen. To-day comes
a telegram from Texas wanting a graduate of W. F'.
Woodcock's school at once. In the last few days, 3
graduates have gone out to go into business for theme
selves. They all came as apprentices and go out
first-class watchmakers. For further particulars ad.,
W. F. A. Woodcock, corner 4th and Market street,
Winona, Minn.

A R. W. H. SAXTON, JR., of New London, Conn.,
II/I writes that his first month after returning home
he repaired 85 watches, besides all the other work
that he did, and he states that all work is perfectly'
satisfactory. How is this for a graduate of W. F. A.
Woodcock's model watchmakers school of Winona,
Minn. Go and see Mr. Saxton, see what he can do,
and what he has learned. You wt11 find him a first-
class watchmaker and a gentleman.

lAl. F. A. WOODCOCK'S Watchmakers School is a
very busy place, and a very good place to go,

and a pleasant place to be, for anyone that wishes to
be a first-class watchmaker in a short time and for a
very reasonable price, there is none better. He has
had 4 new pupils this week from as many States, and
they are doing well. Many more are looked for
soon ; so that he will put in new benches to accom-
modate about zo more pupils. You can be taught
how to run a watch, jewelry and optical business
successfully for either yourself or for an employer.
By all means attend W. F. A. Woodcock's first-
class watchmakers school. He understands every
branch of the business from beginning to end, and he
has the happy faculty of being able to impart to
others what he knows and what they desire to know.
Pupils can enter at any time and begin work at once.
Board can be had at almost any price. $14, $x6, $28,
$20, etc. per month. W. F. A. Woodcock has every
advantage that can be named or thought of. He has
all kinds of work for students to do, levers, chronom-
eters, repeaters, duplex, cylinders, etc. Key and
stem-wind work ; also has an E. Howard & Co. reg-
ulator, of Boston, Mass., and a fine marine or ship
chronometer for any pupils who wish that class of
work—the regulator beating seconds and the chro-
nometer beating j6 seconds ; also large model escape-
ment for the demonstration of any problem that may
arrive, and for the same purposes., drawings and
and works of everything connected with horology by
the best masters in the world. Attend W F. A.
Woodcock's school for watchmakers at Winona,
Minn., and you will be happy.

I HAVE 2 nice, good young men that will graduate
I about January 1st. Good watchmakers, honest,
honorable, upright, truthful, moral, clean, no bad
habits, hard working, faithful, they would like to
work in the same store, or at least, in the some city
or town if possible. This is a rare chance to get
good men. Also wanted by a graduate, a gentleman
of means, a good place to open business. W. F. A.
Woodcock, Watchmakers School, Winona, Minn.

VOU miss it if you don't get the" Dandy" anti-
I oxidizer and tempering compound. Easily ap-
plied and will stay where you put it on your work.
Will do you more good than any half dollar you ever
spent. By mail. J. D. Wiggins, Farmer Village, N.Y.

DIAMONDS bought. Address, Box 938, Hartford,
Connecticut.

AN active commercial traveler can materially add to
his income, or could, without interfering with his

regular business, reduce his expenses by presenting
to his customers a matter of vital interest to each of
them, and which will become apparent when pre-
sented. Give full name, address and business con-
nection to "D H F," Post Office box 3240, New
York city.

TO TRADE.—What have you to trade for 640 acres
I land, 4 miles south of Syracuse, Kansas. Price
of land $4.50 per acre. C. W. Little, Denver, Colo.

TWO fine specimens for 20 cents. Massive and
I pocket garnet from the Johnsburg mines. M. A.
Morehouse, Wevertown, N. Y.

HAMOIS, best quality, $4 per dozen. Samples
free for 4o cents in asstamps. Ch. A. Winship,

g9 Kinzie street, Chicago, .

WHY don't you send your business card to W. S.
VI/ L. Frear, Union Springs, N. Y., and receive in
return FREE, a sample of that wonderful hard solder.

It OSELEY & CO., Elgin, III. manufacturers of the
IVI " Moseley Lathe," with full line Of fixtures and
attachments. Designed especially for watchmakers
and repairers. Combining accuracy, durability,
convenience and style. Honest tools at fair prices.
Send for new price lists. Agencies with most of the
jobbers.

IF you desire to learn how to thoroughly and quicklyclean clocks without taking them apart, (any
apprentice can do the work). Send $2 for printed
instructions. 0. Rose, Crown Point, Ind. s

WILL send instructions for an easy method of hard
I soldering. without removing setting and no re-pol-
ishing required, for $1. James M. Calhoun, Ply-
mouth, Pa.

WATCHMAKERS—Take a short course at the
Chicago Horological Institute, and see how

much it will improve your work,

DECEMBER, 1889.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

C0011 real estate and cash to exchange for a stockof jewelry. Box 325, Aurora,

OEND your trade watchwork to the Chicago Horo-
O logical Institute, 215 Dearborn st.

EPAIRI NG for the trade.--All kinds of fine watch-
work will be neatly and promptly done at D. D

Palmer'salmer's Factory and School, Waltham, Mass. Send
for price list.

OUR work and our prices will suit you. Try usand see if it is not so. Chicago Horological
Institute.

OTOLEN.—Hunting case, gold stem-winder, No. of
O case, 5236 ; No. of movement 20036. Makers
engraved on movement, " International Watch Co."
A reward of Po for the watch. All watchmakers
keep a lookout for this watch. J. C. Street.

nIERFECT " clock cleaner. Sample lo cents.
r J. F. Sallee, Waverly, III.

/HIICAGO Horological Institute will do your trade
U work better and qtticker than anyone else.

WANTED.

gold and silver, full value paid. Packages
received by mail or express remitted for same

day. H. 'I'. Roberts, refiner, 825 Filbert st., Phila.,
Pa.

WANTED at the Chicago Horological Institute,
V V students in the arts who aim to be fine workmen.

WATCHMAKER wanted by W H. Rees, Erie,
V V Kansas.

rVERY watchmaker, jeweler and optician to know
E that " Grout's Excelsior " carved iron watch and
spec signs are the best and cheapest in the world.
None genuine unless they bear the name " Grout's
Excelsior Signs " in small, black letters close under
the hands on every dial. Catalogue sent to all
persons free. Manufactured only by Excelsior Sign
Co., 224 Dearborn street, Chicago.

TO buy a nice, little jewelry store, either in city or
small town. " S E J," Montgomery, Pa.

WATCHMAKER that can do engraving and
repairing. Steady job, state wages and ref. Ad.,

K. E. Miller, Hope, Ind.

rIRST-CLASS watch repairer, St6 to begin with.
I Permanent position. Send ref. to " Watch-
maker," 74 Linwood aventte, Buffalo, N. Y.

A FIRsT-CLASS jeweler and repairer. Can get

• 

good position in live city by applying at once to
R. Sturgeon, Chamberlain, South Dakota.

k A AN who is good on clock and job work, including
M hard soldering, and will be willing to do other
work in jewelry store and act as salesman, to go into
ciuntry town in Vermont. Must furnish unquestioned
reference as to character and ability. Address, with
refs. and wages wanted K," care this office.

N experienced watchmaker who can engrave.

• 

Permanent situation to sober, steady man. Sal-
ary $20 per week. G. A. Bohn, jeweler, Austin, Texas.

A GOOD workman. A man that is a good workman
on watches, clocks and and jewelry and also good

at engraving. He must be sober and industrious.
To such a man I will give good wages and a perma-
nent situation. Address, Wm. H. H. Horine, Car-
linville, Ill., stating qualifications and wages required.

EWEI.RY salesman with experience wanted to
ii travel through Pennsylvania and the west. J.
G. Rosengarten & Co., 626 Arch street, Philadelphia

WISS rounding up tool and cutters ; must be good
and cheap. Send description and price. Jacob

emery, Downingtown, Pa.

TO buy watch and jewelry business in some thriving
manufacturing village in Maine or New Hamp-

shire. Address, with particulars and lowest cash
price. " Business,"care this office.

A FIRST-CLASS watchmaker. Steady situation for

• 

the right man. Good reference wanted. Apply
to F. Schwab, 20o2 Second aye, Birmingham, Ala.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

DV a watchmaker, my own tools, portable bench,
D and lathe, etc. Can give good refs. Western
states preferred " G G," care this office.

I-1051'110N to travel by a practical watchmaker,
✓ good salesman and address. Can give first-class
refs. as to character and ability. Address, " A R,"

WILL be at liberty January 2, 1890. A man of 20
V V years experience as general workman. Thorough-
ly understands every branch of the watch, and clock
making of the most complicated kind. Can manu-
facture any kind of solid gold and silver jewelry;
also diamond setting and medals of all kinds. Have
an entire set of tools suitable for all of the above
work. Am capable of taking charge of a general
repair department. Will go either East, West,
North or South, but permanent position required.
Open for engagement from now until February I,
1590. Will work on shares if required. None but
responsible and first-class establishments need apply.
Can't accept any position before February 1, 1890.
Address, " Foreman No. t," care this office.

ATCH M AK ER wants position. First-class
VV workman, have had large experience at the
bench, a fine set of tools. Can give the best of refs.
I want a good position—none other. Address, " R
A," care this office.

POSITION as a competent jewelry manufacturer
and repairer ; also gold plater. Good reference,

None but reliable houses need apply. Washington
Ter., Oregon, Colorado, Montanna, Utah Ter. pre-
ferred. Address, " L," care this office. *

0r
Y young man of 09, at present manager of a jew-
elry business will be at leisure February to, 2890.

actical watchmaker and salesman. Can do en-
graving and some jewelry work if required. Can
'give best of refs. Ad., C. K. Clatter, Galena, Ill. *

SITUATIONS WANTED.

IfilOSITION as watchmaker, age zo, can do clocks
✓ and jewelry repairing 4 years experience.
Address, " James," care this office.

r)OSITION to travel for either a jewelry, clock or
✓ silver plate company, by a young man, practical
jeweler. good salesman and address. Very best refs.
Box 636 Marysville, Kansas.

S watchmaker, age 24, single ; had good exp. Best

1 of refs. Can engrave some. P. 0. Box 170,
,Taterloo, Ind.

WATCHMAKER and jeweler, over 20 years exp.
VV Good set of tools, lathe, etc. ; can give good
references. Address, " II," care this office. *

AS traveling salesman, by a young man who has had
5 years exp. in the retail jewelry business. Can

give good security if necessary. Address, Chas. L.
Badger, Charlotte, N. C.

A N active, middle aged, thorough, practical manu-
m facturing and repairing jeweler, seeks situation
in first-class retail store or manufactory as above is
well up in general mounting, matching and repairing;
can gold and silver plate, and color alloy, melt, etc.
is handy at engraving, etc. First-class references.
Address, G. Crockford, Parry Sound, Ontario, Cam.*

Y a young man, as assistant watchmaker or any
D other good position ; have tools 'and refs. Ad.,
"C K," care this office.

BY young man to years old to finish trade ; havehad i years exp. best of refs. Address, Wilson
C. Fulton, Aleda, Ill.

BY young man after January 1st. to finish trade;
can engrave. Ad Box 374, Lamar, Mo.

BY young man, best refs. Have Mosely lathe and
attachments. Can do first-class work ; have

certificate from one of the watch schools. Address,
E. W. Pollock, South Norwalk, Conn.

VOLING man, 25, as salesman or clerk in wholesale
or retail jewelry house. Good refs. "J Q,"

High street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

E
NGR AVER, age 22, wants to finish watchmaking
and jewelry trade. Box 293, Duncannon, Pa. *

WATCHMAKER. No postal cards answered.
VV Address, " J M," Ravenna, Ohio.

POSITION as traveler for 2890. Have had a little
experience on the road. For the last few years

ave been at the bench and running a retail jewelry
store. Address, " A B C D," care this office. *

Retail Trade.—N. B.
Watches, watch cases and jewelry repairing,

ornamental and letter engraving done by us, guaran-
teed to give satisfaction.

THURBER 82 BURNS,

274 Westminster Street, Providence, R. I.
Price List on application.

AHI THERE!
Just what you want, the best ruby pin setter in the

world. Attaches right on your lamp, leaving both
hands free to work with. Price, $1.00. Place your
order at once, as they are attended to in regular
order of receiving. You would give $5.00 for same
after once using. Address,

WILL. R. JOHNSON,
2723 Second Avenue, Rock Island, III.

Balance Screw Washers.

2c 

VERY watchmaker should be familiar with my
balance screw washers. Send to cents for sam-

1 es or 50 cents a gross, well made and assorted.
l'ry them and quit tampering with a correctly curved
or adjusted hairspring. 'rime and poise by the bal-
ance screws and have your regulator at the centre.
Ask your jobber for them, or send and get them by
return mail. Once used you will never be without

. them. One job musing two, pays you for the gross. F.
C. Ries, Macon, Ga.

EMIL SCHWIEG,
Manufacturer of Brushes, Jewelers, Watch Case

Makers, Gold, Silver. and Nickle Platers, and Silver-
smith's Wire Scratch and Polishing Bntshes.

15 to 19 Green Street, Newark, N. J.

John R. Stedlinger,
Dealer in

Fine Tools and Materials
Watch Repairing for the Trade a Specialty.

302 Main Street, Buffalo, New York.
Orders Promptly filled.

Send. for Price List of Repairing.

Diamon.ds.
Otte Diamond Album,

Containing the most desirable specialties shown
in that line, will be mailed to you on request—no
Jeweler should be without it.

Our Diamonds are Nice, Snappy Goods,
s Full of Life and Beauty.

For
Loose Diamonds, Diamond Mountings, Turquoise

and Diamonds, Ruby ond Diamonds, Sap-
phire and Dintnonds, Emerald and

Diamonds,Foncy Diatnoncls.
Mounted in

Rings, Pins, Bracelets, Ear-rings, Scarf Pins,
Studs, etc.

Oskamp, Nolting & Co.,
B. W. Cor. Fourth and Walnut Sts.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

A. R. Brattin,
Wholesale Jeweler.

Everything wanted by retail jewelers. Issue no
catalogue ; can fill orders from any catalogue.

Rooms 408, 409 & 420 Alamo Building
N. W. Cor. 7th and Delaware Sts.,

Kansas City, Mo.

The Hammond Wheel
Still in the lead, for rapid, cleanly glass
grinding. For sale at your material house,
or by mail, $1.00.

* *

W. F. Hammond, Mfr.,
Greenport, Suffolk Co., N..Y.

A New and Important Book on Me-
tallic Alloys, Solders, Etc.

RECENTLY PUBLISHED.

e metallic Flogs.
A Practical Guide for the Manufacture of all

Kinds of Alloys, A malgams, and Solders ttsed
by Metal Workers together with their Chemical
and Physical Properties and their Application
in the Arts and the Industries ; with an Appen-
dix on the coloring of Alloys. Trouslated and
edited, chiefly from the German of A Krupp
and Andreas Wildberger, with extensive addi-
tions by Wm. T. Brannt, one of the editors of
" The Fechno-Cheinical Receipt Book," etc.
Illustrated by 26 engravings. 12 mo, 428 pages.
Price, 2.50.
.45§- By mail, free of postage, to any address in

the world.

ARV' A circular of 4 Pages ; i/o showing full
Table of COilirlIES of this valuable book will be sent
free of postage lo anyone in any part of the world,
furnishing his address.

KERL-GARRISON —TheAssayers' Man-
ALSO RECENTLY PUBLISHED:

ual.  Aim Abridged Treatise on the DOCintilStiC
Examination of Ores. and Furnace and other
rtificial Products. By Bruno Kerl Professor

in the Royal School of Mines, Member of the
Royal Technical Commission for the Industries,
and of the Imperial Patent Office, Berlin. Trans-
lated front the German by Win. T. Brannt.
Second American Edition. Edited with exten-
sive additions by. 1' Lynwood Garrison, Member
of the Am. Institute of Mining Engineers, Iron
and Steel Institute, Verein Dentscher Eisen-
huttenleule. etc Illustrated by 87 Engravings,

00.

'81)r pages,iee$3 rto, giving the
,3v5 t, 

full

tpIipTanagsAbe las e, 08f 
circular 

micro

v c , oc.st;bli ;ifs off

this important book, as
Books on Metal

Mining, Metallurgy, Au,,,', a 'Qtry, Assaying,
v Ai ChemicalNcLAEvnEa./ISTiS,het ec.,sent free to anyone in any

part of the world who will send his address.

English and Arper-
over 3,000 Receipts, Rules and Tables designed
for the use of every Mechanic and Manufacturer.

Amer-loan Mechanic. Comprising a collection of

By B. Frank Van Cleve. Illustrated, 283 pages.
12 mo.,

mail, free of postage to any 
,1,roo sr so by

ad-
dress in the tl'orld.
Among the contents of this valuable and use-

ful book are Explanation of diagrams for sheet
metal work , Contents its gallons of different
vessels , Weights of Pipes • Tinplates; Oil Can-
isters, with the quantity of tin required; Diam-
eters, Circumferences, and Areas of Circles and
the content of each in gallons at one foot in
depth Arithmetic , Practical Geometry; Men-
suration , Slide Rule ; Steam and the Steam
Engine; Belts , Limes, Cements, Mortars and
Concretes ; Artificers' Rules and Tables for
computing the work of Bricklayers, Well Rig-
gers, Masons, Carpenters, Joiners, Slaters, I'las-
terers, Painters, Glaziers, Pavers and Plumbers;
Sewers, Arches and Abutments; Flour Mills,
Saw Nhilbs ; Woodworking Machinery ; Water
Power ; solders; Fusible Compounds; Fluxes
for Soldering or Welding ; Strength of Materials;
Weights of Materials; Wheel Gearing; Gauging;
Alloys and Compositious ; Rare and Valuable
Receipts for Meetianical Purposes

ittrir A circular, 4 Pages 4to, showing the full
Table of Contents of this important book, will be
sent ,free of postage to any one in any part of the
worldnRANwr4h _iNcsvillyji:rtiiii Tshhheis Tateiderehssn.

Containing several thou-
Os Chemi-

cal Receipt Book.
sand Receipts covering I he Latest, most Import-
ant and most Useful Discoveries in Chemical
Technology, and their Practical Application in
the Arts and the Industries Edited chiefly
from the German of Drs. Wine s ler, Elsner.
Heintze. Mierzinsi,i, Jacobsen, Roller, and
Heinzerling, with additions by William T.
Brannt and William H. Wahl, Ph. I). (Heid.),
Secretary of the Franklin Institute, Illustrated
Ity 78 engravings, one volume over 500 pages,
22mo, elegantly bound in scarlet cloth, gilt,
closely printed, containing aim immense amount
and a great variety of matter.
Price ,,g's oo, free of postage to any address in the

world.
IN- A circular of sz fiaves, showing the full

Table of Contents of this imp°, /ant Book, sent by
mail free of postage to any ri,. e in any tart of the
World who will furnish his address.
Seir Our New and Revised Catalogue of Prac-

tical and Scientific Books, 86 pages, 8vo, and our
other t atalogues, the whole covering every branch
,ofScienre applied to the Arts, sent fire and fiee of
fiostage to airy one in any part of the world who
will furnish his adtlre;s.

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & CO.,
Industrial Pohl ishers, Booksellers and Importers,

810 Walnut St., PhIledelphla, Pa., V. S. A.

Index to Advertisers.
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The Best Watch and Clock Oils
Ever Produced.

These oils are refined at the severe cold

temperature of from 25° to 300 below

zero, which renders them less effected

by extreme heat and cold, that all

time-keepers are subjected to, than

has any oil heretofore made. Every

jeweler should use this best of all oils.

,640.

RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINCS !

RAllLE-DAllLE-PUZZLE-RINCS !

The Best Selling Novelty Ever Offered.

"PRINCESS LOUISE " Bangle.

Latest Seir,ation in the Jeweiry Trade.

Send for New Price List.

-v- Henry C.
MAKER.

11 John Street, New York.

Col. J. M. Rutherford, Auctioneer
Specialty made of Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry, etc.

Sales made only for established jewelers in their regular places of business. Am a practical jeweler
with an experience of 25 years as a Special Salesman. Gan refer to over loo Jewelers, for whom I have made
successful sales in all parts If the United States. Add ress,

oorn 7, 618 Chestnut St., Phila.

Maenair & 13ur4ingarne
226 gddy St., providence, R. I.

Manufacturers of

Jewelers'
Findings

and

Repairing
Material

Sell Direct to the

Retail Jewelers
at Manufacturers' Prices.

* * * * * * * *

Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List.

United States Smelting and Refining Works,

Wollstein .8k Sulzberger,
Proprietors,

Office: 25 John Street, Works: 17 and 19 John Street,

New

Sweep Smelters and Assayers.
Sole Manufactnrers of PMENIX FLUX and EUREKA ALLOY.

Dealers in fine Gold and Silver in Bars, Rolled or Granulated.

Old Cold and Silver Bought.

platinum and aluminum in plate and Wire

ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are prepared to do all kinds of jewelry, Manufitcturing, Enameling, Engraving and Watchmaking

for the (rade. Knight Templar and Knights of Phythias Goods a Specialty. Would kindly solicit a trial front
jewelers in surrounding country. Satistact i0II guaranteed.

Cone Manufacturing Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Successors to .rAC0111 COLTON & CO.

W. W. Coomes ct Co.,
Manufacturers of

Cold and Silver Spectacles, Cold Eye-Classes,
and Cold and Silver Thimbles.

Lion g 1Vleaciow, Mass.

EIFFEL

Trade Mark

The Verry Latest.

No more Blackening or Poisoning
the Neck.

•
E IF FEI

Trade Mark

The Eiffel Collar autton.
Ft. 801 Front Collar Eutton with White Enamel sack.

Manufactured and Sold to the wholesale trade by

Fred I. Marcy c& Co.
Manufacturing Jewelers. PROVIDENCE, P. I.

New. Yank Office, 198 Snoadx.r.tay.

ASK TO SEE IT.

li. belong & 13rother,

Gold and Silver Refiners and Assayers.

Sweep •i•

•i• Smelters
S. W. Cor. Halsey and Marshall Sts.

Newark, New Jersey.

JUST WHAT YOU WANT!

PAILLARD NON-MAGNETIC WATCHES
For your Holiday Trade.

No Jeweler who values his reputation and wishes to be considered as up with the times can afford to he without them.

No. 71, Nickel, 20jewe1s.

No.72, Nickel, IS jewels.

16 SIZE, S. W., OPEN FACE AND HUNTING.

No. 73, NIckel, 16 .jewels.

No. 71, Nieltel, I jelvels,

No. til, Nickel. 15 jewels.
No. 10i. Gilt, 15 jewels.

For full Description and Prices, consult Monthly Price List.

LADIES' WATCHES IN GREAT VARIETY.

".-771c,
4j1°' .

• - ( A4'1 .)_-ci;+- ii4r4;
' 

6

No. 53, 53, Gilt, 11 jewels.

No. St, Gilt, 7 jewels.

Hunting, Half-Hunting and Open Face, Plain, Engraved, Enameled and Diamond Decorated. Prices to suit the Times.

COMPLICATED WATCHES
Chronographs, Split Seconds, Repeaters, Calendars and all Combinations of the same cased in a superior manner and at prices no higher than watches of much less merit.

141=11W
Paillard Non-Magnetic Watches Lead the World

For Sale by A.11 Jobbers.

A. C. SMITH, General Selling Agent,
177 and 179 Broadway, - - - - New 'York.

Selection packages sent to
dealers known to us or furnishing satisfactory references.



To the Trade.
We make a specialty of doing all kinds of watch

repairing for the trade, having had years of exper•
ience in (he largest houses in the city, and having all
the best facilities for doing work. We are enabled to
do the most difficult  repairing promptly, and on short
notice. Send for our new price list.

Richards & Rutishauser,
182 State St., Chicago, Ills.

J. J. Ponnelly,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.

Gold and Silver Electro Plater, Fire Gil-
der, and Colorer.

All kinds of Nvork neatly and promptly executed.
Orders by mail or express will receive prompt

attention.

—
Specialty Manufacturing Co.,

Elgin, Ill.
Manufacture a strictly first-class tempered main

spring for American NI'atches from selected stock,
and guaranteed to give sat israction. Use them once
and you will abandon the use of all other brands. If
your _Jobber does not handle them, order direct front
the factory.

$1.5 per Dozen.

Watch Case Repairer

pavis,
73 Nassau St., Room 6, New York.
Engine Turning, Springing, jointing, Polishing,

and Ill:nen-11 Repairi»g neatly and quickly executed.
Send for price list.

Cash for old Gold and Silver.

You can save half the time by using my patent
eye-glass springs. These will Soon be in the hands
of the trade ; until then I will supply all who want
them by mail.

Prices, 20 and 25 cents per dozen.

The
Hammond Wheel

Unparalled Success.

Leads in sales all Special Tools

Spectacle and Eye-glass Repairing.

Ale. tkliederthold,

No. 66 Nassau Street, New York.

Repairing Jeweler
Makes a specialty of repairing all kinds of jewelry

for the trade. Also matches up lost pieces, such as
Sleeve Buttons, Ear Rings, etc. Gold Vest Chains
filled and made equal to new. Jobbing sent to Inc by
mail or express will be repaired and returned promptly

Prices Moderate and First-class
Workmanship Guaranteed

No other Grinding Wheel can compare with
it for Speed,Exquisite Fineness,Clean-

liness or care of manipulation.
Grinds artificial and real stones

pebble and glass.

We make a specialty of all spectacle and eye-glass
repairing, having had years (if experience in the
manufacture of same, we are enabled to do the most
difficult jobs in a first-class manner. Send for price
list.

Eccleston & Sibley,
Southbridge, Mass.

The John Holland Gold Pen Company,

To the Trade.
I make a specialty of supplying the trade with

stones for jobbing purposes. A large stock of Cameos,
Pearls, Turquoise, Garnets, Amethysts, Doublets,
Foil Backs, White and Colored Imitation Stones,
Brazilian Beetles, etc. on hand. All kind of settings
for the trade, Send for Price List.

Ulm. Archibald,
73 Nassau Street, New York.

E. E. SAFFORD,
dew eers' Auctioneer,

Having had many years experience can give en-
tire satisfaction to the trade. Cash advanced on
jewelers' stocks in trade. Best of references.

Office, 235 Washington St.,
Room 14. Boston, Mass.

Spring Garden Metal Works

Manufacturers of

Gold Pena.

7 Front Street,

Greenport, Suffolk Co., New York.

Foot-Power Machinery.
Complete Outfit for Actual Workshop Business

Lathes for wood or metal. Circular Saws, Scroll
Saws, Formers, Mortisers, Tenoners, Fee.

Polishing Machines. lathes for the
heavier work of Jewelers.

OUR Patent Veloci-
pede Foot-Power
is without ques-

tion the best yet ap-
plied to Lathes. Read
a few expressions froni
those using them: "I
clo not see how your
glPaonwte.es
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whole day, and feel as
I ittle tired as though
only walking around."
"In regard to the Ve-
locipede Foot-Power,
I consider the lathe

without an equal." "Using the Velocipede Foot-
Power, the operator can hold a steady hand for doing
the work." "Fo.t doing actual business, the lightest
or heaviest, give me the Velocipede Foot-Power."
"The 4.y4 Lathe is equal to any costing twice the
money." "What astonishes me is, how you can
make machines to pay you for so small a sum of
money." "The No. 6 Lathe is the most perfect tool
I ever saw for the money." '1 can do double the
amount of work on the Velocipede that I can on any
other style of foot-powor lathe. ' '"Ilhere is no tax
Ott strength, tee body ts at rest, steady, the hands and
attention free for the job." "The Velocipede is the
best foot-power of ally for:lathes. Sold ON TRIAL,.
Price List Free.

W. F. & John Barnes Co.,
66o Ruby Street, - Rockford Illinois.

IMPORTERS OF

Diamonds, Watches, Tools and Materials, and Optical Goods.
Western Figents for 13arbour Eros,' Celebrated Silver Plated Ware.

The following Tools, from the stock of T. Kearney Co., we offer at greatly reduced prices, as you will see by comparison
with any price list, they are genuine bargains, and cannot be duplicated. This opportunity lasts only till we have reduced
our immense stock sufficiently and positively not longer than the 3ist day of December, 1889. Order early as they will not
last long. Remember we keep everything needed by the trade and fill all orders same day as received, when possible. Ex-
press Prepaid on all packages weighing not over r5 ounces, and a charge of only 15 cents made.

Cold & Silver Pencil Cases
Stylographic and Fountain Pens

Cold Tooth Picks, Charms, Etc.

Medal awarded at the Centennial Exhibition,
Philadelphia, Pa.

19 West Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Charles Kohibusch,
Manufacturer of

Fine Balances and

I1 
' Weights

For all purposes.

35 Nassau St., N. Y.
Send for Catalogue.

Repairs promptly attend-
ed to.

Hutchinson's Practical School for Watchmakers
La -Porte, Ind.

Offers the best course of instruction in

WATCHMAKING. New Movements from Raw Material.

Watch Repairing. Every Detail.

Clock Repairing.

Jewelry Repairing.

Engraving.
Scrip and fancy letters and monograms

Manufacture small metalic wares of every de-
scription. Patented Novelties, Clasps, Blanks, Met-
al Buttons, Bubkles, Eyelets, and all kinds of Round
Square and Pressed Tin, Brass, etc., Estimates fitr-
nished for Special Articles tin Metal, Gold, Silver,
Copper Plating and japaning. Dies and Puncees
made to order.

528 N. 10th St., Phila., Pa.

H. T. Roberts
825 Filbert Street, Phila., Pa.
Old Gold and Silver bought. Packages received

by mail or express promptly remitted for.

Beware of
Cheap Imitntions.

See that

J. HOUGHTON
lanehester,
N. H.

Is stamped
upon them

Every one is

Warranted.

Price,

$11.50 Hard.

OPTICS. We give Special Diploma in this course.

RENARD GRAVERS. 10 cents each.

Whitcomb No. z% and Kearney Lathes.

For Moseley Lathes, Nos. r, IX2 and 2.

We have in preparation special models and movements to be exhibited at the coming WORLD'S
FAIR in 1892. We offer extra inducements to a limited number of new students that enroll with us before
January 1st ; an opportunity of a life-time. Get particulars.

1Atinslaip & Wiger,
Manufacturing Jewelers and piamond Setters.

Every one warranted to be true.

Price each 95c., reduced from $1.25.

WEBSTER LATHE WHEELS.

In 3o or 40 lbs., only $5.50,
reduced from $8.50.

Countershaft, No. 2.

ALL PRICES QUOTED ARE PER DOZEN. OUR STOCK OF THESE BOXES IS LIMITED. WE CANNOT FURNISH THEM
AT PRICES QUOTED AFTER WHAT WE HAVE ARE SOLD.

Prescriptions Filled 57 Washington Si
Promptly. Catalog. free. r Chicago,

Jewelers can
Paralyze Watch Clubs

Also advertising competition, by the use of our un-

paralleled plan of selling watches. Detail clescrip.

tion seat on receipt of twenty-five one cent stamps.

Tontine Co-Operative Watch Co.
142 Dearborn St., Chicago.

Reference,

Any Wholesale Jewelry House
in this city.

Send to

Farjeon et Co.
No. 25 John Street, New York City,

Watchmakers' and Jewelers'
Tools, Materials, Optical Goods, Jew-

elers Findings, etc.
Farjetm's Celebrated Handmade American Silk

Vest Chains assorted in dozens, $1.75.

Farjeon's Celebrated Handmade American Silk
Guards assorted in dozens, $2.00.

Agents for the Celebrated

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Done.
Gold and Silvery Plating, Engrroving, Etc.

Juergenson Mainspring,
$12 per gross. Send for sample dozen $1, and liSC

nO other.

Farjeon 8c. Co.,
No. 25 John Street, New York City.

The "W. D. R." is Al.
The Original, Best, Cheapest, Time-tested and

Trade-adopted "Watchmakers' Descriptive Record"

is practically wit out cti.i'''..lva=737177717777

copies of it are sold annually than of all other watch

records or registers combined. No other record or

register of any practical value to the trade can be

published withottt infringing this copyright. Sample

sheets of the latest edition, with full details, mutt

free to the trade as during the. pttst fifteen years.

Address,

111,E1111101

No. 051, x in. Diant No. ono, Plush Ring Box.
$3.00 $3.00

1,1,)Y.1;11 1,11,11til lp■.,;n1,,i,,

No. 35, Plush Cuff Button Boxes. $4.00 No. 025, Plush Bar Pin Boxes. $4.00

The only case that
gives perfect satisfac•
tion. Every watch-
maker who becomes
acquaint eel with it
will have one. It
keeps in .,perfect order
glasses from to e3
it) sixteenths, and
from o to 8 high, also

;5, tutr57ll1lhT:T Geneva, Thick Hat,
Concave,etc. Size

of case 32% inches
high, 224 wide, 17
deep. They are tnade
of black walnut, cher-

ry and antique oak, hard finished, with I rimmed pulls
and nliniber plates, of thorough workmanship, and
highly ornamental in appearance.

Price, $15.tio each. Ask your jobber for them.

Clark, Giddings & Co., M'f's, Sterling, Ill.

J. L. Clark,
ll
,

It t.q II

I
47 int it.*
GOLD a.SILVEC PIA INLIi &ASSAYER

rta"

Refiner and Sweep Smelter of
Smoked Coquille Spectacles, per dozen, 80 Cents.

Paper Mache Spectacle Cases.

I'earl Inlaid, Open or Closed End. - - per dozen, $2.00
Gilt " " " " 8o

Fine Plush Cases for

Straight or Riding Bow

Spectacles,

Per Dozen, $2.00

Gold and Silver of any kind bought.

Scud by Nt.il, Express or Freight. Refer to KEYSTONV
Fine Morocco Spectacle Cases, per dozen, 75 Cents. Fine Morocco Spectacle Cases, per dozen, 75 Cents,

ABOVE PRICES LESS 6 PER CENT. DISCOUNT FOR CASH
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Gentlemen of the Trade:

We Have It
Anything in your line and the most complete

stock of goods ever offered to the trade.

G. B. Barrett & Co.
Wholesale Dealers j Firmer lean Watches,

101 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

We Ensure Satisfaction.

The goods ute offer are our own importa-

tions and are of personal selection. A fine as-

sortment of Cut G1ass,Serves,13ronzes,Ameriean

Movements, French Novelties, Pedestals, Clocks,

Silver Goods and l3r ie-a-13rac greet the demands

of trade.

Low Prices for Cash.

G. 43. 13atirett & Co.,
101 Fifth Aven-ue, - Pittsburgh, Pa.

Important

WATCH MOVEMENT is being manufactured and sold

by the Aurora Watch Company of Aurora, Illinois ;

Illinois Watch Company of Springfield, Illinois, and the

Columbus Watch Company of Columbus, Ohio, in which

the winding or setting train is moved into or out of engage-

ment with the winding wheel or the dial wheels by the longi-

tudinal movement of the stern arbor. Such construction is

fully covered by patents which are owned by us, and we

have brought suit in the United States Court against the

Aurora Watch Company, Illinois Watch Company, and

the Columbus Watch Company, for the infringement of

said patents.

The purchase, sale or use of the hereinbefore named

Watch movement is in violation of our rights, and we

hereby notify the trade that from this time we shall hold

each person or firm dealing in such Movements directly

responsible for the infringement.

(Signed)

R. E. Robbins,
T. M. Avery,

Truatees for American Waltham gild Elgin National iYal eh Co's.

R. F. Simmons & Co.

2744.
Roman.

2631.
Sterling Silver, White.

2632.
Sterling Silver, Oxydized

2679. Polished Rolled Plate.

2678. Polished Rolled Plate.

2743.
Roman.

2729.
Sterling Silver, White.

2730.
Sterling Silver, Oxydized

Birch's Pat. Self-Adjusting Watch Keys.

No. 2.—POCKET KEY.
Gilt.

-

No. 5.—POCKET KEY.
Heavy Rolled Gold Plate Mountings.

No. 15.—POCKET KEY
Extra Heavy Rolled Gold Plate Mount-

ings, 18 K. Plain.

Will Wind
Any Watch.

No. 4.—POCKET KEY.
Nickel Plated, Hexagon Shell.

No. 04.—POCKET KEY.
Silver Mountings, Engine Turned.

•

.--

No. 16.—POCKET KEY.
Extra Heavy Rolled Gold Plate Mount-

ings, i8 K. Engraved.

No. 8.—SHORT WOOD HANDLE KEY.
Nickel Plated; for Bench or Pocket Use.

No. 41.—LONG RUBBER HANDLE BENCH KEY. Nickel Plated.

Purchasers will observe
that our registered trade
mark appears on each box
containing i dozen keys.
Circulars with full partic-
ulars on application.

isi-EccuErs., 1:!:ELIMELIVIMI ME.3131rta...

Trade Mark Registered in the United Strifes n,o1, flrent Britain sflhs
Patentees and United States Munuracturers.

Birch's Self Adjusting Tweezers.

lmrc..4=1

U. S. Patent applied for.
Jaws made from best quality of steel, hardened and tempered. Handle nickel plated.

Birch's Pin Vice.

-7--7-NU-4;11111TMVI77--, - - -

Nickel Plated. Jaws made from  Stubs steel, hardened and tempered. A Superior Tool.

Our keys have achieved a high reputation wherever introduced. They are manufactured in a large

variety of styles, and may be obtained front Wholesale Dealers in any part of the world. Enclose business

card for circular.

JOHN S. BIRCH & CO.
'79 and 81 Washington St., Brooklyn, N. Y. N



Gentlemen of the Trade : R. F. Simmons & Co.

WoP
Anything in your line and the most complete

stock of goods ever offered to the trade.

G. B. Barrett & Co.
Wholesale Dealers in Arnerdr.an Watches,

101 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa:

We Ensure Satisfaction.

The goods we offer are our own importa-

tions and are of personal selection. Fl fine as-

sortment of Gut G1ass,Serves,l3r0nzes,Pirnerican

Movements, French Novelties, Pedestals, Clocks,

Silver Goods and 13ric-a-Brac greet the demands

of trade.

2757-L.

Low Prices for Cash.

2744.

2631.

2632.

• *" 2 s; f • • oto; )70 7. 63 '7 00
2679.

G. 13. Sarrett & Co.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.101 Firth Avenue,

Important
1••••111111•12M■MMISIIM.•

2678.

2743.

2729.

2730.

Birch's rat. Self-Adjusting Watch Keys.
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Birch's Self Adjusting Tweezers.
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INTENTIONAL SECOND EXPOSURE

Bargain Sheet for December.
1■■•■■11

The Philadelphia Optical and Watch Co Limited,

Me Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
We have the Jaargest

prescription ;dens Grinding Shop in the country.
We Cuarantee every lens to be absolutely correct before

being sent out of our shops.

One of the few houses in the trade who protect the dealers' interest by selling no goods at retail.

■11.11111111■1=111■

Study the following prices and compare with those you have been paying.

We call the attention of the trade to our bargain sheet for
December, knowing as we do, that you will find goods listed at
prices you have never bought the same goods at before. A
word to the wise is sufficient.

Gold Spectacles and Eye-glasses.
Lot 5 Gold Riding bow, - • - $1.35
" 6 " Straight temple, - - 1.8o
" 7 " Eye-glass, cork guards, 1.50
,t 8 if Balich cork guards, 1.8o

2

3

4

10 k. Gold Riding bow, - - $1.75
" Straight temple, - 2•45
" Eye-glass cork guards, 1.85
" " Bauch cork guards, 2.25

if

if

All of the above goods are set with the finest quality of

Periscopic Convex Lenses.
We can furnish any of above goods in i, 2 or 3 eye.

Think of it, a SOLID GOLD R. B. at $1.35.
We guarantee the io K. goods to be plump io K.

Lenses ground to any size eye.
Our Gem Perescopic convex lenses, -
Our Perfection Perescopic convex lenses,

$12.00 per gross.
- 1.75 per doz.

Solid Nickel Spectacles and Eye-glasses.

.J
No.

12 Solid nickel, straight temple, fiat eye wire,

whitest in color, temples more elastic, nose pieces stiffer than
other solid nickel spectacles on the market.

R. E. Robbins,

T. N:. Avery,

U. 9, Pnt.•,It nlinliii(1 for.
inaLle front lie-4 1,,ttjr v • • • • • • • • ! .linl teinni.recl. II:Audit: nickel phsed.

Birch's Pis Vice.
-. .

0. -.4......  4 ,,,,,,■•:',.;'*:„..:., -.71 - - !.

I'

di

• jaw: mode front '01 Iii1 , ,teel, 1 ind teini erc,1 lk. Superior To,

Trusters \ lI h.., iillham iiI 1.1e i \ 

1 4 I I hi; II 4 • 1 4 It 1 1 4 11 11 • 1 11111 1 4.1 1 1(•...1 I I

• • \VI d , . I :tit■• .A

JOHN S. BIRCH & CO.
31t(1 S1 Washington St..

111.11:t.,

Brooklyn. N. Y.

round "

Riding bow, curl bridge,

" saddle "

Eye-glass, cork guards,

Eye-glass Chains.
Lot 18 Very fine quality of extra heavy gold-plated E. G.

chain and hook, @ - - - $4.5o per doz.
Lot 20 Plump I° K., E. G. chain, @ - 1.25 each.

Plain and Band Gold Rings.
Price List

18 K. Plain 87 c. per dwt.
14 K. Plain 71 c. "

I. K. Plain 55 C.

In amounts not less than 25 dwts.

18 K. Plain

14 K. Plain

io K. Plain

90 C. per dwt.

75 C.

6o c.

In orders for less than 25 dwts.

We use Allen's U. S. Ring Gauge, measuring from
the centre of ring,

 71=11111•11M

Uncut Lenses.
Our F. B. Perescopic convex lenses -
Our F. B. I quality cylinder lenses

$9.00 per gross.

1.50 per doz.

We say that above prices for an imported lens cannot be equaled.
We control the entire product of the F. B. factory,

Steel Straight Temple Spectacles.
No.

9 Gem set with convex lenses,
10 Crystal "

Per doz. Worth.

$1.50 $2.00

2.00 3.00

4.00
I I Comet and Crescent set with perescopic convex lenses, 3.00

We can furnish either in blue or bronze. Nickel
platcd will cost you 25c. per doz. extra.

Per doz.

$3.25

3.25

4.50

- 5.00

4.50

Jo not confuse above goods with the german silver trash
%..a the market that are set with cheap plain lenses. Ours are
all set with I Perescopic convex lenses.

We control the entire product of the celebrated Le Pert
Opera, Marine and Field Glasses. Send for price list before
purchasing elsewhere.



Oliver Twist asked for "More"

Your Customers ask for "MOST !"
That is,

The "Mozt" They Can. Get for Their Money.

In Cheap Cases, " MOS-1" " MEANS

SILVEROID

YOUR BUSINESS SAGACITY
Is as much shown in buying the PEST CHEAP as the BEST DEAR Cases.

Silveroid are BestT

Because
1. Made of the best metal--close grained--unexcelled hard-

ness, taking a fine polish and showing beautiful color.

2. Made by best machinery and most improved processes,
utilizing the extremest advances of invention and met-
allurgic science.

Will
Please your Oki Customers.

Bring you New Customers.

Lose you NO Customers.

COST NO MORE
Than other White Metal Cases, and therefore PROFITI1811E TO SELLti

 AWN

Keystone Watch Case Company.
Philadelphia

Now York Chicago


